DANIEL 8:14, THE DAY OF ATONEMENT,
AND THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT

by

Desmond Ford

DEDICATED

To those who, believing that God raised
up the Advent

movement to proclaim the truth

for earth's last hour, value truth more than

position, comfort, or reputation.

For such,

"New occasions teach new duties,

Time makes ancient good uncouth,

They must upward still and onward
Who would keep abreast of truth."
(513, Church Hymnal

)

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT

CHAPTER ONE
Because the sanctuary truth
platform,
it

is vital

it

such a prominent part of our doctrinal

is

that our exposition of it be such as will recommend

to the best minds of non-Adventi sts, as well as our own people, and be

able to survive the most searching scrutiny.
cal,

for as

R.

A.

The issue

is

not just theoreti-

Anderson has said, "A misconception of the great sanctuary

truth has robbed many of the very assurance they need when we will
stand without a Mediator just prior to our Lord's return"
Aug.

3,

1962,

p.

as they contemplated our traditional teaching on the
it

mately left us for this reason,

including A.

H.

Crisler,

I.

,

leaders in our ranks have undergone agony

judgment and tried to reconcile

L.

Review and Herald

9).

Our history shows that loyal
of soul

(

have to

Keen, W. W.

with Scripture.

Fletcher,

while others, such as W. W. Prescott and

L.

L.

F.

R.
E.

investigative

Some of these men ulti-

Ballenger,

E.

S.

Ballenger,

Conradi, R. A. Greive, etc,

Froom and many contemporaries

chose to remain with us, though deeply troubled and perplexed.

Our twentieth century scholars have called into question many pillars
of our usual

sanctuary presentation.

tuary by our scholars shows
positions.

For example,

a

Study of recent documents on the sanc-

great departure from the nineteenth century

it is now admitted that blood from the offerings

of the common people never went into the sanctuary,

blood never defiles.

and that sacrificial

The sanctuary was defiled by the act' of sin, not by

the transfer of it through blood.

Neither

is

there any Scripture which

teaches an investigative judgment of the saints beginning long before the
Advent.

Doctrine cannot be established by types or prophetic interpretation

6

these may only be used to illustrate and confirm what
elsewhere, and

to teach

a

in

non-symbolic language.

it

The same
In

Key texts originally used by us

judgment of the saints have now been recognized by many as point-

ing rather to a judgment of the wicked.

makes

clearly taught

is

For example, the context of Dan. 7

clear that the little horn, not believers,
is

true of Rev.

is

being investigated.

14:7,8.

the I960's a special Daniel committee met for five years to deal

with such problems but reached no unanimity.

A previous

questionnaire sent

to our leading scholars brought the reply that it is impossible to so exegete
Dan.

8:14 as to derive the investigative judgment.

Dr.

Raymond Cottrell,

former associate editor of the SPA Bible Commentary and the Review, has often

told that story, and recently published it
He affirms that the traditional

in

the April

issue of Spectrum

.

sanctuary interpretation cannot be derived

from Scripture, and that most of our scholars know that to be the case.

While no teacher amongst us holds to the Bal lenger schema of years ago,
which taught

a

pre-cross sanctuary ministry of 4000' years, yet many acknow-

ledge that Bal lenger was at least correct on Christ's entrance within the
veil

at His ascension.

Heb. 6:19,20 and
E.

G.

(Contemporary SDA New Testament scholars interpret

10:19,20 quite differently to 19th century Adventist writers.)

White agreed with Bal lenger on this aspect also, as

Desire of Ages 757 and Signs of the Times

taneously holding to

a

,

April

19,

is

1905,

first apartment ministry culminating

words of veteran scholar, W.

E.

made clear by

though simulin

1844.

The

Read, summarize her Day of Atonement emphasis:

The Day of Atonement in days of old foreshadowed not only the work
of Christ on Calvary but also the final events in the great controversy, which envisioned the cleansing of the universe by the removal and destruction of all iniquity.

7

When this takes place, and all that relates to sin is finally eradicated from the universe of God, then we shall see "new heavens
and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness." Review and
Herald , Nov. 8, 1962, p. 4)
(

CHAPTER TWO

The only book of the New Testament which discusses the meaning of the
Day of Atonement, the significance of the first apartment ministry, and the

fulfillment of the cleansing of the sanctuary
with all three topics, but

in

is

Hebrews.

Chapter 9 deals

no place gives the traditional Adventist posi-

tion on these points.

Hebrews 6:19;

10:19,20; 9:8,12,24-25 teach Christ went into the equiva-

lent of the Most Holy Place at His ascension.

Today our New Testament

scholars admit that "within the veil" means within the second veil, and

Greek scholars acknowledge that ta hagia
second apartment only.

in

9:8,12,24;

10:19 means the

Even the English translation makes this clear, for

ta hagia is only reached through that veil which the High Priest penetrated

solely on the Day of Atonement.

Heb. 9:7,8,12,24.

According to the writer of Hebrews, the significance of the first apartment was to underline the inadequacy of the Jewish typical sacrificial service, and to show that only the coming of the true Sacrifice could bring for-

giveness of sins, and entrance into the presence of God.
1-12.
is

See 9:7-12;

10:

This New Testament book, far from saying that the heavenly sanctuary

just like the earthly, only larger, often contrasts it with the earthly.

The same

is

true of the heavenly ministry.

but one after the order of Melchizedek

—a

Christ

is

not a

levitical prrest,

king-priest who has completed His

sacrificial work and sat down on his heavenly throne.

Nowhere

in

Hebrews

do we find the early Christians waiting for Christ to go into the second

apartment.

On the contrary,

it

teaches that at that time He was

8

already there, and they were waiting for Him to come out.

See 9:28.

The Day of Atonement is applied throughout Hebrews to what Christ had

already done by the Cross and His ascension to heaven.

Hebrews does not

teach that the Day of Atonement points to some event eighteen centuries then
future.

It

teaches the opposite.

Scholars such as

F.

D.

Nichol, and our

contemporary New Testament exegetes, admit that our sanctuary teaching cannot be found

nificance

in

the only book of the New Testament which discusses the sig-

of the sanctuary services.

This has been acknowledged by well-

known Adventist writers around the world.

The cleansing of the sanctuary

is

mentioned

in

Heb.

9:23, but it is

applied to what Christ has already done by His death, not to some future

judgment work.

Nowhere does Hebrews draw on Dan. 8:14 and project its ful-

fillment to a later Day of Atonement towards the end of the world.

cleansing of the sanctuary

is

The

identical with His making "purification for

sins" on the Cross prior to His ascension to "the right hand of the Majesty
on high."

See Heb.

1:3 and compare Rom.

5:9-11,18 with Heb. 9:22-26.

CHAPTER THREE
Our Daniel scholars this century have for the most part concluded that,
as with Hebrews,

in

this book also, there

evidence to support our traditional

is

neither contextual nor linguistic

interpretation of Dan. 8:14.

This has

been admitted repeatedly by such men as Don Neufeld, Raymond Cottrell, E.

Heppenstall, and many others.

There

is

no Biblical

be applied to Dan.

turned into years.

Neither

is

it

basts for assuming that the year-day principle must

8 and 9.
It

Dan.

9

nowhere mentions days that could be

speaks of "seventy sevens," not seventy weeks of days.

possible to be dogmatic on any of the dates focussed on

9

by our prophetic exegesis of these Daniel

of our Lord's death,
is

No man knows the year

chapters.

nor the exact time of His birth or baptism.

it possible to prove that "the going forth of the

commandment to restore

and rebuild Jerusalem" can only mean Autumn of 457 B.C.

Ezra 7 that speaks of rebuilding Jerusalem's walls.
lish that Stephen was stoned

1844 fell on Oct.

1844 fell

a

22.

in

A.D.

There

is

nothing

in

Neither can we estab-

34, or that the Day of Atonement

Scholars say rather that the Day of Atonement

in
in

month earlier, and was so observed even by most Karaite Jews.

The evidence of the New Testament
in

Neither

is

that Christ could have returned

the first century had the church taken the gospel to the whole world.

See Matt. 24:14,34 (the expression "this generation" which occurs over a

dozen times in the gospels always means the generation of Christ's contemporaries); Heb.

|:|;

9:26;

I

John 2:17; Rom.

Commentary clearly teaches this

in

13:13; Acts 3:19,20.

several places.

the Review simi larly has thus affirmed.

The SPA Bible

See 4:26-33; 7:29.

And

Thus all the Daniel prophecies are

conditional, and their primary meaning was not to affirm

a

two thousand year

gap between the advents.
In

the New Testament we find the Daniel prophecies re-i nterpreted, but

again not

in

such a way as to indicate that many centuries must necessarily

transpire before the end of the world.

Revelation, which draws on Daniel,

speaks seven times of the imminence of Christ's return
In

Dan. 9:24-27 we have an eschato logical

both of Dan. 7:9-13 and 8:14.

found together

in

in

John's day.

prophecy which

Five terms occur

one other chapter of Scripture

in

is

explanatory,

verse 24 which are only

— Lev.

16.

Here we read of

the fulfillment and consummation of the Day of Atonement type.

But the New

Testament applies this not only to the Cross of Christ, but also to the end
of the world.

Christ's Second Advent sermon

is a

commentary on Dan. 9:24-27

10

and uses its key motifs for the last things but in such a manner as
to show

that He is projecting the latter-day consummation for the world of what
was
to overtake Him at His passion.
its

fulfillment

legal

consummation

in

This shows conclusively that Lev.

16

finds

Christ's sacrificial atonement, but its empirical

in

the final cleansing of the universe from sin and sinners.

See Patriarch and Prophets 358.
In

recent years, non-Adventi st scholars have shown an unparalleled

interest in apocalyptic, and many have seen that Dan. 7:9-13; 8:14; 9:24-27

apply to the last judgment and the end of the world.

CHAPTER FOUR
Not only Hebrews, but Revelation, contains references to the Day of

Atonement.

In

soteriological

this book the type is applied eschato log ica
ly.

It

is

I

I

y rather than

connected with the last judgment, and God's wrath

prior to the setting up of the kingdom of glory.

Non-Advent st scholars
i

for centuries have pointed out the prominence of Yom Kippur imagery

in

the

Apoca lypse.
In

the seventh seal, the seventh trumpet, the seven last plagues, the

climactic chapters of

13,

14,

17

and 20 we have allusions to the Day of

Atonement as the final wiping away of sin
Thus

in

eschato log ica

is

contemplated.

the Bible's last book we find strong evidence for the Adventist
I

use of the Day of Atonement, though not for

a

protracted in-

vestigative judgment.

CHAPTER FIVE
Twentieth century scholars, our own and others, point out that the New

Testament views the "end of the world" as launched by the Christ event.
Thus all great eschato og ca
I

i

I

themes such as the kingdom, judgment, the gift

of the Spirit, eternal

life,

resurrection, the destruction of Satan, the

abolition of death, are applied to the Cross and its fruits.
2 Tim.

3:1;
in

1:10;

Heb.

John 5:24;

1:1;

9:26;

I

12:31;

Matt.

12:28;

John 2:17, etc.

Acts 2:16;

See Heb. 2:13;
2:1; Col.

Eph.

1:13;

But these same motifs figure again

the prophetic promises of the times associated with the return of Christ.

Thus the Passover is not only applied to the first advent, but to the second.

The same
Lev.

is

true of Tabernacles, the Jubilee, and the Day of Atonement.

16 has an

Thus

application to the Cross, but also to the last judgment.

the rest of the religious world has seen the soteriologica

the Day of Atonement but not, as a rule, the eschato logica

Adventists have done the reverse
saw and taught both applications

— with
.

application of

I

I

While

,

Seventh-day

the exception of Ellen G. White, who

When this

is

linked with the fact that

many Old. Testament scholars in recent years have admitted that Dan. 8:14
was not exhausted by the Maccabean era, but applies to judgment at the end
of time, Adventists find that they do have foundations for their basic pro-

phetic postulate

— that

Dan. 8:14 and Lev.

16

point to "the last things" and

contain important truths for modern Christians.

This, however, does not

guarantee the accuracy of subsidiary positions such as the investigative
judgment.

CHAPTER SIX
A misunderstanding of the issues of authority,

inspiration, and iner-

rancy have been responsible for the majority of doctrinal controversies the SDA

church has experienced.

The scriptural doctrine of authority has to do with the primacy of the
Word as interpreted to loyal believers through the Holy Spirit.

tion's primary purpose is to lead men to Christ.

See John 20:31.

InspiraIt

is

12

perfect for God's purpose and may,
set our prior prejudices.
E.

like the Living Word, challenge and up-

Inerrancy is never claimed for prophets, and

White specifically denied any claim to it.

G.

Not one doctrine came to this church through E. G. White.

First,

truth was established through the Word and only then confirmed through the
Lord's messenger.

Ellen G. White, according to W. C. White, had an

imperfect grasp of truth as shown particularly by some of her early expressions.

She changed several doctrinal

volence versus tithing, the law

in

positions,

Galatians, the covenants, time to keep

the Sabbath, the eating of pork, etc.

that

including systematic bene-

Furthermore, W. C. White tells us

was quite possible for his mother to sometimes misunderstand and

it

misinterpret her own visions.

She told the brethren that they should under-

stand the significance of the revelations from heaven made to her better tha
herself.

She erred regarding the meaning of her first vision, thinking it

confirmed the shut door doctrine.
Our major error has been to make the writings of E. G. White have veto

power over Scripture.

But in matters of scriptural debate where good men

were ranged on both sides,
trinal

issues.

it was not Ellen

White's practice to decide doc-

When tithing was first introduced

posed it because

E.

G.

systematic benevolence.

in

the 1880's, many op-

White had advocated a different system for many years
When the new view of the daily came (actually the

old view of the Reformers) extreme conservatives opposed
a

single statement from Early Writings

At Minneapolis in

.

opposed Waggoner and Jones on the grounds that
Paul

Ellen White had, set forth the

law

it

in

in

on the basis of'
1888 U.

Smith

Sketches from the Life of

Galatians as the ceremonial

law.

Repeatedly, her writings have been misused to prevent progress in understand
ing Bible truth.'

Against this she vigorously protested.

See Selected

13

Messages

1

:

1

64

To understand the Great Controversy exposition of the sanctuary doctrines we should study how other prophecies are applied
It

in

this same book.

comes as a surprise to many to learn that prophecies such as Rev. 6:12;

2 Thess.

2:3,4; Matt. 25:1-13; and Dan. 8:14, etc. which in Great Controversy

are applied to 1844 or times earlier, are also applied by

E.

White to

G.

events yet future at the end of the world.
Ellen G. White used the apote lesmatic principle whereby prophecy
interpreted as applying to more than one time and one event.
such passages as Joel 2:28; Mai. 4:5,6; Matt. 24; Rev.
Rev.

14:8;

and Dan.

8:14 to separate

applying eschatologica

I

eras.

6:14;

is

She applied
Matt. 25:1-13;

Particularly do we find her

motifs such as the shut door, the marriage, the mid-

night cry, the shaking, the sealing, the signs in the heavens, to events

associated with 1844

— but

the world yet future.

parable of the Mi

I

also she applies the same themes to the end of

For example, she used Matt. 24:1-13 as a prophetic

ler movement

(GC 428),

but in Christ* s Object Lessons ap-

plied the same passage to the worldwide church at the end of the world.

Here she makes no reference whatever to the Miller movement.
cry becomes the Loud Cry of Rev.

The midnight

18:1-4, and the marriage is the union of

the church with Christ at His coming (instead of His entrance into the
Most Holy Place to be married to the New Jerusalem as taught

versy )

Great Contro-

in

.

The Great Controversy app

I

i

cation of Matt. 25: - 3 and Dan
I

1

.

8:14 had

some appropriateness for an age that could have witnessed the return of the
Lord had all who professed the name of Christ been true to duty.
it

is no

longer valid to interpret the eschatologica

identical way that our Millerite pioneers did.

I

prophecies

As it is,
in

the

Thus Ellen White can declare

14

in

in

letters about the turn of the century that the bride

Great Controversy the opposite

declared);

is

is

the church (though

She made plain

in

her first

pronouncements on the topic, that the heavenly signs are yet future.
Early Writings

41

If

.

the marriage, the shut door,

See

heavenly signs, the

sealing, the shaking, the seventh trumpet (all of which were applied to the

times surrounding 1844 by our pioneers) are all yet future,

it

is

quite

consistent to say that the full application of Dan. 8:14 likewise so applies
Patriarchs and Prophets 358 and the last pages of Great Controversy (where
such terms as "vindicate," "purify," "clean," or cognates are common)

in-

dicate that this was Ellen White's position also.
Similarly, most of the later statements by

E.

G.

White about the Day

of Atonement apply it to both advents, with Christ entering the Most Holy

at His ascension.

Nowhere does

E.

White equate the cleansing of the

G.

sanctuary with the investigative judgment.
of Feb.

1980,

14,

(D.

Neufeld also

warned against such an identification.)

in

the Rev ew
i

The former is one

of the landmarks being clearly established before the end of the I840's,

whereas the doctrine of the investigative judgment was not held by us as
people till near the end of the I850

judgment

is not

ment

— namely

a

is

Neither

it.

is

no vision from Ellen
a

judgment

Scripture does teach pre-advent judg-

Christ's sealing as His own through His imputed merits all
in

the book of

no attenuated affair.

and 8:14,

The doctrine of the investigative

there any Biblical basis for

is

hundred years ago.

whose names are still

This

s.

one of the landmarks, and there

White that teaches

that began over

f

a

like that of Rev.

life on the eve of probation's close.

See Dan.

14:7,

is a

12:1.

The judgment of Dan. 7:9-13

judgment upon the wicked which simul-

taneously vindicates the righteous.
It

is

essential to have

a

better view of inspiration than most Seventh

.

15

day Adventists have at present.

1:15-39 will

in

Selected Messages

suff ice, where inspiration is pointed out as perfect for prac-

purposes, but involving

tical

Only the picture given

a

union of the human with the divine whereby

the inspired writers become God's penmen but not His pen, subject to error,
and certainly not representing God in rhetoric or logic.

Ellen White never claimed infallibility, and demonstrable error

present

in

her writings.

There

neither historical nor exegetica

is

is

evidence

I

for the Great Controversy application of the fate of the two witnesses to the

events of the French Revolution.

Neither is there any evidence for Aug.

as a fulfillment of prophecy.

1840,

!!,

Our scholars have known about both of

these errors for nearly a hundred years.

Ellen White's conceptual expres-

sion of the investigative judgment is as surely drawn from Uriah Smith and
J.

Andrews as her other prophetic expositions were drawn from such men.

N.

But none of these interpreters was

infallible.

According to

E.

White,

G.

her writings are not to be used as the basis of doctrine or to solve doctrina
She refused over the decades of the "daily" controversy to decide

issues.

the issue, and forbade men to use her writings to that end.
to present-day controversy over sanctuary interpretation.
the Bible only our doctrinal

beliefs must rest.

versy was waging over the identity of the law
it was God's will

writings.

in

The same applies
On the Bible and

When fierce doctrinal contro

Galatians, she affirmed that

that the issue be solved from Scripture and not from her

The same principle applies today.

Nevertheless, those who wish to reject Ellen White as

a special

mes-

senger with the gift of prophecy should remember that Advent ism could never
have become what it has but for God's providential
White.

In

crisis after crisis she proved

and protector to the tiny church.

a

leading through Ellen G.

worthy prophetess, and

a

guide

This includes the 1844 disappointment,

16

the Minneapolis conference, the Holy Flesh movement, the Kellogg crisis,
etc.

Neither her use of multiple sources, or her errors of exposition dis-

qualify her from her place as a worthy servant of God, His providential

agency to aid His people

in

the

last days.

her writings as she herself declared them to

But we honor her best

be—but

compared with Holy Scripture, "the greater light."

—

a

if

we see

"lesser light" when

To use her own words:

—

The Spirit was not given nor can it ever be bestowed to supersede the Bible; for the Scriptures explicjtly state that the word
of God is the standard by which all teaching and experience must
be tested.
.

.

.

God will have a people upon the earth to maintain the Bible, and
the Bible only, as the standard of all doctrines and the basis of
a
reforms. (GC
595)
I

I

See pages 643ff.,

I

I

,

for our summary of the conclusions of this manuscript

including our comments on the unique nature of the message God has given

this church for the world, and see pages 227ff.,

for the essence of what the

New Testament teaches regarding the two apartments of the sanctuary.
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INTRODUCTION

Validation of the Project
The present writer has as his intent the defense of the church.

thirty-five years he has contended for its doctrines
vate homes, churches, and the classroom.

in

For

public halls, pri-

He has debated with opponents of

the church publicly and privately, orally and

in

writing.

Only

in

one area

of our fundamentals has he felt embarrassment— the traditional

mode of

setting forth the sanctuary truth.

is

in

this.

Since 1955 he has found he

not alone

Innumerable discussions with fel low schol ars, theologians, and

administrators of the church have demonstrated that the embarrassment

is

widespread amongst us.
Despite the contemporary discussions on righteousness by faith, this
writer has spent more time over the years in studying how to better present
Dan.

8:14 and the judgment than he has spent on the issue of justification

and sancti

f

ication.

This study commenced

abated to the present.
the task.'

in

1945,

and has continued un-

Both an M. A. and a Ph.D. program were dedicated to

Over a period of years he has personally known several

key

figures connected with our sanctuary apologetic, particularly most of the

members of the committee on Problems
nents of our position.
A.

D.

Neufeld,

E.

Daniel, as well as prominent oppo-

Discussion and correspondence with such men as

Anderson, R. Cottrelt, H. Lowe,

R.

in

L.

E.

Froom, F. D. Nichol, W. E. Read,

Hilgert, D. Sibley, W. G. Murdoch,

S.

Horn, E. Heppenstall,

and many others have on y underlined the need of the present study.
I

is

(This

not meant to imply that those named agree or disagree with the writer's

tentative conclusions.)
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Not all of our administrators are aware of the many indications that

our traditional mode of presenting the sanctuary truth has
become almost passe.

tution has taught

It

is

a

long time since our

recent years

in

leading theological

insti-

course wholly dedicated to the sanctuary doctrine.

a

has been recently planned for the Seminary.)

(One

For years it has been possible

for young men to become SDA ministers without studying the topic, or even

taking

a

course

in

the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation.

mously our scholars neglect the theme— the only publication
recent times has been Heppensta

I

I

'

s

Almost unaniin

any depth of

Our High Priest [1972], noteworthy both

for its emphasis on the gospel and its departure from the traditional exposi-

tion.
In

evangelism around the world some prefer not to present the sanctuary

doctrine publicly, or

what they consider

a

if

so presented, many experience great relief when

"ticklish" issue

is

in

the past.

Some speak of the

increasing embarrassment the growing stretch of time since 1844 has brought
upon us.

The contrast with our pioneers who expected Christ's ministry

the Most Holy

in

to last only a few months is stark.

Our doctrinal Magi not line in this area has increasingly crumbled since

the time of the publication of Uriah Smith's

White's Great Controversy [1889].
till

Sanctuary [1887] and

To illustrate (but documentation

E.

is

G.

left

later):

19th Century Positions (held by most)

20th Century Positions (held by some)

Christ moved from one apartment to
another in the heavenly sanctuary.

The apartments are only symbolic of
phases of ministry in heaven.

The judgment work inside the second
apartment would be brief. "Its whole
duration is to be spanned by one
generation." Matt. 24:34.
Looking
Unto Jesus, 269.

The work has been going on for 136
years— a far cry from the single DAY
of the atonement, and embarrassingly
or incomprehensibly long.
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19th Century Positions continued

20th Century Positions continued

The atonement was not made at the
cross.

The atonement was made at the cross.

The blood from the daily offerings of
the common people was taken into the
sanctuary.

The blood from the daily offerings of
the common people was NOT taken into
the sanctuary.

Blood def les.

Blood cleanses.

"Within the veil" can only mean within
the f rst vei

vei

i

i

I

It

can and must mean within the second
I

.

The Bible teaches the year-day principle
for symbolic prophecy.

The year-day principle is not a Biblical datum, but a providential disclosure in church history.

Since 1844, God has been examining the
books of record to find who should be
saved.

"The
"God is not poring over books."
Lord knoweth them that are his."

Dan. 7:9-13 pictures the judgment of
the saints.

Dan.

Rev. 14:7 speaks of a judgment of berevers on y.

Rev.

I

I

Christ was not

a

priest at Calvary.

7:9-13 pictures the judgment on
the wicked little horn.
14:7 speaks of judgment on the
wicked, not the saints.

Christ was priest at Calvary.

The offering was one of sinful human
nature

The offering was of sinless human
nature of infinite value because of
the divine Person.

Christ will become King when His
priestly work is completed.

Christ

God the Father does the judging.

God the Son does the judging.

Dan. 8 and 9 are separated by only a
few months.

Dan. 8 and 9 are separated by about 12
years.

Dan. 8:14 reads: "Then shall the sanctuary be cleansed."

Dan.

Dan. 8:14 is linguistically
16.
w th Lev

Dan. 8:14 is not linguistically linked
with Lev. 16.

linked

.

i

Dan. 8:14 is contextual ly an island,
not related to the issues of the ques-

tion

in

verse

13.

is

already King as well as priest.

8:14 reads: "Then shall the sanctuary be restored to its rightful
state" or "justified."

Dan. 8:14 is not an island, but is related to the issue of the question in

verse

13.
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19th Century Positions continued

20th Century Positions continued

Dan. 8:14 applies to events in heaven,
tin
ke verse
3.

Dan. 8:14 must include events on
earth, like verse 13.

I

i

!

In

Dan.

8:13, the "daily"

In

Dan.

11:31

is

pagan Rome.

the sanctuary is Rome.

In Dan. 8:13, the "daily"
gospel ministry.

Christ's

is

In Dan. 11:31 the sanctuary
sanctuary of God.

is

the

The little horn has nothing to do with
Antiochus Epiphanes.

The little horn, like Matt. 24, has
more than one application, and has its
first fulfillment in Antiochus Epiphanes.

Dan. II, which expands Dan.
with Turkey.

Dan. II, which expands Dan.
with Antichrist.

8,

ends

Acts 3:19 applies only to the blotting
out of sins in the investigative judgment.

Peter 4:17 applies to the investigative judgment.
I

Timothy 5:23 applies to the investigative judgment.
I

8,

ends

Acts 3:19 parallels 2:38, and refers
to the forgiveness accompanying the
gift of the Spi rit.
I

I

Peter 4:17 does not so apply.

Timothy 5:23 does not so apply.

The cleansing of the sanctuary points
specifically to the investigative
judgment which closes before Christ
comes

The cleansing of the sanctuary points
to the purification of the universe
from sin and sinners and extends to
the new earth, or it means
?

The doctrine of the investigative
judgment was discovered just after the
great disappointment in 1844 by Edson
and others.

The doctrine of the investigative
judgment was not part of the general
beliefs of the SDA church until about
fifteen years after the 1844 crisis.

The doctrine of the investigative
judgment was one of the doctrines
hammered out in the Sabbath conferences, and was there confirmed by the
leading of the Spirit of Prophecy.

The doctrine of the investigative
judgment was not one of the doctrines
decided upon at the Sabbath conferences
and confirmed by the Spirit of Prophecy.

The doctrine of the investigative
judgment is one of the "landmarks" of
the pioneers.

It is not one of the "landmarks" of
the p oneers--was not taught by Edson,
Crosier, or James or Ellen White in
the 1840's.

The visions from the beginning, by
their reference to Christ's special work
in the Most Holy Place, clearly alluded
to the investigative judgment.

The visions do not so allude.

.

i

.

.
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19th Century Positions continued

20th Century Positions continued

The heavenly sanctuary is a building,
though, of course, much more vast than
the typical tabernacle.

The heavenly sanctuary, being "heaven
itself" and "not made with hands" is
not a building.
"Real" and "literal"
should never be equated.
A building
suggests
imitations, but to reject
a building does not mean to reject
the reality of the heavenly sanctuary.
Buildings are what they are because
of the imperfect conditions which
characterize sin-cursed existence.
We have wa
s and doors and a roof to
keep out inclement weather, fierce
animals, and untrustworthy people.
Heaven is not threatened by any of
EGW refers to the original
these.
home of our first parents as a "sanctuary," though it contained no buildings, and was an extension of heaven
(Paradise) on earth.
The fact that
EGW speaks of the heavenly sanctuary
as the abode of the great God and
all His angels makes this matter
As with other prophets, EGW
plain.
frequently used the language of the
type, leaving it to the reader to
make the transition. Compare John 1:29
and the whole book of Revelation.
I

I

I

The human race was not justified at the
cross.

The human race was justified at the
cross, but that justification only becomes effective for an individual when
he surrenders to Christ.

The Second Advent could not come until
after the 1260 and 2300 year periods.

The Second Advent could have come
the f rst century.

That is, a judgment period after 1844
was essential before the world could

A

in

i

judgment period after 1844 was not essential before the world could end.

end.

9:24-27 does not necessarily use
the year-day principle.

Dan. 9:24-27 uses the year-day principle.

Dan.

Rev. II points to the French Revolution and climaxes with the beginning of
"the time of the end" in 1798 and gave
impetus to the Second Advent movement.

There is no way of proving that Rev.
applies to the French Revolution.
II
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19th Century Positions continued

20th Century Positions continued

Matt. 25:1-13 applies to Christ's coming to the Most Holy Place in 1844 as
the Bridegroom to be married to the
New Jerusalem.

Matt. 25:1-13 applies to the Second
Advent, when He will be married to
His church.

The sixth trumpet ended Aug. II, 1840,
just as the cleansing of -the sanctuary
was about to commence.

The sixth trumpet has nothing to do
with Aug.
1840.

Mai. 3:1-2 applies to Christ's coming
to the Most Holy Place in 1844.

Mai. 3:1-2 points to the two visible
comings of Christ.

The High Priest wore his glorious garments on the Day of Atonement, according to some such as Haskell.

The High Priest wore the linen garment of a common priest for his distinctive work on the Day of Atonement.

The scapegoat bears the sins of the
saints.

The scapegoat bears his part
sins of the saints.

Heb. 9 teaches the SDA sanctuary doctrine.

Heb. 9 says nothing on the distinctive
Advent ist doctrine of the two-apartment

I

mi n

i

1

,

in

the

stry

"Holies" in Heb. 9 points to a plurality of apartments in the heavenly sanctuary.

"Holies" in Heb. 9 does not necessarily
point to a plurality of apartments in
the heavenly sanctuary.

Heb. 9:12 speaks of the first apartment.

Heb. 9:12 is speaking of the second
apartment, as verses 8, 24-25.

SDAs never taught that the shut door

SDAs did teach probation closed

of the sanctuary pointed to the close
of probation for the world.

1844.

EGW never so believed (above).

EGW did so be

EGW's commentary on her visions of the
shut door meant by that term something
different to her contemporaries.

EGW's commentary on her visions of the
shut door meant by that term something
similar to her contemporaries.

The early visions were reproduced
fu
by later ed tions.

The early visions were not reproduced

I

I

in

i

of that which we now have in such
volumes as GC is EGW's own original or
miraculously given insights into doctrinal truth the only outside interference being a correcting of grammar.
All

—

in

full

by

I

i

in

eve.

later editions.

That which we have in GC and some other
volumes includes a vast amount of matter
which is not original, nor miraculously
given.
Furthermore, it was not unknown
for secretarial help to omit some
of EGW's own pages and substitute
whole blocks of material from other
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19th Century Positions continued

20th Century Positions continued

—

sources material often, but not always, historical in nature.
The Don
McAdams study indicates this.
The sanctuary chapters draw largely
from the writings of J
N. Andrews
and Uriah Smith.
EGW indicated this
type of procedure in her introduction
to GC
.

Histories of early Advent ism by men
such as Loughborough are reliable.

Histories of early Adventism by men
such as Loughborough are not reliable,
(e.g. His account of EGW and the
fami y Bible.)
I

The prophecy of 1856 re "some food for
worms, some for the seven last plagues,
and some for translation" was not
conditiona

The prophecy of

Those who saw the falling of the stars
in 1833 would also see Jesus come
after the investigative judgment.
Matt. 24:34 so applies.

Those who saw the falling of the
stars are dead.
Matt. 24:34 does not

The heavenly sanctuary was shown. Moses
in vision as a pattern.

What Moses saw was not the actual
heavenly sanctuary.

Dan. 8:14 clearly teaches the investigative judgment.

Dan. 8:14 does not clearly teach the

1856 was conditional.

I

It

so apply.

investigative judgment.

must not be assumed that the present writer hereby affirms all those

positions on the right and denies those on the left.
some of these points will become apparent later.

The significance of

Several

have bearing on the

nature of inspiration and the issue of inerrancy.
When one considers this list on the right, one wonders how much

is

left

of traditional Adventist sanctuary teaching, and the inevitable inquiry

arises: "What should be preached in explaining Dan. 8:14?"

The practical

-

intent of the present document is to attempt an answer to this question which
will

be intellectually responsible, Biblically defensible,

our eschato logical understanding of the Day of Atonement as

and yet sustain
a

work of pre-
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Advent judgment
gence from

.

Obviously, this cannot be accomp

our usual apologetic

for a square circle, or a

— so

I

I

shed'

without some

readers are invited to shun the hope

living corpse.

To further motivate the conviction that this project
straws waving

in

is

gative judgment.
have so affirmed

in

vital, some

some leading SDA scholars have con-

impossible to Biblically prove our doctrine of the investi(For example,
in

Raymond Cottrel

I

and Don Neufeld.

These

the presence of others, but many others have so believed

without making public statements.
inspiration

is

the wind of recent SDA history will be plucked.

For approximately twenty years,

tended that it

'diver-

See the articles on the sanctuary and on

the most recent issue of Spectrum [April

I980H.

This whole

edition should be read most carefully by all who are concerned regarding
the current sanctuary discussion.

Previous numbers of the same journal

also relevant articles.)

a

In

twenty-seven of our top men

1958,
in

have

questionnaire on Dan. 8:14 was sent to

language and exegesis.

All

twenty-seven re-

plied that it was impossible to make a linguistic connection between Dan.

8:14 and Lev.

16.

They pointed out that "cleansed" was

a

faulty transla-

tion, and that "justified" or "restored" was more accurate, though quite unlinked with the Day of Atonement.
On the basis of this questionnaire,

for a committee on problems in Daniel

not keep minutes.

—a

F.

D.

Nichol asked Elder Figuhr

confidential committee which would

For five years the committee met and studied together,

but without reaching agreement on the basic problems.

Finally, Elder Figuhr

declared it was not necessary to make a written report

of'

the findings.

To

this day, the problems canvassed and postures taken by individual members
remain confidential except where those members have publicly expressed themse ves
I
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Few are aware that today most Advent ist New Testament scholars admit

that Hebrews 9 teaches Christ's entrance into "the Most Holy Place" at His
ascension.

These scholars recognize that "within the veil" of Heb. 6:19

refers to the second apartment ministry which, according to Hebrews, Christ
had already commenced.

identical truth, and

They further see that 10:19-20 clearly teaches that

likewise 9:8, 12, 24-25. 2

Both Old and New Testament scholars amongst us frequently confess that
it

scriptural

is

ly

impossible to prove the year-day principle, and it

well-known that Dan.

8 and 9

constitute

a

nest of unsolved exegetical

lems.

For example, there is no way of demonstrating that Christ died

and

is well

it

probin

AD 31,

known amongst scholars that there is no way of proving that

the decree of 457 BC is the one referred to in Dan. 9:25.
in

is

There

is

nothing

Ezra 7 giving permission to rebuild the city, and Ezra 6:14 and context

show that the decree by Artaxerxes concerned the temple and not the city.

One thing is sure

— unless

the church works

and efficiency, the sanctuary doctrine
an

in

this area with promptness

as traditionally taught will

become

increasing source of embarrassment, and a cause of loss of membership

among both ministry and laity.
dents proficient in the original

With our increasing number of graduate stulanguages of Scripture and the tools of

grammati co-historical exegesis, awareness of the problems under consideration
is

inevitably going to spread and multiply.
W.

E.

Read in Doctrinal Discussions noted, "The Seventh-day Advent ist

view of the investigative judgment has come
during the years,"

(p.

43).

in

for a good deal of criticism

And Edward Heppenstall

speaks even more strongly:

Among the friends and critics of Seventh-day Advent ists nothing has
aroused more discussion and opposition than the teaching of an investigative judgment in heaven reserved for the people of God prior to Christ's
return.
For many this doctrine seems to shatter all possibility of
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assurance here and now and leaves uncertain one's standing with God.
How can a Christian in this life be sure of his destiny and future with
God until the pre-Advent judgment has laid bare the facts of each person, and judgment is pronounced? Hp. 202U
How shall we understand the "investigative judgment" of God's people?
Such a judgment can hardly mean that God needs to make such an investigation on the presumption that He is ignorant of the facts about His
peop e.
I

Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth sure, having this seal,
The Lord knoweth them that are his (2 Tim. 2:19).
am the good shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known of mine
(John 10: 14).
I

Obviously, there can be no doubt or question in the mind of God concerning those who have kept the faith.
Through all the years the saints
cannot stand in jeopardy until the judgment hour.
What about Enoch,
Moses, and Elijah in heaven, and the multitude of captives resurrected
when Christ had completed His work on earth, and taken to heaven? Do
they have to wait until the pre-Advent judgment begins to learn whether
their position ?n heaven is secure?
Do they anticipate the possibility
of a reversal of the divine verdict that led God to resurrect and translate them to heaven?
Obviously not.
If God needs no investigation, then why have one?
If God has known all
along who are saved and who are lost, why bring the saints to judgment?
If a person is a forgiven, redeemed child of God to the end of his life,
why bring up the past for consideration? [pp. 207-2081

Why is an investigative judgment of the saints necessary? Did not Jesus
teach? '"In very truth, anyone who gives heed to what
say and puts
his trust in him who sent me has hold of eternal life, and does not come
up for judgment, but has already passed from death to life."' (John 5:24
NEB)?
If Christ promised immunity from judgment to His followers,
how can God hold such a judgment without breaking His promise?
I

Second, we must also take into account that "the Lord knoweth them that
are his" (2 Tim. 2:19).
"I
know my sheep, and am known of mine"
(John 10:14).
According to this, God does not need to postpone His verdict of acquittal concerning His people until the last-day judgment.
One can hardly affirm that God is not certain who the saved are until
a final formal judgment takes place.
For if this were true, how could
there be any experience of security for the saints while on earth? Does
not their very security here and now rest on the clear assurance that
"there is
.no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus" (Rom.
8:1)? Are we not commanded here and now to make our calling and election sure (see 2 Peter 1:10)?
If even God does not make the final decision until after 1844, how could Paul confidently affirm: "Henceforth
there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the
righteous judge, shall give me at that day: and not to me only, but unto
.

.

.

•

.

.
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them also that love his appearing" (2 Tim. 4:8)?
have been so sure at that time? Cp. \QQ~P

all

How could Paul

Not one non-Advent st scholar has ever been favorably impressed by our trai

ditional sanctuary presentation.

(So claimed Dr. Raymond Cottrel

Loma Linda address on the sanctuary,

Feb. 20,

1980.)

It has

leading theological journal

in

his

been declared

"stale, flat, and unprofitable" and a mere "face-saving device."
a

I

For example,

has published the following:

not the doctrine that Christ entered the heavenly sanctuary in Oct.,
1844 a pure assumption?
It was suggested by Hiram Edson's vision in
the corn field.
It was also endorsed by a vision of Mrs. White.
Of
Is

.

course, if one holds that those visions were inspired, nothing more is
needed.
But we wonder if a real biblical justification for the doctrine
can be given?
Dan. 8:14 states, "then shall the sanctuary be cleansed,"
but the text does not say who shall cleanse it or where the sanctuary
is located.
The Epistle to the Hebrews speaks of a heavenly tabernacle
and of Christ entering it.
But in Hebrews is not his entrance and atoning work always spoken of as a past fact ?
Was not his High Priestly
intercession continuous from the time of his exaltation? He had already "entered within the veil" at the time when the Epistle was written
CHeb. 6:19-20).
He was available as a High Priest for the readers of
the Epistle (Heb. 4:14-16).
"Through his own blood he entered once for
all" (not will enter) "into the holy place" (Heb. 9:12).
His atoning
work is all connected with his death. on the cross (Heb. 9:26-28).
Note
statements like the following: "Christ entered not into the holy place
made with hands
but into heaven itself, now to appear before the
face of God for us" (Heb. 9:24).
"He, when he had offered one sacrifice
for sin forever, sat down at the right hand of God" (Heb. 10:12).
"We
have such a High Priest, who sat down on the right hand of the throne
of the. Majesty in the heavens, a minister of the sanctuary, and of the
true tabernacle" (Heb. 8:1-2).
.

.

.

But Mrs. White would seem to put Christ
in the year 1844.

T

s

entrance into the sanctuary

Now we ask: Why does he delay his coming so long when he started the
final judgment in 1844?
We feel sure the early Seventh-day Adventists
felt that the time till the Advent would be short, but it has been more
than 100 years since the judgment started.
Why has it not been completed? We do not wish to seem facetious, but we may well ask: Does it
take the omniscient Judge more than 100 years to examine the books? Or
do we say, man's probation is still continuing, and he is waiting for
more generations to be born and die before the judgment is finished?
If so, why did he start the judgment in 1844?
Of course, if we had
clear biblical teaching that he did start the investigation in 1844,
But since such clear eviwe might be content not to know the reason.
dence is lacking, we wonder if this problem of the hundred odd years

•
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investigation does not call for
whole doctrine? 4

a

new appraisal of the validity of the

Such criticisms have in recent years moved from the outside of the church

to the inside.

Years ago, this writer warned the GC that

over this topic and that we should begin to prepare.
Riverside, California, early
late his

1979, when R.

in

1844 Re-Exam ined and to

lecture upon

reached Angwin, California, where the Forum
a

D.

a

That storm broke at

Brinsmead began to circu-

its contents.

of.

storm was coming

The winds

Adventist Scholars requested

public meeting on the topic of the investigative judgment.

The October

27 meeting was an attempt to indicate the dimensions of our denominational

problems

in

this area, and to suggest

former, failed to listen to the

remedy that situation, but it

a

latter.

is

written

solution.

Some, traumatized by the

Thus the present document hopes to
in

tentative spirit, and

is

accom-

panied by the request for all available help from its readers.

Limitations
Many of the topics listed

in

the 19th and 20th century series above

would be sufficient challenge on their own for

a

six-month research project.

Indeed, we have not settled a number of them after

130 years of study.

necessity, strict limitation is needed in this initial presentation.

alone imposes severe limitations

themes

in

topics discussed, and

particularly, the amount of attention given,

We would be happy to study any significant

is of

area—but not

in less

Of

Time

important

necessity, minimal.
all

of them at the

same time, and with the vain hope of one tiny mouth sucking the ocean dry
at a single intake.

This document

is

limited chiefly by the key positions taken at the Oct 27

Forum presentation, where the problem of Heb.

9 was

stressed and

a

solution
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offered

.

On that occasion,

8:14 does not have any

it was stated that Dan.

linguistic connection with the Day of Atonement chapter

neither does Hebrews
Dan. 8:14.

It

in

in

Leviticus, and

its exposition of the sanctuary refer us back to

was suggested that the well-known theological concepts of in -

augurated and consummated eschatology, whereby events to be materially ful filled

in

connection with the end of the world had

at the cross, offer us a key to our chief problem

The chapter outline on page

a

prior

application

le g al

.

indicates the areas treated.
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Even

these limited themes are actually too many to fully canvass, for any one of
them fully developed would require the equivalent of

a

Ph.D. dissertation.

But this writer hopes to say enough to make clear his general direction for

purposes of review and evaluation.

It

is

hoped that these pages will pave

the way for more thorough subsequent work by other writers and committees.

Particularly,

it should be pointed out that

pose to cover the ground essayed by F. D. Nichol

Critics

.

This writer believes

in

chapter six does not proWhite and Her

in El len G.

the divine inspiration of Ellen G. White

and her special mission, but he does not here intend to solve al

I

the prob-

Instead, he proposes to chiefly set forth the

lems raised by such a faith.

support he finds in Ellen G. White for the thesis proposed, and to attempt
a

tentative answer to some urgent problems.
Another aspect of limitation should be emphasized: the first five

chapters deal with the topics from Scripture only
to the counsel

.

This

is

done in deference

found in Evangel sm 256 and many other places.
?

The testimonies of Sister White should not be carried to the front.
God's Word is the unerring standard. The Testimonies are not to take
prove their positions from the
Let al
the place of the Word.
Scriptures and substantiate every point they claim as truth from the
revealed Word of God.
.

.

.

I
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Our statement of Fundamental Beliefs

the Church Manual assures us that our

in

doctrines are based on Scripture only.

It

is

not the writer's

intention to

neglect any of the special guidance given this people, but to keep it
right

p

its

in

lace— subord nate to Holy Writ, "the only unerring rule of faith and
i

practice"

(

Fundamental Beliefs , Article

"the one unerring guide"

I);

"the only infallible authority" (GC 177); the "only sufficient,
rule" (GC 173).

"The Bible, and the Bible alone,

is

(5T

389);

infallible

to be our creed, the

sole bond of union" (ISM 416).

Organ izat ion
Every theological

issue is raised

chapter offers such orientation.
of chapter two.

ministry
9.

in

is

a.

historical context and our first

Explanation may be needed for the place
in

Scripture where the significance of the

the first apartment of the sanctuary is commented upon

Similarly, the only place

apartment
in

The only place

in

is

Hebrews

Scripture where the ministry of the second

in

didactically expressed

is

Hebrews

9.

Thirdly, the only place

the New Testament where the meaning of the cleansing of the heavenly sanc-

tuary

set forth

is

offered

a

in

Hebrews

9

.

6

Yet Adventism has never written

scholarly document, exegeting Heb.

sanctuary doctrine.
one from the other,

9

with special

a

book, or

reference to our

(The SPA Bible Commentary deliberately separates the
i.e.

the Bible chapter from our sanctuary teaching.)

We hope the reader will

out giving them due weight.

not pass by these three points on Heb. 9 withAs Christians, to ignore the only New Testament

chapter which actually discusses the themes central to our basic teaching
is,

'

to say the least, strange. 7

ing of the sanctuary ritual,

Hebrews 9

is

the divine Word on the mean-

and anything that conflicts with that explana-

tion cannot be urged upon others as a doctrine to be believed and taught.
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We must not make the mistake of trying to prove doctrine from types or

parables

— these

have a legitimate place in illustrating and enforcing only

that which elsewhere

is

didactically presented'

literal

in

Even pro-

terms.

phecy must never be so interpreted as to clash with clear apostolic proclamaEither our basic sanctuary doctrine is found

tion.

chapter which alone deals with that theme, or
This

at all.

is

in

the New Testament

is not found

tt

in

Scripture

the rock which has brought untold numbers of thoughtful SDA

ministers to a hard place,

including such men as W. W. Prescott, and

E.

L.

F room.

The reason for chapter three

is

obvious

— our

prophetic and doctrinal

conclusions drawn from Dan. 8:14 must be the fruit of the rules of grammaticohistorica!
Dan.

9

interpretation or they are invalid.

This chapter suggests that

indeed explains 8:14, and that in Dan. 9 the Day of Atonement in anti-

type is clearly predicted.
Chapter four is concerned with the relationship between inaugurated (or
proleptic) and consummated eschatology, and shows that themes already set
forth

in

yet have

the gospels and epistles as fulfilled by Christ at His first advent
a final

application to the end-time

judgment, and the Day of Atonement.

— including

Revelation

is

the kingdom, the

the book of the New Testa-

ment on eschatology, and our positions on the end-time must be supported by
it

or be surrendered.
The titles of chapters five and six are self-explanatory.

burden of the final chapter

is to

show that Ellen G. White

applying the Day of Atonement soteriolog ca
i

I

1

y to the first

is

The chief
Biblical

advent

in

in

her

books on that theme, and eschato logical ly in that book which deals speci-

fically with latter-day events and the end of the world

.
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Object ves
i

The first objective of this work is to make clear the doctrinal
lem confronting our church.

It

over our whole history, and
quate depth.

is

it has

prob-

one which has troubled earnest believers
never been official

ly

considered

As Christian growth depends upon overcoming all

in

ade-

revealed sin,

so church growth depends upon adequate resolutions of those problems re-

vealed to the body corporate.

We cannot have an effective apologetic for the

non-Adventi st world, nor successful soul-winning on

this matter

is

resolved.

a

large scale,

until

The writer, as with many of his readers, has urged

people to risk their employment and even their marriage and family relationships on the basts that Dan. 8:14 points to this movement as one of divine

origin and should be joined at any personal cost.

We have had many workers

who have come to the place where they could no longer so urge others because
of their personal

problem with Hebrews

personal standing

in

Furthermore, fears concerning

the investigative judgment have cut the nerve of joyous

witness for many church members.
ance another, when the judgment
of grace and

9.

Legalism

is

one result, and lack of assur-

traditionally presented, for the primacy

is

imputed righteousness is usually forgotten.

The second objective

is

to suggest a solution to the problem which the

writer has found effective and satisfying throughout his ministry.

Assumptions
Attempted demonstration of
of argumentation.

thing

in

a

I

I

beliefs would

lead to an

infinite regress

No axiom can be proved, and complete proof regarding any-

the real world

is

impossible to mortals, requiring as it would an

infinite number of observations, perfect measuring instruments, and complete

objectivity— none of which

is

available to us.

All

research begins with
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assumptions that can only be supported, not by demonstration, but by

This includes the assumption that the project is worthwhile.

of evidence.
In

weight

a

this instance the assumptions include the following:

There

is a

personal God who has by special

revelation made Himself and

His truth known through His divine Son and by the inspired writings we call
the Bible.

SDAs are indeed Protestants, and therefore believe in Sola Scriptura ,

without denying that the Bible speaks of spiritual gifts and the special
leading of the Spirit through prophets in times subsequent to the closing of
the canon.

But "the Spirit was not given

— nor

can it ever be bestowed

— to

supersede the Bible; for the Scriptures explicitly state that the Word of
God is the standard by which all teaching and experience must be tested"

The hermeneutical system of grammatico-hi stori ca

interpretation

I

is

(GC vii).

here

assumed as the only valid means of doing full justice to the meaning of
Scripture.

The well-known five principles of exegesis

contextual, historical, and the analogy of faith
for all serious work in Biblical

research.

— are

— lexical,

grammatical,

considered as basic

This stands

in

sharp contrast to

the proof -text method which sufficed in the days when the conclusions of the
19th century series above were formulated.
in

Particularly should

it be kept

mind that SDA scholars today do not believe that types or prophetic inter-

pretation should be used as the basis of doctrine.

The sixth century dating of Daniel

is an

assumption

in

this project

not because it is without serious challenge, but because the answering of

that challenge

is

outside the proposed scope of this work.-

That Ellen G. White had the gift of prophecy

understandings of inspiration are not.

is

assumed, but common

This writer wholeheartedly embraces
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the view of

inspiration found

Selected Messages 1:15-39,

in

he feels has never been closely studied by most SDAs,

a

passage which

and consequently leaves

the vast majority of church members open to error and bewilderment.

While acknowledging this assumption of the inspiration of Ellen
it

seems to this writer that the warning found

Jan-Mar 1980 Adult Sabbath School
expresses aptly the caveat

Lessons,

offered

in

in

G.

White,

the Teachers Helps of the

"Redemption

in

Romans," page

chapter six of this document.

12,

We

quote:

Among the complaints brought against Seventh-day Adventist teachings
today is one that insists that we are not really biblical in our positions, that we do much talking about the Bible but do not really study
the Bible itself.
We are seen by some as particularly likely to take
Ellen White's comments on the Scriptures as reason to close off any
further study or consideration.
For many "Ellen White says" is the end
of further (or even any) investigation.
Such an approach-to Bible study seems particularly unfortunate when it
flies in the face of the persistent appeal of Ellen White for church
members, pastors, and teachers to study the Word, even to make the Bible
the test of the special work of Ellen White.

What

without

a

is

not assumed

this document

in

is

that "all our arguments are

flaw," that our exegesis of Dan. 8 and 9, Heb. 6-10 is adequate,

that we fully understand the Day of Atonement, or God's intention
up this church

in

in

raising

1844.

Finally, the Golden Rule is assumed to apply not only to the writer,
but to the reader

this project than

— i.e.
if

the latter should require no more of the former

he were the former.

reference last given (ISM

20),

in

The present work, to quote the

is "for practical

purposes" and

is

not an

inquire-within upon everything.

Sources and Acknowled geme nts
The writer gratefully acknowledges the generous help of the White Estate
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and the GC Archives, and R. A. Olson, D. Yost, and B. Haloviak in particular,

in

the matter of researching some aspects of our denominational history

which have bearing on the sanctuary doctrine.

Other sources than historical

documents are but the usual ones of Biblical scholarship, except for my own

writings

in

earlier years from which

A special

manuscript.

"thank you"

is

I

have freely drawn.

due to Mrs. Gwen Brown, who so ably typed this
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SECTION

I

I

HISTORY OF SANCTUARY PROBLEMS IN THE SDA CHURCH
AND
RECOGNITION OF THESE PROBLEMS BY ADVENT ST WRITERS
I

Not the recurrence of problems within the church over our sanctuary

teaching, but the failure to deal adequately with these problems is the

strangest feature of any historical review of the subject.
works which are exhaustive

in

treating objections regarding our views on the

Sabbath and the nature of man, there is no parallel
tuary.

While we have

the issue of the sanc-

in

Instead, a si lence confronts us.

According to many of our contemporary Adventist scholars, all our sanctuary apologetic works of this century are both inadequate and inaccurate.

This charge will be substantiated

in

chapter two.

F.

D.

present writer that "a definitive work on the sanctuary

Nichol told the
is

our greatest need."

His own classic, Answers to Objections , has next to nothing on the problems

which threaten "the foundation of our faith."

His section on the sanctuary

touches on the atonement, and Azazel, but the many other major challenges
are ignored.

such silence
ficial

Having corresponded with Elder Nichol on the sanctuary doctrine,
is

no surprise to this inquirer.

F.

position, but practically by faith alone

L.

E.

Nichol accepted our of-

.

As one surveys the boxes and boxes of files
libraries of such deceased scholars as

D.

in

the Archives from the

Froom, W. E. Read, M.

L.

Andrea-

sen, etc., one is impressed with the evidence there that such men were ac-

quainted with the problems concerning our traditional exposition on Dan. 8:14.
One finds folder after folder with factual data on Heb. 9 and kindred passages,
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but rarely does one find a statement of conclusions reached.

While

L.

E.

Froom was prodigious

in

research,

as

while we find him inquiring on problems concerning Heb.
of the

1930's,

he wrote nothing

Harold Snide, thirty years

in

in any detail

ing the

If

from the beginning

9

upon those problems.

When

the work and Bible teacher at Southern Junior

College, went to him for help, according to Snide's
fered anything of value.

well-known, and

is

letters he was not of-

we had published materials from Froom confront-

issues and answering them, or even attempting to answer them, we

could disregard Snide's accounts.

But we have none such.

As for Nichol, who could tackle such thorny problems as the shut door
in

the Ellen G. White writings, and the charges of plagiarism, etc., he

likewise was as silent as the tomb on the problems which concern us most.

Consider the fact that the man who did the painstaking research to disprove
the ascension robe and insanity stories regarding the Millerites,

left us

nothing of value on such more important issues as the Day of Atonement in
Heb.

9.
F.

C.

Gilbert wrote the well-known Messiah

volume on the same topic years earlier.

In

in

his Archival

dence of research into issues concerning 1844, but

there

is

His Sanctuary

in

,

and

a

large

files we have evi-

his published materials

hardly a jot or tittle to indicate that he had the needed answers.

When C. B. Price (brother of George McCready Price) wrote C. H. Watson

some queries on his Atoning Work of Christ , Brother Watson excused himself
from the task of answering.

Twenty-five years ago

of Ford sent off a series of

letters to our top scholars asking for solu-

a

young worker by the name

tions, and while he met with kindness, only one respondent,
had anything significant to offer.

E.

Heppenstall,
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The second aspect which becomes apparent when the history
is

is

reviewed

our latter-day reversal of many former sanctuary positions, and our rejec-

tion of former arguments.

This was touched upon

in

our introductory chapter

where nineteenth and twentieth century teachings were summarized.
The change
an

our apologetic stance can be illustrated by two letters

interchange over the initial writing on Hebrews for the SPA Bible Commen-

tary
in

in

These letters illustrate the old and the new, though the second letter,

.

face of criticism, bends over backwards to be accommodating.

contrast between the attitude taken

in

Note the

distant Australia to the more recent

understandings of Hebrews, and the complacent acceptance of the same posi-

tions by our better informed American scholars.
Dear Brother Nichol:
am not very happy over the way the references to the heavenly sanctuary are handled.
In fact
am disturbed, and feel that unless some
of the vagueness can be cleared up the material will do more
~ harm than
~
~~
good when it reaches the field.
I

I

You mention that "the general conclusion we have reached with regard to
the evidence in Hebrews concerning the apartments in heaven is found
in the comment on Heb. 10:20."
My reading of the comment in question
leads me to say that it practically destroys any idea of a
sanctuary
in heaven
.

In the comments on chapter 6:19 the sanctuary is mentioned, but so many
divergent views are given concerning the expression "within the veil"
that the reader is left wondering if this is an SPA Commentary or merely
one written to show the variety of views held by Seventh-day Adventists
and Bible students in general without any expression of opinion as to
what the Seventh-day Advent ist church teaches.
Again, in the comments
on chapter 8:2 the sanctuary in heaven is affirmed, but at the same
time the comment casts doubt on the matter of apartments
Again reference is made to the heavenly sanctuary in comment on chapter 9:8, with
the summing up of Adventist belief, evading the question of two apartments
.

In chapter 9:11 there is a brief positive statement affirming the existence of a heavenly sanctuary with a cross reference not yet complete,
but the evidence in this text for the existence of the heavenly sanctuary is treated with much more feebleness than it deserves
.

In

chapter 9:12 the heavenly sanctuary is affirmed.

.
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While the above references affirm a belief in a heavenly sanctuary, the
general treatment of the subject would enable the reader, in my opinion
to question whether the Seventh-day Advent ist church firmly believed
in a sanctuary in heaven as an appointed place where a definite work
"
of vital importance is being carried forward

,

.

Then
would refer to the general teaching on the heavenly sanctuary,
including two apartments, as taught in our books, both those generally
circulated among our workers and people and those sold to the public
by subscription.
In the first group
would mention the "Book of
Hebrews," by M. L. Andreasen, pp. 325-331, 336-341, 356-357; the "Atoning Work of Christ," C. H. Watson, pp. 154, 160-163, 186.
By the way,
Brother Watson is a most respected figure in Australasia, and the
brethren do not consider his opinions lightly, since he wrote his book
largely to rebut the sanctuary-destroying teaching of Brother W. W.
Fletcher, the influence of which, some of our brethren feel, was responsible for our latest apostasies among the ministry.
I

I

Next

would mention "Our Firm Foundation," vol.
358,9; vol. 2, pp. 29, 32, 33, 40-42.
I

I,

pp.

322,

334,

336,

In some of the above works argument is put forth to establish two apartments.
In most places it is. taken for granted as something that is
most surely believed among us.

Chapter 9:9 "Time then present."
It speaks of the apartments with
their services being a parable of the then existing age.
Should this
not read in both instances parable for the then existing age.
There
is considerable difference in theology between the use of the words of
and for in this case.

Chapter 9:23 "As a result of this the sinner's conscience is purged,"
This teaches that the purifying of things in the heavens is
etc.
really the purging of the. sinner's conscience.
This seems foreign to
the teaching of the denomination and the Spirit of Prophecy.
understand the purifying of heavenly things to be the cleansing from the
heavenly sanctuary the record of confessed sin.
"Great Controversy,"
I

—

pp.

418-421

Your sincerely,
F.

CI ifford 9

G.

* * *

Dear Brethren:

The indictment you brethren bring against the Commentary on H ebrew s is
None of th e replies
a heav y one.
received from our North American
College Bible Departments, and from certain General Conference brethren
and others, on the Hebrews galleys, support~"your i~nd ictment.
On the
contrary, they were very commendatory
I

.

,
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The Commentary editors are not in the business of inventing theology for
the denomination.
Instead, we seek to ascertain precisely what the
Bible writers have actual ly said, and then to discover the consensus of
sound theological thought among Seventh-day Advent ist leaders
.

am well aware of the
of Hebrews
For years

long-standing problems in relation to the book
lived in California where Ba
enger fumed and
stormed against us.
had hardly more than gotten to Washington, about
thirty years ago, when
was placed on the committee that dealt with
W. W. Fletcher
My task was to go through his bulky document and summarize his argument. Elder Spicer was in the chair. As a result of
our meetings with Fletcher
drew certain conclusions regarding the book
of Hebrews , as fol lows:
I

.

I

I

I

I

I

.

I

1.

That some of the things Paul wrote that are hard to understand and
that unstable souls wrest to their destruction, are found in the
book of Hebrews.

2.

That the construction of the argument and the construction of the
Greek do not permit us to reach the dogmatic conclusions some of
us have sought to reach on certain of the passages in Hebrews.
This
fact is clearly revealed in the variant interpretations that have
been given to certain key passages in we -recogn zed Adventist
works
I

I

i

.

3.
•

4.

That our opponents can produce a plausible, though invalid, argument
in' support of their view by giving a certain value to some of the
Greek terms used to describe the sanctuary and its apartments.
That

if we take too literalistlc a view of the heavenly sanctuary
For example, Christ ascended to go into the
aid
we
our opponents.
presence of God for us; indeed His position since His ascension is
in the presence of God where He is seated at God's right hand.
Various of our opponents argue that the presence of God is where the
Shekinah glory is found, namely, in the second apartment. Therefore,
since the ascension Christ has been ministering in the second apartremember what Brother Spicer said to me at the time of the
ment
It was, in substance ,
Fletcher hearings as we walked home one day.
and
think of two tight
press
the
figure
far
"We
must
too
this:
not
."
building
in
heaven
He
felt,
of course, that
compartments in a
the
earthly sanctuary were intended to teach
the two compartments in
"two
great d vi sions, " as Mrs. White expressed
the great truth of the
We shall always
it, of Christ's heavenly ministry in our behalf.
of
opinion as to how literally a symhave some honest differences
but
bol is to be understood,
so long as we keep clear the prime truth
heavenly ministry, we have met
divisions"
in
Christ's
of "two great
our 1844 date, which is
and
have
preserved
our opponents squarely
must always stand for
attack.
A
symbol
focal
point
of
ever the
not
itself,
or
else
it
is
a symbol but simply a
something beyond
heavenward in vision, a
he
John
saw,
as
looked
statement.
literal
but
we
know
that
in heaven above there is
had
been
slain,
Lamb as it
difficulty
in understanding
However,
we
have
no
slain
lamb.
found no
!

I

i
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the import of the symbol.
You will observe from what
say in the
Additional Note on Chapter 10 that
consider it very proper to use
the Biblical symbolism of two apartments because those symbols convey an important truth.
But
don't want to press the symbol so
literally as to play into the hands of our opponents in their argument about Christ's going into the presence of God, and also some
other arguments they can build upon u tra- tera sm.
I

I

I

I

5.

I

i

i

I

That because of the fact that some passages in Hebrews are difficult to understand, we ought never to a low our opponents to maneuver
us into fighting the decisive battle as to the sanctuary doctrine
on the battlefield of Hebrews
believe we ought always to take
our strong stand on the sanctuary doctrine, Including its two apartments, on other and clearer scriptures.
Having done that,
think
we are well protected against the plausible, but invalid, conclusions that our opponents seek to reach by their attempts to make
Paul's passages in Hebrews support them.
After all, this is the
standard exegetical method we follow on many difficult matters of
Scripture, as you brethren will agree.
have followed this procedure
in my Additional Note for Chapter 10.
Taking this procedure, we may
willingly grant that it cannot be established with certainty as to
what Paul may mean in a few places in Hebrews, but we can affirm
with certainty that he does not mean what our opponents allege that
he means.
In other words, though we no longer attempt to find
dogmatic proof for certain aspects of our sanctuary doctrine in
Hebrews , we deprive our opponents of finding there any valid proof
against that doctrine. To borrow again the figure of battle, we
thus prevent them from bringing us into confusion on the field of
Hebrews and make them fight their unholy warfare against us in the
great areas of Scripture where we can win easily and completely.
I

.

I

I

I

6

-

That Paul is not seeking, in Hebrews, to focus upon the definite
divisions of Christ's work in heaven above , that instead he makes
reference to this or that aspect of Christ's heavenly ministry as a
part of a grand argument to prove that the Jewish Christians could
now avail themselves of "a more excellent ministry" than that of
the earthly sanctuary.
We have sought to make this great Pauline
thesis stand out clearly in the rewritten section on "Theme" in the
Introduction.

These conclusions that
to change today.

I

reached about 30 years ago,

I

see no reason

Now, my dear brethren, my letter is very long, but
am trying to share
with you my thinking, and
believe it is essentially the thinking of
my brethren who have sent approving reports on the gal leys.
it is a
line of reasoning that weakens in no way our sanctuary doctrine.
Rather,
think, it greatly protects it.
The fact that we do not attempt to
prove a certain aspect of our sanctuary doctrine specifically in the
book of Hebrews does not mean that we are letting that great doctrine
ravel out.
You contrast our treatment of the sanctuary with the strong
support we have given to the Sabbath doctrine throughout the Commentary
I

I

I

.
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If you will
look again at the galleys you will note that we declare at
some length that we do not believe that Hebrews 4:9 presents a valid
argument for the Sabbath;
am sure some folks will grieve over this
and perhaps even argue that we have weakened the Sabbath doctrine.
We
do not believe so.
We simply believe that Hebrews is not the place to
try to establish the Sabbath doctrine
think the analogy is evident
I

.

I

Sincerely your brother
F,

The moral

is

clear.

up with this conclusion

D.

in

Christ,

Nichol 10

When our best scholarship worked on Hebrews,

— Do

not use

in

.

it

came

support of our sanctuary doctrine the

only New Testament passage which discusses the meaning of the tabernacle and

Especially ignore its references to the Day of Atonement.

its services.

Let us now take a rapid survey of the history of the sanctuary issues

amongst us.

No attempt is made to be exhaustive as that would yield a massive

volume, at least partly irrelevant for our purposes.

Instead we touch upon

high points, and refer chiefly to well-known names of people who after study
felt our traditional exposition of the sanctuary truth to be inadequate.

0.

R.

L.

CROSIER

The first to find fault with the Advent ist sanctuary teaching was its
creator

— 0.

R.

L.

Crosier.

Damsteegt tells us concerning him, "In 1846 he

accepted the Sabbath but soon repudiated it together with his sanctuary
teach ng."

'

i

JAMES WHITE

The second prominent figure with difficulties
White.

Not until

in

this area was James

1857 did he accept the doctrine of the investigative

judgment, and prior to that time he wrote against any such concept.
example,

in

the Advent Review- of September,

1850,

he declared:

For
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Some have contended that the day of judgment was prior to the second
advent.
This view is certainly without foundation in the word of God.

.

Daniel, "in the night visions" saw that "judgment was given to the
Saints of the Most High/' but not to mortal saints not "until the
Ancient of days came," and the "little horn" ceased prevailing, which
will not be until he is destroyed by the brightness of Christ's coming.

—

"I charge thee before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ who shall judge
the quick and the dead at (not before) his appearing and his kingdom"
—2 Tim. 4:
I

.

The advent angel (Rev. 14:6,7) saying with a loud voice, Fear God and
give glory to him: for the hour of his judgment is come does not prove
that the day of judgment came in 1840, or in 1844, nor that it will come
prior to the Second Advent.
Prior to that he had declared

in

his Word to the Little Flock

,

p.

24,

"The event which will introduce the judgment day, will be the coming of
the Son of Man, to raise the sleeping saints, and to change those that
."
are alive at that time.
.

.

It is not necessary that the final sentence should be given before the
first resurrection, as some have taught; for the names of the saints are
written in heaven, and Jesus, and the angels will certainly know who to
raise, and gather to the New Jerusalem.

There

Is

no evidence that at this time Ellen G. White differed with her

husband on this point.

judgment

is

Her 1849 statement

in

Early Writings 36 about the

only a general statement and seems to place it after the seven

last plagues.

saw that the anger of the nations, the wrath of God, and the time to
judge the dead, were separate and distinct, one following the other.
I

Damsteegt's comment about James White probably also applies to Ellen G. White
"The view, of a pre-Advent judgment was only gradually adopted by
It

took Joseph Bates, J. N. Andrews, J.

to fully formulate the judgment doctrine over

N.
a

J.

White."

'2

Loughborough, and Uriah Smith
period of years, and by the

end of the fifties, more than a decade after the great disappointment, the

doctrine became prevalent
In

in

the small community of Sabbathkeep ng Adventists
i

1857 James White uses the expression "the investigative judgment"

(

R&H
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Jan. 29,

1857).

should be kept

It

fn

mrnd that this doctrine was not formu-

lated by the historic Sabbath conferences, the sixth of which took place in
1848.

It

is

not one of the

heavenly sanctuary

is.

I

andmarks, though the final atonement
it seemed to emerge to fill

Rather,

the collapse of the first interpretation of the shut door.

where wanted to know "Well,

if

in

the

the gap made by

Believers every-

probation for the world did not close

in

1844,

just what did happen?"

D.

M.

CANRIGHT

Foremost among those who polemicized against the church's position on
the sanctuary in the 19th century was Dudley M. Canright, who vacillated
and out of the Advent ist community for years.

In

in

his bitter Seventh-day

Advent sm Renounced he wrote:
i

Seventh-day Advent ists make everything turn upon their view of the sancIf they are wrong on this, their whole
It is vital with them.
tuary.
theory breaks down. The reader should, therefore, study this subject
They dwell upon it constantly, and affirm that they are the
carefully.
only ones in all Christendom who have the light on the subject.
1.

Do the Advent ists know that they are right about this question?

No.

2.

this subject is as plain and as important as they say it
is strange that nobody ever found it out before.

3.

After being perfectly familiar with their view of it, and knowing
feel sure they are mistaken about it. [p. II7H
all their arguments,

If

is,

it

I

1.

2.

God sent the Adventists with a last solemn message to earth upon
which the destiny of the church and the world depended. The very
first thing they did was to get the wrong year, '43 instead of '44.
Then, when they got that fixed up, instead of announcing the real
event to take place, the change in Christ's work in the sanctuary
in heaven, they said he was to come to earth, raise the dead, and
burn the world, when nothing of the kind was to occur!

Not one in fifty of the original Adventists ever found out the real
mistake they had made. Not even one of the leading Adventists, like
Miller, Himes, Litch, etc., ever accepted this sanctuary explanaOnly a mere handful out of the great mass of 1844 Adventists
tion.
found out the truth about the sanctuary, and these were men of no
note in Mi ler's work.
I
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Miller hrmself opposed the Seventh-day Adventists' move, rejecting
the idea of the sanctuary, the Sabbath, and the third angel's message.
What a hopeless tangle that Advent work was!
No wonder people
rejected it.
What if Moses had opposed Joshua, and John the Baptist
had opposed Christ?
Miller was sent to do a work, got it wrong, and
then opposed those who did finally get it right!
Instead of receiving the "light" on the sanctuary question from
Mrs. White's visions, or from heaven, they got it from 0. R. L.
Crosier.
But he soon gave it all up as an error, and has opposed
the Seventh-day Adventists for many years.
It looks badly for a
theory when its very authors renounce it.

Seventh-day Adventists at first adopted the sanctuary theory to
prove that the door of mercy was shut in 1844, a theory which Mrs.
White and all of them held at that time.
Here is my proof on this
poi nt:

Ann Arbor, Mich., Dec.

Elder

!,

1887

—

Canright
"I kept, the seventh day nearly a year, about
1848.
in 1846,
explained the idea of the sanctuary in an article
in an extra double number of the Day Star, Cincinnati, 0.
The object of that article was to support the theory that the door of
mercy was shut, a theory which
and nearly all Adventists who had
adopted Wi
am Mi er s views, held from 1844 to 1848.
Yes,
know that Ellen G. Harmon now Mrs. White
held the shut door
theory at that time."
D.

M.

:

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

'

I

—

—

Truly yours,

0.

R.

L.

Crosier

Now listen to Mrs. White: "Topsham, Me., April 21, 1847.
* * * The Lord showed me in vision more than one year ago, that
Brother Crosier had the true light on the cleansing of the sanctuary,
etc., and that it was his will that Bro. C. should write out the
view which he gave us in the Day Star (extra), Feb. 7, 1846.
feel
fully authorized by the Lord to recommend that extra to every saint.
* * *" E. G. White in "A Word to the Little Flock," pages 11,12.
Here you have the origin and object of that sanctuary theory.
Before
me lies "The Present Truth," Vol. I, No. 5, Dec. 1849, by James
White.
"The Shut Door Explained," is the leading article, in which
it is argued from the type Lev. 16:17, that when the high priest
entered the Most Holy there could be no more pardon for sin.
"On
this day of atonement he is a high priest for those on
whose names
are inscribed on the breast plate of judgment," p. 44.
No more salvation for sinners, is what their sanctuary theory was then used to
prove.
The whole volume is full of this idea.
I

I

Their argument from the type on this point was right; in the type
no sin could be confessed and conveyed into the sanctuary after the
high priest entered the Most Holy.
So if
Lev. 4:1-7; 16:17,23,24.
this was a type of the entrance of Christ into the Most Holy in
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heaven in 1844, then truly the door of mercy did close there, and
all sinners since are lost.
7.

No work whatever was to be done on the Day of Atonement, or day when
the sanctuary was cleansed.
Lev. 23:27-32.
The law was very strict
If the Advent argument on the sanctuary is correct and the Day of
Atonement began in 1844, then they ought not to have worked a day
since.
Hence, many Advent ists after 1844 held that it was a sin
to work; but time starved them out, and they had to go at it again.

8.

Finally, being compelled to abandon the position that the door of
mercy was entirely shut against sinners in 1844, they next taught
that only those could be saved who knew of the change which Christ
made in the sanctuary in Heaven in 1844. Tpp. 118-120]]

After thoroughly investigating the whole subject of the sanctuary,
feel sure that they are in a great error on that point.
1.

I

God's throne was always in the Most Holy place of the sanctuary,
between the cherubim, over the ark, never once in the Holy place.
Sam. 4:4;
For proof on this point see Lev. 16:2; Num. 7:89;
Smith argues that God's throne was sometimes in the
2 Kings 19:15.
But here the Lord appeared outholy place, and refers to Ex. 33:9.
So h s text
side the tabernacle, and not in the Holy place at a
I

I

f ai

2.

I

s

I

.

i

him.

When Jesus ascended to Heaven, eighteen hundred years ago, he went
Heb.
directly to the right hand of God and sat down on his throne.
Hence, he must have entered the most Holy then, instead of in
8:1.
1844.

3.

"And thou shalt hang
"Within the veil" is in the most Holy place.
up the veil under the taches, that thou mayest bring in thither
within the veil the ark of the testimony: and the veil shall divide
Also
unto you between the Holy place and the most Holy." Ex. 26:33,
see Lev.

16:2,12,1

3.

None can fail to see that "within the vail" is in the most Holy
This is just where Jesus went eighteen
place where the ark was.
hundred years, ago. Proof: "Which hope we have as an anchor of the
soul, both sure and steadfast, and which entereth into that within
the veil; whither the forerunner is for us entered, even Jesus made
As the high priest went
a high priest for ever." Heb. 6:19,20.
"within the veil," so Jesus, our high priest, went "within the veil,
into the most Holy place, to the right hand of God and sat down on
Nothing could be more plainly stated. This upsets the
his throne.
For further proof see Ex. 27:21; 30:6;
whole Advent theory of 1844.
40:22-26; Lev. 4:16,17; 16:15; 24:3; Num. 18:7; Matt. 27:51.
4.

"Before the throne," Rev. 8:3. Elder Smith asserts that "the throne
of God was in the first apartment of the sanctuary," because it is
sard that the seven lamps and the golden altar were "before the
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throne," Rev. 4:5; 8:3,
It is a desperate cause which seizes upon
such, proof.
The same argument would prove that the ark and God's
throne were always in the first apartment of the earthly sanctuary,
which, we know^ to be false.
As there was only a veil which divided
the holy from the most holy, where God's throne was, things in the
holy place were said to be "before the Lord," as they were so near
to the throne, which was just behind the curtain.
Proof: Ex. 27:20,21
30:6-8; 40:23-25; Lev. 4:6,15-18.
Even outside of the tabernacle
entirely, where the beasts were killed, was "before the Lord," as
Lev. 4:15 shows.
Abraham walked "before the Lord," Gen. 24:40, yet
he was on earth, and the Lord was in heaven.
5.

Not a single text can be found in all the Bible where the ark and
cherubim and throne were in the holy place of the earthly sanctuary,
the type; yet in the antitype they have the throne of God in the
holy place, not on some special occasion, but all the time for
1800 years, just contrary to the type! [pp.
21 -1 23]' 3
I

In

his

later Life of Mrs. E. G. White

Canright's chief protest against

,

the Adventist position was the charge that "in this theory the atonement did
not take place until over eighteen hundred years after Jesus died on the

cross!"

Cp.

101)

He then

led

into the shut door thus:

In Crosier's theory it was held that the work in the first apartment
of the earthly sanctuary was for "forgiveness of sins" only; hence,
when the work in the first apartment of the heavenly sanctuary closed
(.Oct. 22,
1844), there ended forgiveness of sins for all the world
Probation for sinners ended there!
So, after 1844, Christ's work of
atonement in the Most Holy Place was for saints only!
!

Mr. Crosier states that the object of this article on the sanctuary
was to prove that probation ended in 1844, and Mrs. White endorsed it

for that reason
It

.

4

should be pointed out that while Crosier in the 19th century affirmed

that his historic article was written to support the shut door concept, he
later denied that it supported that idea.

James White agreed with the latter

claim.

E.

J.

As we consider the next figure,
E.

J.

WAGGONER
it

is with a

Waggoner, "the Lord's messenger"

in

measure of shock.

1888,

had become heretical

by
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the early

1890's.

his Confession of

sanctuary
just

i

f

i

—a

1916 Waggoner died,

In

and his

last writing

is

known as

There he states his long-si lent position on the

Fa'rth. .

position which reflects his growing departure from objective

cat ion.

We quote him at

length because of his influence upon Adventism, and

because he ably sets forth views which were rapidly growing amongst us.

statement

is

most interesting, although it contains as many things open to

criticism as the views he was examining.
to 1844 in

The

later years,

There were references by Waggoner

but they were not presented with much conviction.

We wish to stress that here and in other places where we quote critics of

our sanctuary doctrine, such quotation does not necessarily affirm the present

writer's agreement with the contentions made.
Neither at the cross, nor before or since, has there been any new feature introduced any change in the way for sinners to approach the
Throne of Grace. Christ has from the foundation of the world been the
Lamb slain; His life has always been the one perfect sacrifice for sin;
He is from first to
and His royal priesthood has been unchangeable.
He has borne the sins of
last the "one mediator between God and men."
the world from the beginning of sin; and He has "taken away" the sin
from as many of the world as have been willing to have it blotted out
of their lives.

—

Also, twenty-five years ago, these truths, coupled with the self-evident
truth that sin is not an entity but a condition that can exist only in
a person, made it clear to me that it is impossible that there could
be any such thing as the transferring of sins to the sanctuary in heaven, thus defiling that place; and that there could, consequently, be
no such thing, either in 1844 AD, or at any other time, as the "cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary."

"Then what took place

in

1844?"

had been so thoroughly
That question puzzled me for many years; for
indoctrinated with the idea of a 2300-year period ending in 1844, that
never did doubt it for
Indeed,
it never occurred to me to doubt it.
saw that that
a moment; but one day the light dawned upon me, and
simply dropped
period had no foundation whatever, and then of course
I

I

I

I

it.

How did

I

learn this? you ask.

Well,

I

suppose

I

should never have seen
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it if
had not been for so many years fully convinced that the thing
which I, from my boyhood, had been, taught took place in 1844 did not
occur, then nor at any other time.
I

But what about the 2300 days? Are we to throw away the prophetic rule
of "a day for a year"?
By no means; that rule holds, but it has no
application in this case, for the simple reason that the eighth chapter
of Daniel makes no mention whatever of 2300 days.
Not the "King James"
version, nor any other version, but the Hebrew text, must settle the
question, and that says "two thousand and three hundred evenings and
mornings" Cliterally "evening-mornings"), as correctly rendered in the

revised version.
"But," it is asked, "doesn't an evening and a morning make a day?" Yes;
but what reason have we for gratuitously assuming that the term is here
used as a periphrasis for "day"?
In that case we should have a figure
of a figure!
We are placed under the necessity of interpreting a figure
of speech, and then taking that interpretation as a prophetic figure.
When a prophetic symbol is used, the symbol itself ought to be absolutely
clear, needing no explanation.
But here we are told to believe that
we have for the figurative day a term that is never elsewhere used in
the Bible for the word "day." Why should we assume an exception here?
There is a Hebrew word that is everywhere rendered "day," and it is the
only word for "day" in. the Hebrew Scriptures.
Has it never occurred
to you to wonder why an exception should be made here?
It certainly
rests with those who claim an exception here to show the most clear and
convincing proof of the alleged fact, and to give a plain and conclusive
reason therefor.
If the translators of the 1611 version had translated the Hebrew words
ereb boker (evenings mornings), instead of substituting "day" for the
proper rendering,
doubt if even the maintaining of a theory would
have led anyone to light upon so farfetched an interpretation.
ask
again, what reason can be given for the introduction by inspiration of
a new, absolutely unknown, and clumsy expression, instead of the simple
and well-known word for "day," if the reader were intended to understand
"day"?
say "clumsy expression," meaning only, of course, as a circumlocution for "day."
In reality there is nothing clumsy about it when
taken in its obvious sense.
it seems so obvious as to need no argument,
that the term "evening-mornings," when used in connection with the
sanctuary, must refer only to evening and morning sacrifices.
I

I

I

Incidentally there comes in here, of course> a consideration of the
application of the "little horn." Consistency demands that the horn
of a goat should be of the nature of a goat a process, a continuation
of the animal in question.
But this would preclude the application of
a Grecian horn to Rome, since Greece and Rome were two distinct, independent powers.
Why is there any more ground for saying that Rome came out
of Greece, than there is for saying that Greece came out of Medo-Persia,
or that Medo-Persia came out of Babylon?
It is true that a victory
over a Macedonian king gave Rome great prestige, but not so great as the
victory over Darius gave Alexander, or the conquest of Babylon gave

—
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Rome, like its predecessors in universal dominion, originated
territory to the westward of the kingdom immediately preceding it,
and had an orrgrn as distinct from Greece as Greece had from Medo-Persia,
or Medo-Persia from Babylon.
The facts do not fit the interpretation
which Seventh-day Advent rsts have given the prophecy.
Strangely enough,
the chart that has always been used by the denomination, and the supposed picture of the goat, which still appears in all the books and
articles devoted to this prophecy, plainly show the inconsistency of the
interpretation.
Look it up, if you do not have the picture in mind,
and you will see that the "little horn," marked "Rome," is represented
as coming from behind the goat, and that the goat horn marked "Syria"
is represented as uniting with that previously-existing little horn,
instead of the latter coming out of the Syrian horn.
The awkward picture contradicts the words of the prophecy; but if it had been made
true to nature and to the text, the little horn could not have been
labeled "Rome."

Cyrus.
rn

had thought to devote a little space to a positive consideration of
wi
not cumber the argument
the application of the little horn, but
did not really need to refer to the horn at all, it being
with it.
sufficient for my purpose, in dealing with the atonement, to show that
the eighth chapter of Daniel does not contain any long prophetic period,
My only burden in this
at the end of which sins are to be blotted out.
writing is that sin is not an entity, a commodity, that can be taken
away, from a person and deposited intact somewhere else, awaiting its
Since no earthly sinners have ever been in the
final destruction.
sanctuary in heaven, their sins can never have defiled that place,
But the sanctuary at Jerusalem in Judea,
necessitating its cleansing.
which alone was the subject of Daniel's anxiety, had been most horribly
defiled by Antiochus, and did need cleansing.
I

I

I

I

I

"But what about the Investigative Judgment?" Yes, indeed, what about
In truth, there is no responsibility resting on me to say anything
it?
to Rev. 22:21,
about it, because in the entire Bible, from Gen.
of such a thing.
nc u s ve , there is never once any mention
I

:

I

'

i

I

i

A.

Here

is a

I

i

BALLENGER

name that is almost as emotion-creating as that of D. M.

Canright, though belonging to
sona

F.

a

very different type of character and per-

ty

Albion Ballenger, of ministerial ancestry,
In

his late twenties,

Liberty Association.
Sentinel.

In

lived between

1861

and

he was appointed the secretary of the National

For

a

1921.

Religious

period, he was assistant editor of the American

these capacities he attended camp meetings and other important
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gatherings
the Brrtish

in

nearly all the conferences of North America.
he preached

Isles,

Wales, and Ireland.

in

several of the large cities of England,

He became the superintendent of the

After he was defrocked, some other workers joined him,

officers of the British work, Wm. Hutchinson, and
conference president

in

the U.S.

Transferring to

L.

Ireland Mission.

including one of the

H.

Crisler,

former

a

Ballenger never developed an organized

offshoot movement, though from 1914 he edited "The Gathering Call" paper.
Renowned as

a

preacher while still with the church, he spoke and wrote much

on the theme of the Holy Spirit, and authored the well-known Power for Wit-

nessing

We suspect from some of his own statements, and some words of

.

Ellen G. White, that strong mystical

problems for Ballenger.

It

is

inclinations were the seed of later

certain that Ellen G. White viewed Ballenger

as part of the growing sector of workers influenced by Keilogg's views which

made both God and His dwelling-place unreal.
Clearly condemned by Ellen G. White, Ballenger's views, particularly
on the sanctuary,

nobody
I

in

need to be understood by us.

So far as we know, there is

today's Advent ism who holds this man's sanctuary schema

He be-

.

ieved that Christ operated as priest for 4000 years before coming to earth,

and that the sphere of his operations was the first apartment of the heavenly

sanctuary.

Separating the two apartments was

a

cordon of angels through

which Christ passed at His ascension into the Most Holy Place.
the plain statements

in

G.

view of

Hebrews that a priest had to be taken from among men,

and that of necessity He must have a sacrifice to offer,

that Ellen

In

it

is

not strange

White accused Ballenger of denying "mighty truths held for ages

We list the nine propositions submitted by Ballenger at the 5:30 a.m.

meeting, May 21,

1905,

General Conference Session.

The meeting was

a

seclude
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with only some of the leaders present.

want to read to you now some of the misfits that
find in my attempt
to place the first apartment work of the earthly sanctuary this side of
the cross:
I

1.

I

The earthly sanctuary, which was a shadow of the heavenly, located
the ark, or throne of God, in the holy of holies, or second apartment, while the priest was ministering in the first apartment.
The
denominational view of the heavenly sanctuary places the ark or
throne of God in the first apartment while the priest ministers in
that apartment, in violation of the type.

2.

The shadow placed a veil between the priest and the ark or throne
The
of God while the priest ministered in the first apartment.
denominational view has the priest ministering in the heavenly sanctuary in the first apartment, with no veil separating him from the
ark or throne of God, but with a veil behind both priest and throne,
in violation of the type.

3.

The type represents the priest as performing a long ministry in the
first apartment of the sanctuary before the blood is shed that pays
the penalty of sin. The denominational view teaches that the blood
was shed which pays the penalty of sin long before the ministry began in the heavenly sanctuary, thus contradicting, the type.

4.

The type taught that the priest ministered for a long period in the
first apartment, during which time there was accumulated upon him
the sins of the people before the blood was shed which met the penalty
The denominational
of those sins which the priest was carrying.
view locates the death of Christ before any ministry has been performed in the heavenly sanctuary whereby the sins of the world are
transferred to him.
(We teach that no sins are pardoned except those that go into the
sanctuary by the priestly work, and yet we have the sanctuary closed
to the patriarchs for four thousand years, and that Christ began the
work of carrying sins into the heavenly sanctuary at his ascension.This leaves four thousand years without any priest by which the sin
was carried into the sanctuary.)

5.

The shadow placed the death of the Lord's goat, whose blood met the
penalty of the law in type, on the great day of atonement. The
denominational view places the death of Christ, whose blood meets
the penalty of the law, more than eighteen hundred years before the
great day of atonement is supposed to begin.

6.

The shadow represents the high priest going from his ministry in the
court where he obtained the blood, directly into the holy of holies
(He did not stop in that first apartment;
on the day of atonement.
he obtained his blood, and then carried it straight through into the
holy of holies.) The denominational view teaches that Christ went
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from his ministry in the first apartment, and not from the court,
into the holy of holies, in 1844.
7.

The type represents the priest as unloading forever, through the
blood of the Lord's goat, the sins which had been accumulating upon
him during the year by his ministry before the veil.
(All the sins
that had gone into the sanctuary during that one year, and were
charged to the priest, that penalty was met on the day of atonement
in the holy of holies.)
The denominational view represents Christ
as loading himself up again in the first apartment with the same
sins which he had before borne at the cross and unloaded in his death.

8.

The shadow sends the high priest directly through the first apartment
into the holy of holies as soon as he has in his hands the blood
of the Lord's goat, or the blood which pays the penalty of sin.
.

.

.

The denominational view stops our great High Priest in the first
apartment when he has in his hands his own blood which pays the
pena ty of
I

9.

•

s

i

n

The shadow represents the high, priest as going immediately with
the blood, the warm blood, of the Lord's goat, into the holy of
holies, and sprinkling that blood upon the mercy seat before the
veil.
The denominational view teaches that our great High Priest
did not sprinkle his blood on the mercy seat before the veil for
more than eighteen hundred years after ft was shed.

Note that the chief emphases of these theses

ministered

in

is

the tenet that Christ had

the first apartment of the heavenly sanctuary for millenniums

before the cross

.

It

should be observed that even. years later when Ballenger

wrote his Cast Out for the Cross of Christ

judgment beginning

in

1844

in

,

he was still

fulfillment of Dan

.

8:14.18

a

believer

in

the

But he did not

believe that this judgment had anything to do with the saints, and here Ellen
G.

White strenuously disagreed.

'9

Let us now notice Ballenger's letter to Ellen G. White, one which did not

receive a personal

reply.

The letter sums up what were his dominant objections

to the church's position ever after.
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Dear Sr. White: For some time
have been constrained to write to you
regarding my convictions on the sanctuary. Many of my friends have urged
me to do this, while others have thought it useless inasmuch as, in
their opinions, the letter would never reach you.
I

Nevertheless

I

have decided to write and state my difficulty frankly.

My first difficulty is with the interpretation which you give to the
following scripture found in Heb. 6:19,20, "Which hope we have as an
anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast, and which entereth into
that within the ve? , whither the forerunner is for us entered, even
Jesus made an high priest forever after the order of Mel ch sedec."
i

cannot help believing that this term " withi n the vei I" refers to the
holy of holies of the heavenly sanctuary and the scriptures which convinced me, are given below.
I

On one side
have
Word of God and on
You wi
it.
note
first apartment of

placed the interpretation given this scripture by the
the other side the interpretation which you have given
that you merely assert that this term applies to the
the heavenly sanctuary, but you do not refer to any
scripture which uses the term and applies it to the first apartment.
What
am pleading for in this letter, is, that if there be a "thus
saith the Lord" to support your statement, that, out of compassion for
my soul you furnish it.
I

I

I

I

"Within the Vei I"
As the Bible Interprets

"Within the Vei I"
As You Interpret It.

It.

"And thou shalt hang up the veil
under the taches, that thou mayest bring in thither within the
veil the ark of the testimony:
and the veil shall divide unto
you between the holy place and
the most holy." Ex. 26:33.

"And the Lord said unto Moses,
Speak unto Aaron thy brother that
times into the
he come not at a
before
holy place with n the vei
the mercy seat, which is upon
the ark, that he die not: for
will appear in the cloud upon
the mercy seat." Lev. 16:2.
I

I

i

I

"And He shall take a censer full of
burning coals of fire from off the
altar before the Lord, and his
hands full of sweet incense
beaten small, and bring it with n
the vei ." Lev. 16:12.
i

I

"The ministration of the priest
throughout the year in the first
apartment of the sanctuary, 'within
the veil' which formed the door and
separated the holy place from the
outer court, represents the work of
ministration upon which Christ
entered at His ascension.
It was
the work of the priest in the daily
ministration to present before God
the blood of the sin offering, also
the incense which ascended with the
prayers of Israel.
So did Christ
plead his blood before the Father
in behalf of sinners and present
before him also, with the fragrance
of his own righteousness, the prayers
of penitent believers.
Such was
the work of ministration in the
first apartment of the sanctuary in
heaven."
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"And he shall kill the goat of
the sin offering that is for the
people, and bring his blood withn the vei
and do with his
blood as he did with the blood
of the bullock, and sprinkle it
upon the mercy seat, and before
the mercy seat." Lev. 16:15.
i

I

"Therefore thou and thy sons
with thee shall keep your priest's
office for everything of the altar, and wi th n the vei
~~ " Num.
i

18:7.

~

"

*

~

.

I

"

Sr. White, you refer the terms
"within the vei I" to the f rst
apartment, while the Lord applies
the terms " without the vei
and
"
before the vei I" to the first
apartment, as appears from the
following Scriptures.
i

I

"And thou shalt set the table (of
"'
shew bread)
without the vei
Ex. 26:35.
'

I

.

"And thou shalt command the children of Israel that they bring
thee pure olive oil beaten for
the light, to cause the lamp to
burn always in the tabernacle of
the congregation, without the
vei , which is before the testimony." Ex. 27:20,21

"And he put the table in the tent
of the congregation, upon the side
of the tabernacle northward without
the ve
" Ex
40 22
.

i

I

.

:

"And he put the golden altar in
the tent of the congregation before
the vei ." Ex. 40:26.
I

"And the priest that is anointed
shall take of the bullock's blood,
and bring it to the tabernacle of
the congregation: and the priest
shall dip his finger in the blood
and sprinkle of the blood seven
times before the Lord, before the
vei
of the Sanctuary ." Lev. 4:5,6.
I

"Thither the faith of Christ's disciples followed him as he ascended
from their sight.
Here (in the
first apartment) their hopes centered,
'which hope we have,' said Paul, 'as
an anchor of the soul both sure and
steadfast, and which entereth into
that within the veil; whither the
forerunner is for us entered, even
Jesus, made an high priest forever.'"
GC 420,421
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"And the priest that is anointed
shall bring of the bullock's
blood to the tabernacle of the
congregation, and the priest
shall dip his finger in some of
the blood, and sprinkle it seven
times before the Lord, even before
the vei ." Lev. 4: 17

"And the Lord spake unto Moses,
saying, Command the children of
Israel that they bring thee pure
olive oil beaten for light, to
cause the lamps to burn continually without the vei
of the
testimony, in the tabernacle of
the congregation ." Lev. 24:1-3.
Five times the Lord uses the term "within the veil" and in every case
it is applied to the second apartment of the sanctuary, and not to the
f

i

rst.

Seven times the Lord uses the terms "without the veil" and "before the
veil," and in every instance he applies it to the first apartment or
tabernacle of the congregation, and never to the court dutside of the
But if "within the veil" applies to the f rst
door of the tabernacle.
apartment as you teach in your interpretation of Heb. 6:19,20, then the
term " without the vei I" must apply to the space in the court outside the
tabernacle door.
Every one of these seven scriptures which plainly
state that "without the veil" and "before the veil" is in the first
apartment, is a divine witness to the truth that "within the veil" in
Heb. 6:19,20, must apply to the second apartment.
i

There are therefore twelve witnesses, a twelve-fold "thus saith the
Lord" testifying that the term "within the veil" refers to the holy
of holies, and not to the first apartment of the heavenly sanctuary as
you assert.

At my secret trial four years ago, three leading brethren were chosen
(It is interesting to note in passing that two out of
to answer me.
the three were then and are still under your condemnation inasmuch as
they both teach that the "daily" of Dan. 8:13 refers to the heavenly
In
service instead of paganism as taught by you in Early Writi ngs
private conversation with me one took the position that "within the
veil" meant within the sanctuary, but did not refer to either apartment.
Another asserted at the trial that the term applied to the first
apartment as you have interpreted it. The third, compelled by the witnesses quoted above admitted in his answer that the term "within the
veil" does apply to the holy of holies, but that it is spoken pro"
phetica ly , and although the scripture says Christ is entered withi n
the veil" we are to understand it to mean that he WILL enter in 1844.
This babel of voices did not help me to see my error, if error it be.
.

I

)
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Before publishing my MS.
sent it to several ministers holding official
positions, whose loyalty to the denomination is unquestioned, and asked
them out of love for the truth and my soul, to show me from the Scriptures, where
was in error.
promised that should they do this
would never publish the MS.
Not one of these brethren attempted to show
me my error from the Word.
One wrote thus:
I

I

I

I

"Candor compels me to say that
can find no fault with it from
Bible standpoint.
The argument seems to be unassailable."
I

a

Another said:
have always felt that it was safer to take the interpretation
placed upon the Scriptures by the Spirit of Prophecy as manifested
through Sister E. G. White rather than to rely upon my own judgment or interpretation."
"I

This last quotation expresses the attitude of all those who have admitted that my position seemed to be supported by the Scriptures, but
hesitated to accept it.

Honestly, Sister White,
am afraid to act upon this suggestion; because it will place the thousands upon thousands of pages of your
writings in books and periodicals between the child of God and God's
Book.
If this position be true, no noble Berean dare believe any truth,
however clearly it may seem to be taught in the Scriptures, until he
first consults your writings to see whether it harmonizes with your
interpretation. This is the principle always advocated by the Roman
church and voiced in the following quotation:
I

"Like two sacred rivers flowing from Paradise, the Bible and divine
Tradition contain the Word of God. Though these two divine streams
are in themselves, on account of their divine origin, of equal
sacredness, and are both full of revealed truths, still of the two,
TRADITION is to us more clear and safe." Cathol ic Bel ief p. 54.
,

It was against this putting of an infal.lible interpreter between the
man and his Bible that the Reformation waged its uncompromising war.

The Romanists robbed the individual of his Bible, denouncing the right
of "private interpretation"; while the Reformation handed the Bible
back to the indi vidua while denouncing the papal dogma that demands
an infallible interpreter between the child of God and his Bible.
I

The brethren urge me to accept your interpretation of the Scriptures
as clearer and safer than what they call my_ interpretation.
But
have
not interpreted this Scripture,
have allowed the Lord to do this nnd
have accepted his Interpretation.
Let me illustrate:
I

I

The first mention of the Sabbath in the New Testament is found in Matt.
12:1.
It does not there tell us which day is the Sabbath, assuming that
the reader knows which day is referred to, or if not, he will be able
to learn from the Old Testament, which day it is.
When one turns to
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20:8-12 and reads, "The seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord,"
that God's interpretation ? Has any one the right to reply,
"That is your interpretation." Surely not.
Ex.

is not

In like manner, the first and only instance where the term, "within the
veil," is used in the New Testament, is found in Heb. 6:! 9.
It is taken
for granted that the reader will know to which apartment the Holy Spirit
refers; but if not, the searcher can learn from the Old Testament which
place is meant.
Now, when
turn to the Old Testament and find that in
every instance this term is applied to the holy of holies, can it
honestly be charged that this is my interpretation?
have not interpreted it, but have given that honor to the Holy Oracles themselves.
And now Sister White, what can
do?
If
accept the testimony of the
Scriptures, if
follow my conscientious convictions,
find myself
under your condemnation; and you call me a wolf in sheep's clothing,
and warn my brethren and the members of my family against me.
But when
turn in my sorrow to the Word of the Lord, that Word reads the same,
and
fear to reject God's interpretation and accept yours.
Oh that
might accept both.
But if
must accept but one, hadn't
better accept
the Lord's?
If
reject his word and accept yours, can you save me in
the judgment? When side by side we stand before the great white throne;
if the Master should ask me why
taught that "within the veil" was in
the first apartment of the sanctuary, what shall
answer? Shall
say,
"Because Sister White, who claimed to be commissioned to interpret the
Scriptures for me, told' me that this was the true interpretation, and
that if
did not accept it and teach it
would rest under your condemnation?"
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Sister White, that this answer might be pleasing unto the Lord.
Then would
surrender to your testimony. Then would you speak words
of encouragement to me again.
Then would my brethren, with whom
have
held sweet counsel, no longer shun me as a leper.
Then would
appear
again in the great congregation, and we would weep and pray and praise
together as before.
Oh,

I

I

I

But on the other hand should the great and terrible God say to me on
that day, "But disobedient servant, WHAT DID
SAY?" Oh what could
answer?
I

I

If
surrender my convictions to escape thy testimonies of condemnation
which you heap upon my head; if
yield the Word of God that
might
again enjoy the love and fellowship of my brethren, how can
again
look into the face of him who died for me?
How could
again lay my
Bible open upon my bed, and kneeling, plead for light upon his word?
No, no,
cannot do that.
must go on my pilgrimage alone.
And wh-ile
would not put myself in the company of Him who was despised and rejected of men, the Man of sorrows, the Man of the lonely life, yet
am comforted in the thought that he knoweth my sorrow and is acquainted
with my grief.
Your younger brother in Christ,
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

A.

F.

Ba

I

I

enger
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After

silence of four years following his ejection from the ministry,

a

Bal lenger publ ished his Cast Out for the Cross of

the denomination published
Mi

nistry

.

The following year,

reply by E. E. Andross entitled A More Excel lent

rebuttal, Bal lenger wrote An Examination of Forty Fatal Errors

In

.

a

Christ

Regarding the Atonement— a title which clearly indicates his view that the
cross fulf

i

I

led

Yom Kippur

.

His first pages are significant for our study.

It is gratifying to note that this new book, "Which fully explains the
sanctuary question as understood by the denomination," takes the position that "within the veil" of Heb. 6:19,20, does refer to the holy of
holies of the heavenly sanctuary, and does teach that Christ entered
there at His ascension.

This will doubtless astonish many in the denomination, ministers and
people, who have believed the old position as taught by the pioneers
for sixty years, and published in the books of the denomination, and
supported by Sister White.
And none will be more astonished than those
ministers and people who have been cast out of the churches for believing what the denomination now publishes as its position on this scrip-

ture

.

What astonishes the writer most is that this new position is published
without a hint that the author, Eld. E. E. Andross, or the denomination
ever published or taught any other position. This new book says:
Much stress is laid, by the author of "Cast Out," upon the expression, " withi n the vei ," as found in Heb
6
9, 20, fifteen pages
of the pamphlet being devoted exclusively to an effort to prove
that this means within the second veil or most holy apartment of
the heavenly sanctuary.
A More Excellent Ministry
p. 52.
I

.

.

:

1

,

By this it is

intimated that this fifteen-page effort was entirely unnecessary.
The author then proceeds to take the same position, just
as if he and the denomination for whom he speaks, had always held and
taught that same position.
However the facts are that they have always
taught the contrary position, and, during the last eight years, condemned and cast out scores of those who believe this new position.
It is impossible to believe that there was not some one in the many
councils held to consider the manuscript of this new pamphlet during
its year of rejections and revisions, who had honesty of heart and
courage of conviction sufficient to raise some of the following questions.
shall presume that there was, and that his questions were
somewhat as fol lows:
I

Question:

Why are we making this change in the denomination's position? For sixty years we have believed and taught that
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"within the veil" of Heb. 6:19,20, refers to the first apartment of the heavenly sanctuary.
Answer:

Because we cannot maintain the position from the Scriptures.
The Scriptures are positively against it.

Q.:

And has the denomination only just found this out?
the denomination happen to find it out just now?

A.:

No doubt Bro. Ballanger and his friends would say that It was the
result of their agitation of the question.

Q.

Would it not be the truth?

:

And how did

A.:

Possibly.

Q.

remember how Bro. Ballenger, for one solid hour, stood before
when he was brought to trial over this matter, and read scripture after scripture to prove that "within the veil" of Heb. 6:19,20,
remempointed to the second apartment of the heavenly sanctuary.
ber that we then opposed this position and regarded him and Eld.
Wm. Hutchinson, who was on trial with him, as sadly in the dark
and as having turned them out with scores of their brethren, for
believing what they taught, are we now going to adopt their position and publish it to the world as our position?

:

I

us,

I

A.:

But we are not adopting all of Bro. Ballenger s conclusions from
this scripture.

Q.:

But you are adopting the two principal positions that he advocated
First, that the scripture refers to
and based on this scripture.
the holy of holies of the heavenly sanctuary, and second, that it
Is this not true?
teaches that Christ went there at His ascension.

A.:

Yes.
But we do not believe that Christ remained in that apartment,
but that He and the Father immediately moved into the first apartment where they remained until 1844.

Q.:

But on the two points mentioned, you now agree with Bro. Ballenger
and his brethren.

A.:

Yes.

Q.:

And you now believe that in publishing these new positions you are
publishing the truth?

A.:

Yes.

Q.

Then you now believe that in publishing the old position for sixty
years, the 'denomi nation has been publishing error?

:

A.:

T

Yes.
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Q.

And you believe that when Eld. Daniel Is and other of the leading
brethren went from camp meeting to camp meeting teaching the people
that "within the veil" of this scripture referred to the first
apartment of the heavenly sanctuary, and taught that Christ entered
there at His ascension, they were teaching error, were they not?

:

presume they were.

A.:

Yes, we

Q.:

When Bro. Ballenger was standing before us on trial for his life
as a minister, when he taught with all the earnestness of his sou!
that "within the veil" of Heb. 6:19,20, referred to the holy of
holies of the heavenly sanctuary, and taught that Christ went there
at His ascension, he was teaching the truth, was he not?

A.:

Yes,

it

appears so now. 2

'

Ellen White's warnings against Ballenger are found
release,

(MS760) The Ba

lenger Letters

I

foundations of Adventism,

in

She sees him as threatening the very

.

indeed, of Christianity itself.

monitions seem to place Ballenger into

the White Estate

a

Some of her ad-

camp very similar to Kellogg, as

"mystical," unable to "be substantiated by the word of God," possibly even

"departing from the living God

in

spiritualistic satanic experiences," "led

by satanic agencies," undermining "the pillars of our faith."

was "spending his time

in

presenting as truth that which,

Ballenger
received, would

if

undermi ne the mighty truths that have been established for ages

theories,

if

received, "would

"

lead many to depart from the faith."

Lord has not given him the message that he is bearing regard

tuary service."

.

i

ng.

Ba

I

I

enger'

"The

the sanc-

Heavenly messengers have pronounced that Brother Ballenger

was "substituting human interpretation for the interpretation that God has
given."
maki ng of

The new views would mean "the uprooting of faith
i

nf de s
i

in

God, and the

.

I

Specifically the theories of Ballenger are contrasted with those that
emerged "since 1844."
1844 can testify to the

".

.

.

we who passed through the disappointment of

light that was then given on the sanctuary question."
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Ellen White distinctly alludes to the Sabbath conferences which established
a

line of truth

leading right to the time when we shall

enter the city of

Repeatedly the pioneers of 1844 are appealed to, and Brother Ballenger's

God.

"proofs" are warned against as unreliable, and certain to "destroy the faith
of God's people in the truth that has made us what we are."

Very specifically,

Ellen G. White puts her finger on that which concerns her most about Ballenger's
teachings.

"...

not sound.

They do not prove that the past experience of God's people was

fa

I

I

the points that he

is

"When efforts are made to unsettle our faith

acy ."

ence, and to send us adrift,

in

and unchangeable as when the Lord gave them to us

prayers."

Denial of the sanctuary truth is

the existence of a personal God
.

H.

a

our past experi-

let us hold fast to the truth that we have re-

truths given us after the passing of the time

J

in

"The warning is given, hold fast to the past experience."

ceived."

Dr.

scripture are

trying to prove by

— an

"The

1844 are just as certain
in

answer to our urgent

linked to the danger of denying

obvious allusion to the teachings of

Kel logg.

Viewed together, the warnings of the Spirit of Prophecy seem to be

directed against mystical pantheistic sentiments which would result

in

deny-

ing the reality of the heavenly sanctuary and the present ministry of Christ

our High Priest.

Such false teachings would fail to connect the sanctuary

service with "present truth" for the people God raised up
did

in

1844.

Ballenger

believe in a judgment beginning in 1844, but it had chief reference,

not to the disposal of the sins of believers, but those of unbelievers.

Strictly speaking, he did not believe

Christ's final ministry
Ellen

G.

in

in

atonement for the saints as part of

heaven.

White's repeated references to the passing of the time

in

1844
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and to the Sabbath conferences show clearly her thrust and emphasis.

rightly understand her, we should keep

To

mind that while the teaching on

in

the investigative judgment was not accepted by this church till

about

a

de-

cade after the last of the Sabbath conferences, stress on Christ's closing
ministry for the saints
1844 itself.

in

the holy of holies was present from the date of

Ballenger, by applying the first apartment of the heavenly sane

tuary to Christ's priestly work before the cross, and the second apartment
to his subsequent work, was denying not only the plain teachings of Hebrews

about Christ's priesthood being subsequent to His incarnation, but also ignoring the Biblical evidence that the second apartment ministry had

application to the last days.

Crosier had taught the eschato og ca
I

i

a

I

cation of the Day of Atonement, but not the investigative judgment.
true of all those pioneers to whom Ellen

special

appliThis was

White refers when mentioning the

G.

Great Disappointment and the Sabbath conferences.
One other caveat should be offered.

It

to commend and endorse whatever contained

preponderance of truth

a

less of existing errors in the same package.

to every saint despite several positions
Similarly, Ellen

G.

in

was customary for Ellen G. White

— regard-

She commended Crosier's article
it which

she repudiated.

White endorsed Uriah Smith's commentary on Daniel

and Revelation, despite its Arian sentiments, and a multitude of inaccuracies

Thus her stress on the sanctuary truth which came to the disappointed saints
in

1844 does not necessarily endorse every detail

would certainly be wrong to apply Ellen

G.

subsequently added.

'

it

White's warnings as a denial of

ALL that Bal lenger was saying, particularly as she herself
echoes some of the same sentiments expressed by him. 22

in

several

places
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E.

BALLENGER

Edward Ballenger was even more vocal than his brother.

At first an op-

ponent of Albion, he became his most staunch defender among the administrators, pastors, and

laity who espoused the heretical

Edward Ballenger's name that

is

cause.

G.

church

in

is

chiefly

remembered with the Gathering Call

publica-

An acquaintance of

tions which were a denominational gadfly for decades.
Ellen

It

White's, Edward Ballenger headed up the work of education for the

California until his defection.

of materials until

After that event he issued

a

spate

the beginning of the fifties.

W.

W.

FLETCHER

,

When we move to the late I920's, we have a case even more poignant than

Albion Ballenger's.

The latter has never been successfully accused of un-

christian behavior, and the situation

identical with the former.

is

Daniel Is

seemed close to tears when he wrote of this man whom he described as "a
gentleman, a very devout, praying man.
him."

"Everyone believes

in

I

have great

ly

"

enjoyed working with

Brother Fletcher." 23

Even today, those who are vocal opponents of Fletcher's theology speak

Letters from Elder

with almost reverence of the man.
and Ford so testify.

(L.

L.

L.

Jones is a retired minister

Fletcher spanned the years between 1879 and 1947.

Jones to Drs. Olson
in

Victoria, Australia.)

After col porteur ng,

he became a public evangelist, and then entered foreign mission work.

i

Re-

turning from Singapore, he held city missions and then became the president
of the South Australian Conference.

He was Young People's, Home Missions,

and Education secretary for the Australian Union Conference in 1914, and vice

president of the union

in

1915.

During the following three years he was the

president of the India Union Mission.

Next he became field secretary, and
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then chairman of the Southern Asian Division,
gel ism in Australia,

1920-22.

He returned to evan-

then pursued further work as an administrative officer

of the union prior to joining the faculty at Avondaie College to teach Bible.

We have never found a word breathing suspicion on his integrity and fidelity
to the church over these twenty-five years of service.

Fletcher's theological stance should not be equated with Ballenger's.
He never accepted the "way-out" features of the Ballenger position,

emphasis on Heb. 6:19-20 and Heb. 9 was appropriated by him with
He did not wish to believe it,
as

L.

stall,
years.

R.

Cottrell, D. Neufeld,

(Certa

i

n
i

y

,

sad fervor.

but found himself compelled to do so, even

Conradi, W. W. Prescott,

R.

a

but its

E.

L.

E.

Froom, R. A. Anderson,

Htlgert, and

a

E.

Heppen-

host of others in later

the majority of our New Testament scholars assent to the

essential accuracy of Ballenger's exegesis of "within the veil".

studies by students of Andrews University

in

the last few years,

Several

including

essays by denominational college Bible teachers, take the same position.)
Fletcher's apologia sua vita
forth his fundamental
to their answers.

is

Reasons for My Faith

.

There he sets

positions, the answers of the brethren, and his answers

We quote the first:

The Propositions
1.

2.

That it was the immediate unvei led presence of God as manifested in
the Holy Shekinah that constituted the inner apartment of the earthly
sanctuary the most holy place, and that consequently when at the
time of his ascension the Lord Jesus Christ sat down at the right
hand of God, thus "appearing in the presence of God for us," He entered the most holy place of the heavenly sanctuary.
There can be
no place in heaven more holy than the place of the unveiled presence
of Almighty God.
That in the typical service of the earthly sanctuary the sprinkling
of blood upon the altar and before the veil represented the expiation of sin, and not its transfer into the sanctuary.
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3.

That it is necessary to modify our view that the Testimonies are to
be regarded as having the authority of a direct revelation from
God. 24

Scores,

including ministers, were disfel lowshi pped from the Australian

churches over the sanctuary issues

in

Fletcher's time.

Entire groups

left

the church and fe lowshi pped together away from its borders.
I

Some paragraphs from Fletcher's Open Letter of Nov. 20,
i

1930, may be of

nterest
The knowledge of
The truths of the Advent message are very dear to me.
these truths stirred my heart in my youth, and the belief of them has
moulded my life ever since.
thank God for the day when one of the
Lord's messengers came to our home town in Northwest Tasmania preaching
these things.
I

During all this time the great
Thirty years have gone by since then.
essential truths of the Advent message have been a constant inspiration
In tendering to the brethren my resignation as a
and comfort to me.
have done so
worker employed by the Australasian Union Conference,
with much regret, having feelings of the warmest affection for the
Advent cause and people.
I

After all these discussions my convictions remain practically unchanged.
do not myself regard the divergence as sufficient to warrant the
separation of a worker from the Advent ministry; but my conversations
with the brethren here and in America have shown that many of our responsible men are not prepared to take that view.
I

While my change of conviction with regard to the sanctuary teaching will
see a reforma cause pain and perplexity to some of my dearest friends,
tion of doctrine in that connection to be essential for the good of the
Although the first recognition of this may cause perplexity, a
church
fuller and truer knowledge of the nature of the Saviour's ministry in
the heavenly sanctuary, and the relation of that ministry to the work
accomplished on Calvary's cross, cannot but bring great joy and peace
who tru y be eve
to a
I

.

I

I

I

i

I

have felt it to be my duty to bring my convictions before my fel lowministers, and still feel that it is our workers particularly that should
There are matters of interpretation of
give thought to these things.
type and prophecy that are not essential to salvation. This does not
While these things should
mean, however, that they are unimportant.
not be made a test of fellowship, we have rightly attached great importance to them.
I

have learned the ways of the
feel bound to the people among whom
would exhort one and
Lord by ties of love that can never be broken.
I

I

I
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both young and old, not to be unduly disturbed over some divergence of viewpoint in prophetic interpretation.
Whatever may be the
interpretation of particular passages, undoubtedly the second advent
of Christ is near, even at the doors.
We have not followed cunningly
devised fables in making known the power and coming of the Lord.
We
must remember, however, that while the lamp of prophecy will shine more
and more brightly until the day dawn, we are to look to Christ, and
depend more upon Him than upon our own understanding of the times and
the seasons.
It is still true that the Father keeps these things more
or less "within His own authority."
Let us keep our eyes fixed upon
"Him that loveth us, and loosed us from our sins by His blood." "To
Him be the glory and the dominion for ever and ever.
Amen."
all,

L.
L.

R.

Conradi

lived between

R.

CONRAD

1856 and

I

1936.

After studying for the Roman

Catholic priesthood, he migrated to America at the age of seventeen and was
there led to this message

in

1878.

In

one-third of the normal four years he

completed the ministerial course at Battle Creek, though working at typesetting over the same period.
him a graduation coat.

In

James White, noticing his poverty, bought for

1882 he was ordained, and

historic Minneapolis Conference.
native Germany as

1888 found him at the

Not long afterwards he was back

in

his

very active church leader, and according to the GC presi-

a

dent, much appreciated.

Now Brother Conradi is not a speculative man at all, in his temperament.
He is a well grounded man.
He is a scholar, and a man of very keen
foresight, of much insight; and he is building up a work in Europe that
is simply marvelous; and he is building it on the old solid foundation'
of this cause.
He is not wandering about. ^5
L.

R.

tion he had
a

Conradi

T

s

problems began very early.

labored for the cause over ha

student of Uriah Smith's.

f

a

Conradi was well

pen, and had captured the hearts of a

Europe.

I

At the time of his defec-

century, having been
read, eloquent by tongue and

large number of our people throughout

But his sanctuary problems came to the fore

in

the last decade of

the nineteenth century, though he never separated from our people till the
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I930 s when he was seventy-six years of age.
!

Particularly the relationship between the question and answer to Dan.

8:13-14 worried our German leader.

After all, verse

14

was an answer to a

specific question, and that question said much about the sins of antichrist,
but nothing about the sins of true believers, and apparently nothing about
the Day of Atonement.

From Conradi we obtained, through this mental tumult,

our present denominational teaching on the "daily" which spread from him to
A.

Jones, A. G. Daniel Is, W. C. White, W. W. Prescott and other leaders.

T.

Conradi

revived the teaching of the reformers that Dan.

8:13 pointed to the

papal counterfeits of Christ's gospel and mediatorial work.
in

(Before going

print as the first SDA writer to set forth the "new" view of the "daily,"

Conradi wrote Ellen G. White inquiring whether she had any light on that
topic.

doctr na
i

Ellen G. White usually refused to settle

He received no answer.
I

i

ssues.

Therefore, deduced Conradi,

in

company with the reformers, 8:14 poi nted

to a restoration of the long obscured gospel

.

(He also believed

in

another

aspect of fulfillment to do with Mohammedanism's attacks on Christians.

This

he picked up from scholars of other faiths who preceded him, or were con-

temporary with him, such as H.

G.

Guinness.)

Conradi also came to believe with Ballenger that Christ at His ascension

fulfilled the ministry symbolized by the High Priest on the Day of Atonement
He went "within the veil."

Not until June

publicly set forth his views.
in

the journal

he edited

(

12,

1931,

however,

After he was rebuked for

a

did Conradi

statement on Dan.

Herold der Wahrheit ) he wrote Elder H.

chairman of the division committee and requested

a

F.

7

Schuberth,

hearing.

The discussion appointed for July 19, 1931, was duly held in good spirit
on both sides, and a sub-committee appointed to prepare a report for the
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Division Committee.
This report was considered and adopted July 22,
1931.
In this report appears the following summary of the discussion:

"Brother Conrad
a)
b)

i

made these two questions prominent for discussion:

the sanctuary question,
the question of the Spirit of Prophecy.

The discussion took place in the following manner.
Brother Conradi
was granted an opportunity to present his ideas to the full committee in a series of three Bible studies.
Brother F. C. Gilbert
replied to his presentation in two Bible studies which were later
supplemented by Brethren C. C. Crisler, G. W. Schubert, and W.
Muller.
These presentations took place alternatively.
"At Brother Conradi 's request the discussion was broken off, as he
desired time in which to study further that he might become clear.
He then made the accompanying statement on Wednesday, July 22.
"In answer to this presentation of Bro. Conradi we declare definitely
that we hold unconditionally to the Holy Scriptures and their teach ings as the only authority in questions of "faith (and doctrine ).
For this reason we hold to the teachings of the sanctuary in all
their details as heretofore.
Furthermore, we continue to appreciate spiritual gifts, among which is the Spirit of Prophecy, as

taught

in

Holy Scriptures."^ 6

Three months later Conradi was heard

in

Omaha, Nebraska, by a committee

of twenty-seven appointed by the General Conference,

including all the of-

ficers at Washington, and four division presidents from abroad.

After the

hearing, Brother Conradi wrote C. H. Watson, assuring him that by accepting
his resignation as field secretary of the General Conference the brethren

would do him a favor.

This was done.

The official Statement of the Conradi Case offers as

a

typical

reaction

the fo lowi ng
I

lay business man in one church who entertained Brother Conradi, and
who had received some of his documents, says: "When
asked him [Con radii]
concerning his position regarding the sanctuary and Sister White he
gave me his opinion on these two points."

A

I

"Quite a number of brethren and sisters share the view of Brother Conradi,
but one needs time to read it all." (Letter from H. Fenner to E. Kotz,
May 4, 1932.

Later the same brother wrote:

"Since there seems to be a preparation for a fight against Brother
Conradi,
consider it my duty to warn you against participating in it.
.Anyone who wants to fight against Brother Conradi must be well
able to prove that his views are wrong (although he does not want to
persuade anyone to share these views with him) else the people would be
against those who oppose Brother Conradi. This
believe is not only
my own private judgment, but it is the view of about ninety percent of
the brethren and sisters." (Quoted in a letter from H. Fenner to E. Kotz,
May 4, 1932.
i

.

.

I

St

i

I

I

later he wrote:

However, if his
"A man like L. R. Conradi lives in the hearts of all.
would see my way clear to bear with this old
views are wrong, yet
Let us
agree with you and so do the churches in Bremen.
pioneer.
If it is from God, ye cannot overthrow it, but if it be
wait and see.
of men it will come to naught." (Quoted in letter from H. Fenner to E.
27
Kotz, May 4, 1932.)
I

I

A different reaction also is recorded from a former field secretary:

Brother Conradi has not only be"Now we have been greatly distressed.
littled the gift of prophecy, but has also repudiated all his own books
All the work that he has done during 55 years is
that he has written.
He says he avoids pork only on account of health
now declared untrue.
The threefold message has been proclaimed during the Reforma
principles.
The deadly wound in Rev. 13:3, the beast with the two horns of
tion.
Rev. 13:11
all these things have already found their fulfillment in
the fifth century.

—

"As to the effects of these presentations of Brother Conradi in the
did not receive
Personally,
church, we shall have to wait and see.
would not have believed that Brother Conradi was
a good impression.
thinking along that line." (Letter from Aug. Kol losser to H. Fenner,
May 16, 1932. 28
I

I

We quote the last lines of the same Statement:

The following cablegram was received at the General Conference headquarters from the Central European Division office in Berlin, under
date of August 13:

"Division recommends withdraw Conradi's credentials."

29

On August 14, another cablegram came from the same division office, as
fol lows:

"Conradi arriving New York August

19

boat (Deutsch and
I

."
)
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W.

W.

PRESCQTT

Present at the trials of Ballenger and Conradi was our veteran educator
and administrator, W.

W.

Prescott (1844-1944).

He was president of Union,

Walla Walla, and Avondale, and head of the theology department of EMC.

He

served as field secretary of the GC, and editor of the Review (for seven
years).

He was the author of The Spade and the Bible

,

published by Revel

I.

Hundreds of preachers and officers of the denomination received their Bible

training from Prescott.

The Doctrine of Christ

,

twenties, summarizes his doctrinal presentations
In

the Officer's Minutes of March 2,

written by him
in

1909

(Oct.

the

the classroom.

1934, we find allusion to the need

to save the denomination from "drifting, into theories

the Review of

in

like Ba

I

I

enger

'

s

.

"

In

28ff) Prescott had replied to the heresies of Ballen-

ger.

The Officer's Minutes of Jan. 22,

1934,

record that:

W. Prescott, who is teaching Bible at Emmanuel Missionary College
had certain questions concerning our theology.
When these had been
considered by a small group it had been agreed that W. W. Prescott continue at EMC for the rest of this school year, and that he not teach
in the classroom any of these matters upon which he differs with the
denomination.
It had also been agreed that at the end of the school
year he would not be continued longer at EMC.
A letter had been received by W. H. Branson from K. H.
Holden asking that the General
Conference call W. W. Prescott back to Washington to relieve them of
the necessity of asking him to discontinue work.
Considerable time was
spent discussing just what would be the best procedure to follow in
dealing with Elder Prescott.
It was finally

W.

Voted That I. H. Evans and W. H. Branson draw up a statement to W. W.
Prescott explaining to him that on the basis of conversations which
have been had with him by members of the official staff, that we understand he is not in full harmony with the denominational beliefs, and
that we believe that he cannot go on teaching in a Bible Department
while his views are not in harmony with the denomination, and suggest
to him that he cooperate with the Officers and with the Emmanuel Missionary College Board by withdrawing at the end of the school year; that
we further suggest to him in the statement that if he wishes, he may
have a hearing on his religious views with the Officers of the General
Conference.
,
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February 2,

1934,

W.

W.

Prescott wrote to Elders Branson and Evans.

We

quote the first two paragraphs.

Dear Brethren:
In your letter of Jan. 29, received yesterday, you advise me to withdraw voluntarily from my place as a worker in this movement on the
ground that
am "somewhat out of harmony with the established faith
of the denomination on certain vital points, especially the doctrine of
the sanctuary." You do this without having had any conference with me
over the serious question involved, and without expressing any regret
that
have taken such a course as to forfeit your confidence in me as
a proper representative of this work after having devoted about fifty
years of my life to its advancement. Not only so, but you plainly imply
that if
do not thus withdraw, the matter will be taken up with the
Board of Trustees of this college with the purpose, of course, of preventing me from being invited by them to continue my work here.
I

I

I

Now it is an axiom in any court of justice that an accused person should
have the opportunity of facing his accusers in court and be given a
fair chance of disproving the charges against him, but it seems as if
you had already decided the case against me, and were now advi si ng me to
avoid a public condemnation by quietly accepting your decision.
It is
true that you offer me the opportunity of coming to Washington to confer
with you, but are the accusers the proper jury to consider the case?
Is it not a fair procedure that the charge which you make against me
should be considered by those who have not made the charge?
It seems
that way to me.-5 ^
In

Spicer.

the Archives is an interesting note in the handwriting of A. W.

Note that the first sentence

giving the words of Prescott, but

is

the rest the words of Spicer.
1.

"I have waited all these years for someone to make an adequate
answer to Ballenger, Fletcher and others on their positions re. the
have not yet seen or heard it."
sanctuary but
I

2.

After a long discussion of the sanctuary, the Trinity and other
felt you should resign seeing you were
questions you ask whether
out of harmony with the church.
I

was not competent to give advice but was sure that
replied that
you taught the things in your classes which you had talked to me
the brethren would ask you to resign.
I

I

if

You assured me you were not teaching them but talked of them confidentially on'ly to leading men.-5 5
-
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From the Heritage Room of Andrews University (File VFM 998) comes the
fo

I

lowi ng

I

etter:

Another interesting item came to me from three different sources, viz:
that Prof. W. W. Prescott has made it known that he no longer believes
in the investigative judgment.
wrote asking him what event marked
the fulfillment of the 2300 days, if the investigative judgment did not
begin at that time.
It has been something like two months since
wrote him.
As yet
have received no reply, and am convD ndeci pherab eUt
he will not answer.
So long as he is determined to maintain the denomination, his only safe course is to ignore my question.
I

I

I

I

W.

W.

Prescott moved to Washington and served the church there.

At his

death ten years later, he was greatly honored both by the church and many

beyond its borders.

L.

Froom needs no introduction.
is

E.
It

FROOM

whether any other Adventist

is doubtful

known who labored so untiringly at the task of church apologetics.

had an unusual

faculty for pertinacity in research.

Well-versed
of Daniel

Is,

it

He

in

is

the issues raised by Ballenger and Fletcher, an intimate
not strange that Elder Froom should have turned his extra-'

ordinary powers of microscopic concentration to the sanctuary issue.

His

files in the GC Archives demonstrate that the key areas were given intense
research.

The chief verses used by Ballenger and Fletcher are all

according to approximately twenty different translations of each.
lines he wrote concerning Fletcher after the latter's trial

listed

Some

are of interest.

After reading with an open mind all the material submitted by Brother
Fletcher, and listening without prejudice through the hours of deliberate verbal presentation, exposition, and answer to related questions,
cannot but have certain personal reactions, and of course have come
to certain definite conclusions.
These
wi
state in condensed form,
with no attempt to elaborate by inclusion of the Scripture basis.
And
should perhaps repeat that they are solely my individual attitude, as
have conferred with no one else, and represent no one else.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

had hoped,

before our conferences together, that the points

in

ques-
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tion were but technical, verbal, and secondary, and that satisfactory
adjustment might yet be made by our brother.
But it is evident that
Brother Fletcher has developed an entire substitutionary system of
teaching on the Sanctuary and the Judgment that, if accepted, involves
abandonment of the denominational view.
do not have a closed mind.
am open to advancing light.
But
consistently be ieve that ful ler ight will not inval date the
ight already received.
It will not deflect the clear rays of the past.
Rather,
it will but fill with a fuller, deeper, richer content
strengthening
and supporting, amplifying and consummating the truths before delivered.
I

I

I

i

I

I

I

—

am asked to cast away my confidence for uncertain inferences, private
interpretations, and a speculative philosophy that to me is intangible
This
cannot do. My personal duty appears very clear
and mysterious.
to me.
must earnestly contend for "the faith once delivered," in accordance with my ordination vows. And being unable to see other than
danger, darkness, and disaster in the three propositions submitted,
and in the essential corollaries,
must not only clearly deny them but
must warn against them.
I

I

I

I

And this is said with full recognition and sincerest appreciation of the
high personal character, the fine spirit, and evident sincerity of our
solemnly believe to be wrong doctrinal y,
brother, but whose views
and inimical to the faith.
I

I

As a minister in the church of God, and an officer in the Association
earnestly entreat you Brother
of the ministers of this movement,
Fletcher as a brother, to retrace your steps. Come back with us, Brother
sincerely appeal to you to
Fletcher, in faith, in hope, in doctrine.
abandon these divergent private views and to return to the platform of
this movement.
I

I

solemnly admonish you to take heed to the united entreaty of the
Australasian Division leaders and to your ministering brethren at headTurn,
beseech you, from the path upon which you have
quarters.
Where,
pray you, does it lead? Where have these digressive
started.
Let the
paths led through all the years of the movement in the past?
manifest answer be a solemn warning and deterrent to you.
I

I

I

you go?
It is too late to start a separate
To what and to whom wi
movement eighty-five years too late. And the second coming of our
Stay by the old ship Zion.
Lord is too imminent.
I

I

—

For the sake of those across the seas, whom you will profoundly influence
by your decision; for the sake of the unity and advancement in God's
plead with you to
remnant church, and for your own soul's welfare,
Start
be admonished by the prayers and the appeals of your brethren.
anew in a positive, confirmatory study of the truths which have been
confirmed to this people, and that satisfy the minds of a conscientious,
3
truth-loving host of God's remnant children. Won't you do it?^I
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What

is

not so well

known

is

that Froom found himself unable to answer

the heretic, and that that fact gave him much mental anguish which he endured till

his death over forty years later.

It

is

not difficult to date

the beginning of his conflict for we have a letter from one'of the editors
of the

Si

gns written in reply to Froom on Jan. 28,

1930.

There we read:

think that we have to educate the most of our people, especial !y certain ones of our leaders, in regard to the fact that there are certain
questions that will be forced upon us for discussion.
If we are not
willing to discuss them frankly among ourselves, our enemies will drive
us
to this discussion
And if we could only get together and properly discuss these matters among ourselves and arrive at reasonable
conclusions, we would not make such scattering shots when the enemy
turn their guns upon us.
1

.

We have had warnings through the Spirit of Prophecy of how that every
position among us will be tested, and that we will have to learn how to
defend our faith in the battle that lies. ahead of us; and we can all
see that this battle is coming.
In this conflict we wi
be tempted to
doubt the positions of our faith first.
Then we will be led step by
step in our doubting of the Spirit of Prophecy.
Then we will be led on
further in the doubting of the Bible itself, so that the great archdeceiver can swing us under his tremendous deceptions; and among all
those that will be deceived in these last days, none will be more
thoroughly deceived than the Seventh-day Adventist who allows himself
to wander off in the fog of unbelief.
I

I

Now
note particularly what you say about your studies of the sanctuary question, and how that in some details your conclusions are brought
into "conflict with the teaching of the Spirit of Prophecy," and that
you "find it necessary to make some readjustments."
I

think, Roy, that we need to be on our guard when we get onto that
ground.
Personally,
have never regarded the Spirit of Prophecy as
being the infallible Word of God, but on the other hand a constant reading of the writings of Mrs. White for the last fifty years has led me
to the conclusion that there can be no mistake in regard to the source
from which her writings come.-^
I

I

We should carefully observe Tait s concern, not only about Froom but
f

about the many who took extreme positions on

El

I

en G. White

they neglected to make the Bible first in their study.

— so

much so that

His hope that the

doctrinal problems facing the church (such as the sanctuary ones raised by
Froom) would be thrashed out by very frank and free discussion was never
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fulfilled, and has not been until

this day.

His warning that "if we are not

willing to discuss them frankly among ourselves, our enemies will
to this discussion"

is

pertinent for 1980.

When one reads Froom'

Prophetic Faith

,

drive us

s

discussion on the sancruary truth

in

volume

4

of

one finds that his view of the "larger intent" of the sanc-

tuary doctrine tends to submerge the usual traditional exposition.

HAROLD SNIDE
Harold Snide was born before the turn of the century as a "blue-blood"

Adventist whose ancestry went back to the Miller movement.
Elder

H.

W.

Lawrence, was a

Mi

I

lerite in 1844 and was

His grandfather,

later ordained by James

White as a Seventh-day Adventist minister.
By

1914 Harold Snide was a colporteur, and the Rev ew
i

carries fervent material

Vw

'

from his pen.

in

the twenties

He was the author of Prophetic

Essays , a work which drew the attention of

L.

E.

Froom.

By the

1940's he

was teaching at Southern Junior College after many years of dedicated ser-

vice to the cause.

While here he found difficulty with our traditional sanc-

tuary positions, especially as he studied Heb.
Froom and other denominational

9.

These he took to

L.

E.

leaders but received, he claimed, no help.

A

very studious man, he underwent great mental trauma and finally withdrew from
the church, though his widow remains a faithful member to this day.
his defection he wrote Some Serious Questions for Studious SDA's

—a

After
tract

calculated to arouse doubts concerning the Spirit. of Prophecy and our doctrinal

positions.

Typical questions in his series include the following:

Does the author of the book of Hebrews make his Old Testament quotations mostly from the Hebrew or from the Greek (Septuagi nt)? What says
Do scholarly "IntroducM. L. Andreasen, The Book of Hebrews
p. 422?
tions" to the book of Hebrews refer to this fact? Do the texts of
Westcott and Hort and of Nestle indicate by a different style of type
,
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the quotations from the Old Testament? Do these Greek New Testaments
supply a key to indicate the Old Testament source of each quotation?
Do they^show that in Heb. 6:19 "within the vail"
(eawxepov xou
xaxoniexaapaxos
is a quotation?
From which Old Testament book and
chapter is it quoted? Would this fact give this expression in Heb.
6:19
a precise meaning, and determine which vail is meant?
Would it make
it as definite as does the word "second" in Heb. 9:3?
How many times
in the Septuagint does this phrase, eawxepov
xoO xaxaTtexdauaxos
occur? What are the references?
)

In Daniel 8 what is the relationship between
verse 13 and verse 14?
Do they sustain the relation of question and answer?
is any light
thrown on this by E. G. White in PK 554? By the comment on this
verse
in U. Smith, et aj_, Daniel and the Revelation
By W. A. Spicer, Cer?
tainties of the Advent Movement p. 120? By E. E. Andross, A More
Excel lent Ministry
pp. 160-161?
s the period of 2300 days a time "to
give both the sanctuary and the host to be trodden under foot"?
In
Daniel 8, is anything said about the ram's taking away the daily
sacrifice and treading down the sanctuary and the host? Did Persia, in
fact, do this?
In Daniel 8, is anything said about the goat or its
first great horn's taking away the daily sacrifice and treading down
the
sanctuary and the host? Did Greece under Alexander the Great, in fact,
do this?
In Daniel 8,
is anything said about the oppression of God's
people by the four horns of the goat? Did they, in fact, notably
oppress Israel before the rise of Antiochus Epiphanes?
Is it true that
in Daniel 8 the work of taking away the daily
sacrifice and treading
down sanctuary and host is predicted and predicated solely of the
"little horn" which came out of one of the four horns? Does the reference to "the vision of the evening and the morning" in Dan. 8:25 refer
specifically to the time prophecy of Dan. 8:14? Does the question in
verse 13 and its answer in verse 14 refer specifically to the work of
the "little horn" described in verses 9-12? What says M. L.
Andreasen,
The Sanctu ary Service top of page 264, in the last paragraph beginning
on page 263?
Does the time period of Dan. 8:14 as certainly delimit the
persecuting program of the. "little horn" of that chapter as the period
"a time, and times, and the dividing of time" marks the
career of the
"little horn" of Daniel 7? Did Rome cease treading down sanctuary
and
host in 457 BC?
Is it reverent exegesis to date the Roman oppression
of Israel from a Persian decree to restore and to build Jerusalem
given
nearly three centuries before Rome contacted Israel? 37
,

,

I

,

.

R.

About

a

A.

GREIVE

decade passed, and the old controversy was revived

over the case of conference president

R.

A.

family whose members had served the church

abroad

in

the mission fields.

Greive,

a

loyally and

in

Australia

well-known member of
long at home and

We do not propose to dwell on this history,

a

-—^
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buta single letter from him explains his view of problems connected with the
sanctuary.

Several ministers were separated from the work at the same time

as Brother Greive, and some members of the laity withdrew from the church.

Here is the letter.
Dear Brother Lawson:
Word has been passed on to me by Brother Lee that like most of your
fellow-members of the church you are wondering why
have been dropped
from the Adventist Ministry, and a reign of silence has been wrung down
Well
would not want to enter upon a long explanation
on the issue.
to justify myself.
Actually self and what happens to oneself really
does not matter. The really big thing that counts is the truth of God
and His saving gospel realized in the lives of God's people that really
matters.
I

I

To begin with, what
preached in Queensland regarding two great truths
was the start of the controversy. The Sinless Nature of Jesus Christ,
and Justification were the twin truths God impressed me to preach before
The extremists massed, if you remember, at the
left your conference.
Criticisms were poured into the ears
1955 camp to oppose these truths.
of F. G. Clifford, who himself was no more enlightened or understanding
than those who appealed to him.
I

I

What seemed to rile him
He commanded me not to preach these truths.
most was that the people both in Queensland and New Zealand were rejoicing in the absolute forgiveness of their sins and the assurance of sal"Rejoicing in error" he styled their heart-stirrings, and
vation.
ruled at the trial of Pastor Drain "That the denominational position
is: God neither forgives absolutely nor entirely."
As a corollary to this heresy he added yet another, "That the same
Spirit that inspired the Bible also inspired the writings of Mrs. White,
and THEREFORE WE MUST HAVE THE SAME FAITH IN THE WRITINGS OF MRS. WHITE
THAT WE HAVE IN THE BIBLE." By this letter axiomatic deduction he
automatically lifted the writings of Mrs. White to the plane of equality
with the sacred scriptures.

have had with the church leaders revolves around
The whole controversy
utterly rejected them as nauseating to the mind
these twin heresies.
And in reand intelligence of true Bible believers and Protestants.
was forced by the comjecting these untenable teachings at my trial,
mittee, elected to support Clifford, to look the Sanctuary teaching of
Seventh-day Advent ists fair in the face and decide whether that was corYou may
rect according to the teaching of the great book of Hebrews.
"Everyreply,
ask what the Sanctuary has to do with these issues.
SDAs, the
gospel
by
the
thing!" Why, because the whole understanding of
blotting
final
the
forgiveness of sins, the Investigative Judgment, and
Luther
inaugurated
by
Protestantism as
out of sin all stem from this.
I

I

I

I
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was founded on the book of Romans, which book makes no reference to the
old Aaronic Sanctuary, and therefore all the churches in line with true
Protestantism, have believed in the blotting out of sins for the believer at the acceptance of Christ.
It was the acceptance of the Sanctuary teaching by the pioneers of the church that countermanded the
teachings of Luther, Wesley and other great reformers, and set the
teaching on the so-called pattern of Aaronism in opposition to Protestant
ism.
Well
am getting ahead of myself for my understanding of these
truths came after my trial not before.
I

At my trial
presented Justification in 25 pages of typewritten material
It was fairly exhaustive, so
cannot repeat the ideas here, suffice
it to say that
proved that Justification in scripture is equivalent
to the modern term acquittal, so modern translations indicate, and all
Greek scholars acknowledge.
When a man is acquitted of all charges and
stands innocent, "just as if he had never sinned," he is justified.
I

I

I

Secondly, forgiveness and pardon, must not be confused with or made synon
ymous for justification.
In receiving forgiveness or pardon there is
the acknowledgement of the deed, a record of wrongdoing; but in justification there can be no sustaining of the charge, no recording of
wrongdoing.
So David discovered, "Blessed is the man against whom no
sin is recorded by the Lord." Rom. 4:8.
So Peter declares, Acts 3:19.
"He has forgiven you all your sins: Christ has utterly wiped out the
damning evidence of broken laws and commandments wh ch. a ways hung over
our heads, and has completely annulled it by nailing it over His own
head on the cross." Col. 2:14 Phillips trans.
Letters to the Young
Churches (Only 3/3 paper edition, well worth getting).
i

I

My conclusion was: True Protestantism recognizes that in justification
the record as we
as the guilt must be blotted out, for record and
guilt are indivisible.
It is the very negation of justification to
keep a man's sins against his name after his acceptance of Christ.
This raised a storm.
The brethren began to quote "Great Controversy"
by the yard.
asked for clear Bible proof that our sins still remained
upon the record.
This they promised to do, but my brother it was just
a sham and a pretence.
Three men were set up as a committee to study
with me Battye, Stewart, Conley.
In true Adventist style and in the
most childlike way they set out to give me a Bible study on the Sanctuary.
When they got to the point of the record remaining there they
broke down.
They tried in good Jesuitical fashion to split the difference between sin as guiit and condemnation and sin as record.
They
told me that
could believe that sin and guilt is blotted out entirely
on the acceptance of Christ, but that the record remains.
They read
many statements from E. G. White that Christ on the cross bore our guilt
and condemnation.
They said Sister White seems to make a difference
between guilt and record.
On this seem-so from the writings of Mrs.
E. G. White
was asked to recant.
did agree to use this formulae
in order to go as far as my enlightened conscience would a low and to
have harmony with my brethren, but F. G. Clifford although originally
I

I

I

—

I

I

I

I

agreeing to this definition, this straw splitting terminology, refused
to agree to it as a denominational position.
He threw it overboard first
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in order to force me into the extremist camp or out altogether.
jected it too, but
went over into Protestantism.

I

re-

I

On my way back to N.Z. it became as clear as the noonday sun why the
leadership of the church were in a dilemma over justification.
For more
than a century they had believed in a two-apartment sanctuary in heaven.
They had resurrected in toto the Aaronic sanctuary, the Aaronic
priesthood and every detail connected with it and pushed it into heaven where Christ was supposed to be after the order of Melchizedek, but
in practice and service after the- order of Aaron.
This was the gigantic
swi nd e.
I

Careful study of Hebrews 9:1-11 prove that the first apartment called
the first tabernacle, was only for the time then present, was only to
continue until the "new order," verse 10 Moffatt.
That Christ as a High
Priest went into the Holiest of All, verse 12, Phillips trans, verse
And the RSV on Heb. 6:19 says that Jesus enters into
24, and 10:19.
the inner shrine behind the curtain." Moffatt, "Enters the inner
Presence behind the veil." So there is no holy place in heaven.
And if there is no holy place you would not expect Christ to be ministering after the pattern and performance of the common priests or even
the High Priest in the Holy Place.
And this is the very teaching of
Heb. 7:26,27.
"Who needeth not daily as those high priests, etc. for
this He did once for all when He offered up Himself."
In other words
the practice and pattern of the priests in the first apartment met its
complete and utter fulfillment in the one and only one act of Jesus when
He presented Himself to the Father.
Heb. 10:11,12 makes the dissimilarity
between the two priesthoods most apparent. Then it is an absolute
heresy to teach that Christ was making applications of blood like Aaron
did on earth even to suggest that He is doing- it ant ityp ica
y from the
time of the cross until now.
Hebrews says that Christ sat down, ceased
from offering, was not involved in repeated actions such as the priest
of old was, for he never sat down in the sanctuary.
The only place in
the sanctuary where there was a seat was in the Most Holy Place, and
Christ won a place in the Most
he did not stay long enough to sit down.
Holy Place, realized the goal of Old Testament prophetic enactments,
and having realized it, never to go back, sat down.

—

I

I

Well this brings us to the next revelation of the book of Hebrews 9 and
10 that the writer after mentioning the activities of the priests in the
He is concerned
first apartment, Heb. 9:6, then promptly forgets them.
to make a comparison between what the High Priest did on the great Day
of Atonement, Heb. 9:7, and what Christ did when He entered Heaven,
verses 11-13, and he continues to make a comparison between what the
High Priest did on the great Day of Atonement and the antitypical acts
On that day, and
of Jesus concerning that final national ceremony.
only on that day the High Priest went into the Holy Places (plural)
verse 24. The priest went through the holy place on his way to the
Most Holy; so Christ, verse II, went through a greater and more perfect
tabernacle on the way to the presence of the Father Who was in the Most
Nor did Christ have to sacrifice Himself repeatedly
Holy Place, verse 24.
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after the annua! habit of the High Priest, verse 25.
Nor does Christ
have to keep offering Himself after the pattern of the Day of Atonement.
Both sacrifice and offering on the Day of Atonement order is
over, for on the day of resurrection Christ "appeared to put away sin"
or as Moffatt and others translate "to abolish sin" verse 26.
It was
on the Day of Atonement that the high priest appeared to put away sin
for Israel, and symbolically after that there was no more remembrance
of that year's sins.
So after saying that Christ put away sin, in
10:1-18 Paul shows that since Calvary there is no more remembrance of
sins for true spiritual Israel.
When you grasp these two great facts,
one apartment in heaven and one once for all atoning act of Christ,
you can see how the message of Romans on Justification meshes completely
with the ministry of Jesus in Heaven.
To clinch the whole thing.
Paul proves in Heb. 9:16,17 that a covenant
is of force after men are dead, not before.
In other words the repeated
ceremonial acts of Jewish priests were necessary because the testator
Christ had not died, but after calvary when the testator had been proved
to have died, the covenant with all the benefits came into operation.
We don't have to wait till 1844 for them.
These benefits are enumerated
in Heb. 8:12 and 10:15-17.
But according to a letter received from
W. E. Battye for and on behalf of the denomination who was about to sack
me, only portion of the new covenant is of force now and that portion
is Heb. 8:10 the law written on our hearts.
He claimed that the other
two sections were yet future, namely, 'not teaching every man his neighbour and their sins and iniquities will
remember no more.'
When
replied, "that just proves how foolish a man can become in the defence
of an heretical system that is out of harmony with the plainest teachings of the word of God," they promptly sacked me.
do not wish to
be critical of the brethren, some of whom were my superiors and some
mine equal, but they were the smallest minded group of theologians
ever.
They made me ashamed to think
had accepted everything on a
platter as QED and when
searched the Bible and the Bible alone,
found these apparently profound teachings the veriest heresy ever.
I

I

I

I

I

I

The two-apartment sanctuary in heaven is based on very superf c a reading of the Scriptures.
Because Moses was told to make everything according to the pattern showed him in the mount, the pioneers and their
successors jumped to the unwarranted conclusions that the Old Testament
sanctuary was an exact pattern of the one in the third heavens, whereas
Paul declares, "It was necessary for the earthly reproductions of
heavenly realities to be purified." Heb. 9:23.
And again, "For since
the law has but a shadow of the good things to come" and not the very
image (Authorized) "instead of the true form of these realities."
•

Heb.

10:

I

i

i

I

RSV.

Basing their whole interpretation of the sanctuary on Dan. 8:13,14, they
made the ministration of the priests in the first apartment apply to the
ministry of Christ from His ascension till 1844; and the ministry of the
High Priest in the Most Holy to Christ from 1844 till He comes.
Thus
they gave a lime value of 1800 years to the first apartment ministry; and
a time value of 112 years so far to the most holy- ministration.
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As the GC has laid it down that no doctrine can be built out of the
types and shadows or from the symbolical books such as Daniel and Revelation, but on the clear unfigurative language of scripture,
simply
ask for one text from the clear unfigurative books of the Bible for the
warrant of giving time values to the shadowy ministry of the Aaron ic
priests.
Just one text.
I

Further, the GC has stated that every sacrifice of the OT regardless of
the time, place, or number, represents the one and only sacrifice made
by Jesus on the cross.
Well then on what logical grounds can we say
that the priests who ministered and offered those numerous sacrifices,
represent two and not one ministry of Christ?
If many sacrifices represent but so many facets of one sacrifice made on Calvary's cross,
ask
on what logical grounds say, so many priestly actions and offerings do
not represent so many facets of the one offering of Jesus at His ascension, one act of offering that one and no more?
I

But postulating two apartments In heaven and two ministries the church
has split the atonement.
Read the statement made by Mrs. White in
Patriarchs and Prophets , p. 355, bottom of page, "the offering of the
blood in the daily service had not made ful
atonement , it had only
transferred sin to the sanctuary." Elsewhere she speaks of the "final
atonement" made in 1844.
In other words, if the type be followed, during the first 1800 years since the cross, sins were confessed, the blood
of Christ applied, but the blood of Jesus had not made full atonement
for sin.
I

In proof that this is the position read Patriarchs and Prophets , p. 356,
first paragraph, that in the daily service the sinner acknowledged the
claims of the law confessed his sin, but he was not yet released from
the condemnation of the law.
So by parallel, those who lived before
1844 and even those whose names have not come up in the judgment have
not yet been released from the condemnation of the law.

Why does this extraordinary position exist? Because it is stated in
the same paragraph of Patriarchs and Prophets , "Not unti
the day of
atonement did the High Priest go in to the Most Holy and put blood over
the mercy seat and consequently over the law 'to make satisfaction for
its claims."'
In other words, according to the theory of the church
and Mrs. White, the broken law went unsatisfied for 1800 years until in
1844 Christ took the blood in!
Hence no one could be entirely released
from the condemnation of the law until after 1844!
I

Thirty years ago W. W. Fletcher was declared a false and heretical
teacher because he said the blood of Christ did not transfer sin, but
in fact expiated or blotted sin out.
This is what the great theologians
of the church claimed 30 years ago.
"Hence it is that the sin offering
(in the daily service) did not completely expiate the guilt
The sinner
was not entirely released from the condemnation of the law until the
type was completed on the Day of Atonement; for the blood did not reach
the mercy seat over the law until the type was completed on the Day of
Atonement " Quoted in Reasons for My Faith , p. 34, W. W. Fletcher. What
.

.
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heretical nonsense!
Yet the same spirit of ignorance and bigotry prevailed at my trial.
This time they refused to answer me on these paragraphs.
They said that all those who have questioned these paragraphs
have trodden on dangerous ground.
Dangerous because it is so damnably
incorrect with scripture.
Paul said the law was satisfied in his day.
Rom. 3:20,21, "Therefore by the deeds of the law shall no flesh be justified in His sight; but now apart from the law, the righteousness of God
hath been manifested, being witnessed, or attested by the law
..."
To witness or attest the validity of righteousness s to be satisfied
with it.
The law was satisfied all right for Paul says, "There is therefore now_ (in AD 50 not 1844) no condemnation." Rom. 8:1.
He did not
say like our theoreticians, "not completely expiated," partly expiated,
partly not.
He did not say like Mrs. E. G. White, "Not entirely released from the condemnation of the law."
No, he said, "There is therefore NOW NO CONDEMNATION."
.

i

After all these pontifical pronouncements by the leaders of the church
they discovered in the E. G. White archives (and they are always discovering when it suits them) this statement which contradicts both
Patriarchs and Prophets and Great Controversy and the AUC statement
made to Fletcher 30 years ago.
Thi.s is it
"Sti
bearing humanity,
He ascended to heaven, triumphant and victorious.
He has taken the
blood of the atonement into the holiest of all, sprinkled it upon the
mercy seat and his own garments, and blessed the people."
E. G. White,
"Signs of the Times," April 19, 1905.
Quoted in The Sanctuary Service
by Andrea sen, p. 235.

—

,

I

I

Fletcher has been dead several years.
They keep on quoting he died a
frustrated man!
Frustrated by a church which refuses to acknowledge
that she has been wrong at any time in its history!
Brother Froom,
gentleman and scholar that he is, is making gigantic claims for the
church, that we are the only true protestant church today, the successor
and inheritor of all that has gone before, and under the cloak of such
statements the church is being slowly aligned to the true protestant
position.
A young worker told me yesterday, "We don't hold rigidly to
the types today as in Fletcher's day, we don't have to believe in two
apartments, we just believe in two ministries." Of course
rejoice
that such young men believe that way, but one man is thrown out to satisfy
caprice and jealousy.
But the statement also proves that the church was
wrong 30 years ago, and
very believe, is wrong now.
In another 30
years they will be where
am today, and
do not say that boastfully.
I

!

I

I

Well, brother,
have written you lengthily.
do not usually do this
nor do
have any intentions of writing at so much length to all my
friends.
am too busy to be able to do so.
am happy in my work
though
have a pang of regret for the people that
cannot now minister
to, not even open my mouth in the church at a
for
am under the interdict of the church authorities.
Still the Lord Jesus is my Saviour and
friend and
get big opportunities for witnessing for Him.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Give my Christian regards to your wife and family, may see you some day.

Sincerely yours,

R.

A.

Greive
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In

studying the correspondence between the Austra

the General Conference president, one finds that R.

A.

i

I

an church

leaders and

Greive claimed support

for several of his positions from veteran evangelist and editor, R.

Anderson.

A.

Certain of these positions such as the sinless nature of Christ,

and justification, have now become widespread

in

the church, and the former

particularly came to the fore through the efforts of the then editor of the
Mi ni

stry

.

On the matter of the sanctuary, R. A. Anderson was well

his protests against overin

I

i

tera

I

i

zat ion.

known for

His teachings on Heb. 9 in Australia

the forties had raised a storm, but none could sustain a charge of heresy

against one who so ably and wholeheartedly served his church from childhood.
At the time of his trial,

R.

A.

Greive used personal

letters addressed to him

by Elder Anderson.

The events of "down under" made it clear that the issue of Hebrews and
the sanctuary was by no means. dead.

significant, though novel

,

It

was soon to be raised again

in a

deeply

approach from laymen.

R.

The end of the fifties

in

D.

BR NSMEAD
I

Australia saw the beginning of the

"Awakening Movement" under the leadership of

R.

D.

Brinsmead.

While studying

for the ministry at Avondale College, Robert Brinsmead became convinced that

the church's note on Dan. 8:14 had become strangely muted.

Indeed,

he as-

serted that the corpse of the investigative judgment doctrine had been denominational ly interred.

Questions on Doctrine was affirmed to be

to apostate Protestants:

a

"sell-out"

The real truth about Dan. 8:14, said Robert Brins-

mead, was that it contained a most precious promise concerning the removal
of original
in

sin from the hearts and

the merits of Christ.

In

lives of God s faithful
T

order to give the Loud Cry,

it

people who trusted
was necessary
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that the Lord's people should become as sinless

in

the flesh as Christ had

become through the same miraculous operation of the Spirit.
As chairman of the Bible department of Avondale College from the end

of

I960, this present writer was deluged with

regarding the sanctuary.

inquiries on the new teaching

He had earlier written Robert Brinsmead from USA

pointing out that Heb. 9 gave a very different interpretation of the Day of

Atonement to that proposed by the new movement.
of polemical
until

interchanges

in

Robert Brinsmead wrote

This was the opening sally

an unending "war" of approximately a decade
a

paper renouncing all

hope of eschato og ca
I

perfectionism, and thereby repudiated his former sanctuary teachings.
is

i

This

not to infer that Des Ford was responsible for Robert Brinsmead's change

of view, though some slight contribution may have been made to that end.
•It

was a new view of righteousness by faith which

to repudiate his former position on eschato ogi ca
I

I

led

R*.

Brinsmead

D.

perfection.

He frankly

traced the development of his original and subsequent positions
part paper entitled A Review of the Awakening circulated early

in

a

two-

the 1970's.

in

Simultaneously our general church paper changed its view on perfection as
any study of the journal over the last two decades makes clear—but the direction was the opposite to Brinsmead's.

Thus those in Australia,

including

the present writer, who had opposed the "Awakener's" position on Dan. 8:14
for over ten years, now found themselves at odds with the Review.

This was the setting for the Palmdale Conference where this writer as
well

as sharing

in the

urged upon church

discussions on righteousness by faith, also

in

private

leaders the necessity for studying problems in connection

with our traditional sanctuary presentation.

His booklet, "Dan.

Judgment and the Kingdom of God," was then placed

in

8:14— The

the hands of these brethren.
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We give this history to underline the relationship between the righteous-

ness by faith, message and our sanctuary teaching.

They are closely inter-

twined, and to be wrong on one is to be simultaneously wrong on the other.

Brinsmead inherited the traditional view of the sanctuary doctrine and

R.

D.

it

led him into eschatologica

ence

is a

I

perfectionism.

In

some respects his experi-

microcosm of that of many within the church.

If

living without a

mediator after the close of the investigative judgment requires

a

character

without blemish or shortcoming or any type of imperfection, how can perfectionism be avoided?

On the other hand,

if Ga.

2:16,21; Rom. 3:20; 8:1,23,33,34; and

the doctrine of glorification are to be taken seriously, how can Adventists

contend for perfection

in

the flesh at any time

R.
In

1959,

and Daniel

A.

this life?

in

COTTRELL

Ford had talked at length with Raymond Cottrell on sanctuary

issues, and contact has been maintained over the years with par-

ticular reference to these matters.

From him he learned that the sanctuary

problems had risen again to sharp focus here

in

paration of volume 4 of the SPA Bible Commentary

Washington during the preSimultaneously had come

.

the discussions between Walter R. Martin, Donald Grey Barnhouse, and such
leaders as

L.

E.

Froom, R. A. Anderson, W. E. Read.

Indirectly, the editors

of the SPA Bible Commentary were involved, as almost daily they engaged with

our own brethren

in

Brother Cottrel

the study of problems
I

in

Pan.

8 and 9.

was asked by the editorial committee of Questions on

Doctrines to review, summarize, and evaluate the articles by those opposing
our sanctuary doctrine.
necessary.

Such statements as the following made such a project
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SDA claims its teachings are based upon the Bible.
But an examination
of its "Fundamental Beliefs" published in the volume Questions on Doc-

trine reveals some interesting exceptions.
"Fundamental Beliefs" contain 22 propositions, beginning with a statement on the Scriptures and
the Trinity, then moving through the gamut of theology.
In each instance the biblical passages are listed at the end of each statement
showing the grounds on which their convictions are founded.
Without
biblical backing, however, are statements 13, 14 and 15.
These deal
with one of the touchiest segments of Adventist teaching the 70 weeks
and 2300 years and the cleansing of the sanctuary.
The date 1844,
which involves the 2300 years and the cleansing of the sanctuary, are
pivotal of SDA faith.
Destroy these and certain conclusions are selfevident.
These would be no adequate basis for the existence of SDA.
But there are _no definite statements in the Bible which support the view
of SDA on this point.
Their conclusions are derived from the teachings of
White, which,
in turn, are the result of her interpretation of the
K

—

Bible. 39

The latter doctrine [the investigative judgment!, to me, is the most
colossal, psychological, face-saving phenomenon in religious history.
We personally do not believe that there is even a suspicion of a verse
in Scripture to sustain such a peculiar position, and we further believe that any effort to establish it is sta
f at
and unprof tab
[Farther on he characterizes the investigative judgment concept as "unimportant and almost naive. "3^
.

I

In

counsel with Elder Nichol, Elder Cottrel

I

,

I

i

,

I

.

wrote twenty-seven leading

Adventist Bible teachers for their insights on the contemporary problems.
twenty-seven replied, and many at considerable length.

All

yielded no additional help and, according to Elder Cottrel

But the replies
I,

the replies

demonstrated that we still had no satisfactory answer to criticisms of our
position.

For example, all twenty-seven scholars admitted that there is no

linguistic evidence for connecting Dan. 8:14 with Lev.

asserted that there is no contextual evidence
the investigative judgment

in

Dan.

16.

The majority also

8 for our

doctrine of

.

As mentioned earlier, Elder Nichol

took the results of the inquiry to

the president of the General Conference, with the result of the appointment
of

a

select group for

book of Daniel.

a

highly confidential committee on the problems

The committee consisted of:

in

the

.

.
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H. W. Lowe as chairman, and R. A. Anderson, Raymond F. Cottrell, Richard
Hammill, Edward Heppenstall, W. G. C. Murdoch, D.. F. Neufeld, Leo Odom,
and W. E. Read.
Others later invited to meet with the committee included Earle Hilgert, S. H. Horn, Alger Johns, Graham Maxwell, and M. R.
Thurber.
In

order to make freedom of expression easier, no minutes were kept over

the five years of the meetings of this committee.

considered,

Forty-five papers were

including four by the present writer. 42

No unanimity was reached

on the problems considered, and the proposed written conclusions for the

benefit of the church were never prepared.

Elder Figuhr said it would not

be necessary even for the committee to make any sort of official

their work for presentation to the officers.

summary of

(This is the testimony of the

committee members.)
Some members of the committee strongly affirmed that it is quite impos-

sible to legitimately deduce the denominational sanctuary teachings from the
Scriptures, and that the answer to the dilemma was to view the inspired writings of Ellen G. White as the authority for "re-interpretation" of the Biblical

passages.

These members believed that Ballenger, Fletcher, Conradi, Prescott ,

Greive and others had been correct

possible
today.

to. exaggerate,

in

their reading of Heb.

9

.

It

is

hardly

the importance of this Daniel Committee for the church

With the new administration, the committee was not continued, and

has never been revived since.

More on Cottrell's work shortly.

C.

G.

TULAND

One Advent ist scholar who spent a day with the Daniel Committee on special
invitation was Dr. Carl Tuland.

Dr. Tuland, a scholar and author

in

many

languages, held pastoral and administrative responsibilities in the Middle
East, USA and South America, etc.

We quote from

by him for the consideration of the church.

a

paper on Dan. 8 prepared

(Style forms are his.)
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Yom Kippur was the cleansing of the sanctuary itself from the accumulated
s ns of Tsrael, as well as the cleansing of the peop
from sin.
That,
of course, is quite different from the def ement brought upon the temple
AND ITS MINISTRY by physical means such as the introduction of idols
under Ahaz, and with them of pagan worship and destruction of the true
worship, by pagan and papal Rome.
These two different types of defilement, either by the moral wrongs of Israel, or its pollution by paganism
and false religion, were two distinct problems, and, therefore, required
two different kinds of "cleansing." Thus It seems that our fundamental
points of comparison are out of focus if we equate the annua cleansing
of the sanctuary from the sins of Israel with the cleansing of the whole
temple and its services from idolatry.
One leads to the moral purification of Israel, the other to the restoration of the whole cult.
Thus,
neither Hezekiah's restoration nor Dan. 8:14 have any direct reference to
Yom Kippur
Such an analogy can be used only by introducing the (last
phase of) the ministry of Christ, limiting it to the day of judgment
(investigative judgment), which in my opinion is an arbitrary and unilateral exegesis
i

I

i

I

I

.

.

It seems to be of extraordinary significance, the most prominent contemporary SDA writers, including publications printed under the auspices
of the General Conference have recognized the actual meaning of
as "be restored to its rightful state" or a rendering close to this concept.
However, this admission has always been made with certain reservations and hesitancy which will be understood as we read their observations.
M. L. Andreasen agrees that the word sadaq [ pTSl means "justified" in Hebrew.
"The word contains the idea of restoration as well
as of cleansing."
The Sanctuary Service p. 29)
While the first part
of this statement is right, the second is definitely incorrect
(

,

.

Another instance how also Adventist authors can be prejudiced is found
in George McCready Price's book, The Greatest of the Prophets
when he
SAYS: "The literal Hebrew is not 'cleansed,' but rather 'justified,' or
'vindicated,' meaning that at the time specified the sanctuary or temple,
in Daniel's day lying in ruins, would again function as before, its services naturally culminating in Yom Kippur the climactic ceremony of the
year.
Indeed, this passage might we!
be translated: 'Then shall the
sanctuary have made atonement for it.™ The Greatest of the Prophets
As right as his acceptance of the correct meaning of the Hebrew
p. 188)
term is, so incorrect is his conclusion and suggestion as to rendering
that part of Dan. 8:14.
,

,

I

(

,

But it seems that more than most of our authors, McCready Price has struggled with the problem of correctly understanding the meaning of the text.
He also says: "In the light of these principles, we may well ask again,
What is the real meaning of the clause, Then Shal
the Sanctuary Be
Cleansed? (emphasis his)." ( dem, p. 197) He then proceeds quoting a
number of translations which all support the Hebrew text in contradistinction to the KJV.
dem pp. 197,198)
After that he makes a strenuous effort to reconcile the two different concepts, but not without sacrificing
the meaning of the Hebrew term by making a near equation of cleansing
and justifying.
"From all this discussion it should become clear that
1

i

(

i

.
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this answer, Then Shall the Sanctuary Be Cleansed or justified, has a
depth of meaning in it, much more than might appear on the surface.
In
face, it may mean either or all of the following:
(idem, p. 198)
In his subsequent interpretation he comes actually very close to the
true meaning of the prophecy, yet he is not willing to give up the KJV.
(idem, pp. 198,199)
But McCready Price has sensed the greater significance of that prophecy.
.

.

We may assume that in the book Problems in Bible Translation (1954),
prepared by a committee specially appointed by the General Conference,
we have an authoritative statement regarding the denominational interpretation of Dan. 8:14.- The following excerpts are found on pp. 174-177.
"The Hebrew word sadaq is used here, for which no variant readings are
given in any Hebrew Bible.
All lexicons agree in giving the meaning
of the word as 'to be just, to be righteous.'
In Dan. 8:14 the word
occurs in the Niphal form (the reflexive or passive), and would ordinaril
be translated 'be justified,' or 'be made righteous.'"
Problems p. 175)
After giving a few examples of translations supporting this right view,
the writer continues: "It therefore appears that the translators of the
RSV as well as other versions have approached very closely to the correct translation of the word when they render 'then the sanctuary shall
be restored to its rightful state.'
Those versions that render it 'be
righted,' 'be declared right,' 'be justified,' or 'be vindicated' have
also handled the word acceptably."
idem p. 175)
What fol lows s a
quite accurate statement of the reason for our adherence to an inadequate interpretation " The word itself does not really mean 'to cleanse
in the sense 'to wash.'
That meaning is borrowed from the sanctuary
ritual, as we shall note below."
dem, p. 175)
Then, again, the writer
reverts to what might be called as preconceived interpretation, but not
a translation ".
as well as from the fact that the basic meaning of
the word 'to justify,
'to vindicate,' or 'to set right' very definitely
has a ceremonial aspect in all Semitic languages in which the word occurs
(idem, p. 175)
To the latter view
would hardly subscribe, for the conclusions cannot be based on the premises that "to cleanse" and "to
justify" can be derived from the same word sadaq
But we can avoid the
censure of incorrect translation by a better exegesis of the text, i.e.
understanding the "cleansing" of the sanctuary as what it is in reality,
namely, only a part of the greater truth, which is the restoration of
the sanctuary to its rightful state.
(

(

,

i

,

'

:

(

.

i

.

'

i

.

Another attempt in this direction is found in the SPA Bible Commentary
"Be Cleansed."
From the Heb. sadaq, "to be just," "to be righteous,"
the verb occurs in the form here found (hiphal) only this once in the
OT, which may suggest that a specialized meaning of the term is indicated
Lexicographers and translators suggest various meanings, such as "be
put right," or "be put in a rightful condition," "be righted," "be
declared right," "be justified," "be vindicated." The translation "shall
be cleansed" is the reading of the LXX, which here has the verb form
from Kathar stheseta
It is not known whether the translators of the
LXX gave an adapted meaning to the Heb. sadaq or translated from manuscripts employing a different Hebrew word, perhaps tahar the common
Hebrew word for "to be clean," "to cleanse." The Vu gate has the form
:

i

.

,

I
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mundabi fu r, which also means "cleansed." ( SPA Bible Commentary 4:844)
Of course, there are always possibilities of errors, but as we have
read in Problems in Bi b le Trans lation , there are no variant readings in
the Hebrew Bible for this text.
It seems that there is no need for a
steadying of the ark by improbabilities, and the truth is not in need
of being saved by doubtful argumentation.
We have been admonished to
investigate the books of Daniel and Revelation for the wealth of truth
still to be discovered in them, and it seems to me that by interpreting
Dan. 8:14 in the larger context, as has been suggested, we can accept

the Hebrew term without sacrificing our position.
In Questions on Doctrine (1957) additional
information is found.
"This,
we believe, is the temple that not only is to be 'cleansed' (Dan. 8:14),
but is also to be 'justified' (margin), 'put right,' 'vindicated,' as
will be noted shortly."
Questions on Doctrine p. 263) This is followed
by a lengthy discussion.
(

,

9.

intent of "Cleansed." The significance of the various terms
used by translators to indicate the full intent of the "cleansing" (Hebrew tsadaq ) of the heavenly sanctuary (Dan. 8:14)
should not be lost.
Eleven different renderings appear in
standard translations. These are
(a) "Cleansed" (Septuagint,
Rheims-Douay, Moulton, Boothroyd, Spurrel
Martin, Vulgate,
Harkavy, Ray, Knox, Noyes, French-Osterwa d, Segond, and
Lausanne— the KJV, and the ARV) (b) "be justified" (Leeser;
Sawyer; ARV, margin; KJV, margin); (c) "be victorious" (Margolis);
(d) "be righted" (Smi th-Goodspeed )
(3) "(be) declared right"
(Young); (f) "be restored to its rightful state" (RSV); (g)
"be made righteous" (Van Ess); (h) "be restored" (Moffatt);
(i) "be sanctified" (Fenton)' (j) "be vindicated" (Rotheram);
and (k) "be consecrated" (Luther), (idem, pp. 265,266)
:

I

,

I

;

;

After a reference to Problems in Bible Translation pp. 174,175, a text
already quoted above we again find the same kind of reasoning characteristicfor this position: "We recognize that the justifying, vindicating,
and making righteous of the Levitical sanctuary was accomplished by the
services on the Day of Atonement, when the sanctuary was cleansed from
all defilement (Lev. 15:16)." (idem, p. 266)
We can only repeat that
the restoration of the sanctuary encompassed more than its cleansing,
if the ministry of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary shall be understood
in its totality and not be confined to a single phase, even if this
happens to be one of great importance.
,

Dr. Tuland proceeds to give an

interpretation of Dan. 8:14 along the

lines of Conradi, Prescott, Daniel Is, W. C.

view of the daily.

But with Tuland,

it

is

White— in other words, the "new"
obvious that this

is

not an addi-

tion to the investigative judgment concept but the reality taught
verse.

Dr.

Tuland also views Heb. 9 identically to Fletcher.

in

the
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E.

This writer

(.Ford)

HILGERT

spent much of 1959

study at the Seminary

in

in

Takoma

Park, and there engaged in discussions on the sanctuary with several of the

faculty and students.

He found that Dr. E. Hilgert had given much attention

to the issues, and that his conclusions were essentially identical with those
of some on the Daniel Committee with which he occasionally sat.

The result

of my discussion with Dr. Hilgert was a series of articles on the sanctuary

published

in

the Mi

Latter Days."

Dr.

n

i

stry , and an M.A. thesis entitled "Daniel 8:14 and the

Hilgert contended that it was impossible to prove the

year-day principle from Scripture, and thus early
above were two on this topic.

in

the articles mentioned

He also referred to the contextual problem,

and this prompted my writing of "The Problem of Dan. 8:14 and

CSee appendix.

Its Context."

~]

D.

SIBLEY, D. FORD

Returning to Avondale at the close of I960, Desmond Ford counseled with

Pastor David Sibley,

a

leading administrator

in

the Australasian Division,

as to how to teach the sanctuary doctrine to ministerial

students.

Should

he present it traditionally, despite the defects of such an approach, or

should he point out the problems and attempt to give answers?

Elder Sibley

had been appointed by the Australian leaders to study the Fletcher position,

and to contest it around the country.

He knew the issues intimately, and

conceded that Fletcher was by no means entirely astray, and that therefore
the new chairman of Avondale's theology department should honestly admit the
problems, but attempt the best possible resolutions of them.

Some years

earlier, Ford, at Elder Sibley's request, had publicly discussed the issues
raised by Elder R. A. Greive, before the main church

in

the Queensland

!04

Conference, of which Elder Greive had been president.

Thus, during the

sixties, the apologetic offered through the pages of the Mi

became standard for ministers

Hebrews

9,

in

training

the following was handed out

in

in

n

istry by Ford

the Australasian Divison.

classes from year to year.

material of the 1960's is a key to the present manuscript

On

This

.

HEBREWS 9 AND THE SANCTUARY
Problems of Hebrews 9
Paul undoubtedly refers to the Day of Atonement
in connection with what Christ has already done.
He makes no allusion
to a coming Day of Atonement near the end of the world.
:

Answer
I.
Paul's objective throughout Hebrews is to show the greater
privileges of Christians in this dispensation than the Jews possessed
in the age prior to the cross.
His main point in Heb. 8-10 is that
believers now have immediate, unrestricted access to God through
Christ, rather than only representative access through a high priest
once a year. To this end he uses the Day of Atonement type but
without any attempt to exhaust the ful Iness of the type.
For
example, there is no reference to the final disposition of sin upon
Azazel
:

2.

All the Jewish feasts included types of Calvary and the first advent.
Paul did wisely in drawing upon the Day of Atonement as well as

upon the types of the daily ministry.
Seventh-day Advent ists have
never contended that the antitypical goat was slain in 1844.
3.

The feasts, all of which were linked with the harvest, pointed to
the reign of God, which reign comprehends both the kingdom of grace
and the kingdom of glory.
The privi leges which will be avai lable
in all
literal fullness at the time of the kingdom. of glory appertain
now in spiritual outline.
Thus we now have spiritual access to God,
but at the kingdom of glory we will have complete physical access.
(Taught by the Day of Atonement.)
Similarly, the Passover pointed
not only to the cross, but to the time when Christ sha
eat the
Passover feast with us in the kingdom of God.
See Matt. 26:29.
Thus in
Cor. II Paul speaks of the communion service pointing, like
the Passover, forward "till He comes." This demonstrates that the
fact that an inspired writer can apply a typical feast to the first
advent does not negate a further application to the later kingdom
of glory.
I

I

I

4.

A similar

illustration lies in the Jubilee type which Christ applied
to the first advent.
See Luke 4:18,19, and compare with Lev. 25.
(Christ's use of the phrase "preach deliverance" parallels the expression in Lev. 25:10 "proclaim liberty".)
All commentators see
the complete fulfillment of the Jubilee type .in the kingdom of glory,

I

05

but what will then be available literally is now available spiritually
in Christ.
5.

Furthermore, God's original plan was that the kingdom of grace and
glory should not be far removed from each other.
The Old Testament
prophecies always link the two proclaiming "the sufferings of Christ
and the glory that should follow" in the one prophecy.
Thus the
New Testament references to the "end of the world" having come with
Christ's first advent.
See Heb. 9:26; 1:2.
Had the church been
faithful, the task of spreading the Gospel would have been completed
in the first century and Christ would have returned.
(See SPA Bible
Commentary ntroduct ion and notes on Rev. I.) Thus the Day of Atonement type including the offering of the sacrifice, its presentation,
and its final app ication of judgment would have quickly transpired
each upon the other, and there would have been nothing remarkable
in the application made by Paul in Hebrews of this significant Old
Testament ceremonial.
i

I

6.

Well-known scholars such as George Eldon Ladd have pointed out that
the relationship between the kingdom of grace and the kingdom of
glory is that of fulfillment and consummation.
As the receiving
of eternal life by faith now is an anticipation of immortality, and
as the receiving of the Holy Spirit now is an earnest of His complete
indwelling at glorification, so our free access to God's immediate
presence through Christ's high priestly ministry poi'nts to the ultimate consummation at the final fulfillment of the ant typical Day
of Atonement.
Paul's application of the Day of Atonement to our
present privilege should not be considered as denying the latter
application when the type shall be consummated.
(See Heb. 4 for a
similar parallel re the "rest" available now by faith, and the final
"Sabbati smos" awaiting us in glory.)
i

The employment of Day of Atonement imagery eschatologica ly by the
Revelator in 8:1-4; 11:19; 13; 15:5 etc., is complementary to Pauls
usage of the type in Heb. 9.
Desmond Ford
I

* * #

ELLEN G. WHITE AND HEBREWS 9:23
Prob em
Ellen G. White had often been criticized for applying Heb.
9:23 to a future work of Christ, and for applying the Day of Atonement
in general to such a future work.
:

I

El en G. White has innumerable statements implying the
Answer
I.
word "atonement" in such a way as to make it clear that she believed that the soteriologica atonement took place at the cross.
In
See the appendix to Questions on Doctrine for such references.
Early Writings 251 and 253 she refers to Christ's work in the heavenly sanctuary from 1844 to the end as a "special" and "final"
These facts make it clear that she believed that the
atonement.
:

I

I
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Day of Atonement had an initial application to the cross, but a subsequent, special, and final application from 1844 to the end.
2.

The statement in Desi re of Ages , page 25, regarding the atonement
shows that Ellen G. White believed the Day of Atonement to have a
very wide application indeed, including the type of Christ's incarnation, and also types of His final work for men which will culminate
in His return in glory.
The relevant quotations in Desire of Ages
and Acts of the Apostles fol low.
"In stooping to take upon Himself humanity, Christ revealed a character the opposite of the character of Satan.
But He stepped still
lower in the path of humiliation. ... As the high priest laid aside
his gorgeous, pontifical robes, and officiated in the white linen
dress of the common priest, so Christ took the form of a servant,
and offered sacrifice, Himself the priest, Himself the victim"
(DA

24)

"As in the typical service, the high priest laid aside his pontifirobes, and officiated in the white linen dress of an ordinary
priest; so Christ laid aside His royal robes, and garbed Himself
with humanity, and offered sacrifice, Himself the priest, Himself
the victim.
As the high priest, after performing his service in the
Holy of holies, came forth to the waiting congregation in his pontifical robes, so Christ will come the second time, clothed in garments of whitest white, 'so as no fuller on earth can white them.'
He will come in his own glory and in the glory of His Father and of
all the angelic host who will escort Him on His way" (AA 33).
cal

3.

The following quotation from the Signs of the Times , April 19, 1905,
shows that Ellen G. White understood Heb.'9:23 to apply to the ascension of Christ and the dedication of the heavenly temple, and the
inauguration of His priestly ministry as well as His final ministry
in the heavenly sanctuary after 1844.
bearing humanity, He ascended to heaven triumphant and
victorious.
He has taken the blood of the atonement into the
Holist of all, sprinkled it upon the mercy seat and His own
garments, and blessed the people.
Soon He will appear the second
time to declare that there is no more sacrifice for sin.
Still

See The Sanctuary Service by Andreasen, p. 235.

Compare the foregoing quotation with Lev. 8 re the anointing of the
priests and Ex. 40:9 and 30:26 regarding the anointing of the sanctuary.
See also Dan. 9:24 re the "anointing of the Most Holy."
4.

Paul places Heb. 9:23 midway between the discussion of the dedication
of the two covenants, and the Day of Atonement entrance into the
Holiest of holies. He does this because on both occasions in the
type the immediate presence of God was entered by the priest.
This

demonstrates that Paul's main purpose

is

to show available access

/

k
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rather than to exhaust the meaning of the Day of Atonement type.

The fact that the Jewish feasts fell into two main divisions, the second
of which particularly emphasizes the kingdom of glory, indicates that
the Day of Atonement has its complete apotelesmatic fulfillment in connection with latter-day events.
Many commentators have seen this, and
John the Revelator by his use of Day of Atonement imagery in chapters
Thus Paul's presentation of the Day
8, II, 13 and 15 demonstrates it.
of Atonement with reference to the kingdom of grace is complemented by
John's presentation re the kingdom of glory, and Ellen G. White in harmony with other inspired writers applies the type to both events.

Desmond Ford
* * *

These positions taken many years ago embody the essence of this present
manuscript of

1980,

and the following pages may be read with

the foregoing Avondale material

thoroughly understood.

is

asserts that Advent ists have been right

in

less trauma

essence,

In

if

it

asserting that the Day of Atone-

ment applies to the judgment at the end of the age, but that we have erred
in

failing to see that it also pointed to the judgment of which Christ spoke

in

John 12:51.

Ellen White saw both, while the rest of the Christian world

including ourselves, have seen only one or the other

,

.

Inevitably, the attempt to strengthen our sanctuary conclusions by non-

traditional arguments led to some misunderstandings.^ 4

Only

a

knowledge of our

recent history added to understanding of our early church experience can

alleviate such.

The more the relevant materials of the White Estate' and GC

Archives are studied, the more apparent it becomes that Ellen

G.

White

greatly feared a shift to subjective religion which minimized the objective

atonement taught by the sanctuary doctrine.
shift for over a decade, and only

a

We have been caught up in that

correct understanding of the relation-

ship between the sanctuary truth and the gospel can save the denomination

from increasing trauma and loss.

The recently discovered materials on the
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Minneapolis conference and the Bible conference of

1890 must become well-

known to leaders and laity.

We have omitted much in this review,

from workers and

laity overseas.

including less familiar protests

For example, well-known

in

Germany and

known to some in California is Curt Sinz, former chief editor of the Adventbote-

the equivalent to our Rev ew
i

.

In

1925,

he confided to L. H. Conradi

his

in-

ability to reconcile the sanctuary doctrine with the book of Hebrews, particuAt this time he had never heard of Ballenger and Fletcher.

larly chapter 9.

According to Sinz,
latter's final

it

was this discussion with Conradi that initiated the

break with the church.

In

1928,

Sinz published an article

suggesting that the first apartment of the sanctuary represented the Old

Testament era, and the second apartment the New Testament age, and that Christ
at His ascension entered the Most Holy.

This article provoked Elder

Christian, president of the Central European Division to state at

a

L.

H.

public

meeting: "We find articles in our church papers which do not reflect the

Another who agreed with Sinz was Dr. Michael,

teachings of the church."

principal of Marienhohe Academy.

The latter was consequently relieved of

his post. 4 ^

Also well-known to many was C.
Price.

Always

a

faithful

L.

Price, brother of George McCready

Sabbathkeeper, this believer wrote at length to

the General Conference president and others, protesting the denomination's
presentation of the sanctuary doctrine.

There are

a

number of items

representing his position which is akin to W. W. Fletcher's.
time Adventist, still

in

good and regular standing,

is

Eryl

in

print

Another oldCummings, who

has besieged the GC and its staff on the same issue over a period of years.

These names but represent

a

considerable group around the world,

including

I
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administrators, pastors, scholars and laity, who find our current sanctuary

teachings inadequate.
Influencing the current scene,

Exam ned , which the BRI
i

is now

would do well to study it.
tional

presentation.

of Oct. 27,

the

Ki

1979,

It

j

s r.

examining.

d.

Brinsmead's 1844 Re -

Members of the present committee

summarizes long-known problems with the tradi-

Compare and contrast

it

with the Forum presentation

PUC, and the xeroxed volume, Dan.

8:14

— the

Judgment and

ngdom of God , written years ago.

From 1844 to the closing up of the work of the Daniel Committe
and consequent events

— from

1965

James White's protests against the investigative

judgment doctrine to similar protests over

a

come full circle, ending almost as we began.
official

in

century later

— we

seem to have

We wish now to show from our

literature of the second half of that period the gradual

tion of the inadequacy of the early denominational arguments.

recogni-

This review

also will be incomplete, but we trust sufficient for the purposes of this
document. 46

Most of the following pages trace the printed recognition of sanctuary
problems, and the concessions made in result.

The instances given from our

literature all come from loyal SDA scholars who, along with this writer,

believe that Dan. 8:14 has special significance for our church and the world.
But first we will allude to sanctuary materials also from loyal SDA teachers,
but belonging to categories different to the above.

There has been over the years a continuing flood of popular materials
which have not recognized the exegetical problems involved, and because these
have taken over the traditional
part,

positions unchanged, we do not, for the most

include them for special attention.

Typical of these would be W. D.

10

I

F razee's

i-uary ,

devotional

interpretation

in

Ransom and Reunion Through the Sanc-

and doctrinal works such as Reiner's Atonement

.

The fact that such

writers seem quite oblivious to the issues at stake does have significance.
For example, on page 35 of his book Elder Frazee speaks thus:

the holy place
until

.

the final

.

.

the sin-bearing priest.

blotting out.

.

.

."

...

The priest referred to

emphatic that our victorious King-Priest

hand, claiming the benefits of His

is

.

in

.

He must bear this burden

Christ

is

we can only say that doctrinal ly such a statement is unfortunate.
is

".

,

and

Hebrews

now seated at God's right

atonement— not bearing guilt

.

Such works

are helpful spiritually, but give no special aid to the troubled soul

having

difficulties reconciling Adventist positions on the investigative judgment
with the facts of Scripture.
Let us cite another instance, this time from Reiner.

Heb. 9:8,

he says, "The author of Hebrews

sanctuary

is

is

Referring to

simply saying that the heavenly

more holy than the Hebrew one." 47

Such a comment is amazing for

its naivete.

But this very naivete characterizes most of the sanctuary

presentations

in

gelistic

pi

the church, whether

in

print, or from the pulpit or evan-

atform.

Such presentations only disturb those who are informed, disappoint those

who are troubled, and do little to energize a recalcitrant church towards

fulfillment of its divinely appointed missionary task.
ing,

Intellectually lack-

they leave us naked and defenseless towards our critics.

continues, our attempt at a "Loud Cry" will yield but

a

While this

muffled whisper,

and all the trumpetings heralding new evangelistic endeavors will

disappointing results.

yield only

Unless our doctrinal content can satisfy the greatest

of honest minds, as well as humble,

uneducated souls, much of our labor

wi

I

i

be fruitless.

"Error

A very small

is

never harmless" and "never sanctifies."

group of writers may lay claim to being

in

another category.

Familiar with the problems, they have not yielded to them, or yielded very
little.

Some articles by W.

articles by him do not.
by Gerhard Hasel

Read seem to fit this category, but other

The significant and very carefully written articles

and Alwyn Salom may belong here, and these have much to

offer the church today.
is

E.

Salom's article on the linguistic issues of Heb. 9

much more accurate than almost everything written prior to that time,

with the exception of our SPA Bible Commentary

it

.

is

possible that both

these writers, who are exceedingly well-informed, may be most significant
for what they do not say.

Also

in

Their articles will be discussed

contribution.
in

whom A.

the next chapter

this third category may belong the recently published work on

Hebrews by William Johnsson. 48

ment

in

Though doctrinal

ly

irenic,

it is a superb

Johnsson, after referring to the allusions to the Day of Atone-

Hebrews adds: "Not surprisingly, several students of Hebrews, among
F.

Bal lenger

SDA church." 49

is

best known, have eventually parted company with the

This volume

an excellent basis for researching the New

is

Testament interpretation of the sanctuary and Christ's priesthood,' though
it seems to us

that certain of the issues affecting Adventist positions are

not treated with the same thoroughness the author shows elsewhere.

reminds us that "In Hebrews

.

.

.

Jesus as High Priest

and the book works it out in great detail." 50
it to

is

a

Johnsson

dominant idea

But he himself has not felt

lie in the domain of his own purpose to pursue those details where they

touch on sensitive doctrinal

positions.

On page 116 we have

a

frank state-

ment which stands in striking contrast to early Adventist claims.

"The

argument of Hebrews, then, does not deny the SDA sanctuary doctrine, because

I

basically

it

does not address the issue."

In

other words,

if

12

we wish to

get the sanctuary doctrine, we will need to look elsewhere than the New Testament, for this is the only New Testament book which discusses the meaning of

the Old Testament tabernacle typology!
Also noteworthy

too often lacking

in

is

the clear statement of Christ's present state as King,

other Adventist literature.

See page 128.

And for the

purpose of this present manuscript, Johnsson's reference to inaugurated [or

proleptic] and consummated eschatology

is

He speaks on page 129

important.

of the "already of Calvary and not yet of the Parous a stamped on

a

i

Testament thought."

When we apply this to the Day of Atonement

I

a

in

New

I

much

more comprehensive way than hitherto, some of our chief doctrinal problems
i

n

connection with Dan. 8:14 will dissolve.
Leaving now these subsidiary (for our purposes) categories of writers

we turn to those who best indicate the contemporary trend of Adventist scholarship on the sanctuary.
We wish to return to the work of one already named,

with

a

order to deal

presentation of the sanctuary altogether unique in our history.

his quarterly on Daniel

on Problems

trends

in

in

From

issued over a decade ago, just after the Committee

Daniel was dissolved, come most significant indications of new

Adventist scholarship regarding the interpretation of Dan. 8:14.

in

As a significant official

publication, this presentation on Daniel

5

'

is a

fitting introduction to the second half of this chapter.
R.

F.

Cottrel

I

has probably done more research on Daniel

tuary issues than any other person
untiring

in

in

the denomination ever.

and the sancW.

E.

Read was

this area, but his work centered chiefly upon the linguistic is-

sue of Dan. 8:14, whereas Cottrel

I

has wrestled with the broader involvements,

I

including the entire prophetic scope of Daniel.

He has not only mastered the

Hebrew chapters of that book, but memorized whole passages

Over

a

13

thousand pages of closely argued exegesis on Daniel

in

the original.

has been written,

but not published, by Cottrell.
As associate editor of the Review, a leading editor of the SPA Bible

Commentary and

a

close confidant of

F.

D.

Nichol, Raymond Cottrell

has been

thoroughly informed on the knotty problems facing the denomination doctrinal
on Daniel and Hebrews.

In

volume 4 of the SPA Bible Commentary we have his

article, "The Role of Israel

in

Old Testament Prophecy," which

for insights both vital and revolutionary.

our world church
1967.

If

in

in

noteworthy

the first quarter of

we wish to understand some of the new approaches to the difficul-

ties which face us, this quarterly should be closely studied.

prepared for lay consumption,
is

is

Some of these insights went to

lesson quarterly on Daniel

his

ly

light years beyond all

it

is

As material

not entirely frank, but nevertheless

previous studies

in

it

published form on Paniel and

the sanctuary.
Key concepts of the

tional

seer

in

1967 quarterly on Daniel

include:

nature of the prophecies of the Old Testament,
Babylon.

This conditional

(I)

The condi-

including those of the

nature means that because of

Israel's

failure, the prophecies will never be fulfilled in the precise way set forth,
but like those of the major and minor prophets they require that reinterpre-

tation which

is

to be found in the New Testament.

(This principle applied

may mean, for example, the omission of some details in later fulfillment or

fulfillments—such as

"two thousand three hundred evening-mornings,"

understand Cottrell right.)

But the matter does not rest there.

if

we

Because the

entire New Testament corpus assumes that the church would be faithful

in

I

spreading the gospel to the world
of Daniel

is a

I

Testament, and prophecy assumes
Dan.

8:14

i

ts rei nterpretation

From Matthew to Revelation,

so conditional.

granted that Christ would return

(2)

that generation,

in

in
a

14

it

is

taken for

the lifetime of the readers of the New

shape consistent with that expectation.

related to its context (a very rare acknowledgement

is

Adventist sanctuary literature).

The "new" view of the "daily"

is

in

strongly

affirmed.
(3)

The judgment of Dan. 7:9-13 and Rev.

professed believers

wicked little horn.
(4)

It

in

not to

Christ, as we have traditionally taught, but to the

Babylon the great

is

judged.

plainly stated that Dan. 9:24 does not refer to weeks of

is

Therefore the year-day principle

days.

14:7 apply primarily,

is

not seen as present in this pro-

phecy.
(5)

When the author interprets Dan. 8:14, he omits any discussion of

the investigative judgment
In

summary, Cottrell

.

is

saying that, to rightly understand Daniel's

prophecies, we must first study them in their original historical context,
and according to God's primary intent if His people were faithful.
of

Because

Israel's failure, we must not expect to be able to trace an absolutely

"one for one" fulfillment now of these prophecies
they apply to the Christian era.
original

— only

in

general

lines do

The year-day principle was no part of the

forecasts which point to a Messianic era that could have become

universal ages ago,
to view in Dan.

7,

had

Israel

and in Rev.

done her appointed work.
14,

is

The judgment brought

primarily one focused on wicked powers,

not the saints, and the cleansing of the sanctuary likewise.

revolutionary

in

This

is

indeed

Adventist literature, but it does express the thinking of

.^-s

I

some scholars who have worked individually and without collusion.

In

15

an

appendix we quote some of the most relevant passages of Cottrell's quarterly.
Let us underline the facts.

In

1967 the world church was given an inter-

pretation of Daniel and the sanctuary message quite distinct

sumptions from anything hitherto presented.
with problems too long neglected.

the writer did not feel

It

enough to show the tremendous change

mencing to assert itself.

in

its basic as-

was an attempt to wrestle

On the principle expressed

free to say all that was

in

in

John 16:12

his thinking but he said

in

Advent ist scholarly thought now com-

As regards the investigative judgment, the quarterly

refuses to teach it and assumes the non-committal objective "record of history"

approach which

is so

prominent

are strongly debatable.

in

the SPA Bible Commentary wherever issues

For example, we read on page 40, after a clear state-

ment that the judgment pictured
.

in Daniel

concerns apostate powers, the ad-

ditional comment that "Seventh-day Advent ists have also thought of this scene
as a portrayal of the judgment of

individuals, as well as of organized human

opposition to God and to the saints."

"Seventh-day Advent sts have also
i

thought"

is

defend.

Such difficulties are recognized by many of our writers, as we will

now

i

I

I

an anaemic defense of a position acknowledged as difficult to

ustrate.

NEW SANCTUARY POSITIONS ASSUMED BY ADVENT ST SCHOLARS
I

The Atonement
Old Position

"Christ did not make the atonement when He shed his blood upon

:

the cross.

Let this fact be forever fixed

Looking Unto Jesus ,
New Position

:

^

p.

in

the mind."

U.

Smith,

237.

See Questions on Doctrine for representative statements,

I

particularly noticing the Ellen

G.

White appendix on the topic.

essence, the Atonement was made at the cross, and

ever fixed,

in

the mind.

,

Advent ists

completed atonement on the cross

a

the sense of an all-sufficient, once-f or-a

I

I

in

atoning sacrifice for

,

They believe that nothing less than this took place at Calvary"

sin.
(pp.

In

let that fact be for-

According to Questions on Doctrine

"fully agree with those who stress

16

342-343).

The well-known "Declaration of Beliefs"

in

1872 affirmed;

With his own blood he makes atonement for our sins; which atonement so far from being made on the cross, which was but the offering of the sacrifice, is the very last portion of his work as
£rj_es_f, according to the example of the Levitical priesthood, which
foreshadowed and prefigures the ministry of our Lord in heaven.

This was omitted

the 1931

in

declaration.

Note that the latter

is

not an'

entirely new statement, but one purposely written to preserve what was

defensible from the old, and to omit the rest.
This change

the matter of the atonement becomes chiefly rele-

in

vant as we remember that the Day of Atonement was the Day of THE Atonement.

To contrast the two in our thinking

is

to miss the Biblical

After all, even the most zealous of traditional Adventists have

point.

never believed that Christ was slain

in

1844

Literal Apartments in Heavenly Sanctuary

Old Position

:

Christ from AD

31

to Oct. 22,

1844,

of the heavenly sanctuary, and then at the

was

in

the first apartment

latter day entered

a

flaming

chariot to enter the second apartment.
New Position

:

From 1931 our Yearbook official statement of Fundamental Beliefs

speaks of "phases" of ministry, not "apartments".
in

the mid-sixties

I

In

an article written

listed similar quotations from current sources:

I
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"To speak in terms of the symbolism of the earthly sanctuary, which was
a copy of the true one
(Heb. 9:24 RSV).
On the great antitypical day
of atonement, beginning in 1844, our great High Priest may be thought
of as leaving the holy place of the heavenly sanctuary and entering the
most holy place.
Accordingly, the 'shut door' would be that of the
holy place of the heavenly sanctuary and 'open door' that of the most
holy place, where Christ has been engaged in the work of the great antitypical day of atonement since that time (see GC 430,431,435; EW 42).
In
other words, the 'shut door' indicated the closing of the first phase
of Christ's heavenly ministry, and the 'open door,' the beginning of the
second phase " (SDABC 7:758,759).
f

1

".
when Christ ascended to heaven, there to serve as our High Priest
He began the first phase of His heavenly ministry, or to borrow the
figure of Scripture, he entered the first apartment of the heavenly sanctuary.
There, day by day through the long ages of the Christian Era, He
has ministered His shed blood in behalf of a
who come unto Him by
faith.
Then, we believe that in 1844 He began the second phase of His
priestly work, as prefigured by the work of the earthly high priest in
the second apartment of the sanctuary on the typical Day of Atonement.
.

.

I

I

"We have believed from the beginning that the year 1844 marks a significant last-day experience for the children of God, and indeed for all
men, because the second phase of our Lord's priestly work concludes with
the end of time, and the end of probation for all.
We have always believed that the .essence of this second phase of Christ's labor is the
making of the final decision as to who, among all the professing Christians of the world, has truly appropriated the proffered grace and forgiveness offered by our Lord, and who is thus 'accounted worthy' (Luke
20:35) of a place in heaven above.
We have held this position consistently with our Lord's statement describing last-day events: 'He that
shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved' (Matt. 24:13).

"We have therefore rightly seen in this second phase of our Lord's priestly
ministry, a work of judgment.
We have always descr bed it as the investigative judgment, because, as just stated, it is during this time that
investigation is made as to who is accounted worthy, a preliminary of
the great day when God shall execute judgment upon all.
Hence, borrowing the language of the ancient typical service, we have spoken of this
work of our Lord from 1844 onward as the great antitypical day of atonement.
i

".
(v.

.

.

II)

the 'greater and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands'
is equated with 'heaven itself" ( SDABC 7:456)

"In Heb. 6:19 Paul leaves the word 'veil' undefined.
He wishes to call
attention, not to the veil, but to that which is 'within (or 'behind')
the veil,' namely, the place where Christ our High Priest ministers.
In other words, Paul is using the word 'veil'
katapetasma
not in
terms of a technical discussion of the structure of the heavenly sanctuary, but as a figure of speech to describe that which divides the
seen from the unseen, the earthly from the heavenly.
wi thi n
Hence,
(

)

,

'

|

I

18

the veil
means simply to be n the presence of God
According to this
view, hope is represented as entering the very presence of God, where
Christ Himself has gone (v. 20; cf. ch. 9:24)" (SDABC 7:437-458).
1

i

".

.

.

.

the earthly sanctuary, with its two apartments, and its cycle

of services, is a 'shadow/ or outline, of the work of Christ for sinners
on Calvary and in heaven above.
Indeed, we can probably feel to speak

with more certainty regarding the sanctuary service than we can regarding almost any other aspect of God' s ways toward man, for there is
actually presented before us, as adequate y as earthly symbols can do
so, the great original in heaven.
'

I

'

"From what may be known of the earthly we can draw certain conclusions
regarding the heavenly.
As the earthly service could not begin until
the priest had an offering to sacrifice, so Christ began His work as
our High Priest in the heavenly sanctuary fo owi ng- the offering of
Himself.
As the earthly sanctuary service has two phases, represented
by two apartments, even so the heavenly has two phases
And as the
earthly service was in terms of the first phase until the climactic
Day of Atonement, even so the heavenly service was in terms of the
first phase until that time, near the close of earth's history, when
our great High Priest entered upon the second phase of His priestly
ministry.
The prophecy of Dan. 8:14 (see comment there) reveals that
He began that second phase in 1844.
I

I

.

"However, as noted in the comment on Ex. 25:9, it is f uti le to specu late as to the dimensions, exact appearance, or precise arrangements
of the heavenly sanctuary
for no earthly structure could represent its
vastness and its glory' (PP 357).
Man is 'In the image of God' (Gen.
1:27), yet only Christ is 'the express image of his person' (Heb. 1:3).
The earthly sanctuary was patterned after that in heaven to the extent
that it was a vivid representation of the various aspects of Christ's
ministry on behalf of fallen man (PP 357)
We may rightly speak of the
holy place and the most holy place of the heavenly sanctuary, for
thus we employ the language and symbols of the earthly sanctuary (Ex.
26:33,34) to understand, as best we can, the truth regarding the heavenly sanctuary.
But we should not permit any finite perplexity in
visualizing a heavenly sanctuary on the order of the earthly , to
g ue
in our minds the great truths taught by that earthly 'shadow,' one of
which is that Christ's ministry for us is carried on in two phases or
'two great divisions,' to borrow the words of Ellen G. White (PP 357).
This truth is vital to a proper understanding of the work of ouT great
High Priest.
For a more extended discussion of this truth the reader
is invited to see the comments on the texts cited.
1

,

.

'

'

'

'

The epistle of Hebrews discusses the work of Christ as our High Priest.
In certain instances, for example chapter 9, Paul speaks of the two
apartments of the earthly tabernacle and makes a certain application
to Christ's ministry in heaven.
Hence, this book has sometimes been
the center of theological discussion as to the interpretation of Paul's
words on the matter, particularly as to whether he teaches that there
are two apartments in the heavenly sanctuary or 'two great divisions'

—

19

I

to Christ's priestly ministry.
"

Now this commentary believes unqualifiedly that Christ's heavenly minis try is carried on in 'two great divisions,
or, to borrow the symbolism
of Scripture , in the 'holy' and then the 'most holy place' of the heavenly sanctuary"
SDABC 7:468).
T

(

"

We speak of all this in the language of men; for only so, by symbol and
speech, could God convey any idea to men of the great work of the atonement and the judgment
Human mind cannot grasp the realities of that
heavenly scene of judgment: the books of God not like our books or
records, but inerrant and complete; the symbolic blood
not actual
blood but the life which the blood signifies; the holy place and the
most holy not rooms as we conceive them but the ineffable abode of the
great God and His ministering spirits; the day of atonement not a literal
day, but a period the length of which is known only to God.
And so
." (A. Spaulding, Captains of the Host
with all the other symbols
.

—

—

—

.

.

,

103).

"While He does not minister in 'places made with hands' (Heb. 9:24),
seeing He is sovereign Lord, yet the two types of ministry carried out
in the ancient sanctuary
first, that of reconciliation in the holy
place, and second, that of judgment in the most holy
illustrate very
graphically the two phases of our Lord's ministry as High Priest"
( Questions
on Doctrine , 389 ).53

—

—

Was Moses Shown the Actual Heavenly Sanctuary?

Old Position

:

Yes.

New Position

:

No.

"It is futile, however, to speculate as to the dimensions, exact appearances, or precise arrangements of the heavenly sanctuary, for 'no
earthly structure could represent its vastness and its glory' (PP 357)
Man is 'In the image of God' (Gen. 1:27), yet only Christ is 'the* express image of his person" (Heb. 1:3).
Anything finite can at best but
dimly resemble that which is infinite.
Moses was shown not the heavenly
sanctuary itself, but a representation of it.
The earthly sanctuary was
patterned after that in heaven to the extent that it was a vivid representation of the various aspects of Christ's ministry on behalf of fallen
man (PP 357).
We should focus our attention on what- He is doing for us
there as Paul does in Hebrews (Heb. 3:1; 10:12,19-22; etc.)" (SDABC 1:636). 54

Did Blood From the Offerings of the Common
People Go Daily into the First Apartment ?

Old Position

:

New Position:

Yes.
No.

See Smith's The Sanctuary , 203.
See Lev. 4:27-30 and note comments of SPA Bible Commentary
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See also Andreasen's The Sanctuary Service

Does Blood Def

Old Position

:

New Position:

Yes.

137.

le ?

(AM our old writers so affirm.)
Blood cleanses.

No.

i

,

See Heppensta

I

I

'

s

Our High Priest

,

82-83.

What Sins Were Recorded by the Blood?
Old Position

:

New Position

:

Transgressions of the Ten Commandments.
Only accidental or ceremonial errors

gression of any one of the Ten Commandments.
tuary Service

— never the

deliberate trans-

See Andreasen's The Sanc-

.

Sin offerings sufficed only for sins done through ignorance.
"If a
soul shall sin through ignorance" (Lev. 4:2); "if the whole congregation of Israel sin through ignorance" (v. 13); "if any one of the
common people sin through ignorance" (v. 27); "if ought be committed
•by ignorance" (Num.
15:24); "if any soul sin through ignorance" (v.
27)
these are 'statements connected with sin offerings.
They concerned
sins of error, mistakes, or rash acts, of which the sinner was unaware
at the time, but which afterward became known to him.

—

Sin offerings did not cover sins done consciously, knowingly, defiantly,
or persistently.
When Israel sinned deliberately, as in worshiping the
golden calf, and refused God's proffered mercy when Moses called them
to repentance, they were promptly punished.
"There fell of the people
that day about three thousand men" (Ex. 32:28).
So with the man who
despite God's express command gathered sticks on the Sabbath (Num. 15:
32-36).
He was put to death.

Concerning willful or presumptuous sins, the law reads, "But the soul
that doeth ought presumptuously, whether he be born in the land, or a
stranger, the same reproacheth the Lord; and that soul shall be cut off
from among His people.
Because he hath despised the word of the Lord,
and hath broken His commandment, that soul shall utterly be cut off; his
iniquity shall be upon him." Verses 30,31.
To this general rule there were some exceptions which will be discussed
in the chapter "Trespass Offerings."
It should also be noted that though
there was no provision in the daily ritual for conscious or willful sins,
sins "done with a high hand," the services of the Day of Atonement provided for such transgressions.
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Within the Vei
Old Position

:

I— Heb.

6:19

Can only mean "within the first veil."

See works by Smith,

Watson, Andreasen, Etc.
New Position

:

It

means "within the second veil."

Said Andross:

Moses passed "within the veil" and poured the holy anointing oil upon
the ark of the testament, and also sprinkled the blood of consecration
upon it before the regular service in the sanctuary began.
In like
manner, Christ, after making His offering on Calvary, passed "within
the veil" of the heavenly sanctuary and anointed the ark of the testament, and with His own blood performed the service of consecration. 56
The SPA Bible Commentary
now hold it.

al

lows for this position because so many among us

For example, a contemporary college Bible teacher has written:

The Advent 1st Problem

•

Seventh-day Advent} sts believe that Christ, at His ascension, began
His high priestly ministry in the heavenly sanctuary.
They see two
phases to that ministry, corresponding to the two phases of the Levitical ministry: the daily and yearly services.
Christ's "daily" ministry
began at His ascension when He entered the Holy Place of the sanctuary
above to intercede for sinners; His "yearly" ministry began in 1844
when He entered the Most Holy Place above to begin the work of the investigative judgment.
But the writer of Hebrews describes Jesus entering the Most Holy Place
at His ascension!

Where Did, Christ Go At His Ascension?

According to the apostie, Jesus "sat down at the right hand of the
Majesty on high (1:3; 10:12); He is "seated at the right hand of the
throne of the Majesty in heaven, a minister in the sanctuary and the
true tent which is set up ... by the Lord," 8:1,2; 12:2,3.
He has
entered "into heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of God on our
behalf," 9:24,25.
God's throne, in the sanctuary setting of the book
of Hebrews, corresponds to the ark in the Most Holy Place.
His presence
on the throne corresponds to the Shekinah above the ark.
The author further states that He has "passed through the heavens" (4:14,16),
through every barrier, "into the inner shrine behind the curtain," (6:19,20).
The Greek is eis to esoteron tou katapetasmatos difficult to translate
The
literal ly.
Esoteron is the comparative of eso , and means nner
expression literally reads, into the inner of the curtain.
Arndt &
Gingrich render' it "what is inside (= behind) the curtain, the Holy of
Holies"
Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament , 314). The Re( A
vised Standard Version adds a noun: "the inner shrine behind the curtain."

—

i

.
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This seems to be a clear reference to the Most Holy Place.
It is no
doubt the same curtain (the one veiling the Holy of Holies) through
which the believer is invited to enter in 10:19,20.
"Therefore,
brethren, since we have confidence to enter the sanctuary by the blood
of Jesus, by the new and living way which he opened for us through the
."
curtain.
.

.

The writer also states, "Through the greater and more perfect tent
he entered once for all into the Holy Place," 9:11,12.
In verse 25
"Holy Place" ( ta hagia clearly means the Most Holy Place: "the high
priest enters the Holy Place yearly."
.

.

.

)

The picture in Hebrews is unequivocal.
Jesus, at His ascension, passed
through the heavens, through every barrier, through the curtain, right
into the presence of God on His throne.
He went into the inner shrine,
the Most Holy Placed 7
And another college Bible teacher, Dr. N. H. Young, writes:

The word itself then is hardly capable of deciding the issue over which
veil is referred to in Heb. 6:19.
There are some other factors, however,
which can be considered as decisive.
1.

The outer veil of the tabernacle was cultically unimportant, it was
the inner veil which possessed the real significance. (C. Schneider,
"katapetasma," TDNT 3:629.) The Epistle to the Hebrews is more
likely to make reference to this theologically meaningful veil, than
the more innocuous curtain at the tabernacle's entrance.
(An entrance into the first apartment of the heave y sanctuary would
hardly represent the "better" motif that the author labors to project; for this would be less than what the Aaron ic priesthood annual ly accomplished.)
I

2.

The inner veil played a cultically rich role on the day of atonement.
The Epistle to the Hebrews draws heavily upon the day of atonement
imagery in portraying Christ's self-offering and high-priesthood
and thus presumably has the inner veil and its day of atonement role
in

3.

view.

The immediate context of Heb. 6 9f speaks of Jesus' entrance "within
the veil" as the act of one who has "become a high priest for ever
after the order of Melchizedek." The only place in the Old Testament where it is said that the high priest enter's "within the veil"
is on the day of atonement (Lev. 16:2,12,15), and It here had reference to the Ho y of Ho es
:

I

4.

I

I

i

The Epistle to the Hebrews has a penchant for the Septuagint translation of the Old Testament.
The actual phrase to esoteron tou
katapetasmatos (= the inner of the veil) occurs in the Septuagint
only in Ex. 26:33; Lev. 16:2,12,15 and refers always to the inner
veil.
We should notice that three of the four occurrences are
found in the chapter referring to the day of atonement.
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We conclude, therefore, on the ground of these considerations of Old
Testament usage, Septuagint language, and the context of Heb. 6:19,
that the phrase "within the veil" in Heb. 6:19 means "within the holy
of holies." 58

,

Many years ago the pastor of Battle Creek Tabernacle wrote to

L.

E.

Froom as fol lows:
As Moses, when He ascended, He went into the Most Holy place of the
heavenly sanctuary, within the vai
(Heb. 6:19).
do not think we
are right in interpreting that to mean the f rst vai
In every place
in the Bible where the expression "the vail" or "within the vail" or
"without the vail" is used, it refers to the vail between the holy
place and Most Holy place. There was the hope , within the vail.
As
Moses He anointed the Most Holy Place.
Dan. 9:24; this was within the
70th week.
I

I

i

Better than all such testimonies
himself.

A parallel

I

.

the evidence of the author of Hebrews

is

passage to Heb. 6:19

Christ's entrance beyond the veil.

is

10:20 where we also read of

The allusion of this passage

rending of the second veil when Christ died on Calvary.

is

to the

See Matt. 27:51.

Ellen G. White is only one of many SDAs who has clearly recognized the sig-

nificance of this historical occurrence.
The mercy seat, upon which the glory of God rested in the holiest of
all, is opened to all who accept Christ as the propitiation for sin,
and through its medium, they are brought into fellowship with God.
The veil is rent, the partition walls broken down, the handwriting of
ordinances cancelled.
By virtue of His blood the enmity is abolished.
Through faith in Christ, Jew and Gentile may partake of the living bread. 60
It

should be observed that

evidence overwhelmingly supports

if

this new position is correct, and the

it,

then those who have claimed over the

years that Christ at His ascension entered into that symbolized by the Most

Holy Place were correct

— and

the entire debate is over.

an apologetic showing that what was fulfilled with
is

See chapters four and five of this document.

that remains is

inaugurated eschatology

filled full with the events of consummated eschatology

task.

All

—a

not impossible
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Nature of the Judgment
Old Position
has the

New Position

".

ti

.

not to be conceived as God's poring over the record

„6I

books.

Old Posi

.

on

New Posi tion
the Son

Daniel

Old Position:
1

7:9-13

This passage pictures an examination of the sins of the be-

ievers

aff

i

rm

.

New Position
horn,

)

:

This passage pictures an examination of the sins of the little

judgment upon that power for the sake of the saints.

This judgment issues in a condemnation of the little horn, and a verdict in favor of the saints. ... In this prophecy Daniel refers
particularly to one group symbolized by the "little horn" which came
in for examination, for sentence, and for condemnation. ... He does
not aim to list all whose cases are to be considered, he mentions only
the "little horn." 62
(In the GC Archives, with Brother Read's magnum
opus h s unpublished manuscript is a letter from his secretary protesting the fact that he had departed from the traditional mode of presenting the investigative judgment as taking only the saints into consideration.
Apparently, Brother Read was not persuaded.)
i

—

Judgment is declared and given against the little horn and the opposing powers in favor of the saints.
The nature of the judgment
embraces judgment upon the little horn. 63
.

.

.

Revelation 14:7
Old Position

:

New Position

:

This judgment is the investigative judgment of the saints.

This judgment concerns the wicked world as well. 64
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Daniel 8: 14

Old Position

Then shall the sanctuary be cleansed— the investigative judg-

:

ment will cleanse the heavenly sanctuary records.
On the basis of the KJV rendering (which
Dan. 8:14 was

linked with Lev.

16,

mistranslation),

is a

and explained as the investigative

judgment.

New Position

But in the twentieth century, an endeavor has been made to

:

link the answer of 8:14 to the question of 8:13.

Evangelists had had

great difficulty in this area, and therefore the new view of the "daily"
found enthusiastic acceptance, as well as energetic opposition of some
such as S. N. Haskell,
G.

B.

Starr,

F.

C.

Leon Smith (the son of Uriah), J. S. Washburn,

Gilbert and others who held extreme views on the

nature of the inspiration of Ellen G. White.
W.

C.

Such was the verdict of

White as he surveyed the controversy.
Conradi, W. W. Prescott, A. G. Daniel

Is,

W.

A.

Spicer, W. C. White

and others emphasized the new view of the "daily" as the ministration
of Christ and thus made possible the interpretation of verse 14 as the

restoration of the truth of the gospel.

(This did not mean a denial

of the investigative judgment but led to a de-emphasis of it.)

Note

the words of Prescott as recorded by Haloviak.

"Our message against the beast and his image centers right here, and
that is to give Christ the place that belongs to him.
When we are
preaching the person of Christ, as we have been doing here, we are
preaching against the papacy, even though we do not mention the papacy.
The vital thing is to give Christ his place as the living head of the
church.
His priesthood is a continual priesthood.
His sacrifice
is a continual sacrifice.
His ministry is a continual ministry.
AM
growing out of the fact that he in his own person continued.
Now if
you take away this, you despoil Christianity.
Our continual experience is based upon his continual ministration. Our ability to continue as Christians, our ability to continue personally is based upon
the Person of Him who continues, and that is based upon his word in his
.

.

.

.

.

.
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continual service for us.
The continual sacrifice goes on.
It
is one sacrifice for sin continually, and we shall
live because he gives
himself to us continually. ... So the whole question of our Christian
experience, our ability to work for him is all bound up in this one
thing.
Then when the papacy strikes at this one thing it strikes at
that which will demolish Christianity.
And that is its purpose: to
abolish Christianity and put a man in Christ's place. ... We must
restore the law of God as interpreted by Christ.
We must restore the
dealing with that law as revealed in the scriptures.
We must restore
to the people the means of obeying that law, or else we are not giving
this message to the world."
.

.

.

As did other debaters on the "daily" question, Prescott believed he saw
in the subject elements of truth that far transcended the immediate
theological issue.
As early as 1907 he stated that he believed his view
of Dan. 8 established a "much more vital connection with the real heart
of this message" than had been possible under the previous interpretation.
He believed that the "new view" enabled a knowledge of the
mediatorial work of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary that the denomination was especially called upon to present to the world just as the
counterfeit mediatorial system was designed to encompass the world
within its false system.
He and others attached a special significance
to the particular time in Adventist history when light was shining upon
this view since it seemed to come at the time when Ad vent ism was moving strongly into Roman Catholic countries.
While the message exposed
the false sanctuary, Prescott believed it also called the world to a
restoration of the pure Word of God and supplied the power necessary for
obedience to the law of God by faith in Christ's mediatorial work.
.

Haloviak later discusses the attitude of Daniel

Is:

As did almost everyone who engaged in the debate, Daniel Is believed that
the real issues involved far transcended the question over whether or
not the "daily" represented paganism and when it was taken away.
If
that was the only issue, said Daniel Is, "I would not waste much of my
time arguing with men who persist in making claims utterly at variance
with all the reliable history of the world."
Daniel Is believed he received great blessing and deep insight into the glorious Biblical truths
concerning the ministry of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary after having
immersed himself in the study.
Indeed, Daniel Is believed that the truth
concerning the "efficacious work of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary"
should well have accompanied the presentation of righteousness by faith
in 1888.
No wonder, Daniel Is asserted, that Satan instituted the false
system that he had through the Papacy.
Daniel Is saw a controversy
"whether the enemy shall bring in the most stupendous counterfeit that
he has ever foisted upon the human family, and put it in place [of]] the
vital, fundamental truth regarding man's salvation." 66

When W. A. Spicer wrote on the topic he emphasized that the meaning of

8:14 sprang from the issues set forth

in

verse

13.
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The question was, "How long?" or, more literally, "Until when" shall
apostasy work its way, seemingly unhindered? When will the truths
trodden underfoot by human tradition be lifted up again? When will the
Lord give answer to the great apostasy?
And the answer was, "Unto two thousand and three hundred days [years];
then"— then what?— "then shall the sanctuary be cleansed." Then, according to the burden of the prophecy, we may look for God to lift up
truths trodden underfoot by human tradition that has made void God's
law.

The cleansing of the sanctuary, then, brings God's answer to error and
apostasy.
The cleansing of the sanctuary is to lead to the end of the
way of error and the reign of sin.
Apostasy may for a time exalt itself against God, and tread underfoot the people and the truth of God;
but the just balances of the sanctuary will yet pronounce judgment,
and the apparent prosperity of evil be cut short.

^

Years earlier, A.T.Jones,

in

on the significance of Dan. 8:14.

The Consecrated Way
We

in

verse

14.

length

Instead we find the new view

linking the eclipsing of the gospel

and its restoration

had written at

look in vain for any elaboration of

the doctrine of the investigative judgment.
of the daily,

,

by Antichrist

in

verse 13

Jones equated the cleansing of the sanc-

tuary with the finishing of the work of the gospel on earth, the destruction
of the wicked, and the cleansing of the universe from all taint of sin.

(See 120, 117, etc.)

We quote from 112:

In 1844 also was the very time of "the days of the voice of the seventh
angel, when he shall begin to sound," and when "the mystery of God should
be finished, as He hath declared to His servants the prophets."

At that time there would be broken up the horror of great darkness by
which the mystery of iniquity had hid from ages and generations the
mystery of God. At that time the sanctuary and the true tabernacle,
and the truth of it, would be lifted up from the ground where the man
of sin had cast them down and stamped upon them, and would be exalted
to the heaven where they belong, and whence they will shine forth in
such light as that the earth shall be lightened with the glory.
At that
time the transcendent truth of the priesthood and ministry of Christ
would be rescued from the oblivion to which the abomination and transgression of desolation had consigned it, and would once more and forever stand in its true and heavenly place in the faith of the church,
accomplishing in every true believer that perfection which is the
eternal purpose of God which He purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord.
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It

should not be thought that this interest

in

the "daily" of 8:13 and

its relationship to the reply of 8:14 was only a passing

remained

interest.

It

has

center of attention since the stormy years at the turn of the

a

century when the church was shaken to its foundations by the controversy.
Not all, however, have seen its implications for the traditional mode of ex-

plaining 8:14 (the investigative judgment interpretation).

Two men who did

see the implications and who took opposing positions were W. W. Fletcher and
G.

B.

Starr.

The following should not only be read, but pondered.

In the eighth chapter of Daniel much is said about great calamities
that would befall the "pleasant land," the "host," "the sanctuary,"
"the continual burnt offering," and the "place of the sanctuary." The
sanctuary and host are to be "trodden under foot." Then it is predicted, that after a long period the sanctuary would be cleansed, or
justified.
It is manifest that this cleansing, this justifying, or
setting right, must be a reversal of or deliverance from the conditions
that are described as "treading under foot," and "trampling upon."

Bible Readings 224-229, we have a setting forth of our interpretation
from which
select the following passages
,n

of the eighth chapter of Daniel,

I

.

"In Dan. 8:11-13, in the revised version, the words, "burnt offerings,"
have been supplied by the translators after the word "continual" but
this rendering seems to place too restricted a meaning upon the word
"continual." The fact that no word is connected with continual in the
original text, although in the typical service of the sanctuary it is
used with "burnt offering," Ex. 29:42, with incense, Ex. 30:8, here
rendered "perpetually," and with "shew bread," Num. 4:7, indicated that
that which is continual represents the continual service or mediation of
Christ in the heavenly sanctuary , in which all that was continual in the
typical service found its antitype and fulfillment.
See Heb. 6:19,20;
7: 1-3, 13-16,23-25.

"The action which made the Pope the vicar of God and the high priest of
the apostasy, really took away from Christ, as far as human intent and
power were concerned, His place and work as the only mediator between
God and man (I Tim. 2:5), and this took away from Him, as far as man
could take it away, the continual mediation, according to the prediction of the prophecy.
In verse 13, R.V., the vision is clearly defined.
It is the vision
concerning the continual burnt offering (or continual mediation) and
the transgression that maketh desolate, which results in giving both
the sanctuary and the people of God to be trodden under foot."
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if this interpretation be correct—and
believe it to be a good and
scriptural interpretation we have a description of the conditions that
called for the cleansing or justifying of the sanctuary.
What are these
conditions, according to the foregoing interpretations?
I

—

The sanctuary and the people of God are trodden under foot by the papacy.
The continual service or mediation of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary
is taken away from Him by a false system of the papacy.
Now

if these things constitute the need for a work of justification or
cleansing and
do not deny that they do, what must be the nature of
the work of justification or cleansing? Manifestly it must be the
setting right or correction of the wrong that has been wrought through
the false system, by a vindication of the true service or mediation of
Christ in the heavenly sanctuary, and the relief or deliverance of those
who with the sanctuary have been trodden under foot.

—

I

The other side of the teaching affirms that the sins of believing men
and women are "transferred, in fact, to the heavenly sanctuary," and
that the actual cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary is to be accomplished
by the removal, or blotting out of the sins that are there recorded.
Do these two sets of teaching agree?
would earnestly urge upon the
consideration of the brethren that they do not at all agree together.
I

W.

Copied by Elder G. B. Starr
Loma Linda Calif., Sept. 17,

W.

Fletcher

1930.

wish to add also that Fletcher's interpretation appeals to me as consistent with the "New View of the DAILY," and calculated to lead away
from the entire Three Angel's messages, as it has led him.
And further,
it led him to give up the teachings of the heavenly sanctuary, as a
literal place, as shown to Moses, and to the spiritualizing of the "Most
Holy Place," as "the very presence of God."
It also leads to appointing another meeting place than that ordained and named by God, "as over
the mercy seat, between the cherub ims.
I

wish to appeal to all SDA ministers to return to the original and
"correct view of the Daily," as interpreted in 1844 and endorsed by the
Spirit of God in Early Writings 74,75. That all the trumpets may give
the same certain sound of the announcement of the "Hour of His judgment
come," and that at the end of the 2300 days, in 1844 and onward, the
sanctuary was to be, and is being cleansed.
Here
have always stood
and continue to stand.
I

,

I

Sincerely yours
G.

B.

Starr.

in

faith and hope,
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Such warnings as Starr's have not prevented the church from pursuing

the "new"

insights on the "daily"

— insights

which actually reflect the pro-

phetic interpretations of the Protestant Reformers of the sixteenth century.

L.

areas.

E.

Froom has been prominent

See pages 60-65

to be his work.

in

in

recent decades in this as

in

other

SPA Bible Commentary , volume 4, which we believe

See also Prophetic Faith , volume 4, pp.

I

1

54-

1

56,

1

which

we now quote.
In inspired vision the prophet Daniel had seen apostasy entrenched in
the church, magnifying itself against Christ, the "Prince of the host."
In historical fulfillment this perverting power took away man s sole
dependence upon Christ's all-sufficient, vicarious, atoning sacrifice
made "once for all" for all mankind (Heb. 9:25-28). And it has also
taken away the understanding of, and reliance upon, Christ's unceas ng
priestly mediation thereafter for man, in the heavenly sanctuary.
In
this way this obstructing power robbed man of the supreme redemptive
provisions of God Christ's death as atoning Sacri f ice on earth , eighteen"
centuries prior, followed by His mediatorial ministry as Priest in heaven
ever since.
And it has practiced and prospered long in its perversion
an.d obscuring of the truth of these saving provisions (Dan. 8:11,12).
f

,

i

—

"How long," was the anxious inquiry heard by the prophet, shall this
lawless power be permitted to tread underfoot the cardinal truths and
provisions of redemption concerning "the sanctuary and the host" (verse
13)?
Until the 2300 year-days shall expire, was the exp c t response,
and then shall the sanctuary be cleansed at the close of that long,
fateful period (verse 14).
Then these downtrodden truths that have
such vital relationship to the judgment hour and its immutable standard,
the law of God, will again be lifted up under the banner of last-day
reformation and restoration. Then, according to the prophetic promise,
at the time of the cleansing of the sanctuary its provisions will be vindicated and restored to their rightful place.
I

i

i

—

Thus 0. R. L. Crosier and James White had reasoned and clearly declared,
as we have seen, in 1846 and in 1851 respectively.
And this principle
began likewise to be clearly grasped and declared by some back in the
Mi lerite movement.
I

Eventual ly the Sabbatarian Adventists came to see that this basic prophetic portrayal, given not only through Daniel the prophet but supported and amplified by John the revelator, included the vital fact
that, as the hour of God's judgment comes in heaven, a distinctive movement develops among men on earth, reviving and restoring these downtrodden truths.
And this results in a people described as keeping "the
commandments of God" and having "the faith of Jesus" (Rev. 14:6-12).
They would thus lift up again, in this st pu ated- comb nation, the very
I

i

i
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truths that error, tradition, and gross departure had long trampled
underfoot.
And they would restore the larger understanding of the
matchless ministry of Christ, first as all-sufficient Sacrifice, then
as all-prevailing High Priest in the sanctuary above (Heb. 8 and 9),
with its "ark of His testament," and its mercy seat overshadowing the
tables of the eternal law of God (Rev. 11:19).
Parallel with the teaching that 8:14 points to a restoration of the gos
pel

taken away by Antichrist has been the insistence that the Hebrew term

translated "cleansed"

in

the KJV should be given more accurate recognition.

See Problems in Bible Translation

176-177, the SPA Bible Commentary 4:845,

and the writings of Edward Heppenstall.

Terminus for Dan. 8:14
Old Position

:

The cleansing reaches to the end of the investigative judg-

ment at the close of probation.
New Position

:

The "cleansing" involves the whole work of judgment and ex-

tends to the setting up of the earth made new.
4:845, and note the words of

L.

E.

Froom

in

See SPA Bible Commentary

Prophetic Faith

4:

I

159-1 160

Just so, the Sabbatarians came to understand, the final cleansing of
the anti typical sanctuary, accompanied by a heart cleansing among the
people of God, not only is to end in the judgment of all men, and in
the redemption of the saints, but is finally to eventuate in a clean
universe, through the ultimate banishment of all sin and perversion
and the total eradication of all of its effects forever. (Rev. 20:9-11)

Little Horn of Daniel 8
Old Position

:

New Position

:

Cannot be applied to Antiochus Epiphanes.
Can be applied to Antiochus, though he does not exhaust it.

This is believed by

S.

Horn,

R.

Cottrell,

P.

Neufeld, Ford, etc.

At

the 1919 Bible Conference,

Lacey, Wirth, M. Wilcox and others saw the

prominence of Antiochus

Daniel.

in
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Hebrews 9
Old Position

:

A basis for our sanctuary doctrine.

:

No basis for our sanctuary doctrine.

(AM our early books so

af f rm.
i

New Position

From SPA Bible Commen-

tary 7:468, we quote:

This commentary believes unqualifiedly that Christ's heavenly ministry
is carried on in "two great divisions," or to borrow the symbolism of
Scripture, in the "holy" and then the "most holy place" of the heavenly
sanctuary (see especially on Ex. 25:9; Dan. 8:14); but that the book
of Hebrews is hardly the place to find a definitive presentation on the
~~
~
~
'~
~
~
matter
~
"

'

.

'

See also Wm. Johnsson on Hebrews

9

"Hoi ies"

Old Position

:

'10:19;

New Position

The plural

13:11

:

proves

in his

i

n

In

Fu

I

lest Conf dence
i

.

Hebrews 9

form found in such verses as 8:2; 9:8,12,24,25;
a

reference to two apartments.

Inasmuch as the plural

form is applied to each apartment

separately it can never be used to prove plurality of apartments.

The

plural

form may simply be an intensive plural with a singular applica-

tion.

In

our next chapter we quote the SPA Bible Commentary and others

to this end.

Texts Such as Acts 3:19;
Peter 4:17,
Timothy 5:23
Prove the Investigative Judgment
I

Old Position

:

Yes.

New Position

:

No.

I

Acts 3:19 means the same as 2:38, and

plied when Peter wrote.

The Year-Day Principle is a Biblical Patum
Yes.

Peter 4:17 ap-

No text is known that directly teaches the

investigative judgment.

Old Position:

I

,
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New Position
Shall

:

No.

We quote the Review,, April 5,

Not Pass," by Don

F.

"This Generation

1979,

Neufeld.

If the events of Matt. 24 are supposed to apply both to the destruction of the Temple in AD 70 and to the events preceding Christ's second
advent, why does Jesus say specifically, addressing the disciples who
asked Him about end events, "I tell you this: the present generation
will live to see it all" (verse 34, NEB)?
Obviously He knew that the
2300-day prophecy needed to be fulfilled before His return.

Verse 34 in the King James Version reads, "Verily
say unto you, This
generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled."
I

It seems obvious that if we had been one of the disciples who had asked
the question, "Tell us, when shall these things be? and what shall be
the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?" (verse 3) we would
have interpreted Jesus' response as The New Eng sh Bible states it.
The "you" we would have applied to ourselves and the "this generation"
we would have thought as designating the generation in which we were
I

I

i

iving.

The problem presented in this question has. troubled many people, and
many solutions have been proposed.
For myself
like best the solution hinted at by Ellen White in Selected Messages , book I, pages 66
and 67.
In this passage Ellen White defends herself against the charge
that she was a false prophet because she had indicated years ago that
Christ's coming was at hand.
She says, "Am
accused of falsehood because time has continued longer than my testimony seemed to indicate?"
Her response is, "How is it with the testimonies of Christ and His disciples? Were they deceived?" She then quotes the following passages:
Cor. 7:29,30; Rom. 13:12, Rev. 1:3; 22:6,7, in all of which the writers
set forth the coming of Jesus as very near in their day.
Although she
does not quote Matt. 24:34, she refers to the Revelation passages as
"Christ" speaking "to us by the beloved John," and since her general
question is, "How is it with the testimonies of Christ and His disciples?"
we see no problem in including Matt. 24:34 in the same category, since
it presents the coming of Jesus as occurring in "this generation," most
obviously the one represented by His hearers.
I

I

I

In view of the fact that some 1900 years later Christ has not yet come,
she proceeds with her argument in this way: "The angels of God in their
messages to men represent time as very short.
Thus it has always been
presented to me.
Our Saviour did not appear as soon as we hoped.
But has the word of the Lord failed? Never!
It should be remembered
that the promises and threatenings of God are alike conditional."
.

.

.

Thus she represents the promises concerning the time Jesus would reThis means that if certain conditions had
turn as being conditional.
been met, Jesus -would have come earlier, seemingly as early as the
generation specified in Matt. 24:34.
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If this explanation is accepted, and Jesus had come long ere this, what
would have happened to the long-term time prophecies, the 1260 days and
the 2300 days?

It should be noted that these prophecies were not understood as referring to long periods of time until many centuries after the birth of
Christ.
According to the researches of Leroy Froom, the year-day principle (a day in prophecy represents a solar year in fulfillment) was not
understood until about the ninth century AD. Therefore no one would
have detected any breaking of prophecy if Jesus had come earlier.
It should also be noted that these prophecies were expressed in terms
such as "days" (Dan. 8:14; Rev. 12:6), "times" (Dan. 7:25), "months"
(Rev. 13:5).
There is no indication in the prophecies themselves that
any scale measure ought to be applied to the "days," "months," or "times.
The Holy Spirit gave directions to do this only after the time was postponed.
At whatever time the fulfillment would have come, the Holy Spirit
could have provided the appropriate scale.

Some have felt that Num. 14:34 and Ezek. 4:6 establish the year-day principle as needing to be applied to all time prophecies.
But a careful
examination of these passages shows that the principle is applied only
to specific cases and that there is no general statement in these passages suggesting that a universal principle is set forth.
In fact,
Seventh-day Adventists do not apply the principle consistently to all
time prophecies.
For example, the length of the millennium is stated
in Rev. 20:3,5,7 as being a "thousand years."
This is accepted literally
If the year-day principle were applied, the length would be 360,000
years.

To me, the conditional element Ellen White applies to prophecy supplies
the simplest solution to the problem of Matt. 24:34, one that is fair
to the Biblical text.
know that people have proposed other solutions,
all of which to my mind present certain problems.
suggest that those
who have not previously considered the conditional element at least
give it consideration.
I

I

The Prophecies of Daniel, Christ, and John are Conditional

Old Position

:

No.

New Position

:

Yes.

See SPA Bible Commentary 4:28-31;

7':

728-729.

We quote:

In one way or another the thought that the various events foretold in
the book of Revelation were to take place in the not distant future is
specifically stated seven times "things which must shortly come to
pass [or, "be done"]" (chs. 1:1; 22:6), "the time is at hand" (ch. 1:3),
and "Behold [or, "surely"],
come quickly" (chs. 3:11; 22:7,12,20).
Indirect references to the same idea appear in chs. 6:11; 1:12; 17:10.
John's personal response to these declarations of the soon accomplishment of the divine purpose was, "Even so, come, Lord Jesus" (ch. 22:20).

—

I
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The concept of the imminence of the return of Jesus
plicit and implicit throughout the book.

is

thus both ex-

The second coming of Christ is the great climactic event of the agelong conflict between good and evil that began when Lucifer challenged
the character and government of God.
Statements in the Revelation and
elsewhere concerning the imminence of Christ's return must be understood
against the background of this great conflict. God might justly have
annihilated Lucifer when, in obdurate impenitence, he persisted in rebellion.
But divine wisdom deferred the extermination of evil until
the nature and results of sin became fully apparent to the inhabitants
of the universe (see PP 4 -43)
At any one of various critical po ints
in the history of this world, divine justice could have proclaimed, "It
is done!" and Christ might have come to inaugurate His righteous re ig"nT
Long ago He might have brought to fruition His plans for the redemption
of this world.
As God offered Israel the opportunity to prepare the
way for His eternal kingdom upon the earth, when they settled the Promised Land and again when they returned from their exile in Babylon,
so He gave the church of apostolic times the privilege of completing
the gospel commission.
Another such opportunity came with the great
second advent awakening of the 19th century.
But in each instance God's
chosen people failed to take advantage of the opportunity thus graciously
accorded them.
1

.

Encouraged by inspired counsel, the Advent Movement, after 1844, expected Christ to come very soon.
When, toward the end of the century,
Jesus had not appeared, the Advent believers were repeatedly reminded
that the Lord might havecome"ere this" (see 6T 450; 8T 115,116; 9T 29;
DA 633,634; GC 458).
When challenged as to why time had continued
longer than her earlier testimonies seemed to indicate, Ellen G. White
replied, "How is it with the testimonies of Christ and His disciples?
Were they deceived?
The angels of God in their messages to men
represent time as very short. ... It should be remembered that the
promises and threatenings of God are alike conditional" (EGW in F. M.
Wi cox, The Testimony of Jesus 99).
.

.

.

I

Thus it seems clear that although the fact of Christ's second coming
is not based on any conditions, the repeated statements of Scripture
that the coming was imminent were conditional on the response of the
church to the challenge of finishing the work of the gospel in their
generation.
The Word of God, which centuries ago declared that the day
of Christ was "at hand" (Rom. 13:12), has not failed.
Jesus would have
come quickly if the church had done its appointed work.
The church had
no right to expect her Lord when she had not complied with the conditions.
See Evange sm 694-697.
I

i

Thus the statements of the angel of Revelation to John concerning the
imminence of Christ's return to end the reign of sin are to be underGod has never purstood as an expression of divine will and purpose.
posed to delay the consummation of the plan of salvation, but has ever
expressed His will that the return of our Lord be not long delayed.
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Justification of the Human Race
Old Position

:

This must not be said to have happened at the cross.

New Position

:

This must be said to have happened at the cross, though to

be effective for

individuals it must be accepted by faith.

Second Advent Could Not Come Till After 1844
Old Position

:

Affirmed.

New Position

:

Denied.

See SPA Bible Commentary 7:728-728.

implications for the investigative judgment doctrine.

(This has

important

Where would

it

have fitted if Christ had come in the first century?)

Prophecies of the End
1844 As Beginning of the End Supported by Such Prophecies as Rev. II on the
French Revolution, Rev. 9 on the Ottoman Power, Dan. II on the French Revolution and the Ottoman Power, Rev. 16 on the Euphrates and Armageddon, Matt
24:34 "This Generation Shall Not Pass...", The Earthquake of Lisbon, The Dark
Day, and the 1844 Meteoric Showers, and Dan. 12:4 Increase, of Scientific
Know ledge
.

.

Old Position

:

Asserted that the atheistic revolution of France supported

the "time of the end" beginning

interpretation regarding Aug.
pet began

in

1844;

in

II,

the fulfillment of Litch's

1798;

1840,

indicated that the seventh trum-

the current deterioration of Turkey showed that the

scroll of prophecy was almost completely unrolled; and the few still

alive since the falling of the stars proved Christ must come within

a

few years.

New Positron

:

None of these prophetic positions are reliable.

All

are based

on erroneous exegesis, and history supports none of them.

Just prior to the research involved
Great Controversy ,

W.

W.

Prescott wrote

he felt needed correction.

in
a

preparing the new edition of

lengthy

letter listing "errors"

Prominent among these were the historical
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positions taken by 1888 Great Controversy on the French Revolution,
and the sixth trumpet.

Prescott poi nted out that there was no evidence

for a banning of the Bible in France for three and a half years, and

that Litch's prediction regarding Aug.
was qu te
i

i

II

had not been made in

1838, and

nva lid.

When the book Daniel and the Revelation came in for revision in
the

1940's,

Prescott's criticisms were revived and confirmed.

less scouring of

the

191

replay.

I

libraries

in

The fruit-

Europe and America that took place before

edition of Great Controversy was final zed now witnessed
i

We quote the official

a

statement of the revising committee on

the matter of the trumpets.
It is interesting to note as an historical fact that when James White
and even Uriah Smith, came to the subject of the seven trumpets they
did not attempt an original interpretation of the first six but frankly
state that they accepted and followed in the main. an interpretation by
Josiah Litch, which he had already repudiated.
Like them, your committee, whi le recognizing that a Bible student here and there among us has
endeavored to improve on this interpretation, has found nothing better
to recommend beyond some minor adjustments that the presentation found
in the book as it comes to our hands.
We therefore

Recommend That the interpretation of the Seven Trumpets remain substantial ly as if is. 9
,

During the work of the committee we find such comments as the following exchanged

in

letters:

am still struggling with the problem of atheism and the French Revolution, and do not know yet just how we will come out."7 ^
I

especially looked up item number 7 to find some quotations to take
the place of these old ones, but
cannot find any good material.
do not believe the second one, mentioning the date Aug. 26, 1792, should
be used.
can find nothing in any of the histories of the French Revolution to show cause why this should be an outstanding day against Christianity.
I

I

I

I

'

Such comments only echo ones made years earlier by Prescott,
and others.

We offer typical

instances.

Spicer,

.
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It seems to me that a large responsibility rests upon those of us who
know that there are serious errors in our authorized books and yet make
no special effort to correct them.
The people and our average ministers trust us to furnish them with reliable statements, and they use
our books as sufficient authority in their sermons, but we let them go
on year after year asserting things which we know to be untrue.
cannot feel that this is right.
It seems to me that we are betraying our
trust and deceiving the ministers and people.
It appears to me that
there is much more anxiety to prevent a possible shock to some trustful
people than to correct error
I

.

notice that in the issue of the S gns for Nov. 21, you have let loose
the Turk and some other. things besides.
had known for some time
that the date, Aug. II, 1840, would not stand the test of historical
facts.
Two years ago at the Fall Council we presented reasonably full
information upon this subject, but nothing has been done and in the
meantime our books and the most of our publications are repeating the
unwarranted statements concerning the chronology of the fifth and sixth
trumpets
I

—

i

I

am rather glad to have this matter discussed, and the theological ice
broken, but at the same time
am sorry that Brother Vuilleumier has
tried to commit us to another scheme of interpretation which is just as
unsound as the old one.
am writing Brother Vuilleumier about this
matter, and am enclosing herewith a copy of the letter.
also enclose
some further historical extracts, bearing upon this subject, and
would like to ask you to tell me why we should not select July 27, 1839,
as the time when Turkey lost her independence, rather than some indefinite
time in 1840, according to Brother Vu
eumi er s presentation of the subject.
I

I

I

I

I

i

I

'

I

Furthermore, if the Emperor John, who died in 1448, "never forgot that
he was a vassal of the Ottoman Empire," why need we wait until 1449 to
find that the Greek Empire of the East was subject to Turkey?
Beyond all this the fact remains that Turkey did not lose her independence at any of these dates.
If Turkey lost her independence, how could
she conduct a war with Russia, a war with the Balkan States, a war with
Italy, and now join in the present war?
A declaration of war is the
act of a sovereign state.
Why should we not cast aside all this effort
to make history fit our ideas of prophecy, instead of allowing history
to be the interpreter of prophecy?
I

shall

be glad to hear from you concerning this subject.

Yours faithful

73
ly,

wi
also enclose some material that we have had out on the dates of
the prophetic periods of Rev. 9.
Some little time ago here the question was up, and Professor Prescott and
went down to the Congressional
Library.
He looked up the history of Pachymeris, translated into Latin
I

1

I

I
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by Possinus, to which Gibbon refers for his date, July 27, 1299.
looked up Von Hammer, who is the heaviest German author, apparently, on
I

Ottoman history

in

those times.

It is very clear that Gibbon made a distinct error, which Von Hammer
and others have corrected these years.
Gibbon's mistake is easily seen
by looking at the book.
He saw July 27 at the opening of chapter 25,
and then over in the chronological tables given by Possinus he saw the
date 1299 for the beginning of the events dealt with in this chapter;
but he failed to note that while the chapter began with July 27, it later
went back, as this first paragraph suggests, and dealt with earlier
events.
These earlier events were the events of 1299, and it was not
until 1301 or 1302, as various authorities compute the Mohammedan era,
that the battle of July 27 took place.

Well, then about this time Professor Benson, who is now with us here,
formerly of Union College, came on with Blue Books that he had received
from London, showing conclusively that the ultimatum of the Powers was
not delivered to the Pasha of Egypt on Aug. II, 1840.
Then we began
to look the thing up a bit, and presented some of these features to the
recent council.
You may well understand that some of the brethren had
to sit up and take notice, as we say over here.
The shadow of the
"daily" controversy is still upon us.
It is remarkable how loath people
are to look at facts, or to correct any facts.
But they had to agree
that we must study this thing.
send you a copy of a statement presented by Professor Prescott on July 27, some notes presented by Professor Benson on Aug. II, 1840, and a series of suggestive notes to help
in the study of the question which the brethren asked me to prepare,
giving some facts on the positive side.
told the committee that
would not endorse my own paper at the present time, but that
had merely
tried to set down some facts that did seem to be established.
I

I

I

I

Personally,
would rather, hold to 1840 if it could be done, but really
it is pretty hard to figure out anything there.
Our folks have taught
right along that John Palaeologus died, one would infer, July 27, 1449;
but he didn't, he died in the previous year."^
I

Litch had uncritically accepted an erroneous date

in

Gibbon for the be-

ginning of his prophetic periods, forgotten about the omission of certain days
in

the new calendar, and wrongly interpreted events

as displaying his ignorance of the original

careful the SPA Bible Commentary

is

in

the I840's, as well

languageof Rev. 9:15.

Note how

on the matter:

It should be made clear, however, that commentators and theologians in
general have been greatly divided over the meaning of the 5th and 6th
trumpets.
This has been due principally to problems in three areas:
(I) the meaning of the symbolism itself; (2) the meaning of the Greek;
(3) the historical events and dates involved.
But to canvass adequately
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these problems would carry us beyond the space limits permissible
this commentary. ( SDABC 7:796)
Dan.

II

has also come in for new attention.

The

!

9 9
!

in

Bible conference

saw a strong emphasis on new positions which ultimately were to replace the

Thus the revised Daniel and Revelation reduces Smith's fifteen pages

old.

on Dan.

11:45 to four short paragraphs.

R.

F.

Cottrell

has traced the swing

away from the old positions regarding the French Revolution and the Turk.

Similarly,

none of our scholars today see any reference

in

Rev.

16

to Turkey.

"The sick man of the east" has at last come to his end as regards Advent ist

prophetic exposition, and with him many other "ailing" prophetic interpretations.
Matt.

24:34 was understood by our 19th century writers (and many

in

the

first part of the 20th century) as teaching that those who saw the falling of
the stars would witness the coming of Christ.

The Pes? re of Ages certainly

did not originate that view but it does express it as follows:

At the close of the great papal persecution, Christ declared, the sun
should be darkened, and the moon should not give her light.
Next, the
stars should fail from heaven.
And He says, "Learn a parable of the
fig-tree.
When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye
know that summer is nigh.
So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these
things, know that He is near, even at the doors" (Margin).

Christ has given signs of His coming. He declares that we may know when
He is near, even at the doors.
He says of those who see these signs,
"This generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled."
These signs have appeared.
Now we know of a surety that the Lord's
coming is at hand.
The following

is

found

in

the files of

F.

C.

Gilbert:

The Last Generation as Located by the Spirit of Prophecy
At the General Conference at Battle Creek, May 27, 1856,
was shown in
vision some things that concern the Church generally. ...
was shown
the company present at the conference.
Said the angel, "Some food for
worms, some subjects of the seven last plagues, some will be alive and
remain upon the earth to be translated at the coming of Jesus" (IT 131,1
I

I

The following list of names of those present was revised July 14, 1911,
by Sister M. P. Comings of Battle Creek, Mich., in consultation with
Elder G. W. Amadon, Sister Caroline Dodge, and Matilda Marvin.
The
vision was given at five o'clock in the morning.
Living January

1

1918

,

Aceneth Smi th-Ki gore
J. E. White
........
W. C. White
1

Lorinda Nordyke
Asheal Smith
Mrs. D. W. Reavis
Anna L. Wi son

83

....

1

Smith Kel logg
Dr.

H. Kel logg
Mrs. Emma Kel loqq
J

.

....
....

68
70
86
78

Deceased
James White
Uriah Smith
Cyrenius Smith
Deborah Lyon
Sarah Bel don
H. N. White
Dan R. Palmer
J

.

P.

Mrs.

J

Kel logg
P. Kel logg

n

1

i

i

1

.

Leonard Eggleston
Cynthia Bachel lor
Henry Gardner
Mrs. Henry Gardner
George Lowry
S. B. Warren
Marti

Roxena B. Corne
Clara Banfoey
Jennie F. Roqers
Richard Godsmark
Mrs. Richard Godsmark
Dav d Hew tt
Mrs. David Hewitt
Wa ter Grant

Ph

i

1

1

S.

H.

Lance

S.

E.

Bel den

i

Samuel Warren
Jarvis Munsel

ps

E

1

i

as Goodwi

n

Rhodes
George W. Amadon
S.

W.

W. Bachel lor
Loisa Bovee

J

.

G. White
bert Kel logg
Martha L. King
Car o ne S Dodge
Laura E. Brackett
S. C. Bovee
E.

Al

i

1

i

.

Total number of those in attendance at the conference, 61.
number, 17 are living, and 44 are dead.

Of this
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Between us and eternity stand 17 persons, the youngest of whom
years of age; the oldest 86 years.

is

66

Confusion fills the world,
"Transgression has almost reached its limit.
The end is very
and a great terror is soon to come upon human beings.
God's people should be preparing for what is soon to break upon
near.
the world as an overwhelming surprise" (Mrs. E. G. White).

—

Note The last revision of this list was made by Mrs. D. W. Reavis, who
77
was one of the number, and several names added at suggestion.
'

Compare words spoken at the i9l9 Bible Conference:
Can you decide in your own mind whether in this generation of the proclamation of the message we have gone far enough, so the children of
parents who first heard it are old enough so that the generation in
whether the generayour mind has begun yet?
Is there any way to te!
or
not
has
started?
tion has started yet or whether
it
I

PRESCOTT:
My father as a young
can't fix any date when it started.
He accepted
man
he was 16 years of age when the time passed in 1844.
with his father the message of Wi
iam Mi ler, and they left thei r crops
standing in the field in the fall of 1844, on the basis that the Lord
am his son, still living, trying to join with you in prowas coming.
claiming this message.
think we have entered upon
am 64 years old.
that generation surely, but
don't attempt to fix any date when it
commenced or when it closed.
I

—

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

WILCOX:
got an article from W. C. White yesterday in which he
referred to the time when he was seven years of age and someone preached
He asked
in the tabernacle that the Lord should come in a few years.
him
six
or
seven.
preacher
much
was,
and
they
told
the
how
a few years
But He didn't,
He figured it out that the Lord would come when he was 14.
and he is now many years older than that, and the Lord still delays.
But he expressed the thought that he had learned this, that he was to
live as though the Lord were to come today, and he was .to prepare himself
for labor and provide facilities to carry this message to earth's remotest
The Lord says it isn't for us to know the times or the seasons,
bounds.
"But ye shall be witnesses
the Lord hath kept them in his own power.
think there is danger, brethren, of our catching up some
unto me."
imits for
expression in the Bible or the Test mon es , and we think this
certain things to be fulfilled, and we make a stir over it, and then
can remember the
the years go by and that thing isn't fulfilled.
time when
came into the truth, they preached that those who saw the
Then they changed
dark day, that was the beginning of the generation.
it to 1798, then to 1833.
We have advanced the dates as the years have
gone by.^
F.

M.

I

I

i

i

I

I

I

Gilbert and his contemporary Adventist believers considered the end imminent, not only because of Ellen G. White's prediction of

1856,

but because
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of the Scriptural

data

in

Matt. 24 regarding the signs

in

the heavens and the

promise of Matt. 24:34.
In

the SPA Bible Commentary on Matt. 24:34 we read:

This generation.
Commentators, generally, have observed that the expression "this generation" of ch. 23:36 refers to the generation of the
apostles (see on ch. 23:36).
Jesus repeatedly used the expression "this
generation" in this sense (see ch. 11:16; cf. chs. 12:39,41,42,45;
16:4; 17:17; etc.; see on ch. 11:16).

Christ did not intend that His followers should know with exactitude
when He would return. The signs foretold would testify to the nearness
of His coming, but, He declared emphatically, the "day and hour" of that
event "knoweth no man" (Matt. 24:36).
To make the expression, "this
generation," the basis for reckoning a period of time supposedly terminating with His return violates both the letter and the spirit of His
instructions (see on verses 36, 42). 79
It

should also be added that few New Testament scholars amongst us today

believe that the events of 1755,
of our Lord

in

1780,

His Olivet sermon.

The signs are reproduced

and the first is a great earthquake.

the verge of Christ's coming,

1833 accomplished the prediction

and

Rev.

6:12,13,

This earthquake of the sixth seal, on

is found

also

seventh trumpet, and the seventh plague.

in

the later description of the

See 11:19 and

quake causes all the citiesof the nations to fall,
transpired).

in

16:18.

This earth-

(and obviously has not yet

Advent ists who located the darkening of the sun within the 1260

prophetic days failed to notice that Mark 13:25 also placed the falling of
the stars "in those days."

ment of these signs

is

It has

yet future.

become obvious that the real accomplish-

Today it

is well

Day was not global, and that the meteoric showers of

understood that the Dark
1833 were the recurring

display of the Leonids, which have been witnessed about every 33 years, though
not as grandly as in

1833.

The Lisbon earthquake, as regards loss of life

involvement, pales before several

since that time.

In

the providence of God,

these historic events encouraged the second advent movement, but the complete
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fulfillment of the prophecies regarding such signs
section on this

in

is yet future.

See the

our last chapter.

When one reads such works of the last century as Christ Our Advocate
it

becomes clear how far we have traveled since that time

standing, and
is

in

in

prophetic under-

repudiating positions once erroneously cherished.

But it

not always understood that the inquiry must be made as to whether the early

understanding of 1844

apocalyptic exegesis.

is

in

If

any wise affected by these new insights into

Dan. 9:24 does not use the year-day principle (the

Hebrew mentions "seventy sevens"
as the SPA Bible Commentary

in

— it

does not refer to "days" at all),

its additional

note on Dan. 7 declares,

impossible to date precisely the rise and fall of the papacy,
for "hour"
a

,

day,

if

in

if

is

the word

11:9 is erroneous

the "days" of Mark 13:24 extend till the end of the world,

impossible to date the beginning of the seventh trumpet

if

it

if

the signs of the sixth seal

is

it

Rev. 9:15 has nothing necessarily to do with a twenty-fourth of

the three and a half days exposition of Rev.

historically,

if

if,

have not yet transpired,

if

in

1844,

neither the French

Revolution nor the demise of the Ottoman power are signs of "the time of the
end,"
if

Christ's use of "generation"

if

the New Testament always

generation of readers,

2

I

ways app

I

i

ed to His contemporaries,

locates the Second Advent as an event for that

the seven references

— imminent

in

the first century

Peter 3:8, and

if

the literal

return of Christ

misuse of

if

a

was dependent on Israel's fidelity

—

if

in

Revelation to the imminent

— cannot

be dismissed by a

fulfillment of Daniel's prophecies

these things be so, or

if

only some

of them be so, how is our interpretation of Dan. 8:14 affected?
If

we have failed to set forth Biblical evidence for the year-day prin-

ciple, and have shunned the task because of its impossibility of fulfillment,
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where are we then left?

Are we pleasing God

if

we permit the "urgent" ever

to crowd out the "important"?

Furthermore,

the second advent movement was one raised up by God (as

if

both this writer and his readers believe), how shall we understand its sig-

nificance, and the message God intends this remnant to give to the world?

What

is

the practical significance of Dan. 8:14 that should now be proclaimed

to every nation,

kindred, tongue and people?

destiny of souls?
a_M_

How

is

it

In

what way does it decide the

related to the grand central tr u th around which

other truths cluster— the Cross of Christ?

Is

stress on celestial

geog -

raphy really that important for a generation dying through ignorance of the
gospel

?

The author of this paper is aware that his realm

abstract ideas.

is

often dealing with

He does not have to handle many of the practical and urgent

burdens which those

in

administration have to wrestle with daily.

But he

does believe that this issue over the sanctuary and investigative judgment
is

only one case

in a

question of much wider scope, which has implications

which are extremely practical and urgent.
He feels that many intelligent people in the church,

people as well as employees of the church, wh
nation,

i

I

e wi sh ng to be

in

loyal

i

find it extremely difficult to advance in research

(from history to science, but particularly

including lay-

theological

to the denomi-

many areas

in

research),^ since

any position which seemingly differs or re-expresses what' has gone before,

especially as expressed by Ellen G. White,
"removing the landmarks."

is

He feels that such

looked upon as treason or
a

climate puts

hold on research and true progress, and that it is
and eternal

in

a

'

strangulation-

the church's temporal

interest to deal with such questions openly and without fear.
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The chief problem
G.

White.

(i.e.

in

many questions

is

the nature of the inspiration of Elle

Though we have never taken the position of verbal

infallibility),

in

our published literature, there

inspiration

is

nonetheless much

misunderstanding about the nature of how inspiration works.

We plan to talk

more about this

in

a

later section of this paper, but believe that the pre-

sent discussions on Ellen

G.

White will

inevitably help the church to face

honestly such problems as the sanctuary, without taking anything away from
the true role of the Lord's messenger.
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F. Ballenger, "The Nine Theses," before the ministers attending the
General Conference, Washington, D.C., May 21, 1905, 5:30 a.m.
GC Archives.

17.

A.

18.

See A.

F.

Ballenger's Cast Out for the Cross of Christ

,

67-82.

Probably she would also have questioned the following Ballenger posi-

19.

tions.

"The veil in the earthly sanctuary was decorated with figures of angels,
representing the real angels which guarded the approach to the throne
of God, and it is before this cordon of living angels that the Melchisedec
priesthood ministers from creation to the cross.
For four thousand
years, the sins of a world separated God's only begotten Son from his
place at the side of his Father on the throne.
For four thousand years,
Christ was barred from his Father's face because he was the sinner's
substitute.
can men assert that Melchisedec was a mortal man who was born
and died like other men when the Holy Spirit plainly declares that unlike mortal men who live and die, he like unto the Son of God abideth a
"
priest conti nua
? and again, that
he
veth ," in contrast to "men

"How

I

I

I

i

who die"?

.

"Since Melchisedec was a priest of the heavenly sanctuary in the days
it follows that the heavenly sanctuary, which all admit
existed from the beginning with God upon the mercy seat in the holy of
holies, was not closed to a fallen world, as some assert, for four thousand years, with no ministering priest to minister pardon and life (blessings of the New Covenant) from the mercy seat in the heavenly sanctuary
to the penitent sinners of earth.

of Abraham,

"Some of the more studious of my brethren in the ministry have admitted
that there was a service conducted between the heavenly sanctuary and
the sinning world, from the fall to the cross, carried on by ministering
But they are loth to admit that it was a priest
angels.
ministry.
But if these ministering angels offered the penitent prayers of sinners
before the heavenly veil, and carried back the new covenant blessings
of pardon and life, what more could a priest do?
This is just what the
priest did in the first apartment of the typical tabernacle.
0 the
power of a creed to shackle the mind of the search after truth" (A. F.
Ballenger, Cast Out , 45,84,85,87.)!
I

"The healing of the sick must, therefore, follow the preaching of the
Word.
'Preach the kingdom of God and 'heal the sick,' is the order in
which the commission is given.
It is therefore evident that if the
Word is not preached, God will not confirm it with signs following.
For
God to confirm the preaching of anything but the Word, would be for Him
to confirm the preaching of a lie.
If there is, therefore, any failure
in the preachin.g of the Word, there must inevitably follow a failure in
the s gns f o ow ng
1

i

I

I

i
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"The absence, therefore, of the confirming signs is a sad and solemn
witness to the fact that there is a fa ure somewhere in the preaching
of the Word" ( Ibid ., 104,105).
i

20.

Ibid ., 106-112.
In his Gathering Ca
journal of June 1921, p. 3,
Ballenger wrote, ".
no reply was received from Sister White, though
the letter was registered and a signed receipt received." Of course,
it is always possible that only W. C. White saw the letter rather than
his mother.
I
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In an attempt to summarize many of the new positions and their releintact the SDA teaching of the eschavance in such a way as to leave
tological application of Dan. 8:14 and the reality of a pre-advent
judgment there was prepared in 1974-75 a xeroxed booklet entitled
Dan. 8:14 The Judgment and the Kingdom of God
A Rebuttal of Criticisms
of the Adventist Sanctuary Doctrine
Copies were placed in the hands of
It
officers of the General Conference and also at Andrews University.
has been used as a textbook in eschatology classes by the author for
approximately five years, while most of its contents has been used prior
It includes a classic study by Dr. Norman H.
to that time from 1961.
Young, who wrote his doctoral dissertation on "The Day of Atonement in
the New Testament." That study is found attached to this document as
an appendix.
Its title is "The Checkered History of the Phrase 'Within
the Vei

—

—

.

.

I

Much of the material delivered in the Oct. 27 Forum Lecture at PUC is
available in this booklet which contains articles written between 1959
and 1974.

the SPA Commentary on Dan el by the same writer, which was written
1974, approximately 250 pages (about 3/4 of the book) are devoted to
some of the problems discussed on Oct. 27.
As stated at the New Orleans
meeting of college Bible teachers and others in 1979 this commentary
application of Dan.
is actually an apologetic for our eschato log ca
8:14.
Much space in the prefaces to Dan. 8 and 9 is devoted to evidence
that this verse applies to the antitypical day of atonement the judgment
It should be noted, however, that many of the traditional
of the world.
In

i

in

—

i

I

—
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arguments have been either avoided or rejected and replaced by some the
writer felt to be Biblically sound.
Many of the "new" positions listed
above are embodied in Dan e
particularly the concept of conditional
f ul f
Iment of prophecy which implies that God's ideal plan was that
the end of all things should have taken place in the first century, not
long after the cross, if Israel had prepared the world for the Messiah's
coming.
See PK 703-704.
The relationship between inaugurated Cor
prolepticH and consummated eschatology is stressed as the key to otherwise insolvable problems.
i

i

,

I

* * *

The reader should read the following appendices at the close of this manuscript wh ich are pertinent to this chapter.

We cannot urge too strongly their

importance and they should not be overlooked or treated as of marginal significance.

The four appendices are:
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Appendix
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The Problem of Dan. 8:14 and

Appendix

3

The Checkered History of the Phrase "Within
the Vei I"
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WARNING FROM

M.

L.

ANDREASEN

The history of this movement shows that we have not always profited by heresies as we might.
Ballenger headed a movement attacking the doctrine of the sanctuary.
This occasioned a review of this
question, but the study was mostly aimed at refuting charges leveled
against us and did not involve the larger aspects and inspirations
of our teaching.
As soon as the immediate crisis was past, we did
little or no further official study, though sharp differences and
divergent views had been revealed that should have called for an
exhaustive investigation of the subject.
When Conradi had his hearings, we were not much better off;
and Fletcher was perplexed by the many different views he met among
our men in Washington. True, we did some studying as we were faced
with the necessity of meeting the issue; but again, as soon as the
crisis was past, we felt our work done. To the best of my knowledge and belief, there has been no official or authorized study
since then.
We shall be unprepared when another crisis occurs.

doubt that we fully appreciate how much these heresies have
undermined the faith of the ministry in our doctrine of the sanctuary.
If my experience as a teacher in the Seminary may be taken
as a criterion,
would say that a large number of our ministers
have serious doubt as to the correctness of the views we hold on
certain phases of the sanctuary. They believe, in a general way,
that we are correct, but they are as fully assured that Ballenger's
views have never been fully met and that we cannot meet them.
Not
wishing to make the matter an issue, they simply decide that the
question is not vital
and thus the whole subject of the sanctuary
is relegated, in their minds at least, to the background.
This is
hot a wholesome situation.
If the subject is as vital as we have
thought and taught it to be, it is not of secondary importance.
Today, in the minds of a considerable part of the ministry, as far
as my experience in the Seminary is concerned, it has little vital
bearing, either in their lives or theology.
I

I

—

dread to see the day when our enemies will make capital of
our weakness.
dread still more to see the day when our ministry
will begin to raise questions.
I-

I

L. Andreasen, field secretary of the General Conference, to J.
and W. H. Branson, letter of December 25, 1942.

M.

L.

McElhany
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT FROM HEBREWS

We would plead that the reader give the most thorough attention to these

few introductory pages to our chapter on Hebrews.

If

their central thesis, then our whole case collapses.
the central thesis here
the sanctuary truth

is

is

these are wrong

in

On the other hand,

if

correct, then our traditional mode of expressing

erroneous.

Hebrews clearly affirms that

in

The central thesis referred to

is

that

fulfillment of the Day of Atonement type,

Christ by the cross-resurrection-ascension event entered upon the ministry
prefigured by the sanctuary's second apartment.
Let us observe the testimony of Hebrews regarding this matter:

The Son is the radiance of God's glory and the exact representation of
his being, susta n ng .a
things by his powerful word. After he had
provided purification for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the
Majesty in heaven. (Heb. 1:3 NIB)
i

i

I

I

Therefore, since we have a great high priest who has gone through the
heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold firmly to the faith we profess.
Let us then approach the throne of grace with confidence,
so that we may receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of
need. (Heb. 4: 14, 16 NIB)
.

.

.

We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure.
It enters
the inner sanctuary behind the curtain, where Jesus, who went before
us, has entered on our behalf.
He has become a high priest forever,
in the order of Melchizedek. (Heb. 6:19,20 NIB)

The
who
and
not

point of what we are saying is this: We do have such a high priest,
sat down at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in heaven,
who serves in the sanctuary, the true tabernacle set up by the Lord,
by man. (Heb. 8:1,2 NIB)

But only the high priest entered the inner room, and that only once a
year, and never without blood, which he offered for himself and for the
sins the people had committed in ignorance.
The Holy Spirit was showing by this that the way into the Most Holy Place had not yet been disclosed as long as the first tabernacle was still standing. ... He did
not enter by means of the blood of goats and calves; but he entered the
Most Holy Place once for all by his own blood, having obtained eternal
redemption.
For Christ did not enter a man-made sanctuary that was
only a copy of the true one; he entered heaven itself, now to appear for
.

.

.
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us in God's presence.
Nor did he enter heaven to offer himself again
and again, the way the high priest enters the Most Holy Place every
year with blood that is not his own. (Heb. 9:7,8,12,24,25 NIB)

Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy
Place by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way opened for us through
the curtain, that is, his body ..(Heb
10:19,20 NIB)
.

The high priest carries the blood of animals into the Most Holy Place
as a sin offering, but the bodies are burned outside the camp.
And so
Jesus also suffered outside the city gate to make the people holy through
his own blood. (Heb. 13:11,12 NIB)
(Compare also KJV, RSV, NEB renderings.)

The most important expressions

in

these passages are "the right hand of

God," "the throne of grace," "within the veil," "through the veil," "the way
into the holiest of all," "into the holiest

...

living way,"

by a new and

"into the holy place," "minister of the sanctuary," "as the high priest entereth
into the holy p ace every year,
I

"

"blood

is

brought into the sanctuary," (KJV)

or their equivalents.
It

that we understand that in the last six allusions it is the

is vital

same expression which

is

variously translated "the holiest of all," "the

holiest," "the holy place," "the sanctuary," "the holy places."
sion

is ta

hagia

.

Thus,

repeatedly, Hebrews affirms that Christ had by the

time of the writing of that letter already entered and remained
He had thus been engaged upon

The NIV
"

is

correct

Ta hagia"

a ta

plural

authorities include it

hag

i

is

in

ta hagia

—

hagia ministry for at least thirty years.

in

form with a singular meaning

.

Modern lexical

their lists of words of this ilk.

Commentary recognizes this fact, and points out that hag ia
first apartment

in

using "the Most Holy Place."

in

is a

That expres-

verse 2 and for the second

in

verse

3 of

Our own SPA Bible
is

used for the

Hebrews 9.

Ta

used repeatedly in the references given above for the place of

Christ's heavenly entrance.

Thus according to Hebrews, ta hagia

is

the place
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(or,

as most would prefer,

represents the form of ministry) entered upon by

Christ at His death and ascension.

Context, not philology, must decide the

meaning of this key term.

Practically every scholar of the Christian age has believed that Hebrews
ta hagia means the

bV

holy place"

in

Lev.

innermost sanctuary— the second apartment called "the

16:2,3,16,17,23,27.

this on the basis of the Greek plural

amongst us maintains such
rarity

in

form,

but no competent Greek scholar

position today--or

a

the denominational

scholarship.

Christ entered ta hagia and was there
a

SDAs have traditionally questioned

in

if

he does,

he

i

a

s

strange

We repeat, Hebrews clearly says

Paul's day, and the term applies to

single place or that represented by the second apartment.

The context makes it quite clear that "ta hagia"
veil" or "through the veil."

"the holiest of all" and

throne of God

is

located.

is

It

is

is

the place "within the

the place entered once

a

the equivalent of "the second."

year.
It

It

is

where the

is

Anyone there is at "the right hand of God."

See

the above texts.
Heb.

6:19,20;

10:19,20 are emphatic that Christ at the time of the writ-

ing of Hebrews had already passed through the veil

and
veil

That new

into "ta hag ia."

living way into "ta hagia" was symbolized by the rending o f the second

at the time of Calvary and it

9:7,8 tell us that "ta hagia"

is

is

to this that 10:19,20 obviously refers

the equivalent of "the second"--the fact that

the high priest only was permitted into the second, and that but once

— "ta

showed that the way into the true second (the holiest of

a

not yet manifested because Jesus had not yet come.

9:12,24,25

9:7,8 make this same, point that

.

it

Heb.

was the "fa hagia"

I

I

a

year

ha gia") was
a s we

into which the high

priest alone went once every year on the Day of Atonement.

,

The writer

is

I

I

as
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saying repeatedly that what the high priest did once a year Christ has now
a

I

ready done

There

.

is

no hint in Hebrews that Christ had gone into the ta hagia only

to come out and return to the first

apartment— ndeed the first apartment
i

not applied to any special ministry of Christ in heaven above.

There

is

is no

hint that at some time in the future according to the author of Hebrews Christ

would enter upon a second phase of ministry, a future entering into the place
He had already entered.

these chapters.

On the contrary it is a coming out, not a going

Hebrews expects.
It

This would make nonsense of the clear testimonies of

must be emphasized that "within the veil"

only my own position but
Veltman,

R.

that

See 9:28.
is

acknowledged by our New

Testament scholars today to apply to within the second veil.

F.

in,

Cottrell,

This

is not

is

held by E. Heppenstall,

B.

Neal, N. Gul ley, N. H. Young, and many others.

S.

Kubo, J. Cox, W.

Johnsson,

This present writer knows no New Testament scholar amongst us whose protests

against such an understanding would be taken seriously by his fellows.
Hebrews is saying as clearly as words can say it that Christ already

in

the first century was engaged in the equivalent ministry to that which the
typical

high priest performed in the second apartment of the tabernacle on the

Day of Atonement.

No competent SDA New Testament scholar has offered any writ-

ten rebuttal of this truth which has been acceptable to his fellows.

sequences of these facts are momentous for the church, but

if

The con-

we are to be

blessed of heaven they must be faced and acknowledged.

Heb. 9:6-8

Let us now look at these same truths from other angles.

The significance of the two apartments of the sanctuary, and the cleansing
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of the second
in

chapter

found

is

in

detail

only

in

the book of Hebrews, and specially

9.

Regarding the ministry of Christ, as already stated, Hebrews unequivocally
asserts that He entered "within the veil" at His ascension, and that believers
in

that day anticipated He would soon come out to bless the waiting congre-

gat ion (9:28).

knows nothing of a future entrance into

It

ment, or a special ministry so prefigured.

of this

in

letter,

second apart-

Rather, the emphasis is upon atone-

ment already made, redemption already acquired
once for all

a

—a

work already done, and done

contrast to the protracted Levitical services.
sin had already been put away (9:26;

By the time

10:11-14; 9:12), and

1:3;

our King-Priest had sat down at the right hand of God.
SDAs

in

the past have avoided the force of the plain statements

in

Heb-

rews by the following arguments:
I.

"Within the veil" means within the first veil.

2-

Ta hagia

is

a

plural

term, and

therefore the references to Christ's

entering the ta hagia means His entrance into

a

sanctuary with two apartments

to perform two phases of ministry.
3.

The fact that the earthly sanctuary was

a

shadow and type of heavenly

things makes it essential that Christ's ministry consist of two phases.
The problems with these arguments are:
1.

It

first veil.
2.
a

is

impossible to support that "within the veil" means within the

See our pages 199-202,206,194-195.

Hagia

is

acknowledged by all Greek scholars to be

singular meaning.

It

the second (repeatedly

or "through" the veil.

is

a

plural

form with

applied to the first apartment (9:3), and also to

in vs.

8,12,24;

10:19).

Ta hagia

is

said to be "within"

Christ had to pass through the veil to enter ta hagia

.
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Ta hagia

is

the place the high priest entered only once

set forth clearly

in

year.

(Note that the plural

verse 2 for the first apartment, as some other anarthrous forms, points

to quality.

the second

The first apartment
is

is

never mentioned again after verse 6, but

mentioned repeatedly and always

in

the plural

verse 3 only)

;

just as

in

Lev.

It

.

is

within the vei

I

and with

form,

the article (except when contrasted with the first apartment and

hagion

These truths,

10:19,20 (cf 6:19,20); 9:7,8,12,24, make it impossible

in

to contend that the term embraces both apartments.

form

a

linked with

that the real holy place

I

ies,

16:2,3,16,17,20,23,27,33.

Our traditional arguments have ignored the plain meaning of Heb

.

9:6-8.

These verses assert that the significance of the regular use of the first
apartment Crather than the second) was that the real way of access, "the new
and

living way through, the veil" "into the holiest"

(10:19,20) was not yet

available so long as there was a first apartment ministry (9:8).

T hat is,

a

first apartment ministry would only be relevant until the cross and never
after, and it represented the limited blessings of the typical era
It

is

clearly said

in

apartment, see verses 2,6)
ing

9:6-8 that the first tabernacle (i.e. the first
into which the priests went daily, only had stand-

(status) until the reality symbolized by the types arrived.

9-14.

The writer

is

his own blood entered

exists.

That

is,

in" to ta hag?

,

the first apartment ministry no longer

the earthly first apartment ministry has now no meaning,

presence of God typified by the second apartment.

God,

ment,

See verses

affirming that now "Christ being come" and having "by

for in heaven above there is only the ministry of ta hagia
all

.

— that

holiest of

The limited access to

and the ever unfinished work of the priests taught by the first apartis

in

contrast with the boldness wherewith all believers may now enter
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into the second with their great High Priest because of His once for all

completed atonement.

See Heb

10:19,20, and the preceding verses of the same

.

chapter.

The reader should observe that "the second"
ta hagia of verse 8.

That

is to say,

in

verse

7

is

identical with

the second apartment, the focus of the

writer's attention, was "the holiest of all" (or "the holy place"
of Lev.

in

the sense

16:2,3,16,17, etc.), the ta hagia now made manifest (or "open") by

Christ's redeeming act on the cross.

9:8 with its reference to "way" must be

compared with the use of that same term

in

10:20

— where

it

is

clearly stated

to be a "way" "through the veil."

Yet another feature of importance is that the following passages of chap-

ters

9 and

10

expand verse

6,

7

and 8.

In

9:9,10 we have commentary on the

ministry of the first apartment (verse 6), while verses 11,12 comment upon
verse

7,

the ministry of the second apartment.

verse

13

pointing back to the ceremonies involved

verse

6,

while verse

verse 8.

14

parallels verse

7,

This
in

is

repeated again, with

the ministry spoke of

in

and "the way into ta hagia" of

But there are two more repetitions of this same contrast between

the ministry of the first apartment and that represented by the second.
Verses 18-23 parallel what

is

spoken of

in

verse 6, while verses 24-28 speak

of the antitype represented by the "second" of verse 7.

And in chapter

10,

the first eleven verses speak of the type as enacted by the ministry of the

earthly first apartment, but verses 12-20 give

the antitype.

See the ac-

companying graph of these parallels.
The comments upon time limitation should not be ignored.

have

a

"so long as" or "while," but

Thus (verse

8)

in

verse

10

In

verse 8 we

we have the parallel

"until."

"So long as the first apartment ministry had significance"

is
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in

meaning identical with "outward ordinances

in

force" (verse 10).

Thereby

we see that "the time of reformation" is the equivalent to what was repre-

sented by "the second," "the holiest of all," the ta hagia
is

.

This same thought

found in 10:1, where we are told that the typical offerings pointed forward

to the good things yet to come

.

Thus the contrast is ever between the time

before the cross represented by the limited and continuous ministry of the
typical

blood of animals by earthly priests, and the time after the cross

where Christ opens unrestricted access and confers the "good things" of forgiveness, the law written on the heart, etc.

The first apartment stands for

the era before the cross, but the second apartment for the era after the cross.

The fact that according to Heb. 6:19,20; 9:8,12,24,25;

10:19,20; Christ

entered the equivalent of the second apartment at His ascension
by a multitude of other
It

confirmed

inspired evidences.

does not matter whether we understand by proti" skene either the taber-

nacle first

in

apartment).
in

is

time (the Mosaic sanctuary), or first

in

The significance remains the same, and it

verses 7-9.

space (the outer
is

clearly expressed

What the first apartment was to the second, so was the first

sanctuary of the Levitical age to the heavenly sanctuary.

Thus it follows

that the first apartment stands for the entire Mosaic sanctuary, and the
second apartment represents the entire heavenly sanctuary.

verse 6, does the apostle apply the first apartment,

Never, after

inasmuch as from now on

his chief concern is with the heavenly sanctuary and it is always set forth
as the true ta hagia "within the vei

."
I

Some have suggested that the term "sanctuary"

is

the, best

ta hagia as

leaving open whether a two-apartment schema

ministry of

a

single apartment.

is

translation for

envisaged, or the

But even those who so contend admit that the
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ta hagia references have chief reference to the second apartment.

The evi-

dence from translators and commentators is that "sanctuary" to them meant

only the second apartment when used for ta hagia

.

This corresponds with the

singular form "holy place" (the literal meaning of sanctuary)
the second apartment.
ha 9' a yearly with

Lev.

in

16

for

We repeat, the fact that the high priest entered ta

blood (verse 25) makes

it clear that ta hagia

most sanctuary only open for entrance on the Day of Atonement.

is

that inner-

See Lev.

16:33 RSV and compare Heb. 9:2, which uses "sanctuary" for a single apart-

ment (KJV).
To make "ta hagia"

in

verse 8 and elsewhere mean holy places (plural

would make nonsense of most verses employing the term.

It

)

would make 9:25 ,

for example, say that the high priest once a year entered the two apartments

whereas the obvious meaning

once

a year.

It

in

9:8,

The chapter

that the high priest entered the Inner room

is

would make 10:19,20 say that there were two holy places be-

yond the innermost veil.

second"

And it would make two places the equivalent of "the

instead of one
in

.

which we find this crucial passage of 9:6-8

of Atonement chapter of the New Testament.

Its

emphasis

is

the Day

the high priest,

is on

ta hagia , once a year, the blood of bulls and goats, access within the
all

of which are motifs of Yom Kfppur

.

I

is

i

found throughout the

See 1:3; 2:17; 4:16; 6:19,20; 8:1 9:8,12,24-25;

entrance fulfilled the Day of Atonement.

veil-

The entrance of our Me ch zedekan

King-Priest through the veil to the throne of God
letter.

,

10:19;

13:11.

This

The typical sprinkling of the warm,

uncoagulated blood immediately on the mercy seat after the slaying could not
possibly point to 1844.
The rest of chapter

9,

after the preliminary Day of Atonement references
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(8,12) sets forth other types of cleansing from sin such as the red heifer

ceremonial, the sealing of the covenant, the anointing of the sanctuary,
and

its cleansing.

Each of these is so "tailored" by the author so as to

"mesh" with his key theme.

The red heifer type never involved sprinkling

with blood, nor did the covenant sealing or sanctuary anointing

— but

our

author wishes to invoke the great efficacy of atonement blood and chooses
language to fulfill that task.

He. never mentions the sprinkling on the mercy

seat,

for he wishes to make Calvary the place of the atonement lest readers

think

it

incomplete requiring additional

heavenly aspersion.

It

is the

"shed-

ding" of blood, verse 22, which cleanses the heavenly sanctuary (verse 23).

This cleansing

is

already past

"purification for sins"

in

the first century, and means the same as

in

1:3.

Heb. 9:23 cannot legitimately be exegeted

as applying to the future.

All

Adventist usage of this verse as part of an

1844 apologetic is erroneous.

,

The first word of verse 24 links the cleansing

with what the high priest did yearly and affirms that Christ has now done

that

See verses 26-28, which further elaborate that the cleansing of the

.

sanctuary was Christ's putting away of sin by the sacrifice of Himself (identical

with the significance of the blood-shedding of verse 22).

Having looked at 9:8

context and found its testimony to Christ's

in

entrance into the Most Holy at His ascension fulfilling the Day of Atonement
type,

it

is

appropriate to ask what the chapter should say

Adventist interpretation of

a

if

two-apartment heavenly ministry

the traditional
in

successive

phases is correct.
In

verse 8 we would expect something like this: "the Holy Spirit thus

signifying that there would also be two phases of heavenly ministry just as
on earth."

But it says rather that the restricted and rare entrance into the
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Most Holy prefigured what Christ did by the way of His flesh at the cross.
Furthermore, we would expect that later

reference to

a

in

the chapter we might find

heavenly first apartment ministry, and then also the promise

that ultimately Christ would, some time

in

the future, enter upon his final

work typified by that "within the veil."
We might also expect that Dan. 8:14 would be invoked, or the thought
of an

investigative judgment to take place

Priest returned.

in

the future before our High

None of these likelihoods are realized, and it is no wonder

that SDA scholars have told us not to look

in

Hebrews for support of our

traditional two-apartment heavenly ministry schema.

The most common objection to the foregoing thesis

earlier

— that

is

the third one listed

inasmuch as the earthly sanctuary was a shadow and type of hea-

venly things, there has to be

ministry succeeded by

a

heavenly equivalent to the first apartment

later "second apartment" ministry.

a

This argument shows that the proposer of it has not given due weight to

the many statements of Hebrews which contrast the type with the antitype.
See,

for example, 7:11-14; 7:27,28; 8:4;

the priest was

a

9:11-14;

10:1-4,11-14.

In

the type,

sinner whose ministry was imperfect and terminated by death.

He was forever offering, and knew no successful climax to his work.

He be-

longed to the tribe of Levi and at the best could only enter the presence of

God once a year.

What

a

contrast to our Priest

in

the true sanctuary above.

Christ does not belong to the tribe of Levi, His ministry

is

perfect and

is

never interrupted by death, and belongs to "a greater and more perfect tabernacle."

He needs not to offer sacrifices continually,

but after a single

"once for all" offering sat down as Priest-King at the right hand of God,
forever

in

the presence of His Father.

Thus the antitype not only exceeds
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the type, but is frequently

in

contrast or antithesis to

it.

9:6-12 shows

that the first apartment was but a symbol of the ineffectual typical

priestly

ministry, and had meaning only until Christ manifested the way into the holi-

est of all

— within

the veil, which He did at the cross.

Let any read at one sitting Heb. 6:19 to 10:20 (preferably

in

several

versions) prayerfully and carefully, and for most the desire for debate will
disappear.

It

will

be replaced by joy that our great King-Priest has already

accomplished our redemption, and set us apart for Himself, soon to be claimed
at His glorious appearing,
(We have not

volved

in

in

if

we abide in Him.

this summary set forth all the details of argument in-

interpreting Heb.

9.

The following pages do that.

Commentators

are only quoted when their statements indicate some Scripture truth that many
of us might otherwise miss. They have no authority other than the truth they

offer us from the Word.

Nor have we.)

The following chart should be closely studied and also those on pages
206^.208,
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THE IMPORTANCE OF HEBREWS FOR SEVENTH-DAY ADVENT STS
I

The Hiram Edson story of the cornfield experience on October 23,
has been handed down to us by J. N.

with varying degrees of accuracy.

Loughborough

in

1844,

five different accounts

Edson's own account was written approxi-

mately thirty years after the event when his own memory may have grown some-

what dim.
pen

i

n

We find no allusion to the experience in material

1845.

printed from his

1

One of the most interesting parts of the story

is

that when Edson was

searching for light after the great disappointment, he purposely dropped his
Bible on
Heb.

a

table

8 and 9

such a manner that it would fall open.

in

exposed to view.

The result was

What could be more appropriate and symbolic

of the Advent ist claim that these chapters hold the key to the meaning of
1844 and Dan.

8:

That claim

'

I

4

is

2

crucial

for Seventh-day Advent ists.

Only

in Heb.

9 do we

have didactic expression of the meaning of (I) the first apartment ministry;
(2)

the second apartment ministry;

New Testament believers.

(3)

Nowhere else

"the cleansing of the sanctuary"
in

Scripture can be found

a

— for

detailed

explanation of the significance of these three elements of the sanctuary

doctrine so vital to us.
All

our early works draw heavily on Heb. 9 when explaining Dan. 8:14,

but in recent times there have only been four scholarly expositions which
dwell on this chapter; one by Gerhard Hasel which

the traditional position; one

in

is a

strong apologetic for

the SPA Bible Commentary which says that no

apologetic for the traditional position can there be found; and those by Saiom
Johnsson which agree with the SPA Dible Commentary

.

Certain thing stand out immediately as one reads Heb.

9.

There

is

no
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obvious allusion to the book of Daniel, and certainly none to Dan. 8:14.
cleansing of the sanctuary
but always it

is

is

referred to

in

this chapter, and more than once,

applied to what had already occurred

before this epistle was written

chapter as a whole

is an

— i.e.

in

the Christ event

the eleansing is past , not future.

application of Lev.

16

1.

25,

for us as

include the following:

The Day of Atonement

specifically discussed

is

in

verses 7,8,12,24,

and almost certainly is alluded to in verses 23,27,28.
2.

in

The

for New Testament times.

Other things that are less obvious, but nonetheless vital

Adventists,

The

The Greek term ta hagia , and the genitive

to~n

form, are certainly used with a singular meaning

stances, and therefore all

in

hag ion , whi le plural

the majority of in-

previous arguments based on the plural are erro-

neous.
3.

Heb.

9

must be interpreted in its context, and on both sides of the

chapter (e.g. 6:19-20 and 10:19-20) we have further allusions to the Day of
Atonement

in

connection with what Christ has already done.

Before looking at the text itself as the first and final arbiter, we
will make some observations regarding translators and commentators on this

passage.
We wish to avoid all that smacks of pedantry

to point out that we see value

only as they indicate something
have overlooked.
sonal authority,

self apparent.

That

is,

in
in

in

this chapter, and hasten

the work of commentators or translators

the sacred text that otherwise we might

•

we give them no weight on the basis of their per-

but only as they make particular evidence from the Word it-

Such evidence must either be accepted or rejected on sound

Biblical grounds rather than sectarian prejudice.

Secondly, we do not purpose
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to draw on esoteric issues usually canvassed

in

textbooks on New Testament

Introduction unless, and only so far, as they imp nge on our doctrinal concerns.
i

Almost all commentators are agreed that this

1.

is

the New Testament

Day of Atonement chapter.

We know of no classical commentary on Hebrews

which does not see

9:8,12,24,25 the Day of Atonement discussed and

i

in Heb.

nterpreted.
Again, we know of no exegete of note who does not recognize that

2.

these verses affirm that the Day of Atonement has already been fulfilled

in

the Christ event.

At least the majority of those who comment on the original text al-

3.

lude to the fact that the plural
a

singular meaning.

a

plural

Grammarians

form but not

a

by S. G. Green,

,

Robertson,

p.

408;

p.

I

i

1

4

1

.8;

in

most instances at least,

st hagia as typical of those nouns with

plural meaning.

Debrunner, and Funk, section

ment

form has here,

See A Greek Grammar by Blass,

Handbook of Grammar of the Greek Testa-

203; A Grammar of the Greek New Testament ,

A Grammar of New Testament Greek ,

by T.

and A Grammar of the Idiom of the New Testament , by G.
hag

is

j

plural
in

in

B.

by A. T.

Blass, pp. 83,84;

Winer,

p.

176.

Ta

only one of a series of words in the New Testament which though
form have

a

singular meaning.

some instances have a plural original.

"Heaven," "world," and other terms
The phenomenon is related to a

general, Grecian or Biblical point of view of manifoldness or comprehensiveness.
4.

The expressions "within the veil," or "through the veil," found

before and after chapter 9, speak of the high priest's entrance into the

Most Holy Place on the Day of Atonement.
vided later

in

this chapter.

(Evidence on these points

is

pro-

These early pages as indicated by the heading
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provide merely an "overview," and indicate the setting of key passages.

Argumentation of the central
arguments

is found

issues begins on page

chiefly from 212 on.

'

8 '.

Our approach

lest we blot out the "sun" of the overall

Discussion of counter

is

primarily thematic

thesis of Hebrews by concentrating

on a mere daub held too close to the eye-pupil of the mind.

Detailed considera-

tion of minutia only baffles unless the setting and thought-flow is first

perceived.)

THE SETTING OF HEBREWS

Hebrews

is

I

i

9,

AND OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER

ke a fifth gospel, applying as it does to the work of the

Saviour, but this time to work not only on earth but

whole epistle finds its focus
ministry.

in

Most scholars believe

in

the heavenlies.

The

Christ's person, offering, and post-resurrection
it

was written to Jewish Christians

in

danger

of backsliding as they mourned the loss of a significant system of external

forms.

For this reason, the writer of this epistle uses "better"

(eight

times) as he shows how the substance has now replaced the shadow, and that
in

Christ believers have the blessings for which the faithful

times had longed.

in

earlier

This probable historical setting explains the recurring

motif of contrast throughout the epistle with its interspersed exhortations
to "hold fast."
In

chapter one, His divinity

is

Chapters three to seven show that He
chizedek.

emphasized, but
is

in

chapter two His humanity.

greater than Moses, Joshua and Mel-

Chapter eight stresses His more excellent ministry than the typical

priestly ministry, just as also the covenant He mediates is better.

ministers
a

In a

He

better tabernacle, even a heavenly, which He cleansed through

better sacrifice than Israel ever knew.

Therefore all believers have better

privileges, having received perfection of conscience and freedom to boldly
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enter as priests and kings through the veil

into the very presence of God.

These privileges depend on the maintenance of faith,

faith that con-

a

quers kingdoms, enforces righteousness, receives promises, shuts the mouths
of

lions,

quenches raging fire, escapes the edge of the sword, wins strength

from weakness, and contemplates a "better" resurrection than
of apostates.

It

leads to brotherly

and contentment, feeding on the altar of gospel gifts,

"suffered outside the gate

us.

To

be the

lot

Looking to Jesus, this faith is nourished to survive divine

chastening and worldly persecution.

blood."

will

in

love,

service,

provided by Him who

order to sanctify the people through his own

we go forth bearing whatever abuse the world may heap upon

Hi.m

Even the final

benediction enshrines Jesus, extolling His redemptive

work.
May the God of peace, who through the blood of the eternal covenant
brought back from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd of the
sheep, equip you with everything good for doing his will, and may he
work in us what is pleasing to him, through Jesus Christ, to whom be
Amen.
(Heb. 13:20-21 NIV)
glory for ever and ever.

Chapter nine shows Jesus as better than Aaron and his successors
had to pass with the Day of Atonement blood through the veil

but Christ entered to that within the veil

once and for all.

He needs not,

.

Aaron

year by year,

immediately upon His own offering,

as other high priests, to pass over the same

ground again and again with new sacrifices.

Once at the end of the world He

has appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself, and now we

in

the

outer court await His coming "without sin" from the holy of holies to save
His own.
tarry.

"Yet

a

little while, and the coming one shall come and shall

not

..."

Aaron could approach the divine presence only once
has gone to dwell at God's right hand.

Aaron went

in

a

year,

but Jesus

tremblingly, but Jesus
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as a conqueror.

Aaron was but a human priest, but Jesus

as well as human priest.

is a

divine king,

Aaron approached with incense lest he die.

not enter without blood, and his ministry was interrupted by death.

He dare

Our

"Aaron" needs no shield of sweet aromas, no external "passport," and His

ministry

that of an endless life.

is

The foregoing

is a

conspectus of the letter, offering the contextual

setting for the key verses on the Day of Atonement which we must now survey,
keeping

in

mind the contrasts just indicated.

First,

let us take a swift

overview of the main passages.
Now the first covenant had regulations for worship and also an earthly
sanctuary.
When everything had been arranged like this, the priests
entered regularly into the outer room to carry on their ministry.
But
only the high priest entered the inner room, and that only once a year,
and never without blood, which he offered for himself and for the sins
the people had committed in ignorance. (Heb. 9:1,6,7 NIV)
.

.

.

Consider the restricted access before the cross.

Gentiles could enter

their own distant court, Jewish women the court of the women, Jewish men
theirs,

Levites as far as the first veil, the ordinary priests as far as the

second, and the high priest "within the veil,", but only once a year, only

with incense, only with blood, only as a forgiven sinner, and only for a few

moments.

In

the first Biblical

ments,

is

made clear that the veil represented limited access, with death

it

discussion of the division between the apart-

as the penalty for those who presumed.

(Lev.

16:2)

The Holy Spirit was showing by this that the way into the Most Holy Place
had not yet been disclosed as long as the first tabernacle was still
standing. This is an illustration for the present time, indicating
that the gifts and sacrifices being offered were not able to clear the
conscience of the worshiper. They are only a matter of food and drink
and various ceremonial washings external regulations applying until the
time of the new order.
When Christ came as high priest of the good
things that are already here, he went through the greater and more perfect tabernacle that is not man-made, that is to say, not a part of
this creation.
He did not enter by means of the blood of goats and
calves; but he entered the Most Holy Place once for all by his own blood,

—
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having obtained eternal

redemption.

(Heb. 9:8-12 NIV)

The sealed-off inner apartment taught the temporary limitation of access during the time of the old covenant prior to Christ

.

the ministry

All

of the earthly high priest and his assistants could not perfect the conscience
of the worshiper.

It

dealt only with outward matters, regulations for the

body which were temporary only, anticipating a coming era of reformation.
When the high priest did enter the Most Holy, he did not secure any eternal

redemption, but only a temporary reprieve.

But Jesus ministers

in

a

greater

sanctuary, even the heavenly, and entered "once for all," not with animal

sacrifices, but the merits of His own vicarious sacrifice, having secured by

that death eternal

redemption for all who believe.

The blood of goats and bulls and the ashes of a heifer sprinkled on those
who are ceremonially unclean sanctify them so that they are outwardly
clean.
How much more, then, will the blood of Christ, who through the
eternal Spirit offered himself unblemished to God, cleanse our consciences
from acts that lead to death, so that we may serve the living God!
(Heb. 9: 13-14 NIV)

Animal

blood gave ceremonial cleansing, but the blood of Christ brings

cleansing of soul and peace of conscience.
in a

Animal

sacrifices often resulted

life of "dead works," but the sacrifice of Christ received

leads to

spiritual service of the living God.
For this reason Christ is the mediator of a new covenant, that those who
are called may receive the promised eternal inheritance now that he
has died as a ransom to set them free from the sins committed under the
first covenant. (Heb. 9:15 NIV)

—

The old covenant made nothing perfect, was never final.

Christ ended

such limitations by sealing a new covenant with His own blood.
It was necessary, then, for the copies of the heavenly things to be
purified with these sacrifices, but the heavenly things themselves with
better sacrifices than these. (Heb. 9:23 NIV)

All

cleansing ceremonies,

including the dedication of the sanctuary and

I
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the Day of Atonement only had to do with samples of "copies," but Christ has
ful f

i

I

led the real ity.

For Christ did not enter a man-made sanctuary that was only a copy of
the true one; he entered heaven itself, now to appear for us in God's
presence. (Heb. 9:24 N IV)

Observe that the cleansing of the sanctuary, and Christ's entrance
therein has already taken place by the time of the writing of Hebrews.

The

"cleansing" of the heavenly things themselves must be interpreted by the

context which throughout

is

speaking of the forgiveness of sin accomplished

by the shedding of sacrificial
1:29;

Rom.

2 Cor.

5:18,21;

I

Cor.

blood.

15:3;

Gal.

Heb. 9:23 is an equivalent of John
1:4;

Eph.

1:7;

Col.

1:14;

Rom. 3:24,25;

5:18.

Aaron entered the kindergarten earth

iy

type, but Christ the reality in

heaven.

Nor did he enter heaven to offer himself again and again, the way the
high, priest enters the Most Holy Place every year with blood that is
not his own.
Then Christ would have had to suffer many times since the
creation of theworld. But now he has appeared once for all at the end
of the ages to do away with sin by the sacrifice of himself. (Heb. 9:25-26 NIV)

Aaron knew each time he would need to go through it all "once a year,"

again and again, but Christ's work was "once for all time."
So Christ was sacrificed once to take away the sins of many people;
and he will appear a second time, not to bear sin, but to bring salvation to those who are waiting for him. (Heb. 9:28 NIV)

After Aaron's offering on the Day of Atonement, there must needs come
another time "to deal with sin" though ever so ineffectually.

Not so with

Christ.

The Interpreter's Bible offers a helpful comment and summary on the
first half of Hebrews

9:

reading of these verses may not reveal the meticulous care with
which the writer develops his comparison.
It can best be shown in a
table.
A casual
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The Earthly Priesthood (vs.
-10)
The p ace where it functions and a description (vs.
1.
2.
Its action and approach to God (vs. 6-7)
3.
Its of feri ng (v. 7)
4
An estimate of the whole institution (vs. 8-10)
I

I

1-5)

*

Christ's Priesthood (vs. 11-14)
The p ace where he functions (v.
His action and approach to God (v. 12a)
2.
3.
His offering (v. 12b)
4.
An estimate of the worth of his priesthood (vs.
1

.

I

I

I

i

2c- 4
1

The greater space allotted to the earthly ministry (ten verses as against
four) is due to the fact that points
and 2 have been already developed,
and points 2, 3, and 4 wi
be further developed as regards Christ's
priesthood.
In these verses the reader sees the superiority and finality
of Christ's ministry stated in a neat summary forrn.-^
I

I

I

Verses 15-28 enlarge the second half of verse
Thus far we have given a broad overview.
real
in

target of our investigation

— the

12.

Now we wish to approach the

specific Day of Atonement references

Heb. 9.

THE DAY OF ATONEMENT

IN

HEBREWS 9

Can any imagine that the writer of Hebrews in extolling the superiority
of Christ and Christianity over the Jewish system, particularly in the areas

of ritual and the sanctuary, would omit reference to the Day of Atonement?

Exegetes of this epistle universally (so far as this writer

the Day of Atonement at least seven times in Hebrews.

is

aware) find

These references are

not esoteric, but by such statements as "once a year," "into the second

EapartmentD," "within the veil," "the blood of bulls and goats," "a remembrance
of sins made again every year," "only the high priest," "through the curtain,"

"first for his own sins' and then for those of the people," indicate as far
as

is

verbally likely that Yom Kippur
We give typical

is

the theme.

quotations on this point

in

the appendix. 4

Let it be remembered that the apostle refers to Christ three times as
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priest,
high,

but nine times as high priest.

The only distinctive work of the

priest was the Day of Atonement service.

Having shown that Christ

is

fitted to be our High Priest because of His two natures, and His sufferings,

the writer had then found his prototype

in

Melchizedec

— the

one both king and

priest, "without father or mother, beginning of days or end of

abideth

a

priest continually."

in

is

heaven, a minister

but

Then at the beginning of chapter 8 we are

told that the very high point of all said to date
high priest, one who

life,

is

this: "We have such a

seated at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty
the sanctuary and the true tent.

in

translated "point"

in 8:1

high priestly work

is

i

s

kefa

I

.

.

ion and means the principal

."

The word

idea.

Christ's

the main theme of Hebrews, and the only distinctive

work of the high priest was that of the Day of Atonement.
•Verse 6 of the same chapter moves to the ministry of our great High

Priest, and stresses that He is the mediator of

companies the better sanctuary, even a heavenly.

a

better covenant which acThe rest of chapter eight

after verse six sets forth the Old Testament promises
the new covenant.

Jeremiah regarding

in

Then, at the opening of the following chapter, the writer

reverts to the discussion of the ministry of our High Priest.

To stress

the "betterness" of the new arrangement, the writer first outlines the old,
and emphasizes its

limitations in quality and time.

It

outward ordinances, bringing ceremonial purification to

consisted only of
a

people without direct

access to God, and it was imposed only until the time of reformation
coming of the Messiah.

— the

He tells us that as the first apartment was to the

second, so the Mosaic tabernacle is to the heavenly sanctuary.

Note his

words carefu My:
When everything had been arranged like this, the priests entered regularly
into the outer room to carry on their ministry.
But only the high priest

,

N
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entered the inner room, and that only once a year, and never without
blood, which he offered for himself and for the sins the people had committed in ignorance. The Holy Spirit was showing by this that the way
into the Most Holy Place had not yet been disclosed as long as the first
tabernacle was still standing. This is an illustration for the present
time, indicating that the gifts and sacrifices being offered were not
able to clear the conscience of the worshiper. (Heb. 9:6-9 NIV)

Other translations may be helpful, as regards the significance of this
passage.
By this the Holy Spirit means that the way into the Holiest Presence
was not disclosed so long as the first tent (which preshadowed the present age) was still standing.
( Moffat )
.

.

.

In all this the holy Spirit was seeking to show that there was no free
access to the sanctuary while the outer tent was still standing.
Smith
and Goodspeed )
(

By this the Holy Spirit shows that the way into the sanctuary was not

revealed while the outer tent was
Testament

in

existence.

Notice also translations of one clause

in

particular:

(

The Translator's New

)

while as the first tabernacle was yet standing

:

So long as the first tent hath a standing

Rotherham

while still the outer tabernacle standeth

Conybeare

long as the outer part of the Tabernacle still

as

Whi le the outer tent was sti

I

I

in

long as the former tabernacle maintained

as

That

so long as the first tent and all

is,

Phi

I

I

.

TCNT

Willi ams
its standing
it

Knox

stands for still exist

ips

while the old covenant was still
.

existence

remained

in

force

Nor ie
I

.-the outer room and the old system it represents was still

in

use

Taylor
as long as the former [the outer portion of theU tabernacle remains in
f ied^
Amp
a recognized institution and is still standing
I

Certain questions here arise.
8?

Is

it

?

What is meant by the prote skene of verse

identical with the same in verse 6?

Translations differ, but the
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Interpreter's Bible offers the key when it says:
The RSV translation, for a tent was prepared, the outer one, is interpretation, although unquestionably correct interpretation.
The Greek
is axnvn.
n Tipiifrn and the writer's intention is to say that the first
covenant provided for a " first tent." He proceeds to give a double
meaning to the word "first"— he relished this sort of play on words—
"first," not only as over against the last, i.e. the heavenly, but also
"first" as over against the second (v. 3), i.e. the Holy of Holies.
The second curtain perhaps is meant to emphasize the progressive difficulty of access to God in the earthly tabernacle. Of course a tent
implied an entrance, but the way into the outer tent or Holy Place was
not actually barred against the people's entrance.
.

.

We wish to stress that the end result is the same, whichever way we

understand prote Skene
the apostle

is

.

If

it

means the same

in

both verses 6 and 8, then

affirming that so long as the first apartment ritual operated—

for that period Christ's entrance into what was symbolized by the second

apartment was not possible.
Or,

if

we take the other view of prote skgne

nacle as a whole, then the passage

is

,

affirming that so long as the earthly

sanctuary functioned, the antitype of the ministry
could not begin.

It

is

and apply it to the taber-

in

the second apartment

important to observe that the sequence of ministries

in

the apartments mentioned

In

other words, the fact that most of the time the Most Holy Place was barred,

in

6 and 7 "indicated"

•

something very important.

and only the holy place operated, "indicated" that the privileges symbolized
by that Most Holy Place had not yet come.

If

some wish to say that the

second apartment represents the heavenly sanctuary as
quarrel with that, provided it

is

a

whole, we have no

recognized that the passage

is

affirming that

what the first apartment was to the second, so the earthly tabernacle was to the
heavenly, and that therefore the first apartment represented the Mosaic system,
and the second the Christian era.

We are left with the fact that the Day of

Atonement applies to the time since the cross, since the veil was torn at our

priests death— ie. when He offered Himself once and for all, when the Mosaic
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system symbolized by the first apartment was abolished.
This
sion.

is so

important we wish to spell out

As we do so

27:51.

matter with more preci-

.the

let every reader observe that the argument does not rise

or fall with these verses.
23-25;

See Matt.

Rather, the following verses, particularly

12,

10:1-10,19-20, are the check for our conclusions regarding verses 6

to 9.
As

a.

help to a closer understanding of 6 to 8,

let us attend to the

last part of the sentence in 8 which begins v. 9: "which

is

symbolic for the

present age."

The Greek has: net is parabole eis ton kairon
Parabo

I

(

ton enestekota

)

here has been seen since the day of Chrysostom as meaning the

same as tupos

type.

The system represented by the first apartment (or first

tabernacle) was provisional only, typical
the coming of Christ.

In

only, and functioned thus until

other words, the first apartment ministry was

symbolic of the limited privileges of the pre-cross era, whereas the second

apartment typified the blessings of the Christian era.
about the washings, etc.,
in

The later expression

imposed "until the time of reformation"

meaning to the opening words of verse 9.

)

till

sent."

9.

a

standing"

the substance, "the reformation," came with Christ.

There are alternative ways of reading the Greek

verse

similar

The outer apartment ministry

represented the earthly rituals which were practiced (or "had

exouses stasin

is

in

the first half of

The AV has "the time then present" rather than "the time now preThis would mean that the first apartment's limiting veil

to the Jews that access to God was not yet possible.

suggests that now,

in

indicated

The RSV translation

our age, we can see clearly the typical meaning of the

limited first apartment ministry.

It

matters not which we settle upon

— both
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are saying that the first apartment represented

a

barrier to the way into the

second until the coming of our High Priest and His entrance into the anti-

type of the Most Holy Place.
Note typical statements by commentators which we have given

appendix, "Quotations Regarding Heb. 9:6-9." 7

in

the

These are not selected atypical

expositions as all can readily prove for themselves by recourse both to Scripture and any range of exegetes

in

any country or time since the Reformation.

That the foregoing exposition is essentially correct

verse

12,

which follows

in

is

confirmed by

sequence the train of thought suggested

logical

above.
He did not enter by means of the blood of goats and calves; but he entered the Most Holy Place once for all by his own blood, having obtained eternal redemption. (Heb. 9:12 NIV)

The references to "once," ta hagia
all

a

I

I

,

and the blood of bulls and goats, are

us ions to the Day of Atonement.

That the NIV

is

correct

in

translating ta hagia by "Most Holy" Place

clear from the contextual support of verse

II

the reference to the blood of goats and calves

fact that verse

that

in

12

is

is

regarding Christ as High Priest;
in

verse

12

itself; and the

commentary upon the preceding verses which had stressed

the typical era, represented by the first apartment, only once a year,

only with blood, and only for
enter the Most Holy Place.

a

few moments, did the typical

high priest

Observe the following parallels:

But only the high priest entered the inner room, and that only once a
without blood, which he offered for himself and for the
sins the people had committed in ignorance. (Heb. 9:7 NIV)
•

year,' and never

He did not enter by means of the blood of goats and calves; but he entered the Most Holy Place once for all by his own blood, having obtained
eternal redemption. (Heb. 9:12 NIV)
For Christ did not enter a man-made sanctuary that was only a copy of
the true one; he entered heaven itself, now to appear for us in God's
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presence.
Nor did he enter heaven to offer himself again and again,
the way the high priest enters the Most Holy Place every year with
blood that is not his own. (Heb. 9:24-25 NIV)
We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure.
It enters the inner sanctuary behind the curtain, where Jesus, who went before us, has entered on our behalf.
He has become a high priest forever, in the order of Melchizedek. (Heb. 6:19-20 NIV)

Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy
Place by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way opened for us
through the curtain, that is, his body. (Heb. 10:19-20 NIV)
Let us draw near to God with a sincere heart in full assurance of faith,
having our hearts sprinkled to cleanse us from a guilty conscience and
having our bodies washed with pure water. (Heb. 10:22 NIV)
All

these passages have to do with entrance into the presence of God.

9:7 says the high priest made the typical entrance on the Day of Atonement.

9:12 says Christ fulfilled that type after shedding His blood.
the essence of verse 12.

more perfect tent
.

.

.

.

.

.

(Note also the parallel

9:24 repeats

between "the greater and

not of this creation" in verse

II

and "the true one

heaven itself" of verse 24.) 10:19-22 admonishes Christians to follow

Christ by faith, and with holy boldness,
priests, and need not like the typical

inasmuch as they also are now king-

high priest tremble as they approach

the presence of God.

We feel that the evidence

is

clear that the author of Hebrews

is

through-

out his ninth chapter stressing that the blood of Christ has done what the
typical blood could never do

— given

•

access to the very presence of God as

typified by the High Priest's entrance into the Most Holy Place on the Day
of Atonement.

It

theme of Heb. 9.

is

not sufficient to say that the blood of Christ is the

We must say that "the blood of Christ brings access to God's

right Hand" is the message of the chapter, as indeed the rest of the book
And the reason the blood brings access is plainly stated.

The believer

.

in

Christ and His cross have "full assurance" because their hearts have been
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"sprinkled clean from an evil conscience" through the blood of
the cross.
10:22.

Because Christ has already made atonement for them, they
like Him

have immediate access to God

in

"the Most Holy Place."

At this point we must stress that verses 13-22 of Heb.
9 do not wandjer

away from the theme of the Day of Atonement, as some
have suggested.

On the

contrary, the references to the cleansing accomplished
by blood-shedding

express the very essence of the Day of Atonement ceremonial.

The author of

Hebrews carefully avoids saying Christ has sprinkled His
blood on the heavenly mercy seat, though he has repeatedly spoken of
His entrance into the

Most Holy.

Nothing

is

allowed to detract fromthe finished work of the cross,

and therefore sprinkling

is

linked not with the mercy seat,

rites which represented the cleansing of persons
We wish to enlarge this emphasis,

but with typical

.

inasmuch as Heb. 9 cannot be rightly

understood until the reader becomes aware of the intention
and method of the

apostle as he applies the significance of the blood shed on
the antitypical
day of atonement.

The sprinkling of blood has always been recognized by
scholars as alluding primarily to the services of Yom Kippur . 8

Only

in

the exceptional cases

of sin by the priest or the congregation was the
blood of a sin offering

sprinkled, and the sprinkling of Num.

19

was that of "water," and

other instances of sprinkling, oil was the medium.
8:11;

14: 16,27;

Num.

The word found

most

See Lev. 4:6; 4:17; 5:9;

19:4.
in

the LXX Lev.

16

for sprinkling, hraino ,

by the New Testament except as a variant reading
in Rev.

New Testament word hrantizo
2 Kings 9:33,

in

and Ps.

50:9.

is

19:13.

is

never used

The typical

found only in the LXX for Lev. 6:20 (6:27),

_
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It

ideas,

is

important that we recognize that Heb. 9:13 offers

because it

is

ceremonial.

sprinkling on

As with the Talmud, Qumran, and

linking of the Day of Atonement with the red heifer

The apostle wishes to emphasize, not
a

fusion of

just not true that the blood of goats and calves was

sprinkled on persons to sanctify them.
Philo, we have here a

a

heavenly mercy seat, but

a

a

continued atonement by

completed atonement at the altar

of Calvary which henceforth provides cleansing for all

people who believe.

Similarly, while the apostle elsewhere has not hesitated to use

h

i

I

askoma

i

(2:17), he does not do it here because he is drawing terminology from the

sprinkling of the outside altar to show that Christ's blood had provided

cleansing before He entered the heavenly temple.

Compare Heb.

1:3 which as-

sures us that purification of our sins was accomplished before our High Priest,
sat down as King on His throne above.

hamartioh

— is

only used once

in the* LXX,

outside altar on the Day of Atonement.
In

Dr.

The Greek phrase here
and that

is

katharismon

to"n

for purifying of the

See Ex. 30:10.

his thesis on the Day of Atonement's influence on the New Testament,

Norman H. Young writes:
It is rather clear, therefore, that our author is labouring to modify
the type to fit Christian beliefs about Christ's death: in the old cult
the high priest comes out from the holiest to the altar before the Lord
in order to complete the blood aspersions, now the high priest of the
good things that have come enters the holiest having once-for-all performed the act of cleansing.
We must emphasize again that to interpret
the work of Christ wooden y from the Day of Atonement imagery is to
reverse the method of Hebrews.
I

The apparent confusion

in Heb.

9:l9ff, where the writer departs so markedly

from the Old Testament accounts, finds its explanation in the special purpose of the apostle to stress the virtue and power of the blood of the atonement.

Only this can account for the variations from the historical

there are at least six of these, as most exegetes point out.

facts, and
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By allusions to the sealing of the Old Testament Mosaic covenant, and

the red heifer ceremony, Hebrews intensifies the importance of that blood

typified on the Day of Atonement offering.
sanctuary

is

The dedication of the ancient

also invoked for the same purpose, and let us remember that

was not Aaron but Moses who performed this.

it

Thus the apostle "tailors"

that which he draws from Scripture to underline what our High Priest ac-

complished by his offering "once for all."

Even though the sprinkling of

the tabernacle and its vessels is not present

in

Ex.

it without any reference to his departure from the

count

in

that chapter.

Neither

tuary was anointed with oil

is

24, the apostle

invokes

covenant ratification ac-

he bothered by the fact that the sanc-

rather than blood.

(See Ex.

40:8ff.)

Dr. Young summarizes his discussion of these verses as follows:
In all our writer's references to sprinkling is an oblique allusion to
the Day of Atonement blood aspersion, only oblique because, as we have
repeated ad nauseam , he is anxious to define the cross as the final and
once-for-al
cultic act with blood.
If there is any post-calvary application of the blood it is in the act of Christ's intercession and
the cleansing of Christian worshippers; but these are results of the
cross not continuations of it or subsequent cultic acts, they have
nothing to do with a blood application in the heavenly holiest not
even metaphorically. This, then, is why he chooses to speak of the
inauguration of the tent rather than directly of the Day of Atonement
cleansing. The mention of that tent in v. 21 prepares the way for v.
23f and the fulfillment of the Day of Atonement inner aspersion by the
death of Christ. 10
I

Let us now move to the next direct reference to the Day of Atonement in

Hebrews 9.
It was necessary, then, for the copies of the heavenly things to be
purified with these sacrifices, but the heavenly things themselves with
better sacrifices than these.
For Christ did not enter a man-made
sanctuary that was only a copy of the true one; he entered heaven itself, now to appear for us in God's presence.
Nor did he enter heaven
to offer himself again and again, the way the high priest enters the
Most Holy PI ace every year with blood that is not his own. (Heb. 9:24-25 NIV)

Verse 23 links the blocks of material on each side of it, namely 15-23
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and 24-28.

All

three passages are underlining the truth of the introductory

postulate found

in

verses 13-14.

The blood of goats and bulls and the ashes of a heifer sprinkled on
those who are ceremonially unclean sanctify them so that they are outwardly clean.
How much more, then, will the blood of Christ, who through
the eternal Spirit offered himself unblemished to God, cleanse our
consciences from acts that lead to death, so that we may serve the living God! (Heb. 9: 13-14 NIV)
The apostle, prior to verse 23, has alluded to the copies of heavenly
things.

He has listed the book of the covenant, the sanctuary of the cove-

nant, and the people of the covenant.

declares.

All

these were cleansed by blood, he

So now the higher cleansing must find its accomplishment through

the "better" sacrificial blood of Christ.
In

order to rightly understand the significance of verse 23, we must

not err by

sanctuary.

looking only to the preceding context about the dedication of the

We must observe the "for"

(

gar ) of the following verse which de-

mands that we see the linkage between verse 23 and the description of the
Day of Atonement in type and antitype which follows.

Seventh-day Advent ists have always applied verse 23 to the cleansing of
the Day of Atonement, but our popular literature does not recognize that here
it

is said

It

is

that the ant typical reality belongs not to 1844, but to the cross.
i

linked with the sufferings of Christ.

something already

in

See verse 26.

the past when Hebrews was written

themselves had now been purified already.

— the

It

is

describing

heavenly things

The sufferings of Christ, His

entrance into the Most Holy Place of heaven, and the cleansing, all belong
together, and cannot be separated by over eighteen centuries.

The cleansing

of verse 23 is identical with the putting away of sin in verse 26, and Christ's

being offered

in

verse 28.

The cleansing is nothing other than the dealing

with sin also referred to in the latter passage.
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Thus chapter nine of Hebrews both begins and ends with reference to the
Day of Atonement.

of the typical

Verses 1-7 presented the furniture and then the ritual

sanctuary, climaxing

in

the yearly Yom Kippur

.

Verses 8-14

contrasted the efficacy of the antitype with the inefficacy of the type.
That contrast was further underlined by illustrations of the work of blood
in

verses 15-22, and then verses 23-29 returned to the antitypical Day of

Atonement

in

the cross of Christ and His ascension to Heaven— the true Most

Holy Place.
Note the parallels between verse 7 and verse 25.

(We defer discussion

of 9:27-28 to chapter four, where it is pointed out that these closing verses

are based on the imagery of the high priest on the Day of Atonement about to
return from the Most Holy Place to the courtyard.)
But only the high priest entered the inner room, and that only once a
year, and never without blood, which he offered for himself and for the
sins the people had committed in ignorance. (Heb. 9:7 NIV)

Nor did he enter heaven to offer himself again and again, the way the
high priest enters the Most Holy Place every year with blood that is
not his own. (Heb. 9:25 NIV)

There is no legitimate way to ^dodge the conclusion that Heb. 9 teaches

that the Day of Atonement was fulfilled by Christ

in AD

31.

Yet more evidence should be offered on this point, for the significance
of Heb. 9 is only fully elaborated
10

in

the chapter which follows

it.

Chapter

also begins with the Day of Atonement, and the chief exhortation of the

entire book grows out of that discussion.

We should carefully observe that

the topics of the ratifying of the covenant, the dedication of the sanctuary,
and the cleansing of the consciences of penitent believers by blood

in

order

that they may enter with their Representative into the Most Holy dealt with
in

chapter nine are enlarged upon

in ten.
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In

chapter nine, the original description of the typical ceremonial was

succeeded by comments on its inadequacy and its temporary nature.
shown that the first apartment sealed off from the second by

veil

a

to the limitations of the ancient sacrifices and priesthood.

It

was

testified

They could not

cleanse the hearts and consciences, they could not provide bold access to
God.

Then verses 11-14 showed that Christ's death accomplished all that the

former sacrifices could not.

This was followed by reference to the sealing

of the old covenant, and the dedication of the sanctuary.

Let us now compare

with this account chapter ten.

Verses 1-4 of chapter ten speak of the Day of Atonement recurring yearly
and show that the very repetitive nature of the Jewish ceremonial proved its

temporary nature and its ineffectiveness.

Verses 5-10 tell

came to remove the inadequate system, and to accomplish all

The climax here

is

in

verses

II

and

us that Christ
it could

not.

12.

Day after day every priest stands and performs his religious duties;
again and again he offers the same sacrifices, which can never take
away sins.
But when this priest had offered for all time one sacrifice for sins, he sat down at the right hand of God.(Heb. 10:11-12 NIV)
Dr.

Johnsson reminds us of the contrasts here summarized.

The argumentation of 9:1-10:18 is shaped to bring out the superiority
of the blood of Christ.
Its force is that, whatever value the Old
Testament sacrifices might have had, they could not in themselves provide final putting away of sins: "For it is impossible that the blood
of bulls and goats should take away sins" (10:14).
So the argument is
that the Old Testament services, even at their high point were inadequate.
They provided but woefully limited access to God (one man alone!)
and their very repetition showed their failure: "Otherwise, would they
not have ceased to be offered?" (10:2).
So even the annual days of
atonement hammered home Israel's need: limited access, no finality in
purging sins.
,

So the entire old cultus is to be set aside at length in the divine
plan ("until the time of reformation" 9:10).
If the sacrificial system
falls short at its high point, the complete structure must be branded
inadequate.
But, says Hebrews, the good news is that of bett er blood!
All that the old system failed to do because of its
nherent

—

i
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insufficiencies, all that the repeated Days of Atonement could not accomplish, has now been done by Calvary.
Instead of many, repeated
sacrifices, there is one Sacrifice, once for all.
By that one Act all
barriers have been abolished between God and man, so that we may come
boldly into the presence of God.
A Sacrifice has been provided which
at last is able to provide thoroughgoing purification of sins.''
Next, we have a parallel

to Heb. 9:15.

rehearsed and declared fulfilled

in

Christ.

The new covenant promises are
See verses 16-18.

Now observe 19-22.

Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy
Place by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way opened for us
through the curtain, that Is, his body, and since we have a great priest
over the house of God, let us draw near to God with a sincere heart in
full assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled to cleanse us from
a guilty conscience and having our bodies washed with pure water. (Heb.
10:

19-22 NIV)

The favorite theme of "entrance" meets us once more.

Place is again

focus, and the "boldness" referred to contrasts with the

in

fearfulness of the typical high priest on his entrance.
in

9:8, which

open.

"Way"

in

(

The Most Holy

Old Testament times, was not yet opened,

hodos )

is

found in each passage.

the previous chapter.

is now

shown to be

"Through the curtain" alludes

to the barrier separating the two apartments as

flesh" reminds us of the shedding of His blood

The "way" mentioned

intimated by 9:6-8.

— the

"His

fheme so recurring

in

The "draw near" of verse 22 contrasts again with the

former impossibility of that, as indicated by the first apartment ministry
(see again 9:6-8).

The "true heart," "full assurance of faith," "hearts

sprinkled clean," "bodies washed," also look back at chapter nine, especially

verse

13

and 14 which speak of purification of the conscience of sinners.

The comparison

is

stronger still.

The Greek term egka

"inauguration" or "dedication" and thus alludes to 9:21-22.

i

n

i

zo"

signifies

When Christ

passed through the curtain at His ascension, by virtue of His sacrifice the

heavenly sanctuary was dedicated for service.

(See appendix, "Quotations
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Regarding Hebrews 10:20."

By "passing through the curtain" we refer to the

rending of life from Christ's flesh by death.
to Mark 15:37,38.)

Heb.

10:19,20 is

a

reference

Not only so, as the ancient priests had to be also dedi-

cated to their service by the blood of sprinkling, so this passage tells us

that every Christian

is

now a priest,

his ancient counterparts.

See 10:22.

having been washed and sprinkled like

More than that,

like the high priest

he may now enter into the very presence of God.

of old,

10:19-22 not only enlarges on chapter nine, but it does the same for

6:19-20.

In

both places we are assured that our High Priest had already, at

the time Hebrews was written, entered "within the veil," into the Most Holy

Place

— heaven

itself.

Hebrews beyond

a

doubt teaches that the "cleansing of the sanctuary"

which followed the high priest's entrance into the Most Holy was fulfilled
by Christ at His first advent.

In

that that which has been fulfilled
the we

I

I

chapters four and five we wish to show
is

yet to be consummated in harmony with

-known "now and not yet" motif so prevalent in the New Testament

DAY OF ATONEMENT ALLUSIONS, OTHER THAN

IN

CHAPTERS 9 & 10:19-22

Most scholars believe there are at least seven or eight passages
Hebrews that apply to the Day of Atonement.
in

.

in

The most important of these are

chapters six, nine and ten.

Hebrews

The Son

I

:

the radiance of God's glory and the exact representation of
his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word.
After he had
provided purification for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the
Majesty in heaven. (Heb. 1:3 NIV)
is

As mentioned earl ier, the Greek phrase here,
is

katharismon ton hamartioh

found only once in the LXX, and there it is used

in

connection with the
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Day of Atonement.
in

some detail.

12

See Ex. 30:10 (29:36 LXX)

The plural Kama rt ion

tion with Day of Atonement passages. 13

.

Reihm and Lohse discuss this
the LXX only found

is

in

In

Hebrews, chapters 9 and

in

connec10,

it

is

repeatedly intimated that only the anti typical Day of Atonement brought true

purification for sins.
9:12-14;

The parallels should be observed between

1:3;

8:1-3;

10:11-14.

The Son is the radiance of God's glory and the exact representation of
his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word.
After he had
provided purification for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the
Majesty in heaven. (Heb. 1:3 NIV)
The point of what we are saying is this: We do have such a high priest,
who sat down at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in heaven,
and who serves in the sanctuary, the true tabernacle set up by the Lord,
not by man.
Every high priest is appointed to offer both gifts and
sacrifices, and so it was necessary for this one also to have something
to offer. (Heb. 8: 1-3 NIV)
He did not enter by means of the blood of goats and calves; but he entered the Most Holy Place once for all by his own blood, having obtained
eternal redemption.
The blood of goats and bulls and the ashes of a
heifer sprinkled on those who are ceremonially unclean sanctify them
so that they are outwardly clean.
How much more, then, will the blood
of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered himself unblemished
to God, cleanse our consciences from acts that lead to death, so that
we may serve the living God! (Heb. 9:12-14 NIV)

Day after day every priest stands and performs his religious duties;
again and again he offers the same sacrifices, which can never take
away sins.
But when this priest had offered for all time one sacrifice
for sins, he sat down at the right hand of God.
Since that time he
waits for his enemies to be made his footstool, because by one sacrifice
he has made perfect forever those who are being made holy. (Heb. 10-1114 NIV)

These verses make clear what the writer of Hebrews meant by the cleansing of
the heavenly sanctuary.

Compare with the above, 9:23-25.

Hebrews 2:17
For this reason he had to be made like his brothers in every way, in
order that he might become a merciful and faithful high priest in service
to God, and that he might make atonement for the sins of the people.
(Heb. 2: 17 NIV)
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The use of

hi

laskestha

(to make reconciliation) and the plural

"sins" are strong links with the Day of Atonement.

Hi laskomai

is

form

found

in

the LXX twenty-seven times, and twenty-two of these instances translate the

Hebrew term kapporeth for the mercy seat, and there

other five instances have

a

Day of Atonement ritual.

evidence that the

similar relationship, though not so directly.

"sins"— tas hamartias

As for the plural

is

See,

is a

form limited

for example, Lev.

in

the cult to the

16:34 LXX.

This verse offers succinctly all the perspectives of the epistle.

Its

primary reference is to Christ's atoning death rather than His intercession.
By

linking that death to the mercy seat of the Day of Atonement ritual, the

apostle has (as

in

1:3) taken us to the zenith of

Israel's ritual experience--

the annual expiation.

Hebrews 4:16
Let us then approach the throne of grace with confidence, so that we may
receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need. (Heb. 4:16

NIV)

This whole chapter

ment

in

Hebrews.

"entering in",

Atonement

in

a

is

significant for those studying the Day of Atone-

Both the previous chapter and this one are talking about

theme which recurs

chapters

6,

9

and

The climactic exhortation

in

the later allusions to the Day of

10.
in

Heb.

10:19-22 has to do with "entering"

with boldness within the veil where our great representative has already gone.

What

a

contrast to the Old Testament taboo of Lev.

16:2.

Then "to enter"

meant death!
Notice the conclusions of one who has summarized his findings as folI

ows
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It is in Hebrews, however, that the whole idea of a break through the
barrier imposed by this division of the temple is most diligently and
interestingly worked out.
The first use of the word "to enter"
(eoaepxouaL ) is in a quotation from Psalm 95:11 (TlTOtt^R fttCT'OO
which seems at first to have precious little to do with entering the
temple.
Yet the flow of ideas from one to the other in Hebrews is easy
and natural as chap. 4:14 make apparent, "Exovxeg o5v dpx^ep^ct 6beAnAudo*xa
xoug oupavou*s.
HpaxuSuev iris ouoAoyuxg which follows closely
behind his final exhortation in connection with the "rest" theme in
v. II, lTtou6aao)yev oZv eloxASeUv eug exeuvnv xh.v HaxauauaLV.
R. Williamson says concerning the very clear relationship of these two
enterings in Hebrews, one into God's rest, one into God's presence,
that "rest was a thought connected in the mind of the devout Jew with
atonement and in particular with the Day of Atonement."
It was such,
he goes on to say "because on it the barrier of sin between earth and
heaven was broken down and man and God were at one, at peace."
.

.

The strong exhortations concerning God's rest are anything but unconnected with the admonitions to enter the holiest.

We agree wholeheartedly with 0. Hofius when he asserts that it is essential to recognize that Haxdnauaug and xa &yta
(holiest) symbolize
the same thing, in order to relate 3 1—4:13 to the rest of the epistle.
:

The relationship between "rest" and "God's temple" is not one invented
by the writer of Hebrews.
Ps. 132:7 (LXX 131:7) not only invites the
worshippers to enter (LXX euaeAeuadyada =JTK!l>
his sanctuary (lit.
dwelling of v. 5), but also invokes Yahweh to come to his resting place
(LXX xnv avctTtauauv aou ^HrPUD).
The declaration of Acts 7:49
(= Isa. 66:1), though polemical, is nevertheless based on the idea of
the temple as God's resting place (xtg xduos xfis xaxonrauaews you).
Schierse even notes the use of Haxauauaus
in Solomon's dedicatory
prayer in connection with the temple (I Kings 8:56).
When we approach,
therefore, the exhortations of Heb. 4:l4f; 6:l9f; I0:l9f; and the great
doctrinal exposition in chapter nine on which all these are based, we
should realize that we are dealing with ideas which are basically
identical with those in chapters three and four.'^
)

With all this

in

mind we are

in

the sixteenth verse of the chapter.

a better position to rightly

understand

Many commentators have found

in

the

throne of grace there mentioned an allusion to the mercy seat of the Most
Holy Place.

Verse fourteen, viewed

in

the light of Heb. 9:8,11,12,24, ap-

plies also to the entrance of the high priest into the second apartment on

Yom Kippur.

We view the overall evidence on 4:16 as applying to the Day of

Atonement to be less than compulsive, but nevertheless strongly impressive.

•
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Hebrews 5:3
This is why he has to offer sacrifices for his own sins, as well as for
the sins of the people. (Heb. 5:3 NIV)

The remarks made on 1:3 apply to this verse also,
read again of hama rrioh

.

inasmuch as here we

But we have an even more precise allusion to the

Day of Atonement at this place for we are told the precise sequence of the
high priest's work on that day, he offers first for his own sins, and then

for the sins of others.
on other days,

it was a

While this was true

Hebrews

of Atonement.

w

a

general terms as a possibility

necessity on one day only

We should not miss the force of ophei

This is

in

lei

— the

Day of Atonement.

.

6: 19-20

key passage which almost all exegetes have applied to the Day

Let us consider several translations.

We have this as
enters into the
as a forerunner
after the order

sure and steadfast anchor of the soul, a hope that
inner shrine behind the curtain, where Jesus has gone
on our behalf, having become a high priest for ever
of Melchizedek. (Heb. 6:19-20 RSV)
a

We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure.
It enters
the inner sanctuary behind the curtain, where Jesus, who went before
us, has entered on our behalf.
He has become a high priest forever,
in the order of Melchizedek. (Heb. .6:19-20 NIV)

Which hope we have as an anchor of the soul, both sure and stedfast,
and which entereth into that within the veil; Whither the forerunner
is for us entered, even Jesus, made an high priest for ever after the
order of Melchisedec. (Heb. 6:19-20 KJV)

The key to the passage

is

the phrase to esoteron tou katapetasmatos

For Adventists the inquiry is always: "Within which veil

— that

.

before the

first apartment, or that before the second?"
We say that for Adventists that is the question.

No others would ask

it for the following reasons:
I.

Only the second veil within the tabernacle

is

stressed

in

both
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Testaments as highly significant.
priest on one occasion only
is

given

distinctive name

a

first veil

but it

is

2.

is the

masak

.

To go beyond it (except for the high

in

the year) meant death.

in

the Hebrew Old Testament

See Lev.

16:2.

It

paroketh , while the

(The LXX does not always preserve this distinction,

certainly characteristic of the Masoretic text.)
This distinctiveness of the second veil

indicated by other

is

phrases such as "without the veil" and "before the veil."

Had the term

paroketh been ambivalent to the Jews, the books of Exodus and Leviticus

would have proved unnecessarily puzzling

in

several

Such phrases

places.

are shown by each context to apply to the first apartment of the sanctuary.
3.

In

the New Testament the word is found six times, and again all

classical commentaries apply the six references to the second veil.
Matt. 27:50-52; Mark 15:37-38;

Luke 23:44-45; Heb. 6:19; 9:3;

because two of these are troubling to us as Adventists, we
here

in a

4.

Lev.

wi

10:19.
I

I

See
But

not reason

circle by deciding our case ahead of time.
In

the Old Testamentwe find "within the veil" five times--Ex. 26:33;

16:2,12,15; Num.

second apartment.

18:7

— passages

applied by the Jews

Four of the passages are unequivocal

in general

to the

because of their

contexts, and while some have debated the Numbers reference, such are quite
unable to prove that the meaning here is not identical with the other instances.
a

".

.

.

all

that concerns the altar and that

is

within the veil"

reference to the work of the daily services and the yearly

— the

is

daily done

usually by the priests, and the yearly by the high priest.
5.

Hebrews relies heavily on the LXX, and

in

that version to esoteron

tou katapetasmatos always applies to the second apartment.
Lev.

16:2,12,15.

For Num.

18:7 we have endothen

See Ex. 26:33;

instead of esoteron

because
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of the measure of ambiguity.
6.

The phrase

what we have here

is

is a

prefaced by the article

in

Heb. 6:19,

indicating that

well-known technical expression having but one mean-

Thus Westcott and Hort's Greek Testament indicate the source as Lev.

ing.

16:2,12— the Day of Atonement texts which certainly apply to the second
apartment.
it was not

Because of this phrase being of the nature of

a

well-known formula

necessary for the writer of Hebrews to use the adjective "second"

as in 9:3.

The evidence is so overwhelming that many Advent ists have capitulated
to it throughout our history.

conceded this point.

Even when Andross wrote against Ballenger he

The SPA Bible Commentary offers it as an option, and

scholars such as Loasby, Cottrell, and others have chosen that option.
appendix, "The Checkered History of 'Within the Veil'" by Dr. N

.

H.

See

Young

for an excellent appraisal by one whose doctoral dissertation was on the Day
of Atonement, and whose verdict is as above.
If

one asks "So what?" the answer is that Heb. 6:19 unambiguously af-

firms that the antitype of the Day of Atonement came with the death and ascension of Christ.

To have Him go into the "Most Holy Place" and come out again

to minister in the "first apartment"

went

in,

of God

is

not exegesis, but playing games.

He

according to Hebrews, "once for all," and sat down at the right hand

— not

in

a

state of quiescence, but as King after His finished work of

reconciling the world.
to eawxepov toO KaxayeTaayaxos
holy of holies, to HaTont^Taaya

the sanctuary within the veil, the
(called to 6eO*T£pov Maxait
ix. 3, or ev6
Tepov
Dos.] when specially distinguished from the xdAuyyct
which
hung before the holy place) is always in the New Testament (without
needing other descriptive epithet: see Phi to, ii. 150, 32; 148, 30) the
veil that hung before the holy of holies, and is called in Hebrew the
is the
rO*"l£J Els uope\5ea^aL eilg to a,y\uOV eawxepov tou HotTonteTaayctTos
usual formula for the entering of the high priest into the holy of holies
is

.

,
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on the day of atonement (Lev. xvi. 2,12,15; comp
This
Ex. xxvi. 33).
liturgical use of the formula was floating in our author's mind. '5
.

That He thus, in His entering in for us, is at the same time our npo6poyos 9
is what distinguishes Him from the typical high priest of the law, who
represented a congregation which was entirely excluded from their holy
of holies.
But this is not all. Christ is not only High Priest, but
also King; and High Priest not merely for a time, but for eternity.' 6
As the high priest on the day of atonement entered into the Holy of
holies, so Christ entered the heavenly Holy of holies through His final,
complete and all-sufficient sacrifice.
It does not say that He entered
God's presence to offer His sacrifice, for this had already been done
when He offered Himself to God on the cross, but that He is visibly
present for us or 'on our behalf.'
Leonard rightly says, 'In reality
the idea that Christ officiates before the throne of God by any sort of
liturgical action or by any active pleading of His passion is nowhere
to be found in the Epistle to the Hebrews. ... We are simply told that
He has gone into heaven itself to appear before God on our behalf,
and that He is able to save in perpetuity all who come through Him to
God, always living to intercede for them.'
He is there as the representative of His people, and thus reinstates humanity in God's presence.
He
is also the great intercessor of all believers, ever making intercession for them and presenting their cause before their heavenly Father. '7
,

.

.

.

Hebrews 7:27
Unlike the other high priests, he does not need to offer sacrifices day
after day, first for his own sins, and then for the sins of the people.
He sacrificed for their sins once for all when he offered himself.
(Heb. 7:27 NIV)
It

was never the case that the High Priest offered daily for his own

sins and then for those of the people.

The apostle has conflated the daily

and the yearly services at this point, because the Day of Atonement summed
up all.

The stress here

in

the threefold reference to Israel's high priests (vs.

26,27,28) should not escape us, nor the statement that the sins of the entire

community were dealt with by him after offering for his own.
declares that

it

Otto Michel

must be admitted that both 5:3 and 7:27 only apply to the

Day of Atonement, a day wherein the sin offering encompassed all other daily

offerings.

R
10
I

Norman Young warns us against the usual error of concentrating

on tnusia and hameron

instead of attending to the term archiereis.
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Hebrews

8:

I

-3

The point of what we are saying is this: We do have such a high priest,
who sat down at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in heaven,
and who serves in the sanctuary, the true tabernacle set up by the Lord,
not by man.
Every high priest is appointed to offer both gifts and
sacrifices, and so it was necessary for this one also to have something
to offer. CHeb. 8: 1-3 NIV)

Again our High Priest

is

in

focus, and indeed we are told that the prin-

cipal truth the author has to convey concerns this view of our Saviour.
in 4:16,

which some authors also apply to the Day of Atonement,

19

As

the throne

of God is brought to our attention as the resting place of Christ after He

finished His atonement.
in

We need to read with this verse the other references

Hebrews to Christ's being seated above.

Hebrews

See 1:3;

10:12;

12:2.

10: 1-4

—

The law is only a shadow of the good things that are coming not the
realities themselves.
For this reason it can never, by the same sacrifices repeated endlessly year after year, make perfect those who draw
near to worship.
If it could, would they not have stopped being offered?
For the worshipers would have been cleansed once for all, and
would no longer have felt guilty for their sins.
But those sacrifices
are an annual reminder of sins, because it is impossible for the blood
of bulls and goats to take away sins. (Heb. 10:1-4 NIV)
This

is

according to

one of the "unambiguous references to the Day of Atonement,"
W.

Johnsson and

a

multitude of other scholars.

The reference

to the "bulls and goats," the "reminder of sin," "year after year," point
d

i

rect y to Yom Kippur

.

I

It

should also be noticed that this paragraph stands

in

contrast with

later verses of the chapter which assure us that because of Christ's offering,

His entrance "through the curtain" we need now have no more consciousness

of sins but can approach God with holy boldness as confident high priests of

the new order.
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Hebrews

15:

10-13

We have an altar from which those who minister at the tabernacle have no
right to eat.
The high priest carries the blood of animals into the
Most Holy Place as a sin offering, but the bodies are burned outside
the camp.
And so Jesus also suffered outside the city gate to make the
people holy through his own blood.
Let us, then, go to' him outside the
camp, bearing the disgrace he bore. (Heb. 13:10-13 NIV)

The reference here to the Old Testament sanctuary system could fit those
rare occasions when the whole community or the anointed priest were guilty of
sin, as the procedure with the blood and the flesh on those occasions was

tical

with that on the Day of Atonement.

seems to assume

a

iden-

But the reference ?n this place

service that was regular rather than occasional and thus

best fits the Day of Atonement.
What

the significance of these references

is

considered

in

this chapter?

in

Hebrews that we have

They show that the Day of Atonement

is

a

dominant

motif of the book from beginning to end, and the recognition of its presence
in Heb.

9

is

to be expected.

Furthermore, all the references see the Day of

Atonement as already fulfilled in what Christ had done before the writing of
this epistle, and one way of expressing that truth

is

by referring to this

entrance "within the veil" into the Most Holy Place of heaven.
By "atonement" throughout this manuscript we have in mind the traditional

understanding of evangelical Christendom

— the

dissolving by the cross of the

barrier between God and man, the payment of the debt incurred by our guilt.
Our Lord's death "finished the transgression, made an end of sin, made atone-

ment for iniquity, and brought
But

in

in

everlasting righteousness."

Hebrews where the Day of Atonement

must recognize that the type of Yom
from the cross to the Coming.
all" emphasis given

in

Ki

ppur

is

This does not

is

so frequently in focus we

made to span the whole period
in

the least deny the "once for

the same book to our Lord's sacrifice, but it implies
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that the ant typical day of atonement reaches its climax
i

salvation.

See Heb. 9:27,28.

the Lev.

ceremonial

16

eschato logica

in

Thus to the writer of Hebrews the heart of

had already met its antitype in Christ's redeeming

work, though its consummation

tin contrast to fulfillment)

belonged to the

end of time.

THE FIRST APARTMENT— SYMBOL OF JUDAISM'S
LIMITATIONS IN TIME AND EFFICACY
We have offered a brief overview of the message of Hebrews regarding the
high priestly ministry of Christ, as reflected by the antitypical

atonement.

day of

We wish now to approach the same topic from another direction,

repeating an emphasis already made, but with added material.
To show the finality of Christianity

in

contrast to the temporary nature

of Judaism is the main burden of the author of Hebrews.

To do this he draws

upon the cultic aspects of the Torah, rather than its moral elements.

As

certainly as Romans and Galatians show that covenant relationship with God
cannot be earned by even the most strict fulfillment of the Ten Commandments
(and the unnumbered multitude of rules springing from them),

so now Hebrews

assures us that, similarly, covenant relationship with heaven could never
be achieved by the typical

Again and again
is

stressed.

in

sanctuary ritual.

this epistle, the inadequacy of the Jewish ceremonial

This inadequacy was publicly proclaimed by the repetitive

nature of all the tabernacle activities.

Neither full access to God, nor

assurance of sins forgiven completely and finally, was available through the
Old Testament services.

—

The law is only a shadow of the good things that are coming not
For this reason it can never, by the same
realities themselves.
fices repeated endlessly year after year, make perfect those who
If it could, would they not have stopped being
near to worship.

the
sacridraw
offered?
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For the worshippers would have been cleansed once for all, and would
no longer have felt guilty for their sins.
But those sacrifices are an
annual reminder of sins, because it is impossible for the blood of bulls
and goats to take away sins.
Day after day every priest stands
and performs his religious duties; again and again he offers the same
sacrifices, which can never take away sins.
But when this priest had
offered for all time one sacrifice for sins, he sat down at the right
hand of God. CHeb. 10:1-4,11-12 NIV)
.

.

.

The stress on "once," and "once for all," with reference to the offering and heavenly entrance of our great High Priest,

has

a

view to the con-

tinual traversing of the same old ground by the Old Testament priests.

steps were forever being retraced—but His never.

All

Their

commentators on Heb-

rews stress this key emphasis of the book.

The sign of the unsatisfactory, temporary, nature of the ceremonial of

the earthly sanctuary was the series of restrictions placed upon worshippers
in

their approach to the Most High.

veil

These reached their climax

the second

which separated even the chief priest from the presence of God.

on that day when he was permitted access to the Holy of Hoi ies,
by virtue of blood and

it was

Even

only

incense, only for a few moments, and then he needs

must step out through the veil once more,
God.

in

leaving a barrier between him and

Thus matters proceeded year after year.

Christ's achievement
of the earthly priests.

is

repeatedly contrasted with the treadmill activities

By one offering He obtained entrance

of God having accomplished a perfect redemption.

Having thus

into the presence
in

one priestly

act fulfilled the distinctive Aaronic ministry, He then sat down on His throne
as the true -Melchi zedec.

But when this priest had offered for all time one sacrifice for sins,
he sat down at the right hand of God. (Heb. 10:12 NIV)

Notice that this last passage began with "but."
stood

in

It

can only be under-

the light of its context so now let us put with it the preceding
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verse, and the two that fol low.

Day after day every priest stands and performs his religious duties;
again and again he offers the same sacrifices, which can never take
away sins.
But when this priest had offered for all time one sacrifice
for sins, he sat down at the right hand of God.
Since that time he wail
for his enemies to be made his footstool, because by one sacrifice he
has made perfect forever those who are being made holy. (Heb. 10:11-14
NIV)

Christ's atonement

is

thus contrasted with the unceasing daily ritual

of the earthly priests who could never sit down, and who never perfected the

worshippers.

In

the light of this passage the ministration characterized by

the first apartment typified the tentative incomplete work of the Jewish

economy— its monotonous round testified that the true Priest had not yet
come, and that the real offering had not been offered, and that therefore

the worshippers could not enter within the veil.

In

7:27 we have another

testimony to the same effect:
Unlike the other high priests, he does not need to offer sacrifices day
after day, first for his own sins, and then for the sins of the people.
He sacrificed for their sins once for all when he offered himself.
(Heb. 7:27 NIV)

There

is

no

law

in

the Pentateuch requiring the earthly high priest to

offer sacrifices daily first for his own sins and then for those of the peop
We have a conflation here of the yearly and daily services—for both were

repetitive.
priest.

They were never final, unlike the offering of our great, high

Observe the closing words of the verse: "he (Christ) did this once

for all when he offered up himself."

That

is,

Christ's death and entrance

into heaven fulfilled both the daily and yearly services at a single stroke.

Again we notice that the continual daily round by the priests of the sanc-

tuary's first apartment testified to the ineffectiveness of that typical

economy and thereby "signified" that the way into the true sanctuary, the
heavenly one, was not yet opened.

—
21

I

Let us read again 9:6-12 in the fight of the foregoing, observing the

contrast

same

in

this passage as present

in

10:11-14 and 7:27.

When everything had been arranged like this, the priests entered regularly into the outer room to carry on their ministry.
But only the
high priest entered the inner room, and that only once a year, and
never without blood, which he offered for himself and for the sins the
people had committed in ignorance.
The Holy Spirit was showing by this
that the way into the Most Holy Place had not yet been disclosed as
long as the first tabernacle was still standing.
This is an illustration for the present time, indicating that the gifts and sacrifices
being offered were not able to clear the conscience of the worshiper..
They are only a matter of food and drink and various ceremonial washings external regulations applying until the time of the new order.
When Christ came as high priest of the good things that are already
here, he went through the greater and more perfect tabernacle that is
not man-made, that is to say, not a part of this creation.
He did not
enter by means of the blood of goats and calves; but he entered the
Most Holy Place once for all by his own blood, having obtained eternal
redemption. (Heb. 9:6-12 NIV)

—

Could words be found to say it more clearly than this passage says it
that the separate first apartment ministry testified that not yet had come

the true Priest, and the true offering, to open the way into heaven?

Compare

the "way" of 9:8 with the "way" of 10:20.
Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy
Place by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way opened for us
through the curtain, that is, his body. (Heb. 10:19-20 NIV)

Observe that these verses parallel 6:19-20, as previously mentioned.
Thus 9:6-8 says the way to the true sanctuary had not been disclosed so
long as the first apartment ministry continued.

10:19-20 and 6:19 indicate

that the way was disclosed when the flesh of Christ was rent.
second

type

in

.

.

.

"...

into the

but once a year," "the high priest goes" of 9:7 finds its anti-

the other two passages which were fulfilled at Christ's death and

ascension.
This
but 24-25.

is

confirmed by the crystal clear statements of not only verse

12,
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For Christ did not enter a man-made sanctuary that was only a copy of
the true one; he entered heaven itself, now to appear for us in God's
presence.
Nor did he enter heaven to offer himself again and again,
the way the high priest enters the Most Holy Place every year with blood
that is not his own. (Heb. 9:24-25 NIV)

Similarly,

in

8:1-2 we have the apostle's summary of what he wants to

say about Christ's ministry, and we should observe that he stresses our high

priest

is

not standing to perform a daily service like the typical

that He has accomplished His atonement, and
of God

in

the Most Holy Place.

is

priest, but

now seated at the right hand

This is a repetition of an initial declaration

at the beginning of the letter where we read, "When he had made purification
for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on high

.

.

.

."

1:3.

Thus Hebrews again and again assures us that Christ needs not the continual

priestly service symbolized by the first apartment, and that by vir-

tue of His offering on Calvary and ascension to the Father He fulfilled not

only the daily but the yearly services.
forensical

ly,

though not yet have all

Redemption has been accomplished

its outwork ings taken place.

"sits" "waiting till his enemies should be made a stool
If

He now

for his feet."

some are reluctant to read the epistle as suggested above, we would

suggest recognition of the fol lowing facts:
1.

This epistle is about Christ as high priest , and the only distinc-

tive work of the high priest was on the Day of Atonement.
was sprinkled
in Heb.
2.

in

order to cleanse, and this is the essence of the examples

9.

The first apartment ministry was more truly

The only work usually done

in

of the lamps and the incense.

running

On that day blood

in

a

courtyard ministry.

the first apartment day by day was the lighting
It is

not true that the priests were continually

with blood from sacrifices to minister such at the altar of incense.
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Not one drop of blood was taken into the first apartment from the sin offerings of the people.

And when flesh was eaten, the "holy place" where that

was done was not the first apartment but the courtyard.

only times when blood was ministered

in

See Lev. 6:16.

The

the first apartment was on those rare

occasions when an offering had to be made for the entire congregation or "the
anointed priest."
3.

There

is

no hint anywhere

this letter that when Christ ascended on

in

high He began a ministry that was the equivalent of the first apartment ministry.

After the detailed reference, of 9:6, the outer apartment

the rest of the letter.

chapter, and

in

is

ignored

in

The fol lowing verses right through to the end of the

the next chapter, and again

in

the closing chapter, are con-

cerned with the ministry of the second apartment

— not

the first.

When Christ

*

our High Priest is compared with his predecessors, that comparison ever re-

volves around the Day of Atonement.

If

contrast

is

in

focus, the daily ser-

vice then enters the picture, for the very reason that Christ has no part
in

any such daily round of sacrificial activities.
4.

There

is a

tremendous disparity between the types and their antitype.

The former are no closer to the latter

in

their symbolism than

a

goat physically

or spiritually resembles Christ, or a tent made with skins resembles the

dwelling place of the infinite God and the angels on high.

We are told dis-

tinctly that the types were not the very image of the reality.
Every shadow is a distortion.

See

10:1.

Furthermore, types often teach by way of con-

trast rather than by way of simi larities.
5.

Priest of
a

To assert that Christ, the Substance of all the shadows, the better
a

better Sanctuary

first apartment ministry

is

having offered a better sacrifice, entered only
to degrade him below the privileges of the
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earthly sinful priest who at least "made it" to the second apartment once
every year.

This

is

inconceivable

covenant ministry which

in a

is

said to

be in every way "better."
6.

The Day of Atonement was the day of the atonement and that atonement

everywhere

in

the New Testament

is

set forth as finished on the cross.

From

the altar the High Priest went straight to the mercy seat with the warm
blood
in

— promptly,

lest

it

the first apartment.

coagulate.

There was no intermediary administration

Never once does the New Testament tell

heavenly sanctuary has two apartments.

True,

in

us that the

the Apocalypse we have the

symbols of the furniture of both apartments, but there

is

no hint of a veil.

Christ by His death made both apartments one, having broken down the veil of
partition.

If

we assert that Jesus entered the heavenly equivalent of a Holy

Place, we thereby set up the same problem of

the Jewish tabernacle.

limited access which existed in

The great point made by the author of Hebrews is

that the superiority of Christianity over Judaism

is

seen

in

the direct access

made available by the torn flesh of Christ, replacing that system of gradated
restrictions.

The heavenly sanctuary

antechambers or death-dealing taboos.
which

in

every way matches the type.

is

not trammelled with curtains or

Hebrews does not set forth an antitype
Rather it declares the type to be

teaching device underlining the imperfections of the temporary system.

a

This

was the significance of the restricted access and the unsatisfied consciences
of worshippers.

The holy place outside the veil was known as "the tabernacle

of the congregation" and represented the believers in their limited approach

to the Lord, while the second room told of the glory of Him whom they worshipped, setting forth the emblems of His reign.
On the basis of 8:5 and 9:23,24 we have too often tried to measure the
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heavenly system by the earthly, and thus prove a heavenly ministry
apartments.

in

two

This is to ignore the repeated testimony of the rest of the book

that some of the symbolism was but a parable of the temporary nature of the

shadowy system, rather than an image of Christ's priesthood during the Christian era.

We have not seen the incongruity of having an empty "Holy of Holies"

for 1800 years, and of postulating an obscuring veil

in

heaven above.

Nor

have we given due weight to the difference between a priest after the order
of Aaron and one after the order of Melchizedek, which

involves

in

conse-

quence the setting aside of the earthly sanctuary "specifics" because of

their "weakness and use essness.
I

"

See 7:18,12,27; 8:1; 9:10.

only "imposed until the time of reformation."

symbolic of the whole tabernacle system
a

The first apartment ministry,

the Jewish age,

in

These were

is

affirmed to be

parable which pointed to the necessity of the Christian solution

cross of Christ.
ferings,

Judaism's sealed off sectors,

its failure to ever "arrive,"

that something better was coming.

epistle to the Hebrews

is

its veils,

in

the

its repeated of-

shouted through those long centuries

Concerning that something better, the

everywhere vocal.

Just as the different types of sanctuary offerings all

fillment

in

find their ful-

the death of Christ, so all the aspects of priestly ministry

pointed to His one offering and its presentation above.

The usual objection made

in

our early literature to the view affirmed

here is that the term translated "holiest of all" or "holy place" is a plural

term and therefore points to

a

heavenly sanctuary with two apartments.

Such

an objection is impossible to sustain, and most of our scholars recognize

that fact.

See our discussion on ta hagia

.

Yet another objection that has been fashionable among us is that 6:19
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does not necessarily mean the inner veil.
In

See our discussion on that passage.

this section we have suggested that Hebrews clearly affirms that the

first apartment of the sanctuary was

a

parable of the limited adequacy of

that whole temporary system, whereas the second apartment ministry pointed
to the coming of One who would enter the veil

into the presence of God as our

Representative and Forerunner, having accomplished that redemption which no
typical
view.

priest with all his offerings could ever achieve.

This is no novel

Far from it, this has been the understanding of Hebrews in all

by the great majority of those who have studied

statements.

ages

Consider representative

it.

See appendix, "Quotations Regarding the Significance of the

First Apartment."

These find their authority only

in

the Biblical evidence

already presented.

TA HAG
Ten times

in

I

Hebrews we have the plural of hagion (holy), and literally

the translation would be "holies," yet translators only rarely have so rendered
the origina
In

plural

I

.

Why?

the chief passage describing the earthly sanctuary we find the neuter
used separately for both the first apartment and the second.

See 9:2,3.

This makes it obvious that the plural form does not necessarily point to a

plurality of places, but may be what some have called an intensive plural
(akin to the plural

E

I

oh m

God is thus indicated).

?

in

the Old Testament where the majesty of the One

To translate literally would give us holies of holies,

or holy (places) of holy (places)
tenable

if

in

9:3 for the innermost room—clearly un-

clarity Is sought rather than mystification.

Few there be that

wish to ease the problem by contending for an unaccented feminine singular.

The weight of manuscript evidence is against such.
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Surveying the generality of commentators, one finds that most of them
believe that the meaning for ta hagia
is

the Most Holy Place.

in

at least seven instances of the ten

Others contend for nine out of ten.

none that see the term as fitting the first apartment

We know of

any case other than

in

Those who have not chosen to interpret the term as applying to the Most

9:2.

Holy more than seven times, think of it as signifying the tabernacle as

whole

in

a

the remaining instances (except for 9:2 where it can only mean the

first apartment).

Heb.

8:2 and

13:11

are the cases which have sometimes

qualified for meaning the entire sanctuary.

One needs to exercise great

care wherever one sees this latter term in English translation, for often,
by sanctuary the inner apartment

is

intended and not the bipartite structure.

No doubt this springs from the use of "holy place" repeatedly in Lev.

16

for

the inner room.
Let us consider some testimonies of those without a sectarian bias

in

this area.

The Expositor's Greek New Testament
Ton hag ion
as in 9:8, 12,25; 10: 19; 13:11 = hagia hag ion of 9:3.
In 9:2,3, the outer part of the tabernacle is called hagia , the inner
hagia hagio~n , but verse 8 is conclusive proof that hagia without addition was used for the holiest place. 20
.

P.

.

.

Hughes

E.

our author's repeated designation of the wilderness holy of holies
as ta hagia (9:8, 12,24,25; 10:19; 13:11;
n 9:2_i t
s used of the hoi
place; cf. also to hag ion in 9:1 and hagia hagion in 9:3).
It can
hardly be doubted that th s usage, within the immediate context, in which
Jesus is conceived as having entered as our High Priest into the heavenly
holy of holies, determines the authentic understanding of the expression here [that is in 8:2H.
.

.

.

i

i

i

1

The simple plural ta hagia which our author also uses
probably
corresponds with the simple singular to hagion found in Lev. 16:2,3,16,
Such an expression, which in itself is more general and
17,20,23,27.
less emphatic, is shown by the context to relate specifically to the
holy of hoi ies.
.

,

,

.

.
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F.

Bruce

F.

the principal reason for preferring the rendering "sanctuary" is
that this is the regular sense of the neuter plural ( ta) hagta in this
epistle (cf. chs. 9:2,8,12,24,25; 10:19; 13:11). 23
.

A.

P.

.

.

Salom
It could be argued that, inasmuch as a
the uses of ta hag?
from
Heb. 9:8 on are found in a Day of Atonement setting, a connection must
be made between these six uses (at least) and the seven uses of this
same word in Lev. 16.
It is true that these latter references are to
the inner compartment of the sanctuary.
However, it should be pointed
out that each of the uses in Leviticus is singular, while in Hebrews
(with one exception) they are plural. 24
I

Arguments from whether the form

is

I

articular or anarthrous, or on the

ground of number, gender, or case are quite irrelevant to the meaning of ta
ha 9' a

in

Hebrews.

Only the context

instances the context

is

decisive, and

is

in

the vast majority of

discussing the inner room "within the veil."

The Sanctuary Passages of Hebrews
8:2

ton hag ion

genitive plural

9:1

+° hagion

accusative singular (Observe singular form here
where the whole bipartite sanctuary is intended.)

9:2

hagia

nominative plural
on ly, sti

I

I

in

(though for first apartment
ura

pi

I

9:3

hagia hagion

nominative plural and genitive plural (Only
in this form when it applies to the earthly
inner apartment in comparison with the outer.
Never used again in Hebrews.

9:8

+ o n hagion

genitive plural (Identical with 8:2, but in contrast with 9:1. Para lels not only 8:2 but
9:12; 9:24,25; 10:19; 13:11, which are also
I

p

9:12,25

ta hagia

9:24

hagia

I

ura

I

.

accusative plural

accusative plural (but without the article, for
indefinite supposition is invoked)

an
10^

l

9

3 :M

ton hagion

genitive plural

ta hagia

accusative plural
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The majority of instances are plural, applying to the second room
antitype.

The plural cannot be used to argue for an application to

venly bipartite sanctuary.

The context, not grammar,

is

.

In

hea-

decisive, and the

context shows that the "ta hagia" was that place reached once
ing through the second veil

a

in

a

year by pass-

order to understand the book of Hebrews

aright and its use of the Day of Atonement, this truth must be recognized.
And tragically, so far our official

literature has not acknowledged the over-

whelming nature of the evidence for this point, though our individual New

Testament scholars, for the most part, do concede

it.

THE COPY AND SHADOW OF HEAVENLY THINGS

Passages such as Heb. 8:5 and 9:23,24, have often been applied as teaching that the heavenly sanctuary

more grand.

Is

is a

replica of the earthly, only larger and

this really what the author of Hebrews intended?

— its

We are thus brought into immediate encounter with typology
pose and boundaries, not to say dangers.

E.

pur-

Earle Ellis speaks to the point

when he says:

The Old Testament type not only corresponds to the new-age reality but
also stands in antithesis to it.
Like Adam Jesus is the representative headman of the race; but unlike Adam, who brought death, Jesus
brings forgiveness and life.
Jesus is "the prophet like Moses" but,
unlike Moses* ministry of condemnation, that of Jesus gives righteousness.
Similarly, the law "is holy, just and good" and its commandments
are to be "fulfilled" by the believer; yet as a demand upon man it can
only condemn him. One may speak, then, of "synthetic" and of "antithetic" typology to distinguish the way in which a type, to one degree
or another, either corresponds to or differs from the reality of the
new age. 25
In

other words, types teach by way of contrast as well as by parallels.

Every student of Hebrews knows that it is particularly this element of typological

contrast which the apostle stresses throughout his work, as well as

alluding to the other.

We have discussed this earlier in our consideration
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of the meaning of the first apartment.

Consider the type chiefly used
In

in

Hebrews—that of the Day of Atonement.

the type a man went into the Most Holy once ayear, recurringly.

type the God-Man entered once for all time.

In

anti-

In

the type the one who entered

was a sinner and mortal and needed to offer first for his
own sins.

in

the type the blood was not the priest s own, but that of
an animal.
T

slain creature did not revive on the third day.

In

In

The

the type, the Most Holy

was almost empty, and its borders could be easily seen.

When the apostle refers to the typical Day of Atonement which
involved
a

passing through of

a

year-long barrier he added: "By this the Holy Spirit

indicates that the way into the sanctuary

outer tent

is still

is

not yet opened as long as the

standing (which is symbolic for the present age).

ing to this arrangement,

gifts and sacrifices are offered which cannot per-

fect the conscience of the worshipper, but deal only with

.

for the body imposed until the time of reformation" 9:8-11.

refused to speak

in detail

point the author stresses
way of contrast.

Its

Accord-

.

.

regulations

Thus having

of the elements of the type (verse 5), the one
is

that the whole system was a parable teaching by

limited access taught that a time of reformation was

coming when access would be available.

That time of reformation would not

consist of mere ordinances for the body but a cleansing of
the heart and
conscience.
We find the same stress in verses

12-14 and

10:11,12.

The earthly priest

worked with the blood of goats and bulls and was ever on his
feet
an unfinished and unfinishable task.

in

view of

But the true Priest (not of Levi— again

showing the inadequacy of the type) offered his own blood
through the eternal

Spirit and sat down

in

heaven above as King

in

times ten thousand, and thousands of thousands.

the presence of ten thousand
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Never
in

heaven.

in

Hebrews do we find a setting forth of a first apartment ministry

Here again, the element of contrast confronts us.

Lange speaks

to the point:

Every interpretation that undertakes to carry into the heaven of the
New Testament the distinction between the inner and the outer sanctuary
of the Mosaic tabernacle, ignores the very fundamental idea of that distinction. And if it be urged that the Mosaic tabernacle was itself but
the copy of the heavenly tabernacle, and that, therefore, the ant -type
must have the same divisions as are found in the pattern,
reply that
this is pressing unduly the figurative language of the author. The real
actual pattern of the Mosaic tabernacle was that which God showed to
Moses in Mount Sinai, an exact model after which he was to construct
his earthly material tabernacle, and nothing more.
Now that the author
again should make a figurative application of that literal language,
need not surprise, and should not mislead us.
Literally that tabernacle was modeled precisely after the pattern or the direction which God
had given Moses in the mount.
Figuratively that tabernacle becomes a
copy, a type of the heavenly tabernacle or sanctuary, inasmuch as the
high priest ministering there in a symbolical expiation or removal of
sins, typifies the heavenly high priest officiating on high in a real
expiation and forgiveness of sins.
But that we are thence to carry Al
the special features of the earthly tabernacle into the figurative heavenly New Testament tabernacle, does not follow; and is in fact impossible.
For the essential characteristic of the outer tabernacle as
distinguished from the inner the very thing it denoted was separation
from God. 26
i

I

—

Our original text (8:5)

is

must be given their full force.

succeeded by nuni de (but now), and these
The same verse affirms that Christ's minis-

try is as much more excellent than the typical ministry as His covenant is

better than the old

— an

infinite superiority.

No wonder Hebrews uses krei tton

(better) thirteen of the nineteen times it is found in the New Testament.
Heb.

8:5 refers to Ex. 25:40 which speaks of the pattern given to Moses.

Was this a scale model of the heavenly sanctuary?

We must remember that the.

temple of Solomon was also described by divine revelation, but
sets of candlesticks, ten

Which is the scale model

it had ten

tables of shewbread, four cherubim, etc., etc.

— the

tabernacle or the temple?

Cody concludes as follows on this issue:
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In Ex. 25:40 (the text quoted in Heb. 8:5) Yahweh tells Moses to make
the tent of the Covenant and its furnishing according to the JT^QD
given to him on Sinai.
Now, do these texts, in themselves indicate the
existence or pre-exi stence of a heavenly sanctuary? The answer depends
on the meaning of JTX2P\
There are texts in which the word refers to
an object or drawing fashioned on the form of something else already
existing or imagined to exist, the graven images of Deut. 4, for example.
This sense will not sit well in our texts, in none of which is the
JTJin itself a copy of another thing, as far as we can tell. The
sense which does fit our texts is that of a pattern, a sort of blueprint
or model according to which some work is carried out, but not necessarily
a full-blown prototype or archetype. 27
L.

Froom has warned fellow Adventists as follows:

E.

—

Earthly Types Not "Very Image ."
Let us enlarge.
There is a basic principle to be remembered regarding the sanctuary and its services that
is, as pertains to earthly types and the Heavenly Reality.
Too many
times have we sought to understand and interpret the heavenly Antitype
in the light of the earthly types.
But that is a fallacious procedure
that leads to faulty and inadequate conclusions.
We should, instead,
seek to understand the earthly, accommodated semblances in the light of
the heavenly realities.
That will correct the "typical" limitations.
We are ever to remember that the earthly is "not the very image of the
heavenly" (Heb. 10:1).* We must make allowance for this, and understand
the reason why.
This, it should be added, in no way depreciates or
distorts the relationship or the Reality.

—

To illustrate: It took five different offerings, in the earthly Mosaic
type, to compass and portray the various aspects of the one a
-sufficient Sacrifice of Christ. Similarly, it took all the functionings of
both common and High Priest, in type, to portray the one a -encompassing
Priesthood of Christ. zy
I

I

I

I

We believe the coup de grace has been given to the traditional Advent ist
use of Heb. 8:5 by the theological chaos into which Ballenger fell when he

pursued that use to the ultimate.
day of his trial

— they

Note again his theses presented on the

are a consistent carrying through of the then current

Adventist use of Heb. 8:5

— and

they end up

in

nonsense as

a

result.

want to read to you now some of the misfits that
find in my attempts
to place the first apartment work of the earthly sanctuary this side
of the cross.
I

I

I.

The earthly sanctuary, which was a shadow of the heavenly, located
the ark, or throne of God, in the holy of holies, or second apartment,
while the priest was ministering in the first apartment. The denominational view of the heavenly sanctuary places the ark or throne
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of God in the first apartment while the priest ministers
apartment, in violation of the type.

in

that

2.

The shadow placed a veil between the priest and the ark or throne
of God while the priest ministered in the first apartment.
The
denominational view has the priest ministering in the heavenly sanctuary in the first apartment, with no veil separating him from the
ark or throne of God, but with a veil behind both priest and throne,
in violation of the type.

3.

The type represents the priest as performing a long ministry in the
first apartment of the sanctuary before the blood is shed that pays
the penalty of sin.
The denominational view teaches that the blood
was shed which pays the penalty of sin long before the ministry began in the heavenly sanctuary, thus contradicting the type.

4.

The type taught that the priest ministered for a long period in the
first apartment, during which time there was accumulated upon him
the sins of the people before the blood was shed which met the penalty
of those sins which the priest was carrying.
The denominational
view locates the death of Christ before any ministry has been performed in the heavenly sanctuary whereby the sins of the world are
transferred to him.
(We teach that no sins are pardoned except those that go into the
sanctuary by the priestly work, and yet we have the sanctuary closed
to the patriarchs for four thousand years, and that Christ began the
work of carrying sins into the heavenly sanctuary at his ascension.
This leaves four thousand years without any priest by which the sin
was carried into the sanctuary.)

5.

The shadow placed the death of the Lord's goat, whose blood met the
penalty of the law in type, on the great day of atonement. The denominational view places the death of Christ, whose blood meets the
penalty of the law, more than eighteen hundred years before the
great day of atonement is supposed to begin.

6.

The shadow represents the high priest going from his ministry in the
court where he obtained the blood, directly into the holy of holies
on the day of atonement. (He did not stop in that first apartment;
he obtained his blood, and then carried it straight through into
the holy of holies.) The denominational view teaches that Christ
went from his ministry in the first apartment, and not from the
court, into the holy of holies, in 1844.

7.

The type represents the priest as unloading forever, through the
blood of the Lord's goat, the sins which had been accumulating upon
him during the year by his ministry before the veil.
(All the sins
that had gone into the sanctuary during that one year and were
charged to the priest, that penalty was met on the day of atonement
in the holy of holies.)
The denominational view represents Christ
as loading himself up again in the first apartment with the same
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sins which he had before borne at the cross and unloaded
death
8.

in

his

The shadow sends the high priest directly through the first apartment into the holy of holies as soon as he has in his hands the
blood of the Lord's goat, or the biood which pays the penalty of sin.
The denominational view stops our great High Priest in the first
apartment when he has in his hands his own blood which pays the
pena ty of sin.
I

9.

The shadow represents the high priest as going immediately with the
blood, the warm blood, of the Lord's goat, into the holy of holies,
and sprinkling that blood upon the mercy seat before the veil.
The
denominational view teaches that our great High Priest did not
sprinkle his blood on the mercy seat before the veil for more than
eighteen hundred years after it was shed.

Observe how Ballenger
but entirely wrong

in

Hebrews

clear.

a

is crystal

is

perfectly logical

many of his conclusions.

(on the Adventist premise),

The verdict of the writer of

He says that the Old Testament sanctuary was "but

shadow of the good things to come instead of the true form of these reali-

ties." 30

Every shadow, we repeat, every

— is

a

distortion.

Too often we have

erred by trying to make the heavenly the shadow or reflection of the
earthly, rather than vice versa.

This the apostle never

frequently changes the Old Testament picture

ment of Calvary.

in

(Close study of Heb. 9 shows

deviations from the Old Testament type and

a

did— instead

he

order to match the fulfillin

verses 13-21 repeated

replacement

ences tg "sprinkled" "blood" of "goats" upon "people"

in

in

details by refer-

order to show the

efficacy of Calvary, the true Day of Atonement sprinkling that has atoned
for the sins of the whole world.

In

the Old Testament record the blood was not

"sprinkled" at the time of ratification of the covenant, neither was
blood of "goats."

In

it

the

fact, the red heifer cleansing did not include a sprinkling

of persons with the blood of goats and bulls, despite verse

13.

Hebrews

is
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intent on our seeing the fulfillment of the real Day of Atonement at the cross
and all else is adjusted to that end.

His approach must be ours.

We offer

typical quotations from commentaries on the inadequacies of the type and
its,

some respects, antithetical

in

ing the Antithetical

nature. See append x
i

,

"Quotations Regard-

Nature of the Sanctuary Type.")

DID CHRIST ENTER THE MOST HOLY AT HIS ASCENSION
MERELY TO DEDICATE THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY ?
The stress in this question is on the word "merely."

We believe with

our hearts that Christ's death on Calvary did dedicate the heavenly sanc-

all

tuary.

Heb.

It

10:20 by its use of enekai

n

i

zo indicates this.

very important not to separate chapters nine and ten of our letter.

is

Chapter nine had spoken of the ratification of the first covenant as recorded
in Ex.

intimated that Christ by His death confirmed or

Verses 15,16,

24.

.

ratified the new covenant.

sanctuary which dedicated

Verse
it,

21

referred to the anointing of the typical

and then moved into the cleansing of the hea-

venly sanctuary, thus linking the initial sanctuary ceremonial with the cli-

mactic one at the end of its first year of operation.
verse 23

in

chapter 9

is

shown to have its value "on our behalf," verse 24.

For us He suffered, verse 26.
In

final

The "cleansing" of

His suffering put away our sins, verse 26.

chapter ten, having shown the inadequacy of all the types as regards

disposition of sin, the apostle repeats his key point of the ninth

chapter.

See verses 11-18 particularly.

We have been perfected and sancti-

fied by His once for all offering, and His being seated as king above Indi-

cates the finished work.

Thus 10:19-22 constitute

a

grand climax as they

invite us to enter through the curtain into a holy place that has been dedi-

cated by that atonement which washed away our sins.
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Note the comments of Bruce and Robinson on the verb eneka

i

n

i

zo~ .

Greek evexcttVLaev
"he consecrated or dedicated." "The death of Christ
is seen as the new Eneaenia or Dedication," says J. A. T. Robinson,
adding that two ideas appear to be combined here, the Cross marking
the dedication both of the new covenant for "even the first covenant
hath not been dedicated (iwHeHauvuaTctL
without blood" (9:18) and of
the new temple (cf. the technical term IvnaCvLa,
in John 10:22); "the
whole argument of chapters 9 and 10 leads to the climax that Jesus has
now 'opened' the new sanctuary in the temple of his body" Twelve New
"
~
~
Testament Studies [London, 1962],
72). 31
,

—

—

)

(

1

Is

there any evidence that Christ's entrance to dedicate the heavenly

sanctuary was followed by His withdrawal from the Most Holy to work elsewhere?

There

none.

is

These verses (25-28) may be paraphrased thus: Christ has entered into
the heavenly sanctuary to appear in the presence of God for us, and to
abide there herein differing from the Levitical high priest, who went
into the most holy place, and came out, and went in again, repeating the
process year by year, and making many appearances before God, with the
blood of fresh sacrifices.
Christ presents Himself before God once for
all, remaining in the celestial sanctuary, and not going out and coming
in again and again.
It must be so; any other state of things would involve an absurdity.
If Christ were to go in and come out, go in and
come out, again and again, that would imply His dying over and over
again; for the object of the repeated self-presentations in the presence
of God on the part of the Jewish high priest was to offer the blood of
new victims: but as Christ's sacrifice was Himself, each new self-presentation would in His case imply a previous repetition of His passion.
He must often on that supposition have suffered death since the foundation
of the world.
But such an idea is absurd. 32
,

See also A. B. Davidson's Hebrews ,

198-199.

Any attempt to have Christ enter the Most Holy and then withdraw to the

holy place for service denies the "once for all-ness" of His entrance into
heaven.

Hebrews.

To have Him on this side of the veil denies the whole emphasis of
To represent Him as engaged in that done by the lower priests who

only rarely were concerned with blood

in

Him and to turn Hebrews on its head.

The burden of the sacred writer

the first apartment

is

to degrade
is to

say that Christ has dealt with the sins of the world effectually, once for
all

time.

He certainly is not saying that the central objective of Calvary
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was to make possible

a

heavenly ceremony of dedication, though the latter

did mark and acknowledge the finished work of our Me ch zedekan priest.

again Heb.

Read

i

I

10:12,14,17,18, and perceive the notes of finality and triumph

which sprang, not from

a

beginning only, but from

a

glorious conclusion.

SUMMARY
Because some of the arguments of the author of Hebrews may seem intricate, and thus necessarily our own comments thereon, we wish to summarize

the chief points that have been made so far in this chapter.
1.

The theme of Hebrews

is

the "betterness" of the Christian way, a

way, which because of the shed blood of Christ,

leads all who have accepted

its cleansing power to boldly enter into" the very presence of God where our

Forerunner entered over twenty centuries ago.

in

2.

This "presence of God" was symbolized by the earthly Most Holy Place.

3.

Hebrews does not teach that the heavenly antitypes match the types

every particular.

On the contrary, Hebrews is at

pains

to point out the

inadequacy of the sanctuary types, and at every point contrasts them with
the reality.

Thus the atonement by Christ is not made to conform to the

variegated pattern of the type, but the apostle conforms the latter to the
former.
4.

For example, Hebrews does not teach the existence of a special

place ministry

in

the heavenly sanctuary.

firming Christ's presence
5.

Levitical

in

It

holy

denies such repeatedly by af-

"the Most Holy" since His ascension.

The first apartment, according to Hebrews, was

a

parable of the

system of shadows and testified to their inadequacy and temporary

nature.
6.

The first apartment, sealed off from the second, except on the Day
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of Atonement, testified that the times of reformation, the days of the Messiah,
had not yet come.

So long as the first apartment had a standing, the hea-

ven of heavens had not been entered by our great High Priest.

This very point of the inaccessibility of the presence of God, as

7.

testified to by the first apartment,

repeatedly contrasted with the ac-

is

cessibility to God now available through Calvary.
What the high priest did once

8.

a

year

in

entering the Most Holy,

Christ did by His death and ascension.
The atonement was not deferred until our Priest's heavenly entrance,

9.

Hebrews avoids speaking

but took place at the time of the blood-shedding.

of a sprinkling upon the mercy seat of heaven, and instead chooses types of

the cleansing of the people by blood, and the cleansing of the outside altar
by blood.

It

was after He had by Himself purged our sins that Christ entered

heaven and sat down. Heb.

1:3.

The allusions to the red heifer ceremonial, the ratifying of the

10.

Sinaitic covenant,

the author

in

the dedication of the earthly tabernacle, are made by

order to point up the efficacy of the Calvary offering which

fulfilled the Day of Atonement type.

The cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary

II.

is

said to have been ac-

complished "once for all" by the sufferings of Christ.
12.

The significance of the recurring annual Day of Atonement

is

said

to be its testimony to the ineffectiveness of the Levitical services, and the
need of a new and better way to God.
13.

Our High Priest

"moving" and "doing"
He

is,

as King,

in

is

more like Melchizedek than Aaron.

He

is

not

the sanctuary, trying to accomplish our redemption.

seated at the right hand of God, "having obtained eternal
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redemption for us."
'4-

Ta hagia , which can be translated, "the holy places," or "the holy

place," or "sanctuary," etc., can be applied to the whole sanctuary, or to
the first apartment, or to the second apartment.

correct translation possible.
a single apartment
15.

— the

In

Only the context makes the

Hebrews, most usages of the term apply to

second.

The cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary was also its dedication,

and therefore pointed to an event at the commencement of the Christian era

primarily, not its close.
16.

This

17.

Hebrews does not speak of a High Priest still bearing sin, but of

is

shown by the parallelism between 9:7-8,21-23, and

10:19-22.

One who made an end of sin, and who now suffers no more. 9:26-28.
18.

Hebrews never refers to Dan. 8:14, but it does give 'the only Biblical

interpretation of Lev.
19.

is a
in

16,

as regards a didactic detailed expression.

The Greek phrase for "within the veil"

(

esoteron tou katapetasmatos )

technical one signifying the second apartment.

Every occurrence of it

the LXX (the source most often used by Hebrews) thus applies

it.

"Within

the veil" finds meaning in the Old Testament also, not only by its context,
but by its contrast with "outside the veil," and "beyond the veil," which

always signify that which
20.

is

away from the inner veil.

Most Advent ist scholars who have studied Hebrews without bias have

reached these conclusions

— the

same conclusions other Bible scholars have

taught for centuries.
Let it not be thought that the conclusions set forth

are novel or original.

They are neither.

in

this chapter

Among both non-Advent st and
i

Adventist scholars who have studied Hebrews without sectarian bias these
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conclusions are commonplace.
Loasby,

For example,

in

the handwriting of Dr. R.

longtime SDA Seminary professor and exegete, we find these words:

(Comment on Heb. 9:4ff) This surely fore-shadowed the nonexistence in
heaven of a holy place in any sanctuary.
.

And

.

.

his typed notes alongside we read:

in

Access to the first apartment was' a lowed only to the priests. The
first apartment was thus a hindrance of approach to God, hence its elimination was desirable.
The layman must be offered priestly rights;
wherein ail members of the redemptive fellowship have immediate access
to God in the place of a
heaven.
I

I

I

—

The Holy Place was the scene of man's approach to God; but the Holy of
Holies was a type of the presence of Jesus in the heavens.
Any approximation of the first sanctuary and its services cannot be taken into heaven. Cf. verse 9.^3
A more recent Bible teacher wrote the

fo,l

lowing

in

1979:

This idea of contrast is indeed central, not only to this section of
Hebrews, but also to the overall development of the book in general,
and to the proper- understanding of the heavenly sanctuary in particular.
Whatever else we understand the type-antitype, or symbo -rea ty
figures to mean, we must understand that the antitype or heavenly reality
is not really like the type or symbol
it is surpassingly superlative.
Very often this idea of contrast between the earthly and heavenly is
blunted by the literalistic hermeneutic we bring to bear upon our interpretation of the heavenly.
But Ellen White cautioned against being too
tera st c in our compa r sons
I

I

i

—

I

i

I

i

i

i

The heavenly temple, the abiding-place of the King of kings, where
"a thousand thousands minister unto him, and ten thousand times ten
thousand stand before him," that temple filled with the glory of
the eternal throne, where seraphim its shining guardians, veil
their faces in adoration--no earthly structure could represent its
vastness and its glory.
But the idea of contrast must be underscored.
In 8:6, after the author
has just described certain activities of the earthly priests, and has
referred to the way in which the physical design of the earthly tabernacle was given to Moses "... according to the pattern which was shown
you on the mountain," he immediately adds, "But as it is (vuvu 6e)
Christ has obtained a ministry which is as much more excellent than the
old as the covenant he mediates is better. ..."
In other words, when
the author gives his description of the earthly priesthood and functions
in 8:3-5, he is not thereby emphasizing its similarity to the heavenly,
but its difference namely, its inferiority.
Only in this way does the
vuvu 6e
of verse 6 make sense.

—
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In this regard, it should be noted that the word kpelxxcdv
meaning
"better," "more prominent," "higher in rank" is used 19 times in the
New Testament, and 13 of those times it is in the book of Hebrews. 35

It seems clear that one simple definition of xct ayoa
is not possible,
and any expositor is obligated to consider carefully the contextual
setting and theological intent of each usage.

Of the

times the word

is used throughout Hebrews (8:2; 9:1,2,3,8,
10:19; 13:11), in only 3 passages (8:2; 9:1,2) is it unquestionably not the Most Holy place.
In all 7 of the remaining passages,
a case can be made for understanding the term as meaning the Most Holy
pi ace. 36

10

12,24,25;

we follow strictly the earthly scheme of things, this last phrase
because then the first tent (upwins axnvn
would refer
)
to the Holy Place and it would have to cease to exist when the way into
the Most Holy was revealed.
Furthermore, verse 9 suggests that the entire thought of the preceding verse is a "parable for the present time."
Thus, with an additional element of, not simply type, but of parable,
we see that (ayuov
in 9:8 refers not solely to the earthly Most Holy
)
place, but to the heavenly Most Holy.
Cody interprets it this way:
If

is a problem,

The first tent becomes the old, earthly tent in its entirety, including both the Holy and the Holy of Holies, and the second tent,
the "better and more perfect tent" of verse
I, becomes the celestial sanctuary.
The hinge on which the author's perspective turns
is the notion of the divine presence and celestial glory symbolized
by the historical second tent, along with that of the inaccessibility
of that second tent under the Old Dispensation "as long as the
first tent was still standing" (verse 8). This first tent, in the
sense of the whole tent of the Old Dispensation, is a "parable"
representing the order prevailing in the temporal present (uapct3oAn
eus tov xaupov xov eveaxnxo'xa
verse 9), contrasted with the new
order prevailing in the "time of correction" (verse I0). 5 ^
I

—

In 8:12, Christ is the High Priest enthroned in the "sanctuary" or "true
tent" which the Lord "pitched" not man.
In 9:11, Christ is again the
High Priest, and He is in some relationship to a "more perfect tent"
that is "not made with hands." The simi larity of the two tents seemr
apparent.
In Heb. 8:2 our author declares that Christ our High Priest is now
"in heaven," where He ministers "in the sanctuary which is the true
tent," and in Heb. 9:11-12 that He entered into the Heavenly holy
of holies through His entry into "the greater and more perfect tent."
If there is a conformity with the imagery of the wilderness tabernacle, Christ is envisaged as entering the true tent (of heaven)
But as the
which contains the true sanctuary (of God's presence).
curtain which divided the tent into two chambers has now been
abolished, it is easy to see how in the true order of things tent
and sanctuary can be treated as synonymous terms. 38
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There

is broad consensus that the veil described in 10:20 refers to the
of the earthly type that separated the Holy from the Most Holy
place, and also separated all people and Priests from God. 39

veil

According to 9:24,25, Christ has entered the Holy of Holies, which is
at the same time "heaven itself."
It is difficult to find in Hebrews
a clear description of Christ's heavenly locale.
What is stressed is
Christ's achievement as High Priest, and His subsequent ability to enter
"within the veil" (6:19; 10:20).
It is understandable that Procksch should
say, "The holiest of holies is an anti-type of heaven as the dwellingplace of God which Jesus has entered by his death and where he now
represents Christians as Priest.
."
Similarly, it is hard to deny
that
.

.

our author's perspective does not include the concept of a
holy place above, as distinct from the holy of holies, precisely
because, now that the curtain between the two has been abolished
and the way opened up by him for a
into the heavenly holy of
holies which is the sanctuary of God's presence, the distinction
no longer exists.^
.

.

.

I

I

A so,
I

The writer of Hebrews thinks in terms of cultic conceptual forms.
He
•represents a realism which is contrary to ordinary thinking.
The true
reality for him is the heavenly and not the earthly. Therefore, his
statements about the heavenly sanctuary and Christ's ministry in heaven
are not meant symbolically (figuratively).
We would misunderstand the
writer of our letter were we to assume that he imagined the eternal
reality of God in analogy with the cultic reality as it found expression
in the Old Covenant.
The contrary is true: the earthly sanctuary and
the cult practices in it are according to the Letter of Hebrews but the
imperfect and shadowy image of the heavenly sanctuary and the heavenly
ministry.
The earthly is but a "parable" of that which truly is. 41

Seminary students are studying the topic of Heb.
is

9,

and documentation

available to show that some are reaching the conclusions set forth

in

this

chapter.

ADVENT SM'
I

S

A survey of our early apologetic

awareness of the problems

in

REBUTTALS
literature on the sanctuary shows an

at least a superficial way.

Whether

it be

Branson's

Reply to Canright , or Watson's The Atoning Work of Christ, or the earlier More
Excel lent Ministry by Andross, or even Andreasen's works on Hebrews and The
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Sanctuary Service, the issues we have just studied come up for
consideration.
However, we doubt

if

any responsible SDA scholar today would defend the

typical arguments of the above writers and their kin.

The latter group try

to avoid the force of Heb. 6:19 by speaking of the manner

varies

its use of katepatasma

in

9:3, and similar arguments.

term

is a

technical

on which Hebrews

All

in

which the LXX

by referring to "the second veil"

,

in

Heb.

without exception fail to see that the Greek

formula taken from Lev.

16,

and only so used by the LXX

leans so heavily.

Similarly, the arguments concerning Heb. 9 invariably refer to
the plural

nature of ta hagia and ignore the fact that

that plural

in

the vast majority of cases

form has an application to a single apartment.

of Atonement context is ignored.

The articles by A. P. Salom and W. Johnsson

are welcome exceptions to this, and so
Again,

Likewise the Day

is

the SDA Bible Commentary

.

usage of Heb. 8:5 by our apologists is similarly unimaginative and

inaccurate.

They seem to be quoting their predecessors without stopping to

ask whether Hebrews also uses typology for purposes of antithesis,
and whether

this is particularly the case as regards the usage made of the
first apartment.
All

sorts of incongruities confront us in our usual

sanctuary.

C.

H.

Watson, on page 149 of his book, speaks of "two occasions

when Christ bore the sins of the people
of Calvary

...

literature on the

in

His own person, first on the cross

and again at the close of His priestly ministry.

.

.

."

Does

this mean that Christ takes the responsibility of the punishment for
sin after

Calvary?

Is

He again forsaken of God at the end of time?

And if our Lord

bore our sins into the second apartment, as well as being ready to bear them
out, does He suffer three times?

Let us remember that "bearing sin"

in

Scripture
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terminology has to do with responsibility and punishment.
fered "once for all/' and will never suffer again.

But Christ suf-

See Heb. 9:26-28.

When Watson confronts Heb. 6:19, the usual escapes are sought.

apartment becomes the scene of the throne of God,
vacant for nearly two thousand years.

The first

leaving the second apparently

This despite the fact that Adventists

have always considered the cherubim over the ark and the Shekinah glory as

emblems of the presence of the Almighty.

Even grant

a

moveable throne, as

Brother Watson requires, does that mean that the Most Holy
the throne,
sins

is

if

moveable, must seek another room?

And

if

is

so small

the accounting of

done in the second apartment after 1844, how did they get there, when

according to Adventist orthodoxy they were originally deposited
If

till

that

1844 God dwelt in the first apartment,

second?

judgment?

in

the first.

pray what was the need of the

Does He need something that is there in order to turn to a work of
Why could not the ark have been ever

in

the first apartment?

Brother Watson denies an atonement completed on the cross, and teaches

that atonement

is

the penitent.

Thus we are taught to look forward rather than back for the

only made by the priest after the confession of sins by

solution of the sin problem.

Says our author:

The teaching of the New Testament is that atonement is made for the
sinner in the priestly ministry of Christ after consciousness of his
need has been awakened, and when, in that consciousness, he seeks such
atonement through the blood of the atoning sacrifice. 42
How contrary this
a

is

to the New Testament which invites men to accept

reconciliation already accomplished.

5:6-11; 2 Cor. 5:14.

If

our brother

ment again and again and agai

n— mi

I

I

is

See 2 Cor. 5:18-20;

I

John 4:10; Rom.

correct, then Christ has made atone-

ions of times as penitents sought His

Face.

Recent apologetic statements are more sophisticated, and are more noteworthy
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for what they do not say than what they do say.

Atoning Ministry

in

Gerhard Hasel's "Christ's

Heaven" is comprehensive and exhaustive. 43

He has a

beautiful presentation of our Lord's heavenly session with clear statements

regarding its antecedents and nature.

Less impressive to some is the sec-

tion on "The Sphere of Christ's Heavenly Ministry" which has as a major aim

the proving of two apartments
a

in

the heavenly sanctuary.

"model" and the "shadow" reflects the physical

Revelation sets forth two apartments.
of a veil

in

reality.

What Moses saw was
It

is

claimed that

(Most commentators refer to the absence

the heavenly sanctuary because since the cross the two apartments

have become one, there being now no separation from the presence of God.)
Dr.

tuary.

Hasel quotes sundry German scholars in support of a bipartite sanc-

Not all have read these scholars as saying just that.

Thiessen, for example, who

that "there

is

certainly,

is

quoted,

Professor

G.

has more to say than the conclusions

heaven, as on earth, a two-part tabernacle."

in

He tells us that the topic of the sanctuary is more difficult than that of

the New Jerusalem already presented by him.

His suggestion is that there

are two approaches, one of which leads to the conclusion of a two-part taber-

nacle in heaven.

His second option has to do with the symbolism being temporal

rather than spatial.

What is most significant is the lack of proffered evi-

dence for the first position.

What Thiessen actual
Hebraerbrief

is

ly

says on page 105 of his Untersuchungen zum

that "Christ has gone through the heavenly tent and entered

the Holy of Holies."

In

other words, Thiessen sees the heavens themselves

through which Christ passed at His ascension en route to the presence of the
Father as the antitype of the first apartment. He has no conception of

ministry from that of the Holy of Holies.

a

separate

This view of Thiessen's springs
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from his understanding of "the greater and more perfect tent" (9:11) as the

heavenly prelude to the "Holy Place" (9:12).

authors regarding a bipartite sanctuary

Quotations from German or other

heaven are not talking of two

In

phases of ministry above, nor denying Christ's entrance into the equivalent
of the Most Holy Place at His ascension.

They merely evoke Heb. 9:11 as in-

dicating that the heavenly passageway to the presence of God was the supernal

equivalent of earth's first apartment.

Such a view

far cry from the

is a

traditional Adventist position, and cannot legitimately be used

in

support of

it.

Furthermore, when Dr. Hasel

states that "As

in

the Greek Old Testament

so in this letter 'tent' always designates the whole sanctuary"

find it difficult to follow him for more than one reason.

(p.

21), we

Heb. 9:1-8 applies

the term "tent" repeatedly for a single apartment, not the whole sanctuary.

And

in

8:2 the tent

Priest has entered.

is

the equivalent of the sanctuary into which our High

This ta hagia ,

applies to the Most Holy Place, and

if

consistent with most other usages,

therefore, so does "tent" at this place.

To say as the same page says, that the "expression

in

9:8" "refers to a hea-

venly sanctuary with two divisions" goes beyond the evidence, specially

view of the same term being used for the second apartment only, as
Dr.

Hasel makes the "cleansing" of 9:23 something yet future,

in

in

9:25 etc.

but the

text applies it as something already accomplished by our great High Priest.
Other matters could be discussed

wise

a

in

connection with what seems to us other-'

truly excellent article, but we will

ter on Daniel.

reserve some points for the chap-

What must be stressed, however,

Hasel has operated.

is

the reserve with which Dr.

Key problems such as Heb. 6:19 and

10:19 are not dis-

cussed, nor the reason for the frequent references to the Day of Atonement
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from the first chapter to the last

that motif

in

in

is a

Hebrews, and the appropriateness of

view of Christ's ninefold presentation as High Priest.

The article
article,

in

"

Ta Hagia

the Epistle to the Hebrews/' 44 like the Hasel

in

"must" for all

researchers.

our literature, and again,

Salom's research has no parallel

like Hasel 's,

is

valuable both for what it

says and what it does not say.
A.

Salom suggests that "there

P.

is

considerable confusion of expression

(if not of thought) among translators and commentators

this word"

(p.

ranking them

in

59).

in

their handling of

He proceeds to give a graph of the usage by ten versions,

the order of their consistency of translation.

found most consistent, and Phillips least

so'.

Goodspeed

is

Knox and the NEB rank alongside

Goodspeed for consistency, but Moffatt and Wuest range with Phillips at the
other end of the spectrum.

Significant comments along the way by Dr. Salom include the following.

Commentators have found

it

"necessary to explain that 'Holy Place'

some

in

instances does not refer to the Holy Place, but to the Holy of Holies!"
"•

•

•

the auctor ad Hebraeos leaned

"It could be argued that,

.

.

.

heavily upon the LXX.

.

.

."

inasmuch as all the uses of Ta Hagia from Heb. 9:8

on are found in a Day of Atonement setting, a connection must be made be-

tween these six uses (at least) and the seven uses of this same word
16.

It

is

is

Lev.

true that these latter references are to the inner compartment of

the sanctuary."
cus

in

(But, as Salom proceeds to say, each of the uses in Leviti-

singular, while

in

Hebrews they are plural with one exception.)

".

.

.

the unique function of the high priest was concerned with the inner compart-

ment of the sanctuary"

cribed

is

(p.

66).

Regarding Heb. 9:8, "the sanctuary here des-

the heavenly sanctuary of which the inner compartment of the earthly
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sanctuary is symbolic"

(p.

tomary limits of access to God
ment

is

pertinent,

"The outer compartment represents the cus-

68).
in

the experience of Israel.

'the outer sanctuary

1

i.e.

Westcott's com-

compartment, was the representa

tive symbol of the whole Tabernacle as the place of service'" (p. 68).
for Heb. 9:12,

it

here referred to

"the characteristic service of the Day of Atonement

is

.

As

."

.

68).

(p.

ment, and. the verse following.

Similarly 9:24 applies to the Day of AtoneAgain

13:11, "in view of chapter 9 particu

in

larly," the author has the Day of Atonement again

focus, that is "the

in

inner compartment of the sanctuary."
A.

i.e.

P.

Salom

is

miles ahead of all our traditional expositions of Heb. 9,

those published between 1844 and 1950.

compartment of the sanctuary
from

9: 8. on.

It

is

is

very much

focus

in

Hebrews, particularly

true he recommends that the general term "sanctuary"

should be used for ta hagia throughout,

the sanctuary as a whole.

sider—namely that

in

He clearly sees that the inner

in

inasmuch as the LXX by the term means

We think there may be another possibility to con-

the days of the LXX translation the Christian meaning

of the two apartments would not have been clear, and their translation was

both natural and appropriate, whereas this might not be the case in our era

since the cross.

Secondly, we wonder whether A. P. Salom takes into account

the fact that both translators and commentators often mean by "sanctuary"
just the inner apartment.

We cannot agree that "in Hebrews

sion refers basically to the sanctuary in general." 45

It

.

.

.

this expres-

must not be assumed

that the term "sanctuary" necessarily, or even basically or chiefly, meant
to translators

a

bipartite structure.

The term itself signifies merely a

holy place and has no inherent content regarding

the KJV calls the first apartment "the sanctuary"

a

plurality of rooms.
in

Thus

Heb. 9:2 and uses the
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same term for the second apartment in Lev.

aware that ta hagia
is

a

in

16:33.

Translators were well

Hebrews chiefly signified the second apartment.

There

no place where it can be proven to apply to the whole Mosaic tabernacle or

heavenly bipartite antitype.

The fact that the veil

had been torn down by

God meant that the heavenly sanctuary knew no divisions, and that henceforth

the term "sanctuary" once usable for a bipartite structure now applies to
the single "throne room" of heaven.
The most significant articles on these topics, those by Dr. W. Johnsson,
we leave till
can be made

W.

in

last for discussion.

They represent the strongest case that

defense of traditional concepts.

JOHNSSON' S "CULT C LANGUAGE OF HEBREWS" AND "THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE DAY OF ATONEMENT ALLUSIONS IN THE BOOK OF HEBREWS
I

Because Dr. Johnsson's yet unpublished articles will
to the committee studying the present document,

fidence discuss these.

I

must with considerable dif-

This reluctance exists because (I)

seemly that friend should counter friend, and (2) there
papers with which

I

be made available

wholeheartedly agree.

the dictum of Dr. Heppenstall, which

I

Nevertheless,

is

I

it

does not appear

so much

in

both

am encouraged by

am sure is shared by Drs. Johnsson,

Hasel and Salom: "People who disagree with me do not thereby become enemies."

We know of nothing written by way of Advent ist apologetic that comes as

close to the real

issues as these papers soon to be printed.

the usual Johnsson ian finesse,
is

almost unique
Dr.

in

Written with

they display an awareness of the issues which

Adventist literature.

Johnsson sets forth eight passages from Hebrews which may have ap-

plication to the Day of Atonement.
of these are undeniable.

It

is

Very conservatively, he says that three

not usual

for Adventist literature to go so
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far,

except for Dr. Salom's paper

in

AUSS , the SPA Bible Commentary

earlier commentary by Andreasen (which sees the Day of Atonement
seven places

in

in

,

and the
at

least

Hebrews).

The first paper warns against that popular exegesis of Hebrews which

empties heaven of its realities.

Such exegesis frequently makes the hea-

venly sanctuary a metaphor for the whole universe, and the priesthood of Christ
but metaphorical of the Christian's experience, and the cleansing of the

sanctuary likewise.
such interpretations.

We wholeheartedly agree with Johnsson's warnings against
(Dr.

Johnsson's main protest

the perception of figurative usage
ing

in

in

is

not so much against

Hebrews, but against extreme allegoriz-

that form which denies such heavenly realities as the sanctuary and

the priesthood of Christ.
Dr.

Or so it seems to this reader of his paper.)

Johnsson considers that those who interpret Heb.- 9:6-9 as teaching

that the separate sanctuary apartments were symbolic of the two ages (the
interpreters against

Levitical and the Christian) belong to the group of

which he warns.

They are dissipating the heavenly realities by engaging

metaphorical applications.

in

We do, however, have problems with this conclu-

sion for the following reasons:
1.

Many who affirm that the two sanctuary apartments typified the two

ages still hold to the reality of a priestly ministry

our quotations from commentators in the appendix.)

that those who hold this position thereby deny

a

in

It

real

heaven above.

(See

not correct to say

is

heaven, or a real

priest-

hood of Christ above.
2.

Dr.

Johnsson denies the metaphorical approach, but also warns against

the literalistic approach, and instead he endorses
Now, the final word.
tation of the cultic

I

i

tera

I

i

zi ng.

If, as seems clear, a realistic, literal interprelanguage of Hebrews is called for by the evidence
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of the text, how
iteral istic should we be?
For example, when we read
of the "blood" of Christ, are we to understand His actual blood being
offered in the heavenly sanctuary? We are led, therefore, to see three
possible ways of interpreting Hebrews: I) metaphorical or spiritualfaulty, as we have tried to show in this paper; 2)
iteral istic , in which
each term has hard value: in terms of the heavenly sanctuary, the earthly
would be a miniature in all respects; and 3)
iteral izing , in which the
reality of the heavenly sanctuary and ministry would be maintained as
safeguarding the objectivity of the work of Christ, but precise details
of that sanctuary would not be clear to us.
I

I

I

While a few Advent ist students of Hebrews may hold to the metaphorical
view, the majority surely belong in the second or third groupings.
Does
Hebrews help us to resolve the question of 2) or 3) above? Not decisively,
in my judgment.
While the argument does not necessarily exclude the possibility that the heavenly sanctuary is a glorified version of the earthly,
we should note that a) the heavenly is the real, the true, so we should
see the earthly in light of the heavenly, rather than vice versa; b) at
9:24, we read merely of "heaven"— surely a very general sort of description; c) the lack of interest in drawing of lines of comparison from
the earthly to the heavenly is shown by the terse words at 9:5; and d)
the emphasis in 9:1-10:18 falls on the work Christ accomp shes— there
seems to be no interest in giving details as to surroundings.
Possibly,
then, while we may affirm the rea
ty of the heavenly sanctuary, in Hebrews we have comparatively little hard data about its appearance. 46
I

I

i

i

Thus Dr. Johnsson affirms the reality of the heavenly things, rather their
literality whereby "the earthly would be a miniature

in

respects."

all

We are not sure that there is a clear line between what he condemns and

what he affirms.

Can one reject the

deny metaphorical use?

down" of Christ a metaphor?

this a figure of speech?

i

tera

I

i

stic, affirm

I

itera

I

i

and

zi ng,

Does not Dr. Johnsson look upon the references to

the blood of Christ as metaphorical?

this not metaphorical?

I

(See his page 18.)

Is

not the "sitting

And the altar we are said to have (13:10)— is

When "tent" is used of the heavenly sanctuary,

Or

is

there a tent

in

heaven?

is

not

And is not the

"cleansing" of the heavenly things something other than what the primary

meaning of the word suggests?

That is, must we not accept that some expres-

sions are metaphorical, though believing that they point to realities above?
On pages

13

and

14

the significance of Heb. 9:6-9 is raised.

We read:
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The

dnr\vr\ r\ Ttpooxn
(9:2): The term in context is clearly for the purpose
of making a distinction between the 'first and second apartments of the
earthly sanctuary. The brief account of the furnishings of each makes
this point. The issue is: Are we to read allegorical significance into
these two apartments, so that they have separate referents, n itptoxri
signifying the first sanctuary/age/covenant and the n 6euxepct
axnvn*
ann*vn
signifying the heavenly sanctuary/new age/new covenant?
If
this is the intent of the passage, it has surely been well disguised.
We^note: i) how the discussion of the two apartments ends abruptly with
Ttept 3>v ovn ecjtlv vOv Aeyeuv xaxa ue*pos
"We will not say more about this
now." That is, we are discouraged from looking into the details of
these two apartments for hidden significances; ii) 9:6-10 follows on
immediately with a description of the services of the earthly sanctuary,
n °t 'n a way supportive of the allegorizing view.
The second apartment
is not set forth as the piace of unhindered access—indeed, the high
priest could enter it but once a year and "not without blood" (9:7).
In other words, the entire passage 9:1-10 hangs
together as a description of the old sanctuary and its services.
In toto , the old cultus
was inadequate in two points: the limited access and the lack of finality
in its offerings (shown by its failure to "perfect" the ovveCdeoLv
of
the- worshipper— see 9:9).
iii) the subsequent argument, 9:11-10:18
shows how Christ's death and heavenly sanctuary ministry accomplishes
all that the old cultus could not.
It both breaks down all barriers
between God and man and provides an all-sufficient, final Sacrifice,
so that no more reminder of sins is necessary.
In this long argumentation, while we do find occasional contrasting of the old cultus with
the new, we do not find the contrast made in terms of the two apartments of the earthly sanctuary.

Thus, the entire earthly sanctuary, and not just its first apartment,
was a parable of the old era (xbv navpov xov EveaTnxoxa
)
which fulfil Is God's purposes y^XP - xaupou duopScoaews
.47
1

The article affirms that

if

the intent of the passage

is

to show that

the first apartment pointed to the first age and covenant, and the second

apartment to the second era and new covenant, then such an "intent" "has
surely been well disguised."

This

is

supported by reference to the apostle's

words: "We will not say more about this now."

But

a

survey of the literature

shows that a great majority of commentators (Bible-believing commentators)
have read the verses as teaching what Dr. Johnsson says has surely been well

hidden.

Secondly, the apostle's words, "We will

not say more about this now,"

apply not to the fact of the division of the tabernacle into two apartments,
but to the furnishings.

He says, after

listing the lampstand, the table, the
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shewbread, the altar, ark, golden urn of manna, the rod which budded, the

tables of the law, and the cherubim

speak

in

detai

"
.

.

.

of these th ngs we cannot now
i

."

Having so declared, the apostle proceeds to contrast the two apartments.
His very point

is

that fact of contrast.

but into the second the high priest.

In

Into the first apartment go priests,

the first apartment blood was only

rarely used, but into the second there could be no entrance without blood.
The use of the first apartment was daily, that of the second but once a year.
Note, that of this matter of the apartments, the apostle does now speak in

detail, though not at all concerned with the furniture.

Furthermore, he af-

firms that this matter of the divided tabernacle was the Holy Spirit's way
of affirming that the way into the ton hag ion was not yet made man fest.
i

Again, he adds that the unhindered access was not possible so long "as the

outer tent

is still

standing. "• Also, he affirms that this hindering of

entrance into the presence of God by the first apartment "is symbolic," and
is

symbolic eis ton kairon enestekota

— for

the time present.

We agree that some have suggested that by "first tabernacle" in verse
8

something different

is

meant to the "first tabernacle" of verses 2 and 6.

Such a divergence so quickly is not the most likely, and many commentators
and translators have strongly demurred.

But as earlier said, we believe that

here the apostle, as in other instances in Hebrews,

is

playing on words.

With the Interpreter's Bible and others, we think the evidence

is

clear that

he is saying that the first apartment was symbolic of the whole earthly sanc-

tuary during the Jewish age.

Whether we take the "first tabernacle" as mean-

ing first apartment, or first entire sanctuary,

as to the point at issue.

The crucial matter

is

the meaning

is

not changed

that the first apartment
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testified to the fact that not yet
cess to God.

in

Jewish times was there unhindered ac-

And what the first apartment was to the second so the whole

Jewish sanctuary

is

to the heaven

I

y— thus

the first apartment symbolizes the

whole Jewish, sanctuary during that age, and the second apartment the Christian era and its heavenly sanctuary.
We also agree that there is no unanimity on eis ton ka ron enest ekota
i

some applying

as the KJV to the "time then

it

present"— that

is,

the age when

the Jewish, tabernacle occupied the scene, and others apply the words to the
Christian age.

thereby

in

But we would point out that the essential meaning is not

jeopardy.

If

the latter meaning is taken, then the apostle is

simply saying that until the coming of the Christian age, the typical system
acted as

a

symbolic structure pointing to the times of reformation to dawn

with. the Messiah.

We would stress that despite the nuances of this passage,

meaning

is

its central

undeniable: the divided sanctuary taught that only with the coming

of Christ would the reality symbolized by the second apartment come into its

own.

Until then, the hindered access indicated by the restricted first apart-

ment ministry would characterize the representatives of God's people.
That this
as 6:19 and

J_s

10:19,

the intent of the apostle

confirmed by such passages

is

both of which clearly affirm that Christ has entered the

Most Holy "within the veil" and that now we can follow our Forerunner— and
that "boldly," unlike the ancient high priests.
As earlier noted, the plural "holies"

Most Holy.

is

chiefly used

We consider that 9:2 is the only exception.

in

Hebrews for the

(It should be ob-

served that the usual article does not appear

in

this instance.

here is specific only as regards quality [see

B.

G.

The term

Westcott], not geography.)
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Thus the plural form (including 9:2) has
is

a

singular meaning.

indeed contrasting the Most Holy Place with the holy

pi

Therefore 9:8

ace— it

saying

is

that the way into the Most Holy came with Christ, and that therefore the

outer apartment

no

longer has a standing.

Its work is done.

25 could hardly be clearer in affirming that interpretation.

Verses

12

and

These verses

say that what the high priest did once a year with the bulls and goats, that

Christ has done through Calvary.
Finally, where does Hebrews breathe a suggestion that the heavenly sanc-

tuary has a first apartment, or first apartment ministry?

Nowhere.

To have

such a limitation in heaven would certainly not comport with the "better"

motif of the book, and denies the emphasis on unhindered access so clearly
sounded by the apostle.
Dr.

See 10:19-22

.

Johnsson rightly sums up the verdict of the apostle on the old cultus

The second apartment is not set forth as the place of unhindered accessindeed, the high priest could enter it but once a year and "not without
blood" (9:7).
In other words, the entire passage 9:1-10 hangs together
as a description of the old sanctuary and its services.
In toto, the
cultus was inadequate in two points: the limited access and the lack of
finality in its offerings (shown by its failure to "perfect" the auveuSei
of the worshipper—see 9:9).
iii) the subsequent argument, 9:11-10:18
shows how Christ's death and heavenly sanctuary ministry accomplishes
all that the old cultus could not.
It both breaks down all barriers
between God and man and provides an all-sufficient, final Sacrifice,
so that no more reminder of sins is necessary.
In this long argumentation, while we do find occasional contrasting of the old cultus with the
new, we do not find the contrast made in terms of the two apartments
of the earthly sanctuary. 48
Note what is being said by this quotation.

Hindrance of access was set

forth by the old system (through the divided tabernacle).

apartment only which stood for true access.

It

was the second

The whole Old Testament system

was inadequate as regards access and finality, but Christ's death and hea-

venly sanctuary ministry does what the old could not do.
al

I

barriers.

It has

broken down
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We can only say

hearty Amen to these points.

a

But surely they only

endorse the suggestions above—that the first apartment indicated hindered
access, and its place would cease when unhindered access came.

Thatthe barrier

of the veil would cease to be when Christ came is surely unconsciously in-

tended by Dr. Johnsson when he says Christ's death broke down all barriers
between God and man.

And to remove the barrier of the veil

is to

remove any

separate first apartment.
When Dr. Johnsson says "we do not find the contrast made

in

terms of the

two apartments of the earthly sanctuary," we think that Heb. 9:6-9 is clearly

making just that contrast, and that the later neglect of the first apartment
altogether, and the repeated allusions to Christ's entrance into the Most

Holy confirm the statement that the division of the sanctuary into two apartments was the Holy Spirit's way of indicating that entrance into the heavenly

Most Holy was impossible so long as the first apartment (and the entire sanctuary it stood for) functioned.
We fully agree with the statement that "the entire earthly sanctuary"

"was a parable of the old era" but would wish to add what we think the text
is

clearly saying— that the first apartment which indicated

a

restricted and

hindered access to the presence of God was also the representation of the

entire Jewish system.
Dr.

Johnsson discusses whether the veil of Heb.

10:19 is a metaphor for

the flesh of Christ, and he says nothing here that others have not endorsed.
On the other hand, we must add also, that he says nothing here that others

have not challenged.
he rejects which at

Commentators and translators have chosen the meaning
least suggests it is an option.

affirmed the allegorical
rejects.

And many indeed have

intention of the apostle which Dr. Johnsson's paper
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The chief difficulty suggested by Dr. Johnsson
a

legorical ly "what will we do with the earl

I

ier.

is

that

if

we take 10:19

references to the veil?"

The answer surely is that any author has freedom to vary his use of
bol.

a

sym-

Ellen G. White, for example, assures us that the true tabernacle of

Heb. 8:2 is the Christian church, yet in Great Controversy , as is well-known,

the true tabernacle
in

is

the sanctuary above.

10:19 "a daring poetic touch."

Many, such as A. B. Bruce, see

The author of Hebrews reveals abilities

which surely need not be hampered by niceties where any great objective is
in

mind.

Churchills' words are appropriate.

up with which

I

will

"This

is

the type of nonsense

not put."

Nevertheless, Dr. Johnsson may well be right.

fiercely contested that neither he nor
on a personal conclusion.

I

But the issue is so

would wish to put much importance

recommend readers to what has seemed to me

I

another outstanding study on the topic. 49

For the present we offer a refer-

ence from the author of that article:
The problem was for the present writer solved as long ago as 1888 when
F. Gardiner wrote:
In other words, whi le by the exact force of the words and the precisely literal construction both genitives must be taken locally,
yet real ly there was a gliding of the thought from one position to
the other, so that while the 6ua toD KaxaTiexaauaxos
is to be taken
locally, the following genitive, xns actpxos auxc-O
is to be understood nstrumenta y, so that the real thought of the writer is
precisely that which it is impossible to allow to the exact grammatical force of his expression.
i

I

I

The grammatical grounds for taking xfjs actpxos auxou as an appositional
explicative to xaxaTiexaapaxos are coercive, as are also the reasons for
the interpretation that the death of Christ is meant by the comparison.
Why then do we find from time to time scholars balk at this conclusion?
Mainly because the "daring, poetical touch" is for modern minds often
found too daring. 50
Let us now consider Dr. Johnsson's second article.
I

venture some difficulties

I

As friend to friend

find with it, while rejoicing in

its great advance
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in

several ways upon ali other Adventist literature to date.

Because we

h.ave

earlier dealt with. Ballenger and "within the veil" we

turn to the main theme of the paper—the specific reference to the Day of

Atonement

in

Hebrews.

Our main problem has to do with what Dr. Johnsson calls "possible allusions" to the Day of Atonement.

We think there

is

abundant evidence for

adding certain of these allusions to his "unambiguous" group, and as for
others

in

the listing,

it seems to us they at

rather than "possible" categories.

We will

least belong as "probable"

now turn to particular instances.

Hebrews 7:26,27

—

Such a high priest meets our need one who is holy, blameless, pure,
set apart from sinners, exalted above the heavens.
Unlike the other
high priests, he does not need to offer sacrifices day after day, first
for his own sins, and then for the sins of the people.
He sacrificed
for their sins once for all when he offered himself. (Heb. 7:26,27 NIV)
A vast number of commentators, we think the majority,

this passage as

a

have recognized

Day of Atonement allusion, not just because of the refer-

ence to the High Priest, and not just because of the need of the earthly
high priest to offer sacrifice for himself— but because the text says he

rst— a definite allusion to the order

needed so to offer

f

but one day of the

year— the Day

?

of Atonement.

of offerings on

The high priest could not

offer the sin offering for the congregation on that day until himself cultically
clean through a prior offering.
Dr.
a

J'ohnsson says that the

Day of Atonement allusion.

the case

it

inclusion of "daily" destroys the passage as

We cannot take him seriously, for if such is

destroys the text from making sense at all,

inasmuch as it was

never true that the 'high priest offered for himself daily.
in

abundance have pointed out, what we have here

is

As commentators

either a conflation of
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the year's activities inasmuch as the Day of Atonement summed up all

vious offerings, or "daily" should be read

work above at this time.

sacrifices daily.

That

The former

is,

in

pre-

connection with our High Priest's

our High Priest does not need to offer

the more likely meaning.

is

Taking into account the fact that the LXX only uses "sins" (plural)

cultically

in

connection with the Day of Atonement, we must concur with Young

who writes: "It must be admitted that Heb. 5:3 and 7:27 only fit the Day of

Atonement. "5'

Hebrews 4:16
Let us then approach the throne of grace with confidence, so that we may
receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need. (Heb. 4:16 NIV)

Young's remarks on this verse are of value for the present discussion:

Older commentators often found in the words 6 Sptfvos
allusion to the
of the priestly tabernacle.
-

xap^og

an

There are good reasons for thinking such a connection with the JVTO
was not so far distant.
Though Old Testament scholars are not agreed
whether the ark as such was a throne or not, there is some agreement
that as far as the Priestly writer was concerned the TXlOD fulfilled
such a function.
Strack-Bi
erbeck give many examples from Rabbinic
sources of the/T^);) as the place of the divine presence and revelation.
Though "throne of grace" is unexampled as a title for the 1T)*)D such a
description by Hebrews of the place where the Shekinah glory was thought
to reside is very appropriate.
I

v

jf\g

I

Further the context gives us some confidence in such an understanding
* or the basis of the exhortation to confidently
6 Spdvos Tfis x^P^tos
approach this throne is the fact that Christians have a sympathetic high
priest who has passed through the heavens.
Many have recognized, and
rightly, that dpx^ep£a \i£yav 6ueAnAu^dxa tous oupavo\5s
is based on the
high priest's entrance into the holiest on the Day of Atonement.
This
being the case the admonition to draw near with confidence to the throne
of grace is given a powerful basis in the picture of a sympathetic high
priest present at the right hand of the grace-dispensing God. 52
•

of

Hebrews 9:8
The Holy Spirit was showing by this that the way into the Most Holy Place
had not yet been disclosed as long as the first tabernacle was still
standing. (Heb. 9:8 NIV)
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This translation
that the plural
apartment.

See,

is

representative of several and

form is used

in

most instances

for example, 9:12,25.

in

is

based on the fact

Hebrews for the second

The fact that the divisions of the

sanctuary symbolized that the way into the true Holies was not yet made manifest shows conclusively that the author believed that way to be

fully revealed.

in

his time

6:19 and 10:19 affirm that now our High Priest has entered

the Most Holy Place "within the veil."
Says Young on this passage:

•

up&Tos does not refer to time (which it would have to in order to apply
to the whole sanctuary) but to pos tion— foretent.
The argument develops from the actual facts of the earthly sanctuary, of which, if one
conceives of the inner veil as the back veil of the first compartment
rather than the front of the holiest, physically it is true to say as
long as the first stood the entrance into the second was blocked.
i

Our author is concerned with more than this mere physical encumbrance,
howevgr,, for this is a parable of the present time (6 xaupos 6 eveainxus
=D7D7^^ ) in which are ordained rites for outward purification, which
are incapable of removing sin. The first tent symbolically is "the
place of cultic performances which are not only insufficient for salvation, but also conceal the true way into the inner sanctuary."^'
We must not lose sight of the fact that in Heb. 9:6-9 the very point

which
is the

is

central, which has attracted the special attention of the author,

hindering veil

first apartment.

— the

limitation on access taught and enacted by the

Thus the apartment then prohibited was the symbol of the

heavenly sanctuary now available through our Forerunner.

Atonement which underlined the restricted access mentioned

It

was the Day of

in 9:8.

Verses 11-14 must be read along with 6-9, and the emphatic position of

eiserchomai observed.

The entrance

+he

high priest of old could only ob-

tain briefly through sacrificial

blood on one day was Christ's once for all

time after Calvary.

right

Johnsson

is

in

saying, "This would make the entire

period since Calvary as the Day of Atonement" (p.

12),

a position

taken by
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El len

G.

White

Times , April

in

19

Acts of the Apostles 33; Desire of Ages 756; Signs of the

1905,

etc.

We agree with Dr. Johnsson regarding Heb. 9:5; 9:13; and 9:27,28, though
the latter falls in the "probable" category.

Heb.

13:10,11, at its weakest,

must also belong among the probables according to most commentators.
Why has Dr. Johnsson not included Heb. 6:19 and 10:19 among the Day of

Atonement allusions?
passage which

is

"Within the veil"

repeated

Lev.

in

16

is a

technical formula based on that

in several

places.

to enter in within the veil could be no other than

ence.

As Dr. Johnsson says

in

pages 7 and

8,

a

For

a

high priest

Day of Atonement refer-

"This expression, which is found

in

Heb. 6:19, occurs in the LXX only at Ex. 26:33;

in

each case to the inner veil."

Lev.

16:2,12,15, and refers

We suggest therefore that Day of Atonement allusions are more widespread
in

Hebrews than Dr. Johnsson has granted.

remember that Christ is referred

This is doubly the case when we

to as high priest nine times

in

Hebrews,

and the only distinctive work of the high priest was that of the Day of AtoneAs Dr. Johnsson has reminded us, the blood is central to this

ment.

book-

but blood was not commonly used in the first apartment, yet was central to

the ceremonial of Yom Kippur

.

Now we are in a position to consider the "bottom line" of the Johnsson
paper.

He alludes to those who hold (like this present writer) the principle

of double fulfillment for the Day of Atonement, and mentions the apparent sup-

port of Ellen G. White for this position, but then adds "I must demur."
are grateful

for the frank,

We

honest, and accurate presentation of the case

from which he demurs, but must now ask the strength of the grounds of his dis-

agreement.
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Pages 16-18 of his paper set forth these grounds with clarity.
17

gives

in

Hebrews.

as

is

comprehensive outline of the "complex of references to the cultus"

a

Twelve references are given.

We have already commented

But the case is similar with 9:12,13,18-21.

should recall
is

But these references are not all,

suggested, separate from the Day of Atonement.

on 7:27.

Perhaps Dr. Johnsson

his earlier comment on 9:25 that "the translation as 'Holy Place'

especially faulty, since the context points clearly to

allusion (high priest

.

.

.

yearly

.

.

most identical

in

the "yearly."

We think the translation

much as Lev.

verse

Page

16

.

a

blood; cf. 9:7)."

9:12 except that "once for all"
is not

is

Day of Atonement

The case

is

al-

used as the antitype of

necessarily at fault,

inas-

repeatedly uses "holy place" for the second apartment.

See

2.

We have already agreed that Heb. 9:13 is not a clear' Day of Atonement

allusion, nevertheless it is a possible or probable one.

There

is

no Old

Testament instance where the blood of goats and bulls was linked with the
ashes of
is

a

heifer to cleanse defiled persons.

Almost certainly the apostle

applying the blood of the Day of Atonement goats and bulls as cleansing

the people, as well as the water from the red heifer.

Repeatedly

chapter the apostle goes beyond the Old Testament sources

in

in

this

order to show

that the blood of the Day of Atonement had cleansing and ratifying
power.
While Ex. 24 makes no reference to the blood of goats

in

connection with the

ratification of the Old Covenant, the author of Hebrews introduces such, for

goats were characteristic of the annual expiation.

Again, he departs from

the historical account about the blood being applied to the altar, for he

wishes Calvary to be the single application of blood that seals the everlasting covenant,

rather than suggest the aspersion of Lev.

16:15,19, which fol-
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lowed the entrance into the Most Holy and the egress.

Neither do we read

Ex.

"thrown."

24 about the blood being "sprinkled."

There it

is

in

"Sprinkling"

was chiefly connected with the Day of Atonement, and thus these
references

to the efficacy of blood forever interweave by their reference to
"goats,"

"sprinkling," and the cleansing of the sanctuary vessels, reminiscences of
Yom Kippur
Heb.

.

9:18-21

is

linked to the Day of Atonement

statement of principle

in

in

verses 23-28 by a

verse 22, and then by ^ar (for).

Never

is

the Day

of Atonement absent from the mind of the apostle.

We quote Dr. Johnsson once more:

The apotelesmatic interpretation
rightly recognizes the motif (the
Day of Atonement) but needs to see it in the larger cultic context of
the argument of Hebrews.
have argued in my dissertation that the
leitmotif of the sacrificial argument of Hebrews, 8:1-10:18, is better
b ood
This leitmotif of blood is not to be subsumed or superseded;
it gathers up all talk of sacrifice, offering and Day of Atonement;
it
alone can bring cleansing from the basic human problem of defilement
which Hebrews sets forth 54
.

.

.

I

1

w

.

.

.

.

.

Well

said.

None could say it better.

But we would add one small point

with which we venture to hope Dr. Johnsson will agree.

The theme is indeed

the better blood, but that theme would be more comprehensively stated if we
said

— the

better blood that by forensic cleansing brings access

.

Thus only

the Day of Atonement references with their emphasis on access through the

better blood can fully round out the theme of Hebrews.
The theme of access permeates the whole letter.

tians are admonished to "enter" the rest of God.

In

Heb. 3 and 4 Chris-

They are told that the true

Canaan remains to be entered by all who have faith, and who cease from dependence on their own works.
Israel

from "entering in."

Not circumcision, but unbelief, kept literal
See 3:19.

draw near to the throne of grace"

But we, by faith, can "with confidence

(4:16).

That

is,

we Christians have access.
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Then chapter

5,

Because we have

by beginning with cjar (for), tells us why we have access.
a

high priest who has offered sacrifice

for sins.

This high

priest is of the order of Melchizedek, and not that of Levi and Aaron.
has finished His work and has sat down,

Testament times.
with His blood.

unlike the sacerdotal drudges of Old

He has found access to the throne by cleansing our sins

He is our Forerunner and our Representative.

legally already entered with Him, and may do so experient

Later chapters enlarge these thoughts.
all

He

Our

I

I

y

High Priest "is able for

time to save those who draw near to God through him.

sins are no longer the barrier to access,

ia

We have

.

."

(7:25).

Our

for we have through Christ the

better promises about forgiveness, the promises of that covenant sealed with
the blood of our Priest.

See chapter 8.

of access through the blood and this

blood.

Next,

is

Then chapter 9 par excel lence speaks*

equated with cleansing through the

both are linked in 10 where it is repeatedly affirmed that now

through the blood of Christ penitents have no more burden of unforgiven
sin,
but can as sanctified high priests themselves, with hearts sprinkled
clean

and bodies washed, have boldness to enter within the veil.

Only as it

is

seen that the shedding of the better blood on Calvary, the anti-

typical Day of Atonement, procured access to God for all

that

is

See 10:19-22.

penitents—only as

seen will Hebrews be fully understood, and the gospel

fully proclaimed.

We believe Leon Morris was correct when he wrote:

The Day of Atonement is of great importance for an understanding of the
thought of the Epistle to the Hebrews. There the actions of the High
Priest on the Day of Atonement are regarded as the supreme example of
his ministry, and since much of this Epistle is concerned with the High
Priestly work of Christ it follows that an understanding of what the
Day of Atonement signified to men of the first century is important if
we would follow what the atoning work of Christ signified to this
writer. 55

Morris also observes the special

relationship between the theme of access, and
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the use of blood on the Day of Atonement, and it

is

his conviction that Heb-

rews reflects this relationship.
on this day only in the year, the High Priest was permitted to
enter into the chamber which typified the very presence of God. This
is emphasized in the introduction to the day's happenings in Lev. 16
"Speak unto
where it is access and not atonement which is stressed.
Aaron thy brother, that he come not at all times into the holy place
within the veil, before the mercy seat which is upon the ark; that he
Herewith shall Aaron come into the holy place" is the
die not.
In other words the chapter does not say
introduction to the chapter.
is
the way sins shall be forgiven," but,
"This
assumed)
often
(as is
High
Priest
shall come into the presence. "55
the
"This is the way
.

.

.

.

.

.

Quite in the manner of Lev. 16, the writer to the Hebrews introduces his
After speaking
section on the Day of Atonement by referring to access.
pointing
that
High Priest
and
out
the
furnishings,
of the tabernacle
year, he proHolies,
and
only
once
Holy
of
he
a
the
alone might enter
signifying,
that
the
way
into
the
holy place
Ghost
this
Holy
ceeds "the
the
first
tabernacle
is yet
manifest,
while
as
hath not yet been made
9:8f).
for
the
time
present"
(Heb.
parable
now
standing; which is a
This access is purchased at the price of blood which must be carefully
manipulated according to the regulations, for the entrance into the Holy
of Holies was an* adventure whose outcome could not be foreseen, and thus
every precaution must be taken. The use of blood ranks high in the list
of precautions, and thus the writer to the Hebrews notes its use, both
in the case of the Day of Atonement (9:7), and of the work of Christ
(9: 12).

The thought of access leads our author to contrast the best that could
be done according to the Levitical and Rabbinic rites, with that obtained by Christ. 56
Therefore,

let us "have confidence to enter the Most Holy Place by the

blood of Jesus" (Heb.

10:19).

This was an appropriate admonition

in

AD

31

again when Hebrews was written, and remains so but with greater urgency since
1844.

CONCLUSION
Only in Hebrews 9 do we find the New Testament's interpretation of the
first apartment ministry, the Day of Atonement, and the nature and timing of

the cleansing of the sanctuary.

See 9:6-8; 9:7,12,24,25;

(1:3;

4:16;

5:3;
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6:!9;

7:27;

10:1-22;

9:23-25 (cf.

9);

1:3;

13:10,11

9:13,19;

should be compared with the verses of chapter

respectively.

10:22)

Perspectives from contemporary cultures should have helped us to grasp
the meaning of the first apartment.
que to Israel.

The holy places of Israel were not uni-

most systems of religion there existed

In

a

holy center which

could not be invaded except at the risk of life, and usually this sacredness
was indicated by hindrances of approach such as Israel's first apartment.
See chapter one of Mircea Eliade's Images and Symbols

Patterns
in

in

Comparative Religion

Essence and Manifestation

Bib ica
I

I

Wor

I

,

etc.

;

;

;

chapter

10

of her

chapter 57 of G. Van der Leeuw's Re

chapter

3 of

I

i

g on
i

Othmar Keel's The Symbolism of the

This is not to suggest for one moment that Israel copied

uninspired sources, but we would underline what has long been known that God

often used recognized systems or symbols for His "new wine" of truth
special

revelation.

All

in

who have compared the code of Hammurabi with that of

Moses, and the Canaanite literary forms with the Psalms are aware of this
pr inci pie.

Heb. 9 clearly affirms that the purpose of the sealed off inner sanctuary

was to show that the religion of

and inadequate

—a

Israel

in

pre-Christian times was temporary

mere shadow Intended to dissolve when the substance came

at "the time of reformation."

The passages that speak of Christ's going be-

yond the second veil at His ascension underline this very markedly, and the

absence of the slightest whisper about a first apartment

in

heaven gives

added confirmation to its earthly temporary pre-cross significance.

Revelation uses the images of the
never read of a veil

in

heaven

f urnishi ngs" in

— neither

While

the first apartment, we

could we ever have dreamed of the

existence of any such thing but for our presuppositions.

Matt. 27:51 dra-
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matically told of the end of the veil

for all time

in all

spiritual

reality.

Every attempt to avoid the force of "within the veil" has been

a

failure.

So much so, that many since 1905 have given up the attempt, and the majority
of our scholars who have given any attention to the topic admit the technical

meaning of the phrase and its origin

in

Lev.

16

for the Day of Atonement.

When the four references to "without the veil" (Ex. 26:35; 27:21; 40:22;
Lev.
in

4:3) are read

it is found they all

apply to the first apartment.

four places we have "before the veil."

Again the reference

is

Also

See Ex. 30:6; 40:26 and Lev. 4:6,17.

to the first apartment.

As for the curtain at the

entrance to the tabernacle, the Hebrew distinguishes

it from the second veil

by another term.

the veil.

with all this

is

It

is a

"door" or "hanging"— not

In

harmony

the obvious significance of the ark and mercy seat, Cherubim

and Shekinah as the emblems of the throne of God to which Christ ascended.

Over

a dozen

times the New Testament locates Christ at that throne, "at the

right hand of God."
Col. 3:1; Heb.

1:3;

See Mark 16:19; Acts 2:33; 7:55; Rom. 8:34;
8:1;

10:12;

12:2;

I

Pet.

3:22.

Most Holy Place during most of the Christian era
The references to "the holiest of all"

position

in

(

is

All

1:20;

The idea of an empty

quite untenable.

ta hagia

the Most Holy since His ascension.

Eph.

)

apply to Christ's

our threadbare arguments

on the Greek have been erroneous, as now admitted by our own SPA Bible Com-

mentary and contemporary scholars.

Andreasen's arguments on pages 325 to

328 of his commentary on Hebrews

sadly inadequate.

is

does refer to the Day of Atonement
he exegeted.

in

Yet this

same.

Andreasen

at least seven passages of Hebrews -as

As for "within the veil" he does not seem aware of

nature and leaves the matter quite open.

Yet Andreasen

former apologists such as Andross, Watson, and Branson.

is

its technical

miles ahead of

The more recent
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scholarly articles by Hasel, Salom, and Johnsson, are very carefully done,
and contain much that is helpful.

But Hasel avoids such issues as "within

the veil," and so do Salom and Johnsson.

with

in

a

cursory fashion without depth.

If

touched upon, they are only dealt

Hasel

does not attend at all to

the recurring Day of Atonement references in Hebrews, but Salom and Johnsson
do.

The last two named, however, acknowledge the possible application of

most of such references but do not dwell upon their significance.

What was

the high point of the whole sanctuary ritual according to both Leviticus and

Hebrews becomes minimal to Advent ist reviewers.
When we come to the actual "cleansing of the sanctuary" we experience

great disappointment at the manner
with Heb. 9:23.

in

which all Adventist writers have dealt

Not perceiving that Ellen G. White's use of the term was

apotelesmatic (as

is the

Matt. 25:1-13; Rev.

case also of her use of Rev. 6:12,13; Mai. 3:2;

11:19;

and Lev.

16)

we who have followed her have felt

duty bound to give the same interpretation as serious exegesis.

example the argumentation of our late revered brother W.

E.

Read.

Take for
He repre-

sents our traditional position at its best when he writes:
If the earthly sanctuary was cleansed, and it was ordered after the pattern of things in the heavens, by analogy we would expect a cleansing
of the sanctuary in heaven.
One thing we should bear in mind is that
sin has affected more than this world.
Did not Satan's rebellion begin
in heaven?
Furthermore, men have sinned and their records are kept
in heaven.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Let us now return to the thought of the cleansing of the sanctuary in
heaven which was made possible by Christ's death on the cross. ... We
are not alone in believing that a cleansing of "the heavenly things" is
cal led for by this text.
It should be noted that the "heavenly things" to be cleansed certain
refer to the sanctuary, for the same expression is used in Heb. 8:5 as
the antitype of the "Pattern of things" in the earthly sanctuary. 5 7
"

Between these quotations Brother Read has recourse to Great Controversy
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417,418, and The Spirit of Prophecy 4:262,263.

The significant factor

that Brother Read applies the cleansing of Heb. .9:23 as future
Thus his "to be cleansed."
Indeed, we have all

that

it

is,

is

done

Paul's day.

Hasel does similarly in his fine monograph.

Dr.

it,

in

is

times without number.

not correct exegesis.

The apostle

But it
In

9:23

is
is

not exegesis,

talking of some-

thing done by Christ's death, finished already at thetimeof which he was
speaking.

There

years.

it not

Is

is

no hint that the event would not begin for another

1800

fair to inquire: Where are the learned monographs from our

ranks giving detailed exegesis to Heb. 9:23?

They do not exist, for those

who have tried, discovered what the text was actually saying, and gave up the
project.

AdVentists have not been wrong
try as our High Priest.

the emphasis upon it

wrong

in

in

It

is a

in

emphasizing our Lord's heavenly minis-

much neglected theme in Christendom despite

both Hebrews and the Apocalypse.

We have not been

seeing in "the cleansing of the sanctuary" an eschatologica

I

event.

But we have erred in not seeing that Hebrews is plain and clear that the

cross itself was eschatologica
in

I

and that the time of the end came then.

"Once

the end of the world hath he appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of

himself" (9:26).

The author could quote from Habakkuk: "For yet

coming one shall come and shall not tarry" (10:37).

a

little while, and the

Compare also his refer-

ence to his own time as "these last days" in 1:1.

The apostolic penman like his other brethren who wrote for God expected
the contemporary church to take the gospel to the world.

He knew from the

promise of Matt. 24:14 that the only thing holding up the Second Advent was
the global

proclamation concerning the cross.

What now awaits to be consummated
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could have been consummated then.
In

1844 Advent ists were brought to the same place.

Confronted by the

sanctuary through Dan. 8:14, and the inspired visions of Ellen G. White, we
were intended to see the significance of the ark, the mercy seat, the sprinkled
blood, and our Me chi zedekan Priest-King by the throne.

We were meant to

I

grasp the very truths that inspired the soul of the author of Hebrews

truths summed up

in

Heb. 8,9,10.

Hiram Edson was not wrong

ven was directing our attention to these Scriptures.

great truths of the gospel are enshrined
tion

— all

In

— substitution,

thinking hea-

the sanctuary the

representation,

evoked by man's rebellion against the eternal

of God's will

in

law

— the

after the death of the apostles

had.

imputa-

testimony

and nature enshrined forever in the Most Holy Place.

we repeated the error of the early church which within

— the

Instead,

less than a century

lost the gospel, and the Sabbath which

symbolized both that gospel and the rest it brought through Christ's finished
work.

We,

like the Reformers

in

the 17th century settled down to arguing about

doctrines, and in carving meticulously the spokes of the Christian message
we

lost the hub of the cross.

No wonder our wagons have traveled slowly

and with many an accident.

When once more the glory of the good news dawns upon us, and we per-

ceive that all He did we have been counted as doing

atoning death, the triumphant resurrection

— all

— the

perfect life, the

put to our account, so that

we are ever "accepted in the beloved," "seated in heavenly places," "the sops
of God," "without condemnation," ever the recipients of unmerited continuous

justification

— then

Seventh-day Adventlsts will do to their world what the

apostles began to do for theirs.

ensue till the climax

is

Riots and revivals like those of Acts will

reached in Antichrist's last fling as predicted

in
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Rev.

When all men judge themselves by their own reaction to the everlast-

13.

ing gospel

of Rev.

16:6, then our High Priest will

sion, and cease His

intercession.

reaffirm their own deci-

Then that pre-Advent judgment will be

manifested by resurrection or translation to life everlasting, or
years later resurrection to damnation.

But all whose names are

Book of Life have no fear of judgment because "as he

world"— as precious,

as righteous, as

They are found written

in

is

in

so are we

thousand

a

the Lamb's
in

this

accepted— and saved for evermore.

the book, and Michael stands up to deliver them

from their wretched mortality, and causes them to shine as the brightness of
the stars for ever and ever.

The sacrificial work has been performed, and the High Priest no longer
"standeth ministering." The words "sat down" add to the priestly imagery
that of kingly state.
F. W. Moulton.

—

Now think what this means.
It means this: that there is no miracle that
God was unwilling to do to procure the salvation of man, for what miracle
can be compared to the Incarnation of Christ? There is no sacrifice
which God is unwilling to make to procure the salvation of the world,
for what sacrifice can be compared to the cross of Calvary?
But when
it comes to the proclamation of that Gospel, God is willing to sit down
and wait; willing to sit down all these centuries, because God is not
willing to do your work and my work. Here is the awful responsibility
which rests upon us.
E. A. Stuart. 58

—

REGARDING DR. HASEL'S "SOME OBSERVATIONS ON HEBREWS
IN VIEW OF DR. FORD'S INTERPRETATION"
It

9

seems to the present writer that this article by Dr. Hasel has not

been prepared with his usual care and thoroughness.

Most of the points

raised are already answered by my sanctuary manuscript as a comprehensive
readi ng will

show.

For example, on page one of Dr. Hasel

tion from

B.

f

s

statement he refers to my quota-

Westcott (p.A^35) affirming that the ritual of the Day of

F.

Atonement was present to the author of Hebrews "throughout this section of
the Epistle."

I

had affirmed that Westcott had at least Heb. 9 in mind, but
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Dr.

suggests that he may only mean Heb.

Hasel

But

if

9:7— a

single verse!

one looks at Westcott's volume, he finds on page

I

that from 8:1

to 10:18 is assigned in Westcott's outline to "The Fulfillment of Christ's

Priestly Work."
mary:

For chapter nine in this outline Westcott gives the sum-

"The Old Service and the New: The Atonement of the Law and the Atonement

of Christ."
A glance at the contents table of Westcott shows that after commenting

at length on each chapter he adds a series of notes on that chapter.
this his "Additional Note on 9:7" belongs, to which Dr. Hasel

To

refers, and

it

deals with the Day of Atonement, as does the following one which is also

mentioned by Dr. Hasel on his first and second pages.
of Westcott's second note:

the legal

"

Note the conclusion

the sacrifices which were provided for removing

impurities which impaired the validity of the Covenant through

contact with death (9:13), or

in

the common conduct of

life, on the Day of

Atonement (5:3; 7:27ff; 9:7f)," [emphasis ours], Westcott
with Yom Kippur

.

is still

dealing

And observe that in the references he includes he points

back to chapters five and seven for the other elements which make up the
"much broader base" mentioned by Dr. Hasel, but gives Heb. 9 for his refer-

ence to the Day of Atonement.

We refer the reader to Westcott's other notes

on this chapter and his commentary.

For Dr. Hasel to suggest that Westcott

by "section of the Epistle" might only have meant as

namely 9:7,

is

a

strange conclusion

in

little as one verse,

view of Westcott's outline of the

epistle with headings, and his comments on chapter nine.
On page three of Dr. Hasel's article he says:

The meaning of Most Holy place for the plural ta hagia is preferred by
Dr. Ford because "no doubt this springs from the use of 'holy place'
repeatedly in Lev. 16 for the inner room" (p.217 ). The fact is, however, that in the Septuagint of Lev. 16 we do not find even once the
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plural ta hagia

The LXX employs consistently the singular (Lev.
3,16,17,20,23,33). Thus the dependency on the Septuagint of Lev.
is not evident at all. 60
It will

page2l7

.

.

be observed that Dr. Hasel

Here

is

16:2,
16

gave the source for my comment as

the comment as there found

in

context:

Surveying the generality of commentators, one finds that most of them
believe that the meaning for ta hagia in at least seven instances of
the ten is the Most Holy Place.
Others contend for nine out of ten.
We know of none that see the term as fitting the first apartment in any
case other than 9:2. Those who have not chosen to interpret the term
as applying to the Most Holy more than seven times, think of it as signifying the tabernacle as a whole in the remaining instances (except for
9:2 where it can only mean the first apartment).
Heb. 8:2 and 13:11
are the cases which have sometimes qualified for meaning the entire
sanctuary.
One needs to exercise great care wherever one sees this
latter term in English translation, for often, by sanctuary the inner
apartment is intended and not the bipartite structure.
No doubt this
springs from the use of "holy place" repeatedly in Lev. 16 for the inner
room.

Let the reader observe that

primarily

I

am not talking about the author of Hebrews

the sentence preceding that quoted by Dr. Hasel.

in

to English translations which use the word "sanctuary."
is

discussing how most scholars have understood ta hagia

from the LXX
is

is

quite irrelevant.

am referring

I

The whole paragraph
.

So the argument

My reference to "holy place"

in

referring to the Hebrew original, not the Greek translation.

Lev.

16

The Hebrew

uses the singular repeatedly throughout the chapter for the room "within the

veil" which the high priest entered but once a year.

Our main point

in

the

section quoted is that English scholars often by sanctuary mean the inner
apartment.

structure

This restriction to but one room rather than the whole bipartite
is

not at all

strange.

The RSV and KJV do this

the second apartment while the KJV uses it also
As for Dr. Hasel

f

s

in

in

Lev.

16:33 for

Heb. 9:2 for the first.

argument that the LXX uses the plural almost solely
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for the whole sanctuary, that is quite understandable when we remember
that

only when the cross event shattered the veil did the two apartments fuse
into one as clearly taught in Heb. 9:6-8;

10:19-20.

no separate identity in the heavenly antitype.

The first apartment has

barriers to access to

All

God have been removed by Christ.
I

find myself

in

agreement with Dr. Hasel

(page 5) that philological

grounds should not be depended upon to prove the point at issue.

clearly states that context

is

the decisive factor.

My chapter

See page 218.

Most of the other arguments in the paper are really answered in my
own
chapter.

For example, the possibility suggested by F.

allowed for

in my

own statement.

F.

Bruce (page 6)

is

See pages 2 43-2 44.

Those non-Advent ist scholars who wish to see "the heavenly sanctuary
also divided into two parts" (Hasel,

p.

citing TDNT ) oten see the heavens

8,

through which Christ passed en route to the Most Holy

antitype of the first apartment.
an actual

by Dr.

It is not the case

place of office with two divisions.

Hasel

as believing

in. a

of two heavenly ministries

referred to

in Dr.

in

(

ta hagia ) as the

that such believe

in

For example, Thiessen cited

bipartite sanctuary
separate apartments.

in

heaven has no conception

See the original

Hasel 's Ministry article (insertion, Jan.

1976).

source

Thiessen

declares "Christ has gone through the heavenly tent and entered the Holy of
holies"

(

Untersuchungen zum HebrSerbr ief

1

9691,

105).

There is no thought

by such authors of Christ pursuing a first apartment ministry
in heaven be-

fore

a

later second apartment work.

misrepresent their meaning.

All

references to such writers actually

TDNT , while seeing

a

heavenly antechamber, dis-

tinguishes it from "the true sanctuary, the holy of holies" (7:377). [Emphasis
ours. 2
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On page twelve, Dr. Hasel quotes Ex. 24:8 to support a blood sprinkling

ceremony other than the Day of Atonement.

We would point out that it is

different word altogether than that used for "sprinkling"

a

the Day of

in

Atonement record, and the RSV uses "threw" rather than sprinkle.

We refer

the reader to our discussion of Heb. 9 for the points raised by Dr. Hasel.
(Page I47ff of manuscript.)
As regards "within the veil," we would point out that all

cussions of the use of

katapetasma are largely beyond the point.

phrase which is important, and as shown

in

my chapter on Hebrews,

technical term borrowed from the Day of Atonement ritual.
by N. H. Young.

astonishing.

is

1

It

it

the

is

is a

See the appendix

For Dr. Hasel to say that "Scholarly opinion

to the identity of the 'veil

(page 14)

lengthy dis-

is

divided as

that was rent at the crucifixion of Christ"

Simple people who know neither Hebrew nor Greek,

but who recognize the allusions to the Gospel

story

in

Heb.

10:19,20, have

no such difficulty.

Page seventeen of the Hasel article reminds us that God's presence
not bound to the Most Holy Place.

We agree wholeheartedly.

"before the Lord," and Scripture affirms His presence
the issue

is

— does

the symbolism of the throne,

in

Elijah stood

every place.

SP 1:274,398.

Ellen G.

See 8T 284; GC 414; PP 349; DA 212;

And did Christ enter into that center on man's behalf?

6:19,20; 9:8,12,24,25;

But

(the ark and mercy seat and

cherubim) point to the center of God's activitiy for men or not?

White had no doubts on the matter.

is

10:19,20 affirm that the truth

is

even so.

Hebrews
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FOOTNOTES

1.

The story was part of a manuscript of some 230 pages, most of which was
theoretical in nature, and unable to stand the scrutiny of James White,
Uriah Smith, J. N. Andrews, and Loughborough.
They refused to print it in
the Revi ew though willing to use the biographical portion which was
comparatively slight.
Edsori demanded that all or nothing be used, so
it proved to be nothing.
As a result, Hiram ceased to attend church.
But there is no reason to doubt the essence of the account, provided we
do not follow the error of many claiming that a vision was vouchsafed
him.
Edson never claimed that .
See "The Life and Work of Hiram Edson"
by James Rosco Nix, Heritage Room, Andrews Unversity.
This work, written
in the early seventies, is the most comprehensive and accurate account
of Edson that we have.
For an E. G. White allusion see CWE 155.
,

2.

So our SDA Bible Encyc lopaed
claims.
See its articles on the sanctuary and the investigative judgment, particularly p. 1279, column 2.

3.

A.

i

C. Purdy, "Hebrews," Interpreter's Bible , ed. G. Buttrick (New York,
1955), 11:684.
The evidence for this summary is obvious from a study
of the text itself.
Here again, a commentator has value only in enabling"
us to see what is already there in Scripture, though we have not pre-

viously observed

it.

4.

See appendix, "Quotations on the D.A.

5.

The New Testament

6.

Op.ci

in

Hebrews."

in

Twenty-six Versions

,

1077.

11:686.
This view has been taught in essence by SDA Bible
teachers including R. Loasby, R. Cottrell, J. Cox, D. Neufeld, S. Kubo,
N. H. Young, etc.
Because Adventist presses have only put out two commentaries on Hebrews one being a "patched-up" version of an unacceptable
original, and the other one noteworthy for its avoiding of contrary
evidence there is little draw from as regards our own exeget ca
literature.
Only when we ourselves have prepared a definitive work in this
area will some be tempted to feel that they can disdain the sources offered us by previous diligent and capable Christian scholars.
While it
is an error to depend upon commentators or uncritically absorb their
conclusions, it is as great an error to think that theology alone of
the sciences does not stand upon the shoulders of a
who have gone before.
Ellen G. White gratefully incorporated hundreds of lines from
such exegetes as Farrar, Conybeare and Howson, Jamieson, Fausset, and
Brown
.

,

—

—

i

I

I

I

7.

See appendix, "Quotations Regarding Heb. 9:6-9." These statements represent the conclusions of prominent SDA New Testament scholars.
See our
previous footnote on the matter of using commentaries.

8.

See

S.

Gayford, Sacrifice and Priesthood (London,

1924),

72f.
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9.

10.
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The writer has not attempted to do again what he has already
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attempted in his Daniel commentary (SPA), exegesis of the basic verses.
He
refers readers to that source for that purpose.
Here, in the limited time
and space available, he has chiefly dwelt on the problems which make some
aspects of the traditional exposition untenable.
No doubt more than one
tentative solution will be forthcoming from others, but no progress can be
made in that direction until the problems are clearly seen.
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THE CURRENT SITUATION
In

1978,

the missionary book of the year was The Power and
the Glory

(R&H) by Raymond H

.

Woolsey.

It

is a

cludes eight small pages on Dan. 8 and

,

summary of our prophetic faith and in9.

While the usual argument about

blood from the daily sacrifices going continually into
the first apartment
is

used,

the "judgment" verses are interpreted as pointing not
only to a

cleansing of the sins of the saints, but also as divine
vindication and
declaring of the "little horn" to be guilty.
9 we are

See pages 40,45,41.

a

On Dan.

told that "weeks of years" is a better translation,
for "the angel

was actually saying that seventy seven-year periods,
or 490 years, would be

allotted to Daniel's people, the Jews" (page 42).
Thus this easy-to-read

little volume in its brief summary of the vital

sanctuary doctrine offers an amalgam of nineteenth and
twentieth century

Adventist positions.

It

admitted that the original of Dan. 8:14 means

is

"justified" or "vindicated" rather than cleansed; the actual
prophetic statement of ch.

9 uses

years rather than days; and the judgment of Dan. 7 at
least

incl udes the wicked.

The current equivalent volume, Dick Winn's God's Way
to
1979), also discusses Dan.

readable.

8:14, and

like the above volume,

a
is

New You (PPPA,

eminently

But it makes no reference to the investigative
judgment.

Dan. 8:14 is

interpreted

Instead,

terms of the Hebrew concept of restoration.

in

contrast between the two books

is

instructive.

The

But neither book deals with

the grave problems in exegesis that our traditional

interpretation faces.

Despite the wide variety of new literature through our
presses every year,
for a whole generation we have produced nothing of
depth on the sanctuary

doctrine except Heppensta

I

I

'

s

Our High Priest- exceptional also because of
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its departure from the usual

Adventist presentation at several key points.

With every passing year, evangelists find it harder to convince people
that the time of the end began
in

the seventeen hundreds, and the judgment

in

the mid-nineteenth century.

Even neophytes in religion are hard to con-

vince that the omniscient God takes so long ferreting out the evidence about
His creatures, especially when Scripture so clearly affirms that He reads the

thoughts and intents of each soul, and that every heart

is

open to Him with

whom we have to do.
Meanwhile, on the outside, critics at every opportunity refer to our

investigative judgment teaching as

a

face-saving device (hardly flattering,

though at least conceded to be the greatest of all historical devices of that
ilk) which

is

stale,

flat, and unprofitable.

On the inside, our scholars

talk to each other more often than to administrators, and sometimes concur
with the opposition.
would,

It

however, be wrong to conclude that nobody cared, and nobody

worried about our perpetuating
lems.

a

teaching that for many holds grave prob-

One prominent man amongst us, as already told, cared so much as to

send out a questionnaire to our leading theologians,

linguists, and writers.

The questionnaire went to university and college departments, administrative
centers, and editorial chairs.
of that questionnaire.

is

not necessary to draw from the documents of the

The information has been given

Daniel committee.

universities and

It

We wish to allude once more to the results

is

E.

E.

meetings at both our

all

requested, did reply

available on tape.

Those who replied to the questionnaire
included

in

— and

Heppenstall, Earle Hilgert, S.

Specht, E. R. Thiele,

R.

H.

Horn, A. G. Maxwell, W.

Hammill, D. Neufeld, T. H. Jemison, R.

E.

F.

Loasby,
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0.

Christensen,

known to us.

S.

In

Kubo, W. G. C. Murdoch,

P.

E.

Heubach, and others well-

response to the inquiry "What linguistic basis

is

there for

translating nitsdaq as 'cleansed'?" twenty-one out of the twenty-seven had
nothing to offer, five had next to nothing, and one surmised that there may
have existed an unknown Aramaic original.

tic or contextual

As to the query regarding

linguis-

reasons for applying Dan. 8:14 to the antitypical day of

atonement and the investigative judgment, all twenty-seven affirmed the
non-existence of any linguistic or contextual basis.
Such conclusions offered by the cream of our scholarship assert
fect that our traditional teaching on Dan. 8:14

our traditional teaching
in

is

indefensible.

is

reiterated by laity and ministers

print by our publishing houses,

lie platform by our evangelists.

in

in

ef-

in

Yet today
Bible studies,

schools by our teachers, from the pub-

Despite our awareness of problems discussed

by our best scholars over five years, today we go merrily on regardless.
all

theological problems neglected,

habit of springing back like
bers can mean the

a

*

like personal

whiplash.

health problems, have

A neglected hole

in

a

But
a

ship's tim-

loss of the whole company.

When the results of this questionnaire were discussed on the Daniel
committee, the same current tapes tell us that our scholars were much divided

over the issues, with a majority wishing to ignore the problems, and as a

temporary measure, at least provide something to give reassurance to our own
people.

Others admitted the problems frankly, and declared that the Scrip-

ture did not countenance the Adventist interpretation, but we could strongly

support our case from the Spirit of Prophecy.
and almost died.

Perhaps it did

die— certain

And there the matter
it

is

that there

ghost that refuses to be confined to coffin quarters even

in

is a

rested—
very active

holy places.
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NON-SPA SCHOLARS AND APOCALYPTIC
But exegesis

is

not dead.

While we seem to have become more and more

shy about attending to the themes of Daniel and Revelation, and have relied

chiefly on the outdated commentary produced

in

after-hours

a

century ago,

non-Adventi st scholars have turned to eschatology with a vengeance.

Exegesis has been more active
Biblical apocalyptic than
learned journals such as

in

I

all

in

the twentieth century in the area of

previous centuries combined.

nterpretation and Journal of Theology and Church

have devoted whole issues to the topic, and books have swarmed

While it was

in

Prestigious,

like bees.

the year 1844 that the word "eschatology" entered

literature

as a strange Cinderella, there have been times this century when that theme
has seemed to reign as queen.

Some German scholars have affirmed that "apoca-

lyptic is the mother of New Testament theology,"

1

and others -concede that

though Jesus Himself was not an apocalyptic, "the views of the apocalyptic

tradition are everywhere the presuppositions of what He said and did." 4
An American scholar has expressed the attitude of many post-WW2 theologians

when he wrote: "To determine our Lord's attitude towards the subject of

apocalyptic

is

one of the really urgent tasks at the present time confronting

Bible scholars." 3

Others frankly acknowledge that such themes as the Son of

Man, the kingdom of God, the judgment, the resurrection, Antichrist, the Second

Advent

— all

lyptic,

so prominent in the teachings of Jesus,

not only belong to apoca-

but are derived from the teachings of a book long derided by many Old

Testament scholars

— Daniel.

Says Karl Heim:

At least in its main features Jesus accepts the vision of the future of
the world given by Daniel.
For He solemnly adopts the principal part in
the final act of the cosmic drama seen in the book of Daniel.
The
"Kingdom of Heaven" also, which He had announced in His first call to
repentance, is the eternal Empire that according to Daniel is to follow
the terrestrial empires.
For the import of this solemn declaration by
Jesus it is immaterial whether the author of Daniel lived about 600 BC
.

.

.
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under Jehoiakim in the Babylonian exile, as he says
himself, or whether
the book was written in the first half of the
second century BC.4

Since the invention of the atomic and hydrogen
bombs, the study of ethics
has ceased to be of chief

interest for certain sociological and philosophical

scholars alone, and has become recognized as vital
has ethics any supra-human support?

That

is

the

.

i

for human survival.
nevi tab e question.

almost as inevitable.

And

I

does Scripture have anything specific to say
about the future?
is

That inquiry

Thus the new attention to apocalyptic.

The tables have been turned drastically this
century from last.
reputable scholars of our early Adventist years
saw
topic for scorn.

in

mi

I

I

enn a
i

I

i

mi

I

lenni a

the nineteenth century, post-mi

outstripped her poor sisters— pre-mf
so no more.

in

I

i

Most

sm a

The philosophy of progress controlled most
theological dis-

cussions on eschatoiogy.

is

But

lennia

I

I

Ism and ami

I

I

I

lenn ia

enn a
i

I

i

I

i

sm far

But it

sm.

Few exegetes today espouse the once popular
tenets of post-

sm.

One hotly debated issue this century has been
whether the Olivet discourse
was indeed uttered by Jesus.

recognized that that discourse
Daniel.

The question is important because it
is a

is

widely

pesher on the apocalyptic portions of

Theologians outside our church who were contemporary
with such men

as A. G. Daniel Is, W.

E.

Prescott, W. C. White, etc., pictured Jesus as a

teenth century Western intellectual who could
not possibly have believed
such chimeras as the end of the world.
G.

R.

n

i

ne-

in

Since the thorough investigation by

Beas ley-Murray of all the significant literature
on the topic (see

Jesus and the Future),

inventions such as the "little apocalypse" theory,

coined to explain the origin of Mark

13,

have fallen out of favor.

The re-

cently revised Peake's Commentary says on page 814
that "the attempt to remove
the eschato logical element from the teaching of
Jesus

is

without justifica-

28!

tion."

Such acknowledgements from scholars of all countries could be mul-

tiplied.

This new attitude to Jesus, and the recognition of His respect for the

apocalyptic prophecies of Daniel
titude

in

is

accompanied by

at least some areas of Daniel ic studies.

similar reversal of at-

a

Let us illustrate.

The major attack upon the Adventist interpretation of Dan. 8 has been
the criticism that the little horn there sketched applies only to Antiochus

Epiphanes and that therefore Dan. 8 does not go beyond

a

second century BC

perspective.

a

willingness to acknow-

In

recent years, however, there has been

ledge that all the visions of Daniel
It

is

have their climax

the kingdom of God.

in

doubtful whether there is any scholar of note who would not agree that

Christ's references to the "kingdom of heaven" stem from his intimate knowledge of the prophecies of Daniel

and their kingdom climaxes.

in

his article on Daniel

F.

C.

in

the final establishment of the Kigdom of God" (page 200).

H.

Rowley,

the Dictionary of the Bible edited by himself and

Grant, declares: "The visions and their interpretations all culminate

Lagrange, says the same

62-69).
is

in

H.

in

his volume,

The Frenchman,

Le Judaisme avant Jesus - Christ (page

The German scholar Gerhard von Rad tells us that

in

Daniel

there

"A much more precise delineation of the Kingdom of God," 5 than anything

known hitherto.

John Bright speaks

in a

similar vein

in

his The Kingdom of

God 6
.

A ten-year doctoral

study entitled, No Stone on Another by Lloyd Gaston,

suggests that the little horn of Dan. 8
Lucifer

in

Isa.

14.

is

reflective of the descri pt ion 'of

Gaston says:

The "abomination" In Daniel seems much worse than that of
Maccabees
We must beware of reading Daniel too much in the light of
1:54,
what actually happened according to
Maccabees.
In particular, the
cleansing measures which satisfied the Maccabees would surely not have
I

....

I
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satisfied Daniel. ... It is significant that there is in Daniel no
mention of a hoped-for rebuilding or reded cat ion of the temple.
In
Daniel 2 a great stone "not made with hands" shatters the fourth kingdom and becomes a "kingdom that shall never be destroyed" (2:44).
In
7:14,27 it is again a kingdom which is given to the people of the saints
of the Most High, when the fourth kingdom is destroyed.
Accordingly,
it may very well be that we should interpret 9:24, "To anoint a Holy of
holies" in accordance with the usage of the Dead Sea Scrolls, to refer
to a community.
The strange statement of 8:14 "the Sanctuary will be
justified" will then refer to "the many" who are "justified" by the
wise (12:3). 7
i

In

another place Gaston adds, "We have already suggested that the Sanctuary

of Dan.

8:14 and 9:24 should be interpreted figuratively

holy community." 8

terms of the

in

The recently translated (1979) commentary on Daniel

Andre Lacocque takes the same position.
"In that case, the expression
restored Temple, but also the
the community of Israel." J.
on this point:
Chron. 23:13
•Aaron and his sons."
I

by

We quote him.

'Holy of Holies' not only designates the
faithful priesthood around whom is gathered
de Menasce turns up his nose at any timidity
concerns "the priestly consecration of

We believe J. de Menasce is correct.
We see confirmation of this in
the very structure of the text and in the identification constantly
established by Daniel since chapter 7 between the Temple and the People.
We saw the most recent instance of this in verses 20-21.
It is again
the doctrine from chapter 7 which is determinative.
There can be
no dichotomy between the two aspects of a single reality.
When the
Temple in Jerusalem is purified anointed by an ultimate anointing the
People-sanctuary will at the same instant be restored to its perfect
priesthood.
.

.

.

—

—

Another writer who sees beyond the limited Antiochus Epiphanes interpretation

Bert

is

i

I

GaVtner.

and the New Testament

a

We read in The Temple and the Community

reference to the prophecy of Dan.

in

Qumran

the little horn,

8,

and the cleansing of the sanctuary in the last days.
we find in Daniel a combination of "the saints of the Most High"
and the idea of the "new temple" which is to be established in the last
days.
On the subject of the evil to come it is said that one of the
"horns" of the "he-goat" shall
defile the temple
but the
good to come also stands related to the temple; atonement shall be made
for the evils of the people and eternal righteousness shall be estabished , "to seal both vision and prophet, and to anoint a Most Holy
place."
This vision of the future has sometimes been interpreted
.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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special categories, the implication being that "the saints" make up
new temple, a spiritual temple.
It is the kingdom of "the saints"
which is called an anointed sanctuary upon which rests the presence of
God (7:13,14). ... It is important to note that the concept of the
"anointed sanctuary" is connected with the ideas of the Son of Man and
the "Saints of the Most High." 10
in

a

This writer certainly see Dan. 8:14 in connection with a final atonement

which ushers

in

links with Dan.

the kingdom of God.
8:14 Dan.

7

and

It

is

also significant that this writer

its passage on the judgment and the Son of Man.

Adventists have not always capitalized as they should have done on the
fact that

in

the corresponding sequences of the visions

of Daniel, while the former chapter culminates

in

chapters

its portrayal

7 and

8

by the scene of

the judgment and the coming of the Son of Man, the fol lowing chapter at its

climax promises that "the sanctuary shall be cleansed."

Thus we have the

following parallel which shows that the sanctuary's cleansing is identical
with the judgment.

Babylon (lion)

Belshazzarof Babylon (8:1)

Medo-Persia (bear)

Medo-Persia (ram)

Greece (leopard)

Greece (he-goat)

Rome - pagan and papal
(beast with ten horns
and
ttle horn)

Rome

Judgment scene

Cleansing or vindication of
the sanctuary

I

- pagan and papal
(little horn)

i

We are familiar with the fact that the word translated "cleansed" might
be better translated "vindicated" or "justified."

used the

Ellen G. White frequently

latter terms when speaking of the closing work of God

in

heaven and

earth, and thus gave evidence of her insight into the fullness of meaning

present

in

the Hebrew original of Dan. 8:14.

DA 26,763-764; PP 68; GC 504,671

;

SDABC 7:986.

See,

for example, COL 178,179;
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the last half century particularly,
many non-Adventist scholars have

In

written

a

great deal on the topic of "the Son of Man,"
stressing the fact

that this prophetic symbol

is a

figure representing vindication or justifi-

cation, and therefore points to the same
event as Dan. 8:14.

C.

F.

D.

Moule

says, for example, concerning the
expression, "The Son of Man: This vindica-

tion-theme attaches to it more readily
than any distinctively redemptive associations."
Daniel

is

And Gaston reminds us that "The concept
of the Son of Man

very close to that of the Kingdom
of God."

12

in

Another well-known

New Testament scholar, Matthew Black,
speaking about the meaning of the Son
of Man

in

the teachings of Jesus says: "The o

I

d

b

i

b

I

i

ca

I

Son of man apocalyp-

tic has not therefore, been foisted
upon the teachings of Jesus through the
tradition;

ment."^

it represents

Dan

the substance of his teaching about the
coming Judg-

8:l4 wi+h j+s reference +Q c|eansing

.

<

Wn _

jus+ifica+ion and

dication) thus paralleis the reference to
the judgment

in

Dan.

7

which pic-

tures the Son of Man, and the great majority
of modern commentators now ad-

mit that this last figure indeed points
to

a

work of vindication by divine

judgment.
For over a century, Adventist evangelists
and Bible workers have

labored

hard to prove to those people with
whom they were studying that Dan. 7:13,14;
8:14;

9:24 were to be connected

in

order to understand God's last message,

and what heaven would teach us regarding
the judgment.

It

is

now possible

to point to statements by Bible scholars
of England, France, Germany, and
America, not of our faith, who likewise
link these three passages.

For example

Feuillet says, "The three oracles of
7:13,14; 8:14 and 9:24 are mutually

complementary and contribute to explaining
the same reality"l4 (translation
from the French

)
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Another line of study concerning Daniel which

is of

particular interest

to Seventh-day Advent ists has to do with the theme of
the book as recognized
by non-Adventist scholars.

word "vindication"

in

Commentator after commentator has employed the

interpreting this book of prophecy.

15

The theme of

vindication has been recognized as permeating both the narratives
and the

visions of Daniel.

Only

dication" found, and that
word here appears
root

in

in a

one verse of the book

in

in Dan.

is

8:14.

It

is

is

the actual word "vin-

interesting also that the

unique form out of the hundreds of the uses of this

the Old Testament.

Furthermore, this verse which strikes the keynote

of the book by its reference to "vindication"

is

also the climactic point of

the symbolism of the book.

Commentators have been far from unanimous as to where
in

this book occurs.

For example,

chapter

is

natural

a

7 to be seen as

the first section of the book or the second?

In

Dan.

division

belonging to

8:14 we have

a

distinct

literary dividing point, for this verse terminates the use of visionary
symbols requiring interpretation.

Hereafter, all

is

explanation.

ing verses we hear an admonition from heaven for Gabriel

understand the vision.

After

a

In

the follow-

to make Daniel

to

threefold reference to the need for understand-

ing we have an explanation given of the symbols of chapter 8
except for the

climax of that presentation

in

verse 14.

And the rest of the book is devoted

to explaining in greater detail the vision of chapter 8.

commenting upon Dan. 8:14 says,
laid aside

...

the fourth

the symbolism entirely.

.

.

".

vi s ion,
."

".

.

.

in

S.

B.

Frost, when

the third vision the imagery

is

the last and longest of them all, drops
.

.

He was not prophesying when the rededica-

tion as such was going to take place, but

.

.

.

the eschaton ." 16

Thus Frost

declares Dan. 8:14 to be the point at which symbolic imagery is laid aside,
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and eschatologica

1

in

import,

having to do with heaven's last work for man.

When we thus read from scholars not of our faith that Dan. 8:14 points

to the atonement whereby the saints of God are vindicated, and that this

same vindication

is

pictured in Dan. 7:9-13, and that the literary dividing

point of the book and the thematic heart are both found

in

Dan.

8:14, we

should not therefore assume that such writers view the Scriptures entirely
as we do.

In

most instances these commentators are what we would call

liberal and do not even consider that the book of Daniel

6th century BC.

was written

the

in

These facts, however, make it the more significant that

in

attempting to honestly interpret the text they should reach similar conclusions

in

some respects to ourselves.

We have given just a sample of the evidence from recent non-Advent st
i

scholars that many such have come to recognize from the Biblical text it self that Dan. 8:14 should not be limited to the days of Antiochus Epiphanes

but rather points to the vindication

in

the judgment of God's loya

l

people.

Writers such as Gaston, Feuillet, Gartner and others would paraphrase "then
shall the sanctuary be cleansed" as "then shall

the holy community be

declared righteous by the judgment of God."

this connection we should

In

remember that Ellen G. White viewed the worshippers
and those of the church-temple of earth as one.

in

the heavenly sanctuary

Thus she could not only

describe believers as God's tabernacle or sanctuary

in

this world, but also

stressed that this earthly temple constituted the courts of the heavenly, and

that together the two made

a

single reality.'^

Having shown that the essence of Advent ist teaching on Dan. 8:14 now
finds strong support among non-Advent st scholars, we wish
i

in

contrast to

point out that our traditional presentation of that essence has been marred
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by non-essential

dogmatism on doubtful matters.

TRADITIONAL PROPHETIC DATING AND THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT
The great saving truths of the Christian faith never depend upon inferential

reasoning from

a

single text.

That God

is

our Creator, that Christ

died for our sins that we might be forgiven, that salvation is through faith,

that faith always bears fruit

in

obedience, that Christ will return to earth,

that now He intercedes for us on high— all such truths rest on substantial
immovable

foundations of Holy Writ.

topics be ambiguous,
are not ambiguous.

it

Should certain texts on any of these

matters not, for there are plenty of others which

Pillars of the faith are firmly established, they do not

rest on fluid, uncertain, equivocal

interpretations.

When, however, we come to our traditional
1844 and the investigative judgment,

w

"

sanctuary interpretation of

such is by no means the case.

It

is

dependent, not upon plain didactic statements from Scripture, but upon a prolonged series of assumptions and inferences

— most

of which are highly debatable.

We set forth dogmatic conclusions where honesty should compel us to confess

that the evidence is either ambiguous or contrary to our claims.
For example, consider our perilous dependence upon the following as-

sumptions, many of which are interlocking

in

such a way that if one falls,

•

so do the others.
1.

That Dan. 8:14 speaks of 2300 days

the Hebrews word for days,

it

is

.

(While Dan.

not to be found

in

8:14.

12

repeatedly uses

Instead we have

the ambiguous "evening-morning" which most apply to the evening and morning

burnt offerings.

only 1150 days are
2.

Thus instead of 2300 days,
in

J_f_

these exegetes are correct,

view.)

That these 2300 "days" equal 2300 years.

(Though it is quite
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impossible to prove that the year-day principle

even
is

if

we could, days are not mentioned

in

is a

Biblical datum, and

either 8:14 or 9:24, so there

no basis to apply the principle in these instances.)

That these 2300 years begin centuries before the "little horn"
be-

3.

gan his attack on the sanctuary.

(Though

in

the context, the 2300 has been

understood by many as applying to the length of time the little horn

is

trampl

the sanctuary underfoot and suspending its daily offerings.)

That the 2300 years begin at the same time as the seventy
weeks.

4.

(Though there

is

no scripture to say so.

"decree," and there
from 2300
5.

is

no way of proving that the cutting off of the 490

intended.

That it

weeks begin.

is

The Hebrew chathak means "cut" or

is

possible to be certain of the exact year that the seventy

(Though exegetes have never been agreed on this point.

decree like that of 9:23,

a

Is

the

heavenly one from God, or one from an earthly

king?)
6.

That the decree of Artaxerxes recorded

restoring and building of Jerusalem?
says this.

Ezra 7 has to do with the

(Though there is nothing

The context says that this decree,

had to do with the temple.

in

in

Ezra 7 that

like those of Cyrus and Darius,

The magistrates were to enforce the temple laws.

See Ezra 6:14 which places this decree among the temple decrees.)
7.

rived

in

That the decree of Ezra 7 "went forth"

Jerusalem and set to work.

in

457 BC when Ezra had ar-

(Though Ezra never says this, and the

decree had been announced at least six months earlier.

There

is

nothing

in

Daniel to say that this decree should be dated fromthetime
of its implementa-

tion rather than its enunciation.)
8.

That we can show 408 to be the time when the restoration of the city
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was completed.

(Admitted even by Adventist scholars to be an impossible

task.
9.

That we can show that AD 27 was the date of Christ's baptism.

(A

similarly difficult feat.)
That AD

10.

31

was the date of the crucifixion.

hold to other years, not this one.

often used by SDAs,

is

(Almost all

scholars

Evidence from Grace Amadon's researches,

based on doubtful assumptions, as admitted by our own

commentary.
I

there

J.

That AD 34 was the date of the gospel going to the Gentiles.

is

no way of proving that AD 34 was the time of the stoning of Stephen,

and Acts 13:46 presents the turning to the Gentiles at a much
12.

Atonement.

(Though

later date.)

That the 2300 days end with the beginning of the antitypical Day of
(Though the Day of Atonement revolved around the sacrifice for

sin, an event we believe took place about eighteen centuries earlier.

The

divesting of his glorious robes by the high priest prefigured the incarnation of Christ which did not take place

applies the Day of Atonement

in

in

1844.

The book of Hebrews clearly

antitype to Christ's priestly offering of

Himself on Calvary, though the Christian era is included as we wait for our
High Priest to come out.)
13.

That until this date was reached, Christ was doing that work pre-

figured by the first apartment outside the veil.

(Though Hebrews tells us

that the work of that apartment symbolized the ineffectual offerings of the
Levitical era when men had restricted access to God, and experienced outward

ceremonial cleansing rather than perfection of the conscience.)
14.

That the work symbolized by the second apartment of the sanctuary

was not to begin till over 1800 years after the cross.

(Though Heb. 9:8,12,

*
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I0:i9,20; 6:19,20 says Christ entered "within the veil" at His as-

24,25;

cension.) The sprinkling of the blood on the mercy seat took place immmed ate
i

after its shedding.
That the sanctuary of Dan. 8:14 means the sanctuary

15.

(Though the context

is

heaven.

about the sanctuary on earth.)

That "cleansed"

16.

this

is

in

is an

accurate translation

Dan.

in

8:14.

(Though

certainly not the case.)
That the sanctuary on the Day of Atonement was cleansed from de-

17.

filement occasioned by the confession of sin and ministration of blood.
(Though Num.

19:13,

etc.,

indicate that the sanctuary was defiled when a

person sinned, regardless of whether confession was made.

most cases,

In

blood never went into the sanctuary.)

That the cleansing of the sanctuary

18.

sins of the professed believers in Christ.

in

8:14 has 'to do with the

(Though the context has to do

with a defilement accomplished by Antichrist, not the host of God's people
who are suffering, not sinning,

in

the context.)

That this cleansing of 8:14

19.

is

also found

in

Dan.

7

in

its judg-

ment scene> and that the latter also has to do with investigation of the
sins of the saints.

which

is the

a

Dan.

7,

as

in

8,

it

is a

wicked power

14:7 has to do with the same investigative judgment of

the sins of the saints.
in

in

focus of the judgment.)

That Rev.

20.

(Though again

(Though John never uses the word kri

si

other than

negative sense—for unbelievers, and though the very next verse tells

us that

it

is

Babylon which endures the judgment, as the later chapters of

Revelation also testify.)
21.

That verses like Acts 3:19 point to the investigative judgment.

I
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(None of such verses studied

context yield any such conclusion.)

That much depends upon Oct. 22 1844, as the beginning
of the anti-

22.

typical

in

Day of Atonement.

(Though Oct.

22

1844 was not the day observed by

contemporary Jews, even the majority of Karaites.

Neither

is

there evidence

that the baptism of Christ, or the stoning of Stephen
took place on the Day
of Atonement, which would have been necessary if
the 49 years, the 434,490,

and 2500 years are each precise in terminus.
G.

White could write:

in

1843.

.

.

.

"I

contrast, observe that Ellen

saw that God was in the proclamation of the time

Ministers were convinced of the correctness of the positions

taken on the prophetic periods" (SG 232).
1843 terminus,

In

not Oct. 22 1844.

ending then, not just one period.

Observe she

Furthermore she

Miller had over

is

is

talking about the

speaking of periods

a dozen,

including the

6000 'years, the seven times, the 1335 days, etc.)
In

contrast to this traditional precision and convoluted series
of as-

sumptions, the chapter

in

our own SPA Bible Commentary

Daniel," shows that such precision

is

,

"Interpretation of

contrary to the whole history of pro-

phetic exegesis of the prophetic periods of Daniel.

Furthermore, when our

own Bible Dictionary refers to Dan. 8:14 in its articles on
Antichrist and

the little horn,

it makes no reference to an

investigative judgment, but

speaks of Dan. 8:14 as pointing to judgment upon the little horn
and restoration of true worship.

Consider the following from the Whedon commentary on Dan.

9:

No prophecy of Scripture is more difficult to explain than this.
Anyone who thinks it easy proves thereby that he does not understand
it.
The more confident the explanation the less likely is- it to be of
any
value.
Like all apocalyptic calculations, these have doubtless been
left enigmatical on purpose— if not, the aim of the writer has
been
sadly defeated, for scarcely two scholars of the old school or of
the
new school can agree as to the meaning of these mathematical combina-

tions.

(Daniel, 290)
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It

should also be pointed out that some other long-cherished dates of

supposed prophetic fulfillment have proved erroneous
9:15; Dan.

12:11,12.

Others, such as 538 and

amongst us long ago, such as

W.

W.

Prescott.

— those

used for Rev.

1798, were questioned by

11:9;

leaders

(See SDABC note at close of

commentary on Dan. 7.)

DOES DIVINE SPONSORSHIP GUARANTEE INFALLIBILITY ?
Why then should some Adventist scholars have grave reservations regarding

our traditional exposition of Dan. 8:14?
the verse eschatologica

I

ly,

We answer: Not because we have applied

not because we see in it

a

heavenly court vindicating

the saints, not because of our relating the passage to Dan. 7:9-13 and 9:24-27
all

this and more, non-Advent st scholars of the highest order have also done.
i

Our embarrassment rather comes because of extra trappings which are impossible
to exegetically defend,
in

the pericope.

concern

is

including our denial of some concepts plainly present

We turn now to these, but with the assurance that our central

still the subject of the Day of Atonement in Daniel.

May we suggest first that some words spoken by E. G. White at Minneapolis

almost

a

century ago are most pertinent for our present concerns.

She declared:

"That which God gives His servants to speak today would not perhaps have been
present truth twenty years ago, but it

is

Great truths are rarely virgin born.

God's message for this time.

Whether it

is

18

the great Reformation

movement, the Wesleyan revival, or the surgings of the Spirit in the days of

Whitefield and Jonathan Edwards, etc., truth has never been unmixed with error.
We are poor fallen creatures who cannot live either

complete light.

Jesus said

long ago,

but you cannot bear them now."
He was wrapped

since.

in

"I

in

complete darkness or

have many things to say unto you,

Even when Truth incarnate came to our world,

swaddling clothes, and all truth has been so wrapped ever

Such swaddling clothes need to be released

like the cerements of Lazarus,
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when the hour comes for resurrection activity.

This hour

is

dawning for the

Adventist church.
Ellen White herself

indicates this principle when she speaks of the hand

of God being over the error of William Miller.

own movement,

like John the Baptist of old,

of its God-given message?

We need to ask whether even our

has had but a partial

understanding

Has God had His hand over some errors

our early

in

positions until we were able to bear further light?
It

is

apartment

certain that all our pioneers understood the shut door of the first
in

1844 to mean the rejection of "the whole wicked world."

1853 we find James White writing in the Rev ew
i

:

in

"Whi le the great work of saving

men closed with the 2300 days, a few are now coming to Christ.

.

Ellen G. White shared such convictions also, though nothing

plainly taught such ideas.

Even

.

." ,9

her visions

in

We were stumbling along towards the light

in

those

troubled days with one disappointment after another. 20
It

took another several years after the last of the Sabbath conferences

where the landmarks were presented, before we laid down another landmark— namel

that the world was ripe for evangelism and not rejected of God.

About six years after that advance, we were still struggling to explain the
significance of 1844, and the doctrine of the investigative judgment was born,

approximately thirteen years after the event supposed to have marked its opening.
We were certainly right in seeing the doctrine of judgment

were we just as right

in

in Dan.

8:14, but

affirming that this judgment was only one for professed

Christians, and that it was a new procedure whereby God had decided to turn to
records for guidance on how to treat those who called upon His name?

Were we

soundly based when we concluded that in 1844 Christ began a new form of ministry
which had to be pursued to the bitter end for more than fourteen decades before His

living saints could see His face?

Did we do the right thing

in

severing
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Dan. 8:14 from its context about the damage to the sanctuary being done by the

wicked little horn?

Were our linguistic conclusions sound when we followed the

KJV rendering "cleansed," faulty though

it was,

identifying the promise of 8:14 as the antitype

and saw in
of Lev.

it

16?

the basis for

These are ques-

tions which the denomination cannot hope to dodge, for our opponents will press

them more and more.

As those who love truth more than

sure ourselves of our answers

in an

area so central?

mature to be able to agree with Ellen
for a people many years ago

may

G.

life,

should we not be

Are we now sufficiently

White that what was adequate for truth

not be adequate now?

With these inquiries as

background, we turn to the year-day principle, and similar matters.

CHRONOLOGICAL PROBLEMS,
Big doors swing on
in all

doctrinal

INCLUDING THE YEAR-DAY PRINCIPLE

little hinges, we have often been reminded.

structures.

I

i

is

true

Some of Adventism's distinctive teachings rest upon

the genuineness of the year-day principle.
from our

It

terature— for the principle

is

Though one would never guess this
ever assumed rather than proved.

away the year-day principle and what would happen to 1798, Aug.

II

1840,

Take

and

Oct. 22 1844?
Let it first be made clear that Advent ists did not invent the year-day

method of exegeting apocalyptic chronological prophecies.

tance from centuries back.
symbolism

a

Theirs was an inheri-

Jews not long after Christ taught that

in

prophetic

day represented a year, and by the time the Reformation was estab-

lished so was this hermeneutica

I

dictum.

But there are problems we should frankly acknowledge.

believes that it was

in

This present writer

the providence of God that the year-day principle was

espoused after the Advent hope of the early church had faded away.

Prophecy had

been so written that what could have quickly been fulfilled would also match
the. march of centuries

if

God's people tarried

in

the discharge of their task.
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But now our prophetic termini
pened since.

Where

It

are far back

i

time to look again at the evidence.

is

the proof for the year-day principle?

is

Dan. 9:24-27 are usually volunteered,

demanded of them

prophecy that
and

the past—and nothing has hap-

in

signifies

it speaks of years

the past, and actual

a

:

and Eze. 4:6 and
is

14:34 is not symbolic prophecy,

Num.

— not

days.

Eze. 4:6 the years are in

In

days ahead are contemplated.

Dan. 9:24, as with Dan. 8,

The Hebrew term translated "weeks"

not related to days at all.

See next page.)

But first, of much greater importance

turn shortly.

4 34

but these certainly do not yield what

year.

the future

in

does not use the word "day."
is

1

(None of these passages state it as a rule for all symbolic

.

a day

"sevens," and

Num.

is

is

actually

To that we will

the whole weight of New

Testament testimony that God's ideal plan was that Jesus should have returned
in

the first century AD, not long after His ascension to heaven.

taught from

Etetthew to

ment scholars

This

is

clearly

Reve at ion and recognized by the vast majority of New TestaI

The fact helps us to understand why Hebrews could apply the Day

.

of Atonement to Christ's ascension "within the veil" and promise that soon He

would emerge to bless those who outside
looking for him.
so apply Heb.

See Heb. 9:26-28.

in

the earthly courtyard were eagerly

(See Westcott and other commentators who

9:27,28.

This thought should not be revolutionary.
in

Prophets and Kings 703-704.

Ellen G. White says it clearly

What we are now doing to warn the world

in

order

that the eternal kingdom might be set up was originally the task of Israel

after the return from Babylon, and should have been fulfil led by the end of the
seventy weeks of years.

Our own SPA Bible Commentary

is

also emphatic that

the end of all things should have come in the first century.

7:729.)

But the real evidence is within Scripture itself.

(See SDABC
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THE YEAR-DAY PRINCIPLE COMPATIBLE WITH
A FIRST CENTURY END OF THE WORLD ?

IS

Consider the following passages:
Truly,
say to you, this generation will
things take place. (Matt. 24:34 RSV)
I

not pass away till all these

When they persecute you in one town, flee to the next; for truly,
say
to you, you will not have gone through all the towns of Israel, before
the Son of man comes. (Matt. 10:23 RSV)
I

Truly,
say to you, there are some standing here who will not taste
death before they see the Son of man coming in his kingdom. (Matt. 16:28
1

The saying spread abroad among the brethren that this disciple was not
to die; yet Jesus did not say to him that he was not to die, but, "If
it is my will that he remain until
come, what is that to you?" (John
21 :23 RSV)
I

Repent therefore, and turn again, that your sins may be blotted out,
that times of refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord, and
that he may send the Christ.
(Acts 3:19,20 RSV)
.

.

.

Besides this you know what hour it is, how it is full time now for you
to wake from sleep.
For. sa vation is nearer to us now than when we first
believed; the night is far gone, the day is at hand.
Let us then cast
off the works of darkness and put on the armor of light. (Rom. 13:11,12
I

mean,

brethren, the appointed time has grown very short; from now on,
live as though they had none, and those who
mourn as though they were not mourning, and those who rejoice as though
they were not rejoicing, and those who buy as though they had no goods,
and those who deal with the world as though they had no dealings with
it.
For the form of this world is passing away. (I Cor. 7:29-31 RSV)
I

let those who have wives

Now these things happened to them as a warning, but they were written
down for our instruction, upon whom the end of the aqes has come. (I Cor.
RSV)
10:
I

In

I

many and various ways God spoke of old to our fathers by the probut in these last days.
(Heb. 1:1 RSV)

phets;

.

.

.

For then he would have had to suffer repeatedly since the foundation of
the world.
But as it is, he has appeared once for all at the end of the
age to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself. (Heb. 9:26 RSV)

Children, it is the last hour; and as you have heard that antichrist is
coming, so now many antichrists have come; therefore we know that it is
the last hour.
John 2:18 RSV)
(

I
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Come now, you rich, weep and howl for the miseries that
are coming upon
you.
Your riches have rotted and your garments are
moth-eaten Your
gold and silver have rusted, and their rust will be
evidence against
you and will eat your flesh like fire.
You have laid up treasure for
the last days.
You also be patient.
Establish your hearts, for the
coming of the Lord is at hand.
Do not grumble, brethren, against one
another, that you may not be judged; behold, the Judge
is standino at
the doors. (James 5:1-3,8,9 RSV)
The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show
to her servants what must soon take place; and he made it known by
sending his
angel to his servant John.
Blessed is he who reads aloud the words
of the prophecy, and blessed are those who hear, and who
keep what is
written therein; for the time is near. (Rev. 1:1,3 RSV)
.

.

.

Let us give special attention to Matt. 24:34.
"All

The blacksmith's sign:

sorts of twistings and turnings done here" is appropriate to
the exe-

gesis usually applied to this text.

But the evidence

is

overwhelming that

Christ wa s saying He planned to return to that very generation
He was addressi

ng

.

The decisive fact
teen times

is

that the expression "this generation" occurs four-

the gospels, and always refers to Christ's contemporaries

in

context itself

is

clear enough.

.

The

The siege of Jerusalem spoken of in verse

15

launches a terrible time of trouble— see verse 21.

to

legitimately separate the great tribulation from the attack on Jerusalem.

It

is

quite impossible

Next, we read verse 29 which assures us that immediately after the
terrible

days of Jerusalem's suffering there would be signs

in

the heavens climaxed

by Christ's own appearance in the clouds of heaven.

When we turn to what was probably the original version of the Olivet

discourse—Mark l3--the case
verses 24-27

is

and the Parous
trial

i

is at

least as strong.

The description of

today overwhelmingly taken as applying to the end of the age
a.

The verses stand

phenomena of verse

7

forward.

in

strong contrast to the merely terres-

The convulsion of the heavens appears

to be a fitting accompaniment of the manifestation of the Son of Man to the
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world which has rejected Him.
(wars, earthquakes,

Vincent Taylor writes, "In the light of 5f

famines) and 26 (the coming of the Son of Man with clouds),

probable that objective phenomena are meant." 2

it seems

The "gathering of

Israel" is frequently pictured in the Old Testament as an event of the end-

time.

See Isa. 60:4ff, Micah 4:1-7, etc.

There does not seem to have been

any plainer language Christ could have used to convey the message of the Son
of Man's literal coming than verse 26.
and

its

context metaphor ca
i

of His return,

if

I

I

y— just

We must ask those who apply this verse

how cou

Chr st have made the point
i

I

words as clear as these are capable of another meaning?

We would also inquire whether the New Testament teaching on the resurrection

and the age to come

is

not evaporated by such exegesis.

While it

is

true

that the fall of Jerusalem helped the young church to attain independence,
it

remains to be doubted whether those Christians persecuted after AD 70

considered themselves to be

in

the age of glory.

Each and all of the statements preceding and succeeding the picture of

the Son of Man coming

central description.

in

the clouds, bear witness to the significance of this

The great tribulation, described as occurring just be-

fore the convulsion of the heavens,

is

its Old Testament source.

12:1-4.

See Dan.

linked with "the time of the end"

in

Verse 32, by its reference to

he hemera ekeine pinpoints the event of the great day of Yahweh so often re-

ferred to

in

the prophets, 22 while the parables of the fig tree and the mas-

ter of the house, which bracket the reference to he hemera ekeine echo the

.

need for alertness in view of its proximity. 2 ^

The case is similarly overwhelming for the interpretation of verses 1419 as

local

and historical.

V.

of the matter when he asked, "If

G.
it

Simkhovitch long ago lunged at the heart
refers to the end of the world, what
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difference does it make whether that end
summer?"24

And C. H. Dodd

is to

come

in

the winter or in the

similar vein affirmed that the description

in

in

these verses fits precisely a condition of besiegement. 25
Unless these verses have reference to the destruction of Jerusalem and
the temple, Christ has not truly replied to the inquiry from His disciples
which provoked the discourse.

Mark's Gospel

is

Furthermore, the setting of this passage

particularly important as scholars recognize.

had warned the church

in

Christ

leaders of His day that they were shortly to witness

the judgment of God. 26

The temple had been declared abandoned. 27

It

then

is

that we have the announcement to the disciples regarding the dissolution of
the sacred building.

context,

it

is an

issue which raised

Because Mark has given Christ's prophecy within this

immediate presumption that the discourse discusses the very
it,

of the apoca lyptists.

and in the manner of the prophets rather than that

Chapter

an extended description of

II

to 15 each refer to the temple, and such

its fate as

13:14-19 might have been expected.

What should be said of the view that the discourse includes both the
crisis of AD 70 and the greater crisis at the end of the world, yet separates

them one from the other?
Beyschlag,

F.

Godet,

E.

(Scholars who have taken this view include W.
F.

K.

Muller, A. B. Bruce, B. Rigaux, C. Cranfield,

and G. E. Ladd.

Not all who see both the end of Jerusalem and the end of the age
same chapter,

interpret it along identical

example, differ considerably.

lines.

in

this

Lagrange and Rigaux, for

The former considers the arrangement of Mark

13

to be the work of the Evangelist as he blended two discourses of Christ, one

concerning the ruin of the temple, and the other the Second Advent.

Not so

Rigaux, who holds that the two perspectives were indissolubly united by Christ
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in

the single presentation.

Cranfield's position

He says: "Neither an exclusively historical

interpretation

is

satisfactory,

.

.

.we

I

must allow for
I

a

similar to Rigaux's.

nor an exclusively eschato og ca

for a mingling of historical and eschato og ca

From

is

i

.

double reference,

a

"28

I

faith standpoint such viewpoints may seem acceptable, but exe-

"getically they are hardly tolerable.

Some commentators, for example, point

to the twofold question of Matt. 24:3.

But when one takes into consideration

the accounts of the same inquiry found in Mark and Luke,

the disciples had

in

it

is

evident that

view a single event only, of which the fall of Jerusa-

lem was a significant part.

(Matthew probably distinguished the two events

because, at the time he wrote, the first had already transpired.)

parallelism

In

i

in

Note the

Mark 13:4.

pote

-

ti/to seme ion

tauta

-

tauta panta

esta

-

me le sunte e stha

i

I

I

i

effect, the question of the disciples is, "When will this take place, and

what

wi

I

I

be the sign of ft?"

The most obvious difficulty for commentators of this school,' particularly

those who view the discourse as separating the two crises,

cise point of division between the two.
viously tied to the preceding verse.

obvious link with verse
noring tote

in

19.

finding the pre-

Some select verse 24, but it

is

ob-

Others prefer verse 20, despite its

Still others fix upon verse 21,

this same verse, which

and following passages.

is

but only by ig-

links the statement to the preceding

The majority settle for verse

19

despite the fact

that hai hamerai ekaina? connects the verse to the previous description.
It

must ever be kept

in

mind that verse 24 which introduces the Parous

i
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riveted just as closely to the tribulation heralded by the coming of
the

is

bdelugma against Jerusalem, and without any hint of a separating chasm
of
centuries.

Mark 13:30 must be understood as belonging to
"Yet forty days and Nineveh shall be overthrown."

Almighty to Nineveh.
and when.

a

Here was the fiat of the

Hardly could a prediction be more definite as to what

The whole book of Jonah revolves around it.

passed, and according to the narrator, Nineveh still
to the heavens.

"I

pointed its proud towers
He

knew that thou art a gracious God,

and merciful, slow to anger, and abounding

in

steadfast love, and repentant

."
I

Jonah was familiar with the principles expressed
mi ah

Yet the forty days

Jonah was certainly angry, but he was not surprised.

seems rather to have anticipated it.

of evi

similar genre as Jonah's

in

later days by Jere-

and Ezekiel
If at any time
declare concerning a nation or a kingdom, that
wi
pluck up and break down and destroy it, and if that nation, concerning
which
have spoken, turns from its evil,
will repent of the evil
that
intended to do to it.
And if at any time
declare concerning
a nation or a kingdom that
wi
build and plant it, and if it does
evil in my sight, not listening to my voice, then
will repent of the
good which
had intended to do to it. (Jer. 18:7-10 RSV)
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

"Yet you say, 'The way of the Lord is not just.'
Hear now, 0 house of
Israel: Is my way not just?
Is it not your ways that are not just?
When a righteous man turns away from his righteousness and commits iniquity, he shall die for it; for the iniquity which he has committed he
shall die.
Again, when a wicked man turns away from the wickedness he
has committed and does what is lawful and right, he shall save his life."
(Eze. 18:25-27 RSV)

Another Old Testament example

is

that of Isaiah's words to Hezekiah,

"Thus says the Lord: Set your house in order; for you shall die, and you
shall

not recover"

(Isa.

38:1).

lived another fifteen years.

Hezekiah did not die.

He d d recover, and
i
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The New Testament also yields us several examples of this principle.

Consider the following case:

As they had been long without food, Paul then came forward among them
and said, "Men, you should have listened to me, and should not have set
sail from Crete and incurred this injury and loss.
now bid you take
heart; for there will be no loss of life among you, but only of the
ship.
For this very night there stood by me an angel of the God to whom
belong and whom
worship, and he said, 'Do not be afraid, Paul; you
must stand before Caesar; and lo, God has granted you all those who sail
with you.'
So take heart, men, for
have faith in God that it wi
be
exactly as
have been told.
But we shall have to run on some island."
When the fourteenth night had come, as we were drifting across the sea
of A'dria, about midnight the sailors suspected that they were nearing
land.
So they sounded and found twenty fathoms; a little farther on they
sounded again and found fifteen fathoms.
And fearing that we might run
on the rocks, they let out four anchors from the stern, and prayed for
day to come.
And as the sailors were seeking to escape from the ship,
and had lowered the boat into the sea, under the pretense of laying out
anchors from the bow, Paul said to the centurion and the soldiers,
"Unless these men stay in the ship, you cannot be saved." (Acts 27:21-31
RSV)
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

The point

in

this story, of course,

is

that Paul did not act as though the

divine prediction was an absolute pronouncement.

He seemed rather to believe

that the reckless wickedness of a dozen men could change the divine purpose
toward the remaining three score.
We have another .examp e in Acts 21:10-14 RSV:
I

While we were staying for some days, a prophet named Ag'abus came down
from Judea.
And coming to us he took Paul's girdle and bound his own
feet and hands, and said, "Thus says the Holy Spirit, 'So shall the
Jews at Jerusalem bind the man who owns this girdle and deliver him into
the hands of the Gentiles.'" When we heard this, we and the people
there begged him not to go up to Jerusalem. Then Paul answered, "What
are you doing, weeping and breaking my heart?
For
am ready not only
to be imprisoned but even to die at Jerusalem for the name of the Lord
Jesus." And when he would not be persuaded, we ceased and said, "The
will of the Lord be done."
'

I

In

this instance, Paul's Christian friends did not regard the prophecy as of

inevitable fulfillment.

Instead they treated it as a kindly warning whereby

the disaster might be averted.

This is the Christian and Jewish view of
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prophecy,

in

contrast to that of the Oriental fatalists.

The parable of the unmerciful servant
difficulty.
35),

Matt.

in

18

has often occasioned

How could the master of the house" (representing God, see verse

forgive his slave the debt of ten thousand talents and yet later change

his mind toward him?
into account.

But no problem exists, as we take the preceding examples

The Biblical view of prophecy

is

that

sarily a prediction to be fulfilled at all hazards.

disaster

is a

hint

Similarly

evil.

in

might be perseverance

forecast

Rather,

in

a

is an

right course.

encouragement, that there

This view of the conditional nature

been held and applied to many sections of the Scripture.

have seen its relevance for the present issue.

in

Possibly C.

he had said what verses 30-31

103).

if

only men responded.

I

'

s

."

(

long

.

D.

.

Moule had

he might have

for there
.

is

.

.

a

what

The Gospel According to Mark [Cambridge
in

Gaston's No Stone on Another ,

Die Mehrdeut gkei t der Geschichte als Problem der pro-

phet ischen Theologie (G5ttingen,
A.

.

See particularly the discussion

425f; and J. Hempe

R.

say;

F.

which great prophets see so clearly and expect so eagerly

might happen
1965],

if

It has

Some modern exegetes

this in mind when he commented on Mark 13:30 as follows: ".

sense

not neces-

prediction of

a

of prophecy was not devised to meet the problem of Mark 13:30.

been absolutely right

is

order that proper steps might be taken to avert the

prediction of blessing

a

a

i

1936), 41.

Knox speaks similarly:

By a rather free interpretation of the language used you can just maintain that our Lord spoke on ly about the destruction of Jerusalem, and
tacitly refused information about the Second Coming.
By supposing that
the Evangelists here, as elsewhere, include one or two sayings which
real ly belonged to a different context, you can save the accuracy of the
prediction, but at the same time you rob it of all certainty.
Is it
possible to preserve the unity of the passage, and at the same time to
interpret its phrases in their natural sense? Only on the supposition
that this was a conditional prophecy (cf Jonah 3:4 and 10) and that the
condition of it, namely the conversion of the Jews remained and still
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remains unfulfilled (cf Rom. 11:22 and notes on 2 Thess. 2:6).
In this
way we can see the picture as a continuous whole, and at the same time
understand why the f u f
Iment of it has only been partial. 29
I

G.

B.

i

I

Caird has something to say along the same lines:

Jesus clearly indicated that in its final manifestation the Day was
known only to God, not because God had fixed a date which he guarded
as
a close secret, but because the coming of the Day
was contingent upon
the full realization of the purposes of God.
." 30
.

.

The Jew was able to take in his stride paradoxes which have
perplexed
Gentiles ancient and modern. Where we should make a guarded statement,
the Semitic mind prefers to throw together two extreme statements
and
allow the one to qualify the other. The prophets repeatedly declare
God s irrevocable judgment on human sin, and almost in the same
breath
call on men to repent before it is too late." 31
f

Caird also quotes from

J.

Paterson: "Many things were foretold precisely that

they might not come to pass." 32
are also worth consideration.

|

n

this connection, the words of A.

L.

Moore

He says: "Only the motif of grace withholds

that which properly belongs to the complex of eschato og ca
I

i

I

events which

ended with the Ascension and Exaltation." 33
An unusually frank commentator was Hermann Olshausen.

It

seemed his

habit to acknowledge difficulties, and to confess the inadequacy
of current

explanations.
adopt

...

Concerning Mark 13:30 he wrote:

".

.

.

we do not hesitate to

the simple interpretation— and the only one consistent with the

text— that Jesus

did intend to represent his coming as contemporaneous with

the destruction of Jerusalem, and the overthrow of the Jewish
polity." 34
His editor did not agree with him, and saw fit to indicate this
by

a

footnote.

But the same Olshausen took pains to introduce his exegetical
comments on
Matt. 24 by a preparatory note regarding the contingent
nature of prophecy.
His measured statements afford a reasoned philosophy for his
own
a

philosophy which he felt was drawn from Scripture itself.

"Studies

in

the Book of Daniel

(R.

Cottrell)."

approach—

See appendix,
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It

is

certain that Christ and His contemporaries were well aware of con-

tingent promises recorded by Moses and the prophets.
to take the captive Israelites direct from Egypt to

quiring less than

a

fortnight's journeying?

Had not Yahweh promised

Canaan— a distance

re-

And had not that same generation

wandered outside Canaan for forty years and then failed of entrance?

See

Numbers 14:34 margin.
We submit that the exegesis of Mark 13:30

i

s

on y complete if we allow
I

for the possibility that Christ, as a Hebrews of the Hebrews, may have used
an absolute statement with

less than an absolute meaning,

those Scriptures He so implicitly trusted.

harmony with

in

He believed that if the early

church proved faithful to its missionary commission, and
Jewish nation repented, the end would transpire

in

the chastened

if

that same age.

It

this

is

linking of the gospel proclamation to the world with the end' of the age that

provides the hint of the contingent element.

Such proclamation would be de-

pendent upon the wholehearted dedication of the church.

element

is

An uncertain human

involved.

Part of our problem
what the other half

is

is

that one half of the denomination does not know

saying.

Our own SPA Bible Commentary

,

as already shown,

agrees with this position, and sets it forth at several points.

quarterly of 1967 teaches the same.

More recently (April,

Neufeld has written to the same effect in the Review

.

The Daniel

1979),

Dr.

Don

Richard Coffen points

out that even among our pioneers there were some who recognized this principle:

Other Adventist authors have also stressed the cond tiona ty of proJ. N. Andrews in The Sanctuary and Twenty-three Hundred Days
phecy.
second edition, pp. 5,9, quotes Bliss Commentary on the Apocalypse pp.
7,8, which sets forth the principle of conditional prophecy.
J. H.
Waggoner in Refutation of the Doctrine Called the Age to Come second
edition, p. 92, refers to conditional prophecy.
E. A. Sutherland in
i

I

i

,

1

,

,
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Living Fountains or Broken Cisterns , p. 81, suggests that had Israel
been faithful, earth's history would have been shortened by at least
2,000 years.

Martin Buber calls cond tiona ty the 'prophetic theologem' of Hebrew
prophecy, though Buber refuses to apply the contingency principle to
apocalyptic literature Pointing the Way , pp. 197,198).
i

i

I

(

The deterministic element which scholars see in apocalyptic does not
necessarily vitiate cond tiona ty in the genre.
For example, certain
rabbis held both concepts in tension when explaining why Messiah had
not come.
"Rab said: 'All the predetermined dates for redemption have
passed, and the matter now depends only on repentance and good deeds'"
(Sanhedrin 97b).
"R. Samuel B. Nahami said in the name of R. Johnathan:
Blasted be the bones of those who calculate the end Messiah's advent.
For they would say, since the predetermined time has arrived, and yet
he has not come, he will never come.
But even so, wait for him, as it
is written, Though he tarry, wait for him
What delays his coming?
The attribute of Justice delays it Lfootnote: because of Israel's unworthiness of it]]" (Sanhedrin 97b).
5

I

i

.

.

.

.

Furthermore, numerous commentators point out that determinism is not
as prevalent in the Revelation as in other apocalypses.
"The book of
Revelation is not a book to satisfy hungry curiosity.
The extent to

which it reveals what wi
happen is related structurally to the revelation of how what will happen will happen to men according to their
choices and loyalties in the present" (David W. Cain, Religious Studies,
March 1972, 40).
I

I

"There are ... in the ape exhortations and threats that do not harmonize perfectly with a purely deterministic or mechanistic conception
of human history" (Pierre Prigent, Theology Digest , Spring 1975, 56).
"The deterministic element, though present in Revelation, never suggests
man's helplessness, nor does it threaten man's freedom or responsibility
The letters ot the seven churches show that John thinks that man's decisions and responses in the world do shape history as well as personal
destiny" The Broadman Bible Commentary 2: 245). 35
(

1

The evidence of Matt. 24:34 (Mark 13:30) makes it plain that

it was

no

part of God's original plan for sin to endure for centuries after the cross

Prophecies such as Dan. 7:25; 8:14; Rev.

fulfillment on
pel

a

11:2;

12:16;

13:5,

.

would have met

much smaller scale had the church quickly grasped the gos-

and proclaimed it in its purity

.

Let us turn to the evidence of the Apocalypse, as that book of Scripture
has most to say about the Lord's return.
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The presupposition most common to interpreters and most devastating to

their exegesis
lar,

is

that the New Testament

in

general, and Revelation

in

particu-

assumes that a gap of many centuries must necessarily intervene between

the two advents of Christ.

This view minimizes the significance of the first

advent and the cross, however unwittingly, and assumes that the major purpose of Revelation
tical events.

J.

is to

H.

predict twenty centuries of political and ecclesias-

Newman,

much worthy of consideration.

from whose soteriology we strongly differ, wrote

Consider the following on the matter under dis-

cussion.

Though time intervene between Christ's first and second coming, it is
no
recogni zed (as
may say) in the Gospel scheme, but is, as it were,
an accident.
For so it was, that up to Christ's coming in the flesh,
the course of things ran straight towards the end, nearing it by every
step; but now, under the Gospel, that course has (if
may so speak)
altered its direction, as regards His second coming, and runs, not towards the end, but along it, and on the brink of it; and is at all times
near that great event, which, did it run towards it, it would at once
run into.
Christ, then, is ever at our doors; as near eighteen hundred
years ago as now. and not nearer now than then, and not nearer when He
comes than now. &
"*"

I

I

•

Anyone who reads the New Testament from the viewpoint just expressed
will

find a complete harmony in its chronological statements.

will

discover that the New Testament writers viewed the first advent of

Christ as the beginning of the end of the world.

Such

a

reader

They did not deny the

literalness of another coming of Christ but they viewed that event as an im-

minent completion of the End already begun.
The New Testament's last book was written to spiritually arm and prepare first century Christians for the task of the universal spread of the
gospel that the end of the world might be consummated

in

their day

!

Let us notice some plain statements from Revelation.

The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show to his servants what must soon take place ; and he made it known by sending his
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angel to his servant John.
.
Blessed is he who' reads aloud the words
of the prophecy, and blessed are those who hear, and who keep what is
written therein; for the time is near
(Rev. 1:1,3)
.

.

.

But to the rest of you in Thyatira, who do not hold this teaching, who
have not learned what some call the deep things of Satan, to you
say,
do not lay upon you any other burden; only hold fast what you have,
unti
come
(Rev. 2:24,25)
I

I

I

.

I

Remember then what you received and heard; keep that, and repent.
If
you will not awake,
will come like a thief, and you will not know at
what hour
will come upon you.
Because you have kept my word of
patient endurance,
wi
keep you from the hour of trial which is coming on the whole world, to try those who dwell upon the earth.
am
coming soon hold fast what you have, so that no one may seize your
crown.
Behold,
stand at the door and knock; if any one hears my
voice and opens the door,
will come in to him and eat with him, and
he with me. (Rev. 3:3,10,11,20)
I

.

I

I

I

.

.

I

I

;

.

.

.

I

I

And behold,
am coming soon
And he said to me, "Do not seal up
the words of the prophecy of this book, for the time is near
He who
testifies to these things says, "Surely
am coming soon ."
Amen.
Come,
Lord Jesus! (Rev. 22:7,10,20)
.

I

.

.

.

.

I

What

I

the meaning of these statements written

in

I

not awake,

I

will

I

wi

I

come

I

I

i

ke a thief,

and you

wi

I

I

statements, but to explain them away.

n

soon.

gest that the end will be sudden when it comes.
is

time.

merely the certainty of the issue that
Yet

a

fourth expedient is to

perspective which
gem

is

to explain these

is

A similar

Another

to

is to

affirm that

foretold, rather than the

assert that God

vastly different from our own.

a special

is

line is to sug-

is -speaking

from His

A more scholarly strata-

to admit the difficulty and then negate it by assigning all

statements to
is

is

— not

The most popular explanation

say that the events foretold are to begi

it

not know at what hour

come upon you."

Many are the expedients which have been invented

it

the first century?

am coming soon"; "the time is near"; "what must soon take place"; "if you

"I
wi

is

prophetic, apocalyptic terminology,

the manner of prophets to always affirm that the end

i.e.
is

such

to say that

near.

This,
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of course,

is true.

But did they always thus affirm because of a prophetic

"mind-set" or could they have intended at least some? of their statements to
be understood at face value?

Simcox would have us believe that the purpose of the "soon" statements
"is to assure us of God's practical

readiness to fulfill His promises, rather

than to define any limit of time for their actual

reasons

in a

fulfillment." 37

circle as he writes, "The Apocalypse was given

tury, and seventeen centuries have now passed away;

fest that by 'shortly'

in

Swedenborg

the first cen-

from which it is mani-

signified that which corresponds, which is certainly.

is

Lange makes "soon" to mean "in swift succession," implying that the events
to come will

follow each other with great celerity.

Other commentators, either from honesty or prejudices of their own, have
protested against such misinterpretation.

Consider the following:

The subject-matter of this revelation comprises the events of the future—
the near future.
The argument that Gk. en tachei implies that the events
will not take place soon ,
but will be completed speedily once they
begin, cannot be sustained; it is not what the original readers of the
work would have naturally understood.^
'

'

We cannot, however, do justice to his very plain opening statement (cf
i.3; iv.l; xxii.10) by saying that he foresaw a long series of events
covering centuries, which could be described as imminent because they
were to begi n shortly.
Whatever earthly realities correspond to John's
symbols, he expected them to be accomplished quickly in the? r entirety 39
.

The fulfillment of what is announced in the Revelation is here placed
in the immediate future.
So also in other passages.
According to v.
3, and ch. xxii.10, the time is near.
"I come quickly," says the Lord
in xxi .7, 12,20, iii.ll, ii.5,16.
These declarations are opposed to the
view of those who would convert the entire book into a history of the
time of the end, and confirms the view, which treats it as our companion
through the whole course of history.
Neither do those do it justice
who remark with Bengel, "therefore did the fulfillment begin immediately
after the date of the book." Not merely was the beginning in general
ascribed to the immediate future, but such a beginning as was to be the
beginning of the end.
i

.

.

.

It is nothing but a shift to say, as numbers do here, that the measure
of time we are to think of is not, the human, but the divine, with which
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a thousand years are as one day (Ps. xc.4,
2 Pet. ii.8).
The remarks
made respecting this in my Christology on Hos, ii.6, "yet
once it is a
little while, and
shake the heavens and the earth, and the sea and the
earth, and the sea and the dry land," are equally
applicable here: "Whoever speaks to men, must speak according to the human
mode of viewing
things, or give notice if he does otherwise.
It is for the purpose of
consoling us, that the prophet declares the shortness of the
time.
But
for such a purpose, that only was suitable which might
appear short in
the eyes of men.
Only in mockery or by deception could the prophet have
substituted that, which was short in the reckoning of God."
We have
there shewn, that the shaking spoken of began to take
effect in the immediate future. The axe was already laid to the root of
the Persian
kingdom (as in the time of John to that of the Roman),
and its subsequent visible fall was only the manifestation of a
much earlier latent
one.
De Wette's remark, that the shortness must not
be taken too
stringently, that it was used to encourage the suffering
and warn the
impenitent, represents the Seer's God and the Lord himself,
who in Luke
xvi 1.8 likewise promises a speedy deliverance
to his faithful people,
as acting like the worthless physician who feeds
his patients with false
hopes.
That Luke xviii.7 can only be quoted in support of such
a view
on a wrong interpretation, is manifest.
And in refutation of it, as
also against the notion of its being the divine
measurement of time
that is to be understood, there is the circumstance
that in the fundamental passage, Ezekiel xii., to which the expression
in v. 3, "the
time is near," refers, the declaration "the days are
near," in v. 23
corresponds to "in your days, ye rebellious house, will
do it," in'
v. 25.
On the "what must shortly come to pass," comp. iv.l,
xxii.6. 40
I

i

!

ev xctxet
designates neither figuratively the "certainty" of the future
nor the swiftness of the course of things, without
reference to proximity or remoteness of time in which they were to occur
... by the
eyyus , v. 3, it is decided that the speedy coming of what is to happen
is meant. ... The evasion that the iv
xa'xeu
s to be understood
according to the divine method of computation," as in 2 Pet.
is contrary to the context. 4
i

i

i

i

'

As regards the use of 2 Peter 3:8, "But do not ignore
this one fact,

beloved, that with the Lord one day is as

years as one day," we point out that it
with the clear statements

in

is

a

thousand years, and

a

thousand

quite wrong to link this Scripture

Revelation about the soon end of all things.

Scripture never gives any examples of thus interpreting warnings
about time.
Such an approach

is

purely a human device for avoiding difficulty.

Secondly, the passage

in

its context

is an

affirmation that delay

in

judgment does not negate its certainty but rather indicates
the long-suffering
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mercy of God.

Peter

God disregards all

certainly not wishing to imply to his readers that

is

distinctions of time, or that He does not mean to be

understood according to the human time expressions He uses.
prophecy has frequently been very precise

tural
6:3;

15:13;

I

40:1; Num.

14:33;

Jer.

Again, when we compare Rev.

time reference is plain.

Indeed, Scrip-

its chronology.

in

See Gen.

29:10.

30:11;

22:10 with Dan. 8:26 the meaning of the

1:3;

Fulfillment is not to be distant but near.

The

entire book (thus bounded at both ends by "soon") we are told has special

meaning for the existing seven churches of Asia and has reference to their

experience just ahead.
17:10 is significant in this discussion.

Rev.

".

.

.

they are also

seven kings, five of whom have fallen, one is, the other has yet to come,
and when he comes he must remain only a

on its

last legs.

only for

a

But one. more phase

little time.

Readers

this verse exactly as it reads.

in
'

I

i

tt e wh
I

.

i

I

e "

The world power

is

to be manifested and it will exist

is

the first century would have understood

We repeat—the evidence is overwhelming

that the book of Revelation was written to nerve the church of that day to

complete the gospel commission.

Heaven

i

ntended that faithful believers of

that generation might see Christ come in the clouds and be caught up to meet

Him without passing through the portals of the tomb.

THE INTELLIGIBILITY OF PROPHECY:

IS

IT

HISTORY WRITTEN

Too often we have been guilty of treating prophecy like
or as the product of some fortune-teller.
is

not intellectual

but spiritual.

ADVANCE ?

IN
a

Delphic oracle,

But the main purpose of prophecy

"Knowledge puffs up but charity edifies."

God did not give the prophecies primarily that we might know the future, but

that we might know Him and His gospel.

This is obvious when we consider the
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obscurity of prophecy.

All is

is

right when he says:

The claim that prophecy is to be understood literally raises the question of the intelligibility of prophecy, and bears directly on the problem of the relationship of prophecy to history.
If prophecy is to be
taken literally, i.e. according to the letter, it would be natural to
conclude that its literal meaning must be clear and obvious.

The usual view on this subject has been that prophecy is not intended to be fully understood before its fulfillment, that it is only
when God "establishes the word of his servant and fulfills the counsel
of his messengers," that the meaning and import of their words becomes
fully manifest.
The reason for this is to be found, as Patrick Fairbairn has so admirably pointed out, in the fact that these disclosures
of things to come are made known to men by One who has made man and
knows his human frailty and how much knowledge of the future is for his
good.
Prophecy, in the words of Sir Isaac Newton, is not given to make
men prophets, but as a witness to God when it is fulfilled.
Prophecy
is a wonderful combination of the clear and the obscure.
Enough of God's
purpose is revealed to act powerfully upon the heart and conscience of
those to whom the heavenly message is sent, but not enough to make
fatalists of them, to paralyze human effort, or to coerce the human
enough to prove the message to have been a true word from Him to
wi
whom alone the unknown future Is fully known, but not enough to enable
man to foresee with certainty when and how that purpose is to be realized.
I

I

:

If prophecy is written as simply and plainly as history, it should be
quite as intelligible as history; and we should have no more difficulty
in understanding the prophecies of Isaiah than the history recorded in
the Books of the Kings. This view may seem to do great honor to the
Bible by insisting that its interpretation is quite independent of the
But it fails to do justice to the fact that God is
events of history.
quite as much the God of history as He is the God of prophecy, and that
it is the historical fulfillment of a prophecy which proves that it came
from God.
This literal view of prophecy also makes its appeal to those
who wish to exchange faith for sight, who wish to be able to read the
future with clearness and to set up precise prophetical programs regarding things to come, programs which no one can conclusively disprove
until the events of history have tested them.
The refutation of this
conception of the complete intelligibility of prophecy is to be found
in the simple and inescapable fact, that it cannot be made to square
with the phenomena of prophecy as they lie before us in Scripture, and
in the no less obvious fact that those who insist most emphatically that
prophecy is fully intelligible differ among themselves greatly at times
as to its meaning.
The fallacy in this claim will be clear when due
weight is given to the fol lowing considerations.

—

— is

The use of figurative language symbols, parables, etc.
characteristic of prophecy than of historical narration.

far more

Not only is the language of prophecy often figurative and parabolic,
also differs from history in its frequent lack of precision and def
i

it
n

i

teness
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While the record of history may be told in broad and general terms, it
deals with recorded events and usually tells us with some definiteness
when things happened.
In the case of prophecy, periods and dates are
only rarely defined precisely. 42
An example of the fact that prophecy is not just history written

vance

is

that prophetic promises are only "very rarely fulfilled

in

in

ad-

the pre-

cise literal sense in which they were understood when they were first pro-

claimed." 43
For example,
rest.

of

Israel

was promised the land of Canaan and accompanying

According to Jos. 21:43-45 the promise was fulfilled by the entrance

Israel

into Palestine,

but as Gerhard von Rad has indicated:

A disturbing

inconsistency remained in the fact that Israel was obliged
to share this land with the Canaanites (Judges 2:3,21,23).
This rest
bestowed by God is mentioned frequently in the Bible, but it is applied
to temporary conditions and is not seen in the light of ultimate fulfillment, with the result that it continued to be regarded as an open
promise and the author of the letter to the Hebrews was able to interpret it in a completely new sense (Heb. 3:7ff).
It is the old promise,
but, in the light of the event of Christ, it discloses entirely new as-

pects.44

Other examples of this principle abound
prophets.

The promises found

in

in both the

major and minor

the last twenty-seven chapters of

Isaiah,

which were first given for those who should return from Babylon, are given
a
in

new application in the New Testament.

Daniel, such as 8:14 and 9:24,27,

ultimately,

Similarly, the restoration promises

find a much

infinitely transcending what Jews

garded as the fulfillment.

in

terms of time.

off.

the second century BC re-

See Rev. 2!: 1-3.

The fulfillment may be surprising not only
in

larger cosmic fulfillment

in

terms of content but also

What seems almost immediate may turn out to be millenniums

We cite from several of the many commentators who have recognized this

truth about prophecy.

Hebrew prophets from the earliest times in their predictions of great
temporal deliverances have been wont to allude to "the days of Messiah."
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Those days were in view even when the assembling of the tribes of Israel
in the promised land was spoken of (Gen. xlix).
When Isaiah depicted
the overthrow of Assyria, the coming Hero was predicted C sa vii).
When the fall of Babylon was announced, the days of Messiah were announced to be at hand.
When the deliverance of Israel by the hand of
Cyrus was predicted, Messiah similarly was expected. The prophets foresaw that, although Israel's deliverance was to come from Persia, Persia
would finally become its oppressor. The Greek power commenced with
spreading a sheltering wing over the Jewish nation. Greece in its turn
became also Israel's oppressor.
Hence it is described in the language
of Zechariah as raising up its mi ght/ men aga nst Israel (Zech. ix. 13).
Similarly, Daniei, in his last prophecy Cch. xii), represents Messiah
rising up in the form of a warrior, "Michael, the great prince," standing up for the children of His people.
Finally, when the struggle with
the last or fourth world-power is predicted, Messiah, the stone cut out
of the mountain without human instrumentality, is pictured as dashing
in pieces the great colossus of the four world-empires, and
destroying
I

.

i

His foes. 4D

If the fact be borne in mind that Zechariah, in predicting
the rebuilding of the Second Temple and its completion, spoke at the same time of
the coming of the man who was the Branch, who, in a more glorious sense,
would buiid the Temple of the Lord (Zech. v . 12, 13), it cannot be regarded as improbable that Daniel in this vision may have been led to
think of Messiah as the Restorer of the sanctuary which had been polluted alike by Jews and Gentiles.
i

No satisfactory interpretation has been given of the 2300 days regarded
as referring to Maccabean times.
It is quite possible that those 2300
days may be a period of prophetic days or years which have still to run
their course.
Ancient Jewish interpreters have made the same suggestion.
The combination in Gen. i.5 of "evening," "morning," "light"
and "day" with that in Zech. xiv.6,7, where "day," "evening," "light"
are spoken of, compared with "evening morning" in Dan. viii.14, and
"the evening and the morning" and "many days" in verse 26, seems to show
that Zechariah affords a hint of the real meaning of the passages in
Daniel.
If that be correct, it need not surprise us that we are not
permitted to know the date of the commencement of the period.
If the
cleansing be future, it will take place
in that day when Messiah, in
the language of the Baptist, shall "throughly cleanse his threshingfloor; and he will gather his wheat into the garner, but the chaff he
will burn up with unquenchable fire" (Matt, iii.12). 46
'

John seems to suggest that the Messianic judgments would soon fall and
the sway of Rome give place to the millennial reign.

Before passing judgment on this matter, it is necessary to recall that
John's viewpoint in no way differs from that of his predecessors in the
prophetic office. All the prophets looked for the overthrow of the
oppressor nation of their day, followed by the establishment of the
kingdom of God.
Isaiah looked for the Messianic deliverance to follow
on God's judgment of Assyria (see, e.g. Isa. 10,11), Habakkuk on the
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destruction of Babylon (Hab. 2:2,3). Jeremiah, Isaiah and Ezekiel all
prophesied of the setting up of the kingdom after the return of the
Jews under Cyrus (e.g. Jer. 29-31; Isa. 49,51; Ezk. 26).
Haggai, writing
after that return, foretold the advent of the kingdom following the
completion of the Temple that was then in' course of rebuilding (Hag. 2),
while every vision of Daniel placed the end after the overthrow of
Antiochus Epiphanes.
Similarly in the NT the second coming of Christ
appears to be expected in the not distant future (e.g. Rom. 13: If;
I

I

Cor. 7:29f; Heb. 10:37; Jas. 5:8;
Pet. 4:7;
Jn. 2:18; Rev. 1:3).
Even our Lord places His teaching regarding His second advent side by
side .with His prophecies concerning the fall of Jerusalem (see Mark
I

I

I3).4'7

On this point one can make the appeal only to thorough and practised
readers of the other prophetic parts of the 0. Test., who must often have
met with the like difficulty.
It is easy to point to examples.
Isa. ii.
iv. is a comminatory prophecy against the Jews then living, i.e. the
Jews of Isaiah's time.
In 4:2-6 is (as
cannot well doubt) a Messianic
passage, following immediately a description of the evils to be suffered
by the rebellious Jews then living, and joined to that description even
by a 'in that day/ vs. 1,2.
But if any refuse to regard Isa. iv. as
Messianic, how can they dispose of 'chap. viii. ix.? Surely the threatenings, and the execution of them, uttered in chap, viii., have respect
to the Jews of Isaiah's time.
Yet in making the transition from this
period to the Messianic sequel in chap. 9:1-7, not a word is said as to
the interim of more than seven centuries which actually elapsed.
Here
all are constrained to acknowledge a prediction truly Messianic; and
yet the case is the same, as in the passage under consideration.
I

For the rest of Isaiah, chap, xi-lxvi, whether we assign it to the prophet whose name it bears, or to a later writer, makes no difference with
the point before us.
The continual intermingling and junction of the
return from the Babylonish exile, and that from the exile of sin, shows
that the writer has not taken the least pains to throw into his composition any distinctive notes of time.
He has left this unrevealed; and
so much so, that one is strongly moved, in view of his whole composition,
to repeat the declaration of the Saviour: "The times and seasons hath
" ~
the Father put in his own power," Acts 1:7.

—

"

The like result would follow

a

scrutiny of the other prophets. 48

Fairbairn rightly: "The prophetic writings

.

.

.

Says

give no countenance to the

notion that the gift of prophecy was conferred merely for the purpose of an-

nouncing before-hand the coming events of Providence." 49
on our interpretation of Dan. 8 and 9.

All

this has bearing

Anyone who has studied the multiple

laborious attempts to dogmatize on the fine chronological points of Dan.

9:24-27, and who also has some awareness of the facts of ancient chronology,
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must agree with what Hengstenberg called "concealed def

i

n

i

teness

.

CHRONOLOG CAL PROBLEMS CONT NUED
I

I

Auberlen is sympathetic to this truth.
The judicious words of Preiswerk, upon this question, claim our earnest
attention ( loc.clt
286): "We ought not, considering the uncertainty
of ancient chronology, to lay much stress on calculating the exact year.
For, though the calculation be very successful, yet so soon as another
interpreter follows another chronological system, what has been so
laboriously reared up, is apparently thrown down.
But if we grant, from
the outset, that ancient chronology is uncertain, and be content to
point out a mere general coincidence of the prophetical with the historical time;
f we show that possibly even a minute coincidence took
place, and, at best, that no one can prove the contrary, we shall have
done enough to prove the truth of the ancient prophecy, and our work
cannot be overthrown by others." Let us consider likewise the remarks
of Sack Apologeti k , 336), "It could not have been within the power of
the ordinary reader of Scripture to be an accurate student of chronology;
hence those who could know the termi nus a quo on y in a general way, as
falling within the time of the commandments and permissions given by
the Persian kings, could, consequently, know the time of the Messiah's
appearance only in the same general but sufficiently accurate way; it
was sufficient to strengthen their faith, and to keep their expectation alive.
And, though the means and results of learned chronological
investigations are inaccessible to them, yet, from the simplest knowledge
of history, they may arrive at a conviction that prophecy is fulfilled
in Christ. ...
.

,

i

(

I

With regard to Daniel himself, the object was not accurately to fix to
him individually the year. of the Messiah's coming.
As he lived several
centuries before the event, this would have had no interest for him.
.

.

Even for the people of Israel, to whom the message of Gabriel was sent,
the calculation of the seventy weeks could not be clearly and plainly
laid down.
We know that it is an essential feature of prophecy to reveal and at the same time to veil the future: It does not purport to be
a history, much less a chronology, of coming events; it does not put
them as clearly before our eyes as the past; this would destroy man's
ethical relation to the future.
And for this reason, the present prophecy needed to be veiled in some obscurity, however clearly it might
contain the intimation that 490 years would elapse from the permission
to restore Jerusalem after the captivity to the time of the Messiah.
It is its very clearness in the main, which renders necessary this obscurity.
The fulfillment of the eternal decree of God must not be a
mere arithmetical problem, which the profane understanding also may
calculate by simple arithmetic, but a holy enigma, which shall stimulate
to a faithful observation of the ways of God, to a diligent study of
the history of His people.
" None of the wicked shall understand; but
the wise shall understand" (Dan. xii.10).
n an instance like this,
I

.
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where the chronological intimations are clear and unmi stakeab e, such
relative veiling of the truth could be accomplished only by concealing
the starting-point, and, as we shall see, the termi na -poi nt of the
seventy weeks, in a certain obscurity, and by connecting it with facts
which can be recognised in their full significance by the faithful student of Scripture alone. ...
I

a

I

The plurality of the edicts afforded some room for uncertainty, as is
proved by different Christian expositors choosing different edicts as
starting-points; and hence Hess (i., p. 196) remarks, "It seems to me
that we are not forced to understand the angel's words as referring
only to one of these edicts, but that they refer to the whole period
during which such edicts were given, revoked, and renewed.
Here we remind the reader also of the remark of Sack, already quoted, that to
strengthen faith and keep alive expectation, it was sufficient to have
only a general conception of the time. And history makes it manifest
that prophecy entirely fulfilled this object.
For it is a well-known
fact, that at the time of Christ, the expectation of the Messiah had
spread extensively, not only among pious Israelites (Luke ii. 25, 26, 28;
xx
5
but also generally among Jews and Gentiles, as we learn f r0 m
Josephus and the well-known passages of Suetonius and Tacitus.
i

i

1

.

1

) ,

For every student of prophecy the articles

in

on Old and New Testament chronology are a "must."

our own SPA Bible Commentary

They bring* many surprises.

Among other things they enlighten us regarding the impossibility of dogmatism
on many dates which most do dogmatically affirm,

time

in

including such points of

the Dan. 9 prophecy as the crucifixion date.

Both the terminations

of the first seven-weeks period, and the entire seventy, are difficult to

authenticate historically.

There

is

no definite proof that the restoration

of Jerusalem took seven weeks of years.

Neither

is

AD 34 beyond dispute.

Note Auberlen again:
It is more difficult to discover the reason for the separation of the
first seven weeks.
The text assigns them no peculiar character, but
mentions them together with the sixty-two weeks, as a time of restoration and of the rebuilding of Jerusalem.
Hengstenberg takes
that
the angel meant seven weeks until the rebuilding of the city would be
finished, and from that time till the Messiah, sixty-two weeks.
He endeavours to prove from Herodotus and other profane writers, that Jerusalem was restored to be a large city after about forty-nine years, or,
according to his chronology, in the year 406 B.C.
But apart from the
precarious and unsatisfactory character of this mode of argument, such
a solution of the question is impossible, on purely exegetical grounds,
as has been clearly pointed out, for example, by Wieseler.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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On the contrary, we must admit that the text contains no material
reason for the first portion of seven weeks.
They are, to speak generally,
brought forward as the fundamental part of the period of restoration.
If we wish to understand more about them,, we must
turn to the consideration of the inward significance of the number seven,
The last
week may give us a hint for understanding the reason of the especial
prominence given to the first seven. As the seventieth week is separated
from the rest as a period of revelation, so it may likewise be
with the
seven weeks.
And this conjecture will derive confirmation, if we bear
in mind the inward dignity of the number seven to
which we have already
directed attention in our remarks on the week of salvation.

....

The analysis of the seventy weeks is based on the principle of
the
number seven.
They end with seven years; they begin with seven times
seven.
The number seven, it is well known, has a mystical and symbolical
significance throughout Scripture, and especially throughout prophecy,
which, however, in no way lessens its chronological value.
Lest it should seem, on account of these relations of numbers, that because the seven weeks contain the number seven multiplied by itself,
whilst in the last week this number occurs only in its first power/
therefore the final period of revel'ation under the Old Covenant is'
invested with a higher dignity than that of the New; the angel at once
dispels such an illusion, first, by hastily passing over the seven
weeks,
while he enters into a minute description of the last week; and, secondly,
by taking the seven weeks into conjunction with the sixty-two,
as belonging to the time of distress, thus making the seventieth week,
both by
its prominent position and the minute picture of its events,
stand out
clear, in sublime and unrivalled dignity.
On the other hand, we see
the seven weeks plainly separated f rom the si xty-two weeks, in order
to
show the peculiar fundamental character of the time of Ezra, Nehemiah,
and Malachi, as distinguished from the centuries that followed; to
point
out the difference between the last remnants of the revelation of the
Old Testament and that period which enjoyed no revelations at a
We find here, at the same time, an indication of the typical relation'
between the first seven prophetic weeks and the last— between the preparatory salvation after the captivity and the full Messianic salvation—
an Indication which, it is well known, has been further developed
by
the prophets after the exile.
But, as we remarked before, the sixty-two
weeks intervene as a time without revelation, and full of trouble; for
sixty-two is a number altogether without relation to the significant
fundamental numbers, and thus designates, and at the same time in contrast to the two divine numbers by which it is enclosed— a period
insignificant, and without divine revelation.
The relation of the seven
weeks, the sixty-two, and the one to each other, is like that of the
evening red, the night, and the clear day— a day, it is true, to be succeeded for Israel by a far darker night.
Yet even into the first night
there falls a time of great affliction, the time of Antiochus Epiphanes.
I

I

What a marvelous and keenly penetrating glance do these words of the
angel throw into the succeeding centuries!
How wonderfully do they unveil the most decisive crisis of the development of the kingdom of God,
even by the mere symbolism of numbers! 51
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Again, we must admit that the starting point of the prophecy of Dan. 9
does

indeed possess the character of "concealed def ni teness" to which
i

Hengstenberg refers.

When we read about "the going forth of the word to

restore and build Jerusalem" are we intended to think of
from a Persian monarch?

think purposely so.

Phi lological ly the expression

word from God, or

a

is

ambiguous and we

Note that Dan. 9:23 applies the same Hebrew expression

to heaven's sending forth of Gabriel.

Ezra 6:14 indicates that the decree

includes that of heaven and those of Persian monarchs.

Taylor

G.

Bunch saw

the forcefulness of these facts and wrote:
By the going forth of whose commandment would the seventy weeks begin?
Since the Lord was guiding in the affairs of nations for the fulfillment
of His own purpose, doubtless in a primary sense the Lord works through
human agencies.
Who was the servant or agent through whom this decree
was given that would end the period of Israel's captivity and begin the
period of their last opportunity? " The commandment" indicates that the
Lord recognizes but one" decree regarding the restoration of the Jews to
their homeland and the rebuilding of their city and temple.
It is not
a_ decree or one of the decrees,
but the decree.
It is the kingly decree
inspired by the Lord to fulfill His word through Jeremiah concerning a
prophetic time period that was about to end, and another that was about
to beg n
i

This decree to restore and build Jerusalem was so important that it was
foretold by divine revelation 161 years before it was issued and the
king who should proclaim it named more than 100 years before he was born.
Isa. 44:26-28; 45:1-5,13.
Here Cyrus is declared to be God's "messenger"
and "shepherd" who would perform His pleasure in the restoration of
Jerusa em.
I

The decree here described would include the freeing of the Jewish captives and the permission to return to their own land to rebuild Jerusalem and "the cities of Judah," and the restoration of the temple and
its services.

That this decree is all-inclusive so that it embraces the complete restoration of all that was destroyed and made desolate by the Babylonians Is
evident from this prophecy together with the record of the decree after
it was proclaimed.
See 2 Chron. 36:22,23; Ezra 1:1-4. The temple was
the chief part of the city of Jerusalem and its restoration was the most
important part of the rebuilding program.
It was God who "stirred up
the spirit of Cyrus" to issue this decree for Him.
.

.

.

Three kings issued decrees regarding the restoration of Jerusalem and
the temple and the worship and government of the Jews.
The first was
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issued by Cyrus in 536 B.C.; the second by Darius Hystaspes in 519
[?]
B.C.; the third by Artaxerxes Longimanus in 457 B.C.
In fact, Artaxerxes
issued another decree to Nehemiah in 444 B.C.
This however was more
of the granting of authority to carry into execution his former
decree.
It was only an enlargement of the decree issued by
him in 457 and by
Cyrus in 536.
But God seems to recognize but one decree which He pre-

dicted more than 150 years before it was issued and which was proclaimed
under the inspiration of His Spirit.
Therefore, all subsequent decrees
must be considered as only enlargements of the one decree and the
giving
of authority to carry out its provisions. 52
Not only is the date of 457 BC for the seventh year of Artaxerxes still
a

matter of considerable dispute, but even the manner of reckoning the 490

years— by inclusive or exclusive reckoning— is not entirely clear.
reckoning of periods

is

frequently that of inclusive reckoning.

Bible

For examples,

see SPA Bible Commentary 2:136.137. and Bo Reicke's The New Testament Era
pages 8,194.

,

The seventy years prophecy of Daniel's contemporary (for a

time), Jeremiah, was fulfilled by conclusive reckoning from 605 to 536.
As for the October 22 date in

torical

the

1911

uncertainty.

W.

W.

1844,

even here we are assailed by his-

Prescott recognized this, and on the occasion of

General Conference session he wrote to W. C. White as follows:

It is very difficult for me to see how the expression
"from the goi ng
forth of the commandment," can be made to mean from the time that Ezra
commenced to build the city, at least six months after the commandment
went forth.

Furthermore, in my investigation of this subject,
find much good argument for placing the baptism in 27, but either the spring or the summer
of 27; and for placing the crucifixion either in A.D. 29 or 30; but
find no authority for making it as late as 31, except the marginal
chronology of the Authorized Version of the Bible, which is Usher's
chronology.
This chronology has been accepted by our writers to establish the baptism in A.D. 27, but has been rejected so far as
it relates
to the crucifixion, which is placed by it in A.D. 33.
I

I

It seems to be abundantly evident from the scripture
and history that
the 2300 days commenced in the spring of B.C. 457; that the baptism was
not later than the early part of A.D. 27; that the crucifixion was
not
later than the early part of A.D. 30; and that the 2300 days must end
in the spring of 1844.
This interpretation appears to me to be in harmony both with the scripture and history.

And this was the original

interpretation of William Mi

I

ler. 53
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Even

we fix upon 457 B.C., there is certainly no way of demonstrat-

if

ing that we should date the decree as at Oct.

22 of that year.

indications, on the contrary, which would seem to oppose such

There are
a

selection.

We must keep in mind that the Oct. 22 date has significance for the termini
of all the parts of this prophecy, and not just the final

Was Christ's baptism on Oct. 22 of AD 27?

Jordan

if

terminus of 1844.

Would the Jews have been out by

was the day of Yom Kippur, or would they have been at the temple

it

awaiting the emergence of the high priest from the Most Holy Place?
Stephen's death on Oct. 22 AD 34?
Day of Atonement setting?

"Parallels

Does anything

in

the context suggest a

Or are there indications otherwise?

Between Daniel 8 and Daniel 9," for

a

Was

(See appendix,

discussion of relationships

between Dan. 8 and 9.)
Did the Karaite Jews all observe Oct. 22 as the Day of Atonement in

The evidence

1844?

is

that most did not.

We quote:

Calendar, Karaite

Question

Karaite and Rabbanite Jews observed Yom Kippur on different
On what day of the year did they observe Yom Kippur in the year

days.
844?

:

I

Answer
With regard to the Rabbanite Jews, Yom Kippur fell on Monday,
September 23, i.e. from nightfall on September 22 to nightfall on September
:

The question with regard to the Karaites' date is, however, somewhat
complicated.
If you will refer to Vol. 10:778-779, you will see that,
although in general the Karaites adopted the Rabbanite calendar, they
sometimes differed from the Rabbanites in fixing the day of the New Year,
and therefore of Yom Kippur, which comes on the tenth day following.
For instance, the Rabbanite calendar is so arranged that the New Year
does not fall on Sunday, Wednesday, or Friday, whereas this provision
is ignored by the Karaites.
As you will see, although from the middle
of the 19th century the Karaites introduced mathematical calculations,
they also depended upon direct observation of the new moon.
If, therefore, the new moon appeared before noon on Friday, September 13, the
Karaites would have observed that day as the New Year and September 22
as Yom Kippur; if it appeared after nightfall on Saturday, September 14,
they would have observed Sunday, September 15, as the New Year and
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September 24 as Yom Kippur, whereas in all the above eventualities the
Rabbanites observed the New Year on September 14, since it was not allowed to fall on Friday (September 13) or Sunday (September 15).
have, however, ascertained from the Committee of Karaite Jews in
Israel that, in fact, in 1844 the Karaite new year coincided with that
of the Rabbanites and that for both groups, therefore, Yom Kippur fell
on September 23.54
I

When the brother of George McCready Price made inquiry on this matter he re-

ceived the following reply.

Rabbinat

I

srae

I

i

te Cara me.
i

Ca re
(Other lettering, Arabic?)
Rue Khoronfish No. 50
i

30-3-39

Dear Mr. C.

L.

Price:

In answer to your letter dated 6th April, which
have received on the
26th April, 1939,
inform you that the sacred days of the Karaite are
the same as those of the Rabinnical Jews, except that their dates may
differ by one day before or after. This is due to the fact that the
Karaite Jews take into account the seeing of the new moon, whereas the
Rabinnical Jews reckon upon the birth of the new moon.
The Karaite
Jews, according to the Temod principle, never observe Yom Kippur on a
Friday or a Sunday, nor the Passover on a Monday or a Wednesday.
Another
point of difference lies in the fact that the Karaite Jews observe
Pourim on the 14th day of the twelfth month (Azar) whether the year is
simple or leap-year, while the Rabinnical Jews, in the leap-year, observe Pourim in the fourteenth month (Azar the second), and this is
why there is the difference of one month in Pourim, which never happens
in the Passover.
I

I

this connection
should remark that according to the Karaite Jews
the sacred days last one day, with the exception of the Passover,
which lasts seven days.
On the other hand, the Rabinnical Jews observe
two days for each sacred day, eight days for both the Passover and Seccout, and the first and the second day of every new moon, to settle their
dates according to the Lunar Calendar.
In

I

all

As to the dates of the Passover and Yom Kippur they are the following:

According to 'the Karaite Jews, in the year 1843 the Yom Kippur is
on Wednesday 4th of October, and just the same date according to
the Rab nn ca
In the year 1844 It Is on Monday 23rd September, for both the
Karaite and Rabinnical.
i

i

I
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In

the year 1845 it is on Sunday 12th October according
to Karaite
and on Saturday
Ith October according to Rabinnical Jews, for
it is a leap-year.
I

Wishing you the blessing of the great God,
Yours sincerely,
(Signed) Youssef

in

I

bran im Marzouk

[Located

in

Gathering Call Library, Riverside, California.]

But even

if

some Karaites did observe Oct. 22 as the Day of Atonement

1844,

can we be sure they knew what they were doing, and were doing
it

correctly?

Notice the following comments from our own SPA Bible Commentary

once more.
As long as the Temple stood, however, the year was keyed to the
barley
harvest, and the months to the crescent moon.
Since the first appearance of the crescent each month comes at a variable interval after the
astronomical "new moon" (called conjunction), and since we do not know
the ancient system, if one then existed, we cannot today translate
Biblical Jewish dates into our calendar with absolute certainty and
must allow for a possible error of a day, and at times of a month. 55

Even

if

in

all

these areas we could satisfy ourselves regarding the

traditional positions, the fact remains that Dan. 9:24-27 nowhere mentions
days.

The Hebrew shabuim merely means sevens—sevens of whatever the con-

text indicates, and here years are indicated.

cluding the RSV, recognize this.
W.

E.

Many modern translations,

Conservatives amongst ourselves,

in-

including

Read, have gone on record in declaring that the year-day principle is

not to be found here.

See his comments on Dan. 9

in

Doctrinal Discussions

54f

,

Neither are the 2300 days and the 490 years the only instances where
precise reckoning of prophetic periods is difficult

if

not impossible.

W.

W.

Prescott again and again protested against our reckoning of the 1200 years.
In

his suggestions for the revision of Great Controversy he wrote:

The 1260 years of papal supremacy are made to commence "with the establishment of the papacy in A.D. 538," and to terminate in 1798.
It does
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not seem to be in harmony with history to say that the papacy was established at this time, and the whole question of the proper application of 1260 years needs reconsideration, and a new interpretation made.
It is here again stated that the 1260 years terminated in 1798.
And
the expression "In those days," found in the Text "J_n those days, after
that tribulation," is made to refer to the 1260 days.
On this basis the
statement is made:

"Between these two dates [1773-1798], according to the words of
Christ, the sun was to be darkened."
This interpretation involves the necessity of explaining why all the
other signs mentioned in Matt. 24 come outside this period, and this is
a difficult matter to establish satisfactorily.
It seems to me a much
more consistent interpretation of this passage to regard the expression
"In those days, after that tribulation," to refer to the indefinite
period beginning with the close of the period of tribulation and extending to the time of the second advent, thus taking in all those events
mentioned in Matt. 24: 29, 30. 56
We should also observe the warnings of our SPA Bible Commentary on this

matter.

The development of the great apostasy that culminated in the papacy was
a gradual process that covered several centuries.
The same is true of
the decline of this power.
Leo
(the Great, d. 461) was the first bishop of Rome to proclaim that
Peter had been the first pope, to assert the succession of the papacy
from Peter, to claim primacy directly from Jesus Christ, and to succeed
in applying these principles to papal administration of the affairs of
the church.
Leo
gave to the theory of papal power its final form, and
made that power a reality.
It was he who procured an edict from the
emperor declaring that papal decisions have the force of law. With
imperial support he set himself above the councils of the church, assuming the right to define doctrine and to dictate decisions.
His success in persuading Attila not to enter Rome (452) and his attempt to stop
Gaiseric (Genseric, 455) enhanced his prestige and that of the papacy.
Leo the Great was definitely a temporal as well as a spiritual leader
of his people.
I

I

The pontificate of Pope Gregory
(the Great, d. 604), first of the
medieval prelates of the church, marks the transition from ancient to
medieval times.
Gregory boldly assumed the role, though not the title,
of emperor in the West.
I

The pontificate of Innocent III (d. 1216) found the papacy at the height
of its power, and during the next century it was at the very zenith of
its glory.
Claiming to be the vicar of Christ, Innocent III exercised
all the prerogatives claimed by Gregory a century and more earlier.

.
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The Reformation, commonly thought of as beginning in 1517, with the
posting of the Ninety-five Theses, saw papal power driven from large
areas of Northern Europe. ... For nearly three centuries the Church
of Rome carried on a vigorous but gradually losing struggle against the
forces battling for civil and religious freedom.
It is evident from this brief sketch that the rise of papal
power was
a gradual process covering many centuries.
The same is true of its

decline.
The former process may be thought of as continuing from about
A.D. 100 to 756; the latter, from about A.D. 1303 to 1870.
The papacy
was at the height of its power from the time of Gregory VII (1073-85)
to that of Boniface VIII (1294-1303).
It is thus clear that no dates
can be given to mark a sharp transition from insignificance to supremacy,
or from supremacy back to comparative weakness.
As is true with all
historical processes, the rise and fall of the papacy were both gradual
deve lopments.57
As for Aug.

the materials

in

II

1840,

it has nothing

whatever

its favor.

in

As one studies

our own GC Archives, one finds abundant evidence of the pro-

tracted discussions over this date through the years.

But key scholars

amongst us had settled the matter negatively by about the turn of the century.
Litch was wrong chronologically, and exegetica

happened of significance on Aug.
its

II

1840.

I

I

and historically.

y,

Nothing

The power which supposedly lost

independence waged war against Western powers more than once since that

date.

Even in the twentieth century a large number of Advent ists have anti-

cipated the event as future which Litch affirmed was past.
inaccurate interpretations of Dan.
Litch

!

s

11:45 and Rev.

16:12.

starting date was as wrong as his terminus.

accept Gibbon's error regarding 1299.

Thus our similarly

Scholars no longer

But this was only one of a chain of

errors including Litch's forgetting about the calendar change which affected
the reckoning of ten days.
Litch himself repudiated the former prophecy and mode of interpretation,
as his

later writings make clear. 58

Of much greater importance than the historical

that the Greek of Rev. 9:15

is

issues here is the fact

talking about a point of time, not a period.
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See all modern translations.

Similarly, the application of the year-day principle

in

11:9 has never found hearty support by historians amongst us.

Rev. 2:10 and

The applica-

tion made to the French Revolution is certainly incorrect as has

long been

known

THE BASIC PILLARS FOR THE YEAR-DAY PRINCIPLE
Let us return now to the basic pillars of Num.

Certain facts stand out when these are read

in

14:34 and Eze. 4:6.

context.

But as for you, your dead bodies shall fall in this wilderness.
And
your children shall be shepherds in the wilderness forty years, and shall
suffer for your faithlessness, until the last of your dead bodies lies
in^the wilderness.
According to the number of the days in which you
spied out the land, forty days, for every day a year, you shall bear
your iniquity, forty years, and you shall know my displeasure.
I, the
Lord, have spoken; surely this will
do to a
this wicked congregation
that are gathered together against me: in this wilderness they shall
come to a full end, and there they shall die." (Num. 14:32-35 RSV)
I

I

I

"And you, 0 son of man, take a brick and lay it before you, and portray
upon it a city, even Jerusalem; and put siegeworks against it, and build
a siege wall against it, and cast up a mound against it, and plant battering rams against it round about.
And take an iron plate, and place
it as an iron wall between you and the city; and set your face toward
it, and let it be in a state of siege, and press the siege against it.
This is a sign for the house of Israel.

"Then lie upon your left side, and
wi
lay the punishment of the
house of Israel upon you; for the number of the days that you lie upon
it, you shall bear their punishment.
For
assign to you a number of
days, three hundred and ninety days, equal to the number of the years
of their punishmenrt; so long shall you bear the punishment of the house
of Israel.
And when you have completed these, you shall lie down a
second time, but on your right side, and bear the punishment of the
house of Judah; forty days
assign you, a day for each year.
And you
shall set your face toward the siege of Jerusalem, with your arm bared;
and you shall prophesy against the city.
And, behold,
wi
put cords
upon you, so that you cannot turn from one side to the other, till you
have completed the days of your siege. (Eze. 4:1-8 RSV)
I

I

I

•

I

I

I

In

neither instance

principle that

is

is

it

I

I

declared that the Lord is setting forth a

to govern all symbolic time prophecies.

In

Num.

14

it

is
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only said that as the spies on their mission of unbelief had searched the
land forty days,

so that many years would the people wander in unbelief.

prophetic part of the verse uses years for years
the symbol of anything else.
Num.

.

The

They are literal, and not

we were to apply the year-day principle to

If

14:34 the result would be an anticipated fourteen-thousand-four-hundred

years of wandering, not forty.
are clear.

So,

in

But nobody makes that mistake, for the words

this instance,

literal

years answer to literal days, and

the prophecy is not to be taken symbolically and translated from years to

days and then days to years, as we do with Dan. 7:25.

There

no parallel

is

here to our usage elsewhere, and neither is there a principle intended to

govern passages elsewhere.
in

Ezekiel

!

s

experience, the days he is told to lie on his side mean

actual days and not years.
all,

but a symbolic action.

What we have here is not
If

symbolic prophecy at

a

here a day stands for

a

year, then we would

anticipate that Ezekiel would need to lie on his left side three-hundred-andninety years, and on his right side forty years!
the passage

in

that manner for obvious reasons.

Nobody has ever applied
The prophet

that each day of his future activity is a symbol of a year
this

is

the reverse to the usual

— real

in

the past

.

Note,

(SDA) application of the relationship be-

tween days and years for prophecies.
for Ezekiel

clearly told

is

The period ahead

days ahead image real years

in

is smaller,

the past

— not

not greater,

vice versa.

So in both these instances there is no possibility of misunderstanding

the significance of the instruction, unless we add to what we have
ture, and

Scrip-

imagine that the Lord is here making a statement that henceforth is

to govern the

sumption

in

is

interpretation of symbolic apocalyptic prophecies.

purely gratuitous.

Such an as-
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It

should be obvious to us that even in Daniel and Revelation we are not

consistent.

Seven "times" pass over Nebuchadnezzar, but we do not translate

these "times" (same word as

in

Dan.

7:25)

into days, and call

yet they also are in connection with a symbolic dream.

them years,

Neither do we con-

sider that the thousand years of Rev. 20 are to be turned into days, and then
turned again into years.
in

Such would give us

a

millennium of 360,000 years

length.
In

Dan. 7:25 the Aramaic term iddan

literally means "an appointed time

or season," and does not necessarily denominate
found

in

the following passages

in

a

year.

For example,

it

is

Daniel:

The king answered, "I know with certainty that you are trying to gain
time , because you see that the word from me is sure that if you do not
make the dream known to me, there is but one sentence for you.
You
have agreed to speak lying and corrupt words before me till the times
change.
Therefore tell me the dream, and
shall know that you can show
me its interpretation." (Dan. 2:8-9 RSV)
I

He changes times and seasons;
he removes kings and sets up kings;
he gives wisdom to the wise
and knowledge to those who have understanding.

(Dan.

2:21

RSV)

Now if you are ready when you hear the sound of the horn, pipe, lyre,
trigon, harp, bagpipe, and every kind of music, to fall down and worship the image which
have made, well and good; but if you do not worship, you shall immediately be cast into a burning fiery furnace; and
who is the god that will deliver you out of my hands?" (Dan. 3:15 RSV)
I

Compare 3:5, which also uses iddan.
Let his mind be changed from a man's, and let a beast's mind be given
to him; and let seven times pass over him. (Dan. 4:16 RSV)

And whereas the king saw a watcher, a holy one, coming down from heaven and saying, 'Hew down the tree and destroy it, but leave the stump
of its roots in the earth, bound with a band of iron and bronze, in the
tender grass of the field; and let him be wet with the dew of heaven;
and let his lot be with the beasts of the field, till seven times pass
over him;'
that you shall be driven from among men, and your
dwelling shall be with the beasts of the field; you shall be made to
eat grass like an ox, and you shall be wet with the dew of heaven, and
seven times shall pass over you, till you know that the Most High rules
the kingdom of men, and gives it to whom he will."
.

.

.
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be driven from among men, and your dwelling shall be with
the beasts.of the field; and you shall be made to eat grass like an ox;
and seven t mes shall pass over you, until you have learned that the
Most High rules the kingdom of men and gives it to whom he will." (Dan.
4:23,25,32 RSV)
and you shall

i

As for the rest of the beasts, their dominion was taken away, but their
lives were prolonged for a season and a time
(Dan. 7:12 RSV)
.

He shal
and
and
and they
for
I

speak words against the Most High,
shall wear out the saints of the Most High,
shall think to change the times and the law;
shall be given into his hand
a time, two times, and half a time. (Dan. 7:25 RSV)

the majority of these instances,

In

as meaning a year.

it

is

impossible to understand

i

ddan

Neither have we tried to apply them on the year-day prin-

When 7:12 affirms that the lives of the three beasts were prolonged

ciple.

for a time

— neither

a

single year nor three-hundred-and-s xty years are ini

On what grounds then can we do otherwise in 7:25?

tended.

Revelation turns

the period into days, but to read this back into Daniel may be questionable

exegesis
ginal

in

view of the way

in

which the New Testament often changes the ori-

Old Testament meaning.

The Hebrew equivalent for the "times" of Dan. 7:25
This term is translated

12:7.

in

is

moed , found

in

the KJV in the following ways:

appointed feast, appointed season, appointed sign, appointed time,
assembly, congregation (149 times), due season, feast, place of assembly, season, set feast, set time, solemn assembly, solemn day, solemn
feast, solemnity, synagogue, time, time appointed, appointed, solemn.
Moed is never translated "year."
latter.
is

I

ddan

Shanah is the usual Hebrew term for the

(Aramaic) can mean year, but is never thus translated.

Nor

year its usual meaning.
The case

is

similar

in Rev.

9:15.

The word for "hour"

(

nor a

)

has been

used by us as a twenty-fourth part of a day, and as representing fifteen days

according to the year-day principle.
a

specific application to

a

But the Greek word may or may not have

fixed part of a day.

Many times it only means
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"season"

general

a

in

sense.

We have projected back upon the Eastern Bible

writers the same time-consciousness that has plagued the West
centuries.

See the SPA Bible Commentary on Rev.

very recent

in

17:12 for its discussion on

the meaning of nor a
But having said all this as evidence against the universal application
of the year-day principle in apocalyptic prophecies, we

does at times use yamim .(days)for years.

insist that Scripture

This harmonizes well with the

divine providence which has used the year-day principle to sustain the hopes
of many who longed for the coming of Christ.

See our appendix for a

defense of the traditional usage.
The following are some of the passages where translators use "years"

though the original

Ex. 13: 10

.

Num. 9:22.

Josh.
Jud.
"

I

"

"

Now Joshua was old and stricken
.

21:19

"

this ordinance in his season from year to year

.

.two days, or a month, or a year.

.

11:40

.

.a

feast of the Lord

in

years.

.

.

Shi loh yearly

.

this man went up out of his city yearly.

2:19

..

brought it to him from year to year.

"

"

•

.

.

.

.

.

...
.

.

.

daughters of Israel went yearly to lament.

.

.

.

in

.

1:3

Amos 4:4
It

.

13:1

Sam.

has "days."

.

.

.

.with her husband to offer the yearly sacrifice

•

And bring.

.

.

your tithes after three years.

.

.

should be observed that these passages are of very dissimilar

nature to those

in

Daniel and Revelation where we have traditionally

employed the principle.
not appropriate now.

That which was appropriate

in

past times

is

The advance in Bible scholarship has led many

genuine Christians to "shy" from Adventists because of our failure to

acknowledge the fuller light on such biblical

issues as this one.

.

.
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DAN.

9

AND THE YEAR-DAY PRINCIPLE

Many who are reluctant to rely on Num.
day principle,

look to Dan.

14:34 and Eze. 4:6 for the year-

9:24 as a bastion for belief

in

are said about the prophecy which are, sadly, not correct.

this area.

to be found, as is the case also in the time periods of Dan.
is

Things

For example,

said that here days are used for years, whereas the Hebrew yami

It

i

7

(days)

it
is

is

not

and 8.

claimed that believers from the first centuries of our era used the

year-day principle to interpret this prophecy.

This also

is

not true.

Early

Christians read the "weeks" as weeks of years, without taking the step of trans
position assumed necessary by those who look on the time reference as symbolic.
The year-day principle did not become widely accepted until about

a

thousand

years later.
Thirdly,

it

is

affirmed that the Hebrew term shabuim translated "weeks"

means of necessity periods of seven days.
plural

form

so applied.
is

is

This also is not correct.

never used for the seven day week, though its root

is

This

commonly

The root merely means a period of seven somethings, and seven days

appropriate, though seven months or seven years would be equally valid

the context demanded such.

When the plural

for weeks of days is found in

Scripture outside of Daniel, the feminine termination
Dan. 9:24 we have the masculine.
of days, the fact that the

While

in

if

Dan.

is

present, whereas in

10:3 we read of three shabu im

last two words are added testifies that the precedin

term does not of necessity convey the meaning of "days."
We have put together a melange of statements xeroxed from lexicographers
and commentators on the matter.

should be closely studied.

The statement by the eminent Hebraist Tregelle
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t

here

shabu'im

G.

Hasei

9:24

DAN.

:

no

is

for

(

Mi

explicit usage of the te rmj

_^weeks"

or

"weeks

of!

nistry Insert, May 1976)

"Seventy weeks are determined.

.

As our SPA Encyclopaedia tel is us in its article on the year-day principle,
we have medieval times to thank for its coinage.
The early Church fathers
read Dan. 9:24 as weeks of years without any thought of the year-day principle.

The Hebrew word for weeks literally means sevens or hebdomads. While the
root is used for weeks of days, it has no philological connection with yami n
(days) at all, and can as certainly mean a period of seven years.
Note the
following terms associated with seven and compare them with the term in Dan.
J^SIS

(eonstr.

where n>h

is

D7?$ and
in

rnd Gen.

27 23,

29,

SEVEN

a genit.; dual tPrad; plur.

mr^d, on

the other

hand

SEVENTY

the state constr. plur. only rnrrrd,

with suff.

DD^nvad; from

3?zd which

mL_a_sev^n^ a number seven;
a sennight = a iveek. ^doiuic.

ace)

hence

1.

septi-

mana, of the nuptial

week Gen.

cornp. ^T£3>; with era}

yiiw

SEVENTH

SEVENFOLD

29, 27,

Dan. 10,

2, pro-

bably like niynd 9, 24 a week of year?;
'tti
an a festival of (seven) weeks Ex.
34, 22, Dbut. 16, 9, fully 'to 5>?'d ap,
ayla inra ifidofAaSav Tob. 2, 1 ; on the
contrary DTnij niyad an Ez.45,12 is the

—

2. seven
passover continuing seven days.
yearsy a week of years Pan. 9, 24.

y

^

2V

1

(Dn.

9:

PERIOD OF SEVEN, HEPTAD, WEEK

24-27) BESEVENED

nr

DAYS (DAYS) NEITHER PRESENT NOR
MP L ED
I

I

}

We enclose a few lexical comments and other extracts.
It is the facts
they refer to, and not any authoritative source with which we are interested.
BDB and all lexicons we know of are agreed that the original term in Dan. 9:24
has no necessary connection with days and points to any kind of septenary arrangement. While the root term is commonly used for a week of days, the plural
masculine form here found in Dan. 9 is never found outside of Daniel for weeks
of days.
The feminine instead is found in all such plural instances. Possibly
for this very reason we have here the unusual masculine termination.
The fact
that in Dan. 10:3 the term is linked with days shows that it does not of itself
mean a seven of days. Consider particularly the conclusions of the famous
Hebraist Tregel les.
9:24-27 THE PROPHECY OF THE
SEVENTY SEVENS
This remarkable section declares that a definite
period of time has been decreed by God for the
accomplishment of the restoration of His people
from bondage. The general theme, viz. the
decreeing of a period of seventy/sevens^ is stated
in v. 24, and the details are worked out in the
three .subsequent verses. It will be necessary
to discuss the meaning of practically every word

[

in this brief section.

24 Seventy weeks of years. The wrjrd which
usually translated weeks is more accurately
^mmmmmmm ^..«~*~'<.>.rendered 'sevens'. TT _meaas_A__Deriod divided
into sevens, {he preciseTgng
is 'besevened'
period not being stated. I fte*^?racomes first
is

,

the Hebrew, ana we, jQiay_ paraphrase, 'a
_____
period of*
r sevens, in fact, seventy of them' Are
decreed; i.e. the sevens were decree d by God as
in

j

.
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1) vs. 24.

The announcement

of the seventy sevens.
24 Seventy sevens are decreed upon thy people and upon
the city of
thy holiness, for restraining the transgression,
and completing sin, and
covering iniquity, and for bringing in
everlasting righteousness, and for
sealing viswn and prophet and anointing
a holy of holies. This vs is a

DANIEL 9:24

Vs.

Divine revelation of the fact that a definite
period of time has been decreed
for the accomplishment of all that
which is necessary for the true restoration of God s people from bondage.

Seventy sevens}—lit ., sevens seventy
word sevens-usuallv transit weeks— s l ace<]
first for the sake
p
,

the

of emphasis. It constitutes the great theme
of the passage. For the same
reason, the numeral here follows the noun,
and does not precede it, as is
usually the case. The thought of the author
may then be paraphrased,
Sevens—and in fact seventy of them are decreed; etc."
The word sevens
here occurs in the m.pl., whereas it generally
has a f.pl.

appears

m

This m.pl. also

Dan. 10:2,

The reason for this m. form is not that Dan. is a
late writing (BDB), nor was it likely that
the m. was chosen because it
would sound like the word seventy (Rosenmueller—
the two words are
spelled with exactly the same consonants),
nor is it to indicate that the
3.

usual weeks of seven days are not intended, nor
is it to be regarded as an
arbitrary correction (Ewald), since it has already
appeared in Gen. 29:27
(in die s.). The form is really a partial*
meaning

fom*n~t

i.e.,

com-

puted by sevens (so Stuart and H), and here gives
evidence of the fact that
the word was originally m. What led Dan, to emplo y th+ ™ in*~A ~<
fo t
f. however, is not clear unles
s it was for the Jchberate nurnose of
*
r
r
attention to the tact mat the wnj^
j« gnm
j n an „ n „,„„| aens
Ihe word means divided into sevens, and generally
signijea^he

Ueq
1

common
e.g.,

mo st

ot sucti divisions,

Gen. 29:27

and Dan

i.

na mely, the ordinary week" of

iMj. "In

the expression

seSTX^

Wll tU» U

.

L

intimation as to the length ot time intended. How long,
then, is the seven?
In Dan. 10:2, 3 an expression of time, days, is
added, so that in this passage we are to understand ordinary weeks of 7 days
each, or perhaps,
three full weeks. Also in Dan. 8:14, where Dan.
intends a definite period
of time, he adds an expression "evenings-mornings,"

How

we to determine the length of that which is designated
word sevens? W* r,« dUtapniae thin, tint fronUhe
woid

then are

by the present

E

.

J

.

Young

Broadman Bible Commentary
Daniel 9:24
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24. Seventy

weeks are determined. The

Hebrew word

What, then,

the basic feature of our interpretation? First of all a grammatical factor
that must
be evaluated carefully. It is the simple
fact that shab<(
hu'a,
week," regularly has as a plural the
feminine
form shabhii'oth, "weeks." In this chapter (v.
24, 25,
26, 27) Daniel uses a different form, viz.,
shabhu'im.
inasculine plural Irue. in 10:2. 3 this"
form"
is

.

—

seemingly in reminiscence of our chapter, but
with the
word "days" appended, shabhu'im yamim. Now
the

singular

mea m^ajierio-d

of seven. " "a hmtad" (BDB)
or, as some preffr to' state it,
"Siebenheit." Since there is nothing in our
chapter
that indicates a "heptad of days" as
a meaning for
shabhu'im or a "heptad of years," the only safe
trans-

^1^' WIT]

lation, if we do not want to resort to
farfetched guesses,
of this fundamental expression is seventy
"heptads"—

seventy "sevens"— seventy Siebenheiten.

for week (shabu'im), "sevens " means "sevens" of years. This interpretation was the common one in antiquity.
Daniel had been thinking of a
multiple of "seven" of years (9:1,2; cf.
Jer 25:11,12). He knew that multiple
(seventy years) to be an epoch of judgment for 491) years of violated sabbaths
(490-5-7=70. See II Chr 36:21) Furthermore, there was a common "seve n"
of years employed in civil and religious
reckoning (Lev 25, esp. v. o) ouite a s
aptly called
a "week' as thle seven of
mmm___mm
da vs. Kot only so but when weeksTf
davs are intruded / Dan 10:2.3)
the
Hebrew for "davs" (uamjm). is added
o
weeks (shabuun ). This apparently
indicates a break from the use of chapter 9. More importantly, if any literal
meaning is to be attached to the weeks,
no period less than weeks of years
meets the contextual demands. Upon
i.

^

.

t
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Asto theje^form

^

being ployed here, in
all probability
the speaker meant to attract
special attention to the. word,
so ^mportanl
the sequel and therefore he
has put it first, as well as
given to it a
pecultar form.
He may also have been influenced in his
choice of the
k Ch f0,J ° W85 r k
7 e
have been, the prevailing
°
17',
u
dmlect of the day. That
he designs to designat
b v if
would seem quite probable, if we merely

DANIEL 9:24

m

^

7- l

fl

wadded

after

does not

mean a

it

m

No explananon *
context^vea.

ej^^ o^L.

Moses Stuart

m

<x>mpar77fc 2~S where
and to tell the reader that he
of the same length or of
the same kind as before.

order to explain

it,

needed, however, in the
present case, except what the
had been upon the seventy simple

Darnel's meditation

b^xjag
ue, verer

....

,

.

ffif"™'*

tnejiebrew* > A*

win come, Threader almost
spontaneously
themeanin.;w ^, 0 ^niarw'ith th*

M«.ft

designated U,e

tunee aeven.

If now

meml

13

seems

to

yZ

we chooae this

smg. and

last

the

period as the meaning of rotari

may be united with r^r and' en*
anyone may see by comparing Gen. 29:

(§ 96. 1),

it

;

be

fairly implied,* as

18, 20, 27 together.

be so), then

ts,

™

^Learjf

way in which, the Hebrew, ufel
jubilee^ . forty-nine

to the third

If this criticism be just,

seems

(it

me

to

we have no

instance of a masc. form of the
out of the book of Daniel.
This however will prove

plainly to

word

ques-

in

nothing against
the existence of one, since it is
altogether a feasible form.
The simple
truth „ that both rati and
ni«b are participial, forms, meaning lessened (SU ven.a !), , e. computed
by sevens. Lit. then we might trans-

questmn ent.rely open, whether the
meaning
ordinary years or of sabbat^al
years
of course by the context.

;

and

heptades of days, or of

is

this question

must be decided

Ue Jews had three kinds of I/eMes in

lnrdly
f

U,a^l

the seven

^mpr^es seven

penods

comes the^ubdee-year, Lev.

p.^
way. Not the
the

?

for thts

years

before

tlJ.W,^,,

- fbrt^e

Which of

25: 8.

or the dause

first,

JjMr*

timj seven

these three

is

befor^ay be interpreted

^

for

ifter

re-

which

meant
in

would make but about a year
and a half for

In the Chnstological interpretation
of Daniel 9:24-27,

assumed that the time units
indicated are years. The
weeks pleading as the Hebrew
is actually the plural
seven, without specifying
wnether »
month{ nr

*y**n

or

u-a^ttonTliuwever,

ks
°j Mark Va ™
Ztnf
annorum TTJ
hebdomadem
ineressum

rorum

in

eith

in

conscripsisse;' also ArfetoHe

^

that

n

Po/.f

va

\%

rfTZJZt

literal

meaning

to

tl

of the seventy years into
rf "

"n A III Tcf'f
0: Se 7am ^"decimam
jd,em
^yoginta hedomadas libCensorin de die natali, C. 14.
It

™

nA e
«

generally

Eiriff^rf

Z„ Z&£.

gJes any

AulTeffiu

it is

'

.

was, however, peculiarly adToteTtn £1
urP° se
liKible to his readers in^^^^
especially intelPr
43; cf. 2 Chron xxxvi 2T \h*A i2f-^? . J Law < Lev xxv 2 4 et se a-; xxvi 34 35
land and had rntrSuced
of
T
the years mto hebdomads,
thus became familiar to ever>
which
fnd vidual
tft JeWL
f
at,
°n
ages. The thought that
clurinR aU subsequent
instead
seventy
?
>P
Sevei
before the theocracy should
Were to e * a P s e
be
i^ln'
"^i ^"^ance,
2
consequently, an
and that
of
precede
the
advent of the Messianic
era, is 'an integral feature
in th*» mnlfi «f
ih thro ««^»t the
book' (Kranichfeldr ("The
Book
thf Prophet Dan.el, in
Holy Scriptures, 13:194).
Commentary on the
'

>

>

"

hel^nTofdlvS

S

1«

3

extended^

S™*

^ H»

£

i

^y%^%£^
^

^vas
'

1

S3??n

^ ^T

<

Wa voord
I
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III.

—Another passage which has been used as a —
the ninth of Daniel
part
the
system
basis

for this

is

latter

of

|

^

9-24

;

some, however, of the strenuous advocates of the year-day
principle- fairly own that it has no bearing upon the

Tregel les

supposed connection arises from the word
rendered " week," having been taken as though it
must be simply in its literal meaning seven days. This
might be called wholly a question of lexicography --z^9

•question.

word

Its

^M

cited by expositors.

itself is strictly, something divided into or consisting

119

hepiad> *
bears &e sang
jj
j am well aware that strong a ssertions have been made
grammatical relation to the numeral seven, is one ofth
t o this effect :-that if we CTow the cxmwntional readHebrew words used for ten does to th^o,ther_of similafr
"
"

°Sag±^

>

seventy weeks (i.e.
i ng (j, e with points) it is simply
meaning. Genius simply defines its meaning, to be " a of seven
but that if we re ject the, points, it mus t
septenary number," he then speaks of its use as applied
meftn " seventy seventies ";— this statement is very i nsometimes.tp.days^^^
I do read with the points, but the argumen t
however, defines nothing as to the denomina tion to which doe» not rcst upon them. I do not admit that periods o f
one or the other. In Ezek. xlv.
i t belongs, whe ther the
Be ven days are necessarily indicated by the word itse lf.
entirely
like a numeral, standing21, it is used almost
Rut i£ wc paid nQ atteution to the pointS) we are not left
with a feminine plural termination 111 connection with a to any such mea ningless rendering as "seventy sevenmasculine noun, D'ojnwnp' (according to the peculiar ties »
t h e fact must have been overlooked, that in
usage of numerals in Hebrew and the cognate languages) verse 27, where the word occurs in the singular, iHs
and this passage is important as showing its use. It is- twice written full (i-R- wirjLiJiitleiter Vav inserted^Tan d
not to be denied nor yet to be wondered at that it should this, without any points to help us. decides the matte r,
be more often used of week than anything else, for thisweek," not at
j n translating, we may use the word
obvious reason, that of all things admitting a septenary a n
conceding the point of the meaning of the Hebrew
division there is nothing so often spoken of as a week..
Qr ^ but simply for convenience sake, and as requiring
In this sense, however, it more commonly takes the less explanation and circumlocution than any other in
feminine plural termination.
common use. I believe that I need say no more to prove
In the present passage it takes its denomination from that this ninth of Daniel in no way upholds, the y e aryears, which had been previously mentioned in Daniel's, day scheme.
prayer Daniel had been praying to God, and making
IV.— Luke xiii. 31, 32 " The same day there came
confession on behalf of his people, because he saw that cer tai n of the Pharisees, saying unto him, Get thee out
the seventy yean, which had been denounced as the term anj depart hence, for Herod will kill thee. And he said
of the captivity of Judah, were accomplished and thus- unto them> Go ye> and fcell that foXj Behold, I cast out
the denomination of years connects itself with the answer (levils> and j j 0 cures today and to-morrow, and the
granted to him he had made inquiry about the accom- third day j shaU be per f cc t e d."
plishment of seventy years ; he receives an answer relativej n transcribing this passage, I feel such astonishment
,

;

_

;.

."

^

-

W

:

:

;

:

The word has here the mas- at itg ever h avj nff been used as the basis of an argument
to seventy heptads of years.
culine plural termination, which may arise from year on the su bject, that I think that some readers may bo
being feminine; but this, could not be absolutely stated incredulous as to the fact: I must inform such, that the
as the reason, for it is once used (Dan.
masculine plural ioined to days*
*
'

"J

* In this ease, the addition of the word Q'P<

<f«yj,

x. 2)

with the
abows that the term might

is

important, as

it

else

natural addition, especially as
aertuty heptads of years.

be understood differently
it

comes just

after

it is therefore a
the prophecy of the
:
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"•apOtt?

r^2W

».

— m.

seventh

rvy*3p Jos6 16 +

f.

fVy-

9?

,i

,

1

also

2.

CI12"

1

40

i

9

+ (n. om.) 1 Ch 2 4

26" (son), 1

K

7th year, 2

f.

4

1

11

+7

rw (Ges»

W:i{?n

time (Dy?) Jos 6 16 +

(cf.

114

>)

om.

Ezr 7"; sabbath
om.)

(n.

ny3B> Ges »

0

K

1

18".

and most.

n.f. dn.

Ges*»

97h

-

,slr

—

seven

BSvsu=Ia34,

1. seven-fold, seven
);
times as much, Is 3o M Pr 6 31 ; as adv. Gn
2. seven times, adv. ^ 12 7
^ 79 i;
2 S 21*
.

.

Qr

read

Dny?B>, v.

1.

tl'^Uj n.m. Dnt
years),

);— abs.

du. D?sap

s

(days,

Dug

'«>

Ly 12';

(on format,

27 - 27
;

cstr. ys?'

v.

Gn

Lag

2o

2'

•*

Ex 34 :2 + 4 t.Dt +
late &V2W Dn o 2 +

n(tyntf

pi.

(in term, tccbn.) 2

Dn

-

—

V2'f.

£flEi&& sieejc

B *« 7

Ch 8";

'

cstr. nSotf J e 5 » (Ez 4 21 read njOt?
4
5
withVrss and all mod., v. V2f); s f. DSTljnip N u
28 M ;
1. jierttti ofseven days({r.a given time),
t.

'^.—(a)

of God";, r^A<rfrw/3,, r .

^u:a
called
26:24;
4 caned

23:16;

^h.2514;

called

1

7D9>

J er 18:15 3*n3

ww*.- Dt i6

9

G n39 w-»(E;

»

Lv
c f.

s

24:aq
24:90

Ch. 25 : 20,

S«3«*

lor ^3L?, which see.

.

m. (Dan. 9: 27, HNT V2f Gen. 29:27, should
be rendered the week of this woman),
const. W3B>
Gen. 29:27, 28; dual'D^Zlf Levit.
12:5; pi.
m. (Dan. 9: 25; 10:2,
and niy3E>,

W2&

3),

with
r1

guff.

D?pfr#

const, nto3C>,

Nu. 28: 26, q hebdomad. if&
(denom. from V2V seven

^ septenary number

compare

HtPy, a decad).

wg e £. Gen orvo-? 2 8 Dan. 10:2
ncrpp "through three
weeks" (where
D'P: js not agenit., see D'OJ
No. 2,6, page cccxui, A)
mya^ in the feast of (seven) weeks,
pentecost,
so called from the seven weeks
which were counted
from the passover to this festival, Deu.
16:9. Fully,
Tob. 2 :1, Ayia inra IjHSaftatwv.
But,
45-91'
D'p;

D<p;

myap

Eze.

jn the feast of

hebdomads of days

is the
passover, which was celebrated through
the whole of
seven days.
< 2 ) «~Md&iliaii„._gf yea rs, Dan.
n
Compare Hebdomas

annorum,

9:24, seqq.
N. A. iii. 10.

Gell.

12 (P)

;

Genesius, translated by Tregel es

of marriage feast

Jui 4 ,2 Tobii u ); irpjttjntf

PjJ^ihj^ejw^
^PQ

Je 5 21

rfai^ (three

weeks longl;

of statutes (i.e. weeks
appoin ted by '*)/or harvest ; term techn. ny3B> nn
Ex34 M (J) /easf of weeks (ending seven weeks
w«e/f«

.

of harvest),

n

l Ufa.
Ch.

;

;

—

n 75

iCh.
*v/.».

^

(tj of days, a

tD ?6y^
timea

n.

+ (n. om.) Ex 21*

t.

23", also

H jyntp Jb 4 2 » read

25";

(man), 2 7 10 (captain).

Lv23 16

;

,a

m.— (i)
v

always

cart.: 1. m. 7th day Gn 2*4-47!; month
25
(Bnn) 8' + 23 t. + (n. om.) Ez
45 + 3 t. ; lot
(Trtan) Joa

captive

("
;

2,'

K 18" 2 Ch 23 ;— seventh, esp. P;

1

ord.

+ ,*V?y Ex 12" +
Ex 2 3 + nyaa> 2 i
2'

ny-

>'

num.

adj.

f.

G«

'JPaB'

Dt

16' 014 2

mya?

Ch

8

Ez

,s
,

2

so 'v alone

r«

t.

Davidson

Nu

pap].

V^W

"1-

'

')

—

*

*\

^

nnii

fay

WW

IDfr

seven years, and with the constr. D^D* T\)}2&

seven

^

ny3B>).-

(constr.

days

Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon

mvi

f-

ny3ty D^'K seven rams
by

preceded

VW

noun

a

(yiC')

24.16.

&

adv.

Du.

;

seren

D^np^

;

also as

;

in

JenentA year

y3B? fem.
II.

by the noun, u

frequently preceded

less

;

num. card, sevenj

the

ny?t>'

state,

n])2& by

u

seven j

ny?V

masc. sewenfeen.-

limes,

Ps. 119. 164;

sevenfold.

For another

rem. 16) seventy.

an ordinal who

construct

yilti'

Pr.

D^D' (§

PI.

(& nj?3B'

35.

see)

below.

n^3B* Chald. masc.

seven.

r\y%2W masc. swen. Job
V-UB' masc.

Q)V2W

d.

with' suff.

3a

;

(constr.

but also

DD^n'iynK'

seven days; r\"i]}2U

in

42. 13.

y-13{£
pi.

§ 32.

pi.

(abs.)

rem.

'Ja.48.iS-

du.

riwiti,

1).

a

—

I.

week,

the feast of weeks, pentecoi,

—II. a week of years, comp. Da. 9.
«P..89.»,_

n'ly^,'

c.

^2^,

-Jon.4.10.

24., «eq.

•

Bu.l.8,U,U
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THE 1260-YEAR PERIOD, ETC

.

We have already referred to our lack of consistency in Daniel and Revela-

tion

in

applying chronological terms.

ing to the year-day principle,

example, Rev.

Even where we do apply them accord-

we remain in difficulty historically.

For

11:9 has been applied to a three-and-a-half year period at the

time of the French Revolution when supposedly the Bible was banned.

But

there never was such a period, and the references used originally by Croly,

copied by Storrs, and then used by Uriah Smith, and from him incorporated into

Great Controversy are invalid.

Our researchers have gone through the history

of France of the last decade of the eighteenth century with a fine tooth comb,

and found nothing to support such a view.

Note again some words from our leaders

in

1919 regarding the 1260 years,

etc.
Is it not true, as a fact of history, that the papacy
W. PRESCOTT:
exercised greater political power in the fourth and fifth centuries
than it did under. Justinian?

W.

LACEY:

Certainly.

We all recognize that a correct explanation includes
C. M. SORENSON:
Of course that is the only explanation that
all the facts in the case.
takes recognition of all the facts in the case, and that is the ideal

explanation toward which we strive.
We have been speaking about reading things into the Bible, and of course
But there is another practice that is bad, and that is
that is wrong.
reading things into history. That is one of the evil legacies left us
His books are full of that practice, and
by A. T. Jones' leadership.
the
them
to
scrap heap. They contain some facts, but
consigned
we have
preconceived
notion.
biased
a
are
by
facts
the
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now here is another point: There is no connection between the plucking
up of the three horns and the giving of the saints into his hands for
a time, times and the dividing of time.
If we will keep those two lines

absolutely separate,

it wi

I

be better.

I

There was no tremendous change that took place in 533, so far as the
status of the papacy is concerned.
There is that question of supremacy
Do we use that understand ng y? There was a time when the papacy was
the supreme power in Europe— from
100 to 1300.
The papacy was not
supreme in any ordinary sense of the term during the 1260 years, but
he did exercise domination over God's people.

.

i

I

I

C. WILCOX:
do you suggest?
M.

C.

M.

S0RENSEN:

M.

C.

WILCOX:

have been trying to get a term that is suitable.

I

What

The word "domination."

That

is

the word

I

have been using—papal domination.

M. SORENSEN:
During those two hundred years the papacy did exercise
actual political supremacy over all the rest of Europe and civilization.
King John, right in the climax of that period, signed over his kingdom
to the pope.

C.

W. PRESC0TT:
Can you say, Brother Sorenson, that the papal domination began in 533?

W.

M. SORENSEN:
There was a legal enactment by Justinian at that time.
But the actual domination over God's people was tapered off at the beginning
and at the end for the elect's sake.
It seems to have been lessened
somewhat at the beginning, but more especially at the close of that
period.

C.

W. PRESCOTT:
know, Brother Chairman, it was a great surprise to
me after
had read our books when
actually read history and found
that the papal supremacy was only from 1100 to 1300, and gradually rose
to that climax, and then gradually faded out.
think we have used that"
term "supremacy" very carelessly. We have heard and we have read how
that in 538 the pope became supreme, but it was in that very year that
he was absolutely humbled.

W.

I

I

I

I

C.

M.

SORENSEN:

That was one of the worst years he ever had.

W.^PRESCOTT:
And yet you read in our books and hear in our sermons
that in 538 the pope became supreme.
If there is any way of correcting
these statements,
wish it might be done.
W.

I

W.

L.

BIRD:

The Dark Ages should be considered

in

the same way.

P. BOLLMAN:
would just like to read the prophecy.
"After this
saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly; and it had great iron teeth: it devoured

C.

I

I
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and brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with the feet of it: and
it was diverse from all the beasts that were before it; and it had ten
horns ."

That

picture of 478.

is a

considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among them another
little horn, before whom there were three of the first horns plucked
up by the roots: and, behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of
man, and a mouth speaking great things."
"I

—

When did this little horn come up? then, or two or three hundred years
before?
It says, "I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up
among them ." And the term "another" conveys to my mind that the ten
horns were there when it came up.
It came up "among them."
They must
have been there or it could not have been "another" one.
It seems to
me that we shall have to solve it along the lines suggested by Professor
Lacey.
think we attribute to this power some things that were actually
done before.
I

G. DAN ELLS:
This is very interesting and very profitable, and what
has been said here shows a need for caref u
study and comparison of views
and teaching.
A.

I

I

W. PRESCOTT:
People say that in 1798 the pope was taken prisoner and
carried into exile.
But Pope Gregory was taken prisoner and also died
If you choose to make that event the condition of fixing the
in exile.
date, what is the difference between the experience of Pope Pius and the
experience of Pope Gregory. The significance of 1798 is in its setting,
that is all. That is the only thing that distinguishes it.
Otherwise
you have nothing to distinguish it.
My difficulty has been that the
date is set arbitrarily at 538-1798, and when the pope was taken prisoner
that ended it.
know another pope that was taken prisoner.

W.

I

add a word on this general basis?
would like to be understood
as being a conservative.
thought
would have to proclaim it to you
myself. E Laughter]]
do not think we should be looking around for opportunities to change what we have taught. We should start with the
idea that this message is a true message, and we are not here to tear
it down.
That is my position.
But
stand here: Because we have taught
a thing that does not prove that it can not be changed; and when we see
clear light, we should advance in the light.

May

I

I

I

I

I

I

There are many people who have thought that they were taking the word
of God for their belief in the return of the Jews, the Sunday Sabbath,
and many other doctrines.
But we come around with a tent and tel
them
they must not hold those beliefs because their fathers did; and we ask
them to change all their creed and tradition.
take my stand on the
same platform.
I

I

Then you do not believe the fathers
G. B. THOMPSON:
were any more infallible than the early fathers?

in

this movement
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W.

W.

PRESCOTT:

believe they were godly men, and that they were led

I

by God.
H. C. LACEY:
am incorrect in any statement,
f
would like correction.
Our current interpretation and the acceptance of Thoughts on Daniel
and Revelation as our standard authority, has caused for years independent study and presentation of the study.
For 30 years now or more
there has been a growing dissatisfaction with the current view, based
upon the manifest inaccuracies of the earlier presentation, historical
and philological.
And a new view, adhering more faithfully to the original text, and in closer harmony with historical facts, has been advocated
1

I

I

.

S. LONGACRE:
would like to ask a question on the great river
Euphrates: Does it represent Turkey or Babylon the Great?

C.

A.

I

0.

TA

IT:

Our brethren have taught that

C. WILCOX:
Maybe we can tell
sixth plague is poured out.

M.

it

represents Turkey.

better when we get over there when the

A. 0. TA IT:
The Turki sh power has not been a ki ng for 300 years. The
Turkish power has not been a power in any sense of the word.
It has
been a puppet that has been holding territory that none of the rest of
the powers in Europe was willing to let the others have.
The Turkish
power cannot answer to that prophecy.
G. DANIELLS:
Didn't the Lord recognize that decaying process in the
book of Revelation of that very power, the Turkish power
its drying up?

A.

—

Then
0. TAIT:
wi
throw in another question: We teach that he
dried up or lost his dominion on Aug. II 1840.

A.

A.

I

G.

DANIELLS:

Lost

I

I

his,

dominion?

He lost his independence Aug. II 1840.
0. TAIT:
We talk that, and
then we just whirl right around and set him up there and say that "he
shall go forth with great fury to destroy, and utterly to make away
many," and we put that back in 1798.
But, brethren,
cannot see it that
way.
do not think that Napoleon Bonaparte meets these specifications
at all.
think
am prepared to show very clearly from history that
he does not.
Napoleon met the Turkish armies twice and destroyed them.
They never gathered themselves after that.
do not see how you can
have him lose his dominion in 1840 and be the king of the north in 1919.
A.

I

I

I

I

I

W. PRESCOTT:
No the day July 27 1299 is absolutely discredited.
had the original Greek history out of the Congressional Library for
quite a long time, and went over the whole matter.
It is a history in
Greek with a parallel column translated into Latin, and accompanied by
a chronological table, and the author put that event that Gibbon refers
to as occurring in 1302.
Von Hamer puts it in 1301.
Somebody else in
believe.
1300,
From my standpoint it doesn't make any difference
which it is, and there is no occasion to attempt to prove which it is,
W.

I

I
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because just so long as we interpret the symbols as applying to the
Saracens, we certainly must give the time to the Saracens and not to
the Ottoman power, and what was presented this morning was simply to
show in a general way the beginning of th.e Ottoman power here at the end
of the 13th century.
But the same authority said that from these small
beginnings rosea power that was established in 1453.
Now we don't date
our interpretation of the prophecy of the Roman power from 754 B.C.,
and yet Rome had its beginning in 754.
Now all
ask for is that we
shall be consistent with ourselves so that when we stand up before an
audience or appear in print we don't expose ourselves any longer to that
shocking inconsistency of applying the symbols to two powers, and then
turn right around and give the time that belongs right in that prophecy
and date it five centuries at least after the power has ceased to be
aggressive as a tormentory.
I

Before 1844 in William Miller's lectures he gives both symbols to the
Ottoman power.
He adds the periods together, makes 514 years and 15
days date from July 27, 1299, and follows it straight through.
Now when
you go further you say we will start from July 27, 1299, and we come to
1499.
What happened then? We must have something on a day.
What happened July 27, 1449, that both marked the ending of one period and the
beginning of another, because you must not begin the next day. That
is, when we are trying to arrive at Aug. II, 1840 you can't say this
period ends July 27, 1449, and the next began July 28.
You have got to
make them lap one day or else you are thrown out when you get to the
end.
That question must be answered.
What marked the close of the 150
years on July 27, 1449? What event on that day marked the beginning
of the next period?
What marked the close of the next period? Until
that is out of the way
don't see that we shall be helped very much by
any papers seeking to establish a date for something relating to the
Ottoman Empire.
I

W.

G.

WIRTH:

What dates do you give for the 150-year period?

W. PRESCOTT:
According to the best light
can get, and
am not
alone
suppose it is more or less known here that this whole matter
came up several years ago, and the Review and Herald Board appointed a
committee to study the question. This committee was composed of F. M.
Wilcox, Chairman, W. A. Spicer, M. E. Kern, C. S. Longacre, C. L. Benson, S. M. Butler, and myself.
We took up this question, went into it
quite thoroughly, and that committee which
think you will regard as
not a very extreme or wild committee, came to the conclusion that we
could not apply this 150 years beginning July 27, 1299, for the double
reason, first, it didn't belong to that power, and second, the date itself could not be established.
Then there were further things brought
in, so that all the committee came to the conclusion that there was not
sufficient evidence to establish the date Aug. II, 1840. Therefore it
was recommended that since it was too large a question for us, it be
presented to the General Conference Committee in Council. The board
adopted the recommendation presented.
Brother Spicer was to present
one phase, Brother Benson another, and
was to present a third phase.
We prepared our matter and presented it at the Spring Council, and our
W.

—

I

I

I

I

I
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papers, working together, set forth these suggestions, not as established orthodoxy, but as. suggestions from the Committee for consideration. 5 9
It

is

not strange that our critics deal with us sternly in this area.

Very typical

is

N.

F.

Douty as he writes on our interpretation of Dan. 9 and

the year-day principle

in

general.

Now, there are two stubborn facts which militate against this construction of Dan. 9.
One is that the prophecy is not symbolic but literal.
Strange to say, this is acknowledged on p. 227, of Questions on Doctrine ,
where we read: "Dan. 9:24-27 is a continuation of the literal explanation of the symbolic vision."
Inasmuch as the literal explanation of
a prophecy is to be taken literally ( ibid ), it follows that, on Adventist principles, Dan. 9:24-27 is not to be taken symbolically but
literally.
So, even if the Hebrew word translated "week" meant "seven
days," there would be no way of converting it into "seven years."
.

The other stubborn fact is that the, Hebrew w d translated "week" does
not necessarily mean seven days, but often in itself merely denotes a
unit of seven, just as "dozen" represents a unit of twelve.
Gesenius,
in his Hebrew Lexicon, simply defines it as "a septenary number" and
adds that sometimes it is applied to days and sometimes to years. The
context must determine which it is.
In Dan. 10:2,3, there is an accompanying word, defining the sevens to be those of days.
In the preceding
chapter, it was not necessary to have an attendant word defining the
sevens to be those of years, because the occasion of the prophecy was
Daniel's consideration of the "seventy years" foretold by Jeremiah
(vv. 1-2).
Over against those seventy are now set seventy sevens. As
the former were years, the latter must be such too.

Accordingly, E. B. Elliott, the learned author of the monumental Horae
Apoca ypticae and a firm believer in the year-day idea, admitted that
"the Hebrew word
has been shown to be a word etymological ly of
ambiguous meaning, signifying any septenary and applicable to seven
years as well as seven days" (Vol. Ml, p. 962).
Again, strange to say,
this fact is acknowledged on pp. 276-277 of Questions on Doctrine where
we read that the Hebrew word "simply denotes a unit of seven and may
designate a period of either seven days or seven years. The intent must
be determined by context and usage." (Cf. The Bible Made Plain , p. 42;
Thurber, Symbols of Salvation , p. 32.) Thus the idea that Dan. 9:24-27
is an instance of the year-day principle, advanced on pp. 309-310, is
doubly refuted on pp. 276-277!
I

.

.

.

,

This refutation of its own contention about Dan. 9, on the part of
Seventh-day Adventism, annihilates the case for the year-day theory.
Nevertheless, Adventists infer that the pre-Christian Rabbis and the
early Fathers adhered to it, because they understood "the seventy weeks"
as seventy weeks of years.
However, we have positive evidence from
their own writings that the Fathers did not follow this line of interpre-
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Justin Martyr, in his "Dialogue with Trypho, a Jew," says: M He
tation.
who Daniel foretells would have dominion for a time and times and an
half, is even already at the door, about to speak blasphemous and daring things against the Most High.
But you, being ignorant of how long
he will have dominion, hold another opinion.
For you interpret the
'time' as being a hundred years.
But if this is so, the man of sin
must, at the shortest, reign three hundred and fifty years" (Chap. 32).
Irenaeus, the Apostle John's spiritual grandson, says that the three
and a half times mean "three years and six months" Against Heresies ,
Chap. 25.3).
(

As a matter of fact, Questions on Doctrine itself shows that the early
church could not have followed the year-day idea.
On pages 467-468 we
read: "Premi iennia ism was strong in the early Christian Church.
The
believers looked for a breakup of the Roman Empire and the coming of a
malfgn anti-Christ who would persecute the saints for three years and
a half, followed by the personal advent of Christ.
They expected a
literal first resurrection at the advent and the setting up of a thousand-year kingdom of the saints reigning with Christ.
This belief
they based on the N.T. prophecies together with the historical prophecies
of Daniel, in which they found themselves under the fourth kingdom.
They expected the further unfolding of these events in history soon after
their day, for they looked for the second advent shortly.
The
millennial kingdom
was generally understood to be on earth with
the saints reigning over the nations in the flesh." This accurate account shows that the early Fathers could not have contemplated any prolonged period as preceding Christ's return.
(Incidentally, note the
difference between primitive eschatology and that of Adventism.)
I

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

It was not until medieval times that Jewish and Christian teachers
actually advanced year-day ism (cf. pp. 260,310).
It was first set forth
by the former group in the ninth century, and by the latter three cenJoachim of Floris, in Italy, at the close of the twelfth
turies later.
Shortly after him,
century, applied it to the 1260 days of Rev. 12.
other writers applied it as well to the 1290, 1335 and 2300 days found
Joachim was one "whose object it was to exalt the Papacy
in Daniel.
on the ruins of the episcopacy" (Jas. H. Todd on Antichrist, p. 453).
The writers who immediately followed him were defenders of extreme
authority for the Pope.

These historical facts are very damaging to this system of interpretation.
Sober men are not likely to favor a principle that "was altogether
unknown by the Jewish Church before the Christian era, by the Apostles
in short, that
of our Lord, by the primitive Church, by the Fathers
during
the first twelve centuries- of
no one ever thought of
Christianity" (S. R. Maitland in Second Enquiry respecting the prophetic
Moreover, such men will not
period of Daniel and St. John p. 77).
have their reservations removed by observing that it originated in apostate Judaism and was developed by the Church of Rome. These considerations give strong reasons for suspecting the validity of the theory.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

It is true that most, though not all, of the Reformers, from Wycliffe
down, applied the year-day principle to the interpretation of prophecy,
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but it is plain that they derived it from Rome.
The remark of John
Robinson, at the departure of the Mayf lower .Pi Igrims from Holland in
1620, is appropriate here: "It is not possible the Christian world
should come so lately out of such thick antichr st an darkness, and
that full perfection of knowledge should break forth at once."
It is
plain, therefore, that "completing the work of the Reformation" involves
discarding the year-day theory. Yet Seventh-day Advent ism, which claims
to be divinely called to this work of completion, has this very theory
as its bed-rock foundation, so that to discard it would be to destroy
itself. 60
i

i

WERE ADVENT STS WRONG CONCERN NG DANIEL 8:14 ?
I

I

What then are we to say regarding Dan. 8:14?

these years

seeing

in

in

Have we been wrong all

this prophecy a divine word regarding the emergence

of the Adventist movement?

No,

by no means.

The year-day principle as re-

gards its practical essence has always been correct— that which could have
been fulfilled

in

days had the church been faithful

The expression "many days"
years." 6

'

in

is

now taking years.

Scripture at times has the meaning of "many

See Num. 20:15 original, and similar verses.

We place

in

the appendix the best this writer has ever been able to

muster for the year-day principle, and now twenty years after producing that
statement he

is still

in

sympathy with it as

a

permissive providence

in

hermeneutics.

11:9,

Rev.

philosophic basis for God's
which pictures the wit-

nesses as the same number of days dead as they had previously witnessed
years, as well as our traditional texts Num.

there

is a

14:34;

Eze.

in

4:6 show that

symbolic relationship between days and years, though there are no

grounds for asserting that every apocalyptic prophecy should be inevitably
so applied.

On the contrary, the evidence shows that the

millenniums of evil were no part of God's ideal plan.

long-drawn-out

Furthermore, the

general endorsement of the truth that years rather than days now fulfil! the

prophecies

is a

generalization not intended to authorize dogmatic assertion
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of precise dates for the fulfillment of apocalyptic symbolism.

on Oct. 22 is certainly without good cause.

(Dogmatism

Our own SPA Bible Commentary

tells us clearly that the actual time of "the going forth of the word to restore and rebuild Jerusalem"

is

unknown.

See 4:853: "The specifications of

the decree were not carried out until Ezra returned from Babylon, which was
late summer, or early fall

arrival

in

of 457 B.C."

Compare 3:102 which places Ezra's

the fifth month, not the Day of Atonement on the tenth day of the

seventh month.

We also would need to settle whether the decree should be

dated from the time of issue or the time of implementation.)

Time and again

in

the early years of the movement, even Sabbathkeep ng
i

Advent ists set dates for the Lord to come.

Joseph Bates, for example, and

many of his fellow believers anticipated that Christ would return

in

1851,

because the high priest traditionally sprinkled seven drops of blood on the
mercy seat.
G.

Seven added to 1844 made 1851.

Only the sage counsel of Ellen

White diverted the church from that dead-end
We have also erred (with the exception of

of continued time-setting.
El len

G.

White and

others) by a rigid historicism as regards prophetic exegesis.

clearly shows that prophecies may have more than
Ellen G. White amply exemplified that truth—as

a
a

a

few

While Scripture

single fulfillment, and
denomination we have been

slow in coming to appreciate the apotelesmatic principle, or what Strand

calls "the philosophy of history" approach.
It

seems to this writer that the apotelesmatic principle is the very

key we need to authenticate our denominational appropriation .of Dan. 8:14 to

our own time and work.
ters

.

See pp. 307ff; 343ff; and our following three chap-

By apotelesmatic we mean dual

fulfillment or more

.

So much for the year-day principle, and the conditional

element of pro-
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phecy.

Although clearly stated by Ellen G. White and some of our
leading

writers, this fact of "cond tiona ity" has never been fully
understood
i

I

among us.

Yet it

on Daniel,

sent out to the world field in 1967,

is

vital

for correct exegesis.

exegesis upon this pivotal point.
Daniel

(R.

Cottrell),

on Daniel 8: 14 and

The Sabbath school quarterly
based

its whole scheme of

See appendix, "Studies

in

the Book of

Particularly note also our appendix called "Summary

1844."

THE CONTEXTUAL PROBLEM FOR THE TRADITIONAL INTERPRETATION
Next, we must attend to the contextual

tional exegesis of Dan. 8:14.

and

J.

N.

problem created by our tradi-

When Ellen G. White copied from U. Smith

Andrews while preparing the sanctuary chapters of Great
Controversy

she also followed their neglect of the question to
which Dan. 8:14
answer.

"Should

We do not find Dan. 8:13 quoted
a

in

Great Controversy

Question be Answered? A Study of Dan. 8:14.)

.

is

the

(See appendix,

But elsewhere, as

we shall see, Ellen G. White showed a clear awareness
of the significance
of that verse.

After describing the successes of the wicked little horn
against the

sanctuary and. its worshippers, the inquiry was made by an
angel as to how
long such ravages would be permitted to continue.

vene and punish the wicked aggressor?

Verse

14

When would heaven inter-

was the answer to that in-

quiry, but the traditional exposition by Seventh-day
Adventists never relates the two.
evil

Instead, we switch from the theme of the verses about
the

deeds of anti-God powers and concentrate instead on the
sins of the

saints defiling the sanctuary.

Let it not be

missed—the context says nothing

about believers doing despite to the sanctuary, but unbelievers.
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an endeavor to meet this enigma, the article "The Problem of Dan.

In

8:14 and its Context" was written

Conference.

by

the early I960's and sent to the General

The same general approach was followed

recently published.

on Daniel

in

the latter.)

in

the SPA commentary

(See appendix for the former which

mirrored

is

The solution was based on recognition of the apocalyptic nature

of the prophecy (apocalyptic is usually cosmic in scope rather than merely

national), and the apotelesmatic principle, as well as upon paralleling the

The correct meaning of sadaq was

"How long" of 8:13 with similar passages.
also invoked.
Satan,

Only when the little horn

is

the sense that the beast of Rev.

in

papal Rome,

but the great adversary himself

se en as the earthly symbol of

could be not only pagan and

12

only then do we se e that 8:14

points not merely to a local sanctuary cleansing
but rather to the final

in

the days of Antiochus ,

resolution of the sin problem by the last judgment ,

beginning before the Second Advent, and terminating with the end of the mi —
1

I

enn

i

urn.

To meet the contextual problem it has been suggested that

in

verse 14

we have audition rather than vision and that heaven is now the center, and

that therefore the sanctuary to be cleansed
But this will
12:5-7.

not stand

investigation.

is

in

heaven.

Dan. 8:13,14 parallels Dan.

Both passages refer to auditions on earth, not in heaven.

refers to one of the speakers as
this "man"

is a

a

Dan.

man between the banks of the Ulai.

heavenly visitor for he gives commands to Gabriel.

8:16

But

9:21

refers to the latter as "the man Gabriel."
It

has also been suggested that the militant action described in verses

11-13 did not necessarily defile the sanctuary and that therefore verse 14
does not have such action

in

mind.

But the parallel passage of 8:11-13
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is

11:31

and here we find definite reference to a profaning of the sanctuary.

The key verb sha lak

is

variously translated as cast away, cast down, cast

forth, cast off, cast out, hurl, pluck, throw, etc.,

filing action.

Neh..

13:8 is an example of

and certainly fits de-

its highly negative connotation.

THE LINGUISTIC PROBLEM FOR THE TRADITIONAL INTERPRETATION
We have referred to the verb of Dan. 8:14.

legomenon has its root
its meaning

in a

This Old Testament hapax

term used hundreds of times

not primarily "cleanse," but "vindicate."

is

used, automatically

leads us to the question of verse

need for vindication. 62

3
1

Scripture.

in

But

The verb here

— that

is,

to the

But vindication is something quite different from

blotting out the sins of the saints.

While it

is

true that. among the many

lesser meanings of sadaq , "to cleanse" could be invoked, the cleansing thus

indicated would have to comport with what the context states about the need
for cleansing.
a

And the context says nothing whatever about saints creating

need for purification when they confess their sins.

In

fact,

if

it

is

only the confession of our sins that causes them to be registered against
us,

the personal solution for all of us is clear— don't confess them.

Does

the record depend upon our fidelity of confession, and our possession of a

good memory?

And what about our thousand shortcomings which we do not recog-

nize as sin and deserving of repentance?

Neither the Old nor the New Testa-

ment teach what we have traditionally taught about
the saints. def

i

I

i

ng the heavenly sanctuary.

the confessed sins of

Even on earth the sanctuary

was defiled by the act of sin, not its confession.

See Num.

19:13,20;

Lev.

20:3.

The whole argument about the sins of believers (though forgiven still

requiring blotting out), falls far short of the teaching of Scripture.

The
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text we use

in

support, Acts 3:19, teaches nothing of the sort.

One only

needs to compare with Acts 3:19, Acts 2:38, and Psaim 51:1,2, to see this.

Note also that the Greek of Acts 3:19 does not teach

during the falling of the latter rain, but as
2:38 promised the gift of the Holy Spirit to
tents, so does Acts

3: 19

— that

and no more.

the investigative judgment has any validity

stand up to grammatico-hi storica

I

exegesis.

of a pre-advent judgment as we will

precursor.

a
a

I

blotting out of sin

a

Thus as Acts

who come to Christ as peni-

I

Not one of the texts we use for
in

that regard, and will not

This

later show,

is

not to deny the reality

but it is to protest the

traditional mode of teaching such.

But—to return to sadaq— that verb has no
taher of ritual cleansing
and.

in

Lev.

sadaq is not found in Lev.

Dan. 8:14?

Because they saw

in

16.

16.

vital

Thus taher

connection with the
not found

in Dan.

8,

Why then did the LXX use kathari zo

in

is

that verse a prophecy of the reconsecration

of the sanctuary by the Maccabees in their victory over Antiochus Epiphanes.
So the vast majority of scholars believe.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CONTEXTUAL
AND THE LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE
It

may appear to some that the arguments from context and language are

separate, but this

is

context sets forth

a

not the case.

situation that demands redress

truth of God, the temple of God
0 Lord?"

is

a cry

They should be viewed together.

which

is

— all

— the

host of God, the

are being shamefully treated.

the very essence of apocalyptic.

and compare Ps. 74:9,10; 89:46; 94:1-6; Hab.

1:2;

Zech

.

The

1:12,

"How long,

See Rev. 6:10,
etc.

To detach Dan. 8:14 from this cry is to be exegetically at sea without
an anchor.

Verse 14 is the promise of encouragement to beleaguered saints.
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These evils will not go forever uncorrected.
and sin avenged.

That which,

is

Transgression will be punished,

cast down will be restored to its rightful

estate
Furthermore, Dan. 8:13,14

pulse-throb of the entire book.
by the whole.

no isolated pericope,

is

It

illuminates the whole and

Every chapter of Daniel

dication, and the Hebrew

ad_

(until

but the heart and

is

when)

is

illuminated

concerned with the theme of vinis

a

recurring linguistic phenomenon

as might be expected.
In

chapter one, Daniel and his fellows are on trial.

being tested before the heathen.

But the trial

of the time they are vindicated,

to honor.

In

chapter two, the wisdom of Israel

At the end of the time, again
In

limit.

is

And at the end

found better than the heathen, and elevated

the wisdom of the heathen astrologers.
it.

has a

Their religion

is

on trial, compared with

Daniel asks for time, and is given

Israel

and

Israel's God are vindicated.

the third chapter, those faithful to the Torah are threatened with

incineration.

They are given time for reconsideration, but then are thrown

into the fiery furnace, only to be vindicated by the delivering Son of God.

Chapter four shows
God of heaven,

heaven

is

proud, arrogant monarch who exalts himself against the

a

but only for a

limited period.

seen as ruler indeed.

Similarly,

in

Then judgment falls, and

chapter five, another pre-

sumptuous King profanes the holy things of the sanctuary.

But God has fixed

the limit of transgression, and Belshazzar has reached that limit.

He falls

under the invader's knife.

Chapter six

is

a

replay of three, with those loyal to the law of their

God threatened once more.

He,

endures trial triumphantly, and

in

is

whom has been found an excellent spirit,
delivered by the God who had been thus
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challenged by heathenism.
acted out,

the following chapter, what has been repeatedly

taught out by prophetic vision.

is

characteristics of pride,
by Nebuchadnezzar,

But only unt?

In

I

idolatry, and vengeful

Be Ishazzar, and Darius,

the judgment sits.

to a time, times, and half

A tyrant,

is

embodying the

persecution, personified

to arise to lay waste the saints.

His period of apparent victory is limited

time, and then the heavenly assessors condemn

a

him to the fire.

Chapter eight goes over the same ground
presented by beasts, and finally

a

— earthly

powers are again re-

beast who brings forth a

little horn which

grows great even to the host of heaven, and casts down the stars and tramps
upon them.

The holy truth and places are trodden down, and the cry ascends:

"How long, 0 Lord?

Until

when shall this iniquity triumph?"

In

reply, the

heavenly messenger gives the assurance: "Unto two thousand and three hundred
days, then shall the sanctuary be restored to its rightful

estate— then shall

truth and its followers be vindicated."
As we turn to chapter nine, the sequence is the same.
is

an elaboration of 8:13,14

.

The whole chapter

The prayer pleading for vindication and restora-

tion can be equated with the plea of 8:13.
prayer: "Now, therefore, 0 our God,

Listen to the climax of that

hearken to the prayer of thy servant

and to his supplications, and for thy own sake, 0 Lord, cause thy face to

shine upon thy sanctuary, which

is

desolate.

...

0 Lord,

hear; 0 Lord for-

give; 0 Lord, give heed and act; delay not for thy own sake.

Then comes the equivalent of 8:14.

mise of that verse.
to its rightful

9:24-27

The Most Holy Place

is

is but an

.

."

(9:17,19).

expansion of the pro-

to be anointed afresh,

restored

place, and sin is to be ended, transgression finished, and

iniquity expiated

— thus

the sanctuary is "cleansed" or "vindicated."
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This same sequence of trial and deliverance, threat and promise, night
and morning,

death and resurrection continues throughout the remaining chap-

ters.

Particularly observe the following parallels:

...

7:8,9

another horn, a little one,

man, and a mouth speaking great things.

were placed.

.

.

7:21,22

.

As

over them, unti

The court sat

(Hebrew

tinual

I

(Hebrew

ad_)

a

the thrones

...
and prevailed

the Ancient of Days came, and judgment was given

a_d)

for the saints of the Most High.

.

.

"For how long (Hebrew

8:13,14

eyes like the eyes of

looked, this horn made war with the saints,

I

I

.

looked unti

I

judgment.

in

.

.

.

the vision concerning the con-

is

ad_)

burnt offering, the transgression that makes desolate, and the giving

over of the sanctuary and the host to be trampled under foot?"

And he said

to him, "For two thousand three hundred evenings and mornings; then the sanc-

tuary shall be restored to its rightful state."

9:27

.

.

desolate, unti
I

I

:
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.

and upon the wing of abominations shall come one who makes

.

(Hebrew ad) the decreed end

And the

k.i

ng sha

I

I

poured out upon the desolator.

is

do accord ng to his will,
i

self and magnify himself above every god, and shall

against the God of gods.

He shall

be accomplished;

is

12:6
12:9

" How

"•

•

for what

long (Hebrew
•

unti

I

prosper unti

1

h

i

ad_)

ad_)

shall
ad_)

it be ti

I

I

the end.

.

.

."

the time of the end."

Both the narratives and the visions tell
long, only unti

m-

the indignation

determined shall be done.

(Hebrew

lowed to prosper for only so

exa 1

speak astonishing things

(Hebrew

I

he shall

the same story.

Evil

is

al-

the judgment sits, and the

books recording the evil deeds of the blasphemers are opened.

Then comes
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deliverance, restoration, vindication.
8:13,14; 9:3-27;

12:6-13

— indeed

this

This
is

is

the message of Dan. 7:9-13;

the message of the entire book.

find the same theme echoed in the New Testament apocalypse:

"I

We

saw under the

altar the souls of those who had been slain for the word of God and for the
witness they had borne; they cried out with a loud voice,
holy and true,

'0 Sovereign Lord,

how long before thou wilt judge and avenge.

were each given a white robe and told to rest

a

.

.

.

Then they

*

little longer, unt

i

the

number of their fellow servants and their brethren should be complete, who
were to be killed as they themselves had been"

6:9-11).

(Rev.

THE JUDGMENT FOCUSSES ON UNBELIEVERS, NOT BELIEVERS

The over-all message, and witness of the parallel passages of Daniel,
make it quite clear that 8:14 has to do with the redress of wickedness, the

punishment of those outside of Christ, and the vindication of believers.
The judgment brought to view has the lost as the focus
God.

It

saints.

is

— not

the people of

the little horn that is being investigated, not the suffering

The books enshrine the records of willful transgressions of Satan's

followers, not the failures of the worshippers of Yahweh.

Similarly, the judgment of Rev.
of

1967)

is

14:7,

(as set forth

not a judgment of the saints but. of Babylon.

with the use of "judgment" throughout the apocalypse.

clear by the paral

lei

passages of 6:9,

10;

16:4-7;

17:1;

in

the Daniel quarter

I

This harmonizes

Rev.

14:7 is made

18:6-10;

18:20;

19:1-3.

And he said with a loud voice, "Fear God and give him glory, for the
hour of his judgment has come; and worship him who made heaven and
earth, the sea and the fountains of water." (Rev. 14:7 RSV)

When he opened the fifth seal,
saw under the
who had been slain for the word of God and for
they cried out with a loud voice, "0 Sovereign
how long before thou wilt judge and avenge our
upon the earth?" (Rev. 6:9,10 RSV)
I

altar the souls of those
the witness they had borne;
Lord, holy and true,
blood on those who dwell
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The third angel poured his howl into the rivers and the fountains of
water, and they became blood.
And
heard the angel of water say,
"Just art thou in these thy judgments,
thou who art and wast, 0 Holy One.
For men have shed the blood of saints and prophets,
and thou hast given them blood to drink.
It is their due!"
And
heard the altar cry,
"Yea, Lord God the Almighty,
true and just are thy judgments!" (Rev. 16:4-7 RSV)
I

!

Then one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and said to
me, "Come,
wi
show you the judgment of the great harlot who is
seated upon many waters." (.Rev. 17:1 RSV)
I

I

I

Render to her as she herself has rendered,
and repay her double for her deeds;
mix a double draught for her in the cup she mixed.
As she glorified herself and played the wanton,
so give her a like measure of torment and mourning.
Since in her heart she says,
A queen
sit,
am no widow, mourning
shall never see,'
so shall her plagues come in a single day,
pestilence and mourning and famine,
and she shall be burned with fire;
for mighty is the Lord God who judges her."
And the kings of the earth, who committed fornication and were wanton
with her, wi
weep and wai
over her when they see the smoke of her
burning; they will stand far off, in fear of her torment, and say,
"Alas! alas! thou great city,
thou mighty city, Babylon!
In one hour has thy judgment come." (Rev. 18:6-10 RSV)
?

I

I

I

I

I

I

"Rejoice over her, 0 heaven,
0 saints and apostles and prophets,
for God has given judgment for you against her!"

(.Rev.

18:20 RSV)

After this
heard what seemed to be the mighty voice of a great multitude in heaven, crying,
"Hallelujah!
Salvation and glory and power belong to our God,
for his judgments are true and just;
he has judged the great harlot who corrupted the earth with her
fornication,
and he has avenged on her the blood of his servants."
Once more they cried,
"Hallelujah!
The smoke from her goes up for ever and ever."
I

(Rev.

19: 1-3

RSV)

Note that not only does the word "judgment" of Rev.
sages,

but also "hour."

See

18:10,17,19.

Rev.

14:7 recur in

later pas-

14:7-8 reflects Jer.

51:6:
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"Flee from the midst of Babylon,
off

her punishment,

in

let every man save his

he is rendering her."

go

for her judgment has reached up to heaven.

.

.

forth our vindication.

Be not cut

for this is the time of the Lord's vengeance, the

requital
.

life!

.

.

And Jer. 51:9,10: "Forsake her, and let us

...

The Lord has brought

."

Particularly observe the relationship between God's judgments and His
sanctuary.

Jer.

to declare
Cf. Rev.
(

in

50:28: "Hark! they flee and escape from the land of Babylon,

Zion the vengeance of the Lord our God, vengeance for his temple

6:10: ".

.

.

how long before thou wilt judge and avenge

Neqamah and ekdikeo are synonyms, and both are conceptual

of Dan. 8:14, and krisis of Rev.

14:7.)

ly

.

.

.

?"

related to sadaq

Rev. 6:10 also has a sanctuary con-

text.

This review makes it evident that the sequence of the apocalyptic pro-

phecies of Daniel and Revelation

is

universally one of threat and deliverance,

aggression and judgment, the triumph of the wicked and the vindication of
the saints.

This sequence

is

the key to Dan. 8:13,14, and is

a

test for

every proposed interpretation of that passage including our traditional Ad-

vent ist presentation.
wicked and

favor of the saints.

in

investigation.

status

is

If

they are

in

judgment upon the

Never are the saints the focus of divine

right covenant relationship with God, their

it will

have seemed that we have contented ourselves with throw-

stones at the denominational

earlier shown, the traditional position

position on Dan.
is

8:

14— a though
I

as

often not even invoked by con-

temporary Advent! st expositors of Dan. 8:14.
an

is

not open to question at any time.

So far,
ing verbal

Judgment throughout apocalyptic

I

f

we deny that it teaches

investigation of the sins of the saints from Adam on, beginning in 1844—

what does it teach?

.
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The inquiry
crucial,

it

can give

a

is

crucial, and simple.

cannot be simple.

But while an adequate reply

In

also

There are just too many factors involved.

simple reply, but not one that will

quent inquiries.

is

essence, such

a

immediately answer all

We

subse-

reply would be as follows:

DANIEL 8:14, THE DAY OF ATONEMENT, AND THE JUDGMENT
Dan.

8:14

is

the heart of the book of Daniel.

It

is

the verse that

links the narrative and prophetic sides of the book, and enshrines the word

which best sums up the theme of the whole—vindication.

This verse is the

zenith of the symbolic presentations of Daniel, and all thereafter contributes to its meaning.

it

is

the seed of all

key apocalyptic presentations

of the New Testament, being invoked by Christ, Paul, and John.

indeed the most important verse, summing up

Dan.

8:14

is

its key themes of the sanctuary,

the kingdom of God (symbolized by the sanctuary), the judgment and pa iggenesi
I

redemption provided and applied, Christ and Antichrist.

It

parallels the

stone of Dan. 2 which becomes a mountain (analogous to a temple
and other eastern minds), the Son of Man receiving the kingdom

and the standing up of Michael

given of it

in 9:24,

kodesh

in

verse,

like Dan.

in

Dan.

12.

8:14) takes place through the antitypical
12:1;

in

Jewish
Dan.

7,

According to the explanation

this vindication of holiness (there

2:44; 7:9-13;

in

is

no article before

day of atonement.

The

and 9:24-27 is apote esmat c in applicai

I

tion, fitting not only the victory over the typical Antichrist, Antiochus,
but the great redemption of the cross, and

in

165 BC,

in

the last judgment.

its final

application

(Just as Isaiah 40-66 picture not only the victory

over Babylon, but over sin.)

It

applies also to every revival of true reli-

gion where the elements of the kingdom of God, mirrored

in

the sanctuary by

the stone tablets and the mercy seat, are proclaimed afresh, as at 1844.

a

,
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Central to this explanation is the fact that when the same angel of
Dan.

8,

Gabriel,

returns

9 to

in

help Daniel "understand the matter," he

covers the identical ground of the times of Medo-Persia, Greece, and Anti-

christ—but instead of speaking of the vindication of the sanctuary, he speaks
of "finishing the transgression, making an end of sin, making atonement
for

iniquity, bringing

in

everlasting righteousness, sealing up the vision, and

anointing the most holy."

This statement

as Dan.

represents the same.

7:9-13 pictorial

transgression, sin,

ly

is

iniquity, atonement, most

one other place of Scripture—Lev.

16.

the explanation of 8:14, just

Note that the key

holy— all five occur

i

i

s ,to

both advents

).

in

:

only

in

Dan. 9:24 (and 8:14 of which

explanatory) points to the ant typical day of atonement

consummation (that

ideas

it

is

fulfillment and

Even those who date Daniel as be-

longing to the second century BC and who believe Antiochus is its center,

recognize that 9:24 and 8:14 mean the same thing. 63
The purpose of Yom Kippur was to symbolically portray the end of sin.
The basic meaning of kipper
our later discussion

in

not forgiveness but eradication of sin.

is

this chapter.

(See

The HERE article on expiation states

that the original meaning kipper was probably "to wipe out" rather than

"cover up.")

The former springs from the latter.

—a

a

symbol of the kingdom of God

a

God who passed over sin be esteemed?

atonement and the mercy seat
Rom.

in

The defiled sanctuary was

kingdom requiring vindication.

This

is

How could

the very problem linked with

the doctrinal heart of the New Testament-

3:21-28.

The problem was, and ever has been, how can God be just and yet the

justifier of the penitents who defile His kingdom, and patient with reprobates who do the same and more?

Only the cross could answer that, and that
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answer

is

the heart of the New Testament.

But the cross

is

only fully understood

See Rom. 3:3,26.
in

the

light of the

last judg-

ment when the fruitage of faith and unbelief are both manifested.
vital

we recall

the whole Biblical package of atonement.

It

is

While primarily

and basically implying the abolition of sin—its elements can be differentiated
as follows: the atonement as to God Himself means propitiation, to penitent

sinners it means reconciliation, but to sin
words of Ellen
final

G.

it

means eradication.

In

the

White, "the purification of the sanctuary" pointed to "the

purification of the universe from sin and sinners" (PP 358).

words of the SPA Dan

ie

Note the

commentary:

The Cleansing, Vindication, Restoration, of the Sanctuary
We have come now to the crux of our studies: What is meant by the cleansing of the sanctuary?And, of course, our answer has already been laid down for us if our
reflections so far have" been accurate.
If this verse is the high poimt
of the symbolic presentation, the seed of all that follows (including
New Testament eschatology) as well as the summary of what has preceded,
if its verb reflects the theme of the book, then the correct exegesis
is already prescribed for us.
"Then shall the sanctuary be cleansed
["restored," "vindicated"]" must have to do with judgment, restoration ,
vindication, the coming of the kingdom, elevation of the saints, punishment of the wicked, the establishment of a new order of things
.

If 8: 14 para! lels 7:9-13, it is saying the same thing and points to the
great assize and Christ's taking the kingdom for His people.
If it is
expanded in 9:24 and is parallel thereto, we must look for the consummation of what took place at Calvary finishing of transgression, the
making of an end of sin, atonement for iniquity, the bringing in of
everlasting righteousness, the fulfillment of all prophetic vision, and
the anointing or dedication of a new system of things, even fellowship
between God and His restored people.

—

the last part of the book is commentary on the last part of this vision as previously suggested, then 8:14 means that chapter 12 particularly 12:13 says that all the saints shall stand in the judgment and
receive their eternal destiny after the 2300 days.
In that case "the
time of the end" spoken of in 8:17 will mean the period of the judgment.
If

—

—

8:13 echoes the common Biblical plea for divine intervention and
judgment, then verse 14 must point to the answer to that plea.
Lf
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Once more, if the sanctuary is the microcosm of the kingdom of God,
then its cleansing, vindication, restoration, must point to the reestablishment of that kingdom over the kingdom of men.
[FN: To understand
Daniel's own reflections in connection with this vision, it is essential
that we view it against his experience as recorded in the opening verses
of the book.
There we read of the despite done to the sanctuary by a
power from the north.
Subsequently the daily "was taken away." Ancient
and modern commentators are agreed that the calamity that overlooks the
sanctuary between 605 and 586 BC represents the dissolution of the kingdom of God on earth. The sanctuary was a microcosm of the divine kingdom operating among men.
It represented not only the reign of God according to His righteous law but also His desire to dwell among men in
order to bless them. Therefore the promise of Dan. 8:14 could have meant
to Daniel nothing less than the restoration of the sanctuary, with the
reestab shment of all its services, particularly those which emphasized
the final judgment on sin and complete reconci iat ion between Jehovah
and His people.
Thus the kingdom of God on earth would once more become operative.!
I

i

I

Furthermore we would expect to find something in the typical services
of the sanctuary that comprehends all the concepts so far specified
something which would point to a finishing of sin, an atonement, a reconciliation, and a new beginning, with joy for the righteous and sorrow
for those who have refused the sanctuary's provisions.

—

Was there any familiar sanctuary ritual that spoke of all these things
to the Jew?
Indeed there was!
[FN: Some refer to the enthronement
festivals, and although these may not have involved all that such
scholars refer to, it is certain that the autumn feasts prefigured the
enthronement of the Almighty among His purified people.]] The Day of
Atonement, the crucial service of the seventh month, to the Jew was a
summation of God's salvation. Coming at the end of the religious year,
it pointed to the end of time.
It belonged to the second complex of
feasts, each member of which had eschatologica significance.
[FN:
Revelation, the eschato og ica book par excellence in the New Testament, selects for its setting the imagery of the autumn feasts of Israel
trumpets, atonement, and tabernacles.
In connection with the seventh
seal, the seventh trumpet, the seven last plagues, and the commencement
of the mil lennium we find elements of the Day of Atonement ceremon a
2
I

I

I

i

I

On this special day, the only such of the year, the whole camp felt that
While day by day the Israelites had come init was on review by God.
dividually to the sanctuary, now all were present at the one time for
the sealing of decisions made throughout the months preceding. The camp
saw in the two goats not only the representatives of God's dealings with
Christ and the antichrist but also the representatives of the two groups
in their own midst
one to be sealed for Jehovah and the other marked
for Azaze

—

I

The solemn silence marking the camp that day; the absolute prohibition
of all types of secular work; the divesting by the high prest of his
glorious robes and the substitution of an ordinary linen garment; his

—
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provision of much incense in order to pass into the second apartment
where resided the law, the mercy seat, and the Shekinah glory; the return to the courtyard after a change back into the special apparel; the
laying hold of the goat for Azazel and the symbolic lading of it with
all the forgiven sins from the sanctuary (which hitherto had taken responsibility for them); the sending away of the goat into the wilderness; the final heap of ashes in a clean place as the only visible
memory of the day; the subsequent rejoicing as the people now entered
into the joys of the great harvest festival; the ascension to Jerusalem
for festivity; the beginning of the jubilee (if it was the fiftieth
year), with its freedom and release from bondage and debt— each and all
of these pointed to the great reality of the final judgment and the
kingdom of God in glory thus ushered in.
Here then was the cleansing,
vindicating, restoring, of the sanctuary in type.
[FN:
Our reasoning
concerning the significance of the Day of Atonement for 8:14 is confirmed when we find the prophet in the next chapter praying for the
restoration of the sanctuary and Its services.
In harmony with his
prayer regarding the iniquity, transgressions, sins, of his people,
pleading the everlasting righteousness of God as witnessed by prophets,
the prophet is visited by Gabriel, who takes all the key elements of
his prayer and weaves them into heavenly promises.
Part of the angel's
message has to do with atonement for iniquity.
The three words here
used by the angel for sin had their chief combined usage in connection
with the Day of Atonement (see Lev. 16:21 and cf. Dan. 9:24).
Only in
one other place in all the Bible are the three items conjoi ned— Ex. 34:7,
where the character of God—which is to be vindicated in the judgmentis described.
James Barr rightly says on 9:24: "The meaning ... is
to be the eradication of sin, the completion of atonement, the establishment of an everlasting right order and a holy sanctuary." All of
this was provided for and legally established by the atonement of Christ
on Calvary, but it will be implemented in full only at the end of the
age.]
It is not strange therefore that some Jewish and Christian scholars
have paraphrased 8:14 as: "Then shall the sanctuary have atonement made
for it." Calvin says, "Some translate it— 'Then the sanctuary shall be
expiated.'" [FN:
Cal v! n, Vol
10.]
p.
,
.

I

I

I

Concerning the day of expiation, Lev. 16 is indeed the final clue for
the exposition of 8:14.
Pointing forward to the great atonement made
on Calvary for us by Christ, the antitypical Lord's goat, it also prefigures the last work for us by Christ, our High Priest.
[FN:
The Old
Testament always views redemption as a single act, and the first and
second advents are not differentiated.]
It pictures the placing of the
responsibility for evil upon its true instigator, the true little hornSatan himself.
[FN:
Cf. Rev. 12:4,9.] Thus God's character, so long
trampled in the dust by the scandal of sin, will be vindicated.
In the light of_ these reflections it becomes apparent that the apocalyptic
portrayal of 8:10-14 symbolizes the great controversy between good and
evil and its climax.
The vindication of the sanctuary, which represents
the divine kingdom, points not only to the vindication of the saints in
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the judgment hut also to the vindication of God and His
truth.
It must
include, therefore, a work on earth that "cleanses" the
church, God's
sanctuary on earth., from the traditions of men and the shame
of sin
LFN:
Notice these two statements by E. G. White: "The church
of God
upon the earth, are one with the church of God above.
Believers on the
earth, and those who have never fallen in heaven, are
one church.
In the inner court of heaven they listen to
the testimonies of the'
witnesses for Christ in the outer court on earth" ( The Signs
of the Times.
June 6, 1895).
"The Jewish tabernacle was a type of the Christian
church. ... The church on earth, composed of those who are
faithful
and loyal to God, is the 'true tabernacle,' whereof the
Redeemer is the
minister.
God, and not man, pitched this tabernacle on a high,
elevated
platform.
This tabernacle is Christ's body, and from north, south,
east, and west, He gathers those who shall help to compose
it.
Through Christ the true believers are being represented as
being built
together for an habitation of God through the Spirit"
Ibid.
February
The law, which is so often in Scripture caTTed" "the truth"
14, 1900).]
and which has been cast to the ground, must be uplifted.
The true
"daily"— the everlasting gospel of righteousness by faith, which has
been "taken away" by all counterfeit religious systems— must
be proclaimed again.
[FN:
John Wycliffe, Walter Brute, Nicolaus von Amsdorf,
and others of Reformation times expounded the "daily" of chapter
8 as
the symbol for the true gospel and the acceptable worship
accompanying
it.
Fletcher, Wesley's close associate, did likewise.
See excursus on
8:14 at end of commentary on chapter 8 for more on the "daily."]
'

(

,

Part of God's truth that has especially been made war
against is the
Sabbath commandment in the heart of the law.
[FN:
See comments on 7:25.]
This commandment was intended by our Creator to be a constant
symbol
of the great truths of the gospel— a symbol that a
we need comes by
grace from Him and is not earned by human works but received
through a
vital relationship of trust and worship.
This too must be proclaimed
afresh in the "time of the end." The heavenly sanctuary, one
with the
church sanctuary on earth and whence all that happens down here
is controlled, where Christ ministers as the great Goel— the Redeemer and
Avenger of His people— must become central in the thinking of God's
people.
Its symbolism p ctor a
zes all the great truths of law, gospel,
providence, judgment, the kingdom, that we need to keep fresh in memory:'
I

i

i

I

I

i

It would take another whole book to elaborate the
truths implicit in
the sanctuary and its cleansing.
We do not attempt that here.
Neither
need we spell out in greater detail what has already been said, for
if
our foundations were well laid, the conclusions now reached are automatic.
They are the logical consequence of all that has preceded and all which
follows in the Book of Daniel.
Nevertheless, there is one aspect of the
symbolism which should be yet alluded to— the reference to what scholars
call the concept of "the new temple."
[FN:
Keep in mind that the New
Testament's eschatologica stress on the kingdom does the same thing as
Daniel— repeatedly employs the imagery of the temple, or sanctuary.
The theme of the new temple underlies several of Christ's sayings about
Himself, His church, and His coming kingdom, and Paul and John continue
the same metaphor.]
I
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Both 8:14 and 9:24 are included
which promise the institution of

in

a

the series of Old Testament texts
new temple.

The new temple is a central idea of biblical eschatology from the
earliest times and is found in the most diverse backgrounds.
It
explains the priestly legislation and the priestly interpretation
of history (both of which developed around the desire for a sanctuary worthy of God); it explains the great prophecies of the exile
and post-exilic periods and the disappointment and enervation
which the programme of Ezra and Nehemiah was designed to combat,
just as it provides an important key to the meaning of apocalyptic
[FN:
McKelvey, The New Temple p. 179 (emphasis supplied).
.

,

Already in Tg. on Isa. 53:5 (Str-B.,. I. 482) the Messiah builds
the house of the sanctuary; cf. also Tg. on Zech. 6:l2f. (Str-B.,
I. 94).
There is no Jerusalem without the temple.
[FN:
Gottlob Schrenk, " Hieron ," TDNT, Vol. Ill, p. 240.]
.

.

.

—

The glory of God kabod in the Hebrew Bible, doxa in LXX and New
Testament is another name for the Shekinah. ... It may be
special ly associated with the tent of meeting ... or with the
Temple.
If is present in a special way in the heavenly
temple (Rev. xv.8) and in the heavenly city (Rev. xxi.23).
[FN:
R. A. Stewart, "Shekinah," The New Bible Dictionary , ed. J. D.
Douglas (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1962), pp. 1174,

—

.

•

I

.

.

175.]

Why is Christ "greater than the Temple"? There can be only one
all-embracing answer.
It is because God's presence is more manifest in Him than the Temple.
On Him, not on the Temple, now rests
the Shekinah,
the Lord Himself is the true Temple.
[FN:
Alan Cole, The New Temp le , p. 12.]
.

.

.

So neither the teaching about the New Temple "not made with hands,"
nor the abolition and destruction of the old material Temple
are accidents or afterthoughts to Christianity.
They are of its
esse , inevitable corol laries of its central message.
[FN:
Ibid .,
See also, Beas ey-Murray, Jesus and the Future p. 202;
p. 55.
Jesus als We tvo ender , cited by Beas ey-Murray , ibid .; cf. Reinhart
Humme , Die Ausei nandersetzung zwischen Kirche und Judentum in
Matthausevangel ium (Munchen: Chr. Kaiser, 1963), p. 93; Julius
Schniewind, Das Evangel ium nach Markus (Gottingen: Vandenhoed &
Ruprecht, 1963), p. 175; A. Feuillet, op crt, pp. 196-198; Yves
M. J. Congar, The Mystery of the Temple , trans. Reginald F. Trevett
(Westminster, Maryland: The Newman Press, 1962), p. 159.]
.

I

I

I

I

.

.

,

I

I

Thus in recent years several scholars have devoted themselves to this
study, and their work has direct bearing on our present task the exposition of 8: 14.

—

In

one sense that which was promised by the Old Testament referring to
temple met its fulfillment in Christ and His church,
If the
[FN:

a new
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question is asked, "What relevance can the Jewish sanctuary have for
Christians?" the answer is near at hand for all familiar with the New
Testament.
It Is the Book of Hebrews particularly that shows the relationship between the old and the new covenant, the typical services and
their antitypical substance.
See, for example, Heb. 8 and 9.
But the
Gospels and many of the other epistles are also rich in teaching concerning the significance of the sanctuary, or temple, for the Christian
church.
While Hebrews speaks in terms of the heaven of heavens where
Christ intercedes for us as the true tabernacle, it also implies that
the church itself where the Spirit of Christ ministers is also God's
temple (.see Heb. 12:22-24; 13:10-13).
Says McKelvey, "The new temple
of the epistle embraces heaven and earth" ( The New Temple p. 150).
The
Gospels emphasize this aspect of the ancient symbolism as they portray
Christ as the New Temple, and teach as well that the same metaphor fits
His body, that is to say, the church.
Passages such as Eph. 2:20-22;
2 Cor. 6:16-7:1; and
Pe. 2:4-10 elaborate further such teaching.
McKelvey shows that Christ's cleansing of the temple in Passion Week
is part of the motif of judgment.
He points out that the Gospels purposely interweave Old Testament passages of eschato og ca significance
into such descriptions as the triumphal entry and subsequent events (see
The New Temple pp. 61-76). The Book of Revelation also abounds in
temple imagery. Particularly does it incorporate allusions to the times
of Antiochus Epiphanes and the defiling of the temple that then took
place as symbolic of attacks on the Christian church through the ages
and specially at the end time (see Rev. II).
Thus John's presentation
of the Holy City as a new temple with God Himself tabernacling with
His- people points to the issue of the final judgment upon sin and sinners.
All earlier cleansings of the temple prefigured this eschato ogi ca
climax (see Rev. 21:1-3; cf. with 11:19; 8:1-3; 20:1-3; and the typical
ceremonial of Lev. I6).U
,

I

I

i

I

,

I

Let us summarize.
We have viewed 8:14, the climax to the symbolism of
the book, in the light of its historical and literary contexts.
The
historical context indicates that the treading down of the sanctuary
could be vindicated only by its restoration and the implementation of
all that its services symbolized, particularly the closing services of
the year trumpets, atonement, tabernacles which pointed to the consummation.

—

—

The literary context of parallel passages leads to the same conclusion.
Scholars equate 7:9,10,26,27 and 9:24 with 8:14 as all pointing to the
final establishment of the kingdom via the medium of the judgment.
Also part of the literary context is the enlargement of chapter 8 found
in chapters II and 12.
Chapter II, verse 3lf., describes the same
events as 8: lOff
It speaks of a polluting of the sanctuary that would
call for a corresponding cleansing.
It speaks of a defiling that would
demand an atonement.
In plainer words still,
in that closing portion
of the final prophecy (12:13), which corresponds in place to the closing
verse of the symbol sm of chapter 8 (v. 14) Daniel is told he will
stand in judgment at the end of the days to receive his eternal lot or
inheritance*
The literary content of Daniel's narratives also offers the
same theme the vindication of God and His people.
.

i

—

,
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Even on the grounds of etymology the suggested meaning is supported, for
8:14 uses, the Niph'al form of sadaq , while 9:24 uses the same root and
links it with the adjective olam , or "everlasting," found in that section of chapter 7 corresponding to 8:14 (see 7:27).
Thus scholars such
as Feuillet rightly insist on linking the judgment scene of chapter 7
with the promise of vindication in 8:14 and the consummation of that
everlasting covenant regarding the forgiveness of sins as found in 9:24.
T

The immediate context of verse 13 with its "How long?" inquiry confirms
all the foregoing.
This oft-repeated plea is ever a prayer for divine
intervention and judgment.
Last of a I, the larger context of 8: 14 must include the New Testament,
particularly its eschatologica portions and chiefly the Book of Revelation.
Here we find the end of all things and the f u f
ment of the
divine covenant promises regarding forgiveness and communion in the
everlasting kingdom.
It is spelled out in terms of the feasts of
Israel's seventh month, especially the Day of Atonement, the day of
sanctuary ritual— that ancient symbolic day of judgment when Israel
was divided into two camps and numbered, either with the Lord or with
the great adversary.
In this book also we find pictured all that was
symbolized by the ancient promise of a restored sanctuary.
Rev. 21:3
tells of "the new temple" so long foretold.
I

I

I

i

I

I

Thus 8:14 points to (we employ various terms to communicate its meaninq
fully)

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the eschaton.
the undoing of the work of antichrist.
the vindication .of God's people, His truth, and His character.
the judgment day, which ushers in the kingdom of God with
Christ dwelling with His people as the New Temple, promised
throughout the prophets.
the final proclamation of "that gospel of the kingdom" (cf.
Matt. .24: 14 and Rev. 14:6,7).

Our initial three questions regarding the terminus of Dan. 8, the identification of the little horn, and the cleansing of the sanctuary have noto
been answered.
Let the reader evaluate whether or not the answers are
interrelated, consistent both with each other and with the premises
earlier laid down by way of introduction and exegesis, and whether the
conclusions arrived at match the grandeur of the Biblical passage as
indicated by the points made at the commencement Of this chapter.
The
personal spiritual challenge that results from an understanding of these
truths is just such a challenge as might be expected in this crucial
period of earth's history.
A true understanding of chapter 8 is calculated to furnish the dynamics needed for revival in the individual,
the church, and the world.
This grand revelation assures us of the fidelity of God and of His plan
to make an end of sin and to bring in everlasting righteousness.
He
has forgotten neither His downtrodden people nor the neglected law.
Soon
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the universe will see holiness vindicated,
[FN:
Kei
places much stress
on the fact that the word used for the temple in 8:14 is not identical
with, that employed in 8:11; 9:17; 11:31.
It is the abstract term for
holiness that is employed.
For this reason he objects to the view
that the promise of 8:14 points merely to a consecration of the sanctuary at the end of the days.
"The words of the text
comprehend
more than the purification and reconsecrat ion of the temple" (p. 305).
His suggestion is that the promise of 8:14 implies the restoration to
its right state of "all that is holy" ( ibid )
Others, such as Moses
Stuart, have also seen the breadth of the statement.
Thus our own exposition as found above an exposition that alone harmonizes with the subsequent Daniel ic use of this vision (see particularly 12:1-3), and the
New Testament employment of the same throughout its eschatology (see
Mk. 13; Matt. 24; Luke 21: 2 Thess. 2; and the entire Book of Revelation,
especially 21:1-3).] and amid eternal hallelujahs heaven's choirs will
sing, "Just and true are thy ways, 0 King of the ages!
For thy
64
judgments have been revealed" (Rev.
5: 3,4).
I

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

1

This

is

the great

Daniel.

*"heme of

That kingdom of God which was sym-

bolized by the sanctuary trodden down by Babylon and its successors would

ultimately be vindicated through, the kingdom of the Messiah which would swallow
up all

earthly powers.

(.See

appendix, "Daniel 8 and the Kingdom of God.")

Thus the stone smites the image, the Son of Man judges the little horn and

delivers the beast to the flames, the little horn of chapter

8

is

broken

and the sanctuary vindicated, the wicked come to their end with none to help

them, but the saints whose names are found written in the book stand in

their lot to shine as the brightness of the stars for ever and ever.
Dan.

8 was

not written

in

a

vacuum.

Its scribe had seen the

Jerusalem

sanctuary defiled by Babylonian invaders, and its "daily" taken away.
had prayed for more than half a century that God would

He

intervene and vindicate

His people and His holy place, and the response given him in Dan. 9:24-27

not only matched the prayer of that chapter, but the prayers of seventy
years.

The soon coming redemption from the captivity of Babylon was used

by God to mirror the greater redemption

from sin.

ance through God's anoi nted Shepherd King Cyrus as

As
a

Isaiah used the deliver-

figure of the deliverance
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through the true Sun (Cyrus means "Sun") of righteousness, and mingled the
two advents as though one, so does Dan. 8:14 and 9:24-27 (and indeed all Old

Testament pictures of the kingdom of God).
chain

Daniel

in

Every climax to

prophetic

a

points to the establishment of God's kingdom and 8:14

unique among these in its depth of symbolic import.

is

Seventh-day Adventists,

and their predecessors the Mill er tes, were not wrong when they asserted the
i

eschatologica
and far

in

I

significance of this passage.

In

essence they were correct,

advance of most of their contemporaries who limited 8:14 to the

Maccabean era.
So much for our simple answer, though some will

not see it as simple.

Because many questions will automatically arise from this shorthand presentation, we attach as an appendix a much more

of Dan. 8:14 and

its explanation

in

time and used as textbook material

lengthy and detailed discussion

9:24-27.
in

This has been

in

colleges for much longer.

print some
We trust

none will criticize our brief explanation until they have read the larger
one.

fact,

In

we venture to wish that the whole commentary on Daniel

this writer could be read—as, from the first page to the last, 8:14

by
is

in

view.
It

Danie

should be observed that the exposition of Dan. 9:24-27 in the SPA
is

emphatic on the conditional nature of the promises there set forth,

and upon God's intention that all

(thus including "the cleansing of the sanc-

tuary") should have been fulfilled and consummated by AD 34.

made

in

The application

this commentary to 1844, which has been criticized as much too slight,

finds its explanation

taught also

in

in

this conditional nature of chapters 8 and 9 as clearly

the lesson quarterly of

1967,

Commentary article on "The Role of Israel

in

and intimated

in

the SPA Bible

Old Testament Prophecy" (4:27-36).
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1844 thus becomes a providential

re- interpretation and an apote esmat c fulI

i

fillment, rather than the primary intention of the apocalyptic passage.
is

by no means

insignificant because of that, but ceases to be

a

It

competitor

with Calvary and the Second Advent.

in

Seventh-day Advent ists have been right

in

seeing the theme of judgment

That verse finds its parallel

in

the judgment scene of 7:9-13,

Dan. 8:14.

and also

in

12:1-3,14 (cf. Ps.

1:5).

But the judgment is not something to be

feared by penitent believers.

To the Jews the thought of judgment was ever "good news," and as such
it

is

presented, not only

in

the Old Testament, but also

conjunction between "good news" and "judgment"
often overlooked.

trusting

in

in

Rev.

God's great judgment does not place

the merits of Christ.

in

the New.

has been too

14:6,7,
in

The

jeopardy any who are

They are continually being adjudged worthy

through His intercession—this is the meaning of "it is Christ that justifies."

This

is

Paul's answer to the inquiry: "Who shall bring any charge

against God's elect?" (Rom. 8:33)

The accuser of the brethren, pointing to

our failures, tries to bring such charges (Zech 3:1; Rev.

12:10),

knows our hearts, and ever imputes His righteousness to us

— so

but Christ

that when pro-

bation closes for the world, and His priestly intercession ceases, all who
have found Him through the gospel are "accounted worthy" of either resurrec-

tion or translation.

Their judgment

is over.

Law-giver while on the way to court, and
the uttermost farthing.
the final

judgment

is

wi

I

I

They made peace with the great
never be handed over to pay

Justification is an anticipated last judgment, and

but the ratification of justification.

Thus the New

Testament applies "being made righteous," i.e. "accounted righteous," to the
moment of conversion, every succeeding moment, and the last moment when God's
judgment

is

made public at the coming of Christ.

See Rom. 3:20-28;

5:19; Acts
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13:38,39.

This final justification

is

what Ellen

6.

White means by "the

complete fulfillment of the new covenant promise" (GC 485).
According to John: "Truly, truly,

believes him who sent me, has eternal

say to you,

I

life;

he who hears my word and

he does not come

but has passed from death to life" (John 5:24 RSV).

It

is

significant that

on every occasion where the beloved disciple uses "judgment"
uses

it

in

its negative sense of condemnation.

See the use of "judgment" and "hour"

14:7.

in

into judgment,

Ckrisis),

he

This also applies to Rev.
the following chapters of

Revelation and compare Jeremiah, chapter 51.

THE JUDGMENT OF DANIEL
When from this exercise we turn to'Daniel

which

is

7

7

and that judgment scene

the heart of the book, we see it is the wicked who are examined,

condemned, and destroyed.

The judgment goes "in favor of" the saints, because

their enemies are convicted and condemned.

This, not an investigation of the

sins of the saints,

is

the real meaning of the judgment of Daniel

has been recognized

in

recent years by most Advent ist exegetes.

7,

and

it

Note the words of Dr. A. Ferch, who did his doctoral dissertation on
Daniel

7

and its judgment scene.

The axial place of v. 26 (which specifically relates the judgment to
the nefarious one), wedged between the zenith of evil (v. 25) and the
felicity of the saints (v. 27) seems to be hardly coincidental.
The crescendo of the infamy of the little horn is reached in its blatant
opposition to God and His people, thus justifying its condemnation and
destruction.
The writer reports a most interesting feature, only too often neglected
by students of this passage, viz., the contemporaneousness of the conceited and grandiloquent little horn and the heavenly tribunal before
any verdict is passed upon the forme r s nefarious activity.
T

t

The first thing Daniel wants to convey— and that with considerable
urgency— is the fact that the insolent despot is under judgment and will
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pass suddenly

I

i

ke a phantasm of the night

(vs.

11-12).

This oppression of God's people ends when the judgment takes
away its
dominion and destroys the tyrant (.vs. 9- 0,2,, 26).

The former alternative followed by Ibn Ezra (who observes,
"he gave them
their revenge," i.e. "judgment rendered in their favor") claims
the support of most modern commentators.
It is also more in harmony with the
OT idea that the Lord "executes justice for the orphan and
the widow"
Cdet. 10:18) and "maintains the cause of the afflicted"
(Ps. 140:12
LH-vs. 13]).
Finally, the first option seems to be more appropriate
in the context of Dan. 7 in which prominence
is given to God as Judge
and His saving judgment.
According to these verses the judgment will put an end to the
oppression and extreme hardship imposed by the little horn upon the
saints
and by a favorable verdict set the stage for the fixed time when
(whether
immediately upon the verdict or later we are not told) the elect
will
possess the kingdom privileges.
The tribunal as in verse
him of power and life. 65

10 wi

The dissertation by Ferch
on the judgment of Dan.

7

is

I

I

condemn the godless tyrant and derobe

the most detailed and accurate statement

ever put out by an Adventist, and its exegetical

conclusions are that unbelievers, not believers, are the "eye" of that
storm.
These statements by Ferch agree exactly with the intimations of the
Daniel quarterly (1967), and the conclusions of such scholars as W.
E. Read

and E. Heppensta

I
I

,

studied the matter.
7:22.

as well as all

Dan.

non-Advent st scholars we know of who have
i

8:14 by "vindication" means exactly the same as

The wicked are condemned, those workers of iniquity who have done

despite to the truth and holiness of God, but His own are vindicated.
saints are indeed judged by God.

"He that judges me is the Lord" says Paul.

"The Lord will judge His people" says the author of Hebrews
2 Cor.

5:10 and Rom.

14: 10.

both continual and ultimate.

This judgment is, as

I

in

agreement with

Cor. 4:4 makes clear,

Only he that endures to the end shall

The decision of faith has to be continually reaffirmed.
in

The

Christ and who are found trusting solely

in His

It

is

be saved.

those who abide

merits as evidenced by

a
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life of

loyal

obedience who are "righteous still" when probation closes.

For such, the thought of judgment holds no terrors.

cepted by heaven as
It

is

is

Christ.

So says John.

I

They are as surely ac-

John 4:17.

essential that we acknowledge the two-fold nature of the judgment

as set forth

in

Scripture.

That judgment has terrors for the wicked, but

brings joy to penitent believers.

It

And whether it be Rev.

7,

14,

or Dan.

is

always, so to speak, "a double header."

or Dan.

8,

if

we are going to be true

to Scripture we must stress that the judgment in view

wicked, and a promise to the saints.

is

a

warning to the

To interpret Dan. 7:9-13 as an investi-

gation into the forgiven or unforgiven sins of those who have taken the name
of Christ is quite wrong.

parallels

in

very clearly

There

is

no such thing

chapters eight and twelve.
in a

paper presented by him

in

the text itself, or its

Note how Dr. G. Oosterwal
in

saw this

1967.

What is the nature of this divine activity in the heavenly sanctuary?
Since the pollution is first of all spoken of as the work of the little
horn (Dan. 8:9-14), the restoration must be also a work directed against
this anti-Christian power.
That this is so is clear from Dan. 7. And
Christ's work against His enemies is there described as the great judgment.
The little horn, which made war against the saints and prevailed
against them, which spoke great words against the most High, etc. etc.
trampling down the truth and the activities of the heavenly sanctuary,
is judged after a period of prospering which lasted 1260 years
(Dan.
y
7:9-26).
It is the Son of Man (Dan. 7:13) who passes definitely
the judgment
against the work of the little horn.
From John's visions in the book
of Revelation, we get a clear understanding of the nature of that judgment.
The little horn is definitely rejected, condemned, fallen.
It
is the hour of God's vindication in Christ (Rev. 14:6-9).
This is the
time in which actually an end is made to sin and the sinner.
It is the
time of God's wrath, (plagues).

The judgment has still another aspect. While Christ is standing up in
the heavenly sanctuary to execute His condemnation of His enemies, the
saints are being vindicated.
For it was not only against the Prince of
hosts, but also against those who followed Him in truth and in spirit,
that the antichrist directed His attacks.
John sees these saints "Under
the altar" and hears them crying, "How long, 0 Lord, holy and true,
doest thou not judge and avenge our blood.
." (Rev. 6:9-11)
And
.

.
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white robes were given unto everyone of them.
This is the vindication,
the glorification of the saints. They have to wait "for a little season"
before they will be resurrected, but the judgment is executed.
They
are given white robes already, declared holy and redeemed. 66
This

is

a

fine summary of the Scriptural teaching on judgment, parti-

cularly as found
But

14.

it

in

Daniel, chapters seven, eight, and twelve, and also Rev.

contrasts strangely with traditional Adventist presentations.

The same is true of Dr. Oosterwal's allusion to Dan. 8

As one considers Dan.
the little horn which

is

7,

it

is

in

his Mission Possible

.

the terrible work of the fourth beast and

made prominent.

They require over 70 percent of

what is said about the characters of the apocalyptic drama.

beasts are mentioned, but not explained in any detail.

The three first

Neither Daniel nor

the interpreting angel seem in any way preoccupied with these three powers.
But the situation is the reverse with the fourth beast and

its eleventh horn.

While the first three beasts are essentially stage-props, the fourth and its
chief horn are thrust to the front and held before the reader as before Daniel.

Because of their wicked deeds they come into judgment.

That judgment by the

heavenly tribunal condemns them, and removes their authority and life.

kingdom they have tried to dominate

is

The

given to the Son of Man and the saints.

The "books" of Dan. 7:10 apparently contain the record of the evil deeds
of the fourth beast and the little horn.

There

is

the saints being scrutinized by the heavenly court.

nothing here whatever about
None of thei

r

sins are

indicated, and there is nothing to indicate that these books contain a record
of their
in

lives.

But by order of the heavenly assessors, the judgment issues

direct action on the wicked powers, and the removal of their dominion and

very existence.

This dominion, said to last "a time, two times, and half a

time"

lasts right up until

There

is

no

the judgment.

See verses 9-11, 21-22, and 25-26.

lapse between this period of oppression coming to its end and
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the beginning of the judgment.

It

the judgment which accomplishes the

is

end of the persecuting period, and the persecution.

This, of course, will

not match the traditional exposition of persecution coming to its end before
1798,

and then judgment commencing ha

I

f

a

century later.

writes on the heavenly session pictured

Dr. Hasel

in Dan.

7 as

follows:

This judgment is "in behalf of the saints (holy ones) of the Most High
(vs. 2 -22a), then the saints receive the kingdom from the Son of Man.
The picture is rather clear,
the "saints (holy ones)" have been under
attack by the anti-God power represented by the little horn, but are
vindicated in judgment.
Vindication of the saints implies condemnation
of the little horn power.
1

^

In

THE LITTLE HORN, THE SAINTS, AND THE SANCTUARY

IN

DANIEL

the Ministry insert "Christ's Atoning Ministry

in

Heaven," we have

8

the following from the same pen:

Among Adventists the judgment of Dan. 7 is traditionally designated as
the "investigative judgment" and recently more adequately called "preAdvent judgment" in order to separate it from the so-called last judgment that is to take place. after Christ's Second Coming. Actually the
"pre-Advent judgment" may be conceived of as the first phase of the
total judgment activities in heaven of which the last judgment is the
second phase, and the execution of the judgment after the millennium
(Rev. 20) the third and last phase.

c

Those Receiving Judgment
The ones who are judged in the pre-Advent
judgment phase are "the saints of the Most High" (7:22). They cannot
be angels, as a recent trend in modern scholarship supposes.
These
"saints" belong to God as the possessive genitive shows.
They are a
people characterized by holiness, the holy people (12:7; cf.
sa
4:2f;
6:13).
The fact that the persecuting power "made war with the saints"
(7:21), prevailed over them, wore them out (v. 25), and shattered them
(12:7), proves that they were reduced in power and decimated during the
time, two times, and ha f a time (7:25).
After this period judgment is
pronounced in favor of "the saints" (v. 22) by the Ancient of Days.
These 'dec mated "saints are a remnant, God's faithful followers constituting his remnant people, his chosen ones, persecuted by the power opposing God, but keeping the covenant faith and maintaining their trust
and confidence in him who will be their Judge.
After the judgment they
"shall receive the kingdom" (7:18-22), apparently through the Son of
Man to whom Godhasgiven it (v. 14).
They will possess it in perpetuity
(7:18), because' it is an "everlasting kingdom" (v. 27) that shall not
be destroyed (v. 14). °
.

I

I

I

.
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These quotations show

a

Adventists of this passage.

considerable advance upon usual expositions by
It

is

declared that the judgment

of" the saints, and it is clearly said that the little horn

The context is here taken into account, rather than

is

is

M

in

favor

condemned.

our usual wrenching of

the judgment scene away from the description of the activities of the little
horn.

But

it

could be that even Dr. Hasel's presentation could be mis-

still

understood when he writes: "The ones who are judged in the pre-Advent judg-

ment phase are 'the saints of the Most High'
the saints are central

in

(7:22)."

This sounds as though

the judgment and the chief object of the court's

attention, whereas this is clearly not the case.

Also, the statement that

"vindication of the saints implies condemnation of the little horn power"
seems to reverse the actual picture.

understanding

if

Would it not be less capable of mis-

we said: "Condemnation of the little horn power implies vin-

dication of the saints"?
To make such comments may seem unduly particular, specially when these
few statements appear in papers of such merit.
in

Dan. 7 is vital

Dan.

8,

But because the real

for an understanding, not only of that passage,

issue

but of

we must critically review the best that modern Adventist scholarship

is offering.

It may be

that loyalty to the church we love and serve some-

times influences us toward

a

bias as we approach sensitive areas.

For the same reason we must attend to Dr. Hasel's application of the

typology of the Day of Atonement

in

connection with Dan. 7:9-13 and Dan. 8:14.

When he says, for example, on page 24, that "the term for 'cleanse'

means factual cleansing and not merely a declaration.

culty following him.

.

.

."

.

.

.

we have diffi-

True, as the author says, "the Day of Atonement involved
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the cleansing of the sanctuary and the people (Lev.

16:19,30)/' but the New

Testament commentator seems to affirm that the one thing the Day of Atonement could not do was to factually cleanse the worshippers.

Note his words:

The law is only a shadow of the good things that are coming— not the
realities themselves.
For this reason it can never, by the same sacrifices repeated endlessly year after year, make perfect those who draw
near to worship.
If it could, would they not have stopped being offered?
For the worshipers would have been cleansed once for all, and
would no longer have felt guilty for their sins.
But those sacrifices
are an annual reminder of sins, because it is impossible for the blood
of bulls and goats to take away sins. (Heb. 10:1-4 NIV)
We are told

in

Heb.

9

what sort of cleansing was actually accomplished

by "the blood of goats and bul Is" on the Day of Atonement.
it was "the

purification of the flesh"— in other words,

accomplishment.

See also Heb.

10:11.

a

Verse 13 affirms
mere ceremonial

Not even the sacrifices of the Day of

Atonement could really cleanse the worshipper by taking away his sins.
Calvary could accomplish such, and now we who believe,

indeed have been

"washed" and can therefore "draw near with a true heart
of faith" (Heb.
In

Only

full

in

assurance

10:22).

connection with the cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary, Dr. Hasel

follows our traditional

route and intimates that Christ has

heaven analogous to the sprinkling of blood

in

the type.

a

work to do

in

We quote him once

more
As earthly priests entered the sanctuary with blood during the daily
(Lev. 4:5-7,16-18,25-26,30,34) and yearly (16:14-15) services, so the
heavenly High Priest entered the sanctuary in heaven with his own blood
(Heb. 9:12).
As the earthly sanctuary of the old covenant was cleansed
with blood, so the heavenly sanctuary, the "real sanctuary" (Heb. 8:2
NEB) of the new covenant is "to be cleansed" ( kathar? zestha? ) "with
better sacrifices than these" (Heb. 9:23).

The high priestly function of Christ is emphasized time and again in
Hebrews.
It is, therefore, not surprising to find that the idea of
sprinkling of blood In Heb. 12:24, which plays a key role in the cleansing of the sanctuary (Heb. 9:23-24) on the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16:18-19)
is joined to several themes in the same context in Hebrews: (I) God as
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Judge (Heb. 12:23,29), (2) The assembly of myriads of
angels (v. 22)
and (3) people whose names are written in the books of
heaven (v. 23)
Such themes are also present in the judgment scene in
Dan. 7 to which'
we shall return shortly.
The cleansing of the sanctuary does not come at the beginning
but toward the end of the plan of salvation, after the sanctuary
was defiled. 69
As mentioned in the previous chapter,
to be taken into the first apartment.

it was

exceedingly rare for blood

That did not happen

in

the vast major-

ity of cases where the ordinary people brought their sin
offerings.

Only

when the high priest or entire congregation sinned was blood taken
into the
first apartment.
is

Secondly, Hebrews is not saying that the heavenly sanctuary

to be cleansed,

but that it already has been by the death of Christ.

thirdly, the one thing the author of Hebrews avoids,
needs to sprinkle blood in the heavenly sanctuary.

is to say

He

i

s

And

that Christ

so concerned to

make it clear that the death of Christ made complete atonement, and reconciled
the race, to .God, that he even manipulates the typical

pictures to that end,

and refuses to use any elements of the type which would conflict with his

purpose.

Some have raised the issue whether Heb. 9:22 should be translated "sprinkling of blood" rather than "shedding of blood."

There are some features

of the context which might seem to support such a position, and it is not
at all

strange that some have raised the question.

ceding verses

in

in

is

clear that the pre-

the chapter do indeed refer to sprinkling, but as soon as

the writer turns to Christ he emphasizes His death.

priate

It

"Sprinkling" was appro-

verse 18-22 to contrast the Levitical ceremonials with the accom-

plishment of our Lord's sacrifice, but when the apostle comes to that death
itself,

he uses a different term than one applied to a priestly sprinkling

following sacrifice, such as on the mercy seat on the Day of Atonement.

He
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chooses ekchusi
is

the idea of

because it signifies the pouring out of blood
a

in

death.

It

heavenly oblation that he labors to avoid.

Thus, as we survey that which our best modern scholarship has to offer

on our traditional
it

lacking.

positions regarding the investigative judgment, we find

There

is

no exegetical

connection possible between an investiga-

tion of the sins of the saints, Heb. 9, Dan. 7:9-13, and 8:14.

DANIEL

8:1.4

AND ANTIOCHUS EPIPHANES

We turn to Adventism's chief argumentation against opponents from the

times of Uriah Smith to the present.

"alternative"

i

concerned the inadequacy of the

It has

nterpretat ion— that related to Antiochus Epiphanes.

Let us first review the Scripture:

the third year of the reign of King Belshazzar a vision appeared to
Daniel, after that which appeared to me at the fixst.
And
saw in
the vision; and when
saw,
was in Susa the capital ,' which is in the
province of Elam; and
saw in the vision, and
was at the river Ulai.
raised my eyes and saw, and behold, a ram standing on the bank of the
river.
It had two horns; and both horns were high, but one was higher
than the other, and the higher one came up last. "I saw the ram charging
westward and northward and southward; no beast could stand before him,
and there was no one who could rescue from his power; he did as he
pleased and magnified himself.
In

me,

I

I

I

I

I

I

As
was considering, behold, a he-goat came from the west across the
face of the whole earth, without touching the ground; and the goat had
a conspicuous horn between his eyes.
He came to the ram with the two
horns, which
had seen standing on the bank of the river, and he ran
at him in his mighty wrath.
saw him come close to the ram, and he was
enraged against him and struck the ram and broke his two horns; and the
ram had no power to stand before him, but he cast him down to the ground
and trampled upon him; and there was no one who could rescue the ram
from his power.
Then the he-goat magnified himself exceedingly; but
when he was strong, the great horn was broken, and instead of it there
came up four conspicuous horns toward the four winds of heaven.
I

*

I

I

Out of one of them came forth a little horn, which grew exceedingly great
toward the south, toward the east, and toward the glorious land.
It grew
great, even to the host of heaven; and some of the host of the stars it
cast down to the ground, and trampled upon them.
It magnified itself,
even up to the Prince of the host; and the continual burnt offering was
taken away from him, and the place of h s sanctuary was overthrown.
And
i
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the host was given over to it together with the continual burnt offering
through transgression; and truth was cast down to the ground, and the
horn acted and prospered.
Then
heard a holy one speaking; and another
holy one said to the one that spoke, "For how long is the vision concerning the continual burnt offering, the 'transgress ion that makes desolate, and the giving over of the sanctuary and host to be trampled under
foot?" And he said to him, "For two thousand and three hundred evenings
and mornings; then the sanctuary shall be restored to its rightful state
I

(Dan.

8: 1-14

"

RSV)

We should observe that the prophetic scene seemed to be reduced in Dan. 8
from what it was hitherto.

chapters 2 and

7,

to in chapter 8.

There

is

no obvious reference to Palestine

and their prophecies,

but Palestine is specifically referred

Instead of the fierce lion, bear, tiger, and the dreadful

nondescript beast, we have the domestic animals used
Similarly, the

in

sacrificial worship.

in

language is now, not the Gentile Aramaic, but the sacred Hebrew.

Thus we are prepared for a scene that particularly applies to the experience
of

Israel

after the death of Alexander the Great (whose kingdom was the great

horn of the ram).

It

THE LITTLE

Or igi

the initial meaning only to which we now attend.

is

HORN— ITS MEANING

FOR ANCIENT ISRAE L

n

Scripture says the little horn would spring up when the divisions of

Alexander's empire were

in

their latter days, and from one of these divisions.

Thus we are to look for a power originating from the Greek world sometime

after 300 BC and before Rome's supremacy by 30 BC.

It

is a

power to the

north of Palestine for it waxes great towards the south and the east.

Israel

was never menaced from the west.

Neither Rome nor Italy ever belonged to the Alexandrian emprre from
which this horn was to arise.
comes from the goat

— from

The antichrist figure*,

Greece

— and

has

it

must be rememb ered,

its origin as a new-born horn after

the divisions of Greece have matured and are waxing old

.

This also will

not
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fit Rome, which had existed for centuries prior to the birth of Christ.

To

say, as some have said, that the little horn comes from one of the four winds

of heaven,

rather than out of one of the four horns, destroys the visual

unity of the symbol.
its

Note the visionary sequence: Goat—great horn between

eyes— horn broken off— in

horns another little

horn— all

the Alexandrian empire.

its place four

still

horns— out of one of these four

linked to the body of the

goat—

i

.e.

Rome cannot fit such specifications of place or time.

Nature
The horn springs into prominence from a birth in obscurity.

begins as much smaller than the horn from which

it

emerges.

naturally

This could never

fit Rome, which was much more potent than Macedonia at the time of

quest of that territory.

It

its con-

But the symbolism does fit Antiochus.

Work
This new horn first attacks the south, then the east, and en route to

the latter, attacks the pleasant land.

It

waxes great, even to the host of

heaven and casts down some of the host to the ground.
Rome became great particularly to the northwest, the east, the pleasant
land of Palestine, and the south.

But Antiochus came from the north against

Egypt, then invaded Armenia and Persia after oppressing Palestine.

The sequence

of his operations exactly fits the prophecy but Rome does not so fit.

Antiochus has his sphere of operations only

This

is

in

three areas as mentioned.

certainly not true of the widespread operations of

such geographical

Borne.

It

knew no

limitations as are here laid down.

A popular criticism against the Antiochus

interpretation is that it

could not be said that Antiochus compared with Persia and Greece was "exceeding great."

But the prophecy does not say that.

The little horn

is

not
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compared with other powers, but merely said to wax "exceeding
great"

in

three

directions of the compass; namely the south, the east, and
the pleasant land.
Its work against the pleasant

by

land

is

described

later Jewish writers such as the apocryphal

in

verses 10-14, which were used

writers and by Josephus to

describe the work of Antiochus.
Observe how Maccabees uses the very words of Daniel to describe
the work
of Antiochus Epiphanes.

Alexander of Macedon, the son of Phillip, marched from the land
of Kittim
defeated Darius, king of Persia and Media, and seized his throne
beinq
already king of Greece.

'

'

Alexander had reigned twelve years when he died.
the government, each in his own province.

His generals took over

A scion of this stock was that wicked man, Antiochus Epiphanes,

son of
King Antiochus.
He had been a hostage in Rome before he succeeded to
the
throne in the year 137 of the Greek era.

At that time there appeared in Israel a group of renegade Jews,
who incited the people.
'Let us enter into a covenant with the Gentiles
round about,' they said, 'because disaster upon disaster has
overtaken
us since we segregated ourselves from them.'
When he was firmly established on his throne, Antiochus made up
his
mind to become king of Egypt and so to rule over both kingdoms.
He assembled a powerful force of chariots, elephants, and cavalry, and
a
great fleet, and invaded Egypt.
On his return from the conquest of Egypt, in the year 143,
Antiochus
marched with a strong force against Israel and Jerusalem.
In his arrogance he entered the temple and carried off the golden altar, the
lamp-stand with all its equipment, the table for the Bread of the Presence,
the sacred cups and bowls, the golden censers, the curtain, and the
crowns.
He stripped off all the gold plating from the temple front.
He seized the silver, gold, and precious vessels, and whatever secret
treasures he found, and took them all with him when he left for his own
country.
He had caused much bloodshed, and he gloated over all he had

done.

Great was the lamentation throughout Israel;
rulers and elders groaned in bitter grief.
Girls and young men languished;
the beauty of our women was disfigured.
Every bridegroom took up the lament,
and every bride sat grieving in her chamber.
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The land trembled for its inhabitants,
and all the house of Jacob was wrapped

in

shame.

Two years later, the king sent to the towns of Judaea a high revenue
official, who arrived at Jerusalem with a powerful force.
His language
was friendly, but full of guile.
For, once he had gained the city's
confidence, he suddenly attacked it.
He dealt it a heavy
blow, and
killed many Israelites, plundering the city and setting it ablaze.
He
pulled down houses and walls on every side; women and children were
made prisoners, and the cattle seized.
The city of David was turned into a citadel, enclosed by a high, stout
wall with strong towers, and garrisoned by impious foreigners and renegades.
Having made themselves secure, they accumulated arms and provisions, and deposited there the massed plunder of Jerusalem.
There they
lay in ambush, a lurking threat to the temple and a perpetual menace to
srae
I

I

They shed the blood of the innocent round the temple;
they defiled the holy, place.
The citizens of Jerusalem fled for fear of them;
she became the abode of aliens,
and alien herself to her offspring:
her children deserted her.
Her temple lay desolate as a wilderness;
her feasts were turned to mourning,
her sabbaths to a reproach,
her honour to contempt.
The shame of her fall matched the greatness of her renown,
and her pride was bowed low in grief.
The king then issued a decree throughout his empire: his subjects were
all to become one people and abandon their own laws and religion.
The
nations everywhere complied with the royal command, and many in Israel
accepted the foreign worship, sacrificing to idols and profaning the
sabbath.
Moreover, the king sent agents with written orders to Jerusalem and the towns of Judaea.
Ways and customs foreign to the country
were to be introduced.
Burnt-offerings, sacrifices, and libations in
the temple were forbidden; sabbaths and feast-days were to be profaned;
the temple and its ministers to be defiled.
Altar, idols, and sacred
precincts were to be established; swine and other unclean beasts to be
offered in sacrifice. They must leave their sons unc rcumc sed; they
must make themselves in every way abominable, unclean, and profane, and
so forget the law and change all their statutes.
The penalty for disobedience was death.
i

i

Such was the decree which the king issued to all his subjects.
He appointed superintendents over all the people, and instructed the towns of
Judaea to offer sacrifice, town by town.
People thronged to their side
in large numbers, every one of them a traitor to the law.
Their wicked
conduct throughout the land drove Israel into hiding in every possible
place of refuge.
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On the fifteenth day of the month Kislev in the year 145, the abominaPagan altars were built
tion of desolation was set up on the altar.
throughout the towns of Judaea; incease was offered at the doors of
All scrolls of the law which were found
houses and in the streets.
were torn up and burnt.
Anyone discovered in possession of a Book of
the Covenant, or conforming to the law, was put to death by the king's
sentence. (I Maccabees
,
6, 7,20-24, 29-57 NEB)
7, 8, 0,

w

1

,

:

I

I

I

I

I

1

2

Maccabees speaks on the same topic.
Shortly afterwards King Antiochus sent an elderly Athenian to force the
Jews to abandon their ancestral customs and no longer regulate their
lives according to the laws of God.
He was also commissioned to pollute
the temple at Jerusalem and dedicate it to Olympian Zeus, and to dedicate
the sanctuary on Mount Gerizim to Zeus God of Hospitality, following
the practice of the local inhabitants.
This evil hit them hard and was a severe trial. The Gentiles filled
the temple with licentious revelry: they took their pleasure with prostitutes and had intercourse with women in the sacred precincts.
They also
brought forbidden things inside, and heaped the alter with impure offerIt was forbidden either to observe the
ings prohibited by the law.
sabbath or to keep the traditional festivals, or to admit to being a
On the monthly celebration of the king's birthday, the
Jew at all.
Jews were driven by brute force to eat the entrails of the sacrificial
victims; and on the feast of Dionysus they were forced to wear ivywreaths and join the procession in his honour. (2 Maccabees 6:1-7 NEB)

And what about the cleansing of the sanctuary?

This too

is

recorded by the

Jewish historian.

Maccabaeus with his men, led by the Lord, recovered the temple and city
He demolished the altars erected by the heathen in the
of Jerusalem.
public square, and their sacred precincts as well. When they had purified the sanctuary, they constructed another altar; then, striking fire
from flints, they offered a sacrifice for the first time for two whole
years, and restored the incense, the lights, and the Bread of the Presence.
This done, they prostrated themselves and prayed the Lord not to let them
fall any more into such disasters, but, should they ever happen to sin,
to discipline them himself with clemency and not hand them over to
blasphemous and barbarous Gentiles. The sanctuary was purified on the
twenty-fifth of Kislev, the same day of the same month as that on which
foreigners had profaned it. The joyful celebration lasted for eight
days; it was like the Feast of Tabernacles, for they recalled how, only
a short time before, they had kept that feast while they were living
like wild animals in the mountains and caves; and so they carried garlanded
wands and branches with their fruits, as well as palm-fronds, and they
chanted hymns to the One who had so triumphantly achieved the purificaA measure was passed by the public assembly
tion of his own temple.
to the effect that the entire Jewish race should keep these days every
year. (2 Maccabees 10:1-8 NEB)
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The New Testament points us to this history by its allusions
13 to the

yet future activities of Antichrist which will

resemble those of

Antiochus, and also by the reference to the Feast of Dedication
This feast was

tuary
I

i

in

ghts.

in Rev.

in

John

10.

a

commemoration of the event of the cleansing of the sanc-

165 BC.

Josephus tells us why the feast was called the feast of

Says he:

Now Judas celebrated the festival of the restoration of the sacrifices
of the temple for eight days; and omitted no sort of pleasures thereon;
but he feasted them upon very rich and splendid sacrifices; and he
honoured God, and delighted them by hymns and psalms.
Nay, they were
so very glad at the revival of their customs, when, after a long time
of intermission, they unexpectedly had regained the freedom of their
worship, that they made it a law for their posterity, that they should
keep a festival on account of the restoration of their temple worship,
for eight days.
And from that time to this we celebrate this festival,
and call it 'Lights.'
suppose the reason was, because this liberty
beyond our hopes appeared to us; and that thence was the name given to
that festival 70
I

If

we inquire as to why the Lord should have devoted so much space in

His Word to this crisis which only embraced
by R. D. Wilson

is

worthy of consideration.

a

few years, the answer offered
(See appendix, "Importance of

Antiochus Epiphanes," for quotations from Studies

in

the Book of Daniel

The Jewish people have ever recognized Dan. 8:10-14 as

a

.)

prophecy of their

greatest crisis between the two destructions of the Temple.
It has

events

in

prophecy.

often been pointed out that it takes some juggling to make the

the days of Antiochus fit the chronological

requirement of the

This, of course, would be not one jot different to our own dif-

ficulties with history

in

applying the 1260 years and the 2300.

Scriptural

time periods are usually round numbers rather than precise, and this applies
to the crisis of the second century before Christ.

The three-and-a-half year period during which the daily sacrifice was

forbidden by Antiochus was preceded by oppression lasting almost as long.
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Dan.

8

sketches the entire period of persecution, not just the period of the

interruption of the sanctuary services.

events
170,

in

171

This persecution was launched by

BC and included the murder of Jewish ambassadors at Tyre

in

the subsequent slaughter and captivity of 80,000 Jews the same year, and

the profanation of the temple at that time.

In

168 came the

sion of the sanctuary rites, a suspension lasting until

165.

entire suspenThe approxi-

mate period of oppression by Antiochus was 2300 days.
Al

I

attempts to make Rome the first and majo r fulf

i

I

Iment of a

I

I

the

specifications of the little horn ignore both the symbolism and the interpretation.

Rome existed independently long before the Greeks became prominent.

There would be just as good grounds for claiming that the Alexandrian empire
came into existence via Medo-Persia, as to say that Rome came on the scene

through the Macedonian horn.

Neither

is

it said

in

the prophecy that one

of the four horns was destroyed by the little horn.

The Roman application

makes the absorption of Macedonia something quite different to that indicated
by the symbols of Daniel's vision.

But the "clincher" rests

in

the fact that Dan.

of Dan. 8 in greater detail, and the little horn
21

is

II

explains the prophecy

interpreted from verse

onwards, and while Uriah Smith has endeavored to tailor history so as to

fit the prophecy,

his product is but a travesty.

the specifications of verses 19-35.

Only Antiochus fully fits

Let any who wish to check the matter

read the Cambridge Ancient History , or a source similarly comprehensive.

ANTIOCHUS EPIPHANES AND DANIEL

II

At the 1919 Bible conference there was lengthy discussion of Dan.
and to read the account is to be convinced that those who saw Antiochus

that chapter won the day.

II,
in

We quote from the records of the discussion on the
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prophecies of Daniel.
WIRTH:
You have asked for those who believe the new view to speak, and
as
feel inclined that way, would like to say a word.
It seems to me
the great thing is as Brother Lacey brought out, the fact that Antiochus
Epiphanes is really the great figure in this chapter.
I

One who has studied the history of Antiochus Epiphanes will find that
he did the things for that time that the Pope did later.
And if we are
brought up to Antiochus Epiphanes in the 30th and 31st verses, see what
a beautiful, forceful transition we have from that place to what the
antitypical Antiochus, or the Pope, did to the people of God in a larger
sense.
don't know whethermake that plain or not, but Antiochus
Epiphanes was a type of what the pope was afterwards to become.
I

H.

C.

LACEY:

I

Paraphrase of Daniel Eleven

Verse 21.
And in his (Seleucus Phi lopater's) estate shall stand up
(reign) a vile person (Antiochus Epiphanes 176-164) to whom they shall
not give (offer) the honor of the kingdom (the sovereignty, for Thel iostarus
was plotting for it: another party favoring Ptolemy Philometor: also
Demetrius) but he obtained the kingdom (gained the throne of Syria) by
flatteries (Eumenes, King of Pergamus and Attalus, the Syrians, the
Romans): thus the (Antiochus Epiphanes) came in peaceably (BC 176) and
obtained the kingdom by flatteries.
Verse 22.
And with the .arms of a flood shall they (Hel iodorus, Ptolemy
Philometor) be overthrown from before him (Antiochus Epiphanes) and
shall be broken (defeated) yea also, the prince of the covenant (Onias
III deposed from high priesthood in 176 BC, and subsequently murdered).
And after the league (between Antiochus Epiphanes and Jason, the new
High Priest) made with him (Jason) he (Antiochus) shall work deceitful ly (deposing Jason, and elevating his brother Menelaus, to the High
Priesthood).
And (not for) he (Antiochus) shall come up (to the
sovereignty) and shall become strong with a small people (his few attendants.).

Verse 24.
He (Antiochus Epiphanes) shall enter into the peaceable and
fat places of the province (the upper provinces [Asia Minor?] also
Coele-Syria and Palestine) and he (Antiochus Epiphanes) shall do that
which his fathers have not done, nor his father's father (making Timarchus
and Heraclides [Rom. 1:27] the one governor of Babylon, the other, his
Treasurer): he (Antiochus Epiphanes) shall scatter among them (his subjects) the prey (of his enemies) the spoil (of temples) and the riches
(of his friends) etc.

Verse 25. And he (Antiochus Epiphanes) shall stir up (BC 171) his power
and his courage against the king of the south (Ptolemy Philometor) with
a great army (A great multitude"); and the king of the south (Ptolemy
Philometor) shall be stirred up with a very great and mighty army ("very
many and exceeding strong horses" Newton) but he (Ptolemy Philometor)
shall not stand ("was afraid and fled"): for they shall forecast devices
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against him (Eulacus, his minister, Macron,

a

premier, the Alexandrians).

Verse 26.
Yea, they that feed of the portion of his (Ptolemy's) meat
(his ministers, Eulacus, Macron, etc.) shall destroy (by corrupting
and betraying) him (Ptolemy Philometor), and his (Ptolemy's) army shall
overflow and many shall fall down slain.
A.

G.

DAN ELLS:
I

What does it mean by overflowing?

C. LACEY:
They dispersed and were defeated.
shall overflow, and many shall fall down slain.

H.

A.
H.
I

G.

DAN ELLS:
I

In

the old view Rome

Does overflow mean to disperse and to run out?

Exactly the same criticism may be applied to both views.
C. LACEY:
suppose we could turn the thing around and make it apply to Rome.

Here

is

the language

in

I

Maccabees 1:16,17,18,19.

(Reads)

You see that the language both in the Bible and the apochryphal book
is practically identical.

Verse 27:
And both these kings' hearts shall be to do mischief, and
they shall speak lies at one table; but it shall not prosper: for yet
the end shal
be at the time appointed.
I

Upon his arrival at Memphis, Antiochus Epiphanes and Ptolemy Phi lopator
frequently ate and conversed together "at one table," Antiochus pretending he would favor the cause of Ptolemy as against the usurpation
of his brother Physson.
This Antiochus pretends to espouse the cause
of this older nephew against his brother, Ptolemy laying the blame of
the whole campaign upon Eulasus, his majesty who betrayed him, and professing great obligations to his uncle Antiochus.
But these protestations of friendship were "lies" on his part.
As soon as Antiochus
had withdrawn, the two brothers, Ptolemy and Physson, made peace through
the mediation of their sister Cleopatra, and agreed to reign conjointly
But even this did not prosper. The two monarchs came to
in Egypt.
blows at the time appointed.

Now let us read into the Scripture the names of these kings: And both
these kings' hearts (Antiochus Epiphanes and Ptolemy Phi lopator) shall
be to do mischief (each hoping to circumvent the other), and they shall
speak lies at one table (in apparent friendliness), but it (this patched
up peace between them) shall not prosper: for yet the end shall be at
the time appoi nted
Verse 28:
Then shall he return into his own land with great riches;
and his heart shall be against the holy covenant; and he shall do exploits, and return to his own land.
That is the prophecy.

—

Antiochus hoping that the two Egyptian brothers would ruin each other
in civil war, returned to Syria.
He took with him immense treasures
captured
Egypt.
from the
towns of
The verse says: "he shall return
.

.

.
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with great riches." History says he took immense spoils from the captured towns of Egypt.
In
Maccabees 1:19 and 20 it is stated, "Thus
they got the strong cities in the land of Egypt, and he took the spoils
thereof." That is the history.
I

Notice it says "his heart shall be against the hoiy covenant." The next
verse— (I Maccabees 1:20) "And after that Antiochus had smitten Egypt,
he returned again in the hundred forty and third year (312 of the
era, which is BC 169) and went up against Israel and Jerusalem with a
great multitude, and took away the golden altar, and the candlestick of
light, and all the vessels thereof, and the table of the shewbread, and
the pouring vessels, and the vials, and the censers of gold, and the
veil, and the crowns, and the golden ornaments that were before the
temple, all which he pulled off.
He took also the silver and the gold,
and the precious vessels: also he took the hidden treasures which he
found.
And when he had taken all away, he went into his own land,
having made a great massacre, and spoken very proudly."

That is the history. The prophecy reads thus: "and his heart shall be
against the holy covenant." There is more to that than this, too,—
"his heart shall be against it." When he was in Egypt a false report
had been circulated of his death.
Thereupon Jason, the ex-high priest—
(Antiochus Epiphanes had done this) returned to Jerusalem, drove his
brother Menelaus out of office, and cruelly ill-treated the citizens.
LACEY:
Antiochus, thinking the whole nation had revolted, and hearing
that they had made great rejoicing at the report of his death, besieged
Jerusalem with a great army, took the city by storm, and vented his
anger upon the helpless Jews.
He slew 40,000 of them, and sold 40,000
more, polluted the temple, offered swine's flesh on the altar of God,
restored Menelaus to the priesthood, and made Philip, a barbarian, governor of Judea.
"He shall do exploits," and then "return to his own land,"
just as these events here are brought forth.
PROF. ANDERSON:
What verse in the chapter do you allude to when you
speak of the pollution of the temple, as you read in the history?
LACEY:
In the Nth chapter, when we get down to verse 30, there
the point.
All these modern scholars,
believe— don't like to
say "all," but the majority of scholars, you will find, as
have stated,
claim indisputably that the events occur under Antiochus Epiphanes to
verse 30; but after verse 30 it is a little hazy, and you cannot group
them al
around Antiochus Epiphanes.
Modern scholars have attempted to
do it'.
Verse 30 speaks of the defiling of the temple.
But we will
come to that a little later on.
In the career of Antiochus Epiphanes
there is a kind of a little wheel within a wheel. There are events in
his life which are very like what is predicted of the little hornextremely alike, and
do not know why we could not consider this in
the same way that Ezekiel expresses it--a wheel within a wheel.
Just
to illustrate: The things said about the little horn of Dan. 7 can apply
to Antiochus Epiphanes in a small way.
He is the eleventh down the line,
three were plucked up in his place (names were mentioned), he did speak

PROF.
is

I

I

I

I

I
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great words against the Most High, he did wear out the saints of the
Most High in a small way, he did change the law of the Most High; things
were given into his hand for just a time, times, and a half in a literal
sense, which was three and one-half years.
And in a very small way
Antiochus Epiphanes might have been the little horn.
So, suppose you
and
had been living in that day we would have thought that that prophecy
met its fulfillment to us, and we should have been sustained through
that hour of persecution.
In a small way
think this can apply to
Antiochus Epiphanes.
But in verse 30 we pass on to Rome, the great
antichrist, of which Antiochus was here the personal representative.
I

I

(Mention was made of Josephus Book
question interrupted.)

12,

Chapter

5,

paragraph

3,

but

a

PROF. LACEY:
On his way back this Antiochus further vented his spite
and his ill temper upon the unfortunate Jews, dispatching Apollonfus
with 20,000 men to Jerusalem, who slew great multitudes, plundered the
city, set fire to it in various places, pulled down houses and walls,
slew those who attended the temple, defiled again the Holy Place so
that the whole service was discontinued, the city was forsaken of the
Jews and strangers only remained in it.
On his arrival at Antioch he
published a decree obliging all upon pain of death to conform to the
religion of the Greeks.
So the Jewish law was abrogated, and heathen
worship was set up in its stead, and the temple itself was consecrated
to Jupiter Olympius.

QUESTION:
ANSWER:

What was the date of that?
BC 168.

PROF. LACEY:
"They set up the abomination of desolation upon the altar.
They did sacrifice upon the idol altar, which was upon the altar of
God."
Mac. 1:54,59.
You see that they placed the abomination of desolation in the Holy Place.
The very language of the Bible, "the abomination of desolation," is placed in the temple; and this is history.
do not see why you object to taking this in a small way as referring to
Antiochus Epiphanes— as a wheel within a wheel view of this prophecy.
Living in those times we would have thought that the prophecy met its
fulfillment, but in this time we see it has a larger fulfillment, we
get a present message from it; and we read any chapter and make other
slight allusion to those days and how it applies today.
Sister White
herself recognized the double application method.
I

'

I

M. C. WILCOX:
Notice the parallels in the career of this contemptible
or vile person, Antiochus, and the Papacy. To my mind it is a very
stri king para lei
I

(a) He found the Jews a backslidden people, following tradition, yet
having many souls devoted to God.
So the Papacy found the Christian
church
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Antiochus did all in his power to pervert the Jewish faith and worThe Papacy did all in its power to seduce and lead astray the
people of God.
Tradition took the place of the Word, and politics the
p ace of the Sp r t
(b)

ship.

i

I

(c)

i

Those whom Antiochus could not pervert he persecuted.

So did the

Papacy.
(d) The worst persecution the Jews ever endured came under that
king.
The worst God's people were ever to know came under the Papacy.
In the
one case thousands died, in the other hundreds of thousands.
(e) Antiochus stood up against the prince of the covenant at
that time,
Onias, the head of God's children.
Rome stood up against the great
Prince of the Covenant, our Lord Jesus Christ, in the persons of his
fol lowers, and as the one Mediator and Saviour.

Antiochus and those whom he perverted took away the continual for
little time, and put in the place of God's center of worship the
abomination, a statue and the worship of Jupiter Olympus, with the head
of the Jewish priesthood utterly corrupt himself.
Antiochus Theos.
Epiphanes, the god manifest in flesh.
Rome took away the continual for
a long period, and set a man in the temple or church of God,
as God, a
deification of self-salvation, or salvation by works, "God upon earth."
(f)

a

(g) From the awful carnage of Antiochus men revolted and did mighty exploits for freedom, and the Reformation under the Maccabees came.
Out
of the carnage of the Dark Ages came the revolt of Protestant principles
and the Reformation of the sixteenth century.
(h) That Reformation was not complete till John the Baptist
came.
The
Reformation of the sixteenth century is not complete without the last
message of which John the Baptist was the type. The depredations and
persecutions of Antiochus lasted a definite time—three years.
(i)

The days of persecution of the Papacy lasted a definite time also.

In these parti cu ars— that is,
in his connection with the people and
work of God and his character— is Antiochus a type of Rome. 71
I

If

then Dan.

II

expands Dan.

8,

and the history of the "vile person"

interpretation of the "little horn" of chapter

8,

and

if

2300 literal

•

is

days

approximately fits the oppression by Antiochus, we must also ask whether the
2300 days Interpreted as years can be applied to Rome
is,

in

the same sense— that

as the period of time spanning its persecution of God's people?

persecution obviously did not begin

in

457 BC.

This

See also 8:14 NIV and TEV.
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Our apologists from the beginning have been well aware that the
usual
interpretation by others of the little horn has been Antiochus Epiphanes.
Thus even

in

the early editions of Smith's Daniel and Revelation this inter-

pretation has been countered.

But our rebuttals have not always been fair

or accurate, as has been indicated already.
We add more examples.

Smith says that far from being a success

his

in

Egyptian campaign, Antiochus was ordered by the representative of the
Roman
senate to desist and return.

This,

first Egyptian campaign, which was
2 Mac.

4:50;

5:

It

a

thorough success, but the second.

See

I

Smith also says:

the goat.

however, did not take place during the

"The little horn came out of one of the four horns of

was then a separate power, existing independently of, and dis-

tinct from, any of the horns of the goat." 72
Here Smith admits that this power originated from one of the sectors of

Alexander's empire, which certainly does not fit Rome which truly was
separate power.

But the symbolism indicates

a

a

power that had its origin

and growth as vitally connected with one of the four divisions of Greece.

There

is
In

no hint of separation, as Smith claims.

opposition to the Antiochus view, it

is

often claimed that the obvious

identity of the two little horns is sufficient disproof.

But the little

horn of seven came from the Roman, not the Greek beast, and

tenfold division, not a fourfold one.

chapter
in

8 the

little horn arises

in

it

came after

Moreover, the time does not fit.

a

In

the latter days of the Greek kingdom, but

chapter seven the little horn arises after the fall of Rome and the emer-

gence of the separate powers of Europe.

There

is a

difference between

which comes out of a horn, and one that springs directly from

a

head.

a

horn

To say
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that the little horn of chapter eight
down.

makes a beast (Rome

It

than vice versa as given

in

— the

Rome turns the symbolism upside-

is

little horn) come out of a horn rather

the vision.

Smith objects that when Seleucus became king over the Syrian domains, he

became one of the four horns of the goat, and that similarly, Antiochus later

occupied that position.
answer,

it

dividual

While

rulers.

intended,

for the time being, that horn." 73

a

a

case could be made for

horn springing from a

a

single king, even here the kingdom of Antiochus could

rather than the leader alone.

Another objection

is

to the most powerful

Smith's objection is quite invalid.

that "if it were proper to apply the little horn

to any one of these twenty-six Syr ian

«ki

ngs,

it should

But this objection puts

words into the prophet's mouth which he did not utter.

(8: 23;

It

is

the most illustrious.

11:21).
is

1

certainly be applied

and illustrious of them all; but Antiochus Epiphanes

did not by any means sustain this character." 74

this king

In

clear that the four horns represent kingdoms rather than in-

is

horn representing
be

"He was,

1 wi

I

I

He

it

is

not said that

only said to be "fierce" and "vile"

is

hard y do to equate being vile with being
I

i

I

lustrious.

also said by Smith that inasmuch as Rome defeated the father of

Antiochus, and that Epiphanes himself had been a hostage at Rome, he could
not have fulfilled the prophecy, for Rome was ever afterward in the ascendancy.

This,

however,

forgets that Antiochus returned from Rome to be sovereign

of Syria and worked independently of Rome.

The most valid objection made to Antiochus

abomination of desolation" as yet future

in

is

that our Lord applied "the

His day.

See Matt. 24:15.

But

this actually only proves that the significance of the prophecy had not yet
been exhausted.

In

other words, Christ's statement validates the apote esmati
I
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Matthew gives other statements about fulfillment which mean only

principle.

another application of prophecies already fulfilled.

See Matt.

1:22;

2:15,17.

We wish to stress that which elsewhere in this paper has been affirmed— that

the prophecy, while originally fulfilled

in

Antiochus, and only

in

him as

regards its details, also applies in broad outline to later man festations
i

of Antichrist including pagan and papal

future, when the man of sin shall
as

sit

in

Rome

Its final

.

fulfillment

is

yet

the temple of God showing himself

God—not merely the papal apostasy but the

final

Satanic counterfeit.

See the SPA Bible Commentary on 2 Thess. 2.

One other objection made by Smith should be mentioned.

It

is

said that

the little horn stood up against "the prince of princes" which could only
mean Christ.

Matt.

it should also be

25:40; Acts 9:5 are sufficient answer to that claim,

mentioned that the original word for "prince"

(

sar

)

but

means

"chief" or "captain," and could apply to any Jewish leader of the time such
as the high priest Onias.

Many, however, such as Albert Barnes, prefer to

apply "Prince of princes" to "God, the Ruler over the kings of the earth."
We fully grant that there are details of Dan. 8 which hint at the grandeur
of the scope being covered,

second century application.
and original

lest the reader rest content with merely the

But all true exegesis begins with the primary

sense of the Scripture, and then works from there.

Even Dan.

9:24-27 contains many elements which the Jews applied first to their situation under Antiochus, and secondly to the Roman attack on their land.
This

is

not to deny a sixth century authorship for Daniel.

As apocalyp-

tic the prophecies of this book are not the snapshot variety of the other

prophets, but offer a continuum with its climax

kingdom of God

.

Had Israel

in

the last crisis and t he

fulfilled her mission, the powers of the world
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would have been enraged and

than Antiochus been witnessed
lenged.

much greater fulfillment of the little horn

a

,

as the Messiah and His kingdom were chal-

God always warns His people of coming crises, and this

is

the only

Old Testament book which covers the centuries from the end of the prophetic
line to the rising of John the Baptist.

yet well

in

the future.

first addressed.

Daniel

Thus its exceptional stress on events

But even this had present relevance for the Jews
was saying to them: "Do not expect that when you

return from Babylon to restore the temple that all will

be peace and joy.

The challenge to faith will not end till the Messiah finishes all transgression and ushers

everlasting righteousness.

in

us as the everlasting Temple

in a

Then He will tabernacle with

clean universe."

As one reviews our Advent ist criticisms of the Antiochus position, one

must confess to

a

certain uneasiness.

In

our eagerness to defend our own case

we have not been entirely honest with the other side.

To take any passage

of Scripture and sever it from its own times and the people of those times
is

a

far cry from reliable methods of exegesis.

Today,

it

is a

primary datum

of hermeneutics that every part of the Bible had meaning for the people who

first received
principle.

Our own commentary,

it.

in

theory at least, grants this

(See SDABC 4:702-709.)

Are we now detracting from what was earlier quoted from non-Advent st
i

modern exegetes concerning Dan. 8?

By no means.

did fulfill the little horn prophecy , but he

say such scholars as earlier named.
of the prophecy of Matt. 24,
as the primary ful

f

i

I

d

i

d

We are saying that Antiochus

not

f

I

1

I

it ful

.

And so

AD 70 witnessed the first fulfillment

but not its consummation.

Iment of the

i

Rome does not apply

ittle horn, but in both its phases and at

more extensive levels it meets the chief thrust of the prophecy, though not
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Is— both

its detai

in

chapte rs eight and eleven.

In

other words, the apoteles-

matic principle here applies as with Joel 2:28, Mai.
4:5,6, and Deut.
all

the Day of the Lord prophecies, etc.

It

is

18:15,

interesting to notice that

Ellen G. White, who frequently applied the apotelesmatic
principle, speci-

fically did so for Dan.
Dr.

II,

which is the inspired commentary on Dan.

8. 72

Shea has suggested that "out of one of them" means that
the

W.

little horn came from one of the winds rather than from
one of the

horns—

horn on its own without any visible means of support.

There

provision for such

is

a

view

in

the grammar itself.

And it must

also be said that the four horns do point to a kingdom
divided to the four

winds— inasmuch as the fourfold division only lasted about twenty yearsseven percent of the Hellenistic era.
granted, there

christ, first
its phases.

If

however,

if

th

i

s.

pos t ion

is

i

no reason that the new emerging power could not be
Anti-

is

in

Even,

the form of Antiochus Epiphanes and then later Rome

in

both

the four horns are the equivalent of the four winds,
this

could indeed be so.
However, with the SPA Bible Commentary

liarities

in

detail
is

in

while we grant there are pecu-

the Hebrew original, we must also assent with it that the

angel's interpretation
speculations.

,

is

the key to the symbolism rather than our own

That interpretation is found

ll:2lff.

It

in

should be observed that

8:20ff,
in

but also in greater

8:23,24 the little horn

expressly said to belong to "the latter end of their [the four horns]

rule," and

in

11:21

this vile power is expressly set

Seleucid horn as a successor of Antiochus Magnus.

in

the line of the

'

This fully agrees with

it being a "king of the north" as shown both by the points of the

compass

mentioned

II.

in

chapter

8

and the enlarged interpretation of chapter

Rome,
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on the other hand, came from the West and swa

I

lowed up Egypt to the south

before troubling little Judea.
Any who attempt to interpret Dan. 8 without the angelic interpretation
of chapter

II

inevitably miss much.

will

Smith's attempt to fit Rome into chapter
such verses as

21 ff

is a

And let it be stressed, that Uriah
II

as the primary fulfillment of

travesty of history.

fit only one person in all time

— Antiochus

The details of these verses

Epiphanes.

terms prefigured that of Rome, but not its details.

that nothing we have said
the

I

ittle horn.

is

in

general

We wish to underline

meant to deny the apote esmat ic application of
I

We believe the

Great Controversy 624-625.

His career

last fulfillment will

be that sketched

in

See 2 Thess. 2:3-12.

THE DANIEL 8:14 CONTEXT AND THE "DAILY" CONTROVERSY
We pause to consider the implication of the facts presented.

The close

relationship between the prophecy of Dan. 8 and the history of God's people
between 171-165 BC demonstrates that,

in

this instance also, prophecy has its

first significance for the people to whom it was originally given.
of prophecy which regards it as irrevelant for the original

has

long passed away

in

Christian scholarship,

That view

hearers or readers

including Adventist scholar-

ship.
Dan. 8 does have to do with the greatest crisis to overtake Daniel's

people after the Babylonian captivity, but before the first advent

onslaught on Israel's worship by Antiochus Epiphanes.
people unwarned as to coming emergencies.

murderous

God has never left His

He gave warnings concerning the

Flood, the Egyptian bondage, the Babylonian captivity, and

in

foretold the coming calamities under the Syrian megalomaniac.
as it should be.

— the

this place He
All

that

is

But because Daniel, as with the rest of prophecy, was written
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for others besides its first readers,
later times.

Daniel

its meaning

likewise has value for

pictures all those who attack the people and worship

of God—Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, Rome, Antichrist.

The crisis

the

in

days of the Maccabees is representative of such crises before and after.

Rome pagan and papal attacked the sanctuary and people of God and substituted

their own idolatrous worship systems.

Satan

the last days according to Rev.

Dan.

in

cance.

13.

is

again to do this very thing

8:10-14 has recurring signifi-

We have admitted this traditionally, when asserting that the little

horn not only applies to events under pagan Rome, but also under papal

thereby we used the apote esmati c principle without recognizing what
I

Rome—

it

was

.

Thus Dan. 8:10-14 has to do with religious crisis and its resolution.

Because

it

presents the onslaught of a god ess power and its prolonged sucI

.

cess, the question arises as to when God shall

tion.

And the answer must fit the question.

application.

do something about the situaIt did

so fit in its original

the nineteenth century and the early twentieth many of our

In

Adventist leaders, embarrassed with the usual way of presenting Dan.
turned to a better way which took the context into account.
the "daily" was

a

8,

The battle over

battle to give the context its right place, and thereby to

understand the answer of 8:14

in

harmony with the question of 8:13.

Those

who opposed the new light did so because of extreme positions on Ellen G
White.

Those who accepted the new view did so

with clear statements

in

in

.

spite of apparent conflict

the Spirit of Prophecy which were ultimately resolved

and seen as not necessarily in conflict at all

the new view was not the emphasis set forth

in

.

But the fact remained that

Great Co ntroversy.

The new

view practically ignored the investigative judgment concept and spoke

terms of restoring the "daily"

— the

in

gospel of Christ which had been taken
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away by Antichrist.
thoughtful men

in

This attitude has been taken again and again since by

our ranks.

Prescott, Dan e

Spicer, W. C. White,

L.

E.

Froom, and many others came to an exposition of Dan. 8:14 which placed

it

in

i

I

I

s

,

its context and gave chief weight to the thought of "restoration"

rather

than "cleansing".
In

doing this, our leaders obviously did the right thing.

talking about

a

serious problem and its resolution.

The problem concerns

wicked power destroying the worship, truth, and people of God.
solution promised

in

Dan. 8 is

Thus the

8:14 must have to do with all these things and not sud-

denly dart off on another unrelated tack.

Dan. 8:14 does talk about restora-

tion and vindication— and these are quite different from the ritua
of Lev.

16,

and from

a

a

cleansing

process of investigating the sins of the saints.

How

could the latter ever be considered restoration or vindication?

DANIEL 8:14— THE HIGH POINT OF DAN EL*
I

S

SYMBOLISM

But having said all that, there is more that must be added to give the

whole counsel of God on this chapter.
symbolical presentations of Daniel.

8:14 is the highest point of the

Dan.
It

is

the peak of the final symbolic

vision.

Thereafter we have no more beasts or horns or metals.

the book

is

i

n

non-metaphor ca
i

I

,

non-symbolic language.

climax which the following chapters interpret.
days of the Maccabees
its Author,

is to

max paralleling the "stone becoming
in

7,

lasting righteousness in

Thus 8:14

the

To apply 8:14 only to the

a

Dan.

8:14

mountain" scene of

is a

2,

like

victorious clithe Son of Man

the making an end of sin and bringing
9,

is

miss the glory of the prophetic Word which,

spans past, present, and future.

taking the kingdom

The rest of

in

of ever-

and the standing up of Michael to make His saints

as the stars of heaven for ever and ever

in

12.
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Dan. 8:14 does

indeed point to the final

purification of the universe

from sin and sinners which was prefigured in the ancient Day of Atonement,

that passion-play of old which also came as a climax

in

Israel's worship,

and which once every 49 years ushered in the great jubilee of
(See article on Dan.

joy.
\

2:

I

3."

12,

liberty and

"The Connection Between Dan. 8:14 and Dan.

— append ix.
DANIEL, THE DAY OF ATONEMENT, AND 9:24

Already we have pointed out that five of the key terms of 9:24 occur

only

in

one other place of Scripture—the Day of Atonement chapter.

refer to transgression, sin,

Both

iniquity, atonement, and the Most Holy Place.

But this relationship in Dan. 9 between verse 24 and the Day of Atonement
finds yet other examples.

Take,

for instance, the evidence marshalled by

perhaps the most recent scholarly commentary on the Old Testament apocalypse,
that by Andre Lacocque.

He sees in Dan. 9 a Day of Atonement prayer, particu-

larly fitting because of the close connection between the jubilary division

of time in verses 24-27 and the Day of Atonement.

marks

Here are some of his re-

:

For Th. Chary, the prayer which follows, beginning in v. 4, has 'a clear
cultic character.
It is presented as a collective lamentation for a
day of fasting and public expiation.
Its resemblance to all the other
instances of this same category has been noted by every exegete:
Kings
Bar. 1:15-3:8. ...» There are no Ara8; Ezra 9:6-15; Neh. 9:6-37;
maisms and the style is 'synagogal
(see the many majestic synonyms applied to God by the speaker).
Furthermore, it became part of the official
Jewish liturgy for the daily morning office and for days of fasting,
particularly Yom Kippur.
I

I

1

Charles, who energetically militates against the Masoretic text on this
point, and who proposes to replace
by HITO (see pp. 238,241), has
not seen the close relation between the jubilary division of time in
Dan. 9 and the Great Day of Forgiveness Yom ha-kippurim
Indeed, on the
tenth day of the seventh month, in the Jubilee Year, the horn resounds,
proclaiming freedom to every Israelite in bondage and restoring to their
lands those who had been forced to flee them.
The Jubilee shows that
.
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no man has ultimate authority over another man.
There is no doubt that
an eschato logical accent here has been taken up by Daniel.

—

We should probably see the following expression, 'eternal
justice'
which has no parallel in Scripture— in the perspective indicated
by
Bevan: 'The words "TO andpT^ and both legal terms, by
the "atoning
of sin" and the "bringing in of everlasting righteousness"
is meant the
termination of that controversy or suit (T1 ) which God has with
his
people (see Isa. 27:9). 77
It

should be pointed out that these statements do not reflect

or recent view.

a

novel

The learned Pusey wrote the following statement about a

century earl ier
Sin was to be done away, hid out of sight, forgiven.
The words, which
Daniel had so often repeated in his deep intercessory prayer,
si ns ,
niquity transgression the thought of which lay so heavy uporThTm,
are now repeated to him in mercy, to assure him the more
emphatically
through that threefold repetition, that God would put them away
as if
they had not been.
But the mere removal of sin is imperfect.
The threefold complement is added; to bring in everlasting righteousness,
and to
seal up vision and prophecy, and to anoint a Holy of holies
These were
to be gifts of God at the close of that 70th week; to be given,
as they
had never been given before, and the righteousness, so
given, to last
on to eternity.
The very delay is a token of its greatness.
God's
gifts are with usury.
It was no common forgiveness of sins, the publication of which was to be delayed, according to the letter of the
prophecy, at least ha f a thousand years.
They were not the past sins of
his people, such as had brought upon them the captivity.
The words are
quite in the abstract, transgression sins,
niquity
The fulfillment
would have fallen short of the prophecy, unless, not their sins only
but,
sin in the abstract had been remitted.
They were not only to be remitted; they were to be replaced.
Hitherto there had been continual
sacrifice for sin, a symbolical remission of all sins on the Day of
Atonement, wonderful for its completeness as a picture, but incomplete;
even because that wonderful picture was, year by year, renewed.
Hitherto
there had been many atonements for man's several sins.
God here speaks
of one act, atoning not for particular sins, but for sin
Once, in the
future, at the end of the 70 weeks, there should be an atoning for
all
iniquity, i.e. for a
of it, past, present, or to come.
Then , all
sin was to be atoned for, and He Who ended and forgave it, was
to bring
in everlasting righteousness
Bring in
Everlasti ng
Then it was
never to be removed, never worn out, never to cease, not to pass with
this passing world, but to abide thenceforth, co-eternal with God, its
Author and Giver.
Righteousness had been promised before, as the gift
of the times of the Messiah.
It is what man, being made for God.
yearned and yearns for. 78
!

,

,

.

I

,

?

.

.

I

I

.

The 490 years consist

!

of ten Jubilees (49 x 10)

!

leading to the ultimate
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Jubilee of release and rest foretold by Isaiah in 61:1-3 and announced by

Christ

in

Luke 4:19.

The Jubilee was ushered

in

at the close of the Day of

Atonement every forty-ninth year.
The prayer of Daniel,

a

Day of Atonement prayer, pleading for the

righteousness of God to prevail over sin,
ing the favor of God

sanctuary,

is

in

iniquity, and transgression, solicit-

the establishment of His kingdom represented by the

the key to the prophecy at the close of the chapter.

The figure

of the righteous Prince of the house of Judah, taking the sins of his people

upon himself and interceding with God till visited and strengthened by Gabriel

foreshadows Luke 22:43,44, and the great atonement accomplished by the antitypical Prince of Judah.

Him God set forth as

a

mercy seat, that all might

be justified by his grace as a gift through the redemption of His blood.

But as shown

in

our SPA Daniel

,

9:24-27 and 8:14 (the former

is

the

interpretation of the latter) while fulfilled at Calvary, are consummated
in

the last judgment when sin legally abolished at the cross

of forever, and everlasting righteousness,
is

established for eternity.

legally brought

in

is

made an end

at Calvary,

Then will all prophetic visions be consummated,

and the tabernacling again of God with men will accomplish the prediction

concerning the anointing of the Most Holy.

See Rev. 21:1-3.

All

this con-

stitutes the vindication of God's holiness, the cleansing of the sanctuary
which typified His kingdom, the eradication of evil and evil-doers, and the

conferment of immortality and eternal joy upon the courtyard penitents of
earth

THE MEANING OF "KIPPER"
We wish to pause at this point and

Not idly have scholars related

ki

pper

in

look again at the meaning of
Dan.

ki

pper

9:24 as the atonement of Lev.

.

16.
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Israel's chief book of ritual,

In

half as many times

in

the others combined.

kipper occurs approximately

this dominant and central' chapter of the book as
It

in

all

must never be forgotten that the Day of Atonement

signifies the day of the atonement

atonement as did none other.
recourse to Lev.

Leviticus,

.

That day summed up the significance of

One cannot rightly interpret kipper without

16.

The Day of Atonement was part of a festal complex marking the New
Year.

Most evangelical scholars have difficulty with some of the positions
taken
by S.

Mowinckel, Oesterley, and some others on this topic, but on the other

hand many have agreed with the central thesis.

F.

F.

Bruce writes: "The-.New

Year, the Day of Atonement and the Feast of Tabernacles originally
belonged

to one festal

complex at which the kingship of the God of Israel was annually

celebrated. "79
This agrees with the position long held and taught by exegetes
that the

sanctuary was

a

of His throne,

symbol of the kingdom of God.

The ark was an obvious symbol

His right to rule, and His constitution.

The interwoven

angels and presiding cherubim pointed to God's heavenly armies which carried
out His will

in

government.

The rite of the cleansing of the sanctuary

in

connection with the new

year properly represented the righteousness and power of the King
who must
remove evil, and also His clemency towards those

in

covenant relationship with

him.

Unless we recognize that to the Hebrew mind, as some others, "to
reign"
is

synonymous with "to judge" we will miss important nuances of Scripture

where kingship

is

in

focus.

Says Mowinckel:

Occasionally the idea of Yahweh's struggle and victory is combined with
that of an act of judgment the Lord comes to judge his enemies, either
:
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the gods or the whole earth (97. 7f; 98.9; 99.4).
But this is not as a
rule, clearly worked out as a concrete judicial act with regular indictment and verdict (a 'forensic act').
For 'to judge' is in Hebrew
just as much to rule, or to account for one's enemies in battle, or to
save one's friends, as to pronounce judgment; the last is only one of
many ways of 'judging.'
As a rule, it means setting conditions on earth
in the right order; that is the meaning of Yahweh's 'judgment' as a king.
But there was also the determination of events for the following year,
which, for instance, both the Babylonians and the Jewish tradition in
the Mishna speak of as one of the deity's deeds on mounting the throne,
and which both refer to the new year festival. 80
Mowinckel also sees a connection between the heavenly King's victory and the
Day of Atonement ceremonial.

He declares:

There is still another aspect of the feast of harvest and Tabernacles,
to which the enthronement psalms refer.
In Ps. 93:5 we read:
Thy testimonies are very sure,
holiness becomes thine house,
0 Yahweh, unto endless time.
In connexion with Yahweh's victory over the powers of chaos, and his
enthronement we hear that his temple has now received the 'holiness'
belonging to it.
'Holiness' is the numinous quality, which the Temple
must have in order to be an abode worthy of Yahweh, and 'effective' for
the purpose at which the cult there is aimed.
The opposite is 'profaneness,' in this connexion the same thing as 'impurity.'
The 'holiness'
which the Temple now possesses, is not (only) a consequence of Yahweh's
entry into it; according to the conception of the Old Testament, certain
cultic measures are required in order to consecrate and cleanse it from
impurity; cf. Ex. 19.
That is the idea behind the great annua! 'day of
purification'; even if the form in which we find it in Lev. 16, as a
separate yom kippurim , five days before the feast of tabernacles, represents a later system, there can be no doubt that something like it,
some re-i nauguration, re-consecration of the Temple must have belonged
to the preparations for the feast of Tabernacles even in earlier times. 81

It has

It

seemed to many that discussion of

ki

pper has

was Klaus Koch who complained that though this root

is

often been too vague.

prominent

Old Testament, there has been practically no thorough work done upon

in

it.

our English literature the situation is worse still, except perhaps for
Driver's article, "Expiation and Atonement

— Hebrew"

in

HERE

,

the
In

S.

R.

and a few simi-

lar treatments.

When we count the verb usage and that of the substantives we have approxi-
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mate y 125 instances.

At least thirty of these instances are in connection

I

with the Day of Atonement.

work on

in

One would think this was adequate material to

order to come to an accurate conclusion regarding the meaning of

kipper , but linguists are still not agreed.
as the fundamental

move."
In

give "cover"

Thus elimination for the latter takes precedence over forgiveness.

but never with
H.

is

linked synonymously with

,

*HHE>,

UHp

HED, HDX.

Young in his thesis turns from etymology to the specific cultic

contexts and notes that

in

Lev.

16

"the mere thirty-four verses contain every

major prepositional contruction of kipper , but "a person
is

_KB

root idea, many lexicographers prefer "wipe away" or "re-

cultic passages kipper

N.

While BDB and

never the direct object of

ki

pper

.

82

the cultic texts

in

Yet:

Kipper in the ritual never has sin or transgression as such as the object, always the thing or a person who is polluted, in order to purify,
to bring into relationship with Yahweh.
The idea is that the performance of the atonement act upon the cult object works a benefit for
the offerer
the sanctuary and the people are in an intimate association.
The purification of the person, or his forgiveness
requires the removal of his polluting sin from the sanctuary. 83
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Then Young summarizes:

The word kipper is then confessedly as a cultic technical term untranslatable: "atonement" is inadequate for "reconciliation" is not the primary thought; "propitiation" is misleading for God is the active subject of the verb not its object; "expiation" is not sufficiently varied
gated, sin is never the direct object of the verb.
Yet all these ideas
are involved, for when the priest, as representing Yahweh, performs the
kipper ri ual > sin is removed, wrath does cease, and relationships are
J
res to red. °4
It

is

when we turn to Azazel that the meaning of

ki

pper becomes clearer.

We do not propose to discuss this vexed question in detail

but wish simply

to say that the weight of scholarship has always seemed to be on the side

that has viewed Azazel as

a

personal

makes full sense of the parallel

in

name for an evil

being.

This alone

16:8— "for Yahweh" and "for Azazel."
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The atonement made over Azazel

verse

in

the removal of sin to that power.

10

shown by verses 21,22 to mean

is

Thus as Ahituv has declared "The demonic

identification would indicate that the original purpose of the ritual was
to get rid of the evil
In

view of Lev.

by banishing

16,

it to

its original

source." 85

we must understand kipper as signifying the eradica-

tion of sin by removal to its source

in

order that those

in

the covenant

relationship who had been contaminated might stand forgiven before God.
With this background, we are now

relationship between 9:24 and 8:14
the latter.

It

is

in

in

a

better position to understand the

which the former

God's judgmental activity

finishing transgression and

in

making an end of sin that accomplishes atonement.
the root of the substantive

righteousness
ness

is

is

brought

in

Let it be remembered that

the clause about bringing in everlasting

the same root as the verb of 8:14.
in

the explanation of

is

through the eradication of

Everlasting righteous-

sin— that

is

through God's

active dynamic judgment.

While all

has forensic connotation,

not full weight has been given to this fact when

have ever acknowledged that the root sadaq

exegeting 8:14 or 9:24.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DANIEL 8 AND DANIEL
But a missing key should now be offered.
II

and

12 go

over the same ground as chapter

Knowing as we do that chapters
8,

we are duty bound to inquire

what equivalents for 8:10-14 are there to be found.
between 8 and

II

As we answer the question

"have suggested that the temple

"...

Does the parallelism

particularly help us to better understand the meaning of 8:14,

and does it cast light on the breadth of meaning

turns."

II

it
is

in

nitzdaq of 8:14?

should be remembered that many scholars
the hinge on which Daniel's view of history

the restoration of the temple is connected with the eschaton

404

in

9:24 and

8: 14.

"86

Let us now turn to the relationship between the temple-prophecy of Dan.
8 and the

i

n

thei

r

temple-prophecy of Dan.

II.

First we will observe the key verses

contexts

Out of one of them came forth a little horn, which grew exceedingly
great toward the south, toward the east, and toward the glorious land.
It grew great, even to the host of heaven; and some of the host of the
stars it cast down to the ground, and trampled upon them.
It magnified itself, even up to the Prince of the host; and the continual burnt
offering was taken away from him, and the place of his sanctuary was
overthrown.
And the host was given over to it together with the continual burnt offering through transgression; and truth was cast down to
the ground, and the horn acted and prospered.
Then
heard a holy one
speaking; and another holy one said to the one that spoke, "For how
long is the vision concerning the continual burnt offering, the transgression that makes desolate, and the giving over of the sanctuary and
host to be trampled under foot?" And he said to him "For two thousand
and three hundred evenings and mornings; then the sanctuary shall be
restored to its rightful state." (Dan. 8:9-14 RSV)
I

But he who comes against him shall do according to his own will, and
none shall stand before him; and he shall stand in the glorious land,
and all of it shall be in his power.
Armies shall be utterly swept
away before him and broken, and the prince of the covenant also.
But his heart shall be set against the holy covenant.
Forces from
him shall appear and profane the temple and fortress, and shall take
away the continual burnt offering.
And they shall set up the abomination
that makes desolate.
And those among the people who are wise shall
make many understand, though they shali fall by sword and flame, by
captivity and plunder, for some days.
until the time of the end.
And the king shall do according to his will
He shall prosper till
the indignation is accomplished; for what is determined shall be done.
Yet he shall come to his end, with none to help him. (Dan. 11:16-45 RSV)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

It

is

no peculiar quirk of Adventist

theme of each passage
in

Dan.

II.

In

is

interpretation that holds that the

identical, that the prophecy of Dan. 8 is enlarged

each instance we have a blasphemous, conquering power coming

against the people of the holy covenant.

The Prince of the covenant, His

sanctuary, and the worshippers are described as being cast down, but

instance the promise

is

given that such iniquity shall

in

each

not triumph forever,

inasmuch as God has determined to vindicate His people and truth, and pour
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out His indignation upon the idolatrous and persecuti ng "oppressor.
vindication, however,
8:17;

Such

not to take place till "the time of the end"

is

(Dan.

11:35,36) after 2300 days.

The point that should be particularly noticed
the sanctuary (promised

in

is

that the cleansing of

Dan. 8:14 after the description of the sanctuary's

profanation) is also the answer to the polluting of the sanctuary of strength

mentioned

Dan.

in

11:31.

By considering the significance of the Hebrew word

for "pollute," and by studying its synonyms and antonyms, much
upon the meaning of the word translated "cleansed"
be overemphasized that Dan.

11:31

is

saying

in

Dan.

light is cast

8:14.

It

cannot

different words the same

in

thing as Dan. 8:9-13, and that therefore a broader understanding of Dan. 8:14
may be secured through this second and enlarged description of the situation

that makes "cleansing" necessary.

The Hebrew word for "pol.lute"

synonyms are chaneph and tame

.

(

in Dan.

Gaa

is

11:31

is

another.)

cha a
I

I

,

and its chief

Each of these terms Is

translated "defile," "pollute," and "profane," and each

is

found in connec-

tion with the sanctuary or the holy land to which the sanctuary belonged.
Study of the following verses makes it clear that the three Hebrew words here

stressed were sufficiently synonymous to be used interchangeably by one of

Daniel's near contemporaries, Jeremiah.
^ e def
ed CtameU my
(Jer. 2:7)
i

I

land,

and made mine heritage an abomination.

Thou hast po uted
.
Shall not that land be greatly pol uted?
She de[chanephlj the land with thy whoredoms and with thy wickedness.
f
led [chaneph] the land. (Jer. 3:1,2,9)
I

.

.

I

I

-

i

my land, they have filled mine inheritance
They have def ed [ cha a
with the carcasses of their detestable and abominable things. (Jer. 16:18)
i

I

The context shows that

I

I

in

each instance wickedness, particularly that
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form associated with substitute worship

— idolatry,

was viewed as "polluting,"

"defiling," "profaning," the land God hallowed by the sanctuary that had once
housed the symbol of His presence.
We would next inquire as to the antonyms of these words.

What Hebrew

terms suggest the undoing of the def Iment and pollution suggested by cha
i

chaneph

,

la

I

,

and tame ?

35:33 and 34 employs two of the three Hebrew words under discus-

Num.

sion, and also an antonym.
So ye shall not pollute [chaneph] the
defileth the land: and the land cannot
that is shed therein, but by the blood
[tamel not therefore the land which ye
]

land wherein ye are: for blood it
be cleansed [ki ppe rl of the blood

of him that shed it.
shall inhabit.

Defile

These verses speak of the defiling of the land, as did the verses

Jeremiah.

Two antonyms are suggested here for chaneph and tame , even kipper

used in verse 33,

most common

arid

certain contexts.

filement.
Dan.

taher used throughout the whole Old Testament as the

antonym for tame

Key words of Lev.
in

in

16

.

are kippe r and taher, the words just noted as being

antonyms to the words expressing pollution and de-

We would emphasize, therefore, that a conceptua

8 and

Lev.

16

I

t e-up between
i

does exist inasmuch as the former centers upon the sanc-

tuary's defi Iment and the latter upon its purification.

So much

is

this the

case that many scholars believe that manuscripts using taher rather than

tsadaq
verse).

in

Dan.

8: 14

may yet be found (see the Interpreter's Bible on this

For the same reason, Gesenius,

in

referring to the translation of

tsadaq as "cleansed," makes the comment that this rendering "is not inapt."
No doubt he had

in

mind the conceptual associations existing between the

various Hebrew terms mentioned

in

the preceding.

the versions translate as

if

the word had been some derivative of taher."

"All

The Pulpit Commentary says,
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Why then does Dan. 8:14 not use the word taher , the typical word for the

cleansing?

The revelator's use of Dan. 8

in

his apocalyptic presentation of

the great controversey between Christ and Satan (Rev.

suggests the answer.

The question found

throughout Scripture, and indeed it
since sin began.

It

is

in

Dan. 8:13 is one that recurs

one that has been voiced by human

an inquiry as to when God will

is

12:4,5 cf. Dan. 8:10,11)

lips

arise and vindicate

Himself, His people, and His truth by rewarding righteousness and punishing
iniquity (see Ps.

13:1,2;

Thus the question

in

94:3;
Dan.

Hab.

1:2;

Rev.

6:10).

8:13 is actually as follows

long before the pollution of the sanctuary is atoned for,
its defilements are removed,

How long
tems,

is

shall

it

its wrongs righted,

intent:

in

how

"How

long before

its authority vindicated?

to be before substitute systems of worship,

be exposed and God and His people triumph?

idolatrous sys-

When will the power

of the wicked be broken and the everlasting kingdom of righteousness be es-

tablished?"

The closing chapter of Daniel, with its description of the setting

up of the eternal

state, shows that such,

indeed, were the thoughts

the

in

mind of the inspired prophet.

Obviously we would expect
is

in

reply

a

term broad enough to meet all that

required by such a comprehensive question.

J.

P.

Justesen

T

s

article

"Meaning of Tsadaq" 88 gives abundant evidence that only one Hebrew word involves all that this situation demanded.
found in the niphal
is

implied by

and salvation.

ki

form

in

That word

the reply of Dan. 8:14.

is

tsadaq , and it

is

Tsadaq includes all that

pper and taher , but goes beyond both to express vindication
When the psalmist requested that he be cleansed from sin he

used taher (Ps. 51:2), and justification includes such cleansing (Isa. 53:11).
Instead of taher

,

however, we find

in

Dan. 8:14 a word that is more

408

forenstcally weighted than ceremonially, and this

is

entirely appropriate

when we recollect that Dan. 8:14 parallels both the judgement scene of Dan.
7:9 and

and the situation calling for judgment described in Dan.

10,

especially verse 31.

11:16-45,

Only the judgment with its complete revelation of all

the deeds of Christ and antichrist and their followers will vindicate God

before the universe (Eph. 3:10; Rom. 3:4; Rev.
Thus we find
and 9.

in

chapters

II

and

12

15:5;

the identical

16:5,7).

pattern of chapters 8

The latter first stress the problem and then offer the solution.

same is true of the former.

8:10-13
8:14

9:2-19

9:24-27

I

1:21

I

I

-45a

:45b

—
—
—
—

—
—

The

Thus:

the problem of the success of evil

the promised solution by God's judgment,
and restoration

intervention

the problem of the success of evil
the promised solution by God's judgment,
and restoration

intervention

the problem of the success of evil

—

12:1-13
The promised solution by God's judgment,
intervention and restoration

JUDGMENT— THE THEME OF DANIEL
The theme of judgment permeates the book of Daniel.

We repeat what we

have said elsewhere, because only as we view 8:14 in the light of the whole

book does its real meaning become apparent

in

all

The very title of the book is significant, as
books of Scripture.

its richness.
is

so of ten the case with

Daniel means "God is judge," and the pages of the book

are so many elaborations of that truth.

The book begins and ends with refer-

ences to judgment—first the judgment on apostate Israel; finally the judg-

ment on the

wi

eked— represented by Babylon's king

of the north

— and

on the
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righteous— represented by Daniel, who
eternal destiny (cf.
In

12:3; Ps.

is to

rest until the allocation of his

1:5).

the heart of the book (7:9-13) we have one of the greatest judgment

scenes of Scripture,

in

which God

is

portrayed as the Ancient of Days with

the books of judgment open and the multitudes of angels present.

On each

side of this dramatic picture we have other references to judgment.
ters 4 and

Nebuchadnezzar, the proud boaster,

5

is

In

chap-

judged and humbled to ani-

status, and to Belshazzar his grandson came the message "'You have been

mal

weighed
ter

in

the ba ances and found wanting.'"

The two chapters following chap-

I

give the very time of the judgment to come, and the twelfth chapter

7

spells out
We'

its significance concerning rewards and punishments.

in detail

should however keep in mind the broader meaning of judge and judgment

The leaders of Israel such as Gideon, Samson, and Jephthah

to the Hebrews.

were infinitely more than what moderns mean by "judges."
been called saviours, deliverers,

rulers.

means "to bring justice," "to judge."

They could well have

The primitive Hebrew root din

As the ideas of ruling and judging

are in practice closely joined in the East, so also are they linked in lin-

According to the lexicons, to judge anyone meant chiefly

guistic usage.

either

(I)

"to condemn," "to punish the guilty" (Gen.

Job 36:31), or

"to defend the right of anyone," "to cause him to obtain his right"

(2)

(Gen.

30:6;

Ps.

KJV).

54:1

The noun

is

related to the Hebrew Adonai which

means the Strong One, the Sovereign, or Controller.
this book is the word
in

15:14;

Daniel than
-

n an<^ ma

1

in

all

kuth

!

and just (see Deut.

k?

ngdom

(

ma kuth
I

)

Related Hebrew concepts

sadaq and mi shpat , pertaining to what

1:16;

16:18;

Jer.

in

occurring several times more often

the other prophets combined.

are

Thus also prominent

11:20).

is

righteous
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Collating the significance of this linguistic evidence concerning the

meaning of Daniel
find
all

is

named more than seventy times

particularly appropriate for this book.

fies to God
people,

in

the book), we

testimony to God as King, Judge, Deliverer, Vindicator, Warrior-

it a

in

(who

in

one of these aspects.

Every chapter of the book testi-

He is seen delivering His threatened

judging and punishing rebels however high their station, vindicating

truth and its believers, controlling the affairs of nations until

setting

up His own earthly kingdom of everlasting righteousness.

We began this consideration of the theme of Daniel

meaning of the name itself.

by considering the

The case is strengthened when we take into ac-

count also the meaning of the names of the earthly rulers found
chapters.

in

the early

Nebuchadnezzar means, "May Nabu protect the boundary," while

Belshazzar means, "May Bel protect the king."
the deities of heathen worship are sovereign

Both these names suggest that
in

their protecting providence.

Daniel's name and message vindicate the true God and His worship by way of
contrast.
The foregoing on the theme of vindication becomes exceedingly relevant
as we consider the historical

setting of Daniel.

The beginning of the Babylonian

exile marked the end of one era and the beginning of another.
it

To the Israelites

seemed that the kingdom of God on earth had collapsed and that Yahweh had

surrendered His people to the Gentiles.
From 586 BC the temple was no more.

covenant had been removed and hidden.

Prior to that, the ark of the

Emblematic of the whole tragedy had

been the withdrawal of the Shekinah from the temple and from Mount Zion
(see
Eze.

hold?

10).

God had forsaken

Did God

Israel— or so

intend to forget His rebel

it seemed.

What would the future

planet and particularly the covenant
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I

race which had so continually forgotten Him?
Says Kei

I

The destruction of the kingdom of Judah and the deportation of the Jews
into Babylonish captivity, not only put an end to the independence of
the covenant people, but also to the continuance of that constitution
of the kingdom of God which was founded at Sinai; and that not only
temporarily, but for ever, for in its integrity it was never restored.
In his last address and warning to the people against their
continued
apostasy from the Lord their God, Moses had, among other severe chastisements that would fall upon them, threatened this as the last of the
punishments with which God would visit them. This threatening was repeated by all the prophets; but at the same time, following the example
of Moses, they further announced that the Lord would again receive into
His favour His people driven into exile, if, humbled under their sufferings, they would turn again unto Him; that He would gather them together from the heathen lands, and bring them back to their own land,
and renew them by His Spirit, and would then erect anew in all its glory
the kingdom of David under the Messiah.
the prophets before the captivity, therefore, connect the deliverance
Israel from Babylon and their return to Canaan immediately with the
settling up of the kingdom of God in its glory, without giving any indication that between the end of the Babylonish exile and the appearance of
the Messiah a long period would intervene, this uniting together of the
two events is not to be explained only from the perspective and apotelesmatic character of the prophecy, but has its foundation in the very
nature of the thing itself.
The fact of the uniting together of
the future glory of the kingdom of God under the Messiah with the deliverance of Israel from exile, has perfect historical veracity.
The banishment of the covenant people from the land of the Lord and their subjection to the heathen, was not only the last of those judgments which God
had threatened against His degenerate people, but it also continues till
the perverse rebels are exterminated, and the penitents are turned with
sincere hearts to God the Lord and are saved through Christ.
Consequently the exile was for Israel the last space for repentance which God
in His faithfulness to His covenant granted to them.
Whoever is not
brought by this severe chastisement to repentance and reformation, but
continues opposed to the gracious will of God, on him falls the judgment
of death; and only they who turn themselves to the Lord, their God and
Saviour, will be saved, gathered from among the heathen, brought in
within the bonds of the covenant of grace through Christ, and become
partakers of the promised riches of grace in. His kingdom. (Daniel, 9-10)
If

of

.

.

.

With these things in mind it is apparent why God should inspire the writing of such a book as Daniel.

Every chapter of the book promises ultimate

vindication and deliverance for those who are faithful
then sm.
i

in

the midst of hea-

Each chapter contains the motif of trial and trouble climaxed by
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elevation and glory.

Thus the good news that tribulation issues

blessing

in

for those obedient to Yahweh is continually sounded forth.

Most of the historical section of Daniel deals with Babylon and its

attributes to intolerance,

idolatry, pride,

persecution, blasphemy.

Thus the

narratives prefigure the prophetic pictures of spiritual Babylon, which on
a

larger scale perpetuates such attributes.

In

the first half of the book

we are given just one vignette from the days of the second world empire— just

enough to show that the root of Babylonian principles existed

in

the

later

powers
As the typical

chapter
Israel

example,

from the prophetic section of Daniel we note that

has for its theme the heathen powers that tread down the

7

and its people.

land of

Special emphasis is given to the antichrist of the

fourth kingdom, even him who was typified by Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, and

the rulers of Medo-Persia.
by the Son of man,

In

this chapter the suffering saints, represented

inherit at last the everlasting kingdom— the reward for

their fidelity during "a time, two times, and half
Thus the theme

is

the same as

in

a

time" of tribulation.

the first half of Daniel— the saints are

tested, the heathen apparently triumph, but God intervenes, vindicates His

people

judgment, and elevates them to everlasting joy.

in

Thus the chapters all tell the same story with emphasis upon trial, vindication, and reward.

depicted

in Dan.

7,

The remaining prophetic chapters en arge what has been
I

and the closing section of the book (chapter 12) recapitu-

lates the themes and climaxes with promises of glory for those who,

like

Daniel, are faithful to the one true God (see verses 7,10,13,1-3).

The evidence supports the thesis that Seventh-day Adventists have not
been wrong

in

seeing

in

Dan.

8:14 a promise of the last judgment— a judgment
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mirrored
is

in

the Day of Atonement.

When chapter 9 explains chapter 8 it

the eradication of sin and the establishing of everlasting righteousness

which

is

its theme.

Atonement.

Parallel

The key term

is

kj

pper , an allusion to the Day of

passages such as 7:9-13 and 11:30-12:13 confirm the fact

that the atonement of 9:24 involves the judgment work of God.
tion of evil, bringing it back upon the head of its personal

This disposi-

source as

a

result of the substitutionary and representative work of the Messiah validates the judgment accomplishing the restoration foretold in 8:14.

Thus our understanding of 8:14 was ahead of its time despite being also

marked by some gross inaccuracies.
(Those who wish to pursue further this theme of judgment

in

Daniel and

Revelation need to study the nature of apocalyptic literature

in

general.

Theodicy and loyalty to the law of God are well-known themes even
biblical apocalyptic.

In

apocalyptic.

— all

have their origin

For a judgment-bound generation, the study of Daniel and

Revelation has become more relevant than ever before.

The standard works

of H. H. Rowley, S. B. Frost, D. S. Russell, R. H. Charles, etc.,

consu ted
I

.

non-

this generation Bible scholars have acknowledged

that the judgment pictures so familiar to Christians
in

in

should be
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DANIEL 8:14 AS INTERPRETED BY SCRIPTURE ITSELF

An absolutely vital

question, though one much neglected by us,

Scripture itself interprets Dan. 8:14, and

if

it does,

in

is

whether

what manner?

We would suggest that readers might study the recent SPA commentary on
Daniel written

Daniel

in

the early seventies.

See particularly the prefaces to

8,9, and the sections on the theme of the book,

literary structure,

its

and the relationship between the narratives and visions. See pages 160-182,

198-220,25-29 and 294-300.
Dan. 8: 13-14

is

We draw a few summary points from these pages.

the thematic heart of the'book.

It

is

the highpoint of

the symbolism of Daniel, and all that follows till the end

is

explanation of

the sanctuary vision, with particular emphasis on its "cleansing" or "vin.

dicating."
In

8:14 we have a once-used term in Scripture: nitsdaq , the niphal

of tsada q

form

This word comprehends the theme of the whole book— vi nd cat ion—

•

i

and thus 8:13,14 unites the visions to the narrative portions of the book
(which also have vindication as their theme)where already the sanctuary
has been made prominent. See Dan.

sanctuary
His truth,

in

is

1:1,2 and the tests over the law of the

chapters three and six.

The vindication of God, His people,

the burden of every chapter of this Old Testament apocalypse,

but this vindication finds its symbolic embodiment

in

8:14.

The symbolism

is

perfectly appropriate because the sanctuary throughout Scripture

an

image of the kingdom of God.

Thus not only in Dan

.

is

ever

8:13,14 do we find the two-fold picture of God's

kingdom threatened and ravished and then that kingdom vindicated, but the
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same motif characterizes the whole book.

This fact, plus the command from

heaven that Gabriel make plain the vision about the sanctuary's vindication
(8:16),

assures us that 8:14 finds its meaning made plain

Observe how the following chart makes

Scripture itself.

in

clear that 8:13,14 finds parallels

it

throughout not only Daniel's chapters but also other eschato og ica
I

of Scripture.

I

passages

Vindication (theodicy) has long been recognized as the key

motif of apocalyptic, and the Daniel ic "how long?" is its characteristic

expression.

Thus

in

the concluding apocalypse of Scripture we find Dan. 8:13,14

echoed as fol lows:

They cried out with a loud voice, "0 Sovereign Lord, holy and true, how
long before thou wilt judge and avenge our blood on those who dwell
upon the earth?" (Rev. 6:10 RSV)
And the angel whom
saw standing on sea and land lifted up his right
hand to heaven and swore by him who
ives for ever and ever, who created
heaven and what is in it, the earth and what is in it, and the sea and
what is in it, that there should be no more delay.
(Rev. 10:5,6 RSV)
(Compare also Dan. 12:6,7.)
I

I

And he said with a loud voice, "Fear God and give him glory, for the
hour of his judgment has come. ..."
(Rev. 14:7 RSV)

"For his judgments are true and just;
he has judged the great harlot who corrupted the earth with her fornication,
and he has avenged on her the blood of his servants."
(Rev. 19:2 RSV)

Who shall not fear and glorify thy name, 0 Lord?
For thou alone art holy.
All nations shall come and worship thee
for thy judgments have been revealed." (Rev. 15:4)
And
heard the altar cry,
"Fear Lord God the Almighty,
true and just are thy judgments!" (Rev.
I

16:7)

These parallels show that God answers the cry of "How long?" by
intervening in judgment.

He punishes the wicked and vindicates His own.

Compare also Dan. 7:21,22,25,26.
(vindicating) of the sanctuary

.

This

is

the meaning of the "cleansing "

See chart on next page.
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DANIEL 8

IN

THE APOCALYPSE

Rev.

6: 10

How long?

Rev.

14:7

Hour of His judgment.

Rev.

10:7

Delay monologue.

Rev.

14:14-20

Harvest and vintage.

Rev.

12:4

Stars cast to ground.

Rev.

16-18

Seven last plagues.

Rev.

13:6

Sanctuary blasphemed.

Rev.

20:7-9

Final attack of antichrist on sanctuary.

Rev.

13:7

Host trodden underfoot.
to

Rev. 20:11
22:21

(cf.

Great Controversy

last 13 pages)

Universe cleansed.

We have often overlooked the fact that Gabriel was commanded to explain
to Daniel the meaning of the vindication of the sanctuary (8:14).

should find

in

Gabriel's message of 9:24-27 just what we seek.

Thus we

Verse 24

is

the summary statement preceding the detailed elucidation of the following

three verses.

This summary

is

the answer to Daniel's prayer for the Lord to

do something about His desolate sanctuary.

transgression, sin,

iniquity, atonement, most holy

found combined in one other pasage of Scr

15,16,17,33,34.

What then

is

i

Its key terms

— which

pture— Lev.

16.

in of

include

expressions are only
See verses 21,2,

the "cleansing" of the sanctuary?

making an end of sin, and the bringing
is

See 9:18.

It

is

the

everlasting righteousness.

the making of atonement— that is, the wiping away of evil.

Forensica

It

I

ly,

this took place at the cross, but its consummation is the last judgment which
will

tural

cleanse the universe from sin and sinners.
interpretation of Dan. 8:14.

It

Here

does indeed

is

the inspired Scrip-

point to the Day of

Atonement fulfilled at Calvary; and soon to be "filled full" by the final
judgment of God.
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SUMMARY

Let us pause to recapitulate.

half of

(See also appendix 17)

Dan. 9

is

a

prophecy akin to the second

Isaiah— it grows out of the historical situation of the captivity and

promises a redemption from that state -which prefigures an even greater redemption.

Anyone who reads Isa. 40-66 can see the transcendent significance of

these predictions about the divine rescue from the pagan land of the north.
Time and again the New Testament borrows from these chapters and applies them
to the salvation in Christ.

See,

for example,

Luke 4:19 and the closing

chapters of the Apocalypse.
In

Dan. 9, again we have

their captors.
Judah,

In

Daniel

Israel

poised, waiting for deliverance from

himself, that righteous prince of the house of

interceding for his people as their representative and taking their

sin and guilt upon himself in confession, we see a figure of Christ who also

was visited by an encouraging angel when bowed down with grief over his
peop le.
The words of the prophecy of 9:24-27 contain repeated images of salvation
in

its broadest sense.

No words of all

Scripture are more comprehensive

419

than verse 24.

Ten times forty-nine spoke of the coming great Jubilee.

number seven spoke of rest.

The

The Jubilee rest would be brought by Christ.

Let us not forget that Christ Himself applied the Jubilee type to
his own

salvation when preaching at Nazareth.

As Isa. 53 had spoken of the Servant

of Yahweh being "cut off" so with this passage.

priest ("Messiah the prince" means

a

would be "cut off"

in

order to bring

One who

(

kipper

in

Lev.

16.

both a king and

a

prince who also

a

finish to sin and transgression.

is

cutting off would constitute an atonement for iniquity.
most prominent usage

is

an anointed priest)

This word finds its

No other part of Scripture applies "atone"

so frequently as the record of the Day of Atonement.

)

of the comprehensive ritualistic expressions for all

transgression,

iniquity (v. 24),

That

is

The invocation

kinds of evil —sin,

also an allusion to Lev.

16.

See Lev.

16:21
Is

it

coincidence that the Jubilee was ushered

in

by the Day of Atone-

ment, or that the Day of Atonement annually was the prelude to the great

feast of rejoicing

think not.
of

Israel

— Tabernacles— which

Dan. 9,

marked the close of the harvest?

springing from the historical situation of the redemption

from Babylon to rest in the promised

demption and a greater rest.
mean the end of

land,

passes to a greater re-

"To finish the transgression" does not merely

Israel's rebellion which had resulted in their captivity,

but the end of the sin of all mankind.

"To bring in everlasting righteous-

ness" does not mean merely the victorious acts of God
Israel

We

in

His deliverance of

through Cyrus, His anointed Shepherd, but also the grand eternal

righteousness imputed to all who believe in Christ the true Sun and true
Shepherd.

"To anoint the most holy" does not point only to the restored

temple after the return from the land of captivity, or the anointing of the

420

heavenly temple for service at the ascension of Christ/ but also to the time
when God Himself shall tabernacle with men
21:1-3.

the earth made new.

in

See Rev.

up the vision and the prophecy" does not only encompass

"To seal

the fulfillment of all Old Testament prophecy about Messianic times accom-

plished at the first advent, but also the consummation of those prophecies
by the Second Advent.

Similarly "to make atonement for iniquity" not only

signifies God's triumph over both the sin of Israel and their oppressors,
but the final abolition of all sin

f rem.

earth

— "the

purification of the uni-

verse from sin and sinners."
And all this,

let

it be kept

in mind,

fillment of the divine admonition to Gabriel
of Gabriel

explanatory of 8:14

is

in

8:17.

as explaining just the time element of 8: 14 when he came,

Only 9:24 explains -the "what" of 8:14.

is

even more im-

in

atonement for

sin and simultaneously everlasting righteousness for all who believe

of the new temple
its New

but the

To vindicate the sanctuary

means to finish the transgression, make an end of sin, bring

addition, confirm all

ful-

Usually we have thought

what of "the cleansing of the sanctuary" (its vindication),
portant.

in

— and

in

prophecy by accomplishment including the establishment

— first

the Christian church, secondly the new earth with

Jerusalem as the throne of God and the everlasting temple.

THE DIVINE PURPOSE

IN

THE 1844 MOVEMENT AND THE SPA CHURCH

Why did God raise up this church

in

1844?

Why did He permit our pre-

sentation of Bible truth to be still mixed with some error?
The world of the nineteenth century was settling comfortably into the

expectation of

a

grand millennium which would abolish every problem.

pectability was becoming the substitute for Christianity
and a growing emphasis on science began to dissolve all

in

Res-

the Western world,

belief

in

the super-
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natural.

The doctrine of evolution was about to divert the
race away from

Scripture and its doctrine of Creation.

If

the, race could arrive by blind

chance, what need was there for law, or grace?

At such an hour God raised up this people.

Christianity's heart— the affirmation of belief

It
in

inherited evangelical
the supernatural,

God who had intervened and who would yet intervene
again.

faith

in

Those dynamic truth

which sprang out of the judgment of the cross "at the end
of the world"
(Heb. 9:26),

the "last days

"

(Heb.

1:1) came startlingly to

life again.

Christ at His death drew attention to what lay "within the veil"
(Matt. 27:51)
He had spoken of His sufferings as the Judgment of the
world.

the sanctuary of

Israel

He had cleansed

as one phase of judgment messages which thundered from

every discourse of passion week upon all professing religion.
the last days of Christ's ministry every parable was

In

able,

judgment par-

even His mighty works (such as cursing the fig tree and causing
the

leaders of

with

a

al
I

Israel

to flee from Him in the temple) spoke of judgment.

His discourses, particularly the woes on the Pharisees and
the pre-

diction of the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world.
also of His coming again
in

So also

in

glory.

He spoke

These were the themes revived by Adventism

the mid-nineteenth century—the supernatural

intervening God, the God of

judgment, the One who cleanses the sanctuary of religion, and opens the
way

"within the veil" to the heavenly Most Holy above, the One coming again
to
judge the quick and the dead.

And with this emphasis on judgment came the

reminder of the indebtedness of all men to the law and the Lawgiver.

The

truth of responsibility to our Creator was stressed and symbolized by the
revival

of Sabbath observance.

pel—of the rest that comes

Thereby also was given

by faith

in a

a

parable of the gos-

completed work of Another.
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Our emphasis on the sanctuary was intended to lead to the clear presen-

tation of "the everlasting gospel" there prefigured.

The central

facts of

the sanctuary were law and judgment, grace and mediation, as the central

furniture was the ark and the mercy seat.

The truths of substitution,

tion, and representation were imaged in every day's ritual.

imputa-

Thereby the es-

sence of the "good news" was acted out before the eyes of penitent sinners,
giving them hope through the loving kindness of their covenant God.
Thus 1844 was intended as "restoration"— a revival of the truths that
had been trampled underfoot or that were about to be.

church has consisted of

a

The history of the

series of "deaths" and "resurrect ions"— through

the eras dominated by Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, Rome pagan, and Rome papal.

After each era of darkness came

a.

new morning of restoration.

All

such Old

Testament mornings as the Exodus, the return from Babylon and the restoration
of the temple,

pointed to the triumph of the cross imaged

in

His own resurrec-

tion which "raised" all mankind and "restored them to favor with God."
2 Cor.

5:14;

Eph.

Rom.

2:6;

See

5:18.

And this side of the cross have come similar restorations such as the

Reformation, and the great Second Advent movement of the nineteenth century
Rev.

18:1-4 points to yet another at a time when Antichrist for his

threatens the church with death (2 Thess.

without it our movement

wi

I

I

die.

2;

Rev.

13).

For this we

Final ly, that which has been fulf

last time

longi

I

led

again and again will be consummated by the coming of Christ, eternal judgment, the purification of the universe from sin and sinners

.

'

.

Only this understanding can explain why Ellen G. White applied "within
the veil," "the shaking," "the sealing," "the opening of the temple of God
in

heaven," the signs

in

the sun, moon, and stars, the imminence of the end,
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the antitypical Day of Atonement and the "cleansing of the sanctuary" as she
did.

Seen

in

this context of God's continual

revival of the significance of

His judgment at the cross, and that glorious restoration of mankind through

Surety, and Representative

its Substitute,

sions of glorious truths make, sense

— 1844

and our incomplete expres -

.

God's intentions were not matched by our achievements.

better than our fathers.

It

We have been no

was the gospel, the everlasting gospel, we were

meant to emphasize, but we speedily got caught up

Jewish cerements of

in

legalism worse than the bonds around the risen Lazarus.

Almost fifty years

after our birth, when Ellen G. White heard the gospel at Minneapolis she said
it was the first she had heard from human
in

lips

in

forty-five years except

conversations between herself and her husband.
hope for the world,

the, last

more, even unti

I

ignorant of the gospel

— God's remnant,
45 years — no — for

Imagine
for

our own sad day.

We were meant to so teach the law of God that men would die to all
of acceptance from their own best endeavors.

hope

We were intended so to show the

infinite nature of its demands that men as beggars, stripped of the filthy
rags of their own righteousness, would crawl to the cross with pleading lips
and quivering hands outstretched.

Instead of the perfectionist chimera of

becoming just like Jesus, we were intended to tell men that the only perfect
thing

this world was the imputed merits of Christ.

in

Presenting men with

the judgment, we should have made men cry out for that justification without

which no men can see the Lord
A.

T.

brethren.

Jones could say

in

in

peace.

the I890 s, "You remember how it was with us,
f

We were teaching the second coming.

we knew we weren't ready.

But none of us wanted

it

We were afraid of the judgment because of our

— for
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guilt."

Or words to that effect.

Ellen G. White in Pes re of Ages 660,

says

i

that only through the cross can we "look with joy to his second coming," but
we had inverted the telescope and Calvary was far away almost hidden by Sinai.

The New Testament
in

eschato log ca
i

in

terms.

I

"the last things."

the book of Romans and elsewhere explains salvation
Wrath, salvation, justification, etc.,

belong to

Scholar after scholar writing on Paul tells us that he

put the Christian message into an apocalyptic framework by his selection of
key eschato ogica
I

I

categories.

We were meant to echo that Pauline message,

and underline it by our emphasis that the consummation was at hand.
We did well to stress the judgment and the fact that each one of us
has to stand before the bar of God.

We did well to stress the books of record,

and God's investigation of our standing and state.
gospel of

imputed righteousness until

heaven's court and "awful" Judge?
hour of God's judgment

is

Who can appreciate the

he sees himself naked and guilty before

The New Testament

come— it came with Christ.

is

emphatic that the

See John 3:18,36;

12:48;

Adventism recovered the heart of that truth, but "judaized"

5:24,25,29.

it.

We kept up our scaffolding and the building itself was never established.

The peripheries were present

in

full

strength, but the center was missing.

The spokes were lauded, but the hub lost through neglect.
The distinction between law and gospel was never made clear

ference between law as a method and law as

a

because he

is

life,

dif-

standard was. not understood.

Justification was thought of as something punctiliar
of Christian

— the

— for

the first moment

rather than the continuing experience of every Christian

already counted as "within the veil" (Heb.

10:19-22).

The

great gulf fixed between the finished and pnrfoct work of Christ on the cross
for us, and the unfinished,

imperfect (because to do with us

in

our sinner-
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hood) work of Christ

j_n_

us was

perished for lack of knowledge.

left hazy and undefined.

So our people have

They have died while still

They have been afraid to witness lest their own

burdens to their guilty neighbors.

the pews.

lack of assurance add more

Only when we see

anticipated verdict of the last judgment

in

— already

in

ours

justification the

— only

then comes free-

dom from sin, and power for witnessing.

Wherever the cross
White

in Desi re of

is

preached, the judgment convenes.

Ages 57, "In their attitude toward Christ

passes judgment on himself."

ment

is

come."

All

Says Ellen G.
.

who refuse the cross invite hell.

the perfect Gentleman who never forces His will on any
life everlasting.

to us in infinite sorrow, "Thy will
all

things

is

at hand,

.

everyone

This is one meaning of "the hour of God's judg-

Those who reject the

"Come unto me" offered by the outstretched crucified arms will

joy, gladness, and

.

He will
be done."

— not

find in God

even His will of

let us have our own way,

saying

Because the consummation of

because all men, saints (i.e. penitent sinners) as

well as impenitent sinners must stand in the last judgment before the All-

seeing Eye of their Maker, "the everlasting gospel" becomes sweeter than
honey, and should make all who receive it to sing and shout and dance for
joy.

Only such are ready for the Second Advent.

Only to them is the return

of Christ a truly blessed hope.

God is teaching the universe even by our failures.

The church, enfeebled

and defective, though the object of His supreme regard, testifies to princi-

palities and powers

in

heavenly places "the manifold wisdom of God."

The two

great realities: that the creature is worse than he has ever suspected, and
the Creator better than we have ever hoped

— these

are displayed to the uni-

verse even through the church's stumblings and fumb lings.

It's sinners He
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came to save.

It's the sick He came to heal.

loves the sick and sinful

He

remnant, and causes even its blemishes to praise Him.

But it is not God's intention that the state of the church should be

ever as now.
If

we will

He can give

I

i

fe

to the dead,

and strength to the palsied.

humble ourselves and seek His face as the church has had continually

to do on each eve of revival, the greatest reformation the world has ever

known can take place.

Clothed

the armor of the righteousness of Christ,

in

the church may yet enter the final conflict, conquering and to conquer, "fair
as the moon,
shall

bright as the sun, terrible as an army with banners."

Then

the earth be lightened with heavenly glory, and hosts from among the

Gentiles converted to God drawn by the brightness of the resurrection glory
of the church.

This can only be

if

we see the meaning of the Most Holy Place

to which the angel of vision pointed (EW 254-255)— that the glory of God
His holiness and

love which were reconciled

is

the cross of Christ and the

in

Christ of the cross.
Before his death James White said to his wife:
a

crisis before us.

.

.

.

feel

assured there

is

The glorious subject of Redemption should long ago

have been more fully presented

Ellen G. White, addressing

"I

a

to-

the people.

.

.

," 88

About

a

decade later

council of presidents, said:

We must look more to the presentation of God's love and mercy to move
the hearts of the people.
We must have a sense of both the justice and
mercy of God.
Those who can blend together the law of God and the mercy
of God can reach any heart.
For years
have seen that there is a
broken link which has kept us from reaching hearts, this link is supplied by presenting the love and mercy of God. 89
I

Here, from James and Ellen White,

which we have long sought

in

vain.

is

the key to revival and reformation

Only when the realities symbolized by the

ark and mercy seat of the Most Holy Place become central to our preaching and

living—only when the

law and the gospel

are seen and proclaimed

in

their
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true relationship— only then will God's purpose for this people be fulfilled
to His glory and the blessing of untold millions.
Special
its purity

note

is

.

Some have questioned our contention that the gospel

not well-known among us.

in

We would suggest consideration of the

fol lowi ng facts:
1.

Had the gospel

really been understood by us, our commission would

long ago have been fulfilled, and the kingdom of glory would have come.

Matt. 24: 14.
2.

This fact

is

revival of the gospel

clear comments

in

underlined by the Ellen G. White statements that the
1888 was the beginning of the Loud Cry.

in

Note her

Selected Messages 1:234.

"The law was our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that we might
be justified by faith" (Gal. 3:24).
In this scripture, the Holy Spirit
through the apostle is speaking especially of the moral law.
The law
reveals sin to us, and causes us to feel our need of Christ and to flee
unto Him for pardon and peace by exercising repentance toward God and
faith toward our Lord. Jesus Christ.
An unwillingness to yield up preconceived opinions, and to accept this
truth, lay at the foundation of a large share of the opposition manifested at Minneapolis against the Lord' s message through Brethren [E. J.]
Waggoner and [A. T.J Jones. By exciting that opposition Satan succeeded
in shutting away from our people, in a great measure, the special power
of the Holy Spirit that God longed to impart to them.
The enemy prevented them from obtaining that efficiency which might have been theirs
in carrying the truth to the world, as the apostles proclaimed it after
the day of Pentecost.
The light that is to lighten the whole earth with
its glory was resisted, and by the action of our own brethren has been
in a great degree kept away from the world
.

3.

The Lord's Servant also tel

Is

us that not one

church understand righteousness by faith.

If

in a

hundred

in

we are tempted to think things

are better now we should read Testimonies 5:136, where we are told that

the final crisis most professing Adventists
4.

Gospel Workers

161

experienced Satan's power

is

wil

I

in

apostati ze.

assures us that wherever freedom from guilt
broken.

the

Who would say that power has been

is
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largely broken over most of our church members?

The statistics given at our Vienna General Conference regarding the

5.

appalling lack of witnessing by our church members (e.g., the average number
of Bible studies given by SDAs in this country

is

one per year)

indicates that

the good news is not yet perceived as such.
Most polls of our people whether

6.

in

schools or churches indicate

that most lack assurance and are quite uncertain as to whether they would be
ready

if

Jesus came today.
is

It

7.

well-known among our key administrators that

a

large per-

centage of our ministry would gladly exchange their calling for another
they could.

While this can be explained

in

part by general

temperament or skills, another factor almost certainly
possessed by the gospel.
news.

if

I

i

i

I

i

ty of

that many are not

Most sermons give good advice rather than good

For those who know the

unto me

is

unsu tab

if

latter the cry of the heart is always, "Woe

preach not the gospel."

A true gospel

minister cannot be re-

strained from proclaiming the good news by anything other than physical

in-

capacity or death.
8.

Can any find from our official

literature the evidence that justi-

fication has always been understood amongst us (even in this century) as

a

blessing continually applying to the believer, rather than just at his conversion?

We submit that the vast majority of our discussions in print make

justification only
pel

a

puncti

I

iar affair, and thus miss the glory of the gos-

that the believer is ever without condemnation and accepted

despite his failures.

Only apostasy can remove justification.

testimony of both testaments, for even

in

in

the beloved,

This

is

the

Psalms we find the psalmist conscious

that his failures were as numerous as the hairs of his head but claiming
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God's law to be his love and rejoicing.

See Psalm 40.

The psalmist was

aware that he was accepted because of the divine covenant, not because of
any inherent perfection.
9.

The essence of righteousness by faith

is

the distinction between

the perfect and completed work of Christ for us on which the believer's

salvation depends, and the incomplete unfinished work of the Spirit

j_n

us

but where does traditional Adventist literature make this distinction plain?

Where have we pointed out that the righteousness of justification
but not inherent, that of sancti

f

is

perfect

icat ion inherent but not perfect, and that

of glorification alone both perfect and inherent?
10.

10:4;

We instinctively shy away from such passages as Ga

.

2:16-21; Rom.

Ga. 3:24; 2 Cor. 3 because we have not yet clearly seen the distinction

between law as a method and law as a standard.
some of these passages to the ceremonial

Outdated attempts to apply

law only

indicate this confusion.

(Nothing in this summary statement is intended to deny the New Testament

teaching that judgment

is a

as a present existential

consummation reality at the end of time, as well

matter as the gospel

is

proclaimed.

We believe the

Day of Atonement applies both to the judgment of realized eschato logy and also
to the last judgment, the first phase of the latter being a pre-advent

judgment as Christ closes His priestly ministry.

See Dan.

12:1.)

.
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specific designations of time, viz. day , days year , years , etc., are
In a
such cases, synedoche
often employed in the gener c sense of time.
i.e., a figure of speech where a part is taken for the whole and vice
versa , is to be found; and no figure in rhetoric is more usual than this,
in all languages whatever. ( Hints on the Interpretation of Prophecy ,
~ " ~ "~ ~
~
[Andover, 1842], 71.)
.

I

I

,

i

I

'

I

'

"

62.

The well-known commentator on Dan., 0. Heaton, son-in-law of C. H. Dodd,
"The RV mg. notes that the Hebrew
has written on tlhis term as follows:
word here is 'justified,' that is, vindicated, delivered from its heathen
defilement.
When St. Paul adopted the term in his teaching about 'jusification by faith,' he gave it wider meaning, but he did not depart
fundamentally from the idea expressed in the present context, namely,
the restoration to a normal and right condition of somebody or something
." (0. Heaton, Daniel [London, 1956], 196.)
put in the wrong.
This statement is highly significant when we take into account Dan. 9:24
with its reference to "everlasting righteousness" i.e. "everlasting vindication." The atonement for iniquity spoken of in that verse brings a
This is prelegal righteousness, an acquittal, to all who believe.
cisely Paul's meaning in Rom. 3:21-28 where he refers to Christ as "a
mercy seat" who by His blood has restored the penitent to a right estate.
.

.

,
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Dan. 9:24 explains 8:14 by reference to the grand restoration accomplishment of the cross when the Messiah, was "cut off M as an atonement for our
sins, transgressions, and iniquities.
The book of Revelation, as we
shall see next chapter, takes the same f onta
prophecy of Dan. 9:24 (and
thus 8:14) and applies it also to atonement in consummation at the last
judgment.
I

Montgomery writes: "'Anointing the Most Holy;'
.The term is used
always of sacrosanct things or places.
This well-nigh universal
use of 'the holiest' compels us to interpret the term as of either the
temple or especially the altar of burnt offerings; see the narrative of
the reded ication by Judas,
Mac. 4."
Daniel , ICC [Edinburgh, 1927], 375.)
.

.

I

.

.

.

(

"But the best of all these terms is the last one: 'and to anoint the
Most Holy
Now 'to anoint" means 'to consecrate', to put into place
and effectiveness.
And 'the Most Holy' is never used of a person.
It
does not refer to God: it refers to the Holy of Holies, or quite
literally, 'a Holiness of Holinesses'. ... It refers to the Holy of
Holies, the Innermost shrine of the temple.
And, you see, this refers
to the cleansing of the sanctuary in ch
viii, 14, which immediately precedes the end." (Geoffrey R. King, Daniel, A Deta ed Exp anat ion of the
Book [London, 1966], 176,177.)
1

.

.

i

I

I

"We must have some patience in examining the view honestly held by many
scholars, that all these phrases about the finishing of transgression
and s n ' atoning for iniquity and bringing in of everlasting righteousness referring in the mi-nd of the writer himself to what was accomplished
in the temple courts at Jerusalem, when, after the terrible persecution
by Antiochus, the Jews won their liberty by the grace of God, the temple
was cleansed and rededicated, and its evil purged." (Ronald S. Wallace,
The Lord is King [I
inois, 1979], 165.)
'

I

I

"The Holy of Holies anointed. The innermost sanctuary of the Temple
reconsecrated after its defilement by Epiphanes." (M. Ford, Daniel
Anchor Bible, ed. Louis F. Hartman and Alexander A. Di lei la [Andover,
,

I

1842],

244.)

"That the author of Dan. 9 is as well that final redactor of chapters 7
and 8-12 is attested to by several clues.
Dan. 9:21 for instance presupposes 8:16, and 9:27b constitutes a parallel to 7:25, 8:14, 12:7."
(Andre Lacocque, Hebrew Union College Annual
ed
Sheldon N. Blank
[Cincinnati, I976J, 47,
10.
,

.

I

"'In that case, the expression "Holy of Holies" not only designates the
restored Temple, but also the faithful priesthood around whom is gathered
the community of Israel.'
J. de Menasce turns up his nose at any timidity
on this point:
Chron. 23:13 concerns 'the priestly consecration of
Aaron and his sons.'" (Andre Lacocque, The Book of Daniel [Atlanta, 1979],
I

194.)

Lacocque sees the Day of Atonement not only in Dan. 9, but also in chapters
See pages 205,209,240.
10 and 12.
Thus 8:14, which he parallels to the
9:24-27 prophecy, is also a Yom Kippur reference.
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See also Joseph A. Fitzmeyer, Essays on the Semitic Background of the
New Testament (London, 1977), 251,253. See appendix, "Dan 9:24-27
Recognized as Containing Jubilee and Day of, Atonemenf Allusions"

^

"The prospect of an 'anointing of the most holy,' which is presented at
the close, or rather of a_ most Holy QITlp , without the article) is evidently a solemn act of worship, which is substantially equivalent to the
restoration of the theocratic worship as a whole.
It is the anointing
with oil or theocratic consecration of the sacrificial altar of the New
Covenant, of the Messianic community of the redeemd, the pure sanctuary,
which shall no more be profaned, that, according to chap. 8:14 (cf. 7:25;
9:17), shall take the place of the desecrated and defiled altar of the
Old Dispensation.
The prophecy under consideration has been twice
fulfilled at first externally and in a literal sense, by the actual
restoration of the Old Testament services in the temple with their bloody
offerings of animals, which came to pass three years after they had been
interrupted by Antiochus Epiphanes in the Maccabaean age (I Mace. 4:54-59),
and afterward in the antitype by the historical introduction of the more
perfect sanctuary and worship of the New Covenant, which were likewise
foretold by the prophet Zechariah (chap. 3:9) and whose sacrificial altar
is Christ, having become such through the cross which he anointed and
consecrated by his own exalted priestly sacrifice and blood." (0. Zockler,
"Daniel," Lange's Commentary , reprinted [Grand Rapids, I960], 195,196.)
.

—

.

.

"In 9:24 we are given a brief proleptic statement of what the eschatologica
restoration involves:
Seventy weeks of years are decreed concerning your people and your
holy city, to finish transgression, to put an end to sin, and to
atone for iniquity, to bring in everlasting righteousness, to seal
both vision and prophet, and to anoint a most holy place.
"The termination of sin and the ushering in of righteousness give no
specific information about the nature of the final kingdom. The only
significant point for our problem is that the temple will be reconsecrated.
The restoration of the temple is also said to mark the end-time in 8:14.

w

*"

"The fact remains that the restoration of the temple is connected with
the eschaton in 9:24 and 8: 14." (J J. Col ins, The Apocalyptic Vision
of the Book of Daniel [Montana, 1977],
.

I

The conclusions set forth in this summary on Dan. 8:14
Special Note
are argued in the SPA Daniel commentary, and the reader is referred to
that for the evidential details.
:

64.

Desmond Ford, Daniel

65.

A.

66.

G.

67.

G.

J.

(Nashville,

1978)

174-177.

Ferch, "The Judgment Scene in Daniel 7," unpublished manuscript.

Oosterwa , "Praise God
9,10,12,15,16,19,20.
I

in

His Sanctuary," unpublished manuscript,

Hase , "The 'Little Horn,' the Saints and the Sanctuary
manuscript, 35. 1979unpublished
8,"
F.

I

1967,

in Daniel
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68.

G.

69.

Ibid

70.

F.

.,

Hasel, "Christ's Atoning Ministry in Heaven," Mi nistry insert, 25-26.

24-25.

"The Works of Flavius Josephus," Antiquities of the Jews , trans, by
II iam Whiston
(Baltimore, 1833), Book XII, Ch. VII, 250.

Wi

71.

1919 Bible Conference records.

72.

Uriah Smith, Daniel and Revelation (Washington, D.C.,

73.

Ibid

.

74.

Ibid

.,

75.

GC Archives.
1897),

172.

174.

would like to emphasize that
certainly do not believe that the days
of Antiochus Epiphanes exhaust Dan. 8, or that those times and the original application of the prophecy has the chief importance for us today.
The New Testament, because of the failure of Israel, reinterprets the
prophecies of Daniel and applies the little horn of Dan. 8 to Rome, and
to Antichrist.
See Matt. 24:15.
I

I

When we study the New Testament usage of the prophecy in Dan. 8, we
find the same pattern though an enlarged application.
In Mark 13 and
Matt. 24 we find the first half of the chapter follows the line-up of
Dan. 8: 0-1 3— oppression against the people of God.
But the second half
of the Olivet discourse parallels Dan. 8:14 (and Dan. 7:9-13) by presenting the victorious Son of Man coming in judgment to vindicate His
saints.
1

2 Thes. 2 follows the same format.
The first verses tell of the success of Antichrist in the sanctuary of God, but the second half tells
of judgment and destruction for this wicked power and all who follow
him.
2 Thes. 2, as Mark 13:14, draws from the apocalyptic sketch of
Dan. 8 and its enlargement in Dan. 9, and pursues the same sequence of
ideas— the victory of evil, but then the vindication of God and His people.
II
and the following chapters also embody the motifs of Dan. 8.
Verse 13 of Dan. 8 is quoted in
:2 and a luded to in 13:7, whi le Rev.
12:4 quotes Dan. 8:10.
After Rev. II sets forth the victory of the power
trampling upon the sanctuary it then moves into the theme of judgment
upon the wicked and reward for the saints.
See verses 18 and 19 as well
as 11:11-13.
After Rev. 2 pictures the dragon doing precisely what
Daniel's little horn did, it introduces the vindicating figure of Michael
who gets the victory over antichrist and delivers the people of God.
Rev. 12:7-9 should not be separated from the work of Michael in Dan.
12:1.
Again in Rev. 13, the persecuting Antichrist is pictured in
imagery borrowed from Dan. 7, 8, 9, but the following chapters set forth
the judgment foretold by Dan. 7:9-13, 8:14 and 9:24,27.

Rev.

I

I

I

Thus the New Testament in interpreting the prophecies of Daniel certainly points both to pagan Rome (the desolator of Jerusalem according
to Matt. 24:15) and to Antichrist (2 Thes.. 2 and Rev. II, 12, 13), but
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it also gives the same emphasis to vindication through judgment on the
Thus the New Testament equivalents of Dan. 8:14
wicked as Daniel.
reinforce the contextual evidence of Dan. 8, that God's judgment is not
upon the saints, but upon their opposers.

76.

See our discussion of the apotel esmatic principle in chapter

77.

Andre Lacocque, The Book of Daniel

78.

E.

B.

Pusey,

79.

F.

F.

Bruce, Hebrews

80.

S.

Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship (New York,

81.

Ibid

82.

Op.cit

83.

Op.cit ., 68,69.

84.

N. H. Young, "The Impact of the Jewish Day of Atonement on the Thought
shed PhD thesis (Manchester, 1973), 70.
of the New Testament," unpub

(Atlanta,

1979),

182,192.

Lectures on Daniel the Prophet (London,
(

N1CNT , Grand Rapids,

1964),

5.

1886),

194.

199.

1967),

108.

126.

.,

.

,

66,67.

I

i

cited by Young, op.cit

85.

"Aza'zel," Encyclopaedia Judaica ,

86.

J.

J.

87.

J.

P.

Justesen, "Meaning of Tsadaq ,"

88.

E.

G.

White, "A Sketch of Experience," Review & Herald ,

89.

E.

G.

White, Council of Presidents Meeting

III,

1002,

Collins, The Apocalyptic Vision of the Book of Daniel
1977), 163,165.
(

AUSS ,

1964), 2,

5,

March

3,

.

,

74.

(Harvard,

53-61.
1881,
1891.

54-55.
GC Archives.
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Summary of Chapter
Hebrews presented the Cross-Resurrection-Ascension event as the
fulfillment of the Day of Atonement.

Revelation presents the Judgment-Advent event as the consummation of
the Day of Atonement.
The seventh seal, the seventh trumpet, and the seven
last plagues abound in Yom Kippur imagery.
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THE KINGDOM AND JUDGMENT

IN FULFILLMENT (THE GOSPELS)
AND
THE KINGDOM AND JUDGMENT IN CONSUMMATION (THE APOCALYPSE)

The Apocalypse, as with all prior apocalyptic, has for its theme judgment.

But that theme

Everything

in

is

spelled out with the' judgment of the Cross as its background.

this book

related to Christ.

is

parody of the things of our Lord.

Even evil

set forth as

is

As for the kingdom to come,

it

is

a

represen-

ted as but the consummation of the kingdom Jesus had already inaugurated by

His

I

i

fe and death.

Judgment and consummation are correlates, and the full significance of
Old Testament pictures of the kingdom can only be found

the canonical scriptures.

in

this closing book of

While the Old Testament ever fused the two advents

as one, after the Christ event the two phases of the kingdom become distinct

though not separate.
The events of the consummation are set forth

words and phrases we find
Rev.

in

language reminiscent of

the Gospels and the Epistles.

in

16:17 echoes the "it is finished" of the Cross.

The "it

is

done" of

"The former things are

passed away," declares Rev. 21:5, setting its seal to 2 Cor. 5:17, "old things
are passed away."

"Behold,

I

make all things new" (Rev. 21:5), and "there

new creation" (2 Cor. 5:17) are similarly parallel.
spoken, of by Christ become material

darkness (Jn. 8:12) also.
in

in

is a

The "rivers of living water"

Rev. 22:1, and the light which knows no

See Rev. 22:5.

This relationship between fulfillment

the days of the first advent, and consummation with the second is vital

our understanding of the use made of the Day of Atonement

in

the Atonement

for
.

The wrath of God, which according to John and Paul, now rests on the unbelieving, becomes a climactic reality in the Apocalypse.

Note the following:

"For God did not send his Son into the world to condemn the
world, but to save the world through him.
Whoever believes in the
Son has eternal life, but whoever rejects the Son will not see
life, for God's wrath remains on him."
(John 3:17,36 NIV)
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The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the
godlessness and wickedness of men who suppress the truth by their
wickedness.
(Rom. 1:18 NIV)
"He, too, will drink of the wine of God's fury, which has been
poured full strength into the cup of his wrath.
He will be tormented
with burning sulfur in the presence of the holy angels and of the
Lamb.
And the smoke of their torment rises for ever and ever.
There
is no rest day or night for those who worship the beast and his image,
or for anyone who receives the mark of his name."
(Rev. 14:10,11 NIV)

saw in heaven another great and marvelous sign:
seven angels with
the seven last plagues
last, because with them God's wrath is
completed.
(Rev. 15:1 NIV)
I

—

Then

heard a loud voice from the temple saying to the seven angels,
"Go, pour out the seven bowls of God's wrath on the earth."
(Rev. 16:1
I

One of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and said to me,
"Come,
will show you the punishment of the great prostitute, who
sits on many waters."
(Rev. 17:1 NIV)
I

Therefore in one day her plagues will overtake her:
death, mourning and famine.
She wi
be consumed by fire,
for mighty is the Lord God who judges her.
I

(Rev.

I

18:8 NIV)

"For true and just are his judgments.
He has condemned the great prostitute
who corrupted the earth by her adulteries.
He has avenged on her the blood of his servants."
But the beast was captured, and with him the false prophet who had
performed the miraculous signs on his behalf. With these signs he
had deluded those who had received the mark of the beast and worshiped
The two of them were thrown alive into the fiery lake of
his image.
burning sulfur.
The rest of them were killed with the sword that
came out of the mouth of the rider on the horse, and all the birds
gorged themselves on their flesh.
(Rev. 19:2,20,21 NIV)
Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. The lake
of fire is the second death.
If anyone's name was not found written
in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire.
(Rev. 20:14,15 NIV)

John's Gospel affirms a present judgment.
is

.

.

."

fits both judgment and resurrection.

by their attitude to Christ.

same.

Jeremias

perceived this.

in

"The hour is coming and now
All

are judged

in

the present

The synoptics by the parables are saying the

his classic on the parables, Dodd, and others have clearly

NIV)
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Not only Christ's words, but His deeds proclaimed the present judgment.

His destruction of the fruitless fig-tree, His kingly entrance into Jerusalem,
His cleansing of the temple

quoted by Jeremias thus:

— all

speak of the final judgment.'

W.

Stahlin

is

"The overwhelming number of Jesus' symbolic actions

serve to proclaim the fulfillment of the eschata" (Parables,

p.

228).

THE DANIEL 9:24-27 ATONEMENT PROPHECY
Fulfilled at the Cross
The key Old Testament book on the eschaton

His title as King and Judge

— the

is

from which Christ took

Daniel

"Son of Man," and to understand the full

im-

plications of Christ's words and acts about judgment, we must attend to the Old

Testament prophecy which He was fulfilling.
linked the books of Daniel and Revelation.

Seventh-day Adventists have always
There are excellent grounds for

doing so, and some of the best do not appear on the surface.
century many have seen that the Olivet discourse

During the last

both a pesher [commentary

is

]

on the consummation pictures in Daniel, and also the seed-plot of the final

Apoca lypse

The repeated echoes of Judgment

.

and then by the seer of Patmos.
in

were taken up by Jesus

Daniel

in

We recall the words of Karl Heim that "at least

its main features Jesus accepts the vision of the future of the world given

by Daniel."

2

In

illustration of the truth of this, observe how our Lord based

His second advent sermon on the eschatology of the Old Testament prophet.

Excursus on the Usage of Daniel by the Olivet Discourse
Markan passages compared with parallels

MARK
".

.

.

DANIEL

13

when these things are all to

be accomplished?" v. 4.

the end.

it

".

.

comp
".

vs. 7,13

.

I

.

9:26;
.

v.

7.

Daniel.

in

this must take place.

tt

.

.

.

i

.

these things would be ac-

all

shed
.

.

"

12:7

the time of the end." 8:17;
12:4,13.

11:40;

what wi

I

I

be.

."

2:28
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MARK

13 cont.

DANIEL cont.

"...

".
you will be hated by all for
my name's sake.
But he who endures
to the end will be saved." v. 13.
.

they shall fall by sword and
flame, by captivity and plunder, for
some days ... to refine and cleanse
them and to make them white, until the
time of the end.
." 11:33,35.
".
your people shall be delivered.

.

.

.

.

".

the desolating sacrilege set
it ought not be. ..."

.

.

up where
v.

14.

."

.

.

.

12:1.

".
the transgression that makes
desolate.
."8:13.
".
upon the wing of abominations
shall come one who makes desolate
." 9:27.
.
". .
the abomination that makes
desolate."
11:31.
".
the abomination that makes
." 12:11.
desolate.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

".

.

let him that readeth under-

.

stand.

.

Daniel

uses the thought of understandSee particularly 8:15,16,17; 9:2,22,23; 10:1;

." v. 14.

.

.

ing over a score of times.

11:33;
".

such tribulation as has not
been from the beginning of the creation which God created until now
.

".

.

.

." v.

.

.

.

.

if

the days.

.

."v.

20.

.

".

."v.

v.

.

"Seventy weeks of years are decreed
concerning your people.
."9:24.
"He shal
give no heed to the gods of
his fathers."
37
I

I

I

:

.

26.

".
behold, with the clouds of heaven there came one like a son of man.
And to him was given dominion
.
and glory and kingdom,
." 7:13
".
then the sanctuary shall be
restored to its rightful estate." 8:14
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

".

.

22.

the Son of man coming in
clouds with great power and glory."
.

.

.

"False Christs and false prophets will
arise and show signs and wonders.
.

"And there shall be a time of trouble,
such as never has been since there was
." 12:1.
a nation.

19.

the Lord had not shortened
.

12:8.

these great buildings [the

.

.

sanctuary!]." v. 2.

". .
shall destroy the city and the
sanctuary." 9:26.

"And the gospel must first be published among all nations." v. 10.

ness.

he shall gather 'his elect from
the four winds." v. 27.

"Many that sleep
shall awake,
some to everlasting life." 12:2.

".

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

they that turn many to righteous12:3.
.

.

.
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Consummated at the Coming
It

is

vital

to our understanding of Old Testament apocalyptic to see that

the prophecy of Dan. 9:24-27, which has usually been applied by us as a church
to the first advent of Christ only, was applied by our Lord to His second comj

ng

The above chart should make that clear.

.

have recognized the relationship. 3

enlargement of Dan. 9:24-27
of Mi

I

I

is

In

support, we cite scholars who

Others have seen that this New Testament

itself enlarged

in

the Apocalypse.

Note the word

igan:

The Apocalypse is moulded by that great discourse of our Lord upon "the
last things" which has been preserved for us in the first three gospels.
The parallelism between the two is to a certain extent acknowledged by
all inquirers, and is indeed in many respects so obvious that it can
hardly escape the notice of even the ordinary reader.
Let anyone compare,
for example, the account of the opening of the sixth seal in Rev. 6:12-17
with the description of the end in Matt. 24:29,30, and he will see that
the one is almost a transcript of the other.
Or let the three series of
apocalyptic visions, —the Seals, the Trumpets, and the Bowls, be compared
with the other parts of the discourse, and it will be found that, speaking generally, they are filled with the same thoughts,— with wars,
pestilences, famines, earthquakes, signs in sun and moon and stars, false
teachers doing wonders and trying to deceive the very elect, the elect
preserved, angels sent forth to gather them with the great sound of a
trumpet, the victorious progress of the Gospel, the Son of man coming in
the clouds of heaven, the final deliverance of the good, and the just
judgment of the wicked. These things reveal in a way not to be mistaken
a very intimate relation between the last prophecy of Christ and the
Revelation of St. John. 4

Thus Revelation

is Dan.

9:24-27 re- nterpreted and writ large for this era ,
?

especially the "atonement for iniquity" mentioned

SANCTUARY IMAGERY

IN

in

verse 24.

REVELATION

Are there new images in Revelation expressing the old theme of Judgment

images not prominent in, Daniel and the Olivet discourse?
Daniel and Matt. 24, Mark 13,

Luke

21

Yes.

While both

revolve around the Sanctuary, they do not

draw heavily upon details of the sanctuary ritual, but the opposite

is

true of
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Both the daily ritual and the yearly are mirrored in the Apocalypse,

Revelation.

and frequently in connection with judgment.
Niles, A.

T.

D.

Farrer, and the author of the recent Anchor commentary on Reve-

lation repeatedly stress this fact.
ago,

it

Such scholars as P. Carrington,

And as Sir Isaac Newton recognized centuries

the festal complex of the seventh month which

is

is

particularly prominent

THE LAMB AS JUDGE AND KING
Of course the chief sanctuary image in the Apocalypse is the Passover Lamb.

Christ

is

presented thus twenty-eight times.

The Passover represented both

redemption and judgment, and so does the Lamb.
bol

of our Lord in this book, outside the Apocalypse the New Testament does not

use the lamb symbol
I

in

Though the most prominent sym-

Cor. 5:7.
Isa.

53:7,

frequently.

See John 1:29,36;

I

Peter 1:19; Acts 8:32;

These latter passages use amnos , probably because the LXX uses
but it does not appear in Revelation.

it

Nevertheless, the signifi-

cance of the lamb motif remains the same, plus the additional apocalyptic stress
on the lamb as Conqueror or Judge so well

Possibly the change to arnion
is

is

in

known to

i

nter-testamenta

I

order to indicate the addition.

now a Lamb who judges, and by His wrath eradicates sin and sinners
If

the central

must embrace several facets of truth.
in

The Lamb
.

role of Christ in John's visions differs from that in his

gospel, why is Christ set forth in sacrificial symbolism at all?

fice is done

literature.

All

The answer

Jesus does subsequent to His sacri-

view of that grand event, and is vitally connected thereto.

Christ appears as Judge because Calvary has been despised.

Secondly, all that

Jesus does subsequent to His death is but the consummation of His prior achievement, and is in no sense a real contrast.

Calvary too was judgment.

Thirdly, God would have us remember that Christ
Son of Man.

is

still

John

12:31.

the same compassionate

He who ministers in the heavens is our Saviour, and since we are

.
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now justified by His blood, "much more shall we be saved by Him from the

wrath of God.

For if while we were enemies we were reconciled to God by the

death of his Son, much more, now that we are reconciled, shall we be saved
by his

This transition from reconciliation to wrath is

life" Rom. 5:9,10.

the identical transition represented by the passage from the festival of

Passover to that of the Day of Atonement.

THE DAY OF ATONEMENT IN REVELATION
The significant thing about the Day of Atonement allusions

in

Revela-

tion is that they are in the context of judgment and the wrath of God, so
far as the Apocalypse is concerned .
in

These allusions are found particularly

the account of the seventh seal just prior to the description of the blow-

ing of the trumpets of judgment;

to the seven last plagues

— all

the seventh trumpet; and

in

the introduction

three settings having to do with the final

eradication of evil by Christ's closing ministry of judgment.
Then,

last of all, the great Assize chapter (Rev. 20), and the picture

of the New Jerusalem in chapter 21 as an enlarged Holy of holies, also draw

upon the Day of Atonement.

See 21:11 for a reference to the Shekinah in

anti type.

A city shaped like a cube is difficult to conceive, but the point may
be that it corresponds to the cube-shaped Holy of Holies in the temple.
According to v. 22 there is to be no temple in the city. All the
inhabitants have free access to God.
Under the Jewish regime only the
high priest could enter the Holy of Holies and that only once a year;
but Christ has destroyed the veil of separation which kept men out. and
has opened a new and living way by which all are invited to approach.
This is one of the main themes of Hebrews and it may be that a similar
thought finds pictorial expression here.

The twelve jewels worn by the high priest alone are now the very
foundation of the city. The city itself is as sacred as the Holy of
Holies and all the inhabitants are 'named the priests of the Lord'
Isa. 61:6); cf
Rev. 1:6.
21.
John Bunyan in his commentary on this chapter ( The New Jerusalem )
suggested that the paving of pure gold derived from the temple, whose
floor was overlaid with gold (I Kings 6:30).
(

.
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The allusions to the Day of Atonement in Revelation are not merely inci-

—

-

dental but extended

For example,

.

in Rev.

14:20, the expression "without the

city" signifies the same as "without the camp" in Heb.
to the Day of Atonement.

But this reference belongs to

bols about the judgments of God at the last time.

most fearful warning

Rev.

13:11, and
a

like

it

points

lengthy chain of sym-

14:9-11

contains the

of Scripture about the wrath of God, and itself is

in all

the climax of three messages about judgment.

Immediately after these verses we

have apocalyptic sketches of Christ's second coming, and the harvest of both the
righteous and the wicked.

The latter are said to suffer "without the city,"

just as the carcass of the slain goat on the Day of Atonement was burned outside

the camp.
This destruction of the wicked "outside the city"

followed by the scene

is

of the seven angels, dressed in priestly attire like that of the High Priest on

the Day of Atonement, emerging from the temple carrying the vials of divine
wrath.

Then, as if to underline the intent of the whole chapter, the closing

words are:

".

.

.

and no man was able to enter into the temple, till the seven

plagues of the seven angels were fulfilled."

This also

is

reminiscent of the

Day of Atonement when no man, not even a priest, could enter the sanctuary

while the High Priest performed his closing ministry for the year.

See Lev.

16:17.

When we come to Rev. 20 which closes the sequence of "wrath" scenes, there
is

another parallel to the "without the city" of 14:20.

The devil

is

now

chained "without the city" in the desolate wilderness of earth for 1000 years.

Commentators have seen
Thus from chapter

14

in

this an allusion to the Azazel ceremony of Lev.

16. 6

to chapter 20 the account of divine judgment is interwoven

with allusions to the Day of Atonement.^
One writer who has incorporated this theme of the presence of the festal

year

in

the Apocalypse is

D.

T.

Niles.

His outline is representative of that
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of other scholars such as Carrington and Farrer, except that he includes the
later ceremonial of the feast of Lights (Dedication).

Niles should include

a

festivity not found

in

Lev.

If

we ask as to why

23, the answer is that

Niles recognizes in Revelation allusions to the ancient conflict with Antiochus
Epiphanes, and also to the joyous time of the re-dedication of the sanctuary

which followed that crisis.
in the era of

was taken.

He is not alone in this recognition.

As far back

scientific exegesis as the days of Moses Stuart this position

Because Niles adequately comprehends the views of many

in

the area

of Revelation's use of the sacred year, we give his summary.

The Jewish festal year represented a continuous movement of the history
of Israel from the celebration of its deliverance from Egypt up to the
fulfillment of its destiny according to God's promise to Abraham. God
had said to Abraham, "I will bless you, ... so that you will be a
blessing.
and by you all the families of the earth will bless
themselves.
.

.

.

The festive year began with the feast of the Passover.
1.
Passover
Before the feast itself was a period of preparation, at least a month,
in which roads and bridges were repaired for the benefit of pilgrims.
Also, on the day before the Passover, a search was made in each house
This
to discover and throw out any leaven that happened to be left.
search was made with lit candles.
Then, on the day of the Passover
itself, was held the Passover meal.
:

The letters of John to the seven churches was concerned with this period
The churches must be got ready for the feast. The Lord
of preparation.
Soon He will
is now searching out with lamps the leaven in their midst.
come and knock at the door.
"If any man open" He says, "I will come in
and sup with him and he with Me." He will come as both guest and host,
He who is also the Passover lamb.

Pentecost
The period from the Passover to Pentecost, seven weeks
The chief events of the season were related
afterward, was one season.
to the birth of spring and the gathering of first fruits from the fields.
The spring of Israel began with their deliverance from Egypt, which act
Then came Pentecost, which
of God Israel celebrated by the paschal lamb.
was a thanksgiving festival for the harvest of first fruits.
On this day
was also celebrated the giving of the Law on Mount Sinai.
2.

:

The next section of the book of Revelation opens with the vision of the
Paschal Lamb but, as the story proceeds, it is not the Lamb that is slain
but His followers.
It is their blood which, as in the Passover rite, is
poured at the base of the altar.
But Passover ends with Pentecost.
Moses brought the tablets of the Law, Jesus breaks the seals of the scroll
of Life; and when the seals are broken the sons of God are revealed.
They are the first fruits of the new age.
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New Year
The people of Israel had a strong and stormy history.
3.
They drank the cup of bitterness to its dregs in their exile in
Babylon.
But they came back, and under Ezra and Nehemiah a new day
dawned for them.
Ezra read to them the Law of God and they reded icated
themselves to Him. The festival of New Year celebrated this new day on
the new-moon day of the seventh month.
Trumpets sounded on this day
in Jerusalem all day long.
It was also a memorial of that day when,
under Joshua, their fathers took possession of the land of their inheritance, when at the blowing of trumpets the walls of Jericho fell.
:

The message of the book of Revelation too moves from Pentecost to New
Year.
The prayer "How long" is heard again, the prayer of the people
in exile.
But soon the trumpets are sounding, the open scroll is read,
Law and prophecy bear witness, and the Kingdom comes.
"Awake, 0 sleeper,
and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give you light."
Day of Atonement
4.
New Year ushered in a period of fasting, on the
tenth day of which came the day of Atonement.
Israel never forgot
that in spite of their dedication to the Law, they had broken it again
and again.
At Mount Sinai itself, they had worshipped the golden calf,
and Moses had to make atonement for their sin.
Thus the day of Atonement became the fitting sequel to the feast of the New Year.
It also
stood between New Year and the feast of Tabernacles. Tabernacles
celebrated the close of the harvest season, but before the joy of the
harvest must come the time of repentence and atonement. The harvest
will also be the harvest of tares which is gathered and burned.
:

So the final section of John's visions opens with the vision of Him
who came to atone. The dragon is out to destroy Him. But though the
period when wheat and tares grow together seems long, and those who
bear the mark of the Lamb, the harvest certainly comes.
Then the wheat
is gathered and the tares burned.
Also, at the end of the harvest
season the grapes are gathered and trodden in the wine press.

Tabernacles
5.
This feast was the feast of the end of harvest.
It
announced the great certainty of the future, when Israel shall have
completed its journey through the wilderness and the nations of the
world would be its harvest fruit unto the Lord. But the feast was
celebrated in temporary booths where the people dwelt, for that was
still their present situation, as it was their situation on their journey
through the wilderness. The Hal lei sung at the feast was concerned with
the salvation yet to. come.
"Oh work then now salvation, Jehovah" was
what they sang.
:

"On that day," wrote the Prophet Zechariah, referring to the feast of
Tabernacles, "the pots in the house of the Lord shall be as the bowls
before the altar;
so that all who sacrifice may come and take
them and boil the flesh of the sacrifice in them." These bowls dominate
the events which, at this point of his message, John portrays.
The Hal lei
is heard
the song of Moses and of the Lamb and then the bowls are
emptied over the earth. The last sacrifice is the burning of evil.

...

—

—
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Dedication
6*
So the pilgrimage comes to its end.
The wilderness
and the exile are left behind.
There is a final conflict. And then it
is the New Day.
When Judas Maccabeus reded icated the altar after setting
his people free, and restored the worship of the Lord in the temple, it
did seem that the New Day had dawned.
Israel celebrated this day as the
feast of Lights. They celebrated it on the day (December 25) when the
sun after its long winter sojourn began its return journey in the heavens.
:

John closes his book, too, with the dawn of the New Day.
The great
hallelujah is heard as the nations are gathered into Zion.
The final
battle is fought and victory decisively won. The last judgment is
over and the eternal city is established.

This Jewish festal year running from Passover to Dedication is fulfilled
in the Christian story.
At the Dedication, the old temple was restored
for worship, at Christmas the new temple was set in the midst of men.
God had become flesh.
The chief rite in the celebration of the Dedication
festival was the lighting of the sevenfold lamp; the opening vision in
John's message is the Christ as He stands in the midst of His church.
The feast of Dedication closed the Jewish festal year; Christmas begins
the festal year for the Christian Church. 8
Note that

in

this application of the feasts, Niles sees

Atonement symbolism of both Calvary and the Judgment harvest.

in

the Day of

When J.

Massyngberde Ford and P. Carrington come to judgment scenes they speak similarly
For example, Carrington writes:

Just as the Seven Trumpets were modelled upon a feature of the Temple
ceremonial, so were the Golden Bowls.
The first act in the daily
sacrifice was to kill the Lamb and catch its blood in a Golden Bowl
and dash it against the sides of the Altar; but we have seen that at
this point St. John has in his mind the sin-offering made by the High
Priest or for the whole nation. We have already had a reference to
it in the phrase Outside the City , and as the same thought is found in
the Epistle to the Hebrews , the thought of the death of Jesus as a sinoffering for the nation must have been well established.
The Day of Atonement was the grand example of such a sacrifice.
had three main points:
1.

It

Blood was sprinkled seven times towards the veil of the Holy of
Hoi ies.

2.
3.

Blood was smeared on the four horns of the Altar.
The whole of what remained was poured at the foot of the Altar.

We can see that the pouring out of Seven Bowls is based upon this ritual,
though the effect is both simplified and magnified.
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It is also reversed; for this Blood, instead of bringing reconci ation,
brings rejection and vengeance.
Instead of being sprinkled seven times
towards the veil, it is poured seven times on the Land.
Instead of the
appearance of the High Priest with the blood of reconciliation, we have
Seven Angels with the Bood of Vengeance. 9
I

J.

M.

Ford concurs with this exposition.

The comments of Austin Farrer

should also be noticed on the passage of 11:19 where the temple of God is

opened

in

heaven.

10

Let us now consider two typical

passages, observing their connection with

judgment— judgment reflected by Yom Kippur imagery.

We draw from our own

recent commentary on Revelation:
The heptads of the seals, trumpets, and bowls are each marked by
"cancelled conclusions," say F. F. Bruce and A. M. Farrer.
".
the final and irrevocable judgment, which we expect to be executed
in the last member of each heptad, is regularly deferred
in confirmation of the Bible's uniform witness to God's reluctance to press His
'strange work' to a full end."
(F. F. Bruce, "The Rev. to John,"
New Testament Commentary , 629
.

.

—

Thus instead of the kingdom of God being ushered in with glory we
meet with silence. The interlude of chapter seven is over, but there
is a solemn pause.
This is in contrast to the voices and thunders
from God's throne (4:5); the songs of the four living creatures and
the elders, angels and of all creation (4:11; 5:12,13); the cry of
the martyrs (6:10); the great shout of the redeemed multitude (7:12);
and the angel's response (7:12).
Says Bruce,
"All heaven breathlessly
awaits the final act of divine judgment." This silence of expectation
(Hab. 2:20) is also the silence of prayer.
Revelation constantly
alludes to both the daily temple ritual and the yearly sacred calendar.
"The end of the daily sacrifice was signaled by the blowing of trumpets.
As soon as the sacrificial lamb was thrown upon the altar of burnt
offering, the trumpets were blown. However, the sacrifice could not
be made nor the trumpets blown until the assigned priest had offered
incense upon the golden altar in the holy place.
During the time the
priest was in the holy place, the people in the court waited quietly
and prayed for the coming of the Messiah.
When the priest reappeared
the sacrifice proceeded; the trumpets were blown and the sacrifice
ended."
(Douglas Ezell, Revelations on Revelation , 48-49)

Niies speaks similarly.
"Thereupon fell a great silence like the halfhour silence which intervenes between the blood offering and the offering
of incense in the daily liturgy."
(D. T. Ni les, As Seeing the Invisible ,
63.)
Particularly does silence remind us of the Day of Atonement, the
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only complete sabbath of the year, the most solemn time of judgment
prior to the rejoicing of Tabernacles.
Isaac Williams says of the
"Silence in Heaven," "It is the day of the Atonement, the priest has
gone into the holy place, and 'no man in the tabernacle till he come
out.'" (I. Wi
jams, Revelation , 132.) [sic]
I

Rev. 8:2-6

I

:

"Then
saw the seven angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets
were given to them. And another angel came and stood at the altar
with a golden censer; and he was' given much incense to mingle with the
prayers of all the saints upon the golden altar before the throne; and
the smoke of the incense rose with the prayers of the saints from the hand
of the angel before God.
Then the angel took the censer and filled it
with fire from the altar and threw it on the earth; and there were peals
of thunder, voices, flashes of lightning and an earthquake."
I

It is vital that we remember that John records his visions as they came
to him in time, and not as he may have understood their historical
significance. The
terary format of Revelation must be distinguished
from its chronological import. The seventh seal unfolds in the seven
trumpets (See W. Milligan, Revel at -ion , 133.) and the seventh trumpet
unfolds in the third woe— the seven last plagues. This does not mean
that the seven trumpets in their fulfillment succeed the sixth seal in
time.
The context shows this to be impossible, for the sixth seal brings
to view the end of the world.
With the seventh trumpet, and the seven
last plagues, the situation is different, for we read that the seventh
trumpet encompasses the wrath of God, and the plagues are said to be
the fulfilling of that wrath. They are specially marked out as the
"last" plagues, while the seven trumpets include earlier judgments.
See Rev .15:1.
I

i

Verses 2-6 of this chapter should be compared with 15:5-8.
The latter
pictures the close of the temple ministry. No man can be in the sanctuary
for it is now the time of Judgment, the ant -typical Day of Atonement.
Next come the seven last plagues by which the divine wrath is ended.
The situation is very similar here at the beginning of the trumpets, as
there at the beginning of the plagues.. But note this exception. These
judgments invite men to repent, whereas the judgments of the last plagues
fa
when the time for repentance is over.
i

I

I

In Rev. 8:2, the golden censer with much incense and the subsequent
casting down to earth of the censer with fire is reminiscent of the
Day of Atonement.
(Dr. N. H. Young in his unpublished thesis "The Impact
of the Jewish Day of Atonement Upon the Thought of the New Testament,"
says:
"The only day that the specially compounded daily incense was
offered in a censer as well as on the golden altar was the Day of Atonement; on no other occasion was it permitted to burn this special incense
in a censer.
This explains John's conflation of the altar and censer in
the incense offering which he mentions in Rev. 8:3.
The reference to
trumpets at the introduction of the chapter is a further indication that
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we are in the midst of Day of Atonement imagery, for trumpets were the
means of announcing New Year and the coming judgment of the Day of
Even more pertinent, on the Day of Atonement itself trumpets
Atonement.
proclaimed the Year of Jubilee, the day of release and restoration
(cf. the seventh trumpet Rev. Il:l5ff).
Thus the prayers of the
people of God for salvation are answered by an act of divine judgment
and del iverance, and this is portrayed by John by means of Day of
367-368.) To Israel, that day was the close
Atonement symbols." pp.
of the year's probation.
Whoever did not humble himself before the
Lord by abstinence from all work, by prayer, penitence, and fasting,
was cut off.
On this day the believing Israelite was sealed.
The
blowing of trumpets at the beginning of the month had called the people
to penitence, but at the close of Yom Kippur all was joy.
In the year
of Jubilee, the trumpets were blown at the end of this judgment day
to
~
~
mark the period of deliverance and rejoicing
.

~

The symbolism in the seventh seal of the casting down of the censer of
fire indicates a cessation of pleading, and the beginning of judgment.
Christ said he came to cast fire on the earth.
Those who did not respond
to his "Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy laden" became
recipients of His terrible woes. Matt. 11:20-24; 23:1-39.

Calvary was the Day of Atonement fulfilled.
See Heb. 9 and 10, and
But Judgment Day is the Day of Atonement consummated.
Rom. 3:25.
The
trumpet judgments are a preview of the final judgment, and thus uses
the same imagery as is connected with the plagues in 15:7,8.
Those who
reject the Atonement of Christ are required to make their own in that
Day.
That Atonement is the second death a separation from God as real
as Christ experienced at Golgotha.
The four horns of the golden altar
mentioned in 9:13 are also an allusion to the Day of Atonement. Compare
Ex. 30:10.
R. Way, E. Gi ler, and B. Brinsmead say in their work The
Consummation
"The prelude to the trumpets comprises of 'peals of thunder
loud noises, flashes of lightning, and the earthquake' (8:5), all symbols
This awesome display is vitally connected
of the consummative judgment.
with two other similar demonstrations in history:
God's visit to Sinai
(Ex. 19:16-18); and Christ's crucifixion (Matt. 27:51)."
(R. Way,
E. Gil ler, and B. Brinsmead, "The Consummation,"
an unpublished

—

I

:

manuscri.pt ,

J

47,

n d
.

.

In this passage of Rev. 8:2-6, the prayers of all saints are seen as
The prayers are those
the force which moves the omnipotence of God.
of 6:10, calling for the vindication of righteousness, and the intervention of the righteous Judge.

Rev.

11:19

:

"Then God's temple in heaven was opened, and the ark of his covenant
was seen within his temple; and there were flashes of lightning,
voices, peals of thunder, an earthquake, and heavy hail."
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The parallel between the last part of this verse, and the climax to
the seals (6:l2ff), and plagues (16:18-21), should be observed.
It
is obvious that these climaxes point to the same moment— the last signs
of judgment at the coming of Christ.
The ark is the symbol of God's
justice.
It reminds all of that law given at Sinai amid lightning,
thunder and earthquake.
Its demands are now met in penalty by those
who have refused the vicarious sufferings of the Lamb of God.
At Christ's death, after the shout of victory, an earthquake marked
the rending of the temple veil and the revelation of the place once
sacred to^the ark.
Rev. 16:17 points to the repetition of the Calvary
cry, "It is finished." The intercessary ministry based on the merits
of the sacrifice of the cross terminates, and the door of mercy is shut
just a little while prior to the judgment plagues of the seventh trumpet.
We are thus intended to mark the parallel between Christ's enduring the
wrath of God on our behalf, and the fate of the impenitent who must drink
that wrath for themselves.
Both events are symbolized by Day of Atonement
imagery.

The ark reminds the universe that righteousness is the Foundation,
pillar, and bulwark of all enduring existence.
Its mercy seat points
to the union of love and mercy with justice, that all the penitent
might find forgiveness and transformation.
On the Day of Atonement, the sprinkled blood of the ark-'s cover brought
a new beginning for each believer, and every fifty years that event
marked the beginning of the Jubilee with its freedom for slaves, remission
of debts, restoration of property, and universal rejoicing
.

How appropriate that the ark which followed the trumpets at the time of
the compassing and downfall of Jericho should be seen here as the world
topples, and the heavenly Canaan appears.
As the blowing of trumpets
ushered in the Day of Atonement, the Jubilee, and the opening of Canaan
,
so now the prophetic trumpet chain leads us to the final disposition of
sin, and the consummation of the .joys and privileges of the kingdom of
God.
As with every coronation in Israel, so in this symbolic portrayal
,
trumpet peals announce the universal revelation of Christ as King of
kings.
The Day of Atonement belonged to the enthronement festival of
~
~~
srae
I

I

.

As Christ, who was the gospel incarnate, drew attention to the Most Holy
Place by His death at the close of the Jewish age, so should the church,
His body, point to it in these last days.
The Most Holy Place, containing
the law and the mercy seat with its sprinkled blood, symbolically summarizes
the everlasting gospel.
That gospel is the glorious solution to the
problem of how God could be just, and yet be the justifier of the sinner;
how He could reconcile law and mercy.
The rent veil, [symbolizing the
sacrificial body of Christ] and the blood drops answer the "how." Now
because of Christ our Mercy-seat, God can be "faithful and just" in
forgiving sin.
The law has been honored, not slighted, by the
cross, and the repenting sinner has legal right to forgiveness through
the loving provision of Heaven.
See Rom. 3:25-26; Heb. 10:19-20;
Jn. 1:9.
I
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Furthermore, the church of today should point to the Most Holy Place
of the heavenly sanctuary, because it is the place of judgment.
On
the Day of Atonement, through the ministry of the High Priest, all
Israel experienced the sealing of destiny.
Yom Kippur meant the
parting of the ways for professed believers the penitent were numbered
with Yahweh, but the impenitent with Azazel.
Everything depended on
the relationship to the blood of the High Priest.
And today, before
probation's close, the preaching of the everlasting gospel reins all
men up before the cross of Christ and all are judged according to their
responses to God's unspeakable gift.''

—

These conclusions were set forth
years ago.

in

the Mi

They were incorporated years later

subsequently printed.

n

i

stry journal nearly twenty

in a

manuscript sent to SPA and

Because the original format of the sixties may still

have something to say to us, and as evidence that this resolution of the Hebrews 9 problem is no Johnny-come- ate y to meet the recent issues, we offer
1

it

ful

in

I

12
I

.

THE DAY OF ATONEMENT AND
Our comments,

in

I

ENOCH

the Appendix just referred to, on the imagery of the seal

and the mark as reflecting the lots of the Day of Atonement could be consider-

John either drew from non-canonical Jewish apocalyptic writings

ably enlarged.

or the common background of tradition,
he set forth Satan as the Azazel
It

is

in

I

including Old Testament Scripture, as

judged for eternity.

Enoch 9f that we read of the eschatologica

the binding of Azazel and his being cast into the desert.

crisis issuing

I

I

speaks of demons being consigned into the chasm of the abyss.
Rev. 20 with

I

Enoch 55:3ff

Comparison of

Enoch shows many features in common that are linked with the

Both present the last judgment, the abyss

disposition of sin and Azazel.

final

in

sealing, the binding with chains, the inability to deceive the nations, and
the final descent of fire which yields a purified earth.
I

Enoch 10:4 unites the motifs of the wilderness and the wilderness demon

Azazel thus reflecting Lev.

16.

In

I

Enoch 9:20ff it

is

Azazel who is first
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judged before being consigned to the fiery abyss.
those of Rev. 20:12 are prominent

in

After reviewing the foregoing,

I

N.

Enoch.
H.

Even record books such as

See 47:3;

1

104:7;

03: iff;

108:3.

Young writes on the same theme of

sealing to which Sir Isaac Newton referred centuries ago:
There is a possibility that behind John's di chotomy— between those
who are of the mark of the beast and those who have refused it (those
sealed by God), between those of Satan and those of Christ, between
those found in the Book of Life and those- in the Book of Doom— is
again the imagery of the two lots of Lev. 16.
This type of exegesis
is found in Philo and Origen and, in the apocalyptic key,
in Qumran.
In an early second century document, which may have originated
in
Essene circles ( The Apocalypse of Abraham ), we find the imagery again
used, and in an apocalyptic form similar to
Enoch.
I

The thought of the faithfulness of God's people in a time of testing
is very si mi lar to Apoc.Ab
... In the Apoc. Ab the situation is
a complex one:
there is Azazel, those allotted to him (predestined),
those who leave his portion (by conversion to Judaism), and those who
come to him from the Lord's lot (apostasy). 13
.

.

THE DAY OF ATONEMENT AND REVELATION 13

This eschato logical

division between those sealed for God and those

marked for Satan seems to echo the eschato log ica

I

crisis of the cross when men

had to cast their vote for either Christ or Barabbas.

This latter event has

also been linked with the Day of Atonement procedure when one goat was offered
in

the sacrifice and the other released into the desert. 14

White's comments on the choice of the Jews for Barabbas.

Compare

E.

G.

15

Early in this chapter we noticed that the theme of Revelation is that of

judgment, and that this theme was the very hallmark of apocalyptic literature

beginning with Daniel.

Next we observed that Dan. 9:24-27, which

phecy of the cross used'the key words of Lev.

16

expressive of judgment (there are at least seven

seen

in

its pro-

(see 9:24) as well as terms
in

these four verses— determi ned

cut off, destroy, decree, etc.), was expanded by Christ

judgment of the world.

in

in

His sermon on the

Then again, we have indicated that commentators have

Revelation an expansion of the Olivet discourse as surely as the latter
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was an expansion of Dan.

9:24-27.

Thus Daniel

fused into one picture the judg-

ment of the cross and the judgment of the world.
imagery he used to do this.

predicted

in

Dan.

The Day of Atonement is the

Similarly, Christ took the motifs of His atonement

9:26 and applied them to the world's passion at the era of

judgment.

THE FUTURE TO RECAPITULATE THE CROSS EVENT— MAKING AN END OF SIN

Hendrikus Berkhof says:

synoptic Gospels statements about the future are summarized
right before the Passion story.
The themes dealt with are watchfulness,
oppression, decrease of love, flight, and finally spectacular natural
phenomena and the coming of the Son of Man in glory.
It is conspicuous
that all these themes recur in the following chapters, which deal with
Christ's suffering, death, and resurrection.
The meaning is obviously that the future will show on a larger, and eventually worldwide
scale a repetition of what has happened in the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus J 6
In all

—

It

in

.

the book which has more to say on the end of the world than any

other Scripture.
of kipper 17
in

.

not at all strange therefore that the Day of Atonement should be

is

prominent

.

—

In

— getting

Revelation, Christ atones for sin

in

the original

rid of sin by returning it upon the head of

sense

its author,

order that his people might have full joyous covenant union with Him.

judgment scenes of Revelation, climaxing

in

The

condemnation and extermination

for the beast, the false prophet, the harlot, the dragon and all the wicked

represented by them thus present to us the Day of Atonement in consummation.
"the final purification of the universe from sin and sinners."' 8

It

is

is

fully true, as Ellen White wrote long ago

up of the great Day of Atonement.' 9

— we

are living

in

It

the closing
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FOOTNOTES

In Old Testament times, the experience of the Sanctuary symbolized the
state of the Kingdom of God on earth.
The destruction of the temple by
the Babylonians represented the apparent victory of the heathen over God's
kingdom, as on previous occasions its pollution spoke of the suspension
of Israel's fidelity to God.

Hezekiah, Jos ah, and Nehemiah all cleansed the temple as the nation rededicated itself to Yahweh.
Christ's action in the temple courts both at
the beginning and end of His ministry prefigured His work as Judge, and
spoke of His mission in eschatologica terms.
Consider McKelvey's comments
i

i

The entry of Jesus into Jerusalem is interpreted by all four evangelists as the fulfillment of the eschato logi ca
hope of the coming of
the Messiah to Zion.
Matthew and John actually quote Zech. 9:9; Luke
uses the title 'king'.
Mark, who is more restrained, also brings
out the messianic character of the event. This is clear from the
greeting 'Son of David' in his preceding narrative (I0:27f), the
reference to the Mount of Olives, the prescience of Jesus concerning
the whereabouts and borrowing of the colt, the note that the animal
was unridden (i.e. new and therefore particularly suited for a
special purpose), the act of homage in strewing the garments (cf.
2 Kings 9:13), and the designation 'he who comes' (6 epxouevog),
if not also the salutation hosanna
Indeed, it is the second evangelist who accords the entry its fullest possible significance inasmuch as he treats it as an event in its own right and not (like
Matthew and Luke) as the prelude to the cleansing. He states that
Jesus entered Jerusalem, went into the temple, looked around, and
then returned to Bethany from which the procession had set out; the
temple is not cleansed till the following day. Matthew for his part
emphasizes the eschato logical nature of the entry by prefacing the
words of Zech. 9:9 with a prophecy from Isa. 62:11 concerning the
vindication of Jerusalem (21:5).
I

.

We shall probably be closest to the mind of Jesus if we say that he
meant the entry to be a dramatic affirmation, an acted parable, of
the coming of the kingdom of God.
Jesus' ministry in Jerusalem is
all of a piece with his ministry in Galilee.
He is doing now what
he has been doing all along; proclaiming the coming of the kingdom
and calling upon Israel to repent (Mark I:l4f; Matt. Il:20-4par.)

After narrating the cleansing Mark returns, obviously by way of
explanation, to the incident of the fig-tree, noting that it had
withered to its very roots (ll:20ff).
Finally, he records the question of authority (11:27-33; cf. pars.).
Coming after the story of
the fig-tree, which goes along with the cleansing, the question can
refer only to what Jesus did in the temple (so Mark and Matt.).
The parable of the disinheritance and destruction of the unfaithful
and wicked husbandmen is probably to be included in the Marcan interpretation of the cleansing since it immediately follows the question on. authority, and continues the judgment theme implied by the
use of Jer. 7:11 at the cleansing.
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Thus Jesus is depicted as cleansing the temple and consecrating it
anew, as it were, so that he, the Lord of the temple, may use it.
Matthew describes the purged court as the scene of such eschatologica
actions as the opening of the eyes of the blind and the making of
the lame to walk (21 I4ff ).
:

The cleansing of the temple is a prophetic act, like the entry into
Jerusalem.
It points to the coming of the kingdom of God.
The
kingdom is correlative to Israel's destiny as the people of God.
(R. J. McKelvey, The New Temple [London, 1969], 59-60,61,63,66.)

Jesus, the World's Perfecter (Philadelphia,

2.

Karl Heim,

3.

See appendix, "Dan. 9:24 and the Olivet Discourse."

4.

William Milligan, Lectures on the Apocalypse (London,

5.

T.

6.

See The Expositor's Greek New Testament on Rev. 20:1-3.

7.

We have only referred to obvious instances.
Commentators have seen
others.
For example, the Anchor Bible on Rev. 17 comments as follows:

F.

Glasson, The Revelation of John (Cambridge,

1961),

142.

1892), 42-43.

1965),

118.

The harlot here has two characteristics.
She holds a golden cup
(vs. 4) and she has a name of mystery upon her forehead (vs. 5).
One recalls that the sacred utensils were made of gold.
Simon the
high priest is depicted with the cup of libation in Sir 50:14-15;
the occasion is probably the Day of Atonement, and the wine is described as "the blood of the grape" (RSV).
In the picture of the
adulteress what one may have is a parody of the high priest on the
Day of Atonement wearing the vestments special ly reserved for that
occasion and holding the libation offering. However, instead of the
sacred name upon his brow the "priest-harlot" bears the name Babylon,
mother of harlots and the abominations of the earth, a title illus16:43-45 (RSV), where Yahweh speaks of the lewdness of
trating Ezek.
Jerusa lem.

The irony is heightened because the symbol of the high priestly miter,
like the sacrifices, represented the forgiveness of certain sins.
(J. M. Ford, Revelation, the Anchor Bible (Garden City, 1975), 288.)
Niles, As Seeing the Invisible (New York,

1961),

8.

D.

T.

9.

P.

Carrington, The Meaning of the Revelation (London,

109-112.
1931), 261-262.

10.

See appendix, "A. Farrer on the Day of Atonement and Dan. 8:14

11.

Desmond Ford, "Commentary on Revelation," unpublished manuscript, 203,
204,205,268-270.

12.

See appendix on "The Day of Atonement in the Apocalypse."

in

Revelation."
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H. Young, "The Impact of the Jewish Day of Atonement
upon New Testament The'
unpublished PhD thesis (Manchester, 1973), 363,365.

13.

N.

14.

See H. Koster, Synoptische flber ief erunq bei den apostol ischen Vatern
~
~
(Berlin, \957),~\~56~.
I

'

l5

-

See Desire of Ages , 739; and SPA Bible Commentary 5:1105.

Berkhof , Wei -founded Hope (Richmond,

16.

H.

17.

See TDNT 3:302.

18.

PP 358.

19.

5T,

I

472.

Original

ly

1969), 23,24.

kipper meant to "wipe away" or "eradicate".
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THE PROBLEM REHEARSED
During the proof-text era of Adventism (until

the establishment of our

seminary), popular presentations of the sanctuary doctrine usually included

the following positions:
1.

The sanctuary on earth with its two apartments represented a heav-

enly sanctuary which, though larger, also had two apartments with

a

parti-

tion between.
2.

"Within the veil" meant within the first veil, as our Lord was

the first apartment of the heavenly sanctuary until
3.

in

1844.

During His priestly ministry, our sins are recorded

in

the books as

we confess them.
4.

The year-day principle applied makes 1798 the beginning of the time

of the end, and
cl

ear Bib ica
I

5.

I

1844, the beginning of the judgment.

datum.

This judgment is only upon the professed followers of Christ to see

whether they are worthy of eternal
6.

This principle is a

life.

When the investigative judgment is over, Christ will close His minis-

try above and return to earth after the seven last plagues.
7.

sa

i

Dan. 7:9-13 is a picture of God's

investigation of the sins of the

nts.
8.

Dan. 8:14 also refers to the judgment of the saints.

9.

Matt. 25:1-13 is a parabolic prophecy of the 1844 movement, and the

shut door
10.

is

Rev.

that of the sanctuary's first apartment.
14:7

is a

prophecy of the investigative judgment.
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11.

Christ could not have come before 1844.

12.

Salvation depends not only upon justification,

having enough sanct

i

f

ication

— preferably

but also upon

reflecting the image of Jesus fully.

Since the beginning of scientific exegesis among Seventh-day Adventists

that exegesis which takes into account the original

languages, historical and

literary settings, and the light cast by archeology etc. upon Scripture

— all

of the above positions have been repeatedly challenged by Adventist scholars,

and several of them at least, repudiated by a majority of those who are

specialists

in the

of the sanctuary doctrine has become very much muted both
to the public.

The proclamation

particular area of Scripture concerned.
in

Scholarly defense of all the above positions

the church and
is

lacking

— we

print profusely, but not upon the topic regarded as foundational to our message.

perhaps of our uncertainty is the fact that the challenge offered

Typical

by former Adventists to give half their publications to Adventist scholars who

wished to defend the traditional

positions, or half the time of radio broad-

casts without cost for the same purpose have not been accepted.

E.

S.

Ballenger,

former acquaintance of Ellen G, White, and once the educational secretary

California

for.

in

the church wrote as follows:

am followis one outstanding fact that confirms me in thecourse
That is, no representative of the denomination has attempted to
have misrepresented you in your practices or teachings.
show me wherein
You have not only neglected to do this but you have refused to sit down
and talk with me in order to correct what you may consider mistakes in
our pub ications

There

I

ing:

I

I

Furthermore we have repeatedly offered, and continue to offer, as much
as one-half of our 'paper for an unlimited time to any recognized repreof
sentative of the denomination to point out to our readers any or a
the false teachings you think you have discovered; and no one has accepThrough the liberality of a group of our friends we ofted our offer.
fered to pay for a series of broadcasts and give you one-half of the
time without expense if you would discuss our viewpoints over the radio.
This liberal offer was declined.
I

I

2
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If you were invited to defend the Sabbath, baptism, or the nature
of
man in any of the leading denominational papers, would you refuse the
offer?
1

One of the reasons for the reluctance of Advent ist scholars to accept
such challenges is our increased understanding of our early history.

Whereas

once it was assumed that the doctrine of the investigative judgment came just

after the disappointment, we now know it was nearly fifteen years before it
was throughly embraced, and that as late as the early fifties James White did

not accept it.

Similarly, though once we denied teaching that probation for

the world closed

in

1844, or that Ellen and James White so believed,

become impossible to maintain that denial.
G.

I.

Butler,

it has

Again, while a former GC president,

could claim that we had never withdrawn statements from our

early publications, the evidence of later years has shown his error.
But the chief reason for the slowing down of enthusiasm-

tion of traditional

one built on sand.

the promulga-

languages has demonstrated that certain key

positions are untenable exegetica
in

n

sanctuary positions is that growing specialist knowledge

of Scripture using the original

peatedly affirm

i

I

I

y.

Thus men such as Dr. Loasby could re-

his classes that the traditional

sanctuary doctrine was

Today we have term-paper after term-paper, being prepared

at Andrews, siding against the earlier positions.

For example,

recent studies

there on "within the veil" deny that the term could mean within the first
veil.

Other studies point out that the first apartment of the sanctuary was
symbol

of the old covenant age and the era of the types and shadows,

a temporal

while the

second apartment pointed to the substance— heaven itself, which Christ
entered

after the cross

in

fulfillment of the Day of Atonement type.

Some things can now be said with certainty, and most of our scholars

who have worked

in

these areas would be

in

agreement on the following issues.
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1.

Hebrews does not teach our traditional sanctuary doctrine.

2.

Hebrews teaches that Christ went into the Most Holy at His ascen-

to the right hand of God.

sion,

Hebrews teaches that the first apartment was

3.

cal
a

symbol of the typi-

a

era, and nowhere affirms that it has heavenly significance as regards

phase of mi nistry
The cleansing of the sanctuary in Heb. 9:23 refers to what Christ

4.

accomplished by His death, and had already been accomplished when the epistle
was written.

The Bible nowhere demonstrates that a day stands for a year

5.

symbol

in

prophecies.

ic

Daniel 9 does not use the year-day principle.

6.

It

makes no reference

to days.

The context of Dan. 8:10-14 says nothing about the sins of the

7.

saints defiling the heavenly sanctuary, but it says much about a wicked
power on earth casting down the earthly sanctuary.

As might be expected,

the jVTXl of promise in 8:14 is "vindicate", "justify", or "restore"
of which comes from the ceremonial of Lev.

16.

Only Antiochus Epiphanes fulfills the chief specifications of

8.

Daniel 8

f

s

I

ittle horn, and the vile person of Daniel

ments, such as pagan and papal Rome, are fulfillments
than

i

n

9.

— none

deta

i

II.
in

All

other fulf

i

I

I-

principle rather

I

Dan. 8:14

is a

reply to a question about the continuation of the

success of a wicked power

— not

a

warning about an investigative judgment of

the sins of the saints.
10.

Dan. 7:9-13 is a judgment scene whose focus

the saints.

is

the little horn, not
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14:7 speaks of a judgment upon Babylon,

11.

Rev.

12.

The New Testament nowhere anticipates twenty centuries between the

two advents, but anticipates Christ's imminent return

not the saints.

in

the century the

gospels and epistles were written.
13.

sanctuary
14.

Nothing

in

defiled only when we confess our sins.

is

Blood from the offerings of the common people never went into

the first apartment.
15.

either the New or the Old Testament teaches that the

Blood being taken

in

there at all was

The New Testament does not teach that Christ

is

a

very rare event.

now bearing sin

in

the heavenly sanctuary as the earthly priest has been presented by Adventists
as doing
16.

in

It

the typical
is

sanctuary.

quite impossible to be dogmatic about the precise dates of

prophetic fulfillments.
17.

There

is

the seventh month
18.

no certain evidence that October 22 was the tenth day of
in

1844.

When our pioneers,

including Ellen G. White, applied Matt. 25:1-13

to the 1844 movement, and equated Christ's entrance into the Most Holy with

the coming of the Bridegroom on October 22,
is

quite indefensible exeget ca
i

I

I

y

.

1844,

they took

a

position that

[See chapter six of this manuscript

on this and the following point]].
19.

Our pioneers,

including Ellen White, erred regarding "the shut door",

and maintained their error till approximately 1851.
20.

There are no clear scriptures that teach the investigative judgment.

INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT TEXTS
We wish to enlarge upon the last point, as this has not been done here-

tofore

in this

manuscript.

.
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It

is

not legitimate to establish a fundamental doctrine upon either

types or symbolic prophecies.
today,
in

This is generally recognized among exegetes

including Advent ist exegetes.

Both types and prophecies may be used

addition when clear didactic statements or Scripture have been found to

teach what

is

considered true on the topic under consideration.

Again and again in our books, Acts 3:19-20 is used as basic evidence
for the investigative judgment.

Let us note the text in several

versions:

Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted
out, when the times of refreshing shall come from the presence of the
Lord; And he shall send Jesus Christ, which before was preached unto
you.
(Acts 3:19-20, King James Version).
Repent therefore, and turn again, that your sins may be blotted out,
that times of refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord, and
that he may send the Christ appointed for you, Jesus.
(Acts 3:19-20,
Standard Revised Version).
Repent, then, and turn to God, so that your sins may be wiped out,
that times of refreshing may come from the Lord, and that he may send
the Christ, who has been appointed for you even Jesus.
(Acts 3:19-20,
New International Version).

—

Repent then and turn to God, so that your sins may be wiped out.
Then the Lord may grant you a time of recovery and send you the
Messiah he has already appointed, that is, Jesus.
(Acts 3:19-20,
New Eng ish Bi bl e)
I

It will

be observed that the King James Version rendering is. not correct.

The Greek hopos found also

in

Matt. 22:15;

Luke 24:20; Matt. 6:2,4,5,16,18;

Acts 9:2, etc. when used adverbially means "in what manner or way", "by what
means"; as a conjunction it signifies "that" or "in order that".

Only the

Catholic Douay (among versions we are familiar with) agrees with the King James
Version.

However, we are not dependent upon reasoning from the original.

Comparison with Acts 2:38
clear.

Note:

in

the previous chapter makes the meaning indelibly
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Acts 2:38

Acts

19-20

3:

Repent

Repent

and be baptized

and turn again (be converted)

unto the remission of your sins

that your sins may be blotted out

and ye sha
receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost

that so there may come seasons of
refreshing from the presence of the
Lord

!

I

Observe that the blotting out of sins
of sins.

is the

same as the forgiveness

To attempt to distinguish between these two

and nowhere supported

in

Scripture.

is

quite artificial,

See Psalms 51:1,2.

Peter was talking to Jews right before him, not long after the resur-

rection of Christ.

He was promising a present blessing, not one to be delayed

for thousands of years.

The verbs all

signify events that should then take

place, the repenting, the turning, the blotting out, the coming of refreshing.
A typical

statement from commentators

is

the following:

Although Peter seems to allow some excuse for ignorance, yet
only sincere repentance could blot out the crime of rejecting the
Messiah and make possible His return in blessing.
The phrases of 19-21
must be interpreted in the light of the many prophecies of blessings on
Israel and the nations in the coming kingdom.
It would be absurdly
anachronistic to suppose that Peter was applying them to the church by
a spiritualizing method. 3
The text makes it clear that there was still time for Israel

and to take the gospel

But there

is

out spoken of
repentance.

sins

is

to the world that Jesus might return

nothing here about the investigative judgment.
is

in

to repent

their day.

The blotting

identical with forgiveness to be bestowed immediately upon

•

Close attention to the passage shows that the blotting out of

more intimately connected with the preceding phrase rather than the

following.

Adventist expositors have reversed this, and ignored the original

as well as passing by the parallel with 2:38.

Repenting and turning again

was to bring forgiveness or blotting out of sins and then as

a

result the
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gift of the Spirit would be bestowed leading to that universal

spread of

the gospel which would herald the Lord's return.

Some Adventist writers, because of awareness of the Greek hopos have

either refrained from using this passage as
caution.
tism.

a

proof text, or used

it with

Even Uriah Smith employed it rhetorical ly rather than with dogma-

See Daniel

earlier editions.

and the Revelation , page 385, revised edition; page 365

The revised edition gives as one reference for Smith's

use of the text page 656, where it is used elliptically for church revivals

among non-Adventi st churches of the nineteenth century.

We wish' to stress

that a fair use of the text will connect the blotting out of sins with

repentance and conversion

in

Peter's day, rather than with a judgment just

before the coming of Jesus.
I

Peter 4:17 is a prominent proof text for the investigative judgment.

Let us notice It in several

verisons.

For the time is come that judgment must begin at the house of God: and
if it first begin at us, what shal
the end be of them that obey not
the gospel of God? (I Peter 4:17, King James Version).
I

For the time has come for judgment to begin with the household of God;
and if it begins with us, what will be the end of those who do not
obey the gospel of God? (I Peter 4:17, Revised Standard Version).

For it is time for judgment to begin with the family of God; and if
it begins with us, what will the outcome be for those who do not
obey the gospel of God? (I Peter 4:17, New International Version).
The time has come for the judgment to begin; it is beginning with God's
own household. And if It is starting with you, how wil
it end for those
who refuse to obey the gospel of God? (I Peter 4:17, New English Bible).
I

It

4

should be observed that the topic central

is the fiery trial

inevitable for believers.

seems to have flared up in Peter's day.
of the meaning of this passage:

to the last half of

I

Peter

As with 3:14, persecution

Again, we look at a typical

exposition
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The concept that judgment begins at the house of God derives
from such passages as Amos 3:2; Jer. 7:8-15; 25:29f; Ezek. 9:6.
It
implies that the persecutions and afflictions of Christians are part
of the displeasure of God at sin, but they come upon them rather to
refine away the evil than to condemn (cf l:6f).
Similar teaching is
found in John 15:2;
Cor. Il:3lf; 2 Thess. 1:3-8.
Because of these
disciplinary acts of God the righteous is saved with difficulty
4
i.e. the path to life is arduous.
I

.

.

There

is

no possible way of

.

.

.

legitimately using

I

Peter 4:17 as

for the Adventist doctrine of the investigative judgment.

a

basis

Peter was talking

of a time that had already come, not one that would come nearly two thousand

years later.
Luke 20:35 is also used to support the investigative judgment.

as fo

I

I

It

reads

ows:

But they which shal
be accounted worthy to obtain that world, and the
resurrection from the dead, neither marry, nor are given in marriage.
(Luke 20:35, King James Version).
I

But those who are accounted worthy to attain to that age and to the
resurrection from the dead neither marry nor are given in marriage.
(Luke 20:35, Revised Standard Version).
But those who are considered worthy of taking part in that age and
in the resurrection from the dead will neither marry nor be given in
marriage.
(Luke 20:35, New International Version).
But those who have been judged worthy of a place in the other world
and of the resurrection from the dead, do not marry.
(Luke 20:35,
New Engl ish Bible)

The text says precisely nothing about whether the "accounting worthy"
is

done for all

in

the same split second of time, or whether it is an at-

tenuated affair requiring over 130 years.
No one reading this text would thereby come up with our concept of the

investigative judgment.

As one reads on and comes to verse 37 it becomes

clear that God already had decided in the days of Jesus regarding some saints
at least who were to be saved.
I

Several are named, and we could add to that

ist the ones raised from the grave at the death and resurrection of Christ
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and who ascended with Him without the benefit of an investigative judgment.
Rev.

judgment.

11:18 is another text used by some to support the

investigative

It reads as fol lows:

The nations raged, but thy wrath came, and the time for the dead to be
judged, For rewarding thy servants, the prophets and saints, and those
who fear thy name, both smal
and great, and for destroying the destroyers of the earth.
(Rev. 11:18, Revised Standard Version).
I

But this text is part of the seventh trumpet, the third woe that accompanies Christ's taking over of the kingdoms of the world.
the same as the seven last plagues.

is

"Thy wrath is come" has to do with the

wrath threatened In 14:9-11 and described in chapters
is well

The third woe

and

15

This time

16.

1844 and the verse cannot be legitimately applied to the

beyond

investigative judgment.

We have noticed earlier that Rev.

14:7 is explained by the later Revela-

tion passages referring to "hour" and "judgment".
14:18-20;

16:5,7;

17:1;

16:8,10,20;

Key passages include 6:9-11;

19:2,11; 20:11-15.

Never does John

in his

gospel, epistles, or apocalypse use "judgment" other than negatively with re-

ference to the wicked

.

Those that believe on Christ do not come into the con-

demnation of the judgment.

Rev.

14:7 thus parallels Dan.

wicked as its focus, and offering vindication to the saints.

understood these passages.

having the

7:9,10,

James White so

See Advent Review, August 1850. And so have the

great majority of commentators from time immemorial.
All considerations of this topic must include the texts which distinctly

assert God's awareness ever as to who will be saved.
10:14;

Luke 23:43; Matt. 22:32.

In

See 2 Tim. 2:19; John

addition, the New Testament stress on

a

completed atonement and the impossibility of condemnation for any trusting

in

the merits of Christ must be given its due importance.

5:

6-11; 8:33,34;

I

John

4; 17;

John 5; 24.

See Heb.

The Christian is not

I

i

I

:3;

Rom.

ke a schoolboy
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fearfully anticipating an examination.

examination

in

There

is

One who has undergone that

his stead, and provided he trusts

the successful

Him,

in

outcome of that prior test will be placed to the believer's account.
It

is

most certainly true that the professed Christian must stand be-

fore the judgment bar of God.
so affirm.

Clear texts such as

2

Cor. 5:10 and Rom.

14:10

But he stands there only in the person of His Representative

never physically himself before the visible glory of God.
the good news of the gospel.

Thus Col.

This

is

part of

1:20-22:

And through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether things on
earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his blood,
shed
on the cross.
Once you were alienated from God and were enemies in
your minds because of your evil behavior.
But now he has reconciled
you by Christ's physical body through death to present you holy in
his sight, without blemish and free from accusation. (Col. 1:20-22,
New International Version).
Enoch, Abel, Abraham,

Isaac,

Jacob, the pen tent thi ef
i

,

the resurrected

multitude all testify to God's intimate knowledge of each of us, and of
our destiny.

See Heb.

11:4,5, and the following

list of worthies who are

to be perfected at the same time as ourselves, according to the conclusion

of the chapter.

But does not God. do this work of

of the angels? and for men?

No,

investigative judgment for the sake

the angels themselves are familiar with

the thoughts and intents of our hearts,

5

anc

j

w h a -f

benefit can an invisible

judgment bring to the great mass of sleeping mankind?
judgment spoken of
verse

in

in

True it

in

that the

Scripture vindicates God's righteousness to the uni-

the sense of making public His righteous decisions.

transpires

is

But this

the split second division of the living at the advent and

the subsequent resurrections.
of destiny to all

— to

See 2 Tim. 4:1.

men and angels

— and

If

is

God's righteous allowing

the bestowing of the eternal awards,
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which Indeed vindicates Him
trust.

Rom 3:3;

Eph.

— that

3:9,10.

is,

demonstrates His being worthy of all

No invisible judgment can add to that.

cross itself was God's chief vindication.

The

See Rom. 3:26.

Certainly the Scripture teaches a judgment for all men, but it
that holds no terror for the true believer.

is

one

Like Paul, he can say:

have fought the good fight,
have finished the race,
have kept the
faith.
Henceforth there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness,
which the Lord, the righteous judge, will award to me on that Day,
and not only to me but also to all who have loved his appearing.
(2 Tim. 4:7-8, Revised Standard Version).
I

But it

I

is

I

not enough to say that.

It

is just as

certain that while

the great judgment has Its public revelation at the coming of Christ, des-

tinies are judged and sealed while Christ is still
is

the truth of the pre-advent judgment.

high priest above.

This

At every point of His interces-

sion Christ knows whether professed believers are truly abiding in Him.

While they trust Him as Saviour, a trust manifested by loyalty and obedience,
He represents them before the Father and their destiny is never in doubt. 6

We must ever keep in mind
ing of us all

I

Cor. 4:4 which speaks of a pre-advent judg-

by our Lord; Rev. 22:11

that points to

are fixed before the parousia , and 2 Tim. 4:1;

13:24-30,36-43,47-50; Jn.
I

I

a

time when destinies

Cor. 4:5; Matt. 25:31,32;

12:44,48; Heb. 9:27,29; Acts 10:42;

I

Pet.

4:5;

Cor 3:13, which tell of the public disclosure (at the last day) of our

standing before God.

Key terms in this last

set of texts include "mani-

festation", "reveal", "at the end of the world", "in the last day".
See also 2 Thess.

1:5-10 and compare Rom. 2:5-8,

16.

These latter pas-

sages make it clear that both those who have been patiently continuing
wel

I

in

doing, and those who do not obey the truth; those that need rest from

persecution, and those that persecute

— both

groups are revealed for what

they are at the actual appearance of Christ in glory.

Because the saints
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are to join Christ

first—that

is,

in

judging even angels they must themselves be judged

found in Christ at the close of their probation.

As for the blotting out of names,
day,

and

Matt.

is

(Rev.

3:5), this was a fact

carried on throughout ail Christ's priestly ministry.

10:32,33 and Luke 12:8,9.

in

John's

Compare

But when probation closes, all whose names

are found in the book of life are sealed for glory because they have not

surrendered the perfect merits of Christ imputed to them through faith and

manifested by holy living.

When we understand the New Testament meaning

of justification as God's final

verdict granted us

in

advance, then we wil

sing for joy and gladly testify to all of His saving grace.

RECENT GAINS FOR ADVENT ST ESCHATOLOGY
I

We wish now to turn to positive gains for Advent ism by exegesis in re-

cent times.

Most of these have been documented

other places of this

in

manuscript.
I.

in

The twentieth century has witnessed

a

startling renewal of interest

apocalyptic, that is, such literature as Daniel and Revelation.
G.

E.

Ladd writes:

We are witnessing a renaissance of interest in apocalyptic literature
and its theology.
A
ittle over a decade ago, one of Germany's most
influential New Testament scholars, Ernst Kasemann, published an essay
entitled "The Beginnings of Christian Theology".
Kasemann bases his
argument on a form-critical analysis of the Gospel of Matthew and
posits a theological movement after Easter in which the primitive
Jewish Christians interpreted the meaning of Jesus' resurrection in
terms of Jewish apocalyptic. Jesus was not an apoca ypt st; he
preached "immediate nearness of God". Furthermore, the preaching of
Jesus cannot really be described as theology.
Primitive JewishChristian apocalyptic thus became "the mother of all Christian theology".
"The heart of primitive Christian apocalyptic ... is the enthronement
of God and of his Christ as the eschatol og ica
Son of Man".
"Its
central motif was the hope of the epiphany of the Son of Man coming to
his enthronement; and it is a question whether Christian theology can
ever make do, or be legitimate, without this motif which arose from
the experience of Easter and determined the Easter faith".
I

i

I

I

Freedman goes so far as to say, "The discovery and subsequent
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demonstration that the controlling factor in the literature of the
New Testament is apocalyptic" is one of the developments of modern
scholarship.
x

Renewed interest in apocalyptic has been expressed not only by New
Testament scholars but also by the systematic theologian, Wo If hart
Pannenberg.
In obvious reaction to the prevailing existentialist
theology, Pannenberg has argued that revelation occurs in history.
It takes place indirectly and partially in the events of history,
and fully in the whole of history as that whole is embodied in
the end of history.
Pannenberg discovers the full revelation in
the eschatologica event of the resurrection of the dead which can
be understood only in the context of Jewish apocalyptic.
The event
of the resurrection has already occurred pro ept ica y in the resurrection of Jesus. Thus apocalyptic is made the vehicle for the
understanding of revelation.
I

I

I

I

The growing interest in apocalyptic in America is illustrated by the
fact that an entire issue in nterpretation was devoted to four essays on this subject.
William A. Beardslee first surveys the main
characteristics of apocalyptic and then discusses the role apocalyptic thinking plays in the thought of Schweitzer, Buri, Ka'semann,
Pannenberg, and Altizer.
Beardslee points out that while a renewed
historical study of apocalyptic is now getting under way, there
remain many unsolved problems.
I

Amos

N. Wilder discusses the "Rhetoric of Ancient and Modern ApocalypPaul D. Hanson writes on "Old Testament Apocalyptic Re-Examined",
tic".
in which he argues that Jewish apocalyptic has its roots in Old Testament prophecy.

The issue concludes with a statement by a systematic theologian, Carl E.
Braaten, "The Significance of Apocalypticism for Systematic Theology".
He insists that "there is no unapoca yptic Jesus", and argues that we
must "cheerfully
acknowledge the apocalypticism of Jesus and
make it the point of departure for systematic theology today". Braaten
sees the fundamental element in apocalyptic to be its doctrine of the
two ages, and he insists that a Christian interpretation of history is
impossible without the dualistic element in apocalyptic, namely, the
dialectical differentiation of all reality into this present evil age
and the new world of promise to come.
Here are embodied the principles
of negation and transcendence:
negation of the structures of this present evil age by the transcendent power of the age to come.
Braaten
has now brilliantly worked out this thesis in his book, Chr st and
Counter-Chr st
I

.

.

.

.

.

i

?

.

The revival of interest in apocalyptic in Germany is accentuated by
the recent book by Klaus Koch, Ratios vor der Apokalyptik , translated
Koch surinto English with the title The Rediscovery of Apocalyptic
veys the situation in England as well as in Germany and bemoans the
He goes on to show
numerous efforts to "save Jesus from apocalyptic".
Koch insists
that the problem of apocalyptic is the problem of Jesus.
that apocalyptic is one of the main links that joins together the two
.

.
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Testaments, and that Jesus must be understood against the background
of apoca yptic.
I

The debt of the New Testament to Jewish apocalyptic has been expounded most vividly by Oscar Cullmann in'his book Christ and Time
Cullmann proves that the New Testament Gospel has as its background
the Jewish concept which conceives of redemption taking place on a
linear time line which divides time into the two ages:
the present
age and the coming age.
For Judaism, the mid-point in the time line
is the transition point from the present age to the future.
Cullmann
argues that the difference between Christianity and Judaism in that
Christianity sees the mid-point no longer at the end of this age but
in the historical mission of Jesus.
.

!t

is

difficult to see how anyone can successfully challenge this

position.

Cullmann's thesis seems unassailable.
The basic structure of .New
Testament theology is the same as that of Jewish apocalyptic. 7
2.

Many scholars now recognize in Dan. 8:14 an esc ha to log ica

rather than merely
3.
8: 14

a

reference to

Many have seen that there

a

I

promise,

Maccabean event.
is a

strong connection between Dan. 7:9-13,

and 9:24.
4.

In

our generation has come the acknowledgement that much of Christ's

teaching was based on the prophecies of Daniel, and that the Olivet discourse
is an

enlargement of Dan. 9:24-27--a prophecy itself now seen as reflecting

Day of Atonement concepts.
5.

Only in this century has come the clear recognition of the nature

of New Testament escha to logy—that the New Testament points to eschatology
as having two moments

— one

of inauguration and one of consummation.

esc ha to logical' data has an application to the first advent as well
second.

Thus
as to the

For example, Christ could apply the jubilee type to what He was

doing at His first coming, and John could speak of judgment and eternal
as already having occurred with Christ's redemption.

apply resurrection, ascension, the eschatol og ica

I

life

Similarly Paul can

gift of the Spirit, the

judgment decree of justification to the here and now as we!

I

as to events
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connected with Christ's return.

Therefore, to say as Advent ists must say,

that the Day of Atonement appl ies both to the judgment of the cross and the
final

judgment is an entirely acceptable procedure.
6.

Many non-Adventi st scholars have seen that the book of Revelation

applies the Day of Atonement

in

connection with the last judgment.

same scholars believe that the Day of Atonement, as presented
is

in

These

Hebrews,

applied to the cross.
7.

Practically all New Testament exegetes now admit that the New Testa-

ment does not teach the Greek view of the soul.
8.

Practically all New Testament exegetes now admit that Revelation 20

teaches two literal resurrections, one at each end of the millennium.
is a

This

tacit admission that there must be some type of pre-advent judgment

decision.
DAN.

8:14— THE SEED-BED OF NEW TESTAMENT ESCHATOLOGY

Thus we can say on reviewing both the negatives and the positives that,

despite errors in peripheral matters, our basic thrust and emphasis that
Dan. 8:14 is an eschato log ica

modern scholarship to support

I

message regarding judgment has the best of
it.

This position of ours

is

the heart of our

proclamation that the literal, visible, audible, return of Christ

is,

coupled with the everlasting gospel, God's special message for our day
Never was any message

in a

I

I

ages more relevant that that.

.

For a genera-

tion that has become despairing of the future, careless as regards behavior
in

the present, and nonchalant about the past

—a

the imminence of judgment is specially pertinent

gospel -based warning about
.

The prophecy of Dan. 8:14 uses the imagery of the Old Testament sanc-

tuary

— that

symbol of the kingdom of God

eschato log ica

I

judgment.

— to

That same imagery

set forth
is

its teaching on

reproduced

in

the synoptic
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gospels, the epistles, and the Apocalypse— a

I

I

draw on Dan. 8:10-14 to set

forth their warnings about the ultimate crisis
for the world.
the seed-bed of all

is

New Testament eschatology and vital

Dan. 8:13,14

for the

last generation to understand.

Note the following graph showing first the threat
by Antichrist and then
the judgment answer.
Dan

Matt

24:15

-

2 Thess.

Rev
Dan

2:3,4

-

11:2

-

8:14

Matt

The transgression

8: 14

-

2 Thess.

tramples under
foot

the sanctuary

^e

abomination of
desolation

stands

in

the holy place

The man of sin

sits

in

the temple of God

The Gentiles

tread underfoot

the holy city

Then shall the sanctuary be vindicated

24:50

'

of desolation

hen
haM
L
f
the clouds

the Y see the sign of the Son of man coming in
of heaven (Son of man is a title signifying
vindication and is borrowed from Dan. 7).

2:8, 12

whom the Lord shall consume with ... the
brightness
of His coming
That they might all be judged who believed not the truth
.

.

.

.

.

.

....

ReV

-

ll:l5 >'8

And the seventh angel sounded ... thy
wrath is come
and the time of the dead that they should
be judged.

The theme occurs again and again

Antichrist doing what was prophesied
and describes the same.

followed by

a

in

2 Thess.

Revelation

13

sets forth

Daniel 8, and then chapter 14 predicts

The terrible victories of Antichrist

series of judgment passages

Thus the main content of the Apocalypse
In

Revelation.

in

in

is an

in

chapter

13

are

chapters 14,15,16,17,18,19,20.
expansion of Dan. 8:13,14.

recent times, modern scholarship has seen

in

Matt. '24:15; Mark 13:14;

2:3,4; and Revelation 13, the essence of the
Biblical

picture of the

"last things" on earth, prior to the "last
things" of judgment and immortality.
To see the coincidence between the
position of the Spirit of Prophecy and that
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of some non-Ad venti st New Testament exegetes consider the following on

Matthew 24:

15.

When Protestantism shall stretch her hand across the gulf to grasp the
hand of Roman power, when she shall reach over the abyss to clasp hands
with spiritualism, when, under the influence of this threefold union,
our country shall repudiate every principle of its Constitution as a
Protestant and republican government, and shall make provision for the
propagation of papal falsehoods and delusions, then we may know that
the time has come for the marvelous working of Satan and that the end
is near.

As the approach of the Roman armies was a sign to the disciples of the
impending destruction of Jerusalem, so may this apostasy be a sign to
us that the limit of God's forbearance is reached, that the measure
of our nation's Iniquity is full, and that the angel of Mercy is
about to take her flight, never to return.**

Some form of infidelity and impiety will be established by Law even
in the Christian church, as our Lord Himself foretells (Matt. 24:15)

So will it be in the last times.
The church itself will be betrayed
by some in high places in her ministry, and by means of their timid
and treacherous concessions and compromises it will be polluted by
a form of worship which will make it execrable
in the sight of God
and will cause all good men to weep and hide their faces in shame and
sorrow, and to forsake the courts of the sanctuary.

We encounter 'the abomination of desolation' in Daniel in passages dealing with persecutions and oppression.
Bearing the context in mind,
both in the Gospels and in Daniel (which was interpreted eschato logical y)
it seems probable that the symbol in question refers to some form of
blasphemy which will characterize the last days.
Devastation will
be
associated with it.' 0
.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

The 'abomination of desolation' is a formula indicating an overthrow of
God's religion, a desecration of what is holy, and a dissipation and
corruption of His order of worship by some great God-opposing power.
This description is evidently applicable with more or less exactness
to several crises In history including "antichrist".''
The last generation will have to pay the full debt that has been accumulated.

Nevertheless, all this is only the beginning. Something else will be much
more fearful. God will leave the Temple (Luke 13:35 par.) and the 'abomination of desolation' will appear (Mark 13:14 par.).
What is meant by
this expression taken from Dan. 11:31; 12:11? Here Mark has the remarkable constructio ad sensum 5xotv 6e "6t)T£ to 36£Auyya xns epnycoaewg eainKora
Matthew took
with a masculine, not a neuter participle) otiou ou 6et.
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the masculine to be a grammatical mistake and therefore changed it
to the neuter iaj6g
(24:15), but its presence shows that the
earliest tradition interpreted the Daniel ic 'abomination of desolation' as^referring to a person, to the false Christ.
He will reveal
himself otiou ov 6eZ
in the sanctuary.
,
False prophets will glorify
him (Mark 13:22 par.).
But his time is limited.
In the end the Temple
will fall in ruins, and not one stone will be left standing on another
(Mark 13:2).
The fall of the Temple will at the same time be the
signal for the intervention of God:
within three days the new Temple
wi

I

I

ri

se

(

1

4: 58

par.

)

The abomination of desolation in the holy place, demanding worship
and reverence, glorified by faise prophets through word and miracle—
that is the last great temptation.

This is the last and final catastrophe in history that Jesus sees
coming.
He was certain that the kingdom of God comes through suffering and only through suffering. 12
It

is

impressive to see Jeremias saying

old Adventist lady of negligible education said

a

in

essence what

little

a

hundred years ago.

Observe

that Ellen G. White does with Dan. 8:13,14 what she elsewhere does with both
Daniel

II

and Revelation

II— applies such verses,

not merely to times gone by

such as prior to 1844, but to the future crisis.

THE APOTELESMATIC PRINCIPLE
How can exegetes,

including our own Ellen G. White, take prophecies which

they consider to have applied to the past and project them also into the future?
How can the abomination of desolation apply to Antiochus Epiphanes, pagan and
papal Rome, and also the final manifestation of Antichrist yet ahead of us?

How can Ellen G. White apply the prophecy of Dan. 8:13 to AD 70, the Middle
Ages, and the fulfillment of the last crisis sketched
It

in

Revelation

I3?' 3

should not be considered that Ellen G. White's application of the key

figure of Daniel

8

to the future is some strange exception to her usual

plication of prophecy.

Great Controversy 624 ff does the same with

2 Thess.

(which is based on Dan. 8:10-14) and applies that scripture to the final

counterfeit by Satan when he appears to Christendom as Christ.

ap-

Our own

2
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Seventh-day Advent 1st Bible Commentary on 2 Thess

2

also does this, as do

the classical non-Adventi st commentaries on that passage.
The answer to this problem is also the answer to our other key problem in the area of the sanctuary.

It can be given

in a

single phrase

apotel esmatic principle.

This principle affirms that

or fulfilled

unfulfilled at the appointed time, may have

in

part, or

later or recurring, or consummated fulfillment.
is the

most comprehensive

in

scope,

a

— the

prophecy fulfilled,
a

The ultimate fulfillment

though details of the original forecast

may be limited to the first fulfillment.

Prophetic types such as the Pass-

over and the Day of Atonement also may be applied by inspired writers on
the apotel esmatic principle.
This proposed key to our sanctuary problems is so important that we

wish to spell

it

out in some detail, following the same

the New Orleans SBL Convention, Nov.

18-21,

1978.

I

presented at

i.nes

We give our conclusions

first in order that all might see the relevance of what follows.

Certain of the prophecies of Daniel,

like many other prophecies of the

Old Testament, apply in principle to later eras than the one first addressed.

The main idea, rather than precise details (such as 2300 evening -mornings)
is

what has

Israel

a

recurring fulfillment.

after the restoration.

Daniel 8 gives God's ideal

Had Israel

been faithful

in

plan for

proclaiming her

gospel to the world to prepare it for the coming of the Messiah, that Messiah

would have been confronted at His coming by the eschatologica

Antichrist would have been successful

in

I

tyrant Antichrist.

his initial warfare against God's people

and truth for 2300 days, but then Christ would have brought him to his end,

with none to help him.

Having broken Antichrist "without hand" the kingdom of

the Rock of Ages would have become God's holy mountain filling the whole earth
for eternity.
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ment

Israel

was not faithful, and the Dan. 8 prophecy had

in the

days of Antiochus Epiphanes, another in pagan Rome, another

papal Rome, and yet wi

I

have final

I

fulfillment

just before the millennium and at its end.
come.
.its

But

limited fulfill-

a

in

Satan's manifestation

in

each era judgment has

in

Antiochus came to his end, pagan Rome was destroyed, the Papacy lost

power with the Reformation, and the last Antichrist will

by the brightness of Christ's coming.

These successive judgments were pre-

dicted by "then shall the sanctuary be justified".
the truths symbolized
Dan. 8:

in

be destroyed

Every era of revival of

the sanctuary may claim to be

a

fulfillment of

As our own Seventh-day Advent 1st Bible Commentary points out,

14.

the Reformers saw the prophecy as applying to their day.
But the key applications of Dan. 8:14 belong to the great Day of Atonement.

When Dan. 9:24-27 explains 8:14

Kippur.

it does so

in

the language of Yom

Yom Kippur pointed to Christ's forensic abolition of sin at the

cross, and the final empirical eradication at the last judgment.

The final application of the Day of Atonement could have come
had all

who united

been faithful.

fillment
ltation

the initial

itself,

1844,

proclamation of the God-given message

Instead of Dan. 8:14 finding

1844

in

in

in

its ultimate and complete ful-

that year but marks the beginning of the final consu-

.

Let us now consider the apote esmatic principle, and the evidence for it.
I

DEFINITION AND EXPONENTS OF THE APOTELESMATIC PRINCIPLE
The apote esmatic principle is a convenient term for referring to the
I

concept that

a

particular prophecy in outline or as regards

feature may have more than one application
no novel

invention.

in

time.

a

dominant

This view is certainly

Bacon had it in mind when he spoke of "germinant ful-

fillment" centuries ago.

14

We could say in regard to

it

what can be said
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in

{innumerable areas

knew it or not

— that

— just

people have been using it for ages whether they

as most with oral powers have used rhetoric whether

familiar with that word or not, and engaged in polemics and dialectics
though those terms to many users were unknown.

Seventh-day Advent ists are no strangers to the apotel esmatic principle
though the term is not common

in

their literature and only rarely has it

been used in connection with the prophecies of Daniel.
Some scholars have spoken of an apotel esmatic accompl ishment of the
prophecy, by which is meant that a partial or preliminary fulfillment may take place in one age, then long afterward a much more
complete fulfillment. For instance, Christ's prophecy in the "little
apocalypse" of Matthew 24 seems to apply primarily to the destruction
of Jerusalem under Titus, while its full and final accomplishment
will be seen in the destruction of the nations of the world at the
second comi ng.
1

The Seventh-day Advent! st Bible Commentary sets forth the principle

in

its discussion of certain prophecies:

—

Those that have a dual application first, to a local, historical situation; second, to the Messiah and to His kingdom.
It is the prophecies
of this fourth category that are most likely to be misunderstood and
thus misapplied.
Often this is because of a failure to realize that
certain prophecies d£ have a dual aspect.
The Scriptures abound with illustrations of prophecies having dual application.
The promise to Abraham of a 'seed' (Gen. 12:7; 13:15; 22:18)
clearly pointed forward to Christ (Matt. 1:1; Gal. 3:16), but met also
a real and true fulfillment in the birth of Isaac (Gen. 13:16; 15:4,5,
In fact, the earlier fulfillment in
13; 17:7,16,19-21; 18:10; 21:3).
Isaac was a type of, and preparatory to, the ultimate fulfillment in
Christ. A similar promise made to David was manifestly a prophecy
concerning Christ (2 Sam. 7:12,13; Matt. 1:1; Acts 2:30), yet it applied also to the birth of Solomon (I Kings 8:20).

When Moses was about to lay down his duties as leader, and the people
wondered who would take his place, he made the inspired prediction,
'God will raise up unto thee a Prophet from the midst of thee, of thy
The context makes evident that
brethren, like unto me' (Deut. 18:15).
this promise had an immediate application to the prophetic leadership
of Israel in the years following the death of Moses (Deut. 18:18; cf.
Ex. 20:19; Deut. 5:25-27; see also Num. 27:18-23; Deut. 34:9,10; Hosea
12:10,13), yet inspiration declares that 'there arose not a prophet
since in Israel like unto Moses (Deut. 34:10 cf Num. 12:6-8). Christ
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alone could fully meet the conditions set forth
(see John 1:21; 6:14; 7:40)

Moses' prediction

in

similar way the paschal lamb stood first for the literal, histordeliverance of Israel from Egypt, and later for the spiritual
deliverance of all God's people from sin through the Messiah (I Cor.
5:7).
The rock smitten in the wilderness provided lateral water for a
thirsty people, and accordingly became a type of the Rock, Christ Jesus,
who would offer the water of life freely to all men (John 4:10; 7:37;
Cor. 10:4).
In like manner, the manna that fell from heaven provided
bread: to satisfy the hunger of Israel, but Jesus declared long afterward that He was 'the true bread from heaven' (John 6:31-33).
The high
priest Joshua was crowned with literal crowns, in prophetic anticipation
of the coronation of Christ as priest and king (Zech. 6:9-13; 9:9).
In a

ical

I

Referring to the deliverance of Israel from bondage, Hosea spoke of God
calling His 'son out of Egypt' (Hosea 11:1), yet Matthew sees in the
words of Hosea a prophecy of Christ (Matt. 2:15).
Jeremiah's reference
to 'Rahel weeping for her chi Idren' (Jer. 31
0,
5, 6, 20) original ly
applied to the Babylonian captivity, as the context clearly reveals,
but the evangelist finds it prophetic of Herod's slaughter of the infants
of Bethlehem (Matt. 2:18).
Isaiah vividly portrayed the spiritual state
of Israel in his day (Isa. 6:9,10; 29:13), but Christ declared these
words prophetic of His generation (Matt. 13:14,15; 15:7-9), saying, 'Well
did Esaias prophesy of you'.
Paul's exegesis of historical incidents and
prophetic statements recorded in the Old Testament conforms to the pattern
set" by Christ and the evangelists.
In fact, he interprets many passages
in such a way as might not always be evident from the Old Testament alone
(see Acts 13:32,33; 2 Cor. 8:15; Gal. 3:13,16; 4:22-31;
Tim. 5:17,18;
Heb. 1:5-8; 10:5).
The New Testament writers thus constantly unfold,
explain, and interpret the prophetic statements of the Old Testament.
:

I

I

I

,

I

I

I

These, and numerous other illustrations that might be given, make evident
that Scriptural statements later seen to be prophetic of Christ were often
full of literal and more immed ate mean ng to the people who first heard
them and witnessed the events described.
Their dim vision may, indeed,
have confined the inspired statements to their own day.
But later, holy
prophets guided by inspiration saw in those very statements further prophetic meaning (Luke 24:25-27, 32; John 16:13;
Peter 1:10-12).
It was
often only when Christ or the Holy Spirit 'opened
their understanding'
that men of Christian times began to 'understand the [Old Testament]
scriptures' in their fullness (Luke 24:45). Previously, like their unbelieving countrymen, they overlooked many prophecies that point to the
first advent, and misapplied others that refer exclusively to the second
( Desire
of Ages 30,777).
i

i

I

.

.

.

,

It is apparent, furthermore, that certain Old Testament prophecies pointing forward to the coming of the Messiah and to the establishment of His

kingdom apply In part to the first advent, and in part to the second. Thus
in His first sermon at Nazareth, Christ quoted Isa. 61:1-3 as being fulf
led
'this day' (Luke 4:16-21), yet significantly omitted reference to 'the day
of vengeance of our God' (Isa. 61:2)— for the simple reason that the 'day
of vengeance' comes only with the second advent.
Elijah's appointed ministry of turning the hearts of Israel to their heavenly Father (I Kings 18:
i

I
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36-40) is used by later prophets as a type of the work of John the
Baptist (Isa. 40:3; Mai. 3:1; 4:5,6; John 1:23; Matt. 11:9-17; 17:
10-13; Mark 9:11-13; Luke 7:24-27).
But the prediction of Elijah's
appearance 'before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the
Lord' (Mai. 4:5) is also to be fulfilled again in our time (3T 62).
At Pentecost, Peter pointed to Joel 2:28-3*2 as being fulfilled that
day (Acts 2:16-21); but Joel's words are to find a second fulfillment
in our day ( Early Writ! tigs , 142; Acts of the Apostles , 54,55). Similarly, certain of the predictions of Matthew 24 pointed forward both
to the destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70 and to the end of time
( Desire of
Ages 628; Great Controversy 22,25).

The apotelesmatic principle is more widely known perhaps among non-

Advent sts.
i

Ramm speaks of the "possibility of multi pie fu

I

f

i

I

And Berk-

Iment ".

hof writes:

The fulfillment of some of the most important prophecies is germinant ,
i.e., they are fulfilled by installments, each fulfillment being a
pledge of that which is to follow
Hence while it is a mistake to
speak of a double or treble sense of prophecy, it is perfectly correct
to speak of a two or threefold fulfillment.
It is quite evident, e.g.,
that Joel's prophecy in 2:28-32 was not completely fulfilled on the day
of Pentecost.
Notice also the predictions respecting the coming of the
Son of Man in Matthew 24.
.

Peter Beyerhaus has written:

The prophetic texts constitute a peculiar literary species.
They very
seldom convey an unequivocal message that can be collected from their
plain wording.
Rather we have to distinguish carefully between the
historical application at the time of the author, the employment of
metaphorical imagery, sometimes taken from the contemporary world of
religions, and the really prophetic prediction that sometimes even
finds its fulfillment in different events at different stages of salvation history.

Thus prophetic texts often consist of different transparent levels,
which in our natural perspective have merged into one single and
therefore highly enigmatic level. This gives them to the rationalistic mind an obscured appearance; the features of the multi- level
visions mingle and cannot easily be distinguished. 17
Even old classics such as T. H. Home's Introduction to the Critical
Study and Knowledge of Holy Scriptures employ the pri ncip e. a
I

The natural question is "Does Scripture itself validate such a prin-

ciple?"
(I)

In

answer

a

few illustrations come readily to mind,

Day of the Lord prophecies;

(2)

such as

Certain Messianic prophecies such as
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Isa.

7:14;

Isaiah

II,

35,

Ps.

61;

etc.;

72;

(3)

Old Testament passages

about the kingdom of God which do not distinguish between the fulfillment
at the first advent and the consummation at the second and third comings
of Christ;

(4)

The Old Testament prophecies regarding the outpouring of

the Spirit, the coming of Elijah the prophet, etc.

Another question which automatically rises
practice of
a

El

ien G.

White.

is

with reference to the

Does she also use this principle?

We offer

few quotations in this regard.

When he referred to the destruction of Jerusalem, his prophetic words
reached beyond that event to the final conflagration in that day
when the Lord shall rise out of His place to punish the world for
their iniquity, when the earth shall disclose her blood and shall no
more cover her slain.
This entire discourse was given, not for the
disciples only, but for those who whould live in the last scenes of
earth's history.
The same deceptions practiced prior to the destruction of Jerusalem
have been practiced through the ages, and will be practiced again.
As one of the signs of Jerusalem's destruction, Christ had said,
"Many false prophets shall arise and shall deceive many".
False
prophets did arise, deceiving the people, and leading great numbers
into the desert.
Magicians and sorcers, claiming miraculous power,
drew the people after them into the mountain solitudes.
But this
prophecy was spoken also to the last days.
This sign is given as
the sign of the second advent. 19
The prophecies which were fulfilled in the outpouring of the former
rain at the opening of the gospel are again to be fulfilled in the
latter rain at its close.

The Second Angel's Message of Revelation 14 was first preached in the
summer of 1844, and it then had a more direct application to the
churches in the United States.
But the message of the second
angel- did not reach its complete fulfillment in 1844.20
.

Her dual

.

application of Revelation

.

II

is

especially interesting. 21

Typical of Adventist scholars today who would affirm the validity of

this hermeneutical

principle

is

Kenneth Strand.

own stand by quoting Ellen G. White and Thiele.

Note that he supports his
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The particular type of "philosophy of history" which
have in mind
correlates in a certain sense with both preterist and continuoushistorical interpretation, but it does so in a way that a lows for
repeated historical fulfillments beyond the writer's own time or
beyond any other specific time in history.
From a certain viewpoint, this approach may be considered essentially a variation of
the continuous-historica mode of interpreting the book of Revelation
As a striking example of the approach
quote a few
paragraphs from Ellen G. White, Acts of the Apostles, 585-589
I

I

I

.

I

Although this author nowhere gives a verse-by-verse exposition of
the book of Revelation, allusions she makes in various places in
her extensive religious writings reveal that the "phi losophy-ofhi story" approach indicated by the foregoing quotation is by no
means limited to the messages to the seven churches.
For example,
an ascription of praise from Revelation 5 is applied in her writings at least five different ways or to five different occasions,
as Edwin R. Thiele has pointed out. Other examples could be afforded as wel .22
I

The late W.

E.

Read took an identical

article "Data on the Four Words

position as shown by his

Daniel 9:24".

in

The following are his

comments:
It is true that when our Lord died at Calvary, he put an end to
"sin offerings", but in Dan. 9:24, used as it is in intimate relation to "iniquity", it would be better to regard it as "sin"
as such, and not as the remedy for dealing with "sin".

This is how It has been regarded by some translators as can be seen
in the following remarks of Ellen G. White, which are to the point in
this connection:
"

Sin must be destroyed as evi
ruinous to the universe" Christ's
Object Lessons 123.
"An end will be made of sin" Patriarchs and Prophets
347.
"Its utter extermination" Great Controversy 504.
"There will be the total eradication of sin '" Patriarchs
and
"
Prophets 33
"The restoration from the def ement of sin will be complete"
Testimonies 8:312.
,

'

.

?

I

The expression "everlasting righteousness" can be understood
east two ways:

in

at

I

a

.

To that of the righteousness of Christ the Messiah

By this we mean that "righteousness", His own, that is now made
available to every individual who accepts Him as Saviour and RedeemThe only way we can obtain it is by
er.
We have none of our own.
receiving it as a free gift from the Lord Himself.
This is His
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priceless gift to us and we receive
White on Daniel 9:24, Testimonies

it as

G.

"Man will

learn

...

Messiah has brought
b

'"

12.

'

I

nat

£l the

in

ri

we receive Him.

See Ellen

7: 149.

of the everlasting righteousness which the
through His sacrifice." 7:149.

ghteousness of the New Heaven and New Earth

There can be no doubt but that there is a wider application of the term,
used in its moral sense— which we might call internal, but also in its
factual sense, which might be called external.
Let us look at 2 Peter 3:13.
"We
rj

.

.

.

look for new heavens and a new earth wherein dwelleth

ghteousness

.

See also Adventist Home 540, Early Writings 295, Thoughts From the
Mount of Blessings f7 or 20.
.

This corresponds to the eternity of the Messianic kingdom as seen
in the book of Daniel.
"The kingdom of God
shall stand
forever" (2:44); "the saints
"shall possess the kingdom forever; even for ever and ever" (7:18); "the saints of the Most High
whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom" (7:27), unpublished art.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE APOTELESMATIC PRINCIPLE IN DANIEL
As regards other apocalyptic prophecies, both the New Testament and the

Spirit of Prophecy apply these
John

in

Rev.

21:24 and Matt.

in

an apote esmat c sense also.
I

11:2 apparently has in mind Dan. 8: 10-14;

I3:l4-Matt. 24:15, which

is

prophecy of Daniel as having been fulfilled
fulfilled

in

i

church history.

Similarly Paul

9:27;

Luke

to say that he views the
in
in

AD 70 and again to be
2 Thess.

2 takes Daniel's

prophecies about the desecration of the temple and sees such prophecies
as transcending Antiochus Epiphanes and Titus.

Later prophets therefore

have not hesitated to apply Daniel's words to more than one occasion.

The most recent illustration

is

E.

G. White

in

Letter 103,

1904:

We have no time to lose.
Troublous times are before us.
The
world is stirred with the spirit of war.
Soon the scenes of trouble
spoken of in the prophecies will take place.
The prophecy in the
eleventh (chapter) of Daniel has nearly reached its complete fulfil Iment.
Much of the history that has taken place in fulfillment
of this prophecy will be repeated.
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"God's work is the same
of development."
i

I

I

(

in all

time, although there are different degrees

Patriarchs and Prophets 373)

History and prophecy thus

ustrate each other.
setting and the subse-

The close relationship between the historical

auent visions helns us to qrasp the divine intent and to see the rationale
for the apotelesmatic principle.

Daniel

trodden underfoot and its host scattered.
to view in chapters 2 and 7 all

I

opens with the sanctuary being
The four great monarchies brought

repeat this sacrilege and the Antichrist

Finally in the New

who springs from the fourth empire re-enacts the same.

Testament apocalypse we find the ultimate fulfillment when Satan, the
great Antichrist,

leads his hosts against the holy city (but with this

— his venture fails). Again we would point out that this concept also — the close relationship between the narrative setting of Daniel
and his prophecies — is well known to exegetes.
difference

little things link the two parts together as a unity.
According to chapter 4, it is when Nebuchadnezzar forgets that
his kingdom and glory are God-given that he loses his dominion,
not only over men, but over birds and beasts as well, and is reduced
to the level of the beasts.
A great many

.

.

.

ater vi s ions
n the
The same emphasi s on se f-magn f cat ion s found
and
animals
of
the
we
repeatedly
8
read
in~~chapter
Thus
of Da n
chapter
II.
Similarly,
themselves.
magnified
that
they
their horns
that
they
self-evident
chapter
it
is
beasts
in
7,
the
... As for
are in rebellion against God and have seized power for themThis connection between man's rebellious self-sufficiency
selves.
Ps. 73:21 f
life is found also in the Psalms.
animal
and
39:21 (Hooker, The Son of Man in Mark 15-6.)
I

i

.

.

\

i

?

?

i

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

These stories have hardly been sufficiently appreciated. ...
Each one has its definite theme, and each is composed with notable
The bk. is founded four-square on the centuriesdramatic art.
is king, be the earth never so unquiet.' But
'God
that
old belief
lies in its formulation of faith
religion
to
contribution
its
men should 'know that the Highest
that
God,'
of
kingdom
Mn the
men'
4:22[ffJ.
of
kingdom
the
in
rules
.

.

.

To this there is added the corollary, arising from the logic of
faith rather than of intellect, of God's necessary vindication of
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his cause in the world.
This may take place in the way of human
catastrophes, as in the judgments upon Nebuchadnezzar and Beishazzar.
Of else the godlessness of the world drives the faith and patience of
the saints to the break! ng-po nt, and the transcendental action of
God is demanded; this theme appears in ch. 2, where the successive
kingdoms of the world are represented as breaking down in a moment
before the 'Stone cut without hands.'
In this scene there is the
kernel of the Apocalyptic of the later chapters , the reason why an
apocalyptic series could be composed as a supplement to the Stories.
(Montgomery, ICC: Daniel 100-102, emphasis supplied.)
i

These four events have, besides their historical value, a prophetical
import; they show how the world-rulers, when they misuse their power
for self-idolatry and in opposition to the Lord and His servants,
will be humbled and cast down by God, while, on the contrary, the
true confessors of His name will be wonderfully protected and upheld.
For the sake of presenting this prophetic meaning, Daniel has recorded these events and incidents in his prophetical book. 24
What objection can there be to the employment of the apote esmat ic
I

principle?

Some might suggest there

Antiochus Epiphanes
II

is

is

seen as a partial

danger

it that

fulfillment of chapters

thereby lessening our traditional stress on Rome.

suggest that far from detracting from our case
it.

so applying

in

By conceding to our critics that Antiochus

I

In

reply

I

8

and

would

believe it strengthens
is

present and then

adding "but also" we do that which they themselves for the most part do
in

exegeting Matt. 24.
In

this connection we include comments written twenty years ago

on this topic. 25

During the last 2000 years, interpreters of Daniel 8 have fallen
mainly into four groups, according to their application of the little
horn.
The largest group numerically has held that the prophecy
concerning the little horn was solely fulfilled in Antiochus Epiphanes.
This view is not only the oldest, but it remains as the most
prominent among modern commentators.
Long before Christ, pious
Jews so applied the prophecy (I Maccabbees 1:20-64;
Maccabees
4:36-60), and today the great bulk of twentieth century works on
the subject reaffirm this position.
A typical exegesis is that
given in The Interpreter's Bible
I

:

"The vision now narrows down to an account of Antiochus Epiphanes.
He is a
ttle horn as in 7:8, but once on the throne he quickly
waxed exceeding great manifesting his military power particularly
I

i

,
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in campaigns
and becoming
affairs.
He
(G. Kennedy,

against Egypt

in the south and against Persia in the east,
involved, to the sorrow of the Jews, in Palestinian
is out of one of them because he was of Seleucid stock."
"Exposition of Daniel," The Interpreter's Bible , VI, 473.)

A second group of

interpreters have declared that only Mohammedanism
fulfills the prophetic picture (Thomas Scott, The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments, according to the Authorized
Version, with Explanatory Notes, Practical Observations, and Copious
Marginal References , comment on Dan. 8:23,25; George Stanley Faber,
The Sacred Calendar of Prophecy
I,
134-35).
Very few interpreters
take this position today.
,

The third group, ably represented by Bishop Thomas Newton and most
of the nineteenth century expositions, pointed the finger at Rome,
stating that the prophecy is too comprehensive to find fulfillment
in the local history of the second century B.C.
Newton declared:

"Antiochus Epiphanes at first sight doth indeed in some features
very much resemble the
ittle horn ; but upon a nearer view and
examination it will evidently appear, that in other parts there is
no manner of similitude or correspondence between them."
(Thomas
Newton, Dissertation on the Prophecies , 247.)
I

He conti nues:

"Antiochus Epiphanes was indeed the son of Antiochus the Great,
king of Syria; and he is said to be the
ittle horn, because he
rose from small beginnings to the kingdom, having been many years
an hostage at Rome.
But then his kingdom was nothing more than a
continuation of one of the four kingdoms; it cannot possibly be
reckoned as a fifth kingdom springing up among the four; and the
little horn is plainly some power different and distinct from the four
former horns.
Is not this, therefore, more applicable to the Romans,
who were a new and different power, who rose from small beginnings
to an exceeding great empire, who first subdued Macedon and Greece,
the capital kingdom of the goat, and from thence spread and enlarged
their consuests over the rest?" ( Ibid ., 249.)
I

The last group of interpreters, and they are considerable in number,
have affirmed that Dan. 8 is a prophecy of double application,
pointing to Antiochus only as the type of the antichrist. Concerning
the view of this group, Bishop Newton wrote:
"This
tt e horn Dtal Ics in the original J is by the general ity
of interpreters, both Jewish and Christian, ancient and modern,
supposed to mean Antiochus Epiphanes, king of Syria, who was a great
enemy and cruel persecutor of the Jews. .
With Jerome agree
most of the ancient fathers, and modern divines and commentators;
but then they all allow that Antiochus Epiphanes was a type of
antichrist" [.italics not in the original.]. (Ibid., 247.)
I

i

I

.

.

These interpreters hold to the double application of certain types
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of prophecies or as some have expressed it, "the germinant fulfillment
of prophecy."
The Seventh-day Advent ist Bible Commentary refers
to this method of interpretation in the following quotation:

"Though the prophet looked at events about him, he also could see
far beyond his own day.
In a mysterious way known only to God the
prophet's words were sometimes intended to meet their fulfillment
in the then far-distant future.
At times they had an import, not
only for the age in which the prophet lived, but also for a day far
future; in other words, they had a dual application.
.

.

"The student of the Bibie who hopes to secure from it the greatest
help will first proceed to reconstruct the historical context of
each passage.
He will listen to the prophet speaking to Israel of
old and endeavor to understand what his words meant to the people
who origina ly heard them. But he will listen also for the further
import the prophet's words may have for later times, particularly,
our time.
Indeed, this secondary application is for us today the
more significant.
But it is only against the background of the
original historical context of the message that its meaning and
value for us can be established with certainty." (Francis D. Nichol
Eed.X The Seventh-day Advent? st Bible Commentary IV, 37-8.)
I

,

Reviewing these four positions from the standpoint of the twentieth
century, certain facts stand out:
The Mohammedan view has gone largely into eclipse.

1.

It must be acknowledged that apart from Seventh-day Adventists
there are not a large number who hold to the third view.

2.

For an unbiased reader to study the historical references to
3.
Antiochus Epiphanes in
Maccabees and Josephus and then read the
prophecy of Dan. 8, the usual result would be that it would correlate
the prophecy with the history. Consider the passages referred to
in the footnote below (See Josephus Antiquities x 226-281, Loeb
El 1.7, WhistonH; xii, 248-256, Loeb |_5.4, Whiston]; xi
316-326,
Loeb [7.6,7, WhistonH.) as well as the following quotations:
I

i

.

"And after that Antiochus had smitten Egypt, he returned again in
the hundred forty and third year, and went up against Israel and
Jerusalem with a great multitude, and entered proudly into the
sanctuary, and took away the golden altar, and the candlestick of
light, and all the vessels thereof, and the table of the shewbread.
And when he had taken all away, he went into his own land,
having made a great massacre, and spoken very proudly.
Thus
they shed innocent blood on every side of the sanctuary, and defiled
it:
Her sanctuary was laid waste
ke a wilderness. ... In
the hundred forty and fifth year, they set up the abomination of
desolation upon the altar. ... (I Maccabees 1:20-64.)
.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

i

"Then said Judas and his brethren, Behold, our enemies are discomfited:
let us go up to cleanse and dedicate the sanctuary.
Upon this all
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the host assembled themselves together, and went up into Mount
Sion.
Then Judas appointed certain men to fight against those
that were there in the fortress, until he had cleansed the sanctuary.
So he chose priests of blameless conversation, such as had pleasure
in the law:
Who cleansed the sanctuary, and bare out the defiled
stones into an unclean place.
Thus was there very great
gladness among the people, for that the reproach of the heathen
was put away. ... At that time they builded up the Mount Sion
with high walls and strong towers round about, lest the Gentiles
should come and tread it down, as they had done before." (I Maccabees
4:36-60.)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Unless bound by rigidly preconceived ideas, the average evangelical today with a sound knowledge of history and of prophetic
exegesis would find it intellectually easier to accept view number
four than any of the others.
The following reasons are offered in
support of this affirmation:
(a) As an evangelical he accepts the
words of Christ in Matthew 24:15 regarding Daniel's prophecy and
therefore must believe that the significance of the book was not
exhausted by Old Testament times.
(See Chapter V of this thesis.)
(b) View three probably will be rejected because it would imply
that the believers from Daniel's day to the first advent had no
sure word of prophecy to light the dark places of their experiences
and that therefore the events in connection with Antiochus Epiphanes
only by pure coincidence coincided with the prophecy. Amos 3:7 is
to the point on this matter.
4.

Patrick Fairbairn has expressed well the argument that Daniel's
prophecies had a particular application for the believers living
in the period from the return from Babylon til
the first advent.
I

"For, during the whole of the post-Babylonian period, the theocratic
constitution existed in a kind of anomalous and shattered condition.
The original ark of the covenant, the centre of the whole pol ity,
was gone, and the Shekinah, and the answering by Urim and Thummim,
and even the kingly rule and government, though it had been secured
by covenant in perpetuity to the house of David. It was to contend,
at fearful odds, with the difficulties of their position, as compared
with former times, when the members of the ancient covenant had to
pass through deep waters shorn of these distinctive badges of a
proper covenant relationship. Yet this was not all; for during that
period all sensible tokens of God's immediate presence were wanting.
There was no longer any vision; the spirit of prophecy was silent;
and with a closed record, and destitute of any miraculous agency,
the people were left to hold on their course, as they best could,
with no more than the settled and ordinary means of grace placed
at their command.

"Taking, then, into account the entire circumstances of the period
between the return from Babylon and the coming of Christ, is it to
be wondered at? (i.e. the necessity for some special support and
consolation, p. 106.) Might it not rather be expected, from the whole
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character of God's dealings with His people, that His foreseeing and
watchful guardianship should make some suitable provision for such a
time of need?
It would have been precisely such a provision, if,
along with the prophecies pointing the eye of hope to Messiah's
appearance and kingdom, there were also furnished to the hand of
faith a more than usually explicit pro- nt imation of the changes and
vicissitudes that should arise during the intervening period; in
particular, during that portion of it when the conflict with sin and
error was to be the hottest.
For this would, in great measure,
compensate for the failure of the prophetic office, through which,
in earlier times, direction was given in emergencies, and a sensible
connection maintained between the providence of God and the events
which befell His people.
And, finally, if such a provision, by
means of prophetic delineations, was to be made, Daniel, of all the
prophets during the captivity, or immediately subsequent to it (as
Hengstenberg has already noted), was precisely the one fitted for
the purpose." (Patrick Fairbairn, Prophecy Viewed in Respect to Its
Distinctive Nature, Its Special Function and Proper interpretation
i

.

.

.

,

107-108.)
(c) The view that accepts Dan. 8 as having an Initial application to
Antiochus and a further application to Rome is harmonious with the
usual treatment by evangelicals of certain other double-fulfillment
passages of Scripture. Among these could be mentioned most of the
Old Testament references to the Day of the Lord, Isaiah 7:14 and
specifically the descriptions in Isaiah and Ezekiel of the king of
Babylon and the prince of Tyre.
Isaiah 14:11-20 and Ezekiel
28:12-19 have long been recognized as Scriptures with a double
application, having their origin with reference to earthly rulers
who were types of the Prince of darkness.

Seventh-day Adventists, as evangelicals, would do well to consider
the reasoning of the large group of conversative scholars (See
Christopher Wordsworth, Commentary on the Holy Bible comment on
Dan. 8:11; Edward J. Young, on Daniel 11:36-45, in The New Bible
Commentary, ed by F. Davidson, A. M. Stibbs, and E. F. Kovan.)
who have seen in Daniel 8 definite allusions to the work of Antiochus,
but who have also recognized that the former was only a type of the
antichrist, and that the latter aione fulfills all the specifications of these verses. Such a view explains the "coincidence" of
the events of Maccabean times harmonizing with the prophecy, and also
explains the failure of interpreters clinging solely to Antiochus
to adequately account for certain features of the vision
such as the
2300 days, which never has been satisfactorily juggled to fit the
times of the restoration of the Jewish sanctuary by the Maccabean
heroes. (See Questions on Doctrine , 327-333.) To take this stand
would avoid the "either/or" reasoning of those scholars who have
contended for Antiochus rather than Rome and vice versa.
It is
certainly to the glory of God to affirm that God's foreknowledge
embraced the crisis that came to believers before the first advent
as well as the longer and more significant oppression during the
Christian era. This view would see in Antiochus the main application
for the Jewish church between Daniel's time and Christ; but for the
,

.

—
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Christian church, Daniel 8, in its most exhaustive application, finds
its significance in its portrayal of Rome pagan and papal, and the
[We have added
final fling of Satan, himself the great Antichrist.
to this twenty-year-old statement the last two clauses.]]

—

DANIEL 9:24 AS APOTELESMATI
Some may object to the position taken on Dan. 9:24 as being also

apotelesmatic, applying both to the Cross and the Judgment.

But as before,

here again we think such usage removes from our critics many prominent

objections to our interpretation of Dan. 8:14.

They can rightly ask:

Why go to Leviticus to explain Dan. 8:14 when Gabriel
it

clear?

was told to make

Why do Adventists use a mistranslation such as "cleansed"

for the basis of their judgment doctrine?

Why do Adventists ignore the

context of Dan. 8:14 which speaks not of the sins of the saints but the
defiling by
If

Daniel

a

wicked power?

etc.

we grant that Gabriel was indeed given the commission to make

understand the vision where else shall we look for his explanation

of 8:14 apart from his words found
in

in

the later chapters and particularly

the purported explanation found in 9:24?

Do we not understand the

judgment day to be the complete unfolding of the atonement made on the cross
making an end of sin and bringing

in

everlasting righteousness, fulfilling

prophetic vision and ushering

in

the holy reign of God whereby this

all

earth becomes His anointed temple for eternity?
Interpreters over the ages can be divided into three groups regarding
Dan. 9:24.

cross alone.

One group has contended that it finds its fulfillment at the

Another group has said that it finds its fulfillment

very last days in connection with the kingdom of glory.

in

the

A third group of

interpreters have declared that the verse applies to both events

in

harmony

with the Old Testament prophetic principle of merging the kingdom of grace
and the kingdom of glory into a single picture.
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Seventh-day Advent ists face two major difficulties
of Dan. 8:! 4.
a

The first

is

that most commentaries see

prophecy of Antiochus Epiphanes.

their interpretation

in
in

the little horn

And the second problem

that they

is

seem to interpret Dan. 8:14 arbitrarily by turning elsewhere

in

away from the book of Daniel, for an exegesis of this passage.

Scripture,
If

the

present suggestion is correct that Gabriel did indeed make Daniel to
understand the vision, and did indeed explain the cleansing of the sanctuary
as he was ordered to do by Christ, then we have solved both of these

problems at a stroke.

If

Dan. 9:24

is

commentary on Dan. 8:14, then

obvious that the little horn of chapter eight cannot be restricted to
minor power that functioned and ceased more than
Christ was born.

And second,

if

Dan. 9:24

is

a

is

a

hundred years before

explanatory of Dan. 8:14,

we are relieved of the accusation of inventing and devising,
i

it

an arbitrary

nterpretation.
Does Dan. 9:24, on the face of it, seem to interpret "then shall

sanctuary be cleansed"?

We have always pointed out that preceding this

verse there are references to the vision of Dan. 8.
of "the man Gabriel, Whom

also

"I

the

I

For example, we read

had seen in the vision at the beginning" and

am now come forth to give thee skill and understanding," and again,

"understand the matter, and consider the vision."

Here are definite

statements that link the following verses with the explanation that was
begun

in

the eighth chapter.

Furthermore, we have also emphasized that

Dan. 9:24-27 is concerned with the issue of time.
had explained the powers mentioned

in

9,

While

in Dan.

8

the angel

the vision he had said nothing about the

time except that the prophecy of verse 14 was

chapter

.

a

true matter.

But here in

taking up the threads, he alludes to the issue of time.

Glancing now at verse 24,

is

there anything there that does indeed
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harmonize with our understanding of what the cleansing of the "sanctuary"
involves?

Undoubtedly there

to be finished.

Here

is.

Verse 24 used the same expressions for sin found

Day of Atonement description in Lev.

"sins," and "iniquities."
and ended.

statement saying that sin

is a

in

is

the

namely, "transgressions/'

16:21;

The verse declares that all are to be finished

Then on the positive side, the verse continues by saying that

"everlasting righteousness"

is

to be brought in.

is used

elsewhere

glory.

(See the second and seventh chapters.)

in

the book of Daniel

in

connection with the kingdom of
This verse also affirms

that all vision and prophecy will be sealed up;
fulfilled, completed

— which

could only

This term "everlasting"

beat

in

other words,

the end of time.

be

it will

And finally

the prophecy alludes to "the anointing of the most Holy," an expression

that is used throughout Scripture
place among His people.

in

connection with God taking up His

The anointing of the tabernacle is

symbol of

a

God coming to make His residence among His people, and points finally to

what is described in the 21st chapter of Revelation when "the tabernacle
of God is with men, and he will

dwell with them"

(verse 3).

A well-

known exegete has written as follows on Dan. 9:24:
If ever there was an exegetical crux, this is it.
Jerome was already
acquainted with nine interpretations.
The six statements of
Dan. 9:24 cover the sum total of the purpose of God with men, covering
the perfect consummation of the Messiah's work that will be achieved
when the second coming and the judgment have transpi red
.

It

is

.

.

difficult for us to see that Dan. 9:24 could have

a

secondary

application to the kingdom of glory because we are so used to stressing
its application to the ushering

in

of the kingdom of grace at the cross,

but the article, "Unity and Variety in New Testament Faith," by George
Ladd

(see page 508)
It

is

shows the Biblical basis on which it may be done.

also helpful to remember that the prophetic wording of the

El

den
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Apocalypse concerning the last message of the world alludes to the typical
history of
sanctuary.

Israel

and her removal from ancient Babylon to restore the

Such passages as "come out of her my people" and "the hour of

his judgment is come," etc., are quotations from the book of Jeremiah

concerning typical

Israel's experience at the time of the restoration.

The

events at the beginning of the 2300 days are typical of the events at the
close.

This is why Dan. 9:24 can apply both to the kingdom of grace and

the kingdom of glory.
the honest

in

The beginning of the 2300 days marks the call

heart to forsake Babylon and rally around the sanctuary of

God and the holy law therein.
El

I

for all

en White tel

I

s

In

the book Prophets and Kings 677,678,

us clearly that the work of the exi es
I

in

rebui Iding the

sanctuary was typical of the work of the saints who repair the breach
the wall of God's

law

in the

in

last days.

Not only is it true that the events at the beginning of the 2300 days
parallel

the events at the close of the 2300 days, but events at the close

of the first section of the 2300 days

parallel

(that

is,

the 490-year period), also

the events that will take place at the end of time.

Toward the

close of the seventy weeks the professed religious people of the age united
with the state to crucify the Sinless One, who was proclaiming the law and
gospel of God.

The loud cry (triumphant entry) of Christ's ministry was

rejected, the nation grieved away the Holy Spirit, and was left desolate.

Christ Himself experienced

"a

little time of trouble" in Gethsemane when

the death decree had been made against Him, and then the longer "time of

trouble" through the official trials and the ensuing cross.

ments against sin were manifested at Calvary
earthquake, and thirst, etc.

in

God's judg-

the plagues of darkness,

But then came ultimate deliverance.

A

parallel may here be traced between the experience of Christ and that of
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Such books as The Great Controversy

the final generation of the church.

The article

and The Desire of Ages frequently allude to this parallel.

"The Companions of the Lamb," in Our Firm Foundation , Vol.

out this topic

in

2,

spells

403,

some detail.

Thus there are good grounds for assuming that verse 24 of Daniel 9

applies both to the first section of the 2300 days (that

the 490-year

is,

period, closing in A.D. 34) and then as regards the most significant events

mentioned, the abolition of sin and the bringing
ness

— these

apply also to the end of the age

in of

— Christ's

everlasting righteousfinal work in

heaven and earth.
A.

T.

Jones taught this long ago (see The Consecrated Way ).

We use

his name as an illustration that this interpretation of Dan. 9:24 is not a
novel one.

It

is

Second, we should note that Ellen White

not "new light."

uses the language of this verse and applies it to the future consummation
of all things (see Selected Messages,

1:374).

Further confirmation of this thesis

prophecy of Daniel

(chapters 10-12)

is

is found

in

the fact that the final

yet another enlargement of Daniel 8.

Most commentators on the book assert this to be the case.

In

the last

prophecy of Daniel the same conflict of the ages presented

in

the vision

given in Daniel

8,

is expanded,

Can we find anything

in

and

in

literal

rather than symbolic terms.

this final chapter that has to do with finishing

the transgression, making an end of sins, making reconciliation for
iniquity, and bringing in everlasting righteousness, etc.?

The twelfth chapter of Daniel

is a

Indeed, we can.

very clear elaboration of what is meant

by the "cleansing" of the sanctuary.

We have reference to investigation

of God's book in order that those found therein as righteous might be

delivered at the coming of the Lord (Dan.

12:1).

We are distinctly told
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that the righteous (symbolized by Daniel) will stand
end of the days (v.

2300 days.

13);

that is, stand

their lot at the

the judgment at the end of the

The translators recognized this allusion to the judgment as is

shown by their placing of Psalm 1:5
Daniel

in

in

in

the margin.

This twelfth chapter of

brings to view the complete abolition of sin, the reward of the

righteous who are to shine as the brightness of the firmament and as the
stars forever and ever, and the fate of the wicked who will

shame and everlasting contempt.

In

fact,

be exposed to

the twelfth chapter of Daniel,

when linked with the last verse of the preceding chapter, pictures the fate
and disposition of all

men who have ever lived.

We have the living wicked

and the living righteous brought to view, and the dead wicked and the
dead righteous.

While Dan.
resurrection,

12:2 has often been used as pointing only to a partial

far more

it is

likely that it is

a

cerning the two resurrections of Revelation 20.

summary statement con-

Christ's quotation from

these verses endorses this position (see John 5:28,29). Such famous Hebrew
scholars as Tregelles so interpreted Dan.
Hebrew.
If

this

"Many"
is

in

this verse means the same as "the many"

the case, Dan.

righteous while Dan.
host,

that

is,

it

12:2 on the basis of the original
in

Romans 5.

12:2 brings to view the reward of the living

11:45 speaks about the end of the antichrist and his

presents the fate of the living wicked.

the judgment and its outcome

is

clearly explained

in

Thus the work of

this final

prophecy of

Daniel, and it is this that constitutes the cleansing of the sanctuary.

Note carefully the following statement from Patriarchs and Prophets
regarding the significance of the Day of Atonement:
Thus in the ministration of the tabernacle, and of the temple that
afterward took its place, the people were taught each day the great
truths relative to Christ's death and ministration, and once each
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year their minds were carried forward to the closing events of the
great controversy between Christ and Satan, the final purification of
the universe from sin and sinners .^
Let it be particularly noticed that Ellen White does not limit the

cleansing of the sanctuary to the investigative judgment merely, but shows
that the cleansing of the sanctuary has to do with the final disposition
of evil and the ushering in of everlasting righteousness throughout the
un iverse.

Should it not be seen as significant that the only passages
Bible that refer to sins,
all

in

one place

— are

Lev.

in

the

Iniquities, transgression, atonement, sanctuary
16 and Dan.

Should we not be grateful

9:24?

that non-Adventi st scholars have seen the parallel nature of Dan. 7:9-13;
8: 14

and Dan. 9:24?

At the very beginning of Scripture the Lord gave us

a

pattern prophecy

which enshrined in itself most of the usual characteristics of inspired
prediction.
is

Gen. 3:15 is Chr stocentr ic yet historically conditioned;

it

i

symbolic but includes not only literal

fu

I

f

i

I

Iment but spiritual;

it

had an immediate application in the warfare between Cain and Abel and their

followers but finds complete consummation only

Cross and His second and third coming.
principle at its best.
Once the principle

See Rom.
Is

16;

in

Christ's victory at the

This illustrates the apote esmatic
I

Heb. 2; Rev.

12:7-17,20.

grasped we will readily understand why many

excellent scholars can be listed under each separate school of interpreters
preterism, historicism, futurism,

affirm and wrong

in

idealism.

All

are right in what they

what they deny.

To say that a passage means just this and nothing more, that you
must not attach any broader meaning to the words of it than we
have in the past, is saying that which is not actuated by the
Spirit of God. 28
So much for the apotel esmatic principle as applied to prophecy.

There
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broader application of the principle which

is a

New Testament scholars.
spell

it

out

now a commonplace for

We alluded to it in the foregoing,

some detail.

in

is

but now wish to

The whole vexed problem of New Testament

eschatology and especially the Parusieverzflgerung (the delay of the second
advent) has led to the present awareness that the Old Testament prophecies

about the Kingdom of God also have apote esmatic fulfillment.
I

INAUGURATED (REALIZED) AND CONSUMMATED ESCHATOLOGY
A review of over a century's research

tendency operating.

in

eschatology shows the pendulum

To start with, the prim Victorian era

in

England, and

the Continent with its optimistic sister Weltanschauung (world-view),

could not view apocalyptic eschatology with anything other than raised
eyebrows.

An age which boldly affirmed:

God's fn His heaven
And all's right with the world
could see little meaning

in

apocalyptic nightmares.

Schweitzer interpreting Jesus
im Leben

in

Then came Albert

harmony with his understanding of the Sitz

(life-situation) of Palestine

in

the first century.

The result

was Christ as an apocalyptic deluded figure, obsessed with the imminent
end of the world.

The pendulum did not cease to move at this point.

Thirty years later it was being strongly contended that the idea of

a

parousia preceded by signs had been wrongly distilled from Christ's

teachings by an apocalyptically-minded church, contrary to Christ's
personal

beliefs.

The Esc ha ton had already come

in

Christ, and that was that. 29

Thus the viewpoint changed as personalities like Harnack, Schweitzer,
and moderns such as C. H. Dodd gave place each to the other and dominated

the theological

scene, at least in certain geographical areas.

Thus

in

answer to the question: "Did Jesus hold apocalyptic views?" the answer
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comes "No" (Harnack); "Yes" (Schweitzer); "No" (Dodd); "Yes" (Bui tmann) 30
.

.

.

and so on, according to which scholar answers the question.

Spirit of the Age

is

at fault, and

if

The

spirits could be clothed, the dress

of this particular one would best be described as chameleon.

More ways

than one exist for eviscerating apocalyptic, and not the least persuasive
is

the suggestion that Christ's mythological expectations for the future

are merely incidental, and it

is

His timeless existential demand that should

be recognized and proclaimed.-^
We need reminding still

that we cannot have the same thing both ways.

The cake refuses to remain present with us, though eaten.

Thus while some

would insist that Christ cherished apocalyptic concepts by reminding us

that he must have been

a

child of His time, others assure us that His

authentic loqia are recognizable only

if

dissimilar to those of his con-

temporaries.

We shall have to be content with the facts presented

Gospels

wish to arrive at a conclusion that will be accurate still

if we

when cosmologies and Wei tanschauungen change again.

in

the

We are reminded of

Dean Inge's saying that "he who marries the Spirit of the Age will soon
be a widower. "32

Attitudes to eschatology have had some revision since

I945 33 but this should not influence us either.

The modern position

is

best summarized by the terms "realized" (or

inaugurated) and "consummated."

as having these two aspects.

His first advent

— this

is

New Testament scholars see eschatology

The kingdom of God came with Christ at

realized eschatology.

ment, justification, eternal
of Satan, the last hour, etc.

life,
All

the abolition of death, the destruction
the terms men had applied to the empirical

end apply also t6 the new age ushered
looked to a future consummation.

With Christ came judg-

in

by our Lord.

But Christ also

That which has been realized

in

Him is
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yet to be consummated by the last Judgment and the Second Advent.

As

one of our own publications has summarized the matter:
The kingdom about which Jesus spoke is to be looked at from two
points of view.
Jesus talked about the kingdom as if it had already
arrived.
He said, for example, "The kingdom of God is in the
midst of you" (Luke 17:21), and He spoke of the kingdom as if it
were at present growing.
Such parables as that of the mustard seed
and the leaven illustrate this latter aspect.

But Jesus also spoke of the kingdom as future.
He said that He
would set up His kingdom. He said, "I shall not drink of the fruit
of the vine until the kingdom of God comes." Luke 22:18.
The kingdom is viewed both as present and future.
These two aspects
are closely associated. Those who enter into the kingdom about
which Jesus spoke here are present subjects of God's kingdom, and
these are the ones for whom He will come when He sets up His kingdom
in the future.
When Jesus came, the kingdom came, and men here and now may enter
into this kingdom.
But the kingdom is also still future, and it will
be revealed, when Jesus comes the second time, for those who have
entered the present kingdom here and now.
Thus the future kingdom
is, in a sense, continuous with the present kingdom, and it is also
discontinuous, in that the second advent is the watershed between
the present and the future kingdom. 34

Oscar Cullmann did much to mold the present understanding by his Christ
and Time

.

We quote him and some of his contemporaries

in

an Appendix. 35

Perhaps more clearly than most George Eldon Ladd has spelled out the

relationships 'between inaugurated and consummated eschatology.

In

to point the way to the resolution of the Adventist problem on Heb.
I

have distributed

a

order
8.,

summary statement by Ladd to ministerial classes ever

since it first appeared about fifteen years ago. 36
What is the unifying principle of the diverse emphases in the theology
of the New Testament? The diversity must be clearly recognized
and not glossed over.
According to the Synoptic Gospels, the
central message of Jesus was the coming of the Kingdom of God.
Sometimes he asserted that the Kingdom of God had come in the
midst of history in his own person and mission (Matt. 12:28; Luke
17:20,21), sometimes he looked forward to its coming at the end of
the age and taught his disciples to pray for its coming (Matt. 6:10;
8:11; 13:43).
When this eschatologica Kingdom comes, the redeemed
will enter into the eternal life of the Age to Come (Mark 10:23-30).
In the Synoptic Gospels eternal
life is never referred to as a
I
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present possession; it will be the inheritance of God's people
the eschato logical Kingdom of God (Matt. 25:34,46).

in

The Gospel of John has a very different emphasis.
Jesus' references
to the Kingdom occur infrequently there (John 3:3,5, and 18:36).
The central message of Jesus, according to John, is eternal life
(3:15; 4:14; 6:40; see 20:31); and th s g f t of eterna
life is a
present possession (5:24; 6:47; 10:10) that men may not receive
through faith in Jesus Christ.
i

i

I

The Book of Acts records a number of brief reports of the early
apostolic preaching. These sermons say little about the Kingdom of
God (Acts 1:3; 8:12; 19:8; 14:22; 20:25; 28:23); and eternal life is
mentioned in only one place (Acts 13:46,48); "I ife" is spoken of in
3:15; 5:20; 11:18).
The apostolic message in Acts is the resurrection of Jesus from the dead.
Because God has raised the crucified
Jesus from the dead and exalted him to his own right hand, men are
called upon to repent, be saved, and receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit (Acts 2:38).
Luke, In telling the story of the expanding
Church, is primarily interested in the working of the Holy Spirit
who was given on the Day of Pentecost to unite believers into the
fellowship that constituted the Church (Acts 1:5,6; 2:1-39; 4:31;
8:15-17; 10:44; 19:2,6), not in the indwelling of the Spirit in
individual believers.
In the epistles of Paul we find a still different emphasis.
Paul
has little to say about the Kingdom of God (Rom. 14:17;
Cor. 4:20;
6:9; Eph. 5:5); and although he mentions eternal life a few times
(Rom. 2:7; 5:21; 6:22,23; Gal. 6:8;
Tim. 1:16) and speaks frequently of life, this theme is not the central focus of his theology.
Reformed theologians have made justification by faith the centre of
Paul's thought, while the modern tendency has been to place the
emphasis upon Christ's indwelling the believer through the Holy Spirit.
I

I

Yet there is no reason to view these two great Pauline doctrines as
mutually exclusive; they are in fact complementary, expounding the
objective and the subjective aspects of redemption.
Justification
has to do with the sinner's relation to God, who is the righteous
Lawgiver and Judge. The obverse of justification is condemnation.
The righteous man is justified declared right acquitted from all
guilt by the righteous Judge; the sinner is pronounced guilty and
justly condemned as a sinner (Rom. 8:33,34).
The unique element in
Paul's doctrine of justification is that God acquits the sinner not
by his good works nor by the law but by faith in Jesus Christ.

—

—

However, the man who Is justified by faith is also indwelt by
Christ through the Holy Spirit. This is the subjective side of
salvation. God justifies the believer through faith on the ground
of the redemption wrought by Jesus Christ (2 Cor. 5:20,21); and
through the same faith, God imparts the Holy Spirit to indwell the
believer (Gal. 3:2). The indwelling of the Spirit is also the
indwelling of Christ (Rom. 8:9,10), for the Spirit is the Spirit of
the exalted Lord (Rom. 8:9).
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This diversity of New Testament theology, though it cannot be here
further illustrated, is unmistakable. The Kingdom of God (the
Synoptics), eternal life (John), the resurrection of Christ and the
coming of the Holy Spirit to form the Church (Acts), justification by
faith and the new life of the Holy Spirit (Paul)
what do these
diverse theologies have in common?

—

This question was brought forcefully to my attention when a recent
book of mine was understood to have the purpose of "unifying all
theological thought in the New Testament around and in a single
motif," namely, the Kingdom of God.
It is easy to understand how
this impression was gained from the book, for its subtitle, "The
Eschatology of Biblical Realism," may seem to suggest that the
totality of biblical eschatology is to be subsumed under this single
theme.
But this conclusion is not necessary any more than it is
necessary to conclude that the widely used terms "consistent
eschatology" and "realized eschatology" apply to the eschatology
of the entire New Testament.
The "eschatology of biblical realism,"
like the two terms just mentioned, is meant primarily to designate
the eschatologica
perspective of our Lord, not of the entire New
Testament.
I

The paragraphs above indicate that
do not believe that the theology
can be accurately subsumed under the Kingdom
of God.
In fact, such a harmonizing procedure would, in my judgment,
do violence to the rich diversity of emphases of these other writings.
I

of John, Acts, and Paul

Where then is unity to be found?
believe that it appears in the
common eschato log ica structure found in those several biblical
writers: promise, fulfillment, and consummation.
This was, in fact,
my original choice for the title of the book.
I

I

The entire New Testament assumes the Old Testament's prophetic
promises of an eschatologica day of salvation and judgment. This
promise appears in different forms in the several prophets; but
common to all is the conviction that God, who had revealed himself
as the living God in delivering Israel from Egypt (Ex. 6:6,7) in
constituting Israel his people (Amos 3:1,2), and in leading her
both in grace and in judgment (Amos 6:6ff), would finally bring his
redemptive purposes to a glorious consummation that would include
the destiny not only of Israel but also of the Gentiles (Isa.
11:10; 66:18).
This eschatological salvation would not only establish
God's rule effectively among men but also accomplish the redemption of
nature (Isa.
1:6-9; 55: 12, 13).
I

I

No single pattern of redemption can be found in the Old Testament.
Sometimes God's reign will be accomplished through a Davidic
messianic King (Isa. 9; II); elsewhere by a supernatural heavenly
figure (Dan. 7); elsewhere a servant of the Lord redeems his people
through humiliation, suffering, and dying (Isa. 53).
Frequently,
the prophets speak of no messianic figure; God himself will reign
among his. people (Isa. 40; Ps. 102; 138).
The Old Testament does
not explain how these several forms of the messianic hope are related
to one another.

.
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I

The entire New Testament reflects the conviction that these prophetic
promises have been fulfilled in the person, mission, words, and deeds
of Jesus of Nazareth within history; but the consummation of the
promises awaits a further eschato logica event that will establish
In other words ,
rule of God in all the world.
the eschato logica
the New Testament writers see the fulfillment of the Old Testament
promises in two great redemptive events: the earthly person and mission
The
of Jesus, and his glorious appearing at the end of the age
New Testament explains how the several messianic personages of the Old
Testament are related to one another in God's plan of redemption.
The Messiah appears first as a man within history to fulfill the
mission of the Servant of the Lord in suffering and death, but he
will later appear at the end of the age as the glorious heavenly
In the biblical perSon of Man in both judgment and salvation.
spective, these are not two separate events but two acts of a single
drama of redemption.
I

I

.

This tension between fulfillment and consummation is illustrated
In the Synoptic
in each of the several theologies outlined above.
Gospels, the Kingdom of God is an eschato logica event belonging to
the Age to Come when the redeemed will enter into eternal life.
However, this eschato logica event has already invaded history in
the person and mission of Jesus, offering to men in advance of the
eschato logica consummation the redemptive blessings of forgiveWhile the Kingdom
ness, righteousness, and fellowship with God.
is essentially eschato logica , it has had a real fulfillment in
The Old Testament hope has been fulfilled before the conhistory.
summation; eschatology has become history.
I

I

I

I

The same tension is found in the Gospel of John, although the
Eternal life in
emphasis is different from that of the Synoptics.
life of the Kingdom of God in
the Synoptics is the eschato logica
the Age to Come; and in the Fourth Gospel, life is also an eschato logica
blessing (John 12:25; 4:14; 6:27). But even as the Kingdom of God
has come to men in history, so has the life of the Kingdom come to
In a real sense, the concept of the
them as a present experience.
Kingdom of God and of eternal life are inseparable, for life is the
life of the Kingdom; and as the Kingdom is present among men it has
brought to them one of its most significant blessings eternal
This tension of fulfillment within history and consummation
life.
at the end of the age enables us to preserve the evident diversity
The Old Testament hope (Dan. 12:2) has
and yet find a basic unity
been fulfilled before the consummation; eschatology has become history.
I

—

.

The Book of Acts looks back upon the completed life and mission of
Jesus and places its emphasis upon the significance of his resurrection
The reason
and exaltation rather than upon his deeds and words.
fulfillment present in the
for this is that the eschato logica
person, words, and deeds of Jesus finds an even deeper dimension in
his resurrection and exaltation.
I

The early Christians proclaimed "in Jesus the resurrection from the
It is strange that this message should have so
dead" (Acts 4:2).
grievously annoyed the Sadducees, for this doctrine was also held
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by the Pharisees.
The point is that the early Christians were not
teaching a doctrine of resurrection at the end of the age; they
were proclaiming an eschatologica deed that had occurred in history.
They were not teaching a truth; they were witnessing to an event.
The same idea is expounded more clearly by Paul, who speaks of the
resurrection of Christ as the "first fruits" of the eschatologica
resurrection at the end of the age (I Cor. 15:23).
First fruits
in an agrarian economy were the beginning of the harvest itself.
The resurrection of Jesus was not an isolated event; it was not
merely promise of a future event; it was itself the beginning of
the future event. The first act of resurrection had already occurred in the resurrection of Jesus, and this placed the Christian
proclamation in a new and startling light.
I

The same eschatologica dimension is found in the gift of the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost. The prophecy of the outpouring of the
Spirit in Joel belongs to the eschato og ica consummation of God's
redemptive purpose (Joel 2:28ff) at the Day of the Lord.
When God
finally redeems his people and makes himself known as God in all
the world (Joel 2:26,27), one of the gifts of his eschatologica
salvation will be the outpour ng of his Spirit. This event, Peter
declared, has now occurred in history (Acts 2:l6ff), because Jesus
has been exalted to heaven and enthroned at the right hand of God
as messianic King (Acts 2:30ff). The blessings of Messiah's reign
no longer belong exclusively to the Act to Come and the Kingdom of
God; they have come to men in history to bring into existence God's
new people— the Church.
The Church is therefore an eschatologica
community, a people who not only are destined to inherit the consummated Kingdom but also have already experienced the powers and
blessings of that Kingdom through the coming of the Holy Spirit
in history.
The Old Testament hope has been fulfil led before the
consummation; eschatology has become history.
I

I

I

i

Paul interprets the significance of the eschatologica
event
of Jesus Christ primarily in terms of justification by faith, and
the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.
Here again, although in yet
different terms, Paul expounds the meaning for believers of the
eschato log ica dimension of what had happened in history in Jesus
Christ.
I

I

Justification focuses attention upon the meaning of Jesus' death.
His propitiatory sacrifice on the cross is the ground of justification by faith.
Justification, as we have seen is the decree of
the divine Lawgiver and Judge that a man is free from all guilt and
condemnation. As such, it is an eschato og ica event that belongs
to the day of judgment at the end of the world.
This is clearly
seen in a saying of Jesus:
"On the day of judgment men will render
account for every careless word they utter; for by your words you
will be justified, and by your words you will be condemned" (Matt.
12:36,37 RSV). Acquittal or condemnation in the eschato log ica
day
of judgment this is the destiny of all men.
I

—

I

I

The death of Christ has provided the basis for the acquittal of
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men in history.
Before the day of judgment, before the end of the
age, the righteous Judge has rendered his decision.
The man of
faith is acquitted of all guilt; he is justified by his (God's)
grace as a gift, through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus"
(Rom. 3:24).
In effect, the eschatologica
event has already occurred in history; the Judge has rendered his final decision. The
man of faith is freed from all condemnation.
I

Accompanying this eschatologica! event is another:
the indwelling
of the Holy Spirit to Impart new life. That this gift of the Spirit
indwelling every believer is also an eschatolog ica event is shown
by the words Paul uses. to describe it:
first fruits and down
payment.
The Holy Spirit is the first fruits (Rom. 8:23) of the final
redemption. Creation is in bondage to decay, and believers share
the burden of pain, suffering, and death.
Both await the eschato log ica
glory of consummated redemption.
But God has given more than hope
and promise; he has Imparted the Spirit of life in the midst of
corruption and decay, thus providing a beginning of the eschato og ica
consummation.
I

I

The Holy Spirit Is also called a down payment.
The King James
Version renders the word "earnest," and the Revised Standard
"guarantee." The word "arrabon" in popular Greek meant a down
payment that not only guaranteed the final full payment but also
provided an actual but partial payment.
Thus so the Holy Spirit is
a partial experience of the believer's eschatologica
inheritance
until he will finally acquire full possession of it.
(Eph. 1:14;
see also 2 Cor. 1:22; 5:5).
This means that everything that the Holy
Spirit does, both in the fellowship of the Church (Acts) and in the
lives of individual believers, is a real anticipation of the life
of the Age to Come.
The Old Testament hope has been fulfilled.
Eschato logy has become history.
I

AM

New Testament writers look forward to an eschatologica consummation of all that was promised by the prophets. The Kingdom of
God, eternal life, the resurrection of the dead, the vindication of
the righteous In the day of judgment, and their transformation by"
the gift of the Holy Spirit (Ezek. 36:26,27) al
await the Age to
Come.
Yet because of the person, mission, death, resurrection, and
ascension of Jesus Christ, all these eschatologica events have witnessed a fulfillment in history
The Kingdom of God awaits the Age to
Come; but it has invaded history In the person and mission of Jesus.
Eternal life will follow the resurrection at the end of the age; but
in the resurrection of Jesus, the eschatologica
event has begun and
eternal life has come to mortal men in history.
The day of judgment
will introduce the Age to Come; but by virtue of the atoning death of
Jesus, the judgment of acquittal has already been pronounced on men of
faith.
The eschatologica redemption will mean "Spiritual" that is,
sp r It-transformed
bodies for the redeemed (I Cor. 15:44; Rom. 8:23);
but the transforming gift of the Spirit has already been given to men
in history.
I

I

I

.

I

—

I

Here
total

I

—

the striking unity in the rich diversity of the meaning of the
person and mission of Jesus:
hope fulfilled in history without

is
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being emptied of its eschatologi ca content at the future consummation.
The several theoiogies of the New Testament are diverse
ways of describing the redemptive significance of what God has
already accomplished in Jesus Christ in its relation to the
eschatologi ca consummation.
The totality of God's redemptive
working in salvation-history cannot be subsumed under any single
doctrine; the rich diversity must be preserved within the basic
unity of promise-fulfillment-consummation of God's self-revelation
and redemption.
I

I

Long before Ladd, G. Voss in his Pau

I

i

ne Eschatoiogy pointed out that

the heart of the New Testament, the writings of Paul, taught the nature of

our present blessings
eternal

life,

in

eschato logical terms.

destruction of sin and Satan,

The redemption, salvation,

longed for through the ages,

had actually come with Christ.

The acquittal of the Last Judgment was now

available for all who believe.

Justification

now of that ultimate verdict.

is

the anticipation here and

Note the words of Vos:

The eschato ogica strand is the most systematic in the entire
fabric of the Pauline thought-wor Id.
For it now appears that the
closely interwoven soteric tissue derives its pattern from the
eschato ogica scheme, which bears all the marks of having had
precedence in his mind
It is safe to assume that far more
than all this counted the eschato ogica mould into which the
Apostle's thought had been cast from the beginning.
What gives
dogmatic coloring to his teaching is largely derived from its
antithetical structuve, as exhibited in the comprehensive antitheses of the First Adam and the Last Adam, sin and righteousness,
the flesh and the Spirit, law and faith, and these are precisely
the historical reflections of the one great transcendental antithesis between this world and the world-to-come.
It is no wonder
that such energetic eschato ogica thinking tended towards consolidation in an orb of compact theological structure.
For in it the
world-process is viewed as a unit. The end is placed, in the light
of the beginning, and all intermediate developments are construed
with reference to the purpose a quo and the terminus ad quern
I

I

I

I

.

.

.

.

I

I

I

I

.

A survey of the facts registered leaves little doubt but that
between the two aspects of the matter, the priority belongs in
the Apostle's mind to the eschato ogica aspect.
If the startingpoint had lain at the other end, we might surely expect some
qualifying phrase to appear in the futurity-passages to intimate
that not salvation as such, but only its perfection or consummation was associated with the end; the opposite is the case: salvation at the end is spoken of in an absolute way, as though it were
the only conception customary; it is "n awxnpux
."
In fact,
the phenomenon furnishes a strict analogy to the manner after
which in our Lord's teaching such things as "the Kingdom of God"
I

I
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and "the Parous a of the Son-of-Man" are referred to as future
things in an absolute way, as though no other Kingdom, no other
Parousia were reckoned with.
There is a continuity in the writings of the New Testament of this way of speaking:
the feeling expressed in the word of our Lord, "the hour comes and is now" reechoes everywhere.
The lower air was so surcharged with the sense
of what great things had already come to pass and what greater
things were on the wings in the upper air ready to come down, that
the precision in speaking of the several parts and phases of the
whole was for the moment in abeyance. 3 7
i

"

Kummel

speaks

si mi larly.

The often-held view, that Paul's doctrine of justification is a
mere "polemical doctrine" and hence not a central expression of
his message of salvation, cannot be maintained in view of the
dominant position of this doctrine in the Pauline epistles.
Quite,
to the contrary, we can easily see that the doctrine of justification represents the basic and most highly personal form of expression of the Pauline message of God's eschatologica
saving action. 38
I

That all such writers are essentially correct is made clear by Christ's
own statements.

He spoke of the kingdom as having come and yet to come, of

judgment that "now is" and yet "cometh."

At the beginning of His public

work He applied the Jubilee type to His own gospel mission.

See Luke 4:19.

Yet the Jubilee will have its complete fulfillment at the end of the age as
we have always taught.

Similarly, Christ linked the Passover both to the Cross and His second
coming.

See Matt. 26:26-29.

Tabernacles also

is

This feast of harvest had its first fulfillment
J

in

applied to both advents.

Christ's own day.

e rem as:
i

The harvest, like the wedding and the wine, is a well-established
symbol of the New Age.
Harvest is the great time of rejoicing:
'Thou hast multiplied the exaltation,
Thou hast increased the joy.

They rejoice before thee
As men rejoice in harvest-time,
As they rejoice when they divide the spoil.'
'Though a man may go forth in tears,
At the sowing of the seed,
Yet he shall come again rejoicing,
Bearing his sheaves with him.' (Ps.

126:6)

(Isa.

9:2)

Says
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Harvest and vintage symbolize in particular the Last Judgment with
which the New Age begins.
Joel (3:13) proclaims in view of the
judgment over all peoples, 'Thrust in the sickle for the harvest is
ripe:
come, tread ye; for the wine-press is full, the fats overflow;
for their wickedness is great.'
The Baptist depicts the Coming
One with the w nnowi ng-f an in his hand, bringing in the harvest
(Matt. 3:12; Luke 3:17).
Paul compares the Last Judgment to the
harvest (Gal. 6:7f).
In the last book of the Bible (Apoc. 14:15),
the angel cries from the Temple of God, 'Send forth thy sickle, and
reap:
for the hour to reap is come; for the harvest of the earth
is over-ripe.'
And the angel with the firebrand replies, 'Send forth
thy sharp sickle, and gather the clusters of the vine of the earth:
for her grapes are fully ripe.'
The hour is come, says Jesus, as
hesends out his disciples, not to sow, but to reap. The fields are
white (John 4:35); sowing and reaping go on together (4: 36). 39
i

But the Apocalypse applied the Feast of Harvest and the Old Testament

sanctuary prophecies to the "last things" yet to come.

Says McKelvey:

It is to the merit of Comb in that' he has shown that the imagery
of
the concluding section of the Apocalypse (21:1-22,5) is based upon the
Feast of Tabernacles, the Jewish feast par excel lence
There is good
reason for believing that Tabernacles also is the dominant image of
the seven liturgical scenes.
To start with, the faithful at 7:9ff
are described as bearing palm brahcnes; this is a feature of Tabernacles.
Their rubric, "Salvation belongs to our God," recalls the cry Hosanna
of Ps. 118:25, which was used at the feast (M. Suk. 4:5).
The description
of the heavenly host in the posture of worship, the palms, the trumpets,
and the Hal lei is not in itself conclusive, but appearing together as
these do and in conjunction with other details of the visions (see
below) they make it reasonably certain that the reference is to
Tabernacles. Quite explicit in fact is the allusion to the tabernacling
presence: 'Therefore are they before the throne of God, and serve
him day and night within his temple; and he who sits on the throne
will shelter them with his presence (annvwaeu in auxous)'
(7:15; cf. 21:3; John 1:14).
This leads naturally to the thought of
God's care and provision for Israel in the wilderness.
Finally, there
is the promise of 'springs of living water' (7:17), alluding to the
central rite of Tabernacles, the waterpouri ng, which from the time of
Zechariah had an eschato log ca orientation (Zech. I4:8ff; cf.
Rev. 22:1).
Similarly in the sixth vision, Tabernacles once again
appears to be the source of John's inspiration.
Thus the representation of the saints as victors standing beside the forbidding sea
singing praises to God recalls the psalms sung at Tabernacles on the
'steps of Tehom.
Again, the marked universal thrust of the liturgy
accords well with Tabernacles (Zech. I4:l6f).
Many of these elements
we shall find reappearing in the vision of the new Jerusalem, where
Tabernacles is clearly in mind.
I

.

i

I

'

That John should have selected the Feast of Tabernacles for his
imagery is not surprising.
As the sumbol, on the one hand, of the
presence of God with his people, and, on the other hand, of the
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vindication of God's people and their triumph over their enemies and
the conversion of the nations to God (Zech. 14:16-19), the feast was
peculiarly suited to his purpose.

Another way of saying the same thing is to interpret the vision to
mean that the new Jerusalem is itself a temple.
We recall that the
city is cubiform, like the holy of holies in the temple of Jerusalem.
New Jerusalem and the new temple are one and the same thing.
.

.

.

Can we after all regard the church militant as the fulfillment of
the long-cherished hope concerning the new temple ? This question
raises issues of New Testament eschatology which go far beyond the
limits of this book, and al
that one can hope to do in the present
circumstances is to give an answer without supporting it.
One may
say that the church on earth is and is not the fulfillment of the
traditional hope.
It is the fulfillment in so far as God dwells in
It here and now;
it is not in so far as his indwelling in this age
is partial, incomplete, and hidden
The findings of this chapter are
thus a necessary qualification to the conclusion of the preceding
chapters, reminding us that the fullness of the divine presence and
the unmediated vision of God, the perfection of communion, and the
gathering together of the elect from the four corners of the earth
sti
?e in the future
I

.

I

.

I

I

The new temple is the central idea of biblical eschatology from the
It
earliest times and is found in the most diverse backgrounds.
explains the priestly legislation and the priestly interpretation of
history (both of which developed around the desire for a sanctuary
worthy of God); it explains the great prophecies of the exile and
post-exilic periods and the disappointment and enervation which the
program of Ezra and Nehemiah was designed to combat, just as it provides
an important key to the meaning of apocalyptic.
Now we wish to emphasize that what is true on the apote esmat c prini

I

ciple of the kingdom of God, the Jubilee, the Passover, the Feast of Tabernacles

is

also true of the Day of Atonement.

Hebrews 9 applies that type

especially to the cross, but the Apocalypse and Paul apply
eschatology

— to

the last Judgment.

it to

Adventists have been right

the second, but have not been clear on the first.

in

consummated
seeing

Most of the rest of the

religious world was clear on the first, but did not see the second.

White saw both.
ST Apri

I

19,

1905

Ellen

Thus her crysta -clear statements such as DA 751; AA 35
I

.

Support for this double application of the Day of Atonement to both
the cross and the judgment

is

found not only

in

the Apocalypse and Paul,

;
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but also

in

the New Testament eschato og ca
i

I

I

application of the atonement

prophecy of Dan. 9:24-27.
The resolution of our Adventist sanctuary problem

apote lesmatic principle.
is

indeed eschato log ca
i

Day of Atonement

— the

I

is

found

in

the

The cleansing of the sanctuary, or its justification
,

and applies to the consummated application of the

last Judgment.

Our stumblings towards that truth

were naturally marked with deficiencies, none of which need occasion us
shame any more than the defective views of John the Baptist and the early
disciples.

No movement raised up by God has been

characteristic does not belong to anything human.

infallible.

But enfeebled and

defective as was our pioneer conception of truth,

it was

ways miles ahead of the contemporaries for whom we had

entrusted message.

Such a

a

in

some remarkable

special God-

.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
For three generations the denomination has been proclaiming to the
ing that a judgment

is

in

to our preaching, not one

process which only applied to the dead.

liv-

According

living person has yet entered into that judgment.

Such teaching, particularly when we include the concept that "the only cases

considered are those of the professed people of God"
the great mass of unconverted souls.

Indeed,

if

is

quite irrevelant for

any of such

listened to our

preaching on the judgment they would be burdened by the thought that
accepted Christ it would involve
Judgment,

a

1

imo,

of the grace of God!

a

review of how they had hitherto

every rent of money, every jol of

faculty and opportunity, etc.

they

the necessity of facing the Investigative

rigorous scrutiny involving

used every moment of

if

What a far cry from

I

ho

influence, every

gospel— the good

new:,
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Furthermore, our usual presentation of the Investigative Judgment has

strong legalistic overtones.

achievement

in

seems to make salvation dependent upon human

It

character building, as though our works could ever match the

requirements of God's infinite law!

Our critics have readily seen the ten-

dency of such a doctrine to submerge the real heart of the New Testament.
Here are the words of one such critic whose book shows an honest attempt to
give us credit wherever possible:
Now it has been said at an earlier point in this study that Seventhday Advent ism is legalistic.
The reason for which this is so, however,
is not because it, together with the historic Protestant creeds,
regards the Ten Commandments as God's standard of righteousness in
all ages.
It is rather because Adventism, in spite of its protestations
to the contrary, makes the believer's character the ultimate ground
of his acceptance or rejction by God.

.

There are, however, certain points which in the Advent ist scheme of
things are distinctive, and the most important of these is its understanding of the doctrine of justification, that is, of the sinner's
forgiveness and acceptance by a God who is of purer eyes than to behold
iniquity.
Evangelical theology rightly so-called grounds this in the
perfect righteousness of Christ the Redeemer, which God graciously
imputes to the believing sinner.
No question of human effort or of
human character comes under the purview of the doctrine of justification,
strictly considered. (Footnote: These do appear, we hasten to add,
in connection with the doctrine of sanctif ication, logically posterior
to but inseparable from either justification or several other benefits
of our redemption; without sanctif ication no man shall see the Lord.
But justification is grounded in the righteousness of Christ and is
received by faith alone; it is so that it might be by grace.
See the
chapters entitled "Justification" and "Sancti f icat on" in John Murray,
Redemption Accomplished and Applied CGrand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdman's
Publishing Co.; I955J.) Th s, however, is not the view of Seventhday Adventism.
That is to say, when the question arises of what
constitutes the sinner's title to heaven, this movement gives us to
understand that it is his keeping of the commandments:
his keeping
of them through faith in Jesus Christ, to be sure, but his keeping of
them none the less. The following from Branson makes misunderstanding
i

i

impossi b le:

"A Christian who through faith in Jesus Christ has faithfully kept the
law's requirements will be acquitted; there is no condemnation, for the
law finds no fault in him." (Branson, Drama of the Ages 351.)
In some respects this is reminiscent of other views which have appeared
from time to time in the history of the Christian church, views which
have in their own way compromised the gracious character of salvation
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introducing, at one point or another, the notion of human merit.
But
appears that Adventism surpasses them all.
Indeed, it outdoes Rome
itself, which it closely resembles in its grounding of justification
in an "infused righteousness," for the Roman Church, realising that,
at least n most cases, perfection will not be attained in this life,
has thoughtfully provided a purgatory in which venial sins may be
suffered for and the necessary rectitude attained after death.
Adventism,
of course, is not perfect on sti c in the sense that it is unaware that
the believer is likely to transgress divine law, the keeping of which,
through faith in Jesus Christ, is his hope of salvation.
It quite
forthright y informs its adherents that they are likely to commit
sins, which are recorded in heaven and come to the attention of Christ
as He ministers in the most holy place, and assures them that their
confessions are also noted, and forgiveness granted through the blood of
Christ.
But even this can scarcely engender much peace of conscience
when it is remembered that that the Adventist teaching on this point
is that the confession, specifically, of every sin that the believer
has committed is required if he is not to be lost.
We have cited
Mrs. White's dictum; Branson similarly remarks:
by
it

i

i

i

I

"If it is found that one has broken even a single precept, and this
transgression is unconfessed, he will be dealt with just as if he had
broken all ten."
Ibid .)
(

What question could be more appropriate here than "Who then, can be
saved?" For if this is the "gospel," the sinner saved by grace is at
no point in his Christian experience any better off than was the Martin
Luther of Augustinian cloister days, whose difficulty was "not whether
his sins were big or little, but whether they had been confessed,"
and who discovered, to his dismay, that "some of man's misdemeanors
are not even recognized, let alone remembered." (R. Bainton, Here
Stand [Nashvi le: Abingdon Press, 1950], p. 55.)
The conclusion is
inescapable, then, that the Adventist doctrine of salvation leads
relentlessly to a kind of "justification by character."
Indeed, the
bel iever does not, in this system, keep the law in his own strength;
the merit belongs to the indwelling Christ, by whose power the Christian
keeps the commandments and thus, being acquitted in the "investigative
judgment," is accounted worthy of eternal life.
For this reason it is
not accurate to say without qualification, as some have, that Seventhday Adventism teaches that salvation is by keeping the law.
But it
must be evident that there is little awareness in Adventism that the
believer, as a matter of fact, offends in many ways> and neither
does nor can perform all that is required of him; that he breaks
God's law daily in thought, word and deed, and has, therefore, a
need which surpasses that of the forgiveness of past sins and the
power of the indwelling Christ for present victories.
The note is
not prominent in the teaching of this movement, if it is there at
all, that what the sinner needs, and what Scripture offers him, is
a Saviour who kept the law on his behalf, and whose perfect righteousness is imputed to him
Because the Advent! sts seem not to grasp
this foundational truth, it must be concluded that although the
movement may be unaware of it, ("[We believe] that salvation through
Christ is by grace alone, through faith in His blood." "[We believe]
I

I

.

.
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that man is justified by faith" [ Questions on Doctrine , pp. 22f[].)
far from inculcating the glorious tidings that a man is justified
by faith without the deeds of the law, the' "sanctuary position" tends
to a legalism as deadly, if not as explicit, as the Galatian Judaizers'
own.
It

is

not that the fact of judgment denies the grace of God

in

justifica-

We are justified by faith but judged by our works, for though saved

tion.

by faith alone, the faith that saves

is

never alone.

Though we are not

accepted on the basis of faith plus works, we are accepted through a
Thus

faith that does always work.

reality of that faith

in

in

the judgment our works testify to the

Christ through which salvation comes.

usual mode of presenting the

appear just an initial step

But our

Investigative Judgment has made justification
in

the Christian life leading on to the better

thing, and the more necessary thing, of sancti

f

icat ion

.

Thus we have blurred

the New Testament distinction between the perfect and finished work of

Christ for us, and the imperfect unfinished work of the Spirit

_m_ us.

Because the law demands 100$ righteousness, and not even 99%, we can
only ever be saved through imputed righteousness

perfect life and death.
on the

— the

merits of Christ's

This truth is usually forgotten

in

our discussions

Investigative Judgment, and therefore we leave our people fearful,

without joy, and without power to witness to others of "so great salvation."

Coming into an Investigative Judgment does not sound much to rejoice over.
On the other hand,

appear

in

physical

Advocate, and
of

is

if

we emphasized that the believer does not even

person before the great judge, but that Christ

now and ever will

is

Judge-

be our Substitute before the judgment bar

God—that would make the hearer's heart to overflow with gladness.
Most Seventh-day Advent ists never seem to have grasped the difference

between law as a standard and law as a method.
crucial.

As a standard the

law

is

But this understanding is

irrevocable, eternal, always relevant and
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ever binding upon the conscience.

But as a method it is illegal.

The

apparently conflicting passages of the New Testament find here their
resolution.
method.

Those statements which seem anti-law are only anti-law as a

See Gal. 2:16-19; 3:10-13; 5:4; 2 Cor.

3;

Rom.

How many Adventists really understand Rom. 6:14

7:1-4.

— that

sin ceases to

have dominion over us only when we realize that as regards our acceptance
"we are justified by faith regardless of our success
(Rom.

3:28 NEB)?

in

keeping the law"

Have we ever taken to heart the following:

Now do you see it? No one can ever be made right in God's sight by
doing what the law commands.
For the more we know of God's laws, the
clearer it becomes that we aren't obeying them; his laws serve only to
make us see that we are sinners.
But now God has shown us a different
way to heaven
not by "being good enough" and trying to keep his laws,
but by a new way (though not new, really, for the Scriptures told about
it long ago).
Now God says he will accept and acquit us declare us
"not guilty"
if we trust Jesus Christ to take away our sins.
And we
all can be saved in this same way, by coming to Christ, no matter who
we are or what we have been like.
Yes, all have sinned; all fall short
of God's glorious ideal; yet now God declares us "not guilty" of
offending him if we trust in Jesus Christ, who in his kindness
freely takes away our sins.
For God sent Christ Jesus to take the
punishment for our sins and to end all God's anger against us.
He
used Christ's blood and our faith as the means of saving us from
his wrath.
In this way he was being entirely fair, even though he
did not punish those who sinned in former times.
For he was looking
forward to the time when Christ would come and take away their sins.
But isn't this unfair for God to let criminals go free, and say that
they are innocent? No, for he does it on the basis of their trust in
Jesus who took away their sins.
(Rom. 3:20-26 Living Bible.)

—

—

—

The truth of the gospel

is

that he who has given himself to Christ,

believing his debt was paid at Calvary,

despite his failures and mistakes.
changing, for it

is

— the

ever accounted

1

00% righteous

God's attitude to the believer

is

un-

dependent upon His attitude, not to our achievements,

but to Christ and His achievements.

second Adam

is

Just so long as Christ remains as the

second Head of the human race, perfect before God, so long

does every believer

in

Him stand in His standing.

This

is

why E. G. White

says we are not to be anxious about what God thinks of us, but only what He
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thinks of Christ our Substitute and Surety.
What then shall we say then as to our denominational duty

in

view of

the fact that our traditional presentation of the Investigative Judgment is

unsupportab
If

from Scripture?

le

we are honest with the evidence, and cast away our doctrinal

clothes, or to use another figure, our scaffolding, truth will
in

its persuasive beauty.

3:16

in

is

be revealed

not complicated, being but John

Let us tell our own people and the world that men are

embryo.

judged now

That truth

swaddling

that they

— the

living

— are

judged by their present relationship

to Christ who suffered divine judgment for sin on their behalf at the cross.

See John 3:18,36; 5:24.

Let us tell

them that judgment comes as they hear

the invitation of the gospel, and that to accept means eternal
but, to reject means wrath and eternal

The close

loss.

of-

life now,

probation

is

but

Christ's pre-advent ratification of that decision.
Having been crippled for over one hundred years by certain non-Biblical

eschato logica

I

teachings we can only benefit by surrendering such, and hold-

ing firmly only to "Thus saith the Lord."
by many

in

evange

I

i

Instead of the embarrassment felt

sm .and teaching, there will

Acknowledgment of the meaning of Hebrews

be joy and progress.
9,

of the Day of Atonement in the Apocalypse, will

eschatology truth, and indeed buttress it.

coupled with the use made

preserve the essence of our

We will

give the Cross its right

place thereby, and many will be drawn to Christ in result as He promised.
John 12:31-32.

The Biblical teaching on judgment can only bring great joy

to the believer as he learns that not even Satan can accuse him successfully.

Christ answers all accusations with arguments based on his own merits.
is he

that condemneth?

condemnation to them

in

It

is

Christ who justifies.

Christ Jesus.

and have no fear in judgment.

There

is

Who

therefore no

They have passed from death to life
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To know that from the moment of faith and surrender we already have the

verdict of the last judgment, and that we have that verdict for as long as
we maintain that active trust (evidenced by obedience)

bounds.

The greatest issue of ail

are accepted

in

some worthiness

is

— brings

decided, and decided for the best.

in

ourselves.

Having died to the law as
7:4.

No

Being released from law as

a

a

method, we will

method, we will
Rom. 6:14.

bring forth fruit unto Christ.

longer severed from Christ by dependence upon our own obedience

rather than His, Christ's Spirit can have His full way with us,
in

We

the beloved, and no longer need we be anxious trying to find

receive, simultaneously, freedom from the dominion of sin.

Rom.

joy without

leading us

avenues of service, and victory, to God's glory and our joy.
Instead of the gospel

about acceptance

being trammelled and cramped by

the judgment,

in

it will

be given free course

as to restore the apostolic spirit and power.

implications of the true gospel

— the

— the victorious
other — justification
lips

in

such a way

(See our Appendix on the

for all who receive it.)

way to fulfill what our prophet has promised

the glory of Christ

legalistic fears

— the

There

is

no other

lighting of the earth with

sounding forth of the sweetest melody known to human

proclamation of that theme which swallows up every
by faith, the third angel's message

in

verity, the

message which has sponsored every great revival the world has ever known,
and which alone can trigger the last great awakening.
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but in the first century, the teaching of the conditional element of
prophecy, and the admonition that prophecy always had direct relevance
for the people first addressed, admissions re the true meaning of key
original terms such as nitzdaq, hagia, esoteron tou katepetasmos, and
refusals to be dogmatic in areas where the facts will not permit
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with the preaching of the will of God.
It can be combined just as well
with wishful fantasies of future glory, with economic ideals and hopes,
with thoughts of revenge and pictures of hell.
Jewish apocalyptic as
well as the history of eschatology elsewhere offers abundant proof of
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It still needs to be explained why such ideas are not found with
Jesus and why, on the contrary, with him 'the demand for obedience goes
hand fn hand wijh the proclaiming of the future age." Jesus and the Word
(E.T., London,
But this comment is not to be under1958), pp. 93-94.
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but insists that for us its meaning is existential.
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31.
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38.
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),

Bird finds fault with our sanctuary exegesis as well as our seeming
He says:
burying of justification by our sanctuary theology.

"The sanctuary service was a 'figure of the
scient and imperfect in that it anticipated
good things to come,' who 'not by the blood
by his own blood entered once into the holy
eternal redemption for us.'

time then present,' tranChrist, a 'high priest of
of goats and calves, but
place, having obtained

It is objected that this 'holy place' which Christ entered refers to
apartment of the heavenly sanctuary, the further explication
outer
the
For
priestly ministry In 9:24ff. should be reflected upon.
high
of the
the
in
appear
entered
heaven
itself,
'now
to
have
to
Christ
is
said
here
of
God.'
face
before
the
'now
openly
to
appear
or
God
for
us,'
presence of
here
anydelineated
to
see
to
the
language
violence
to
then
do
Is it not
of
dignity
the
by
virtue
of
that
Christ,
teaching
the
than
other
thing
His person and His atoning sacrifice, is entitled to complete and contin-

"If
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access to God on behalf of His people, a right which was foreshadowed
but faintly by God's sufferance of the high priest under the Old Testament to enter the holiest once annually, and not even then without the
veiling of a cloud of incense?
ual

"Before we take leave of the subject of the 'sanctuary position,' it is
necessary to discuss briefly the import of Heb. 9:23, a verse which Adventism interprets as follows:
On that day [of Atonement] the

'iniquities of the children of Israel'
were removed.
The antitype of that service, we believe, will be
found in connection with Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary,
and this is apparent from Hebrew 9:23:
It was therefore necessary that the patterns of things in the heavens should be purified ( kathar izo)
with these; but the heavenly
things themselves (shall be purified) with better sacrifices than
these (that of the Lamb of God.)' [Questions on Doctrine, 266].
.

.

.

'

"It is recognized, of course, that this verse contains mysterious elements;
there are, however, interpretations of the words which are satisfactory
as far as they go.
B. G. Westcott, for example, gives an exposition of
the passage which seems to meet the requirements of the case as he writes:

what sense can it be said that the 'heavenly things' need cleansing?
Even 'heavenly things,' so far as they embody the conditions of
man's future life, contracted by the fall something which required
cleansing.
Man is, according to the revelation in Scripture, so bound
up with the whole finite order that the consequences of this action
extend through creation in some way which we are unable to define.
And conversely the effect of Christ's work extends throughout creation
with reconciling, harmonizing power.
(B. F. Westcott, The Epistle to
the Hebrews [London: Macmillan and Co., 1920], 272f.)
In

.

.

.

.

.

"A glance at the Adventist exegesis of this verse is in order.
It is evident that the movement regards the crucial point to be the temporal force
of the verb to be supplied in the second clause.
The writers of Questions
on Doctrine fel
justified in taking it as future
be purified
shal
The absence of reasons for arriving at such a construction is surprising
in view of the fact that there is not the slightest indication in the
clause itself, or in the context, that a change is to be made from the
preterit, in which the whole argument has been cast up to this point, to
the future.
This can be accounted for only by the fact that no such evidence exists, other than the agreement of such a construction with the
'sanctuary position' whose validity has been presupposed."
I

—

I

.

.
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ELLEN G. WHITE'S PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION
IN THE GREAT CONTROVERSY
her introduction to the

In

El

I

last volume of the Conflict of the Ages series

en G. White wrote:
In immediate connection with the scenes of the great day of God, the
Lord by the prophet Joel has promised a special manifestation of His
Spirit.
Joel
2:28.
This prophecy received a partial fulfillment in
the outpouring of the Spirit on the Day of Pentecost; but it will reach
its full accomplishment in the manifestation of divine grace which will
attend the closing work of the gospel.'

This enunciates an important principle.

day/'

i.e.

"partial

Prophecies about "the great

the last moments of time before the Second Advent, often have

a

fulfillment" first, and then a "full accomplishment" at the close.

See also pages 611-612, "The prophecies which were fulfilled

in

the outpouring

of the former rain at the. opening of the gospel are again to be fulfilled
in

the latter rain at its close."^
From the very opening chapter of the book we find this principle exempli-

fied.

It

our Lord's discourse on the second coming which

is

is

used for

chapter one of Great Controversy which is entitled "The Destruction of Jerusalem."

Repeatedly,

Matt. 24, Mark

13,

it

is

pointed out by Ellen

G.

White

in

and Luke 21 had their first fulfillment

yet have to have their consummate application.

this chapter that
in AD. 70,

but

For example, on page 36 we

read

The Saviour's prophecy concerning the visitation of judgments upon Jerusalem is to have another fulfillment, of which that terrible desolation
was but a faint shadow.
In the fate of the chosen city we may behold
the doom of a world that has rejected God's mercy and trampled upon His
law.
Dark are the records of human misery that earth has witnessed
during its long centuries of crime. The heart sickens, and the mind
grows faint in contemplation. Terrible have been the results of rejecting the authority of Heaven.
But a scene yet darker is presented in
the revelations of the future.
The records of the past the long procession of tumults, conflicts, and revolutions, the "battle of the
warrior
with confused noise, and garments rolled in blood" (Isa.
9:5)
what are these, in contrast with the terrors of that day when the

—

—

.

.

.
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restraining Spirit of God shall be wholly withdrawn from the wicked, no
longer to hold in check the outburst of human passion and satanic wrath!
The world will then behold, as never before, the results of Satan's rule. 3
In

chapter two we find the same principle employed again.

When Jesus revealed to His disciples the fate of Jerusalem and the scenes
of the second advent, He foretold also the experience of His people
from the time when He should be taken from them, to His return in power
and glory for their deliverance.
From Olivet the Saviour beheld the
storms about to fall upon the apostolic church; and penetrating deeper
into the future, His eye discerned the fierce, wasting tempests that
were to beat upon His followers in the coming ages of darkness and persecution.
In a few brief utterances of awful significance He foretold
the portion which the rulers of this world would mete out to the church
of God.
Matt. 24:9,21,22.
The followers of Christ must tread the same
path of humiliation, reproach, and suffering which their Master trod.

The enmity that burst forth against the world's Redeemer would be manifested against all who shou d' be eve on His name.
I

I

i

The history of the early church testified to the fulfillment of the
Saviour's words.
The powers of earth and hell arrayed themselves against
Christ in the person of His followers.
Paganism foresaw that should the
gospel triumph, her temples and altars would be swept away; therefore
she summoned her forces to destroy Christianity.
The fires of persecution were kindled.
Let it be observed that the Scripture text itself has chiefly in view the

great eschatologica

I

persecution, yet it is legitimate to apply it to all

miniature preceding crises as does Ellen G. White.
Turning now to the chapter which follows, the same principle of apotelesmatic application of prophecy

is

again exemplified.

The apostle Paul, in his second letter to the Thessa on ians, foretold
the great apostasy which would result in the establishment of the papal
power.
He declared that the day of Christ should not come, "except
there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the
son of perdition; who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is
called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the
temple" of God, showing himself that he is God."
And furthermore, the
apostle warns his brethren that "the mystery of iniquity doth already
work." 2 Thess. 2:3,4,7.
Even at that early date he saw, creeping into
the church, errors that would prepare the way for the development of the
papacy
I

Little by little, at first in stealth and silence, and then more openly
it increased in strength and gained control of the minds of men, "the
mystery of iniquity" carried forward its deceptive and blasphemous work.
as
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Almost imperceptibly the customs of heathenism found their way into the
Christian church. The spirit of compromise and conformity was restrained
for a time by the fierce persecutions which the church endured under
paganism.
But as persecution ceased, and Christianity entered the courts
and palaces of kings, she laid aside the humble simplicity of Christ
and His apostles for the pomp and pride of pagan priests and rulers;
and in place of the requirements of God, she substituted human theories
and traditions.
The nominal conversion of Constantine, in the early
part of the fourth century, caused great rejoicing; and the world, cloaked
with a form of righteousness, walked into the church.
Now the work of
corruption rapid ly progressed.
Paganism, while appearing to be vanquished,
became the conqueror.
Her spirit controlled the church.
Her doctrines,
ceremonies, and superstitions were incorporated into the faith and worship of the professed followers of Christ.
This compromise between paganism and Christianity resulted in the development of "the man of sin" foretold in prophecy as opposing and exalting
himself above God.
That gigantic system of false religion is a masterpiece of Satan's power—a monument of his efforts to seat himself upon
the throne to rule the earth according to his will. 5

This entire chapter applies 2 Thess. 2 to the early apostasy of the
first centuries of the Christian era and the resulting institution of the
papacy.

There

is

no hint in this chapter that the prophecy is yet to have

another fulfillment of even greater extent and significance.

But when we

turn to the end of the book we do find just such teaching by the same author.

Observe the following:
Fearful sights of a supernatural character will soon be revealed in the
heavens, in token of the power of miracle-working demons.
The spirits
of devils will go' forth to the kings of the earth and to the whole
world, to fasten them in deception, and urge them on to unite with Satan
in his last struggle against the government of heaven.
By these agencies,
rulers and subjects will be alike deceived.
Persons will arise pretending to be Christ Himself, and claiming the title and worship which
belong to the world's Redeemer. They will perform wonderful miracles
of healing and will profess to have revelations from Heaven contradicting the testimony of the Scriptures.

As the crowning act in the great drama of deception, Satan himself will
personate Christ. The church has long professed to look to the Saviour's
advent as the consummation of her hopes. Now the great deceiver will
make it appear that Christ has come.
In different parts of the earth,
Satan will manifest himself among men as a majestic being of dazzling
brightness, resembling the description of the Son of God given by John
in the Revelation.
Rev. 1:13-15.
The glory that surrounds him is unsurpassed by anything that mortal eyes have yet beheld. The shout of
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triumph rings out upon the air: "Christ has come! Christ has come!"
The people prostrate themselves in adoration before him, while he
lifts
up his hands and pronounces a blessing upon them, as Christ
blessed His
disciples when He was upon the earth.
His voice is soft and subdued,
yet full of melody.
In gentle, compassionate tones he presents some'
of the same gracious, heavenly truths which the Saviour uttered;
he heals
the diseases of the people, and then, in his assumed character of
Christ,
he claims to have changed the Sabbath to Sunday, and commands all
to
hallow the day which he has blessed.
He declares that those who persist in keeping holy the seventh day are blaspheming his name by refusing to listen to his angels sent to them with light and truth.
This is
the strong, almost overmastering delusion.
Like the Samaritans who are
deceived by Simon Magus, the multitudes, from the least to the greatest,
give heed to these sorceries, saying: This is "the great power of God."'
Acts 8: 10.
But the people of God will not be misled.
The teachings of this false
Christ are not in accordance wtth the Scriptures.
His blessing is pronounced upon the worshippers of the beast and his image, the very
class
upon whom the Bible declares that God's unmingled wrath shall be
poured

out. 0

Note that Satan

tasy here foretold

is now
is

the "false Christ," not the papacy, and the apos-

connected with the last test.

sion that takes the world captive." 7

application of 2 Thess.

2

is

Elsewhere

also found.

in

It

is

"the powerful delu-

the same book this second

On page 553 we read:

testifies that before the second advent of Christ there will be
similar manifestations of satanic power. The coming of the Lord is to
be preceded by "the working of Satan with all power and signs
and lying
wonders, and with all decei vabl eness of unrighteousness." 2. Thess.
2:9,10
And the apostle John, describing the miracle-working power that
will
be manifested in the last days, declares: "He doeth great
wonders, so
that he maketh fire come down from, heaven on the earth in the sight
of
men, and deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means
of those
miracles which he had power to do." Rev. 13:13,14. No mere impostures
are here foretold.
Men are deceived by the miracles which Satan's agents
have power to do, not which they pretend to do. 8
Paul

And compare 593:
At every revival of God's work the prince of evil is aroused to
more intense activity; he is now putting forth his utmost efforts for a
final
struggle against Christ and His followers. The last great delusion is
soon to open before us.
Antichrist is to perform his marvelous works
in our sight.
So closely will the counterfeit resemble the true that
it will be impossible to distinguish between them
except by the Holy

Scriptures.
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This double application of 2 Thess. has long been recognized by Advent 1st
scholars and has been reflected through the pages of the Review repeatedly,
and also
It

the SPA Bible Commentary

in

is

.

connection with the Second Advent movement that Ellen G. White's

in

use of prophecy is most significant.

She applies Rev.

to the French Revolu-

II

tion which coincided with the opening of the sealed book of Daniel; the pre-

dicted signs

the heavens are applied to the famous Dark Day of 1789, and

in

the meteoric showers of 1833; the prophetic parable of Matt. 25:1-13 is used
as foretelling the 1844 movement,

and Dan. 8:14; 7:9-13; Mai. 3:1-4 are

simi larly appl ied.

Yet it

quite obvious that Ellen G. White did not regard any of these

is

fulfillments as the ultimate accomplishment of the respective Scriptural prediction.
f ul f

i

I

The French Revolution

is

set forth as "a" (not the

Iment" of the prophecy of Rev.

II.

)

"striking

But in Testimonies 4:594-595 we

have a more significant application.
Until Christ shall appear in the clouds of heaven with power and great
glory, men will become perverse in spirit and turn from the truth to
fables. The church will yet see troublous times.
She will prophesy in
sackcloth.
But although she must meet heresies and persecutions, although she must battle with the infidel and the apostate, yet by the
help of God she is bruising the head of Satan.
The Lord will have a
people as true as steel, and with faith as firm as the granite rock.
They are to be His witnesses in the world, His instrumentalities to do
a special, a glorious work in the day of His preparation.

Similarly, as pointed out"

in

another place, Ellen

G.

White applied the

signs in the heavens to future events that would be part of the complex of

the Advent.

Again, the parable of Matt. 25:1-13, when exegeted in Christ's

Object Lessons

,

ment is ignored.

is

applied eschato logical

ly,

and the Miller movement fulfill-

The "midnight cry" of 1844 was the first fulfillment of the

second angel's message.

But "its perfect fulfillment"

is

yet future.

See

,
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Great Controversy 389-390.
The second angel's message of Rev. 14 was first preached in the summer
of 1844, and it then had a more direct application to the churches of
the United States, where the warning of the judgment had been most widely
proclaimed and most generally rejected, and where the declension in the
churches had been most rapid.
But the message of the second angel did
not reach its complete fulfillment in 1844.

The Bible declares that before the coming of the Lord, Satan will work
"with ajj_ power and signs and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness;" and they that "received not the love of the
truth, that they might be saved," will be left to receive "strong delusion, that they should believe a lie."
2 Thess. 2:9-11.
Not until this
condition shall be reached, and the union of the church with the world
shall be fully accomplished throughout Christendom, will the fall of
Babylon be complete.
The change is a progressive one, and the perfect
fulfillment of Rev. 14:8 is yet future. 11
This being the case,

it

is

also use Dan. 8:14 eschatologica

not strange to find that Ellen G. White could
I

ly as

pointing not only to 1844, but also

to "the final purification of the universe from sin and sinners
in

perfect harmony with her usage of prophecy

in a

first chapter of Great Controversy to the last.

.

Th s

1

i

i

s

twofold manner from the

We have

lost much by not

heeding the Saviour's admonition about discovering the whole counsel of
God:

"It

is

written again

.

.

."

(Matt. 4:7).

With Patriarchs and Prophets 358

should be compared the repeated references to the concepts of vindication,
purification, and cleansing

in

the last thirteen pages of Great Controversy

.

They elaborate the ultimate fulfillment of Dan. 8:14 at the end of
the world.
All
in

these illustrations endorse our conclusions that Great Controversy

its prophetic exposition

is

chiefly a summary of the pioneer expositions

of the 19th century, expositions which were appropriate for
their own time,

but by no means inspiration's last word, and by no means complete.

the hints

in

To ignore

this same book about the more complete fulfillment of the escha-

tological prophecies

wreck for many.

in

the last days is to miss much, and could spell

ship-
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SUMMARY OF ELLEN WHITE'S APOTELESMATIC APPLICATION OF PROPHECY
Matt. 24
2 Thess.

Applied to AD 70, the Middle Ages, and the Second Advent.

:

2

DA 628,631.

Applied to the papal Antichrist, and Satan's final counterfeit.

:

Matt. 25: 1-13

:

The shut door:

First applied to close of probation in 1844.
See GC 429; Letter
to Joseph Bates, July 13, 1847. The door was shut when Jesus rose
from His mediatorial throne, and went into the holiest as Bridegroom
to receive His kingdom.
Secondly, applied to close of first apartment ministry.

See GC 428,429.

Thirdly, applied to close of probation at the end of the world.
See COL 412 and GC 428.

The coming of the bridegroom:
First appl ied to an 1844 coming.

See GC 426.

Secondly, applied to coming at end of the world

See COL 405-421.

The midnight cry:

First appl ied to message of 1844.
_

See GC 427.

Secondly, applied to loud cry at end of the world.
414,415,147.

See COL 412,

The bride:
First applied to the Holy City.
Secondly, to the church.
Rev. 7: 1-4

GC 427.

SDABC 7:985,986; COL 421.

:

The sea

I

i

ng:

First applied to the acceptance of the Sabbath from 1845 on.

EW 44.

Secondly, applied to an eschato logical sealing just prior to probation's close.
GC 613.
The shaking:

First applied to the years immediately following 1844.
applied to the future.
5T 80-82.

EW 50.

Later
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Rev.

14:6,7

:

The first angel's message.

First applied to Miller movement.

EW 232-237.

Later applied to SDA message till end of time.
Rev.

14:8

GC 450,453,425.

:

The second angel

T

s

message.

First applied to midnight cry of

1844 and the Protestant churches fall.

Secondly, applied to loud cry, and the fall of all churches throughout the world.
GC 389-390.
Rev.

11:19

:

The opening of the temple

in

First applied to 1844.

heaven.
GC 433.

Secondly, applied to end of world.
(R&H Nov 23 1905,
prayer reading, Dec. 22 1905; EW 36.)

Rev

.

I

1

:

7-

17;

Week of

:

The persecution of the two witnesses:

First applied to the past, climaxing
Secondly, applied to the future.
Rev. 6:

12,

1

Joel

2:28

Mal

4:5,6

:

Dan.

8: 14

:

in

I793f.

4T 594;

."

GC 265ff

(cf Ed 228).

Celestial signs applied to the past, but also to the Advent.

Applied first to Pentecost, and secondly to the latter rain.

:

:

GC

Applied first to John the Baptist, and secondly to the Advent
movement.
See DA 101.

:

The cleansing of the sanctuary.

Understood first as the cleansing of the earth by fire. This was
Ellen Harmon's understanding during the Miller movement before receiving the gift of prophecy.
Secondly,
GC 480.

understood as including the cleansing of records of sin.

1.1.
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Thirdly, as purification of universe from sin and sinners.
GC 666-678.
Lev.

—

PP 358-

16:

The Day of Atonement.
In years 1844-1857 understood as applying to "the cleansing of the
heavenly sanctuary."

From 1857 onwards applied particularly to the investigative judgment.
Later quotations from 1890 onwards applied to whole Christian era,
climaxing in the judgment of the Second Advent, and at the end of
the millennium.
See the discussion in our next section.
NOTE:

As we no longer preach the 1844 application of Matt. 25 and its shut
door (as exegesis of that passage), so there is equally good reason
for applying the other passages including Dan. 8:14 and Lev. 16 eschatologically.
Indeed, only such application will meet the full demands
of the Scriptural passages concerned.

Ellen G. White, as with other prophets, spoke ever in terms of the divine
for the people of God.

ideal

response of the church.

Such a plan was conditional on. the faithful

Israel

could have entered the promised land

than two weeks, but took over forty years to gain their inheritance.

in

less

In

the New Testament, we find repeatedly the promise of the Lord's soon return
to that generation.

Again, these promises were conditional.

the years following, Ellen G. White applied Scripture

in

In

1844 and

the same way, of-

fering the imminent rest of glory, and the end of sin and sorrow.

The last

judgment had come, and the High Priest was about to cease His intercession.
In

the writings of Ellen G. White we find repeatedly the stress on condition-

al ity.

(See chapters 37 and 38 in Froom's

Movement of Destiny .)

With the passing of the first generation of Adventists, Ellen G. White

began to apply many of the same elements of Scriptural prophecy to the future
We were told that we might have to wander

in

the

many more years because of our insubordination.

wi

Iderness of this world

This new application of the

.
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sealing, the shaking, the future opening of the temple

in

heaven, the yet

future cleansing of the sanctuary did not nullify the appropriateness of her

earlier statements which on the basis of the apote esmat c and conditional
i

principles were adequate for those days.

i

But we err now,

if we

wish to cling

to applications no longer pertinent and neglect "present truth."

the two-apartment schema as

Most Holy Place

is

struggling to find
useful

for

a

result of the emphasis of the visions on the

a

also understandable at

a

time when our pioneers were

meaning for the 1844 disappointment.

a

It

By now the full

of Yom Kippur,

in

no longer

the heavenly throne

meaning of Israel's sanctuary, and its epitome service

should have dawned,

irradiating with glory the "everlasting

gospel" of justification by faith— "the third angel's message
(ISM 372).

is

people who have had over a hundred years to learn from the New

Testament the significance of the ark and mercy seat
room.

Her use of

See also MS 36,

in

verity"

1890.

THE MARRIAGE OF MATT. 25:10 AND GC 426-427
In

this and the following section (on the celestial

illustrate the apote esmat c principle which as shown
i

I

was used by Ellen G. White

in

in

signs) we propose to

the preceding pages

Great Controversy and elsewhere.

After the 1844 disappointment one little group of Adventists found com-

fort

in

the thought that Jesus had indeed done all that might have been ex-

pected of Him.

He had entered,

from the Father His kingdom.
and Matt. 25:10.

It

not earth, but the Most Holy Place to receive

This was the marriage referred to in Luke 12:36

was identical with Dan. 7:13,14.

Joseph Turner, S. S. Snow, David Arnold, and the Whites, among others,

wrote on this topic.

Note,

for example, Great Controversy 426-427:

The coming of the bridegroom, here brought to view, takes place before
the marriage.
The marriage represents the reception by Christ of His
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kingdom.
The Holy City, the New Jerusalem, which is the capital and
representative of the kingdom, is called the "bride, the Lamb's wife."
Said the angel to John: "Come hither,
wi
show thee the bride, the
Lamb's wife."
"He carried me away in the spirit," says the prophet,
"and showed me that great city, the holy Jerusalem, descending out of
heaven from God." Rev. 21:9,10.
Clearly, then, the bride represents the
Holy City, and the virgins that go out to meet the bridegroom are a symbol of the church.
In the Revelation the people of God are said to be
the guests at the marriage supper.
Rev. 19:9.
If guests , they cannot
be represented also as the bride
Christ, as stated by the prophet
Daniel, will receive from the Ancient of Days in heaven, "dominion, and
glory, and a kingdom;" He will receive the New Jerusalem, the capital
of His kingdom, "prepared as a bride adorned for her husband." Dan. 7:14;
Rev. 21:2.
Having received the kingdom, He will come in His glory, as
King of kings and Lord of lords, for the redemption of His people, who
are to "sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob," at His table in
His kingdom (Matt. 8:11; Luke 22:30), to partake of the marriage supper
of the Lamb.
I

I

I

.

Compare the words of Snow:
But while they were slumbering on the subject of time , which was then
so important and not realizing the nearness of the great event; in the
summer of 1844, the midnight cry was sounded "Behold, the bridegroom
cometh, go ye out to meet him."
But who gave the cry? Not the virgins,
wise and foolish, for they were slumbering.
It could have been no other
voice but that of Elias, the watchman, CSnow] who did not sleep upon
his post.
The time as proclaimed by that messenger, and proved by scripture and historical facts, was the tenth day of the Jewish month— the
day of atonement and of the sounding of the trumpet of Jubilee in 1844.
And true to that appointed time , the bridegroom came to the marriage.
Our Lord and Saviour took the throne of his everlasting kingdom, and is
now the King of kings and Lord of lords.
By the power of that cry the
virgins were roused from their slumber, and arose and trimmed their
lamps.
In other words, the Adventists, as they were called, began to
prepare themselves, spiritually, for the Lord's coming.
While those
elder brethren were going to get ready the Master of the house arose and
closed the door of the gospel dispensation.
The only saving grace that
can be obtained by God, since the passing of that great crisis is through
the dispensation of the fullness of times, or the restoration of all
things, in the mission of Elias.'*

—

This doctrine that the marriage of Christ

His kingdom beginning

in

1844

is

is

His invisible reception of

worthy of our close attention.

innovation as regards Christian exposition of the passages

in

It

is

question.

a-pure
This,

of course, does not disprove it.
It

seems necessary to distinguish between Christ as King and Christ as
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the bridegroom.

Christ assumed His kingship prior to His ministration

heavenly sanctuary as
both priest and king).
2:9;

a High

Priest after the order of Melchizedec (who was

This the book of Hebrews tells us repeatedly.

See

4: 16;

7: 1-3;

Matt.

28:18 cites Dan. 7:14 as it sets forth Christ as One with all

8:

I

given to Him by His Father.

I

Cor.

power

Rev. 3:21 assures us that He sits upon a throne

since His victorious earthly ministry.
tion under Christ.

the

in

15:27.

things have been put

All

Says Rev.

in

subjec-

12:10 concerning the time when

Satan was overcome by the cross:
And
heard a loud voice in heaven, saying, "Now the salvation and the
power and the kingdom of our God and the authority of his Christ have
come, for the accuser of our brethren has been thrown down, who accuses
them day and night before our God." (Rev. 12:10 RSV)
i

But there is to come a time when Christ's authority wi

fested on earth.

Hi's

I

I

be visibly mani-

reign will be made visible, and His right which has been

challenged will be vindicated.

Rev.

11:15 points to this time.

Part of the

rejoicing of that event is Christ's taking possession of His bride, the
church.

only

in

Both the Church and the New Jerusalem are called the bride, the second

the sense that it

is

to be the home of the former.

See Rev.

19:7,8,

which assures us that the Bride is composed of those who have made themselves
ready by receiving the fine linen which is the righteousness bestowed upon
the believers.

This passage is also emphatic that the marriage follows the

Armageddon of the Second Advent, not 1844

.

Now Matt. 25 begins with "Then," and we need to observe the climax of

the preceding chapter which concerns the Advent of Christ.

There can be no

avoiding the point that Matt. 25:1-13 concerns the very moments concerned
with the visible appearing of Christ.

In

a

Jewish wedding, the bridegroom

with his friends went after sunset to the home of the bride to fetch her.

The
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bride accompanied by her friends proceeded to the bridegroom's house for the

wedding supper.
To argue that in the book of Revelation the saints are said to be the
guests, and therefore cannot be represented also as the bride,

the nature of Biblical

that of the Lamb who
also represented

is

in

no more incongruous than

Is

"take" a book from the Father's hand, and who

is said to

warrior (chapter 19).
in a parable,

This situation

imagery.

the same book as a Priest-King (chapter

Parables are not allegories, and there

any more than

in

to forget

is

a

and a mighty

I),

is

no endeavor

type, to make everything walk on four legs.

The writer of Christ's Object Lessons interprets the story as fol lows:
As Christ sat looking upon the party that waited for the bridegroom, He
told His disciples the story of the ten virgins, by their experience illustrating the experience of the church that shall live just before His
second coming
(p. 406)
'

~~

~

'

,

So with the church that lives just before Christ's second coming

The great final test comes at the close of human probation
be too late for the soul's' need to be supplied, (p. 412)

,

,

408)

(p.

when it will

The coming of the bridegroom was at mignight— the darkest hour. So the
coming of Christ will take place in the darkest period of this earth's
history
(p. 414)
,

they go forth to meet the bridegroom
The marriage of the
Lamb is come, and His wife hath made herself ready
And he saith
unto me, Write, Blessed are they which are called unto the marriage
supper of the Lamb. (p. 421)
•

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

The
El

I

S PA

.

.

.

Bible Commentary gives the following comment on Rev.

19:7,8,

from

en G, Whi te:

"The qhurch

is

the bride, the Lamb's wife." Letter 29,

"The church is the bride, the Lamb's wife.
King." Letter 177, 1901
"The church

is

the bride of Christ.

.

.

."

.

.

.

She

i

1902.
s

the bride of a

Letter 123 1/2 1898.

This application of the parable of the virgins and the marriage of Christ
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in

connection

with,

the Second Advent, and not 1844,

The 1844 application

is

certainly Scriptural.

is

one of principle rather than one of exegesis.

In

view of Great Controversy 428, which equates the cleansing of the sanctuary

with this coming of the bridegroom, we must see
than past realities

in

both events future rather

.

Thus both the Adventist interpretation of Matt. 25

:

i

— 3 and
I

its equation

with Dan. 8:14 (the investigative judgment) were coined to meet the disappointment, and are not Scriptural.

THE SIGNS

IN THE SUN, MOON, STARS, AND EARTH
ACCORDING TO ELLEN G. WHITE

The purpose of this small

study,

,

like others in this chapter,

that our consideration of the investigative judgment teaching

in

is

to show

the Great

Controversy should not be divorced from a parallel study of other interpretations of the same book, such as Matt. 25:1-13, the sixth trumpet, the French
Revolution, and the signs of upheaval

in

heaven and earth.

We wish to examine the pioneer view of the last mentioned prediction
the signs

in

the sun, moon, stars, and earth, as having' been all

the close of 1833.

The following are the chief Scripture passages:

Therefore

wi
make the heavens tremble,
and the earth will be shaken out of its place,
at the wrath of the Lord of hosts
in the day of his fierce anger. (Isa. 13:13 RSV)

All

I

I

I

the host of heaven shall rot away,
and the skies rol
up
ke a scrol
their host shal
fa
as leaves fall from the vine,
like leaves falling from the fig tree.
I

Al

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

And the Lord roars from Zion,
and utters his voice from Jerusalem,
And the heavens and the earth shake.
But the Lord is a refuge to his people,
a stronghold to the people of Israel.

(Isa.

(Joel

34:4 RSV)

3:16 RSV)

fulfilled by
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"Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened,
and the moon will not give Its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken." (Matt. 24:29 RSV)
"But in those days, after that tribulation, the sun will be darkened,
and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will be falling from
heaven, and the powers in the heavens will be shaken." (Mark 13:24-25 RSV)
"And there will be signs in sun and moon and stars, and upon the earth
distress of nations in perplexity at the roaring of the sea and the
waves, men fainting with fear and with foreboding of what is coming on
the world; for the powers of the heavens will be shaken." (Luke 21:
25-26 RSV)
His voice then shook the earth; but now he has promised, "Yet once more
will shake not only the earth but also the heaven." (Heb. 12:26 RSV)
I

When he opened the sixth seal,
looked, and behold, there was a great
earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth, the full moon became
like blood, and the stars of the sky fell to the earth as the fig tree
sheds its winter fruit when shaken by a gale; the sky vanished
ke a
scroll that is rolled up, and every mountain and island was removed
from its place. (Rev. 6:12-14 RSV)
I

I

.

i

Then God's temple in heaven was opened, and the ark of his covenant was
seen within his temple; and there were flashes of lightning, loud noises,
peals of thunder, an earthquake, and heavy hail. (Rev. 11:19 RSV)
We should observe several
1.

2.

They are all

in

features of these texts:

the setting of the Day of the Lord.

The signs are not always in the same order.

are first mentioned, and then the sign

in

In

the sun, while Joel

quake first, then the shaking of the heavens, then signs
and stars

— in

that order.

See Joel 2:10.

Isa.

Thus it

is

in

13

the stars

puts the earth-

the sun, moon,

implied that the signs

transpire contemporaneously, not separated by decades or centuries.
3.

When Christ rehearsed the signs in His Olivet discourse, He was quot-

ing from the Old Testament references
4.

shall

in Joel

and

Isaiah.

He declared that "in those days, after that tribulation, the sun

be darkened,

heaven shall

and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars of

fall, and the powers that are in heaven shall

be shaken.

And
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then shall they see the Son of man coming.

.

."

.

Mark 13:24,25.

Observe that "in those days" comprehends all the signs and the Advent
itself.

Too often we have argued that the dark day came after the tribulation

of the Middle Ages, but before the end of the 1260 years

the falling of the stars also

second coming as well.

mencing before 1798

is

said to take place "in those

is

in

the Bible's closing book.

days"— and the

There the last great

said to be one that shakes every mountain and

not fit the Lisbon tragedy.
linked with the seventh

See Rev.

I6:l8ff.

island— and one

This certainly could

The earthquake which climaxes earth's history

plague— the "great

hai

I

"

— referred

but also in other passages including Rev.

16,

that

quite unsound.

greater than any previous earthquake.

Rev.

is

Our argument placing the signs as necessarily com-

These signs reappear

earthquake

is

The fact

.

12-14 a different application to Rev.

II: 19

and

To give Rev.

11:19.

16:17-21

to not only

is

is

in

6:

not legitimate

exegesis.
It

is

clear from Rev.

16:17-21;

Isa.

34:1-10 and Joel, chapters two and

three, that the signs belong to the Day of the Lord, the days of the seven
last plagues, God's final

prior to that time

is

indignation upon the wicked.

only an apotelesmatic fulfillment rather than the abso-

lute accomplishment which will

recognized this also.

Any placing of them

be part of the last great Day.

Ellen G. White

See GC 640-642 and EW 41.

What we have, therefore,

in

the Great Controversy allusions to the Lisbon

earthquake, the Dark Day, and the falling of the stars,

is an

application

suitable for the people first addressed— Advent sts of the nineteenth century.
i

That application
it of

is

passe

in

the twentieth century, except for our recognition

evidence of the mercy and wisdom of God

in

giving anticipatory signs of
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the end to the generation which took hold of the Second Advent truth
revived form.

its

in

Similarly, Ellen G. White's Great Controversy explanations of

other passages from Scripture such as Matt. 25:1-13 and Dan. 8:14, were appropriate for her original readers, but certainly do not constitute God's
word for us today.

final

Let us now observe one of Ellen White's earliest comments on this sub-

ject:

Shaking of the Powers of Heaven

December 15, 1848, the Lord gave me a view of the shaking of the powers
of the heavens.
saw that when the Lord said "heaven," in giving the
signs recorded by Matthew, Mark, and Luke, He meant heaven, and when He
said "earth" He meant earth.
The powers of heaven are the sun, moon,
and stars.
They rule in the heavens. The powers of earth are those
that rule on the earth. The powers of heaven wi
be shaken at the
voice of God.
Then the sun, moon, and stars will be moved out of their
places.
They will not pass away, but be shaken by the voice of God.
I

I

I

Dark, heavy clouds came up and clashed against each other.
The atmosphere
parted. and rolled back; then we could look up through the open space
in Orion, whence came the voice of God.
The Holy City wi
come down
through that open space.
saw that the powers of earth are now being
shaken and that events come in order. War, and rumors of war, sword,
famine, and pestilence are first to shake the powers of earth, then the
voice of God will shake the sun, moon, and stars, and this earth also.
saw that the shaking of the powers in Europe is not, as some teach,
the shaking of the powers of heaven, but it is the shaking of the angry
nations.
I

I

I

I

1

The heading "Shaking of the Powers of Heaven"
at

least a definite allusion to,

is a

quotation from, or

Luke 21:26 (and Matt. 24:29; and Mark 13:24,25)

where we read after our Lord's prediction

of

"signs

that "the powers of the heavens will be shaken."

in sun

and moon and stars"

The second statement is

epexegetical of the first—for the powers of the heavens are (as this same

Early Writings statement tells us) the sun, moon, and stars.
Thus Early Writings ,

in

commenting upon these passages, gives quite

different application than does Great Controversy 306,307,308,332-334.

a

While
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the Great Controversy comments apply the signs to events

in

the eighteenth

and nineteenth century—events already in the past for Ellen G. White and her

readers— Early Writings applies the prophecy to the future.

Not only does

Early Writings apply the prophecy to the future, but it locates the fulfill-

ment

in

the Day of the Lord when according to Joel 2:1,10,11,30-32;

3:14-16,

these signs will occur as "the Lord roars from Zion, and utters his voice
from Jerusalem."

Rev.

venly voice saying "It

16:17-20 covers the same ground,
is

foretelling the hea-

done," with a resulting earthquake.

Rev. 6:12-17

also mentioned this earthquake, and links it with the other signs
sun, moon, and stars.

In

in

the

this last reference, we find associated with the

heavenly siigns scenes of terror on earth as men flee from the eschato logical
wrath of God.

We are expressly told that this time is "the great day of

their wrath," i.e. the wrath of God and the Lamb at the end of the world.
The last paragraph of Early Writings

41

early shaking of the powers of heaven there

nations grow angry.

assures us that prior to the
is a

This places the fulfillment

shaking on earth as the
in

connection with the seventh

trumpet when the kingdom of this world becomes the kingdom of our Lord.
18 of Rev.'

came."

II

speaks of the nations being angry, and then adds "but thy wrath

The next verse speaks of "lightning, voices, peals of thunder, an

earthquake, and heavy hail"— a parallel of Rev.
Thus there

is

16:17-21.

no escaping the truth that in Early Writings 41

White specifically says that
sun,

Verse

in

Ellen G.

vision she was shown that the signs

moon, and stars, were yet future, would be part of the

in

the

last great day,

consequent on the voice of God, heaven's reply to the angry nations.
But there is another feature yet to be noticed.

In

this Early Writings

statement we also see how the prophet of God has foreshortened the import of
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her vision.

To her it seemed that the existing wars

the beginning of the

fu

I

f

?

I

Iment of the last things

understand how the same writer

.

in

Europe (1848) were

This fact helps us to

Great Controversy could apply other Scrip-

in

tures (such as Matt. 25:1-13 and Dan. 8:14 which have their consummation at
the end) to her own day, even

1844 and

immediately after.

The implications

are several and significant, and readers can work out the rest for themselves.

But not the least of these implications
1840,

is

that the reference to Aug

I

I

on the last page of the discussion about the falling of the stars be-

longs to the same bracket as the Mi

I

lerite application of the heavenly signs

quite illegitimate for our day as the fulfillment of the Scriptures

tion—but perfectly understandable

in

the investigative judgment must be seen
in

ques-

the nineteenth century when believers

thought themselves on the fringe of the Second Advent.

understood

in

—

in

The pioneer view of

this same historical context and

the same way.

ELLEN G. WHITE AND THE DAY OF ATONEMENT

Most Adventists are familiar with Ellen

Atonement
in

in

focus.

G.

White's use of the Day of

Great Controversy , where 1844 and the investigative judgment are

But it is rare to find someone conversant with a later and different

application of that same Old Testament symbolism by the Spirit of Prophecy.
We wish to look at a set of statements reflecting this later application.
First, two provisos.

By "later" we mean

in

general, for the seed of

these quotations written after Ellen G. White had entered her sixties
found

in

her earliest book.

is

Secondly, by "different" we do not mean "contrary."

We believe the second set of statements, the later ones, are more comprehensive,
and complementary to the earlier ones, even if in some details apparently

"contrary ."

It

should be kept

in

mind that it was Ellen G. White herself who
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affirmed that:
that which

is

"...

the God of Heaven sometimes commissions men to teach

regarded as contrary to the established doctr nes.

"

i

1

5

And:

Some things must be torn down.
Some things must be built up. The old
treasures must be reset in the framework of truth. They (Adventist
preachers) are to preach God's word; their testimony must not be molded
by the opinions and ideas that have been regarded as sound, but by
the
word of God which liveth and abideth for ever.
I

have been shown that Jesus will reveal to us precious old truths in
light, if we are' ready to receive them. 16

a new

Here,

then,

is

the second group of statements, applying the Day of Atone-

ment type more comprehensively than the Great Controversy presentation.

These

quotations refer israel's day of expiation to the atonement made on the cross
(and thus are

harmony with Early Writings 251 ,253. which declare that the

in

atonement from 1844 onwards was "special" and "final" rather than the atonement).

Some of them go further, and set forth the Day of Atonement as point-

ing to both advents.
In stooping to take upon Himself humanity, Christ
revealed a character
the opposite of the character of Satan.
But He stepped sti
lower in
the path of humiliation. ... As the high priest laid aside his gorgeous,
pontifical robes, and officiated in the white linen dress of the common
priest, so Christ took the form of a servant, and offered sacrifice,
Himself the priest, Himself the victim. 17
I

I

As in the typical service, the high priest laid aside his pontifical
robes, and officiated in the white linen dress of an ordinary priest, so
Christ laid aside His royal robes, and garbed Himself with humanity/
and offered sacrifice, Himself the priest, Himself the victim.
As the
high priest, after performing his service in the Holy of holies, came
forth to the waiting congregation in his pontifical robes, so Christ will
come the second time, clothed in garments of whitest white, "so as no
fuller on earth can white them." He will come in His own glory and in
the glory of His Father and of all the angelic host who will escort Him
on Hi s way.
1

Still bearing humanity, He ascended to heaven triumphant and victorious.
He has taken the blood of the atonement into the Holiest of all, sprinkled
it upon the mercy seat in His own garments, and blessed the
people.
Soon
He wi
appear the second time to declare that there is no more sacrifice for sin. 19
I

I

55!

With a rending noise the inner veil of the temple is torn from top to
bottom by an unseen band, throwing open to the gaze of the multitude a
place once filled with the presence of God.
In this place the Shekinah
had dwelt.
Here God had manifested His glory above the mercy seat.
No
one but the high priest ever lifted the veil separating this apartment
from the rest of the temple.
He entered in once a year to make an atonement for the sins of the people.
But o, this veil is rent in twain.
The most holy place of the earthly sanctuary is no longer sacred.
I

is terror and confusion.
The priest is about to slay the victim;
but the knife drops from his nerveless hand, and the lamb escapes.
Type
has met antitype in the death of God's Son.
The great sacrifice has
been made.
The way into the holiest is laid open.
A new and living way
is prepared for all.
No longer need sinful, sorrowing humanity await
the coming of the high priest.
Henceforth the Saviour was to officiate
as priest and advocate in the heaven of heavens.
It was as if a living
voice had spoken to the worshipers: There is now an end to all sacrifices and offerings for sin.
The Son of God is come according to His
word, "Lo,
come (in the volume of the Book it is written of Me), to
do Thy will, 0 God." "By His own blood" He entereth "in once into the
holy place, having obtained eternal redemption for us." Heb. 10:7; 9: 12. 20

All

f

The mercy seat, upon which the glory of God rested in the holiest of
all, is opened to a
who accept Christ as the propitiation for sin,
and through its medium, they are brought into fellowship with God.
The
veil is rent, the partition
walls broken down, the handwriting of ordinances canceled.
By virtue of His blood the enmity is abolished.
Through
faith in Christ Jew and Gentile may partake of the living bread. 2
I

I

'

Christ came to demolish every wall of partition, to throw open every
compartment of the temple, that every soul may have free access to God. 22
A new and living way, before which there hangs no veil, is offered to
all.
No longer need sinful, sorrowing humanity await the coming of the
high priest. 2 3

Let us consider these.

All

of them employ Day of Atonement allusions

but none of them mentions 1844 or the investigative judgment.
Day of Atonement to the cross of Christ and that atonement

.

All
In

,

apply the

other words,

they harmonize perfectly with Heb. 9, as on the other hand, Great Controversy
is

closer

in

meaning to the use of the Day of Atonement

in

the Apocalypse.

The first quotation from Pes re of Ages 24 refers to Yom Kippur when the
i

high priest divested himself of his glorious robes.

Ellen G. White applies

that act as a type of the incarnation whereby Christ became priest.

The
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officiating of the high priest on the Day of Atonement she applies to Christ's
offering Himself on Calvary.
certainly

focus,

in

In

this quotation, the Day of Atonement is

but 1844 and the investigative judgment as certainly are

not.

The second quotation, this time from Acts of the Apostles 33,
But

it

similar.

moves from the offering of the sacrifice on Calvary, straight to the

ministry of the Most Holy Place, and then the Second Advent.
there

is

is

no reference to

no reference to any ministry

1844,

Note that again
the first apart-

in

ment occupying most of the Christian era, and no reference to the investigative
judgment.

Instead, the Day of Atonement here

is

made to span the whole Chris-

tian era, and Ellen G. 'White specifically mentions the incarnation, Calvary,
the ministry

in

the Most Holy, and the return of Christ.

The third reference, that of the Signs of the Times

approximate time of Ballenger
ment type.

f

s

,

April

19

1905,

(the

expulsion) agaim draws from the Day of Atone-

The blood of the atonement,

its being sprinkled by the high priest

upon the mercy seat, and the emergence from the Most Holy to the waiting con-

gregation
1844,

in

the courtyard are now stressed.

is

nothing about

nothing about the investigative judgment, nothing about a first apart-

ment ministry.
in

Again there

The sacrificial act

is

immediately linked with the sprinkling

the second apartment (sprinkling could only take place while the blood was

still

warm— before coagulation).

The reference to the blessing of the people

between the account of sprinkling of the blood on the mercy seat (which
happened at the dedication of the priesthood) seems to point to the same as

Acts 2:33.

It

was through the Spirit at Pentecost that Christ blessed the

people, after His atonement had been accepted

in

heaven, and He sat down on

His Father's throne as the true Melchizedec— Priest and King.

As for the

^
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phrase "the Holiest of all," this

is

taken from the KJV of Heb. 9:8, and ap-

plies to the Most Holy Place as is made clear by Heb.

10:19,20.

This is also

evident from the Ellen G. White quotation itself, for the Holiest of all

is

there linked with "the mercy seat."
Thus this quotation from the Signs of

1905,

pictures our High Priest

entering immediately within the second apartment where the mercy seat (after
His ascension) was

Letter 230,

located.

1907,

also sets forth the Holiest of

the mercy seat and the Shekinah rested.
death

is

applied as

in Heb.

immediate presence of God.

10:19

— the

I

as the place where

I

And the rending of the veil at Christ's

dissolution of every barrier to the

Note that not only "the holiest of all," but the

expression "opened," has been taken from Heb.
the letter of

a

10: 19,20.

And the context of

1907 equates the making open of the Holiest apartment with the

dissolution of the barriers spoken of

in Eph.

admit took place at the death of Christ.

2:15 and Col. 2:14, which all

Thus Ellen G. White

is

saying that

ever since the death of Christ, the way to the mercy seat of the Most Holy
has been opened to all, and no veil exists any longer

.

See Heb. 4:16.

Christ's Object Lessons 386 has the same setting as Letter 230.

speak of the dissolving of the barriers between Jews and Gentiles.
have this addition, that the rending of the veil

is

as throwing open "every compartment of the temple."

apartments

in

Both

But we

now clearly spelled out

There are no longer two

the heavenly temple with a dividing veil

between

.

But the Desi re of Ages commentary is the clearest of all, as we might

expect it to be, for it explains the significance of the simultaneous rending of

life from Christ and the rending of the inner veil.

And this statement

also speaks of the second apartment, "the holiest of all," and the "new and
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living way" of Heb.

Note that

10:19,20.

in

Desire of Ages 757 it

ministry of the high priest on the Day of Atonement that
the rent veil.
in

vei

once
is

I

a

Specifically

is

is

is

the

used to explain

that day referred to by the words "He entered

year to make an atonement for the sins of the people.

But

lo,

this

rent in twain."

On this page we are further told that now "type has met antitype"

in

the

making of the great sacrifice, and that that event laid open the way into the
second apartment—the Holiest.

This, Desire of Age s says, showed that the

High Priest had indeed come, and henceforth would not officiate within two

apartments one after another, but "in the heaven of heavens."
tion, Ellen G. White quotes Heb.

was the obtaining of eternal

having done God's will

in

summa-

saying that Christ's death

redemption, and on the basis of His own blood,

perfectly, He entered where the high 'priest entered

the "holy place" of Lev.
In

10:7 and 9:12,

Then

16:2,17,20,23, elsewhere known as the Most Holy Place.

this quotation also, Ellen G. White makes Christ pass from Calvary and the

tomb to the Most Holy, without any intervening ministry in a first apartment.

Not

1844,

but the cross is the heart of the Yom Kippur, according to this

clear commentary .^4
I

sin"

n

Testimonies

(see

4: 122,

where Ellen G. White's theme

is

"purification from

line four of the page) as illustrated by the red heifer ceremonial,

the Day of Atonement type

is

invoked as having to do with cleansing.

Thus

she does exactly as the writer of Hebrews where chapter nine also linked these

two types.

Says Ellen White at this place:

Thus Christ, in his own spotless righteousness, after shedding His precious blood, enters into the holy place to cleanse the sanctuary
And
there the crimson current is brought into the service of reconciling
God to man. 5
.

In

the red heifer ceremony a prior sacrificial

death provided that which
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was continually available for cleansing purposes.

So,

says Ellen White, the

death of Christ, though it cleansed the sanctuary after His death, was ever

available meritoriously for sinners.

Thus Ellen G. White, as with Hebrews,

makes Christ's atoning death for the purification of sin "the cleansing of
the sanctuary."

See Heb.

second apartment which

in

1:3;

9:23-25.

Lev.

16

is

By "holy place" here she means the

repeatedly called "the holy place."

In

the Review of February 25 1890, she also spoke of "the holy place, where
Jesus has gone to make an atonement for His children."

Her husband similarly

used "holy place" for the sanctuary behind the second veil.

May 1850,

In

The Present Truth carried his article on "The Sanctuary, 2300 Days, and the
Shut Door," which affirmed that:
the sinner, to whom Jesus stretched out His arms a
the day long,
and who had rejected the offers of salvation, was left without an advocate, when Jesus passed into the Holy Place, and shut that door in 1844.
.

.

.

I

I

On page 124 of the same volume 4, Ellen G. White comments regarding:

"How full the atonement of the Saviour for our guilt.
Neither
times nor events can lessen the efficacy of the atoning sacrifice.
As
the fragrant cloud of incense rose acceptably to Heaven, and Aaron
sprinkled the blood upon the mercy seat of ancient Israel, and cleansed
the people from guilt, so the merits of the slain Lamb are accepted by
God today as a purifier from the defilement of sin.
.

This

is

.

.

exactly the meaning given to Christ's death by Heb. 9 when

mingles the atonement with the red heifer sprinkling.

it

On page 123, midway

between our first quotation from this testimony and the one just given Ellen
G.

White, the atonement took place at the cross, cleansing the sanctuary

then (4T 122), but its benefits are sti
all

sin is purged from the universe.

I

I

being ministered and wi

I

ly

I

be unti

Observe closely that while Great Contro-

versy can apply the cleansing of the sanctuary eschatol og ica
the term soteriologica

I

I

I

y

here she uses

for what took place at the death of Christ.

her, as to the apostle, the cleansing of the sanctuary

is

the forensic

To
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cleansing of the guilty world by the cross.
While Early Writings 251,253; Great Controversy 417-432; and Patriarchs
and Prophets 358 give the Day of Atonement a special eschato og ca
I

tion, these other quotations are primarily soter o og ca
i

parallel the use made of Israel's day of expiation

second set parallel Hebrews.

i

I

in

I

.

i

I

applica-

While the former

the Apocalypse, the

Two statements at least of this second set link

the Day of Atonement to both the judgment of the cross and the judgment
of
the Second Advent.

One statement of the prior set of quotations tells us

that the essence of the teaching of Israel's typical day of
purification of
the sanctuary was that one day the universe itself would be purified
from
sin and sinners.

See Patriarchs and Prophets

Thus Ellen White

the way

in

is

in

,

358.

harmony with the apote esmat c principle, and
I

i

which the New Testament applies the truths of eschatology to both

the inaugurated phase at the -first advent, and the consummated phase at the
second.

See our preceding chapter.

Nor is Ellen White's use of the Day of Atonement in two different ways
at all peculiar

in

her application of Scripture.

There are many other motifs

besides the Day of Atonement which Ellen G. White applied first to one time
and then to another later time.

,

For example, just after 1844 she could ap-

ply the shaking, the anger of the nations, the sealing, and the signs in the

heavens, and specially Matt. 25:1-13 to events around

1844.

But

in

later

years, these same motifs were applied to events yet future, clustering
around

the Second Advent itself.
of Atonement symbol ism
in

the Eschatology of

.

E.

This

is a

strong parallel to her use of the Day

(See appendix, "An Analysis of 'Prophetic Tension'
G.

White.")
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ELLEN G. WHITE AND THE SHUT DOOR
We now come to a vital

key to our problem..

Very few of us are intimately

acquainted with our own Adventist early history and the problems associated
with the "shut door" controversy.

est literature.

Neither are many familiar with our earli-

We would venture to affirm that nobody can speak with authority

on Ellen G. White's use of Dan. 8:14 who has not done their homework

areas.
if

in

these

And even those who have done their homework will only speak accurately

the evidence

is

viewed impartially.

As one reviews the history of our

successive apologetics on the "shut door," one finds tremendous disparity and
disagreement, even confusion.

Spicer contradicts Daniel

Is,

Daniel Is contradicts his predecessors, and

and Spalding contradicts Spicer, while the most

recent and exhaustive of all studies on the topic
with any of the preceding attempts.

not in agreement fully

is

Obviously, prejudice has vitiated the

investigations and conclusions of most.

To read the eleven numbers of The Present Truth

,

the five of the Advent

Review , the Advent Review Extra of September 1850, and the Advent Review (48page special of September 1850) shows that two topics in particular dominated

the writing and argumentation of our early pioneers
door of Matt. 25:10.

two topics

.

— the

Sabbath and the shut

The great majority of the articles revolve around these

As Arthur White has written concerning these publications:

"One

expression appears often which serves as a key to these frequently misunderstood years
It

is

is

— 'the

shut door.'"^^

abundantly clear as one reads the literature that Matt. 25:1-13

applied specifically as

a

prophetic parable of the 1844 experience.

Our

pioneers rejected the interpretation of others that the parable applied to
the Second Advent future.

To them it was past.

We offer examples.

Particu-
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larly observe James White's discussion on the shut door published

Present Truth
III.

in

The

May I85Q.

,

The Shut Door

That there is to be a shut door prior to the second advent, many wi
admit; yet but few seem willing to have it where it actually took place.
Let us take a brief view of our past history, as marked out by the
parable of the ten virgins [Matt. 25: l-l I] and
think we shal
clearly
see that there can be no other pi ace for the shut door but at the Autumn
I

I

of

I

I

1844.

Here Jesus gives us the history of an eastern marriage, and declares
that the kingdom of heaven [the history of the living subjects of the
looked for kingdom, for nothing else could go forth to meet the bridegroom &c. &c] should be likened [compared] unto it.
Now in order to
compare second advent history with that of an eastern marriage given by
Jesus, every event in our history, corresponding with each point in the
history of an eastern marriage, must be complete, and we must stand down
this side of the shut door, then we can look back and compare both histories.
This we will now do.

Advent History
The doctrine of the second advent
of Christ called out a devoted
people who took their Bibles
[lamps] for their light, and who
confidently expected to meet
Christ [the Bridegroom] in 1843.
We were disappointed, and the
best light we could see, for a
few months after that disappointment, was that we were in the
tarrying time.
In that tarrying
time we "a
slumbered and slept"
on time.
I

I

But soon we saw that the 2300
days extended to 1844.
We saw
that it would take all of 457, and
all of 1843, to make 2300; therefore it would take as much of
1844, to complete 2300 full years,
as had passed from the 457, when
the decree went forth.
From the
best light we could then obtain
from the autumnal types we were
very confident that the days
would end at the seventh month,

Marriage
"Then shall the kingdom of heaven
be likened unto ten virgins, who
took their lamps, and went forth
to meet the bridegroom." &c.

"While the bridegroom tarried they
slumbered and slept."

all
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Advent History cont

Marriage cont

.

—

and the cry "Behold the Bridegroom cometh" was actually raised,
swel led louder and louder throughout the land, until the advent
people were fully awake, anxiously
expecting to see Jesus on the
tenth day of the seventh month.

"And at midnight there was a cry
made, Behold the bridegroom cometh;
go ye out to meet him."
"Then all those virgins arose and
trimmed their lamps."
"And the foolish said unto the wise,
Give us of your oil for our lamps
are gone out."
"But the wise answered, Not so: lest
there be not enough for us and you:
but rather go to them that sel
and
buy for yourselves."

When we came up to that point of
time, a
our sympathy, burden and
prayers for sinners ceased, and
the unanimous feeling and testimony was, that our work for the
world was finished for ever.
I

I

"As he [Christ] is, so are we in
this world."
John 2: 17.
The
living branches on earth, will
sympathize with, and move in concert with the "true vine" in heaThe reason why the living
ven
branches felt that their work was
done for the world, was, because
the 2300 days were ended, and the
time had come for Jesus to shut
the door of the Holy, to receive
the kingdom, and cleanse the SancThis change, so wondertuary.
fully described in Dan. 7:13,14 ,
answers to the coming of the bride groom and shut door, in the parable

.

I

I

"And while they went to buy, the
bridegroom came; and they that were
ready, went in with him to the marriage and the door was shut."

.

.

"Then shall the kingdom of heaven be likened [compared] unto ten virgins,"
&c.
When? At this very time, when the faithful servant is giving meat
to the "HOUSEHOLD," (not to the unbelieving world,) and is opposed by
the evil servant, and when the advent history, marked out by the parabl-e,
is fulfilled, and the shut door in the past.
Now we may see that the
only place for the shut door was in 1844. Amen.

—

But says the objector "The door of mercy wi
not be closed until Jesus
comes." We do not read of such a door as "the door of mercy" in the
Bible; neither do we teach that such a door was shut in 1844.
God's "mercy
endureth for ever." See Ps. 136; 106:1; 118:1.
He is still merciful
to his saints, and ever will be; and Jesus is still their advocate and
priest.
But the sinner, to whom Jesus had stretched out his arms all
the day long, and who had rejected the offers of salvation, was left
without an advocate, when Jesus passed from the Holy Place, and shut
that door in 1844
The professed church, who rejected the truth, was
also rejected, and smitten with blindness, and now, "with their flocks
and with their herds" they go "to seek the Lord" as still an advocate
I

.

I
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for sinners; but, says the prophet, [Hosea 5:6, 1~] "they shall not find
him; he hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF from them.
They have dealt treacherously
against the Lord; for they have begotten strange children."

The reason why they do not find the Lord is simply this, they seek him
where he is not; "he hath withdrawn himself: to the Most Holy Place."
The prophet of God calls their man-made converts, "STRANGE CHILDREN;"
"now shall a mouth devour them, and their portions."

—

Says the objector "
believe that Jesus is still on the mercy-seat."
answer to this oft-repeated assertion, let me say; Jesus never was on
the mercy seat, and never will be.
The mercy seat is in the Most Holy
Place, where Jesus entered at the end of the 2300 days.
It's position
is upon the ark of the ten commandments; and over it are the
cherubims
of glory.
Before the mercy seat stands our Great High Priest pleading
his blood for Israel.
I

In

the door (represented by the door in the parable) is not to be shut
Jesus descends from heaven in flames of fire, then where will be
the knocking, and saying, "Lord, Lord, open unto us"?
It is evident
that^the door is shut prior to the second advent, and that unbelievers
are ignorant of the fact of its being shut; therefore they knock at the
shut door, and say, "Lord, Lord, open unto us." When the great day of
God's wrath is come, and unbelievers are apprised of their lost situation, they will not knock, with a hope of being admitted, no, no; but
they will flee to rocks and mountains for shelter.
See Isa. 2:19-21;
Rev. 6:15-17.
Now their prayer is, "Lord, Lord, OPEN UNTO US;" but then
their prayer will be to "rocks and mountains," "FALL ON US, and HIDE us
FROM the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of
the Lamb."
If

until

impossible to harmonize such portions of the Word as Isa. 2:19-21;
6:15-17, with the idea of the shut door, and knocking being at, and
after the advent. The 2300 days and cleansing of the Sanctuary of Dan.
8:13,14, the parable of the ten virgins, and other parallel portions of
Scripture clearly fix the shut door in 1844. This view establishes our
holy advent experience in the past, gives certainty to the "blessed hope"
of very soon seeing Jesus, and causes our path to shine "more and more
unto the perfect day." Amen. '
It

is

Rev.

Observe that James White says,
can be no other

pi

"I

think we shall clearly see that there

ace for fhe shut door but at the Autumn of 1844."

the essence of this introductory comment by

a

the only place for the shut door was in 1844."

than one place that it
in

is

later one:

He repeats

"Now we may see that

He further affirms

in

more

not possible to believe that the shut door applies

connection with the Second Advent.

David Arnold's comments

in

the same
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paper (December 1849) are similar:
Thus we had in our experience, previous to the tenth day of the seventh
month, 1844, a perfect fulfillment of a
the events in the parable,
as stepping stones to the SHUT DOOR; and since that time, the event,
(knocking at the shut door,) that was to take place after the shutting
of the door, has not failed to fill up the concluding scene in the
drama.
We are thus brought to a clear and perfect fulfillment of every
feature of this important parable, and also to a clear fulfillment of
those Scriptures connected with, .and relating to the shut door; such
as the parable of the great supper, Luke 14:16-24; the proclamation of
the "mighty angel," "that there should be TIME NO LONGER," Rev. 10:1-8;
the flying angel, proclaiming the hour of judgment come, Rev. 14:6,7;
and the cleansing of the sanctuary, 4c.
Therefore, we are brought, by
the force of circumstances, and the fulfillment of events, to the irresistible conclusion that, on the tenth day of the seventh month,
(Jewish time,) in the autumn of 1844, Christ did close his daily, or
continual ministration or mediation in the first apartment of .the heavenly sanctuary, and SHUT THE DOOR, which no man can open; and opened a
door, in the second apartment, or Holiest of all, which no man can shut,
(see Rev. 3:7,8,) and passed within the second veil, bearing before the
Father, on the breastplate of judgment, all for whom he is now acting
as intercessor.
If this is the position that Christ now occupies, then
there is no intercessor in the first apartment: and in vain do misguided souls knock at that door, saying "Lord, Lord, open unto us." The
words of the prophet apply to the fulfillment of this point in the
parab e.
I

I

I

"They shall go with their flocks and with their herds to seek the Lord;
but THEY SHALL NOT FIND HIM— HE HATH WITHDRAWN HIMSELF FROM THEM.
"They have dealt treacherously against the Lord, for they have begotten
STRANGE CHILDREN; now shall a month devour them with their portion."—
Hosea 5:6,7.
says the objector, does not this leave the present generation, who
have passed the line of accountability, since that time without an intercessor or mediator, and leave them destitute of the means of salvation?
In reply to this objection,
would remark, that as they were then in
a state of INNOCENCY, they were entitled to a record upon the breastplate of judgment as much as those who had sinned and received pardon;
and are therefore subjects of the present intercession of our great high
priest.
But,

I

The professed conversions, through the instrumentality of the different
sects, are also urged as positive proof that the door is not shut.
cannot give up the clear fulfillment of prophecy, in our experience,
which shows the shut door in the past, for the opinions, fancies and
feelings of men, based upon human sympathy and a superstitious reverence
for early imbibed views.
God's word is true, though it prove all men
liars.
As a stream is of the same character as the fountain that sends
it forth, (see James 3:11,) and does not rise higher than the fountain,
I
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so these professed converts will not rise to a better state than the
low standard of the fallen sects; therefore, they are converted to the
religion of the various sects, but not to God, and the high and holy
standard of the Bible. The Prophet Hosea saw this time; and for "our
learning" and guide has written "They have dealt treacherously against
the Lord; for they have begotten strange children." 28

—

Arnold, as later White,

is

saying that probation had closed for all who

heard the Miller message, and only children lately come to the age of ac-

countability had
all

a

possibility of salvation.

other religFous groups were deceptive.

Professed conversions among
The door had been shut, and

it

was too late for genuine conversion after 1844 from the ranks of those of

accountable age during the Miller revivals.

In

the same issue White wrote

as fo lows:
I

Once, the whole advent host believed that the parable of the ten virgins applied exclusively to the advent movement; and that the first
going forth, in the parable, was fulfilled in us, as we came up to the
first specified time; and that the cry in the parable, "Behold the
bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet him," and the trimming of lamps,
&c. were also fulfilled by us, as we gave the seventh month cry.
We
still believe what the whole host once believed; and with holy confidence and energy published and preached to the world. And strange to
tell, many of those who have abandoned the fulfillment of prophecy in
our past experience, are ready to brand us with fanaticism, and rank
us with Shakers, &c. for believing what they once believed, and for
carrying out and showing. a consistent fulfillment of the parable, in
all rts parts, which shows that the door is shut.

Many will point us to one who is said to be converted, for positive
proof that the door is not shut, thus yielding the word of God for the
feelings of an individual 29
.

Let it be observed that Advent ists were not saying that probation had

closed for the Sabbathkeepers as well.

This they denied, and opposed certain

perfectionists among their contemporaries who believed they were already
sealed for eternity.

It was

the wicked world and the fallen church which had

rejected the Miller message whose probation had ended when the door shut.

The faithful ones needed to hold on still and persevere to the end soon to
come.

Until

1851-1852 this was the consistent stance of Sabbathkeep ng
i
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Adventi sts, as they repeatedly denied the possibility of conversion for the

rejected sinners of earth.

Until

the summer of 1851 our pioneers considered

their task as confined to "the little flock" while unbelievers were considered
as left

and

outer darkness since the closing of the 1844 door

in

When in 1851

.

1852 James White reprinted some of his earlier articles,

he omitted or

changed a number of his former statements about the shut door.
What about Ellen G. White's views on the shut door?

The evidence

is

overwhelming that while Ellen White's insights transcended that of her brethren
in

some important particulars, as regards the shut door she too for years

believed that the door of Matt. 25:10 was shut

henceforth were excluded from hope of eternal
all

in

1844,

and that "sinners"

By "sinners," she meant

life.

who had rejected the Advent message of 1844, or the gospel

itself.

The main purpose of Ellen White's first vision was to confirm the confi-

dence of her fellow Adventists
fact that

a

in

the past midnight cry message, and

door had indeed been shut on October 22.

in

the

A few weeks after this

vision, she received another which confirmed Turner's Bridegroom theory that

Christ had come to the Father on October 22 for the wedding of the reception
of the kingdom.

Furthermore, this vision appeared to confirm the conviction

that the popular churches and the world were now outside the door of mercy

because of their rejection of the Advent message.
G.

But in

1847 we find Ellen

White affirming that God still had children among both the first-day Adven-

tists and the churches of Babylon

— these

children being ones who had not been

guilty of rejecting light.
Even the stress on an open door which first came in

the existing shut door theory.

-^0

assures us that "the midnight cry

1,849

did not deny

Her account of the vision of November 1848
is

behind us, the door was shut

in

1844."
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Not only so, but she asserts that there is no more "travail of soul
sinners as used to be" since "the time for their salvation
"their"

in

is

for

The word

past."

this comment includes ministers and' their professed converts who

had rejected present truth.

Only from 1852 onwards do we find Ellen White

urging the preaching of truth to all, rather than to the little flock alone
In

.

The Present Truth for August 1849, Ellen G. White had written as

fol lows:

The reformations that were shown me, were not reformations from error
to truth; but from bad to worse; for those who professed a change of
heart, had only wrapt about them a religious garb, which covered up the
iniquity of a wicked heart.
Some appeared to have been really converted,
so as to deceive God's people; but if their hearts could be seen, they
would appear as black as ever. (p. 22)
A month

later when there was a

local

short- lived pestilence the message came:

heard an Angel say, "speed the swift messengers, speed the swift messengers; for the case of every soul will soon be decided, either for
Life, or for Death."
I

saw that those who had the means, were required to help speed those
messengers, that God had called to labor in his cause, and as they went
from place to place, they would be safe from the prevailing pestilence.
But if any went that were not sent of God, they would be in danger of
being cut down by the pestilence; therefore all should earnestly seek
for duty, and be sure and move by the direction of the Holy Spirit.
I

What we have seen and heard of the pestilence, is but the beginning of
what we shall see and hear.
Soon the dead and dying will be a
around
us.
saw that some will be so hardened, as to even make sport of the
judgments of God. Then the slain of the Lord will be from one end of
the earth, to the other; they will not be lamented, gathered, nor buried;
but their ill savor will come up from the face of the whole earth.
Those only who have the seal of the living God, will be sheltered from
the storm of wrath, that will soon fall on the heads of those who have
rejected the truth.
In Hope, E. G. White.
I

I

I

And on page 64 of the same publication we find the following:

The excitements and false reformations of this day do not move us, for
we know that the Master of the house rose up in 1844, and shut the door
of the first apartment of the heavenly tabernacle; and now we certainly
expect that they will "go with their flocks," "to seek the Lord; but
they shall not find him; he hath withdrawn himself (within the second
veil) from them." The Lord has shown me that the power which is with
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them
It

is a

mere human influence, and not the power of God.

should be observed that the sentiments expressed by Ellen G. White,

her husband and other pioneers seem identical, even many of the same texts,

phrases and conclusions being used by all.
The Camden vision should also be considered.

Once thought of as spurious,

Uriah Smith's allusions to it in his Visions of Mrs.
its authenticity,

although we believe the date

is

E.

G.

White

not correct.

been found with some other early Ellen G. White documents.)

indicate
(This has

Here it is, and

the sentiments fit exactly the years immediately following 1844.

The Camden Vision
Camden, N.Y.
June 29, 1851

The Lord shewed that he had, in answer to prayer, removed his frown from
this band, and that they could have the smiles of Jesus, if they would
live very humble, and walk carefully before the Lord, and know that in
every step that they took that God was guiding them, and the band would
be strong and would be a terror to their enemies; and the band must press
together. Then
saw Bro. Wing and Bro. Hyatt that the enemy had been
trying to destroy them that they were praying for light upon a few
texts of Scripture, and the more they prayed the darker they grew, and
the enemy was shutting down a network of darkness over them; and just
about as they were getting entirely shut in, they were delivered the
saw the true light on these texts &c.
net was broken, and they escaped.
saw that this rebuke was given by Jesus to the Pharisees and Jews, who
were filled with self-righteousness, and would only speak to or greet
those who were just as full of self-righteousness and hypocrisy as they
themselves were; and they entirely neglect and pass by those who did not
make quite as much, and who did not receive greeting in the market as
saw that it did not in any way apply to this time that
they did.
saw that Jesus prayed for his enemies
we are now living in. Then
but that should not cause US to pray for the wicked world, whom God had
rejected when he prayed for his enemies, there was -hope for them, and
they could be benefited and saved by his prayers, and also after he
was a mediator in the outer apartment for the whole wor}d; but now his
spirit and sympathy were withdrawn from the world: and our sympathy
saw that
must be with Jesus, and must be withdrawn from the ungodly
God loved his people and, in answer to prayers, would send rain upon
saw that now, in this time, that he watered
the just and the unjust
the earth and caused the sun to shine for the saints and the wicked by
our prayers, by our Father sending rain upon the unjust, while he sent
it upon the just.
saw that the wicked could not be benefited by our

—

I

—

—

I

I

—

I

I

,

—

.

—

I

—

I

I
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prayers now— and although he sent it upon the unjust, yet their day was
coming.
Then
saw concerning loving our neighbors.
saw that scripture did not mean the wicked whom God had rejected that we must love,
but he meant our neighbors Tn the household, and did not extend beyond
the household: yet
saw that we should not do the wicked around us any
injustice:— But, our neighbors whom we were to love, were those who
loved God and were serving him.
(Signed) E. G. White
Copied by R. R. Chapin. 31
I

I

I

In

!882 >

Early Writings was published with a preface affirming that

portion of the work has been omitted.

M

No shadow or change has been made

no

in

any idea or sentiment of the original work; and the verbal changes have been

made under the author's own eye and with her full approval."

view of Dec. 25 1882, contained an article by

G.

I.

The Advent Re-

Butler pointing out that

the recently issued Early Writings contained all of Ellen G. White's original manuscripts without omission or suppression.

But Butler was wrong.

Omitted from the original A Word to the Little Flock were the following
lines:

"It was just as impossible for them to get on the path again and go

to the city, as all the wicked world which God had rejected.

along the path, one after another." 32

They fell all

Similarly, the quotations above,

in-

cluding the Camden vision, were omitted from the Early Writings of 1882.

We

do not agree with D. M. Canright that the brethren were guilty of deception.

Nor was Ellen

White.

G.

But they obviously felt it wiser not to confuse

the reading public, now that the shut door error had been repudiated.
main concern

in

quoting these materials

is

Our

to show that the original appl ica-

tion by Seventh-day Adventists of Matt. 25:1-13 was not correct exegesis

But Ellen
Dan.

G.

7: 15, 14;

White,
Ma

I

.

like her breThren, equated this passage with Dan.
3:

.

8:14

;

.

Another factor must be kept

in

mind.

Christ was coming very soon after 1844.

Ellen
In

G.

White certainly believed

Early Writings we find her words:
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"I-

saw that the time for Jesus to he in the most holy place was nearly

finished and that time can last but
been years

learning, they will

a

very little longer," and "what we have

have to learn

in

a

few months"

(58,67).

The

statement given above from pages 31-32 of Present Truth indicate that she
considered the local temporary plague of 1849 the beginning of the end.

"What we have seen and heard of the pestilence
we shall

25

in

11:18,

be a

I

I

around us."

Her

part of the seventh trumpet, parallels her use of Matt.

these early years.

See Early Writings 36, and also 42.

had speedily taken hold of the gospel

and dedicated their all

end would not have been so long postponed.
in

but the beginning of what

Soon the dead and dying will

see and hear.

use of Rev.

is

If

God's people

to Christ the

See the appendix on this tension

Ellen G. White's prophetic interpretations..
Rolf J. Poehler,

comments on Ellen

G.

in

his exhaustive study of the shut door controversy,

White's involvement as follows:

The history of the shut-door debate has clearly shown that one of the
greatest hindrances to a correct interpretation of EGW's utterances during those early years has been the failure to understand her from the
perspective and within the framework of her time.
This is not to say that EGW was a prisoner of the limited insights and
erroneous conceptions of the people around her; in fact, EGW presented
Nonetheless, she always spoke
views which were far ahead of her age.
not only to, but also from within her epoch, and remained, therefore,
in a sense, a child of her time.

There seems to be a fine, but important, distinction between regarding
EGW as being "time-conditioned" and "time-related." While the critics
of SDA have attempted to prove her complete dependence on her fellowbelievers and their limited (and erroneous) ideas, SDA apologists have
consistently failed to fully recognize that even a prophet remains truly
a human being and, therefore, indissolubly tied to (though not necessarily
tied down to) the language, thinking, ideas, and habits of his age.
Thus, while the previous chapters of this paper served their own interests, they constitute, in another sense, only an extensive but necessary introduction to our discussion of the shut-door problem as related
to the SDA prophetess.
Any division of the first decade of EGW's prophetic ministry

in

terms
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of the^ shut-door issue is, to some degree,
artificial
ror, right from the beginning, h.er
statements

and arbitrary,
contained elements of
surprising far-sightedness which repeatedly
caught her fellow believers
d ^isively contributed to and
?
hastened the development
lZ nn?
a
of the
open-door
theology among Sabbatarian Adventists.
On the other
She
Se++ing for+h some c!ear soteriological
nd m
a, °P e n-door notions, EGW continued
to defend ideas which
!
a
+ a mercy-hmrting
re fiec+
y
conception of the shut-door.
!
This
overlapping of, open-door and shut-door
notions makes any clear-cut
division extremely difficult. 33

^r,

^^

t

'

!

It

was necessary for James White to delete
a number of passages from

his wife's early writings as well as
his own

in

1851

when republishing.

On

this Poehler says:
be

+hen

another explanation given to account for the
fact
5 SSem + ° reflec+ +he err °neous
shut-door docTrlL
h!,H
*l
"col'"?
trine held by the SDA pioneers as a
whole-and that she revised her
visions at the time when they began to realize
the inadequacy of some
of their ideas
To explain the changes (made by Ellen
and James White)
eaHy visions as an attempt to clarify their true
n + In+
intent,
ra,ses the question as to whether EGW
herself had, from the beginning, rea zed the f u
import of her revel at ion s.
At'le^t +
close connection between language and
thought suggests that, if'EGW
never claimed "infallibility in the use
of language" (Dante Is)
she
m a y a so have b een subject to certain
imitations in her undersTafgTnn
bln ot her ^oTds, we must seriously
reckon with the nn^ihiiit,,
h J. "t
'
t^atrnj
occurred a process of progressi ve understanding
of revealed
',

;

V

^

I

L

i

I

I

I

V

-

^

To take such an approach allows us to admit
the undeniable, viz
that
various of the deleted passages were not
reprinted because they no lonqer
adequately expressed the views of EGW in the
summer of 85
At the
e
+
0 P
nf US fr ° m main +aining the unbelievable,
nameiy,
LJ
117+ EGW
Frw believed
''h and taught the
that
opposite from what her writings clearlv
indicate her as saying.
But, on the other hand, it also enables
us
V
alternative to the charges of the critics
who-for
under0n -- ha e re ec+ed + he unconvincing
explanations
of
the
!
tll
SDA apo ogists regarding the omission
in CEV.
In other words
instead
of denying the reality and seriousness
ofThe problem or jump ng lo
=° nclusions which ^rely conceal their
polemics bias" we sugrec 0 ^' r>™
a theological development taking
p
?h
If
L
thettm*i
ng and wri + ln q ot bGW adeaua t ely
accoun !; s for +hp
which were carried out on the visions in
I8BT
1

1

?T L

IfZT^

\L-T

J'

ZTZt

^

~~

iaT^
—

In this way
we wi
also be able to avoid the simplistic
"all-or-nothing"
9
attitude which has characterized the history
of the shut-door deba?e.
aSS6r+ +h3+ +here are " no difficulties in
the viss ons'
and that
?h»? the
?h= deleted passages "contain
nothing but what we still fully
I

I

h^Vh

i
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endorse" (Smith., later he considerably changed his view on this point).
But neither wf.ll we have to conclude that the omissions prove EGW a
false prophet and her vision "a glaring falsehood" and "delusion."
Instead, the recognition of the inevitable human element in the thinking
and writing of EGW should help us to arrive at a more accurate conception of the inspiration process as wel
as a more adequate appreciation
of her role and function as SDA prophet. 34
I

Poehler

f

s

conclusions are worthy of our close attention:

Our survey of the EGW writings during the shut-door period has shown
that, when these documents are subjected to a careful historical and
literary analysis, they present a picture of EGW which combines her exceptional insights (.which she said to have gained through her frequent
"visions") with the human limitations that are an intrinsic element of
every person's life prophet or not.

—

On the one hand, we have seen how from the very beginning of her prophetic ministry, EGW was presenting ideas which not only challenged
some of the mistaken notions of her fellow believers, but also opened
new vistas of understanding which decisively contributed to the development of SDA theology.
(I) The continuation of the atoning ministry of
Christ in the heavenly sanctuary; (2) the emphasis placed on the principle
of rejection; (3) the development of the Sabbath theology which gradually
replaced the emphasis on the past and directed it to the present and the
future; (.4) the call to missionary work among non-Mi
er tes; (5) the
challenge to plan for evangelistic efforts in worldwide dimensions;
(6) the emphasis on the open door aspect of the sanctuary theology, the
fruitful tension between the Naherwartung and the overwhelming missionary task for honest souls; (7) her opposition to various time-setting
attempts these are some of the most impressive examples of the influential role which EGW played in the formative period of the SDA church,
decisively contributing both to the prevention of excesses in theology
and practice among Sabbatarian Adventists, and to the formation of
theological positions which enabled the SDA pioneers to gradually free
themselves from their erroneous shut-door notions without havng to
abandon their Millerite heritage.
I

i

I

—

On the other hand, it is undeniable that EGW was not detached from the
Performing her ministry predominantly
time and place in which she lived.
among those Millerites who had come to accept Turner's mercy-limiting
shut-door doctrine, she apparently shared many of their ideas, though
she seems to have been very sensitive to the excesses that occurred among
them.
It is an incontrovertible fact that for years EGW firmly beincluding the
lieved that the parable of Matt. 25 had been fulfilled
And while it is true that this view was essenshutting of the door
tially an expression of faith in the Seventh Month movement and the
salvation-historical significance of the October date, it is also true
that this position had some rather inevitable soteriological implica(This is confirmed by the fact that not long after the SDA pioneers
tions.
abandoned their erroneous shut-door notions they also revised their
interpretation of Matt. 25 by declaring the "door" to be yet wide open.)

—

.
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The way in which. EGW expressed herself during those early
years closely
shows that, in her view, the world and the churches were
irrevocably
excluded from divine mercy; and, though she never taught that
only Millerites could he saved, she did not call for efforts
on behalf of "sinners"
but only for "honest souls." The close relationship
between language
and thought does not allow us to ignore the
terminological changes that
occurred in the writings of EGW after the crucial year
1851.
And only
if we recognize the changing meaning
of various terms during the years—
which reflects an accompanying development of thought—
can we relate
EGW s later comments on the shut-door problem
n a sat sf actory manner
to the obvious meaning of the contemporary documents.
i

i

Our study also reveals that EGW's strong expectation
of an imminent
parousia was a crucial factor in her shut-door view—
as it was also for
her fellow believers.
More than anything else it was this Naherwartung
which confirmed their mistaken idea that there was
nothing more to do "for
the sinful world and fallen church as a whole.
And only the passage of
time could bring them to the realization that they
had again to proclaim
another message, not merely to "honest souls," but
to everyone who would
hsten— including "sinners." To ignore this fact in one's evaluation of
the views of SDA and EGW is to misunderstand their
situation and its
intricacies.

That the realization of the inaccuracies in the shut-door
view of the
SDA pioneers did also involve EGW herself seems
clear from a careful
investigation of the passages that were deleted in her
first book in 1851
Since some of her previous statements no longer
accurately expressed the
mind of EGW, it was thought best to simply omit them.
Whether or not
this decision was the best possible one to take, it
is clearly an unfair
exaggeration to speak of a dishonest cover-up and of
suppression, for
this ignores the mi ss io og ica situation of the group
which apparently
provided the main rationale for the deletions.
I

I

Thus, EGW emerges as a truly remarkable woman
whose ministry gives indeed credence to her claim of divine nspi ration—
at least as long as
one does not require a prophet to be impeccable in
every respect
Unfortunately, the shut-door debate has been marked by
an inappropriate
narrow-mindedness in this respect. Writers on both sides have
reflected
a one-sided all-or-nothing attitude
which has led them either to denv
any evidence of EGW's human fallibility or to
entirely reject her as a
false prophet.
But to approach this subject with fixed, preconceived
notions as to what a prophet may or may not say or
do, does little to
contribute to either an accurate historical investigation
or the development of an adequate doctrine of inspiration.
Besides, to require a prophet to be inerrant in his views, is to te
God how he must act and
under what conditions we are willing to listen to
him. 35
i

I

I

ELLEN G. WHITE AND MATT. 25:1-13
Now we are prepared to face that which may first
appear
which

is

actually

a

solution.

The important fact

in

a

problem but

this whole thing is that
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Ellen G. White set forth, three different interpretations of Matt. 25:1-13

.

Her early visions endorse the general pioneer view of the parable fitting

exactly the 1844 experience, culminating
mercy the wicked world.

in

the shut door which excluded from

The second interpretation

found in 4 SP and in

is

Great Controversy , where Matt. 25:1-13 is still applied to the 1844 experience
but the shut door now becomes an open door, and her earlier stress on an

close of probation for "sinners"

is

not found.

But

in

we find her third and most mature application of Matt.

nothing about the 1844 experience.

1844

Christ's Object Lessons

25:1-13— and

it says

Instead it interprets the parable in the

way opposed by James White and David Arnold and others during the early years
of the movement

— that

is,

she applies it as the open-door Advent ists

the Second Coming of Christ!

The door shut

is not now

apartment ministry, but the door of human probation,

did— to

the door of the first

(analogous to the pro-

phetic misinterpretation of 1846-1851) but now rightly applied to immediately
before the Second Advent rather than approximately a century and a ha

I

f

be-

fore.

The following paragraph from Great Controversy 426,

is

very significant:

The coming of Christ as our high priest to the most holy place, for the
cleansing of the sanctuary, brought to view in Dan. 8:14; the coming of
the Son of man to the Ancient of Days, as presented in Dan. 7:13; and
the coming of the Lord to His temple, foretold by Malachi, are descriptions of the same event; and this is also represented by the coming of
the bridegroom to the marriage, described by Christ in the parable of
the ten virgins, of Matt. 25.

The succeeding paragraphs interpret the significance of these Scriptures,

applying them to the 1844 movement.

For example, we read:

The proclamation, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh," in the summer of 1844,
led thousands to expect the immediate advent of the Lord.
At the appointed time the Bridegroom came, not to the earth, as the people expected, but to the Ancient of Days in heaven, to the marriage, the reception of His kingdom.
"They that were ready went in with Him to the
marriage: and the door was shut." They were not to be present in person
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for it takes, place in heaven, while they are upon the

at the marriage;
ea rtti.

^

On page 398 we have

a

similar application

in

chapter significantly

a

entitled, "Prophecies Fulfilled."

"While the bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and slept.
And at
midnight there was a cry made, Behold, the bridegroom cometh; go ye out
to meet him.
Then all those virgins arose, and trimmed their lamps."
Matt. 25:5-7.
In the summer of 1844, midway between the time when it
had been first thought that the 2300 days would end, and the autumn of
the same year, to which it was afterward found that they extended, the
message was proclaimed in the very words of Scripture: "Behold, the
Bridegroom cometh !"^
Ellen White applies the door of the parable of Matt. 25 to the door of

the first apartment ministry.

See Great Controversy 429-430.

Object Lessons 405ff, we find an interpretation on

a

But

Chr st

in

i

T

s

larger scale, applying

the coming of the bridegroom, not to a coming to the Most Holy Place

in

hea-

ven, but a coming to earth at the end of time; the midnight cry to the loud

cry

— the

last warning

the very last days

in

— and

the shut door now becomes

the door of human probation just before the outpouring of the seven last
p

I

agues

What shall we do with these contrasting interpretations?

Observe the

differing applications:

The Marriage
GC 426,427
Receiving his
kingdom in the
nvest igati ve
judgment.

The Coming
of the Bridegroom
Begi nn ng of
i

mi n

i

I

844

The Midnight Cry

Shut Door

1844 Midnight Cry

Close of f rst
apartment ministry

stry

i

in

1844. 38

i

T
The
Second Advent
COL 405-421
Receiving his
bride, the church,
at the Second
Advent.

Which

is

correct?

The Loud Cry of
Rev.

Or are both correct?

18:1-4

Close of human
probation at end
of time.

And if the latter,

in

what sense
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can both be correct?

Is

one more correct than the other?

Could one be a

pastoral application for the emergency of the great disappointment?
its best,

Or,

at

an apote esmat ic application?
I

Let us ask this question of Scripture; When does the shut door of the

parable of Matt. 25:1-13 apply?
human race?

To 1844, or the end of probation for the

We turn to the context.

The verses immediately before the parable, and indeed all the verses of
the preceding chapter deal with the Second Advent.

For example, verse 37

speaks of the coming of the Son of man, verse 39 uses the same words, verse
42 speaks of "what day your Lord

coming,"

is

in

verse 43 that coming is likened

to the suddenness and unexpectedness of a thief's coming, verse 44 says "the
Son of man is coming at an hour you do not expect," verse 46 refers to the

"master when he comes," and verse 50 similarly.

Then follows the parable

in

question which pictures that sudden unexpected coming of the preceding verses.
At midnight, when all are sleeping, the bridegroom (the master) comes, and
it

too late then to make preparation.

is

The door

is

shut not long after the

echoes of the midnight proclamation, "Behold, the bridegroom cometh."

The

last words of Christ in this immediate section of the parable are "Watch

therefore, for you know neither the day nor the hour."

This admonition parallel

the same in 24:42,43 which certainly applies to the Advent itself.

The following verses, Matt. 25:14-30, tell us that the next parable

parallels that of the bridegroom.

"For it will be as when

a

man going on a

journey called his servants and entrusted to them his property.
after
them."

a

.

.

.

Now

long time the master of those servants came and settled accounts with

To what time does this sett

To 1844 or the Second Advent?

I

i

ng (not reckoning) of accounts belong?
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Then

a

third parable

is

given, and again the time

unmi stakeab y that

is

I

of the Second Advent.
cal

"And he will

send out his angels with a

loud trumpet

and they will gather his elect from the four winds, from
one end of

I,

heaven to the other" (Matt. 24:31).
It

is

obvious

f

rom the context that Matt. 25: 1-12 appl ies particularly

to the Second Advent of Christ, and not to 1844.
latter becomes pastora

situation

in

time and

and 7:13, an d Mai.
1844 primarily,

l,

whereby

Scripture principle

But if Matt. 25:1-12

p lace.

3: Iff,

a

Such an application as the

is

is

applied to a local

the same as Dan. 8:14

then these latter passages also must apply not to

but t o the end of

time— which

exegesis of Dan. 8:14; 7:13; and Mai.

3: Iff

fits perfectly with a correct

.'

(Just as Dan.

7:9-13,26,

plied to the first advent of Christ and the deliverance
of all

Him after the cross.
but

is

it

yet to be consummated.

is

dominion to

The kingdom of heaven came with Bethlehem and Calvary

From age to age its power has invaded earth

with the fresh vigor of new revival.

Thus

is ap-

As with Dan.

7:26,

so with 8:14.)

evident that the Adventist app tcat&on of Dan. 8:14 to
1844 was
I

an appl ication

in

principle, an apotel esmati c

fu

f

I

i

I

I

ment— a legitimate

not exhaustive applic ation, particularly in view of
the fact that

but

if all

in

the Second Advent move ment had been faithful, the
consummation of the age

would have speedily dawned.

early Christian churc h caused

Just as the failure of Israel and that of the
a

great hiatus between the first and Second

Advent, so the continu ing failure of the nineteenth
century delayed the con-

summated fulfillment of Dan. 8:14

ELLEN G. WHITE AND REV.
In

an earlier chapter of Great Controversy

I

,

I

we have another apocalyptic

prophecy applied historically to the time just prior to
the great Second Advent
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movement.

The two witnesses are said to be the Old and New Testament des-

pised and banned for three and a ha

I

f

years during the French Revolution.

But when we turn to Testimonies 4:594, as already noticed, we find another
application, this time worldwide, and for the very last days.
for this,

We are glad

inasmuch as it is not possible to support the Great Controversy

exposition of Rev.

II

either exegetically or historically, as all who have

studied it are aware. 39
Let us consider two more examples of this principle of apote esmat
I

fulfill ments as set forth

i

Great Controversy

n

Rev

.

.

11:19 is app

I

i

i

ed a so
I

to the 1844 movement:

"The temple of God was opened in heaven, and there was seen in His temple
the ark of His testament." Rev. 11:19. The ark of God's testament is
in the holy of holies, the second apartment of the sanctuary.
In the
ministration of the earthly tabernacle, which served "unto the example
and shadow of heavenly things," this apartment was opened only upon the
great Day of Atonement for the cleansing of the sanctuary. Therefore
the announcement that the temple of God was opened in heaven and the
ark of His testament was seen points to the opening of the most holy
place of the heavenly sanctuary in 1844 as Christ entered there to perform the closing work of the atonement.
Those who by faith fol lowed
their great High Priest as He entered upon His ministry in the most
holy place, beheld the ark of His testament. 40

EM en

Clearly and definitely,
f

M

led

1844.

in

G.

White here says that Rev, 11:19 was ful-

Then was seen the ark of His covenant.

Great Controversy the law of that ark

is

In

a

later place in

again opened to view:

there appears against the sky a hand holding two tables of stone
folded together.
That holy law,
is now revealed to men as
the rule of judgment
there are seen the precepts of the Decalogue. 41
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Compare also Review & Herald, Nov 23 1950, p.

17,

and Week of Prayer reading,

Dec 22 1905: "The kingdoms of this world are soon to become the kingdoms of

our Lord and of His Christ."
Let us now turn to Scripture itself, and view 11:19 in its context.
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Then the seventh, angel blew his trumpet, and there were
loud voices in
heaven, saying, "The kingdom of the world has become
the kingdom of our
Lord and of his Christ, and he shall reign for ever
and ever."
And the
twenty-four elders who sit on their thrones before God fell
on their
faces and worshiped God, saying,
"We give thanks to thee, Lord God almighty,
who art and who wast,
that thou hast taken thy great power and
begun to reign.
The nations raged, but thy wrath came,
and the time' for the dead to be judged,
for rewarding thy servants, the prophets and saints,
and those who fear thy name, both small and great,
and for destroying the destroyers of the earth."

Then God's temple in heaven was opened, and the ark
of his covenant was
seen within his temple; and there were flashes of
lightning, loud noises,
peals of thunder, an earthquake, and heavy hail. (Rev.
11:15-19 RSV)

The passage

not describing 1844, but the end of time when the kingdoms

is

of the world become the kingdom of our Lord.

cording to verse
ture of mercy.
the wicked.

18,

It

is

that wrath described

is

the time of His wrath ac-

later chapters as without mix-

in

the time for rewards for the saints and destruction for

At that time the ark of the law

lightning, voices,

It

is

seen amid the flashes of

peals of thunder, earthquake, and great hail— all of

which belong, not to 1844, but. to the last great day.
16:17-21, which point to the same climactic events.

way of making Rev.

Compare 6:12-17 and

There

no possible

is

11:19 fit 1844, except by way of the apote esmatic prinI

ciple,

in

the limited sense that the law of that Most Holy
Place was at that

time brought to the attention of God's Advent people.
G.

But here again

El

I

en

White has seen also the true consummated fulfillment
when she pictures the

law as being displayed amid the terrors
of the

last great day.

ELLEN G. WHITE'S LARGER VIEW OF DAN. 8:14
On pages 666 to 678 of Great Controversy we have
El

I

en G. White's final

picture of the last fulfillment of Dan. 8:14 and Dan. 7:9-13.

She pictures
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the last judgment at the end of the millennium, the books of record, the

destruction of the wicked, the vindication of God and the purification of the
universe.

Notice some paragraphs from these graphic pages:

But the time has now come when the rebellion is to be finally defeated
and the history and character of Satan disclosed.
In his last great effort to. dethrone Christ, destroy His people, and take possession of the
city of God, the archdeceiver has been fully unmasked.
Those who have
united with him see the total failure of his cause.
Christ's followers
and the loyal angels behold the full extent of his machinations against
the government of God.
He is the object of universal abhorrence.

Every question of truth and error in the long-standing controversy has
now been made plain. The results of rebellion, the fruits of setting
aside the divine statutes, have been laid open to the view of all created
intelligences.
The working out of Satan's rule in contrast with the
government of God has been presented to the whole universe. Satan's
own works have condemned him
God's wisdom, His justice, and His goodness stand fully vindicated. 42
the cleansing flames the wicked are at last destroyed, root and
root, his followers the branches.
The full penalty
of the law has been visited; the demands of justice have been met; and
heaven and earth, beholding, declare the righteousness of Jehovah. 43
In

branch— Satan the

"I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and
the first
earth were passed away." Rev. 21:1.
The fire that consumes the wicked
purifies the earth.
Every trace of the curse is swept away.
No eternally
burning hell will keep before the ransomed the fearful consequences of

sin. 4

There is the New Jerusalem, the metropolis of the glorified new earth,
"a crown of glory in the hand of the Lord, and a royal diadem in the
hand of thy God." "Her light was like unto a stone most precious, even
ike a jasper stone, clear as crystal."
"The nations of them which are
saved shall walk in the light of it: and the kings of the earth do bring
their glory and honor into it." Saith the Lord: "I will rejoice in
Jerusalem, and joy in My people." "The tabernacle of God is with men,
and He will dwell with them, and they shall be His people, and God Himself shall be with them, and be their God." Isa. 62:3; Rev. 21-11 24J

Isa.

65:19; Rev. 21:3. 45

The great controversy is ended. Sin and sinners are no more. The entire universe is clean. One pulse of harmony and gladness beats through
the vast creation.
From Him who created all flow life and light and
gladness throughout the realms of illimitable space.
From the minutest
atom to the greatest world, all things, animate and inanimate, in their
unshadowed beauty and perfect joy, declare that God is love. 4 °
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Observe the stress, on "vindication" and "purification/' as
well as on
the destruction of the wicked and the final tabernacling
of God with. men.

Compare Patriarchs and Prophets 681,79,348; Christ's Object
Lessons 178-180;
Desire of Ages 26,58,761-764; Great Controversy 504; SPA
Bible Commentary 7:986.
Thus when Ellen
is

G.

White's interpretation of Dan. 8:14

in

compared with her interpretations of Matt. 25: 1-13;
Dan. 7:9-13; Mai.

Rev.

11:4 -9;

11:19;

6:12,13

in

the same

in

plied

other volumes,
in

it

3:lff

book— and when then these interpreta-

tions are compared with other interpretations, either
later

or

Great Controversy

in

the same book

becomes obvious that the Scripture passages are ap-

Great Controv ersy chiefly

in

the apote lesmat c sense,
i

finding

ful-

a

fillment appropriate fo r the Second Advent people of
the 19th century, but
destined to reach the ir consummation and truest
application, as Ellen White
hersejf realized full well,

in

the very last things.
* # *

To return to Ellen G. White's double use of the Day
of Atonement— both
to the judgment of the cross and the judgment of
the Second

usage parallels Dan. 9:24 where the Yom Kippur terminology
to both advents.

Coming— this
is

also applied

Calvary made an end of sin, finished the transgression,

made atonement for iniquity, brought

in

everlasting righteousness, fulfilled

prophetic vision, and anointed the Most Holy-all this
happened forensically
at the cross.

Second Advent.

order to "bring

But it all happens empirically

in

a

consummative sense at the

Thus Ellen G. White can urge us to cooperate
with heaven
in

everlasting righteousness." 47

This twofold use of the

Day of Atonement accords perfectly with what we
have just noticed

Controversy.

in

In

Great

:
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•

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE IN VERITY THE MESSAGE OF JUSTIF ICATION
BY FAITH, OR THE SANCTUARY, OR ARE THESE TWO BUT ONE ?

IS

Yet another line of thought prominent

in

Ellen G. White can help us here.

She has told us that "justification by faith is the third angel's message in

verity."

In

Testimonies 6:19 we are admonished that righteousness by faith

must be more fully proclaimed before the end can come—and that that proclamation is our special task.

This justification message is said to be the

sweetest melody that can issue from human lips, and the one topic which will
swallow up every other, being indeed the light that

is

to lighten the whole

earth with its glory.
But the same writer assures us that the light regarding the antitypical
day of atonement, the cleansing of the sanctuary,
faith.

If

must, be a

both,

is

the very basis of our

sets of statements are true and we believe they are

— there

connection, an intimate connection between justification by faith

and the sanctuary truth.

What is this connection?

A daily and yearly typical atonement is no longer to be made but the
atoning sacrifice through a mediator is essential because of the constant commission of sin. Jesus is officiating in the presence of God,
offering up His shed blood, as it had been a lamb slain. Jesus presents
the oblation offered for every offense and every shortcoming of the sinner.

Christ, our Mediator, and the Holy Spirit are constantly interceding in
man's behalf, but the Spirit pleads not for us as does Christ, who presents His blood, shed from the foundation of the world; the Spirit works
upon our hearts, drawing out prayers and penitence, praise and thanksgiving. The gratitude which glows from our lips is the result of the
Spirit's striking the cords of the sou! in holy memories, awakening the
music of the heart.

The re) igious service, the prayers, the praise, the penitent confession
of sin ascend from true believers as incense to the heavenly sanctuary,
but passing through the corrupt channels of humanity, they are so defiled
that unless purified by blood, they can never be of value with God.
They ascend not in spotless purity, and unless the Intercessor, who is
at God's right hand, presents and purifies all by His righteousness, it
is not acceptable to God.
All incense from earthly tabernacles must be
moist with the cleansing drops of the blood of Christ. He holds before
the Father the censer of His own merits, in which there is no taint of
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earthly corruption.
He gathers into this censer the prayers, the praise,
and the confessions of His people,. and with these He puts His own spotless righteousness.
Then, perfumed with the merits of Christ's propitiation, the incense comes up before God wholly and entirely acceptable.
Then gracious answers are returned.

Oh,^that all may see that everything in obedience, in penitence, in
praise and thanksgiving, must be placed upon the glowing fire of the
righteousness of Christ. The fragrance of this righteousness ascends
like a cloud around the mercy seat. 48
The incense, ascending with the prayers of Israel, represents
the merits
and intercession of Christ, his perfect righteousness, which
through
faith is imputed to his people, and which can alone
make the worship of
sinful beings acceptable to God. 49
The precious emblems of the Most Holy Place on the Day of
Atonement, the

blood-stained mercy seat and the ascending incense from the hand
of our

great High Priest symbolize the heart of the gospel— the imputed justifying
merits of Christ which enable God to look at that infinite, sacred,
perpetual—
but broken

law through the blood drops on the covering

innocent for Christ's sake.

(Thus Paul

seat— and count

us

invokes the Day of Atonement symbolism

of the mercy seat as he reaches the heart of his exposition
of justification.

See Rom. 3:25 original.)

visions

in

There

in

the Most Holy, to which divinely granted

1844 and onwards have referred

us— there

are the signs of the

great truth which brings all the world to judgment, and judgment
to all the
world.

Christ has borne our guilt, died our death, taken our judgment and

condemnation— but those who refuse such grace must make their own atonement,
and endure their own judgment and condemnation.
".

It

.

is

.

As Leon Morris has written:

the full weight of God's judgment and wrath has fallen on Christ.

precisely

in

the context of judgment that the atonement is to be

understood ."50
To the pioneers of this message in

the apostolic gospel —truths

in

1844 were entrusted the basic truths

danger of being lost and forgotten

— some
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of them in fact had already been

lost,

including the integrity of the law

of God and the certainty of the return of Christ.

As the apostles had their

attention drawn to the Most Holy Place and Christ's ministry there (Matt.
Heb.

27:51;

9

and

particularly, but also chapters 4,6,7,8,13) so now our

10

pioneers were directed to the same place.

As the atonement was central to

the apostles, so now the atonement is meant to absorb the remnant church.
As the verdict of judgment

— justification — was

message, so it is meant to be the third ange
Daniel

Is

could say:

"I

I

'

the essence of the apostolic
s

message

in

verity.

Thus

believe that this truth regarding the ministry of

Christ should have gone right along with the message of righteous (sic) by
faith that was given to us in

REV.
It

is

888

Tf
.

5

14:6-12 AND ROMANS

profitable to compare Rev.

fication by faith
gospel."

1

The same

in
is

verity"

— Romans.

14:6-12 with the epistle of "justiRev.

the heart of Romans.

14:6 speaks of "the everlasting

See 1:16,17.

of the judgment for which only the gospel can prepare men.

of judgment is dominant in Romans.

Rev.

14:7 warns

The same theme

See 1:18; 2:1.

The similarities between the apocalyptic and Pauline concept of wrath
are striking.
In both wrath is a function of God's righteousness (Jub.
36:10; Rom. I:l7f).
In both the wrathful judgment is corporate (1 Enoch
5:6f; 84:4; 93:9; I037ff, etc.; Rom. 1:18-3:20).
In both an outpouring
of wrath comes on the Last Day (I Enoch 91:7; Rom. 2:5f).
In both God
shows his forbearance by holding back his wrath (II Baruch 59:6; 48:14,17;
Rom. 2:3-5).
In both God's wnath falls on men who act as if they are
Lord (Jub. 5:6; Rom.

I:

18-32). 52

The thrrd angel's message warns against the worship of the beast and
his image.

So

likewise Romans warns against the idolatry of false worship.

See 1:20-25.
As the third angel's message has the sanctuary for its basis and is
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justification by faith

in

verity, so with Paul's message

in

Romans.

3:25

In

he sets forth. Christ as the mercy seat, and declares that it was by the blood

of that mercy seat tfiat justification by faith, was made available for sinners.

The blood continues to be prominent

in

the later chapters, and judgment as

We who "are now justified' by His blood," "much more shall

well.

we be saved

by him from the wrath of God" because through Him we have now received the

reconciliation,

i.e.

Rom. 5:9-11.

atonement.

Does the third angel's message end with emphasis on the commandments
of God as well

chapter

12

as the faith

onwards (as well as

obedience to the law

is

in

From

So does Romans.

(the gospel) of Jesus?

previous chapters such as six and eight)

stressed as the fruit of having received the gospel.

The book of Romans begins and ends with "the obedience of faith"--that is,

the obedience that springs from faith.
It

is

messages.

it

16:26;

and compare Rev.

It has

long been understood by exegetes that Paul's

is

is a

language re-

form of realized eschatology.

when we see the connection between justification and the last

judgment that we can never accuse Paul of cheap grace or anti nomi an sm.

It

i

is

14:12

not strange that Romans should be so parallel to the three angel's

garding justification and other matters
Indeed,

See 1:5;

because Paul sees the depths of the law (even

desire violates that law and merits death

— see

a

momentary incipient wrong

Rom.

7:7-12), and knows that

only one hundred percent fulfillment of it can meet its demands and yield
righteousness

— it

is

because of these convictions that he recognizes that

we are thrown upon Christ, and upon dependence on His merits which alone
.

meet the infinite requirements of that sacred and eternal
cause Paul

knows that we must all

law.

It

is

stand before the judgment seat (Rom.

be14:10)

that he insists on our securing now that perfect righteousness by imputation,
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which alone can enable us to stand in that day when every motive, thought,

—

word and deed are scrutinized.
on justification.

It has been

nature of justification.

cal
in a

(The Reformers did not have the full

left for our day to recover the eschato logi-

Romans, chapters 1-3, sets forth justification

judgment setting as 1:17,18; 2:1,2,5-12,16; 3:19.

ultimate verdict for all who abide
fication and glorification.

light

Rom.

in

Christ.

It

8:29-30; 6:1-14.

Justification

is

God's

ever brings with it sanctiWe have often erred by

reducing justification to merely an initial blessing of forgiveness of past
sins instead of a continued status up to and through judgment day.)

can emphasize not only law but grace, not only obedience but

justification but sanct

i

f

i

cat ion

.

Thus Paul

faith, not only

And the third angel's message likewise

calls for these twin emphases.

What better way could God have brought to our pioneers the last-day message than by directing them to eschato logical prophecy which spoke of the
"Htm**"'

sanctuary, that house of the gospel emblems, the protecting cover for the

tables of the law,

a

golden mercy seat.

No wonder we read in Early Writings

254 that the third angel points to the heavenly sanctuary.

There the in-

finite law and infinite mercy were symbolized, pointing to the curses that

must fall on those who reject thee covenant of grace, but the blessings for
those who trust

in

Christ's own substitutionary obedience and penalty bearing.

ELLEN G. WHITE'S USE OF ERRONEOUS CONCEPTS

What shall we say then regarding Ellen G. White's use of the first apart-

ment as
shal

I

a symbol

of a first apartment ministry in heaven, and also what

we say of her teaching of the investigative judgment?

Some may say

that these are creative re-i nterpretations of the Scripture, but
us that Testimonies 5:605 precludes that.

it

seems to
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It

seems that the elements of the pioneer two-apartment heavenly minis-

try represent swaddling clothes around the baby, of truth, swaddling clothes
now to be discarded,
It was

sions.

for truth need no longer be presented

in

infantile form.

not given to prophets to have a thorough understanding of their vi-

Ellen G. White misunderstood some aspects of her earlier visions on

"the shut door," applying those elements to the close of probation for "the
wicked world"
1:10,11

1844,

in

and only years after realizing her error.

and Dan. 8:15,27;

ing even of the central

12:8.

motifs of their own message.

pected the end of the world

about to commence.
It

Prophets did not have

in

a

See

Peter

I

precise understand-

John the Baptist ex-

his day and believed the

last judgment was

See Matt. 3:7-12.

should be emphasized that the "swaddling clothes" referred to were

absolutely essential

in

the nineteenth century for the survival of the dis-

appointed and bewildered remnant who remained faithful to the Miller emphasis.
It

provided a needed rationale for their position.
Ellen G. White, of necessity,

whom she trusted.

leaned to some extent upon contemporaries

God never does supernatura

I

I

y

what can be done naturally,

and this principle leads to dangers as well as blessings.

Thus

El

accepted the prophetic conclusions of Josiah Litch regarding Aug.

I

en White

1840 ,

11,

though he was entirely wrong and himsetf later repudiated his interpretation.

The 1888 edition of Great Controversy speaks of the prophecy of Rev. 9:15
being fulfilled on the very day Litch had foretold.
was changed, as can be seen
Similarly,
in

the 1790's.

in

in

Later this reference

the 1911 edition.

Great Controversy Rev.

11:9 is app

I

ied to events

i

n

France

Here Ellen G. White copied from Uriah Smith 53 (even using

his same sources at times,

in

the same order with the same ellipses) who had
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copied from Storrs who had copied from Croly, who was quite unreliable
h

i

stor ca
i

I

a

I

I

in his

us ons
i

Ellen G. White drew from Uriah Smith and J. N. Andrews for her setting
forth of the investigative judgment.

Ellen

G.

White Sanctuary Chapters.")

lying doctrinal

(See appendix, "Pioneer Sources of

And she incorporated not only under-

deviations, but Scriptural and historical errors.

of blood going in daily into the first apartment is not correct

The idea

— the

ministry of the first apartment only very rarely included blood.

priestly

Blood from

the offerings of the daily sacrifices by the people was administered in the

The dogmatism of Smith and Andrews on

courtyard, not the first apartment.

prophetic dates associated with Dan. 7,8,9, was not accepted by W. W. Prescott,
and is not today by a number of our scholars.

Yet

El

I

en G. White did accept

the assertions of Smith and Andrews probably on the basis (in God's understand} ng>

not hers) that such understandings of prophecy were appropriate

for that time.
But this error in the sanctuary minutiae

is

no more significant than

her error regarding the prophecies of Rev. 9 and II.
of her message that Dan.

8:14 pointed to the final cleansing of the universe

by eradication of sin and sinners

Yom Kippur was correct and well
re

I

i

gious thought

The essential heart

in

in

the last judgment as the antitype of

advance of contemporary non-Adventi st

.

The errancy here brought to view should not trouble us excessively.
have never taught that inspiration is mechanical or inerrant.
even the case with Scripture.
right conclusions (see

I

Paul

Such is not

could use faulty arguments to arrive at

Cor. 9:6-10; Gal. 3:16), and it does not concern

us for we understand that God

is

We

not on trial

in

"logic."^ 4
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Only when we see the writings of Ellen G. White as given "for practical

purposes"^ will we be delivered from the Maginot line mentality whereby we
think we must defend every syllable she wrote as one handed down miraculously
from heaven.

In

an age where research has no end and no. limits,

ars are discovering historical

errors

in

chapter after chapter of Great Contro-

versy , we had better quickly reconcile ourselves to

spiration rather than
sible.

There

is no

a

where schol-

a

tenable theory of in-

cultic and superstitious one which

way of turning back the clock of time.

is

quite indefen-

Ours is

era where error of every type is gladly exposed by researchers.

In

a

new

a

time

of speedy communication and rapid publishing, a single significant discovery

can reach at least half the church

in

a

matter of days.

Any administrative

body that attempts to behave as though now is the nineteenth century or the

Middle Ages cannot hope to retain the confidence of an educated laity.

On

the other hand, an open and honest spirit will earn and claim that confidence.

EARLY VIEWS OF THE NATURE OF ELLEN G. WHITE'S INSPIRATION
Repeatedly, W. C. White
his

mothers writings

a

in

his

letters deplores those who wish to make

basis for doctrine.

canonical, nor verbally inspired.

He insists that they are not

He tells us that his mother refused to

make doctrinal pronouncements as a rule, and wished people to go to the Bible
for light.

This was specially demonstrated over the years of controversy on

+he "dai ly."

Not only W. C. White, but W. W. Prescott, A. G. Daniel

Is,

W.

A.

and many other leaders saw the danger of wrong views of inspiration.

appendix on this topic.)

Spicer,
(See

Several predicted that a crisis for the church

would arise because the laity had not been ricr.tly informed on the matter.
We find,

for example, W. W. Prescott writing in 1915 to W. C. White as follows:
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Takoma Park, April 6,

1915

Dear Brother White:

appreciate your letter of March 12, and
of sympathy concerning my father 1 s death.
I

thank you for your message

'
I

have noted what you have said about your mother's condition, although
you neglected to inclose [sic] the statement which you mentioned.
When
see these early believers like your mother, my father, and Eld. Olsen
passing away so rapidly, and then think of how little has really been
accomplished in seriously warning the whole world of the impending
second advent,
am led to wonder whether any of us now connected with
this movement will after all live to see the consummation.
It is a
serious question.
I

I

.

I

seems to me that a large responsibility rests upon those of us who
know that there are serious errors in our authorized books and yet make
no special effort to correct them
The people and our average ministers trust us to furnish them with reliable statements, and they use
our books as sufficient authority in their sermons, but we let them go
on year after year asserting things which we know to be untrue.
cannot feel that this is right. It seems to me that we are betraying our
trust and deceiving the ministers and people
It appears to me that
there is much more anxiety to prevent a possible shock to some trustful
people than to correct error
It

.

1

I

.

.

Your letter indicates

a desire on your part to help me but
fear that
The experience of the last six or eight years
and especially the things concerning which
talked with you have had
their effect on me in several ways.
have had some hard shocks to get
over, and after giving the best of my life to this movement
have little
peace and satisfaction in connection with it, and
am driven to the
conclusion that the only thing for me to do is to do quietly what
can do conscientiously, and leave the others to go on without me.
Of
course this is far from a happy ending to my life-work, but this seems
to be the best adjustment that
am able to make. The way your mother's
writings have been handled and the false impression concerning them
which is still fostered among the people have brought great perplexity
and trial to me.
It seems to me that what amounts to deception, though
probably not intentional, has been practiced in making some of her books ,
and that no serious effort has been made to disabuse the minds of the
people of what was known to be their wrong view concerning her writings
But it is no use to go into these matters.
have talked with you for
years about them, but it brings no change.
think however that we are
drifting toward a crisis which will come sooner or later and perhaps
sooner
A very strong feeling of reaction has already set in.

it

is a

little

I

late.

I

I

I

I

I

I

.

I

I

.

It has been very quiet here for a few weeks, as many of the brethren
are in the field.
The weather has been quite cold, and we had about
five inches of snow last Sabbath, but it is more like Spring today.
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My mother is quite feeble, although she bears up full better than
They lived together more
She misses father very much.
really expected.
than sixty-seven years.
I

The work of the office seems to be prospering and we are all very busy
should be glad to hear from you
trying to meet the demands upon us.
would be glad to have you
If you can properly do so,
at any time.
express to your mother my sympathy for her affliction.
I

I

Yours fa thf u
i

I

I

y,

(Signed) W. W. Prescott

Handwritten: "Have written this myself as
to anyone."
Only

in

I

did not wish to dictate

it

very recent years have our contemporary leaders and ministers

begun to understand this matter of inspiration as it actually functioned for
Ellen

G.

White.

We now know that Ellen G. White was in the habit of submitting

some of her writings to others for criticism and correction lest she fail
to rightly express certain doctrinal truths.

When J. H. Waggoner failed to

submit some corrections, she expressed her displeasure.
When one comes to the records of the revision of Great Controversy in
1911, one finds that at

least half of the account of that revision has to

do with the fruitless search for evidence in support of the chapter on the

French Revolution explaining Rev.

II.

The brethren would have done better

to have gone first to Uriah Smith from whom Ellen White copied profusely, and

then to Storrs from whom Smith copied, and then to Croly, the original writer
of these materials

— but

Other chapters
detail historically.

in

an unreliable writer historically.

Great Controversy also cannot be substantiated in

The chapter on Huss errs at several points, and so

does the chapter on the Waldenses.

Prescott listed some of his criticisms

of the 1888 Great Controversy as recorded

authority and inspiration, etc.)

in

our appendix.

(See appendix on
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:

The evidence points to a busy prophet of God, pursuing

a

strenuous course

with many diverse duties, and doing them well, but of necessity
securing all
the human aid she could.

She winnowed a mass of literature and distilled

the best of it for a people who read little of outside works.

tremendously grateful.
Plagiarism.")

We should be

(See appendix, "Ellen G. White and the Charge of

But when we make her books additions to Scripture

or turn

them into infallible commentaries, we err theologically, historically and
pastoral

The one who told us that the Bible was yet but dimly understood

ly.

did not consider her writings to be the great microscope.

She who told us

we had but the first gleamings of the light, certainly did not consider her

writings an addition to Scripture or their infallible commentator.

at Battle Creek are still appropriate now

— more

Her words

appropriate than when first

given to our leaders:
But
do not as'k you to take my words.
Lay Sister White to one side.
Do not quote my words again as long as you live until you can obey the
Bible.
When you make the Bible your food, your meat and your drink,
when you make its principles the elements of your character, you will
know better how to receive counsel from God.
exalt the precious word
before you today.
Do not repeat what
have said, saying "Sister White
said this," and "Sister White said that."
Find out what the Lord God
of Israel says, and then do what He commands. 57
I

I

I

THE EARLY ADVENT ST HERMENEUTIC
I

Our Adventist pioneers,

including Ellen G. White, based their distinc-

tive positions on the sanctuary on the principle of analogy

.

The Old Testa-

ment sanctuary parable, the New Testament parable of the Ten Virgins, was

constantly

in

their thinking, preaching and writing.

give overwhelming evidence for this.
method,

had built-in

inadequacies

This approach,

Our first publications
linked to the proof-text

.

From Hebrews they drew the words about the earthly sanctuary being "a
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copy and shadow of the heavenly.

.

.

."

9:23, and from the parable of

8:5;

Matt. 25:1-13 they deduced a prophecy of the 1844 experience, with the shut

door of verse

10

made particularly prominent.

Our pioneers applied the details of the sanctuary type and the details
of the parable in a way their spiritual descendants could never do.

assumed that both the type and the parable had
with the ultimate fulfillment.

a

As there was a ministry for most
so there must be in

corresponding ministry for most of the Christian age

first apartment.

In

was

one-to-one relationship

of the year in the first apartment before the second,
a

It

Thus because the sanctuary had two apartments

on earth, so it must be in the heavenly.

heaven

;

heaven's

in

the parable of Matt. 25:1-13 such details as the midnight

cry, and the shut door were applied to events in the year

1844.

It

was rea-

soned, for example, that the virgins did not represent the bride of Christ.
Instead, the New Jerusalem was the bride.

bridegroom
is

is

Similarly, the coming of the

not the Advent but takes place beforehand, and that marriage

the reception by Christ of His kingdom rather than of His people.

the marriage will be the second coming, which
coming of the bridegroom
marriage

is

in

the parable.

is

not to be confused with the

The going

in of

the virgins to the

not their literal joining Christ at the Advent, but

spiritual entrance by faith to His marriage

in

After

a

prior

the invisible heavens.

closing of the door is the close of probation for "sinners"

in

1844.

were the pioneer positions, and exegetically all of them were wrong.

The
Such
It

is

vital that we remember that the pioneers equated the invisible coming of

Christ

in

Matt. 25 with His entrance into the second apartment above.

Great Controversy 426.

See

This also is exegetically indefensible.

Today, as our commentary points out, we do not fall

into the error of
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interpreting types and parables

in

this manner.

Types are never the basis

for doctrine, and differ considerably from their antitypes, often teaching
by way of contrast rather than comparison.

used as a basis for doctrine.

Their purpose

Similarly, parables cannot be
is

usually to teach one main

lesson, and therefore parables should not be interpreted a

I

legorica

I

ly.

As regards the sanctuary, our pioneers overlooked many things when they

applied Heb. 8:5 and 9:23 as they did.

Consider the following texts from

the same book:
For since the law has but a shadow of the good things to come instead
of the true form of these realities. (Heb. 10: If RSV)

For when there is a change in the priesthood, there is necessarily a
change in the law as well.
For the one of whom these things are spoken
belonged to another tribe, from which no one has ever served at the
altar.
For it is evident that our Lord was descended from Judah, and
in connection with that tribe Moses said nothing about priests ... a
former commandment is set aside because of its weakness and uselessness
(for the law made nothing perfect); ... He has no need, like those
high priests, to offer sacrifices daily, first for his own sins and
then for those of the people; he did this once for all when he offered
up himself.
Indeed, the law appoints men in their weakness as high
priests, but the word of the oath, which came later than the law, appoints a Son who has been made perfect for ever. (Heb. 7: 2f f RSV)
I

the priests go continually into the outer tent,
but into
the second only the high priest goes, and he but once a year, ... By
this the Holy Spirit indicates that the way into the sanctuary (Most
Holy place N V
is not yet opened as long as the outer tent is still
standing (which is symbolic for the present age) ... he (Christ) entered once for all into the Holy Place (Most Holy NIV), taking not the
blood of goats and calves but his own blood,
For Christ has entered, not into a sanctuary made with hands, a copy of the true one,
but into heaven itself,
Nor was it to offer himself repeatedly,
as the high priest enters the Holy Place (Most Holy NIV) yearly with
blood not his own;
As it is, he has appeared, once for all at
the end of the age to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself. (Heb.
9:8ff RSV)
.

.

.

.

I

.

.

)

....

....

....

Thus according to Hebrews the type was not the very image of the heaven
reality, and fell very far short of it.

As Christ is not like the earthly

priest (He was not of the tribe of Levi, he was not

a

sinner,

his ministry

I
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was not cut short by death, he had no need to make an offering for himself,
his sacrifice was not to be continually repeated) so the heavenly sanctuary
is

also different from the earth y.
I

The first apartment of the earthly

typified the Levitical era with its temporary and ineffectual

rituals, while

the second apartment symbolized heaven itself into which Christ entered

"within the veil" at His ascension.

Hebrews says nothing about

a

heavenly

presentation effecting our redemption, but says sin was put away by Christ's
sacrifice.

Hebrews never applies the first apartment to anything in heaven

above, but forgets it after alluding to its earthly position.
not offer daily sacrifices and then an ultimate yearly one

comprehends all

— similarly

Christ does

— His

own sacrifice

the ministries of the earthly priest are all

filled by His death and ascension into the immediate presence of God.
not Like them, ever busy, ever standing,
has sat down on the throne—for,

He is

but His work is complete and He

unlike them, He

As to the parable of Matt. 25,

ful-

is a

King.

it should be obvious that

it

was not

given to predict events during the year 1844, but to point to Christ's actual

Second Advent.

The virgins represent the church whom Christ

at His coming.

The eastern bridegroom came for his bride, and took her to

his father's house for the wedding and the feast.

is

united to

The coming, the marriage,

the feast, all belong to the one complex and do not symbolize events separated
by over 135 years.

It is perfectly

verses that the marriage

is

clear from Rev.

19:7-9 and the following

not something before the Advent.

coming that His people are gathered to the marriage

.

Then it

at Christ's

It

is

is

that "the

marriage of the Lamb has come, and his Bride has made herself ready."
because the New Jerusalem
it

called the Bride.

is

Only

both the emblem and the home of the church is

To apply Luke 12:36 as our pioneers did, making the
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servants of the parable distinct from the bride
by allegorizing beyond permissible

to make havoc of exegesis

is

limits.

Neither does the shut door of Matt. 25:10 point to
for the wicked world

in

1844.

It

these matters.

close of probation

images the separation at the end of time.

And the midnight cry of the parable points not to
ago, but a message yet future.

a

a

message of over

Christ's Object Lessons

is

a

century

very clear on

On the same basis as the pioneers worked, we conclude that

half of professed Christians would have gone in with Christ by faith in

1844,

but the fact is that only a tiny handful are claimed to have done that.

We

can put no stress whatever on the detail of "five were wise, and five were
fool ish."

Note again Ellen

G.

White's summary of the position of the pioneers (ex-

cept she does not here give their teaching on the shut door):
The coming of Christ as our high priest to the most holy place, for the
cleansing of the sanctuary, brought to view in Dan. 8:14; the coming of
the Son of man to the Ancient of Days, as presented in Dan. 7:13; and
the coming of the Lord to His temple, foretold by Malachi, are descriptions of the same event; and this is also represented by the coming of
the bridegroom to the marriage, described by Christ in the parable of
the ten virgins, of Matt. 25. 58
Now it must be emphasized that Ellen G. White agreed with her brethren
on these applications.

They were hers also.

She,

like them,

believed the

parable applied to 1844 prophetically, and that the cry was the midnight
cry, and the marriage not the Second Advent at all.

She believed the door

of probation for "sinners" closed in 1844, and limited her ministry to "the
little flock" of Advent believers.

It

took seven years for Ellen G. White ,

her husband, and the tiny group of Sabbathkeepers to change their minds on
the shut door.

Ellen G. White had,

understood the visions granted her.

like prophets before her,

To her

in

not rightly

the 1840's, those visions
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confirmed "the shut door" position of Sabbathkeep ng Advenfists
i

.

The very fact that her early statements on probation's close (for those

who had rejected the message, meaning the apostate church and the wicked
world) were removed in the 1851

the change of interpretation.

reprints and later

the best evidence of

is

While Ellen G. White never held to an extreme

shut door position as though all but Sabbathkeepers were lost, and as though
even Sabbathkeepers also had had their probation closed

understood the shut door
1851

onwards.

in

a very

— she

certainly first

different way to her understanding from

And this being the case,

it

is

not at all

difficult to see

that likewise her understanding of "the cleansing of the sanctuary" could

also have been imperfect.
Atonement indicate this.

The new emphases

in

her later uses of the Day of

The entirely different presentation

Object Lessons to Great Controversy- on Matt. 25:1-13

is

in

Christ's

extremely significant.

Ellen G. White over the years held three different understandings of

Matt. 25:1-13.
in

This change matches her change on such matters as the law

Galatians and the covenants.

(See appendix quotation from Tim Crosby.)

We do her wrong, therefore, to make her writings the sovereign interpreter
of Holy Scripture.

She never made that error, but continually revised even

her written statements on the basis of continuing light from the Word.
church,

if

it

is

The

to prosper, must follow that example.

WAS THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT A LANDMARK? SHOULD
IT BE RETAINED BECAUSE OF E. G. WHITE'S USE OF IT ?
Few Adventists are aware that the investigative judgment was a "late-

comer" amongst us.

It was not

taught by our pioneers of

1845.

It

was not

held by Edson, Crosier, or the Whites during the I840's at any time.

Ellen

G.

White refers to the experience of searching out the landmarks

When
in

the
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forties,

it

is a

plain fact of history that the investigative judgment teach-

ing was not among these.

Neither do we find

in

the original visions any

reference to an investigative judgment.

The cleansing of the sanctuary was certainly
was meant the eschatologica

I

landmark.

a

By this term

antitype of the Day of Atonement.

But as Don

Neufeld has written recently, we should not equate the cleansing of the sanctuary with the investigative judgment. 59
This writer does not question the eschatologica

I

cleansing of the sanc -

tuary, and the fact that the Day of Atonement and Dan. 8:14 point to that
Such positions were landmarks of our pioneers and

I

But the close of the 1848 Sabbath conferences found

accept them heartily
a

.

.

group believing all

that, but not believing in the investigative judgment.

This position

sound.

A pre-Advent judgment decision as Christ is about to close His

cession

is

Biblical, but not an attenuated investigative process

is

inter-

.

The investigative judgment was part of a complex of prophetic interpretation during the I850

f

and

s

the turn of the century.

first revised, and thus

positions

in

later decades which began to be revised around

The interpretation of the "daily" of Dan. 8:13 was
a

new view given to 8:14 as well.

the Bible Readings of

1915,

Spicer's Certainties of the Second

Advent Movement , and the writings of W. W. Prescott, and
larly,

We find these new

L.

E.

Froom.

Simi-

by the early years of the twentieth century the opposition to the

seeing of Antiochus Epiphanes

in

us asserted his presence there.

Daniel was crumbling, and key scholars amongst

Again, the interpretation of the trumpets

was looked at afresh, and Litch's position on Aug.
false, and the exegetical application of Rev.

questioning.

II

1840,

was rejected as

11:19 to 1844 also came under

Besides these, the application of the eleventh chapter of Revelation
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to the French Revolution became

a

problem to us, until

finally it was admitted

that there was no way of sustaining the Great Controversy position.
As the years have passed, a new approach to Bible study has brought

many other changes

in

interpretation.

We no

longer teach an East-West Armaged-

don, or Turkey coming to its end, or that "many shall

run to and fro" has

to do with increase of knowledge in science, commun cat on, and transport
i

i

.

No

longer do our New Testament exegetes feel that Matt. 25:1-13 can be rightly

interpreted as
now been

i

Problems found

in Dan.

6-10 have

8 and Heb.

investigated with different conclusions to those of our pioneers.

Cottrell's rehearsal of the history of the Daniel committee demonstrates

Dr.

th

the 1840's.

in

s

.

It

is

time we recognized that the investigative judgment

and never was, a

landmark of. this church.

not now

is

,

Ellen G. White's use of it is no

more proof for it than her application of Matt. 25:1-12 and Rev. 9:15 and
Rev.

11:9,19 are proof for those admittedly erroneous positions

prophet of God could grow

in

.

I

f

the

her understanding, and courageously change some

of her positions (as illustrated in Christ's Object Lessons on Matt. 25

compared with Great Controversy

)

why should the modern church hesitate to do

so?

Over the years we have changed our doctrinal positions regarding: the
Trinity, the deity of Christ, the "sinful nature" of Christ, the atonement,
the daily, Joel

3,

Dan.

II,

Rev.

16,

Dan.

12:4,

Isa.

generation" of Matt. 24:34, the trumpets, the seals,

2,

lsa.

2 Thess.

7:14, "this
2,

"within the

veil," Heb. 8 and 9 as the basis for our sanctuary teachings, the literality
of apartments

in

heaven, and other matters.

position taken by many
mean unanimity

in all

in

(By "change" we refer to a new

administrative, or academic leadership.

cases.

We do not

We still have some Arians amongst us.)
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Not the least of the changes has to do with our understanding of
the
nature of Ellen G. White's inspiration.

Until comparatively recently most

of our people believed that the vast bulk of Ellen G. White's
writings were

original with her.

Today we know that hundreds of pages (speaking very con-

servatively) of her books incorporate uncredited references from other
nineteenth century writers.

This phenomenon confronts us

Ages series, the Testimonies , Ministry of Heal inq

,

in

the Conflict of the

Education

,

etc.

Great

Controversy uses approximately one hundred sources and certain of them prolifically.

When we compare, for example, Ellen G. White's story of Luther

with that of Adam's abridgement of D'Aubigne, the original contribution of
Ellen G. White is slight.

Conclusions reached

that "the immediate and

some cases the exclusive source of the objective

and mundane historical

torians not- vis ions." 60

in

narrative

in

in

the White Estate assert

Great Controversy was the work of his-

Furthermore, these borrowed materials include

errors of fact.
In

doctrinal statements also, Ellen G. White borrowed from others.

For

example, the sanctuary doctrine is set forth in Spirit of Prophecy and in

Great Controversy

in

terms borrowed from Uriah Smith or

J

.

N.

Andrews.

Let us see, therefore, the relevance of the following admonitions:
It is a fact that we have the truth, and we must hold with tenacity
to the positions that cannot be shaken; but we must not look with suspicion upon any new light which God may send, and say, Really, we cannot
see that we need any more light than the old truth which we have hitherto received, and in which we are settled.
While we hold to this position, the testimony of the True Witness applies to our cases its rebuke,
"And knowest not that thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor, and
blind, and naked." Those who feel rich and increased with goods and in
need of nothing, are in a condition of blindness as to their true condition before God, and they know it not.

We must not think, "Well, we have all the truth, we understand the main
pillars of our faith, and we may rest on this knowledge." The truth
is an advancing truth, and we must walk in the increasing light.
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do you think we must understand the
truth for ourselves? Why can we not take the truths that others have
gathered together, and believe them because they have investigated the
subjects, and then we shal
be free to go on without the taxing of the
Do you
powers of the mind in the investigation of all these subjects?
not think that these men who have brought out the truth in the past
were inspired of God?"

A brother asked, "Sister White,

I

dare not say they were not led of God, for Christ leads into all truth;
but when it comes to inspiration in the fullest sense of the word,
answer, No.
believe that God has given them a work to do, but' if
they are not ful ly consecrated to God at a
times, they will weave
self and their peculiar traits of character into what they are doing,
and will put their mold upon the work, and fashion men in religious
experience after their own pattern.
It is dangerous for us to make
We should lean upon the arm of Infinite Power.
God has
flesh our arm.
been revealing this to us for years.
We must have living faith in our
hearts and reach out for larger knowledge and more advanced light.
I

I

I

I

I

in upon the people who claim
to believe the truth for these last days.
They are self-satisfied.
They have said, "We have the truth.
There is no more light for the
people of God." But we are not safe when we take a position that we
will not accept anything else than that upon which we have settled as
truth.
We should take the Bible, and investigate it-closely for ourWe should dig in the mine of God's word for truth.
"Light is
selves.
sown for the righteous, and gladness for the upright in heart."
Some
have asked me
f
thought there was any more light for the people of
God.
Our minds have become so narrow that we do not seem to understand
that the Lord has a mighty. work to do for us.
increasing light is to
shine upon us; for "the path of the just is as the shining light, that
sh neth more and more unto the perfect day."

A spirit of pharisaism has been coming

i

I

i

There is no excuse for anyone in taking the position that there is no
more truth to be revealed, and that all our expositions of Scripture are
without an error. The fact that certain doctrines have been held as
truth for many years by our people, is not a proof that our ideas are
infallible.
Age will not make error into truth, and truth can afford
*

to be fair.

We have many lessons to learn, and many, many to unlearn.
God and heaven alone are infallible.
Those who think that they will never have to
give up a cherished view, never have occasion to change an opinion,
will be disappointed.
As long as we hold to our own ideas and opinions
with determined persistency, we cannot have the unity for which Christ
prayed
God sees that our

leading men have need of greater

light.

Whenever the people of God are growing in grace, they will be constantly
obtaining a clearer understanding of His word. They will discern new
light and beauty in its sacred truths.
This has been true in the history
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of the church in all ages, and thus it will continue to the end.
But
as real spiritual life declines, it has even been the tendency to cease
to advance in the knowledge of the truth.
Men rest satisfied with the
light already received from God's word, and discourage any further investigation of the Scriptures. They become conservative, and seek to

avoid discussion.
The fact that there is no controversy or agitation among God's people
should not be regarded as conclusive evidence that they are holding fast
to sound doctrine.
There is reason to fear that they may not be clearly
discriminating between truth and error.
When no new questions are
started by investigation of the Scriptures, when no difference of
opinion arises which will set men to searching the Bible for themselves, to make sure that they have the truth, there will be many now,
as in ancient times, who will hold to tradition, and worship they know
not what.
have been shown that many who profess to have a knowledge of present
truth, know not what they believe.
They do not understand the evidences
of their faith.
They have no just appreciation of the work for the
present time.
When the time of trial shall come, there are men now
preaching to others, who will find,- upon examining the positions they
hold, that there are many things for which they can give no satisfactory
reason.
Until thus tested, they knew not their great ignorance.
I

As a people, we are called

individually to be students of prophecy. We
must watch with earnestness that we may discern any ray of light which
God shall present to us.
We are to catch the first g earnings of truth;
and through prayerful study, clearer light may be obtained, which can
be brought before others. 6
I

'

THE LIMITATIONS OF PROPHETS— ESPEC ALLY NON-CANONICAL PROPHETS
I

M.

L.

Andreasen is supposed to have commented

in

class that

if

the day

ever came that the writings of Ellen G. White should be considered for in-

clusion

in

Scripture then probably one percent of them would finally be ad-

mitted to the canon. 62

Undoubtedly he was referring to the fact that the

words of non-canonical writers are particularly conditioned by local circumstances, and are not therefore in detail or as rules applicable always to
later situations.

Because God's attention to matters is proportionate to

their importance, He has exercised more miraculous superintendence over Scripture than over the writings of Ellen G. White.

This

is

not to speak of
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degrees of inspiration, but rather degrees of revelation.
ever perfect for its purpose

— but

that purpose

we remember that inspired writings operate as

room for doubt by the ungodly

— only

is

a

God

T

His not ours.

s

work

is

Only when

moral test, ever leaving

then will we cease to be disturbed by

that which does not match our concept of perfection

those writings.

in

gladly walk under the guiding light of the sun although it has spots on
and we are grateful

instruments.

of a tiny amount of chaff within it?

Who would reject

a

wheaten loaf because

Constantly before us

is

the phenomenon

of a church composed of defective and deficient sinners yet precious

sight of God and all heaven.

mortals.

it,

for our eyes though some optometrists assert they are

most deficient optical

tion to millions.

We

in

the

With such a church He proposes to bring salva-

God apparently chooses to be less fussy than we proud

We should remember the words of Elton Trueblood:

It is as much an evil to say that we know the truth perfectly as it is
to say that there is no truth to know.

The doctrine of necessary fallibility

is

the philosophical equivalent

This latter doctrine asof the religious doctrine of original sin.
serts, with much factual .evidence to support it, that a chronic sinfulness dogs our steps at every point, especially

in

our claims to vir-

Every human institution,
tue, which are tainted with the sin of pride.
no matter how noble its aims, is inevitably involved in the struggle
for power and prestige, and this, so far as we can see, is not likely
In short, sin is not a
to be lessened with the passage of centuries.
matter of cultural lag but is intrinsic to the situation, part of the
price which man pays for his self-consciousness and relative freedom
Just as all our efforts to be virtuous are
from external constraint.
"tainted with sin, so all our efforts to achieve the truth are liable to
error.
We correct some errors only to make others, frequently making
We are very small; our grasp
one in the very act of correcting another.
of reality is very slight; to claim anything else is to be arrogant and

presumptuous
Any religious doctrine which claims infallibility, whether it be that of
Biblical inerrancy or papal claims or any other, is bound in the end to
fail to sustain itself intellectually because it runs head on into the
We are always in the finite predicament, even
fact of human failure.
when we are most reliwhen we are most religious, and often especia
it is
If our human capacity to err needs any demonstration,
gious.
I

I
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given to us constantly by the fact that we have to reconstruct our
theories and reassess our facts. The changes that are necessary, as a
result of further insight, include not only the physical world but the
spiritual world also.
It is conceivable that, by some miracle, God could make
an exception to
liability to error by creating an infallible Bible or an infallible
papacy, but how could we ever know that this is the case?
Infallibility
necessarily includes not only an infallible revelation but the infallibility
of the human mind to judge that revelation.
It is helpful to realize
that the Bible never asserts its own infallibility.
Even if there were
some institutions which had never made any mistakes, in precisely defined areas of inerrancy, how could we know that must always be the case
or is intrinsically the case?
In the nature of things the future is
not yet, and the evidence is never all in.
It is chiefly by a more realistic appraisal of human nature
that we see
the error of inerrancy.
Man has made great strides in many areas of
experience, including the spiritual, the artistic and the scientific,
but he always carries his own limitations with him.
He is hindered,
not only by his own ignorance but even by his own greed and pride.
Any
group which claims at any point to be free from these limitations is
guilty of idolatry, confusing the position of the human with that of the
divine.

honest doubt has a quasi -rel igious or at least a moral character
about it, because it shows an overriding concern for the truth. Those
who do not care tremendously about the truth do not bother to doubt,
for doubt entails work.
The dangerous man is not the man who doubts,
but the man who does not care.
All

The truth j_s, even though it may be beyond us.
This is an immense practical help in that, while we are saved from the delusion of supposing that
we are more than we are, it is nevertheless worth while to use al
the
means at our disposal to help one another to get c oser and c oser to the
truth which is.
If we hold a philosophy which denies the existence of
objective truth we necessarily cut the nerve of moral effort, since
there is no use in disciplining our minds for participation in a meaningless endeavor.
But the endeavor is neither meaningless nor profitless.
Though the truth is something which we cannot grasp with perfection, much of our glory lies in the fact that we can make approximations
to it.
To see through a glass darkly is better than not to see at all. 63
I

I

I

Many reading the writings of Paul have wondered at his anacolutha, his

digressions, his logical complexities and inadequacies—yet these writings
have been the source of every religious revival since Pentecost.

Similarly,

those studying the Synoptic problem find apparent contradictions at every
turn, but if wise, give thanks to God for His holy Word therein.

Even when
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we turn to the fourth Gospel and find it
impossible to draw the line between
the words of John and those of Jesus as
in chapter 3, we do not thrust that

holy book from us but fold

to our hearts.

it

It

not becoming for weak,

is

ignorant, animated dust to demand of God
more than their actual
Let us take Scripture just as it reads,
and none of us will
us take the writings of Ellen G.

needs require

be lost.

And let

White, confident that God has spoken
through

her in a way He has not spoken through
us, and acknowledge them as light,

though a lesser light when compared with Holy
Writ.
pastoral admonition,

everything, or as

exegesis.
of His

a

for spiritual

insight,

Let us read them for

but not as an Enquire Within upon

ready means of avoiding the rigorous task
of Biblical

Then with our eyes on Jesus and His cross,

imputed righteousness

knowing the necessity

order to survive the judgment, we shall turn

in

from trivia to our holy task of giving the
saving gospel to

a

lost world.

Some things must be torn down, some things
must be built up.
The old
treasures must be reset in the framework of
truth.
They (Advent ist
preachers) are to preach God's word; their
testimony must not be molded
by the opinions and ideas that have
been regarded as sound, but by the
word of God which liveth and abideth for
ever.
I

have been shown that Jesus will reveal to
us precious old truths
light, if we are ready to receive them. 64

in

a new

THE AUTHORITY OF ELLEN G, WHITE
Seventh-day Adventism and the writings of Ellen

separably linked for well over

a

century.

G.

White have been in-

The conjunction began with our

birth as a people and continues to the
present.

The union is reflected by

every phase of our work-evangelistic,
educational, medical, publishing, etc.
Some
El hen

G.

either as

in

the church wish now to establish

a

cleavage, and to relegate

White to obscurity as an embarrassing
phenomenon.
a

false prophet, or

a

They see her

good woman misled by physiological and/or
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psychological maladies.

Others insist that the Bible should only be under-

stood through her eyes, and that she is the final arbiter of
all claims to
truth.

M.

L.

Andreasen was correct when he wrote that "The ever-present

question of the position which Sister White should hold among us
lific cause of difficulty." 65

settled the denomination

is

a

pro-

We would suggest that until that question is

bound to limp, rather than go forth "conquering

is

and to conquer."
In

this connection, certain facts stand out.

agreed through their history on Sola Scriptura
Bible plus some Johnny-come- lately"
cult.

is

,

Protestants have been

and the phenomenon of "the

the well-known characteristic of a

The sure evidence for the latter is when the Bible

subordinate position.

is

made to take

a

We have seen this in Swedenborgianism, Christian

Israelites, Christian Science, Mormonism, Jehovah's Witnesses, etc.

Scripture

is

emphatic that "the faith" was "once for all delivered to

the saints" in the first century.

Jude

3.

The revelation through Christ

attested by the apostles was the greatest revelation ever made to men and
the climactic one.

Heb.

to judge Christ's words,
by indicates its falsity.

1:1.

Any subsequent revelation claiming the right

rather than to submit to being judged by them, thereI

Kings 13 is a solemn warning against supersed-

ing the Word of the Lord by the words of one claiming to be a prophet.

Now there dwelt an old prophet in Bethel.
And his sons came and told
him all that the man of God had done that day in Bethel; the words also
which he had spoken to the king, they told to their father.
And their
father said to them, "Which way did he go?" And his sons showed him the
way which the man of God who came from Judah had gone.
And he said to
his sons, "Saddle the ass for me."
So they saddled the ass for him and
he mounted it.
And he went after the man of God, and found him sitting
under an oak; and he said to him, "Are you the man of God who came from
Judah?" And he said, "I am." Then he said to him, "Come home with me
and eat bread."
And he said, "I may not return with you, or go in with
you
neither will
eat bread nor drink water with you in this place;
for it was said to me by the word of the Lord, 'You shall neither eat
I
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bread nor drink water there, nor return by the way that you
And he said to him, "I also am a prophet as you are, and an
to me by the word of the Lord, saying, 'Bring him back with
your house that he may eat bread and drink water.'" But he
him.
So he went back with him, and ate bread in his house,
water.

came. "
angel spoke
you into
lied to
and drank
1

And as they sat at the table, the word of the Lord came to the prophet
who had brought him back; and he cried to the man of God who came from
Judah, "Thus says the Lord, 'Because you have disobeyed the word of the
Lord, and have not kept the commandment which the Lord your God commanded
you, but have come back, and have eaten bread and drunk water in the
place of which he said to you, "Eat no bread, and drink no water"; your
body shall not come to the tomb of your fathers.'" And after he had
eaten bread and drunk, he saddled the ass for the prophet whom he had
brought back.
And as he went away a lion met him on the road and killed
him.
And his body was thrown in the road, and the ass stood beside it;
the lion also stood beside the body. (I Kings 13:11-24 RSV)
It

it

is

is

true that Scripture contains the doctrine of spiritual gifts, and

also true that manifestations of the gift of prophecy are promised for

the last days.

2:28.

Joel

But:

—

—

The Spirit was* not given nor can it ever be bestowed to supersede the
Bible; for the Scriptures explicitly state that the word of God is the
standard by which all teaching and experience must be tested.
Says the
apostle John, "Believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether
they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the
world."
John 4:1.
And Isaiah declares, "To the law and to the testimony:
if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is
no light in them." Isa. 8:20. 66
(

The writer of those words suggested that her readers apply that test

to her own work.^

Never did Ellen G. White claim to be

that superseded Scripture.

medium of truth

Instead, she affirmed that did we but understand

the Word, her writings would be unnecessary.
in

a

Ellen G. White clearly believed

the primacy of Scripture and opposed those who wished to piace her writ-

ings on a
If

level

with the Word, or pragmatically above

you are in doubt upon any subject you must

f

i

it.

Thus she wrote:

rst consu t the Scriptures.
•

I

The testimonies of Sister White should not be carried to the front.
God's Word is the unerring standard.
The Testimonies are not to take
the place of the Word.
.
Let all prove their position from the Scriptures and substantiate every point they claim as truth from the revealed
Word of God.
And never do we want any soul to bring in the Testimonies ahead of the Bible. ^9
.

.

.

.

.
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From Ellen G. White's own pen came counsel that belief in
her specific

role was not to be made

a

test of church membership or fellowship.

In the last vision given at Battle Creek
was shown that an unwise
course was taken at
in regard to the visions at the time of the
organization of the church there. There were some in
who were
God's children, and yet doubted the visions.
Others had no opposition,
yet dared not take a decided stand in regard to them.
Some were skeptical, and they had sufficient cause to make them so.
The false visions
and fanatical exercises, and the wretched fruits following,
had an influence upon the cause in Wisconsin to make minds jealous of everything
bearing the name of visions.
All these things should have been taken
into consideration, and wisdom exercised.
There should be no trial or
labor with those who have never seen the individual having visions,
and
who have had no personal knowledge of the influence of the visions.
Such should not be deprived of the benefits and privileges of
the church,
if their Christian course is otherwise correct, and
they have formed a
good Christian character.
I

Brother G sought to move with great caution.
He knew that the class
who opposed the visions were wrong, that they were not genuine believers
in the truth; and therefore, to shake off these clogs,
he proposed to
receive none into the church who did not believe the third angel's message and the visions. This kept out some few precious souls who had
.not fought against the visions.
They dared not unite with the church,
fearing that they should commit themselves upon that which they did not
understand and fully believe. And there were those at hand ready to
prejudice these conscientious ones, and to place matters before them in
the worst possible light.
Some have felt grieved and offended because
of the conditions of membership, and since the organization their feelings of dissatisfaction have greatly increased.
Strong prejudice has
governed them. 70
It has

long been our claim that our doctrines are based on Scripture

alone, and came solely through the study of the Word.

See Froom's Movement

of Destiny 91-112.
It

is

true that

in

the early days of the movement, when our brethren

were yet dependent upon the proof-text method, and when every man had

a

dif-.

ferent interpretation, at such a time God through Ellen G. White indicated
some evidence from Scripture which decided the point at issue.

For example,

the early believers were not united on the matter of when to begin the Sabbath.

But J. N. Andrews had suggested that Scripture taught sundown as the
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dawning of the holy day, and Ellen G. White's revelation confirmed that
Scriptural truth.

She did not originate a new position on the basis of vision.

as a
A study of the chronology of her visions indicates that they followed,

The second

rather than preceded, Bible study on a specific doctrine.

rule,

coming of Christ, the seventh-day Sabbath, the cleansing of the sanctuary,
health reform, etc., were all taught amongst us before Ellen

visions upon such subjects.

G.

White claimed

Ellen G. White was not an innovator.

Ellen G. White refused to be the arbiter

in

matters of doctrinal contro-

Time after time she was solicited to end the "daily" controversy by

versy.

Instead

some authoritative word from the Lord, but this she refused to do.
she wrote:

have words to speak to my brethren east and west, north and south.
request that my writings shall not be used as the leading argument
ento settle questions over which there is now so much controversy.
that^they
brethren,
leading
our
of
others
treat of Elders H, I, J, and
make no reference to my writings to sustain their view of "the daily."
I

!

I

presented to me that this is not a subject of vital importance.
am instructed that our brethren are making a mistake in magnifying
cannot
the importance of the difference in the views that are held.
matter.
this
settling
as
taken
be
consent that any of my writings shall
question.
test
a
made
to
be
The true meaning of "the daily" is not
It has been
I

I

now ask that my ministering brethren shall not make use of my writings
have
for
in their arguments regarding this question ["the daily"];
71
discussion.
had no instruction on the point under
I

I

It

is

ing heresy,

made clear.

true that at times Ellen G. White rebuked specific people teachbut this was always on the basis of Scriptural truth earlier

Never

in a

dispute that was novel, and unrelated to previous

was'
positions, did she attempt to legislate as to what was truth and what

error.

She opposed the early extreme perfectionists in our ranks on the

Scripbasis that their theories of holiness were contrary to the truths of
and
ture as understood by previous movements of God such as the Reformation
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the Miller revival.

She affirmed Ballenger was rejecting "mighty truths

held for ages" and saw him as challenging the validity of the Advent movement

already confirmed through Bible study and the witness of the Spirit.

pantheism was

a

Kel logg's

hoary error seeming to challenge the personality of God and

the reality of His dwelling-place.

The holy flesh fanatics of Indiana were

but duplicating the type of extremism rejected by Luther and other approved

servants of God.
With Adventism many heresies have circulated,
ism,

including anti -tr

i

n

i

tar ani

Arianism, the non-personality of the Holy Spirit, false views on pro-

phecy such as Turkey as the King of the north, and an east-west Armageddon.
But Ellen G. White never made these the object of direct attack.

While re-

fusing to promulgate such teachings herself, she never drew the attention of
the church members to her gift as the final arbiter of truth.

In

times of

crisis when flagrant error threatened the church, as with prophets before her,
she invoked the words of prior messengers (Scripture).

marks of an authentic message of God

— endorsement

This

one of the

is

rather than innovation.

We believe that Ellen G. White's own perception of her role has not yet
been understood by the body of believers.

Consider the following plain

statements
Little heed is given to the Bible, and the Lord has given
light to lead men and women to the greater light. 72

a

lesser

But notwithstanding all this [the sufficiency of the Word of God to enlighten the most beclouded mind and the fact that it may be understood
by those who have any desire to understand it], some who profess to
make the Word of God their study, are found living in direct opposition
to its plainest teachings.
Then, to leave men and women without excuse,
God gives plain and pointed testimonies, bringing them back to the word
that they have neglected to follow.
The Word of God abounds in general
principles for the formation of correct habits of living, and the testimonies, general and personal, have been calculated to call their attention more especially to these principles. 7 ^
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If you had made God's word your study, with a desire to reach the Bible
standard and attain to Christian perfection, you would not have needed
the Testimonies
It is because you have neglected to acquaint yourselves with. God's inspired Book that he has sought to reach you by
simple, direct testimonies, calling your attention to the words of inspiration which you had neglected to obey, and urging you to fashion
your lives in accordance with its pure and elevated teachings.
.

The written testimonies are not to give new light, but to impress
vividly upon the heart the truths of inspiration already revealed.
Additional truth is not brought out; but God has through the Testimon ies
simplified the great truths already given, and in his own chosen way
brought them before the people, to awaken and impress the mind with
them, that all may be left without excuse.
.

.

.

The very essential principles of godliness are not understood, because
there is not a hungering and thirsting for Bible knowledge, purity of
heart, and holiness of life.
The Testimonies are not to belittle the
Word of God, but to exalt it, and attract minds to it, that the beautiful simplicity of truth may impress all. 74

The attitude of many to the prophetic gift has been superstitious and

cultic rather than Scriptural.
sessor more than human.
fallibility.

It

does not confer omniscience and guarantee against

This church has never officially held to the view of inspira-

tion called "inerrancy."
rancy.")

The gift of prophecy does not make its pos-

But in practical

(See appendix on "Authority,

Inspiration and

Iner-

situations, time and again we have as individuals

acted contrary to our official stand.
John the Baptist was the greatest among the propets according to Jesus.

But his view of truth was exceedingly limited.
.of Messiah from Jesus,

He expected a different type

and his view of the divine kingdom was erroneous.

To

John the Messiah would be one immediately ushering in the kingdom of glory.
We should observe also that not only was John's understanding of truth imperfect,

but that his main role was to rebuke sin and to point to Christ,

rather

than to coin doctrine, or predict the future in great detail.

Nor

is

the case otherwise with some other mighty men of God.

The apostles

after Christ's resurrection still clung to errors regarding the plan of heaven.
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They thought the kingdom was to be restored to the Jews.

In

other words,

they clung to a shut door heresy, believing the Gentiles were still
excluded.
took a miracle— the vision to Peter— and other manifestations such
as

It

the gift of tongues to Genti les— to convince the brethren otherwise.

Iner-

rancy does not belong to the servants of God, even His most privileged
servants.

Neither does immaculate behavior.

Paul

the former may have been too hard on John Mark.
cost.

See Gal

.

and Barnabas quarreled, and

Peter backslid after Pente-

2:11-15.

Too many want better bread than can be made from grain.
has given us

light to walk by,

But God, who

from a sun with spots, does not consent to

work according to human expectations.

Even the Bible is a shock to our pre-

judices, as was Christ the Living Word.

could have improved on Scripture?

Does not every one of us think he

Would we not have chosen

a

Book that

listed the infallible doctrines in its first chapter, and provided such over-

whelming evidence of its divine authorship
would be humbled and convinced?
in

the New Testament there wou

in

the second that every atheist

Would we not have made sure that somewhere

ld

be repeated the command to ha

I

low the seventh

day?

The Jews rejected Christ because He was not such
they expected

.

The Jews rejected Christ since He was not such

of God as they "deserved

."

They had woven a doctrinal

their ideas of how God should act.
tions, they reacted violently.
is a

revelation of God as

a

a

revelation

fabric which fit into

When the reality did not fit their expecta-

The same dangers remain with us today

.

It

truth which needs to be constantly kept in mind that at every religious

crisis, God acts

in

unanticipated ways which are usually contrary to most

believer's expectations

and_

desires.

The plain truth

is

that we expect

a
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great deal from God and others, but very little from ourselves.
gance

is

rarely recognized for what it is.

God

is

not primarily concerned

with making us prophets, or theologians, or infallible.
of Scripture do not concern what we don't understand,
as the two great commandments.
of

life

is

Scripture

is

This arro-

The real difficulties

but what we do

essentially moral

,

— such

for two-thirds

conduct, and the work of Scriptural prophets was usually to apply

the law and offer the gospel,

rather than to set forth esoteric truths with

technical precision.

Because of our own weakness, we long for some oracle that will enable
us to stand without perpetual

bewilderment.

God's revelatory agencies are

in

not geniuses.
ledge of

it,

Heaven

Not even Scripture

the business of building holy characters,

and therefore it concentrates on practical matters.
a

ignorance and fallibility.

New Testament has very few rules, but great principles.

thrown upon God

moment guidance.
All

In

Scripture

fashion as compels us to constantly admit our

dependence upon God, and our residual

is

that oracle

concerned with our practice of truth, not just know-

is

truth is revealed in such

believer

is

in

Thus the

As a result, the

continual humble dependence for moment by

This develops character, particularly faith and humility.

this is most relevant as we consider what sort of instrument God

would choose to help this special movement of the latter days.
act contrary to His way

in

previous times.

He would not

Any special messenger from Him

would be one who gave priority to earlier attested words of God, and whose

chief task was to speak to the saints "for their upbuilding and encourage-

ment and consolation."

Such a messenger would not be inerrant,

immaculate,

nor omni -gifted.
It

is

vital we recognize what theologians call

the divine economy of

6!

miracle.

God never does miraculously what can be done naturally.

I

He sends

the sunshine and the rain, but He does not harvest the crop, or prepare it
for eating.

The Christ who was prepared to raise Lazarus was not prepared

to roll away the stone.

He who turned water into wine did not fill

the pots

with water.

Similarly, when Scripture was written, God did not dictate word

after word.

For the writing of the Gospels, He chose men who had been with

Christ, or were close friends of those who had had that privilege.

Matthew

and Luke drew much of their narratives from the previous one by Mark.

one percent of Mark

is

not found

in

the other two synoptic Gospels.

Only
Again,

for setting forth the theology of the church, God could have chosen any humble

believer, and dictated truth to him for the saints.
learned in all the theological

genius—Paul.
of miracle.

Chloe, Paul
It

is

Instead, He chose one

lores of the times, and gifted with theological'

When working through Paul, God pursued His customary economy

The epistles were not as a rule the result of visions.

From

heard of the situation at Corinth, not from a dream of the night.

ignorance of the true nature of inspiration that has caused many

problems for Seventh-day Advent ists.
recognized this fact.

Our leaders at the 1919 Bible conference

(See appendix on "Authority,

Inspiration and

Inerrancy.")

Most of us have pagan views of revelation akin to the devotees of the Delphic
oracle.

Did the wise man

a glad father,

learn by prophetic vision that "a wise son makes

but a foolish son is a sorrow to his mother," that "hatred

stirs up strife," that "anxiety

in a

man's heart weighs him down, but a good

word makes him glad," that "a slothful man will not catch his prey," and

that "it

is

better to live

with a contentious woman"?

in a

corner of the housetop than

in a

house shared

Did the Psalmist need a vision before he could

urge us to "worship and bow down"?
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God does not even give prophets more than they need, and every work of
God,

in

this sin-cursed world,

is

marked with the cross of humiliation,

imper-

fection, and surprise.
Ellen G. White not only refused to claim infallibility, but gave tangible

evidence that such

claim would have been erroneous.

a

In

Earl y Wr ti ngs

173,

i

185,186, she presents the Herod who had slain John the Baptist as the Herod

who also took James the brother of Peter.

explanatory footnote.

This

is

erroneous, and so is the

Ellen G. White sometimes named the wrong author of

Bible verse, gave wrong geographical or chronological
fused disparate items.

It

a

locations, and con-

was possible for her to misread Scripture as when

she numbered wrongly the allies of Abraham and the number of generations

that were contemporary with Adam. 75

Some non-biblical traditions were accepted

by her, such as the myths about Simon Magus.

Pau

328 and consult articles on Simon

See Sketches from the Life of

comprehensive Bible dictionaries

in

or encyclopaedias such as HERE 11:515,523.

The remarkable thing is that most

of these errors are so minor and are not a hundred times more numerous.

The traditional Adventist concept that Ellen G. White received all her

materials for her books direct from heaven just does not match the facts.
She was a wide reader, and selected first-class materials from the litera-

ture of her day to feed the church of God.

One should compare the first

chapter of Patriarchs and Prophets with Mi ton's Paradise Lost
I

the

Li

fe of Pau

their succession

w? th
in

;

Sketches from

Conybeare and Howson's account; the chapter titles and

Pes re of Ages with Edersheim's work on Christ;
i

comiums on the book of Revelation with the commentary by A.

R.

her en-

Fausset; the

Acts of the Apostles description of Peter and John with the writings of

J

.

R.

McDuff, and other gospel commentary with the words of Fleetwood, Hanna, Marsh,
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Farrar, Geikie, Harris, etc.

the writings of

L.

B.

Ministry of Healing should be compared with

Coles, and Education with the products of nineteenth

century European educators, such as Pestalozzi, Herbart, and Froebel."76
There was no measure of deceit in this usage of materials by Ellen G.
She recommended to the church through the pages of the church papers,

White.

books she herself was using such as D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation ,

and Conybeare and Howson's St. Pau

.

While academic works of her day gave

credit, sometimes that credit was rather sparing, and popular works usually
did not bother at all.

quoted at length.

Even Howson failed to credit at

least one writer he

Some of the Ellen G. White manuscripts contained quota-

tion marks, according to her son.
Ellen G. White submitted her manuscripts to others for criticism.

Waggoner, Jones and others did this work for her.

pages

in

tions.

She changed

a

number of

Great Controversy as a result of W. W. Prescott's insistent admoniAll

this is far removed from the work of a Delphic oracle.

When one considers Ellen G. White's emphatic statement that the Bible
is yet "but dimly understood" and her repeated

assertions that as yet we

have "but the first gleams of light" that are to spring forth from the Word,
it

is

obvious she did not consider her writings as the Open Sesame to Scrip-

ture, or its infallible commentary.

Such claims are unwise.

See Counsel

to Writers and Editors ,82.
But it is also nonsense to think that for seventy years of ministry,

Ellen G. White was

in

the business of deceiving all and sundry.

were gargantuan, and her sympathies large.
sense

in

She displayed

a

Her toils

sturdy common

her writings, and behavior impossible to reconcile with the fraudulent

character ascribed to her by critics.

Neither ease nor wealth was

her reward,
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but one who could deceive as skillfully as some critics suggest could cer-

tainly have found
course.

All

a

more profitable and less taxing milieu to pursue such

who read her writings as she recommended they should be read

subject to Scripture and the explanatory canons of time and place

— are

Those who claim otherwise need to remember perhaps

immensely benefited.

that what readers draw from

a

Said St. Thomas: "If an ass

looks into a book, you can't expect an angel

look out."

Ellen

G.

It

book is dependent on what they bring to

What type of people wouJ:d we be

White?
is

a

One word answers

it.

to

we followed the counsels of

if

— saints.

very easy to criticize Mrs. White and to rid ourselves of one who

seems to lay heavy burdens upon us by way of behavior and duty.

But first

we should ask whether we, the critics, are not to a considerable extent,

standing "upon her shoulders."

The Adventism we seek to uphold owes many of

its best features to the Lord's providences with Ellen G. White.

Let us

notice some of these providences.
After the disappointment of 1844 the role of "Adventist" was

cult one to maintain.

Most of the Millerites forsook it with great celerity.

But the little group who were our spiritual

the Advent faith as

a

diffi-

a

forebears remained believers

result of the ministry of

a

weak girl

in

her

in

late teens.

She it was who insisted that the Lord had shown her that the light of the

midnight cry was heaven's light, and that the leading of heaven
movement was not to be denied.
fluenced others to do the same.
band,

in

the Miller

Later, she espoused the Sabbath, and

in-

When fanatics threatened to wreck the little

it was the same young woman who rebuked

them and held back others from

following their follies.
Ellen G. White encouraged the use of the printed page even though at
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that time all expected but

a

few months or years at the most to intervene

before the return of Christ.

Influenced by this conviction of the imminence

of the Advent, one by one our pioneers were disqualifying themselves by over-

labor and by the health-destroying habits of popular custom.
by Spalding 77 and then marvel

Read the story

at the timeliness of the health emphasis given

through Ellen G. White.
At a point when the spiritual health of the movement had reached its

nadir she stood by the side of two young theological "innovators."
of the older men at Minneapolis would cross the floor and say,
you, Sister White."

"I

Not one
am with

Instead they joked about Waggoner and Jones being the

pets of the prophetess, and wondered whether the latter was losing her per-

ceptiveness.

And so she went to Australia, setting her mark on the young

church there, as she had previously done in Europe.

tence resulted

in

Her energies and insis-

the erection of Avondale College, and it has proved, as

she foretold, a training school

for missionaries to Africa,

India and the

islands of the sea.

When a whole conference was in danger through the "holy flesh" fana-

ticism,

it was

the words of Ellen G. White which saved it, restoring the

president and other leaders to the right path that the people might follow.
But a few short years passed, and

a

large proportion of our General Confer-

ence leaders were being deceived by Kellogg's subtle pantheism.

Waggoner,

Jones, Paulson, Magan, Sutherland, and a host of other prominent men were

standing with Kellogg and against A. G. Daniel
crisis, exercised

a

Is.

hypnotic spell over prominent men which resulted

hundreds of workers being influenced by his errors.
in

Kellogg, at this time of
in

He had ceased to believe

the nearness of the Advent and other distinctive truths.

The personality
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of the Deity, and the reality of the divine dwelling-place were being ques-

But for Ellen White, this denomination might well

tioned.

have foundered in

the first decade of the twentieth century.

About the same time, the "daily" controversy was rocking the church,
and

El

I

en G. White was frequently exhorted to cast an authoritative vote on

This she refused to do, and urged all to study their Bible, and

the issue.

decide from that supreme authority rather than quote her writings.
paved the way for the right approach to similar doctrinal
ing' :the

This

problems, offer-

church a salutary paradigm.

None can deny that the key emphases of Ellen G. White are those which

encourage holiness.

She uplifted Christ and His Word

phets have never done.

in

a way

false pro-

The law, expanded by her insights, became as

ing and threatening Mount Sinai

a

tower-

that convicted ones might confess their in-

ability and seek to Christ for mercy and strength.

While the Testimonies

"afflict the comfortable," her devotional writings such as the Conflict of
the Ages series "comfort the afflicted."

True,

some have read even these

and seen only the law there, as though the promises were but footnotes.

the Bible

is

also thus read, and

neither case are the documents to blame.

in

For those who have learned to distinguish between

the first

a

standard rather than

a

But

law and gospel,

seeing

In

method, even the most rigorous testimonies

bring the challenge of "higher yet.!'

Which one of the Old Testament pro-

phets, or even John the Baptist, would have been comfortable to live with?
A true prophet must personify

Laodiceanism might be purged.
balm of Gilead.

law,

that the ever present disease of

This messenger, however, Offered also the

Consider her gospel tones (post 1880) which equal or surpass

anything that the most talented leaders of Advent ism have ever offered, and
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which certainly surpass the best efforts of her critics.

See Selected Mes-

sages 1:340-400, etc.
It

is

true that the writings of Ellen G. White have often been used to

great detriment.

But what good thing has not?

A knife can be used to cut

an apple or a throat, and electricity and fire are wonderful

dangerous masters.

servants but

Consider how Scripture itself has been abused rather

than used.

About one hundred years ago Frederic W. Farrar, canon of Westminster
and chaplain to the queen, presented a series of

interpretation of Scripture.

In

lectures at Oxford on the

recording the lectures he declared:

A Book less sacred would have been discredited by the dangerous uses to
which it has often been perverted; but no aberrations of interpreters
have been suffered to weaken, much less to abrogate, the essential
revelation which has exercised from the first, and will 'to the last
syllable of recorded time' continue to exercise a unique power over the
hearts and consciences of men. 78

Farrar summarized the inadequate exegetical methods of the past as follows:

have allowed the History of Interpretation to suggest to us its own
scheme, and to deliver for our guidance its own lessons.
We shall see
system after system the Halakhic, the Kabbalistic, the Traditional,
the Hierarchic, the Inferential, the Allegorical, the Dogmatic, the
Naturalistic condemned and rejected, each in turn, by the experience
and widening knowledge of mankind. These erroneous systems arose from
many causes. The original Hebrew of the Old Testament was for many
ages unknown to the Christian Church, and when Greek also became an
unknown language to all except a few, the caprice of interpreters was
freed from important checks.
I

—

—

Religious controversy went to Scripture not to seek for dogmas but to
find them.
Mysticism interpreted it according to the mood of the moment
and placed the interpreter above the text. A spurious and unenlightened
idolatry for the letter of Scripture ignored its simplicity and universality, and sought for enigmas and mysteries in the plainest passages.
A scholastic orthodoxy developed elaborate systems of theology out of
imaginary emphases, and by the aid of exorbitant principles of inference.
meet the pale
Some of these causes of error are removed, but we sti
and feeble shadows of the old systems wandering here and there, unThey can, however, only be regarded
exercised, in modern commentaries.
with curiosity as anachronisms and survivals.™
I

I
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The history of interpretation has more than academic interest.
getical error has frequently had dreadful

practical

results.

Exe-

Religious

leaders have made texts of Scripture both the command and excuse for deadly

evils, such as wild fanaticism, dark superstition, ant nomi an sm,
i

hatred, and religious and civil oppression.

i

Men have read the Old Testament

apart from the New, and wrongly used its history and legislation.
ignored Christ's warnings in Matt. 5:41-43;

7:2-23;

10:2-12;

Luke 9:51-56;

13:11-17;

burning

15:1-9;

13:11-17;

They have

23:1-23; Mark 2:18-28;
John 8:1-11, and again

and again have acted out their own passions using Scripture as their excuse.

Again we quote Farrar:
How often have the sanguinary supporters of mistaken shibboleths defended their outrages by the injunctions of the Pentateuch? The infamous assassinations of princes, or murderous plots against them, by
a Ravaillac, a Jaques Clement, a Balthazar Gerard, an Antony Babington,
an Everard Digby, were preposterously justified by the examples of Ehud
and Jael.
The Crusaders, thinking that they did God service by wading
bridle deep in the blood, of infidels who were often morally superior to
themselves, justified their massacres by the exterminating wars in the
Book of Judges, which Bishop Ulfiia wisely delayed to translate into
Gothic because he feared the effects they would produce upon the minds
of his wild converts.
Thousands of poor harmless women, maddened by
torture into false self-accusations, were burnt to death by Sprenger as
witches, on the supposed authority of a text in
[ExodusD.
A crime
so atrocious as the massacre of St. Bartholomew was hailed by Pope
Gregory XIII with acclamation, and paralleled by the zeal for God of
ancient heroes.
.

.

.

Texts were used to crush the efforts of national liberty, and to buttress
the tyrannies of immoral despotism.
The murder of kings and passive
obedience to them were alike defended by texts. The colossal usurpations of the Papacy in the days of its haughtiest audacity were maintained not only by spurious donations and forged decretals, but by
Boniface VIII on the ground that the two swords of Peter meant the possession by Popes of temporal and spiritual dominion; and a century
earlier, by Innocent III, on the ground that the Pope was intended by
the sun to rule the day, and the Emperor only by the moon to rule the
night.

When Innocent III was giving to the Abbot of Citeaux his infamous advice to entrap the Count of Toulouse to his ruin, he wrote, 'We advise
y° u accord ing to the precepts of the Apostle , to use cunning in your
dealings with the Count of Toulouse, treating him with a wise dissimula'
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t ion , that the other heretics may be more easily destroyed.'

Even the
Spanish Inquisition that infamy of Christendom appealed to Scriptural
warrant for the right to immolate its holocausts of victims, and the
blood-stained Alva received from the Pope a jewelled sword with the inscription Accipe sanctum g ad urn, munus a Deo

—

—

I

j

.

In the days of her persecution the Fathers of the Church had taught mankind that 'force is hateful to God'; but, in the days of her despotism,
not only cursings and anathemas, but the axes, the stakes, the gibbets,
the thumbscrews, the racks, and all the instruments of torture kept in
the dungeons of priests to deprave the heart of nations, and to horrify
the world, were defended by scraps of texts and shreds of metaphor from
the mercy-breathing parables of Christ.
Texts have been used a thousand times to bar the progress of science, to beat down the sword of
freedom, to destroy the benefactors of humanity, to silence the voice
of truth.
The gospel of peace, the gospel of knowledge, the gospel of
progress, has been desecrated into the armoury of fanaticism, and the
stumbling-block of philosophy. The gospel of light and love has been
used to glorify the madness of the self-torturer, to kindle the faggot
of the inquisitor, and to rivet the fetters of the slave. 80

Ellen G. White certainly never claimed to be the final arbiter regarding

the meaning of any passage of Scripture.

She forbade all to take such a pre-

sumptuous position.

To say that a passage means just this and nothing more, that you must
not attach any broader meaning to the words of it than we have in the
past, is saying that which is not actuated by the Spirit of God. 81
Ellen G. White herself was still struggling to understand the Word.

At

Minneapolis she confessed herself uncertain as to certain areas on doctrine
being canvassed.

On occasions she changed her views, such as regarding the

time to begin the Sabbath, the eating of pork, the meaning of the shut door,

the law

in

Galatians, the covenants, etc.

Not until after the Minneapolis

conference of 1888 do we find justification by faith pervading her writings.
By and

large the conclusions of the scholars of this church are that

the writings of Ellen G. White are for the purposes listed in

rather than for the purpose of exegesis.
ments found

in

I

Cor.

14:3

Consider the representative state-

our appendix, "Ellen G. White and Exegesis."

Only a better understanding of the nature of inspiration can save this
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church from constant internal turmoil.
Selected Messages
lems.-

5-26,

1:1

Likewise essential

her appraisal of herself as a "lesser light"

compared with "the gre ater light" of Holy Writ.
is

God's attention and care

always proportion ate to the importance of any single thing

ssale of being.
be canonical,

Because the writings of Ellen

G.

;

not pu rposed as applicable to all people

that associated with the writing of Scripture.
within the canon

"

degrees" of inspiration.

the whole

in

White were not intended to
in

all

times, therefore th e element of miracle associated with
them

is

in

taken seriously, could solve many of our prob-

if

is

Ellen G. White's own summary

places in all
is

less than

This is not to say that there
It

is

to say that outside the

canon we should not expect the same precision as was necessary for
the Word

.

Even within Scripture we find that inspiration does not
guarantee the ful-

fillment of human

i

deas of perfection.

For Bible writers, truth came and

was reflected throug h their own culture.

Thus the dreams of Joseph reflect

Egyptian imagery, th ose of Daniel, Babylonian imagery, and those
of Ellen
G.

White, nineteenth century Occidental

see Early Writings 88
It

is

imagery (such as trains and conductors-

)

important to remember that inspiration

pose, and its purpose is stated

not on trial

in

in

is

perfect for its pur-

John 20:31; and 2 Tim. 3:16,17.

God

is

logic, or rhetoric in Scripture, Ellen G. White tells us.

As a Writer He is not represented.

pen but His penmen.

The writers of Scripture were not His

Thus Scripture chooses to use Idioms

,

and the

of appearance, though it affronts modern scientific
knowledge.

'

language

The earth has

four corners and four winds, the sun rises and sets, the hare chews
the cud,

the mustard seed

is

the smallest of all

seeds, men think with their kidneys

and their bowels rather than with their brains.

Similarly, astronomers know
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nothing of a great open space

Orion, and the planetary moons numbered

in

an early Ellen G. White vision are no
But, say some,

longer correct by modern know edge. ^2
I

did not Ellen G. White claim that all

precious light from the throne of God?

in

her writings were

This illustrates the common tendency

to treat of generalizations as universal truths and statements of technical

precision.

Ellen G. White could endorse Crosier's article desp ite

taining several positions she did not agree with.

Pi

I

ts con-

Similarly, she could

speak well of Waggoner, though disagreeing with him on points.
works like

i

She recommended

grim's Progress despite some erroneous positions such as on

the state of the dead.

Even prophets must use the earthly mint of human

vocabulary and idiom, and Ellen

G.

White's claims should not be understood

other than as asserting that heaven had given her convictions as to right
and wrong, as to what was to God
ing she used no sources,
IS

f

s

glory and what was

or that her own personal

She is not say-

beliefs were inerrant.

She

saying God had spoken to her and that heavenly light illumined what she

wrote.

The God who inspired Paul and yet was content to permit

sentences unfinished, and to employ rabbinic argument,
prompted Ellen

G.

test of character.

of Christ.

is

tiiim

to leave

the same God who

White to call the church to holiness through the vision of

Christ, and yet who permitted her to err.
a

not,.

As a moral

Thus it

is

The writings of the prophets are

with all of Holy Writ and even the Person

test they sift out those who seek to have their own

ideas of perfection met or else.

We should draw our conclusions regarding the nature of Ellen G. White's

— through

induction, not deduction.

review her life and writings we find her,

like the prophets of old,

gift from the empirical evidence

led to

counter contemporary perils.

As we

divinely

At a time when Adventists were still
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setting one date after another for the Second Advent, she wrote her statement
on the "daily"

in

Early Writings 74.

later years men forgot that the point

In

of the statement had to do with prophetic time rather than the Advent, and

wrongly applied her words

cept of the "daily."
Ellen G.White sent

a

in

order to retain

traditional but erroneous con-

a

To one who wished to oppose the use of swine's flesh,
caution, but

later years when the church was more

in

established, she herself urged what she had earlier condemned.
in

Life

insurance

the nineteenth century milieu was opposed, and the purchase of bicycles,

and sundry similar items, but these are no longer mandatory other than

principle.

Some people were told that eggs should not appear on their

tables, and others were advised to eat them.
ful,

in

Butter was affirmed as harm-

but in another setting is not condemned.

Some Ellen G. White statements

make very precise appraisals regarding food, but elsewhere she can say "we
make no precise lines as to diet."
account, as

in

Scripture.

Time and place must ever be taken into

Who lives today by the laws and rules of the

Pentateuch?
In

tive of

the case of Albion Ballenger, Ellen G. White saw
a

in

him a representa-

widespread movement seeking to play down the distinctive features

of Adventism.

She linked him with Kellogg and others who were drifting into

teachings contrary to basic Adventism.

Kellogg

she considered to be

spiritualizing away the heavenly sanctuary, and Ballenger was
danger.

Ballenger,

in

similar

by his teaching of a pre-cross sanctuary that had been

operative for 4000 years, was opposing "mighty truths held for ages," such
as those expressed in Heb. 2:17;

5:1;

8:3.

post-1844 position on the eschato og ca
I

earned her rebuke.

i

I

Ballenger's thrusts against the

cleansing of the sanctuary inevitably

But we should distinguish, as did Don Neufeld, between
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the cleansing of the sanctuary and the investigative judgment.

The latter

was never

Ellen G

a

landmark of the church, but the former was and is.

White had no vision on the investigative judgment as such

.

.

Even divinely

granted visions were not always immediately understood by her any more than
Daniel

understood his. 83

Thus we see

a

devout messenger of God inhibited

by human frailty, yet led of God to oppose trends that would destroy the

purpose of this divinely sponsored movement for the latter days.

To take

her pronouncements at times of crisis and apply them baldly ever afterwards,
is to

forget that circumstances alter cases and that "that which God gives

His servants to speak today would not perhaps have been present truth

years ago, but it
Ellen
hold.

G.

God's message for this time." 84

is

White

twenty

is

not our authority.

That position only Scripture can

To divert from "the Bible and the Bible only" as the "sole bond of

union" and our only "creed," would be to cease to be either Biblical or Pro-

testant, and could only result

in

splitting this church down the middle.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING PIONEER (INCLUDING

E.

G.

WHITE) VIEWS

What shall we then say about 1844 and the investigative judgment?
1844 we shall

say that in the providence of God, He brought to the birth

the movement with the last message for the world
in verity,

justification by faith.

That message

— the
in

third angel'

all

and grace, obedience and faith, justification and sancti

£

message

its elements of
f

beautifully enshrined

in

— is

the symbolism of the sanctuary (particularly the

Most Holy Place with its ark and mercy seat).
first books of Scripture,

law

ication, substitu-

tion, fnmputation, and representation, judgment, and the Second Advent

final

On

This symbolism

is

used in the

its chief Old Testament prophetic book and the

book of the New Testament.

In

claiming that Dan. 8:14 pointed to the
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last judgment and the end of the world, we were mi les ahead of our contem-

poraries;

in

seeing Dan. 9:24 and 7:9-13 as explanatory of 8:14 we were

similarly advanced; and
law

in

fixing upon that commandment at the heart of the

in

the center of the sanctuary as the sign of the gospel, we offered

a

test of loyalty to the world which ultimately will decide the destiny of all.
1844 and the Advent movement are

apostelesmatic fulfillment

in

indeed

a

fulfillment of Dan. 8:14, an

the same sense that AD 70 was

a

fulfillment

of Matt. 24, and John the Baptist of Mai. 4:5,6; and Pentecost of Joel

2:28.

But the revival of the truth of atonement must not be confused with the

atonement itself, and Dan. 8:14 must be seen as applying chiefly to the endtime judgment ushering
set forth

in

2 Cor.

in

a

new and cleansed creation.

5:17, this took place at the cross,

Forens ca
i

but will

I

I

y

,

as

be empirically

consummated with Christ's return.
As regards the

investigative judgment, we must point out that all

spired descriptions of the final judgment are metaphorical.
be a time when Christ gathers all

separate them as sheep and goats.
raised

in

glorified bodies

their visible Judge.

— there

in-

There never will

who have ever lived before Him

in

order to

At his second coming, the righteous are
is

no prior standing before the bar of

Their destiny had to be sealed before Christ finished

His ministry as their High Priest

— they

Him" at the last day. of their probation

had to be "found"

—a

(Dan.

12:1)

pre-Advent judgment indeed.

"in

The

fact that Rev. 20 does teach two resurrections, with all the saints rising
in the

first as the release from the prison of death, makes it quite clear

that their judgment

is

prior to Christ's return.

And the fact that it is

stated that not only must believers come before the judgment seat, but they
must also as Christ's assistant assessors judge the world and wicked angels
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this also demands a pre-Advent decision in their instance, prior to

a

judg-

ment on the lost.
When Christ
all

in

in

Matt.

12:36,37 spoke of judgment day He affirmed that

that day must give account of every word.

Wh

filled in any empirical, visible, audible sense,

i

it

I

e th s sha
i

is

I

not be ful-

entirely true,

Nothing

our Judge-Advocate reads our hearts and minds.

I

is

in

that

secret from Him

with whom we have to do, and on the basis of His knowledge of us, as to

whether we indeed have saving faith

in

His atonement, our destiny will

be

decided BEFORE His return.
When Ellen G. White gives her pungent searching description of judgment
in

Great Controversy , chapter 28, such a description

akin to those New

is

Testament passages which assure us by their references to judgment that the
decision of faith must continually be made afresh, and thatwork

whether our profession of faith

is

genuine.

evidences

The words of Leon Morris are

pert nent
i

But the New Testament will not leave religious man to rest in his complaIt prods him wide awake with its insistence that he, too,
cent smugness.
stands under judgment. Take the saying quoted in Heb. 10:30 (Dt. 32:36),
"The Lord shall judge his people." This brings the matter unpleasantly
Peter 4:17, "the time is
And it is even worse with
close to home.
God."
Jesus assures us that
house
of
at
the
begin
judgment
to
come for
people like the scribes, with religious pretensions, "shall receive
greater condemnation" (Mark 12:40), and James reminds us that Christian
Jesus tells us
teachers "shall receive heavier judgment" (James 3:1).
did
we
not prophesy by
Lord,
will
say,
"Lord,
some
judgment
the
that in
by
name
do many
devils,
and
thy
out
name
cast
and
by
thy
name,
thy
mighty works?" only to receive His sentence, "I never knew you: depart
from me, ye that work iniquity" (Matt. 7:22ff). Those with special
As J
V. Langmead Casserley
privileges will be judged the more severely.
must either live
themselves
gospel
take
the
to
"They
that
expresses it,
of the gospel."
judgment
the
beneath
or
perish
gospel
of
the
by the glory
man will find
religious
judgment,
the
off
lightly
in
getting
from
So far
privigreater
of
account
his
on
precisely
strictly,
himself judged more
Testament
New
which
the
truth
a
overlook
to
To ignore this is
leges.
It is worth noting that the people who will
reiterates again and again.
not
the rank outsiders, but those who think
are
be surprised on that day
the
church.
themselves safe within
i

.
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The judgment of which Scripture speaks is one in which nothing can be
"God sha
judge the secrets of men" C.Rom. _2 6)
kept hid.
The Lord
"will both bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and make manifest the counsels of the hearts" (I Cor. .4:5; cf. Mark 4:22; Luke I2:2f)
Most of us could face the judgment calmly if we could be assured that
certain things would remain hidden.
But a
our deeds stand under
judgment, and there's the rub.
"All" includes all the little evil
deeds, as well as the big ones.
"Every idle word that men shall speak,
they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment" (Matt. 12:36).
It is the far-reaching and all-inclusive nature of the judgment that
makes it so frightening. At the same time, the thought that all we do
matters in God's sight helps make life worth living.
It gives a dignity
to even the most insignificant action, the most unimportant word.
Even
the giving of a cup of cold water will not go unnoticed. ^5
i

:

i

I

i

.

I

Thus, as earlier stated, every description of the judgment has to be a

metaphorical one because the judgment itself, belonging to things supernal,
ineffable.

is

Matt. 25:31-46 will never be literally fulfilled, being not

only parabolic but kaleidoscopic, embracing the separation between men from

the time of the pre-Advent judgment till the end of the millennium.
As Ladd writes: "The fact is that when Jesus speaks of the consummation,
he always uses symbols. "^^

So we have the celebration of the marriage, the

gathering of the harvest, angels collecting the elect, and the judgment of
the servants

chapter
ful

is

— all

symbolism.

Ellen G. White

in

her investigative judgment

speaking truly but not literally when she refers to heaven's care-

survey of every thought, word, and deed, as well as the prompting motives

But the books are the memory of God, and the decision instantaneous according to whether a genuine trust

leads to obedience)

is

in

evidenced.

the merits of Christ

(a

trust which ever

Let none therefore ridicule this chapter,

despite its linear rather than punctiliar view of the pre-Advent judgment
a

view natural enough when the infant movement was trying to understand the

mystery of the delayed Advent after 1844 and the shut door.
let

it be

Furthermore,

emphasized that our concept of the judgment, though immature, was

far ahead of that held by most religious bodies who anticipated

a

thousand
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years of bliss before the genera

I

resurrect ion and general judgment.

Adventist view of two resurrections (both literal)

is

now an exegetical

for commentators on Rev. 20, which is a far cry from the situation

decades after 1844. 87
deduction,

in

in

axiom

the

logical

the first resurrec-

Because even God's children are subject to judgment, as clearly taught

tion.
in

As for the pre-Advent judgment, this is a

inasmuch as only the saved are to come up

The

the New Testament (2 Cor.

5: 10;

Rom.

14:10;

that they be found without spot through a final

while He

is

still

Heb.

10:30),

it

is

a

necessity

imputation of Christ's merits

priest prior to the decree of Rev. 22:11-12.

Thus, at a time when many denied that judgment had any significance at
all

for believers, Ellen G. White more Biblically affirmed the contrary.

presentation of the minuteness of divine investigation of our lives

is

Her

a

homiletic application of the law to our souls, that we might search our
hearts and turn to Him who alone can cover us by His righteousness.
be noted that in her exposition,

those who through

"

faith

in

Ellen G. White concludes with reference to

Christ are entitled" to the verdict of acquittal. 88

Other statements the same author has written must be kept
ing Great Controversy ,

in

mind when read-

chapter 28, just as when reading certain passages of

Scripture such as Ex. 20 and James
must be remembered.

Let it

2,

others too, such as Rom.

3 and Gal.

2

Only the distinction between law and gospel and their

respective purposes can save us from misreading Ellen

G.

White or Scripture.

We have always claimed to base our doctrine on Scripture alone.- Thus

our Fundamental Beliefs state, and thus Ellen G. White and our pioneers affirmed.

It

is

time to take this claim seriously, and to realize that

apostolic age "the faith" was once and for all given to the saints.
Jude 3 and Heb.

1:1.

In

in

the

See

the coming test God, according to Great Controversy 595,
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have a people standing on the Bible only.

will

Until then,

let us build our framework of truth solely on the Word,

but use with, gratitude the counsels from His Spirit conveyed through Ellen
G.

White

these latter days, prophetic counsels meant to be for "upbuilding

in

and encouragement and consolation"

(

I

Cor.

"God bestows the amount of divine attention

Let us remember that

14:3).
.

.

.

proport onate to the rank
i

assigned," 89 and that the non-canonical prophets did not (in the providence
of God) occupy the same vital

place as the canonical

ones— and

yet remember

also that destinies have been and will be settled according to whether one
despises any of God's gracious instrumentalities.

2

Chron. 20:20.

THE BOTTOM LINE
A.

For those who wish to give Ellen G. White greater authority than Scripture
A very natura

I*

reaction to this manuscript would be to "sit" on certain

Spirit of Prophecy statements regarding the sanctuary and to affirm
sence, "Here
I

I

stand.

I

in

es-

can do no other."

wish to suggest that such an attitude requires more than "standing"

to validate

it.

It will

indeed be necessary to do much "other," including

the fol lowi ng:
1.

Demonstrate that where Ellen G. White and Scripture appear to con-

flict, veto power must always be given to Ellen G. White rather than vice
versa.
2.

Reject such clear Scriptures as Heb. 6:19,20; 9:8,12,24-25;

10:19-20

etc., which plainly teach that Christ entered the Most Holy at His ascension.
3.

Provide clear didactic Scriptures for the doctrine of the investiga-

tive judgment.
valid

— only

Typological evidence as

typological

a

basis for doctrine has never been

illustration of doctrine otherwise proved.

.
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Explain how it could be that Ellen G. White could sometimes mis-

4.

interpret her own visions.

For example, she understood her first vision to

endorse the shut door doctrine—that probation had closed for the churches
and the wicked world.
a

divine revelation.

"I

saw" often signifies a personal conviction— not

See its repeated use in the report of the Camden

vision.

Explain how it could be that Ellen G. White could teach one thing

5.

one time, and yet change that view another
law

time— e.g.

her position on the

Galatians, the covenants, time to close the Sabbath, etc.

in

Explain the several crystal clear Ellen G. White statements which

6.

speak of His entering within the veil at His ascension.
April

19

1905,

Signs of the Times

;

See,

for example,

Desire of Ages 757.

Explain how Great Controversy can be demonstrably wrong

7.

in

certain

exegetical positions and yet correct on the investigative judgment, when
this

is.

not demonstrably provable from Scripture, e.g. Ellen White's under-

standing of the sixth and seventh trumpet.
which

is

She endorsed the Litch position,

untenable exegetical ly and historically.

For the revision in 1911

she changed her mind about Litch having given the "exact day" of the pro-

phetic

f ul f

i

I

Iment.

As regards the seventh trumpet,

ment as

in

in

later words she placed its fulfill-

the future, though Great Controversy applies it to the past.

The exposition of Rev.

II

regarding the French Revolution

rate exegetical ly or historically.

There never was

half year period when the Bible was banned.

in

is

.

France a three-and-a-

Hundreds of hours of research

by Ellen G. White apologists have failed to find any such thing.

has been found.

not accu-

The opposite
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Ellen
is

G.

White's endorsement of the Miller exposition of Matt. 25:1-13

quite indefensible.

of the world.

The passage

is

not talking of

The introductory word "Then" seen

but of the end

1844,

the context of the pre-

in

ceding as well as the following verses, makes'this quite plain.
8.

Explain how Ellen G. White can use many Scriptural concepts which

belong to the last things and apply them both to 1844 and thereabouts,
as
well as to the end of the world, e.g. the sealing, the shaking,
the covering,

the fall of Babylon, the cleansing of the sanctuary.
9.

is

Explain Ellen G. White's statements: "The Bible and the Bible only

the source of doctrine," and that "never should the testimonies be
carried

to the front."
It

is

"Let all prove every point of doctrine from the Scri ptures

.

quite impossible to prove from Daniel, Hebrews, Revelation, or else-

where that

a

judgment upon believers began as

ven ly ministry in
10.

a

result of

a

change of hea-

1844.

Provide an apologetic whereby Adventists may go to the world and

say: "We have a grand and

sion is now in process.

important truth for

ses-

We cannot show it to you from Scriptures, but we

can show it to you from the wri

before heard.

you— a worldwide judgment

ti

ngs of one concerning whom you have never

True, that writer said we should prove all doctrine from

Scripture and not from her writings—but here

is an

except ion— th

distinguishing truth we cannot prove from Scripture but it

is

i

s

clear

basic
in

the

writings of Ellen G. White."
When these things have been done in a convincing way, then such
expo-

nents can on the basis of the Ellen G. White writings alone, and
tion to Scripture, say "Here

I

stand,

I

can do no other."

It

in

opposi-

may also be

helpful at such a time to remember significant Ellen G. White affirmations.
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"The Spirit was not given— nor can it ever be bestowed—to
supersede
the Bible, for the Scriptures explicitly state .that the word of God

is

standard by which all teaching and experience must be tested.

Isaiah

declares, To the law and to the testimony;

this word,

it

because there

is

is

Mf

.

.

.

the

they speak not according to

no light in them'

(Isa.

8:20"

(GC 9).

"But God will have a people upon the earth to maintain the Bible and the
Bible only as the standard of

a

I

I

doctrines and the basis of all reforms"

(GC 595).

Inasmuch as Ellen G. White never originated a single doctrine, but only

took her stand after others found such doctrines
Sabbath, health reform,

in

Scripture (e.g. the

righteousness by faith at Minneapolis, the "daily,"

etc.), and inasmuch as she refused to permit her writings to decide doctrinal
issues, but rather referred inquirers to Scripture (ISM 164,416), we can

only say to those who still wish to re-echo Luther's declaration at Worms
that his closing prayer

is

them— "God

also appropriate for

help me."

(These points are a protest, not against the reality of the gift of

prophecy

in

Ellen G. White, but against undoing the utility of that gift by

overdoing our claims for it through affirming the writings as inerrant, or
as a basis for doctri

ne— even

having prior place to Scripture.

We would

like

to remind group A that Luther's prayer was uttered after his affirmation
of Sola Scriptura

B.

.

For those who wish to reject Ellen G. White

Briefly,

I

.

wish to address another group who, to my mind, fall off the

straight path into an abyss on the opposite side to that dealt with above.
I

have friends who, perceiving that Ellen White's comments on the in-

vestigative judgment do not parallel Scripture, and learning of her wide use
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of sources, decide therefore that Ellen G. White must be dropped
forthwith,

and

likewise any belief

in

her prophetic mission.

This seems to them consistent and logical, but so does much other rea-

soning which ultimately proves unreliable.

soning are distressed that

therefore
tions

I

I

My friends who pursue such rea-

refuse to join them

in

their conclusion and

have for them, as well as the group addressed above, some ques-

.

1.

Do they owe nothing of value to Ellen G. White?

Would they be

Seventh-day Adventists today had there been no Ellen G. White?
2.

Would Seventh-day Adventism have survived such crises as that of the

first decade of this century when Kellogg numbered among his followers
a
large proportion of our leaders,

including Jones, Waggoner, Sutherland,

Magan, Paulson, etc., had Ellen G. White not intervened?
3.

of

1888,

Suppose there had been no Ellen White at the Minneapolis conference

would the teachings of Waggoner and Jones on righteousness by faith

have ever reached our constituency and paved the way for that proclamation

which being the third angel's message

in

verity

is

ultimately to lighten the

earth with its glory?
4.

Going back further still, when

in

the 1840's many of our forefathers

were on the verge of surrendering their faith

in

the 1844 movement, would

this church ever have emerged and consolidated but for the influence of
El len

G.
5.

White?
Our work

is

characterized by evangelistic, publishing, colporteur,

educational, and health emphases.

Which of these would have assumed its pre-

sent shape and prominence without Ellen G. White?
6.

Is

it

likely that God would have intertwined with our history for
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its first seventy years the work of

Does God work

in

one ultimately to be revealed as

harmony with Satan?

How likely

is

it

that

a

a

fraud?

person knowing

her own hypocrisy could keep up her pretense for seventy years amid crises
and gargantuan labors?
7.

How much of your rejection of Ellen G. White grows out of

a

studied

understanding of the Biblical teachings on revelation and' Inspiration?
For example, what do you understand the difference to be between

8.

these terms

— revelation

and inspiration?

And what difference is there be-

tween them individually and illumination?
Has the church universal ever been agreed on the exact nature of

9.

inspiration?

Do we find that creeds usual ly 'defi ne it?

Does the modern

evangelical scene display unity on the matter?
Is

10.

the Bible written as we might have expected it to be?

Does

its

content of history, poetry, and outdated legislature comply with our sense
of fitness?

Does its lack of creeda

written the Word that doctrinal

I

statements surprise us?

Has God so

issues are made crystal clear, and that un-

believers are quickly silenced?
Or to say the same thing another way:

II.

Is

the Bible primarily given

to convey information so as to satisfy the mind, or is it a specific moral

That

test?

is

to say,

has God been content with a weight of evidence for

the honest, or has He guaranteed that even the dishonest can be left without
excuse?
12.

Is

there a parallel between the written Word and the Living Word?

Did Jesus Christ also evidence some of the surprising features we find in

Scripture?

That

is,

did He come as we might have expected?

whelm all with the evidence that He was what He claimed?

Did He over-

Were His statements
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unequivocal

in

meaning or sometimes ambivalent?

for His hearers,

a

moral

test

rather than a great teacher chiefly?

Was Jesus both human and divine?

13.

Was He, too,

the obvious nature of Scripture?

And if so, might that also be

Did Jesus possess human

liabilities and

weaknesses such as dependence on creature y elements such as food, and drink,
I

and rest?

Did He ever need to ask questions to secure information?

His 200 plus inquiries just

front?

Did Jesus work as we might expect

14.

did He also confine Himself

and

a.

limitations?

of Palestine?

a

celestial visitor to work, or

some areas at least to cultural

restrictions

Did He come speaking the language of heaven, or the

Was He dressed as a messenger of

Did Jesus,

15.

in

Were

in

some of His expressions,

language

light, or as a Galilean peasant?
fall

short of technical

precision, as when he declared the mustard seed to be the least of all seeds?
Was Jesus absolutely original

16.

it true,

in

His oral

as one scholar has affirmed, that there

is

presentations, or is
not

a

paragraph from

His addresses which does not have its roots in the Old Testament?
true, for example, that every phrase of the Lord's Prayer
in

is

Is

it

to be found

previous Scripture?
Do Christ's parables contain no difficulties?

17.

fortable with his use of hell-fire

in

Are we fully com-

the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus?

Do we feel quite content with His commendation of the rascally steward?

How is it that the first three gospels differ so much from the

18.

fourth?

How is it that they cover very similar ground for much of His minis-

try, and omit the different materials found

in

John's gospel covering the

same time?
1.9.

Can we explain how it is that the first three gospels not only have
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broad general similarity, but even at times use exactly the same blocks of

material, same phraseology, same words
20.

— even

the same hiatuses?

Can any of us tell where the words of John break off and those of

Jesus begin, and vice versa, throughout the fourth gospel?
in

chapter three, which verse marks the close of Jesus'

s

For example,

words to Nicodemus?

Did Christ utter the famous John 3:16?
21.

Why

is

it

that the style of Christ's speeches

removed from His style as recorded

in

in

John is so far

the other three gospels?

Why is that

style either identical or almost so with John's own style?
22.

"Th is

What was said at Christ's baptism: "Thou art my beloved Son" or

is my

23.

beloved Son"?

Or were both said?

Did the healing of the first leper take place before the Sermon

on the Mount (Luke), or after (Matthew)?
24.

Were there two Gadarene demoniacs (Matt. 8:28) healed, or one

(Mark 5:2 and Luke 8:27)?
25.

Was the healing of Bartimaeus before Christ reached Jericho (Luke

18:35), or after (Mark 10:46)?
26.

Was Luke given by vision the names of the

of Christ, as recorded in Luke

3,

i

ntertestamenta

I

ancestors

or did he derive them from sources such as

Luke 1:1-4 might indicate?
27.

Where did Luke get his second Cainan from his genealogy of Christ?

See Luke 3:36,37 and compare Gen.
28.

10.

Was Stephen's speech (Acts 7)

inspired?

If

so,

does it agree

exactly with the Genesis account of the historical events he referred to?
29.

for his

Why was the inspired apostle Paul dependent upon news from Chloe

information about the situation in Corinth?

him by vision?

Why did God give it to
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What evidence

30.

is

there

in

the cream of the New Testament— the

epistles— that visions were given to facilitate their writing?
Were visions necessary for the writer of Proverbs as he conveyed

31.

some platitudes known and recognized from the foundation of the
world— such

platitudes as: the lazy man shall suffer want,

pleasant as continual rain, good news makes

cause poor health, to have money

is

a

a

nagging woman

un-

person cheerful, bad emotions

to have many "friends"?

Similarly, did the Psalmist need visions

32.

is as

in

order to exhort us to

"Come, worship, and bow down," and to comfort us by the reminder that
"all

the wicked shall God destroy"?
Were visions necessary for the chronicling of the well-known his-

33.

torical events

and

Israel?

in

the ministry of Christ? or for most of the annals of Judah

How many of the historical authors of Old Testament books ever

hint that they received visions
Why was

Paul

a

Is

order to make possible their writings?

chosen to set forth the theology of the New Testament?

not a school boy or
34.

in

a

fisherman have done as well

not at a
35.

That

is,

I

I

under inspiration?

inspiration "docetic" in its operation?

written Word, as of the living Word that it

is

Would

Or

is

it

true of the

just as much human as though

"di vi ne"?

Does inspiration guarantee equal value for all

inspired documents?

would we miss the genealogies as much as the Sermon on the. Mount?

Does Scripture like

a

living body contain a heart,

form, and

limbs,

so to

speak, with some members more essential than others?
36.

Is

there an economy of miracle

God ever do supernatura

I

I

y

in

the writing of Scripture?

what can be done naturally?

Does

Why did Christ have

others fill the water pots with water, and roll away the stone of
Lazarus'
tomb?
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37.

Are the prophecies of Scripture completely unambiguous?

so plain that a child may understand them?

prophecies been fulfilled?
38.

Are they

Have all the details of Biblical

Are some of them conditional?

our real problem with Scripture what we don't understand or

Is

what we do?
39.

When Jesus told his disciples that the real truth about Himself

couldn't come from flesh and blood but was a divine gift,
of Scripture, and other agencies of God?

have priority

in

determining what

be supra-rational without being
40.

which

is

is a

is

this true also

Do reason and human expectations

revelation from God?

Can something

irrational?

Does God usually bestow upon separate items just that attention

proportionate to their importance in the scale of being?

work always complete

in

every way, or just adequate?

ism demonstrate absolute perfection

in

His

Is

Does the human organ-

its formation, or chiefly adequacy?

Is

the eye a perfect optical

instrument?

Is

the human mind infallible

in

Does the memory function perfectly?

its reasoning process?

Has reason

itself

— creation,

provi-

suffered from the Fall?
41.

Can we explain any of the mighty works of God

dence, miracle,

regeneration, sancti

f

ication, atonement?

If

not,

should we

expect to have a thorough understanding of inspiration and revelation?

If

the Fall came through a lusting after forbidden knowledge, could it be that

man's restoration involves repentance about such lusting, and the substituting of trust?

42.

Is

"ye shall

know them by their fruits" a simple practical

that even the uneducated and immature can usually apply with success

honestly desiring to know the truth?

rule
if
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What did Jesus mean when He said, "If any man

43.

His will, he shall

know of the doctrine"?

is

willing to do

Was he saying that it is the

heart and not the head, which to the highest doth attain?
44.

Is

it true that

two-thirds of life

not be so concerned about some theoretical
45.

Is

it

true that Christ held

is

conduct, and that God might

issues as we are?

His hand the whole map of explored

in

truth but only revealed enough for practical purposes?
Was Christ Himself a stone of stumbling and a rock of offense?

46.

And

so,

if

could this be true also of some genuine forms of revelation be-

sides Him?
Are apocalyptic visions such as those of Daniel, Ezekiel, and

47.

Revela-

tion typical of Scripture or exceptional?
How much evidence is there

48.

in

reading the Gospels or the epistles

that the writers felt they had divine control and minute heavenly guidance?
How much of Ellen G. White advocates behavior contrary to Scrip-

49.

tural

standards?

What sort of persons would we be

to the standards of Ellen

G.

White?

Is

it

if

striving to live up

possible that even the sections

of Ellen G. White some of us find so taxing would be clarified

stood the difference between

and law as
50.

a
If

law and gospel,

and between

if

we under-

law as a standard

method?

Scripture itself has been terribly abused, even employed for

the purpose of murdering innocent millions, should it be surprising

if

il-

legitimate use be made of other of God's instruments of revelation?
51

Ellen

.

G.

How much danger would there be

White as

a

messenger

if

in

advocating that God had used

we followed her own admonition to base all

doctrine upon the Bible and the Bible only?
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How much risk would there be in advocating that God has used Ellen

52.

White as

a special

messenger

if

we simultaneously confessed, as she did ,

that "God and heaven alone are infallible"?
How

53.

is

it

that when Ellen G. White chose a source which best ex-

pressed her views of inspiration she chose one which was at odds with the

fundamentalist churches of the day—one which advocated that the writers
of Scripture were God's penmen,

and

not His pen, and that in their use of rhetoric

logic God was not represented.
54.

it

Is

possible that many who wish to reject Ellen G. White do so

on the same basis that King Ahab rejected the prophet of his day--"
him;

And

for he doth not prophesy good concerning me, but evil"
is

possible that others reject her because of

it

a

(I

I

hate

Kings 22:8)?

legalistic upbringing

which misused Ellen G. White in advocating law without gospel'?
55.

Christ came to comfort the afflicted but also to afflict the

If

comfortable, and
evil

in

if

John, His predecessor,

the religious, and

if

both,

likewise rebuked hypocrisy and

like all other prophets, called for

repentance, could it be that some who reject Ellen G. White's prophetic role
do so on the basis that she makes them uncomfortable by her demand for re-

pentance

in

56.

specific areas?
you were choosing

If

a

surgeon, or a real estate agent, or

a

banker, would you feel most comfortable with one who valued the writings of
El

I

en G. White, or one who rejected them?
57.

Do you know the difference between the Greek and the Hebrew views

of knowledge?

Which one held that the ideal was to gather as much conceptual

truth as possible about everything in order that we might be little gods in

knowledge?

Which one believed that knowledge was worthless unless practical,
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and doubly worthless unless related to piety?
in

the book of Proverbs?

telligence?

What

is

meant by "wisdom"

Does that book mean by "fool" one with

And is the "wise" man in Proverbs and elsewhere

little in-

Scripture

in

someone with great intellect and powers of perception, or someone who reverences God and acts accordingly?
held

When Ellen G. White says of Christ that He

His hand the great map of unexplored truth but only disclosed that

in

which had practical value,
knowledge?

Is

there

is

she following the Greek or Hebrew view of

relationship between these concepts and the apparent

a

carelessness of Scripture about some details of fact, for example,
of round numbers (e.g. "Seventy sevens"

Matt.

1:17;

58.

"480"—

I

Kings 6:1;

Does the Scriptural

— Dan.

"ten"— Dan.

9:25; Matt.

1:20;

7:24;

all

if

"fourteen"

18:22;

"forty"— etc .) ?

For example,

is

so,

been preached to every creature under heaven

why was he still

in

Had the

Paul's day, and

if

planning to go to such places as Spain, and why does

14:6 picture a message yet to go to every nation?

Rev.

59.

ments?

Are you, as a Western, completely happy with all of Paul's arguFor example,

see Gal.

lar meanings of "seed"?

what Hosea intended?

3:16; where he plays on the plural

Was Hosea forecasting the coming in of the Gentiles

ment source of the veil

incident agree?

Do 2 Cor. 3 and the Old Testa-

Do you think that the

muzzling the ox was only written for our sakes, and not at
I

Cor. 9:8-10.

and singu-

Does his use of Hosea in Rom. 9:25f actually reflect

or the re-acceptance of forsaken Israelites?

See

it

Christ had done had been recorded, the world it-

self could not contain the books that would need to be written?
gospel

—

use of figures of speech such as hyperbole

teach us anything about the nature of inspiration?
literally true that

its use

How

is

it

that Paul

a

I

I

under inspiration gives

law about not

for the oxen?
a

wrong account
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of his baptized converts in one place, and then remembers more a
later?

Cor.

I

1:14-16.

little

And why does the Greek original of Galatians show

that some of Paul's sentences were never completed?

What

60.

tical
all

is

intent?

in

"the bottom line" of inspiration?

Is

it

abstract or prac-

Did Jesus on earth ever work unnecessary miracles, or did

His mighty works contribute to the meaning of salvation?

content to be misunderstood

in

Has God been

some things when a little more effort

on His part could have prevented such a thing?

Has God really done every-

thing He could to prevent unbelief or has He only done sufficient for those

prepared to be honest?

If

we are all dying people, with but

time left, what do we need most from God?

remnant of

a

Has He provided it?

2 Tim.

3:16;

John 17:3; 20:31.

These are some of the questions which could be considered by those who
urge me to join them
As for me,

I

very reason,

in

their rejection of the ministry of Ellen G. White.

must make Scripture the sole basis of doctrine.

But for that

must also be open to any manifestation of the gifts of the

I

Spirit promised therein,

including the gift of prophecy.

If

I

find, as

is

the case with Ellen G. White, one who leads me to Christ and His Word as

supreme

things, and who exhorts to holiness,

all

in

I

should accept the mes-

senger, but without surrendering the right to exercise the canonical test of

Believing

Scripture.
Scri ptura

I

wi

I

I

in

the priesthood of all believers as well as Sol

a

remember that "The doctrine that God has committed to the

.

church, the right to control the conscience, and to define and punish heresy,
is

one of the most deeply rooted of papal errors" (GC 293), and that no

ecclesiastical creedal statement shall move me one whit
to the plain testimony of the Word of God.

if

obviously contrary

We can do no other.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS BASED ON CHAPTERS ONE TO SIX
(These should not be appraised prior to reading the
evidence for them in the preceding chapters.
Prov.
18:13.)

Daniel

This verse
and

is

self

is

8:14

the high point of the symbolic presentations of Daniel

the most important verse of the book.

in

theophany,

its theme

through divine judgment.

It

Given by the Son of God Him-

is

the ultimate vindication of the saints

is

the seed of all the later revelations of the

book of Daniel concerning "the time of the end" and is also the root of all

New Testament eschatology.

Its

study was recommended by our Lord

Olivet discourse as particularly pertinent for those living
of earth.

Paul

and John both apply it to the final

in

in

the

the last days

crisis which

is

to

decide the destiny of earth's multitudes.
Dan.

8:14 is explained by Dan. 9:24, a passage applied by the New Testa-

ment to both advents of Christ—just as all Old Testament pictures of the

kingdom merge the two comings.

(Had

Israel

been faithful and prepared the

world for the first coming— Prophets and Kings 703-704— there would never

have needed to be

a

long gap

takes the key terms of Lev.

in
16

time before the return of Christ.)
(sins,

Dan. 9:24

iniquities, transgressions, atonement,

Most Holy) to portray the antitypical Day of Atonement as the fulfillment
of

8: 14.

This writer wholeheartedly agrees with the Spirit of Prophecy, the SPA
Bible Commentary , and numerous of our scholars, such as
Neufeld, etc., that the long delay

in

R.

Cottrell, D.

our Lord's return was not necessary,

but caused by the failure of the church.

mentary says, Christ could have returned

See Matt. 24:14.
in

As our own com-

the first century.

And as the
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Review has published, the year-day principle
datum, but a providential

fixed upon 1844 as the ful

All

a

primary Biblical

strategy of God, only pertinent after the long

centuries of unnecessary delay.

provided for

is not a

f

i

I

In

the plan of heaven, Bible scholars

Iment of Dan. 8:14, although the original

plan

much earlier fulfillment of that prophecy.

prophecy has relevance for the people first addressed.

Thus the

Olivet discourse first applied to AD 70, just as the primary Day of the Lord
for people

in

Joel's day was a

local

I

ocust

'

i

nvas on
i

Dan. 8:14 has been

.

recognized by many scholars amongst us as being originally pertinent to the

great crisis during the days of Antiochus Epiphanes when the Israelites were

oppressed for approximately 2300 days, and the temple desecrated by the

abomination of desolation

— an

idolatrous system of worship.

The Jews, as

shown by Maccabees and Josephus, so applied the prophecy, and so have the

vast majority of Bible scholars over the centurbes.

scholars saw that primary crisis as typical of

pressions of pagan and papal Rome.

But most of these same

later crises during the op-

That Antiochus Epiphanes

phecies of Daniel has long been understood amongst us.
so believed for many years, and through his

affirmed the fact.

is

in

the por-

Siegfried Horn has

influence the SPA Bible Commentary

Several of our scholars took the same position at the

time of the 1919 Bible conference.

But

in

view of 9:24, which interprets

Dan. 8:14, the deliverance in the days of Antiochus prefigured the greater

redemption^ by Christ who would make atonement for iniquity and cleanse the

earth of its transgressions and defilement. (Similarly, the book of
in

its

last 27 chapters applies the redemption under Cyrus of

Babylon to a greater, redempt ion from sin through the Messiah.
phecies

in

8-12 give

a

close parallel.)

Israel

'

Isaiah

from

Daniel's pro-

Thus as surely as Mai. 4:5,6; Joel 2:28;

—

a
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Matt 24 had early and later applications, so with Dan. 8:14.
meaning

is

eschato ogica
I

"the time of the end."

I

,

Its ultimate

applying, as the context clearly declares, to

While

in

the days of Adventism's original

on Dan. 8:14 most contemporary scholars rejected any eschato ogica
I

position
I

meaning

for that verse, the last half century has seen a significant reversal of

that trend.

Today many non-Advent st scholars recognize Dan. 8:14 as eschatoi

logical, applying to the establishment of the Kingdom of God, and being

equivalent
In

in

significance to the judgment picture of Dan. 7:9-13.

summary, Dan. 8:14 points to the same judgment as Dan.

judgment upon wicked powers resulting

in

the estab

of God, and the vindication of the saints.

!

i

—

shement of the kingdom

This event

Day of Atonement which, while fulfilled at the cross,

judgment of the end.

7:9-13

the antitypical

is

consummated by the

is

Had ail who labored in the 1844 movement been faithful,

the gospel would quickly have spread to the ends of the earth and Christ returned.

Ellen G. White's many statements about time being almost finished,

and that her contemporaries would witness the seven

coming of Christ were, as conditional

might have been.

last plagues and the

prophecies, also portrayals of what

The events are sure, but not the timing.

It

was no primary

intention of God that there should be a judgment process stretching out over
136 years.

Ellen G. White's statements about the judgment beginning in 1844

are parallel to her belief that the door of mercy had shut then and that the
final

sealing and shaking had commenced and are all explicable on the basis

that time could rapidly have come to its end in the 1840
all

T

s

or 1850's,

Adventists been reflectors and proclaimers of the gospel set forth

the chief emblems of the Most Holy Place

—the

had,

in

tables of the law, the blood-

stained mercy seat, and our Judge Advocate Christ

.
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The Significance of
In

1844 God raised up a people to preach the everlasting gospel

setting of eschatology.
as

1844
in

the

He directed them to a Scripture which combined both

it spoke of the sanctuary and "the time of the
end."

The sanctuary

God's parable of the plan of salvation.

is

the great fundamental truths whereby we are saved;
and representation.

world.

It

teaches

imputation, substitution

According to Eze. 5:5, Palestine was the center of the

Jerusalem was Palestine's heart, and central to that city was the

sanctuary and its services.

In

the mid-point of that sanctuary was the Most

Holy Place with its emblems of heaven and heaven's plan of
rescue for guilty
sinners.

A

law was

over that law was

blood— that

a

midst of the ark within the Most Holy Place, and

in the

golden mercy seat which received the drops of atoning

God might view from His Shekinah glory the broken law through

the sacrificed

life of man's Substitute,

Surety, and Representative.

link all the furniture of the sanctuary we have the cross.

If

we

Similarly, with

the four groups of tribes about the sanctuary, one to each point
of the
compass, from heaven above the whole encampment looked
form army.

like a great cruci-

The very fabric of the sanctuary was established upon redemption

sockets made from the redemption money.

Everything thus pointed to redemption

and the cross.
God intended that
pel

in

1844 we should have recovered the everlasting gos-

imaged in the sanctuary,

Dark Ages.

In

the center of that law in the midst of the Most Holy
was the

commandment which set forth
believing

in

into rest."

long trodden down by Antichrist through the

a

weekly parable of the rest of heart procured by

the finished work of Christ.

"We which have believed do enter

That law began with a statement of redemption.

"I

am the Lord
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thy God that brought thee out of the house of bondage."

Thereby it trans-

formed all the commands into promises for the believer.

"THOU shalt not

for

I

is

no

longer necessary to live according to the flesh.

is

I

The

the double cure: whoever looks and believes is immediately saved

from condemnation,
I

.

Freedom from

sin's dominion comes simultaneously with deliverance from sin's guilt.

wi

.

have redeemed thee."
It

cross

.

is being

saved from all sinful ways and practices, and

be saved from sin's presence at the return of the Lord.

When one accepts one's acceptance freely offered by God on the basis of

Christ's payment of our debt, then we can accept ourselves and others.

who have great difficulty
cal

in

living with their fellow men, who are ever criti-

of others, thereby demonstrate that they have not yet

(Luke 7:47).

Those

lost their guilt

Only as we accept our acceptance with God can we fruitfully

live with ourselves and others too.

begins, and no power can stop

it or

At that point true missionary service

frustrate it.

The light that is to lighten the whole earth with its glory, the sweet-

est melody from human lips, the one topic that swallows up all others,

justification by faith, the third angel's message

in

is

This glorious

verity.

gospel of the imputed merits of Christ has been the spring of every spiritual
revival the world has ever known and is yet to trigger the last and greatest.

Because justification by faith

is

the third angel's message

in

verity,

it

must be closely intertwined with the sanctuary which has been declared to be

the very basis of our faith.
ing to see their relationship

So far we have divorced the two subjects,
.

After 1844 we got lost

in

fail-

the trappings and

failed to see the real meaning of the Most Holy Place where resided the

emblems of the gospel.

Our presentation of the judgment was meant to exalt
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the merits of our High Priest
the judgment bar

in

whom alone we as believers appear before

Because the sacred infinite law, that foundation of the

.

universe, and keystone of all existence, cannot be satisfied with anything
less than absolute and uninterrupted fulfillment of

ments, only Christ's obedience is sufficient.

Those who rely on that alone

are declared righteous at the close of probation
ment.

its exacting require-

in

Christ's pre-Advent judg-

This knowledge brings that perfect love which has no fear

ment, because as God counts Christ to be,

assize.

This

is

so are we reckoned

in

in

the final

the glorious good news of that everlasting gospel

by the third angel's message.

judg-

proclaimed

That proclamation has been delayed by the

cunning of the Adversary, but its power awaits our demand and reception.
This could have happened

in

was given its true place

in

The fact that

i

n

1

1844, or at any subsequent stage that the cross

the hearts and lives of the people of God.

888 Ellen G. White, after attending thousands of

meetings among the Advent believers could confess she had never yet heard
the gospel

from Seventh-day Advent ists except in private conversation with

her husband,
wi

I

illustrates that we like Israel of old had wandered

derness' rather than march direct to Canaan

.

in

the

The messenger of the Lord

indicated we would yet have to wander many more years.

That wandering

wi

I

I

only cease when we acknowledge that kneeling at the foot of the cross the
believer has reached the highest place he can attain.
indeed become to us what the sun

is

to the sky. 90

Then the cross has

The fact that exegetically

the date 1844 rests on several assumptions impossible to demonstrate does
not invalidate God's raising up of a special people at that time to preach

"the everlasting gospel"

in

the sanctuary setting of salvation and judgment

See section, "The uniqueness of Seventh-day Advent ism."

.

Bal lenger and Fletcher

These men were right

seeing that our expositions on the sanctuary

in

were not without error, but they were wrong
its proper place,

and

in 'not

giving the 1844 movement

failing to see that the Day of Atonement applies

in

not only to inaugurated eschatology at the cross,

but also to consummated

eschatology at the judgment.
Ellen White opposed Bal lenger because he denied "mi ghiy truths held for
Ages" and because she perceived the effect of his teaching to be

a

lessening

of confidence in the Advent movement as raised up of God to point to the

antitypical Day of Atonement.

Ballenger's chief emphasis as found

in

his

nine theses presented in 1905 concerned a pre-cross ministry of Christ in

the heavenly sanctuary for 4000 years.

taught

in

Hebrews, that

sacrifice to offer

— in

a

Thus he denied the "mi ghfy truths"

priest had to be taken from among men and have

a

other words, Bal lenger denied the fundamental truths

of Scripture that Christ could not be a priest in heaven until

after His in-

carnation and atoning death.
Bal lenger was right in

interpreting Heb. 6:19 as saying that Christ en-

tered within the veil of the Most Holy at His ascension.

repeatedly asserted the same.

Ellen G. White

But Bal lenger had no thorough understanding

of the apotelesmatic principle whereby prophecies and types may have a re-

curring fulfillment, and therefore he failed to recognize the clear teaching
of the Apocalypse which applies the Day of Atonement to the final

Ellen G. White saw Bal lenger as part of

a

judgment.

larger threat from pantheistic

mysticism as popularized by Kellogg.
Fletcher never followed Bal lenger
in

in

the heresy of a pre-cross ministry

the heavenly sanctuary, but like Bal lenger, he saw the meaning of Heb. 6:19
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and Heb.

9

and

He was partly wrong in his conclusions regarding our

10.

early history and the shut door, being much too sweeping

in

his appraisal.

He also did not see the meaning of the testimony of the Bible's
in

its eschato logical

use of the Day of Atonement.

last book

One needs to read the

study of Rolf Poehier to rightly understand the pioneer position on the shut
door, and Ellen G. White's

have given

in

particular.

prejudiced and inaccurate account, particularly as regards

a

Ellen G. White's position.

For Ellen G. White's chief statements against

Bal lenger see Selected Messages

on Ellen

G.

Both Fletcher and our apologists

White and

I

:

160-162 and the White Estate compi at ion
I

Bal lenger.

A.

The Investigative Judgment

The Scriptures indeed teach
of all men

above.
a

dec

i

settled while Christ

pre-Advent judgment whereby the destiny
is

still our High Priest in the sanctuary

The New Testament sets forth the judgment as a process
s on whi he Chri st
i

Christ.
Rom.

is

a

i

s

sti

I

I

Rev.

22:

I

I

the now,

priest, and an executi on at the comi ng of

See particularly John 3:18,36; Rom.

14: 10;

in

I:

18;

I

Cor. 4:4; 2 Cor. 4:10;

etc.

The fact that Scripture clearly teaches two resurrections with only
the righteous coming up

in

the first, demands that their destiny be settled

prior to Christ's coming, for they are released from the house of death with
immortal

bodies.

There

is

no judgment at that point of time.

Similarly,

the fact that there are two sets of texts about the saints as regards judgment

— one

stating that even they must endure the divine scrutiny, and the

other that they will judge the wicked

— requires

for them.

point to this

Dan.

12:10 and Rev. 22:11

a

pre-Advent adjudication

— not

a

century-long pro-

cess, but a recognition and acknowledgement by our High Priest of the names
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of those remaining

in

the book of

life who through faith are entitled to

and irrevocable justification.

final

Our traditional method of explaining the pre-Advent judgment will
stand up to critical examination.

There are no texts teaching an investiga-

tive judgment as we proclaim it.

Dan. 8:14 is speaking of a judgment upon

Antichrist and his hosts, not the saints.
in Dan.

7 and Rev.

12:7.

In

not

The same

is

true of the judgment

none of these does the context speak of the

saints being investigated.
God does not need books and

140

years to settle the destiny of men.

Neither do the angels or the unfallen worlds, or inhabitants of this earth
stand to profit by an investigative judgment as we have described

cording to Ellen

G.

Ac-

it.

White, the angels already know the thoughts and intents

of our hearts, and similarly God Himself certainly knows our 'sp

and "those that are his."

He knows His sheep right now.

tells us of many whose destinies were settled

in

i

ri

tua

I

estate

Thus Scripture

the long ago without any

investigative judgment.

Abraham,

the worthies of Heb.

and the resurrected multitude at the first advent

II,

Isaac,

Jacob, the prophets, the apostles,

are set forth as ones whose destiny was settled ages ago.

It

is

the visible

judgment at the end of time that confirms the vindication of God accomplished
at the cross, not an invisible judicial procedure which would be useless to
the dead as regards informing them.

Our use of sanctuary imagery to support the investigative judgment con-

cept has been faulty.

Blood was never taken into the first apartment from

the sin offerings of the common people.

cording to Scripture, unless it
Neither

is

there anything

in

is

Blood cleanses, not defiles, ac-

innocent blood shed by a murderer.

Scripture to prove

a

first apartment ministry
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in

heaven as

a

necessary precedent for the second apartment minsitry.

9 tells us that the first

apartment was symbolic of the temporary and limited

Jewish era, while the second apartment was
and of the heavenly ministry of Christ.

mentioned

in

a

symbol of the Christian era

The only cleansing of the sanctuary

the book of Hebrews is the one accomplished by Christ

and refers to the removal of the sins of the world.
10,11,18.

Heb.

See John

T

1:29;

death,

s

Rom.

5:9,

Hebrews pictures the church waiting for Christ—not to go into,

but to come out

of— the

Holy of Holies.

"Most Holy" took place at His ascension.

See 9:28.

His entrance into the

Heb. 6:19,20;

1:3.

10:19,20;

The wonderful truth, which is the "baby" of fact amid the swaddling

clothes of the investigative judgment teaching,

is

that saints do not

person physically appear before the judgement bar of God.
in

the representative Person of their great High Priest

ing

in

the merits of Christ, as indicated by a

I

i

fe

in

They appear only
If

.

one

is

trust-

of dedicated obedience,

then he is judged moment by moment as perfect before God through the merits
of Christ.
law,

it

is

Because even Christians are less than what

demanded by the

is

imperative that their destinies be settled while Christ is still

high priest interceding and

imputing righteousness.

Thus

it

is

now during

probationary time that all men are judged according to their attitude to the
cross of Christ.

The Lord knows them that are His, and at the close of pro-

bation those seen to be

Christ by faith are declared "righteous still"

in

as the result of Christ's continued imputation of His merits.

are judged as "filthy still
upon the living.

."

That sentence

All

Then at the Second Advent, judgment
is

attenuated over the

mi

I

others
is

executed

lennary era with

the saints reigning and the wicked sleeping until the public judgment at the

close of the 1000 years.

That public judgment vindicates the righteousness
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of God and the universe is subsequently cleansed.

All

this was foretold by

the Day of Atonement as clearly stated in Patriarchs and Prophets 358 and

taught by Lev.

16,

Dan. 8:14 9:24; Zech. 3; and the many passages

in

the

Apocalypse using Day of Atonement imagery.
The chief differences between the traditional presentation of the in-

vestigative judgment and the New Testament picture of the pre-Advent judgment
is

that the latter does not teach an assize commencing its operations

1844,

in

but the fact that all who hear the gospel are immediately recipients of the

acquittal verdict of God or subject to His abiding wrath, and that these

decisions are confirmed either by death or the close of probation through

our High Priest's recognition of whether we are at that climactic moment
abiding

in

Him or not.

but he that

is

He that is holy is declared holy still

for eternity,

filthy remains such.

The Interpretation of Apocalyptic Prophecy

Apocalyptic prophecy always has "vindication" of God and the saints as
its key motif.

The cry "how long" lies at the very heart of all apocalyptic

and

both Scriptural apocalypses.

is

found

in

Apocalyptic prophecy has ever to do with judgment, and the usering
of the kingdom of God.

saints of God.

in

The judgment is one upon the wicked, not upon the

Symbols are the very stuff of apocalyptic, and are not in-

tended to be understood literally, nor applied with mechanical precision as
though fitting only one point of time.
than local, though a

local

Apocalyptic prophecy

is

cosmic rather

situation can be its jumping-off point.

max of the great controversy between good and evil

is

The cli-

the interest of Scrip-

tural apocalyptic.

Christ was not an apocalyptic, but accepted the teachings of Old Testament
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apocalyptic.

He took the prophecies of Daniel and made
them the basis of

His teachings on eschatology.
Man,

The themes of the kingdom of God, the Son of

the judgment, the ministry of angels, the
resurrection, Antichrist, and

the last conflict and final Advent— a

"apocalyptic" (so-ca led)
I

I

I

were taken from Daniel.

iscourse of Mark

d

Matt. 24-2,5,

13,

His own

Luke

21

is a

pesher [commentary] on Dan. 9:24-27 and thus
demonstrates the apote esmat
I

principle that prophecies may have more than
Paul

in

his whole theological

of the Old Testament.
in

single application.

also invoked the apocalyptic of Daniel

presupposing

John

a

He,

i

in

2 Thess.

2 as well

as

structure the apocalyptic categories

like Christ,

applied Dan. 8:14 to the last crisis.

the Revelation does likewise.

Apocalyptic prophecy

is

addressed to an immediate crisis though it can

and does fit later crises of similar nature.

Its use of

tended to be applied with chronological exactness.

There

cealed def initeness" about the time elements involved

in

numbers
is

is

not in-

always a "con-

apocalyptic.

Apocalyptic employs the apotelesmatic principle
whereby prophecies may
comprehend more than

a

single fulfillment.

See our next section.

The Recurri ng Fulfillment of Prophecy and
Prophetic Types

From the giving of the first prophecy of Gen.
3:15, key prophetic notes
find echoing fulfillments.

between Cain and Abel.

In

The first fulfillment of Gen. 3:15 was the
conflict
the following centuries the conflict continued

between the worshippers of the true God and those
who worshipped Him not,

thus fulfilling the prediction about the enmity
between the serpent's seed
and the seed of the woman.

At the cross came the major fulfil Iment when

Christ's heel was bruised by death, but the
serpent's head was simultaneously
legally crushed.

At the second and third Advents, the second
aspect, that
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of Satan's destruction,

finds its consummation.

Similarly, other key prophecies such as Deut.
4:5,6; and Matt. 24 have more than one application.

applies this hermeneutic.

18:15;

Joel

2:28; Mai.

Ellen G. White frequently

The "time of trouble" spoken of by Christ

in

the

Olivet sermon, to her mind, applied to the siege of Jerusalem, the Middle
Ages, and the final terror before the coming of the Lord.
of the second angel's message being fulfilled in

filled

in

the loud cry.

1844,

She also spoke

but again to be ful-

She saw John the Baptist as the fulfillment of

Malachi's Elijah prophecy, but also the remnant church.
2 she applies to the kingdom

brought

in

The stone of Dan.

at the first advent of Christ, but

also to His Second Advent.
The New Testament takes the Old Testament prophecies of the kingdom and

applies them to the kingdom inaugurated at Christ's first advent, and also to
the kingdom consummated at the second.
lation,
in

Such themes as eternal

life, trans-

resurrection, judgment, the destruction of Satan, ascension, sitting

heavenly places and others are applied to the Christian's immediate ex-

perience and also to his ultimate reward and its concomitants.

Dan. 9:24

concerning Christ's atonement not only applies to the time of the cross, but
is

applied by Jesus Himself to the Second Advent, just as Dan. 8:13

is

ap-

plied by Him both to AD 70 and the end of the world.

Christ applied the Jubilee, the Passover, and the harvest both to His
own time when first among men and also to the end of the world.

It

is

not

strange, therefore, that both Romans and Hebrews apply the Day of Atonement
in

connection with the cross, while the Apocalypse applies

judgment.

it

to the final

Non-Advent st scholars have always applied the Yom Kippur type
i

to Calvary, and neglected its final application.

Adventists have done the

•
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reverse.

But Ellen G. White applies the Day of Atonement in harmony with

Romans, Hebrews and the Apocalypse.

cross and to the judgment.

It

is

She sees it as applying both to the

time we, as

a

denomination, caught up with

this insight from Ellen G. White which correctly reflects the clear teaching
of Holy Writ.

Only thus can we answer our critics and avoid embarrassment

and distress for our ministers and informed

laity.

Only thus can we fulfil!

and represent the whole counsel of God.

El

Ellen G. White was
the gift of prophecy.

a

I

en G. White

special messenger to the remnant, entrusted with

Her inspiration should be defined in the terms she

herself used as "for practical purposes," "imperfect," not reflecting God
"in

logic,

rhetoric," etc.,. not infallible or inerrant, but reliable for the

divine purposes.
have been needed

Her writings constitute a "lesser light," and would not
if

we had made the Bible our study and understood

it aright.

Her testimonies are not to be brought to the front or used as Scripture.
God has spoken through this erring mortal, but the gift of prophecy is not

the gift of omniscience.

God never did for her supernatura

could do naturally for herself.

a

useful

for practical

y

anything she

wide range of materials, gems

literary expression or convenient summaries that would be

the people of God.

I

Thus she read widely, and, according to

convictions divinely granted, selected from
of

I

a

blessing to

These selected passages were certainly not inerrant but
purposes, the chief of which is plainly stated in John

20:31.

There have ever been two views of inspiration among Bible-believing
Christians.

One group, espousing either verbal

very akin to

it,

inspiration or something

has looked upon inspired writings as chiefly a conspectus
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of propositions and inerrant.

tion

is

more dynamic

in

A second group believes rather that

its operation,

and intended to convey Christ to the

reader rather than a mass of inerrant information.
conveyed, but such
I

Cor.

14

is not

the primary practical

Propos t ona
i

i

I

truth

is

purpose of the divine gift.

makes it clear that prophets since the cross had as their task the

"upbuilding and encouragement and consolation of the believers."
3.

inspira-

See verse

They were not intended to add doctrinal content to that faith which was

once for all time delivered to the saints.

See Jude 3.

'

Seventh-day Adven-

tists have never officially taught the first view of inspiration given above.

Our intimate acquaintance

with one with the prophetic gift should have given

us a more adequate understanding of the phenomenon of prophecy
than possessed

by others.

Ellen G. White's understanding of truth was progressive.

While

in

later years she could say that everywhere she preached, the imputed merits

of Christ was her chief theme as the most important of all topics—this
was
not true of her early years.

Similarly,

in

doctrinal positions which she later revised.

her early years she held certain

This was true, for example,

concerning the doctrine of the covenants, and the law
after 1888 do we find her speaking

in

in

Galatians.

Only

detail and repeatedly on such topics

as righteousness by faith, the nature of Christ, the atonement, etc.
G.

Ellen

White often drew from the writings of her Adventist contemporaries when

expressing doctrinal truth.

She borrowed from J. N. Andrews and U. Smith

for her chapters on the sanctuary and the investigative judgment.

She also

borrowed from Smith (for her chapter on the French Revolution) that which
he had borrowed from. the error-filled pages of Storrs

.

Similarly,

in

the

history of Great Controversy she was largely dependent upon Wylie and D'Aubigne
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despite their imperfections.
Ellen G. White did not claim for her writings, nor did most of the early

church leaders, what many SDAs now claim.

She submitted them to men such as

Waggoner and Jones for doctrinal correction and comment, and gladly accepted
corrections also from such leaders as W. W. Prescott.

affirming that God had spoken to her supernatura
one of infallibility.

I

I

y

She was definite

in

but this claim was not

,

She never intended that her writings should be used

as an addition to the canon,

nor as primary evidence for doctrinal

positions.

After the church was organized, she refused to let her writings be used to
settled doctrinal controversies.

Time and again, over many years, she was

asked to settle the dispute over the "daily" but refused.
This writer marvels at the wonderful manner
led to avoid many pitfalls

in

which Ellen White was

into which her contemporaries fell.

She never

taught antitrinitarian views, or the Arian concept of Christ, or attributed
to Him our human depravity.

Jesus was ever the center of her proclamation,

and at no time did she view salvation as being procurable through
mere doctrinal affirmation.

We do not find

errors perpetrated by men such as
it

J.

in.

N.

her writings the whole package of

Andrews and Uriah Smith, although

would be wrong to say that error is. totally absent from her presentations.

While the Eastern question was very prominent among our leading preachers,
she made very

little of it.

Never did she present Armageddon as an east-west

conflict, or tell our people to expect the end of Turkey as the signal
of
the end.

We do not find

in

the testimonies such applications or prophecy as

were common among SDAs, applying Scripture to current events such as
increase
in

scientific knowledge and the speeding up of travel.

could apply the "fire from heaven" of Rev.

13 to

While

electrical

J.

N.

Andrews

inventions such
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as the telephone, Ellen G. White shunned all such applications.

w

Articles published by
the position that Ellen

G.

a

number of our scholars have strongly affirmed

White never claimed to occupy the position of

definitive commentary upon Scripture.
Exegesis.")

a

(See appendix, "Ellen G. White and

Exegesis was not her primary task, and it

is

obvious to all who

have closely studied her writings that many of her applications were pastoral
and homiletic rather than exegetical.
and such passages as
self,

Isa.

13:12,

Thus most of her uses of John 5:39,

are quite insupportable from the text it-

but appropriate for homiletic use.

applications of the same Scriptures.
Hebrews

is

the heavenly sanctuary

in

In

many instances we find different

The true tabernacle referred to
most of her uses of Heb.

9,

but

in
in

some

instances it is the church of God scattered over the four quarters of earth.
Of special

importance to us today is the fact that while

in

Great Contro-

versy , Ellen G. White equated Dan. 8:14 with Matt. 25:1-13, and pointed to
1844 as the fulfillment of both,

in

later writing on Matt. 25:1-13 she

omitted that application entirely, and pointed rather to the end of the world
for the fulfillment.

Similarly, most of her later usages of the Day of Atone-

ment link it to the cross of Christ, or to both advents, rather than just to

Repeatedly we find her using the Day of Atonement type as

1844.

a

symbol of

Christ's entrance into the Most Holy Place at His ascension.
It

is

particularly important that we place the Great Controversy com-

ments upon Dan. 8:14
a defense of the

in

their literary and historical context.

This book is

1844 movement, and traces the development of the Adventist

interpretation of prophecy

— "warts

and all."

By the latter expression we

mean that some positions taken on apocalyptic passages by the early Adventists

were limited, and others were erroneous.

Litch's application of Rev. 9:15
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to Aug.

II

was quite wrong, as he himself admitted in later years.

1840,

This has been known by our scholars for about seventy years.
the application made of the Rev.

II

Similarly,

prophecy to the French Revolution cannot

be supported by either exegesis or history.

Thus about half of the record

concerning the revision of Great Controversy for the

1911

the fruitless search for support of the position taken

in

edition concerns

chatper

Simi-

15.

larly, the Adventist application of Matt. 25:1-13 and the shut door in particular was wrong,

and recognized to be such in

of the exegesis of Rev.

Yet another example

2 on page 50 of Great

is

true

11:19 applying the seventh trumpet to 1844; andthe

accomplishment of the sixth seal by events of more than
ago.

The same

later years.

a

century and

half

the incomplete interpretation given to 2 Thess.

is

Controversy

.

Compare with the final application of

Antichrist to Satan at the time of his counterfeit of Christ's advent
Great Controversy 624,625.

a

in

We might then anticipate that the position taken

on the judgment might be less than perfect, and require updating in later

years, as Ellen White updated her original
law

in

position on the shut door; the

Galatians, Matt. 25:1-13; time to open and close the Sabbath, the

eating of pork, the primary importance of righteousness by faith, the Babylon
of Rev.

14:8 and

18:1-4,

etc. 91

That God's church and His prophets are subject to incomplete understanding and even error should not surprise us.

years believed
family of God.

in

a

The early Christian church for

shut door whereby the Gentiles were excluded from the

See Acts 1:6;

11:2;

15:6.

It

took a long passage of time,

and a miracle from God, to correct the church on this issue.

the Baptist, the greatest of the prophets, was
of the kingdom Christ had come to set up.

in

Similarly, John

error regarding the nature

He also erred concerning the time
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of the establishment of that kingdom.
In

1919, our church

leaders were very frank about the existence of

errors or incomplete presentations

the Spirit of Prophecy.

in

(See appendix,

"Quotations From Church Leaders Relevant to the Topics of the Authority,
Inspiration and Errancy of Ellen G. White.")
they stressed that a crisis would come

the true nature of her inspiration.

if

While loyal to Ellen G. White,

we did not inform our people on

That crisis now confronts us.

In

every

discipline our scholars feel hamstrung lest their expressions of scholarly
conclusions should seem to contradict anything
a

in

Ellen G. White.

This

is

deplorable situation, and the church will make little progress until the

situation

is

remedied.

The present writer found Christ through the writings of Ellen G. White.
She has influenced him more than any other writer since John the Apostle.
He thanks God for the spiritual help he finds in her writings, and acknowledges her as one of God's greatest saints, specially raised up and endowed

to lead the weak and needy remnant into areas of service allotted by the

counsels of heaven.

He feels he honors her most

if

he accepts her own under-

standing of her inspiration and position, and therefore makes the Bible and
the Bible only the source of his understanding of all doctrines binding upon

the church.

The Uniqueness of Seventh-day Adventism
God did not destroy the antediluvian world before He warned

Noah.

it

through

Neither did He wipe out Sodom and Gomorrah before righteous Lot gave

his warning with tears to those who might hear.

Egypt was not visited with

the ten plagues till God had given through Moses His invitation to repent.

Similarly,

in

the Christian era, Jerusalem was not visited with judgment in
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AD 70 until

she had rejected a generation of divine pleadings which began

with the message of Christ Himself.

It

is not

God's way to destroy without

giving opportunity for the nemesis on sin to be avoided through repentance.
Therefore,
a

final

it

is

with good reason we believe that the whole world is to hear

warning message before the Day of the Lord dawns.

found' in Rev.

14:6-12.

This message

is

Immediately after its description we find the coming

of Christ pictured.

This final message points to the work of Seventh-day Advent ists
generation.

in

this

We are to invite sinners through "the everlasting gospel" to

receive the righteousness of Christ that they might be sheltered from the

judgment about to overtake the evil world.

year

In

the providence of God, Adventists were raised up

in

which Charles Darwin wrote his first sketch of The Origin of Species

in

1844,

the very
.

How appropriate that the Sabbath message should be renewed at the time
of
the

launching of modern atheistic theories of man's chance origin!

Communist Manifesto was penned

in

The

1845— a documenting that became the basis

for millions believing that law and morality are only bourgeois prejudices.

Again, we note the appropriateness of a movement arising to stress "the com-

mandments of God"
lawlessness.

in

an era

launched upon a tumultous sea of amoral ity and

Right at the time when Satan was working with great power to

prepare the way for his eschato logical deception of the world, God also set
in

process a counterattack.
It was

in

the mid-nineteenth century that dark continents began to open

to the gospel.

Africa, China, and many other lands became accessible to the

Christian gospel as never before.
threefold message of Rev.

Thus God raised up the people of the

14:6-12 with the mandate to preach to "every nation,
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kindred, tongue, and people."

Today Seventh-day Adventists have

movement which for vigor and universality has no parallel

in

a

missionary

the world.

The mid-nineteenth century also began to pave the way for the phenomenon
of mass conformity through mass media and totalitarian movements.
light, the relevance of Rev.

14:6-12

is

13

and 14 becomes apparent.

In

this

The message of Rev.

to fear God rather than man, and to follow the commandments of

God rather than the precepts of monolithic structures such as the beast, and
its

image.

Only the everlasting gospel can nerve weak finite beings to re-

sist the unparalleled pressures now being brought to bear upon the body, mind,
and spi rit of man.

But having said all that, we would emphasize that our uniqueness does
not lie

in

any single specific doctrine, but

in

the appropriate, harmonious,

complete, and balanced body of truth entrusted to us.

We wish to illustrate

this fact.
As the theological world settled into the cozy belief that a millennium
of peace and prosperity would precede the coming of Christ, God stirred up

witnesses proclaiming the pre-mi
prominent

in

I

I

enn a
i

I

Advent.

This proclamation was most

the USA under the leadership of Will iam

Mi

I

ler.

The fiasco of

the 1844 disappointment might have intensified the comfortable slumber of

almost all religious bodies but for the emergence of Seventh-day Adventists.
While only
cal

a

tiny group, Seventh-day Adventists testified to the Bibli-

truth that increasing trouble and strife

immediately preceding the end of the age.

is

to characterize the years

Protestants and Catholics almost

universally have substituted thanatology for eschatology, and the going of
the soul to be with Christ is the pagan myth which has dislodged the Scriptural truths of the judgment, the resurrection, and the Advent.

Eschatology
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for most,

in

the nineteenth century, was an unknown word, and certainly

filled with only nebulous content at best.

For example, most expositors

rejected the plain teaching of Rev. 20 and anticipated instead only one
general
In

resurrection to precede the judgment of the last great day.
the year 1844, Charles Darwin wrote his first sketch of the Origin

of the Species

.

It

was enlarged and published anew the next decade.

was the "scientific" support for rendering God unnecessary.

stead of the root truth underlying worship, became
time, Providence gave the

a

This

Creation,

superstition.

in-

At this

little group of Adventists truth regarding the

forgotten memorial of Creation.
Any survey of theology, sociology, health and disease, education, of
the nineteenth century finds a tragically defective anthropology.

regarded as possessing
flesh.

a

jewel of a soul embedded

in

Man was

"a sack of dung"

— the

The treatment of the latter was quite unimportant, and almost irrele-

vant so far as the soul was concerned.

Man was

a

schizoid creature consist-

ing of at

least two (body and soul) parts, or perhaps three (body,

spirit).

This

led to unbalanced

living,

and

soul

unbalanced education, and poor

stewardship of the body-temple, as well as

a

maintained ignorance of the

truths that we now classify under psychosomatic medicine.

But to Seventh-day

Adventists, the Judaeo-Chr stian view of the nature of man was restored,
i

with its far-reaching implications for individuals and society.

Burgeoning science and education

in

the latter half of the nineteenth

century fostered materialistic and nihilistic philosophy which gradually
permeated or at least influenced Protestant seminaries, resulting
from the Word of God to the words of philosophers.
ills resulting was the inevitable theological

in a

shift

Not the least of the

fruitage

of a departure from
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supernatural ism-disbe lief

in

revelation and inspiration, the incarnation,

the atonement, the advent, and the judgment.

What was needed was a revival

of "primitive" Christian faith based on Scripture from
Genesis to Revelation.

The practical outcome of the displacement of Scripture by
human philo-

sophies was the heteropraxy which ever accompanies heterodoxy.

Chance had

replaced law as the dominant factor of the universe, and therefore
thinking
was no more than itching, and morality but a superstition.

The Ten Command-

ments for many were outmoded, and continued shackling by them
unthinkable.
But the disappearance of God was followed by the disappearance of
man,

who was once thought to have been made

recognized by

a

in

God's image.

large part of society as animals only, and therefore the

rule of tooth and claw was the most natural guide.
a

Human beings were now

But this dissolution of

theistic heritage also meant the loss of immortality and the death of hope.

And the death of hope always spawns the hope for death.

Mean ng essness bei

I

came the characteristic mental disease of myriads, with the consequent
en-

grossment

in

chloroform masks of sexual excesses, war, drugs, and other

soothers of the troubled spirit till one should cease to be.
No observer of the human scene
fail

in

our existential, nihilistic era can

to sigh for some remedy for the widespread and fatal malaise which has

overtaken the race.

In

that despised book the Bible, and

in

one of its most

despised portions— the Apocalypse—some feel they have found that remedy.
Rev.

pair.

It

14:6-12 offers the everlasting good news to

Christ.

for "this
.

race sick with des-

offers pardon for guilt, and the oil of joy for mourning, and

everlasting life to replace nothingness.
level,

a

.

."

is

eternal

life,

Meaning

is

'

offered at its highest

to know thee the only true God,

and Jesus
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With this offer comes the reminder of man's creature

debtedness to his Maker.

ponsibility affirmed.

Atheistic evolution

is

i

I

ness and his

in-

challenged, and human res-

Apostasy from Scripture by adherence to the confused

myths of Babylon is warned against, and to replace such myths "the command-

ments of God and the faith of Jesus (gospel)" are set forth as the only
option for those who seek life rather than death.

This "everlasting good news"
dom and righteousness, are not
Son hath

himself but

in

Christ.

but he that hath not hte son hath not

life,

to be "in Him,"

is

He "that hath the

life."

glory— the glory of true wisdom,

to find

These treasures are all

ness.

in

includes the message that man's life, wis-

in

To have Christ,
life,

and righteous

the Saviour, and the immediate possession

of those who accept the Pearl of Great Price, Himself.
•Thus all

fa se^ views of the nature of man such as
I

inherent immortality,

dichotomy or trichotomy of being, hell and purgatory, natural goodness, etc.,
are condemned and the paste jewels replaced by the true.

who
is

is

also our Redeemer,

Is

genuine worth found.

Only

in

Thereby worsh

i

the Creator,

p— worthsh p—
i

evoked.

Part of the threefold message to lost man concerns the law and its seal.
Man can find no comfort without law.

It

is as

impossible to live

predictable universe as with an unpredictable person.
children who are only comfortable
gods, we cannot endure total

if

freedom.

disciplined and directed.

newly created man to find his rest, his true joy,

Gen.

For those who read both Testaments, Matt.

2:1-3.

This conviction

is

an un-

like

little

Not being

Linked with the truths of creation

and the law is the Sabbath memorial— that wonderful

only.

We are all

in

in

primeval

invitation to

his Maker and his Maker

Il:28ff is but the echo of

deepened as one reads on to find that our
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Maker and Redeemer finished His saving work on the sixth day of the week,
then falling into a deep sleep and having His side opened as did Adam the
first.

Because of the Saviour's rest over the redemption Sabbath, that in-

stitution becomes

a

memorial of another finished work

— the

work of salvation.

Similarly, the Sabbath of Israel had commemorated their redemption from
bondage.

Deut.

5:15.

According to Heb. 4:3 those who believe "enter into rest."
from dependence on their own works,
all

that

is

for God has completed by His own toils

required for our redemption.

Ours only to accept, and to main-

tain that acceptance— a response that leads to transformation of
in

an age of guilt, the physical

They cease

life.

So

rest of the Sabbath tells of the rest of

heart and conscience all may have who trust

in.

the finished work of Another.

Never has there been such an age of restlessness

— never

was the Sabbath as

appropriate.
In

tion.

the Sabbath, therefore, we have an image of the fruit of justifica-

The latter

of the Christian
of the

is

not just a blessing of forgiveness at the beginning
but it overshadows us all our days, being the verdict

life,

last judgment given

stand the eschatologica

I

in

advance.

The Reformers did not fully under-

nature of justification, but recent studies (particu-

larly of the judgment terminology in Rom.

1-3)

have made this plain.

He who

accepts Christ the Saviour has God's ultimate verdict concerning his destiny.

Despite his sins, weaknesses, failures, he
in

the beloved, complete

seated with Christ
eternal

in

life from him.

he cannot perish.

in Him,

is

without condemnation, accepted

translated into the heavenly kingdom, and

heavenly places.

None can condemn him.

Provided he trusts wholly

in

None can take

Christ's imputed merits,

But neither can he cherish sin while he cherishes Christ.
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To receive the Second member of the Godhead means also
to embrace the Third.

The cross removes both the guilt and power of sin, for God
always gives his
gifts with both hands—justifying no man whom he does not
also sanctify.

Thus the Sabbath speaks of holiness of state as well as
holiness of stand-

ing—with this difference only, that the former
ever strive, while the latter

is a

gift

in

is

an ideal

towards which we

which we unceasingly rejoice.

But being "crucified with Him," we must also be "risen
with Christ."

Justi-

fication, sanctif ication, glorification, belong together
for all who believe.

fication

While distinct, they are not separate.
is

100$ but not inherent,

The righteousness of justi-

the righteousness of sanct

i

f

i

cat ion is

inherent but not 100$, while the righteousness of glorification
will
both 100$ and inherent.

be

Good news indeed— that all who believe are delivered

from sin's guilt (justification), sin's power (sancti

presence (glorification).

f

ication

)

and sin's

The Sabbath, the image of the new world and re-

demption, creative power and love, points to all three.

Because those who accept the three-fold message thus affirm
creation,
they can have no share
with repugnance.

rejoice

in

in

gnostic errors which look upon the things of sense

We avoid both the platonic and manichean pitfalls,
and

the good gifts of God, joyously using them, but by
His grace

refusing to abuse them.

Creation and the Incarnation testify to the sacred

nature of all material things, and those thus aware are
the only ones equipped
to be good stewards.
Such convictions have led us to the health reform
message which

wonderfully appropriate for today's sick world, and
for all who wish to serve God to the full.

a

'

is

tremendous blessing

As stewards also of our mental

faculties, Christian education becomes another major
interest and privilege
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in an

—

"'

age where mass education encourages conformity, and prepares its

devotees for the mark of the beast.
This doctrine of stewardship, which grows out of the basic truth of
Creation, takes

in

the whole of man for the whole of his existence.

It

de-

mands holiness of life with an intense concentration on God's viewpoint

about everything.

Sancti

f

ication of body, mind, and spirit is not an option

for true stewards, but a necessity.
in

Simultaneously, such stewards recognize

their material possession an entrustment from God.

is an

The practice of tithing

outward sign of such recognized stewardship, not as though the other

nine-tenths were ours to use as we would, but as
tenths are to be used to God's glory.

a

reminder that all ten-

The Great Commission

is

ever

in

the

mind of Christian stewards, and becomes the spring of missionary zeal to the

ends of the earth, for we are debtors to all men.
We are repeatedly told in the writings of Ellen G. White that the most

important message to the world for our day
appraisal

is

is

that of Rev.

14:6-12.

This

seen as appropriate as one perceives how the three angels mes-

sages challenge modern ideological

examples of the way

in

heresies.

Let us observe some typical

which every philosophical and theological error of

our day is countered by the message entrusted to the Advent people:

Atheism

—

Fear God.

Agnosticism
Pantheism

Scientism

—
—

Determinism
Nihilism

—

Materialism

—

Worship Him that made heaven and earth.

Fear God.

Worship Him that made heaven and earth.

Worship Him that made heaven and earth.
Worship Him that made heaven and earth.

—

Give glory to Him;

Give glory to Him;

—

for the hour of His judgment is come.

for the hour of His judgment is come.

Give glory to Him;

for the hour of His judgment is come.
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— Him that made heaven and earth.
Gnosticism — Him that made heaven and earth.
Darwinism — Him that made heaven and earth.
Humanism — Fear God, and give glory to Him.
Ecumenism — Babylon is fallen.
Manichaeism

.

.

Modern ism- iberal ism --

.

1

—

Existentialism
Mysticism
Hedonism

—
— ...
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the everlasting gospel

.

the everlasting gospel

the everlasting gospel

.

.

.

the hour of His judgment

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

come

is

.

...

Here are they that keep the commandments of God.

Antinomianism

—

Here are they that keep the commandments of God.

Roman Catholicism

—

Babylon

fallen.

is

.

.

the everlasting gospel.

.

the commandments of God.

Apostate Protestantism

—

Babylon

is

fallen.

.

.

.

.

Henotheism, polytheism

Neonomianism
Subjectivism

—
—

~

.

.

the commandments of God

the everlasting gospe

....

Worship Him that made heaven and earth.

Here are they that keep the commandments of God.
Fear God.

.

.

the everlasting gospel.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the com-

.

mandments of God and the faith of Jesus.

— Fear
Heathenism ~

Communism

.

Anti supernatura

Pragmatism
Relativism

—
—

.

I

i

God and give glory to Him.
.

sm

...
.

.

.

the faith of Jesus.

—

Fear God.

—

.

.

.

.

.

the everlasting gospel.

.

.

...

...

the commandments of God.

the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus.

Legalism and Pharisaism

Spiritualism

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

the everlasting gospel.

the faith of Jesus.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the everlasting gospel.

.
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Judaism

— ...

—

Freud an ism
i

the faith of Jesus.

.

.

.

Fear God and give glory to Him.

Judgment.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the hour of His

the everlasting gospel.

.

the faith

.

.

of Jesus.

—

Empiricism

Fear God and give glory to Him.

.

.

Worship Him that

.

made heaven and earth.

Pentecosta

I

i

—

sm

...

the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus.

The list could be indefinitely prolonged, but the above may suffice to indicate the marvelous appropriateness of the last threefold message entrusted
to this people.

Thus to Seventh-day Adventists has been entrusted a message of hope
an age of despair,

ness

in

an age of

a

message of life

in

in

an age of death, a message of righteous-

iniquity, a message of

law

in an

age of

To

lawlessness.

us has been given the truth of the unity of man's nature, and the sacred

nature of all material as well as spiritual things.

Our emphasis on judg-

ment is salutary for the careless, and our prognosis of a time of mass conformity and religious apostasy to come is but the spiritual parallel to the

many warnings from sociologists about the trend towards amoral standardization of all behavior.

Revelation

is a

The Adventist faith

in

Holy Writ from Genesis to

protest against the root error of substituting the words of

the creature for the Word of the Creator.
In

the sanctuary message we have the dramatized parable of the everlast-

ing gospel

— the

illustrated storybook of the greatest story of

services we have the types and symbols of substitution,
tion

— the

great central ities of grace.

Christ our great High Priest

is

a

I

I

In

.

its

imputation, representa-

There Christ our sacrifice, and

placarded before us, and thus hope

is

excited,
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guilt removed, and obedience motivated.

service

is

In

the sacred year of the typical

shadowed forth the history of the church with its climax

wiping out of sin and the rejoicing of a universe of holy beings
is

in

in

the

Him who

not only King of Kings and Lord of Lords, but our Saviour and representa-

tive, and "our Righteousness" for ever and ever.

The special truth of the pre-Advent judgment
the third angel

f

s

message

sealed while Christ

in

verity.

is

a

graphic emphasis on

teaching that our destinies are

In

still our High Priest, through His eschato og ca

is

i

I

imputation of His merits, the glory of "justification full and complete"
(GC 484) is underlined.

The fact that we do not stand

in

physical

presence before the great Judge (in contrast to the teaching of
churches) but that Christ, who is our Judge-Advocate,
tive

in

is

personal

a

I

I

other

also our Representa-

the judgment and thus gives us the verdict despite all the evidence

from the "accuser of the brethren"— th

i

s

is a

precious truth indeed.

To know that we already from the moment of initial justification have

"passed from death unto life," and that we now possess "everlasting life,"
and that there can be "no condemnation" while we abide in Him, because

counted as complete

Christ and accepted

in

"have confidence for the day of judgment"
good news that "as He

is

including judgment day.

in

(I

the beloved, enables us to
John 4:17).

We rejoice in the

so are we in this world" counted to be, every day,

Such joy energizes us to witness to the unbelieving

world with unquenchable zeal and efficacy.
We have sketched the glowing features of the child of truth entrusted
to this divinely raised movement.

The fact that that child came

clothes, which at this point of maturity are no longer need,

in

is no

for discouragement or shame, any more than at Bethlehem long ago.

swaddling
occasion
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SOME IMPORTANT QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY LATER" APPENDICES

1.

Does the authority of Ellen G. White supersede
that of Scr pture?
i

Answer pages
A- 95- 97, A-218,
A-268
1

I

2.

Is the authority of
that of Scripture?

3.

Is

E.

G.

White the interpreter of Scripture?

A- 95- 97, A265-273

4.

Is

E.

G.

White inerrant?

A- 93, A-234, A-246-247
A-249, A-252
A- 89- 94, A-205-207
A-240ff , A-245, A-259ff

5.

E.

G.

White on

a

par with

A-221, A-248

I

I

I

How were some portions of the E. G. White books
prepared?

1

I

.

6.

Did any of our doctrines originate with E. G.
White?

A-209ff., A-228

7.

Did E. G. White ever change any of her own
doctrinal positions, resulting in different
conclusions on Scriptural issues in earlier
and later works?

A-257-258

8.

Was it E. G. White's desire that positions be
taken on her "say-so"?

A-216

9.

Where did the substance of the GC chapter on the
French Revolution originate?

A- 90

10.

Where did the substance of the GC chapters onthe sanctuary originate?

A-259ff

11.

What are the three points about the E. G. White
writings "clearly established" by the research
of the seventies?

A- 93

12.

What factor in A. T. Jones view of inspiration
contributed to his downfall?

A- 98

13.

Does the church show more concern over one's
view of the nature of E. G. White's inspiration
than one's view of the nature of Scripture?

A-20

14.

What attitude towards verbal inspiration was
taken by GC president, A. G. Daniel Is?

A-203-204

15.

Was everything E. G. White wrote supernatura
revea ed?

I

I

1

I

1

A-205, A-226, A-232

I

16.

Did editorial assistants at times play a significant part in the selected content of an
E. G. White book?

A-205, A-207
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Answer pages
17.

Why did W. W. Prescott write a thirty-nine page
document listing suggested changes for the new GC?

A-206, A-250

18.

Did E. G. White, or the pioneers, believe in the
verbal inspiration or infallibility of inspired
wri t ngs?

A-217

19.

Did GC president Spicer believe that the Bible
only is the Adventist rule of faith?

A-218

20.

Was he In agreement with such leaders as James
White, W. C. White, W. W. Prescott, A. G.
Daniel Is on this matter?

A-216, A-219

21.

Have SDA's found it difficult in practice to
apply "the Bible only" as the rule of faith?

A-220, A-226

22.

Was

23.

Did E. G. White always rightly interpret her
vi sions?

A-251-253

24.

What

is the "false light" in which some place
the writing of E. G. White?

A-231

25.

What can bring

A _232

26.

What were the two extreme positions regarding
E. G. White according to Froom?

A-228

27.

Have we for many years avoided a number of
fundamental questions?

A-233

28.

What part did Marian Davis play
tion of E. G. White books?

A-52ff

29.

Why was the tithing system originally opposed
by some?

A-255

30.

Was E. G. White basically an exegete?

A-265-273

31.

Are Adventists Protestants?

A- 95, A- 97, A-219-220,

i

E.

G.

White correct

a

in

endorsing Aug

II

1840?

"deceitful peace" to the church?

in

the prepara-

32.

How valid is the charge of plagiarism as regards
E. G. White?

33.

Why are many scandalized by the report that
E. G. White used sources?

34.

we find such questions as these disturbing,
what does that suggest regarding our own view
of inspiration?
If

A-227

i

—

I

A-268
A-287ff

Questions 33 to 35:
See A-6I9-A-64I
ft

?!

If we fUnd the answers to these questions disturbing, would it be then consistent to reject
E. G. White as the Lord's special messenger to
this church?
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24.

Note that Ellen

G.

White has used Hanna at this point.

"Within the holy place, kindling perhaps the many lights of the golden
candlestick, some priests would be busy before the inner veil which
between them and the holy of holies; that veil no thin, old, time-worn
piece of faded drapery, but fresh and strong, and thickly woven, for
they renewed it year by year; that holy of holies the dark, secluded
apartment within which lay the ark of the covenant, with the cherubim
above it shadowing the mercy seat, which no mortal footstep was permitted to invade, save that of the high priest once only every year.
How strange, how awful to the ministering priests, standing before that
veil, to feel the earth tremble beneath their feet, and to see the
strong veil grasped, as if by two unseen hands of superhuman strength,
and torn down in the middle from top to bottom the glaring light of
day, that never, for long centuries gone by, had entered there, flung
into that sacred tenement, and all its mysteries laid open to vulgar
gaze.
The Holy Ghost by all this signified that while as yet that first
tabernacle was standing, the way into the holiest, the access to God,
was not yet made manifest; but now, Christ being come, to offer himself without spot to God, neither by the blood of goats nor calves,
but by his own blood, to enter into the true holy of holies even as
he died on Calvary that veil was rent asunder thus within the temple
to teach us that a new and living way, open to all, accessible to all,
had been consecrated for us through the rending of the Redeemer's flesh,
•that we might have boldness to enter into the holiest, and might draw
near, each one 'of us, to God, with a new heart and in full assurance of
faith.
Little of all this may those few priests have known who stood
that day gazing with awestruck wonder upon thatworking of the Divine
and unseen hand to them a sign of terror, rather than a symbol of what
the death on Calvary had done.
We read, however, that not long afterwards within a year many priests became obedient unto the faith; and
it pleases us to think that among those who, from the innerheart of
Judaism, from the stronghold of its priestly caste, were converted unto
Christ, some of those may have been numbered whose first movement in
that direction was given them as they witnessed that rending of the
veil, that laying OPEN of the most holy place" (William Hanna, The Life
of Christ [New York, nd], 750-751.).

—

—

—

—

—

—

25.

4T 122.

26.

Arthur White, Facsimiles of the Two Earliest SPA Periodicals (Washington,
DC,

1946),

8.

27.

James White, "The Sanctuary, 2300 Days, and the Shut Door," Present
Truth , May 1850, 1(10), 78-79.

28.

David Arnold, "The Shut Door Explained," The Present Truth
1849,
(6), 45-46.

,

I

29.

James White, The Present Truth , December 1849,

1(6),

46,47.

December
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We have to admit the essential accuracy of the following criticisms from
former Seventh-day Adventists.
"On March 24, 1849, Sister White had an extended vision directly on the
subject of the 'shut door,' which vision appeared in the Present Truth ,
Vol. I, No. 3, Aug., 1849.
There is not a statement in it which disagrees
with or which would modify the 'shut door' theory as presented by various
writers in Present Truth during the years 1849 and 1850. To try to
force the language of this vision to mean something different from what
it seems to say and from what it is admitted that all of Sister White's
Sabbathkeep ing associates were teaching, is absurd.
Such a forced interpretation was attempted in 1868 by Elder Uriah Smith in a booklet defending the 'Visions,' and again by Elder A. G. Daniel Is in an undated
pamphlet The Shut Door and the Close of Probation
Both of these discussions are utterly inadequate inasmuch as they extract Sister White's
words out of the setting of 'shut door' propaganda in which they appeared, and deal with them as a thing apart.
When her words are read
in the setting in which they were given,
do not see how anyone can
doubt their import to be in perfect agreement with the other 'shut door'
arguments of White, Bates, Rhodes, Edson, etc." (Harold E. Snide, "The
Development of My Ideas Concerning the Divine Inspiration of Mrs. E. G.
White, A Personal History, Par II" [E. H. Ballenger Library, ndj, 3.).
.

I

The True Story of the Beginning of Seventh-day Adventism
and of Mrs. Ellen G. White's Claims , by Robert B. Tower

"After the passing of the time of expectation, in 1844, (when Christ's
second advent was expected) Adventists still believed the Saviour's
coming to be very near; they held that they had reached an important
crisis, and that the work of Christ as man's intercessor before God, had
ceased
Having given the warning of the judgment near, they felt that
their work for the world was done, and they lost their burden of soul for
the salvation of sinners
All this confirmed them in the belief
that probation had ended, or, as they expressed it, 'The door of mercy
was shut'" ( Spirit of Prophecy Vol. 4, [1884], 268.).
.

.

.

.

.

,

They remained united in this belief for only a matter of a few weeks,
after which they began, a few at a time, to give up the view that probation for the world had really ended. By mid-December nearly all had
given it up, including Ellen Harmon herself
.

It was then that she had her first vision.
This changed her thinking
She then felt it her duty to tell the vision to her friends, but lacked
the courage to do so, until, upon urging, she told it to one, Joseph
Turner. To her surprise and joy, she learned that he believed and was
teaching in harmony with what the vision revealed.
She then related the
vision to others and most, believing that it was from God, accepted it
as light from heaven.
Joseph Turner had not given up the idea that the
door of mercy was shut as most of them had.
As a result of this and
later visions, belief in the shut door again took root and continued
in this group
who later took on the name of Seventh-day Adventists
for from seven to ten years.
.

—
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There is considerable early literature clearly supporting this picture.
The following letter written by Ellen G. White to Joseph Bates, July
1847, is perhaps the most revealing
13,
Gorham, Maine
July 13, 1847
Dear Brother Bates:
:

would
As James is at work and sisters are from home tonight thought
employ myself in writing a line to you.
My health is quite good for
me.
My faith is still strong that that very same Jesus that ascended
up into heaven will so come in like manner as He went up, and that
very soon.
I

have had many trials of late; discouragement at times has laid so
But thank
fast hold upon me it seemed impossible to shake it off.
God, Satan has not got the victory over me yet, and by the grace of God
have laid hold
he never shall.
know and feel my weakness, but
know that my
upon the strong arm of Jehovah, and
can say today
Redeemer liveth, and if He lives
shall live also.
I

I

I

I

I

I

it would be to meet with a few of like precious faith to
exhort and comfort one another with words of holy cheer from the word
The sheep are now scattered, but thank God they are about to
of God.
be gathered to a good pasture.

0 how good

0 how sweet, it will be to meet all the blood-washed throng in the city
of our God.
'Tis then we'll sing the song of Moses and the Lamb as we
march through the gates into the city, bearing the palms of victory
and wearing the crowns of glory.

Brother Bates, you write in a letter to James something about the
By the
Bridegroom's coming, as stated in the first published visions.
had light on the Bridegroom's
letter you would like to know whether
The Lord
saw it in vision.
can readily answer, No.
coming before
showed me the travail of the Advent band and midnight cry in December,
but He did not show me the Bridegroom's coming until February following.
I

I

I

Perhaps you would like to have me give a statement in relation to both
had given
At the time
visions.
had the vision of the midnight cry
it up in the past and thought it future, as also most of the band had
know not what time J. Turner got out his paper.
knew he had one
had
knew not what was in it, for
out and one was in the house, but
took
not read a word in it.
had been, and still was very sick.
no interest in reading, for it injured my head and made me nervous.
I

I

.

1

I

I

I

I

I

had the vision and God gave me light, he bade me deliver it to
thought they would
was young, and
the band, but
shrank from it.
not receive it from me.
disobeyed the Lord, and instead of remaingot in a sleigh
ing at home, where the meeting was to be that night,
found Joseph
in the morning and rode three or four miles and there
Turner.
He merely inquired how
was in the way of my
was and if
duty.
said nothing, for
knew
was not.

After

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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passed up [to the] chamber and did not see him again for two hours,
when he came up, asked if
was to be at meeting that night.
told
him, no.
He said he wanted to hear my vision and thought it duty for
me to go home.
told him
should not.
He said no more, but went away.
I

I

I

I

I

thought, and told those around me, if
went
should have to come
out against his views, thinking he believed with the rest.
had not
told any of them what God had shown me, and
did not tell them in what
should cut across his track
I

I

I

I

I

I

.

that day
suffered much in body and mind.
It seemed that God had
forsaken me entirely.
prayed the Lord if He would give me strength
to ride home that night, the first opportunity
would deliver the message he had given me.
He did give me strength and
rode home that
night.
Meeting had been done some time, and not a word was said by
any of the family about the meeting.
All

I

I

I

I

Very early next morning Joseph Turner called, said he was in haste
going out of the city in a short time, and wanted
should tell him all
that God had shown me in vision.
It was with fear and trembling
told
him all.
After
had got through he said he had told out the same last
evening.
rejoiced, for
expected he was coming out against me, for
all the while
had not heard any one say what he believed
He said
the Lord had sent him to hear me talk the evening before, but as
would
not, he meant his children should have the light in some way, so he took
I

I

I

I

I

I

.

I

him.

There were but few out when he talked, so the next meeting
told me
vision, and the band, believing my visions from God, received what God
bade me to deliver to them.
I

The view about the Bridegroom's coming
had about the middle of February,
1845, while in Exeter, Maine, in meeting with Israel Dammon, James, and
many others. Many of them did not believe in a shut door
suffered
much at the commencement of the meeting.
Unbelief seemed to be on every
I

.

I

hand.

There was one sister there that was called very spiritual.
She had
traveled and been a powerful preacher the most of the time for twenty
years.
She had been truly a mother in Israel.
But a division had risen
in the band on the shut door.
She had great sympathy, and could not
believe the door was shut
had known nothing of their difference.
Sister Durben got up to talk.
felt very, very sad.
.

I

I

At length my soul seemed to be in an agony, and while she was talking
fell from my chair to the floor.
It was then
had a view of Jesus
rising from His mediatorial throne and going to the holiest and Bridegroom to receive His kingdom. They were all deeply interested in the
view.
They all said it was entirely new to them. The Lord worked in
mighty power, setting the truth home to their hearts.
I

I
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Sister Durben knew what the power of the Lord was, for she had felt it
many times; and a short time after
fell she was struck down, and fell
to the floor, crying to God to have mercy on her.
When
came out of
vision, my ears were saluted with Sister Durben's singing and shouting
with a loud voice.
I

I

Most of them received the vision, and were settled upon the shut door
Previous to this
had no light on the coming of the Bridegroom, but
had expected him to this earth to deliver His people on the tenth day
of the seventh month.
did not hear a lecture or a word in any way
relating to the bridegroom's going to the holiest.

.

I

I

had but very few privileges in 1842,3, and 4.
My sisters both went
to the camp meetings in New Hampshire and Maine, while my health prevented me from going to but one, in Maine.
knew the light
received came from God, it was not taught me by man.
knew not how to
write so that others could read it till God gave me my visions.
went
to school but very little on account of my health.
do not think
went to school a day after
was twelve years old, and did not go then
but a few days at a time, when sickness would cause me to take to my
bed for weeks and sometimes for months.
The first
wrote anything
that could be called writing was after
had been sick the prayer of
faith was put up for me, and. healing.
[Here the sheet ends and the
remainder of the letter is gone.]
Letter 3, 1847.
(From El en G.
White and The Shut Door Question , by A. L. White, 49-51.)
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

—

I

So much for her testimony in the year 1847.
One short quotation from
her husband, James White, must be here introduced, which shows complete
harmony with her above testimony:

"When she received her first vision, December 1844, she and all the
band in Portland, Maine, (where her parents then resided) had given
up the midnight cry, and shut door, as being in the past.
It was then
that the Lord shew her in. vision, the error into which she and the band
in Portland had fallen.
She then related her vision to the band, and
about 60 confessed their error, and acknowledged their seventh month
experience to be the work of God" (A Word to the Little Flock, May 30
1847, 22.).

—
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,

J

.

L.

McElhany and

W.

H.

Branson,

"There is a class of persons who are determined to have it that the
Review and its conductors make the views of Mrs. White a test of doctrine
and Christian fellowship.
It may be duty to notice these persons on account of the part they are acting, which is calculated to deceive some.
"What has the Review to do with Mrs. W.'s views? The sentiments published
in its columns are all drawn from the Holy Scriptures.
No writer of the
Review has ever referred to them as authority on any point. The Review
for five years has not published one of them.
its motto has been, "the
Bible, and the Bible alone, the only rule of faith and duty."
"Then why should these men charge the Review with being a supporter of
Mrs. W. s views?
'

"Again, how has the Editor of the Review regarded Visions, and the Gifts
of the Gospel Church for more than eight years past?
His uniform statements in print on this subject will satisfactorily answer this question.
The following is from a Tract he published in 1847: [He refers to "A
Word to the Little Flock."]

"'The Bible is a perfect and complete revelation.
It is our only
rule of faith and practice.
But this is no reason why God may not
show the past, present, and future fulfillment of His word; in these
last days, by dreams and visions, according to Peter's testimony.
True visions are given to lead us to God, and to His written word;
but those that are given for a new rule of faith and practice,
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separate from the Bible, cannot be from God, and should be rejected.
f

"Again, four years since, he [J.W.] wrote on the Gifts of the Gospel
Church, republished in the Review for Oct 3d, 1854, from which
take
the fol lowi ng:
I

"'Every Christian is therefore in duty bound to take the Bible
as a perfect rule of faith and duty.
He should pray fervently
to be aided by the Holy Spirit in searching the Scriptures for the
whole truth, and for his whole duty.
He is not at liberty to turn
from them to learn his duty through any of the gifts.
We say that
the very moment he does, he places the gifts in a wrong place,
and takes an extremely dangerous position.'

"Now if these paragraphs were not in print, his enemies might accuse
him of changing his position; but as one was printed eight years since,
they are nails driven in right places.
Slanderous reports must fall
powerless before facts of this character.

"Again in the Review Extra, published March, 1855, is the following
statement from the Church that had been personally acquainted with the
facts of the case for three years:
"'This certifies
White, and their
never known them
religious faith,
the Church;
J.

that we have been acquainted with Bro. and Sr.
teachings, and labors in church trials, and have
to urge the visions on any one as a portion of
or make them a test of fellowship.
In behalf of
T.

Orton,

S.

T.

Be den, T.
I

B.

Mead, Deacons.'

"The publishing committee have also spoken upon this subject, yet some
persons will have it that the Visions are made a test. This same story
was repeated over and over by the HARBINGER, to raise prejudice against
the Sabbath.
These men have now taken it up, if possible, in a meaner
style.
They have relieved Eld. Marsh in this department, and some of
them far out-strip him in zeal and malice.
"But what deserves special attention here is the unrighteous use some
are making of the Visions.
They take the advantage of the common
prejudices against visions, misrepresent them, and those who are not
ready to join them in anathematizing them as the work of Satan, then
brand any view held by the body of Sabbathkeepers as the "Vision View,"
and not the Bible view of the subject.
In this way an unhallowed prejudice can be excited in the minds of some against any view, and even
all the views held by the body of Christians called Advent Sabbathkeepers.
"This course has been, and is being, pursued on the subjects of the
two-horned beast, sanctuary, time to commence the Sabbath and period
of the estab
shement of the kingdom of God on the earth.
It should be
understood that all these views as held by the body of Sabbathkeepers,
I

i
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were brought out from the Scriptures before Mrs. W. had any view in
regard to them.
These sentiments are founded upon the Scriptures as
thet r on y basi s.
I

R. Pinney held as early as 1844 that the kingdom
of God would not
be established on the earth till the close of the seventh
millennium.
The editor of the Review has taught the same since 1845, five years
before Mrs. W. had a view of this subject— that the saints would
go to heaven at Christ's second advent, [John 7:33; 8:33,36;
14, 15:1-3,28;
Peter 1:3-8; Rev. 5:10].
That the 1000 years reign of the saints in
judgment [Rev. 20:4; Matt. 19, 28] would be in the "Father's house;
above—New Jerusa em— wh ch Jesus has gone toj.prepare for his followers,
while the earth remained desolate, [Jer. 4, 19-26; 25:15-3328sa
21,22; Zeph. 1:2-18; 3:6-8;
sa
13:9-11;

"E.

I

I

i

I

I

.

"And at the end of the 1000 years Jesus would return to the earth
with
his SAINTS to execute Judgment upon all from Cain to the
latest ungodly
sinner, which cannot be until the second resurrection, when all
ungodly
sinners will be raised.

"Now Mrs. White's view of this subject was not till 1850; yet the view
of this subject held by the body of Sabbathkeepers before and
since
1850 is now branded as "the vision view," and those who hold
it are
represented as forsaking the Bible and taking another rule of faith.
A brother writing from the West to a brother in N.Y.', on this
subject,
says, 'God will as certainly reject James White if he rejects
His word
as he has rejected Himes and Marsh.'
Now it has come to this, that in
order to be sure to avoid the charges of infidelity and heresy from
these men, it is necessary to renounce every point of religious faith
with which Mrs. W.'s views are in harmony.
Every friend of truth and

right should protest against so unrighteous a course.
Brethren, be on
your guard against the crafty mode of action to divide the Church
of
God.
Let the visions stand upon their own merits.
It is our duty to
teach, and to hold up the hands of those who teach the word of
God;
also to mark those who cause divisions.

"But these men are not willing to leave the visions on their
own merits,
and let people alone who believe them, who take the Bible as
their
only rule of faith and duty.
No, some among them pursue them with
deception, and slander.
The publishing and preaching of such is an
issue of bitterness against the visions and those who will not
join
them in their work of death.
They make the visions a test. Their
principal theme, even before an ungodly rabble, is opposition to,
and
ridicule of, the Visions, and their highest ambition and glory, is
to
disaffect persons and divide churches and families. Of this they boast
from place to place, and in their sheet of scandal.
All persons may
now see who it is that make Mrs. W.'s views a test.
While we take the
Bible, and the Bible alone, as our rule of faith and duty, and are
rigidly devoted to teaching the Word, these persons, as they go out
from us, seem to become at once enraged against the visions, and imbued
with bitterness against their former brethren (R. Hicks is a
good
example) and engage with rash zeal to divide churches, and separate the
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nearest and dearest friends.

What

is

their test

in

this

work?— The

Vi s ions.

"Now we shall go right along believing and teaching the word of the
Lord.
This is our business.
And if we choose to believe Mrs. W. s
views which harmonize with the Word, this is our business and nobody's
else.
But if we should leave the Word, and look for a rule of faith
and duty by some new revelation, then it would be the business of the
church to silence me as a religious teacher.
T

"We have exposed some of the false statements of these men, and supposed this was sufficient. We care not a straw for their slanderous
falsehoods on our own part; but if those who are prepared to show up
their falsehoods think the cause demands their exposure, let them forward their testimonies to the office, and we will thoroughly expose
them.
This may be best" (James White, "A Test," Review, Oct 16 1855,
61,62.).
We are aware that James White wrote this statement when the Review was
extraordinarily sensitive to the matter of publishing E. G. White
materials, and wrongly applied a correct principle.
Later, the brethren
repented of such sensitivity, but they nevertheless continued to echo
the doctrinal position of James White as here expressed, as the following statements from Butler and Smith show.

"Our enemies try very hard to make it appear that we make the visions
a test of fellowship.
They must know themselves that this charge is
false.
Our leading men have never done this, and the visions themselves
teach that it should not be done.
It would be most absurd and impossible
to do so, even if we would do it.
With people, in all parts of the world
embracing our views who never saw Sister White or heard of her, how
could we make them a test of fel lowship? By their own admissions, our
opponents have shown that we do not do so. They claim that there are
many among us who do not believe the visions. This is true, yet these
are in our churches and are not disfel lowshipped. They have claimed in
this "Extra" that Elds. Smith, Canright, and Gage did not believe the
visions; yet all of them are members of our churches, two of them hold
credentials as ministers, and one of them holds very important offices.
Why will men talk so foolishly and unreasonably as to even show they
are not consistent in their own statements? Hatred blinds the mind,
and destroys their good sense.
No; we do not make the visions a test,
and never have.
But we do claim the right to believe them, to talk
about them freely, and to read them in private and in public, and shall
no doubt continue to exercise that right, regardless of the spite of
those who hate us" (George I. Butler, Review Supplement, Aug 14 1883.).
.

"An Explanation.

By Eld.

U.

Smith

"As my name is quite freely used in the "Extra" to which this Supplement
has reference, a word may be expected from me in regard to it.
am not
at all solicitous to say anything on the ground that
have given any
I

I
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occasion for the use which is made of my name in the above-mentioned
sheet; for
feel well assured that
have not.
I

I

have always maintained the doctrine of the perpetuity of spiritual
gifts, theoretically.
have believed, and do still believe, that the
visions of Sister White are a practical illustration of that doctrine.
But
have not bel ieved, as past volumes of the Review will testify,
that these, or any other manifestation of spiritual gifts, stood on a
level with the Scriptures, or that they should be made a test of fellowship.
see as yet no occasion to change my views in any of these
respects" Review Supplement, Aug 14 1883).
"I

I

I

I

(

With this statement Uriah Smith appended an item showing that Ellen G.
White on one occasion reproved an innocent man, and also named the wrong
town.
This was to justify his statement that Sister White's words were
"not on a level with the Scriptures," hence "should not be a test of
fellowship." Here is the item added:

"Through a misunderstanding,
happened to be the person rebuked, in
the place of the one for whom the rebuke was intended, and who justly
merited it. Were all the facts known, it would leave no room for even
the slightest disrespect for the motives that influenced her, as she
had, as she supposed, the best of reasons for believing that her informant had told her the truth.
And indeed he had, but had made a mistake in the name of the person; a
that she had said was ture of
another, though the incident did not occur at Parma.
More than this,
Mrs. White told me plainly that this report came from a gentleman whose
acquaintance they had formed when traveling in the West.
I

I

I

"Those who fight against Mrs. White and spiritual gifts would do well
to forge their weapons of something more substantial than flying reports.
"E. P. Daniels

Rankin Post Office
Genesee Co
Mich ."
I
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instance in point, the reader could compare Ellen G. White s
How to Live with L. B. Cole's Phi losophy of Hea th
Dr. R. Schwartz
suggests that Ellen White's denial of dependence upon such sources was
a pardonable "literary hyperbole."
See Spectrum (January 1977), 8_(2),
19.
As for the parallel with Edersheim's chapter titles, it is not
nearly as precise as some have suggested.
As an

T

.

I

^
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Ibid .,
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Second Minneapolis sermon by Ellen G. White.
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Leon Morris, 63-64.
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The words of Alexander Reese, written a century after Miller, document
the great change that has taken place in the exegesis of Rev. 20 since
our birth as a movement.

E.
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See appendix, "Through

Ladd, Theology of the New Testament (Grand Rapids,

1974),

205.

have had to lay aside a plan dealing with the complete victory in
modern exegesis of the plain, literal interpretation of Rev. 20:1-6;
even an abridgement of it has had to be omitted.
can only hope for
leisure to write a tract showing the revolutionary change of a+titude
in the exegetes of Germany, Britain, and America to the vision of the
Here one can but make the arbitrary statement that the
millennium.
post-millennial interpretation of Origen, Jerome, Augustine, and the
majority of the Church's theologians ever since, is now as dead as Queen
Though one remembers seeing an
Anne, and just as honorably buried.
American theologian, clad in medieval armour, contending valiantly for
the faith "on the grave thereof."
"I

I

—

"Peake's commentary on the Bible says that the figurative or allegorical interpretation is 'dishonest trifling,' and 'playing with terms,'
Dr. Beckwith, in a commentary that rewhich is excessively severe.
minds one again and again of Alford's great work, says of the non-literal
interpretations: 'Recent scholars are very generally agreed in rejectThe voice of modern
ing such interpretations as impossible' (p. 738).
scholarship is fairly represented in the verdict of Dr. S. D. F. Salmond
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his great work, The Christian Doctrine of

in

Immortality (p. 352):

—

''However the circumstance is to be accounted for, and however
it
is to be related to the general teaching of
the New Testament, it
must be admitted that this remarkable paragraph in John's Apocalypse
speaks of a real millennial reign of Christ on earth together
with
certain of His saints, which comes in between a first resurrection
and the final judgment.

Salmond's testimony gains in weight from the consideration that he
resists the millennial interpretation all through his exposition of
the
Scriptures.
But when he comes to the classic passage he lays down his
"Dr.

arms.

"The same setting-aside of the figurative or allegorical
interpretations
from the hoary past is to be found in The Century Bible The Cambridge
Blble The Cambridge Greek Testament The Expositor's Greek
Testament ,"
The International Critical Commentary and in Peake's Hartley
Lecture
series.
In Germany it is the same story; Bousset in
the Meyer series;
Hoi tzmann-Bauer in the Handkommentar
Lohmeyer in the Handbuch, WeissHeitmuller in the Schriften Theodor Zahn in his own series, and Adolph
Schlatter in his Er Suterungen— a
proceed upon the presupposition that
the figurative interpretations have passed away.
So also the N.T.
Theologies there.
(Feine, Holtzmann, Schlatter, and Zahn.)
,

>

,

,

,

,

I

I

I

"In one or two 'cases the writers rationalize; but the argument
is unaffected.
It is conceded that the Apocalypse presupposes
that the Lord
wi
begin to reign in power at His Coming.
I

I

"Not only that; the world's scholarship is telling us that Paul
has the
doctrine of a kingly rule of Christ
between the resurrection of the
dead in Christ and the absolute End, when the Son gives up the
sovereignty
to God; there is agreement between Paul and John, except that
Paul is
silent on the length of the Messianic reign. This is substantially
the
position taken by Johannes Weiss, Schmiedel, Lietzmann, Bousset,
Bachmann,
and Schlatter respectively, in the series mentioned above.
There is no
space even to quote the verdict of H. J. Holtzmann to the same
effect,
after surveying German and foreign exegesis and thee logy on the
great
passage in
Cor. 15:22-28 ( Lehrbuch der Neutest. Theoloqie vol.
2, 228).
There is less need to do this since there are two or three works
in'
English that give the gist of German exegesis; first, The Mystic
ism of
the Apostle Paul
by Dr. Albert Schweitzer (chap. 5 "Eschatology"
the
)
second is Peake's paraphrase of that passage in Paul, in his
Commentary.
Cf. Thackeray's The Relation of St. Paul to Contemporary
Jewish Thought
Dr. Peake, it may be said, was quite frigid on programmes
of the End;
ndeed,
n h s Plain Thoughts on Great Subjects (118-121)
he d scusses
the necessity of surrendering (to the Anthropologists) the
whole conception of the Second Coming; though he makes the valuable admission
that 'the reappearance of Christ in bodily presence on earth involves
no more difficulties than His departure from it" (Alexander
Reese, The
Approaching Advent of Christ [Grand Rapids. 1975], 306-307.)
.

.

.

I

,

,

;

.

i

i

i

i
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GC 422.
E.

G.

White, My Life Today , 292.

See AA 208,209.
In 1911 the word "alone" was inserted on page 383 of Great Controversy ,
changing the meaning considerably. While it is true that E. G. White
applied Babylon to the Roman church, on page 383 she is definitely
thinking of the "daughters" of Babylon as the whole page makes clear.
This is in harmony with the position of the pioneers generally and is
The
reflected in several articles in the early years of the Rev ew
argument in the changed sentence of page 383 now does not make sense.
The original affirmed that the moral fall announced could only apply
to churches comparatively pure before 1844 something not true of the
Roman church.
To add "alone" says that the Roman church, although "in
But the "moral"
a fallen condition for many centuries," fell in 1844.
of Ellen White's change is that she never saw her original or later
positions as inerrant.
?

—

.
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APPENDIX ONE

WAGGONER ON THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT

long time ago
found that the only way to avoid misunderstandings in Bible
discussions was to keep clear of theological terms not found in Scripture,
and hence not susceptible of Bible explanation.
A brief consideration of
the Judgment in general will show that there is no place for an "investigative" vbdgment before the coming of Christ.
You will pardon me for quoting
several passages of Scripture in full, instead of merely giving the references.
want the truth that they contain to stand out so boldly that it
will be apparent what a libel upon God it is to assume that He is under the
necessity of investigating the record of men's lives and characters, in order
to ascertain whether or not He can take them to Heaven.
A

I

I

"Known unto God are all His works from the beginning of the world."
"Can any hide himself in secret, that
shall not see him? said the Lord.
Do not
fill heaven and earth? saith the Lord."
I

I

"The word of God is living, and active, and sharper than any two-edged sword,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, of both joints and
marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.
And
there is no creature that is not manifest in His sight; but all things are
naked and laid open to the eyes of Him with whom we have to do."
"0 Lord, Thou hast searched me, and known me.
Thou knowest my downs itting
and mine uprising.
Thou understandest my thought afar off. Thou searchest
out my path and my lying down, and art acquainted with all my ways.
For there
is not a word in my tongue, but lo, 0 Lord, Thou knowest it altogether."

"The foundation of God standeth sure, having this seal, The Lord knoweth
them that are His."

"Jesus did not commit Himself unto them, because He knew all men, and needed
not that any should testify of man; for He knew what was in man."

"Jesus knew from the beginning who they were that believed not, and who
should betray Him."
In the face of this truth so often repeated, how can any thoughtful believer
of the Bible teach that it is necessary for God to spend years in searching
records, to find out who are true followers of Him, and who are not? We are
expected to teach as a fundamental article of faith, that it has already
taken God, assisted by hosts of angels, alImost seventy-two years to go over
the records (several times longer, by the way, than it was supposed would be
required), and stl
the work is not done.
It brings God down to the level
ot man.
1

I
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But is there not to be a Judgment? Most certainly; for the Scriptures teach
that "when the Son of man shall come in His glory, and all the holy angels
wrth Him," then He shall sit upon the throne of His glory, and the dead,
small and great, of all nations, shall stand before Him to be judged; but
they nowhere say anything about any Judgment before Christ's coming.

The object of the Judgment is not that God may learn all about men, but men
may learn the truth about God. They will not learn it through the preaching
of his Word, so they must see everything for themselves, just as it was in
relation to every other thing, so that every knee, even Satan's, shall involuntarily bow, and every tongue confess to God, acknowledging that Jesus
Christ is Lord.
Everyone that is cut off must acknowledge that his punishment is just; and even the righteous, who have trusted God and believed in
His goodness and justice, without understanding all things, must have all
things set before them so clearly that there will be no possibility for any
doubt or question ever to arise.
Seventh-day Adventist teaching concerning the sanctuary, with its "Investigative Judgment" to precede the blotting out of sins, is virtually a denial
of the atonement.
True, much is made of the "ant typical day of atonement"
beginning in 1844; but that very thing minimizes, if it does not nullify,
the value of the blood of Christ, in that it teaches that a man may receive
the blood the fife and not receive the atonement.
i

—

—

Let me note, by the way, an inconsistency on the part of those who insist
that- everything must "fit the type."
In the type, the atonement day was just
one day out of 360 days the last day of the year. According to SDA teaching, Christ was in the first apartment of the heavenly sanctuary from his
ascension till 1844, or 1810 years, which time corresponded to the yearly
service in the tabernacle, leading up to the day of atonement. The 1810

—

years corresponded to the 359 days in the type. Now 359 days is to one day
as 1810 years is to five years and fifteen days.
Therefore if the type were
to be followed exactly, the "antitypical day of atonement" ought to have
ended some time in 1849. Why insist on following the "type" so closely in
other respects, and ignore it in the important matter of time?
But to come to the really serious indictment,
have said that the teaching
that atonement for sins was deferred until 1844, and that no sins were
blotted out till then, the sins of the living not being blotted out even yet,
minimizes or even nullifies the value of the blood of Christ.
It makes a
distinction between things that do not differ, and teaches that the blood
the life of Christ received by a person exercises only a portion of its
virtue at the time of its reception, that it is divided in its action.
Seventh-day. Advent sts do believe in the forgiveness of sins.
At least it
is taught in the denomination, and is believed by many.
But forgiveness is
obtained only by the reception, consciously, of the life of Christ, which is
given freely on the cross for all men. We are "justified Qnade righteous]]
freely by His grace, through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus." This
forgiveness is reconciliation to God, for it was our "wicked works" that
constituted our enmity to God, and Christ has reconciled us in the body of
His flesh, through death. Col. 1:21,22.
Justified by His blood is the same
as reconciled by His death (Rom. 5:9,10), and this is the atonement.
By
I

—

—

i
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Christ "we have now received the atonement."
know that there is an attempt
to evade this truth., by using the word "reconc'r "ration," which is given in
the margin; but the fact remains that reconciliation and atonement are idenReconcil ration Implies previous enmity.
tical,
In this case the enmity was
all on our side; we were enemies of God, who Is the Friend of sinners.
It
fs we who are reconciled to God, by the destruction of the enmity that was
Once we hated His ways; no\v we love and yield to them, and are at
in us.
one with Him. We have received the atonement, namely, the life of God in
Christ.
I

!

And this is the blotting out of sins.
How can it be otherwise, when the
enmity is destroyed, "slain," and the enmity is the body of sin? "It is the
blood that makes atonement for the soul," and this blood
life
is not
divided.
am sure that you still sing with as much fervor as when we used
to sing it together twenty-eight years ago,

—

—

I

"Amazing Grace! 'tis heaven below
To feel the blood applied;"
hope that sometimes even yet Advent ist congregations join in singing
and
from the old hymn book,
I

"My sin, 0 the bliss of the glorious thought!
My sin, not in part, but the whole,
Is nailed to His cross, and
bear it no more;
Praise the Lord, praise the Lord, 0 my soul!"
I

and also from "Christ

in

Song,"

"Christ has for sin atonement made;
What a wonderful Saviour!
am redeemed, the price is paid;
What a wonderful Saviour!"
I

know that hymns do not establish doctrine; but my joy in singing these
"We have received
lines comes from the knowledge that they are Scriptural.
the atonement." We should not dare come into the presence of God as lawbreakers knowing that our sins were charged up against us; but we can come
with boldness to the Throne of Grace, when we have this gracious assurance
and invitation: "I have blotted out, as a thick cloud, thy transgressions,
have redeemed thee."
and, as a cloud, thy sins; return unto me, for
I

I

think there is no disagreement as to the fact that the blotting out of
object to is the denominational teaching that
sins is the atonement. What
this is only a book transaction. That makes the atonement not a personal
matter at all, but something which can take place without in the least afIt is like blotting out extreme hot or
fecting the Individual concerned.
cold weather by breaking the thermometer. What possible difference can it
make to a man what is done with a record of his sins, written in a book,
when he himself has had them removed from him "as far as the east is from
the west"? A sick man is taken to a hospital and treated. When he enters
his condition is noted, and every day that he is there a careful record of
I

I
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his case is made.
Every rise of temperature is set down, together with
every unfavorable symptom.
By and by he is discharged, cured. That record
of the course of hi;s disease will remain on file, in the hospital as long as
the hospital stands; but the man knows nothing and cares nothing about it.
He is freed from the drsease, and that is all that he cares about.
Just as
little can the man wfto fs forgiven and cleansed from sin care for or be affected by any record of his former sins.
In saying this
am not implying
that there will be retained forever the record of men's sins. What
do mean
is that the blotting out of sins is a vital thing in the sinner himself, and
not a mere matter of bookkeeping.
I

I

have often gone into a Roman Catholic church during the celebration of the
mass, and it seemed to me that it was an exact picture of the SDA idea of
Christ's work as priest. The people were all down in the body of the church,
and the priest stood at the altar, far away from them, and with his back to
them, going through forms and saying words of which they understood nothing.
The priest's mummery had no manner of connection with the people for whom he
was supposed to be ministering.
Even so the denominational teaching separates
the work of Christ from the people making the atonement consist of forms
and not of fact.
believe you will agree with me, that the following lines
by Van Dyke were Scriptural:
I

—

I

"Though Christ a thousand times in Bethlehem be born,
And not within thy heart, thy soul shall dwell forlorn.
The cross on Golgotha thou lookest to in vain,
Unless within thyself it be set up again."

The idea of making a man's salvation depend to any degree whatever upon his
belief, or the fact, of whether or not Christ stood for a certain number of
years upon one side or the other of a partition wall would be childish, if
the matter were not so serious.
Will nothing ever emancipate the denomination from the bondage of the observance of "days, and months, and times, and
years"? Will they forever encumber and smother the glorious message of the
everlasting Gospel with endless details of ceremonialism? Must the whole
Levitical system be transferred to heaven till the end of time, and it be
continually taught that God regards, even His own followers as mere ticketof- leave men?

What do
mean by this?
have reference to the teaching that no matter how
humbly and contritely a man may confess his sins to God, how heartily he accepts Christ as his sacrifice and Saviour, his sins are only provisionally
forgiven; that they are held against him to see how he will "hold out." What
is this but to make him a ticket-of- eave man?
It is at best but suspended
sentence. You don't forgive your children that way.
No real man forgives
an offender in such a manner, but whole-heartedly, letting the evil of the
past be as though it had not been.
Why should Christians charge God with
doing that which in them would be unChristian? Why not be content with the
teaching that if we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us
our srns, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness? and that "as far as
the east is from the west, so far hath he removed our transgressions from
I

I

I

us"?

The whole theory of a postponed blott'rng out of sin seems to be based upon
the superficial reading of Acts 3: 19.
You know^, of course, that the proper
reading of that text rs found in the Revised Version: "Repent, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, that so seasons of refreshing may
come from the presence of the Lord." There rs no intimation that the blotting
out of sins is to be delayed indefinitely after the repentance and conversion, for such a thing is an impossibility.
The blood of Christ cleanses
from all sin, when we repent, and then we have "fellowship" with the Father
and the Son.
We are at one with them.
Where are the sins after we have
been cleansed from them? Where was the leprosy after Christ touched the
leper, and cleansed him from it?
Where was Peter's wife's mother's fever
after Jesus touched her hand, and it left her? Where did it go? and where
was it kept stored up? Where is the pain after the healing balm has been
administered? Where is the hunger after the nourishing food has been eaten?
Where is the thirst after the refreshing draught? Where was the man's blindness after his eyes were opened? Where was the man's lameness after his
feet and ankle bones received strength, and he leaped and walked? Where is
the sin, after a man becomes a new creature?
Just the other day
picked up an old volume of "Thoughts on Daniel" and
read that the work of Christ since 1844 "consists in the remission of the
sins of those who should be found worthy to have them remitted."
pass by
the teaching that the remission of sins depends on a man's worthiness.
That
is too baldly unevange ica
to need threshing out again.
But we are taught
in the Bible that remission of sins is something that is received by whosoever believeth in Jesus. Acts 10:43. Christ, in imparting the Spirit to
the apostles, said: "Whose sins soever ye remit, they are remitted." There
is no teaching of a future remission.
The remission of sins is as real a
thing as the healing of disease, and cannot take place apart from the indi vidua
I

I

I

I

I

The objection is raised, that to teach that Christ made atonement for sins
on the cross is to teach the doctrine of indulgence, the forgiveness of
sins before they are committed.
That objection does not hold, so far as
am concerned, and does not lie against Scripture teaching. Christ does make
atonement for sins on the cross; for, as
have set forth, the cross is an
ever-present real ity. How else could Paul say, "I am crucified with Christ"?
or how could he reproach the Galatians for their defection, "before whose
eyes Jesus Christ hath been set forth, evidently crucified among you"? Do
not Seventh-day Advent ist preachers ever appeal to sinners to "come to the
cross"? Where else but at the cross can the bonds be loosed, and the burden of sin be removed?
I

I

Well,
might as well stop here, although the temptation is strong to go on
with many other lines branching out of this.
All that
wanted was to let
you know- where
stand, and the reason for it.
couldn't stand otherwise,
and believe the Gospel.
Yet
know that you believe the Gospel and at the
same time hold, nominally, at least, to the denominational teaching on the
sanctuary.
know that you are very busy; but
wish that for the sake of
old times you would point out to me where
am wrong.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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How could
honestly hold my place as a preacher and teacher in the denomination so long as i did, rf
feel that my views would keep me out of the
denominational ministry now?
I

I

For one thing, my views were not so sharply defined as they are now, since
they were a gradual growth. Moreover, the lines are drawn much more closely
now than they were then. You know that men have been retired from the ministry for differing on so uncertain a matter as the interpretation of Dan. II.
What, then, would be the fate of a man in the ministry who should announce
his dissent from the denominational teaching on the "Sanctuary Question,"
which is considered to be the keystone of the whole arch? Besides,
was
never a belligerent, and as
always held, and do still, what
deemed to
be the really essential truths of the message,
contented myself with teaching them, and holding my peace concerning things that
knew were not Biblical.
Of course,
was often accused of "not preaching the message"; but
things would be tolerated in one already long in the work, that would not
be in one just entering it, or reentering it after long absence.
You know
that in spite of my non-militant attitude,
was in hot water a good deal
of the time.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

E.

G.

Waggoner, "Confession

of Faith," pp.
* * *

.

22-29.
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APPENDIX TWO

THE PROBLEM OF DAN. 8:14 AND ITS CONTEXT
by Desmond Ford

A criticism of our key doctrine of the sanctuary is being increasingly met,
namely— that our interpretation of Dan. 8:14 by reference to the investigative judgment of the saints entirely ignores the context. The case is put
forward usually somewhat like this: In the eighth chapter of Daniel, an

impious power is shown doing despite to the sanctuary, and the question is
then asked as to how long such iniquity shall prosper.
The answer, therefore
of verse 14, cannot be applied to another subject altogether, namely, when
shall the professing people of God have their cases investigated by a heavenly court? Such an interpretation, say our critics, has nothing whatever
to do with the context. On the other hand, that interpretation which gives
an exposition of Daniel 8 according to the historical events of Maccabean
times chiefly the profanation of the temple by Antiochus Epiphanes and its
cleansing by loyal Jews, makes obvious sense, and is in complete harmony
with the surrounding verses.

—

In answer to this criticism, we would first point out that the interpretation of Dan. 8:14 rests upon a larger context than that chapter alone.
A
close study of the whole book of Daniel reveals that 8:11-14 is the climax
of a major theme of this prophetic volume.
The very first verses of Daniel
bring to view Babylon's attack upon the sanctuary.
In the 5th chapter, the
vessels of the sanctuary are again profaned by a wicked Babylonian king.
In
the 7th chapter, the law which was in the heart of the sanctuary, is "changed'
by a power which is labeled in the New Testament as Babylon.
Daniel's prayer
of the 9th chapter is that God will "cause his face to shine upon the sanctuary which is desolate" and the closing verses of the chapter present that
Messianic prophecy which is dated from the rebuilding of the sanctuary in
Jerusalem and which extends to the inauguration of the services of the heavenly sanctuary and the ascended Priest. The tenth chapter of Daniel presents
the conflict between the angels of God and those wicked powers endeavoring
to influence Persian rulers to prevent that rebuilding of the sanctuary promised in the prophecy of Dan. 9.
In Dan. 11:31 the prophet points again to
the work of antichrist in "polluting the sanctuary of strength," and the
reference is similar in Dan. 12:11. Considering these emphases throughout
Daniel, it is evident that the theme of the 8th chapter, verses
1-14, is the
motif of the entire book. Those who contend that Dan. 8:11-14 finds its
complete fulfillment in the historical episode regarding Antiochus Epiphanes
are aligning themselves with the modernists who would derate Daniel to the
status of a forgery made in the second century BC.
Such thereby take issue
with Christ's own endorsement of the prophet, and the Saviour's own interpretation of Dan. 8:11-14 as yet future in His day.
See Matt. 24:15.
I

Rather, in view of the recurring references to the sanctuary throughout the
book, we conclude that Dan. 8 is the climactic symbolic presentation of the
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chief theme of the prophet the great controversy between good and evi
as
shadowed forth by the conflict between Babylon and the Jewish sanctuary and
its host in Old Testament times, and spiritual Babylon (Rome) and the Christian church in this dispensation.
I

Let us now consider what the present writer believes to be the heart of this
matter.
THE NEW TESTAMENT IN REV. 12, 13 & 14 INTERPRETS DAN. 8 FOR US.
Note the following:

DANIEL 8

REV.

"And it waxed great even to the host
of heaven and it cast down some of
the host and of the stars to the

"And his tail drew the third part
of the stars of heaven and it cast
them to the earth." 12:4

ground."

v.

12,

&

13,

14

10

"The host was given over"

v.

12

(margi n)
"He shall

destroy the mighty and the
holy people." v. 24

"It was given unto him to make war
with the saints and to overcome
them." 13:7

"He magnified himself to the Prince
of the Host." v.

"He opened his mouth
aga nst God " 13:6

"And the place of his sanctuary was
cast down.". v. II

"Opened his mouth in blasphemy
against
the tabernacle (or
sanctuary)." 13:6

"And his power shall be mighty but
not by his own power." v. 24

"The dragon gave him his power.

"Unto 2300 days, then shall the sanctuary be cleansed." v. 14

"Fear God and give glory to Him,
for the hour of His judgment is
come " 14:7

I

I

In

blasphemy

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

13:2

.

"He shall be broken without hand."
v.

26

"And the angel
gathered the
vine of the earth and cast it into
the winepress of the wrath of God."
14:9
See also 14:14.
.

.

.

No one questions that Rev. 12 and 13 has to do with the great controversy
between Christ and Satan, but it has not always been recognized that the same
is the case in Dan. 8.
This should have been seen by the reference to the
"Prince of princes" in this chapter and by virtue of the fact that this prophecy, as with the last one in Daniel, is apocalyptic in form, and therefore
cosmic in scope.
Commentators have been so busy gazing at Antiochus Epiphanes
that this key phrase "Prince of princes" has not been seen in its true significance.
Likewise, it has often been recognized that Rev. 12 and 13 allude
to Dan. 7 (particularly 7:25), but what has not been noticed is that there
is no specific mention of the tabernacle in this latter passage.
The reference to the tabernacle or sanctuary in Rev. 13 is based on Dan. 8, just as
the reference to blasphemy in Rev. 13 springs not only -from Dan. 7:25 but
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also from Dan. 8 (vs. 23-25). Thus Dan. 8:14, as well as Rev. 13:5,6,
deals with the age-long warfare against God and not merely with an incident
during the second century BC.
It is interesting to observe that the Nestle edition of the Greek New Testament has a reference to Dan. 8:10 appended to the margin of Rev. 12:4 in order
to show the source of the Revelator's terminology.

Many non-Advent st interpreters have pointed out that the dragon of Rev. 12,
besides representing Rome in the secondary sense, primarily refers to Satan.
Verse 9 declares "and the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent,
called the Devil and Satan which deceiveth the whole world was cast out into
the earth and his angels were cast out with him." Similarly, in Dan. 8,
the symbol that stands for Rome represents also the wicked spiritual power
which energizes it. That Isa. 14 and Ezek. 28 in their references to the rulers
of Babylon and Tyre signify Satan primarily, has long been a commonplace with
Bible students, and we should recognize that this same principle is found
No mere episode in
in the 8th chapter of Daniel.
ntertestamenta history
is here being focused upon by the prophet, except possibly in an apotelesmatic
The interpretation which understands the prophet to be employing a
sense.
symbol which refers both to an earthly power and Satan working through it is
not a novel viewpoint, but rather one based upon inspired procedure found in
both the Old and the New Testaments.
i

i

I

Further support for this view is found in a closely related chapter of Dan. 10,
which beyond all question depicts the great controversy between Christ and
Inasmuch as Dan. 10
Satan, rather than events of only national significance.
is introductory to a prophecy which elaborates the preceding prophecy of the
"In
8th chapter, an understanding of it casts light on the present problem.
this chapter, as perhaps nowhere else in Scripture, the veil that separates
heaven from earth is drawn aside, and the struggle between the powers of
light and darkness is revealed" ( SDABC 5:860).
The main import of this chapter, Dan. 10, seems to be to introduce the final
prophecy found in the two following chapters, and this introduction is effected by giving to the prophet evidence that movements on earth were but
the outcome of prior spiritual activity on the part of supernatural beings.
The same two heavenly beings mentioned in the 8th chapter figure in the present
one, and again at the close of this prophecy in Dan. 12:5-7.
Let us note particularly the words of Gabriel to Daniel

in

10:12,13.

"Fear not, Daniel; for from the first day that thou didst set thine heart
to understand, and to chasten thyself before God, thy words were heard,
But the prince of the kingdom of Persia
am come for thy words.
and
withstood me one and twenty days: but, lo, Michael, one of the chief
remained there with the kings of Persia."
princes, came to help me; and
I

I

The word translated "prince" in this passage is often used by Daniel in con12:1), [SDABC 5:859]
,25; 10: 3,21
nection with supernatural beings (8:
and the name Michael appears in the Bible "only in apocalyptic passages
where Christ is in direct conflict with Satan." This is significant indeed
I

1

I

;

.

.

.
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when we remember that Dan. 10-12 is but a further expansion of Dan.
chapter 8 is of chapter 7, and chapter 7 is of chapter 2.

8,

as

Typical comments by exegetes on this passage include the following:

Pulpit Commentary on Daniel
While

in

things;

10:15

the lower plane of history the nations themselves do these
the higher sphere it is their angels who are the actors.

in

Ellicott's Commentary on Daniel

10:13

Perhaps no single verse in the whole of the Scriptures speaks more
clearly than this (v. 13) upon the invisible powers which rule and influence nations
revelation points out that as spiritual beings
carry out God's purpose in the natural wor d (Ex. 12:23; 2 Sam. 24:16)
and in the moral world (Luke 15:10), so a so they do in the political
world.
From this chapter we not only learn that Israel had a- spiritual
champion (v. 21) to protect her in her national life, and to watch over
her interests, but also that the powers opposed to Israel had their
princes, or saviours, which were antagonists of those which watched
over Israel.
The "princes" of the heathen powers are devils, according
to
Cor. 10:22.
Further passages in the New Testament bearing
upon the question are
Cor. 8:5; Col. 1:16.
.

.

.

I

I

I

.

.

.

I

Wordsworth's Commentary on Daniel

10:13

The prince of the kingdom of Persia, that is, one of the angels, who,
under Satan, the prince of the powers of the air, the ruler of the
darkness of this world
exercises power in this lower world, especially in thwarting the advancement of the Kingdom of God, and in disturbing the peace, and in marring the prosperity of His Church.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Daniel here reveals to us (what is more clearly displayed in the New
Testament) that the Evil One has still great power in this lower world;
and that he has evil angels which do his work in the kingdoms of earth.
Satan knew well that the return of the Hebrew people to Jerusalem, and
restoration of the Temple at Jerusalem, were steps in advance toward
the Advent of Christ, and toward the evangelical dispensation of His
acts and sufferings, by which Satan's own kingdom would be destroyed,
and toward that future final consummation in which all the kingdoms of
this world will become the kingdom of the Lord and of His Christ. (Rev.
11:15).
E.

G.

White: Prophets and Kings 571-572

While Satan was striving to influence the highest powers

in

the kingdom

of Medo-Persia to show disfavor to God's people, angels worked in behalf
of the exiles.
The controversy was one In which all heaven was interested.
Through the prophet Daniel we are given a glimpse of this mighty struggle
between the forces of good and the forces of evi
For three weeks
Gabriel wrestled with the powers of darkness, seeking to counteract the
I

.
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I

I

influences at work on the mind of Cyrus; and before the contest closed,
Christ Himself came to Gabriel's aid.
In connection with these statements we should recall that Daniel contains
that type of prophecy known as apocalyptic, which is specially characterized
by its cosmic quality, its viewing of earthly events from the standpoint of
the great spiritual controversy between Christ and Satan. SDABC 7:723) These
facts with reference to chapter 10 cast great light on the cryptic phrase
regarding the works accomplished by the little horn.
"And his power shall
be mighty, but not by his own power ." Rome, in her persecutions, was but the
earthly manifestation of Satan's wrath against "the woman" and "her seed".
See Rev. 12:4,13,17; and Gen. 3:15. The fallen archangel, rather than merely
a worldly kingdom, is the focus of Dan. 8:11-13, as surely as the sanctuary
of the following verse primarily applies to the spiritual sanctuary of heaven
rather than the literal visible one.

As certainly as Satan and his work are found prefigured in Dan. 8, so are
Christ and His redemptive activity. "The daily" stands for His continual
ministry as the saints* High Priest. The "prince of the host" referred to
in verse II is identical with "Messiah the Prince" in Dan. 9, and "the
prince of princes" of Dan. 8:25. To apply Daniel's expressions merely to
Onias the Jewish high priest is practically blasphemy. The context of the
allusion to the "prince of princes" includes reference to the time of the
end of all things.
The eschatologica expression employed here links with
the symbolic picture of Dan. '2:44,45 where the kingdom is depicted as the
coming of a stone cut out without hands. Compare Dan. 8:25 with Dan. 2:45.
I

The question of Dan. 8:13 thus becomes "how long shall Satan be permitted to
oppose the work of Christ and to oppose the saints through earthly counterfeit powers, how long will it be before God intervenes?" Such a question is
often found in Scripture. Compare with Dan. 8:13; Psalm 6:1-4; 13:1-4;
94:1-6; Zech. 1:12; Hab. 1:2; Rev. 6:10.
In each instance the question "how
long?" is a heartfelt desire for God's interruption of the course of iniquity
and His punishment of evildoers and His justifying of the oppressed saints
who for so long a period are made to appear as "the offscouring of all things."
The ultimate fulfillment of such requests is the final judgment of God, the
way for which is paved by the closing work of the everlasting Gospel. These
both involve proceedings in the heavenly sanctuary, for the sanctuary of Rev.
13 which is blasphemed by the little horn is the sanctuary that houses the
throne of God and His law.
Rev. 13 states that not only the sanctuary or tabernacle, but the name or
character of God have been blasphemed. Thus the justifying of the sanctuary
is the clearing of God's character from the slanders of Satan, the unmasking
of Satan before the universe, and the terminating of his attacks upon the
saints on earth below and in heaven above.
It should ever be kept in mind
that the meaning of devil is "slanderer," and what we find him doing through
his serpent medium in the opening pages of Holy Writ is identical with his
initial attack in heaven and all his subsequent activities.
To Eve, God was
pictured as a hard taskmaster, and this has been perpetuated by the antichrist
of history with its doctrines of salvation by works, purgatory, hell fire,
etc.
These have indeed "blasphemed God's name." Therefore the justifying
•
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of the sanctuary must involve a work which will

reveal God as holy and
righteous, and a message setting forth the true gospel.
No other transaction but the judgment could trace fully all God's dealings through the centuries and vindicate His actions and character before the universe.
When
Dan. 7 and 8 are set out in parallel fashion it is made further apparent
that Dan. 8:14 points to the same event pictured in verses 9 and 10 of the
7th chapter of Daniel.
Let us notice the sequence:

DANIEL

7

Baby on
Medo-Persia
Greece
Rome
"The judgment was set and
the books were opened."

DANIEL 8

I

Medo-Pers a
Greece
Rome (the little horn)
"Then shall the sanctuary
be justified (cleansed)."
i

Similarly, as in Dan. 7 and 8 the description of the work of the antichrist
is followed by the judgment which vindicates the saints and issues in destruction "for the wicked, so in Revelation following chapters 12 and 3 we
have the proclamation "Fear God and give glory to Him, for the hour of His
judgment is come ." The verses which follow this statement in Revelation are
identical in import with the description of the destiny of the righteous and
the wicked which follow Dan. 7:9,10 and Dan. 8:14.
(See Dan,. 7:22,26,27;
8:25;'
:45; 12:1 -3; 13; and compare Rev. 14:12,16,19-20).
Thus the sequence
in both Daniel and Revelation is identical: the work of the antichrist against
the people and truth of God, the judgmental vindication of the saints and the
true gospel; the respective rewards distributed to the righteous and the
wicked
1

I

I

We should note we
that to apply Dan. 8:14 only to the investigative judgment of the saints is to limit the significance of this verse. Seen in context it becomes evident that the judgment here brought to view is the entire
work, both investigative and executive, including the judgmental privileges
of the saints during the millennium when all will have an opportunity to have
the questions of long years answered by the books of record.
Dan. 8 has
clearly revealed the saints as being trodden under foot as well as the sanctuary and the truth of God, and thus the justification called for in verse
14 involves a c eari ng of the character of the saints as we
as a clearing
of God's name and uplifting of that castdown law.
Complete vindication for
God, however, can only come with the destruction of the powers permitted to
operate until their true character becomes manifest to all created beings.
I

I

I

I

I

Lewis in his book Reflections on the Psalms has a chapter on the meanin the Old Testament, and his words are pertinent to
our interpretation of Dan. 7:9,10, and Dan. 8:14.
Lewis points out that, in
Old Testament thought, to vindicate and to judge are linked.
Jewish judgment
showed not so much who was righteous but who was "in the right." Says Lewis:
C.

S.

ing of judgment as used

The ancient Jews, like ourselves, think of God's judgment in terms of
an earthly court of justice.
The difference is that the Christian pictures the case to be tried as a criminal case with himself in the dock;
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the Jew pictures it as a civil case with himself as the plaintiff.
The
one hopes for acquittal, or rather for pardon; the other hopes for a
resounding triumph with heavy damages. Hence he prays "judge my quarrel," or "avenge my cause". ...
We need not therefore be surprised if the Psalms, and the Prophets, are
full of the longing for judgment, and regard the announcement that "judgment" is coming as good news.
Hundreds and thousands of people who have
been stripped of all they possess and who have the right entirely on their
side will at last be heard.
Of course they are not afraid of judgment.
They know their case is unanswerable
if only it could be heard.
When
God comes to judge, at last it will.

—

In

the same chapter Lewis also says:

The Divine Judge is the defender, the rescuer.
Scholars tell me that
in the Book of Judges the word we so translate might almost be rendered
"champions"; for thought these "judges" do sometimes perform what we
should call judicial functions many of them are much more concerned with
rescuing the oppressed Israelites from Philistines and others by force
of arms.
They are more like Jack the Giant Killer than like a modern
judge in a wig. (C. S. Lewis, Reflections on the Psalms [London, 1958],
15-17)
It
in

is interesting to notice that Ellen G. White in speaking of the judgment
Christ's Object Lessons presents the same concept as C. S. Lewis.

the prayer, "do me justice of mine adversary," applies not only to
Satan, but the agencies whom he instigates to misrepresent, to tempt,
and to destroy the people of God. (p. 170)
.

.

.

He who dwells in the heavenly sanctuary, judges righteously.
Every
act of cruelty or injustice toward God's people, all they are caused to
suffer through the power of evil workers, is registered in heaven, (p. 176)
.

.

.

The Lord will interpose to vindicate his own honor, to deliver his people
and to repress the swellings of unrighteousness.
There is a God
in Israel who will maintain his law and vindicate his people.
.

.

.

Men who claim to be Christians may now
indulge their satanic
hatred because they cannot control the consciences of God's people.
But
for all this God will bring them into judgment.
Not long hence
they will stand before the judge of all the earth to render an account
for the pain they have caused to the bodies of his heritage, (p. 178)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.from the downtrodden millions of so-called Christian lands, the
cry of human woe is ascending to God.
That cry will not long be unanswered.
God will cleanse the earth from its moral corruption.
.

.

From garrets, from hovels, from dungeons, from scaffolds, from mountains
and deserts, from the caves of the earth and the caverns of the sea,
Christ will gather his children to himself. On earth they have been
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destitute, afflicted, and tormented.
Millions have gone down to the
grave loaded with infamy because they refused to yield to the deceptive
claims of Satan.
By human tribunals the children of God have been
ajudged the vilest of criminals.
But the day is near when "God is judge
himself." Then the decisions of earth shall be reversed, "the rebuke of
His people shall he take away."
White robes shall be given to every
one of them.
And, "they shall call them the holy people, the redeemed of
the Lord." (p. 179)

Whatever crosses they have been called to bear, whatever losses they have
sustained, whatever persecution they have suffered, even to the loss of
their temporal life the children of God are amply recompensed.
"They
shall see his face; and his name shall be in their foreheads." (p. 180)
Such an understanding of the judgment referred to in Dan. 7:9,10 and 8:14 is
in complete harmony with the theme so often emphasized in the book, namely,
the ushering in of the kingdom of God with its attendant destruction of the
wicked and rewarding of the saints.
God is to be justified and vindicated
and so are his people.
It should never be forgotten that the Hebrew word
translated "cleansed" or "justified" is forensic in nature, that is, it has
judgment connotations. The universe is to be cleansed from all sin, and
Satan and his charges ever refuted.
Thus in Dan. 7, immediately after the
antichrist is pictured and his devastating work, we read the promise that
"the judgment shall sit and they shall take away his dominion to consume and
to destroy it to the end. And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness
of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the people of the
saints of the Most High whose kingdom is an everlasting dominion and all
dominions shall serve and obey Him." Dan. 8, after the presentation of the
desolating work of antichrist, points to the justifying of the sanctuary as
God's ultimate rebuttal of evil.
And in Dan. II, the same wicked power is
pictured in verse 31 as polluting the sanctuary of strength and persecuting
the saints, and exalting himself and magnifying himself above every God.
But next it is affirmed that this state of affairs will continue only "till
the indignation be accomplished"
(11:36).
This indignation, the wrath of
God, is revealed in 11:45 and 12:1, where the antichrist is shown as coming
to his end immediately before the saints awake to their everlasting reward.

—

Thus repeatedly in Daniel we have judgment God rescuing and vindicating His
people as He brings destruction to the wicked whose deeds are manifest before
all as satanic.
The final judgment is marked not only by the bestowing of
eschatologica justification upon the saints, but also by the confession of
every lost soul before the universe to the effect that his punishment is just.
In Isa. 45:23 we read, "I have sworn by myself, the word is gone out of my
mouth in righteousness, and shall not return, that unto me every knee shall
bow every tongue shall swear." This will be the fitting finale of the great
controversy between good and evil, between Christ and Satan.
I

'

It is therefore, no arbitrary exegesis which has led Seventh-day Adventists
to link with Dan. 8:, 4 that solemn final ceremonial of the Jewish economy
which prefigured the complete extinction of sin and the cleansing of the
universe from every stain of evil. As certainly as Christ and Satan figure
in Dan. 8 rightly understood, so both are found in type in the Day of Atonement1
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thus the casting of lots, "one for Jehovah and one for Azazel"

Lev.

16.

Others besides Seventh-day Advent ists have seen in the closing events of the
Day of Atonement the prefiguring of that day when all the universe will see
that Satan alone is responsible for the episode of sin. On page 85 of The
New Standard Bible Dictionary we read concerning a major purpose of the Day
of Atonement that it "was used to express the thought that sin belongs to a
power or principle hostile to Jehovah and its complete purgation must include
its being sent back to its source."
Similarly in Eadie's Bible Cyclopaedia
,
~~
page 577, we read:
the sins of the believing world are taken off them and rolled
back on Satan, the prime author and instigator.
Though the penalty is
remitted to believers, it is not remitted to him who has brought them
to apostasy and ruin.
The tempted are restored but the whole punishment is seen to fall on the archtempter.
.

w-

.

.

Rev. 20, which describes the close of the great controversy, also alludes to
the Day of Atonement by its picture of Satan being fettered in the wilderness of this barren world.
The desolated earth becomes his "grave" for a
thousand years.
Commentaries such as the Expositors Greek Testament have
pointed to this as the antitype of the fettering of Azazel in Lev. 16. (5:471.)
Similarly, aspects of the judgment of Dan. 7, 9 and 10, and 8:14 are referred
to in verses 4, II and 12 of Rev. 20.
It is because the judgment will manifest the righteousness of God and demonstrate that the blame for sin belongs
to the great Azazel that we find at the close of Scripture the recurring ascription to God of justice and holiness (see Rev. 15:3; 16:5; 19:2). To
this vindication of the Creator and those who have sided with Him, Dan. 8:14
poi nts.

8:11-14, rightly viewed, has ramifications extending from Genesis to
Revelation.
It expands the prophecy of Gen. 3:15, with its prediction of
long sustained conflict between Christ and Satan and their followers, and
points to those closing events in the great controversy pictured in Rev. 11-22.
Such an interpretation will not suit those who, reasoning from the premises
of naturalism, cling to a merely human Bible, dissected by unbelieving critics,
but it will recommend itself to the judgment of a
who believe Christ's
witness, that the Scri ptures throughout testify of Him and His saving ministry
for the saints (John 5:39).
Dan.

I

I

* * *

B.
This article was written about 1962, and studied by the Problems in
Daniel committee.
The same is true of my articles on the Year-day Principle,
Dan. 9, and Dan. 10-12.

N.
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THE CHECKERED HISTORY OF THE PHRASE "WITHIN THE VEIL"
Norman H. Young

A Brief History of Advent ist

A.

Interpretation

A recent writer has described Luke-Acts as "a storm center in New Testament
Scholarship."'
The Epistle to the Hebrews may well warrant the same
epitaph within Adventist New Testament interpretation. The phrase "within
the veil," tucked away in this Epistle in chapter 6:19, has experienced a
notoriety and attention within Adventist history seemingly beyond its
intrinsic importance.

As early as O.R.L. Crosier's definitive article on the sanctuary back in
I846, 2 difficulty was experienced with this text.
Heb. 6:l9f.
"is
supposed to prove," Crosier states, "that Christ entered the Holy of
Holies at his ascension, because Paul said he had entered within the veil." 3
Crosier in reply points out that the tabernacle had two veils, and the one
which separated the holy place from the most holy place is specifically
designated as the "second veil" (Heb. 9:3). Thus, with challengeable
logic, he concludes that the veil in "chapter 6, being the first of which
he speaks, must be the f rst veil, which hung before the Holy /Place/." 4
i

In 1877 no less a pen than that of Uriah Smith gave attention to this
phrase. 5 Smith parades some arguments which can only be termed fatuous.
For example, he argues, on the basis of the holy place being twice the size'
of the most holy place, that "if the earth is the holy place of the true
sanctuary, and Heaven the most holy, it follows, the proportion being
maintained, that this little diminutive earth,
is twice as large as
,
a
Heaven!" 6
.

I

.

.

I

Aside from such rationalistic aberrations, Smith relies on a linguistic
defense.
In his opinion the same Hebrew word and the same Greek word are
applied to both the outer curtain at the entrance of the tabernacle and
the inner curtain which divided the most holy from the holy place. Thus
because the word for veil in the Old Testament (Hebrew and Greek) is
ambivalent, Smith feels that "inasmuch as he /i.e., Paul/ 7 once specifies
the second veil when he refers to that, we must understand him as referring
to the first veil when not thus specified." 8

These explanations did not satisfy the searching criticisms of the former
Adventist D.M. Canright. "Within the veil" means "within the most holy
place", Canright declares 9 and according to Hebrews 6:19 Jesus went into
it at his ascension eighteen hundred years before A.D. 1844.
;

An even greater challenge on the particular point of the phrase "within
the veil" was made by another former Adventist, A. F. Ballenger.
Bal lenger
spent fifteen pages of a small pamphlet 11 demonstrating that "within the
veil" means within the second veil, i.e., in the most holy place.
An
answer was rather quick in forthcoming from E.E. Andross.' 2

Andross's apologetic represents a significant shift from the position of
Crosier and Uriah Smith. Andross accepts that Heb. 6:19 does refer to
the second veil and that Jesus at his ascension did enter into the holiest.
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However, this was only momentarily.
Andross, claiming the support of
Heb. 9:2!, sees this initial entrance into the holiest as an act of
dedication of a heavenly sanctuary by means of the blood of Jesus.
Following this act of consecration our great High Priest went out from the
holiest and began His work in the first apartment.' 5

Another apparently original defense was made by the Australian W.W. Fletcher.
Fletcher gave a series of Bible Studies at the Australasian Union Conference
in 1925 on the subject of the sanctuary.' 4
In addition to the frequent
Adventist argument from Heb. 9:3, that the inner veil is qualified by the
term "second veil", Fletcher argued cogently that in Num. 18:7 the very
phrase "within the veil" is used in a general way of the sanctuary as a
whole.
Fletcher supported his contention by paralleling the verses as
fol lows:

"The vessels of the sanctuary and
the altar" (v. 3).
"The sanctuary and the altar" (v. 5).
"The altar, and
within the veil" (v. 7). 15
.

.

.

.

.

.

Fletcher thus took the phrase "within the veil" as an equivalent expression
for "the sanctuary" (v. 5) and "the vessels of the sanctuary (v. 3), hence his
contention that in this instance the phrase has general reference to the
sanctuary as a whole.
Interestingly enough Fletcher at this time was having
personal difficulties concerning this very point.
These doctrinal doubts
finally led him to present his views before the Australian leadership.
After discussions in Australia and in Washington D.C., U.S.A., he finally
left the church in 1930.
One of the basic causes' of his secession was
presented in the first of his three propositiona declarations of his
bel iefs.
It reads:
I

That it was the immediate unveiled presence of God as manifested
in the Holy Shekinah that constituted the inner apartment of the
earthly sanctuary the most holy place, and that consequently
when at the time of his ascension the Lord Jesus Christ sat down
at the right hand of God, thus 'appearing in the presence of God
for us,' He entered the most holy place of the heavenly sanctuary.
There can be no place in heaven more holy than the place of the
unveiled presence of Almighty God.' 6
A somewhat belated reply to D.M. Canright came out in 1933 from the pen of
W.H. Branson.
Branson's reply was the now f ami iar effort to refer Heb. 6:19
to the outer veil at the entrance of the tabernacle. 17 To Fletcher's
position on Heb. 6:19 a swifter answer was published. Though C.H. Watson's
book on the atonement of Christ was a general treatise and makes no claim
to be a formal refutation of Fletcher, there can be little doubt, however,
that Fletcher's recent stir in Watson's home division was very much on his
mind at places. He devotes a whole chapter to the topic "within the veil". 18
I

Rather interestingly the main emphasis of Watson's argument is identical to
that presented by Fletcher in 1925, five years prior to his secession. The
details correspond so exactly that it is quite likely that Watson used
Fletcher contra Fletcher.' 9 From the evidence of Numbers 18:7, Watson
cone udes
I
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In view of God's use of precisely the same expression with
reference to the first veil, it is reasonable to conclude that
when a New Testament writer uses threse same words without
qualification, they should be understood to refer to the same
veil as that to which God has plainly applied them in the Old
Testament. 20

Watson added to Numbers 18:7 a reference to Lev. 21:23, claiming that this
latter, along with the former, is an example where the word 'veil' describes
the curtain at the entrance of the tabernacle.
These two texts form the
basis of an identical apologetic in an article in the Ministry by
Howel

21

W.

E.

B.

The Bib ical Facts

I.

I

It is certainly true, as Uriah Smith noted, that the Greek word for veil in
Heb. 6:19 ( katapetasma ) is used indiscriminately in the Septuagint for masak
and paroketh i.e., the hanging at the courtyard gate, at the tabernacle entrance,
and between the holy places.
It is also true that Lev. 21:23 and Num. 18:7 are the only possible
references out of the some twenty-four occurrences of paroketh (veil) which
do not refer to the inner veil. 22 The Septuagint, it should be noted,
always translates paroketh by katapetasma 23
.

The word itself then is hardly capable of deciding the issue over which veil
is referred to in Heb. 6:19.
There are some other factors, however, which
can be considered as decisive.
1.

2.

The outer veilof the tabernacle was cultically unimportant,
it was the inner veil which possessed the real significance. 24
The Epistle to the Hebrews is more likely to make reference
to this theologically meaningful veil, than the more innocuous
curtain at the tabernacle's entrance. 25
The inner veil played a cultically rich role on the day of
atonement. The Epistle to the Hebrews draws heavily upon the
day of atonement imagery in portraying Christ's sel f-of f er ng
and high-priesthood and thus presumably has the inner veil
and its day of atonement role in view.
i

3.

The immediate context of Heb. 6:l9f. speaks of Jesus' entrance
"within the veil" as the act of one who has "become a high
priest for ever after the order of Melchizedek." The only
place in the Old Testament where it is said that the high priest
enters "within the veil" is on the day of atonement
(Lev. 16:2, 12, 15), and it here has reference to the Holy of
Hoi ies.

4.

The Epistle to the Hebrews has a penchant for the Septuagint translation of the Old Testament.
The actual phrase to esoteron
tou katapetasmatos (the inner of the veil) occurs in the
Septuagint only in Ex. 26:33; Lev. 16:2, 12, 15 and refers
a ways to the inner veil.
We should notice that three of the
I
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four occurrences are found in the chapter referring to the
day of atonement. The Hebrew phrase behind the Septuagint
in these places, mibeth haparoketh
occurs in one other
place, Numbers 18:7.
This text probably refers to the
outer veil as Fletcher, Watson and Howell assert, though
some scholars do not agree.
But Num. 18:7 does not give
the same relevant background to Heb. 6:19 that the day of
atonement chapter (Lev. 16) gives. What rules Num. 18:7
completely out of the question, however, as the source of
the phrase "within the veil" in Heb. 6:19, is the fact
that the Septuagint has to endothen tou katapetasmatos not
to esoteron tou katapetasmatos as in Heb. 6:19.
,

We conclude, therefore, on the ground of these considerations of Old Testament usage, Septuagint language, and the context of Heb. 6:19, that the
phrase "within the veil" in Heb. 6:19 means "within the holy of holies".

The S.D.A. Commentary (Vol. VLL, p. 437f.) senses the weight of these
arguments and offers three views:
1.

The veil referred to is the inner curtain but Paul is speaking
of Christ's entrance into the most holy place of the heavenly
sanctuary in order to dedicate it.

This is apparently the same as Andross's position and implies Christ later'
came out into the first apartment. This is unlikely because, as noted, the
phrase "within the veil" has a day of atonement background, it is never used
in connection with the dedication of the sanctuary.
Hebrews assimilated the
dedication ritual to the day of atonement (Heb. 9:21-25) while this position
tends to do the reverse.
2.

"Within the veil" is a figure of speech, and means simply
to be in the presence of God.

One may well describe this as Fletcher's view, and even Ballenger's. This
is undoubtedly the correct view provided we do not lose sight of the fact
that the figure of speech which the writer is using is the annual entrance
of the high priest on the day of atonement into the holy of holies.
3.

The "veil" in Heb. 6:19, unlike Heb. 9:3, is unqualified and
must refer to the curtain at the door of the tabernacle.

This view goes back to Crosier and Uriah Smith, and is reiterated by every
Adventist apologist since 1846.
In fact "veil" j_s further described, namely
by the word "within" ( esoteros ) , and this indicates unequ vocab y the inner
i

I

vei
C.

I

.

The Problem of E.G. White's Usage

set forth my thoughts here tentatively and invite the contributions and
criticisms of my fellow believers.
I

It is beyond question that E.G. White occasional ly uses the phrase "within
the veil" not for the inner but for the outer curtain. Thus she writes:
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The ministration of the priest throughout the year in the
first apartment of the sanctuary, 'within the veil' which
formed the door and separated the holy place from the outer
court, represents the work of ministration upon which Christ
entered at His ascension.

She then goes on to speak of the disciples' hopes centring in the holy place
"within the veil" (Heb. 6:19 is quoted). The reference is clearly to the
first apartment for she adds, "For eighteen centuries this work of
ministration continued in the first apartment of the sanctuary." 26
Yet is is also incontestable that even as early as February, 1845, E.G. White
quite realized that the phrase "within the veil" referred to the inner
Speaking of the new sanctuary teaching she says, "I saw the Father
curtain.
rise from the throne, and in a flaming chariot go into the holy of holies
within the veil, and did sit". 27 She also rather frequently speaks of the
and one gains
saints' prayers or hope entering to that "within the veil",
the impression she here means into the holiest.
In all these latter references, of course, E.G. White is speaking of the
post A.D. 1844 situation, nevertheless, it indicates that she fully realized
If, then, she knew
what Heb. 6:19 meant by the phrase "within the veil".
and did herself so
curtain,
the
inner
the
veil"
meant
"within
that the words
she use
why
did
A.D.
situation
after
the
1844,
for
phrase
employ the
ascension
and passage
Christ's
to
describe
Controversy
Great
Heb. 6:19 in
place?
the
holy
into
curtain
through the first

that for the writer of Hebrews the bifurcated tabernacle was a
symbol of the two ages, two religions (Judaism and Christianity), two priesthoods (Aaron's and Christ's); while for E.G. White the two-part tabernacle
Because of this
is a symbol of a two-phased ministry of the risen Christ.
Hebrews with
Book
of
from
the
phrases
used
different outlook, E.G. White
but in order to
the
text,
exegeting
thought
of
any
without
prophetic freedom
"
prerepresented
the
place
Hebrews
holy
For
viewpoint.
project her own
and
divers
meats
drinks,
in
and
stood
only
which
Christian Judaism; that
washings, that which decays and waxes old and is ready to vanish away
For E.G. White the holy place represented "the work of
(Heb. 9:10; 8:13).
ministration upon which Christ entered at His ascension" ( Great Controversy ,

The answer

p.

is

420).

Neither writer literalized the location with this symbolic usage, they do not
contradict each other, they merely employ the same symbol to describe quite
different spiritual realities. Hebrews maintains that at the ascension Christ
entered not into a figure of the true but into the very presence of God, not
E.G. White when
for a moment as the earthly high priest, but for ever.
(see below); but
way
speak
in
this
also
can
ascension
speaking of Christ's
she uses the language
Daniel
8:14
of
exposition
Adventist
in connection with the
the end of
proclaim
to
not
atonement,
of
day
the
of entering the holiest on
presence as
the
divine
Christ
into
of
entrance
the
the earthly priesthood and
risen
the
of
ministry
the
in
turning-point
Hebrews does, but to proclaim a
Lord. 30

When declaring the privileged access that Christ's death has made available,
rather than the prophetic symbolism of the two-part tabernacle, E.G. White
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writes

in

the same vein as the Epistle to the Hebrews: For example:

The great sacrifice has been made.
The way into the holiest
is laid open.
A new and living way is prepared for all.
/cf. Heb. 10:197.
No longer need sinful, sorrowing humanity
await the coming of the high priest. 'Henceforth the Saviour
was to officiate as priest and advocate in the heaven of
heavens. 3
I

The mercy seat, upon which the glory of God rested in the
holiest of all, is opened to all who accept Christ as the
propitiation for sin, and through its medium, they are brought
into fellowship with God.
The veil is rent, the partition
walls broken down, the handwriting of ordinances cancelled.
By virtue of His blood the enmity is abolished.
Through faith
in Christ Jew and Gentile may partake of the living bread. 32

This last statement, paralleling the rent veil and the broken down partition
walls, makes it plain that the following quotation is also to be understood
to include the two compartments of the temple.

Christ came to demolish every wall of partition, to throw open
every compartment of the temple-, that every soul may have free
access to God.
Again we have a homily on Heb.
The Desire of Ages

10:19 similar to the one quoted from

:

A new and living way, before which there hangs no veil, is
offered to a
No longer need sinful, sorrowing humanity
await the coming of the high priest. 34
I

D.

I

.

Cone us ion
I

When E.G. White quotes from scripture we must not think that this is
necessarily a literal exposition of the text. As is well known the New
Testament uses the Old Testament in a creative manner35 and no Old Testament
scholar feels bound to exegete the Old Testament text precisely in the
manner of Matthew or Paul.
Likewise, we must allow E.G. White the same
creative freedom.
E.G. White uses the language of Hebrews in three distinct
ways.
First, in describing Christ's entrance into the holiest at his
ascension; secondly, when referring to his ascension viewed as the first
phase of a two-part heavenly ministry; and thirdly, for the inception and
continuance of his A.D. 1844 ministy.
It is only in the second usage that
she limits "within the veil" to the outer curtain; her purpose in doing so
to clarify the prophetic interpretation of a two-fold ministry of the risen
Christ.
Paul can ring the changes on his use of such metaphors as temple'
(cf.
Cor. 3:16; 6:l9f.)., the same license must be allowed to E.G. White
n her usage of 'vei
f

I

I

i

'

The harmonization of Heb. 6:19 and Great Controversy , pp. 420f., is simply
that one speaks of the access into the holiest (i.e. the presence of God)
made available through the death of Christ, while the other speaks of the
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beginning of the pronouncement of a pre-Advent judgment and the final
ministry of Christ.
Our reluctance in the past to face the meaning of Heb. 6:19 is really based
on the groundless fear that it contradicted the message of Adventism.
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Van Unnik, "Luke-Acts: A Storm Center in Contemporary Scholarship",
in Luke- Acts
ed. L.E. Reek and J.L. Martyn (Nashville, 1966),

W.C.
in

Studies

pp.

I5ff.

,

2 O.R.L.

Crosier, "The Law of Moses", The Day Star (Feb. 7th, 1846), p. 41.
Despite Crosier's effort and the solutions proffered in the intervening years
since 1846, Norman F. Douty still uses Heb. 6:19 as an argument against
Adventist Sanctuary doctrine, see Norman F. Douty, Another Look at Seventh-day
~
Advent ist ,
(Grand Rapids: Baker, 1962), p. 108.
5 lb?d

4

.

lbid.

Smith, The Sanctuary and the Twenty-Three Hundred Days of Daniel VIII, 14
(Battle Creek, Mich.: Steam Press, 1877) pp. 221 ff.
Smith's earl ier work
/ The 2300 Days and the Sanctuary (1854)/, has not been available to me.
Smith
virtually repeats his arguments of 1877 verbatim in Looking Unto Jesus (Chicago:
R.H., 1898), pp. I26ff.
^U.

6 lb?d

p.

.

222

'The Pauline authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews was universally accepted
by early Adventist writers.
Ibid , p.

227.

D.M. Canright, Seventh-day Adventism Renounced (New York: Revel
He appeals to Ex. 26:33; Lev. 16:2, 12, 13 /an error for v. 15/
l0

Canright cites as further proof, Ex. 27:21; 30:6; 40:22-26;

24:3; Num.

18:7;

Lev.

122.

1889), p.

I,

4:6,

17;

16:15;

Matt. 27:51

A.F. Ballenger, Cast Out For the Cross of Christ (Riverside, Ca
sometime
after 1905).
have not had access to this pamphlet.
Ballenger's views were
kept alive through the perioical The Gathering Ca
which was edited by himself
,
and later by his brother E.S. Ballenger beginning in 1915 and current up till
I

.

:

I

I

I

at least 1951.
I2 E.E.

Andross, A More Excellent Ministry (Mountain View, Ca!.: Pacific Press,

1912).
b d
p. 53. James White had earlier explained Dan. 9:24
/Bible Adventism (Battle Creek, Mich.: N D.), p. 167/.'
1

1

I

,4W.W.

in a

similar way

Fletcher, Studies on the Subject of the Sanctuary (Cooranbong, Aust.:

5 lbid.,

pp.

8lf.

1925).
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l

o ldem. The Reasons For My
Faith (Sydney, Aust.:

,7

1

W.H. Branson, Reply to Cahright (Washington,

1932),

p.

D.C.: R.H.,

C.H. Watson, The Atoning Work of Christ (Washington, D.C.
181-191.

II.

1933), p.

:

R.H.,

222f.

1934),

pp.
19

Both writers, for example, parallel vv. 3, 5, and 7 from Numbers 18, and as
well use Fenton's mistranslation of m beth apa roket , 'house of the veils'
"
instead of 'within the veil'.
i

2 Q tbid
2I W.E.

.,

p.

I

185

Howell, "The Meaning of the Veil", The Ministry 13 (1940), pp.

22 Koehler-Baumgartner,

Lexicon

Veteris Testament

?n

i

Libros , s.v

.

I3ff.

paroketh.

^The

phrase paroketh hamasak (=the veil of the screen) occurs four times
(Ex. 35:12; 39:34; 40:21; Num. 4:5).
The LXX does not translate Ex. 39:34;
Ex. 35:12 is rendered to katapetasma (= the veil), for Ex. 40:21 to katakalumma tou
katapetasmatos (= the covering of the veil) and for Num. 4:5 to katapetasma to

suskiazon (= the shading veil).
In these constructions the LXX always translates
paroketh b y katapetasma , this is so even in Ex. 40:21 where the genitive tou
katapetasmatos probably represents the construct paroketh , and thus mistranslates
the Hebrew.
24 C. Schneider,

"

katapetasma" , TDNT III, p. 629

25

An entrance into the first apartment of the heavenly sanctuary would hardly
represent the "better" motif that the author labours to project; for this would
be less than what the Aaronic priest hood annually accomplished.

26

G.C. pp. 420f. Cf.

S^.

I,

p.

159;

E^W

.

,

p.

251.

?7

To the Little Remnant Scattered Abroad , quoted by F.D. Nichol, El len G. White
and Her Critics (Washington, D.C. R.H., 1951), 1951), p. 178. Cf. EW, p. 55.
:

28

T, p. 566; 5 T, p. 113; S.D ., p. 354; M.Y.P .., p. 89; C.O.L ., p.
S.D.A.B.C VII, p. 930; Often she further qualifies the phrase in these contexts
by adding 'second' to 'veil', cf. Present Truth (March, 1850), p. 64 E.W , p. 72;
The reference to the metaphor of hope as an anchor in some of
I,' p. 291.
S.G
these texts makes it clear that Heb. 6:19 is quoted.
1

I

.

.

.

2 ^lt

I

is rather a dangerous description of E.G. White's writings to cal
them
divine commentary', that is, if this description means her exegesis makea
all other efforts superfluous or invalid.
'a

I
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30PP.

D* A«

p.

>

357.

P-

757 >

Letter 230,

Cf.

the different way that Heb. 9:12 is used in G.C., p. 421.

1907 (Quoted

in

S.D.A.B.C

V,

1109).

p.

55

C.0.L . , p. 386. The contexts of letter 230 and the CO. L quotation
are identical, both speak of the breaking down of the barriers between Jew and
Gentile. Cf. MS 101, 1897 (quoted in S.D.A.B.C V, p. 1109)
.

.

34
35

Y.I., June 21,

LO)

(Quoted in S.D.A.B.C. V,

p.

I

109)

See C.K. Barrett, "The Interpretation of the Old Testament in the New", in
The Cambridge History of the Bible I, ed. P.R. Acroyd and CF. Evans (Cambridge
Cambridge University Press, 1970), pp. 390 ff.
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APPENDIX FOUR

CUC COURSE OUTLINE ON THE SANCTUARY AND 1844

Seminar

in

Contemporary Theology
Course #491

(Section Three: Contemporary Advent ist Theology)

Having completed the previous section of contemporary problems in
Advent ist theology on righteousness by faith, we now turn our attention to a doctrine in the theological arena which is uniquely Seventhday Adventist, the belief that in 1844 Christ began a phase of His
ministry in the heavenly sanctuary not previously included in His
intercessory work.

The historical basis of the 1844 doctrine has its roots
movement of the mid-nineteenth century.
A.

in

the Millerite

A quick glance at our already familiar history,

places the 1844 doctrine in an awakening climate similar to the times of Jonathan
Edwards with the added eschatologica dimension that Christ was coming
I

soon.
1.

The center of this eschatologica awakening was William Miller,
a layman who had accepted Christ as his personal Saviour from
sin after years of scoffing at Scripture and Christianity.

2.

Without much formal education and untra ned in the intricacies of
theology, Miller devoted himself to the study of Scripture and
when inadvertently asked to preach, shared his convictions of
Christ's imminent return with his congregations which. soon thrust
him into religious prominence.

I

i

a.

Miller's convictions of the imminent return of Christ were
based on scriptures taken primarily from the books of Daniel
and Revelation, particularly the eighth chapter of Daniel.

b.

With Dan. 8:14 as his basis, Miller interpreted the termination point of the 2300 day-year prophecy to be "about the year
1843" and to be synonymous with the end of the world which
would occur between March 21, 1843, and March 21, 1844.

c.

When the year 1843 and the spring of 1844 passed and Christ
did not return as expected, the Millerites restudied the
2300 day-year prophecy and reset its termination date to
Oct. 22, 1844, which Miller eventually endorsed.
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d.

B

When once again Christ did not come as expected, this "great
disappointment" led Miller to admit to errors in his prophetic calculations, but with the confidence that Christ
would come "today, today, today."

After having agree d twice to possible dates when Christ would come
and .after having been disappointed both times, Miller affirmed until
his death in 1849 that the 1844 awakening movement was not a fulfill ment of the Dan. 8:14 prophecy as some were then teaching, but that
the actual fulfillment of the termination of the 2300 day-year pro phecy would be the literal and soon coming of Christ

-

.

II.

The Scriptural basis of the modified 2300 day-year prophecy known as
the sanctuary doctrine has its roots in the Millerite interpretation
of Dan. 8:14 terminating on Oct. 22, 1844, and in the significance
given this date by First-day Adventists after the Great Disappointment.
A.

The perimeter of contemporary Advent ist theology for this course
excludes examination of the Scriptural verification of 1844 as the
actual termination date of the 2300 day-year prophecy and of the
textual reliability of the numeral translation of Dan. 8:14 for
these problem areas are not currently in guest ion within Advent ism.
(For familiarity with these problems see SDABC 10 under related
articles.

B

Contempo rary debate in the Advent ist Church centers on such Ques tions as whether or not the mean nq attached to Oct. 22, 1844. im mediately after the "disappointment" by First-day Adventists is
textual ly sound and verifiable from Scripture

-

i

.

I.

The "cleansing of the sanctuary" meaning attached to the 2300
day-year prophecy claiming that the Advent awakening movement
with its threefold message is the fulfillment of Dan. 8:14 had
its beginning in New England.
a.

Hiram Edson, who
ke Wi
iam Mi ler was a farmer with
little formal education and no training in Biblical theology,
while walking across his cornfield on the morning of Oct.
23, 1844, following a night of study and prayer with other
disappointed Adventists, was "convicted" that the day before
Christ had entered the Most Holy of the heavenly sanctuary.

b.

Owen R. L. Crosier, wrote out the Scriptural basis for Hiram
Edson's conviction from the results of a small study group
and published them first in 1845 and more extensively in the
Day-Star Extra, Feb. 7, 1846.

c.

Ellen White confirmed Crosier's Scriptural basis of the
"sapctuary" doctrine in a letter to Eli Curtis, April 21,
1847 and subseguently published in "A Word to the Little
Flock," which is still available.

(

I

i

I

I

I
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The sanctuary doctrine as developed from the study of Scripture
by the First-day Advent ists focused on numerous texts in both
the Old and the New Testament by which they substantiated their
position.
a.

The nearly full reprint of Crosier's article in the Day-Star
Extra can be found in The Advent Review , numbers 3 and 4,
published by James White in 1850.

b.

The confirmation of Crosier's position by Ellen White
letter to Curtis is found on pp.
2 of "A Word to
the Little Flock," available in the library.

in

her

1

c.

A fuller treatment of the Advent ist position on the meaning
of the sanctuary doctrine can be found in The Great Controversy 409-432, the SDABC 10, and such books as Christian
Bel iefs , by Jem son.
i

The key texts that serve as the basis of the sanctuary doctrine
are: Dan. 8:14; 9:24-27; Num. 14:34 with Eze. 4:6; and Lev.
16:1-34 coupled with Heb. 8:1 - 9:28.
a.

The question some contemporary Advent ist theologians are
raising is whether or not the interpretation given these key
texts by First-day Adventists is Biblically sound
.

(1)

Currently there are two views being discussed on Dan.
8:14, the "traditionalist" view and the "neo-Adventist"
view.
(a)

Traditionally Seventh-day Adventists have interpreted Dan. 8:14 to mean that the termination of
the 2300 day-year prophecy in 1844, substantiated
by the sixty-nine and seventy weeks of Dan. 9:24-27,
would signal the beginning of the investigative
judgment and the "cleansing" of the sanctuary as
Christ enters the Most Holy Place in the heavenly
tabernacle.

(b)

The challenge to traditional Adventist teaching
on the meaning of Dan. 8:14 and 9:24-27 is that
the context of these verses beginning with chapter
seven is not concerned with the "cleansing" of the
sanctuary to deal with the sin-problem of the saints
but addresses itself to the problem of "vindicating "
God's truth symbolized by the sanctuary over-against
the onslaught of evil symbolized by the little horn
.

(2)

There

is also a question on the interpretation of Num.
14:34 together with Eze. 4:6 as they are applied by the
"traditional" view to Dan. 8:14 and 9:24-27.

,
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(a)

Traditionally Adventists have used Num. 14:34 and
Eze. 4:6 as the key to unlock the mystery of the
2300 day-year prophecy, turn ng prophetic days into
tera years.
i

I

(b)

i

I

Neo-Advent st theology challenges the day-year
hermeneutic principle as the key to unlock the
meaning of the 2300 day prophecy and points out
that neither Num. 14:34 nor Eze. 4:6 have an
eschatologica context; in Num. 14 Israel is being
punished for its disobedience corresponding in
years to the days the spies searched the land and
in Eze. 4 Jerusalem is being punished with destruction for its special guilt during the previous
forty years.
i

I

(3)

4.

Furthermore there are dissimilar understandings of the
meaning of the "holy place" and the "holiest" as found
in Lev. 16:2,3 and in Heb. 9:3,4.
(a)

Adventists currently teach that at the termination
of the 2300 day-year prophecy Christ entered the
Most Holy Place or the holiest of all in the heavenly sanctuary to begin the judgment phase of
His ministry in addition to His. daily intercessory
work typified by the holy place in the earthly
sanctuary.

(b)

The challenge to this interpretation by some Adventist scholars centers on the inconsistent use
in Scripture of the words "holy place" and "most
holy place" which are used interchangeably for
either compartment (cf. Lev. 16:2,3 with Ex. 26:33)
and the non-permanency of God's presence in the
Most Holy Place in the heavenly sanctuary (cf.
Acts 7:55 and Heb. 9:24).

If key texts such as Dan. 8:14 which are used to prove the Ad ventist position are not contextual ly sound, what is the basis
of the sanctuary doctrine as taught and proclaimed by the Adven tist Church ?
Is it the non-Biblical face-saving device to cover
Wi
iam Mi ler's miscalculations that non-Advent st scholars
i

say it is?
a.

If the authority of a few non-Adventist theologians are invoked to help confirm our sanctuary position, are these
sources of authority adequate to stand in opposition to the
traditional Christian interpretation of Christ's heavenly
ministry begun in 31 AD which excludes the relevancy of
1844 to the end of time?
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If the authority of a non-canon ca
inspired writer like
Ellen White is invoked to help substantiate the Adventist
sanctuary position, doesn't this extra-Biblical authority
place our revelational theology in question and/or place
our interpretation of Ellen White in question?

b.

i

i

The authority to interpret Dan. 8:14 and other key texts to substantiate
our modification of the Millerite understanding of the 1844 event known
as the sanctuary doctrine is not as much a contextual problem as a problem of the use of extra-Bib
ca
sources employed to this end.
I

A.

i

I

The scope of this course is not pervious to discuss the problem of
Ellen White's spiritual gift as an inspired writer speaking for
God.
It is assumed that her spfritual gift and authority is accepted
.

B.

The central question of the current theological discussion between
Adventist theologians and laymen is whether Ellen White as an in spired writer speaking for God has the authority to take texts such
as Dan. 8:14 out of context to help confirm the Adventist position
which raises the whole question of "the Bible and the Bible only"
~~
"
as our guide
,

'

.

'

In order to discuss whether or not inspired writers have the
authority to take texts out of context, the New Testament affords the only primary source available to investigate the
practice of inspired persons.

2.

1:23 affords one such example of an out-of-context
application when he quotes Isa. 7:14 as proof that Christ
because of His virgin birth fulfilled the first of many
Messianic prophecies. The context rather than being a
prophecy of Christ's birth is a sign of Ahaz that Pekah
and Rezin to the north would not subdue Jerusalem.

a.

Matt.

b.

Berkhof in his Principles of Biblical Interpretation 54,
says, "New Testament authors, in quoting from the Old
Testament, occasionally alter the passages quoted somewhat, or apply them in a sense that is not apparent in the
Old Testament.
This can hardly be defended, except on the
presumption that the Holy Spirit is, in the last analysis
the author of the whole Bible, and naturally had the right
to quote and apply his own words as He saw fit."

To discuss the question of authority in the light of the oft
used phrase, "the Bible and the Bible only," would require more
However,
class periods than this section of our course allows.
mentioned
as
there are two viewpoints on this that should be
related
contributing to contemporary Adventist theology and is
to our sanctuary doctrine and Ellen White's role as the DNA
molecule is to development and growth.
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a.

One position on the meaning of the phrase "the Bible and
the Bible only" excludes all extra-Biblical sources as a
means of substantiating Bible truth, including Elien White.

b.

The other position states that the phrase "the Bible and
the Bible only" stands in opposition to those doctrines
in Christendom that are based on tradition, but that extraBiblical sources of authority such as inspired writings
due to spiritual gifts are included in the phrase and are
needful, to properly understand Scripture and to disentangle
it from tradition.

c.

Some related questions to the two above positions on the
meaning of the phrase "the Bible and the Bible only" are:
If the writings of Ellen White as a product of the spiritual
gift of prophecy are not given equal weight with Scripture
as a Scriptural ly derived authority, does this not lead to
the acceptance of levels of inspiration?
If Ellen White's
writings as God's instruction for us is given equal weight
with Scriptural authority, though derived from Scripture,
how then is Scriptural authority unique and normative? j
Furthermore, is it possible that Adventist theologians are
denying Ellen White the right to re-interpret Scripture
making it relevant to our day, while assuming that prerogative for themselves?
Is there a danger that the Adventist
Church can establish a theological hierarchy making their
interpretation of Scripture normative? Finally, is there
a difference between re- nterpret ng Scripture and clarifying or disentangling it from false concepts?
And whichever needs to be done, who should do it?
i

C.

i

If Ellen White is used as an extra-Biblical source to re-interpret
Scripture or disentangle it from false concepts, her writings must
then be nterpreted by the same hermeneutica principles employed
in interpreting Scripture.
i

1.

I

As with the Bible so with Ellen White's writings, the reader
must take the plain meaning of what is sa d un ess otherwi se
indicated by time, place, context, or other Scripture.
i

t

2.

Uninspired persons have no right to take inspired statements
out of context whether in Scripture or in the writings of Ellen
White except if previously done so by another inspired person.

3.

When studying Biblically quoted statements or statements quoted
from Ellen White s writings substantiating a theological position the reader in order to be certain of the verity of what
he is reading should research the context of each quoted statement for many times inspired writers will use Biblical phraseology
as a homiletical device rather than as a doctrinal statement.
T
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IV.

Concluding this third and last section of the course and bringing this
introductory class to a close, having acquainted you with current theological problems and leaving the hard investigation of truth to other
times, places, and instructors; permit me to share with you my position
in the current theological discussion of the meaning of 1844 as
shared with you my position on righteousness by faith in the first part
of this section.
I

A.

believe that the phrase "the Bible and the Bible only" means takseen as an authority authorizing
the observance of Sunday and displacing the seventh-day Sabbath,
and that this phrase includes the inspired authority of the spiritual
gift of prophecy. As theologically difficult as the problem of this
extra-Biblical use of authority is to explain to the intellectual
satisfaction of others,
see less of a problem in this position
than
do in admitting to "levels of inspiration" which
cannot and
wi
not admit to. (See PP xi i-xxi
I

ing a stance over-against tradition,

I

I

I

I

I

i

i

)

B.

believe the sanctuary doctrine and the meaning of 1844 as explicitly
delineated by direct revelation in several successive chapters in
the book Great Controversy and as currently taught by the Seventh-day
Adventist Church rather than in a modified understanding of the meaning of 1844 based on isolated statements from various writings of
Ellen White and/or passages from Scripture whose interpretations
are open-ended.

C.

subscribe to a literal heavenly sanctuary rather than a spiritualized truth about it, not because of the mortar and brick importance
of it all, but because to do otherwise would be denying the first
principle of hermeneutics to take the Scripture as it reads and to
accept as literal what the Scripture says unless it is mandatory
to symbolize it to retain credibility with the rest of Scripture.

I

I

Columbia Union College
1977-78 School Year
(Not for class distribution)

J#

* * #

J#

Blanco
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APPENDIX

QUOTATIONS ON THE D.A.

FIVE

IN

HEBREWS

It has been often pointed out that this chapter is the best illustration and explanation we possess of the meaning of Leviticus 16, just as it
may be said that the best explanation of this chapter is found in Leviticus
Four parts of the High Priest's work on the Day of Atonement are used
16.
here to express spiritual realities in Christ.
The High Priest superintended
the offering of the sacrifice outside the tabernacle.
Then he entered into
the Holy of Holies with the sacrificial blood. Thereupon he presented the
blood by sprinkling it on and around the Mercy Seat.
And afterwards he returned out of the tabernacle, having accomplished his work. These four actions can be well described as indicating and symbolizing our Lord's Atonement, Access, Appeal, and Advent.

Griffith Thomas, Let Us Go On (Grand Rapids,

1944),

p.

121.

* * *

It is important to observe why the high priesthood of Jesus with the
Christ must be approached through Jesus, son of Jehozadak, why, that is to
say, Hebrews cannot lead us straight to Melchizedek and to Psalm 110.
It is
imperative for his whole argument that Jesus should be high priest, and this
title he cannot derive from that psalm because Melchizedek is called priest
and not high priest.
The Day of Atonement is to loom large in his exposition.
Were Jesus only priest, the argument would not run. All depends upon
his being high priest.
F.

C.

Synge, Hebrews and the Scriptures (London,

1959),

p.

22.

* * *

The ritual of the Day of Atonement, T the Day
( Joma ) ,
mind of the writer throughout this section of the Epistle.
1

B.

F.

Westcott, Hebrews (London,

1889),

p.

is

present to the

281.

* * #

The language which describes Christ's atoning action is coloured with
the phraseology of the Jewish Day of Atonement.
Christ is the High Priest.
He offers His own Blood.
He passes "into" or "through the Tabernacle,"
"through the heavens" (ch. iv. 14).
E.

C.

Wickham, Hebrews (London,

1910),
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On the great day of atonement, the whole ritual centered and culminated in offerings to which an expiatory significance is distinctly ascribed.
At specified times, therefore, during the year, and at the commencement of
every month, expiatory sacrifices for sin were offered for the whole people.
It is, however, the great annual expiation that was specially present to
the writer of this Epistle.
R

-

w

-

Da 'e> The Jewish Temple and the Christian Church

(London,

1871),

196.

p.

* # *

For the ritual of the Day of Atonement there is a detailed explanation
the Epistle to the Hebrews. The very heart of that inspired letter deals
with the atoning work of Christ, our Great High Priest; and in its climactic
ninth chapter all the figures and symbols are drawn from the ritual recorded
in this sixteenth chapter of Leviticus; and, strange to say, reference to
this ritual is found in no other place in the Old Testament.
in

C.

R.

Erdman,

Leviticus (New York,

1951),

p.

71.

* * *

The Epistle is largely a parallel or contrast between the Old Testament
sacrificial ritual and ways in which the death of Christ may be viewed.
The
culminating point of the Old Testament ritual was the sacrifice on the Day
of Atonement.
Here the high priest took part, and the atonement was for the
sins of the People.
And it is with the ministry of the high priest on this
day, in its place, action, and offering, that the high-priestly ministry of
our Lord is chiefly compared.

in

This typology mainly runs upon the line of the high priest's ministry
the holiest, to which Christ's offering of Himself is parallel.

He even throws out fragments of what might be called other typological
systems, that cannot be harmonized with the main system of the Day of Atonement nor fitted into it.
A.

B.

Davidson, Hebrews (Edinburgh,

1882),

p.

196.

* * *

In making his unique use of the ritual of the Day of Atonement the author
of the Epistle to the Hebrews dwells in particular on two of its main features,
the shedding of blood and the entrance into the Holy of Holies: "But Christ
being come an high priest of good things to come, by a greater and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands,
neither by the blood of goats
and calves, but by his own blood he entered in once into the holy place,
into heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us" (Heb. 9:11,12,24). /-*
"Wherefore he is able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God
by him, seeing he
veth to make intercession for them" (Heb. 7:25).
.

.

.

.

I

i

.

.
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As when the atoning ritual had been fulfilled, when the blood had been
sprinkled, when the ceremony within the veil had ended, Aaron, arrayed in
his glorious garments, came forth from the tabernacle and again appeared to
the expectant people, "so Christ also having been offered to bear the sins
of many shall appear a second time apart from sin, to them that wait for
him, unto salvation" (Heb. 9:28 RV).
C.

R.

Erdman, op. cit ., pp. 76, 77.
* * *

He is writing to Hebrews and, throughout his Epistle, expounding the
Hebrew Scriptures, and especially those relating to the law governing the
ceremonies of the Day of Atonement.
A.

C.

Downer, The Principle of Interpretation of the Epistle to the Hebrews
(London, ND), p. 102.
* * *

the less necessary that we should enlarge on the correspondence
between this most important service of the Old Testament dispensation, and
the work of Christ under the New, since it is the part of the Mosaic ritual
which of all others has received the most explicit application from the pen
of inspiration.
It is to this that the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews most especially and frequently refers when pointing to Christ for the
great realities which were darkly revealed under the ancient shadows.
He
tells us that through the flesh of Christ, given unto death for the sins of
the world, a new and living way has been provided into the Holiest, as
through a veil, no longer concealing and excluding from the presence of God,
but opening to receive every penitent transgressor (of which, indeed, the
literal rending of the veil at Christ's death was a matter-of-fact announcement); that through the blood of Jesus we can enter not only with safety,
but even with boldness, into the region of God's manifested presence; that
this arises from Christ Himself having gone with His own blood into the
heavens, that is, presenting Himself there as the perfected Redeemer of His
people, who had borne for them the curse of sin, and forever satisfied the
justice of God concerning it; and that the sacrifice by which all this has
been accomplished, being that of one infinitely worthy, is attended with
none of the imperfections belonging to the Old Testament service, but is
adequate to meet the necessities of a guilty conscience, and to present the.
sinner, soul and body, with acceptance before God.
It

P.

is

Fairbairn, The Typology of Scripture , Zondervan reprint (Grand Rapids,
ND), p. 342.
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APPENDIX SIX

QUOTATIONS REGARDING HEBREWS 9:6-9

The Holy Spirit himself shows so clearly, by both the division of the
Tabernacle into a Holy and a Holy of Holies and the nature of the ordinances
that were prescribed for the whole Tabernacle services, that all this is
only a temporary thing, a figure and parable of the time when God brings the
right arrangement.
This time is now here.
We now have the final High Priest
and the ministrant in the heavenly Sanctuary (8:1,2).
touto
is emphatic: "this" is what the Holy Spirit indicates by the arrangement of the old Tabernacle and the priestly services for which it was
designed, "this," namely "that not yet (at that time) has there been made
manifest the way to the (final) Holy Place" in heaven; we have the infinitive
in indirect discourse (R. 1048) in apposition with touto (R. 1078).
God
ordered the whole construction, arrangement, and services of the Tabernacle
(8:5); since all of this was for the sancti f cation of Israel, the writer
now says that "the Holy Spirit" indicates what this Tabernacle, etc., really
signifies regarding the heavenly Sanctuary and the High-priestly ministration of Jesus, the Spirit being the Sanctifier.
The perfect tense of the
infinitive extends over the whole time during which the Tabernacle arrangement stood as a figure; during all of that time the Spirit said: The way to
the heavenly Sanctuary "has not yet been made manifest" by me, the real High
Priest has not yet come.
i

The genitive absolute: "the f rst Tabernacl e still having its position,"
points out the significant feature that the way to the heavenly Sanctuary remains unmanifested while the division between the first and the second Tabernacle, i.e. between the Holy and the Holy of Holies, still stands (see v. 1-3).
i

The readers are acquainted with Matt. 27:51, know that by rending the
inner veil the Spirit himself indicated the end of what the Tabernacle in
the wilderness prefigured.
When the sacrifice of Jesus on Calvary was
complete, when he entered the heavenly Sanctuary with his expiating blood,
all that the figure foreshadowed had come, the way to the heavenly Sanctuary
was manifest at last.
In the heavenly Sanctuary there is no longer a Holy
Place and a Holy of Holies with a veil between them.

—

"Htls
"the first Tabernacle," the Holy Place before the Holy of Holies,
and napa$oArf
s the predicate; the copula is omitted as being unnecessary:
"which (first Tabernacle) a figure regarding the present period."
In what
respect is it such "a figure"? The entire na%' r\v clause explains.
The
qualitative relative says that this first Tabernacle is only a "parable."
"The true Tabernacle" (8:2), the heavenly one, cannot have a division, a
Holy and a Holy of Holies, it can consist only of a unit Sanctuary for the
High-priestly act of our "great High Priest" (4:14). This earthly Holy Place
has only a parabolic significance, one that is effective only for the time
that it is needed.
As a parable or figure it points forward to the time when
it will be no longer needed, when the one heavenly Sanctuary will be
}
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manifested, when a!! parabolic pointers will be forever superseded.
R.

C.

H.

Lenski, Hebrews (Columbus,

1946),

pp.

282-285.

* * *

The exclusion of the very priesthood from the Holy of Holies, the appointment of a chamber of inferior sanctity as the place where the most
sacred rites of the ceremonial service, with only one exception, were to be
observed, is declared to have signified " that the way into the Holiest of
all had not yet been made manifest ." That "first tabernac e, "--separated
from the Most Holy Place by heavy curtains which were never drawn aside except by the High Priest, and by him only once a year, and even then in connection with an unusual ritual of most oppressive solemnity,— wou d have been
altogether unnecessary, if there had been free access to God. While it stood,
priests and people were constantly taught that though God was nearer to them
than to all mankind besides, they could not yet enter into the closest and
most blessed communion with Him.
I

I

think that this inspired and authoritative interpretation of what was
meant by the division of the Jewish sanctuary into the first and second tabernacles, the Holy Place, and the Holiest of all, is of the very greatest value
in illustrating the principles which should guide us in considering all the
parts of the Levitical system.
I

What the Holy Ghost " signified" by excluding not only the people but the
priests from the inner sanctuary, might have been seen by any Jew of ordinary
intelligence.
There was nothing recondite in the arrangement.
It was Intelligible to men wholly ignorant of the truth which was unrevealed before the
coming of Christ.
It must have produced, even upon those who never asked
themselves its meaning, the designed impression.
Every Jew knew that even
the High Priest was permitted to enter the Holy of Holies only once a year,
and that the other priests were never permitted to enter it at all; every
Jew, therefore, would feel that free and habitual access to the immediate
presence of God was checked by Divinely-appointed institutions. This impression he would have, in spite of any arb itrary and fanciful meanings which his
religious teachers might suppose they discovered in the structure of the Holy
Place and its relations to the Holiest of all; and this impression would have
been naturally produced on our own minds had no inspired writer told us what
the Holy Ghost signified.
We have here an authoritative illustration of the manner in which we "
should interpret the symbolic institutions of Judaism; and an
illustration
which plainly discourages the fanciful and arbitrary principles of some typical commentators.
R.

W.

Dale, The Jewi sh Temp
205-2067207:

and the Chr istian Church
~~~

le

(London,

1871),
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But the admission of their highest representative in holy things on one
solitary day in the year taught them that the most Holy place was a place
with which they had to do, and at the same time showed it to be a place very
difficult of access. The ceremonial of the great day of atonement said in
effect: "You need to get in here, but it is barely possible to get in.
You
can be admitted only by deputy, as represented by your officially holy man;
and even he may enter only at rare intervals, and with fear and trembling,'
with blood in his hands to atone for his and your sins.
The door of the
second tabernacle is all but shut against you; open just enough to keep
alive in your hearts at once a sense of your need to get in, and the painful
consciousness that your desire for admission is rather whetted than satisfied."

"The Holy Ghost this (or by this arrangement) indicating that the way
of (into) the Holy place has not yet been manifested, while the first tabernacle has a standing" (ver. 8). The idea is, that the exclusion from the
inner part of the Jewish tabernacle, and the all but entire restriction of
religious service to the outer part, signified "perfect intercourse with God
not yet granted, the highest and therefore abiding form of religion a thing
yet to come." The writer would have his readers see, in the mere fact of
such a division of the tabernacle into a first and second chamber a Divine
intimation that there was a higher boon, a nearer approach to, a more intimate fellowship with God in store for men, which for the present was denied.
"The first part of the tabernacle," he would say, "is yours; the second in
its spiritual significance belongs to the future, to the time of Messiah,
when all things are to undergo renovation.
To cling to legal worship, then,
as something that must last for ever is to shut your ear to the voice of the
sanctuary itself, by its very structure bearing witness to its own insufficiency, and saying to all who have ears to hear: 'I am not for aye.
have
a first and a second chamber, a Near and a Nearer to God.
The first and the
Near is yours, 0 people of Israel, for daily use; the second and the Nearer
is as good as shut against you.
When that which is perfect is come, the
Nearer will be accessible to all, and the vei
and the place outside and al
the services that now go on there wi
cease to exist.™
I

I

I

I

I

In some such sense as this are to be understood the words in the first
clause of ver. 9: "Which (the existence, i.e., or standing of the tabernacle
as a first chamber) is a parable for the time being." The sense is, that
the outer part of the tabernacle, by its position as a first chamber, was a
parable, not in word but in a fabric, teaching the temporary, shadowy, imperfect nature of the dispensation.

A.

B.

Bruce, Hebrews (Edinburgh,

1899), pp.

320-321.

* * *

The arrangement of the earthly sanctuary as such points to a serious
namely, the sharp separation of the Holy from the Holy of Holies, which
creates the differences in the relation of men toward God.
lack,

The "first tent," the Holy Place, is a hindrance toward coming to God.
Hence its elimination is desirable.
The relation toward God must be newly
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ordered and in such a way that everybody, whoever he is, has immediate access
to God.
The "layman" must receive a priestly right.
Only where all the members of the redemptive fellowship have the immediate access, where all
have
become priests of God, has the true order been realized.
Thus the order of
the Old Covenant can only be judged as the "counter-picture," which
points
to the present, for the true way to fellowship with God had not
yet become
manifest, as long as the tabernacle (Moffat: the Dwelling in the Trysting
Tent) continued to stand (v. 8).
J.

Schneider, Hebrews (Grand Rapids,

1957),

pp.

79-80.

* * *

His argument runs very sweetly.
The temple, in that it has a first and
second tabernacle, declares by its very structure that the first is to be
outdated. For what is first,
Ttpdkn, is out of date.
The firstness of the
first tabernacle asserts the greater importance of the second.
a

As long as you have a temple in two halves, so the Holy Spirit
declares
to the present time, it is patent that the sacrifices and offerings
that go
on there are inadequate and are to be replaced by something better.

The argument hinges, and hinges very smoothly, upon the existence of the
first, the dec laratory-of-out-of-dateness tabernacle.
Hebrews is determined to make clear the distinction.
It follows that
heaven there are not two tabernacles or two halves to a tabernacle.

in

Nothing is made of the fact that the high priest had to go through the
first shrine in order to reach the second; the point made is that only the
high priest can enter the Holy of Holies and that he cannot stay there,
and
that the symbol of the ineffectiveness of the Levitical high priest's ministry
is the existence of the first shrine.
F.

C.

Synge, Hebrews and the Scriptures (London,

1959),

pp.

27-28,29.

* * *

The very division of the Holy place from the Holy of Holies and the
restricted access allowed to the latter were a confession that a meetingplace of God and man was not yet found.
It was the same with the ordinances
of service, all was imperfect, material, typical.
But when we pass from sanctuary to ordinances of service, how narrow the
limitations!
After all this elaborate provision, it is only to the outer
chamber that even the priests have access.
Into the inner one penetrates
one person only, the High Priest, once a year, with awful precautions, with
the blood of sacrifice offered for himself as well as for the people.
What
was the meaning which by such restrictions the Holy Spirit designed to impress?
Surely that, while there was room for that abrupt division of the Tabernacle,
a real meeting-place of God with man had not been found.
The division itself
was a parable— a parable to last as long as the dispensation lasted.
It was
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part and parcel of a system of imperfect typical atonements, such as could
never cleanse the conscience bound up with ceremonial rules as to things
to eat and to drink and times to wash carnal ordinances which were as a
burden on men's shoulders till the time should come for putting things on a
better footing.

—

E.

C.

Wickham, Hebrews (London,

—

1910),

pp. xxvi,xxxvi.

# * #

The veil, which formed one wall of it, cut off entrance into the holiest;
only by its removal, that is, by the destruction of the holy place, could the
holiest be thrown open.
In this way it was a parable of the whole Levitical
system, through which, while a certain access to God was granted, real access
into His presence was hindered and deferred till it should be taken out of
the way (ver. 9).
Ver. 9.
A figure ... time then present
rather, which (holy place) is
parable for the time present. The Author still uses present tenses, speaking from the point of view of the record in Scripture.
The word then correctly enough describes "time present" as the Old Testament period, the time
prior to the appearance of the High Priest of the good things to come, but
must be omitted if the descriptive language of the writer be reproduced. The
holy place is a parable, a similitude or symbol; it is this for , that is, not
for the instruction of, but, in reference to , in connection with, the time
time present^ the whole Old Testament pre-Christian age, which is present
from the point of view of the recorded Law. This holy place, as an imperfect
advance towards the true presence of God, and at the same time an obstacle in
the way to it, is an emblem of the first covenant period in service and atone;

a

ment.
A.

B.

Davidson, Hebrews (Edinburgh,
#

1882), p.

171.

* *

This phrase has been used just before (v. 6; comp. v. 2) of the Holy
place as the vestibule, so to speak, of the divine presence-chamber; and it
is very difficult to suppose that it should be suddenly used in another sense
for 'the first (the Mosaic) tabernacle' as opposed to 'the heavenly archetypal
tabernacle' (v. II).
'The first, the outer, tabernacle,' the sanctuary of
habitual worship, did in a most impressive way shew the limits which were
placed upon the worshipper.
While this held a recognised place among divine
institutions the people were separated from the object of their devotion.
All had not as yet the privilege of priests: all priests had not the right
of approach to the divine throne.
Thus the outer sanctuary was the representative symbol of the whole Tabernacle as the place of service.

The Levitical system then, represented by 'the first Tabernacle,' is
described here as a parable 'to serve for' or perhaps 'to last as long as,'
It conveyed its lessons while the preparatory age
the present season.
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continued up to the time of change.
B.

F.

Westcott, Hebrews (London,

1889),

pp,

254,255.

* * *

The great message of Chapters 9 and 10 is of a closed way and then of
an open way
God here emphasizes that the first tabernacle constantly said
to the nation of Israel, God is here, but you cannot come to Him.
That is
what the veil meant, and especially, of course, the second veil. That word
"not," NOT yet
made manifest, should be emphasized constantly.
,

.

.

.

.

This way into the Holiest in Heaven, our access thither,
unto the
continual access and worship described in Hebrews as full growth, is the
great distinction of the work of Christ.
Under the old legal Levitical offerings and gifts the veil was never done away with. There was no access,
there was no coming nigh to God. The way into the holy place now has been
opened as we are to see, and a mighty invitation and exhortation— the great,
central exhortation of Hebrews (10.19), sounds out, to enter into it with
boldness
(See IO.I9ff.)
.

,

.

W.

R.

Newell, Hebrews (Chicago,

1947),

pp.

* * *

280,281.

.

.
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APPENDIX SEVEN

QUOTATIONS REGARDING HEBREWS 10:20

This verse revives the thought of Chap. V 20, of Jesus as at once our
forerunner preceding us into the presence of God, and our high priest. The
way is new not the old road of outward sacrifice, but the devotion of
willing hearts.
Jesus dedicated it to the use of the redeemed host by first
travelling along it himself (for the essence of the dedication consisted in
a solemn opening for the first time to public use).
1

:

,

Frederick Randall, Epistle to the Hebrews (London,

1888),

p.

87.

* * #

The writer is almost prepared to say that the entry of Christ into the
heavenly places consecrated them to be a sanctuary.
C.

T.

Vaughan, Epistle to the Hebrews (London,
* * *

1896),

p.

121.
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APPENDIX EIGHT

QUOTATIONS REGARDING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FIRST APARTMENT

The parabolic nature of the Holy Place in the Tabernacle of the wilderness is thus fully shown. All the services for which it was designed were
not the completeness which the Spirit intended for the conscience. This
very incompleteness pointed forward to the time when all would be complete
and right according to the Spirit's design. This blessed period had now
come since Jesus had shed and offered his blood to God in the divine Sanctuary.

The very fact that the Tabernacle has this anterior chamber shows that
this could not be the final Sanctuary that had been designed by the. Spirit
for the expiation of our sins.
As long as the Holy Place stood before the
Holy of Holies, the latter was marked as not being the final Sanctuary.
R.

C.

H.

Lenski, Hebrews (Columbus,

1946),

p.

283.

* * *

IX. 1-14.
The two ministries are now contrasted, in order to show that
the Old Testament institutions were imperfect, and pointed beyond themselves
to that real access to God which we have obtained through Christ.

6-10.
Of the two divisions of the Tabernacle only the first was used
for the regular service. The High Priest alone was permitted to enter the
holy of holies, and that only once a year, on the Day of Atonement, when he
bore into the presence of God the sacrificial blood, which covered his own
sins as well as the sins of the people (6f.). The Scripture which lays down
these rules was inspired by the Holy Spirit, and was meant to teach, in
symbolic fashion, that a way was not yet opened into the immediate presence
of God: this is implied in the very existence of a fore-tent, curtained off
from the holy of holies.

Arthur

S.

Peake, Commentary on the Bible (London,

1919),

p.

895.

* # *

... it is part of the author's doctrine that by Christ the distinction between holy place and most holy is abolished.
A.

B.

Bruce, Hebrews

(Edinburgh,

1899), p.

# * *

328.
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As High-priest He entered the true holiest place, a tabernacle greater
and more perfect, even heaven itself.
It is greater; that is, larger.
The
outer sanctuary has ceased to exist, because the veil has been rent in twain,
and the holy place has been taken into the holiest place.
The tabernacle
has now only one chamber, and in that chamber God meets all His worshipping
saints, who come to Him through and with Jesus, the High-priest.
M.

Dods, "Hebrews," The Expositor's Bible (London,

1910),

p.

153.

* * #

Neither is stress laid anywhere on the existence of a holy place in the
true Tabernacle on high.
Such a division seems contrary to the idea of it.
The holy place below existed because of the imperfection of the first covenant and its service, of which it was the emblem (ix. 8,9); but as perfection comes through the ministry of the true Tabernacle, there seems no place
for a division, which is still the type of imperfection.
A.

Davidson, Hebrews (Edinburgh,

B.

1882),

p.

174.

* * #

the outer sanctuary no longer exists.
The larger and more perfect tabernacle is the holiest place itself, when the veil has been removed,
and the sanctuary and courts are all included in the expanded holiest.
•.

M.

.

.

Dods, "Hebrews," The Expositor's Bible (London,

1910),

p.

158.

# * *

But what was the point and the significance of that arrangement? Well,
the Holy Spirit now tells us that:, the way into the holy place hath not yet
been made manifest, while the first tabernacle is yet standing
Upon our
grasping what this sentence means rests our application of the significance
of the Old Testament system of worship.
We must ask ourselves what we understand by the phrase, "the first tabernacle is yet standing." Some may be
inclined to say, that it means simply that as long as the tabernacle that
Moses built was still standing, no-one had any access into the Holiest of all.
.

But that cannot be the meaning, for we must be consistent with the terms
as the writer of this chapter is using them.
And hitherto when he has
talked about the f rst tabernacle, he is referring not to Moses' tabernacle
as distinct from later tabernacles, but to the first compartment in that Old
Testament tabernacle, as distinct from the second compartment. And the Holy
Spirit signifies this, that as long as that first compartment, that first
tabernacle, was yet standing, that is, still had separate status, the way
into the Holy Place, that is the Holiest of All, was not yet made manifest.
i

There is no need for us to knit our eyebrows, for the matter is really
simple.
It means that in that old tabernacle there hung a veil, and it was
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the veil that kept people out from the Holy Place,
the Holiest of a
At
the sane time it was the veil that divided the
building into two parts
It
was the veil that gave to the first part its
separate status.
f you were
to take the veil away from the Old Testament
tabernacle, you would be left
with one general compartment.
And of course immediately you take the veil
away the way into the Holiest of all is made
manifest; but so long as a
veil hung there, and divided the building
into two, and thus made that first
compartment a separate place distinct from the Holiest
of all, the way into
the Hoi est of a
was not yet made manifest.
I

I

I

i

I

I

We shall see later that there is a beautiful
contrast nowadays in the
true tabernacle in which we are privileged to
worship. There are not two
compartments now there is no veil now; our way is open
into the holiest of
all for the simple reason that there is no
veil and there are not any longer
two compartments but only one.
There is no veil nowadays between God and
His people spiritually speaking (though in
the physical sense there is- see
the usage in ch. 6:19-20).
David Gooding, An Unshakeable Kingdom (Canada,

1976),

pp.

109-110.

* * *

v. 8 the very fact that in the earthly Tabernacle
the Holy Place
has its position before the Holy of Holies is pointed
out as evidence
that the way into the heavenly Holy of Holies has not
yet been made manifest
Are we now to believe that such an anteroom still has
its position, an eter-'
nal position, in front of the Holy of Holies of
heaven, and that despite
this fact this anteroom is now not the evidence that it
is in v
8 but rather
the opposite, evidence that the way into the heavenly
Sanctuary has been made
manifest?^ This surely cannot be the case.
If there is an anteroom in heaven
as there is in Moses' Tabernacle, the two anterooms cannot
have an opposite
significance, to say nothing of this division of heaven apart
from any significance regarding the way to the heavenly Ho ly of Ho es.
In

still

I

R.

H.

C.

Lenski, Hebrews (Columbus,

1946),

pp.

i

290-291.

* * *

The holy place has no existence strictly in the heavenly
sanctuary the
is torn aside, and the whole is a holy of holies, God's
true dwellinq3

veil

place.
A.

B.

Davidson, Hebrews (Edinburgh,

1882), p. 201.

* * *

...

the exact meaning of our author here, with whom the point
is not
the contrast between the two parts of the sanctuary, but the division
between
them, and the hiding of the one from those engaged in worship in the
other.
Del

i

tzsch , Vol.

2,

(Edinburgh,

1870),

p.

* * *

67.
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there is nothing said in our present passage of a difference or
contrast between the Tupwxn and the aeuxepa annvrt.
inasmuch as this distinction was destined (according to ver. 8) to last only jiexP - Katpou
.

.

.

1

6uop$(jGaea)s

... in the heavenly world there is no longer any veil (xaxcxTt^Taaya)
between the place of God's own immediate presence and that of His manifestation to blessed spirits, and consequently no thought of separation, much less
of difference or contrast between them, as of a upoaxn
and 6euxepa aKnvn*.
Del itzsch ,

Vol. 2,

(Edinburgh,

1870),

p.

80.

# * *

xa ayua
to that of n

is a technical term and = "the Holy Place"; its use is similar
annvn, "the Tabernacle," which constitutes "the Sanctuary"
where the presence of God dwells.
In 9:3, etc., the Tabernacle of Moses is
described with its two places, the Holy and the Holy of Holies.
In heaven
the two are one, and there is no veil between them; and it is of the heavenly
"Holy" that our passage speaks.
We may accept the translation "Sanctuary" in
our versions as being correct in substance.

R.

C.

H.

Lenski, Hebrews (Columbus,

1946),

* *

p.

251.

¥r

Herein in an especial manner was the whole a type of the flesh of Christ,
that there was no entrance to be laid open into the holy place but by the
rending of the veil.
The time when the high priest entered into it, it was
indeed turned aside; whereon it immediately closed again, and forbade an
entrance and a prospect unto others. Wherefore there could be no entrance
into that holy place, such as would have been of old upon the rending of the
in

vei
J.

I

.

Owen, Hebrews (Edinburgh,

1855),

p.

* * *

506.
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APPENDIX NINE

QUOTATIONS REGARDING THE ANTITHETICAL NATURE OF THE SANCTUARY TYPE

The priesthood Is the basis of the economy, vii. II. And what is important in the priest is his order. The kind of sacrifice he offers, the place
where he ministers it, the nature of his approach unto God, and consequently
the nature of the covenant relation between God and the People, and the
degree to which the redemptive promises of God are realized— all depend
upon his order or kind of personality.
The first covenant had a priesthood
after the order of Aaron, created by the law of a fleshly commandment—mortal
men, having infirmity, vii. 16,28; its sanctuary of this world, ix. I, the
very construction of which intimated that the way Into the presence of God
was yet barred, ix. 8; its ministry there, ix. 7; and its sacrifices which
could not reach the conscience, ix. 9, nor take away sin, x. 2,3. The new
covenant has its priest after the order of Melchisedec, vii. II, made priest
according to the power of an indissoluble life, vii. 16; a minister of the
true Tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, not man, vii. 1,2, that is, heaven,
where God is present in truth, ix. 24 with his ministry in that sanctuary,
vii. 3-6, ix. 11,12; and its sacrifice truly removing sin, ix. 12, and cleansing the conscience, ix. 14, and perfecting for ever them that are sanctified,
x. 14; comp. vii. II, ix. 13,14.
Each of these two sets of things hangs
together in itself, and the two sets are incapable of confusion; no element
of the one series can be introduced into the other.

—

The Melchisedec high priest goes through the same priestly acts as the
Levitical or Aaronic, but his order, that is, virtually the nature of his
person, alters the character of these acts, and makes them, instead of being
fleshen and figurative, spiritual and possessing ideal validity.
the only high-priestly act of ministry referred to is the entering of the high priest within the veil on the day of atonement, to which
Christ's entrance into the sanctuary on high corresponds.
.

.

.

The order of Melchisedec is that He s a priest for ever. This point,
which concerns the Priest Himself, does not cause Him to perform other priestly
acts from those performed by Aaron, but it implies that His priestly acts
are final, and that through them He dedicates an eternal covenant, which He
ever liveth to sustain.
i

In truth, "heaven," the region of realities and things themselves and
God's presence, and "Levitical" or Aaronic, the region of the copies of things
and "this world," mutually exclude each other.
But, further, the reasoning
in vii. II, etc., shows that in the view of the Epistle, the Son's descent
from Judah, and not from Levi, threw Him outside of the order of Aaron (see
Our Lord, therefore, was never a priest after the order of Aaron,
notes).
but always, from the moment He was a priest at all, a priest after the order
of Melchisedec.

His ministry corresponds to that of the high priest.

A

ministry consists
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oif three things:
a place of ministration or sanctuary; priestly action there
and an approach unto God; and an offering or sacrifice.
The ministry of the
ordinary priests is not here important: the priests go in continually into
the first Tabernacle, accomplishing their services (ix. 6). The comparison
lies between the ministry of Christ and that of the high priest: into the
second goeth the high priest alone, once in the year, not without blood,
which he offereth for himself and for the errors of the people (ix. 7).
Corresponding to this: Christ, an High Priest of the good things that were
to come, through a greater Tabernacle, and through His own blood, entered
in once for all into the holiest, and obtained eternal redemption (ix.
11,12).

Aaron entering in once in the year into the holiest, for a moment, the
closing behind him again when he returned, and obtaining no true and
permanent access to God (x. 1-4,11); Christ entering in once for all into
the holiest, from which He comes no more out, —for to enter into the true
holiest with His offering is to obtain eternal redemption (ix. 12-14, x. 10,
14,18), and in virtue of the redemption obtained He is enabled to enter in,
and there to abide for us, the surety of an eternal covenant (vii. 22, ix.
24, x. 19): Having offered one sacrifice for sins for ever, He sat down on
the right hand of God.
veil

This comparison speaks for itself.
No mind but one already possessed
by preconceptions derived from other sources or suggested by itself could
fail to perceive that what is here exhibited is no solemn scenic repetition
on a higher stage of the drama of the Atonement already enacted elsewhere,

but the culminating scene of that very drama itself.
A.

B.

Davidson, Hebrews (Edinburgh,

1882), pp.

148,149,150,198-199.

* * *

Beginning with verse 25 another word, important for the understanding
of Christ's high-priestly ministry, is emphasized, namely, the word "once/'
The one sacrifice of Christ is valid once and for all; it need never be repeated.
Its efficacy is so comprehensive, so vast in scope, that it has
taken away the sins of "the many."
it comprises "the whole history and all
of mankind."
The "once" stands over against the "oftentimes." Again and again, year
after year, a sacrificial animal had to be slaughtered in the Old Covenant;
ever and anon the high priest had to go into the Holy of Holies in order to
bring the atoning blood into God s presence.
The word "often" betrays the
inadequacy 'of the Old Testament order.
The work of Christ is not marked by
the word "often" but by the word "once." But "once" means once and for all.
T

•

G

-

Vos

'

Hebrews (Edinburgh,

1855), p.

90.

* * *
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May we discern a motive which might have influenced the writer of this
epistle, though well acquainted with the local position of the incensealtar in the outer sanctuary, to assign it nevertheless to the holy of holies?
Such a motive may certainly be discovered, and is indeed recognised by Bleek
" The sacred writer ," so says Bleek, and after him Tholuck, " regards
himself.
the holy of holies without its veil as a symbol of the heavenly sanctuary
and had therefore a direct interest in regarding the altar whose incenseoblation symbolized the prayers of saints (Rev. vii. 3 sq.) as pertaining to
this inner sanctuary ." This is the exact truth.
,

F.

Delitzsch, Hebrews (Edinburgh,

1872), p. 55.
* * *

the writer uses "the Holy Place" and not the Holy of Holies and
what the high priest did there when he is bringing out the inadequacy of the
Tabernacle and its function. He is wise in this procedure. The very fact
that the Tabernacle has this anterior chamber shows that this could not be
the final Sanctuary that had been designed by the Spirit for the expiation
of our sins.
As long as the Holy Place stood before the Holy of Holies, the
latter was marked as not being the final Sanctuary.
.

R.

C.

.

H.

.

Lenski, Hebrews

(Columbus,

1946), p. 287.

* # *

Many things ensued on the weakness and imperfection of the types which
would not allow that there should be a perfect, complete resemblance in them
of the substance itself, that all things between them should exactly answer
unto one another.
Hence they did at best but obscurely represent the good
things to come, and in some things it was not possible but there should be a
great discrepancy between them.
J.

Owen, Hebrews

(Edinburgh,

1855),
*

p.

387.

* *

What has been said illustrates the freedom with which the writer treats
the typical relation between the Levitical ceremonies and the spiritual realities which he sees behind them. The correspondence which he insists on permanently is in general idea, not of detail with detail. The truths imaged
are themselves described in figures, figures borrowed generally from the
typical "copies"; and the figures change.
E.

C.

Wickham, Hebrews (London,

1910), pp. 83-84.
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APPENDIX TEN

REFERENCES IN THE NEW TESTAMENT TO THE DAY OF ATONEMENT
APART FROM THOSE IN HEBREWS AND REVELATION

Each use of hi laskomai
Day of Atonement.
Let us consider

I

in

John 2:

the New Testament employs the basic image of the

in

its setting:

we say we have fellowship with him while we walk in darkness, we lie
and do not live according to the truth; but if we walk in the light, as
he is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, and the blood
of Jesus his Son cleanses us from all sin.
f we say we have no sin,
we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.
f we confess our
sins, he is faithful and just, and will forgive our sins and cleanse us
from all unrighteousness.
If we say we have not sinned, we make him a
liar, and his word is not in us.
My little children,
am writing this
to you so that you may not sin; but if any one does sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous; and he is the expiation for our sins, and not for ours only but also for the sins of the
whole world. (I John 1:6-2:2 RSV)
If

I

I

I

We also wish to remind ourselves of the use of hi laskoma
in Heb. 2:17 in
order to' rightly understand both passages and their relationship to the Day
of Atonement.
We will read this also in its context.
But we see Jesus, who for a little while was made lower than the angels,
crowned with glory and honor because of the suffering of death, so that
by the grace of God he might taste death for every one.
Since
therefore the children share in flesh and blood, he himself likewise
partook of the same nature, that through death he might destroy him who
has the power of death, that is, the devil, and deliver all those who
through fear of death were subject to lifelong bondage.
Therefore
he had to be made like his brethren in every respect, so that he might
become a merciful and faithful high priest in the service of God, to
make expiation for the sins of the people. (Heb. 2:9,14,15,17 RSV)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Let it be closely observed that the passages are not speaking primarily about
work being done in the heavenly sanctuary but about a priestly sacrifice
The death of Christ is the focus of these verses.
for the sins of the world.
Christ became our high priest in order to taste death for every man and thus
The death on the cross is priestly work,
to destroy the devil and his works.
Not idly have we spoken
for our Lord was high priest before his crucifixion.
Jesus entered "within the veil"
of John 17 as his high priestly prayer.
Thus Heb. 9:14
So says Heb. 6:19,20.
after having become a high priest.
speaks of Him as offering Himself in sacrifice.
a

I

John 2:2 is an integral part of the pattern of

thetical nature of the verses should be noted.

I

The antiJohn 1:5-2:6.
with 1:6 the following

Cf.
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Thus
verse; with 1:8 its following verse; and with 1:10 compare 2: Iff.
John 1:7 and 9.
It is speaking of
John 2:2 is identical in meaning with
In the Old Testament we have an
the pur f ication and forgiveness of sins.
intimate relationship between kathar zo" and ex? askoma , for the plural
hamartioh as we have seen is limited by the LXX in its cultic references to
asmos for
Ex. 30:10; Lev. 23:27f; 25:9 use
ex)
the Day of Atonement.
See the close juxtaposikaphar im , and Ex. 29:36 and 30:10 use kathar smos
a typical cultic verdict.
tion of forgiveness and atonement in Lev. 4:31
Compare
John thus in 2:2 echoes the well-known cultic sequence of Yom Kippur
Lev. 16:24,34.
I

I

i

i

i

I

(

?

I

.

i

—

.

Why are these passages (I John 4:10 but echoes 2:2) significant for our
study of the Day of Atonement in Hebrews? Because we have'been guilty of
separating in our thought "the atonement" from the day of the atonement.
While many have recognized the former as applying to the cross, we have balked
Yet by Day of Atonement is meant preat applying the second the same way.
cisely the time of the offering up of the atoning sacrifice. Hebrews, as we
have seen, shies from speaking of the sprinkling of blood on the mercy seat
The context of
lest some lessen the significance of the Calvary offering.
This is what
Heb. 2:17 and similar passages is the death of our high priest.
accomplished propitiation and expiation. Our Lord indeed is making intercession for us as heavenly priest, but it is done by His presence, for His atoning work is already finished, and He has sat down as a Conqueror ready to
claim the trophies of His victory.
Fundamental still to the thinking of some is the error of our pioneers that
If we intended by such a belief only
the atonement only began at the cross.
the fact that not all the consequences of Christ's perfect redemptive work
But as
at Calvary are yet worked out, such a view would not be harmful.
usually stated the glory of the cross is eclipsed and the testimony of many
Consider, for example, the following:
New Testament scriptures muted.
For if while we were enemies we were reconci led to God by the death of
his Son, much more, now that we are reconciled, shall we be saved by
Not only so, but we also rejoice in God through our Lord
his life.
Jesus Christ, through whom we have now received our reconciliation.
(Rom. 5: 10-11 RSV)
For in him all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell, and through
him to reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or in heaven,
making peace by the blood of his cross. And you, who once were estranged
and hostile in mind, doing evil deeds, he has now reconciled in his
body of flesh by his death, in order to present you holy and blameless
and irreproachable before him.

this is from God, who through Christ reconciled us to himself and
gave us the ministry of reconciliation; that is, God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself, not counting their trespasses against
So we are
them, and entrusting to us the message of reconciliation.
ambassadors for Christ, God making his appeal through us. We beseech
For our sake he made
you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God.
might become the
so
him
sin
who
knew
no
sin,
that
in
we
him to be

All
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righteousness of God.
Such statements are
The former wrote:

in

I

5:18-21 RSV)

strong contrast to those of Crosier and Uriah Smith.

The atonement was made
p

(2 Cor.

in

the sanctuary, but Calvary was not such a

ace.

Therefore, He did not begin the work of making the atonement, whatever
the nature of that work may be, till after His ascension when by his
own blood He entered the heavenly sanctuary for us. (Crosier, Day Star
Extra , Feb. 7, 1846)
And Uriah Smith:

Christ did not make the atonement when He shed his blood upon the cross.
Let this fact be fixed forever in the mind.
Looking Unto Jesus 237)
(

,

Such statements have been echoed for over a hundred years as readers of our
sanctuary literature know. They are usually linked with other errors, such
as the denial that Christ was a priest on Calvary.
Smith also writes:
In this case, as in the type, the offering and the usual priestly work
But when Christ suffered for us, in what capacity
precede the atonement.
was he acting?
Not as our priest, but only as the offering; for he was
put to death by wicked hands, even as the victims of old were slain by
the sinner.
It was as the sacrifice and offering that he bore our sins
Here the blood was provided with which he was
in his body on the tree.
to minister.
This was an act preparatory to the priestly work he was to
perform in the true sanctuary above; the atonement is the last service
Those who make the offering to be the same as
he renders as priest.
the atonement, confound together events that are more than eighteen
hundred years apart. The offering was general. Christ died for all
the world. The sacrifice was offered to all who would accept of it.
But the atonement at the close is specific; it is made only for those
who seek the benefits of his redeeming work, by "repentance toward God,
238-239)
and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ." Acts 20:21.
Ibid

—

(

.

,

H. Watson, president of the General Conference, could write similarly
the I930's:

C.

in

In the work of the atonement two essentials are to be observed, a sacriThe priest's work began after the sacrifice
fice, and a priest. . .
See also 157.)
was slain. ( The Atoning Work of Christ , 92.
.

Such statements have been multiplied despite the plain testimony of Scripture
in such passages as Heb. 10:11,12; 9:14; 7:27.

Crosier, Smith, Watson, and others wrote as though the priest worked chiefly
But repeatedly the Old Testament says otherwise.
within the holy places.
See Num. 18:3,5,7, which show that the priest's work was continually by the
Ellen White never copied the errors of her
brazen altar of sacrifice.
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associates but spoke plainly of Christ as priest at His death.
25,757.
of Ages

See Pes re
i

,

Dan. 9:24 plainly foretold the atonement ("to make atonement for iniquity")
as falling within the seventy weeks prophecy, being accomplished in the
midst of the last week, and thus confirming the eternal covenant, and causing sacrifices and oblations to cease.
The Old Testament chapter which has most to say about atonement is Lev.
16.
Compare its 14 usages with the total of 48 in the book of Leviticus.
We err if we separate the atonement from the Day of Atonement the latter
"Cleansing" is never an empirical moral transaction
symbolized the former.
in Leviticus, but a "declaring clean" on the basis of faith in the shed
The case is identical in
John 1:7.
blood of a sacrifice.

—

I

Some have criticized the KJV rendering of Rom. 5:11 which speaks of our havIt is true that the original word here is
ing received the "atonement."
precisely
the term used in the LXX for the Hebrew
kata ege but this is
Scripture
has
three dimensions: towards God it is proAtonement in
kipper
pitiation; towards sin it is expiation; towards sinners it is reconciliation.
Rom. 3:25 speaks of Christ as our mercy seat, i.e. as the place of atonement.
See RSV rendering.
The text speaks of expiation which implies propitiation.
Rom 5:18 assures us that the righteous act of Christ has brought "acquitta
Could language be stronger than that in expressing
and life for all men."
a comp eted atonement?
I

—

I

.

I

Scripture asserts that Christ's
But the. evidence is much stronger still.
resurrection was the evidence of our Lord's finished work of propitiation.
Similarly, Pentecost spoke of
Compare also
Cor. 15:17.
Read Rom. 4:25.
the Father's acceptance of that finished work and was symbolic of the anointSee Acts 2:33.
ing of the heavenly sanctuary made possible by the cross.
I

Nor is the testimony of Hebrews contrary to that of the other epistles.
Chapter 13 assures us that God brought Christ from the dead "by the blood of
the eternal covenant." This agrees with Rom. 4:25.
But the witness of Hebrews to a completed work by Christ on. the cross is not
It is found in the introductory verses, and
left to the closing chapter.
It was after Christ "had made purithen frequently repeated thereafter.
fication for sins" that He "sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on
Compare 2:9; 10:12,13; 12:2. These passages assure us that
high" (1:4).
Christ's heavenly enthronement was the evidence and reward of an accomplished
In Heb. 9:22 it is the shedding of blood, not its sprinkling,
propitiation.
The sprinkling is but emblematic of apthat guarantees remission of sins.
plication of the remedy not the remedy itself.

—

The emphasis on the Day of Atonement in Hebrews is most significant for the
The services of that day symbolized the finding of
issue under discussion.
a way of access to God's presence through the complete expiation of sin.
The work of sprinkling upon the mercy seat followed the right of access
through the shed blood, and the worshippers expected a speedy reappearance
When
of their Representative, not a prolonged work in the second apartment.
Christ left His grave-clothes in the tomb and appeared, to His believers with
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—

the claim that all power in heaven and earth had been given to Him He was
enacting the work of the High Priest who after making the atonement, changed
his garments and reappeared to bless the people.
Thus in Hebrews we find such passages as 2:17. This reconciliation is identical with the "eternal redemption" spoken of in 9:24 as something already
obtained in the first century. He entered the presence of God "through His
Compare 9:14. These verses are important as they show
own blood" 9:12.
conclusively that Calvary was the ground of entrance into the heavenly sanctuary.
He did not enter to make atonement but to claim the benefits of an
already accomplished atonement. After the veil was rent in the Jerusalem
temple symbolizing Christ's completion of the sacrifice which shattered the
barrier between sinners and the holy God, He could never again be like the
We do
Levitical high priest outside the veil with the work still undone.
Rather, we find him
not read of Melchizedek as priest ever sacrificing.
So it is with our
He communicated the fruits of prior sacrifice.
blessing.
Every Lord's Supper with
great King Priest after the order of Melchizedek.
its reminder of the blessing of sins forgiven tells the same story of a
sealed covenant, sealed by the blood of Christ's sacrifice.

Apart from an isolated reference in Acts, the didactic treatment in Hebrews,
and the allusions in the Apocalypse, we have still another didactic reference
to the Day of Atonement in Rom. 3:25 according to many scholars, and further
allusions in the gospel record. To these we now turn.
It is in some respects the most
3:25 has long been a storm center.
Part of the Acropolis
important of all passages hailed as a Crux interpretum
its testimony must not be over(so-called) of the New Testament Rom. 3:25
As a locus classicus this verse is not susceptible of slick ready
looked.
exegesis and we will not presume to attempt the cutting of all the gordian
Rather, we wish to make some suggestions for which there
knots involved.
are strong grounds, and which if accepted will contribute towards the purpose
of this document, but which if rejected will in no wise be damaging to our
central theses.

Rom.

.

—

—

TDNT III, p. 320ff), and to the comments
We refer the reader to F. Buchsel
of G. Friedrich, 0. Kuss, P. Althaus, 0. Michel, K. Barth in their expositions on Romans, particularly Rom. 3:25. These are German scholars who opOutside Germany the view
pose the view popular in Germany since Deissmann.
that Rom. 3:25 is strongly linked to the Day of Atonement is not only widely
recognized but almost taken for granted. A. Nygren, T. W. Manson, P. J.
Leenhardt, A. M. Hunter, C. K. Barrett, F. F. Bruce, and D. E. H. Whiteley
However, we are not engaging in a numbers game to
into this category.
fa
establish a truth of biblical exegesis, and therefore will briefly indicate
the evidence for this position.
(

I

I

First, it is impossible to deny that Paul was fully aware of the relationto Yom Ki ppur
ship of h laster ion to the ancient tabernacle, and special
Exclusively in the LXX hi laster ion signifies the place of sacrificial expiation. (Twenty-one of the twenty-seven occurrences of hi lasterion in the LXX
Even the five occurrences in Eze. 43 probably are
are translations of rHD3
See Eze. 43:20.
because the altar ledge there referred to paralleled kapporeth
.

i

.

.
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The final instance, that of Amos 9:1, is almost certainly an error from misreading the Hebrew.
Thus as Young says, "the likelihood of this LXX usage
being the source of Paul's designation of Christ as a hi lasterion borders on
certainty." 0p_. erf., 337.)
In ttie Pauline context the reference to "by his
blood" certainly points us to the Day of Atonement when the mercy seat, the
hi lasterion , received the expiating blood.
Dr. Young has written:
In a context which has so powerfully expounded a doctrine of
universal
sin, reaching its climax in Rom. 3:25, it is natural for a Jewish writer
to fall back upon the key terms of the only Old Testament institution
where such community sin was dissolved. (N. H. Young, Ibid ., 295)

He further adds:

The Day of Atonement ritual with the blood sprinkled upon the hi lasterion
by the high priest is the most likely parallel textual ly, the most informative parallel exegetica ly, and the closest parallel linguistically.
Textual ly, the Pauline affinities with the LXX are undisputed; exegetically
the Day of Atonement gives a mass of suggestive and profound interpretations; and linguistically only the Day of Atonement texts can explain
the joining of "by his blood" to " hi lasterion"
Ibid , 297)
I

.

(

.

If Buchsel, Michel, Barth, Nygren, etc. are correct, what significance
has
their conclusions for us in our present study? According to C. F. D. Moule,
the lack of the article before hi lasterion is due to its being an accusative
used predicatively.
Phi lo is known to have parallels to such construction.
This would imply that it is primarily the function of the mercy seat that
Paul alludes to rather than identity.
But it is quite certain that the
mercy seat was the most important cultic item of the sanctuary. This was
where atonement was made for the sins of the people of God, and it is not
possible to think that Paul was unaware of that fact. Our "so-what" inquiry
is answered by the evidence that Paul saw in Calvary the antitype of the
entrance into the Most Holy where the mercy seat was located.

Nygren, Manson, and others have suggested certain parallels and contrasts in
their elucidation of the hi lasterion
The ancient mercy seat was hidden from
view, but now Christ is publicly set forth to the whole world; the blessings
of^the mercy seat once were claimed by cultic ritual, but now they are received through faith alone; the tabernacle mercy seat was sprinkled with
animal blood, but both Hebrews and Romans imply that the redemptive accomplishment is through the applied blood of the Son of God.
.

The blood sprinkled on the mercy seat was warm.
It had to be uncoagu ated,
or sprinkling would have been impossible.
It is just as impossible to separate
the antitypical blood-shedding and entrance to the Most Holy.
Rom. 3:25 tells
us that our Lord entered the Most Holy Place in immediate connection with
His death.
While Adventists have realized that the slaying of the goat on
the Day of Atonement was not fulfilled in 1844, they have endeavored to
separate the aspersion on the mercy seat till that time—something exegetically,
theologically, and logically unsound.
I

A-

The reader should look again at our comment on page
ficance of the word "atonement" in this manuscript.
on Dan. 9:24 in chapter three.
Desmond Ford

48 regarding the signi
See also our comments
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APPENDIX ELEVEN

THE GOSPELS AND THE DAY OF ATONEMENT

Even reading the passion narrative superficially suggests Jesus as the antitype of the Passover lamb.
But there are less prominent motifs embedded in
the same accounts.
Consider the words of J D. M. Derrett:
.

they linked Jesus's sufferings with the usual dramatic preparation of the High Priest, on the Even of the Day of Atonement.
The
latter was taken to an upper chamber , where he communed with the 'elders
of the Court.'
He was adjured , and was kept awake all night.
The tending of the Altar f re , which normally took place about cock-crow , was
advanced, and before cock-crow the Altar was made ready for the High
Priest's personal sacrifice.
During the ceremonies the High Priest was
robed and disrobed several times and his final vestments were glorious.
The gospel texts have retained the coincidences, some of them trifling
in themselves, because the role of the High Priest and the outlines of
his ritual were perfectly well known, and because a succession of mere
hints was enough to make the point that Jesus was the rea High Priest
and was just about to effect the rea
(and everlasting) Atonement.
That
he was interrogated by the High Priest and elders in the High Priest's
dwelling (and we note in passing the gospel's stumbling over the place
of the meeting and the exact identity of the chief interrogator) is a
perfect piece of New Testament irony. And that the Day of Atonement
and Passover have little in common seemed irrevelant, on the theory
that Jesus's life summed up and gave meaning to all the Torah
Law in
~"
~~
the New Testament [London, 1970], 410-411)
.

.

.

i

I

.

(

When we add to this the little touch in John's resurrection account about
the folded clothes left in the tomb and recall Lev. 16:23 the picture becomes
clearer still. Even the evangelists concerned apparently with the history
of the. atonement are not negligent of its theological implications and the
typical antecedents.

The Old Testament picture in Leviticus 16 brings to view one who after preliminary ritual was without sin. This one by his solitary labors reconciled
He brought the blood of a spotless offering into the
the nation to God.
presence of God and the whole nation was accepted in his acceptance. Then
he returned to the waiting penitents to bless them, and on every fiftieth
year the Jubilee trumpets sounded on the Day of Atonement and the people rejoiced as never before in their whole lifetime. The New Testament assures
us that the reality has come in Jesus our great High Priest who has made
atonement for our transgressions. Therefore are we accepted in the beloved,
That has been the good news
and gladly rejoice in His imputed righteousness.
31
Reconciled
morning
in
AD.
by our Representaever since the resurrection
tive, in God's reckoning we too have entered within the veil and become
seated in heavenly places at God's right hand. Eph. 2:6.

Desmond Ford
*

Mr

*
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APPENDIX TWELVE

STUDIES

IN

THE BOOK OF DANIEL (R. Cottrell)

from
Sabbath School Lesson Quarterly
Senior Division, No. 287, First Quarter,

1967

Page 3
Lessons 5 and 6 present a composite summary of all of the information
Gabriel imparted to Daniel, without attempting (in these two lessons) to
interpret it.
Lessons 7 through 12 turn to the New Testament for the interpretation and application of the prophecies of Daniel given by Christ and
the various New Testament writers.

Page

5

As with all of God's promises and warnings, the covenant blessings were
conditional upon Israel's cooperation.
Again and again we find the word "if"
attached to the promised blessings. "It should be remembered that the promises and the threaten ings of God are alike conditional ."— Evangel ism , p. 695.

Pages 6-7
God purposed, after seventy years of exi le, to restore His people to the
Land of Promise, to renew His covenant, and to carry out His original plan
for them.
All that had been promised might yet come to pass if they learned
the lesson that bitter experience was designed to teach.

"This promise of blessing should have met fulfillment in large measure
during the centuries following the return of the Israelites from the lands
of their captivity.
It was God s design that the whole earth be prepared
for the first advent of Christ, even as today the way is preparing for His
second coming." Prophets and Kings , pp. 703,704.
T

Page 14
Study Aim To understand and appreciate God's purpose for the salvation
of the world through the Jewish people during the restoration era that followed the Babylonian exile.
:

Page

15

ntroduction According to Daniel 9:24, RSV, seventy "weeks of years,"
or 490 years, dating from the restoration decree, were allotted the Jews in
which to fulfill their appointed mission as the covenant people.
This is
known as the restoration era.
As the inspired writers make abundantly clear,
it was God's purpose that the good news of salvation should go to all the
world during this period of time, and that Messiah should come, die for His
I

:
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people, rise again, and establish His eternal kingdom.
What God is accomplishing through His church on earth today, He originally purposed to do for
the world through Israel, the chosen nation, during the restoration era.
See
Prophets and Kings pp. 713,714.
,

Much additional information about God's purpose for the returned exiles
provided by other Old Testament writers of the captivity-restoration era.
Their perspective is helpful in understanding how, in the purpose of God,
the prophecies of Daniel could and would have been fulfilled to literal
Israel had her rulers and people proved faithful to their covenant privileges and responsibilities.
This insight into what might have been, provides
a firm basis for understanding the way in which Christandthe New Testament
writers later interpreted and. applied these same prophecies, once the Jewish
nation had ceased to be God's chosen instrument for the conversion of the
wor d.
is

—

—

I

The Hebrew word translated "weeks" is a derived form of the word for
"seven," meaning a period of time made up of seven units or subdivisions,
whether seven days or seven years a hebdomad.
In chapter 10:2 Daniel relates that he was in mourning for "three full weeks," literally, "three full
hebdomads [weeksH of days." Evidently, when Daniel intended a hebdomad of
days he considered it necessary to add (according to the Hebrew text) the
qualifying phrase "of days" to the word "hebdomad [weekj," in order to make
clear that these hebdomads were "weeks" of days and not years, as in chapter
9:24.
In recognition of this fact, the RSV translates Daniel 9:24, "weeks
of years."

—

Page
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What was God's purpose for the Jews as a nation following the exile?
4.
Ezek. 36:11,24-28.
See also Jer. 31:51-34
.

—

Note
"This promise of blessing should have met fulfillment in large
measure during the centuries following the return of the Israelites from the
lands of their captivity.
It was God's design that the whole earth be prepared for the first advent of Christ, even as today the way is preparing for
His second comt ng. "-- Prophets and Kings , pp. 703,704.
.

Taken in their literary and historical context, all of the Old Testament
promises looking forward to a future restoration were given with the return
from Babylonian exile in view.
All that had been promised by Moses and the
prophets might yet have come to pass if leaders and people proved loyal to
their covenant privileges and responsibilities. Their restoration and prosperity were to be conditional on a transformation of the heart.
Pages 16-17
6.

tion era?

What witness were the Jews to bear to the nations during the restoraIsa. 60:1-3.
See also Isa. 49:3,6; 56:6,7
.

—

Note
The glorious prophecies of Isaiah 40 to 66, which in their orisetting applied specifically to this restoration era, provide a picture of what God purposed to accomplish in and through the Jewish nation
during that time.
.

ginal
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In Isaiah, as in Daniel and Zechariah, Messiah would come and die (ch. 53),
the gospel would go to all the world (chs. 54 to 62); at His coming the Lord
would destroy those who rejected His mercy (chs. 63 and 64), and establish
His universal, eternal reign of righteousness (chs. 65 and 66).

Page 17
By what figure did Ezekiel
7.
to the nations following the exile?

illustrate Israel's postexilic mission
Ezek. 47:1-12
.

—

Note
In a slightly different sequence, Ezekiel presents the same picture of the restoration era as Daniel, Zechariah, and Isaiah.
Exile (Ezekiel
to 33) is followed by restoration (chs. 34 to 37).
The nations will come
against Jerusalem, but the Lord will fight for His people (chs. 38 and 39).
The sanctuary will be reestablished (chs. 40 to 46), Messiah the Prince will
come (ch. 44:1-3), the gospel will go to the nations (ch. 47), and the Lord
Himself will reign in Jerusalem (ch. 48).
.

I

How would the nations respond to Israel's appeal?

8.

8:20-23

Zech. 2:11;

.

—

Note
"It was God's purpose that by the revelation of His character
through Israel men should be drawn unto Him. To all the world the gospel
invitation was to be given. Through the teachings of the sacrificial service
Christ was to be uplifted before the nations, and all who would look unto
Him should live. All who, like Rahab the Canaanite, and Ruth the Moabitess,
turned from idolatry to the worship of the true God, were to unite themselves
with His chosen people.
As the numbers of Israel increased, they were to
enlarge their borders, until their kingdom should embrace the world."
Christ's Object Lessons , p. 290.
.

Pages 117-18
12.

exile?

What was the ultimate goal of the restoration era following the
Dan. 9:24; Micah 4:1,2,7-10.
See also Jer. 3:17 .

—

Note .
"If Jerusalem had known what it was her privilege to know, and
had heeded the light which Heaven had sent her, she might have stood forth
in the pride of prosperity, the queen of kingdoms, free in the strength of
her God-given power.
She might
have been
.
the mighty metropolis
of the earth.
From her wal Is the dove of peace would have gone forth to a
nations.
She would have been the world's diadem of glory." The Desire of
Ages , p 577
.

.

.

.

.

I

.

13.

8,9, 16.

How was the Messianic kingdom to be established?
See also Mai
4: 1-6
.

—

Zech.

14:1-4,

.

Had Israel been faithful to God and fulfilled her assigned role
Note
during the restoration era as God intended, His eternal kingdom would have
been established at Jerusalem in the long ago.
The conditional prophecies
of Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, and Zechariah concerning Israel would have met
their fulfillment, and Christ would have inaugurated His righteous reign as
"king over all the earth." But, as a nation, the people of Israel failed
.

I
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to achieve the high destiny marked out for them.
They rejected the Messiah
when He came, and God in turn rejected them from being His people.

Page
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The fourth beast of chapter 7 and its little horn exist together to the
close of time.
They are judged and destroyed together, the fourth beast
being punished for the "great words" its little horn speaks.
Page 24

What promise of eventual deliverance from the oppressor's power
7:21,22,26; 8:25; 9:27; 11:45; 12:1

12.

given?

Dan.

is

.

—

Note
There is a happy ending to the long reign of terror. When it
seems that the great oppressor is on the point of triumph, God intervenes in
the course of history to deliver His people, to destroy their wily foe, and
to inaugurate His own righteous reign on earth.
By the verdict of the supreme
court of the Universe, those who have suffered at the hands of the great persecuting power will eventually be awarded eternal justice.
.

Page 26

Now that the transfer of the covenant promises and responsibilities to
the nascent Christian church had been made, further information could be
given concerning when and how Daniel s prophecy would be fulf
led.
It is
worthy of special note that, on the very day the Jewish leaders officially
rejected Jesus as the Messiah, He directed His disciples' attention to the
book of Daniel and told them that now those who read the prophecy should be
able to understand (Matt. 24:15) what had previously been "closed up and
sealed." His great discourse on the signs of His coming (Matthew 24, Mark
13 and Luke 21), in answer to the disciples' questions about when and how
Daniel's prophecy would come to pass, is His interpretation and application
of that prophecy to the changed historical situation in which the church has
become the new chosen instrument of God's purpose on earth.
Jesus here places
in our hands the master key for unlocking the mysteries of Daniel that had
hitherto been "closed up and sealed."
T

i

In this lesson we
Daniel's prophecy.
In
Testament writers have
ment interpret the Old
mentary on the book of
to our time.

I

consider Christ's nterpretat ion and app ication of
Lessons 8 to 12 we will explore what the various New
to say on the matter.
By thus letting the New Testafor us, we shall have an inspired authoritative comDaniel as it applies to the Christian church, and thus
i

I

What does Malachi say of Israel's spiritual state a century after
the return from exile, four centuries before the coming of Christ? Mai.
1:6,7,12,13; 2:8,13,14,17; 3:8,9,13,14
I

.

.

—

Note
"Under the leadership of Zerubbabel, of Ezra, and of Nehemiah they
[the returned exi lesH repeatedly covenanted to keep all the commandments and
ordinances of Jehovah. The seasons of prosperity that followed, gave ample
evidence of God's willingness to accept and forgive; and yet, with fatal
.
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shortsightedness, they turned again and again from their glorious destiny,
and selfishly appropriated to themselves that which would have brought healing and spiritual life to countless multitudes.

day."

"This failure to fulfill the divine purpose was very apparent in Malachi's
Prophets and Kings , p. 705.

Page 27

—

Note
"Not by any temporary failure of Israel, however, was the plan of
the ages for the redemption of mankind to be frustrated.
Those to whom the
prophet was speaking might not heed the message given, but the purposes of
Jehovah were nevertheless to move steadily forward to their complete fulfi lime nt."--£roghej^^
pp. 705,706.
.

God's ultimate purpose never changes; but when those who have been called
refuse persistently to cooperate, He changes the manner in which He will
eventually carry His purpose forward to success, the precise time of its culmination, and the human instruments He will use. The Bible record is replete
with instances of the reversal of promised blessings and threatened judgments,
involving both nations and individuals.

The Christian church became God's chosen instrument for the salvation of
the human race. Though the basic features of God's plan for the world remained
unchanged, this transition from literal Israel to spiritual Israel involved
also a profound change in the manner in which some aspects of the plan would
now have to be worked but in history
.

"That which God purposed to do for the world through Israel, the chosen
nation, He will finally accomplish through His church on earth today."
Prophets and Kings , p. 713.
Pages 29-50
How the sealed portion of the prophecy of Daniel might have been fulfilled in history, had the Jews remained loyal to their covenant privileges
and responsibilities, is beyond our ken.
Nor is it important for us to know.
With the transition from literal Israel to the Christian church, however, the
latter fell heir to the covenant promises, privileges, and the responsibilities
that formerly belonged to the literal descendants of Abraham.

Christ and the New Testament writers present a preview of how these aspects of Daniel's prophecy were yet to work out in history, between the first
and second advents of Christ, as Satan went forth in anger to make war on
those who should choose to remain loyal to God. Christ and the apostles often
use the very words, expressions, or ideas of Daniel as they draw this picture of coming events. Christ specifically declared His delineation of the
future to be an outline of how Daniel's prophecy is to be fulfilled, with
His followers as heirs to the covenant promises, privileges, and responsibilities.
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Pages 35-54

Bible prophecy is a declaration of God's purpose, and its fulfillment
any particular historical context is contingent upon the cooperation of
His church on earth.
in

Now, instead of a literal nation composed of the literal descendants
of Abraham, the chosen people would henceforth be an international body, the
church universal, a spiritual "nation" called out of all nations.
The world
replaced the land of Palestine as the stage for God's efforts in behalf of
the human race, and the New Jerusalem in heaven replaced literal Jerusalem
as the focal center of the believer's hope.
A new covenant replaced the old,
and a new revelation of the divine purpose was given, adapting the former
revelation to the new historical situation.

Page 54

The Old Testament prophecies are still to be fulfilled in principle
though not necessarily in every detail , owing to the fact that many details
were dependent on Israel as a literal nation situated in the land of Palestine.
Obviously such details could not in any literal sense apply to a
spiritual "nation" scattered all over the world.
Thus, only when the New
Testament makes a clear application, or rei nterpretat ion, of such an Old
Testament passage, to the new situation with the church as God's chosen instrument, do we have infallible guidance as to its import for us.
,

Consequently, we should first examine such an Old Testament prophecy in
terms of its original, historical application to literal Israel before going
to the New Testament to discover its application to spiritual Israel.
Page 57

Three basic prophetic time periods are brought to view in the prophetic
portion of the book of Daniel
"a time and times and the dividing of time"
ten. 7:25; 12:7), "two thousand and three hundred days" (ch. 8:14), and
"seventy weeks" (ch. 9:24). The first marks the tyrant's defiance of God,
his persecution of the saints, and his attempt to obliterate a knowledge of
God's revealed will and the worship of God.
The second is the period of time
during which the little horn of Daniel 8 would desolate the sanctuary, interrupt its services, and substitute in their place his own apostate form of
worship
The third is the period of time allotted the Jews as a nation in
which to fulfill their covenant obligations.
Each of these three time periods
is clarified by comparison with the others, and by Christ and the New Testament writers. A correct understanding of them is basic to a valid interpretation of Danie

—

.

I

Page 58
For how long was the sanctuary to suf fer under the tyrant's heel?

5.

Dan.

8:

I

3JT

Note .— At the end of 1260 "days" God's people were to be delivered from
the tyrant's hand; but at the end of 2500 "days" the sanctuary was to be
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"cleansed."
Lesson It considers what was to take place at the close of the
2300 "days"; here we are concerned only with the period of time itself, and
its correlation with the events of history.
Page 39
In Lesson 9 we found that while the great tyrant of prophecy could not
directly influence the sanctuary in heaven, he could, and did, succeed in
depriving countless millions of people of a knowledge of the saving ministry
of our great High Priest there.
For them, the effect was the complete desolation of the sanctuary in heaven.
The context of Daniel 8:14 requires that
this cleansing include a restoration of the damage done by the little horn
in desolating the sanctuary.
At the end of the 2300 prophetic days, or
years, a knowledge of the full ministry of Christ there, and access to His
ministry, was to be restored
.

Page
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By "the judgment," in this lesson, we refer to the entire process by
which God intervenes to bring the course of this world's history to a halt,
to separate the righteous from the wicked, and to mete out to each group the
reward for which it has qualified.
To be sure, God needs no judicial pro cedure by which to determine a person's eligibility for eternal life
The
Bible writers make use of the human judicial process to illustrate the fact
that God is not arbitrary in deciding individual destiny, but infinitely
fair and just.
God's own people stand before His judgment bar that their
right to eternal life may be authenticated the wicked, that God may demonstrate their characters to be irreformably out of harmony with the principles
of heaven.
.

—

—

Note
In the judgment scene presented in Daniel 7 the fourth beast and
the little horn are arraigned before the bar of divine justice, charged with
defiance of God and with the persecution of His people on earth
The Judge
of the universe wrests the kingdom of this world from their power and awards
it to the Son of God and to His faithful people.
Seventh-day Adventists
have also thought of this scene as a portrayal of the judgment of individuals ,
as well as of organized human opposition to God and the saints
.

.

.

Page 42
5.
In what various ways does Daniel refer to the judgment of the great
tyrant of prophecy? Dan. 2:34,35,44,45; 7:11,26; 8:25; 9:27; 11:45. Compare Dan. 12:1
.

—

Note
These descriptions all reflect: (I) an act of judgment that is
supernatural, for no human hand is lifted in defense of the guilty, nor is
any needed to execute the sentence; (2) an act of judgment that is universal;
it eliminates all earthly opposition to God and to His people; (3) an act of
judgment that takes place at the close of human history, and inaugurates
God's eternal, righteous reign on earth.
.
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Page 43
10-

Rev.

What solemn proclama tion immediately precedes the day of
"
:

I4:6-1T

—

iudqment?
"

J

Note .— God has entrusted to His remnant church the responsibility for
proclaiming His judgment-hour message. The first angel of the heavenly trio
announces that the hour of God's judgment has come. The second introduces
the villain who is to be judged— Baby Ion the Great.
The third issues the
indictment of those who are to suffer divine wrath: They have espoused the
cause of antichrist, and so must perish with him.
For this reason God summons His people still in Babylon to "come out of her" in order to avoid
participation in her sins and in the "plagues" meted out to her. Rev. 18:4.
Page 44
Each of the great lines of prophecy presented in the book of Daniel
closes with the annihilation of the forces of evil and with the establishment of the universal, righteous kingdom of God on earth.
Dan. 2:44; 7:13,148:25; 9:24,27;
45 to 12:3.
I

I

:
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APPENDIX THIRTEEN

PARALLELS BETWEEN DANIEL 8 AND DANIEL 9

Traditionally we have made the seventy weeks the first part of the
2300 years. Undoubtedly, this was in the providence of God for nineteenth
century purposes.
But the Hebrew term chathak means to "cut", and is used
as a metaphor for the making of a decision.
Even Doctrinal Discussions
admits this meaning. The whole passage of 9:26-27 actually covers the
identical ground of 8:1-14, and not just the first part.
Consider the linguistic and conceptional parallels suggested
fol lowing

I

I

Both prophecies revolve around the sanctuary

.

in

the

ist:

.

It is a commonplace with us that the sanctuary is central
but we have not usually perceived that it is almost as central
T. R. Birks wrote the following more than a century ago:

in
in

Daniel 8,
Daniel 9.

There is another feature common to the three later in contrast
with the former visions. They all make repeated allusions to the
In the eighth chapter the term translated, The
temple of God.
p leasant land , will be found, by a comparison with other scriptures,
to denote the temple itself. Twice, again, in that vision the sanctuary is directly named. The prophecy of the Weeks also directly
mentions the temple, both in the prayer of Daniel and the message
of the angel.
In like manner, in chapter xi. 16,31,41, we have a
Each vision appears thus to divide itself into
similar allusion.
two portions, the times of the second temple, and a period of renewed and heavier desolation.
Their close also looks forward to a
third era, more blessed and glorious, when the sanctuary shall be
cleansed, and the holy people shall be scattered no longer; but
Gentiles shall come to the light of Zion, and kings to the brightness of her rising. (T. R. Birks, The Two Later Visions of Daniel ,
p.

6.

The theme of Daniel's prayer is the restoration of the sanctuary, and
the starting point of the seventy weeks has to do with the re-establishment
The prophecy, after presenting the blessof the Jewish sanctuary community.
ings associated with Messiah's coming, including the anointing of the "most
holy," closes with reference to the fate of the sanctuary.
"And the people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city
and unto the end of the war desolations are deterand the sanctuary;
Compare Dan. 8:13: "How long shall be the vision conmined" (Dan. 9:26).
the transgression of desolation, to give both the sanctuary
cerning
and the host to be trodden under foot?"
.

.

.

.

.

.

Knox's translation gives the following for the close of verse 27:

)
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"In the temple all shall be defilement and desolation, and until all
over, all is fulfilled, that desolation shall continue." (Compare Dan.

is

8:13,17.)
It is certainly significant that Christ in His second advent sermon,
which passed without a break from the desolation of literal Israel by literal
Rome to the desolation of spiritual Israel by spiritual Rome, should quote
both Daniel 8 and 9 regarding the destiny of the sanctuary.
Thus:

"When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of
the prophet, stand in the holy place" (Matt. 24:15; compare Dan.
9:27).
by Daniel

"And Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times
of the Gentiles be fulfilled" (Luke 21:24; compare Dan. 8:13).

Christ here quotes phrases, "abomination of desolation" and "trodden
under foot" from Daniel 9 and 8 respectively.
(For the former see Dan. 12:11
n the Septuagi nt.
i

The Protestant reformers saw in Daniel 8:13 a prediction of the papal
desolation of the Christian church (see The Seventh-day Advent ist Commentary
vol. 4, pp. 61,62), and many commentators have found the same In Daniel
9:26,27.
Revelation 11:2 confirms this interpretation.

,

This evidence indicates that Daniel 9 as well as Daniel 8 discusses
the fate of the sanctuary and covers the entire Christian era.
2.

onists

in

Both prophecies refer to Christ and the Antichrist as the protagthe war over the sanctuary
.

In Daniel 8 we read concerning the "prince of the host," whose sanctuary was cast down by the little horn.
He is also referred to as the
"Prince of princes," while the little horn is styled "a king of fierce
countenance."
In Daniel 9 we find the prince of the sanctuary is referred to as
"Messiah the Prince," while His opposite number is described as "the prince
that shall come." "Come" is always used in Daniel in connection with the
warlike approach of a hostile power.
(See chaps. 1:1; 8:6; 11:10,13,15,16,
Undoubtedly the reference here in Daniel 9:26 particularly refers
40.)
back to the prediction in the previous chapter concerning the future desolating prince.
T. R. Birks wrote as follows on this point:

The "people of the prince that shall come," it is quite evident, are the Romans, by whom the Jewish temple was destroyed.
But since the same angel is the messenger in both visions, (a
point, to which the Spirit draws our special attention,) the meaning of the phrase is most simply explained by this narrative of the
Little Horn.
A king of fierce countenance, the angel Gabriel has
already taught the prophet, will cast down the place of the sanctuary, and destroy the people of the holy ones.
He now declares
afresh, when the Messiah shall be cut off, the people of the prince
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that shall come will destroy the city and the sanctuary. Can any
allusion be more distinct and clear? Surely it is plain that the
same prince and people are announced in the two visions, and the
prophet himself could never have supposed, for a moment, that the
desolation of the sanctuary, which had been announced fifteen years
before, would be nearly six hundred years later in its fulfillment.
The Little Horn, then, must be an emblem of the Roman power. (Ibid.,
p.
3.

180.)

Both prophecies begin with the time of Medo-Persia

.

Daniel 8 has for its first symbol a ram having two horns, and the prophet is told that the horns represent the kings of Media and Persia.
Daniel 9 has its starting point in the reference to the going forth of
the commandment to restore and build Jerusalem, which commandment, of course,
was issued in the days of Medo-Persia (see Ezra 6:14).

Both prophecies culminate with judgment on the Antichrist at the
4.
end of time
.

The chief aggressive symbol in Daniel 8 is the desolating little horn,
but the prophecy closes with the promise that this power will be "broken
without hand" (verse 25).
Daniel 9 speaks of the "prince that shall come" against the sanctuary,
and after describing the desolations of the holy place, it is pledged that
ultimately "that determined shal
be poured upon the desolator" (verse 27,
margin). The Amplified Bible has: "Until the full determined end is poured
out on the desolator." (From The Amplified Bible , Copyright 1965 by the
Lockman Foundation.)
I

Many commentators point out that the language of the last section of
Daniel 9:27 is an echo of Isaiah 10:23-25, which foretells the ultimate
destruction of Israel's foes. The concept of "pouring out" reappears in
Revelation 15 and 16 with the pouring out of the plagues upon Babylon.
5.

Both prophecies point to the bringing in of everlasting righteousness

Daniel 8, by its portrayal of victorious persecuting powers through
the ages, says in effect, "Wickedness shall prosper till the sanctuary is
cleansed." This cleansing, or justifying (margin), of the sanctuary is made
the terminus of the prowess of the little horn. Thus in the explanation
given by Gabriel it is declared that ultimately the conquering little horn
will be "broken without hand," an obvious reference to the coming of the
"everlasting kingdom" of Jehovah referred to in Daniel 2:44,45, and 7:27.

The word for "cleansed" in chapter 8:14 is the niphal form of the root
whose substantive occurs in Daniel 9:24 as "righteousness," the "everlasting
righteousness" to be 'ushered in by the Messiah when sin and transgression
are ended. Thus both Daniel 8 and 9 point to the final setting up of God's
eternal kingdom of justice made sure by Calvary and established in glory at
the end of time.

.
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By way of review, parallel express fons (related though not always
identical in meaning) in the two prophe cfes are now placed side by side.

Daniel

8

Daniel 9

"

Gabriel make this man to understand the vision."

"He [Gabriel
informed me.
and said,
am now come forth
to give thee ski
and understandTherefore
understand
ng
the matter, and consider the vision.
.

.

.

.

I

i

.

.

.

.

I

.

"The vision." An expression used
pre-eminently of Daniel 8.
So applied at least ten times.

"Consider the vision."
up the vision."

"The place of his sanctuary was
cast down."

"Shall destroy

"By reason of transgression."

"To finish the transgression."

"Concerning

of desolation."

"Desolations are determined."
shall make it desolate."

"Then shall the sanctuary be cleansed"
(.made righteous).

"To bring
ness."

"The prince of the host."

"Messiah the Prince."

"King of fierce countenance."

"The prince that shall come."

.

.

.

the transgression

"At the time of the end shal
vision."

I

be the

.

I

in

.

.

.

"To seal

the sanctuary."

"He

everlasting righteous-

"Unto the end of the war desolations
are determined."

"At the time appointed the end shall
be."

"That determined shall be poured
upon the desolator [margin]."

"Shall destroy the mighty and the holy
peop le."

"Shall destroy the city and the

"He shall

"That determined shall be poured
upon the desolator."

be broken without hand."

sanctuary."

"Trodden under foot." "Unto two
thousand and three hundred days."

"Desolate, even till the consummation."

"Shall stand up against'the Prince of
pr nces

"Shal

I

Messiah be cut off."

.

i

The significance of these parallels will
central motifs are compared as follows:

be rapidly appreciated

if

the
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Daniel 8

Daniel 9

"He shall also stand up against
the Prince of princes." "And the
place of his sanctuary was cast down,"
giving "both the sanctuary and the
host to be trodden under foot."
"Unto two thousand three hundred
days."

"

.

.

.

.

.

shall Messiah be cut off,
and the people of the prince
that shall come shall destroy the
city and the sanctuary;
and
.desolations are
unto the end.
determi ned
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Matthew 24 makes it clear that both prophecies refer to the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, but then continue to be fulfilled in the war
against spiritual Israel by Antichrist through the ages.
(Compare Matt.
24:1-22 and Rev. 11:2.) This fact alone disqualifies the position of
critics who apply Daniel 8 solely to the times of Antiochus Epiphanes.

Desmond Ford, "More Evidence of the Connection Between Daniel 8 and 9,"
Ministry July, 1968, pp. 30-32. [First paragraph not in original article.
,

* # *

We have referred to the nineteenth century application of chathak as
"cut-off". But the original intention of heaven that all things should be
consummated by the end of the seventy weeks should not be passed over. R
Cottrell has declared:

The Hebrew word for "cut-off" is chathak
As a matter of fact,
it does not mean "cut-off".
It means determined.
Seventy weeks of
years are determined upon your people. And
think the significance of that in Daniel's time is this: Here they came up to the
close of the seventy years of exile and Daniel prayed for the restoration of Jerusalem.
He said, "0 Lord, delay not (9:19)."
And
the angel came in reply to his prayer, and said "Daniel, the
seventy weeks of years (490 years) are determined for your people."
That is, they are allotted to the Jewish people. That is the actual meaning of the Hebrew word and,
believe, true to context
And the idea that means that seventy weeks were cut-off
also.
from another period is a part of the re- nterpretation and not of
the original meaning. (See cassette tape record of Dr. Cottrell's
Loma Linda address on Dan. 8:14, on Feb. 22
1980.)
.

.

I

I

i

,

APPENDIX FOURTEEN

Should a Question be Answered?

A Study of Dan,

Article by C. L. Price, brother of George McCready Price,
Old Problems," 1973, p. 8.

8:14
in "New Light on

Should a Question be Answered?
Yes,

I

suppose so,

if the

question

is

proper and timely.

And should an answer be questioned?
No doubt it should be,
to the question.

if

it

No, that's not the thought.

is

not considered

a

true and correct reply

Should an answer have a question to it

at all?

Now you are getting silly; how can it be an answer if there is no question asked?
Well, that's a good question; so further:

Should an answer to a question be considered and treated and expounded
without taking into consideration what the question was which induced the
answer? Could we trust well to the correctness of an exposition of an
answer given in that way?

"After three days"; "at four o'clock"; "for two weeks, then
went
over"; "For five years' then we have a new one." Now, could those answers
be properly considered without taking into consideration what the questions
were which induced the answers? Take e.g. the last one. My friend asks me
a question.
reply, "For five years, then we have a new one." A third
man hears us talking and catches my answer, but did not hear the question.
He goes to his neighbors and tells them confidently: Mr. P. gets a new car
every five years.
heard him telling his friend that he made his old car
last for five years and then he got a new one."
How much confidence could
be given to such a comment given to that answer?
For the question asked
me was: "How long does your Canadian Parliament last?" You will say, "But
that's foolish; nobody is so silly as to treat of an answer without considering the question with it."
But wait a minute. Would you believe that one
of the best known Seventh-day Advent ist writers, in one of the popular books
put out by the denomination comments at great length on the answer to a
question in jbst that way comments just thus on a Biblical answer given to
and comments thus at length on that answer without
a Biblical question
referring at all to the question which induced the answer?
I

I

I

—

—

And would you further believe that one of the chiefest, special doctrines of the Adventist faith is based upon those comments by that writer
thus given the answer to a Biblical question being expounded by that writer,

—
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and the doctrine based upon those comments, without the question being
considered at all, or referred to in any way, or without letting her readers
know that there was any question to which that answer was a reply?

"Well," you say: "Show us the goods; place your cards upon the table."

Open your Great Controversy at page 324 (I have the 1888 edition) and
you will note that the writer quotes the Bible passage: "Unto 2300 days;
then shall the sanctuary be cleansed."— Dan. 8:14.
Now that text is the
answer to the question which was asked in v. 13; and the question was provoked by the scenes given, the conditions portrayed, in vv. 9-12.
But is
.the question referred to on that page in Great Controversy along with the
answer?
don't find it. The writer does not mention the question at all.
I

After the first giving of that text, on page 324, the writer goes on
through the rest of that chapter (18)-- on through the next half dozen chapters,
of more than 100 pages, largely in an exposition of that text, mentioning
it and referring to it again and again; but, in it all,
have looked in
vain for any mention whatever of the question asked in v. 13, which induced
the answer of v. 14.
Silly, is it? What's silly, my mentioning the matter,
or the fact itsel f
I

You will doubtless say that in this particular case it makes no difference, for Sister White gives a true exposition of that text, in v. 14,
anyway.
Of course, an Adventist must say so.
But does she? Does she make
verse 14 answer the question asked in v. 13? Just look at the context. The
prophet saw a wicked power, the "little horn" in vv. 9-12 defiling the sanctuary, treading it down, taking away the daily sacrifice, setting up its
own abomination, treading down the people of God and working evil generally.
Then in v. 13 the question was asked as to how long that evil work of that
evil power was to continue— "to give both the sanctuary and the host to be
trodden under foot"; and the answer to that question was: "Unto 2,300 days;
then shall the sanctuary be cleansed."

—

Now remember: Sister White does not refer to that question of v. 13
at all, as she expounds the answer given in v. 14; and she makes that answer
a reply to something wholly different from the question which is really
asked in v. 13, and the context of vv. 9-12; for she makes v. 14 reply to
such a question as this: "How long shall the sanctuary be defiled by the
sins of God's people, which have been transferred to it by confession and
faith in the atoning blood?"
In her writings that evil "little horn" had
nothing to do with defiling the sanctuary; but that defilement was caused
by the confessed sins of the righteous.
Just read chapter 23, "What is the
Sanctuary?" and you will see most emphatically that this is so. Why, that
is the foundation of the doctrine of the Sanctuary as held and taught by
SDA's.
God's people confess their sins, and by their faith in the atoning
blood those sins are, day by day, hour by hour, transferred to the sanctuary,
where they accumulated year after year, until at the end of the 2,300 days,
in 1844, the atoning blood is again applied in some other way, and the Sanctuary is cleansed from all those sins. You see by Sister White's exposition,
the "little horn" had nothing to do with it; nothing whatsoever; it is just
as though that evil power had not been brought into the picture at all.
The theory doesn't need it; indeed, it gets along far better without it.
'
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So, no wonder Sister White doesn't refer to it at all
seen it) as she expounds that text of Dan. 8:14.

(at least

have not

I

But certainly, in all that chapter of Daniel 8, there is no mention of
the matter contained in Lev. 4 or Lev. 16 at all; no hint of any connection
between them; no suggestion that the sins of God's people, or any confessed
sins, are referred to whatever.
For in that ch. 8 of Daniel, it was the
evil machinations of that "little horn" which defiled the sanctuary and
made its "cleansing" necessary not the confessed sins of God's people; those
are not referred to at all; that thought is wholly put there by the Adventist
writers themselves, just as Sunday is put into Rev. 1:10 by Methodists and
Bapti sts.

—

Now what shall we do about it?
Is a peculiar church doctrine safely
based on a sure foundation, based thus as it is on a text separated from
its context
on an answer quite divorced from its immediate question and
wholly separated from the facts presented in the context which provoked the
question? Honestly, what absurd theory could not be worked up by such a
method as that?

—

Permit me to use an illustration. Suppose
am an Un versa st
quote from Rev. 7:14: "These are they wh-ich came out of great tribulation,
and have washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb."
From this
proceed to argue that "These are they" refers to "the kings of
the earth and the great men and the rich men" spoken of in ch. 6:15, which
is part of the same vision.
All these, no doubt, "come out of great tribulation," as most men do and so we prove universal salvation.
I

i

I

i

.

I

I

—

You would reply: "Folly!
Look at the context.
What. you quote in verse
answer to the question asked in verse 13, and the question in verse
thirteen was induced by the picture, or vision, given in verses nine to
twelve.
What hope for finding truth is there, if you divorce an answer from
the question asked, and from its entire context in that way?
14

is an

And you would be right.
But what better than that is the treatment
given by Adventist writers to the text of Dan. 8:14?
And please remember that this is only one of three or four almost
equally heavy counts against the theory or the doctrine of the sanctuary, as
at present held by SDA people.
Now
suppose that many of you who read this will just drop it into
the waste basket and say: "Oh well, our Adventist leaders are highly educated men, well versed in all the doctrines of the church, and they wil
have the right of it not this old question-maker." And many others will
say: "We are the remnant church and we have the truth in its essence, and
And still others
no error; so why should we spend time on such a problem."
will say: "The Adventist Church isdoinga mighty work for God; He is blessWhat they
ing them wonderfully, and they are surely His special people.
teach is good enough for me." But a few may be "more noble than those in
Thessa lonica" and really will search the Scriptures whether these things
C.L.P.
are so.
I

—

—

APPENDIX FIFTEEN

IMPORTANCE OF ANT OCHUS EP PHANES
I

Quotations from book by R. D, Wilson, Studies
(New York, 1917),
pages 270,271-276.

I

in

—

the Book of Daniel

The time has now arrived to grapple with the most insidious and treacherou
attack that has been made upon the Book of Daniel.
There remains but
one important obstacle standing in the way of the Christian who desires to
follow Christ and the apostles in their apparent acceptance of the Book of
Daniel as being what it purports to be.
It is the fact that Antiochus Epiphanes looms so high in the mind of the prophet.
It is difficult to account
for the prominence given to this "contemptible" monarch in the midst of a
narrative that opens with an account of Nebuchadnezzar the king of great
Babylon that he had built, that thinks Cyrus the founder of the Persian
empire to be worthy of the merest reference, and that alludes to Alexander
the Great in the most cursory fashion.
Why should Epiphanes be selected
from all the successors of Alexander, the Ptolemies, the Seleucids, Perdiccas,
Eumenes, Antigonus, Demetrius Poliorcetes, and the rest? Why should he be
given forty verses, or more, of a book which barely squints at the Persian
kings, and never gives but a glimmering intimation that the Roman fleets
and legions were to become in his time the masters of the world? Why should
a vision predicting with such accuracy and detail the campaigns of the kings
of the. North and the South never allude to that unequalled family of heroes
who were to begin at -Mod in the liberation of God's people and scatter like
the leaves of Vallombrosa the numerous and frequent hosts of deadly enemies
who were to desolate the homes and attempt to suppress the religion of that
Jehovah in whose name the prophet spoke? Why above all was his detailed
vision to cease with the renovation of the temple and fade off into dim outlines when it passed beyond that time into the more distant vistas but the
more glorious hopes of the Messianic kingdom? Why especially should he describe the true course of events in Epiphanes' expedition against Egypt till
the year 169 and then picture another campaign which according to the critics
never occurred at all?
.

.

.

These and similar questions have vexed the righteous souls of many who
would like to believe in the real Daniel and who have no prejudices against
the possibility of the kind of predictive prophecy alleged to be found in
the book. They can accept the first six chapters which record the striking
occurrences in the lives of Daniel and his companions. They can accept the
principle of the possibility and the fact of divine revelation of future
events.
But they hesitate at accepting the whole, at least, of Daniel, because they see no good and sufficient reason why he should have narrated
with such length and clearness the history of the Seleucids up to the death
of Epiphanes and have given so much emphasis to the deeds of this tyrant
while barely mentioning such superlatively and relatively important events
as the resurrection, the judgment, and the kingdom of the Messiah.
Now, in order to remove this hesitation, it may seem to some sufficient
to affirm our belief that these predictions might have been made by God
through Daniel, even though we could perceive no good reason for them. We
think, however, that we can perceive a good and sufficient reason for them,
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one at least that justifies them rn our estimation, and we shall proceed to
state it, in order that if possible we may make the ways of God appear just
to the men of little faith..
It appears to us, then, that the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes
was one of the most Important events in the history of the church.
It can
be rivalled only by the call of Abraham, the giving of the Law, the Captivity,
and the Incarnation.
Among all the crises to which the people of God have
been subjected, it can be compared only with the dispersion in the time of
Nebuchadnezzar.
The return of the exiles had been definitely foretold by
Jeremiah, and Jeremiah's prediction was known and pondered by Daniel.
He
was not needed, nor was it given to him, to supplement the work of his great
predecessor.
But he performed a greater and more lasting service for the
church.
He showed clearly that all the tyrants of the earth were under the
control of the God of heaven, that the kingdoms of this world were foreordained by Him and should at last be superseded by the Kingdom of the Messiah and his saints, and he encouraged the people not merely of his own
time but of all time to be steadfast in the midst of fiery trials and deadly
perils of all kinds in view of the certainty that God could and would eventually circumvent or crush the tyrants and deliver the innocent for time
and for eternity.

Now, the deadliest peril that the church has ever confronted was the
attempt of Antiochus Epiphanes to suppress it utterly.
For reasons of
state, and perhaps also of religion, he determined to enforce conformity of
worship throughout his dominions. His plan of operations was the most
astute that has ever been devised.
He ordered the cessation of circumcision,
the sign of the covenant between the people and their God and that which
held them together as a race.
He stopped the services in the temple and
instituted in their stead the worship of Jupiter. .He set up idol altars
in every city and demanded that every Jew should sacrifice according to the
heathen ritual which he had introduced. He commanded that the holy writings
should be destroyed so that the laws and customs and institutions might be
gradually but surely forgotten and eliminated. And for all who refused to
accept these severe and stringent regulations and requirements he pronounced
the penalty of death; whereas he crowned with honours and emoluments all
who apostatized and renounced the God of their fathers. The result of his
well calculated machinations was almost complete enough to equal the most
sanguine expectations. Most of the Jewish people seem to have cast away
without any apparent qualm the hereditary claims of race and country and
religion, and to have grasped with eagerness the proffered hand of the subtle
enemy of their faith. The blood-thirsty tyrant executed his threats of
death upon all who opposed his will.
Men, women, and children were ruthlessly slaughtered.
Whole families were extirpated for the guilt of one of
their number. The chosen people were on the point of being annihilated and
the promises and the hopes of the covenant of being annulled for ever.

There never was, before or since, such a period of desperation and
despondency in the history of the church. Pharaoh's aim had been to destroy
the race, but the promise to Abraham had been fulfilled through Moses and
Joshua.
Nebuchadnezzar had carried the people captive and destroyed Jerusalem and the temple; but the sacred books had been preserved, apostasy was
rnro, and through God's servants, tho kings of Persia, the people and the
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temple were at length restored to their former worship, as it had been foretold by the prophets.
But, now, under Epfphanes, was attempted what had
never been proposed By Babylonian conqueror or Persian friends, the entire
destruction of people and religion at one fell blow.
Prophecy had ceased.
The tribes of Israel were scattered over the earth, some foreign cities
like Alexandria and Antioch having more Jewish inhabitants than Jerusalem.
The Holy Land was largely in possession of the Gentiles.
The Jews themselves had become indifferent to the Law.
The High Priests were murdering
each other and one of them when deposed at Jerusalem built a rival temple
in Egypt.
The whole polity of the Jews was disintegrated, all their fortresses and cities were in the hands of the enemy, they had no army and no
leaders, and all seemed lost.

Then it was that one man stood up and defied the haughty king.
His
name was Mattathias.
He lived at a village named Mod in.
The heathen had
constructed an altar. The priest was ready to sacrifice the victim, when
Mattathias slew him and made a fiery appeal to his fellow citizens to take
arms against the tyrant.
To hearten them, he called to mind the great deeds
of their fathers and the faith that had inspired them.
In the climax of
his speech he referred to the fiery furnace and to Daniel in the den of
lions.
This recalled to them that their God could and would save those who
put their trust in Him.
They rallied round Mattathias and his five noble sons,
the most valiant and able of them all.
The pious sprang to arms and after
many a hard fought fight the Syrians were overcome and the kingdom of the
Jews was reestablished under the Asmonean rulers.
Had the attempt of Antiochus succeeded, the preparation for the coming of the Messiah could not
have been completed.
A people waiting for his appearing would not have
been existent.
A Diaspora eager to receive and disseminate the gospel
would not have been ready.
In short, the continuity of the church would
have been destroyed, the records of the Old Testament might have disappeared
as utterly as the archives of Tyre and the memoirs of Hannibal, the New
Testament could not have been written, the life of Jesus would have been
entirely different, the method of the early propagation of the gospel must
have been altered and the whole plan of salvation changed
.

But, it will be said, how did the time when these alleged predictions
of Daniel were written affect all this? Only in this respect, that it affords sufficient reason for their having been made so many years before.
Just as the deliverance of the three children from the fiery furnace and of
Daniel from the lions' den on account of their faith in Israel's God gave
Mattathias a fitting climax in his speech inciting the people to steadfastness in their trials, so the knowledge that their evil condition had been
foretold nearly four hundred years before would strengthen the hearers'
confidence that the rest of the prediction would be fulfilled in the overthrow of the oppressor and in the ultimate triumph of the kingdom of God.The stupendous crisis justified the prediction; the prediction justified
the expectation of deliverance.
R.

D.

Wilson, Studies
271-276.

in

the Book of Daniel

* * *

(New York,

1917),

pp.

270,
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APPENDIX SIXTEEN
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN DANIEL 8:14 AND DANIEL 12:13

Some spiritual hobby-horses begin with doctrinal novelties.
The complex Advent ist teaching on the 'investigative judgment' is
a case in point.
The history of the doctrine throws a deep suspicion on it, for it looks
ke a spur-of-the-moment expedient
devised as a face-saving measure. The church had known nothing of
the doctrine until the 19th century when William Miller, interpreting some obscure words of Daniel, became convinced that Christ
would return on October 22, 1844. The day came and went with no
unusual celestial events, and now it is referred to as the "Great
Disappointment." But the next day as disillusioned Hiram Edson
was sulking through a cornfield, a novel alternative dawned upon
him.
Why not say that the scheduled event was not the actual return of Christ to the earth, but simply his entrance into the
heavenly sanctuary to make an "investigative judgment?" That explains why no one saw him (except for Edson who reported a vision).
The idea appealed to his friends, and it became a doctrinal distinctive of Seventh-day Adventism.
(C. Peter Wagner, "Are You
Riding a Hobby-Horse?" Eternity July, 1962, p. 9.)
I

i

,

So says a typical

critic of Seventh-day Adventists.

An acknowledged exegetical difficulty does exist regarding the direct
linking of Daniel 8:14 with the concept of judgment.
On the face of it
there is nothing in the statement "Unto two thousand and three hundred days;
then shall the sanctuary be justified" (margin) that suggests the Adventist interpretation.
It is the purpose of these remarks to suggest a
simple but legitimate approach which demonstrates that Daniel 8:14 does indeed point to the Judgment.

Practically all commentators declare that Daniel 10-12 is an expansion
of Daniel 8 (see Lange; Jamieson, Faussett, and Brown; Clark; Bishop Newton;
and modern commentaries). The highpoint in the symbolism of the book is
reached in the fourteenth verse of the eighth chapter. Thereafter the rest
of Daniel is explanation of the symbolism presented in the vision of the
ram and he-goat.
Daniel 8:15-26, for example, gives a comprehensive initial
sweep of interpretation, even naming the early powers pictured in the scenes
of the first half of that chapter.
Daniel 9:24-27 covers the same ground
in part, as it describes the experiences of the restored remnant prior and
subsequent to the coming of the Messiah to His temple.
In chapter 10 we read an explanatory statement from Gabriel declaring
yet the vision is for many days" v. 14.
In effect he says "what
have
explained so far to you (9:24-27) does not exhaust the vision of the 2300
days which you by prayer and fasting have been seeking to understand more
fully.
wi
now give you a detailed description of the coming events of
those 'many days' especially the latter-day crisis, and thus fulfill my commission (8:16)." The following chapters of eleven and twelve are an
"

I

I

I

I
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expansion of the concise interpretative summary given in 8:19-26, covering
not only the five centuries referred to in 9:24-27, but the subsequent experience of spiritual Israel even to the resurrection and the setting up of
the kingdom of God. The "many days" of papal persecution, and the final
persecution of the Antichrist, are given particular prominence. The climax
in this revelation of Gabriel's concerns "the time of the end," (11:35,40;
12:4), thus paralleling the interpretation given first in 8:17 which affirmed that the vision of the 2300 days reached to the same period.
Let it therefore be emphasized that the last four chapters of Daniel
are but an expansion and commentary upon the symbolism of the vision in the
eighth chapter
Why Is this significant for Seventh-day Adventists?
Because the closing statement of this divine explanation refers to the final
item of the initial pictorial revelation
namely the 2300 days.
"But go
thou thy way ti
the end be; for thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at
the end of the days ." Almost ail scholars have recognized that this verse
is a reference to the allotting of rewards to the righteous in the Judgment,
and this recognition therefore is an unconscious endorsement of the Adventist interpretation that the justifying of the sanctuary involves a work
of Judgment.
.

—

I

I

Many Bibles have in the margin of Daniel 12:13 a reference to Psalm
reads: "therefore the ungodly shall not stand in the judgment nor
sinners in the congregation- of the righteous." As the Lange commentary says
on Daniel 12: 3:
1:5 which

,

I

The meaning is, "that thou mayest receive thy portion of the
inheritance at the judgment of eternal recompense; cf. chap. 7:
18,27; Rev. 20:6.
The thought refers back undeniably to vs. 2,3,
hence to the Messianic recompense, of which Daniel also should partake, and a majority of interpreters recognize that fact. ..."
(J. P. Lange, Commentary on the Holy Scriptures , Vol. 7 [Zondervan
Publishing House, Michigan, I960J, pp. 269,270.)
Even a hurried glance down the passages listed under "lot" in a concordance show' that its chief reference is to the allocation of an inheritance.
Gesenius says of the Hebrew noun for "lot":

What falls to any one by lot, especially part of an inheriMetaphorically used of the lot assigned by God to
16:5; Dan. 12:13
(The Tregelles translation.)

tance,
men, Ps.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The connecting link between this verse at the close of Daniel and the
verse at the close of the symbolic part of the book is not merely its parallel position, but the reference to "the days".
These days, according to
the context, comprehend the 1260 years of papal persecution and extend to
"the time of the end" mentioned in v. 4 and in 8:17.
Chapter 12 has at least
seven allusions to chapter eight, and there can be no reasonable doubt that
12:13 applies to the many days, even 2300, which Daniel 8 declares would
reach to "the time of the end" (8:17). The contexts of 12:13 and 8:14 each
refer to the trampling down of the sanctuary, the suspension of the daily,
and the treading underfoot of the host.
Likewise in verses 5-7 of this
f na
chapter we have a repetition of the setting of 8:14 where angels
i

I
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conversed by the river regarding the length of the oppression of God's peop
and the casting down of the truth.
Again "seal the book until the time of
the end" (12:4) is but an echo of 8:26; "And the vision of the evening and
the morning which was told is true: wherefore shut thou up the vision; for
it shall be for many days."
Earlier we have discussed the chief usage of the word "lot" in the Old
Testament as applying to "a portion or destiny" (Strong), an inheritance
temporal or eternal.
There is another significant usage indicated by the
first Biblical employment of the term. The first references to "lot" appear
in Leviticus 16 where lots were cast to determine which of the two goats
should become the symbol of Azazel, and which would be the Lord's goat. The
anxious Jewish worshipper, however, saw more than this as implicit in the
procedure. The two goats whose destinies were thus appointed by lot prefigured the two groups into which the race will be divided by the allocations of divine judgment.

Sir Isaac Newton's comments on the sealing described in Revelation are
enlightening for this present discussion. He quotes Revelation 7:1-3, and
says:

This sealing alludes to a tradition of the Jews that upon
the day of expiation a
the people of srae are sealed up in the
books of life and death ( Buxtore , in Synagoga Judaica , c. 18,21).
For the Jews in their Ta mud tel
us, that in the beginning of
every new year, or first day of the month, Ti shri , the seventh
month of the sacred year, three books are opened in judgment; the
book of life, in which the names of those are written who are perfectly just; the book of death, in which the names of those are
written who are atheists or very wicked; and a third book, of those
whose judgment is suspended until the day of expiation, and whose
names are not written in the book of life or death before that
day.
The first ten days of this month they call the penitential
days; and all these days they fast and pray very much, and are very
devout, that on the tenth day their sins may be remitted, and their
names may be written in the book of life; which day is therefore
called the day of expiation.
And upon this tenth day, in returning home from the Synagogue, they say to one another, God the Creator seal you to a good year
For they conceive that the books are
now sealed up, and that the sentence of God remains unchanged
henceforward to the end of the year. The same thing is signified by
the two Goats, upon whose foreheads the High Priest yearly, on the
day of expiation, lays the two lots inscribed, for God and for
Azaze
God's lot signifying the people who are sealed with the
name of God in their foreheads; and the lot of Azazel , which was
sent into the wilderness, representing those who receive the mark
and name of the Beast, and go into the wilderness with the great
Whore. (Italics his) (William Whitla, Sir Isaac Newton's Daniel and
the Apocalypse , [London, 1922], pp. 315-316.)
,

I

I

I

I

I

.

;

The same thought is expressed by other writers.

For example:

The goat for Azazel sets forth banishment from God's presence with sin still imputed. One is Christ, and all who are His
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by faith;

the other is Antichrist, and all who cleave to him.
One
the seed of the woman; the other is the seed of the serpent.
To go right back to the fountainhead of human history—one is Abel,
slain, but accepted of God; the other is Cain, who goes out from
the presence of the Lord, and of whose death— e oquent silence!
we do not read. (Martin and Marshall, Tabernacle Types and Teachings (Pickering and Inglis, London), pp. 76,77.
is

I

—

Is it not significant for Seventh-day Advent ists
that this closing verse
of the book Christ admonished us to understand contains a word indicative
of
judgment and destiny, a word which is used chiefly in the Old Testament with
reference to the casting of lots on the Day of Atonement, and the casting
of
lots prior to the inheritance of Canaan?
These two usages are actually one
in meaning, as surely as Daniel 12:13 and 8:14 are
one in pointing to the
judgment of the antitypical day of atonement which will allocate to the
righteous their portion in the eternal Canaan.

Desmond Ford, article studied by Daniel Committee, GC 1964.
* * *
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APPENDIX SEVENTEEN

SUMMARY ON DAN. 8:14 AND 1844

1.

Dan.

8:10-14 had its primary application to the days of Antiochus

Epiphanes.
Dan. 8:14 parallels 7:9-13; 2:44,45; 9:24; 12:1 and, in harmony
2.
with the apotelesmatic principle, it applies also to the Last Judgment ushering in the kingdom of glory.

As the Old Testament "Day of the Lord" prophecies had an initial
3.
application to an immediate crisis of judgment, and apply also to the last
outpouring of Divine wrath, so it is with Dan. 8:14.

But these Day of the Lord prophecies also applied to crises between
4.
these first and last applications. Thus E. G. White can say of Matt. 24
that it applied to Christ's generation, the last generation, but also
"through the ages" ( Pes? re of Ages , p. 628). The same is true in principle
of Dan. 8:14.

The element of condi tiona ity must always be taken into account
5.
when interpreting prophecy.
Matt. 24:34 has been an embarrassment to the
Christian church because this factor was not understood. Dan. 8:14 could
have had its final application in 1844, if all who had labored in the Advent
movement had remained faithful. There was no necessity for an investigative
judgment 140 years long before Christ could return.
I

Just as "the time of trouble" spoken of in Matt. 24 applied to
6.
A.D. 70, the Middle Ages, and will apply to the time after probation's close,
so Scripture applies Dan. 7:9-13 (which parallels 8:14) to the first Advent
when to Christ the Son of Man was given all dominion in heaven and earth
(Matt. 28:18); to the second coming (Rev. 14:14; Matt. 24:30) but also to
.").
recurring judgments through the ages (Luke 22:69 "From now on.
.

.

7.
Similarly, the Reformers applied Dan. 8:10-14 and Rev. 14:6,7, to
their message of restoration and judgment, and had the world responded to
the Reformers, the end would have come in their generation. The same is true
of 1844.
In later applications of apotelesmatic prophecies, some of the
8.
original details may either drop out, or apply in a less precise manner.
See
Note the words of the SPA Bible Commentary on Deut. 18:15 and Eze. 38.
Thus we have no need for embarrassment over the fact that
1:1019; 4:703.
there are chronological problems in our application of the 2300 days.

9.
Dan. 9:24 applies to the same crisis as 8:14, and was fulfilled by
Christ's atonement which legally abolished sin and brought in everlasting
righteousness. This was the antitype of the Day of Atonement, and the second
advent could have merged quickly with the first, if Israel had responded or
the early church been faithful. Thus Heb. 9:27,28 pictures our High Priest
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in the second apartment waiting Cm A.D. 70 or thereabouts) to come out to
earth to bless the waiting congregation.
10.
Scholars have seen in 9:24 not only an application to the Cross,
but also to the eschatologica consummation. The prophecy employs not only
the Day of Atonement type, and its characteristic technical terms, but also
Jubilee imagery. The Jubilee was always ushered in on the Day of Atonement,
and ten forty-nines to every Jew indicated ten Jubi lees leading to the last
and greatest.
I

Our Lord Himself in His Olivet sermon applied Dan. 8:13,14 and
11.
9:24-27 to the Last Judgment, and the end of the world.
Matt. 24, 25;
Mark 13; Luke 21 are actually a pesher on these prophecies.
But when our
Lord thus interprets the danielic prophecies, he does so in terms of His
passion at the first advent. Thus the evidence is complete that Dan. 8:14
and 9:24-27 apply to both advents, and use the Day of Atonement for each.
Dan. 9:24-27 has the same factors as the prophecy of Dan. 8,
12.
covering the centuries embraced by the ram, he-goat, four horns, little
horn, and the cleansing of the sanctuary.
It uses much of the same language
and the same concepts.
Here also the sanctuary is in focus, Antichrist and
Christ; the abomination of. desolation, the final outpouring of judgment, and
the bringing in of everlasting righteousness through God's tabernacling again
with men as transgression is finished and sin ended.
13.
Chapters 10-12 of Daniel enlarge 8:1-14, also have Day of Atonement
intimations (including the fasting motif of 10, and the casting of lots for
the assignment of destiny in 12, and the judgment of 12:1-4), and allude to
judgment as coming at the end of the days of 8:14.

Dan. 12:1 pictures a pre-advent judgment (as hinted at also in
14.
12:13) whereby Michael "finds" all whose names are written in the book of
Life, and delivers and rewards them at His coming.
This s an instantaneous
"finding", not a protracted process involving more than a century.
E. Heppenstall has written:
i

The use of the term "investigative" needs to be carefully
interpreted.
The doctrine of an investigative judgment is not to
be conceived as God's poring over the record books in order to
figure out the accounts.
"The Lord knoweth them that are his."
Daniel pictures the books being opened in judgment.
He declares in Daniel 12:1 and 2 that "every one that shall be found
written in the book" shall be delivered. This takes place when
"Michael stands up." The similarities between this passage and
the one dealing with the judgment in chapter 7:9 to 14 are striking
The coming of Christ to the Father to receive dominion and
the kingdom, and the standing up of Michael appear to be part of
the same over-all activity.
The result of all this is that dominion is given to Christ.
The saints share in the judgment because
the kingdom of God is declared to belong to them.
Michael stands
up and speaks for His saints because their names are found in the
book of life. (E. Heppenstall, "The Hour of God's Judgment is Come,"
Ministry, June & July, 1961)
.
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But all the instances of judgment fn Daniel focus chiefly on era15.
dication of sin and sinners which vindicates both God and His people, rather
than a judgment which seems to hold the saints in jeopardy.
The cleansing
of the sanctuary in 8:14 must be interpreted in the light of its context,
and thereby means nothing less than an eradication of sin and its results—
the sin brought in by the "little horn"— Ant ichri st—f? rst Satan himself,
and then his representatives through the ages.
This is the application of
the 8:10-14 prophecy made in Rev. 12, where Satan is pictured as casting
down the stars to the ground, but then himself is cast out through the Atonement of Christ.
Similarly in Dan. 7, the allusion to books particularly
has to do with the record of the wickedness of the great Antichrist, and
the Judgment there chronicled has to do with taking away his dominion and
consuming it, in order that the saints might have an everlasting reward in
the purged dominions of God.
SDA's have stood on vantage ground, far ahead of their contempo16.
raries, when they applied Dan. 8:14 eschatologica y and in terms of judgment.
The fact that they also have entertained some erroneous concepts in
connection with their truth no more invalidates their divine commission than
the inadequate understanding of John the Baptist, and the disciples concerning the kingdom in their day.
I

I

17.
Truth is progressive.
E. G. White said we have but the first
gleamings of the light and that the Bible is but dimly understood.
Especially,
said she, are we called to be students of prophecy, and particularly the
prophecies of Daniel and the Revelation which, when better understood, will
bring the last revival. We must, according to the Spirit of Prophecy, remember that age never makes error into truth, and that truth can afford to
be fair, and that "we have many things to learn and many to unlearn."
"We
should never a low ourselves to use an unsound argument." "Error is never
harmless and never sanctifies." That which God gives His servant now to
proclaim, declared Ellen White in 1888, may not have been present truth years
ago, and vice versa.
See CWE , pp. 33-51
E. G. White's second sermon at
Minneapolis, 1888.
See Olsen's Through Crisis to Victory appendix.
I

;

Observe that Ellen White certain ly believed that God permitted erroneous
positions to be held for a time that should be revised at appropriate opportunities.
Consider her comments upon the 1843 publication of J. V. Himes'
"A Chronological Chart of the Visions of Daniel and John."
have seen that the 1843 chart was directed by the hand of
the Lord, and that it should not be altered; that the figures were
as he wanted them; that his hand was over and hid a mistake in
some of the figures, so that none could see it, until his hand was
removed. ( Early Writings , p. 74.)
I

The publisher's footnote declares:

This applies to the chart used during the 1843 movement, and
has special reference to the calculation of the prophetic periods
as it appeared on that chart.
The next sentence explains that
there was an inaccuracy which in the providence of God was suffered
to exist.
But this does not preclude the publication of a chart
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subsequently which would correct the mistake, after the 1843 movement was past, and the calculation as then made had served its
purpose.
(.Ibid .)
This much-valued chart arrived at the year 1843 by using the seven
times of Lev. 26:18-34, the 1335 days of Dan. 12:12, as well as the 2300
days of Dan. 8:14.
The mistake Ellen White had in mind was the 1843 date
rather than 1844.
Great Controversy , sixth edition says: "The testimony of
the Scriptures pointing to the coming of Christ in 1843, awakened
widespread
interest" (pp. 222-223).

About a dozen times Ellen White refers to "prophetic periods" believed
by those who were in the Miller movement.
She says these periods extended till 1844, and that the one which seemed most clearly to reveal the
time of the second advent was that of Dan. 8:14. (See GC,
One is
p. 324.)
in

.

compelled to ask "What other prophetic periods reachedTo 1844— these ones
'on which the message was based'"?
These prophetic periods stand "without
impeachment", (GC, p. 457.) All "repeated efforts to find new dates for
the beginning and close of the prophetic periods"
Ibid
are condemned.
In the same volume we read that the seventy weeks is
a "portion of the same
great prophetic period" of the 2300 days
Ibid ., p. 351).
So, if the seventy
weeks is a portion of the 2300 day period, it is not thought of as
another
period separate in itself.
Besides, the ones referred to all reached to
1844 (see JEW, pp. 25 233-234, 236 )— thus the 1260 years is not intended.
(

.

)

(

,

1

Now Ellen White herself does not anywhere itemize the "prophetic periods"
but she does tell us that Miller believed in "various chronological periods"
which he thought extended to the second coming. (GC, p. 324.)
"Prophetic
periods" is a Miller phrase penned long before Ellen White wrote on the
topic. ( Ibid
From Froom's Prophetic Faith , Vol. 4:473, and from the Fitch
chart published by Himes, we find that these included the seven times of
Lev. 26:28-34; the 1335 days of Dan. 12:12; the hour, day, month,
and year
of Rev. 9:15.
Miller also held that 6000 years would be "up" in 1843, as
well as forty-nine Jubilees.
On pages 524 and 525 of the same volume we
learn that "all calculations of prophetic time were then believed by
the
Millerites to end sometime in or about the Jewish year 1843."
(See Damsteegt'<
FSDAMM, p. 38, n. 190.
Note particularly page 84: "1843 ... was the year
of the termination of several time prophecies.")
.

)

On the chart described by Ellen White as directed by the hand of the
Lord and not to be altered, we find reference to Lev. 26; Dan, 8 and
12;
Rev. 9 and. II, but nothing about the Jubilees, the 6000 years, or the Litch
interpretation of Rev. 9:15.
So it would seem that the "prophetic periods"
referred to again and again by Ellen White (about ten times in Early Writings
alone) would seem at least to include the 1335 days of Dan. 12.
Damsteegt
refers to this prophecy as applied by early Adventists. (See FSDAMM, pp. 7375; 85-87; 91; 156; 168-170.)
'

.

We would suggest that in view of Ellen White's endorsement of those
sections of the 1843 chart which
st propheci es culminating in 1843, that
we have in this fact evidence of the principle of progressive development of
truth, and the subsidiary principle that recommendation which seems both
comprehensive and final may be neither.
doubt if any scholar amongst us
I

i

I
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today believes that ft Is possible to prove that Dan. 12:12 points to 1843
or 1844, although E. G. White in 1850 wrote that "the 1335 days were ended.
(See Dansteegt FSDAMM , p. 169.)
The year 508 has no marked significance.
According to El en White, God permits certain conclusions for a while which
later He may cancel out.
Thus even Ellen White endorsements of Oct. 22,
should
be
not
taken
1844,
as Heaven's last word.
As already seen, it cannot
be demonstrated that in 1844 the Day of Atonement fell on Oct. 22, and neither
are any of the dates of the 2300 days prophecy absolutely certain.
1

'

I

Further evidence for this may be found in the fact that other dates
originally endorsed by Ellen White in Great Controversy .no 'longer stand
historical investigation.
She herself recognized that her own strong statement on Aug. II, 1840, originally written gave too much credit to the Litch
prediction. Thus the revision for the 1911 edition.
As for the French
Revolution dates, supposedly applying to prohibition of the Scriptures for
three and half years these are quite unreliable.
Only for approximately
six months did France during the Revolution war against religion and its
forms.
The years 538 and 1798 for papal supremacy are similarly undemonstrable, but adequate for practical purposes.
Litch rightly declared long
ago: "The (advent) doctrine does not consist in merely tracing prophetic
periods." (Froom's Prophetic Faith Vol. 4:527.)

—

,

18.
Heaven gave symbolic prophecy as a means of sustaining interest
the important truth of Christ's return, and apparently was little concerned that most interpreters would fall short of absolute precision in
their conclusions. This was true at the time of the first disappointment
of 1843, again in 1844, and third time in 1845, and similarly for others in
The principle still has relevance today. Adventists moved from an
1851.
interpretation affirming the end of the world in 1844 to an ameliorated position that probation had closed; then shifted to another stand that probation
had not closed for a small minority; again a later shift that probation for
the world had not closed at all.

in

The removal of sin, the sealing, the midnight cry, the shaking,
19.
the marriage, and probation's close all once seen as applying in the
vicinity of 1844 are in later years applied by Ellen White to future events
well over a century in the (then) future.
The last lines of page 358 in
Patriarchs and Prophets do the same with "the cleansing of the sanctuary."

—

It is true for movements as for individuals, that those' led of
20.
God are not expected to be impeccable or inerrant, but loyally advancing in
faith, love, and obedience.

* * *
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APPENDIX EIGHTEEN
THE DANIEL COMMITTEE OF 1938-1952
AND THE CHRONOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF THE 2300 DAYS

The present writer claims no expertise in chronology, but it seems to
him important that the church should acknowledge the uncertainties that
exist in this area.
Is our dogmatism upon all the dates we use in connection with the 2300 days warranted?
The SPA Bible Commentary has excellent material on this issue, particuits article on New Testament chronology in volume 5.
But it may be of
interest to some to note the concern on these issues in a Daniel Committee
of over twenty years precedence to the one which functioned in the sixties.
larly

The dispute between Dr. Thiele and Miss Amadon (and Brother Froom who
supported Miss Amadon) should be observed for its bearing on the current issues.
Note that the committee of the time was promised that Brother Froom
would validate in detail the Oct. 22, 1844 date in his Prophetic Faith volumes.
The study of these, it seems to the present writer, does not demonstrate fulfillment of that promise. The exact dates for the "going forth of the commandment to restore and build Jerusalem," the termination of the rebuilding,
the baptism of Christ, the Crucifixion, the stoning of Stephen, and the Day
of Atonement in 1844, remain very much matters of controversy.
Perhaps the
only thing we can dogmatically assert is that dogmatism on precise dates is
unwarranted.. The Chronology of Ezra Seven by Drs. Horn and Wood is a classic,
but does not solve all the issues here raised.
It is doubtful that the issues can ever be solved as there is a veil of obscurity over vital points of
history in this regard.

The following papers circulated among the earlier Daniel Committee
demonstrates the uncertainties involved. The articles by Miss Amadon in the
last months of 1943 and the early ones of 1944 should be compared with the
conclusions of the SPA Bible Commentary on the same issues.
See particularly
the Ministry of March and April 1944, and SPABC 5: 235-266.
The letter by M.
research today.

L.

Andreasen on page $2f.is still significant for our

The source of all the following material
Archives.

in

this Appendix is the GC

* * *

SOME ACTIONS REGARDING APVENT RESEARCH

COUNCIL OF GC OFFICERS WITH J. H. WIERTS
Agreed

,

To authorize

E.

D.

Dick to confer with M.

E.

Kern and bring to
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the officers the suggestion of a committee for a conference with J. H. Wierts
regarding the position of the denomination in respect to the date October 22,
1844 and the day of the crucifixion.
OM, Nov. I, 1938.

—

DISCUSSION OF ADVENT RESEARCH BY GC OFFICERS AND CERTAIN OTHERS. (J. L. McELHANY,
W. CORMACK, H. T. ELLIOTT, H. H. COBBAN, I. H. EVANS, L. H. CHRISTIAN,
E. E. ANDROSS, W. E. HOWELL, L. E. FROOM, W. H. TEESDALE, A. W. WERLINE,
M. L. ANDREASEN, L. H. WOOD, M. E. KERN, F. C. GILBERT.)
A.

Early in November J. H. Wierts talked with E. D. Dick regarding some
of his findings on establishing the date October 22, 1844, the true date
corresponding to the tenth day of the seventh Jewish month, and Brother Dick
arranged for a committee of men to take up the question, not the material
alone that Brother Wierts was to present but the general question of establishing this denominational date.
This committee has met several times and
now desires counsel.
L. E. Froom stated that as chairman of the committee he wanted to present
certain problems they had met on which they desired counsel. The contention
has been raised by some of our detractors that the Jews celebrated the passover on September 23, of the year 1844, and that the denomination therefore
had the date wrong.
It has been proven, however, that September 23 was celebrated only by the Rabbinical Jews, but that the Orthodox Karaite Jews held
to the correct date and had to this day.
We must ascertain the reasons back
of the choosing of October 22, 1844, which we have followed all these years
Some of our men also seem not to be sure of the date on which the crucifixion
occurred, or the date 457 B.C. and the synchronizing of the beginning of the
70 weeks with that of the 2300 years
Brother Wierts brought the results
of his studies for some 30 years purporting to show that Christ was crucified on the very second that marked the midst of the week in prophecy.
In
his researches he had found a date which he convinced the editors of the
Encyclopedia Britannica to be correct against the date they have used and
secured their promise to make the correction when the next edition is brought
out
.

.

Brother Froom stated that the "Advent Shield" was published quarterly
and in January, 1845, printed an article after the disappointment and after
some of the men who experienced the disappointment had abandoned the date,
then setting forth that a smaller period of time had been discovered in the
prophecy whereby the 2300 years would not expire until 1947. At first William
Miller had said the period would end somewhere between 1844-1847, but after
he started preaching in 1831 and onward he dropped this sliding date and
adopted 1844.
Among American and English students of prophecy there was a
range from 1843-1847 when men thought the period probably ended. Though
Wi
iam Mi ler fixed the date as 1844 he sti
put the cross at the end instead of the middle of the prophetic week.
We have never gone to the bottom
of the matter.
Our task now is a major one of showing why we insist on the
70 years and the 2300 years beginning at the same time.
Some of the old
writers confirm the beginning of 457 B.C. but do not define the "midst of
the week."
I

I

I

I

I

Brother Froom stated further that we needed astronomical and chronodata to establish these dates beyond question, and the committee

logical
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needs stenographic help to facilitate their work.
They also are united in
the judgment that Miss Grace Amadon who has studied the astronomical aspects
of these dates for a number of years, contacted astronomers and astronomical
authorities to considerable extent, could offer the committee some real assistance if she could be present here in person and study the matter through
with them under their guidance.
The chairman stated that Ballenger and Conradi are teaching that the
true date did not fall on October 22, 1844 , and inquired if the committee
has any data available as yet.
Brother Froom stated not yet, except a bit
that he had sent on to C. B. Haynes to meet some emergency he had on in
Michigan. The chairman said further that we must give help to the committee
on this work and of making available its findings after its work is done.
M. E. Kern said that some weeks would be needed to do thorough work, that
Miss Amadon reads Greek, Latin and Hebrew, and that we have recently sent
her a book from the Congressional Library to assist in her study; that if
she could come here for several weeks to study with us, it might prove of
real help.
Some years ago George MacCready Price suggested that the General
Conference establish a research department, but it was felt that the time
was not yet ripe for that but it does look as if we need some such provision now, and he hoped the General Conference would set aside a sum of money
to cover the expense of such work.
Miss Amadon s help might shorten the
time the committee might need to continue its work.
?

F. C. Gilbert said he had received letters from a number of ministers
and editors in regard to what they had received from Ballenger and Conradi,
stating that if Seventh-day Advent ists did not repudiate October 22, 1844,
they would publish their findings to the world. He had called together at
one time a group of rabbis, of both the Orthodox and Reformed Jews, to consult about the matter, and that also we have access to a good deal that is
published in Jewish books. There is agreement among both Orthodox and Reformed Jews that they do not agree on the calendar.
They have admitted a
statement by Cyrus Adler that the Jewish Calendar must be harmonized with
the Gregorian calendar. The Day of Atonement is not now observed the same
He has a letter from the chief Rabbi
day by Rabbinical and Karaite Jews.
of the Karaite Jews saying that they followed literally the Old Testament
in the observance of the Sabbath and of the feast days without any change
from the time of Moses and the prophets. Brother Gilbert has written several
brethren who are in trouble on this matter and sent some material to the
Review and Herald before he knew of the appointment of the present commitJews have an inter-calary month every seven years,
tee to study this date.
and every 12 years they have a year of only 354 days, but the two sections
of the Jews do not agree on the civil calendar dates.

The chairman stated that we owe a duty to our people to set straight
the contentions of our detractors.
Elder Froom stated that S. S. Snow in the "True Midnight Cry" was the
first to state the exact date, October 22, 1844, but after the passing of
Our quest. is to establish this date with
the time he went into fanaticism.
re iab le data.
I

L.

H.

Christian stated that Conradi has put into

a

leaflet of his a
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challenge to Seventh-day Adventists, but disclosed that the only ground for
the challenge was the calling up of a Rabbi in Hamburg and hearing him state
that our date is wrong and his is right. He believes we should not depend
too much on astronomy and thinks that a note in the Review and Herald would
suffice to quiet many of our people.
When men investigate our doctrines
they should give us the benefit of their investigations.
He referred to the
search of 666 that had been started a long time ago and data gathered but
never given out, and thinks our work could have more dispatch if this were
done.

The chairman stated that the White Trustees had made request that we
make available the findings on some of these questions.
They had received
a letter from a brother making request and stating that many of our
people
are troubled over these things and we ought to give out what we find. The
chairman said further it is reported that one whole union mission has accepted the Fletcher teachings and would be drawing off from the denomination
in the future, though this report has not been verified.
We should not be
too silent on our findings.
Very irresponsible persons can start serious
trouble, citing the shot that brought on the World War.
The influence of
irresponsible people is not always commensurate with their standing or importance.
We have paid no attention to Ballenger, but not all of our workers
can tell what the trouble is that he has not been answered.
Some of our
workers fear being put down as heretical if their raise a question on our
teaching.
We should not compel men to take counsel with their fears.
We
owe it to our workers to give help on these matters. There are workers a
through the ranks who are wanting help.
Some of our preachers do some hedging by not giving the trumpet a certain sound on some of our doctrines.
He
had a letter the other day urging that some action on our part is needed to
meet wild and foolish ideas that are floating about.
Letters are coming to
him every day along this line.
One letter wanted the authority or proof
that the taking of Ethiopia by Italy was predicted in the Bible and suggested that we might win Italy's favor by acknowledging it so.
We cannot
close our eyes to these floating views.
I

I

L. E. Froom stated that we could easily supply facts on what was done
1844 but we must get the facts back of what led to the choice of the date
October 22, 1844.
It is the same with the date of the crucifixion.

in

The chairman said we talked much of what the nations are doing in the
fulfil Iment of prophecy, but we must not forget that every point of our
truth is being attacked. This is in fulfillment of prophecy as really as
are things of a national character. A man may say,
know these things,
do not need to investigate, and that may satisfy him, but many will' not accept assertions of truth, but desire proof.
I

I

M. L. Andreasen stated that he had been asked certain questions in his
classes as far back as 1924 and after a little test learned that not half
of the students believed in the cleansing of the sanctuary
He thought they
had not quite understood and could not believe because of the limit of their
understanding.
If that represents a cross section of our ministry we do not
have a ministry that is profoundly convinced of the truths for which we
stand.
He feared that our detractors have made more inroads into our ranks
than we think and that more research needs to be done to establish our doctrines.
.
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When men know they can talk it out they are more easily convinced, but he
has been surprised by some saying they did not dare talk out what is in
their minds.

The chairman raised the question whether or not we should devote some
money to help on research.
He had asked for an appropriation from the General
Conference Committee sometime ago, without naming the sum, for some special
research work. C. H. Watson passed over to him some documents in 1936 to
which he suggested that attention be given, especially on 666.
Investigations on this latter point show that we had made some unwarranted claims
and assertions.
We have been troubled somewhat with dogmas being set up by
some men and then checking others by these dogmas, as to their belief or unbelief of our doctrines.
Unless we give proofs to our workers we shall have
a weak ministry giving the trumpet an uncertain sound.
He wou Id
ke to see
this committee prepare matter to answer Conradi and Ballenger on October 22
1844.
Is it not time to meet the situation?
Some of our ministers are
troubled because we do not make any answer and think that we are not able to
answer them
I

i

,

.

M. E. Kern said he was deeply concerned about our losing one-third of
our converts by apostasy
.

The chairman said we used to preach with power and conviction and
brought in people who believed but there has been too much uncertainty
our more recent preaching.

in

M. E. Kern believes that we should do earnest research work on these
things but not talk about it too much. We should have the facts to set forth
not have to back down.
so that we shal
I

L. H. Christian said that we must study and find proof, but we have
developed a tendency not to use this quotation and that quotation from Catholic
writings because they were not authoritative and we cannot be sure of what
they say.
The effect of this is to undermine faith. We don't want to be so
cautious that we shall weaken our cause.

Brother Froom's book is not yet out though the people have heard him
and know that he has the facts, yet they cannot receive them and
talks
give
Why can't some of these things be given out to
read them for themselves.
help our people? We have been silent long enough and should give out something that will bring relief.
L. E. Froom stated that Grace Amadon has done enough work on the astronomical aspects of October 22, 1844 , to be of value to the committee, that
if she comes she would work under supervision to assist the special group of
the committee dealing with that particular phase of the study. We might
need her for four or five weeks and she might do some things that the members of the committee are not qualified to do.

Agreed , To recommend to the General Conference Committee that a suitable sum be set aside to meet the expense of necessary research work.
(Officers' Meeting, Dec. 18, 1938)
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AUTHORIZATION OF RESEARCH COMMITTEE BY GC COMMITTEE

cal

A Committee, appointed by the Officers, has been doing certain
historiresearch work.
It seems advisable that this committee continue its work.

VOTED, Confirming the appointment of this committee, as follows:
L. E.
Froom, chairman, L. H. Wood, M. E. Kern, A. W. Weline, M. L. Andreasen,
F. C. Gilbert; and that an appropriation of $250 be
made from the Emergency
Fund for this work of research. (GC Committee Minutes, Vol. XV, Bk.
3, p.

AUTHORIZATION BY THE GC COMMITTEE OF CONTINUATION ADVENT RESEARCH
VOTED, That the treasurer be authorized to make available $250 for continuing a certain line of research work authorized by the Committee some
time ago. (GC Committee Minutes, Mar. 20, 1939.)
^

MEETING PLANNED TO HEAR REPORT OF RESEARCH COMMITTEE
A committee that was appointed to do certain research work
presented
statement concerning their extensive report which is now ready.
It was
felt that this report should be presented to as representative a group
as
possible, and it was therefore

VOTED, To set July 9 and 10, beginning at 9 A.M., July 9, as the time
for hearing the report, in order that the union conference presidents, who
will be in attendance at the General Conference Committee meeting in New
York City just preceding this date, may be present; and further, that the
officers be asked to invite any others they may think advisable, to be
present when the report is given. (GC Committee Minutes, May 31, 1939.)

Note .— The above mentioned meeting was held, but there seems to be no
record of it.
Probably no action being taken.
F.

H.

YOST ADDED TO RESEARCH COMMITTEE
(GC Committee Minutes, Aug.

F.

D.

E.

1941.)

NICH0L ADDED TO RESEARCH COMMITTEE
(GC Committee Minutes,

M.

4,

June 25,

1942.)

KERN APPOINTED CHAIRMAN OF RESEARCH COMMITTEE
(GC Committee Mi nutes,

Sept. 6,

1943.)

* * *

a
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A STATEMENT ON THE RESEARCH COMMITTEE AND ITS WORK

The Problem

Seventh-day Adventists believe that they are a movement of prophecy
they carry a message that was set forth In Scripture to be preached at a
certain time. This conviction is based on their understanding of the sanctuary.
The exposition of the sanctuary truth as it relates to history and
prophecy revolves around the 2300 days with the key dates of 457 B.C., 31 A.D.,
and 1844 A.D.
Anything which would seem to disturb these dates is of vital
interest to the church.
In recent years vast amounts of archeo logical data have been unearthed
and translated. Also much new information of ancient chronology and calendation has been acquired.
In the light of this new knowledge, authorities
place the seventh year of Artaxerxes from the spring of 458 to the spring
of 457, mostly in 458.
The source evidences for arriving at this conclusion are so clear that we can hardly ignore them.
To balance the scales on
the other side, these same source materials and principles of ancient computation help us to establish certain synchronisms of profane and sacred history
that are very useful to us in other areas and periods.

It takes no profound thinking, of course, to see that a change in the
dating of the seventh year of Artaxerxes would place us in a most embarrassing. dilemma in the presentation of the sanctuary truth.

Somewhat similar is the situation in regard to the date of the crucifixion
A large section of the Biblical scholarship places this event
in the year 30
not 31 as we have been wont to preach during the past one
hundred years.

of Christ.

—

Related to these two problems is the charge of several of our opponents
that the Mi lerites, and therefore the Seventh-day Adventists, were mistaken
in placing the 10th day of the seventh month, Jewish time, on October 22, 1844.
The orthodox Jews celebrated the Day of Atonement that year on September 23.
I

It was to deal with these and related problems that the Research Committee was appointed Dec. 19, 1938.

The Progress Thus Far
No one anticipated in 1938 that nearly fourteen years would elapse before a report could be given.
Even the nature of the problems was but dimly
understood.
Any committee given such an assignment, unless the members had
had training and experience in the use of the tools of the chronologist and
astronomer, would find it necessary to spend many diligent hours, even days
and weeks, simply learning the rudiments of calendation, chronology, and
some astronomy. The Research Committee has had to do just that.
And as
the endeavor has drawn out longer than was expected, and the personnel has
changed, some of this groundwork has had to be repeated.
An immense amount of labor has been done since the Committee first addressed itself to the task. Committee members qualified in certain lines
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have carried on extensive studies in archeology, astronomy, calendation, and
Bible time periods.
The results of such work have been presented to the
Committee for discussion and evaluation.
Hundreds of pages of reports and
studies have been written. Some of this material was even acceptable for
publication in the archeo log ica press. And the Committee as a whole has
spent long hours in discussion and study.
I

Immediately on its appointment the Committee occupied several months
most intensive labor. On July 9 and 10, 1939, there was a meeting of the
General Conference Committee and the union conference presidents with representative leaders about Washington, to hear the report of this Committee.
L. E. Froom had prepared a statement regarding the Millerite computation
of
the 2300-day prophecy.
Miss Grace Amadon had written extensively on the
astronomical and historical aspects of the crucifixion date.
And L. H. Wood
had written a statement on the date 457.
Two of these statements were presented.
But Dr. Wood was not satisfied with the extent of his investigations, and so his paper was
withheld.
At the close of the meeting, J. H.
Wierts raised some questions on the scientific accuracy of certain features
of Miss Amadon's work.
It was decided to give Elder Wierts an opportunity
to^ discuss
his objections with the Committee.
This took a long time, and
while the Committee believed they had answered Elder Wierts' specific objections, they also felt that the subject demanded further study.
The main
features of this discussion have been reduced to writing and are in our
in

f

i

I

es

In dealing with the date 457 the Committee discovered several difficulties, and so the work was continued for some time.
Miss Amadon also pursued her study of the crucifixion date, and additional papers were prepared.
Then in September, 1943, the Committee was reconstituted with M. E. Kern as
its chairman.
Under his leadership it was decided to carefully review the
whole subject from the beginning in the light of the criticisms of the Committee's work, and to proceed with further investigation.

Since there were no final conclusions of the date 457, and since it
seemed a logical place to start, the Committee concentrated on the beginning
date of the 2300-day prophecy.
For many months the committee investigated
every possible source for clues to the answer for this problem.
In fact,
the kind of answer that would solve our difficulties was really known in advance.
This was possible because of the direction given to our thinking by
the Bible itself.
We even discussed the kind of archeo log ca document we
would need to clinch our arguments. And there our progress stopped.
For
months we knew not which way to turn.
i

I

And so we began work on the date of the crucifixion, which was the
second problem assigned to the committee.
The work already done by the committee was reviewed and a thorough investigation of a
the available materials was begun.
Many different aspects of the problem were discussed and
studied.
Quite a good deal of material was written by various members of the
committee.
It wi
be readily appreciated there is a close connection between the date of Ezra's return and the date of Christ's crucifixion, for
both are recorded in the Bible in terms of a Jewish calendar.
Therefore we
continued to study the extra-Biblical calendrical materials available for
the fifth century before Christ, hoping that we might find a clue there to
I

I

I

I
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help us solve our first century A.D. problems.
It was just at this point that the additional Aramaic papyri from Egypt
came to our attention.
These documents have already been mentioned in public at the recent Bible Conference.
And
am leaving it to Dr. Horn to tell
you the story of their discovery and their significance to our quest.
He is
also prepared to tell of discoveries which have occurred since the Bible
Conference that we hope may help us with the fixing of the crucifixion date.
All present have doubtless heard that the new Aramaic papyri gave us exactly
the answer we had hoped to find, and now we can be certain about the Jewish
dating of the seventh year of Artaxerxes, and the journey of Ezra to JerusaI

lem in 457 B.C.

Thus one-third of the committee's assignment has been brought to a
satisfactory conclusion. Another third of the task was really completed
years ago.
In fairness to Elder Froom, it should be said that he found the
answer to his part of the assignment in the first year of the committee's
work.
As has been stated, Adventists had been charged by some of their
detractors with being entirely wrong about the date October 22, 1844 that
the day of atonement that year did not fall in October at all, but was celebrated by faithful Jews all over the world in September.
Elder Froom's
studies have provided us with a satisfactory answer to that charge, and
since his conclusions will appear in Prophetic Faith volume 4, the committee has decided not to undertake a separate report on this subject.

—

,

This leaves the date of the crucifixion as the only part of our assignment unresolved.
Naturally we are not happy to leave the task at this point.
We would like to suggest that the committee be continued, even though it
seems certain at present that much of our time will have to be spent in watchful waiting.
However, the basic study on the problem has been done, and the
committee has a clear idea of the kind of evidence that might prove helpful
and the various fields where it might be found.
With discoveries progressing so rapidly as they are just now, we have reason to believe the Lord may
have something in store for us in the not-too-distant future.
We feel deeply grateful to God for so many signal blessings on our work
during the past year.
It is with a great measure of satisfaction to us
that we are able to present this report at this time. The evidences herewith submitted prove once again that "we have not followed cunningly devised
fables."
We wish to express our appreciation to the General Conference officers
for their kindly and sympathetic understanding of our work, and also for the
financial provision which has been so liberally and freely provided from
time to time.

Merwin R. Thurber
Secretary of the Historical
Research Committee
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August

6,

1946

TO MEMBERS OF THE ADVENT RESEARCH COMMITTEE

Dear Brethren:
Here is a copy of correspondence from Prof. Thiele regarding the date
of the crucifixion Passover.
It seems to me that we should go into this matter thoroughly, and probably, before finalizing, have Prof. Thiele meet with us.

While some may feel that "in the midst of the week" is not necessarily
the exact middle of the week, it certainly will be unfortunate if we
find ourselves unable to verify our teachings through the years regarding
the crucifixion date.
in

S

i

M.

ncere
E.

I

y

Kern

MEK: w
Enc.

October
Elders J.
F.

M.

L.

Wi Icox,

6,

1943

McElhany, W. H. Branson, H. T. Elliott, W. A. Spicer,
F. D. Nichol

Dear Brethren:

The enclosed study on the time of the observance of the Passover by the
Jewish officials at Jerusalem during crucifixion week has been prompted by
the publication of the current series of articles in the MINISTRY on this
subject.
The conclusion arrived at in this series that, "not only Jesus but
the whole Jewish nation kept that last Passover at the only possible ben
ha-arbayim that could coincide with the date of His death," which in plain
English means Thursday night, is a conclusion with which
find myself unable
to agree, and this conclusion
believe has a vital bearing upon the validity
of the line of argument upon which the committee on sanctuary research in
Washington is at present endeavoring to establish the date of the crucifixion
and the beginning of the Investigative Judgment.
I

I

There is no question about the fact that Jesus and His disciples ate
the Passover on Thursday evening of crucifixion week. The question is
whether the high priests and the Jews in general also observed the Passover
at the same time as did Jesus on Thursday evening, or whether it was observed
by them on Friday evening.
The one would not necessarily prove the other,
no more than the fact that Saturday is the day which should be observed as
the Sabbath and which is and has been observed all through the years by a
certain group faithful to God constitutes evidence that the Christian world
as a whole is today observing the true Sabbath.
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My reason for believing in a Friday night Passover observance by the
Jewish leaders during crucifixion week is based upon the fact that according to both the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy it was after daybreak Friday
morning when Jesus was finally condemned by the Sanhedrin and delivered over
to Pilate, and that at that time these Jewish feaders had not yet partaken
of the Passover.
fail to see how any type of reasoning, any amount of
research, or any display of erudite words can ever change a fact so clear
and simple as this.
I

In addition to the specific evidence for Friday of crucifixion week is
the evidence of Josephus that at his time it was the custom of at least a
large group of the Palestinian Jews to offer their Passover sacrifices between the hours of three and five of the afternoon of Nisan fourteen, which
would agree with the evidence of both the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy
in pointing to a Friday night Passover meal during crucifixion week.
Again
do not see how any amount of argument can get around evidence so pertinent
and cogent as this.
The vital point concerning this discussion is that it
appears to involve the validity of the basic premise upon which certain members of the sanctuary committee at Washington are now endeavoring to fix the
year of the crucifixion and the year of the opening of the Investigative
Judgment.
The basic argument seems to be that the Jewish officials established the date of the Passover by means' of certain lunar observations, and
then the endeavor is made to show by means of astronomical calculations
exactly what year such phenomena were observed in Palestine during crucifixion week and thus to arrive at the year of the crucifixion.
But the
calculations are based on a Thursday night observance of the Passover, not
Fir r day
If it is a fact that the date of the Passover was annually set by
lunar observations, of the type postulated, but if it is also a fact that
tEte Jewish officials at the time of the crucifixion observed their Passover
on Friday night rather than Thursday, then certainly the lunar observations
of a Friday night Passover rather than Thursday should be the ones employed,
and any conclusions basing the year of the crucifixion on postulated observations of a Thursday night Passover would be invalid
I

.

.

These points and their significance have been under discussion between
both Miss Amadon and Elder Froom and myself for the past eighteen months,
but for some reason we have not been able to come to see this matter alike,
but it has nevertheless been decided to begin publication of this material
at this time.
This
regard as unfortunate, for
feel it is putting this
matter of the dating of the crucifixion and the beginning of the Investigative Judgment upon a basis which is open to question and which
believe
will only invite from our opponents further and justifiable criticism of
the positions we hold.
If there is any subject upon which
feel we should
stand upon absolutely solid ground
believe it is the sanctuary question.
Certainly we cannot afford to jeopardize our position on this highly important doctrine by going officially on record as holding views which we cannot
maintain.
do not believe the validity of our fundamental position is at
all bound up with the validity of the articles in question, but some of our
opponents may endeavor to indicate that it is.
It is hardly the course of
wisdom to unnecessarily put into the hands of our opponents material which
may prove to be a most potent weapon against us.
Our ministry should in our
official church organ be supplied only with such material as is altogether
solid and firm, and which cannot be undermined.
do not believe that this
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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present series of articles is of such, a nature.
Even if this material
should prove to be sound,
do not believe any great harm wou d have resulted if its publication had been deferred till the matter had been more
thoroughly thrashed out.
I

i

If my point of view in this matter can be shown to be faulty,
wi
be glad to have this pointed out and
shall be happy to change my views.
Such an invitation
have a number of times extended to Elder Froom in conI

I

I

I

I

nection with this discussion but thus far without any response from him
other than to refer me to the arguments of Miss Amadon. These arguments
have gone over carefully but
must confess that
cannot find in them anything that
consider to be valid evidence for a Thursday rather than a Friday night Passover observance on the part of the Jewish authorities during
crucifixion week. The line of reasoning employed in reaching these conclusions
believe to be faulty and the treatment of the evidence from the Bible,
the Spirit of Prophecy, and Josephus wh ch points to a Friday night Passover
cannot but regard as hardly more than mere evasion.
it would be easy
enough to just let this matter drop, but
do not feel that, holding the
views
do,
would thus be giving my best service to the cause of the Lord,
and for this reason
am at this time presenting this matter to you.
I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

With others
am highly interested in the early final ization of the
work of the sanctuary committee.
But while there are items that might have
been finalized upon and published years ago,
do not believe that it is
the source of wisdom to engage in premature publication of items on which
we are .not. yet altogether sure.
Much of the material that Elder Froom has
gathered at great expense to this denomination
feel might with profit have
been published either in the MINISTRY or in book form years ago.
But in
this phase of the work in which Miss Amadon is engaged
am wondering whether
it would not be the course of wisdom to wait a bit longer till we are more
certain of the ground upon which we stand.
I

I

I

I

Very truly yours,
(Signed) Edwin R. Thiele
* * *

December

12,

1943

Elder H. T. El iott
General Conference of SDA
Takoma Park, Washington, DC
I

Dear Brother

El

I

iott:

It has occurred to me that the following quotation from the Book of Jubilees
might be of interest to our brethren in Washington in connection with the
question of the chronology of the New Testament Passover:

Remember the commandment which the Lord commanded, thee concerning the
Passover, that thou shouldst celebrate it in its season on the fourteenth
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of the first month, that thou shouldst kill it before it is evening,
and that they should eat it by night on the evening of the fifteenth
from the time of the setting of the sun.
Let the children of
Israel come and observe the Passover on the day of its fixed time, on
the fourteenth day of the first month, between the evenings, from the
third part of the day to the third part of the night, for two portions
of the day are given to the light, and a third to the evening.
This is
that which the Lord commanded thee that thou shouldst observe it between
the evenings.
And it is not permissible to slay it during any period
of the light, but during the period bordering on the evening, and let
them eat it at the time of the evening until the third part of the night,
and whatever is left over of all its flesh from the third part of the
night and onwards, let them bum it with fire.
Jub. 49:1,2,10-12.
.

.

.

The importance of this reference coming from the second century B.C. and reflecting the customs of at least the Pharisees at that time will be immeThe above quotation leaves no question but that in the
diately recognized.
second century before Christ it was already a widespread custom among the
Jews to slay the Passover sacrifice on the afternoon of the fourteenth, just
before evening, and to eat the Passover meal after sunset, during the openYou will recall that this is in perfect agreeing hours of the fifteenth.
ment with the evidence already given you from Josephusas to the Jewish cusLikewise is the evidence
tom in the latter part of the first century A.D.
from both of these authorities in complete agreement with the testimony of
the gospels and also the Spirit of Prophecy concerning the time of Passover
observance at the crucifixion.
You will also recall that the conclusion expressed in the recent series of
articles in the MINISTRY on the New Testament Passover was that the Passover
was both slain and eaten in the early evening hours of the fourteenth, i.e.
Thursday evening of crucifixion week. The vital point concerning this subject is that on the basis of such a theory the endeavor is made to fix the
year of the crucifixion, whereas if the Jewish authorities who fixed the
times by various lunar observations actually observed the Passover feast on
Friday evening, then Friday and not Thursday should be the time employed.
In view of the fact that in the December issue of the MINISTRY another item
appeared in which the main stress was on the point of "chronology," and in
which a quotation from Philo was used in the endeavor to bolster the theory
felt it only proper that our leaders in
of a Thursday night Passover meal,
Washington should give careful attention to the full evidence available conIt is my studied conviction that the continued precerning this question.
sentation of material along the present line will only result in future emhave just written to Miss Amadon
barrassments and disappointments for us.
have written to Elder Froom
at length expressing my convictions to her and
calling his attention to the evidence from Jubilees.
I

I

I

understand the position taken by Miss Amadon and the grounds on
can wel
have endeavored carefully to point out to
which she bases her views, and
her just where she is making her mistakes.
I

I

I

The first mistake made by Miss Amadon is that she did not make a careful
study of the time of the final trial of Jesus before the Sanhedrin and
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Pilate.
It was her conclusion that these trials were held
during the night,
before morning, whereas the definite evidence of both the gospels and
Desire
of A 9 es rs to +ne effect that this trial was not held ti
after daybreak^
Friday morning.
The difference is of vital importance to the question of'
the time of the New Testament Passover, for if this final trial
of Jesus
had occurred during the night as Miss Amadon maintains, then
according to
her the Jewish leaders could have partaken of the Passover
feast that same
night, following the trial and before morning broke.
But if the final trials
did not come until after daybreak, then the Passover meal
could not have
come till Friday night.
For this reason the question of the exact time of
this final trial and condemnation of Jesus before the Sanhedrin
and before
Pilate is of fundamental importance, and the mistake made by Miss
Amadon on
this point is fatal to all her theories concerning New Testament
Passover
chronology.
She has started with the foundation awry and for this reason
the great structure she is endeavoring to build on this foundation
is likewise awry.
'

I

I

The second mistake made by Miss Amadon is her endeavor to allow
a partial
picture given by Josephus to stand for a complete picture.
It is true, for
imstance, that Josephus repeatedly mentions the 14th as the day
on which the
Passover was observed, and it is also true that a careless and
superficial
reading of some of these references might seem to convey the
impression that
all of the events connected with Passover observance—
the slaying of the lamb
and the eating of the feast—were both observed on the 14th.
But such a
conclusion is hasty and dangerous.
Before any such a conclusion can be
drawn much more evidence than that presented is required.
One needs to know
just on what hour of the 14th, for instance, the Passover sacrifices
were
offered.
If the authority in question presents such
evidence, well and good.
If he does not, then must other authorities
be consulted.
In the case of
Josephus we fortunately possess his evidence on this point, namely that
the
Passover sacrifices were offered between the 9th and the Nth hours,
which
would be between three and five o'clock on Friday afternoon of
crucifixion
week.
But Miss Amadon will have none of this latter evidence, for
it does
not agree with her theories.
For two years in her correspondence with me
she has been doing her utmost to discredit this evidence.
In her latest
letter to me she simply brands it, "unworthy of notice."
But it is evidence
of the utmost importance to this inquiry, the very type of
evidence that is
essential before any sound conclusion can be arrived at.
.

The third mistake is almost identical in nature with the second
In the
December issue of the MINISTRY appears a quotation from Philo in which
again
the fourteenth is mentioned in connection with Passover observance.
But
again this quotation makes no mention of hours at all, and until
we have
this last evidence from Philo the citation from him cannot be used
as evidence for the exact time of Passover observance in New Testament
times, as
between Thursday or Friday night.
The fourth mistake of Miss Amadon is the failure to take into consideration
such evidence as that above given from Jubilees, and
other early Jewish
writers.
In such a letter as this
cannot go exhaustively into this question, but let me simply mention that the Jewish evidence for
a very early
observance of the Passover feast on the 13th instead of the
14th is altogether conclusive.
Jubilees alone settles that question for a date as early
as the second century B.C.
I

10
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In brief, the first and most important point concerning New Testament Passover
chronology is the fact that the final condemnation of Jesus did not take
place until after the break of day Friday morning and that at that time the
Jewish leaders had not yet partaken of the Passover but were looking forward
to the observance of this rite. This alone would prove the incorrectness
of Miss Amadon's contention that the Jewish nation as well as Jesus observed
the Passover on Thursday night.
If both the Bible and Pes re of Ages are correct in the evidence which they
provide on the above point then should we expect to find corroborative evidence in contemporary sources pointing to an observance of the Passover
feast on Nisan fifteen.
Jubilees provides such evidence for the second
century B.C. and Josephus for the first century A.D.
?

But an examination of the testimony of both Jubilees and Josephus shows that
while the Passover was eaten in the early evening of the fifteenth, the
Jewish writers of that period went to great lengths in the endeavor to place
stress on the fourteenth, and thus to make it appear as if their current
practice in Passover observance was in accord with the regulation originally
given by Moses calling for the observance of these rites in Nisan fourteen.

Only the slaying of the Passover took place in the late afternoon of the
fourteenth, but this was put forth in such a form as to indicate this was
the main feature of Passover observance and thus in accord with the proviThe Jewish writers at the beginning of the Chrissions of the Mosaic law.
tian era thus use the term "fourteenth" in rather a loose sense when applied
to Passover observance, as is witnessed in both Jubilees and Josephus, and
it is in this same sense that it is evidently also used by Phi lo.
While a
superficial survey of some of the statements of these writers might thus
make it seem as if the Passover was both slain and eaten on the fourteenth,
a careful study of the full evidence reveals the fact that the custom was to
slay the Passover on the late afternoon of the fourteenth and eat the Passover
feast in the early evening hours of the fifteenth.
In no field of endeavor is it ever proper to take some isolated statement
and to build upon it any weighty conclusions which are out of harmony with
For instance, a superficial reading
the complete evidence in that field.
of Phil. 1:23 and of Mark 9:43-48 might seem to provide evidence for the
entrance to heaven immediately at death and for an ever burning hell. But
we recognize the fact that the true picture in these fields can be obtained
only from a careful study of the full evidence in the case. This is true in
every field, including New Testament Passover chronology. Miss Amadon's
mistake has been to take an isolated statement and to build upon it a general
concl usion' wh ich was not warranted by the full evidence in the case.

Others who have not had the opportunity of going over all the evidence in
this field have considered Miss Amadon's conclusions as plausible, and the
result is that there is at present a growing confusion among us on this
Miss Amadon considers herself
point of New Testament Passover chronology.
an authority in this' field, but the simple fact is that she is badly confused.
While she might have some items in this field which are sound,
know that her chronology simply is not sound, and it is on this point where
The very heart of her item in the December MINISTRY,
her chief interest lies.
I
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for instance, consists of five sentences in which this word "chronology" is
used five times.
The rtem closes with the solicitation of further correspondence on this subject and points to further articles to follow: "We are
pleased to receive letters of inquiry from those who are studying together.
The next study will be on 'The Passover Peace Offering. "
wish with all
of my heart that this material were sound and that our people could be edified and established thereby, but
am afraid that as long as Miss Amadon
clings to her present theories, her presentation of this materia! will lead
us to the place where embarrassment and disappointment will certainly come,
and where a great deal of explaining will be necessary to try to clear up
wrong conceptions.
If the material already published is any correct guide
to that still to come, then does it appear that it cannot but lead to erroneous conclusions.
And if this thing has not yet been finalized upon, then
why proceed with it now?
1

I

I

Very sincerely your brother,
(Signed) Edwin R. Thiele
* * #

December
Elder

M.

E.

1502 E Bri

I

I

17,

1943

Kern
St

Phoenix, AZ

Dear Brother Kern:
You are now the chairman,
believe, of the sub-committee on the Advent
Source Material that is dealing with Miss Amadon's argument and the arguments that have been offered contrary to it.
I

You may have all the information which
am herewith giving you, but
just to make sure
am sending on letters that have come to me in recent
months from Brother E. R. Thiele. These are his letters to me of October
and December 12.
I

I

6

It seems to me, as
have expressed it to Brothren Thiele and Froom,
that it is unfortunate to have this argument going on in the MINISTRY magazine when it is in such an unsettled state and when even the facts on which
the argument is based are in question. ...
I

Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) H. T. Ell iott
* * #
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Elder H. T. El iott
General Conference of SDA
Takoma Park, Washington, DC
I

Dear Brother Elliott:
In the February issue of the MINISTRY
noticed the article on the
"Date and Hour of the Crucifixion Passover." My first reaction to this
article was to simply Ignore it and just to let things take their own course,
be the outcome whatever it might.
But after thinking things over more carefully
feel that if this article is as unsound as
believe it to be and if
its ultimate outcome will be what
expect it to be, then, if
truly love
this work and am concerned over its welfare,
would not be doing my full
duty either to God or this cause by remaining silent.
will not discuss
the many points in this article which
believe to be unsound, but will mention only one item which
believe to be vital and which will carry with it
the key to everything else.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

After giving a citation from Phi lo which is used as evidence for both
the slaying of the Passover and the Passover feast itself on the fourteenth
of Nisan, the article declares: " On
an after-sunset sacrifice and supper
could agree with Philo's description.
If the lamb were slain in the afte rhave
it.
would
then
to
be
roasted
noon ,
and eaten on the subsequent evening.
Hence two Jewish dates would be involved not one date only."
Let us put
against this statement Philo's own words, taken from the same section of
Philo mentioned in the above citation: "After the New Moon comes the fourth
feast, called the Crossing-feast, which the Hebrews in their native tongue
called Pasoha.
In this festival many myriads of victims from noon till eventide are offered by the whole people, old and young alike." Philo, Special
Laws, II, sec. 145, tr. by Colson, Loeb Classical Library, Vol. VII, p. 395.
Notice that Miss Amadon declares that "only an after-sunset sacrifice and
supper could agree with Philo's description," but that Philo himself declares
that it was from " noon till eventide" when the Passover sacrifices were offered!
If there had been merely a casual reading of Philo's presentation of
this matter, his statement that the hour when the sacrifices were offered
was the period between noon and sunset, would have made any speculation concerning this time entirely out of place. And if the testimony of Jubilees
had been noted and accepted, that the Passover was slain on the 14th before
evening and eaten on the evening of the fifteenth, immediately after the
setting of the sun, it would have been clear as to just what Philo had in
mind, and the above completely erroneous deduction would not have been drawn.
Yet again, if Josephus' very clear statement that the Passover sacrifices
were slain on the 14th, and that the hour was from the 9th to the Mth, three
to five in the afternoon, then again would the meaning of Philo's statement
In other words, the testimony of any one of these
have been entirely clear.
three witnesses would have been entirely sufficient in itself to show just
when it was customary in New Testament times to slay the Passover sacrifices
and when the Passover feast occurred, and the baselessness of the position
taken in these four recent articles in the MINISTRY would have been apparent.
But for Philo himself to give the very hour of day of the offering of the
Passover sacrifices, and to have that statement entirely passed by, and to
I

—
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endeavor to argue that the time which Philo says was the time, was an impossible time, is hardly in line with sound and careful research.
must say
that
cannot understand how- it was possible for a presentation so strikingly
and so demonstrably erroneous as this to appear in the MINISTRY, and that,
after the errors were pointed out.
I

I

When an argument is proceeding along sound lines it is possible to accept valid evidence at its full value and it does not become necessary to
endeavor to try to circumvent the force of such evidence by any equivocation
or specious reasoning.
Thus when Josephus said that the Jews offered their
Passover sacrifices between the 9th and the Nth hours—three to five o'clock
in the afternoon— (Wars VI. IX. 3) it does not become necessary to endeavor to
dismiss such weighty evidence with a puerile, "But the text has no date!"
(MINISTRY, Feb. 1944, p. 38), or with the declaration that "a critical examination of B.VI.IX.3 is unworthy of notice" (Personal letter to me by Miss
Amadon of Nov. 2, 1943).
And when Jubilees bears witness to the fact that
already in the second century before Christ the time of offering the Passover sacrifices among the Jews was considered to be in the late afternoon
of the fourteenth, before sunset, and that the Passover feast itself was
held in the early evening of the fifteenth, after sunset (Jubilees 49:1,2,1012), we need make no attempt at all to discard such valuable testimony.
And
when John declares that the hour when Jesus and His disciples observed the
Passover was "before the feast of the Passover" (John 13:1), it does not
become necessary to try to evade a statement so plain as this. And when
John says further that when the Jews on Friday morning refused to enter into
the judgment hall "lest they should be defiled; but that they might eat the
Passover," (John 18:28), it does not become necessary to endeavor to substitute one's own "Talmudic supper" (Letter to me of Nov. 2, 1943), for "Passover." And again, when the Spirit of Prophecy corroborates this witness of
John and says that the Jewish officials would not enter into the judgment
hall lest they become defiled thereby and "thus prevented from taking part
in the feast of the Passover" (DA 723), we do not need to substitute "Talmudic
supper" for an unequivocal "Feast of the Passover." Yet again when the
time of the last trial of Jesus, is described by the Spirit of Prophecy as
"as soon as it was day" (DA 714), by Matthew as the time "when the morning
was come" (Matt. 27:1), by Mark as "straightway in the morning," (Mark 15:1),
and by Luke as, "as soon as it was day" (Luke 22:66), it will not be necessary to be forced to endeavor to place the time of this trial during the
night, before the break of morning (Letter to me of Oct. 10, 1943).
And
when Desire of Ages , and Klausner declare that the final legal trial of Jesus
could come only in the light of day (DA 710; Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth ,
IV. ii), it wf
p. 340: Sanh.
not be necessary to maintain that Jesus' last
trial was held "at night" and in the "darkness" (Letter of Oct. 10, 1943).
Nor when Mrs. White expressly declares that "The Passover was observed as it
had been for centuries, while He to whom it pointed had been slain by wicked
hands, and lay in Joseph's tomb," (DA 774), will it be necessary to try to
argue that the observance of the Passover does not here mean the observance
of the Passover at all, for the Jews had observed their Passover on Thursday
night, at the same time as did Jesus, and not on Friday night while Jesus
lay in the tomb.
I

I

could carry the above to much greater lengths, but
simply give the
above examples to show the shifts and evasions it is necessary to resort to
I

I
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when the positron one fs endeavoring to maintain is contrary to fact.
Yet
the pity of it is that this posrtion, totally devoid of any sound foundation, is now apparently- receiving official sanctfon among our leaders in
Washington, and that we are opening up the pages of the official church
organ for our mi n sters throughout the world, for the promulgation of such
error, and that, in support of one of our most cherished doctr?nes--the
sanctuary truth
And the double pity is that this should come just one
hundred years after the stirring times of 1844— a time when God's people
should be receiving the most positive and unshakable confirmation of the
truth of the positions they hold.
i

!

Our position on the sanctuary question is already under serious fire
by our enemies.
Why should we now play into their hands by providing them
with the ammunition they so much desire an evidence of faulty history ,
unsound logic, erroneous use of ancient testimony ?
In God's work and in
the realm of truth no position will ever be in need of the unsound support
that it is now being proposed to lend to our views on the sanctuary question.

—

Why must we publish before our workers and before the world such a
statement, for instance, as the following in the February MINISTRY: "The
Second Temple sources have clearly shown that the ancient Passover date had
not changed even as late as Josephus." The facts are that the complete
testimony for the time of Christ shows that at that period a change had been
introduced,* that the Passover was no longer observed on the evening of the
fourteenth, and the Passover feast was held on the evening of the fifteenth.
The testimony of John is proof of the fact that on Friday morning of crucifixion week the Jewish leaders had not yet partaken of the Passover and
thus were planning to partake of it on Friday evening, which would be the
fifteenth.
Jubilees is proof of the fact that that is the view maintained
in the second century before Christ.
Phi lo is witness to the fact that the
slaying of the Passover sacrifices took place in the afternoon, the fourteenth, and that the Passover feast must therefore have been held on the
evening of the fifteenth.
Josephus is witness for the slaying of the Passover sacrifices between three and five of the afternoon of the fourteenth at
the close of the first century A.D., and thus again the Passover feast must
have been held on the evening of the fifteenth.
All this testimony of these
contemporary witnesses is in complete agreement on the one point that the
time of Passover observance had definitely changed and that the above state-*
ment is therefore not true to fact.

—

The original Passover law, however, had of course not changed, and that
It was remembered that Moses had
known among the Jews.
commanded that the Passover be observed on the fourteenth, and even though
it was no longer customary to obey that law, an attempt was still made to
indicate that their customs were still in line with the original directions
This fact is well known by all outstanding Jewish writers
given by Moses.
of our age that
am acquainted with.
law was still well

I

Christ and His followers, however, still continued to observe the Passover at the time appointed by Moses, the evening of the fourteenth, which
And there were no doubt scattered
was Thursday evening of crucifixion week.
*but that the sacrifices were slain on the afternoon of the fourteenth
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remnants of people wh.o were still faithful to God in complying with the original regulations concerning the time of Passover observance, but the Jewish
leaders at Jerusalem at the time of Christ and the majority of Jews at that
time most certainly observed the Passover just twenty-four hours too late.
With each new presentation of this subject in the MINISTRY we are getting
ourselves ever more deeply involved. Where will all this end? Many of our
workers will think this material reliable and will weave it into their oral
and written presentation of the sanctuary truth, and ultimately the time will
come when our mistakes on this point will come before those who are informed
on this matter, and that will most certainly result in embarrassment for us.
But what are we now going to do? Are we going to allow the present
erroneous views which have gone out to remain uncorrected? We can hardly
allow error to stand and lead us into the embarrassment which will surely
come, but to set forth the correct point of view on this matter will likewise
result in embarrassment, for we will have to show that the views on which
so much labor and argument were spent were not sound.
cannot but feel
that the publication of this material was hasty and unwise, and that it
would have been far better to have waited until we were more certain of the
ground we were building upon.
I

Might
now request some information from you as to just how this matter now stands in Washington? Has the committee appointed to investigate
the subject finalized uponi it, and has the signal been given to go ahead
with the matter?
It does seem as if this must be so, or publication would
not now be continuing.
And might
ask who were the members of the committee appointed to investigate this matter? Are all of our brethren there
and elsewhere clear on this matter, and am
the only one who seems to see
the thing in a different light? Thus far none of the men to whom
have addressed myself in Washington concerning this thing some months ago, has given
me any intimation that they felt
might be in error, nor has any attempt
been made by any of them to point out in any wise where my reasoning might
not be sound or my evidence reliable.
If
am wrong I. would real.ly appreciate having this pointed out to me.
I

I

I

I

I

I

It must, of course, be understood that the views
hold on this matter
are views which
am teaching to the young people in my charge at Emmanuel
Missionary College.
am particularly anxious that our young men receive a
solid foundation for the truths which they will go forth to proclaim.
And
am anxious that when they come in contact with error, however subtle,
cunning, or insidious it may be, that they be able to discern this.
It is
my conviction that the type of reasoning employed in arriving at the conclusions expressed in this series of articles in the MINISTRY is just as erroneous as the reasoning often used to prove the position of an ever-burning
hell, of the immortality of the soul, and of the keeping of a spurious sabbath.
Our young people are constantly being brought in contact with error
that is more and more subtle, and they just must be trained to be able to
detect falsehood from truth. What will
now do in regard to this presentation of this subject?
believe it to be wrong,
certainly do not wish the
young people in my charge to go out teaching something so demonstrably and
yet so subtly in error, and yet to point out the falsity of this matter cannot
help but result in embarrassments.
must repeat that
believe with all my
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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heart that the publication of this material at this time to be untimely and
unwise, and that it is performing a distinct disservice to the cause of
present truth.
And what is to happen next? Will this thing go on and on? The further
we go, the more difficult will it be ultimately to retrace our steps.
Would
it not be well to wait until we first know that we are going forward upon
solid ground? And if this material is wrong, how will we now inform our
ministry of this fact so that the errors may not continue to be given an
ever wider circulation?
Finally,
am wondering, Brother Elliott, whether it might not be well
to secure a copy of Phi lo and then invite Miss Amadon over and have her read
the statement referred to in the early part of this letter concerning the
offering of the myriads of paschal sacrificial victims "from noon till eventide."
It is found in section XXVI 1.145, p. 395, Vol. VII of Philo.
The
citation upon which Miss Amadon has placed such stress as proving that Philo
could not possibly refer to an afternoon sacrifice but that it must come
after sunset is on page 397, same section, 149. The title is Phi lo F. H.
Col son trs., Loeb Classical Library, VII.
The American publisher is Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass. The Seminary will of course have a copy.
If after seeing the above statement by Philo and noticing that it is the
exact opposite of what she has been endeavoring to prove, Miss Amadon will,
if the real truth of this matter is the thing of first importance to her,
accept the full force of this testimony and acknowledge the erroneousness
of her position.
And with that will fall this whole position she has so
laboriously been endeavoring to build up in this present series.
That will
of course not be easy.
But if Miss Amadon' s chief interest is to prove
that her position has been and still is correct, her endeavor wi
be to
parley and do away with the force of this testimony.
I

,

I

I

With kindest Christian greetings, believe me to be,

Very sincerely your brother,
(Signed) Edwin R. Thiele
* * *

CORRESPONDENCE WITH NAVAL OBSERVATORY REGARDING WORK OF GRACE AMADON

February 26,

1946

Glen H. Draper
Observatory
Massachusetts at 34th NW
Washington, DC
Dr.

Nava

I

Dear Dr. Draper:

One of our teachers

is

in

receipt of a letter which concerns a statement
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made by Miss Grace Amadon to the committee on chronology, of which she was
a member.
She stated that she had your endorsement on some of her computations, but did not specify.
The question is: assuming that you gave an endorsement, did this concern or include her position that the Jewish Passover
in the year 31 A.D. fell on a Friday?
As she is now deceased, we would appreciate a word from you.

Respectfully yours,
(Signed) D.

E.

Rebok

DER:y
* # *

US Naval Observatory
Feb. 27, 1946
D. E. Rebok
SDA Theological Seminary
Takoma Park 21 , DC

Mr.

Dear Mr. Rebok:
Your letter of 26 February has been received.
did check over the work of
Miss Grace Amadon and found it to be an interesting and accurate research
following the premises she accepted. Her conclusion that the Jewish Passover
in the year 31 A.D. fell on a Friday is correct and consistent with her
I

premi ses.

But as
told her so frequently there may be some question in accepting the
premises as real
They are interesting and furnish as consistent a set of
conclusions as any
have seen on the subject, although they seem to contain several precepts of almost hearsay. They are novel to say the least
I

.

I

.

am enclosing a mathematical paper of mine own which should sufficiently
demonstrate the roll of traditional premises in most discussions.
The truth
is had only when the last exception has been clearly understood and defined.
I

Sincerely,
(Signed) Glen H. Draper
* * *

March
H. Draper
Observatory
Massachusetts at 34th N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dr.

Glen

Naval

Dear Dr. Draper:

I,

1946
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I

wish to acknowledge your letter of February 27 and to thank you for the
answer which you have given to my question.
wonder if you would be willing to offer your comments or counsel regarding the premises upon which
Miss Grace Amadon based her work, or if you would feel free to give us the
facts so far as science and mathematics know them concerning the Passover
day in the year 31, as well as the other years which are now considered by
various groups studying this problem. We are looking for facts and truth.
If you can help us in any way, it will be greatly appreciated.
I

I

Again thanking you for your very prompt and careful reply to my question,
am

Respectful

ly

I

yours,

(Signed) D. E. Rebok, President

DER:y
* * #

US Naval Observatory
Washington 25, DC
March 5, 1946

Dear President Rebok:

.

Your letter of March
has been received.
am answering it immediately as
am so pressed for time that
shall never get to answer it if
set it
aside for proper considerations.
I

I

I

I

I

am a little perturbed to know exactly what you desire as Miss Amadon'
work must certainly be in your possession and states for itself what it is.
Briefly though it assumes that the Paschal moon is the important moon and
not the new moon.
Her calendar is refreshing in Its (at present) novel premise that the Jews knew enough of the motions of the moon to predict the
The Paschal feast should never arrive
time at which the moon would be full
before the full moon is her major premise.
have never heard of any other
modern who claims this, but it was indeed interesting to me to see how she
It appears in
was able to make a consistent chronology on that premise.
many respects to be the most consistent chronology
have seen, although
requires the difficult assumption that the priests knew a great deal more of
Miss Amadon inthe laws of motion of the moon than they recorded as such
sisted, with evidences of record that they did have this knowledge as a
She had faith that the priests were able to regulate the
divine secret.
It is difentire year by observations of the new moons of a previous year.
ficult to understand now how they were able to do this as we have only in
the last three hundred years been able to reproduce this fear
I

.

I

i

I

.

.

do not have the time to go into all the details of her problem, as you
request but she has it fairly well outlined.
I

I
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Very truly yours,
(Signed) Glen H. Draper
# x #

March

7,

1946

Dr. Glen H.

Draper
Observatory
Massachusetts at 34th NW
Washington, DC
Nava

I

Dear Dr. Draper:
fully realize you are a very busy man and
even hesitated to approach you
with my original question, but you have answered my question satisfactorily
and
thank you for your frankness and for your opinion. These are interesting problems, but without doubt there are others which are certainly more
pressing and
would not encroach upon your time to discuss them further.
I

I

I

I

Appreciating your two letters and your viewpoint

in

the matter,

I

remain,

^

Respectfully yours,
(Signed)

D.

E.

Rebok, President

DER: y
x # *

San Francisco
Oct. 2, 1948

Dear Brother Kern:

The following points seem to me essential to an understanding of the committee problem of the 2300 days.
1.

The beginning of the 2300 days.

Which command?

2.

The meaning of "how long", "Until", "Going forth"?

3.

Proof of the connection of the 70 weeks and 2300 days.

4.

Is

"unto Messiah, the Prince"

a

chronological statement?

5.

When are we to reckon that the Messiah came?

6.

He "began to be about 30 years", When?

Birth?

Baptism?

"Began", "About" are indefinite.

A-

When did God reject Israel?
ion of Jerusa em?

7.

I
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At crucifixion, Stephen s/death, destructT

.

I

8.

What reason is there for an attempt to fix the absolute beginning of
the 7th of Artaxerxes apart from an attempt to arrive at the tenth day
of the seventh month in 1844?
If we are not compelled to arrive at
Oct. 22 is there any point in spending years to establish the exact
moment of Artaxerxes accession?

9.

Ca) If Christ was born in B.C. 4, how do we account for Herod's death
also in B.C. 4, when Christ must have been born some considerable time
before Herod's death?
If Christ was born in B.C. 4; the crucifixion in A.D. 31; If Christ
26-7 began to be about 30 years old, if there was a 3 1/2 year's
ministry; how do these dates harmonize?

10.

in

If Dr. Wood arrived at an undisputed date for Artaxerxes' 7th year;
if Dr.
Lindsjo arrives at another date; where are we after all these years? There
would seem to be no point to continue these discussions unless some of the
above questions are settled; and that will take years.

(Signed) M.
* *

L.

Andreasen

*

THE DATE OF CHRIST'S CRUCIFIXION
Biblical scholars have not been able to reach unanimous conclusions in
regard to the crucifixion date of Christ.
The reason for the disagreement
lies in the fact that data on which the crucifixion date must be based are
~~
~
~
sti
uncertain
I

I

.

Let us first list points on which there is general agreement.
We know
that the crucifixion took place ( ) at the time of the Jewish Passover (Matt.
26:17-30; Mark 14:12-26; Luke 22:1-23; John 13:1-30; 18:28), and (2) that
it was the preparation day for the weekly Sabbath (Mark 15:42-47; Luke 23:
50-56; John 19:31,41,42).
It is also evident that Christ rested in the tomb
on the Sabbath (Matt. 27:62-66), and that He rose from the dead early Sunday
morning, the first day of the week (Matt. 28:1-6; Mark 15:1-6; Luke 24:1-6;
John 20:1-18).
It is, furthermore, certain that the crucifixion took place
between the years A.D. 26 and 35, during which time Pontius Pilate was governor of Judea.
We know, moreover, from Scripture that the law of the Passover
required (I) the lamb to be slain before sunset on the fourteenth day of Nisan
and eaten before the following midnight (Ex. I2:6ff; Lev. 23:5), and that
ripened barley had to be available for the wave sheaf on the second day of
the feast of unleavened bread (Lev. 23:6,7,10,11).
I

It is also generally agreed that the Jews, in common with the Babylonians,
Persians and other Eastern nations based their calendar on the movements of
the moon, and that their ordinary years had 12 months, each month having a
length of either 29 or 30 days.
In order to keep the year in step with the
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seasons, an intercalary month was inserted every two or three years
in 19 years.

—7

times

With this evidence in hand, the establishment of the 14th of Nisan in
any year of Christ's time may seem to be a simple matter.
Assuming that the
14th of Nisan was the day of the full moon, it may appear to be comparatively
easy to establish the crucifixion date by finding astronomically the date
at a Passover season when the moon was full on a Friday during the years of
Pi late

f

s

reign.

A crucifixion date arrived at by this procedure, however, is based on
number of unproven assumptions, since the exact nature of the Jewish
calendar used during the time of Christ is unknown.
Uncertain factors are
the following: CI) Was the Jewish calendar in the time of Christ based on
observation or computation—did the beginning of each month depend on an observation of the new moon crescent, or was the month's beginning calculated
in advance?
(2) Was the moon always full on the 14th of the month, or sometimes one or two days earlier?
(3) Which years during Christ's life consisted of thirteen months, i.e., were embolismic?
(4) Did the jews at the
time of Christ follow the Babylonian calendar in toto, as some scholars think,
or did they follow their own scheme?
a

Although the present-day Jewish calendar is basically still lunar, it
cannot help to clarify the uncertainties listed above, because it was introduced not earlier than the fourth century and varies considerably with the
one previously used.
It is fixed by computations made before the beginning
of the year, and is arranged in a way that the festival days will not fall
on certain days of the week.
For example, the Day of Atonement, which comes
on the Oth day of the 7th month, is according to Jewish regulations not
supposed to fall on a Tuesday, Wednesday, or Friday, hence the calendar is
adjusted in a way to avoid this.
I

The only other Jewish calendar concerning which we are reasonably well
informed is that of the 5th century B.C.
Our knowledge about this calendar
is derived from a number of Jewish documents found in recent years in Egypt.
See on this calendar S. H. Horn and L. H. Wood, The Chronology of Ezra 7
(Washington, D.C.: Review & Herald Publishing Assoc., 1953), pp. 66-88 and
18-145.
I

For a reconstruction of the Jewish calendar for the period lying between
the 5th century B.C. and the 4th century A.D. no reliable source materials
is as yet available.
Rabbinical statements concerning the earlier Jewish
calendar found in the Talmud from A.D. 200 on and other Jewish writings are
late, ambiguous, and not always reliable.
They can be interpreted in different ways, and it is unknown whether these statements are based on good
information or tradition.
In view of these uncertainties regarding the
calendar used in the time of Christ every attempt to fix the crucifixion
date scientifically, can only be based on a number of hypotheses and unproven
assumptions.

Scholars who have arrived at A.D. 30 as the year in which the crucifixion
took place, believe that the Jewish calendar in the time of Christ was
identical with the Babylonian calendar of earlier centuries.
They also
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believe that this calendar was based on observation of the moon, in which
the first day of each month began at sunset the evening on which the new
crescent of the moon was seen for the first time after its conjunction, that
is the appearance of the new moon.
A calendar based on observation, however, is dependent on the weather
on the evening after the 29th of the month the crescent was invisible because of an overcast sky, the first of the month was postponed one day.
This weather problem would not be a matter of concern in those lunar months
which naturally would be thirty days in length.
If the first day of the
month was delayed by one day because of bad weather, the 14th also would have
fallen one day later.
Since we have no source material from the time of
Christ on which to construct with certainty a calendar for the year A.D. 30,
it is obvious that in view of the factors involved we cannot set an exact
date for the crucifixion
.

If

.

Further, it is not known whether the Jews regulated their calendar at
that time so that the full moon coincided with the 14th of Nisan or with
the 12th or 13th, as some think, in order that those who were traveling to
Jerusalem during the Passover season might have lighted nights for traveling.
Such a calendar would be based on computations and not on observations.
Those working on the assumption that the Jews computed their calendar instead of basing it on observation, and fixed it in a way that the full moon
came on the 12th or 13th of Nisan, reach entirely different conclusions with
regard to the crucifixion date.
Using this hypothesis as the basis for her
astronomical computations, Miss Grace Amadon arrived at A.D. 31 for the
crucifixion date (See "Ancient Jewish Ca lendation," Journa of Bi b ca
Literature Vol. 61, part 4 [1942], pp. 227-280).
It should be noted that
her conclusions are likewise based on an interpretation of certain Jewish
statements which are ambiguous, and that her conclusions will stand or fall
on the correctness of several still unproven hypotheses
I

I

i

,
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Years of investigation carried on by a number of members of a committee
appointed by the General Conference to investigate this and other related
dates, have led to the conclusions that our present source material is insufficient to arrive at a scientifically unassailable date for the crucifixion
.

For the reconstruction of the Jewish calendar used in the time of Christ,
the discovery of contemporary source material of an unambiguous nature must
be awaited.
Without such material the crucifixion date cannot scientifically
It might not be superfluous to mention in this connection
be estab shed
that in the present state of our knowledge it is also impossible to establish accurate dates for a number of events of Christ's ministry for which
chronological statements are made in the Gospels, like Luke 3:1 and John
The reason for this uncertainty is once more the present scarcity of
2:20.
historically reliable extra-Biblical source material of the first century
of the Christian era.
I

i

.
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While admitting that the crucifixion date cannot scientifically be established, fortunately we have other means by which we are able to arrive
at a correct date for the crucifixion of Christ. The prophecy of the 70
weeks of Daniel 9:25-27 provides the answer to this problem, since it contains
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the prediction that the Messiah would "cause the sacrifice and the oblation
to cease" in the midst of the last of the 70 weeks, which means after 69 1/2
prophetic weeks or 486-1/2 prophetic days— 486-1/2 actual years.
Furthermore, this prophecy provides not only the length of the period
involved, but pins its beginning down to the time when "the going forth of
the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem" should occur (Dan. 9:25),
a decree which was issued in the 7th: year of Artaxerxes
as recorded in
Ezra 7.
Since events described in that chapter can be dated in the year
457 B.C., a date. whose accuracy can be demonstrated (see S. H. Horn and L. H.
Wood, The Chronology of Ezra 7 pp. J07-II7), it is merely a matter of simple
reckoning to find the end of the 70 prophetic weeks or 490 years in the fall
of A.D. 34.
If the 70th week ended in the fall of A.D. 54 the event which
took place in the midst of that prophetic week—the cessation of the sacrificial service through Christ's death— must have taken place in the spring
of A.D. 31.
In this the Spirit of Prophecy concurs (GC 410, DA 233)
I

,

Siegfried H. Horn
* * *

APPENDIX NINETEEN

EXTRACTS FROM DR.

R.

COTTRELL'S PRESENTATION, LOMA LINDA, FEBRUARY,

1980

Twenty-five years ago
became acquainted with Des Ford when he was a
student at the theological seminary which was located in Washington, D.C.,
at that time, and
was working on the SPA Bible Commentary
He requested
an opportunity to dia logue with me about the sanctuary and the subjects that
he has been interested in here recently and which we will be discussing here
tonight.
We spent many hours talking about these things together.
My comments tonight are a severely condensed version of three addresses that
gave at Andrews University on October 20, the weekend of October 20, just
one weekend before Des Ford made his address at PUC.
I

I

.

I

The slides that
will use during the second half of the program tonight
are ones that
made a little bit more than 10 years ago for a small study
group that we had in Washington, D.C., composed mostly of editors at the
Review and the GC, and a few other friends as wel I.
might add that Des
Ford has seen these slides and we have talked together about the things we
will talk about tonight.
A few weeks ago, Dr. Hammi
and a number of the
chairmen of the advisory committee that the GC set up to work with Des Ford,
and several of the members of his committee, have seen these slides and have
heard this presentation also.
have presented them to the combined religion faculties of Loma Linda and La Sierra.
might say that heretofore,
have limited my personal discussion of this subject to scholarly circles
which
have felt for a number of years has been appropriate, but in view
of the fact that these problems have entered the public domain,
think it
would not be responsible on my part to continue to be silent.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Interestingly, on the very same day that
received the tapes of Des
Ford's address at PUC,
received a letter from Harry Lowe, who was chairman of the committee on problems in the book of Daniel.
wi
quote just
one sentence from that letter a very short one.
"Ford's presentation dealt
with nothing we did not discuss on the problems in the Daniel Committee
twenty years ago." So it is nothing new in scholarly circles.
I

I

I

—

I

I

would like to say again that nearly a
of our Bible scholars in the
church perhaps all of them recognize the reality of the problems we will
be presenting tonight, but there is no concensus on the solutions to these
problems.
It has been the policy of certain persons to prevent a discussion
of this for the past 10 years or so, and to think of some, even in scholarly
circles who commented on the subject as sort of dangerous liberals who were
a threat to the church.
But
would like to submit that this attitude of
no discussion, of silence, has really been responsible for escalating the
problems to the state that it is in today, because it has prevented our
Bible scholars from sitting down together and working on the problems and
coming up with a satisfactory sblution. The tree of silence never bears
the fruit of peace.
It is best to face things directly and to work with
them honestly. And only fair-minded, responsible discussion can accomplish
that objective.
It is more than a little that the last ten years or so that it
has not been possible to do that. [Sentence on tape not clear.!
I

—

I

—

I

I
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Seventh-day Adventists have always thought of themselves appropriately,
as people of the Book, meaning the Bible, of course.
And it has ever been
our intention to believe the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth as set forth in the Bible.
In telling about the Sabbath conference
at Volney, New York, Ellen White relates that of the 35 people present at
the conference, hardly two agreed.
Some were holding serious errors, and
each strenuously urged his own views, declaring that they were according to
the Scripture ( Life Sketches p. MO).
would like to ask why such a situation prevailed when these were all honest people?
They all loved
think;
the Lord. They loved the truth.
They studied the truth as best they could
in the Scriptures.
But when they came together hardly two of them, as Ellen
White said, agreed.
Why was there this disunity?
,

I

I

would like to submit that the answer was that they were using what we
refer today as the proof-text method of Bible study.
And inasmuch it was
the proof-text method of Bible study that created the problem that we encounter in our interpretation of Daniel 8:14 , it is important that we
understand what this method is and how it operates.
wi
briefly mention
We might mention more.
5 points.
The proof-text method thinks of the Bible
correctly as God's message to us today, but it forgets that the Bible was
also originally God's message to people in the time in which it was written.
Cor. 10:11 for instance.
Second, the proof text method pays minor, if any
attention, to the historical setting to which the messages of the Bible were
originally addressed, or to the intentions of the inspired writers.
It construes the words and statements of the Bible often in the sense that only
the modern reader would be inclined to place upon them.
As a matter of fact,
in the proof-text method of Bible study each person's presuppositions and
biases mine, if
am engaging in proof-text theology these presuppositions
and biases tend to determine what a person concludes when he reads a passage
of Scripture,
setting out with an idea his study of the Bible consists essential ly in a search for statements that seem to support his idea.
And
interestingly as it may seem, as the recent spate of conferences in righteousness by faith have indicated, ali sides can quote Ellen White and both sides
can quote the Bible.
Of course, we might not agree on the use that each
person makes of that; but it is a fact that in the proof-text method a person's personal pre-supposi tions and biases in large measure determine the
conclusions that he arrives at.
I

I

I

I

I

—

I

—

Third, the proof-text method usually accepts an Eng shtrans ation of
the Bible as its ultimate authority of what the Bible means.
No special
training is necessary to engage in the proof-text method of Bible study.
It is a sort of do-it-yourself method in which anyone can engage, depending
upon his own level of ability.
Reasonable ability to read the King's English
in the King James Version of the Bible, to make use of the marginal references, the English concordance, and to define Bible words by looking them
up in a modern dictionary, and sometimes with referring to other English
translations are the principal requisites that a person engaging in prooftext Bible study at its best will need.
I

i

I

Fourth, the proof-text method makes indiscriminate use of the analogy
of Scripture.
That is, comparing Scripture with Scripture, find a certain
word like sanctuary in Dan. 8:14, the same word in Lev. 16, the same word
in Heb. 7, 8, 9 and so on, finding the same word, the person using the proof-
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text method concludes that they are all talking about the same thing, approximately.
But there is an effect that comes in here in this rather indiscriminate use of the analogy of Scripture, the result being that a text
is often out of context to mean something quite different than the original
writer intended. And it tends to be unaware that many Bible words, expressions and statements conveyed entirely different concepts to the writer, to
his original audience, than they do to us today.
Fifth, anyone can use the proof -text method.
One person's opinion is
just about as important and as valuable as another person's opinion. And
there is no real way to determine which interpretation is right. The prooftext method offers no certain way to do that, and as a result there is a
very considerable diversity of opinion on the part of the Christian world
today, and in fact, most of the differences of opinion amongst the churches
and most of the differences of opinion that occur even in our own church are
the result of using this method.

Well, let us make no mistake.
There is nothing whatever wrong in E. G.
White's use of the Bible when we understand how and why she uses it as she
does.
That is a considered conclusion after, many years of study.
But there
is something grievously wrong about us, the church, when we begin to make
use of her writings in the interpretation of the Bible, and the way some of
us continue to use her writings in the exegesis of Scripture.
would like
to suggest that this egregious error on our part coupled with the continuous
use of the proof-text method by many has been the root of practically every
theological problem that has confronted the church over the past 65 years
since the death of E. G. White.
For example, the problems posed by Conrad i,
Fletcher, Snide, Grieve, Houteff, and the Shepherds Rod, Robert Brinsmead,
Ron Numbers, Walter Rae, and others.
The problem is basically the relationship of E. G. White's writing to the Bible.
I

This lethal combination of the proof -text method and the way in which
we have used E. G. White is at the root of our theological problems.
As long ago as 1871 Ellen White herself wrote, "If you had made God's
Word your study with a desire to reach the Bible standard and reach Christian perfection, you would not have needed the testimonies." That is an
interesting thing from E. G. White. "You would not have needed the testimonies." That is Volume 2, page 605.

•

—

Also, at various times E. G. White reproved the brethren told them not
to use her writings in settling doctrinal matters.
So with this group of
Bible teachers, and later others, learning how to go to the Bible directly
for the first time, there were some who could carry out E. G. White's instruction and go to the Bible and find out what it said.
In sharp contrast with the proof-text method of Bible study, this method
which is commonly known as the historical-linguistic-contextual method, or
more simply the historical method came into increasing use in the church.
Its aim is to ascertain as accurately as possible what the Bible writers
really meant by what they wrote under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and
This method
how they intended their readers to understand what they wrote.
of Bible study takes each passage of Scripture in its historical setting,
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each word in the original language in order to determine its meaning in a
particular context, and each statement in its own context and perhaps also
the author's purpose in writing.

Now under the proof-text method the living presence of E. G. White had
been essential in order to confirm the true meaning of Scripture from the
study of the Bibilie.
But with the historical method it became possible to
go to the Bible directly.
Likewise under the guidance of the Holy Spirit
to be sure and listen to God's voice speaking to us today.
Clear concensus
was not possible with the proof-text method without the living presence of
E. G. White, but it is possible with the historical method of interpretation.
A high degree of accuracy and reasonable concensus can be attained.
In bringing this part of our study to a close,
would like to suggest
that the Bible scholars of the church have been well aware of these problems
of interpretation in Daniel 8:14 and Hebrews 9 for many years.
Individuals
have attempted to correlate Advent ist teachings on the sanctuary, the investigative judgment, and 1844 with these passages of Scripture on the basis
of recognized principles of interpretation.
Several solutions to these
problems have been proposed but over the past 10 years this obscurantist
policy has prevented them from working effectively together and from reaching a concensus.
And that is why there are differences of opinion on the
solution just as Des Ford s demonstrati ng at the present time.
Had it not
been for this moratorium on study by our Bible scholars during the past 10
years particularly, the church would probably, by now, have reached a clear
concensus on these matters and the present rather critical situation might
have been avoided.
I

i

So that the context in our historic interpretation or application of
these verses leaves us in very considerable trouble because it isolates
verse 14 from its context and makes it refer to an entirely different set of
things.

The Adventist interpretation

is

based upon certain assumptions.

1.

That the 2300 evenings-mornings stand for 2300 24-hour days.

2.

That the day-for-year principle is inherent in symbolic prophecy.
That
is, that the 2300 days represents 2300 literal years that began in 457
B.C. and ended in A.D. 1844.

3.

That because the temple was permanently destroyed in A.D. 70 the sanctuary to be cleansed in 1844 for that very reason must be the one in
heaven.
That is reasonable.

4.

That the KJV "cleansed" is the correct rendering of the Hebrew word
tsdaq You are going to hear this word again,
nitsdaq simp y means
cleansed, or in the RSV, restored to its rightful state. That the cleansing referred to is an antitypical cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary
on an antitypical Day of Atonement from the confessed sins of God's
contrary people of all ages, and that this cleansing constitutes an investigative judgment of their fitness for heaven.
n

?

.

I
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When
found it impossible to reconcile the Adventist interpretation
with the context of verse 14,
went to Elder Nichol, who had been our editorin-chief on the Commentary of course, and rather shepherding Don and me as
we did our work on revising Bible Readings so that it would correspond with
the Commentary
In the early spring back there in Washington, we had seen
so little sunshine and so much snow that
often worked out on the roof for
hours at a time, and Elder Nichol came out for a few minutes to talk some
things over.
Well,
went to him with this problem in Daniel 8 and asked
his counsel.
He asked me, "What do the Bible teachers have to say?"
said,
"We have been working on the Commentary for several years, 14 hours a day."
(By the way, we began work at 4:30 each morning, six days a week, except for
Sabbath, and worked all day long.
There wasn't much time for anything else.)
said, "I don't know because
haven't had an opportunity to talk with them
for a number of years." He said, "Well write them a letter."
So
wrote a
letter with six questions in it:
I

I

.

I

I

I

I

I

I

1.

What linguistic basis

2.

Why did the translators of the Septuagint render nitsdaq as kathar zo
.which does mean cleansed in Greek?

3.

What

4.

How would you render nitsdaq in terms of its context?

5.

What linguistic or contextual reasons can you suggest for applying nitsdaq
to the services of the Day of Atonement, and thus to the Investigative
Judgment beginning in 1844?

6.

What reasons other than language and context would you suggest for applying nitsdaq to the services of the Day of Atonement and thus to the
Investigative Judgment beginning in 1844?

is

there for translating nitsdaq as cleansed?
i

is

the relation of

ni

tsdaq to its context

in

,

verses 9 to 13?

—

This questionnaire was sent out to eight teachers of Hebrew all of the
people in all of our colleges who were teaching Hebrew at that time, to
every head of a college Bible department, to several other experienced Bible
teachers with whom
was personally acquainted, to four former Bible teachers
who were in administrative or editorial work.
Here are their names, the
ones at the Seminary.
Some of these, of course, were teaching Hebrew.
In
addition to these, Otto Christiansen, Graham Maxwell, Richard Litke, Sakai
Kubo, the department heads listed here some of those were teaching Hebrew
also and Dr. Hammill, who at that time was in the GC Dept. of Education,
but he was and is a Bible scholar; Elder Jemison, who was working on a textbook on Bible doctrines; and Don Neufeld and myself, who had been working
on the Commentary
thought that it was appropriate that
should reply
and enter my considered judgment on the subject, along with the others.
In
due time all of these responded to the questionnaire and here are their responses tabulated.
I

—

—

.

I.

I

I

The linguistic basis for translating nitsdaq as cleansed.
21 of the 27
said that there is none or they didn't offer any.
Five said that it is
meager evidence. And one had a very interesting reply that
thought was
worthy including: The possibility of an incorrect Hebrew translation
I
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from an unknown Aramaic original.
thought that was some basis on
which to base an important teaching such as 1844.
I

2.

Why did the Septuagint translators render nitsdaq as kathar zeta ?
Fourteen said that they had no suggestion to offer.
Eight said, well,
they applied Daniel 8:14 to Antiochus.
Two, they followed a putative,
that is an imaginary Hebrew text, that did read cleanse. Two said that
the translators of the Septuagint understood the heavenly sanctuary.
(That is giving them quite a bit of credit.)
One said that they had
some pre-concei ved theological opinion.
(Well, maybe they did.)
And
one said it was a fortunate accident.
(How do you like to have an important point of faith based upon a fortunate accident?
Is that the way
God works?
don't think so.)
i

I

3.

The relation of nitsdaq to its context in verses 9 to 13.
Nineteen of
the 27 said that it has no relation to its context or offered no suggestion.
Four said it refers to a restoration to damage done from the
little horn.
That is correct, of course.
Four said it refers to the
re-discovery of the sanctuary truth obscured by the papacy as the little
horn.

4.

The proposed translation- of

5.

What linguistic or contextual reasons for applying Daniel 8:14 to the
antitypical Day of Atonement, the investigative Judgment, can you suggest?
And notice that every one of them gave no linguistic or contextual reasons for the Adventist interpretations.

6.

Do you have any other reasons for so applying Daniel 8:14?
Thirteen
said that there is no other basis or they didn't offer any basis.
Seven said it is by analogy between the earthly and heavenly sanctuaries.
(That is correct, of course.)
Five said that the Spirit of Prophecy so
applied it. Two said that it is a fortunate accident in translation.
(And
shiver at thinking of my faith being based upon a fortunate accident.)

n

?

tsdaq

in

terms of its context.

I

•

Well, as a result of this
went back to Elder Nichol with the results
of the poll and didn't get any help.
He took the results of the questionnai're,
without the names attached to any particular responses, to Elder Figuhr, who
was GC President.
As a result Elder Figuhr and the officers of the GC set
up the Committee on Problems in the Book of Daniel.
Here are the members
of the committee, with Elder Harry Lowe as chairman.
In addition to the
regularly appointed members, the committee invited several people to sit
with us and they were with us most of the time.
It was appointed In the
autumn of I960, met first on January 4, 1962. There is quite a long interim
there, but anyway that is the case.
Here are the other times that we met,
for a total of 16 days, in Takoma Park and Berrien Springs.
don't expect
to read this through.
Here is a
st of the 45 papers that were presented
by various members of the committee.
Interestingly, Des Ford submitted some
papers, although he was in Australia, and the committee considered them.
Here are three of them. Then on the next page
think you will find his
name occurring again at that point.
I

I

I

i

I
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Now
would like to examine and summarize the committee's work from 1961
I966 > when it finally adjourned
sine die .
TH stands for traditional hermeneutic.
That is the historic Advent ist interpretation. RH
stands for re- nterpretat ion hermeneutic.
(I will explain that a
little
later.)
I

^

+°

.

i

But basically, even though there was a variety of opinion on this committee, there were two fundamental points of view that came to stand out
final

I

y.

1.

2.

The majority held to the traditional hermeneutic.
The minority held to the re- nterpretat ion hermeneutic.
i

One, the majority said Daniel 8:14 is a contextual island, that is, it
has no connection with its context and is not to be interpreted in terms of
its context, but by the analogy of Scripture, that is, in terms of Lev. 16,
Hebrews 9, and so on.
The minority said that the verse is an integral part
of its context and is to be interpreted in harmony with its context, both
literary and historical, with application beyond its own historical context
to be made by later inspired writers.

Two, some on the committee suggested that Daniel 8:14 is apocalyptic.
Well, we all agreed that Daniel 8:14 is apocalyptic, but there was a difference between the majority and minority as to the effect of apocalyptic
on interpretation.
The majority said that apocalyptic is not susceptible
to interpretation by the usual linguistic, grammatical, contextual, historical norms.
The minority of us said that these norms are as valid and necessary in dealing with apocalyptic as with other literary forms, but of course,
we didn't stop there.

Three, that Daniel 8:14 is eschatologi ca
can hear that word ringWell, we all agreed that Daniel
8:14 is eschata logica but differed as to the nature of eschata logi ca prophecy and its interpretation. The majority said that Old Testament eschatologi ca
prophecy was not relevant to the people or historical situation of
Old Testament times, but was addressed across the centuries to God's remnant
people in our times and is to be understood exclusively from our historical
perspective. The minority said that Old Testament eschata logica prophecy,
including that of Daniel, was originally addressed to ancient Israel as the
covenant people and was to have been fulfilled to them, but was later transferred, in principle, though not necessarily in every detail, to the Christian church along with the other covenant privileges, responsibilities and
promises.
I

.

I

ing through the committee again and again.
I

I

I

I

Four, the 2300 evenings-mornings and the sanctuary in heaven.
The
majority finds the heavenly sanctuary in Daniel 8:14, so it seemed to me,
and this is my opinion, by a process of circular reasoning that anticipates
its conclusion by postulating the key factor in its conclusion, a priori,
as its basic assumption.
The minority of us accepted the heavenly sanctuary
as set forth in Hebrews and Daniel 8:14 as applicable to that sanctuary on
the authority of a later inspired writer.
In other words, we all came to
the same conclusion, but we differed as to hbw we thought we could get there.
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Five, as to the meaning of nitsdaq

or restored to its rightful
as the true meaning
of nitsdaq , despite the fact that the word is never used in that sense in
all Hebrew literature, Bible or anything eise.
The minority accepted the
meaning of nitsdaq as reflected throughout the Old Testament would concede
perhaps "cleansed" for point of argument, but point out that this still
leaves us in as much trouble as ever with the context.
c leansed

state— the majority defends the KJV rendering "cleansed"

Six, some on the committee emphasized what they referred to as the
larger view, that is, interpretation by analogy, bringing in sanctuary in
various other places in Scripture. The majority assumed that the sanctuary
in Daniel 8:14 is the same described in the book of Hebrews.
Defines its
cleansing by analogy with the Day of Atonement ritual in the ancient sanctuary in Lev. 16. The minority recognizes the validity of analogy, but affirms that the analogous character of another passage of Scripture must first
be established on the basis that the context in both instances justifies that
analogy.

Seven, predictive prophecy and the divine purpose.
The majority assumed
divine foreknowledge and/or foreordi nation as the basic elements of predictive prophecy and reasoned that such predictions are therefore absolute,
unconditional and not subject to modification under changed historical circumstances.
We suggested that we assume that predictive prophecy is a function of the divine purpose.
It is not a categorical prediction of the future,
but it is a statement, a declaration of the divine purpose, that God's ultimate purpose is unconditional, but that His intermediate purpose with respect to the people through whom, the means by which the time when his ultimate purpose will be accomplished are always conditional upon the response
and cooperation of those whom he calls into covenant relationship with Himself.

Last of all, How did the committee summing up its discussions relate
to the exegetical problems? The majority said that the Advent ist interpretation can be established satisfactorily on the basis of the assumptions
mentioned and that problems, if any, should be forgotten and that the committee should prepare a report that will strengthen the faith of our people
in the traditional interpretation.
Now
am not putting words in anybody's
mouth, but several on the committee expressed that and
am simply quoting
the majority of the committee here.
The minority said that to ignore the
problems would be a tacit admission that we had no answers for them.
Remember that the name of the committee was the Committee on Problems in the
Book of Daniel, and the majority was suggesting that we forget the problems
and not say anything about them, and make the committee appear naive and
foolish to knowledgeable SDAs and biblically literate non-SDAs.
I

I

We made four different suggestions as to a report that we would feel
clear about. The majority wanted us to sign our names to a report that
woudln't even mention the problems in the book of Daniel and we couldn't
conscientiously do that.
Well, our first suggestion was that we deal fairly with the problems
and set forth both points of view.
Well, the major ty- d dn t want that.
i

i

'

So we came up with a second suggestion that the report of the committee
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be published wthout the names of the committee members attached to it.
they didn't want that. They wanted our names attached to it.

Well,

Three, we suggested that members submit their papers for publication
under their own names only.
OK.
Four, the minority should be permitted to withdraw from the committee
order that the majority may issue a unanimous report in keeping with its
wishes.
We offered to step outside the door whi le they took a vote so that
it could be unanimous.
Or, if they insisted, we were ready to withdraw from
the comm ttee comp ete y
in

i

I

I

Well, none of these suggestions were acceptable to the majority so the
committee adjourned si ne die and made no report after working for five ful
years on the subject.

Let's

look at the problem in Daniel 8:14 and bring

it

into sharp focus.

I.
Contextua ly, the evenings and mornings are the evening and morning
continual burnt offerings or regular daily ritual services of the sanctuary,
not the light and dark parts of the day.
With two such services conducted
each day, one in the morning and one in the evening, the 2300 of them would
span
1150 twenty-four hour days.
Not 2300!
I

Nowhere in Scripture is the day for a year concept either stated or
,2.
implied as a norm for interpreting prophetic time periods.
The two texts
that we usually refer to are in no way analagous to Daniel 8:14.
wi
explain on the slide why.
In numerous time prophecies the context specifies
literal time.
There is no indication in Scripture of the day-year principle.
In fact, the first time that we come to it in all
literature, so far as
know, is the Jewish scholar Ma imon des about the 13th century who comes up
with that idea.
In chapter 9 the angel tells Daniel that the decree initiating the 70 weeks went forth when he began to pray, verse 23.
Chapter 9:23.
Furthermore, chapter 9 assigns the little horn to the 70th of the 70 weeks
of years and locates the omission of the 2300 evening and morn ng. sacr f ces
within the 1260 days of the last half of the 70th week.
I

I

I

I

i

i

i

i

The key assumption that the 2300 days reached far beyond the destruc3.
tion of the temple in A.D. 70, thus justifying a transition from the earthly
to the heavenly sanctuary is without Biblical validity.
Inspiration placed
the prophetic messages of Daniel within the context of the historical portion of the book with ancient Israel as the chosen people.
If indeed, inspiration intended a different application in verse 14, why is there no clear
positive statement to this effect anywhere in the Bible? To have given
Daniel this prediction within the historical context to which It did not apply, with no warning that it was to meet its fulfillment far beyond that
historical context would inevitably mislead and confuse the Jewish reader.
The Old Testament knows nothing of a sanctuary in heaven.
And it is not
valid exegesis to read the New Testament concept of a heavenly sanctuary
back into the Old Testament historical context with its earthly sanctuary.

all

Ni tsdaq does not mean cleansed and never occurs in this sense in
4.
Hebrew literature.
Furthermore, it is never used in connection with the
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daily ritual service, the Day of Atonement ritual service or the remission
of sins.
The concept that the ancient Day of Atonement ritual has a counterpart in the heavenly sanctuary— that Daniel 8:14 envisions the cleansing of
the heavenly sanctuary, and an ant typical Day of Atonement by removal of
the confessed sins of God's contrite people, the final act in an Investigative Judgment is based upon an. analogy the inspired Bible writers themselves
never draw, either explicitly or implicitly.
i

The context of Daniel 8:14 attributes the defiling of the sanctuary to
the little horn.
SDA's interpretation attributes it to the transfer of
confessed sins to the heavenly sanctuary by the priestly ministry of Christ.
To pretend to ourselves that the SDA Interpretation reads Daniel 8:14 in
context then would tthus be to identify the little horn as Christ.
In other
words, we can't have both context and the Adventist interpretation in so far
as the Bible itself is concerned.
Similarly in chapter 9:27 we attribute
the cessation of sacrifice in offering to Christ's death on the cross.
Whereas context equates it with the little horn taking away the continual
burnt offering in chapter 8:11-13.
By this time you are wondering if
am a Seventh-day Adventist?
would like to affirm right now that
am a fourth generation SDA.
believe
in the Adventist interpretation of Daniel 8:14, so we are not through quite
yet
I

I

I

I

Christ and the New Testament writers re-interpret Daniel. And we could
15.
take a study of Daniel 24 and show that Christ is not simply applying what
Daniel wrote.
He is re-i nterpreti ng in a new historical situation.
16.
Ellen White re-interpret Daniel for our time.
And because
fully believe and am convinced that God spoke to and through Ellen White, and
accept her writings 100$.
accept her re-i nterpretat ion, her approval
of the Adventist interpretation of the heavenly sanctuary, the Investigative
Judgment, 1844, because
accept her as an inspired writer.
And so Daniel
is very closely related to the Advent message and we can have full confidence
both in the contextual facts in the book of Daniel and their application to
the Jewish people in ancient times as God's purpose would have been worked
out had they been faithful.
But because Christ didn't come and His kingdom
has not been set up and we believe that it will yet be set up at the coming
of Christ, obviously there must be some fulfillment in the future, and Ellen
White points out to us what that fulfillment will be, and so we recognize
both the contextual interpretation and the re-i nterpretat ion by New Testament writers and Ellen White bringing to us what God would have us understand in our time.
I

I

I

I

* * *

It should not be assumed that Dr. Cottrel
agrees with everything
Desmond Ford has said or written on Dan. 8:14.
He does not.
In general,
he probably agrees with most of what Ford has set forth regarding the problem, but chooses a different solution.
Similarly, it must not be assumed
that Ford interprets the Scriptural passages identically to Dr. Cottrel I.—
I

(D.

Ford.)
* # *
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APPENDIX TWENTY

THE CONDITIONAL NATURE OF THE TIME OF THE ADVENT

Fairbairn says: "Thus, to refer to the predictions
respecting
the second advent of the Lord there can be no doubt, that (however definitely
fixed in the counsels of Heaven) certain things among men are represented
as tending, on the one side to hinder, on the other to forward its approach.
Our Lord, in one of his parables (Luke xviii.l-8), speaks as if it hung on
the steadfast faith and persevering prayer of his elect people.
St. Peter
uses still stronger language; he exhorts believers to a hopeful, godly and
consistent life, that they might hasten on the day of the Lord's coming, (for
such is the plain import of his words, ... 2 Pet. iii.12).
And St. Paul
not only speaks of a grand development of apostacy (sic) necessarily preceding the arrival of that day, but of certain things, which he does not further
characterize, hindering this development, and by implication retarding the
personal appearance of the Lord, which in the chain of providences was to
be subsequent to the other." The Interpretation of Prophecy (Edinburgh, 1956),
Fairbairn then spells out his belief for the reason of the delay
pp. 64-65.
of the Parousia.
for the church being then in the full springtide
of its life and blessing, burning with holy zeal for the proper fulfillment
of its mission, it might well seem, as if that mission were hastening to its
accomplishment, and all things were becoming ready for the final harvest of
the world. Yet, it must have been impossible for any one to read with care
some of the parables of our Lord, or even what was written by St. Paul of
the great apostacy (sic)
without coming to the conviction, that there
was still an implied alternative; namely, that if the church of Christ
should degenerate in her course, if she should begin to slumber in the work
given her to do, still more, if she should become adulterated by the carnal
spirit, and the corrupt practices of the world, then the shadows of the
evening should need to be lengthened out, and
the Lord should have to
protract the day of His appearing." ibid ., p. 65.
Fairbairn gives several
examples from Scripture in support of his thesis.
He reminds us, for example,
that Christ promised the Twelve (including Judas!) that they would one day
sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel
a statement
apparently as absolute as Mark 13:30.
.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-ONE
THE YEAR-DAY PRINCIPLE

The Year-Day Principle
(Part

1)

DESMOND FORD
The

Seventh-day Adventist claim

Bible Students, pp. 585, 586 (1919
edition). It reads as follows:
Year-Day Principle, General Nature
of.
It may be summed up
in these

to divine sponsorship largely rests
upon the significance of the date
18-14. This date, in turn, for its lo-

—

cation as the terminus of the 2300
maxims:
days, depends upon the reliability
1. That the church, after the ascension of Christ, was intended of God to
of the year-day principle. While
be kept in the lively expectation of His
most Adventists accept this prinspeedy return in glory.
ciple of prophetic exegesis with2. That, in the divine counsels, a long
out question, our critics are neiperiod of nearly two thousand years was
ther so naive nor as accommodatBible Teocher
to intervene between the first and the
Ausfrolasion
ing. They ask of us, "What have
Missionary College
second advent, and to be marked bv
Avondole
the historical records
that is,
a dispensation of grace to the Gentiles.
Numbers 34 and Ezekiel 4 to do with the
3. That, in order to strengthen
the faith and
apocalyptic symbolism of Daniel and Revhope of the church under the long delay, a large
part of the whole interval was prophetically anelation?" Furthermore, they point out that
nounced, but in such a manner that its true length
neither Daniel nor Revelation make any
might not be understood, till its own close seemed
statement regarding a day being the chosen
to be drawing near.
symbol in prophecy for a year. Typical of

—

our

critics is

Norman

F.

—

4.

Douty who

says:
Based upon ihe fallacious year-day theory and
interpreting literal periods of time symbolically, it
involves,

among many

others,

two major

errors:

the ascription of prophetic significance to the year
1844 and the claim that the Adventist movement

the symbolism of the flying angels of Rev.
Its exponents speak with a tone of finality
that few will think justified. 1
fulfills

14.

.

.

A

this,

That, in the symbolical prophecies of Daniel
John, other times were revealed along with
and included under one common maxim of

St.

interpretation.
5. That the periods
thus figuratively revealed
are exclusively those in Daniel and St. John, which
relate to the general history of the church between
the lime of the prophet and the second advent.

.

In answer to such accusations, let us
glance afresh at the evidence that supports
the historical mode of interpreting the time
periods of Daniel and Revelation.
The time-honored formula for the yearday principle is that set out by T. R. Birks
in his book First Elements of Sacred Prophecy and quoted by our own Source Book for
book by Norman F. Douty, Another
Seventh -day Adventism. attacks what he
calls "the fallacious year T day
theory," which is
basic in Seventh-day Adventist prophetic chronology. Desmond Ford head of our Australasian Missionary College Bible department, here answers
Douty on this important year-day principle of inLook

and

recent
at

terpretation.

We

this a timely

and helpful

are sure our ministers will find
Editors.
article.

6. Thai, in these predictions, each day represents
a natural year, as in the vision of Ezekiel; that a
month denotes thirty, and a time three hundred
and sixtv years. Rev. T. R. Birks, First Elements
of Sacred Prophecy
(London; William Edward

—

Painter,

1843), p.

311.

This statement recommends itself to a
candid mind, but some may be led to inquire, "Is this all that can be said?" The
purpose of this article is to make some additional observations on the matter, and these
will now be set forth in point fashion. 2
I. The
time prophecies are essential
parts of two Bible books that God Himself
has urged us to understand. Daniel, for example, is the only Old Testament book
concerning which we have record of Christ
Himself urging its specific study (Matt. *24:
15), and the Apocalypse opens with a divine blessing upon both "he that readeth"
and "thev that hear." We are assured bv

The Ministry

the Sacred Record that all the "sealed"
portions of Daniel's prophecy would be understood by the wise "in the time of the
end," and the situation would need to be
similar regarding those prophecies in the
Revelation that are so closely allied to Daniel's. Understanding of both, including the
time periods, would of necessity eventuate
together, and it is the time periods particularly that are referred to in Scripture as being sealed until the latter days. Compare
Dan. 8:26; 12:4; Acts 1:7.) That God
should require His church to gain an understanding of the eschatological portions
of His Word with the exception of the time
periods is not likely. They too were written "for our learning" (Rom. 15:4).
2. The time periods in more than one
place are announced amid settings of particular solemnity. In three instances we find
Christ Himself as the Revelator of the time
(Compare Dan. 8:11-14, Dan.
messages.
10:5, 6, and Dan. 12:6, 7 with Rev. 1:13-16.)
The theme in each instance is likewise impressive. The context of the 2300 days, the
1290, and the 1335 days stresses the cataclysmic events associated with the close of

the great controversy between Christ and
Satan. (See Dan. 8:17, 25, 26; 12:3, 4, 9-13.)
Therefore Bible students have ample encouragement for regarding these prophetic
periods as significant and important aspects
of revelation rather than as

mere imagery

or "drapery."

preceding point regarding the
3. The
divinely indicated importance of the prophetic times finds support in the abundant
evidence for the fact that ordinary "days"
cannot be here intended by these proph-

As the visions themselves embrace
comprehensive rather than trifling themes,
so the time periods emphasized are symbolic of extensive rather than limited eras.
Points a, b, c, Avhich follow, support this
ecies.

conclusion.
visions, including the time periods, are obviously symbolic, but the basic
symbolism employed in each instance has

The

a.

definite ascertainable significance. In Daniel 2, for example, the four metals of the
image are identified as signifying four kingdoms. Likewise the four beasts of Daniel
7 are

interpreted as representing four king-

doms. Thus the time periods incorporated
in such prophecies must, as with the other
features, be of necessity symbolic rather
than literal, and capable of elucidation.
b. The peculiar way in which the time
J

i-

s

r..

)

9f>4

periods in Daniel and Rei'elation are expressed also indicates that they must apply
symbolically. Consider, for example, the
"time and times and the dividing of time"'
of Daniel 7:25. Why is it phrased this peculiar way if it refers but to three and onehalf vears? In two other places this interval occurs in Scripture, and in both these
cases it is expressed by its natural phrase

"three years and six months." (See Luke
4:25 and James 5:17.) This is true in every
similar case. Paul remained at Corinth "a
year and six months" (Acts 18:11). David
reigned in Hebron "seven years and sixmonths" (2 Sam. 2:11). He is described as
being in the Philistine camp "a full year

and four months" (1 Sam. 27:7). How different from these cases is the expression "a
time and times and the dividing of time'*!
The year-day theory would require that the
symbol be expressed in such a way as to init is not to be taken literally.
Does not Daniel 7:25 do this admirably }

dicate that

The different expressions used to denote
the same period are an added proof that
the time, times, and a half of Dan. 7:25
cannot represent three natural years and a
half. Twice it is mentioned as a time, times,
and a dividing of time: once as a time,
times, and a half: twice as forty-two months:
and twice as 1260 da vs. By comparing the
context in each case, the evidence is that all
these apply to the same period, but the
natural expression of "three years and six
months" is not once used. Obviously, God
is indicating the symbolic nature of the
expressions.
The Holy Spirit seems, in a manner, to exhaun
all the phrases by which the interval could be expressed, excluding always that one form, which
would be used of course in ordinary writing, and
used invariably in Scripture on other occasions,
denote the literal period. This variation is most
significant, if we accept the year-day system, but
3
quite inexplicable on the o.ther view.
is

to

The
time

case

period

is

similar with the next great

— the

2300 davs.

Is

this

ex-

pressed in the normal way for an ordinary
literal period of timer Quite the reverse. To
use a marginal reading of Daniel 8:14.
"Unto two thousand and three hundred
evening morning; then shall the sanctuan
be cleansed." This is certainlv not the usual
and literal expression for a period of between six and seven years. There are onh:
three instances in all Bible history where n
period beyond forty days is expressed in
days onh, 'and it is absolutely -without precedent in Scripture that periods of more than

one year should be thus described (Gen.
7:4; Neh. 6:15; Esther 1:4).
c. The context
of both Daniel 7 and
8 forbid the idea that the periods mentioned could be literal. In the first case
the little horn emerges from the fourth
world empire and endures till the time of
the judgment and the Advent; and Dan.
7:25 declares that the period of "a time and
times and the dividing of time" extends
over most of this period. How impossible
this would be if three and one half years
only were intended! Similarly in Daniel
8:17, the prophet is told that the 2300 days
would extend from the restoration of the
*
sanctuary until "the time of the end."
This means that a period of approximately
2300 years is involved. The treading down
of the sanctuary brought to view in Daniel
8:11-13 could not begin before the restoration spoken of in Daniel 9:25, in the fifth
century B.C. And besides this, its terminus
is expressly stated as belonging to the latter days, just prior to the final proclamation of the gospel by the "wise." (See Daniel 12:3, 4.) It has been largely overlooked
by our critics that Daniel 8:17, when linked
with Daniel 12:3, 9, 10, 13, makes it conclusive that the 2300 days covers many
centuries. Likewise, in Revelation 12 the
42 months cover the greater part of the
time between the first and second advents
when the church would be in the wilderness of persecution during the Dark Ages.
This is granted by almost all expositors.
as short-lived beasts are
4. Inasmuch
employed as symbols of long-existent empires, it is most likely that the times mentioned are also presented to scale, with a
small time unit representing a larger one.

not have for

its usual meaning "a year."
occurs often in the Old Testament and is used to designate periods of
different lengths. The first occasion it is
used is in Genesis 1:14: "Let them be for

The word

signs,

years."

and

for seasons,

The word

and

for days,

and

often used to state the
appointed time of all the feasts of the law.
(See Lev. 23:2, 4, 37, 44; Num. 9:2, 3, 7,
13; et cetera.) The Greek kaipous of Revelation 12:14 is likewise indefinite. The
most obvious explanation of this omission
of the usual word for year in the symbolism
of time duration in Daniel and in Revelation, while the other calendar terms are
found, is that the year is the measure typified throughout these prophecies and that
the day, the smallest of the symbolic calendar times, is employed to represent it.
There is a natural appropriateness in the
year-day principle being chosen by the Creator when we remember that there are two
great revolutions of the earth, one on its
axis occupying twenty-four hours, which
gives rise to the "day," and the other the
earth in its orbit occupying 365 days, which
gives rise to the "year." It is appropriate
indeed that the lesser should be used as
symbolic of the greater.
is

1 N'orman F. Doutv, Another
Look at Seventh-day Adventism (Michigan: Baker Book House, 1962), pp. 102, 103.
1 The writer
acknowledges his indebtedness to T. R. Birks
and to H. G. Guinness for several of these points. Because
such works as First Elements of Sacred Prophecy and The
Approaching End of the Age are now difficult to procure,
this emphasis on some matters set forth therein mav not be

amiss.
3 T. R. Birks. First
Elements of Sacred Prophecy (London:
William Edward Painter, 1843), p. 352.
4
The Hebrew preposition lamed, translated "at" in this

verse, would be better translated as it is elsewhere in this
chapter, namely "unto." The sense "at" or "it" fits lamed
nowhere in this vision: e.g. "toward, or unto, the four winds
of heaven" (v. 8)
"unto that certain saint which spake"
(v. 13; vs. 6, 26 also). It would be impossible to translate
the lamed associated with "the vision" in v. 26 as "at"
for it would be senseless. Its meaning is "unto," and the
same can be said of v. 17. Compare also Dan. 4:11 and
Deut. 16:4. In harmony with this is the promise that Daniel
shall stand in his lot for judgment and reward at "the end
of the days" under discussion. This fact alone makes it certain that the prophetic times of Daniel extend until the
:

The one measure of time commonly
used by man which is not employed in the
time symbolisms of Daniel and Revelation
5.

is that of a year. Days, weeks, and months
are referred to (1260 days, 70 weeks, 42
months), but the ordinary word for year is
not found.* Instead, the Hebrew word
moced is the basic term employed (Dan.
12:7). This term, translated "a time," does

latter times.
8 The Greek of Rev. 9:15 suggests that a point of time
rather than a period is here referred to. See modern translations and The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 7, pp. 793,
796, 856, 857.

(To be continued)

CONVERTED IMAGINATION
is the research department of the soul. Without imagination, bur faith
do very much. Our commitment to Jesus Christ becomes adventurous only

Imagination
will never

when we allow Him to take over our imaginations. When our imaginations, as well as our
minds, are converted, God gives wings to our creativity. WILLIAM B. BARKER in
Personalities Around Jesus (Fleming H. Revell Company).
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The Year-Day Principle*
(Concluded)

DESMOND FORD
Next we are led to inquire
whether there are any indications

upon

in the rest of the Scriptures that

God

has ever chosen such symbolism. In Numbers 14:35 and
Ezekiel 4:6 we find evidence that
such is the case. On other occasions God has chosen to use precisely this

.

symbolism and one of
,

occasions was during the
Head
Bible Department
time of Daniel's captivity and its
Austrolosion
use was in connection with a
Missionory College
Avondole
contemporary prophet. Therefore,
that God should use the same symbolism in
one, and
apocalyptic prophecy is not surprising.
the time
these

6. The pragmatic test should now
he
applied, and the question asked, "Have any
of Daniel's prophecies already met with a
precise fulfillment that accords with the
principle we arc studying?" Daniel 9:
24-27, the prophecy of the 70 weeks, seems
to offer just such a fulfillment. While the
Hebrew word here for weeks, shabua, simply means a hebdomad, nevertheless the
scriptural usage of this term is ever for a
week of days. (It is not used, for example,
in Leviticus 25:1-10 for this seven-year
period.) See Gen. 29:27, 28; Dan. 10:2;
Eze. 45:21, et cetera. Inasmuch as other
evidence shows that this period of 490 years
reaching to the Messiah is cut off from the
longer period of the 2300, it is obvious that
the latter must consist of years also. Thus
here in Daniel 9 we have the pragmatic test
met and the year-day principle justified,
despite the fact that the word day is

nowhere used in this passage.*
7. Another testimony that should not he
omitted is that found in Revelation JO:
5-7, Here we read: "And the angel which
The

first part of this challenging ni Mental inn appeared in
iuur. In Older to fret the full imparl of this authot's
would be wise to itudy these two sections together.
\\c arr assured our readrrs will appreciate the research Dr.
Ford has made in this important area of prophetic truth.
*

the

last

thesis

it

Editor.
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saw stand upon

the sea and
the earth lifted up his hand
to heaven, and sware by him that
liveth for ever and ever,
that there should be Lime no
longer: but in the days of the
voice of the seventh angel, when
he shall begin to sound, the mystery of God should be finished."
I

.

.

Every

Bible margin refers the
reader from this passage to Daniel
12:6, 7. It is obvious that the first
quotation refers to the second
in so

doing

it

shows clearly that

periods alluded to in the passage

quoted from Daniel

still

had their

fulfill-

ment centuries ahead from John the revelatofs prophecy, and that they would reach
to the time of the end when "there should
be time no longer" and "the mystery of

God should

be finished." .Similarly, Reve11:2 quotes from Daniel 8:14. indicating that the fulfillment of the 2300
lation

days was projected well into the Christian
Age. Only the year-day principle applied to
Daniel's period could make these New

Testament fulfillments possible, provided
that these periods were meant to be as
other Bible periods, such as the
before the Flood, or the 450
years concerning Abraham's seed, or the
40 years of wandering in the wilderness.
8. The principle of repetition and enlargement that characterizes the prophecies
of Daniel and Revelation also casts light
on the time periods employed in these
books. It is obvious to any unbiased reader
of Daniel that the seventh chapter covers
the same ground as the second. Similarlv,
chapter eight again traverses the world
empires, even naming two of those first
mentioned in the first outline of Daniel 2.
Daniel 8 finishes with the destruction of
the wicked by the stone cut out "without
hands" as does Daniel 2. As certainly as
specific as

120 years

17

the fourth empire is pictured as remaining
in its fragmentary state till the Second
Advent, so it is with the little horn of

Daniel 8.
Furthermore, the fourth outline in Daniel, that of chapters eleven and
twelve,
again covers the identical ground of chapters two, seven,

and

eight.

found in Daniel 11:31-45

The

description

clearly accords

with Daniel 8:11-13, 23-25. The final chapter of Daniel gives in greater detail what
is found in verses 44 and 45 of chapter two.
T litis in order to interpret the period mentioned in Daniel 8:41 it is essential that we
take into consideration the fact that the
chief power prominent for the 2300 days
is represented in Daniel 11 as enduring
until the kingdom of God is set up. The
inadequacy of interpreting, therefore, the
2300 evening-mornings as days only during
the Maccabean era is apparent.
Let us now consider one or two specific
objections to the year-day principle. Evangelical scholars for

whom we

such as Edward

Young,

J.

have respect,

assert that pro-

phetic periods are symbolic only. In answer

we would quote Nathanael West:
Even granting that prophetic numbers are symand schematic, IT DOES NOT FOLLOW that
they have no temporal value. The fact that they
represent an "IDEA" and no one denies this
does not prove that they do not represent "time"
bolic

—

also.

And

in another place this writer says:

The

prophetic numbers are symbolical only because, first of all, they are literal. The four hundred
years DID begin and end. The seventy years DID
begin and end. The one thousand years SHALL
begin and end. All are spoken of in the same way.
The seven weeks, and sixty-two weeks, DID begin
and end
.
Messiah DID come "after threescore
and two weeks," and "seven weeks." "After" "until",
"unto" in answer to the question, "How long?" and
"O my Lord, When?" ARE chronological.
.

.

Another objection to the year-day prophecy should here be considered. This is
that there have been so many different
dates set for the conclusion of the time
periods, and thus obviously, the majority
•of them wrong, that therefore such a hazy
method of conveying truth could not come
from God. Notice the well-worded objection of Thomas Maitland regarding the
1260 days:
If

such

an event

ns

this

[ihe

delivery

of

the

the blasphemous and
persecuting power] has taken place, is it possible
that the Church of God can be at a loss to decide when and how it happened? Can there be
saints

38

into

the

hands of

among pious, and learned,
and laborious inquirers into the Word of God and
the history of the Church? Nay, further we ask
"Is the Church at this moment in the hands of the
blasphemous little horn, or is it not?" Mr. Fabei,
and many more, assert that it is. Mr. Cunninghame,
Mr. Frere, and others, are as fully convinced that
it is not. And 9/10ths of the Christian world stand
silent, avowedly unable to give an opinion on
a difference of opinion

s
.
When did the saints find out
they had been delivered over, not for ages.
Is this credible? But, in fact, when did it happen?
On this point, too there is a great difference
.
8
of opinion.

the subject.

.

.

that

.

.

.

What

.

.

we say about this objection?
Birks, in his day, affirmed that we should
shall

say that the objection is a plausible one,
but that it assumes that which it sets out to
prove namely that the prophecy was of
no help to the church unless all its members
accurately located its application. However, if the prophecy was given for the

—

church throughout many generations, to
reveal a dangerous opposer and to give
light in regard to the moral features of
divine providences through many centuries
of time, then it is clear that all these purposes could be fulfilled even if the exact
application was not seen for several generations. And, likewise, if mistakes of even
a century or more were made at first in
the date of the event. All the main features
practical lessons would still be substantially the same, just as surely as the
features and character of a person could
be well known even though we were a few
years in error as to the date of his birth.
parallel case pointed out by Birks is
the revelation made to Abraham regarding
his seed sojourning for 400 years and enduring persecution. It cannot be proved
that the seed of Abraham did actually serve
and were afflicted by a strange nation during the whole of the 400 years. Similarlv,
during the 1260 years, while a precise
period was intended, the recognition of
that time by the church could be more definitely recognized by the people of God
during part of that time rather than during
the whole. And, lastly, it should be remembered that the maxims already declared to
be the foundation of the year-day svstem
actually demanded the situation that the
critic presents.
would expect successive
anticipation, for example, as to the dates
involved. Only by such gradual approach
to the correct view could the two main

and

A

We

—

purposes have been fulfilled growing understanding of the prophecy, and a con-
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stant

Lord's

and unbroken anticipation
coming.

Maitland's

of

objection

the
as-

ages

who

visible

sumes that the church must either be in

Thus

ignorance of the times, or come at
once into full possession of perfect knowledge. All analogies of the church's past,
and even of individual Christian experiences, declare such an objection false.

selves

total

As the author of First Elements of
Sacred Prophecy has well said, there are
only three alternatives God could have
adopted with reference to revelation of the
times and seasons to His church. He could
keep the church in total ignorance till
the end; or translate it suddenly from
complete ignorance to complete knowledge, or, third, give gradually increasing
light, till at length the sun of righteousness actually arose. Suppose God had
adopted the first alternative and had given
the church nothing but the most general
statements for her guide through the centuries? As century after century passed,
would not believers have been lulled into

slumber, believing that the return of the
Master was a vague, indefinite possibility,
infinitely afar off? After ten centuries of
waiting could not the church rationally
assume that there could quite easily be ten
centuries more of waiting, and therefore
relax? Each generation would have had a
still weaker expectation of the Advent.

—

Consider the next possibility that the
be given suddenly in its completeness.
How then could the church fulfill the instruction, "Watch and pray: for ye know
not what the time is"? The testimony of
light

the ages is that always, and on ever)' subthe increase of knowledge has been
gradual. "Many shall run to and fro, and
knowledge shall be increased." The gradual unfolding of the light of prophecy,
the third possibility of revelation, is in
exact accord with God's purpose of sustaining His church in anticipation of His
return.
ject,

The believer in the year-day principle
has just as much evidence of truth of this
belief as he could expect. He will admit
that objections can be raised to the theory
but realizes that these are few compared
with the objections that can be raised to
the rejection of the principle. Truth here,
as in every other philosophical matter, is
determined by the weight of evidence. Undoubtedly the scales are well down on the
side of the historical interpreters of the
July, 1964

represent more of the church inthan any other interpretative group.
Seventh-day Adventists find them-

in good company in their application to years of prophecies of the 1260 and
the 2300 days.
evangelicals, those

Among

who

time periods are for the
most part dispensationalists, and their attitude in this matter is part and parcel of
their erroneous literalistic and futuristic
literalize the

of the Old Testament and the
book of Revelation."

exegesis

It should be noted that the prophetic
times are the most certain identifiers of
the nearness of Christ's coming that the
Scripture affords. It is doubtful that any of
the other signs customarily quoted are
nearly as conclusive. Without the time

we would be left to wonder
whether the world had yet another weary
millennium or two to endure before Christ
prophecies

appears to banish sin and sorrow.

To

quote Birks once more:

That

entire rejection of all prophetic chronology,

which follows, of course, on the denial of the yearday, is most of all to be deplored, from its deadly
and paralyzing influence on the great hope of
the church.
The prophetic times, indeed, when
separated from the context, and viewed in themselves only, are a dry and worthless skeleton:
but when taken in connection with the related
events, clothed with historical facts, and joined
with those spiritual affections which should attend
the study of God's Providences; like the bones in
the human frame, they give strength to what was
.

.

.

feeble, and union to what was disjointed, and form,
and beauty, and order, to the whole outline and
substance of these sacred and divine prophecies. 10

* It is a fact that the Hebrew term here employed for
''weeks" does Dot of itself necessarily mean seven days. But
neither does it of itself mean seven years. Furthermore, in
every other case of scriptural usage it is associated with the
former and not the latter. This being the case, how very
appropriate is its employment in Daniel 9 where part of
the symbolism of Daniel 8 is being interpreted. A word is
chosen that harmonizes both with the symbolic "eveningmornings" of Daniel 8:14, and with its literal application
of years. Daniel 9 supports the year-day principle, not just
as it stands by the evidence of the chapter alone, but by
virtue of its connection with Daniel 8. It if not proposed
here to review the well-known evidences of this connection
but we would point out one feature of linkage between the
two that is often overlooked. Both chapters are vitally concerned with the future of the sanctuary. Daniel 8 by its
references to the daily, the "evening-mornings'' (burnt offerings), the sacrificial animals
rain and the he-goat (in
contrast to the animals of Daniel 7": and the naming of
the sanctuary itself as well a? a technical term for the
Temple service (tzitba, Num. 4:23'i clearh evidences its
theme. But Daniel 9 does similarly: ( \
it includes a prayer
concerning the restoration of the sanctuary. i2' it specifically
names the time of this prayer a? bcine an hour of particular
importance in the sanctuary ritual.
it
points to the
3
anointing of the _»anctuary'j high p: iest and of the Most
Holy itself (that is, the antitypical priest and sanciuary in
each instance). (4) it predicts the end of the typical sanctuary services when the offering and the obiation *ould be
made to cease by meeting their fulfillment,
the sanctuary

—

—
)
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fiagc
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"Diversities of operations"
(verse 6).

GOSPEL TENTS

"Same.

STEEL-CLAD TABERNACLES
SMITH MANUFACTURING
Over SO Ttin

"Worketh
not able to afford it, have the church send
it to them. This is imperative.

Then

create a spirit of soul winning
throughout the church and organize your
membership for maintaining the new members.

term

"atonement"

is

worketh

in

all

all"

.

.

.

one and

the

man

(verse 11).
"Dividing to everv
will" (verse 11).

selfsame

"God hath
(verse

set

man

some

severallv as he

the

in

church"

28).

The gifts are one thing; the fruits are
another. All do not have the former, but
all can have the latter.
(See Paul's argument

in 1 Corinthians 12:31: "A more excellent way." Then read 1 Corinthians 13.)

Principle

employed

.

Spirit"

(Continued from page 19)
key

.

"Given [by the Spirit] to every
to profit withal" (verse 7).
"Is given by the Spirit" (verse 8).

CA

Business

The Year-Day

.

(verse 6).

CO.. 0 ALTON,

in

God

— "same God"

Reception of the Spirit

(verse 25),
foretold.

(6)

the

destruction of the typical sanctuary is
Thus it is no arbitrary exegesis which asserts that Daniel
9 is a logical continuation and explanation of Daniel 8, and
which makes the sevenrv weeks a part of the 2300 days.
7
Nathanael West, The Thousand Years in Both Testaments, pp. 94, 98, 99.
8 T. Maitland, Inquiry Into the
Nature of the Prophetic
Times, pp. 53, 76.
•See Prophecy and the Church, Oswald Allis (Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reform Pub. Co., 1945). p. 19.
10 T. R. Birks,
First Elements of Sacred Prophecy (London: William Edward Painter, 1843), pp. 415, 416.

on the

"gift of tongues."

is

not dependent

Think

of Jesus,
of the prophets, of the patriarchs, and of
the apostles who did not have it. Another
thing we might keep in mind is that
There

is a great work
to be done. The world
be converted bv the gift of tongues, or by
the working of miracles, but by preaching Christ
crucified.
Testimonies to Ministers, p. 424.

will not

—

(To be continued)

The

Gift of Tongues

"Do

{Continued from page 21)

None can understand
6-12,

his

message (verses

16).

14,

his prayer or

song

15).

Unbelievers will think he has

mind

lost

his

(verse 23).

Yet with all this, the apostle says, "Forbid not to speak with tongues," but, "Let
all things be done decently and in order"
Cor. 14:39, 40).
(1
4. The Sequel
It must be said to the credit of the Corinthian church that they evidently accepted the apostle Paul's counsel. This is
apparent from what he wrote to them in
2 Corinthians 7:8-15, for we hear no more
of their speaking in tongues.
5. The Gift Is God's to Bestow
The gift of tongues, like any other gift
of the Spirit, is not one's prerogative to
choose; it is God's to bestow (1 Corinthians 12):
"Diversities

of an Evangelist"

{Continued from page 28)

high time to awake out of sleep, to
arise and finish the work. Now is the time
to plan and work. The harvest is white.

spirit"

"Differences of administrations"

— "same

of

gifts"

(verse 4).
(verse 5).

The

resources are at our finger tips. We
have talents we have never used, and they
are greater than we think. God's call to us
is
our full assurance of that fact. The
helpers, those wonderful members who
will come to our aid when they see we are
really in earnest about saving souls, are
all

around

us.

Let us change the picture from what it
has been. Let us bring to our good people
a burning message and a zealous example
of real evangelism. Let us show them bv
our example that whether they join us or
not, we are going to do the work of evangelists. They will join us. They will work with
us. Let us have faith in them. As we go
forth never forget this our call to the
ministry was an enabling act. We have

—

•

— "same

Lord"

Work

It is

None can understand
(verses

the

the power to
us to do.
in

do the

task that

God

called

Let us plan and work to finish the task
our portion of the vineyard.

The Minim rv
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of
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DESMOND FORD
Department Auitrakukm MUiionary Coltev*

[In many parts of the world our men are digging
deeply into the prophetic word, in harmony with
God's purpose. In the boo* Evangelism, page 198,
we read: "Increased light will shine upon all the
grand truths of prophecy, *nd they will be seen in
freshness and brilliancy, because the bright beams
of the Sun of Righteousness will illuminate the
whole."

With

promise in mind we present
a stimulus to deeper study of some

this thrilling

this article as

familiar prophecies.

Editors.]

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS

stand almost alone today in affirming that the
prophecy of Daniel 8 has special significance
for the church in this generation. More than
a century ago expositors of many countries and
creeds affirmed a similar position, but undoubtedly the majority of commentators throughout
the Christian Era have applied the little-horn
symbol to the times of the Maccabees, or to
Antiochus Eptphanes, as a type of antichrist.
If Seventh-day Adventists are to maintain their
traditional position regarding the latter-day application of this prophecy, every possible clue to

interpretation

must be studied and used.

the suggestion of this article that a prito the interpretation of Daniel 8 has
been neglected, and now requir.es recovery and
application. This key consists of the dominant
It

is

mary key

theme of the whole book as suggested not only
by its contents "but by its historical context.
Daniel 8:14 has too often been considered
on its own, and its setting in the
whole book, and as regards the times of the
book, has been almost universally overlooked.
virtually

The

taking away of the daily ministration and
the treading down of the sanctuary as well as

its

promised vindication

of

this eighth chapter,

is

not just the theme

the theme of the
entire book. This prophetic volume was written at a time when it seemed that Cod's kingII

it

is

dom on

earth had

crumbled.

The

sanctuary

at Jerusalem, the earthly center of the theocratic kingdom, had been trodden underfoot

by the Babylonians. The daily sacrifice had
been suspended and the host of worshipers carried away into bondage. At this time the
heathen were in evident supremacy, while
the people who were the possessors of Cod's
truth seemed but the offscouring of the earth.

From

all earthly appearances, prospects of restoration for Cod's kingdom in Israel, as symbolized by the sanctuary services, seemed slight
indeed. At such a time God inspired the captive

Daniel (whose name means "God is the Judge")
to foretell His final judgments and the restoration of His kingdom to the saints. To the
sorrowing prophet, who had ever before him
the vision of the desecrated* sanctuary site at
Jerusalem, God gave other visions promising
the vindication of all that was symbolized by
the sacred Temple. Thus the history of Israel's
earthly sanctuary is used as a microcosm in
which the agelong controversy between good

and

evil

is illustrated. It represents God's kingearth apparently overshadowed by evil
but finally to be vindicated.

dom on

It is not by chance that the book of Daniel
begins and ends with reference to the attacks
of wicked powers upon the church and sanctuary oL God (Dan. 1:1, 2; 11:31, 45). These
references to the apparent success of wicked

powers in the great

conflict

between good and

evil give

point to the dominant motif of the
whole book, which is the eventual vindication
of God's truth and people, as manifested in the
setting up of the eternal kingdom of heaven
and the preceding destruction of its opposers.
No prophecy of Daniel can be fully interpreted
without recognizing this emphasis on the establishment of the kingdom of God. Any interpretation that would limit the fulfillment of
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any of these vision* to Maccabcan times rather
than to the "time of the end" is entirely out
of
harmony with the "context and theme of the
prophecy. Each .incite very vision given to the
exiled prophet climaxed in a view of
God's
kingdom or the cv<yjjts that would usher it in.
Therefore, let us consider some key verses of
Daniel that make it very plain that Daniel 8:
14 is but one facet of a theme traceable
through the whole book.

"mrt^ed by the victory of the kingdom of truth
aflti^righ teousncss.

Consider

and the setting up of God's kingdom.
Chapter 2 climaxes in verse 44: "And

ever."

In Daniel 3 the same theme is discernible although it is not quite so obvious. Here is a

—

vignette of. Israel's experience oppression of
the saints by a heathen power, apparent su-

tory relating to the suspension of the sanctuary
services due to the invasion of Babylon. Daniel

premacy of

false worship, impending destruction of the true worshipers of Jehovah, but finally their vindication and deliverance ac-

mentions only the first capture of Jerusalem by
Babylon, but this event was the beginning of
the end. At this time the smaller golden vessels
of the sanctuary were removed to Nebuchadnezzar's temple as trophies of his victory.
Probably these included the golden candlesticks and the ark, and dius the sanctuary
of
Jerusalem remained; but a shell. The final dis-

companied by judgment of the wicked

In chapter 4 "a watcher and an holy one
from heaven" (verse 13) is described as decreeing judgment upon "those that walk in
pride" (verse 37). The purpose of these events

'

.

services eighteen years later octhe glorious Temple of Solomon
was burned to the* ground. It is hardly possible to conceive off the stunning nature of this
blow to Israeli To the devout- Israelite - the**
triumph of evil seemed complete. The sanctuary of God, the dwelling place of the Shekinah, had been desecrated, and the daily sacrifices pointing to the coming Messiah
had beer*
taken away. In addition to this, the guardians
of the oracles of God were in chains. Truth,
its

when

terpretation of the subsequent matter. It
tainly so in this case. In view of the

January, I960

described in verse 17

.

—

"to the intent that the
that the most High ruleth."
similar, with its description of

Chapter 5 is
Heaven's decree of judgment upon the heathen
who* polluted the sacred vessels of the Temple.
Note the emphasis given to the sanctuary in
verse 3. "Then they brought the golden vessels
that were taken out of the temple of the house
of God." Then verse 5 declares, "In the same
hour came forth fingers of a man's hand, and
wrote over against the candlestick upon the
example,

—

Some

Barnes believe
the candlestick here mentioned to be the one
taken from the sanctuary and that the reference

We

cannot too often think that there Is a never
sleeping eye that reads the heart and registers
our
thoughts. Bacon.

—

•

;

to the writing being inscribed nearby was to denote that the coming judgment was because of
the sacrilege connected with the profaning of
the sacred

^

.

may know

plaister of the wall of the king's palace."

apparent

crumbling of God's visible kingdom on earth,
epitomized by the mysteries of the sanctuary,
the captive prophet is now given visions
that
foretell' die vindication of truth and its
believers and the final establishment of
God's eternal kingdom* An integralpart of this
theme
is the destmction of wicked
poweri and thus
their prominence in each vision. Which
Is cli-

is

living

commentators— for

cer-

is

(verses

25-30).

,

therefore, had been cast down to the ground,
and the hose was being trodden underfoot.
Thus in the opening verses of Daniel we have
the historical embryo of the prophecy conv
cerning the work of the little horn described in
Daniel 8:9-14. It cannot be affirmed too strongly
that we also have here the key to the
whole
book. Many Bible students have remarked on
the frequency with which the introductions to
various Bible books provide the clue for the in-

the

in

days of these kings shall the God of heaven set
up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed:
and the kingdom shall not be left to other
people;- but it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for

Babylon unto Jerusalem, and besieged it. And
the Lord gave Jehoiakim king of Judah into
his hand, with part of the vessels of the house
'
of God" (Dan. Irl. 2).
Here is Daniel's introductory picture of his-

curred

the various chapters of Daniel

theme, paying special attention to the verses relative to the vindication
of God's people, judgments upon the wicked,

"In the third year of the reign of Jchoiakim
king of Judah came Nebuchadnezzar king of

solution of

now

in the light of this

Temple

vessels.

In chapter 6 we have a repetition of the
theme of chapter 3. Here again we have war
Upon the saints, false worship exalted, and then
God's intervention to save His own, accompanied by the destruction of the wicked. The God
of Daniel is acknowledged by the heathen king

.

.

.
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God, and stedfast for ever, and
Vangdqm that wiucji li^ll not be destroyed,
and his dominion *hn|f >>e even unto the end"
as "the Jiving
^it

(verse 26).

In Daniel 7 we have, projected* into the future a large-scale enacustent of the persecutions
Daniel witnessed duritig Babylon's opposition

God. The climax is reached
where the 1260 years of papal
supremacy is brought |o view: "And he shall
speak great words against the most High, and
shall wear out the saints of the most High, and
think to chaqge times. Bind laws: and they shall
be given into his hand until a time and times
and the dividing of aune. Bui the judgment
shall sit, and they shjfH take away his dominto Israel

and

Israel's

in verses 25-28,

A good man is kinder to his enemies than bad
men to their friends—Bp Hall.

consume and to destroy it unto the end.
kingdom and dominion, and the greatof the kingdom under the whole heaven,

ion, to

And
ness

the

shall be given to the people of the saints of the
most High, whose kingdom is an everlasting
kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and
obey him." Once morr the stress is upon the

vindication of the saints, the destruction of
the wicked, and the anting up of God's king-

dom.
Leaving chapter 8 until last, let us consider
chapter 9. Apparently the prophet felt that the
previous vision intimated a prolonging. of Jerusalem's desolation, and the prospect of delay
in restoring the sanctuary and its services moves

him

to earnest intercessory prayer.

cially verses 17-19:

"Now

therefore,

Note espeout God,

O

hear the prayer of thy servant, and his suppliand cause thy face to shine upon thy
sanctuary that is desolate, for the Lord's sake.
Behold our desolations, and the city which
Lord, hear;
is called by thy name.
Lord, forgive; O Lord, hearken and do; defer
not, for thine own sake, O my God." Daniel
pleaded not for material blessings upon his people but for the progress of the kingdom of
God. Thus his words "defer not, for thine
own sake." Undeniably, to Daniel the sanctuary stands for the kingdom of God on the earth.
Jn the prophecy of the seventy weeks we read
of that which must have pierced the heart of
the aged sccr. "The people of the prince that
shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary; and the end thereof shall be with a4ood,
cations,

.

.

.

.

.

.

O

O

and unto the end of the war desolations are determined" (verse 26). The same prophecy that
20

foretcjls the restoration of the city and the
t
sanctuaVy also foretells their destruction because of the unfaithfulness of the people of
the covenant. There is yet another reference to
the sanctuary in this chapter "to anoint the
most Holy." Every Adventist minister is aware
that this expression is almost always applied
to things rather than to persons and that it
has particular application to inauguration of

—

Exodus
would not pretend that Daniel

services in the heavenly sanctuary. (See

30:25-29.)

We

understood the

full significance

of this revela-

Undoubtedly the words of Peter apply
specifically to this captive prophet when he
wrote, "Of which salvation the prophets have
searchenquired and searched diligently .
ing what, or what manner of time the Spirit
of Christ which was in them did signify"
(1 Peter 1:10, 11). The point to be stressed
with reference to this chapter is that once more
the sanctuary is prominent as the center of the
great controversy between good and evil, and
that the progress of the kingdom of God is
tion.

.

vitally associated

.

:

with the history of the sanc-

tuary.

Chapters 10 to 12 are the record of Daniel's
and should always be studied as a
unit. According to chapter 10: 14 the focal
point of the vision is "the latter days." As the
actions of the opposer of God's church is
described, the sanctuary is brought to view once
more. "And arms shall stand on his part, and
they shall pollute the sanctuary of strength, and
final vision

take

shall

away the daily

sacrifice,

and they

abomination that maketh desolate" (Dan. 11:31). In the last verse of Daniel 11 is described the assault of an invading
power upon the "glorious holy mountain."
However we may interpret this verse, undoubtedly to the prophet it enshrined allusions to
the assaults of Babylon on the mountain city
of Jerusalem, called glorious and holy because

shall place the

of

its

possession of the sanctuary

kinah.

Some Adventist

and the She-

believe that
portrays the final assault on the church
of God by the antichrist and that the following
scholars

this

(chapter 12:1) describes Christ's intervention and deliverance. One thing is quite
clear that in this climactic prophecy of the
book, again the sanctuary is in focus in connection with the latter days and the setting up
of the kingdom of God as described in chapter
verse

—

12:1-3.

-What then shall we say regarding the prophecy of chapter 8? As chapter 7 amplified chapter 2, we find chapter 8 amplifies chapter 7.
Daniel 7:25 describes the oppression of the
and warfare upon the sacred things of

saints

Tut Ministry
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God, including His times and
8:9-13 a similar work,

is

laws. In chapter

discussed.

Again

is

the restorer of paths to dwell in." Txvo of the
books of tiie Old Testament Ezra

pic-

historical

most High would be handled insolently. Under
the symbolism of the desolating of the sanctuary
is pictured how false worship would apparently
displace the true "for many days" even unto
"the time of the end." "The place of his [the
prince of the worshiping host] sanctuary was
cast

Sabbath have it said of them, "And they that
shall be of thee shall build the old waste places:
thou shalt raise up the foundations of many
generations." In God's final work upon the
earth the closing chapters of Isaiah will be fulfilled. The glory of the Lord will rise upon His
church and the Gentiles will be the light and

down."

When

viewed in

book and

its

—

—

and Nehemiah describe the exodus from Babylon and the restoration of Jerusalem and the
sanctuary. Isaiah 58:12, 13 and Revelation 18:
1-4, and other passages, apply this movement
as prefiguring the final work of God in the earth.
The people who turn away their foot from the

tured the wearing out of the saints (the host),
and again is described how the truth of the

relationship to the whole

to the historical context of Daniel it

is evident that Daniel 8:11-14 is not discussing
only an isolated incident of persecution in the
days of the Maccabees. Rather, it is portraying,
in the symbolism characteristic of the whole
book, the issues of the great controversy between good and evil; the issue of false worship
as opposed to true worship, the issue of the apparent success of wicked powers, et cetera. The
prophecy can be rightly interpreted only when
placed alongside the other visions of Daniel;
which culminate in the ultimate resurgence of
right and truth. As the prophetic chains of

brightness of

its

The prophecy

rising.

of the cleansing of the sanctu-

ary thus parallels the prophecies of the restora-

frdm Babylon given in the Old Testament.
Both point to the ushering in of Christ's kingdom as the beauty oV holiness and truth become
tion

enshrined in the latter-day church.
Such an interpretation of the prophecy of
Daniel 8 is in harmony with the theme of
the whole book, the vindication of God's truth

r

chapters 2, 7, and 10 to 12 describe the 'prelude to the establishment of the kingdom of
God upon the earth, so it is with the vision
of chapter 8.
,,
Daniel 8:14 declares: "Unto two thousand
and three hundred days: then shall the sanc("vindicated" or VjusUv
tuary be cleansed"

and His worshipers, and the victory of His
kingdom over opposition and counterfeits of
wicked powers. Such an interpretation is in
agreement with the last book of the New Testa-

ment, which by its repeated references to Babylon and the prophecies of Daniel teaches that
.the events of that day were typical of latter-day
event* in connection with spiritual Israel.
lied"). This is a promise that the* hour will
dawn in "the time of the end" when- the worin Daniel to the sanctuary
. The references
sniping saints who have been made as the ref-i ^chapters 1:2; 5:2-5; 8:11-14; 9:17, 24, 26; II:
use of the earth will be vindicated, before, meji
3j, 45) are thus seen to form a complete patand angels. The truth that has been casf^own
tern portraying the agelong controversy beto the ground will be uplifted- The dormnloniiE, */ tween good and evil in the microcosm of Iswicked powers t>ver the hearts and^ mmaVef v racTaf sanctuary. To restrict the meaning of
men will be taken away and-the kirigdom^ot J>* Daniel 8:9-14 to Maccafoean. times only is to
darkness gradually displaced by, uV^kii^pm^ igtiore the over-all theme of this part of the
of light. Revelation 18:1 reveals.tj^at the^earth, ..sacred canon.
It was not by chance that almost in the same
is to be lighted by the spiritual glory of the firtM.
message to the world before the returii 'of^ breath in which Christ spoke of the gospel of
Christ in literal glory, and Daniel 8: jl^romise*^ the kingdom going to all the world, He cornthat prior to the restoration of CchIY vjsible m manded His church to understand Daniel
kingdom there shall be a restoration of truth- -> the prophet There is la. vital relationship
among men. The 2800 days began witR literal between the two. When 'we as a people underIsrael coming out of literal Babylon to jepuftd^ jttand this precious book and permit Christ to
reign in the sanctuary of our hearts, then the
and restore literal Jerusalem, anu> they will
end with spiritual Israel coming out of spir«~ ^kingdom of God will be hastened and we will
itual Babylon to be "the repairer of the breach, 1 see our Lord.
'

.

'

'\

-

t

HAPPINESS.
41 Happiness Is like manna r It Is to be gathered in grains, and rnjoyed every day. It will not
keep; it cannot be accumulated; nor hav*. we got to go out of ourselves or into remote places
to gather it, since it is rained down from heaven, at our very doors*—Tryon Edwards.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-THREE
DANIEL 9:24-27 RECOGN ZED AS CONTA IN NG JUBILEE
~
AND DAY OF ATONEMENT ALLUSIONS
I

These quotations deal with

a

I

Qumran text cited by Fitzmeyer.

The thread which apparently runs through the whole text and ties to gether its various elements is .Lev. 25 Parts of three verses of that chapter
are quoted: v. 9 in line 26, v. 10 in line 6, and v. 13 in line 2. The
fragmentary text begins jn medias res with a reference to a jubilee year
it is part of a quotation of Lev. 25:13, the first part of the thread running
through the text.
Into this context of a jubilee year and the regulations
prescribed for it in Lev. 25 the figure of Melchizedek is introduced.
He
is apparently being given a special role in the execution of divine judgment which is related to a jubilee year.
In the course of the midrashic
development the year of .jubilee mentioned first in line 2 becomes the last
jubilee' (line 7) or 'the tenth jubilee' (line 7, at the end).
In other
words, it seems to refer to the end of the 490 years, or 'the seventy weeks
of years' of Dan. 9:24-27
It is called the year of 'release' ( smth ) proclaimed for the Lord (lines 3-4) and of 'liberation' ( drr ), such as was
announced to the captives of Is. 61:1.
It is a year which involves atonement for iniquity, and the Day of Atonement is somehow related to it
.

;

T

.

.

The characteristics of this year of 'release' and 'liberation' are
'peace, welfare (literally, good), and salvation' (see lines 16, 19).
These
are ensured because of a judgment in which a figure is involved who is either
Melchizedek himself, or someone who enjoys 'the heritage of Melchizedek'
(
nes 5-6)
I

i

The day of judgment to be executed by Melchizedek (or whoever shares
his heritage) is apparently further identified with the salvation proclaimed
by the herald of Is. 52:7 (see lines 15-16).
It is not surprising that the
year of jubilee, the 'year of good favour', the 'releases', and the 'liberation' are somehow identified in this text with 'salvation', even the salvation of Is. 52:7
But what is striking is that the m e basser , or 'herald~
of the Isaian text is said to be 'anointed with the Spirit '.
In line 18
van der Woude restored the article before Lmjsyh , thus identifyin the 'herald'
explicitly with 'the Messiah'.
.

Yadin's reading is, nevertheless, interesting in that it makes of the
herald of l.s. 52:7 a messianic figure, i.e., one anointed. This reading is
probably a further allusion to Is. 61:1, a passage to which we have already
referred in the general comments above (p. 246).
The connection of these
Isaian passages with Dan. 9 receives a further support,
f my restoration of
the end of line 18 is correct, 'and the herald is the one anointed with the
.'.
Spirit (about) whom Daniel said.
proposed to read Daniyel and referred
it to the ma~si a h na~gi-d of Dan. 9:36.
i

.

I

Joseph A. Fitzmeyer, Essays on the Semitic Background of the New Testament
(London, 1977), p.p. 251-253.
# * *
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to face

up
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1

from the

to our personal deviations

will of

God.
There is another of Jesus' prayers that it is urgent for
His
each of us to pray every time we face a decision
prayer in Gethsemane, "Not my will, but thine, be

—

done" (Luke 22:42). Behind such

en will God's
ill be done?
sense of its greatest and final fulfillment, this
jji the
rebelrtion of Jesus' prayer points to that time when

9

fyhen that
it

|ia

is in

God

be

will

totally

eradicated on earth,

happens the will of God will be done on earth
heaven, for heaven will have come to earth,

gut, in a limited sense, Christ's pattern prayer can be
happen on earth
id to include that which He desires to

heaven comes down. Even if God's will is not
anywhere else on earth, it should be
followed
being
How sad it is that so often we
church.
His
in
followed
God's will on His work on
will
instead
of
our
impose
presenting a false witness
we
end
up
doing
so
earth. By
do, and wants to do,
can
what
God
world
of
to the
'before

through His people collectively.
In the words of God's servant: "The time has come for
reformation to take place. When this reforthorough
a

on begins, the spirit of prayer will actuate every
and will banish from the church the spirit of

rr

be—;ver

discord and strife.

.

.

The

.

from believer will be broken

barriers separating believer

down, and God's servants

will speak the same things. The Lord will cooperate with
His servants. All will pray understandingly the prayer
that Christ taught His servants: 'Thy kingdom come. Thy
will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.' Matthew
6:10."— Testimonies, vol. 8, p. 251. "Those who seek

to
in

answer the prayer, 'Thy will be done in earth, as it is
heaven,' will seek by living pure, sanctified lives to

show

the world

how

the will of

God

is

heaven."
The SDA Bible Commentary,
White Comments, vol. 6, p. 1102.

done
Ellen

in

G.

—

a real-

what He wants for
us is ultimately better than what we want for ourselves.
If enough of us join daily in Jesus' prayer the will of
God will be done, His purpose accomplished, in our
individual lives, in His church, and soon in this world as
ization that

#ie key sentence in the prayer Jesus taught His discihas to be "Thy will be done in earth, as it is in
^ven" (Matt. 6:10).

against

a prayer is an attitude

of trusting confidence and complete submission

God

loves us so

much

that

l. r. v.

a whole.

How

Adventists adopted the sanctuary doctrine

—

The investigative
judgmentIn our last editorial

(Feb. 7)

we

investigated early

documents dealing with the subject of the cleansing of
the heavenly sanctuary and discovered that, except for a
few vague references to a breastplate of judgment that the
High Priest wore, asjate as 1 850jwriters we consulted
on .the sanctuaiy and the 2300 days. say nothing about_an
investigati ve judgmen t
However, in one of her early statements, Ellen White
gives a hint of a judgment. She says, "I saw that Jesus
would not leave the Most Holy Place, until every case
was decided either for salvation or destruction." The
Present Truth, vol. 1, no. 3 (August, 1849).
This hint was not immediately picked up by other
writers. As late as 1853, in a series of articles J. N.
Andrews wrote in the Review and Herald, he explained
the cleansing of the sanctuary only as the blotting out of
sin

and the transfer of sins to the scapegoat.

— Feb.

3,

1853.

However, the next year J. N. Loughborough connected the cleansing of the sanctuary with the declaration, in the first angel's message, "The hour of his
is come" (Rev. 14:7):
"What was that work of cleansing?

judgment

Uphold those

in positions of authority

Most of those reading
not

much

this

may

feel

that there

they can do or say about whether God's will

is

cleansing the Sanctuary

is

message? in other words,
light on this subject, we

being followed in running the church and its institutions.
thing we can all do, however, is to uphold before the
throne of grace those who are in positions of authority in
the work of the church, praying that the Lord will
especially help them to understand and follow the direc-

One

tions of the Lord.

But there

is

that each of us can
being done. That is in our

Is

the

heralded by the

Is

it

a

work

work of

first

angel's

of judgment? For

be obliged to go to the
See the high priest prepar-

shall

type. Let us look at the type.

ing himself to cleanse the Sanctuary; almost the first
thing he did was to gird upon him the breast plate of

judgment. For what does he put that on? It certainly
looks as though he was going to do a judgment work.

one way and place

m*»ke sure that God's will

is

easy sometimes to point a
to us to be straying
from the pathway of obedience. It is not always so easy
t

fitly

hearts and lives.

It

is

critical finger at others

who seem

ADVENTIST REVIHW, FEBRUARY

IMO

14.

"Now

Verse 5 declares that Christ is
ready to judge the quick and the dead. Verse 7. 'But the
end of all things is at hand.' Verse 11. 'If any man speak,
ten
let him speak as the oracles of God.' (Oracles
I

read

1

Pet. iv.

—

(173) 13

—

— —
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commandments. See Acts vii, 38.) Why speak as the
God? Because the oracles are the duty brought

here.

oracles of

out by the third angel's message. Verse 17. 'The time

come

judgment must begin at the house of God: and
at us, what shall the end be of them that
obey not the gospel of God?' Verse 19. Commit the
keeping of your souls to God. 1 Tim. v, 24. 'Some men's
sins are open beforehand, going before to judgment/ We
see by this what the judgment is that the first angel of
Rev. xiv, refers to. "—/We/., Feb. 14, 1854.
The next year, Uriah Smith enlarged on the idea of
judgment. He stated plainly, "The work of cleansing the
2,

Thus

begin

earthly sanctuary

was

a

work of judgment."

it

required

some

13 years after the passing of the

in the

the

back to the question How is the invesjudgment related to the cleansing of the heavenly
sanctuary? We have already stated that the two are not
identical.

The cleansing that began in 1844 was the
Day of Atonement services described in
16. The emphasis in that chapter is on the

antitype of the

Leviticus

removal once each year of sins accumulated in the
sanctuary throughout the year. The pioneers of the Sev-

books that would be used in the
judgment. Then mentioning 1 Peter 4:17 and 1 Timothy
5:24, he observed: "This must be a judgment of the

enth-day Adventist Church understood the antitype

to

refer to the once-and-for-all

heavenly sanctuary

same nature and can refer to no other work than the
closing up of the ministration of the heavenly Sanctuary,
hence that work must embrace the examination of individual character; and we conclude that the lives of the
children of God, not only those who are living, but all
who have ever lived, whose names are written in the
Lamb's book of life, will during this time pass in final

at

removal of sins from the
the end of the age. They also spoke

of this removal of sin as a blotting out of sin.
The investigative judgment enters into this

work of

blotting out of sin at the point of deciding

whose

sins will

be blotted out. Ellen White explained

this

it

way: "As

anciently the sins of the people were by faith placed upon
the sin offering and through its blood transferred, in
figure, to the earthly sanctuary, so in the

new covenant
placed upon Christ
and transferred, in fact, to the heavenly sanctuary. And
as the typical cleansing of the earthly was accomplished
by the removal of the sins by which it had been polluted,
so the actual cleansing of the heavenly is to be accom-

how

the sins of the repentant are

in this respect, the work of the type, is infinitely surpassed by that of the antitype.
"The first angel proclaimed, Fear God and give glory
to him; for the hour of his Judgment is come. At the end
.

to this topi

We now come

1855. Citing Daniel 7:10 and Revelation 20:12, he

.

Ellen White's Th

tigative

Ibid., Oct.

We see, therefore,

is

autumn of 1844 before the subject of
investigative judgment was fully. .developed.

time

called attention to the

review before that great tribunal.

readily available source

(pp. 479-491).

is

that

if it first

A

Great Controversy, which devotes a chapter

.

by

faith

when that message closed, had that
judgment scene which takes place in
the second apartment of the Sanctuary, to which this

plished by the removal, or blotting out, of the sins which
are there recorded. But before this can be accomplished,
there must be an examination of the books of record to

proclamation doubtless refers, did not then commence,

determine who, through repentance of sin and

of the 2300 days,

time

come?

If

the

it

had not come; and the first angel with his message, was
too fast. But we believe that work did there commence;
that there was the time when judgment began at the house
of God, and the time came when Daniel, and all the
righteous in the person of their Advocate should stand in
their lot."

Ibid.

Christ, are entitled lo the benefits of His atonement. The
cleansing of the sanctuary therefore involves a work of
investigation— a work of judgment."— Ibid., pp. 421
422.

"The Judgment," James
White introduced the phrase "investigative judgment."
He said, "The investigative judgment of the house, or
God

will take place before the first resurrec-

One should not, therefore, equate the cleansing of (he
heavenly sanctuary with the investigative judgment One
should instead say, as did Ellen White, that "the cleans-

judgment of the wicked take place during
the 1000 years of Rev. xx, and they will be raised at the

tion; so will the

close of that

The term
the

,

page 15

Finally, in an article entitled

church, of

—

r

faith in

period."— Ibid. Jan. 29, 1857.

ing of the sanctuary therefore involves a
a work of judgment."

investigative calls attention to the fact that in

judgment conducted

tigation

Holy of Holies, the
those who have at one time or
in

the

Some

records of the lives of all
another entered the service of Christ will be investigated.
"Every name [of those who have believed on Jesus] is

ma de

have not borne

thi s

distinction in

work of

inves-

min d and have
ol 1844 The

the judgment the major significance

judgment is an important event, but the final atonement
and the blotting out of sin were the items upon which the
ritual on the Day of Atonement focused.
d. f. n.

mentioned, every case closely investigated."
The
Great Controversy, p. 483. The scrutiny will be thorough, and sentences will be rendered on the basis of the

To be continued

records,

The fully developed doctrine of the investigative
judgment has been dealt with in various Seventh-day
Adventist publications and will not be discussed in detail

—

I

i
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APPENDIX TWENTY-FIVE

A.

Farrer on the Day of Atonement and Dan. 8:14 in Revelation

The breaking of the seventh seal carries us back to the point at which
the hurricanes restrained in vii.
are to be released, the danger against
which the saints have been sealed is actualized, and the penitential season
preliminary to Tabernacles is introduced. The Feast of Tabernacles is at
the full moon of the seventh month.
The first ten days of the month are
penitential, from the ceremony of trumpet-blowing on the first, to the Day
of Atonement on the tenth.
The trumpet of
Tishri announces a new year.
(It is confusing to our minds that the Jewish New Year begins with the
seventh month, at Michaelmas, and not the first at Lady Day.
Similarly the
Jewish day began not with the first hour at dawn, but with sundown on the
eve before.) A yearly trumpet which both announces a new era and prepares
for the Great Day (Atonement) is an obvious symbol for the trumpet of
Michael (Isa. xxvi
Thess. iv. 16-17, Matt. xxiv. 31).
13,
Michael's
trumpet is basically a trumpet of assembly and of release (Num. x. 2, Lev.
xxv. 9).
Since most of those it summons are in the grave, it becomes a
trumpet of resurrection.
I

I

i

A.

.

I

Farrer, Revelation (Oxford,

1964),

p.

112.

* * #

The seventh trumpet sounds at last.
Since the trumpet-blowing is the
actual ceremony of New Year, there can be no half-hour's silence, as at the
seventh seal; this is New Year itself. The trumpet sounds the New Year and
the trumpet receives its proper greeting, voices in heaven hailing the establishment of the divine kingdom.
For every New Year was kept as a regnant
year of the Kingdom of God, and the New Year of Apocalypse initiates a fresh
stage of the coming of that Kingdom into its own on earth.
No sooner have
the shoutings died away, than Atonement Day receives its proper symbol too,
the unveiling of the sacred ark: in the ritual, only to the eyes of the High
Priest, but here in the apocalypse, an unveiling simply, for Christ our High
Priest opens to us the Holy of Hoi ies.
A.

Farrer, A Rebirth of

Images (Gloucester,

1970),

p.

135.

* * #

Among the scriptural types of St. John's trumpets we should probably
reckon the trumpets blown against Jericho, and the more so, because they
actually have the pattern of a seven-day week.
For six days Israel compassed
Jericho in silence, blowing trumpets; on the seventh they went round seven
times and, at the last circuit, backed the trumpet-blast with shouting; and
down came the walls.
The trumpets were followed round by the Ark of the
Covenant, which duly follows them here (in verse 19).
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So, when the last trumpet blast is sounded, there are shouts in heaven,
declaring the victory.
But though the Jericho type may suggest shouting,
the substance of the cries belongs most to the' proc amat on of the New Year
of the world (see above, p. 112).
First comes the theme of the initiation
of God's kingdom (15-17) and second the dawn of judgment day (18).
We have
good evidence to show that in the beginning of our era the Day of Trumpets
was observed as the renewal of God's enthronement over Israel, but also as
a day of judgment when the moral accounts of a
the living were brought up
to date in the heavenly books, and a provisional balance struck.
I

I

I

A.

Fa rrer,

Revelation

,

p.

i

137.
#

*

*

The central mystery of the heavenly temple in the Atonement-vision here
Ark of the Covenant, and when in the Dedication-vision of xv God's
glory enters the shrine, this is an exceptional marvel, as at the dedication of Moses's Tabernacle or Solomon's Temple; the visible presence does
not take the primary form of the Enthroned G lory but the secondary form of
the terrible sheki nah-c loud by which God manifested his presence on earth;
and the service of the temple is disturbed and suspended by the portent.
And when we come to the final visions of the book, we find that this temple,
this vessel which will hardly contain the Glory of God, is superseded.
In
the New Jerusalem no temple is seen, for the whole city is the Holy of Holies
which God indwel Is.
is the

,

A.

Farrer, A Rebirth of

Images , p.

136.
# * *

'The length and the breadth and the height are equal.'
A cubic city
not so much impossible as meaningless: one can have a cubic structure,
even a structure measuring fifteen hundred miles each way where the miles
are paced out in ange! 's paces, but it will not be a city.
No: it wi
be
a sanctuary, and that is exactly what St. John means, for the Holy of Holies
had the dimensions of a cube.
The city is all a sacred precinct: the sacred
precinct is all a Holy of Holies, and therefore the length, the breadth, and
the height are equal.
Like the Holy of Holies, it is lined, even paved,
with gold: but the gold is transparent as glass, like the sky.
It is walled
about with precious stones: of Solomon's temple we read that it was built
wholly of 'squared precious stones', and though 'precious' here has not the
technical sense, and simply means 'costly', it is still the same word.
is

I

Ibid

.,

p.

253.
* * #

I
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The Beast-visions txii-xv) cover the third quarter. The quarter begins
on the day of the New Year trumpet, passes through Tabernacles and runs on
to Dedication.
Ibid ., p.

137.
* * #

St. John's seven angels come out of the temple, as from the incenseoffering, and receive the libation-bowls. There should be one bowl and one
pourer: St. John has mu t p ed the High Priest sevenfold as he multiplied
the trumpet sevenfold.
The seven angels, however multiplied, retain the
distinctive High Priestly ornaments: they are, if we may trust the usually
preferred reading, 'vested in stone bright and pure,' i.e. the High Priestly
jewels.
I

I

i

i

The drink-offering was poured once: St. John makes it fall sevenfold
on the burnt-offering of wrath.
When it has been fully poured, the action
of liturgy is completed and a voice from the temple pronounces that it is
done.
Ibid .

,

p.

182.
* * *

We may deduce from Philo's writings and elsewhere that there was a
tendency to interpret the daily offering in accordance with the ritual of
Atonement Day. On Atonement Day the High Priest carried the sacrificial
blood into the temple with the incense, right to the Holy of Holies.
It was
natural, then, to think of the blood-offering as the price at which the
entry of the holiest place was made, even on the days when no blood was
carried in with the incense, and when the priest went no further than past
the first veil.
Every incense-offering was a symbol of Atonement Day.
Ibid

.,

p.

178.

* * *

It is this detail of the pulling down of the stars which offers the
best point of connexion between the birth of the Man Child and the war in
heaven.
For one thing, it demands exposition. What does it mean?
It means
that Satan, by temptation to sin and by the irrefutable accusation based on
its success, obtains the condemnation of souls in the court of heaven.
Here,
then, is the court, here is the contest between Michael and the Dragon.
The
image is appropriate to the season: it is a Rabbinic doctrine that in the
days from New Year to Atonement, the world is judged.
The accuser has ruined
all the souls he can: as for the elect, they have now a sure support: their
merits are grounded in, and upheld by, the prevailing sacrifice of the atoning Lamb.
When the Man Child reached the Throne, Satan's battle was already
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lost.

Job,
Ibid

.

Having no more standing-ground in the court where he had indicted
Lucifer himself follows the downward ruin of the falling stars.
,

p

141.

.

* * #

The feast of New Year, the first of the seventh month, is the beginning
of a ten-day period of which Atonement Day is the tenth.
This period is a
sort of Lent in preparation for the Easter (as it were) of Tabernacles.
Lent finds its climax on Good Friday, and so did the ten days on Atonement.
There is one day's gap between Good Friday and Easter: there are four days

between Atonement and Tabernacles. Though Atonement is nearer to Tabernacles than to New Year, yet it forms one with New Year, not with Tabernacles.
New Year is a feast, Atonement is a fast.
Thus in a catalogue of
Feasts we may count New Year and Tabernacles each as one, annexing the Atonement Fast to New Year.
Again, to a more cursory view, all three solemnities
form a single holy season.
The peculiar liturgy of New Year is the blowing of trumpets, an obvious
ceremony to mark a period of time. The liturgy of Atonement is the purification or re-hallowing of the temple, the purging of the channel of grace
which the holy place represents, from the accumulated defilements of another
year.
This purging is carried out by the High Priest, with atonement blood
taken from the altar of slaughter and smeared on all the parts of the sanctuary, including the mercy-seat in the Holy of Holies, the veiled shrine
never beheld by human eyes on any other day, nor then without enveloping
fumes of incense-smoke.
St. John stretches back the distinctive symbols of New Year, the trumpets, over the whole period from midsummer to New Year, just as he stretches
the pentecostal symbol of unsealing back over the weeks from Firstfruits to
Pentecost.
Once midsummer is over, every week that passes is a milestone on
the road to the Feast of Trumpets.
This means that the seventh trumpet,
and it alone, marks the New Year feast.

Ibid

.,

p.

I

17.

* * *

We may now turn to the visions in xi
They contain the manifestation of Antichrist.
That this is a Dedication-theme is evident. The Dedication was instituted to celebrate the Maccabean restoration of the temple,
after its desecration by Antiochus Epiphanes: and Antiochus is the Antichristbeast of those Dani el -vi sions which St. John principally uses here. The day
of Dedication, Chislev 25, not only commemorated the restoration after the
desecration: it commemorated the desecration itself, for, as
Maccabees
tells us with solemn emphasis, Judas was careful to reconsecrate the temple
on the same day of the year as had seen the inauguration of the pagan cult
there.
When the theme of Antichrist's attack on the temple appeared previously in xi, 1-13, we saw that it appeared as part and parcel of a
i

i

.

I
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a

Dedication-oracle, the Temple-measuring.

The synagogue- iturgy made the link between the themes of dedication
and profanation especially in relation to the Name of God.
Antiochus blasphemed the Name, the Maccabean martyrs hallowed it by their deaths.
God
had said that he would put his Name in the temple.
The principal Dedicationlesson, as we saw above, was Numbers vii, which directly follows the Aaronic
Blessing and the imposition of the Name, and itself contains the dedication
of Moses's Tabernacle.
Another Torah- lesson belonging to the feast was the
stoning of the Israelite who blasphemed the Name (Levit. xxiv: the chapter
begins with a law about the great Dedication emblem, the golden candlestick).
At Dedication in St. John's Gospel, Christ is falsely accused of blasphemy
and threatened with stoning, because he has united the Father's Name with
his own.
Here in the Apocalypse the first Beast wears on his head names of
blasphemy, he is given a mouth speaking boasts and blasphemies, and he opens
it in blasphemy of God, his Name and his tabernacle.
The second Beast organizes the worship of the first, and makes all men accomplices in the rremissible sin, by taking the blasphemous name of the Beast upon them as the
Name of God. Then in defiance of him the Lamb is seen, standing on Mt.
Zion with his flock of the 144,000 predestinate, having his own Name and
the Name of his Father on their foreheads. Compare the Christ of the
Johannine Gospel, standing on Mt. Zion (in Solomon's Porch) on Dedication
Day, and saying: Ye believe not, because ye are not of my sheep.
My sheep
hear my voice and they follow me (These are they that follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth) and
give unto them eternal life, and none 'sha
snatch
them out of my hand.- My Father, which hath given them unto me, is greater
than all, and none is able to snatch them out of the Father's hand;
and
the Father are one.
(Having his Name, which is his Father's Name, on their
foreheads, they are inviolate.)
I

i

I

I

I

I

Ibid

.,

pp.

144-145.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-SIX

Dan. 9:24-27 and the Olivet Discourse

The following quotations are representative references from commentators on the relationship between Mark 13 and 9:24-27 of Daniel.

Suivant le cadre trace par Daniel, dans la prophetie des semaines, il
faisait plutot entendre quM
y aurait pour Jerusalem un temps relativement
court de desolation, profanation religieuse et calamites de toutes sortes,
qui se terminerait par
'apparition glorieuse du Messie. Ces jours seraient
abreges, parce que, sans cela, 'tout chair', c'est-a-dire tous !es hommes,
pas livrer a la mort tous les el us.
Ceux-ci ont du fuir au moment ou a
'abomination'
paru
mais la Judee ne sera pas seule "a souffrir, et le
monde entier sera en proie aux douleurs du grand avenement.
I

I

I

;

'

Les Evangi les synoptiques

A. ;Loisy,

(Ceffonds,

1908),

II,

p.

424.

* * *

that
We have no doubt
expositors in general are right in
assuming, on the one hand, that our Lord's direct reference is to the great
f onta
predication in chapter ix. 24-27, and in assuming, on the other, that
in the expression which he quotes, as well as in his own mind, there was a
reference to something that was to happen in connection with the destruction
of Jerusalem by the Romans.
.

.

.

.

.

.

I

Matthew's Memoirs of Christ (London,
Emphasis ours.
J. Mori son,

1873), pp.

507-508.

* * *

comes from the Septuagint, or Greek, version of
The Greek phrase
9:27
But the time of our Gospel, the original reference of the
passage had been lost sight of, and it was merely a mysterious prophecy
led.
which yet was to be f ul f
.

Dan.

.

.

.

i

B.

.

.

I

Branscombe, The Gospel of Mark (MC) (London,

H.

1937),. p.

237.

* * #

the meaning of the prophecy was not regarded as having been exhausted by its contemporary fulfillment, and the mysterious phrase about the
was regarded as a prophetic word still desabomination of desolation
tined to find fulfillment in the future.
.

.

.

.

A.

E.

J.

.

.

Rawlinson, The Gospel According to St. Mark (WC)
* * *

(1949),

p.

187.
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in Mark the Little Apocalypse takes up those tragic events through
which Israel must pass, and especially the destruction of the temple.
it uses a Danielic vocabulary, and follows the Daniel ic pattern.
The words
"come to an end" or "fulfillment" have a Danielic sound.
.

.

.

.

P.

Carrington, Mark (Cambridge,

I960),

.

272.

p.

* * *

The word [for "end" J which is used in this chapter of Mark is telos
,
which has the meaning of aim, purpose, objective and fulfillment, as wel
as finality.
We find it in Daniel ix, where it seems to imply the
finale or outcome of the present historical afflictions in Israel, including, for instance, the capture of the city and the cessation of the daily
sacrifice, which is itself an "end".
In this context it assumes the
meaning of the final fulfillment of the prophecies under consideration,
whatever this may be.
.

.

.

.

Ibid

.,

.

.

275.

p.

* * #

A direct reference is now made to Daniel, and the lector is bidden to
use his intelligence: "When ye see the abomination of desolation standing
where it ought not— let hi m that readeth understand." The reference is to
the phrase in Daniel ix:27 ... it is clear to us at once what is being
announced in the Little Apocalypse; it is a second agent of desecration and
desolation of a comparable character.
Ibid

.,

278.

p.

* # *

Daniel does contemplate the destruction of the city and temple, as the
intelligent lector would find if he turned to Daniel ix:27.
Ibid

.,

279.

p.

*

* *

Daniel, in a mysterious passage, speaks of a Prince-Messiah (who
may be the high priest of his day), and a verse later says that "the Messiah
will be cut off".
This chapter of Daniel contributed one or two important
concepts or expressions to the tradition in Mark:
Dan. ix. 26,27: the Messiah cut off (Mark viii.3l, ix.3l, x.33).
the sanctuary destroyed (Mark sii.2, xiv. 58, xv. 29).
war or wars (Mark xiii.7).
the end (Mark xiii.7, 13).
the abomination of desolation (Mark xiii.14).
.

.

.
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Now Jesus certainly accepted the title of Messiah in xiv.62, and combined
it with the symbolism of the Son of Man of Daniel vii.23, who comes with
the clouds of heaven and receives the Kingdom from God; but it looks as if
he also took into account the death of the Prince-Messiah in Daniel ix.26,27,
since he made use of those verses in his apocalyptic; it would seem that he
saw in them an image of the tragic times through which Israel was to pass
during that evil generation; the Messiah cut off, wars and rumours of wars,
the temple destroyed, and the abomination of desolation standing where it

ought not.
Ibid

.,

p.

183.

* * *

Setzen wir voraus dass die geprMgte Wendung to 8&£\vy\ia xfis
Dan
12,11 entnommen sei, so konnte der Evangelist, der sie mit
dem Vorlagetext Ubernahm, durchaus an die ZerstbVung des Tempels denken.
In
Dan 12,11 1st zwar unmittelbar nur von der Entweihung des Tempels die Rede,
der Ausdruck in Dan 12,11 bezieht sich aber wie auch Dan 11,31 auf Dan 9,26f.
zurUck, wo von dem die Rede ist, der die Stadt verwUstet.
Vielleicht soli
der Leser gerade auf diesen Zusammenhang achten, der sich von Mk 13,2 her
bereits nahelegt.
In Dan 9,26f. ist die Vernichtung von Stadt und Tempel
angesagt, und Dan 11,31; 12,11 sind nur terakritisch vielleicht sogar
sekundMre - Bezugnahmen auf diesen Spruch. Der Ausdruck to $6£Auyya
xfjs €pnya5aea)s
kann also nicht nur an eine Entweihung des Tempels, sondern
ebensogut an Krieg und Zerstttrung von Stadt und Tempel erinnern. Da die
Tempel zerstorung in Mk 13,2 so deutlich geweissagt ist, da diese Vorhersage
den An lass zur JUngerfrage und damit zur ganzen machfolgenden Rede bietet, muss
to 66eAuyua xns epnywaews zwangs Suf g im Licht von 13,2
verstandem werden.
Der Evangelist spricht in Mk 13,14 von der Zerstttrung
des Tempels.
epnutoaewg

I

i

I

i

Pesch, Nffherwartungen.
Tradition und Redaktion in Mk. 13 (DUsse dorf
1968), pp. 142-143. (Pesch cites K. Staab, J. Huby, C. Perrot and others to
simi lar effect.
R.

I

* * *

The more vividly Jesus Himself foresaw the coming ruin
the fuller,
moreover, the acquaintance which the disciples must have had with the prophecy in Dan. ix.
.so much the more intelligible is this introductory
passage
.

.

.

.

Meyer, Commentary on New Testament, The Gospel of Matthew (E.T., New York,
6 884)
p. 406.
,
1

* # #

Dan.
H.

The main passage here referred to by the Lord is the remarkable prophecy
9:26-27, which we find more definitely expressed, Dan. x .31; xi

Olshausen, Matthew,

i

Commentary on the New Testament (New York,
* * *

i

.

I

I

1957),

p.

236.

Appendix
time prophecies we would be left to wonder
whether the world had yet another weary
millennium or two to endure before Christ appears
to banish sin and sorrow.
To quote Birks again:

"That entire rejection of all prophetic chronology, which follows, of course, on the denial of
the year-day, is most of all to be deplored, from its
deadly and paralyzing influence on the great hope
of the church.
The prophetic times, indeed,
.

when

.

themselves only, are a dry and worthless skeleton:
but when taken in connection with the related
events, clothed with historical facts, and joined

with those spiritual affections which should attend
the

God's providence;

human frame,

feeble, and union to what was disjointed, and
form, and beauty, and order to the whole outline
and substance of these sacred and divine
prophecies." *
5
The writer acknowledges hit indebtedness to T. R. Birks
and to H. G. Guinness for several of these points. Because such
works as First Elements of Sacred Prophecy and The Approaching End of the Age are now difficult to procure, this emphasis on
some matters set forth therein may not be amiss.

.

separated from the context and viewed in

the study of

like the

they give strength to

bones in
what was

*

The Apocalypse,

the

Day

1

this application.

Some

scholars through the centuries, however, have

believed that the

Day of Atonement has

a special

application to events immediately preceding the
return of Christ. This position is based mainly
the fact that the

on

Book of Revelation in many places

alludes to the imagery of this solemn Jewish fast.

To show

that this

aim of

appendix.
than two centuries ago Sir Isaac Newton

second position

is

sound

is

the

this

More

penned the following significant statement:

"The Temple
the visions in the

is

the scene of the visions, and

Temple

relate to the feast of the

seventh month, for the feasts of the Jews were
typical of things to come. The Passover related to

'See Oswald

Inquiry Into the Nature of the Prophetic

Allis,

Prophecy and the Church,

p. 19.

•Birks. First Elements of Sacred Prophecy, pp. 415. 416.

G

coming of Christ, and the feasts of the
seventh month to his second coming: his first

was given,

therefore over before this Prophecy

the feasts of the seventh

only alluded unto."

month

are here

1

The New Testament obviously endorses

the

idea that the Jewish festival year prefigured the

The typical genius of the Old
Testament economy as everywhere recognized in
the New Testament provides the foundation for
such a supposition. Furthermore, the inspired
apostles specifically apply the Jewish festivals in
this way.
For example, in 1 Cor 5:7 Paul alludes to the
Passover as the type of the crucifixion of Christ.

entire Christian age.

The gospel writers are also careful to point out that
the climax to Christ's ministry occurred in
connection with the Passover. In Rev 7:9 the
redeemed are pictured as standing before the
throne "clothed with white robes, and palms in
their hands." According to the translators of the
KJ V, as shown by their marginal notations, this is
a reference to the Feast of Tabernacles.

the first

coming being

Thomas Makland,

Times, pp. 53. 76.

of Atonement, and the Latter Days

Almost all scholars have applied the Day of
Atonement as a type of the priestly work of Christ
throughout the entire Christian age. This is done
primarily on the basis of Heb 9:8, 12, 25; 10.19,
20; 6: 19, 20. Almost all the commentaries listed in

make

Nathanael West. The Thousand Years in Both Testaments,

pp. 94. 98.
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In

Lev 23:40 we read:

'
'

And you shall

day the fruit of goodly
palm trees, and boughs of leafy
the

first

take on

trees,

branches of

trees,

and willows
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of the brook; and you shall rejoice before the Lord
your God seven days." In harmony with this is
Christ's frequent allusion to the harvest in
connection with the end of the world. The Feast of
Tabernacles was also called the Feast of Harvest,
occurring as it did after the completion of the
gathering in of the year's produce. The references
in the New Testament to Christ as the firstfruits
and the time record of the occurrence of Pentecost
help to fill out this picture of the typical
significance of the Jewish ceremonial year. A
following comparison illustrates the point made by
Sir Isaac Newton and other scholars on this matter
Spring Festivals Typifying Significant Events of
First

Advent

interpreted in harmony with what has already
passed into fulfilment; and, in the second place,
inasmuch as the feast of trumpets, the day of
atonement, and the feast of tabernacles all belong
to the seventh and last month of the ecclesiastical
year, they must find their fulfilment in connection
with what Scripture calls 'the last times.'
"Keeping the first point in view, we may then
safely say that if Pentecost typified the firstfruits of
the world's harvest in the ingathering of an
election from all nations, the feast of tabernacles
must then typify the completion of that harvest in a
spiritual ingathering, final and universal. Not only
so, but, inasmuch as in the anti typical fulfilment of
the wave-sheaf in the resurrection of our Lord, we
were reminded that the consummation of the new

from the dead, and

Passover

Crucifixion

creation

First Fruits

Resurrection

in regeneration is therefore

Pentecost

Pentecost

hence the feast of tabernacles, as celebrating the
absolute completion of the year's harvest, must

Autumn Festivals Typifying Significant Events of
Second Advent
Rev 8 and 9
Trumpets
Rev 8:1-6; 11:19; etc.
Day of Atonement

is in

resurrection

when

typify also the resurrection season,

Christ's shall arise

are

that

involved resurrection,

all that

from the dead

at

His

coming.

Unfortunately, the festivals of

"And, finally, whereas this means for the now
burdened earth permanent deliverance from the
curse, and the beginning of a new age thus
signalised by glorious life in resurrection, in which
are enjoyed the blessed fruits of life's labours and
pains for Christ, this was shadowed forth by the
ordinance that immediately upon the seven days of

autumn have not met with the same study

tabernacles should follow a feast of the eighth day,

emphasis. In a standard work on Leviticus in the
Expositor's Bible we have the following illuminating statement by Dr. S. H. Kellogg as he of
necessity turned his attention to the feasts of the

the first day of a

Feast of Tabernacles

The

much

Rev

7:9; 14:14-19

spring festivals have always

come

in for

and have been applied to the First
Advent with universal consent by evangelical
attention

interpreters.

seventh month:

"We have already seen that the earlier feasts of
were also prophetic; that Passover and
Unleavened Bread pointed forward to Christ, our

the year

Passover, slain for us; Pentecost, to the spiritual
ingathering of the firstfruits of the world's harvest,

days after the presentation of our Lord in
resurrection, as the wave-sheaf of the firstfruits.
We may therefore safely infer that these remaining
fifty

feasts of the seventh

But,

if

month must be

so, typical of

what?

safely said in this matter.

Two

The

things

may be

significance of the

three festivals of this seventh
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typical also.

month must be

new week,

beginning season of rest from

in celebration
all

of the

the labours of the

field.
'

Most beautifully thus regarded , does all else
connected with the feast of tabernacles correspond, as type to antitype, to the revelation of the
last things, and therein reveal its truest and deepest
'

,

the joy, the reunion , the
rejoicing with son and with daughter, the fulness
spiritual significance:

of gladness also for the

and

this, not

widow and

the stranger, not of Israel,
Israelite

was

to

have

day; and, again, the

—

for Gentile as well as

part in the festivity of
full

burnt-offering;

so

—

all

finds

now we

d**

attainment of the most

complete consecration, signified

"And

the fatherless;

only for those in Israel, but also for

its

can see

in the

wrfosd

place here.

why

it

was

dm «**
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viour declared (Matt. xiii. 39) that the end of
_jS present age should be the time of harvest; and
how Paul, looking at the future spiritual

lation

ingathering, places the ingathering of the Gentiles

Frederick Nolan, noted linguist and theologian
of the nineteenth century, asserted in The Time of

(Rom.

xi. 25) as one of the last things. In full
accord with this interpretation of the typical
significance of this feast it is that in Zech. xiv. we

find

it

when

written that in the predicted day of the Lord,

Lord 'shall come, and all the
holy ones* with Him, and (ver. 9) 'the Lord shall
be King over all the earth; ... the Lord
one,
(ver. 5) the

.

.

.

and His name one,' then (ver. 16) 'everyone that
is left of all the nations
shall go up from year to
year to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, and to
keep the feast of tabernacles;' and, moreover, that
.

.

.

so completely shall consecration be realised in that
day that (ver. 20) even upon the bells of the horses
shall the words be inscribed, 'Holy unto the

Lord!'

"»

This long quotation has been given in full
because Dr. Kellogg adequately presents the
reasoning of those who apply the feasts of autumn
to antitypical events associated with the second
advent of Christ. How, then, do such writers
interpret the latter-day significance of the

Day of

Atonement? Dr. Kellogg asks:

"Now,

if

mat employ Day of Atonement imagery,
are some of the scholars that have drawn

who

correctly interpreted, as presignifying in

symbol

completion of the great world harvest in the end
of the age, does the prophetic word reveal anything
connection with the last things as preceding that
^at harvest, and, in some sense, preparing for
and ushering in that day, which should be the
antitype of the great day of atonement?" 3
He then proceeds to suggest that the antitype
would be the repentance of literal Israel and her
cleansing from sin. This view of reclaiming Israel
as the event signified in this connection is not
the

peculiar to Dr. Kellogg, but has been echoed by

The same scholars generally apply the
Feast of Trumpets to the warning message of the

several.

Mt 24:14

such?

attention to

the Millennium Investigated that on many
occasions the attention of antiquaries and scholars

had been drawn

Atonement

Day of
Book of Revelation. After

to the references to the

in the

declaring his belief that the imagery of the seventh
seal was derived from the great Day of Atonement

and the jubilee, he stated: " 'The analogy between
this description, and the service of the Temple,
upon one of the most solemn festivals of the
Mosaic ceremonial, is so obvious that it has often
excited the attention of the antiquary and
scholar.'

He

"

further asserts that the frequent allusions in

Rev 9 and 1 5 to the ark of the tabernacle, the altar,
and the incense, refer not to the "daily service,"
but to the "peculiar solemnity" of the service on
the 'great day of
'

high

Atonement

, '
'

performed " by the

place of the Temple,"
and celebrated in the seventh month.
Nolan notes that the jubilee always compriest, in the holiest

menced on

the feast of tabernacles has been

approaching advent of Christ, and
often quoted in this regard.

and

Day of Atonement and was ushered
sound of trumpets. Thus to him the

the

in with the

opening of the seventh

seal with its allusions to the
Feast of Trumpets and to the Day of Atonement

points to the opening of the millennium and the
true jubilee. 4

Joshua Spalding, a contemporary of
Nolan, was also a writer on the prophecies of the

Book

of Revelation. Like Nolan, he held that the

feasts of the seventh
final restitution

some

detail the

month were symbolic of

of all things. L. E.

views of

the

Froom gives in

this writer in his third

volume of Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers*
Another writer referred to by L. E. Froom is
John Tudor, one-time editor of the Church of
England Quarterly Review. Commenting on the
pouring out of the last vial, Tudor wrote:

is

"The temple of God is then opened, and the ark
of his testament seen, xi. 19; and the voice issues

The above constitutes evidence that it is not a
peculiar view which represents the Day of
Atonement as having special application prior to
the second coming of Christ. The next step is to

from the throne, xvi. 17; both expressions equally
denoting the holy of holies, which was only
entered once a year, on the day of atonement. This
period is therefore our day of atonement, and
requires our particular notice, to know what events

inquire,

What

are

some of the

references in Reve-
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expect, answering to the type."'

Elsewhere in speaking of Rev 8:1-5 and
11:19, he affirms that "all the imagery in this
poem was taken from the Day of Atonement"
the golden censer, the incense, the deep affliction,
the temple opened, and the ark exposed
("indicating the opening of the veil on the day of

atonement"). 7
Sir Isaac

Newton, perhaps more than any other

scholar, has stressed the point

made

in the first

quotation of mis appendix, namely that the visions
of the Book of Revelation abound with the
imagery of the feasts of the seventh month.
Commenting on Rev 5, Newton declares;
"It was the custom for the High- Priest, seven
days before the fast of the seventh month, to

continue constantly in the Temple, and study the
book of the Law, that he might be perfect in it
against the day of expiation; wherein the service,
which was various and intricate, was wholly to be

performed by himself;

part of

which service was
and to promote his

reading the

Law

studying

there were certain Priests appointed

to the people;

by
him those seven days in
one of his chambers in the Temple, and there to
discourse with him about the Law, and read it to
him and put him in mind of reading and studying it
it,

the Sanhedrim to be with

himself. This his opening and reading the Law
those seven days, is alluded unto in the Lamb's

opening the seals."

And

smoke of the incense, with the prayers
of the
Saints, ascended up before God out
of the Angels
hand. On other days there was a certain
measure of
incense for the golden Altar on this day
there was
a greater quantity for both the Altar
and the most
the

holy Place, and therefore
cense.

day of expiation, and then there was silence in
heaven for half an hour. And an Angel, the HighPriest, stood at the Altar, having a golden Censer;
and there was given him much incense, that he
should offer it with the prayers of all Saints, upon
the golden Altar which was before the throne. The
custom was on other days, for one of the Priests to
take ftre from the great Altar in a silver Censer, but
on this day, for the High- Priest to take fire from
the great Altar in a golden Censer, and

when he
was come down from the great Altar, he took
incense from one of the Priests who brought it to
him, and went with it to the golden Altar, and
while he offered the incense, the people prayed
without in silence, which is the silence in heaven
for half an hour.

.

.

it

is

called

much

in-

.

"The solemnity of the day of expiation being
finished, the seven Angels sound their
trumpets at
the great sacrifices of the seven days
of the

tabernacles; and at the

same

feast

of

sacrifices, the seven

thunders utter their voices which are the
musick of
the Temple, and singing of the Levites,
intermixed
with the soundings of the trumpets: and
the seven
Angels pour out their vials of wrath, which
are the
drink-offerings of those sacrifices." 9
Some will not agree with all the details of
interpretation offered by Newton or all the
references which he declares to point to the Day
of

Atonement ceremonial. However, certain features
of analogy between the visions of Revelation and
the solemn fast day of Yom Kippur are undeniable.
All authorities are agreed, for example, that
a
golden censer such as referred to in Revelation 8:3
was used only by the Jewish High Priest on the
Day of Atonement. 10

8

And on Rev 8:1-5, Newton further says:
"The seventh seal was therefore opened on the

308

"When the High- Priest had laid the incense on
the Altar, he carried a Censer of it
burning in his
hand, into the most holy place before the
Ark.

Rev

1

1:

19

is

a clearer reference

still to another
of Atonement, namely the
entrance into the most holy place, and the viewing
of the ark for the only time in the year. The fact that

feature of the

many

Day

made such quotations as the
conclusive that the Bible's latest
its prophecies specially relating to the
last times, harnesses the imagery of this special
day to express vital truths. It is also significant that
scholars have

preceding
book, with

is

this imagery is associated with references to the
other holy days of the seventh month, Trumpets
and Tabernacles giving a combined witness to the

latter-day application of these typical occasions.

Newton's remarks on
especially interesting.

He

the sealing

quotes

Rev

work

are

7:1-3, and

says:

"This sealing alludes to a tradition of the Jews,
upon the day of expiation all the people of
Israel are sealed up in the books of life and death
that

AAppendix
(Buxtorf, in Synagoga Judaica, c. 18, 2!.)- F° r
jews in their Talmud tell us, that in the

^ginning of every new year, or first day of the
month Tishri, the seventh month of the sacred
year, three books are opened in judgment: the book
of life, in which the names of those are written who
are perfectly just; the book of death, in which the

names of those are written who

are Atheists or very

wicked; and a third book, of those whose judgment
is suspended tili the day of expiation, and whose
names are not written in the book of life or death
before that day.

The

first

ten days of this

month

they call the penitential days; and all these days
they fast and pray very much, and are very devout,

on the tenth day their sins may be remitted,
and their names may be written in the book of life;
which day is therefore called the day of expiation.

that

And upon

this tenth day, in returning

God

Paul
to

in

Heb

9.

That

is to

believed that the

say

,

the scholars referred

Day of Atonement has

special significance for those living in the last

a

days

of earth's history. Commentaries on the Book of
Revelation that have discerned the allusions of the
visions to Old Testament ceremonial expressly

affirm the foregoing view. In the realm of
eschatology these facts are of tremendous
importance
1

Isaac

time.

at this

I

S.

Newton, pp. 308, 309.

H. Kellogg. "The Book of Leviticus," The

Expositor's Bible, pp. 468-470.

God remains unchanged henceforward
*

Ibid., p. 470.

*

Cited by L. E.

end of the year.

by the two Goats,
upon whose foreheads the High- Priest yearly, on
the day of expiation, lays the two lots inscribed,

"The same

thing

is

signified

For God and For Azazel; God's
people

goodly number of repute believed the feasts of the
seventh month to be typical of events associated
with the second advent of Christ. These men did
not believe that the significance of the Day of
Atonement was exhausted by the use made of it by

the

creator seal you to a good year. For they conceive
that the books are now sealed up, and that the

to the

of judgment as typified by Israel's ancient fast day
Examining, then, the position of scholars on
the Day of Atonement, we find evidence that a

home from

the Synagogues, they say to one another,

sentence of

G

who

are sealed with the

their foreheads;

lot signifying the

name

of

God

in

ffl,

Room,

Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers.

pp. 608-610.

230-235.

•

Ibid., pp.

*

Ibid., p.

7

Ibid., p. 504.

•

Isaac

•

Ibid., pp.

507.

and the lot Azazel, which was sent

into the wilderness, representing those who
receive the mark and the name of the Beast, and go

Whore." 11
By this statement Sir Isaac Newton declares
his belief that the crisis of Rev 13 over the mark of
the beast and also the sealing work described

Newton, pp. 313, 3!4.

to the wilderness with the great

Day

of

earlier both apply to the antitypical
Atonement. He places these events in the setting

Herbert

314, 315.

Danby

(trans.).

The Mishnah. Yoma

iv.

4,

p. 167.
II

Isaac

Newton, pp. 315, 316.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-EIGHT

QUOTATIONS ON

'

I

INAUGURATED ESCHATOLOGY

What the Jews expected of the future is still expected of the future;
but the future event is no longer the center of the redemptive history;
rather, that center lies now in a historical event.
The center has been
reached but the end is still to come.
may illustrate this idea by an
examp e The decisive battle in a war may already have occurred in a relatively early stage of the war, and yet the war still continues
Although
the decisive effect of that battle is perhaps not recognized by all, it
nevertheless already means victory.
But the war must still be carried on
for an undefined time, until "Victory Day." Precisely this is the situation of which the New Testament is conscious, as a result of the recognition of the new division of time; the revelation consists precisely in the
fact of the proclamation that that event on the cross, together with the
resurrection which followed, was the already concluded decisive battle
In this faith-given know ledge, which likewise has as a result a harvesting
of the fruits of that battle, consists that participation of faith in God's
Lordship over time of which we spoke in the preceding chapter.
I

I

:

.

.

Upon the basis of this position, however, we must now say against
Martin Werner, as well. as against Albert Schweitzer, that the entire perspective in which they place the New Testament is not correct. They regard as
the mid-point of the process the future coming of the Messianic Age, whereas
the mid-point of time in the entire New Testament and already for Jesus is
rather the historical work of Jesus himself. Accordingly, everything is to
be explained from the point of view, not of the future, but of this event.
It simply is not true that Primitive Christianity has the same eschatologica
orientation as does Judaism. To be sure, it has a so an eschato logica
orientation. The Jewish expectation concerning the future retains its
validity for Jesus and throughout the entire New Testament, but it is no
longer the center.
That center is the victorious event which the historical
Jesus sees is being fulfilled in the exercise of his calling: "The blind
see, the lame walk, lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised,
and to the poor the gospel is preached" (Matt. 11:5).
For the Primitive
Church after the death of Jesus, the crowning act of this work is the mighty
fact of the resurrection of Christ.
No other point of time in the entire
process, either in the past or in the future, can have so central a significance as this one does for men who are convinced that Jesus Christ has risen
in bodily form as the first-born of the dead!
I

He who does not see that the radical ly new thing in the New Testament
the Primitive Christian shifting of the center of time can understand
Christianity only as a Jewish sect.
In reality, the Christian hope is not
the Jewish one.
To be sure, hope is also present in Primitive Christianity
in its full intensity, indeed in increased intensity, although the event
hoped for is no longer the center of time. The fact that the Primitive
Christian hope is still more intense than the Jewish one might give rise to
the erroneous opinion that, according to the New Testament, eschato logy
stands in a particularly explicit way in the center of what happens.
Intensity
is

A- 70
I

and central position, however., are not to be confused.
In reality, the increased intensity of hope in Primitive Christianity is to be explained by
the very fact that the center of time is not in the object of hope but rather
in an already occurred historical fact.
This then means that the hope for
the future can now be supported by faith in the past, faith in the already
concluded decisive battle. That which has already happened offers the solid
guarantee for that which will take place. The hope of the final victory
is so much the more vivid because of the unshakably f rm conviction that the
battle that decides the victory has already taken place
i

.

With this decisive battle is connected the New Testament "expectation
of the imminent end." This expectation, which is so much discussed by Martin
Werner, really roots in the faith that the redemptive event has already occurred and been completed.
It must be strongly emphasized that this faith
is the prior ground of the expectation that the end is imminent.
Therefore
it is not true that this faith in a fulfillment that has already taken place
in Jesus Christ is a "substitute" for the unfulfilled expectation of the
immediate coming of the Kingdom of God; on the contrary, this faith produced the expectation.
The essential point in the proclamation that "the
Kingdom has come near" does indeed concern chronology, but in the closest
connection with the knowledge concerning the already reached decision. The
chief point in question, therefore, is not the limitation that the imminent
end will come within a generation, although this limitation is actually
present in the New Testament. The theologically important point in the
preaching of the nearness of the Kingdom of God is not this fact, but rather
the implicit assertion that since the coming of Christ we already stand in
a new period of time, and that therefore the end has drawn nearer.
0.

Cullmann, Christ and Time

(

London,

1951),

pp. 84-85,

86-87.

* * *

"Now Is the judgment." The whole life of Jesus had been a judgment,
but that judgment reached its climax in the Cross before which the whole
world stood condemned.
If the world had been left alone to face its condemnation, the judgment of the world would have been the triumph of Satan,
the prince of this world.
As Tempter he would have succeeded to the uttermost; as the Great Accuser he would have won his case; as Destroyer he would
have been free to claim his own.
But because Jesus identified himself with
the accused, the Cross became the defeat of Satan and the point where all
men, released from Satan's power, were drawn into unity with Jesus, and
therefore into unity with the Father.
For John the eschato logi ca events of the Last Day are so completely
present in the person of Jesus that he has little to say about any final
crisis.
He never discusses whether or not all men will in the end be saved.
But he does say that God intends the salvation of all, that God's work of
universal salvation has been accomplished once-for-all by Christ on Calvary,
that Christians ought to abide in his love and not to be content with anything less than love's total victory, that the final judgment will not be
different in character from the judgment of the cross by which the prince
I
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of this world has been cast out and all men drawn,
faith, into unity with the Crucified.

George

B.

in

fact if not yet in

Caird, "Judgment and Salvation," Canadian Journal of Theology ,
~
4, pp. 235,237.
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The Pauline kerygma , therefore, is a proclamation of the facts of the
death and resurrection of Christ in an eschatologica setting which gives
significance to the facts. They mark the transition from "this evil Age"
to the "Age to Come." The "Age to Come" is the age of fulfillment.
Hence
the importance of the statement that Christ died and rose "according to the
Scriptures." Whatever events the Old Testament prophets may indicate as
impending, these events are for them significant as elements in the coming
of "the Day of the Lord."
Thus the fulfillment of prophecy means that the
Day of the Lord has dawned: the Age to Come has begun.
The death and resurrection of Christ are the crucial fulfillment of prophecy.
By virtue of
them bel ievers' are already delivered out of this present evil age. The new
age is here, of which Christ, again by virtue of His death and resurrection,
is Lord.
He will come to exercise His Lordship both as Judge and as Saviour
at the consummation of the Age.
I

The preaching of the primitive Church had, as we have seen, an eschatologica setting. -Its terms were borrowed from the traditional eschatology
of Judaism.
But it differed from all earlier prophecy and apocalypse in
decJaring that the eschatologica process was already in being. The Kingdom
of God had made its appearance with the coming of the Messiah; His works of
power and His "new teaching with authority" had provided evidence of the
presence of God among men; His death "according to the determinate counsel
and foreknowledge of God" had marked the end of the old order, and His resurrection and exaltation had definitely inaugurated the new age, characterized, as the prophets had foretold, by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit
upon the people of God.
It remained only for the new order to be consummated by the return of Christ in glory to judge the quick and the dead and
to save His own from the wrath to come. The whole was conceived as a continuous, divinely directed process, in which past, present, and future alike
had eschatologica
significance.
In the recent past lay the ministry, death,
and resurrection of Jesus Christ; the experience of the present attested
His power in the Church through the Spirit; the near future would bring the
final revelation of the meaning of the whole.
I

I

I

Paul's preaching was centred in the proclamation of the facts of the
death and resurrection of Christ.
His interpretation of these facts starts
from the application to them of eschatologica categories. Thus he says
that in the death of Christ God manifested His righteousness and condemned
sin in the flesh.
The manifestation of righteousness and the condemnation
of sin are functions of the Last Judgment.
Again, he says that in the Cross
God triumphed over principalities and powers.
The overthrow of the "kingdom of the enemy" is in eschatologica tradition the coming of the Kingdom
of God, that is, the ultimate divine event.
Similarly, the resurrection of
Christ is for Paul the first stage of that transfiguration of human nature
I

I

.
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into a heavenly condition which the apocalypses predicted.
He is the
"first-fruits of them that sleep," the "first-born from the dead," and in
union with Him Christians have already experienced the "new creation," and
are "being transfigured from glory to glory." .Thus the death and resurrection of Christ are interpreted as the divinely ordained crisis in history
through which old things passed away and the new order came into being.
It is in this light that we must understand all that Paul says about
redemption, justification, and the end of the Law.
The "redemption" of
Israel out of Egyptian slavery had already become for the prophets a foreshadowing of the ultimate "redemption" of the people of God from all the
evil of this present age.
It is this ultimate (eschato og ca
"redemption"
that Paul sees to have been accomplished through the death and resurrection
of Christ.
Again, the very idea of "justification" implies a judgment which
has already taken place.
The righteousness of God is already revealed, and
it has taken the form, as the prophets had foreseen that it would, of the
"justification" of His people. And nothing short of the appearance of the
Age to Come could supersede the Law, which was the complete expression of
the purpose of God for man in "this age."
In dying to the Law, and rising
into newness of life, Christ had made the decisive transition, on behalf
of the whole people of God.
i

I

I
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Finally, the philosophy of history expounded in Rom. 9-11, and more
allusively elsewhere, with its acute and convincing valuation of the stages
of Hebrew and Jewish history, implies a corresponding valuation of the
events in which, for Paul, that history reached fulfillment, the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ.
In the New Testament the apocalyptic symbolism of the Old recurs freely,
but with a profound difference. The divine event is declared to have happened.
Consider the following propositions, taken from all parts of the
New Testament:

"The Kingdom of God has come upon you" (Matt.

12:28).

"This is that which was spoken by the prophet" (Acts 2:16).
"If any man

is

in

Christ, there is a new creation"

(2 Cor.

5:17).

"He has rescued us out of the dominion of darkness and transferred us into
the Kingdom of the Son of His Love" (Col. 1:13).
"We are being transfigured from glory to glory"

(2

Cor.

3:18).

"He has saved us by the washing of rebirth and the renewal of the Holy
Spirit" (Titus 3:5).

"Having t3sted the powers of the Age to Come" (Heb. 6:5).
"Born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible"
"The darkness is passing, and the real
the last hour"
John 2:8)
(

I

(I

light is already shining

Pet.

1:23).

...

it

is
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From these and many similar passages it is surely clear that, for the New
Testament writers in general, the eschaton has entered history; the hidden
rule of Sod has been revealed; the Age to Come has come.

The characteristics of the Day of the Lord as described
apocalypse are boldly transferred to the historical crisis.

in

prophecy and

First, it is fulfillment.
"The time is fulfilled" is the declaration
which Mark inscribes over the whole Gospel record.
Similarly, Paul declares,
"When the fullness of time had come, God sent forth His Son." The frequent
appeals to the fulfillment of prophecy, which the modern reader is apt to
find tedious and unconvincing, are a piecemeal assertion of the one great
fact that the meaning of history is now summed up.

That which the prophets foresaw was the Day of the Lord, and that
alone.
The fulfillment of prophecy means that the Day has dawned.
Secondly, the supernatural has manifestly entered history. The arm
of the Lord is made bare.
"The blind see, the lame walk, lepers are
cleansed and the deaf hear, the dead are raised, and to the poor good tidings

are proclaimed." The miracle-stories of the Gospels correspond closely with
the symbols which the prophets had used to depict the supernatural character of the Age to Come.
They may be regarded, once again, as a piecemeal
assertion of the one great fact that with the appearance of Christ the age
of miracle arrived.
The story of His ministry is told as a realized apocalypse.

Thirdly, this open manifestation of the power of God is the overthrow
of the powers of evi
"If
by the finger of God cast out demons, then the
Kingdom of God has come upon you," says Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels. The
Christ of the Fourth Gospel, on the eve of His death, declares, "Now shall
the prince of this world be cast out." Paul says that in the Cross God
triumphed over principalities and powers. The theme recurs in other parts
of the New Testament.
I

.

I

Fourthly, this is the judgment of the world.
In the death of Christ,
says Paul, God manifested His righteousness and condemned sin in the flesh.
"This" (according to the Fourth Gospel) "is the judgment, that the Light
has come into the world (with the incarnation of the Word), and men loved
darkness rather than light."
Finally, eternal life, the "life of the Age to Come," is now realized
experience.
Christ is risen from the dead, the first-fruits of them
that sleep, 'and we are raised with Him in newness of life.
He who believes
has
f e eterna
in

I

C.

H.

i

I

Dodd, The Apostol ic Preaching (New York,
86.
* * *

1962),

pp.
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It has come to be a commonplace in Pauline studies that even
if Paul
retains the eschato log ca
perspect ve, the center of gravity has shifted
to "realized eschato logy
i

i

I

.

The event in history in Jesus Christ isan eschato og ca event which
some way is related to the age to come and has significantly changed the
structure of the time-line.
This is reflected in the fact that while believers continue to live in this age, the death of Christ means deliverance
from the power of this evil age (Gal. 1:4).
Furthermore, God has brought
new transforming powers to renew the minds of believers by virtue of which
they need be no longer conformed to this age (Rom. 12:2).
Here are two
sides of the redemptive event in Christ: the meaning of his death and a
new indwelling power which in some real way delivers believers from this
age even while they continue to live in it.
This can only mean that in
Jesus Christ, the powers of the age to come have intervened in this age
without having destroyed it, which is another way of saying that the God
who will intervene in the cosmic apocalyptic event at the end of the age
has already intervened in Jesus Christ to bring the blessings of the age
to
come in advance.
I

i

I

in

It is because of this modification of the redemptive
time-line that
can speak of the Kingdom of God not only as an eschato og ica
inheritance but also as the realm of present blessing. God has already delivered
us from the power of darkness and transferred us
nto the Kingdom of his
beloved Son (Col. 1:13).
Although he still lives in the old evil age, the
believer in some real sense is also already in the Kingdom of Christ. The
blessings of this Kingdom are 'not to be found on the physical level, but
include righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit (Rom. 14:17).
Eternal life, which is an eschatologica blessing, has come to men
in the
corruption and decay of the old age. The man in Christ shares the life of
Jesus' resurrection and therefore s to wa k n newness of life (Rom.
6:4).
Men who are dead in trespasses and sins have been raised up out of the
grave
of spiritual death by faith and have been made alive with Christ
(Eph. 2:2ff).

Paul

I

I

j

I

i

i
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This can be illustrated by an examination of several prominent Pauline
doctrines, particularly those of justification and life in the Spirit— the
objective and the subjective aspects of redemption.
Furthermore, the
eschato log ica character of both of these events helps to illuminate their
relationship to each other.
I

The center of Pauline thought is the realization of the coming of the
powers of the new age; but this does not mean in any way a minimizing of
the truth of justification in favor of mysticism or the life of the Spirit.
On the contrary, it means an equal emphasis on the doctrine of justifica-.
tion; for justification js an eschato log ca event belonging to the end of
the age, which, nevertheless, has already taken place in history because of
the death of Jesus Christ.
The very truth of justification is an element
of realized eschatology.
I

I

The truth of justification must be understood against the Old Testament
doctrine of righteousness, which has an essentially eschato logi ca orientation.
God is the righteous lawgiver and judge; and it is only in the divine
judgment, when God will render a judicial verdict, that each man's righteousness
I
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or unrighteousness will be finally declared.
The issue of judgment will be either a declaration of righteousness
which will mean the acquittal from all guilt, or conviction of unrighteousness and subsequent condemnation.
The essential meaning of justification,
therefore, is forensic and involves acquittal by the righteous judge in the
eschatologica day of judgment.
I

This eschato logi ca significance of justification is seen in several
uses of the word d ka do
When Paul says, "Who shall bring any charge
against God's elect?
It is God who justifies; who is to condemn?" (Rom.
8:33,34), he is looking forward to the final judgment, when God's verdict
of acquittal cannot be set aside by anyone who would bring an accusation
which might result in condemnation.
When we read that it is not the hearers
of the law who in God's sight are righteous but only the doers of the law
wll ° w
be justified, we must look forward to a day of judgment when God
will issue a verdict upon the conduct of men in terms of obedience or disobedience to the law (Rom. 2:13). The temporal orientation of the words
"by one man's obedience many will be made righteous" (Rom. 5:19) is the
future judgment when God will pronounce the verdict of righteousness upon
the many. The " hope of righteousness" for which we wait is the judicial
pronouncement of righteousness, that is, of acquittal in the day of judgment.
This acquittal is no longer sought by obedience and conformity to a
legal code.
Such a legal acquittal was insisted on by the Judaizers who
would turn the Galatians away from grace to obedience to the law.
The Christian hope of righteousness is through the Spirit by faith (Gal. 5:4,5).
I

i

'

I

.

?
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The eschatologica setting of justification is seen even more clearly
one of the sayings of our Lord: "I tell you, on the day of judgment, men
will render account for every careless word they utter; for by your words
you will be justified, and by your words you will be condemned" (Matt.
12:36,37).
I

in

the eschato logi ca
understanding of justification, as well as in
the Pauline doctrine agrees with that of contemporary
Jewish thought.
However, there are several points at which the Pauline
teaching is radically different from the Jewish concept; and one of the
essential differences is that the future eschatologica justification has
already taken place
"Since therefore we have now been justified by his
blood, much more shall we be saved by him from the wrath of God" (Rom. 5:9).
"Since we have been justified by faith, we have peace with God" (Rom. 5:1).
"You were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ" (I Cor. 6:11).
In these instances the verb is in the aorist tense, expressing an act that
has been accomplished.
Through faith in Christ, on the ground of his shed
blood, men have already been justified, acquitted of the guilt of sin, and
therefore are delivered from condemnation.
In

I

its forensic, aspect,

I

.

Here again we find a further illustration of the modification of the
antithetical eschato log ca structure of biblical thought. The justification that primarily means acquittal at the final judgment has already taken
place in the present. The eschato logi ca judgment is no longer alone future;
it has become verdict in history.
Justification that belongs to the age to
come and issues in the future salvation has become a present reality inasmuch
i

I

I
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as the age to come has reached back into the present evil age to bring its
soteric blessings to men.
An essentia! element in the salvation of the
future age is the divine acquittal and the pronouncement of righteousness;
this acquittal, justification, which consists of the divine absolution of
sin, has already been effected by the death of Christ and may be received
by faith here and now.
The future judgment has thus become essentially a
present experience.
God in Christ has acquitted the believer; therefore
he is certain of deliverance from the wrath of God (Rom. 5:9), and he no
longer stands under condemnation (Rom. 8:1).

Not only is justification an eschato logi ca truth that has been contemporized by the new structure of the ages; the life of the Spirit is also
an element of realized eschato logy.
I

Paul makes it clear that he regards the resurrection of Jesus as the
beginning of this eschato log ica resurrection. The resurrection, previously
viewed as a single event at the end of the age, is now seen to occur in
several stages: Christ's resurrection is the "f rstf ru ts" or the first
stage of the eschato og ca
harvest; the second stage will take place at the
Parousia when those who belong to Christ are raised up; possibly there is a
third stage at the telos or final consummation at the end of Christ's reign,
which will extend beyond the Parousia (I Cor. 15:20-24).
In any case, the
resurrection of Christ, like the Kingdom of God, is an eschato og ca event
that has taken place in the midst of history. The eschato log ca nature of
Christ's resurrection is another of the crucial redemptive events that require us to see a realized eschato logy, a restructuring of the redemptive
time- line in Paul.
This is why the resurrection means the appearance of
life and immortality in the midst of history (2 Tim. 1:10).
I

i

i

I

i

I

i

I

i

I
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The eschato logi ca structure of Paul's thought is seen further in the
fact that the very gift of the indwelling Holy Spirit is an eschato og ca
concept. The prophets looked forward to the perfect establishment of God's
reign when the enemies of God and of God's people would be either converted
or destroyed, the burden of evil upon the natural world lifted so that joy
and blessing alone prevail, and God's people, repentant, converted, and
obedient be gathered in the redeemed land. The means of this conversion is
variously described, but one important aspect of this hope was the gift of
the Spirit to indwel
God's people.
The implanting of the ruach Yahweh wi
mean a new heart a heart of flesh instead of a heart of stone, a life of
obedience to God instead of disobedience, and the final realization of the
goal of the covenant: "You shall be my people, and
will be your God"
(Ezek. 36:28; cf. Gen. 17:7; Ex. 6:7; 2 Sam. 7:24, pass im )
Jeremiah, viewing the same day of redemption, describes it in terms of a new covenant when
God will write his law upon the hearts of his people with the result that
all shall know the Lord (Jer. 3l:3lff).
Joel sees an outpouring of the
Spirit upon a
flesh
i.e., not only upon judges, priests, kings and proThe important
phets, but upon even the least of God's people (Joel 2:28ff).
fact to note is that these promises of the gift of the Spirit regenerating
God's people are strictly eschato log ica and belong to the Day of the Lord
(Joel 2:31).
I

i

I
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Paul recognizes that the gift of the Spirit is an eschato og ca
gift
and that the life imparted by the indwelling Spirit is essentially the life
I

i

I

I
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of the age to come.

This is_ attested by two Pauline metaphors. The indwelling Spirit is an arrabon and ah aparche" . The first term is a word used
in commercial transactions in vernacular Greek of the earnest-money, or down
payment given in advance of the total sum to be paid in full later. The
present gift of the Spirit brings a partial but real experience of the life
of the age to come (2 Cor. 1:22).
In the age to come, the acquisition of
the full inheritance (Eph. 1:14) will include the redemption of the body.
Paul longs to put on the body not made with hands that what is mortal may
be swallowed up in life (2 Cor. 5:4).
Then he will receive a "spiritual
body" (I Cor. 15:44), i.e., a body transformed by the Spirit and thereby
made imperishable, glorious, and powerful, conformed to the body of Christ's
glory (Phil. 3:21). Then alone will the believer know the fullness of life.
However, for this Paul must await the resurrection at the Parous a of Christ
and the age to come.
Meanwhile, the Christian life is far more than hope,
it involves more than a "guarantee" of a future experience of life, as the
RSV translates it.
Christian experience is the life of the Spirit, which
is an initial installment of the fullness of the future life, the same in
kind although limited in degree.
"Realized" eschatology does not displace
realistic eschatology; rather, it is the reality of the life of the age to
come which makes possible a partial experience of that life in the present
i

age.

The same thought of eschatologica experience is expressed by the word
aparche
Properly speaking, this means a gift of firstfruits offered to
God, but it is used by Paul of God's gift to man.
The life of the Spirit
does not exhaust the fullness of God's redemptive gifts, for we still endure
the bondage to decay which afflicts all creation.
God did not create men
that they might suffer and succumb to corruption and death.
We are waiting
eagerly for the adoption, namely, the redemption of the body. This blessing
belongs to the age to come.
However, in spite of the fact that we are in
this age in bondage to decay and death, we do have the Spirit as the firstfruits of the life of the age to come.
Firstfruits means more than the promise given by the sprouting of leaves or the bursting of blossoms; it is more
than the expectation held forth by green but indigestible fruits; firstfruits is the actual beginning of the harvest, yet not identical with the
harvest itself.
Such is the life of the Spirit: the life of the age to come,
the beginning of the eschatologica harvest, yet not the fullness of that
harvest. This life has through the Spirit been made available to human
experience even in the midst of the decay and death of this evil age.
I

.

I
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Ladd, The Pattern of New Testament Truth (Grand Rapids, 1968), pp. 90,
91-92,93,94-95,97,100-102.
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There is no book in the New Testament where the eschatology is more
closely integrated with the teaching of the document as a whole.
It is
eschatology thoroughly appropriated and digested both in the mind of the
author and in the life and thought of the Christians whom he addresses.
The position is fully illustrated
in 1:19-21, when the author speaks
of redemption having been already effected 'by the precious blood of Christ
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who was foreknown indeed before the foundation of the world, but was
manifested at the end of the times for your sake, who through him are believers in God, who raised him from the dead and gave him glory'.
The end,
that is to say, has already supervened (.4:7) in the advent of the predestined Messiah, in his death and resurrection and exaltation, and in the
believing community now called into existence by this new revelation of
.

.

.

God.

The end, then, has supervened; the eschato log ca Messiah has entered
history; the eschato log ca community has been called out of the Jewish
and Gentile world.
Riesenfeld has noted the connection between the
ecstatic joy which marked the Feast of Tabernacles in Judaism and the concept of the eschato logica joy which was associated with the future salvation.
i

i

.

.

I

I

.
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Our author, therefore, conceives of the end as organically linked with
what has already occurred, in the case both of Christ and of the Church:
it is not a matter of something wholly novel but of the culmination of something already experienced and known.
His favourite terms when speaking of
the end are salvation, revelation, and glory.
Parousia on the other hand,
which is almost a technical term elsewhere in the N.T., does not occur in
this Epistle; and, except probably in 4:5, it is the Father rather than the
Christ who is thought of as the Judge. Nevertheless, as Bengel observes
(on
Pet. 4:17) 'it is one and the same judgment from the time of the preaching of the Gospel by the apostles until the last judgment', a doctrine well
lust rated in 2:6-8.
,

I
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Selwyn, The Background of the New Testament and its Eschato logy , eds.
D. Davies, D. Daube (Cambridge, 1956), pp. 394,395,396-397.
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* * *

It lies at the very heart of the gospel message to affirm that the
Kingdom of God has in a real sense become present fact, here and how. We
have already remarked upon the dramatic change of tense which the New Testament brings in speaking of the Kingdom. The future tense of the Old Testament ("behold the days are coming," and the like) has now become an emphatic
present: "The kingdom of God is at hand" (Mark 1:15).
The final act of the
drama has even now begun, the messianic age has dawned; he who is greater
than Solomon, greater than Jonah (Luke 11:31-32), nay greater than temple
and law (Matt. 12:6-8), is here.
The Servant is even now on the scene
(Luke 4:17-21), and his works may be seen of a
(Matt. 11:2-6).
This is
the day which all the past desired to see, but did not (Luke 10:23-24).
No
need any more to look wildly about for signs of the Kingdom's imminent coming: it is right here "among you" (Luke 17:21).
In the person and work of
Jesus the Kingdom of God has intruded into the world.
I

The Cross thus stands in
very pivot of history.
It is
events are to be dated.
(And
of deep Christian faith, that
the Cross is the beginning of

I

the eyes of the New Testament faith as the
the middle point of all things from which all
it is a sound instinct, though hardly evidence
we divide all history in B.C. and A.D.).
For
the new age and the end of the old.
Here
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Christ laid down his life for sin and broke the power of sin (Heb. 2:14).
Then, rising again on the third day, he showed that even that "last enemy"
death had been done away CI Cor. 15:20-22).
In fact Paul declared that in
the events of Passion Week and Easter the whole history of mankind since
Adam has been reversed (I Cor. 15; Rom. 5:12-21).
As Adam in his sin bequeathed to the world the poisonous heritage of rebellion against God and,
through it, the sentence of death, so now has come a new Adam, a heavenly
Adam (I Cor. 15:45-49) a Son of Man who, obedient unto death, brings life.

—

—

Thus the New Testament faith is the victory! And in that victory, it
declares, the Christian may participate here and now!
In fact the new age
has already dawned, and the church is living in that age.
The miracle of
Pentecost is proof that the end-time has begun, for the outpouring of the
spirit spoken of by Joel has taken place (Acts 2:16-21; cf. Joel 2:28-32;
2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 1:13-14).
The Christian has been delivered out of the
present evil age (Gal. 1:4), has "tasted
the powers of the age to
come" (Heb. 6:5), has transferred his citizenship to that age (Phil. 3:20).
He has been freed from the demonic power of evil (Col. 1:13) into the Kingdom of the Son.
His natural enmity to God has been removed, for he has
been reconciled in Christ to his heavenly Father and King (2 Cor. 5:19;
Rom. 5:10-11).
He has been adopted as a son in the family of God (Gal.
4:5-7), he has been accounted righteous through his faith (Rom. 5:1-5).
Indeed as he confronts his Christ face to face like one beholding the glory
of God in a mirror, he himself takes on that image (2 Cor. 3:18).
Man, made
in the image of God (Gen. 1:27), finds that image restored
becomes at
length what he was created to be
in the Kingdom of Christ.
.

.

.

—

—

In the service of the victorious and already present Kingdom of God
the church is given a joyful and triumphant task.
The New Testament church
saw itself, as we have said, as the people of that Kingdom, the "eschato logical community" which was living already in the age to come.
It was, then,
to busy itself in those last days between the Resurrection and the expected
end in proclaiming the Kingdom in the entire world and in summoning men to
its rule.
In the light of what has been said it becomes clear that the Kingdom
of God in the New Testament must be understood in a twofold aspect: it has
come and is even now in the world; it is also yet to come.
In the tension
between the two the Church must live, and must always live, as the "eschato logical community."

This double manner of speaking which the New Testament employs is not
altogether strange. We may observe it, to a certain degree, both in the
Old Testament and in the teachings of the Jewish rabbis.
The rule of God
was always believed to be present fact in that it was not doubted that God
was at all times in control, judging the affairs of men in the context of
history and summoning men to his service. On the other hand, that rule was
always viewed as a future thing to be consummated in the eschatoloqical
event at the issue of history.
But whereas in the Old Testament and in
Judaism these two aspects of the future thing is made present, the Kingdom
is at hand here and now, and one may enter it and know its victory.
Furthermore, so the New Testament declares, Christ through his ministry, his death
and resurrection has made the triumph of that Kingdom sure.
The victorious

—

—
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Kingdom

is

thus no longer a passively awaited thing, but

dynamically active

a

one.

But it is precisely that which introduces the note of extreme tension
so characteristic of the New Testament.
For although the ministry of Christ
was understood eschato logical ly as the beginning of the new age, that
eschato logi ca hope could not be said to have been completely realized in
the earthly career of Jesus. The promised victory, although it could not
be doubted, was clearly not complete.
So the New Testament assumes, as it
must assume, a double view of the Kingdom: it has come ("the kingdom of God
is at hand"); it is yet to come ("Thy kingdom come").
If it be asked, then,
whether the New Testament looked upon the Kingdom as present fact or future
hope, the only answer is both
Thus while it declared that the Kingdom was
present and victorious, it also looked ahead with a heightened longing to
the return of the Lord (e.g., Acts 1:11;
Thess. 4:15-17; Tit. 2:13) and to
the final victory (e.g.,
Cor. 15:25; Phil. 1:6; Acts 3:21).
I

.

I
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That victory was not doubted, but eagerly and imminently expected.
The early church felt that it was living in the last days and the time was
short.
It saw itself, as we have said, as the "eschato og ca
community."
I

John Bright, The Kingdom of God (Nashville,
*

¥r

1953),

pp.

i

!

216,231-232,237-238.

*

The hour has come. Today is this Scripture fulfilled (Luke 4:21).
The Creator Spirit whom the sins of the people had driven into exile with
the last of the writing prophets, now broods again over the thirsty land;
new creation has begun.
The wretched hear the good news, the prison-doors
open, the oppressed breathe again the air of freedom, blind pilgrims see
the light, the day of salvation is here.
'Realized eschato logy
is also the meaning of Mark 2:19.
To the question why his disciples do not fast, Jesus replied: 'Can the bridal guests
mourn during the bridal celebrations?'
In the symbolic language of the East
the wedding is the symbol of the day of salvation, as the language of the
Apocalypse bears witness: 'The marriage of the Lamb is come' (Apoc. 19:7,
cf. v. 9; 21:2,9; 22:17).
The day is come, the wedding songs resound.
Here
is no place for mourning.
This is the time for the bridal festivities, why
then should my disciples fast?
1

Heb. 1:10-12, following Ps. 102:26-28, describes how at the Parousia
Christ rolls up the cosmos like an old garment and unfolds the new cosmos.
Even more significant is the passage in Acts 10: Iff; ll:5ff, where Peter,
in the symbol of the sheet tied at the four corners and containing every
kind of living creature, beholds the new cosmos, restored and declared clean
by God.
Tent, sheet, and garment are common symbols of the cosmos.
To this
context Mark 2:21 belongs: the old world's age has run out; it is compared
to the old garment which is no longer worth patching with new cloth; the
New Age has arrived.
I

Joachim Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus (New York,
* * *

1963),

pp.

117,118.
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APPENDIX TWENTY-NINE
THE PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW, TESTAMENT GOSPEL

The more
behold Christ's perfect embodiment of infinite love and
truth exemplified in His every motive, thought, look, word, and deed, the
more my conscience would be vexed did
not also believe that His personal
righteousness is imputed every moment to this foolish, erring, weak,
stumbling believer.
John 13:10; 17:6; 1:9.
Similarly, the more
perceive
of the depths of the sacred law which demand of me all that Christ was and
did in His humanity, the more
would despair did not Scripture assure me
that all who have surrendered their lives to the Saviour are "accepted in
the beloved", "complete in Him", "cleansed from all unrighteousness", and
without "condemnation" or "separation." Eph. 1:6; Col. 2:10;
John 1:9;
I

I

I

I

I

Rom. 8: 1,33-39.

pespite the fact that we strive to fulfill every known duty we remain
"unprofitable servants", righteous only by faith in the merits of Christ
"for we all make many mistakes" and must daily pray "forgive us our trespasses." James 3:2; Matt. 6:12; Rom. 3:20-26.
In other words, the good
news assures me that if
have given myself to Christ
am perfectly His
child, though not a perfect child.
Heb. 12:5-7; John 13:1.
While
am a
sinner in myself all my days, in Christ
have perfect righteousness, for
"this man [Jesus] receiveth sinners", and God is One who justifieth the ungodly who believe.
Matt. 7:11; Luke 13:3; Rom. 5:4.
I

I

I

I

While at every advance step in my Christian experience my penitence
deepen, and
make the apostle's confession my own, "I know that
wi
in me
there dwel leth no good thing", and my prayers will urgently
ascend that the Saviour might heal the disorders of my sin-sick soul,
simultaneously
wi
rejoice that Christ is made unto me righteousness,
sancti f ication, wisdom, and redemption, and that
can never be lost while
trust in His merits.
Cor. 1:31; Heb. 13:7; Rev. 8:1-4; Zech. 3:1-5;
will

I

.

.

I

I

.

I

I

I

I

I

Matt.

I

18:21,22.

Furthermore, while sin remains in me and ever easily besets me, it
shall not reign, for once
learn that my standing before God is determined
by divine grace "regardless of my success in keeping the law" [Rom. 3:28 NEB],
then sin ceases to have dominion over me.
Rom. 6:14.
The tenor of my life
is heavenward, despite manifold inconsistencies and failures.
Being now
united with Christ by faith, the fruit of righteousness is spontaneous.
Rom. 7:4.
For it is not possible for me to accept Christ's death without
also accepting His resurrection life.
Rom. 6:1-12.
I

Paul declares that the two typical objections to the true gospel are
invalid for the believer.
cannot accept the work of the second member of
the Godhead and reject that of the third.
Rom. 3:31; 6:1-3.
God gives His
gifts with two hands, and justifies no man whom He does not proceed to sanctify.
Thus there will be no separation between justification and sanctification in my experience, but there will be distinction, for the first is
complete and perfect, but the latter being the work of a lifetime is neither
I

w-

complete nor perfect
Cor. 9:27; Ga
5:17;

.

I

.

I

Compare Heb.
John
:8.

1:3;

John

19:30;

Col.

2:

I

I- 15

with

I

I

Thus in every place where Paul mentions "the righteousness which is of
faith" he means not sancti f ication, but that justification which is based on
the finished atonement.
Justification means a declaring righteous, never
making righteous in the sense of infusion of character.
Rom. 1:16,17; 3:21,
22; 4:11,13; 9:30 to 10:1-13; Gal. 5:6; Phil. 3:9; Rom. 5:4; 3:24; 5:17,18.
For justification is both instantaneous and one hundred per cent, but it is
not so with character development.
The imputation of righteousness in justification is not a legal fiction, for when Christ died as the representative
of the race, then "all died", 2 Cor. 5:14, and when He rose, all rose.
Col. 3:1; Eph. 2:6.
God declares me not subjectively righteous but forensically so.
Justification has to do with my standing, not my state.

Believing this good news that my acceptance with Christ is conditional
on His perfection and not mine,
am free to work for others without feeling hypocritical concerning my own inadequacies and failures.
Only this
gospel offers a message for others which will inspire faith, hope, and love,
thus bringing that quality of life which all perfectionism strives in vain
to accomplish.
Is not this the approach of the New Testament, which while
sketching the many infirmities of the early believers, encourages them to
fight the fight of faith with the assurance of an ultimate abundant entrance
into heaven?
I

The New Testament offers many verbal pictures of the Gospel which
characterize the new age ushered in by the cross of Christ. These figures
include ransom, reconciliation, atonement, justification, etc.
The reality
always transcends the figure, and the forensic understanding of justification does not imply that acceptance with God is merely a bookkeeping transaction.
The gift of the indwelling Spirit and the event of regeneration
ever accompany saving faith.
But the forensic metaphor is valuable as
enabling those aware of their pollution of soul to depend upon a perfect
righteousness which was wrought out 2000 years ago and offered today as a
free gift immediately available to all who will accept it.
Isa. 6:5-7.
This outward and upward look accomplishes a thousand-fold more than all
sanctified spiritual nave -watch ng could, for it lays the glory of man in
the dust and does for him what he could never do for himself. The Spirit
of holiness does not speak of Himself but testifies of Christ alone and His
righteousness, and so should we.
I

i

This everlasting gospel, the faith once-for-all given to the saints,
theme which has inspired all revivals, and should ever prevail in
Christian preaching, swallowing up all other themes, for it is the third
angel's message in verity, and the last hope for a hopeless world.
Jude 3;
Matt. 24:14; Rev. 14:6;
Cor. 2:2; Gal. 6:14;
Cor. 15:3 RSV.
Far from
being a newfangled heresy, it is the very gospel foretold in Gen. 3:15, and
cherished by prophets, apostles, martyrs, reformers, and the greatest evangel ists of a
ages.
is the

I

I

I

I

Desmond Ford
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APPENDIX THIRTY

THE BIBLICAL DOCTRINE OF JUDGMENT

Judgment is a term applicable to an objective point in the past (Cala process in the present (Christ's mediatorial rule as priest-king)
which marks the relationship of men to the cross and seals each at the close
of his personal probation; and to yet another objective point in the future,
when the destinies already sealed and adjudged will be objectively manivary);

fested.

Rom.
4:5;

In John 12:31 we have the first;
8:33-34; Rev. 7:1-4; Heb. 4:12;
2 Tim. 4:1; Rom. 2:3-10; Rev. 19:

in Rom.
I

I

1:16-32, Rev. 1-3; Zech. 3;
Cor. 4:4 the second; and in
Cor.
etc. the third.
I

I

What Adventists have called the investigative judgment belongs to the
second meaning, and what they have called the executive judgment the third.
The terms are not biblical
but the concepts are.

—

w

A chief problem with Adventism's view has been the long continuation
of the judgment process.
But understood in the light of Matt. 24:34, which
teaches that Christ can return to any generation which spreads His gospel to
the world, that problem is not insuperable.
Had Miller's message been responded to, rather than opposed by the professing church, 1844 could have
marked the end of the world, or at least the borders of that event. The
many Spirit of Prophecy statements to the effect that the kingdom could have
been here long ago substantiate this.

What theologians call the delay of the Parousia is a similar situation.
The whole New Testament expects the end of the world in that generation.
Only the failure of the church to fulfill the Great Commission prevented
the fulfillment of the promise of Matt. 24:34.
As regards the present judgment taking place while Christ is our. Kingpriest we must see its parallel to our individual sealing of destiny here
below by our response to the Gospel.
God sums up moment by moment a man's
relationship to Him.
Death for most, seals destiny, but for the living the
final test of Rev. 13 will have that function.
Men judge themselves by
their relationship to Christ and His cross. This is not done in a moment
as though an impulsive decision alone can seal destiny.
The decision of
faith has to be continually reaffirmed right up to the time of death or the
close of probation for the living.
He that endureth to the end shall be
saved.
Matt. 24:13; Heb. 10:26-31.
Therefore justi f cation, whi le an
anticipated last judgment, must not be confused with the sealing of one's
destiny which can only take place at the end of one's probationary tests
and before the Parousia.
This is just as clear as the fact that the first
advent is not the same as the second, and the kingdom of grace is not identical with the kingdom of glory.
i

"w

What SDA's call the investigative judgment is the sealing of one's
destiny by our own choices and God's declaration of that event by the sealing

n

of Rev.

It takes place before Christ comes.
7 and 14.
1844 witnessed a
stress on that truth which was particularly pertinent in that the public
manifestation of judgment by Christ's second advent was about to take place.
Obviously resurrection and translation are manifestations not investigations
They are results of a previous process of judgment in probationary time.

Christ sealed His destiny as our substitute in Gethsemane. The angel
came to strengthen Him. Heaven affirmed His decision.
But Calvary was the
manifestation.
So it will be at the end of the age.
The saints must make
their decision and thus seal their destiny before the public manifestation
of that destiny at the advent.
In that sense they are judged beforehand
when Christmas since the moment of faith, but now finally, imputes His
righteousness eschato log ca y, after their loyalty to Him has been demonstrated. Thus they do not partake of the plagues which constitute the wrath
of God.
Instead white robes are given them as to the earlier martyrs.
Rev.
6:11.
They have been delivered from that wrath by the Judgment decision of
Christ.
Zech. 3; Rom. 8:33-34; Rev. 22:11; 7:1-4; 14:1.
Thus also all who
had sealed their destiny aright before death are "accounted worthy" (Luke
20:35) to obtain the resurrection of the dead— this latter event being the
public judgment or manifestation of the previous.
i

I

I

The concern of men now should be with the sealing of their destiny,
not the public manifestation of that decision.
As men confess Christ by choosing Him He confesses them before the
Father.
Matt. 10:30-32.
Thus in the last crisis they are "accounted worthy,
delivered from Antichrist and death because "found written in the book,"
(Dan. 12:1) for Christ has promised concerning those who choose Him "I will
not blot out his name from the book of life;
wi
confess his name before
my Father and before his angels." Rev. 3:5.
I

I

I

"The hour of His Judgment has come" (or "is come" KJV) points to the
manifestation of what is already decided. Compare John 12:23, and see Rev.
18:9; 19:2; 15:4; 17:1; 20:4.
It is a declaration affirming that punishment already decided is about to be meted out.
In John's writings "judgment"
is never a neutral term, but a negative one pointing to condemnation.
It is
also true that other Scriptures make it clear that such condemnation of the
wicked also brings vindication to the saints. See Dan. 7; Luke 18:1-8 and
consider the judgments of the Flood, the Exodus, and upon Babylon. Thus
"judgment" can be good news to believers.
The Day of Atonement in Scripture is used soteriologica ly and eschatologically.
It applies to inaugurated eschatology and to consummated just
as is also the case with the Jubilee and the kingdom of God. (See Luke 4:16:
Matt. 12:28.)
I

The Spirit of Prophecy applies the Day of Atonement and the high priest'
entrance into the most holy both to Christ's ascension and to His final work
of judgment at the end of the age.
See DA 757; SDABC 5: 109 (Letter 230,
1907 and Yl_ June 21, 1900)
COL 385.
S mi ar y E
G. Wh te app
ed "w th
the veil" not just to the first apartment but to the second.
See EW 55 and
compare IT 566; 5T 113; SD 354; MYP 89; COL 14.
I

i

I

.

I

,

i

I

i

i

i
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This is but an echo of Scripture which in Hebrews applies the Day of
Atonement to the cross and ascension, but in Scripture applies it to the
final judgment.
See Heb. 6, 9, 0, 3 and Rev. 8:1-5; 11:19; 15:1-8; 20:1-3.
The mark of the beast and seal of God presentations in Revelation are allusions to the seals placed on the two goats on the Day of Atonement.
Even
the Pseudepigrapha applies the Day of Atonement eschato logica ly
1

1

I

In the typical Day of Atonement Israelites did not enter personally for
judgment into the presence of God. All was decided in their Representative
the High Priest.
Then when he left the inner sanctum and re-appeared to the
people the decision already made while he was in the most holy was now made
publically manifest.
Even so in the great antitypical Day of Atonement.

Because the public judgment at Christ's advent belongs to the supernal
realm all descriptions of it by inspired messengers are necessarily parabolic
or metaphorical. Thus Matt. 24:31-45 with the righteous and wicked of all
ages together before the great throne, and then separated after divine investigation, will never literally take place.
Similarly the giving account of
every idle word of Matt. 12:36 or the giving account of every deed done in
the body of 2 Cor. 5:10.
The case is the same with the GC chapter on the
Investigative Judgment which, like Christ and Paul, stresses the solemnity
of present Christian stewardship which is sealing our destiny now before the
eyes of the great Judge who is even at this moment judging the thoughts and
intents of our hearts.
Heb.. 4:12.
The record of our stewardship is a testimony regarding our attitude to the cross of Christ.
Works point to the faith
which saves through its acceptance of Christ's righteousness.
At the second
advent, either resurrection or translation constitute the divine reward and
public manifestation of the acceptance given saints (justification full and
complete) at the close of their probation before the coming of Christ.
It is quite clear from New Testament passages that inspired writers
speak of judgment as both a process and an event. The process is. now during
the priestly ministry of Christ, when men are either being covered by Christ's
continual intercession or "given up" to "wrath" in the sense of Rom.
and
John 3.
The judgment event is the second coming of Christ and includes the
great white throne condemnation of the wicked at the end of the millennium.
Before the latter, the wicked have already been judged and rejected
Therefore they were not raised in the first resurrection.
Similarly, before
Christ's manifestation of His acceptance of the saints at the second advent
there has been prior judgment and acceptance. The first resurrection was the
fruit of that judgment. This process judgment has attended the whole period
of Christ's heavenly ministry for he is the priest-king, but it is the message of the three angels which reminds all men of that fact, and reins them
Because the end is imminent, Christ's
up before the present judgment bar.
judgment ministry has special pertinence in this hour of the cleansing of the
sanctuary as human probation is about to close.
I

.

Dan. 8:14 as well as Rev. 14:7 points to that judgment which ushers in
the eschatologi ca kingdom.
Until recent years SDAs have been virtually
alone In recognizing that Dan. 8:14 is parallel with the judgment scene of
Dan. 7:9-13, and therefore is not to be limited to the days of Antiochus
Epiphanes.
Similarly until 1844 almost all believed that the final sequence
of events would include a general resurrection of righteous and wicked and
I
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THEN Judgment day. Ad vent ism, though sometimes crude in its eschato og ca
pictures, has nevertheless been in the vanguard of truth about the great
consummation.
!

i

The way we have usually proclaimed the judgment omits some precious New
Testament emphases, and overdramati zes other ones.
For example, we have not
seen clearly enough the wonder of the gospel truth that believers need not
in person stand before the judgment bar.
Christ is there in our behalf as
both judge and advocate.
We need have no fear in judgment. The sad evidence of the testimony of many SDAs is that they are unsure how it will go
with them in the Judgment—a far cry from the assurance of Paul, John, and
other New Testament worthies.
speaking of the Day of Atonement we have often forgotten to say that
and chief application is to the sacrifice of Christ and its
acceptance in the heaven of heavens above. Obviously Christ was not sacrificed in 1844.
The Judgment was but the final application of the merits of
Calvary.
Neither have we clearly enunciated the fact that men are being
judged as they listen to the gospel message. Too often our emphasis on books
of record have made it sound as though the Judgment were a balancing of good
deeds over bad rather than a perception of the tenor of a man's life as
revelatory of his attitude to the cross.
In

its original

The investigative judgment is and always has been Christ's scrutiny of
His own, summing up day by day their progress in well doing as evidence of
their trust in His merits. This judgment for individuals terminates with
the close of their probation by death or at the last test.
In 1844, Adventists perceiving themselves to be on the borders of the promised land, and
anticipating the imminent close of probation for them while living, applied
the Day of Atonement imagery in a special way appropriate for those who saw
the New Testament significance of being an eschato log ca community. Thus
now, before the advent, destinies are sealed and adjudged by heaven, but at
the parousia such judgment will be made publicly manifest.
i

I

Desmond Ford
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APPENDIX THIRTY-ONE
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
INAUGURATED ESCHATOLOGY (FIRST ADVENT
AND
CONSUMMATED ESCHATOLOGY (SECOND ADVENT)
)

(Note that the list on the left uses "eschatologica " concepts for events of
the first century A.D., but the same events on the right apply to the real
end of the world.
I

The coming of the Kingdom

Matt.

The last days

Heb.

Making an end of sin

Dan. 9:24

Brina in everlastina
ri ghteousness

Dan. 9:24

Destroying Satan

Heb. 2: 14

Abol ishing death

2 Tim.

Everlasti ng

12:28

The coming of the Kingdom

Matt

The last days

Dan.

8: 17

Making an end of sin

Rev.

19 &

Rev

21

Destroying Satan

Rev.

20: 10

Abol ishing death

Rev.

21 :4

John 5:24

Ever asti ng

Rev.

21:4

Translating believers

Col.

1:13

Translating believers

Gift of Spirit

Eph.

1:13

Gift of Spirit

Rom. 8:23

New creation

Rev.

2! :5

20

incsw

i

i

i

1

i

fe

un

1:2

Di

Z UOr .

1:10

-3.1/

i

ny
ri

i

ri

ever

i

!

i

i

fe

1

John 12:31

Judgment

Rev.

Justi

Rom.

Justi

Gal

i

cat ion

5:

f

ication

John

Pentecost

4: 17

5:5;

.

Rom.

Passover

& 22

Thess.

Judgment
f

20

db t ng

ghteousness

1

6:10

.

5: 19

Passover

Luke 22: 16

Acts 2

Pentecost

Joe

Jub lee

Luke 4: 17-19

Jubi

Rev.

Day of Atonement

Heb. 9:8,
12,25

Day of Atonement

i

12:

1

1

ee

2:28

1

2l" &

Rev.

8: 1-4;

:I9;
2C1:
1

1

1

Within the Vei

1

Heb. 6: 19;
10: 19-20

Cleansing of the Sanctuary Heb. 9:23

Within the Vei

Rev.

Cleansing of the Sanctuary Dan.

22

11:19

8: 14

I4:(
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APPENDIX THIRTY-TWO

QUOTATIONS FROM CHURCH LEADERS RELEVANT TO THE TOPICS
OF THE AUTHORITY, INSPIRATION AND ERRANCY OF ELLEN G. WHITE

(The reader should observe that the best- nf ormed men amongst us have
had a different view on these topics than that of most of the laity.
Our
leaders have ever understood the official position of the church to be that
I

Scripture alone is authoritative for doctrine— though in matters where evidence may seem equally divided, the counsel of E. G. White should be sought.
Similarly, our leaders have never affirmed either verbal inspiration or inerrancy for either Scripture or the Testimonies.
Many of the quotations included, particularly those with reference to
The Great Controversy and The Desi re of Ages , cast light on how inspiration
operated for Ellen G. White.
Inspiration never did mi racu lous y anyth ng
that could be done naturally.
Neither was it primarily concerned with technical accuracy in minor areas.
The reader should specially note that according to both Sister White and her son, it was never God's intention that
her writings should be brought to the fore as though part of the canon of
Scripture.
i

I

As regards the sanctuary issue, it will only be possible to rightly
weigh the Great Controversy statements on that topic in the
ight of other
prophetic expositions set forth in that book, including Matt. 25- 1-42; Rev.
6:12,13; 2 Thess. 2; Rev. 11:7-9; 9:15.
Scholars amongst Us hold that
these positions of Great Controversy were more appropriate for the 19th century Advent movement than for today.
It has been many years since our scholars as a body have been prepared to publish any deta led' apologetic in support of the pioneer positions on these Scriptures, despite the usage of them
found in Great Controversy
I

I

.

Also significant is the recent study of sources from the E. G. White
writings, particularly Great Controversy, which in prophetic expositions
drew largely from Uriah Smith, even where Smith was demonstrably wrong historical ly and exegetica ly.
I

* # *

Extracts From "Shifting Views of Inspiration: Ellen G. White Studies
1970s", by Donald R. McAdams. Spectrum, April 1980

in

the

.

In 1970, 55 years after the death of Ellen G. White, Adventist scholars
began for the first time to examine critically her writings and to share
their conclusions with the community of Adventist intellectuals, (p. 27)

William S. Peterson's article, "A Textual and Historical Study of Ellen
White's Account of the French Revolution," was the first article to examine
critically Ellen White's sources.
Peterson asked the following questions:

A-

What historians did Ellen White regard most highly? Do they
have in common any particular social or political bias? How careful was she in her use of historical evidence?
Did she ever make
copying errors in transcribing material from her sources?
Is
there any particular category of historical information which she
consistently ignored? Did she make use of the best scholarship
available in her day? What did the revisions and the successive
editions of The Great Controversy reveal about her changing intentions?
After a brief survey of the development of the chapter on the French Revolution, Peterson examined nine of the historians cited in the chapter.
He
concluded that all were anti-Cathol ic and ant -Democratic, strong on "moral
fervor and weak on factual evidence." Second, Peterson examined how Ellen
White used these sources.
He concluded that she used them carelessly, sometimes simply misreading them, other times exaggerating them, and occasional
leaving out crucial facts, thereby distorting the significance of the event,
i

I

(p.

29)

The most detailed and abrasive response to Peterson was an article in
the Autumn 1971 SPECTRUM by John W. Wood, Jr., a master of divinity student
at Andrews University.
His conclusion can be best summarized in his own
words: "I have shown that the sources used [by Ellen White] were not poor
ones, nor were they mishandled.
Instead, they were used soundly and consistently to present those things which Mrs. White had seen in vision."
Wood was industrious; and he did catch Peterson in several errors.
But all
his industry failed to rescue the reputation of the historians in question
or alter Peterson's conclusion that the chapter on the French Revolution in
the 1888 Great Controversy contained historical errors, (p. 30)

A study of the notes left by Clarence C. Crisier, Ellen White's secretary when the 1911 revision of the Great Controversy was being prepared,
disclosed that the literary source for the chapter on the French Revolution
was not a collection of historians, whether good ones or poor ones, but
primarily one writer, Uriah Smith. His Thoughts on Daniel and Revelation
was the basic source for the chapter. One discovers, wrote Graybill, that
El len White
used nothing from Scott, Gleig, Thiers, or Alison that Smith
did not have.
Every time Smith deleted material, she deleted the
same material.
Although occasionally she deleted more.
She even
used the quotations in exactly the same order on pages 275 and 276.
There can be no doubt that she drew the historical quotations from
Smith, not from the original works.
So it was not Ellen White who selected poor historians and. misread or distorted the evidence found in them.
It was Uriah Smith!
.

.

.

Peterson had noted in his response to Wood that this chapter
was an untypical chapter in its use of a wide variety of historical
sources.
Some of the earlier chapters of The Great Controversy
are based almost exclusively on D'Aubigne— that is, virtually
every paragraph is a quotation, close paraphrase, or summary of
D'Aubigne.
.

.

.
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Peterson added, "D'Aubigne, in these chapters, is supplying the structure
and perspective of the book, not merely a few illustrative details." Graybill's articles made it clear that the chapter on the French Revolution was
not untypical after all.
Ellen White was continuing with this chapter the
pattern of the book.
Graybill's article may have satisfied many who thought Peterson had
been finally put in his place.
But, in fact, Graybill's article opened the
can of worms even farther.
At least in Peterson's view, Ellen White had
been doing historical research, albeit poor historical research.
Graybill's
article made it clear that she was not doing historical research at all,
merely following one major source, (p. 31)

The most significant work on Ellen White
A Study of Ellen G. White by Ronald

of Health

:

in
L.

the 1970s was Prophetess
Numbers, (p. 31)

Some facts must be considered to have been established by Numbers in
Prophetess of Health (I) Ellen White was a part of the nineteenth century
American health reform movement and was influenced by other health reformers.
(2) During the course of her life, Ellen White's views on health reform
changed. (3) Ellen White held some views about the laws of health that few
Adventists today consider scientifically valid, (p. 33)
:

During the summer of 1973, while reading letters and documents in the
White Estate on the history of the Adventist publishing work,
became acquainted with several Ellen White manuscript fragments that appeared to be
portions of the first draft of the 1888 The Great Controversy
The longest
manuscript, consisting of 64 sheets of full-size writing paper with writing
filling the front of each sheet and on II pages filling some portion of the
back, turned out to be the rough draft for the half-chapter on John Huss.
The White Estate allowed me to transcribe this manuscript into typescript.
I

.

had completed in February of 1973 a 105-page study that examined
Ellen White's use of hi stori ans n Chapter XIV, "Later English Reformers,"
and the first half of Chapter VI, "Huss and Jerome." Discovery of the Huss
manuscript seemed providential.
was now able to present in a revised
paper in one column James A. Wylie's account of Huss from The History of
Protestantism, in a second column Ellen White's rough draft, and in a third
column her account as published in The Great Controversy
presented this,
along with some introductory and explanatory material, to the White Estate
in March of 1974.
I

i

I

.

I

What did the evidence prove?
the historical portions of The Great Controversy that
have
examined are selective abridgements and adaptation of historians.
El len White was not just borrowing paragraphs here and there that
she ran across in her reading, but in fact following the historians
page after page, leaving out much material, but using their sequence, some of their ideas, and often their words.
In the examples
have examined
have found no historical fact in her text that is
.

I

.

.

I

I
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not in their text.
The hand-written manuscript on John Huss follows the historian so closely that it does not even seem to have
gone through an intermediary stage, but rather from the historian's
printed page to Mrs. White's manuscript, including historical errors
and moral exhortations.

Study of the Huss manuscript also revealed that Mrs. White's literary
assistant at the time, Miss Marian Davis, not only improved Mrs. White's
English usage but also played a very significant role in deleting a large
amount of original material dealing with the spiritual significance of events
and adding additional material from Wyl ie. (p. 34)

Elder White pointed out that a "rigid and distorted" concept of inspiration could easily set up a person for discouragement and eventual rejection
of God's gift to Ellen White.
No mention was made in this series of any of
the research taking place.
Eighteen months later, in a seven-part series in the Advent ist Review
entitled "The E. G. White Historical Writings," Arthur White became far more
specific.
He still made no specific reference to the research of others or
to the decade of critical scholarship on Ellen White.
But clearly the
readers of the Rev ew were being prepared for the evidence that El en White
borrowed extensively from secular sources.
Elder White acknowledged the
discussions going on in Adventist intellectual circles by introducing the
first article with the following comment: "In recent months there has been
an increasing interest in what have been termed Ellen White's 'sources' for
the Conflict of the Ages books in general, and The Great Controversy and
The Desire of Ages in particular." "The articles," continued White, "will
lead us some distance from the narrow concepts held by some of a mechanical,
verbal inspiration according to which Ellen White wrote only what was revealed to her in vision or dictated to her by the Holy Spirit."
i

I

The third article of the series dealt specifically with the sources for
The Great Controversy- and included facsimile reproductions from both the
Luther manuscript and the Huss manuscript.
Referring to the Huss manuscript,
Arthur White said, "She condensed materials from Wylie and others and interspersed with spiritual lessons and comments the portions she used." Then
in the second paragraph following, he added, "Unfortunately, for space reasons, the spiritual lessons that she had set forth in the Huss manuscript
could not be included. This left the bare historical record as a part of
the overall great-controversy narrative." The careful reader of the Rev ew
article who put these two statements together could see that Elder White was
acknowledging that the material left for publication in The Great Controversy
on Huss was taken from Wylie and others.
Also in the third article, Elder
White asked specifically the question, "Would it have been possible for some
inaccuracy to have crept into Ellen White's descriptions of historical events
or that the historians from whom she quoted may have been mistaken in some
points of detail and thus, Ellen White, not being especially informed, allowed these mistakes to slip through into her narrative?"
His answer was a
straightforward affirmative, (pp. 36-37)
'

i
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Meanwhile Walter Rea had broadened his research and, with the help of
others, was attempting to locate every major source for every Ellen White
book.
In response to his assertions that an alarming proportion of her
published work had been borrowed from nineteenth-century writers, Nea
Wilson, president of the General Conference, appointed a committee to examine
his evidence (see p. 15).
The committee, mostly scholars and church administrators, met at the Glendale Adventist Hospital on January 28 and 29, 1980
with G. Ralph Thompson, a General Conference general vice president in the
chair.
In the March 20,
1980 Adventist Review in an article entitled "This
Believe About Ellen G. White," Neal Wilson informed the church about the Rea
committee.
The initial report indicates that "in her writing Ellen White
used sources more extensively than we have heretofore been aware of or recognized.
The committee, however, cautions against the loose use of such terms
as 'literary dependency' and 'extensive borrowing and paraphrasing.'"
Wilson
went on to make five points about the work of a prophet.
(I) "Originality
is not a test of inspiration." (2) "God inspires people, not words." (3)
"The Holy Spirit helps the messenger to select his material carefully."
(4) "The prophet's use of existing materials does not necessarily mean that
the prophet is dependent upon these sources" and (5) "Whenever we recognize
similarities we must also see the dissimilarities."
I

The statement is a most significant article to appear in the Rev ew in
this century. The president of the General Conference is openly and honestly
acknowledging the facts about Ellen White's use of sources and pointing the
church toward a definition of inspiration that will be new to most Adventists
and threatening to some. (p. 38)
i

After one decade of critical examination of Ellen White's writings,
where do we now stand? What questions have been answered? What facts have
been established? What are the implications of this research for the Adventist Church, and where do we go from here?
Three points have been clearly established. One is that Ellen White took
much material from other authors.
And she did not use secular literary
sources just to provide clear descriptions of historical events, health
principles or other information revealed to her in vision; she also used
these sources to provide information not seen in vision.
Second, Ellen White was a part of late nineteenth-century American culture and was influenced by contemporary health reformers, authors and fellow
Adventist church leaders. This fact should not surprise us, for no one can
live outside the culture and be uninfluenced by contemporary values and
contemporary tastes.
Ellen White traveled extensively, read widely, and
learned from experience.
Without diminishing one whit from the special
revelation of the Holy Spirit to Ellen White, we must acknowledge that she
was shaped by her environment just as all of us have been shaped by ours.

The third point which recent Ellen White scholarship has established is
that El e n White was not_ine r rant.
Inevitably, as she incorporated into her
own articles and books contemporary ideas and the words of contemporary
I
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bis torians^ health reformers and devotiona

writers, she passed along errors

l

of fact a nd some of the misconceptions of her generation,

(p.

39)

To consider her words as possibly derived from someone else and not
necessarily the final authority introduces an element of chaos into the very
heart of Adventism that makes all of us uneasy. Benjamin McArthur, assistant
professor of history at Southern Missionary College, has made this point in
the November 1979 SPECTRUM in an article entitled "Where Are Historians
Taking the Church?" And yet we have no choice but to be honest at heart,
acknowledge facts, and seek the truth. The search for truth is, after ail,
the basic premise upon which Adventism is founded.
This is the dilemma that confronted those who accepted Ellen White's
spiritual gift even in her day. The publication of partial transcripts of
the 1919 Bible Conference makes this abundantly clear.
On the one hand,
these college Bible teachers, editors and General Conference administrators
had personal knowledge of Ellen White's unique spiritual gift.
.

But alongside t his, so me of these men—-[ike A G Daniells, president
of the General Co nfer ence, W. W. Prescott, .forme'" editor of the Review and
Hex.a_Ld.. ..aiid.-.li....„C
Lajcey.,. teac her of reJ.igj.Qn at the Washington Foreign Missi ona ry Sem na ry
a so knew that ElJen White copied from other sources and
made state ments,.that, we re not, correct. Her works were not entirely original
anjOtiexmr_e_j]^
This was JL ._and_.sti
is, the dilemma for
"

.

—

i

I

I

.

Advent ists

.

.

I

40)

(p.

* * *

Extracts from "The Bible Conference of 1919," Spectrum 10(1

)

W. E. Howe
am sure the teachers would like to have kome suggestions on the use of the spirit of prophecy and its writings n 'thei r teachI

I

:

I

.

i

ing work.
A.

G.

Daniel Is

We

:

I

I

,

g ve
i

me a quest on that will be def
i

i

n

i

te

,

i

n

a

particular way.
C. L, Taylor
would like to ask you to discuss for us the exegetica!
value of the Testimonies. Of course
think it is generally understood by
us that there are many texts to which she makes no reference.
There are
many texts that she explains, and there may be other explanations that are
equally true that she does not touch. But my question is really this: May
we accept the explanations of scripture that she gives?
Are those 'depend:

I

I

able:
A. G. Dan iel Is
have always felt that they were.
It may be that in
some very critical matters there may be some difficulties; but
have used
the writings for years in a way to clarify or elucidate the thought in the
texts of scripture. Take "Desire of Ages" and "Patriarchs and Prophets."
:

I

I
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In

reading them through

I

have found many instances of good illumination.

Does that answer your question? Do you mean whether students should
resort to the writings for their interpretation of the Bible, or to get
additional light? That is to say, is it necessary to have these writings
in order to understand the Bible? must we go to her explanations to get our
meaning of the Bible?
Is that the question or is that involved in it?
C. L. Taylor
Not directly, but possibly indirectly.
But
will give
more concrete example.
We will suppose that a student comes for help on
a certain scripture, and wants to know what it means.
Is it proper for the
teacher to explain that scripture, with perhaps other scriptures illuminating the text, and then bring in the spirit of prophecy also as additional
light on the text? Or suppose two students differ on the meaning of a text,
and they come to the teacher to find out what it means: Should the teacher
explain the text and then use the Testimonies to support the position he
takes? Or take still a third case: Suppose that two brethren, both of them
believers in the Testimonies, and of course believers in the Bible primarily,
have a difference of opinion on a certain text: Is it right for them in
their study of that text to bring in the spirit of prophecy to aid in their
understanding of it, or should they leave that out of the question entirely?
:

I

a

A. G. Daniel Is
On that first point,
think this, that we are to get
our interpretation from this Book, primarily.
think that the Book explains
itself, and
think we can understand the Book, fundamentally through the
Book, without resorting to the Testimonies to prove up on it.
:

I

I

I

W.

E.

Howe

I

I

The Spirit of prophecy says' the Bible

:

is

its own exposi-

tor.
A. G. Dan ie Is
Yes, but
have heard ministers say that the spirit of
prophecy is the interpreter of the Bible.
heard it preached at the General
Conference some years ago, when it was said that the only way we could understand the Bible was through the writings of the spirit of prophecy.
I

:

I

I

J.

M.

Anderson

:

And he also said "infallible interpreter."

C.

M.

Sorenson

:

That expression has been canceled.

That

is

not our

position.
A. G. Daniel Is
It is not our position , and it is not r gh t that the
spirit of prophecy is t he only safe interpre ter of the Bible. That is a
false doctrine, a false view.
It wi
not stand.
Why, my friends what would
all the people h ave done from John's day down to the present if there were
no way to understa nd the Bible except through, the writings of the spirit of
prop hecy!
]_t_j_s 2Ljie Tj_Me. Position to takei
That is false, it is error.
W hat d o those pepp e do over
n Rouman a?
We
t.J s positively da ngerous!
h ave h undreds of Sabbathkeepers there who have not seen a book on the spirit
of prophecy? What do those people in China do? Can't they understand this
Book only a s we get the interpretation through the spirit of prophecy and
t hen take it to the m?
That s h ea t hen sh
:

i

l

l

f

I

!

i

i

i

i
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L. L. Caviness
Do you understand that the early believers got their
understanding from the Bible, or did it come through the spirit of prophecy?
:

A. G. Dan ie Is
They got their know edge. of the Scriptures as they
went along through the Scriptures themselves.
It pains me to hear the way
some people talk, that the spirit of prophecy led out and gave all the instruction, all the doctrines, to the pioneers, and they accepted them right
That is not according to the writings themselves, "Early Writings."
along.
We are told how they did; they searched these scriptures together and studied
and prayed over them until they got together on them.
Sister White says in
her works that for a long time she could not understand, that her mind was
locked over these things, and the brethren worked their way along.
She did
not bring to this movement the Sabbath truth.
She opposed the Sabbath truth.
It did not seem right to her when Brother Bates presented it to her.
But
she had help from the Lord and when that clear knowledge was given her in
that way, she was a weak child, and could not understand theology, but she
had a clear outline given to her, and from that day to her death she never
wavered a minute.
But the Lord did not by revelation give to another ail
that He had given in this Book.
He gave this Book, and He gave men brains
and thinking power to study the Book.
I

:

I

would not, in my class work, give out the idea at all to students
that they can not understand this book only through the writings of Sister
White.
would hold out to students, as
do to preachers, and in ministerial meetings, the necessity of getting our understanding of the Bible
from the Bible itself, and using the spirit of prophecy to enlarge our view.
tell them not to be lazy about studying the Book, and not to rummage
around first for something that has been written on a point that they can
just swallow without study.
think that would be a very dangerous thing
for our ministers to get into that habit. And there are some,
must confess, who will hunt around to find a statement in the Testimonies and spend
no time in deep study of the Book.
They do not have a taste for it, and if
they can look around and find something that is already made out, they are
glad to pick that up and go along without studying the Bible.
The earnest
study of the Bible is the security, the safety of a man.
He must come to
the book itself and get it by careful study, and then whatever he finds in
the spirit of prophecy or any other writings that will help him and throw
light and clarify his vision on it,
that is alright.
Does that cover your
point? (pp. 30-31)
I

I

I

I

I

I

—

W. W. Prescott
How should we use the writings of the spirit of prophecy as an authority by which to settle historical questions?
:

A. G. Dani el Is
Well, now, as
understand it, Sister White never
claimed to be an authority on history, and never claimed to be a dogmatic
teacher on theology, like Mrs. Eddy's book on teaching.
She just gave out
fragmentary statements, but left the pastors and evangelists and preachers
to work out all these problems of scripture and of theology and of history.
She never claimed to be an authority on history; and as
have understood
it, where the history that related to the interpretation of prophecy was
clear and expressive, she wove it into her writings; but
have always understood that, as far as she was concerned, she was ready to correct in revision
:

I

I

I
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such statements as she thought should be corrected.
have never gone to
her writings, and taken the history that
found in her writings, as the
positive statement of history regarding the fulfillment of prophecy.
do
not know how others may view that, but
have felt that
should deal with
history in the same way that
am exhorted to deal with the Bible, —prove
it all carefully and thoroughly, and then let her go on and make such revisions from time to time as seem best.
I

I

I

I

I

I

Just one more thought: Now you know something about that little book,
"The Life of Paul." You know the difficulty we got into about that.
We
could never claim inspiration in the whole thought and makeup of the book,
because it has been thrown aside because it was badly put together.
Credits
were not given to the proper authorities, and some of that crept into "The
Great Controversy, "--the lack of credits; and in the revision of that book
those things were carefully run down and made right.
Personally that has
never shaken my faith, but there are men who have been greatly hurt by it,
and
think it is because they claimed too much for these writings. Just
as Brother White says, there is a danger in going away from the Book, and
claiming too much.
Let it have its full weight, just as God has fixed it,
and then
think we will stand without being shaken when some of these things
do appear that we can not harmonize with our theory.
I

I

W. W. Prescott
There is anot her experience that you know of that applies to what Br other Taylor has brought up.
Some of the brethren here
remember very well a serious cont roversy over the interpretation of the 8th
chapter of Daniel, a nd there w ere some of the b reth ren who ra nged themse ves
against what was called the new view, and they took her writings to uphold
their position.
She w rote to tho se brethren and instructed them not to use
her writings to settle t hat c ontroversy,
think that ought to be remembered
as being her own couns el when brethren that did claim to believe the Bible
and the spirit o f prophec y we re divided over an interpretation, and it was
a matter of pub
c controversy
:

.

I

I

I

J.

N.

i

Anderson
How far would you take that word from Sister White to
statement about her writings?
:

be a general

A. G. Daniel Is
think it was especially on the case then, but
think we have to use the same judgment about using her writings in other
:

I

I

cases.
C. A. Shu
Just how shall we use the Testimonies in the class room?
What shall be our attitude toward them in the line of history, especially?
Before
knew that there was any statement in the spirit of prophecy regarding the experience of John,
stated to the class that there was a tradition
that John had been thrown into a caldron of boiling oil, and a student immediately produced that statement in the Testimonies that John was thrown
into the boiling oil.
Now,
want to know, was she given a divine revelation that John was thrown into a vat of boiling oil?
1

I

:

I

I

I

Now another question, on the taking of Babylon.
Mrs. White in the
spirit of prophecy mentions that Babylon was taken according to the historian,
by the turning aside of the waters.
Modern scholarship says it was not
taken that way.
What should be our attitude in regard to such things?
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Mrs.

Wi

I

I

jams

We have that question to meet every year.

:

E. F. Albertsworth
have been confronted in my classes by students
who come with the Testimonies and endeavor to settle a question by quoting
where she says, "I have been shown." They said that of all things that must
settle the matter.
have wanted to know what attitude we should take on
a question of that kind.
:

I

I

C.

P.

Bo iman

A.

G.

Dan ie

I

Wouldn't that latter question require

:

Is

I

:

Yes,

I

a

concrete example?

think it would.

E. p. Albertsworth
do not recall the example; but some of the students would say that meant she had a direct revelation, and others would
say that meant that she was shown by people around her.
:

I

A. G. Daniel Is
do not think that is what she means when she says
that.
When she was shown, it was by the angel or the revelation that was
made to her.
feel sure that was her meaning.
:

I

I

E.

F.

Albertsworth

W. G. Wirth
revised versions?

:

I

have found students who had doubts about that.

Suppose we do have

:

a

conflict between the authorized and

A. G. Dan iel Is
That question was up before. You must not count me
an authority for
am just like you in the matter.
have to form my own
opinions.
do not think Sister White meant at a
to establish the certainty of a translation.
do not think she had that in mind, or had anything to do with putting her seal of approval on the authorized version or
on the revised version when she quoted that.
She uses whichever version
helps to bring out the thought she has most clearly.
:

I

I

I

I

I

I

With reference to this historical matter,
cannot say anything more
than
have said, that
never have understood that Sister White undertook
to settle historical questions, (pp. 34-35)
I

I

I

A. G. Danie is
Casting doubts and reflections is one way to hurt a
student.
Another way is to take an extreme and unwarranted position. You
can do that and pass it over; but when that student gets out and gets in
contact with things, he may be shaken, and perhaps shaken clear out and
away.
think we should be candid and honest and never put a claim forth
that is not well founded simply to appear to believe. You will have to be
careful in giving this instruction, because many of the students have heard
from their parents things that are not so, and they hear from preachers
things that are not so, and so their foundation is false.'
I

:

I

must refer again to the attitude of A. T. Jones.
In his heyday you
know he just drank the whole thing in, and he would hang a man on a word.
have seen him take just a word in the Testimonies and hang to it, and that
would settle everything,— just a word.
was with him when he made a discovery, —or, if he didn't make it, he appeared to make it,— and that was that
I

I

I
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there were words in the Testimonies and writings of Sister White that God
did not order her to put in there, and that there were words which she did
not put in by divine inspiration, the Lord picking the words, but that somebody had helped to fix that up.
And so he took two testimonies and compared
them, and he got into great trouble.
He went on with Dr. Kellogg, where he
could just pick things to pieces.
F. M. Wilcox
Back in the 60' s or 70' s a General Conference in session
passed this resol ution,— they said, we recognize that the Testimonies have
been prepared under great pressure and stress of circumstances, and that the
wording is not always the happ-lest, and we recommend their republication
with such changes as will bring them to a standard.
:

A. G. Daniel Is
would like to get hold of that resolution.
Now,
brethren,
want to ask you honestly if there is a man here who has had
doubt created in your mind from my attitude and the positions
have taken?
[VOICES: No!
No!] Or is there one of you that thinks
am shaky on the
Testimonies?— will not say that [.
.] thinks my position is not just
right, for you might not agree with me, but from what
have said, is there
a tendency to lead you to believe that
am shaky, and that some time
will
help to get you away from the Testimonies? [Several decided no's were heard.]
:

I

I

I

I

.

I

I

I

I

C. L. Taylor
In your ta k a few evenings ago
agreed 100$
thing you said.
Today there is just one question in my mind.
:

A.

Daniel

G.

Is

I

I

in

every-

Let us have it.

:

C. L. Taylor
That is regarding those outward manifestations, those
things of perhaps a miraculous nature.
do not know whether you intend to
carry the impression that you discredit those or that you simply would not
teach them.
If it is that you would not hold them up as proof that the work
is inspired,
am heartily in agreement with that. On the other hand, if you
take the position that those things are not to be relied on, that Elder
Loughborough and others are mistaken about these things,
should have to
disagree with you.
:

I

I

I

A. G. Daniel Is
No,
do not discount them nor disbelieve them; but
they are not the kind of evidence
would use with students or with unbe:

I

I

I

ievers.
C.

Taylor

L.

:

I

agree with that.

A. G. Danie Ms
do not question them, but
do not think they are
the best kind of evidence to produce.
For instance,
do not think the best
kind of proof for me to give an audience on the Sabbath question or the
nature of man or baptism, is to go and read Sister White's writings to them.
believe the best proof
can give is the Bible.
Perhaps you will remember
that it fell to me to preach Sister White's funeral sermon; and if you will
remember,
took that occasion to give evidence of her high calling.
did
not give a long list of fruits and miraculous evidences.
knew the matter
would be published to the world in hundreds of papers, and
wanted to give
them something that would be a high authority, and this is what
gave.
:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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that she stood with the word of God from Genesis to Revelation

First,
i

n

a

i

its teaching.

I

Then, she stood with mankind
elaborating on those points.

That

is

what

in

his highest endeavors to help mankind,

mean, Brother Taylor; but

I

do not discount those other

I

thi ngs.

What
want to know is this, brethren: Does my position appear to be
of such character that you would be led to think
am shaky? [VOICES: No!]
If you think it, just say it right out!
do not want to do that, but
have to be honest,
can not camouflage in a thing like this.
have
stood through it about forty years unshaken, and
think it is a safe position; but if
were driven to take the position that some do on the Testimonies,
would be shaken. [VOICE: That's right!]
would not know where
to stand, for
can not say that white is black and black is white.
I

I

—

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

H.

but

wi

I

A.

I

Lacey
To us there is no doubt that you believe the Testimonies,
you mind my adding another personal note to it?

C.

:

G.

Daniel

Is

:

No.

H. C. Lacey
It is this: Those who have not heard you, as we have here,
and are taking the other side of the quest ion,— some of them are deliberately
saying that neither you nor Professor Prescott believe the Testimonies.
For
instance,
went out to Mt. Vernon and
met the graduating class there,
and when the exercises were over,
had a private talk with three or four
of those young people, and they told me that they certainly understood that
our General Conference men down here they did not mean me or Brother Sorenson
did not believe the Testimonies.
:

I

I

I

—

—

W.

W.

Prescott

:

You are not telling us news.

H. C. Lacey
We as teachers are in a terribly hard position.
We have
got nearly down to bed-rock in the questions that have been asked here; but
the students do get right down to bed-rock on some of these things, and we
need to get a little deeper here.
There are people here at these meetings
who do not dare to ask certain questions that have come up in their minds
or in private talks.
But you know that the teacher is in a very difficult
position.
:

On that matter of the capture of Babylon,
have felt free to say that
thought the evidence was that Cyrus did not capture it that way, but we
would hold the matter in abeyance and simply study it.
Suppose now that
further tablets would come to light, and other evidence would be brought in
to prove indisputably that Cyrus did not capture Babylon that way, would it
be right to say that if there is a revision of that book, --"Patriarchs and
Prophets," which indorses, in one casual sentence, that old view,— the revision would be brought into harmony with recently discovered facts?
I

I

A.
I

G.

Daniel Is
think that is the position Sister White occupies.
is what she has done.
never understood that she put infallibility

think that

:

I

I
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into the historical

quotations.

H.

C.

Lacey

W.

W.

Prescott

But there are some who do understand it.

:

It

:

interesting to know that even a higher critic
(?) on that.

is

like George Adams Smith agrees with Herodotus

Brother Daniel Is was speaking about this question of physical outward
evidences.
One of those evidences has been that the eyes were open, as you
will remember, and this scripture in the 24th chapter of Numbers is always
referred to, showing that it is in harmony with that.
But you read the
Revised Version, and you find it reads, "And he took up his parable, and
said, Balaam the son of Beor saith, And the man whose eye was closed saith:"
In
this
text it puts it just the other way.
Then
would not want to
use that as an argument, that the prophet's eyes were open.
I

A.

G.

Daniel Is

:

That

what

is

I

mean by referring to secondary matters.

H. C. Lacey
In our estimate o f the sp r t of prophecy, isn't its
value to us more in the spiritual light it throws into our own hearts and
ives than in the inte
ectua accuracy n histor ica and theo og ca matI
ters.
Ough t we not to take those writings as the voice of the Spirit of
our hearts, in stead o f as the voice of the teacher to our heads? And isn't
1±^_fJ_naJ. P.rpot of. the spi rit of prophecy its spiritual value rather than
accuracy?
ts_.h LstpxJ ca
:

i

I

i

i

I

I

i

I

I

i

I

j

A.

G.

Daniel Is

:

Yes,

I

think so.

36-38)

(pp.

W. W. Prescott
Can you explain how it is that two brethren can disagree o n the inspiration of the Bible, one hoi ding to the verbal inspiration
an d the other opp osed to it, and y et no disturbance be created in the denomnation whatev er.
That ...situation \s right here before us.
But if two
b ret h ren take the same aft t ude on the spirit of prophecy, one holding to
verbal inspirat ion and the other discrediting it, he that does not' hold to
the v erbal
nsp rat on is d sc red te d
:

i

i

i

i

F.

verbal

i

i

i

M. W? cox
Do you believe that a man who doesn't believe in the
inspiration of the Bible believes the Bible?
:

I

W. W. Prescott
do not have any trouble over it at a I.
have a
different view myself.
If a man does not believe in the verbal
inspiration
of the Bible, he is still in good standing; but if he says he does not believe in the verbal inspiration of the Testimonies, he is discounted right
away.
think it is an unhealthful situation.
It puts the spirit of prophecy above the Bible.
:

I

I

I

I

Wirth

Really, that is my biggest problem.
shall certainly
go back and give this view.
would like to see some
published statement given out by those who lead this work so that if that
thing should come up there would be some authority back of it, because
am in for a lot of trouble on that thing.
would like to see something
done, because that education is going right on, and our students are being
sent out with the idea that the Testimonies are verbally inspired, and woe
W.

G.

be discredited

:

if

I

I

I

I

I
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be to the man out where

I

am that does not line up to that.

Now as to health reform: Frequently a student will come to me and quote
what Sister White says about butter. But we serve butter on our tables
right along.
And they will bring up about meat, how under no consideration
is that to be eaten.
And
know that that is unreasonable, and there are
times when it is necessary to eat meat.
What shall we do about that?
would like a little light on some of those details, as to whether we ought
to take them at full value.
I

I

A. G. Daniel Is
am willing to answer part of that, for
have had it
about a thousand times. Take this question of health reform.
It is well
known from the writings themselves and from personal contact with Sister
White, and from common sense, that in traveling and in knowledge of different parts of the world, that the instruction set forth in the Testimonies
was never intended to be one great wholesale blanket regulation for peoples'
eating and drinking, and it applies to various individuals according to
their physical condition and according to the situation in which they find
themselves.
have always explained it that way to our ministers in ministers' meetings.
We had a ministers' meeting over in Scandinavia, and we
had one man there from the "land of the midnight sun," up in Hammerfest
where you never grow a banana or an apple or a peach, and hardly even a
green thing.
It is snow and cold there nearly all the time, and the people
live to a large extent on fish and various animal foods that they get there.
We had sent a nurse from Christiania up there as a missionary.
He had the
strict idea of the diet according to the Testimonies, and he would not touch
a fish or a bit of reindeer, nor any kind of animal food, and he was getting
poor; because missionaries that are sent out do not have much money, and
they cannot import fresh fruits; and it was in the days when even canned
goods were not shipped much.
The fellow nearly starved to death.
He came
down to attend that meeting, and he was nearly as white as your dress [speaking to Sister Williams].
He had hardly any blood in his body.
talked to
him, and
said, "Brother Olson, what is the matter with you? We will have
to bring you away from up there if you do not get better.
You have no red
blood corpuscles in your blood."
talked with him a while, and finally
asked him, "What do you live on?"
:

I

I

I

I

I

I

"Well," he said, "I
I

said, "You

live a good deal on the north wind."

look like it,

sure enough."

We went on talking, and
found out that the man wasn't eating much but
potatoes and starchy foods, —just a limited dietary.
went at him with
all the terror
could inspire for such foolishness.
I

I

I

Voice

:

Did you make any impression?

A. 6. Daniel Is
Yes,
did.
And
got other brethren to join me.
told that man he would be buried up there f he tried to live that way.
talked with him straight about it.
:

I

I

i

We
We

When
got back to this country
talked with Sister White about it, and
she said, "Why don't the people use common sense?" (pp. 39-40)
I

I
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A. G. Daniel Is
Now with reference to the Testimonies:
think more
mischief can be done with the Testimonies by claiming their verbal inspiration than can with the Bible.
If you ask for the logic of it, it might take
some time to bring it out, and
might not be able to satisfy every mind;
but if you ask for practical experience,
can give it to you, plenty of it.
:

I

I

I

F. M. W? cox
Because we know how the Testimonies were brought together, and we do not know anything about the Bible.
:

I

A. G. Daniel Is
Yes, t hat is one point.
We do know, and it is no
kind o f use f or anybody to stand up and talk about the verbal inspiration
of the Tes t mo n es , because everybody who has ever seen the work done knows
better, and we might as we
dismiss it.
:

i

i

I

I

M. E. Kern
am not so sure that some of the brethren are right in
saying that we are all agreed on this question, (pp. 47-48)
:

I

W. W. Prescott
would like to ask if you think that, after his writings had been published a series of years, Jeremiah changed them because he
was convinced that there were historical errors in them?
:

M.

E.

Kern

:

I

can not answer that.

I

(p.

49)

A. G. Daniel Is
hardly know where to begin or what to say.
think
must repeat this, that our difficulty lies in two points, especially. One
is on infallibility and the other is on verbal inspiration.
think Brother
James White foresaw difficulties along this line away back at the beginning.
He knew that he took Sister White's testimonies and helped to write them
out and make them clear and grammatical and plain.
He knew that he was
doing that right along.
And he knew that the secretaries they employed took
them and put them into grammatical condition, transposed sentences, completed
sentences, and used words that Sister White did not herself write in her
original copy.
He saw. that, and yet he saw some brethren who did not know
this, and who had great confidence in the Testimonies, just believing and
teaching that these words were given to Sister White as well as the thought.
And he tried to correct that idea.
You will find those statements in the
Review and Hera Id , like the one Brother Wilcox read the other day.
If that
explanation had been accepted and passed on down, we would have been free
from a great many perplexities that we have now.
:

I

I

I

I

F.

M.

Wi

I

cox

Articles were published in those early Reviews disclaim-

:

ing that.

Yes, but you know there are some brethren who go in all
A. G. Dan e Is
over.
We could mention some old and some young who think they cannot believe the Testimonies without just putting them up as absolutely infallible
and word- inspi red, taking the whole thing as given verbally by the Lord.
They do not see how to believe them and how to get good out of them except
in that way; and
suppose some people would feel that if they did not believe in the verbal inspiration of the Bible, they could not have confiSome
dence in it, and take it as the great Book that they now see it to be.
?

:

I

I
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men are technical, and can hardly understand it in any other way.
Some
other men are not so technical in logic, but they have great faith and great
confidence, and so they can go through on another line of thought.
am sure
there has been advocated an idea of infaMibility in Sister White and verbal
inspirat ion n the T estimonies that has Jed people to expect too much and
to make too grea t claims, and so we have gotten
nto d f f cu ty
I

i

i

i

i

I

Now, as
have studied it these years since
was thrown into the
controversy at Battle Creek,
have endeavored to ascertain the truth and
then be true to the truth.
do not know how to do except that way.
It will
never helpme, or help the people, to make a false claim to evade some trouble.
know we have difficulties here, but let us dispose of some of the main
things first.
Brethren, are we going to evade difficulties or help out the
difficulties by taking a false position? C Voices: No!] Well, then let us
take an honest, true position, and reach our end somehow, because
never
will put up a false claim to evade something that will come up a little
later on.
That is not honest and it is not Christian, and so
take my
stand there.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

In Australia
saw "The Desire of Ages" being made up, and
saw the
rewriting of chapters, some of them written over and over and over again.
saw that, and when
talked with Sister Davis about it,
tell you
had
to square up to this thing and begin to settle things about the spirit of
prophecy.
If these false positions had never been taken, the thing would
be much plainer than it is today.
What was charged as plagiarism would all
have been simplified, and
believe men would have been saved to the cause
if from the start we had understood this thing as it should have been.
With
those false views held, we face difficulties in straightening up.
We will
not meet those difficulties by resorting to a false claim, (pp. 50-51)
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

G. Daniel Is
There is no use of our claiming anything more on the
inspiration of the Testimonies, because she never claimed it, and
James White never claimed it, and W. C. White never claimed it; and all the
persons who helped to prepare those Testimonies knew they were not verbally
inspired.
will say no more along that line.

A.

:

verbal

I

D.

A.

Parsons

A.

G.

Daniel

She not only did not claim it, but she denied it.

:

Is

:

Yes, she tried to correct the people.

Now on infallibility.
suppose Sister White used Paul's text, "We
have this treasure in earthen vessels," as much as any other scripture.
She
used to repeat that often, "We have this treasure in earthen vessels," with
the idea that she was a poor, feeble woman, a messenger of the Lord trying
to do her duty and meet the mind of God in this work.
When you take the
position that she was not infallible, and that her writings were not verbally inspi red, isn' t there a cha nce f or the manifestation of the human?
If there
sn't, t hen what is infallibility? And should we be surprised when
we k now that the instrument was fallible, and that the general truths, as
she says, were revealed, then aren't we prepared to see mistakes?
I

i
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M.

E.

Kern

She was an author and not merely a pen.

:

A. G. Daniel Is
Yes; and now take that "Life of Paul /'--I suppose you
all know about it and knew what claims were put up against her, charges made
of plagiarism, even by the authors of the book, Conybeare and Howson, and
:

were liable to make the denomination trouble because there was so much of
their book put into "The Life of Paul" without any credit or quotation marks.
Some people of strict logic might fly the track on that ground, but
am not
built that way.
found it out, and
read it with Brother Palmer when he
found it, and we got Conybeare and Howson, and we got Wylie's "History of the
Reformation," and we read word for word, page after page, and no quotations,
no credit, and really
did not know the difference until
began to compare
them.
supposed it was Sister White's own work. The poor sister said,
"Why,
didn't know about quotations and credits.
My secretary should have
looked after that, and the publishing house should have looked after it."
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

She did not claim that that was all revealed to her and written word
for word under the inspiration of the Lord.
There
saw the manifestation
of the human in these writings.
Of course
could have said this, and
did say it, that
wished a different course had been taken in the compilation of the books.
If proper care had been exercised,
it would have saved
a lot of people from being thrown off the track, (pp. 51-52)
I

I

I

I

B. L. House
In that old edition of "Sketches of the Life of Paul,"
she is very clear about the ceremonial law.
That is not in the new book,
and
wondered why that was left out.
:

I

D. A. Parsons
have an answer to that.
was in California when the
book was compiled, and
took the old edition and talked with Brother Will
White about this very question.
He said the whole book, with the exception
of that chapter, had been compiled for some time, and they had held it up
until they could arrange that chapter in such a way as to prevent controversy
arising. They did not desire the book to be used to settle any controversy,
and therefore they eliminated most of these statements on the ceremonial
law just to prevent a renewal of the great controversy over the ceremonial
law in Galatians.
:

I

I

I

B. L. House
the first volume,

It

:

is

is

not a repudiation of what was written by her in

it?

D. A. Parsons
No, not at all; but they just put enough in to satisfy
the inquiring mind, but eliminated those striking statements to prevent a
renewal of the controversy, (pp. 52-53)
:

A. G. Daniel Is
Shall we not confine ourselves just now to this question of Brother Benson's and lead our way up to the real difficulty, and
then deal with it? Do you have a clear conception of the way the difficulty
arose? that in making the first edition of "Great Controversy" those who
helped her prepare the copy were allowed to bring forward historical quotations that seemed to fit the case.
She may have asked, "Now, what good
history do you have for that?"
do not know just how she brought it in,
:

—

I
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but she never would allow us to claim anything for her as a historian.
She
did not put herself up as a corrector of history,— not only did not do that,
but protested against it.
Just how they dealt in bringing the history
along,
could not say, but
suspect that she referred to this as she went
along, and then allowed them to gather the very best historical statements
they could and submit them to her, and she approved of them. (pp. 53-54)
I

I

W. W. Prescott
You are touching exactly the experience through which
went, personally, because you all know that
contributed something toward
the revision of "Great Controversy."
furnished considerable material
bearing upon that question.'
:

I

I

I

A.

G.

Dan e
i

Is

I

:

By request.

W. W. Prescott
Yes,
was asked to do it, and at first
said, "No,
will not do it.
know what it means."
But
was urged into it.
When
had gone over it with W. C. White, then
said, "Here is my difficulty.
have gone over this and suggested changes that ought to be made in order to
correct statements. These changes have been accepted.
My personal difficulty
wt
be to retain faith on those things that
can not deal with on that
basis." But
did not throw up the spirit of prophecy, and have not yet;
but
have had to adjust my view of things.
wi
say to you, as a matter
of fact, that the relation of those writings to this movement and to our
work, is clearer and more consistent in my mind than it was then.
But still
you know what
am charged with.
have gone through the personal experience myself over that very thing that you speak of.
If we correct it here
and correct it there, how are we going to stand with it in the other places?
:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!

I

I

I

F.

M.

Wi Icox

I

I

I

Those things do not involve the general philosophy of

:

the book.
W. W. Prescott
No, but. they did involve quite large details.
For
instance, before "Great Controversy" was revised,
was unorthodox on a certain point, but after it was revised,
was perfectly orthodox.
:

I

I

C.

M.

Sorenson

:

On what point?

W. W. Prescott
My interpretation was, (and
taught it for years in
The Protestant Magazine ) that Babylon stood for the great apostasy against
God, which headed up in the papacy, but which included all minor forms, and
that before we come to the end, they would a
come under one. That was
not the teaching of "Great Controversy." "Great Controversy" said that
Babylon could not mean the romish church, and
had made it mean that
largely and primarily.
After the book was revised, although the whole argument remained the same, it said that it could not mean the Roman Church
a lone , just that one word added.
:

I

I

I

I

F.

M.

Wi

I

cox

That helped you out.

:

W. W. Prescott
Yes, but
told W. C. White
did not think anybody
had any right to do that.
And
did not believe anybody had any right to
use it against me before or afterward.
simply went right on with my teaching.
:

I

I

I

I
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J. W. Anderson
the same basis?

:

Would you not claim other portions of the book as on

W. Prescott
No,
would refuse to do that.
had to deal with
Henry over that question.
He was determined to crush those men that
took a wrong course concerning him.
spent hours with that man trying to
help him.
We were intimate in our work, and
used to go to his house and
spend hours with him.
He brought up this question about the authority of the
spirit of prophecy and wanted me to draw the line between what was authoritative and what was not.
said, "Brother Henry,
will not attempt to do
it, and
advise you not to do it.
There is an authority in that gift here,
and we must recognize it."
W.

A.

:

I

I

R.

I

I

I

I

I

have tried to maintain personal confidence in this gift in the church,
and
use it and use it.
have gotten great help from those books, but
will tell you frankly that
held to that position on the question of Babylon
for years when
knew it was exactly contrary to "Great Controversy," but
went on, and in due time
became orthodox.
did not enjoy that experience at all, and
hope you will not have to go through it.
It means someI

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

th ng
i

C. L. Benson
That is the pivotal point. You had something that
enabled you to take that position.
What was it?
:

W. W. Prescott
can not lay down any rule for anybody'.
What settled
me to take that position was the Bible, not any secular authority,
(pp. 54-55)
:

I

W. W. Prescott
If
should speak my mind frankly,
should say that
have felt for years that great mistakes were made in handling her writings
for commercial purposes.
:

I

I

I

C.

Sorenson

M.

:

By whom?

W. W. Prescott
do not want to charge anybody.
But
do think great
mistakes were made in that way. That is why
have made a distinction as
have.
When
talked with W. C. White about it (and
do not know that he
is an infa llible authority), he told me frankly that when they got out "Great
Con trov ersy," if they did not find in her writings anything on certain chapters.. +o_ make the historical connections, they took other books, like "Daniel
and the Reve at on , " and used portions of them; and sometimes her secretaries,
and sometimes she herself, would prepare a chapter that would fill the gap.
:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

(pp. ,55-56)

A. G. Daniel Is
We must use good sense in dealing with this whole
question, brethren.
Do not be careless with your words.
Do not be careless im reporting or representing men's views.
have had this thing to
deal with for years and years, as you know, in every ministers' meeting;
and
have been called into college classes over and over again, and have
had to say things that those ministers and students never heard before about
this; and
have prayed for wisdom arid for the Spirit of the Lord to direct
them and to give faith and to cover up those things that would leave doubt.
:

I

I

I
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And
made

have never had it come back on me that a careful, cautious statement
the fear of God has upset a single person.
It may have done it, but
it has never come back to me.
You take our ministers: This brother [meaning
Brother Waldorf!] knows how much this was brought up in our ministers meeting over in Australia, and we dealt with it plainly.
We did not try to pull
the wool over the people's eyes, and
believe you will find the Australian
preachers and churches as firm believers in the spirit of prophecy and in
Sister White's call by the Lord as you will find any place on the face of
the earth.
Take New Zealand:
brought them up there, and
think it is
well known that there is not a place in the world where the people stand
truer to this gift than they do there.
I

in

1

I

I

I

do not believe it is necessary to dissemble a bit, but
do believe,
brethren, that we have got to use wisdom that God alone can give us in dealing with this until matters gradually work over.
We have made a wonderful
change in nineteen years, Brother Prescott.
Fifteen years ago we could not
have talked what we are talking here today.
It would not have been safe.
This matter has come along gradually, and yet people are not losing their
confidence in the gift. (p. 57)
I

I

A. G. Da niel Is:
want to tell you that the clearer view we get on
the exact facts in the case, the stronger the position of our people will
be in the whole thing.
I

Now, Brother Benson,
see the whole line running through there that
you referred to.
We can not correct that in a day.
We must use great judgment and caution.
hope you Bible teachers will be exceedingly careful.
was called up here twice to speak on the spirit of prophecy to the Bible
and pastoral training classes.
They brought up this question of history.
simply said, "Now, boys, Sister White never claimed to be a historian nor
a corrector of history.
She used the best she knew for the matter she was
writing on."
have never heard from a teacher that those boys buzzed
around them and said, "Brother Danniells does not believe Sister White's
writings are reliable."
believe the Lord will help us to take care of
this if we will be careful and use good sense.
think that is all
can
say in this sort of discussion.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

# * *

The Relationship of the Ellen G. White Writings to the Development of Doctrine
and of Prophetic Interpretation Among Seventh-day Adventists by H. W. Lowe.
GC Archives.
,

For fifty or sixty years after the disappointment of 1844, there was almost
continuous criticism of some of our basic teachings. This was especially
true of the sanctuary question.
The most bitter attacks were made on the SDA
views on the investigative judgment and the cleansing of the sanctuary. This
unfavorable reaction against the nature of our Lord's heavenly ministry has
continued with varying intensity to the present time. There is probably no
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point of our teaching that has aroused more bitter apposition than this.
These attacks almost always impugn.
Our Sources of Evidence
Some critics have charged us with distortion of Scripture; others with provThe issue
ing our teaching largely or wholly with extra-Biblical evidence.
has been complicated by the claim, on the part of some SDA's, that we have
accepted some doctrines direct and wholly from Ellen G. White apart from
Biblical evidence.
This has led people within our own ranks from time to
time to ask for a clear statement as to our relation between the Bible and
Such
the Ellen G. White writings in the realm of primary evidential sources.
statements have been made from time to time, but the question persists.

Our position on doctrinal sources has been expressed sometimes
Protestant terminology, such as the following:

in

strongly

"But God will have a people upon the earth to maintain the Bible,
and the Bible only, as the standard of all doctrines and the basis
Before accepting any doctrine or precept, we
of all reforms.
should demand a plain 'Thus saith the Lord' in its support" (GC 595).
.

.

.

am fully in harmony with you in your work when you present the
Bible, and the Bible alone, as the foundation of our faith" (2SM 85).
"I

"In the work of teaching the truth it is necessary that the important points of our position be well fortified with Scripture evidences" (IT 447,448).

These and other statements maintain the supremacy of Biblical evidence as
"the standard of all doctrines," "the basis of all reforms," "the foundation
of our faith," "the important points of our position."
That our fundamental doctrines had their origin, if not always their complete
For example, the original doctrine of the
proof, in the Bible, is clear.
our first pioneers before the gift of prosecond advent was common to a
phecy was manifested among them, and before the Sabbath truth called them
Ellen G. White's writings
out of their former denominational connections.
on this doctrine were not additional basic proofs, but she added details and
drew spiritual lessons for the church.
I

I

In the formative period 1844-1845, what we refer to as the fundamental truths
were few in number, and not much detail of prophetic interpretation was atIn 1858 the fundamentals were:
tached to them.
The second advent of our Lord
The seventh-day Sabbath
2.
3.
The three angels' messages of Rev. 14
4.
The sanctuary truth with its 1844 emphasis
The conditional immortality truth
5.
n MS 13 (see CE 30,31)
Some thirty years later, in 1889, Ellen G. White,
listed these same five fundamentals, but detailed exposition had grown, especially on numbers 3 and 4 above.
1

.

i
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Development of Doctrine and Prophetic Interpretation
The development of doctrine always appears to have originated in Bible study.
It is not possible always to determine exactly at what po nt the Sp r t of
Prophecy counsel appeared in confirmation of any given detail.
Sometimes it
was given during or immediately following current discussions, sometimes much
later.
The basic structure of both doctrine and prophetic interpretation
came from the study of Scripture, and was often confirmed and at times augmented by the counsels of Ellen G. White.
This was the pattern in the eleven or twelve years after 1844, when there was no organizational structure,
and up until 1849, no periodicals to act as a doctrinal forum and a unifying
influence.
Even when confirming views already discovered in the Scriptures,
Ellen G. White stressed the necessity of personal and continuous Bible study.
i

i

i

"Previous light has come, appropriate for this time.
It is Bible
truth, showing the perils that are right upon us.
This light
should lead us to a diligent study of the Scriptures and a most
critical examination of the positions which we hold.
God would
have all the bearings and positions of truth thoroughly and perseveringly searched, with prayer and fasting.
Believers are not to
rest in suppositions and ill-defined ideas of what constitutes
truth.
Their faith must be firmly founded upon the word of God.
.

.

"Whatever may be man's intellectual advancement, let him not for a
'moment think that there is no need of thorough and continuous searching of the Scriptures for greater light.
As a people we are called
individually to be students of prophecy. We must watch with earnestness that we may discern any ray of light which God shall present to us.
We are to catch the first g earnings of truth; and
through prayerful study clearer light may be obtained, which can
be brought before others.
I

"When God's people are at ease and satisfied with their present
enlightenment, we may be sure that He will not favor them.
It is
His will that they should be ever moving forward to receive the
increased and ever- ncreas ng light which is shining for them"
C5T 707-709, [1889]).
i

i

It is abundantly clear from other sources and at later dates that Ellen G.
White sought repeatedly to put Bible study in the forefront and regarded
her own writings as contributing to the confirmation of truths therein revealed:

"The testimonies of Sister White should not be carried to the
front.
God's Word is the unerring standard. The testimonies are
not to take the place of the Word" (Ev 256).
"The written testimonies are not to give new light, but to impress
vividly upon the heart the truths of inspiration already revealed.
Additional truth is not brought out; but God has through the
Testimonies simplified the great truths already given, and in His
own chosen way brought them before the people, to awaken and impress the mind with them, that all may be left without excuse"
.

.

.

(2T 60'3).

.
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".
The Testimonies are not to belittle the Word of God, but to
exalt ft and attract minds to it, that the beautiful simplicity of
truth may impress all" (5T 665)
.

.

One of Mrs. White's best known statements pertinent to this subject was:

"Little heed is given to the Bible, and the Lord has given a
lesser light to lead men and women to the greater light" (Ev 257).
It was on the basis of this relationship between the Bible and the prophetic
gift that our SDA doctrines have developed over the years.
New light came
on such subjects as the deity of Christ, the Trinity, righteousness by
faith, the sanctuary question, as well as on major prophetic interpretations,
especially those connected with the final events almost always on the basis
of initial discovery in the Word of God, confirmed and sometimes augmented
in detail by the Spirit of Prophecy in Mrs. White's writings.
The prophetic
gift was also exercised in the curtailment of erroneous, non-Biblical views.
See EW 78.

—

The Problem of Augmentation
We have to admit that there are in Ellen G. White's counsels and testimonies
some factual details that are not found in the Holy Scriptures.
(Her view
that the saints would pass through the time of trouble in the future, and
that therefore those expecting the Lord to come in the seventh month of 1845
would be disappointed, is a case in point.
See A Word to the Little Flock
Some critics have used her extra-Biblical comments as an argument
p. 22.)
against Mrs. White's work, and some of our members have at times been somewhat confused by it.
,

In later days, after the doctrinal views of the denomination had crystal ized
into recorded fundamental beliefs, Elder F. M. Wilcox could write of Ellen
G. White's work: "Her writings are in perfect harmony with the statements
of divine revelation.
She has taken the great principles of truth expressed
in the Bible, and drawn them out in finer detail" ( The Present Truth , 3[l33]).

It does not seem illogical, once we have accepted the fact of inspiration
through the Holy Spirit, to expect that early written revelations may be
confirmed, clarified, and augmented by later revelations. The Old Testament comes alive through the fuller revelations of truth in the New Testament, which dealt with old truths augmented and clarified for a new age.
The apostle Paul often took Old Testament statements and used them in an
entirely new context.
In fact, New Testament writers sometimes used quotations not found in the Old Testament. These may have come from men inspired
by the Holy Spirit during the
nter-testamenta period, or n some other
pre-Christian age, but they are in the category of extra-Biblical evidence.
They may have come from some of the anonymous prophets mentioned in the
Bible.
They are used in evidence, even though authorship is unknown to us.
i

I

i

Some specific instances of New Testament teaching not clearly discernible
in the Old Testament are:

i
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Genes i-s 3
2 Cor.

like a
2

*

The serpent is regarded as a symbol of Satan according to
Rev. 12:9.
From the Old Testament the serpent may look
symbol of the Saviour, and also from John 3:14.
.

11:3;

lsa
53
The "suffering servant of Jehovah." The New Testament applies
this to Jesus of Nazareth.
(Acts 8:27-35; Mark 9:!2; Luke 22:37;
Matt. 8:17).
But what of Isaiah's words: "But Thou, Israel, art my servant, Jacob whom
have chosen." lsa. 41:8.
See also lsa. 41:9: 44-1 245:4.
-

.

I

3

-

4

'

Jude l4
"And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these,
saying, Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousand of his saints." (This
is not mentioned in the Old Testament, but is found in the Apocryphal
book of Enoch, 1:9; 14:22; 40:1.
-

Heb
not

-

"He saith, let all the angels of God worship him." (This
the Old Testament, but is in the LXX of Deut. 32:43.)

l:6
in

-

is

That there are things in the Ellen G. White writings which are old facts or
truths used in entirely new contexts, and that they sometimes do not seem to
follow the norma! principles of hermeneut cs, is not denied; but she originates no new doctrine, and her teachings do not conflict with the teachings
of the Bible.
We cannot avoid the fact that new ideas and facts appear in
her writings.
To expect revelations of this nature to conform strictly to
the usual principles of exegesis couid conceivably lead us into constricting the operations of the Holy Spirit into the too confining channels of
human devising.
We are not coldly analyzing a scientific problem.
We are
seeking to understand God's way with men through His Word, and that transcends
all philosophy and all rationalization.
i

"Scriptural difficulties can never be mastered by the same methods
that are employed in grappling with philosophical problems.
We
should not engage in the study of the Bible with that self-reliance
with which so many enter the domains of science" (GC 599).
We^ ought to remember that all phi losophy founders at the cross, and
that some
thrngs must be accepted on the basis of faith in the special revelation in
God's Word, and through His Spirit.

Problems Relevant to Daniel's Prophecies
We are here concerned with: (a) What were the basic interpretations of Daniel's
prophecies that our pioneers believed they had found in the Scriptures? (b)
What was Ellen G. White's attitude to the Bible evidence found by the pioneers
on the sanctuary question?
On

(a)

above, Ellen G. White stated categorically:

"In their investigation they learned that there is no Scripture
evidence sustaining the popular view that the earth is the sanctuary, but they found in the Bible a full explanation of the subject of the sanctuary, its nature, location, and services; the
testimony of the sacred writers being so clear and ample as to
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place the matter beyond al

I

question" (GC

41 I).

The context then shows that Heb. 8:1,2; 9:1-5; Rev. 11:19 were key passages
in convincing the pioneers that Christ's anti-typical ministry was in heaven in the true tabernacle.
To these and other passages they added certain
lessons from the Levi ti cat types to show that:
"As anciently the sins of the people were by faith placed upon the
sin-offering, and through its blood transferred, in figure, to the
earthly sanctuary; so in the new covenant the sins of the repentant are by faith placed upon Christ, and transferred, in fact, to
the heavenly sanctuary.
And as the typical cleansing of the
earthly was accomplished by the removal of the sins by which it
had been polluted, so the actual cleansing of the heavenly is to
be accomplished by the removal, or blotting out, of the sins which
are there recorded.
But before this can be accomplished, there
must be an examination of the books of record to determine who,
through repentance of sin and faith in Christ, are entitled to the
benefits of His atonement.
The cleansing of the sanctuary therefore involves a work of investigation,
a work of judgment.
This
work must be performed prior to the coming of Christ to redeem His
people; for when He comes, His reward is with him to give to every
man according to his works" ( Ibid , 421,422).

—

.

On (b) we. have her explicit statement that they found "indisputable proof"
of the existence of the true sanctuary in heaven ( Ibid , 415).
She wrote
chapters 22, 23, 24, 25 of The Great Controversy confirming and elucidating
pioneer findings on the sanctuary question, as well as many pages elsewhere
clarifying obscurities and setting forth the spiritual meanings and implications of the whole subject of the investigative judgment.
.

Our first pioneers lived in the turbulent atmosphere of the days following
the French Revolution.
Irreligion produced the reaction that sent men to
the Bible in a frantic search for an explanation of their distressing times.
Commentators delved into apocalyptic prophecies and came forth with volumes
on Daniel, and on the Revelation.
From the mid-eighteenth to the midnineteenth century there was a phenomenal literary output in the field of
prophetic interpretation, and it was undoubtedly on the basis of some of
this prophetic investigation that Miller and his colleagues were helped to
build up their interpretations of the "kingdom prophecies." Even their
chronological interpretations were not wholly original, except in the area
of the seventy weeks and the 2300 days.
It is historically demonstrable
that most of our views on the sanctuary question, the second advent, the
Sabbath, the law of God, conditional immortality, the Trinity, the incarnation, etc., were not originated by us.
Rather, we were the inheritors of
sacred truths which we revived and clarified under the Holy Spirit's guidance.
Daniel, chapters 2, 7, 8 and II engaged the earnest attention of these nonAdventist people. Also the time prophecies— the 2300 days, the 1260 days,
"the time of the end," and the end of time, were the substance of much
study by Christians of various connections around the turn of the century.
Unfortunately some of the numerous writers on prophecy back there were confused on what they called "the kingdom" prophecies to be fulfilled through

—
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literal Israel, as are some today.
Sometimes we may have erred in forgetting
that the plans of God might have been accomplished before the crucifixion,
had Israel been ready, and that therefore some details of conditional
prophecy will never be fulfilled exactly as we may have imagined.
But through
His church, in another context, God's plans and purposes will unerringly
come to pass, and He will be justified before the universe.

We can see clearly in our earliest literature that the fundamental
prophetic beliefs of the pioneers, arrived at without benefit of
the prophetic
gift, were based on ( ) the world history of the image of Daniel
2; (2) the
four beasts of Daniel 7; (3) the ram and the he-goat of Daniel
8, with the
2300 days of Daniel 8 and 9; (4) the kings of Daniel II and (5) the standinq
up of Michael in Daniel 12.
I

Stated otherwise, our early believers built up their chronological
prophetic
interpretations around the history of the nations— Egypt, Assyria, Babylon,
Persia, Greece, pagan Rome emerging into Papal Rome, and the ten
kingdoms
preceding the establishment of the everlasting kingdom.

They found in the Revelation certain similarity of phraseology and episode
with the book of Daniel, and therefore felt sure that the last book in
the
Bible was an inspired comment on the earlier prophet.
Early Adventist literature, and a good deal of non-Advent st literature, contains many
comparisons between the books of Daniel and the Revelation.
They saw that Revelation 12 and 13 concerned the age-long controversy between Christ and
Satan.
In later years we have come to thi nk of Daniel 8
in the same apocalyptic
connection as Rev. 12, 13, 14, and therefore of the same cosmic, rather than
local, scope.
This is one reason why we have always rejected the rather
localized Antiochus Epiphanes interpretation of the little horn of Daniel 8.
i

The Sabbath and the Prophetic Gift
An

illustration of the way in which basic Bible truth was confirmed by Ellen
White is found in the acceptance of the Sabbath by the early Advent ists.
Rachel Oakes Preston brought this truth to the Ad vent ists in Washington,
New Hampshire, about the time of the 1844 disappointment.
Early in 1845
T. M. Preble's article on the subject, in The Hope of Israel
came into the
,
hands of Joseph Bates, who accepted and started to circulate it among
others.
Ellen Harmon and James White heard it in New Bedford in 1846, but did not
see its importance
(See Li fe Sketches 95. )
G.

In the autumn of the same year they were married and
about the same time
read Joseph Bates' 48-page tract, "The Seventh-day Sabbath a Perpetual
Sign'."
They at once began to observe the seventh day (see IT 75).
Mrs. White's
~~
comment later was:

believed the truth upon the Sabbath question before
had seen
anything in vision in reference to the Sabbath.
It was months
after
had commenced keeping the Sabbath before
was shown its
importance and its place in the third angel's message." Letter 2,
1874, quoted in Ellen G. White, Messenger to the Remnant
p. 34,
"
~~
~ ~
White Trustees.
"I

I

I

I

,
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For ten years, however, these Sabbathkeepi ng Adventists observed the Sabbath from 6 p.m. Friday to 6 p.m. Saturday, James and El len 'White among them.
Some urged sunrise to sunrise, some suggested sunset to sunset, others
vaguely evening to evening. There was much debate over this question, and
much earnest Bible study, till in 1855 at a Battle Creek conference, Ellen
White was shown that the sunset time was correct.
Elder Andrews gave much
study to this question and had reported the results before confirmation came
through Ellen G. White. This is a classic illustration of the way in which
Bible study and the prophetic gift have worked together, though not simultaneously, in leading the church into a full doctrinal truth.

The Sanctuary and the Prophetic Gift
The sanctuary truth combines doctrine and prophetic interpretation with
similar results. Hiram Edson was impressed, the morning after the great
disappointment, that the prophecy of the 1844 cleansing was correct as to
date, but it was not correct in the event, for the c eansi ng was the coming
of Christ to the second apartment of the tabernacle in heaven.
Levitical
typology and the ancient of days vision in Daniel 7 led him to this conclusion.
Edson, Hahn and Crosier then for some. months studied these basic
ideas.
Thus the winter of 1845-46 saw the publication of the Day-Dawn
containing these views.
In February, 1845, Ellen Harmon had M a view of Jesus
rising from His mediatorial throne and going to the holiest as Bridegroom to
receive His Kingdom" ( Ellen G. White, Messenger to the Remnant , p. 37, White
Trustees), but the significance of this was not perceived by her at the
In January, 1846, her first vision was published in the Day-Star , and
time.
was the first intimation of the prophetic gift that was to appear among
Seventh-day Adventists. The March 14, 1846, issue related her now year-old
vision of Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary.
I

"Thus was ratified by vision this essential high point of the sanctuary truth which had been set forth on the basis of Scriptural
evidence by Bible students, entirely unknown to Ellen Harmon"
( Ellen
G. White, Messenger to the Remnant , p. 37, White Trustees).
tt should be noted, in view of our experience in this area, that it is unwarranted for us to add to "the sanctuary truth" matters of major doctrinal
importance that are not clearly intimated in the Scriptures.

This brief study of the relative importance of the Bible and the Spirit of
Prophecy in the development of our doctrines and of our prophetic interpretations, could be continued consistently through all of our major beliefs.
It would undoubtedly be true that our original and basic beliefs came from
the Scriptures, confirmed and often developed in detail by Ellen G. White
wr t ngs
i

i

It is doubtful if we could find a single instance where a major doctrine or
prophetic interpretation originated with Mrs. White. James and Ellen White
took th s pos t on
i

i

i

In our program of public evangelism we have adhered to the principles set
forth here, and have drawn wholly upon Scripture to prove the truth of our
basic doctrines, using Ellen G. White's writings for devotional and comple-
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mentary spiritual purposes. The testimonies and other matters prepared by
her for the church only, have always been used for that purpose.
In her
first book, Experiences and Views (l85l) she clearly enunciated the view here
taken that the material produced from her visions was not to be a rule of
faith, but for the edifying of the church:
recommend to you, dear reader, the Word of God as the rule of
your faith and practice.
By that Word we are to be judged.
God
has, in that Word, promised to give visions in the Mast days;'
not as a new rule of faith, but for the comfort of His people, and
to correct those who err from Bible truth" (EW 78).
"I

* * *

Letter from

W.

C.

White to Luther Warren, Jan.

I,

1904,

GC Archives

Dear Brother:

Mother does not care to have this or any similar enterprise pushed on
the strength of her say-so.
She thinks the right way Is to teach the principles from the word of God, from the Testimonies, and from our own observation and- knowledge of cause and effect; and then build up your plans of work,
construct your pledges and your appeals, as based on these principles, and
go ahead, appealing to the reason of the people, rather than to some definite
form of sentences which Sister White has written or spoken.
While speaking of this,
wi
mention to you a protest which
have
often made to our preachers, teachers, and editors, and that is that they
use the most modest terms in referring to Mother's writings, and to her
statements.
You and
know that the Lord speaks through Mother; and when a
Brother quotes her writings to you and me, saying, "The Lord says this, or
that," we understand what he means, that He has put the thought in Mother's
mind, and she has written it.
But
consider it a very unfortunate form of
expression, and one which, used in the pulpit, in the classroom, and in our
periodicals and books, may be a great stumbling-block, and which will
naturally lead our young people to use expressions which will be a stumblinqs
block.
I

I

I

I

I

—
I

Yours very truly,
(Signed) W. C. White
* * *
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Letter from M.

E.

Kern to

p.

M.

W?

I

cox, Apri

I

4,

1946, GC Archives

Dear Brother Wrlcox:

The attitude toward the Spirit of prophecy on the part of many workers
concerns me very much, Brother Wilcox. Of course there are always those
who are inclined to discredit the Spirit of prophecy when it condemns their
practices or goes against their pet theories. Then there are many, as you
know, who take an extreme attitude regarding the infallibility of everything Sister White ever wrote or said, which amounts to a belief in verbal
inspiration,
a position which Sister White or the pioneers never took.
Such
people need educating, but of course it is extremely hard to help them without being accused of unbelief in the Spirit of prophecy.
But this extreme
group,
fear, are causing a serious reaction against the Spirit of prophecy.
Then of course the fact that our Education and Medical Departments have departed so far from the clear teaching and emphasis of the Spirit of prophecy
tends to weaken confidence in it.

—

I

There are,
believe, a lot of sincere, devoted people, including influential workers, who are troubled in their minds as to just what our positron is regarding this gift.
Some questions regarding this matter were discussed at a joint meeting of our college Bible and history teachers two
years ago.
Arthur was there and made a good statement, using some things
which have been presented in the brochures that have been prepared.
At the
close it was suggested and voted that a committee should be appointed to
prepare a statement regarding the nature, purpose and authority of the Spirit
of prophecy a statement to be presented to the officers of the General
Conference for counsel and clarification.
I

—

This was near the end of the Bible and history teachers' meetings.
Because of a pressure of work, and probably some fear that the proposal would
not be understood, the action was not carried out.
Some months later
was
shocked to read a copy of a letter written by one of these teachers telling
a friend about this discussion of which
have spoken, and saying that it
was the consensus of opinion at the meeting that Sister White's writings
were on the same basis as any other good Bible commentator and that this
was practically the attitude of General Conference men.
joined with Arthur
in statements to the inquirer who wrote about it that we had no such understanding of that meeting.
I

I

I

What Sister White wrote in Letter 16, 1890 is surely very true that
"Satan will work ingeniously in different ways and through different agencies
to unsettle the confidence of God's remnant people in the true testimony."
We can easily see the "different ways" and "different agencies." And much
of it,
believe, is a lack of information, and that is due in part,
think,
to a fear to speak plainly and to correct erroneous conceptions.
We are
afraid to admit that there are sometimes loose or obscure statements that
need clarification by comparison with the whole tenor of Sister White's
teachings, or that some data used to fill out an historical picture were
taken from the best available sources which may not have been absolutely
accurate.
fear in this way we undermine the confidence of the present
and more critical generation of our people; whereas a more rational view of
I

I

I
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the combination of the human and dfvfne elements
would strengthen that confidence.

in

the Spirit of prophecy

Dr. Paulson got terribly upset because Sister White spoke of a certain
sanitarium having so many rooms, whereas it had one less than that number.
Some people would be terribly shocked to know that Sister White expressed
regret that in a talk at College View she got off her subject and made uncomplimentary remarks about the mattresses at the sanitarium. It certainly
will shock some people if they learn that Sister White once advised that
brethren and sisters should wash each other's feet in carrying out the
ordinance of humility.

(Signed) M. E. Kern
# * *

Letter from

W.

A.

Spi cer to

1.

Keck, July 18,

1910,

GC Archives

Dear Brother Keck:
am sorry you find any difficulty over the matter of the Bible only as a
rule of faith.
That is squarely my position, as Eld. James White so clearly
stated it years ago in words which
quoted.
I

I

Men swing from one side to the other, from over-sp ri tua zat ion and the
fanciful, to repudiation of fundamentals; from using the testimonies as the
supreme test of doctrines, to repudiating them altogther.
i

I

i

(Signed) W. A. Spicer
* * *

Letter from

U.

Smith to

D.

Canright, April 6,

1883

Dear Brother Canright:
The idea has been studiously instilled into the minds of the people that to
question the visions in the least is to become at once, a hopeless apostate
and rebel; and too many,
am sorry to say, have not strength of character
enough to shake off such a conception, hence the moment anything is done to
shake them on the visions they lose faith in everything and go to destruction.
believe this state of things never would have occurred had the position of our people on this manifestation of the gifts been correct.
If our
people would come together and calmly, candidly, kindly and freely deliberate
upon this matter,
believe, as
have said to you and others, that a consistent position could be found, which would free the subject from difficulties, meet and satisfy the scrutiny of an intelligent public, and not rob
I

I

I

I
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the gift of a whit of the good ft was intended to do.
But there are many
too doggedly bigoted and stubborn to offer any very flattering outlook in
this direction.
(Signed)

U'.

Smith

# * *

Letter from

Smith to D. Canright, March 22,

LL

GC Archives

1883,

Dear Brother Canright:
was interested in your queries to Uncle George on the omissions in "Early
Writings." We have the Marion paper in exchange, and
had noticed the
article.
Under the circumstance
think it must come down on him something
like an avalanche; and
have a curiosity to know how he has answered it,
as he put a note on the margin that he had answered it.
have no doubt the
quotations are correct.
remember coming across the tome "Word to Little
Flock" when we were in Rochester, but
have not seen a copy since, and did
not know but "Experience and Views" contained the full text of the early
visions.
It seems to me that the testimonies, practica
have come into
shape, that it is not of any use to try to defend the enormous claims that
are now put forth for them.
At least, after the unjust treatment
have
received the past year,
feel no burden in that direction.
Theoretically,
the doctrine of Spiritual Gifts is clear enough and
think all our people
stand together on that.
Brother Littlejohn has preached on the subject here,
treating it mostly from a theoretical standpoint.
But that does not touch
the question at issue among us at all.
presume you noticed in the Review
of March 13, Bro. Waggoner's extinguisher of the Mormon gifts.
But if the
same reasoning will not apply somewhat to our own experience,
cannot see
straight.
The cases of Fuller, Cowel
and Smith Shorr are stunners to me.
If all the brethren were willing to investigate this matter candidly and
broadly,
believe some consistent common ground for all to stand upon could
be found.
But some, of the rule or
ruin
spirit, are so dogmatical and
stubborn that
suppose that any effort in that direction would only lead
to a rupture of the body.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

(Signed) U. Smith
* * *

Article by
Dec.

23,

W.

1909,

W.
p.

Prescott, "The Bible Oniy," Advent Review & Sabbath Herald ,
4

.

In just that proportion that we put some other authority in place of the
Scripture, to the same degree do we become feeble and uncertain in our Christian experience.
There is no exposition of the Bible that can take the

A-

place of the Bible itself.
There are no helps to the study of the Bible
that can profitably be substituted for the Bible itself.
* * #

Article by W. W. Prescott, "The Protestant Platform/
Sabbath Herald, Dec. 16, 1909

1

Advent

Review and

,

It is one thing to accept and repeat as a formula the familiar words, "The
Bible, the Bible only, is the religion of Protestants," but it is another
thing to apply this principle in practise.
It is natural to us to appeal
to some kind of visible authority to interpret the Scriptures to us, and
without realizing it we may be led step by step to substitute something else
for the Bible, and to rest our message upon some other foundation than the
Word of God, or at least upon the Word of God and something else.

Every teacher of the truth for this time should so study the Scriptures that
for every doctrine presented to the people he will have Biblical proof, and
every interpretation which he makes should commend itself to his hearers as
being based upon an enlightened understanding of the Word of God itself.
When we seek to win to this movement those who acknowledge the authority of
the Scriptures, it is incumbent upon us to present to them clear Scriptural
reasons for a
that we ask them to accept.
In our study of the Word of God
we may receive suggestions from many sources, but the material for our teaching should be drawn directly from God's Book.
I

I

* * *

From Questions on Doctrines, pp. 89,90

1.

.

We do not regard the writings of Ellen G. White as an addition to the
sacred canon of Scripture.

2.

We do not think of them as of universal application, as
but particularly for the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

3.

We do not regard them in the same sense as the Holy Scriptures, which
stand alone and unique as the standard by which all other writings must
be judged.

is

the Bible,

Seventh-day Adventists uniformly believe that the canon of Scripture closed
with the book of Revelation.
We test the writings of Elien G. White by the Bible, but in no sense do we
test the Bible by her writings.
Ellen G. White and others of our writers
have gone on record again and again on this point.
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In

her first book,

i;n

1851,

she said concerning the Bible:

recommend to you, dear reader, the Word of God as the rule of
your faith and practice.
By that Word we are to be judged. C.EW 78)
I

Later she wrote:

—

—

The Spirit was not given nor can it ever be bestowed to supersede
the Bible, for the Scriptures explicitly state that the Word of
God is the standard by which all teaching and experience must be
tested. (GC, Intro, vii)
And in her last appearance before the assembled delegates at the session of
the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists in Washington, D.C., in
1909, after her message to the vast congregation, she held the Bible aloft
in hands trembling with age, and said, "Brethren and sisters,
commend to
you the Book."
It was typical of her lifelong atti tude— ever exalting,
high above all, the Holy Scriptures as the foundation of our faith.
I

We have never considered Ellen G. White to be in the same category as the
writers of the canon of Scripture.
* * *

"Replies to Questions Raised by L. R. Conradi, Manuscript No. 18," Issued
by M. E. Kern, Associate Secretary of the General Conference, LI94?J, ppT
13-14 & last page

.

God revealed truth but gradually, and that usually in response to the prayerful study of the word by the brethren, confirming or correcting their conclusions through the Spirit of prophecy, guiding and uniting them when division threatened.
Many errors were held for years, along with full or partial truths, bgt which were not corrected by this gift, such as the time of
beginning the Sabbath, pork eating, and other beliefs or practices. The
first item wi
illustrate our point:
I

I

—

—

The customary time between the years 1846 and 1855 for observing the Sabbath was from 6 p.m. to 6 p.m., on the basis of "are there not twelve hours
in the day," (John 11:9).
Some contended for midnight to midnight, others
for sunset to sunset, and still others for sunrise to sunrise.
As agitation developed in favor of the sunrise position, Sister White reproved it,
and this held the wrong movement in check.
The six o'clock theory continued
to hold sway for a time, until the Bible teaching of sunset as the intent of
But in condemning the sunrise position, Mrs. White
"even," was discovered.
did not thereby endorse the "six to six" custom,
though this was assumed by
many, and was probably practiced by her personally
She was simply silent
thereon, as light had not yet come to the brethren on this point, as it
later did through their study of the Scriptures.
Mrs. White simply saw and
testified that the sunrise position was wrong. And God's purpose for the
moment was served in the corrective message she bore.

—

.
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Likewise, in the "shut door" period, when the view that the work of the
church for the world at large was done forever was held by all
Mrs. White
herself sharing it in her personal understand ng— she first endorsed in her
message from the Lord the truth of Christ's continued mediation for the saints,
declaring that the close of probation was future, along with the time of
trouble, and the plagues, which were to precede the coming of the heavenly
King.
That was her message at the moment.
But she was silent concerning
the tremendous work for the world yet to be done, for that had not yet been
revealed either toher or to the brethren in their study of the word.
She
was silent, whereas others were vocal in disclaiming responsibility outside
the circle of former advent believers.
And her very silence, under the circumstances, is tremendously significant.
Her messages throughout that period
did not contradict her later statements, when God had opened to her and to
all the flood-light of truth on the vast work for the world yet to be done.

—

i

Question 37: "Is the viewpoint of President Irwin, to which Brother Conrad
refers, namely, that the testimonies are 'the only infallible interpreter of
the Holy Scriptures,' the viewpoint of the General Conference?"
Answer:
The answer to this question is a negative one. The denomination has
never officially taught through the years that the testimonies were the infallible interpreter of the Holy Scriptures. The Holy Spirit is the only
infallible interpreter of the Scriptures of truth.
This s c ear y taught in
such scriptures as John 16:5-14.
i

I

I

We believe it is proper to recognize, however, that God has set certain gifts
in the church.
Among these is the gift of prophecy.
The same as the apostles
and prophets of New Testament times shed light upon the Old Testament scriptures and we interpret the Old Testament prophecies in the light of this New
Testament revelation; so we believe that it is justifiable to take into account in Biblical exposition the light which Mrs. White's writings shed upon
the scripture.
Doing this we are only giving recognition to one of the gifts
whrch God has set in His church, and a gift through which we believe the Holy
Spirit operates in giving God's messages to men.
* * *

Letter from A. G. Daniel

Is

To W. C. White, Aug.

4,

1910, GC Archives

Dear Brother White:

think it is not only foolish; but extremely dangerous for us to take the
position that every detail of the arguments used by our pioneers is absolutely
right.
This places the same kind of infallibility upon the pioneers as their
teaching that all other denominations have adopted.
suppose you have seen
the eighteen-page document sent out by L. A. Smith some months ago.
If you
have not,
will be pleased to send you my copy for investigation.
can
not think you, nor any other sound man, can possibly approve of the spirit
in which thi s document is written.
The poor brother seems to mistake ridicule
and harsh statements for well-grounded facts which we are all seeking for.
I

I

I

I
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Really, Brother White, the developments in this controversy regarding the
"daily" show plainly that we are dealing with a question more serious than
the facts concerning the daily, and that is the question as to what extent
men are free to pursue an original investigation of the scripture, and to
follow the honest conclusions at which they arrive.
Personally
stand for
liberty.
Eight years ago
was brought face to face with the question as
to whether men occupying responsible position in this denomination were to
be free to follow their consciences, or whether they were to be dominated
by a denominational "boss."
took my stand on this question.
notified
Doctor Kellogg that the Creator had endowed me with both a judgment and a
conscience.
And that
believed he had also endowed me not only with the
liberty but the duty of being true to my judgment and conscience.
acknowledged that what the Creator had given me was no doubt quite inferior to
what He had given him; but what
had was the best
had, and it was that
to which
must answer at the final tribunal.
further notified him that
should stand by my best judgment and honest convictions, if that should
drive me into exile for ever.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

It looks to me as though we have another question to settle, and that is
whether we are a free people, in the matter of Biblical research, and in the
matter of following the light that comes to us from such research.
It is
idle to say that we shall not receive additional light.
Both the scriptures
and testimonies assure us that we will.
The testimonies positively affirm
that this additional light will correct some of the mistakes and errors now
existing among us.
On the other hand, the testimonies assure us, and
believe it with all my heart, that not a block or a pin of the true foundation
of the third angel's message will be removed.
The new light that came to us
in 1888 regarding the law in Galatians and righteousness by faith did not
remove a block or a pin from the foundation of the third angel's message;
but it did remove a pi lar from the foundation of the argument we made regarding the ceremonia
law.
Personally
would infinitely rather hold the
position which we have taken si nee the light of 88 than the position we
formerly held.
I

I

I

I

(Signed) A. G. Daniel

Is

* * *

Article by W. C. White, "The Influence of the Prophetic Gift in the
Establishment of Church Doctrine," pp. 8-9,14-17. GC Archives.

Nor should we overlook the fact that while groping for truth, the pioneers
of the message did not always advocate views that we today, or that they
themselves later would regard as sound. The messenger of God, herself, with
those whom God was preparing to lead out a united people with a harmonious
message, sometimes shared with her brethren in the acceptance of partial
truths or mistaken views of Scripture teaching. Thus she says:
"With my brethren and sisters, after the time passed in forty-four,
did believe no more sinners would be converted.
But
never had
I

I
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vision that no more sinners would be converted.
And am clear and
free to state no one has ever heard me say or has read from my pen
statements which will justify them in the charges they have made
against me" (E. G. White Letter, Aug. 24, 1874.
From facsimile
copy in "Testimony of Jesus," p. 84.).
a

James and Ellen White, however, accepted the Sabbath truth through reading
the pamphlet prepared by Joseph Bates. They began its observance "in the
autumn of 1846," while the vision in question was not given until April,
1847, as may be seen by reference to "Early Writings," pp. 32-35, where it
is reprinted.
And here again we see that while revelations from heaven have confirmed the
Sabbath truth, and have illuminated the truths that cluster about it, yet
it was first received and accepted from the Bible evidence.
Mrs. White wrote:

believed the truth upon the Sabbath question before
had seen
anything in vision in reference to the Sabbath.
It was months
after
had commenced keeping the Sabbath before
was shown its
importance and its place in the third angel's message" (E. G. White
Letter 2, 1874).
"I

I

I

I

Time to Begin the Sabbath
As an oustanding instance of the principle that the truths were to be first
accepted as a result of thorough Bible study before being endorsed by the
gift of prophecy, we cite the fact that for a period of more than a decade
the believers began the observance of the Sabbath at six o'clock instead of
at sundown, before the subject was thoroughly investigated.
In a conference at Topsham in 1847, some present inferred from the wording of
Matt. 28:1, "In the end of the Sabbath, as it began to dawn toward the first
day of the week," that sunrise should mark the beginning and end of the Sabbath.
While the question was being discussed, Mrs. White was given a vision
in which she heard an angel repeat the words, "From even unto even shall ye
celebrate your Sabbaths."

This settled the question as far as the faulty application of the verse in
Matthew was concerned, but the question remained as to the meaning of the
word "even." Joseph Bates, with his enthusiasm for astronomy and his experience as a sea captain was naturally looked to as one whose views would carry
weight upon such a subject and he succeeded in convincing all present that
they should adopt equatorial time.
A semblance of scriptural

support was found in the question of Jesus, "Are
there not twelve hours in the day?" No provision being made for the longer
days in summer or shorter days in winter, it seemed logical to conclude that
irrespective of the seasons, the day should be reckoned from six to six.
Also in the parable of the laborers who were hired at the third, sixth,
ninth, and eleventh hours, and who were reckoned with "when even was come,"
it was natural to conclude that the twelfth hour, or six o'c lock, was the
"even" that marked the beginning and close of the day.
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From time to time the practice of beginning the Sabbath at six o'clock was
questioned by various individuals, though they did not give convincing
Scriptural reasons for changing the practice generally followed.
In the summer of 1855, at the request of James White, Elder J. N.
Andrews
gave careful study to the question, and a paper prepared by him was read at
a Conference in Battle Creek on Sabbath, November 17.
He showed from competent authorities that the brethren had erred in concluding the "hours" as
reckoned by the Jews to be the same as our sixty-minute hours.
They were
rather equal divisions of the time between sunrise and sunset irrespective
of the season of the year.
Using nine texts in the Old Testament, and two
in the New, he showed the identity of the "even" with the setting of the

sun.

The arguments were so conclusive that nearly all present accepted the views
as set forth in the paper.
However, it was difficult for the venerable Elder
Bates to grant that the view that he had held so long was unscr ptura
He
and a few others protested against a change of their practice at this late
date.
A serious division among strong leaders seemed inevitable.
i

I

.

So the matter stood for two days, and then the Lord in His providence moved
to affect unity.
While the ministers and others especially interested in
the prosperity of the cause were engaged in a special season of prayer, Mrs.
White was given a vision, "one item of which was that sunset time was correct."

Elder Bates. and others who had!: stood with him in maintenance of their
former belief and practice accepted the testimony as settling the question
and harmony prevailed.
At the Opportune Time
In

commenting upon this experience, James White said:
"For one,
have ever been thankful that God corrected the error
in His own good time, and did not suffer an unhappy division to
exist among us upon this point. .
I

.

.

"It does not appear to be the desire of the Lord to teach His
people by the gifts of the Spirit on the Bible questions until His
servants have diligently searched His word.
When this was done
upon the subject of time to commence the Sabbath, and most were
established, and some were in danger of being out of harmony with
the body on this subject, then, yes, then was the very time for
God to magnify His goodness in the manifestation of the gift of
His Spirit in the accomplishment of its proper work" ( Review and
Herald , February 25, 1868).
James White, in the same connection stated anew his confidence in the supremacy
of God's Word, and the place of the gifts in guiding the honest-hearted in a
right understanding of that Word.
He said further:
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"Let the gifts have their proper place in the church.
God has
never set them in the very front, and commanded us to look to them
to lead us in the path of truth and the way to heaven.
His word
He has magnified.
The Scriptures of the Old and New Testament
are man's lamp to light up His path to the kingdom.
Follow that.
But if you err from Bible truth, and are in danger of being lost,
it may be that God will in the time of His choice correct you,
and bring you back to the Bible, and save you.
* # *

Letter from W.

Spicer to

A.

L.

R.

Conradi, Nov. 30,

1914, GC Archives

Dear Brother Conradi:

Brother Town has let me read a letter from you speaking of some problems
you have been sending on to Brother White concerning book revision.
Then
have just had yours, giving me a copy of your letter to Brother White dealing with different paragraphs.
You will no doubt hear from him.
suppose he will authorize you to drop out the specific references to that meeting of Christ with the disciples.
should think the simplest thing would
be to abbreviate the difficulty out of it.
Certainly
should not put in
the new version as contrary to the old in "Das L@ben Christi."
I

I

I

I

It is too bad that the editors of these manuscripts should try to settle
some of these controverted questions where authorities disagree, and where
the various editors of the manuscripts evidently disagree.
A larger question than the question of the mere detail of a correction or of an erroneous
statement is the question as to how we shall treat these matters that have
been passed through the hands of the various editors.
We have had quite a
battle, some of us, for several years, trying to make the brethren see that
it was not right to claim any extraordinary authority for matters of this
kind.
While this is conceded freely enough privately, the difficulty has
been, it seems to me, that courage has been lacking to take a straight and
consistent position. Years ago, when
was out at St. Helena,
urged W.C
White to have a statement in the revised "Great Controversy" that would relieve the whole situation.
hoped it would be there, but it has not been"
made.
People are left to run across places where the revised edition corrects statements in the old edition, and then some poor soul has a worrying time oyer it, when it is altogether unnecessary.
The trouble is all inthe book-making, and there has been too much of an effort on the part of the
book-makers,
believe, to emphasize the fact that they do it all under observation, as though that would make sure of inspiration and correct work.
I

I

.

I

I

There

is one thing sure, Brother Conradi, it is firmly settled that phrases
and historical statements in these books have to be corrected just the same
as in other books
Of course we are supposed to take full counsel with the
author in making corrections. On the other hand,
believe the editors have
been a little hard to deal with in accepting suggestions, though no doubt
they have felt that they have been very liberal
A comparison of the new
.

I

.
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and old edition of "Great Controversy" will show many things changed, although some things should surely have been corrected fur ther.
We have lately had some meetings of a sub-committee appointed by the Review
and Herald Board, dealing especially with "Bible Readings" and other books
published by the R&H, of which they will have to bring out new editions.
Some criticisms were passed in also on "Great Controversy."
wi
send you
a copy of these.
I

I

I

wi
also enclose some material that we have had out on the dates of the
prophetic periods of Revelation 9
Some little time ago here the question
was up, and Professor Prescott and
went down to the Congressional Library.
He looked up the History of Pachymeris, translated into Latin by Possinus, to
which Gibbon refers for his date, July 27, 1299.
looked up Von Hammer,
who is the heaviest German author, apparently, on Ottoman history in those
t mes
I

I

I

.

I

I

i

It is very clear that Gibbon made a distinct error , which Von Hammer and
others have corrected these years.
Gibbon's mistake is easily seen by looking at the book.
He saw July 27 at the opening of chapter 25, and then over
in the chronological tables given by Possinus he saw the date 1299 for the
beginning of the events dealt with in this chapter; but he failed to note
that while the chapter began with July 27, it later went back, as this first
paragraph suggests, and dealt with earlier events.
These earlier events
were the events of 1299, and it was not until 1301 or 1302, as various
authorities compute the Mohammedan era, that the battle of July 27 took
p ace.
I

Well, then about this time Professor Benson, who is now with us here, formerly
of Union College, came on with Blue Books that he had received from London,
showing conclusively that the ultimatum of the Powers was not delivered to
the Pasha of Egypt on August II, 1840
Then we began to look the thing up
a bit, and presented some of these features to the recent council.
You may
well understand that some of the brethren had to sit up and take notice, as
we say over here. The shadow of the "Daily" controversy is still upon us.
It is remarkable how loath people are to look at facts, or to correct any
But they had to agree that we must study this thing.
facts
send you a
of
copy
a statement presented by Professor Prescott on July 27, some notes
presented by Professor Benson on August II, 1840, and a series of suggestive
notes to help in the study of the question which the brethren asked me to
prepare, giving some facts on the positive side.
told the Committee that
would not endorse my own paper at the present time, but that
had merely
tried to set down some facts that did seem to be established.
.

.

I

I

I

I

Personally,
would rather hold to 1849 if it could be done, but really it
is pretty hard to figure out anything there.
Our folks have taught right
along that John Palaeologus died, one would infer, July 27, 1449; but he
didn't, he died in the previous year.
I

(Signed) W. A. Spicer
* * *
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Letter from

L.

E.

Froom to W. C. White, Dec. 28,

1932

Dear Brother White:

sincerely hope, Brother White, that some of these points that have been
perplexing, and have been subject to the two extremes, of fanaticism on the
one hand, and unwholesome liberalism on the other, can receive adequate
treatment to put a denominational stamp upon that sane, impregnable, middle
ground which is shared by practically all the thoughtful leaders.
refer
to such matters as verbal inspiration versus the true statement of the inspiration of the thought, with exact expression left to the human instrument, and her literary associates, who would recast portions, submitting
the same for final approval before publication, so that it became in deed
and verity the authorized expression of Sister White.
I

I

(Signed)

L.

E.

Froom

* * *

Letter from

L.

E.

Froom to W. C. White, July 20,

1951

Dear Brother White:

occasionally hear some of our workers who are without personal knowledge
of the facts, suggest that we received the doctrines of present truth by
divine revelation, intimating or emphatically stating that these special
truths were pointed out to Sister White and that was the way we came to have
our group of beliefs.
understand this not to be the fact.
Sister White
ever encouraged the brethren to study the word and to dig out the truth, and
never did this gift take the place of personal investigation, according to
my understanding.
At times when there was perplexity, division, and
I

I

threatened catastrophe, Sister White often came with
an indication of light on some perplexing problem.
(Signed)

L.

E.

a

steadying word and

Froom

* # *

Letter from

L.

E.

Froom to W.

C.

White, Feb.

28,

1952

Dear Brother White:
should also be pleased to have information as to whether Sister White ever
took occasion to rebuke in any way, publicly or privately, or to give expression upon the extreme positions set forth by Brother Loughborough, Haskell,
and some others? You of course understand, Brother White, that
hold these
I

I
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brethren

in high esteem.
recognize the place that they occupy in the work
but
do feel that they took unwarranted positions in some of these
matters which have in turn brought great perplexity, and in instances ridicule of the whole gift of prophecy to this movement.
I

of God,

I

(Signed)

L.

E.

Froom

* # *

Letter from W. C. White to

I.

E.

Froom, Feb.

18,

1932

Dear Brother Froom:

Your letter of February 12, led me to a very interesting study.
enjoyed
reading not only the article by Elder James White, entitled "A Test," but also
several other articles in the Review of October 16, 1855.
I

The statements made by Elder White are quite in harmony with my memory of
his teachings and the views of other pioneers in the earlier days of our
denominational work, and
have never heard it asserted by Elder White or by
any other of the pioneers that the fundamental doctrines of the SDA denomination were first introduced to them through the vision.
My understanding of
the matter has always been that God led apostolic men to study the word and
find what the truth therein taught and thus to lay the foundation and set
the pillars of our denominational views.
I

the establishment of the pillars of our faith, there was not always perfection manifested at the beginning, but as brethren studied together, they
helped one another to arrive at correct views.
In

While the pioneers were engaged in this work of establishing the pillars of
our faith, they met with many questions, many objections, much opposition
and the presentation of vital
views which were contended for very earnestly
by their advocates.
Then our Father in heaven, in His infinite mercy and
love, sent His angel to His chosen messenger with messages which confirmed
the faith of those who had discovered precious truth and corrected the views
of those who were in error and led into the unity of the faith those that
were wi
ing to be led.
I

I

presenting these matters before students in our schools,
enjoy presentThat God permitted apostol ic men to dig in the
mine of truth and find precious gold, silver and precious stones and He then
let influential men oppose these truths until the contention had concentrated
the attention of our people upon the question. Then He sent His angel with
messages that pointed out who were right and who were wrong, and what was
right and what was wrong.
In

I

ing the matter in this way.

In your study of this question, you must bear in mind that for many years
the mind of Ellen G. White was locked to argument and it was with much sorrow that she was obliged to confess to our brethren that she was not able to
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follow them in their arguments.
outlining of doctrinal truth.

Consequently she never dealt largely

in

the

The manner in which she was used to indicate what was truth and what was
error, was by the giving to her and through her to the brethren of brief
statements indicating that the views presented by Brother A were correct,
and that the views presented by Brother B were misleading and full of error.
Thus you will see that her relation to the battle for the establishment of
truth was more like the work of an umpire in a great football game, and not
ke the work of one who entered the game and showed in detail how it should
I

i

be played.

Regarding Elder Underwood's article,
think
have read it, or something
similar to it.
My memory of what
read is like this, that in the main he
had stated the truth, but that he had not stated it very nicely.
In fact,
he stated it rather clumsily, and in a way that led many young people who
did not understand what he was talking about, to get wrong impressions.
I

I

I

In answer to your question regarding the personnel of the Committee to whom
was committed the work of supervising the grammatical corrections to be made
in copy for the reprint of the Testimonies ,
must say that
have forgotten
who were appointed by the Conference.
presume it was Elder J. H. Waggoner,
Brother C. H. Jones, W. C. White, and two others in California, who could
personally take part in the deliberations.
do remember that the burden of
the work of supervision fell upon J. H. Waggoner and W. C: White, and that
the burden of the detail work, fell upon Mary A. Davis and Mary K. White.
I

I

I

I

The more
deal with this question regarding how the pillars of our faith
were hued out and set in place, the more
fell to admire God's plan of leading apostolic men to study out the doctrine and then when other men opposed
them and the interest of our people were centered on the controversy, to
send His message which brought peace and unity in the place of contention
and division.
When we meet again
shall be glad to discuss these matters
I

I

I

further.

your letter of February 9, you ask several questions that
cannot answer.
have no knowledge whatever regarding the influence which ancient records
may have had upon Moses in His writing of the Pentateuch.
In

I

I

Regarding the exact value and the character of the influence of Sister White's
writings from her study of histories and through her quotations from historians,
cannot well answer in a few words. When we meet again at the
time of the Spring Council,
shall be glad to tell you what
can about
I

I

I

this.

Sister White never gave us encouragement in our efforts to analyze and define the work of Inspiration.
She did make it plain to us that she was instructed regarding the general plan and the method to bring before the world
the matter contained in the Great Controversy , Volume 4.
She referred to
the fact that many people having read portions of what she had written about
the great controversy remarked what beautiful fiction it was. Others said
the writer must be inspired. And Sister White was fully persuaded that it
would add to the value of Great Controversy and would carry conviction to a
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much larger number of readers
tion of the Sixteenth Century,

presenting the history of the Reformashe made quotations from historians.

in

if

our conversations with her regarding the truthfulness and the accuracy
she expressed confidence in the
historians from whom she had drawn, but never would consent to the course
pursued by a few men who took her writings as a standard and endeavored by
the use of them to prove the correctness of one historian as against the
correctness of another.
From this
gained the impression that the principle use of the passage quoted from historians, was not to make a new history, not to correct errors in history, but to use valuable illustrations
to make plain important spiritual truths.
In

of what she had quoted from historians,

i

If our brethren wi
endeavor to get from the writings of Sister White that
which she endeavored to put into them,
if they will abandon the plan of
trying to use them in argumentative contention, much blessing will come to
I

us a

I

I

—

I

(Signed) W. C. White
* * *

Article by R. A. Underwood, "The Relation of the Testimonies to the Bible
and Their Place in the Church," GC Archives

God has set certain gifts of the Spirit in the church, and among them is the
gift of prophecy.
Cor. 12:28.
In doing this God has made no man infallible in any of these gifts.
The cause of Christ has suffered more as a
rule, by its zealous advocates who have taken unsound positions in their
zeal and effort to advocate certain doctrines, than it has received from
its open enemies.
I

The position taken by some that the Testimonies are on an equality with the
writings of Moses, the Apostle Paul, and all the writers of the Bible, is
contrary to the purpose which that gift is designed to serve in the Christian church since the canon of the scripture was completed, (p. I)

have heard some of our ministers and workers read in public congregation
Testimonies and then make the statement like this, "God says so and so," or
the "Lord says so and so," and repeat these statements over and over again
in one discourse.
have overheard those not of our faith say, "I have heard
that Seventh-day Adventists have a Bible different from the authorized version of the Scriptures, and now
know it is so," and then they turn away
with a look of disgust.
The golden opportunity to make a good impression
upon those strangers within our gates had been lost by placing this precious
gi ft in "fa se
We may have the fullest confidence in the Spirit of
ight ."
Prophecy and in the exercise of that gift in the church as it is, and as it
may be more fully seen in the latter rain, but we should never dishonor the
cause we love before the world by placing it in an unwarranted "false light."
I

I

I

I

—

->

-

I
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One person said in my house, but a few hours since, that if they did not
believe every word Sister White had written was infallible, and just as
much inspired as the Bible and rested upon the same basis, itself, then "I
would give up the whole message." That is the trouble with those taking
extreme positions.
have known and worked with ministers that preached
that every word Sister White had written or spoken was inspired the same as
the Bible.
know of several such men who are not with us today and are
fighting this movement.
We must have our faith grounded by the eternal
truth as revealed in the Bible and our vision of the Bible sided by the
Spirit of Prophecy and we shall not be shaken out by something we may not
understand.
!

I

# * *

J.

H.

Waggoner, "To the General Conference," pp. 8-9, GC Archives

Expositions of Scriptures cannot rest on authority. They can be settled
only by calm investigation, and just reasoning, and then all must have an
equal right to express their opinions.
For years past
have been grieved
to see the view obtaining that certain opinions must be received as the faith
of the church, and that if any dissent they shall be considered rebellious
This course may secure peace for a season, and an apparent
to the cause.
coinciding with the authorized view; but it will prove a deceitful peace,
and many will be weak in the faith, ready to be overthrown when the faith
I

i

s

assai led.
# * *

Letter from

L.

E.

Froom to W. C. White, Aug.

17,

1952

Dear Brother White:

most highly value the documents that you have sent me from time to time
find myself wishing, Brother White, for an
in response to my request.
opportunity to talk with you deliberately over some problems. Undoubtedly
there are two groups forming the extreme wings relative to the Spirit of Prophecy.
The one group is rather skeptical regarding any statement that does
have
not
very clear support from other sources. The other group has elevated
Sister White to a place never assumed by her, nor,
believe, given to the
Bible prophets of old.
convinced
that
in
the
end
our conflicts will
am
center about the Spirit of Prophecy, and it behooves us to have a sane,
loyal, and unbreakable platform on which to stand relative to this gift.
I

I

I

I

As
understand it, Sister White was a human being, endowed with faculties
as
such
the rest of us have.
She exercised those faculties constantly; she
had her opinions; she expressed those opinions; she read books; she was influenced by the information of those books; but she was a so a chosen instruI

I
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ment through whom God spoke to the remnant church. This
believe with all
my soul.
Now the stumbling of some over little details which they themselves
cannot reconcile appeals to me as totally foolish.
I

(Signed)

L.

E.

Froom

* * *

Letter from W. C. White to

L.

E.

Froom, Dec.

12,

1930

Dear Brother Froom:
My memory testifies that two or three times in the 80 s that proposals were
made by ministers that we needed a creed. To these proposals our people
gave very little serious attention as it was understood that the Bible was
our only creed.
T

At the Minneapolis Conference, after there was developed a wide difference
of belief and of sentiment, it was urged quite strongly by half a dozen influential minrsters that a creed would be a great blessing to our work.
This was vigorously opposed, and Sister White bore her testimony against
such a proposition, (p. 2)
*

In later years men have argued that Elder White and Elder Wilcox and others
holding somewhat similar views, were wrong because Elder White was reproved,
but
was never able to find any evidence that the vision given at the camp
meeting in 1878 threw any light on the doctrinal controversy, but it did
throw a flood of light upon the way our brethren should treat one another
in presenting Bible doctrines, (p. 4)
I

(Signed) W. C. White
* * *

Letter from

L.

E.

Froom to D.

E.

Robinson, July 31,

1932

Dear Brother Robinson:
As relates to your suggestion that a statement be prepared relative to the
editorial work done by Sister White s secretaries and by herself,
have
long felt, Brother Robinson, that we are placed in a precarious position
relative to this gift in the church through the statements made by some
ardent but extreme champions of the gift, making it far more difficult for
those who take a loyal but more reasonable position, to maintain an attitude that will satisfactorily meet the critical.
feel that a policy of
evasion has marked our dealing with a number of fundamental questions for
so many years that it is now increasingly difficult to satisfactorily answer
f

I

I
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some of these queries.
The pressure from our enemies, such as Ballenger
with his Gathering Cai
makes it still more difficult.
should be very
deeply interested in anything that you might prepare, and wish that at some
time when our paths may cross that we could have a ta k over some specific
matters that
will not set forth at this writing.
,

I

I

I

(Signed)

L.

E.

Froom

* * *

•

Editorial by.F. M. Wi cox, "The Gift of the Spirit of Prophecy," Review and
Herald, June 10, 1915, 92(29), p. 7
I

.

The proof of this gift rests upon the broad basis of the work it has done
and of the fruit it has borne.
Doubters and opposers may point to what appears to them inconsistencies; they may haggle over some turn of a phrase,
some change of expression in revision, etc.
These are little details, which,
to our mind, do not affect the broader principles governing the work of this
gift or the basis upon which it rests. We doubt not that in other ages of
the church similar objections were raised against the work of the messengers
of the Lord.

There may be circumstances connected with the exercise of the gift which
we cannot understand.
Some misguided insight or judgment may make wrong
application of the instruction given, using it to further their own plans,
or as a club against those who differ from their viewpoint, but neither the
gift itself nor the one through whom the gift is exercised is responsible
for these abuses.
We do not credit Sister White with infallibility.
She has never claimed
this.
She is a fallible, mortal woman, and, the same as the one who writes
these words and the ones who read them, must avail herself of the merits and
mercies of the Lord Jesus Christ for salvation. Her work has been to point
mankind to Christ, the Saviour of men; to lead them to search the Scriptures of Truth with greater diligence.
In all her work she has exalted the
Word of God, and pointed her fellows to it as the man of their counsel.
* # *

Article by
Feb. 27,

F.

I9T5

M.

—

Wilcox, "The Work of Mrs. E. G. White," Review and Herald,

The Lord has wonderfully sustained his servant for many years. The story
of her life is the story of this movement.
The two are identified in experience.
God has wonderfully used her in the promotion of his cause of truth
in the earth through the many trying years since she has been made his
special messenger to this people.
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As we review her experiences, the evidence of her call of God to
the position which she has so long occupied in this church does not rest alone
upon
the logic of reasoning or the enumeration of providential happenings in
her
work and labors. The evidence which makes the most sensible appeal to
us
is the general character and influence of her work
and teaching.
1.

Her message has never been self-centered nor self-directed.
It has always pointed to Christ as man's personal Saviour, to the Scriptures
of
Truth as the source of wisdom and the rule and test of Christian
experience.

2.

The spirit of prophecy as manifested through Sister White has been
in
full harmony with the manifestation of this same spirit in
ages of the
past.
The Testimonies proclaim no new gospel. They call the people to
no lowered standard.
Truth and righteousness, purity and holiness, have
ever been held up as the standard of attainment of the people of God.

3.

This agency has been used of God in the preservation of the integrity
of this movement and in the promotion of its united and harmonious
operation.
How many instances might be cited where the cause of truth has
been saved from serious division and perhaps utter shipwreck by the clear
testimony that has been borne relative to questions affecting the church.
We have no Church South nor Church North, no American Church nor European Church; but our work stands as one united whole.
The influence of
the spirit of prophecy has had much to do in the maintenance of this
desirable condition.

4.

God has used this humble instrumentality to lead his people out of themselves, out of and beyond their own natural conceptions and plans.
Repeatedly in response to the instruction which has come, important movements have been inaugurated, appearing to human reasoning most unwise
at the time, but the ample justification of which was found in later
years.
Through it the church of God has been led on by his providence
to build better than it realized; and perhaps to this one instrument,
above all other agencies, is due the breadth and scope which this movement has taken on during the last few decades.

5.

The spirit of prophecy as manifested among us has saved the church from
falling into many soph istries and delusions.
Repeatedly fanaticism has
been rebuked.
Again and again the specious deceptions of error have
been uncovered.
The truth of God has been caused to shine in its
brightness and clearness, and the people of God saved from making moves
that would bring confusion and disaster.

These are some of the great general reasons that appeal to us and lead us'
to believe that God has especially wrought through his servant in connection with the work of this church.
We recognize that this gift which he has placed among us sustains the same
relationship to this people and this work today that it has sustained through
all the years of the past.
We believe confidently that as light and blessing and power have come to this church by heeding the counsel of the Lord's
messenger in years gone by, so light and blessing and power will come to the
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church today if it still heeds the messages that God has been pleased to
send through his aged servant.
We also recognize that while God spoke
through her as a young girl, in her weakness and inexperience, so he is
abundantly able to speak through her in her declining years, even as he did
through Simeon and Anna in the days of Christ.
We have not by any means outgrown in our experience as a people this
precious gift which has been set in the church of God.
We have not yet reached
the place where we can dispense with the warning voice that God has been
pleased to let sound these many years.
We thank him today for all the light
contained in the excellent books and publications that have been issued. We
believe that these books should be found today in every Seventh-day Adventist home.
Next to the Scriptures of Truth the "Testimonies for the Church"
should have a place in our daily reading. We can testify personally, as can
scores of our brethren and sisters, that their reading incites to deeper
consecration, to higher ideals, to greater earnestness.
The instruction
and exhortation they contain appeal to our hearts.
They drive us to the
Scriptures of Truth for light and leading. They lead us to feel like humbling
ourselves before God and putting away our sins, like throwing ourselves with
renewed consecration into his work and service.
Their power does not consist in the phrasing of a sentence or in the turn of a word, but in the
spirit which accompanies them. This influence will be felt in the life of
every one who wi
give to these volumes faithful study.
I

I

* * *

Letter from

L.

E.

Froom to C.

E.

Holmes, Jan. 3,

1927, GC Archives

My dear Claude:

Now coming to your notes on "Controversy."
In general
agree with most of
the position that you take, though
think in some places you stress words
out of the intended meaning and definition. You stress the point that Sister
White was never to change a single word.
And yet, Claude, if you looked
through her manuscripts as
did in California a couple of months ago, you
would find her writing scratched out, rewritten, seeking ever to more clearly
present the thing that had been shown to her. The vision was inspired.
Her
writing was the result of that inspiration. Again and again the identical
scene would be presented to her.
She would rewrite the same scene, but in
different words.
Sometimes as high as a dozen times she would rewrite a
particular scene that had been shown. Now which of those is the one in
which there is to be no verbal change?
I

I

I

When her books were written all the particular writings upon a given point
were assembled by her or upon her direction by one of her helpers, and the
strongest and most forceful presentations compiled and arranged, which she
very carefully scrutinized and if there was divergence from the original view
she would correct it.
Of sometimes after it had been put in shape she would
be given a new vision making it still more clear, and she would cross out
a
whole section and rewrite and amplify.
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Now, Claude,

it does not seem to me that we can hold to what some people
would denominate verbal inspiration.
The very first document that Sister
White wrote, in December, 1844, "The Word to the Little Flock," was changed
in the reprint a few years later.
In comparing this reprint with the original, there is an omission upon page ten of two sentences involving thirtynine words, also an omission, page 16, of twenty-three printed lines.
In
other places single words or brief sentences of two or three words are omitted.
Then again, there are various substitutions of words as, for instance, the
word "better" instead of "upper," the word "glittering" is used instead of
"gold" in referring to crowns.
In all, there are eleven omissions and ten
slight changes in the printed message of 1851 as compared with the printed
document of 1847. And these changes were made by the author herself. But
there is no variation in the truth presented, nothing that could be denominated a change.

Another interesting fact concerning Sister White's visions is that very
little chronology or geography were given in connection with these scenes.
In the later editions of "Controversy" whole sections were introduced, and
when Elder White asked her why she hadn't put them in before, she said, "I
didn't know where they belonged." How did she find out, Claude, where they
belonged —by studying history and by asking her associates where such and
such a thing occurred in history.
You might say, Couldn't God have shown
her those things? Surely.
But the fact that He did not and left the matter
as it was is evidence that He desired her to work as she did.
The changes; in "Controversy" were made with the full understanding of Sister
Whrte, and with no message from the Lord indicating His disapproval of the
same.
You state that "Controversy" was first issued as the spirit of prophecy volume no. 4, later revised and enlarged and called "Great Controversy,"
but it did not contradict the old edition.
You may not be aware, Claude,
that the same identical plates were used in the printing of volume 4 of the
spirit of prophecy were first used to print "Great Controversy" in its original form.
The only difference was the change in title, wider margins,
and thicker paper.
Then at a later date when through the study of history
Sister White had found the location of many of these scenes, it was inCreased in size and clarity.
:

The case of "Sketches from the Life of Paul" is another one in point.
Sister
White had been sending out articles to the Review and Signs on the life of
Paul, but each was complete in itself and there were many gaps and breaks
between the various sections of his life. This was about the year 1891.
When the Sabbath school lessons were to be upon the life of Paul, the publishers asked if she could not assemble her articles and quickly put them
into book form to use as collateral reading in the study of the lesson.
She
agreed to this, but when the matter was assembled many breaks were found and
although she had had much light given her on those very portions she did
not have time to write them out.
Instead she quoted in sections from
Conybeare and Howson, which were in harmony with what had been shown to her.
She then went on to Australia.
When the brethren wanted to reprint another
edition of the book she immediately said "No, if it is to be reprinted
have much yet to write out and to add, and clarify what has been placed in
print." So in the present "Acts of the Apostles" none of the original sections from Conybeare and Howson are included.
I
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Now, Claude, those things do not disturb me in the least.
receive her
messages as inspired of Heaven.
do not believe in their verbal inspiration in the sense that they were dictated word for word, and that we cannot
change a word. She herself did not believe nor teach that, but she always
reserved the right to clarify when a statement was misunderstood.
I

f

(Signed)

L.

E.

Froom

* * #

Letter from

L.

E.

Froom to W. C. White, May

18,

1932

Dear Brother White:
Forgive another intrusion, Brother White, but here is a question that has
several times come to my attention recently; and another mention of it this
morning leads me to make inquiry upon expressions appearing in "Controversy,"
page 418, and also in "Patriarchs," pages 354 and 355.
About the middle of
the page a line begins, stating, "Day by day the repentant sinner brought
his sin offering. ..."
And then the paragraph continues with the thought
that the blood was taken into the holy place and sprinkled before the veil
except in the cases where the flesh was eaten by the priest. Now what is
the scripture proof for this?
In Lev. 4, four classes are set forth.
In
the case of the appointed priest and the whole congregation, that was so;
but in the case of the common people or the ruler, the record specifically
states that the blood was sprinkled by the priest upon the horns of the
brazen altar of burnt offerings in the court outside the sanctuary proper.

"Patriarchs" there is a note, Number nine, in the Appendix, page 761, and
have a question concerning these notes, Brother White.
By whom were they
prepared, or at least were they prepared while Sister White had an opportunity to read and put her personal approval upon them, or were they the
sincere efforts of those who sought to clarify obscure statements or those
which might be wrested and cause a misunderstanding?
In

I

Of course, you will understand, Brother White, that in making this inquiry
am not doing so in a critical or challenging spirit whatever. The sins
of the people were transferred to the sanctuary.
Upon that there is universal agreement among us.
But the allusion in "Controversy" is to the
fact that day by day the repentant sinner in connection with the bringing
and slaying of his sin offering, had the blood carried by the priest into
the holy place, sprinkling the same before the veil.
It is this particular
point that has caused perplexity to many of our loyal ministers, who do not
find the scriptural statement bearing out this broad declaration.
Any help
you may be able to give me upon this point will be greatly appreciated.
I

(Signed)
* * *

L.

E.

Froom
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Letter from

L.

E.

Froom to D.

E.

Robinson, Aug. 24,

1932

Dear Brother Robinson:
With reference to the inquiry as to blood in the Holy Place, my chief desire
was to learn whether or not in some of the unpublished writings of Sister
White there was further discussion of this that would be helpful. Apparently
you have not discovered such.
(Signed)

L.

E.

Froom

* * *

Letter from W. C. White to

L.

E.

Froom, Jan. 8,

1928

Dear Brother Froom:
Why will not our brethren study God's merciful dealings to us by imparting
information to us by the Spirit of Prophecy in its beautiful, harmonious
and helpful features, instead of picking and criticising and dissecting,
trying to cut it up into little mechanical concrete blocks .such as we buy for
our children to play with and then ask somebody else to fit it together so
that it will make a pattern that pleases them and leave out the particular
parts of the pattern that they do not like.
pray the Lord to give us
patience and guidance in doing what we can to help such ones to see the
beauty of God's work.
I

(Signed) W. C. White
* * *

Letter from

G.

B.

Starr to W. W. Fletcher, July

10,

1930, GC Archives

Dear Brother Fletcher:

There

is the same blending of the human and the divine in the testimonies
as is seen in the Bible.
Moses, Joshua, Samuel, David, Isaiah, Ezekiel,
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John and Paul, are all in the writings; but is God
speaking all the time, in divers manners. You do not reject the inspiration
of the writings of Peter because he exhibited human weakness in the denial
of Jesus, and in his dissimulation, at Antioch.
Why should you deny that to
Ellen G. White? Did she not grew with the work? Did the disciples understand perfectly all that Jesus told them, when He was personally present
with them? Did it not take time for those truths to penetrate their darkened
intellects?
heard Sr. White answer an objector once, who stated that he
regarded that as her personal opinion only.
"Well," she said, "suppose it
I
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was my opinion only, it doesn't happen to be however; but suppose it was?
Is not my opinion of any more value than a novice?
Have
not learned anything in the school of Christ during these past sixty or more years?
must
be a very poor scholar, if
have not?
would not dishonor my Lord so
much as to acknowledge that
had learned nothing, in all these years under
His teaching.
think this is good sound sense, and those who diligently
study the testimonies are in a good school to learn wisdom from Him in whom
are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge."
I

I

I

I

I

I

think
wi
mail you under separate cover her own statements regarding
her views of the inspiration of her writings.
think they will appeal to
you, and give you a position that you can take.
I

I

I

I

I

(Signed) G. B. Starr
* * *

Contemporary Sources Relating to the Revisions of Spirit of Prophecy, Volumes
and 4
(Patriarchs and Prophets and The Great Controversy) 1885-1887
I

Page 2
me what you think about Marian's coming over.
Wi
it not be the best
chance we shall ever have to get Vol. one ready for the Press?
It looks
that way to me. When we get back to U.S. we shal
be pu led and hauled in
every direction. Write fully about this and have mother write to Marian."
"Tel

I

I

I

W.

White to

C.

1885

M.

K.

White, Nov.

18,

I

I

1885 (while sailing to America for

GO

"We are all well and of good spirits.
Perhaps, however,
ought to except
Marian.
She is much discouraged about her work.
have tried my best to
get her to take a trip down to where you are, but she wi
not do it.
Yesterday
got her to go downtown with me, and so occupied most of the afternoon.
try to talk courage all
can to her.
She has finished revising
the sketch [Historical Sketches?], and has been working a day or two on
Volume One again.
think one reason why she gets so discouraged is because
she has got hold of a batch of matter that Mother wrote when she was not
feeling well, and it is unusually hard to prepare.
hope Mother will give
her head an entire rest from writing, and enjoy the journey so as to be
fresh and strong to write when she returns."
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

M.

K.

White to

W.

C.

White, May 25,

1886

Page 3

"Yesterday we received your letter accompanied by a long one for Bro. A.C.B.
Mary will try to fix it as she has strength.'
had not the heart to give it
I
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to Marion.
She is worn out with this sort of work and it is a great burden
to her to take these very long manuscripts, and decide how to fix them."
W.

White to

C.

E.

G.

White, Nov.

22,

1886, WCW/AI/421

Page 4
"Sr. Davis came over here at Mother's own expense to complete the preparation of the manuscript for Vol. I, but fully half of her time has been occupied in the preparation of addresses to be read at the camp meetings,
testimonies to individuals and on the manuscript of our Mission Sketch Book.
This is not only very expensive to mother, but very discouraging to Sr. Davis
who has a great anxiety and ambition to see this work completed.

"Up to the time our little Mabel was born, Mary has prepared Mother's articles
for the Review
This of course is much easier work than preparing articles
for the Signs
But now we believe it is our duty to concentrate our efforts
on the Volume I.
Mary will help Marion what she can, and mother has notified the editors of the Review that she will furnish them with manuscript if
they will prepare it for the paper.
The larger part of the sermons which
mother has delivered over here have been reported and written out and we
can furnish you with a good supply of them.
If you have some one there who
can prepare them for the paper.
It is not reasonable for us to attempt to
do the work here.
Mother will gladly furnish this manuscript without charge
if we are released from the task of preparing them for the papers."
.

.

W.

C.

White to C. H. Jones, Dec.

5,

1886, WCW/a 1/473,474.

Page 5
"Sr. Davis has not been very well, and her time has been taken up with a
variety of work that was rather discouraging, but now she is working on Vol.
One and is making fine progress.
We hope to have the mss. ready for examination by the time we get back.
It will be a great improvement on S.P. Vol.
One.
It will count more for present truth.
.

W.

C.

White to J. H. Waggoner, Dec. 29,

.

.

1886, WCW/A2/I6,I7

Page 8

"When Mother returned from Italy
read to her your letter, and she seemed
to think such a book would be valuable. Clones proposed to write a book on
the history of the papacy. 1
offered to read the articles to her, but she
had no time to hear them and did not think it was profitable for her to engage in the investigation of historical matters.
Her mind now is fully occupied with the completion of her Old Testament History. The manuscripts
are growing and the book is enlarging somewhat as Vol. 4 did after we had
begun to set the type.
Until about eight weeks ago
have thought that all
of the Old Testament History could be printed in one Vol.
But this will be
impossible.
The first vol. will carry the history to the time of Solomon,
I

I

I
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and the book will contain about twice as much reading as the old Vol. one.
Chapters and parts of chapters are being added to the manuscripts on the ark,
ministration of the earthly sanctuary, comparing it with the ministration
of the heavenly and other matter of this sort giving the book a practical
value which the first edition never had. We hope to have the manuscript
completed while here; criticised by our brethren in Michigan next summer,
and printed by Pacific Press in time for the holiday trade of 1887.
.

.

.

"The long document which you sent us on sancti f icat ion came all right.
thank you very much.
Mother is so occupied now with Old Testament History
that her work on Sancti f ication will rest for a few weeks, then she will
endeavor to complete her pamphlet on that subject.
I

W.

C.

Page

White to A. T. Jones, Jan. 6,

1887, WCW/A2/40,4I

14

"As regards GC Vol. 4.
We like your suggestions as to the size of type and
size of page, and shall soon be ready for you to begin to set.
We will give
the book a careful examination, so as to correct some trifling errors, and
smoothe some rough expressions, and
think we wi
add some more references
at the foot of pages.
We are now examining it for translation, and shall
be able to give you a few chapters soon. ...
I

I

I

"Mother will bear the expense of resetting the Vol.
cents a copy royalty."
W.

C.

Page

White to C. H. Jones, Apr. 4,

4.

and will ask but 15

1887, WCW/A2/I76

15

"Bro. Jones has been writing to us about resetting Vol. 4 in small pica
leaded, the size page of Dan. and Rev. and we have consented.
We are now
reading it through with those who are to translate it into German and French
and by discussing various points we think it will enable them to make a
better translation.
We are finding some places where corrections should
be made in the English and on some points Mother wishes to add.
She is now
writing about Huss, which will make chapter five a little larger.
She is
also writing about Zwingle.
If you have noted any points in the book which
are not clear, or where there should be correction, or if you have in mind
subjects which especially need to be enlarged upon,
wish you would suggest at once what and where they are."
I

W.

C.

White to J. H. Waggoner, April

15,

1887

"As we criticize the work for translation, we find places where it can be
improved for the new English edition."
W.

C.

White to C. H. Jones, April

15,

1887,

WCW/A2/I85
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Page 16

"Marian has improved in health.
She is deeply buried in Volume I.
That
work rs nearly completed.
stopped my work on that to put additions into
Volume 4.
work early and constantly until dark, then retire early and
general ly rise between three and four.
see so much to be done to set
things in order.
talk,
pray,
write, and then must leave it all with
God.
Many nights
have awakened between one and two and have been so burdened that
have dressed and commenced writing."
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

E.

G.

White to

J

.

E.

White, April

18,

1887, W-82-1887

Pages 19-20

"Please have Elders A. T. Jones and E. J. Waggoner give careful criticism to
the corrections, and to the whole matter.
If they detect passages that are
still obscure, or anything that is apparently contradictory, or conflicting
with the Scripture, there may be time to communicate with us before any of
the new edition is printed."
W.

C.

White to C.

H.

Jones, May 18,

1887'

Page 22

think that Marion is getting along nicely with her work, and we trust
that the next few weeks will be profitably spent on the work.
"I

"Elder Waggoner preached last Sabbath. He spoke to the point, and it made
deep impression.
He is now examining the msse. of Vol. 4."

a

W.

C.

White to

E.

G.

White [who was in Scandinavia], July

II,

1887,

WCW/A2/282

Page 23
"It was immediately after Chapter 4, that the largest additions were to be
made, and while we were all together, it seemed advisable to devote our attention to the corrections and additions to be made in the other parts of
the Book, leaving the manuscripts for Chapters 5, 6 and 7 to be prepared by
Sr. Davis after Mother had gone from Basle.
The work of preparing these is
now nearly completed, and will soon be sent to her in England for examination."
W.

C.

White to C. H. Jones, July 21,

1887, WCW/A2/307

"Some progress is being made in the preparation of the Vol. 4 chapters, and
shall be able to bring you several chapters when
come."
I

W.

I

C.

White to

E.

G.

White, July 21,

1887,

p.

310
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Page 24

"Marion

is

working pretty hard, and sometimes gets rather worn, but there

lots to encourage her, and she appears to be bearing up with the work
real well.
Vol. 4 is most done, and Eld. Waggoner has begun to read Vol.
is

W.

C.

White to

E.

G.

White, Aug.

I,

I"

1887, WCW/A2/337

Page 25

"Marion is working industriously on the chapters, and is making some progress. ...
want to go to Paris, and can hardly give it up, and as Marion
is not really ready to leave,
may take time to do so."
I

I

W.

C.

White to Mary

K.

White, Aug.

II,

1887, WCW/A2/368

# * *

Excerpts from the document, "Exhibits Relating to the Writing of The Desire
of Ages," The E. G. White Estate, May 23, 1979

Page 2

-from Introductory Statement to the document

by Robert W. Olson

At times, however, a few other key individuals were given additional leeway
to make improvements in her writings.
For example, Mrs. White was quite
willing to have J. H. Waggoner criticize her manuscript and offer suggestions for improvement.
She, in fact, expressed displeasure with
Waggoner when he failed to change or improve one of her manuscripts when
given an opportunity to do so.
.

Dr.

.

.

David Paulson was also called upon for this kind of service.

Page 32
In the order of chapters we followed Andrews' Harmony, as given in his Life
of Christ.
He is generally regarded as the very best authority, and is
quoted by leading writers.
We know of no better arrangement than his.
(The
year between the first and second passover seems to have been a period of
comparative quiet and seclusion; that between the second and third, of
activity and publicity.) Those who read the MS, Professor Prescott and
Sister Burnham, agreed with our arrangement. We would not like to see this
chapter transposed.

"Imprisonment and Death of John." The place of this chapter is optional, of
course.
But no one has heretofore objected to its present position.
As to
the reference to John in Chapter 28, coming after the account of his death,
this is not unusual in other books.
See Geikie and many others.
If the
chapter were transposed, it would probably be best to omit the first paragraph.
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But not having the MS to refer to,
cannot speak with much positi veness.—
C. White Letter Book 10-A, p. 17a.
Written from Ashfield, N.S.W.,
Australia, to C. H. Jones in Oakland, California )
I

W.

Marian Davis to C. H. Jones, Nov. 23,

1896

Page 33
see that neither in Brother Jones' letter nor in yours have
stated
definitely just what
am doing on the manuscript and why.
In the first
place,
have worked for a better opening to the chapters.
As to the success of the effort, let any canvasser who examines the pages
have sent to
Brother Jones bear testimony. The chapters of the old manuscript began too
often with some notice of Jesus going here or there, until the book seemed
almost like a diary. That has been corrected. Then
have tried to begin
both chapters and paragraphs with short sentences, and indeed to simplify
wherever possible, to drop out every needless word, and to make the work, as
have said, more compact and vigorous.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Marian Davis to W. C. White, April

II,

1897

Page 40
the preface, would it not be well to state, in some way, that this book
not a harmony of the gospels, that it does not attempt to teach chronology.
Its purpose is to present the love of God, the divine beauty of the life of
Christ, not to satisfy the guestioning of critics.
The above may not be the
best way to put it.
It is intended only as a suggest
ion.— W. C. White Letter
~
Book 10-A, pp. 166-8.
In

is

Marian Davis to Miss

E.

J.

Burnham, June 16,

1898

Page 45

With reference to the first chapter,
have a more vivid recollection.
remember that Sr. Davis was greatly worried about it.
She did not seem to
have sufficient material to fill it out sufficiently well.
It was repeatedly
revised, and
think that Elder W. W. Prescott and Br. E. R. Palmer were
freguently consulted as to its composition.
Finally it assumed the form in
which it now appears in the Desire of Ages
I

I

I

.

H.

Camden Lacey to

D.

E.

Robinson, Aug.

17,

1931,

New York City
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Letter from
GC Archives

jf.

A. Colcord [associ ate
~"

editor of R&HH to

L.

A.

Smith, July 27,

Dear Brother Smith:
Every one who has examined them carefully knows that they are examples of
what may be termed loose, ambiguous, and even incorrect expressions to be
found in some of the writings of Sister White.
In "Special Testimony to
Ministers," No. 7, page 5, occurs the .fol lowing:
"Noah preached one
the flood, and yet
probationary time.
wrth the believers
of the earth, only

hundred and twenty years to the people before
there were few who appreciated this precious,
Save Noah and his family, not one was numbered
and entered the ark.
Out of all the population
eight souls received the message ?"

Do you consider this exactly correct? The thought intended to be conveyed
is, of course correct; but is the statement just as it reads exactly correct? How does it agree with the following from "Spirit of Prophecy," Vol.
page 70?
,
I

"

Noah and his family were not alone in fearing and obeying God
Methuselah, the grandfather of Noah, lived until the very year of
the flood; and there were others who believed the preaching of Noah ,
and aided him in building the ark ," etc.
.

.

.

.

Neither do
think that the comment on Matt. 24:20, found on page 620 of
"Desire of Ages," correctly represents the thought of the text. What is said
there is true, but
am confident that it is not a correct exposition of the
text.
We pretty well know how some of these things have found their way
into her writings.
Her helpers have ransacked our leading works to get hold
of what they thought were the best expositions of Scripture, and woven these
things remodeled into the text.
I

I

* * *

Letter from W. W. Prescott to 0. A. Johnson, Dec.

9,

1910, GC Archives

Dear Brother:
On my return from the Northern Union Conference
find your letter of Nov.
20, in which you ask whether "some of Mrs. White's statements in "Great
Controversy," and also in some of her other writings in regard to historical facts and dates are not to be considered reliable or correct, and that
in some cases her statements must be corrected by other authorities."
I

think the best reply
can make will be to call your attention to changes
which were actually made under Sister White's direction in the revision of
"Great Controversy."
will therefore ask you to compare the statements
made in the old edition with the statements made in the new edition on the
I

I

I

1910
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fol lowrng pages:

Page 50, the last paragraph on the page.

Page 52, at the bottom, and page 53, toward the close of the first full
paragraph.
Page 261, compare the reading of the second full paragraph in the old edition
with the paragraph which takes its place in the new edition.

Page 272, toward the end of the first ful! paragraph.
You doubtless know that
it was not " the great bell of the palace" which gave the signal for the
massacre.
Page 306, note the difference in the reading, beginning with the eleventh
lineiin the new edition.
Observe that in the new edition there are no
Italics 'In the quotation, and that the wording following is so changed as
not to teach that the darkening of the sun must come "between these two
dates."

Page 334, in the paragraph beginning, "In the year 1840," you will find such
changes made as conform to the fact, which was discovered before the revision was made, that in the pamphlet issued by Josiah Litch in 1838 the date
for the fall of the Ottoman Empire was not given.
Therefore it was necessary to omit the words, "specifying not only the year but the very day on
which this would take place."
Page 383, note that in the seventh line from the top of the page the word
"alone" was added after the words "Roman Church" which as you will see,
entirely changes the interpretation to be given to Babylon.
Page 441, note the changes

in

the early part of the first full paragraph.

Page 549, in the paragraph beginning, "The theory of the immortality of the
soul," note the change made In the words credited to Martin Luther.

Page 579, in the fourteenth line from the top, in the new edition, notice
that the word "downfall" is substituted for the word "abolition."
Page 580, note that the paragraph in the old edition commencing, "Protestants little know," is entirely dropped out and another paragraph substituted.
The reason for this is found in the wrong use of the quotation in
the old edition which rs omitted from the new edition.
do not think it necessary to make any comment upon this matter, but leave
the facts with you for your consideration.
I

am glad to know that you are having a full school, and that the work is
going on prosperously.
I

With best wishes,
(Signed) W. W. Prescott
* * *
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1919 Bible Conference, GC Archives

TAIT:
There is an idea that
believe Satan himself is trying to press in
upon this people, that the founders of this message never had in their heads
at all in regard to the standing of Sister White's work.
understand that
some of our younger men have taught— or have been taught—that Sister White's
writings are on a par with Isaiah, Jeremiah and all the rest of the Bible
writers.
heard Elder Butler and other elders stand up in our camp meetings and teach so earnestly that Sister White's writings were measured by
the Bible, and the Bible was brought to show whether these writings were
correct.
And Elder White himself never spoke of the infallibility of Sister
White's writings.
But
do believe they are inspired; and if you allow
Sister White herself to carry things along, and not a few men with extreme
and fanatical ideas, we won't get into any trouble.
But
have observed
that the men who carried these extreme views have many of them left the
faith.
Sister White's teaching is always directing us to the infallibility
of the Bible, and never to herself or her writings as a standard.
She is
so much different from these others who have come forward, (pp. 66-67)
I

I

I

I

I

G. WIRTH:
believe thoroughly in the spirit of prophecy, but
have
believed it in the way it was brought out this afternoon.
have never believed that the history of the spirit of prophecy was to be taken as inspired.
have believed that the philosophy of the books was to be accepted,
but have thought that the history was merely thrown in to substantiate the
principles.
W.

I

I

I

I

It is all very well to say that here, as brethren together, but
want to
know what to do with my brethren out in the field and with the young men
that want to know about some of these things.
Because
did not teach that
the history of "Great Controversy" was absolutely inspired,
got into
trouble with some of the brethren out there.
think that is a real question
for us to get information on as teachers.
would like to ask what Professor
Prescott would do in a Bible class.
I

I

I

I

I

HOWELL:
This whole question will be brought before the conference
again, probably the coming week.

W.

E.

W. PRESCOTT:
Will you let me state my position with reference to the
matter of dates that Brother Prenier has brought up?
In view of what we
have said here, my personal position is simply this, that the whole question of history in fulfillment of prophecy is a field for study.
My study
of this question has led me to the position that 533 is the primary date
for the beginning of the 1260 years, and that 538 is the secondary date.
do not consider myself as disbelieving the spirit of prophecy because
take
that position, and
do not condemn anybody as a heretic who does not beW.

I

I

I

I

reve that.

Cp

.

71)
* * *
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Excerpt from book by Denton

"Inspiration and infa

I

ibr

I

R.

Reb6k> Believe Jjj s Prophets (.Wash? ngton> D;C.
.

ity"

I

A very natural question may arise at this juncture: "If the Bible and Mrs.
White's writings are inspired, should we not expect them to be free from all
errors or mistakes? Are they not infallible?"

We must answer, Inspiration and infallibility are not identical.
Ellen G.
White never claimed verbal inspiration for either her own writings or the
Bible itself.
Neither did she claim infallibility for herself or the Bible
writers.
On infallibility she said:
"In regard to infallibility,
never claimed it;
God alone is infallible.
His word is true, and in Him is no variableness or
shadow of turning." (E. G. White Letter 10, 1895)
I

At another time she wrote:
July 26, 1892)

"God and heaven alone are infallible."

(

Review ,

Infallibility does not belong to Ellen G. White.
She never claimed it.
infallibility does not belong to any man on ly to God.
Therefore even the
authors of the Scriptures are subject to possible human error and inaccuracy.
The remarkable thing is that there are so very few inaccuracies in all the
twenty-five million words written by Mrs. White.
If you ever find anything in Mrs. White*s writings that to you seems without
doubt to be a mistake a historical inaccuracy, a mistake in geography,
arithmetic, or chronology just remember that Mrs. White never claimed infallibility, and that her inspiration is in no wise affected by such a slip
of the pen.
It might even turn out that Mrs. White herself was not responsible for the mistake at all.

—

It

—

thus becomes apparent that Ellen G. White:

1.

Never claimed infal ibi ity either for herself or for the writers of the
Scriptures.
"God alone is infallible."

2.

Never claimed verbal
Scri ptures.

3.

Did claim thought inspiration both for her own writings and for the
Scriptures.

4.

Did not look upon her writings as being comparable to the "commandments
of God," but saw them as "reproofs," "counsels," "warnings," "encourage-

I

I

inspiration either for her own writings or for the

ments," "messages," "testimonies," "cautions."

CSee pages 194-197 and compare the chapter "No Claim to Infallibility"
The Testimony of Jesus , by F. M. Wilcox.]
* * *

in

,

1956

)
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Conclusion of W. W". Prescott's 39-page Letter of Suggested Corrections for
The Great Controversy of 1911, to W. C. White, Aprr
26, 1910
I

Allow me to say in closing, that it has been quite a shock to me to find
in this book so many loose and inaccurate statements; and what
have submitted for your consideration will indicate how much of an undertaking it
will be to revise this book so that it will be in harmony with historical
facts, and with the interpretation of the prophecy concerning the 1260 days
which we are now adopting.
I

If
can be of any assistance in locating any of the quotations,
willing to do what
can in this matter.
I

I

will

be

I

Yours faithfu

I

ly,

(Signed) W. W. Prescott
* * *

Excerpt from "A Reply to Dr. Weiss," by
p.

54ff

F.

E.

J.

Harder, Spectrum, 7(3 ),

1975

'

Weiss's emphasis on human faculties involved in the communication of revelation suggests the need for fuller recognition of the important human elements in the process of receiving and recording revelatory disclosures.
Caution is due in the tendency to take an all-or-nothing, black-or-white
attitude toward any claim to divine guidance.
Ellen White recognized the
limitations on revelation inherent in the recipient's imperfect understanding, in his lack of skill in expression, in his circumscribed experience,
and in the limitations of human language and concepts.
This surely implies
a grey area in, all revelatory experiences and in any records of them.
"The
Bible, perfect as it is in its simplicity, does not answer to the great
ideas of God; for infinite ideas cannot be perfectly embodied in finite
vehicles of thought."
It is likely that many of the problems which arise
in regard to the use of Scripture or any other revelatory literature are
attributable to our failure to recognize this principle.
Ongoing dialogue about the doctrine of revelation is an imperative for our
church at this time.
Likewise, an intensified and broadened study of Scripture is an absolute necessity in these days when research in all areas of
knowledge is adding so enormously to humanity's fund of information.
Traditionally, Seventh-day Adventists have tended toward the rather rigid
position of John Calvin.
Although official publications deny acceptance of
the dogma of verbal inspiration, frequently there is a lack of understanding as to the full implication of this denial and a failure to replace it
with a more consistent, realistic position.
We cannot with impunity continue
to ignore the problems involved.
There needs to be a frank recognition of
issues accompanied by courageous effort toward their solution.
* * *
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Excerpt

rom " What Shou Id We Expect From A Prophet?'
8(2), Jan. 1977, p. 26
f

1

by Fr

?

z

Guy > Spectrum,

fn the case of the "evangelicals" and the biblical documents, the discrepancies
between the ideal and the actual have led to the invention of hypothetical
"inerrant autographs," which are supposed to have the required perfection
that appears to be lacking in the extant biblical manuscripts.
Adventists,
however, need not resort to this kind of hypothesis.
As Wood explains,

Seventh-day Adventists do not draw up and seek to defend artifibattle lines in the area of inspiration. They do not make
exaggerated claims for inspiration. They do not declare that inspired writings are "inerrant in the original autographs." They
know better. They have "original autographs"!
They have Mrs. White's
original manuscripts, and they know that those autographs, though
bearing infallible truth regarding the way of salvation, give evidence of having been produced by a fallible human being.
cial

Thus, although occasional imperfections may appear in the life and ministry
of the prophet and even in the verbal formulation of the prophetic messages,
confidence in the overall validity and reliability of those messages is not
thereby disturbed.
* * *

Letter from W. C. White to

L.

A.

Beach, Feb. 21,

1909

Dear Brother:

The most complete answer to your question that
am acquainted with is found
in Testimonies to the Church, No. 31, pp. 58-79; in the bound volumes, Vol.
From the reading of this
5, pp.. 62-84.
think you will discern that Mother
regards the Bible as the standard of authority in all things, including the
position and work of the Spirit of Prophecy. You will also find that she
teaches that the Testimonies are given us as a help to the understanding of
the Scriptures.
I

I

(Signed) W. C. White
* * *

From "In the Shadow of the Daily: Background and Aftermath of the 1919 Bible
and Hf story Teachers Conference," by Bert Haloviak.
A paper presented at
the meeting of SPA Biblical scholars in New York City, Nov. 14, 1979
.

Although W. C. Wh'rte recognized the fallibility of Mrs. White, even to the
extent of her fallibility "in stating things revealed to her," he seemed to
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studiously avoid stating that a specific published spirit of prophecy statement was in error. He no doubt feared that some might conclude that the
statement in question was thus not to be taken as inspired.
Concerning the
conflicting statements published between 1864 and 1874 dealing with the
question of whether God or Eve mentioned death as the consequence of merely
touching the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, White stated:
It is reasonable to suppose that the statement found in the later
writings gives the most correct expression to the views opened up
to Sister White in vision.
In her earliest writings there are
found a few statements which indicate that the vision was imperfectly understood, or imperfectly described.

Regarding the revision in Patriarchs and Prophets as to whether there were
nine or seven generations living contemporaneously for hundreds of years,
he noted:

At one time mother's attention was called to the fact that there
were nine generations contemporaneous, and many of the nine generations contemporaneous for Kundreds of years, but not every one of
the nine generations contemporaneous for so long a time.
Then she
instructed us to change the statement to seven.
What circumstance
led to the less accurate statement in the early editions of the
book, was never made known to me.
* * *

Excerpt from "An Appeal
May 24, 1932

for the Use of the Te lescope," by W. C. White,

Again he asserted that that was what the letter cal led for and
replied
that
would like to see the letter, and that if there was in it that which
he had asserted, that would ask the privilege of sending it to Sister White
and ask her if there had been some error in copying.
He asserted that that
would never do, that if there should be any change made in the message it
would destroy all his confidence in the Testimonies.
said "that that need
not be, —that Sister White was not infallible in stating things revealed to
her, or there might have been error on the part of the copyist."
I

I

I

I

* * *

~~

From Question Number 8 of "The House Questions Answer ed," by W. C. White,
May,

1932

Dear Brother House:
In

your letter of March 6,

1932, Question Number 8 reads as follows:
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Which is right? "Facts of Faith," page 35 of part I, or "Life of
Christ," Section Two, "Redemption or the Temptation of Christ in
the Wilderness," page II:
Facts printed 1864 on page 35 says: "Of this tree the Lord commanded our first parents not to eat, neither to touch it, lest
they die."

Redemption printed in 1874 on page II says: "Eve had overstated
the words of God's command. ... In Eve's controversy with the
serpent, she ADDED (neither shall ye touch it.)
Spirit of Prophecy, Volume I, page 27 agree with which one? When
was it printed? Which is right?
Is this a contradiction in two
inspired messages? Or is it a case where Sister White was mistaken in the first place and later got real true light on the question?
Was "Spirit of Prophecy" Volume
printed after "Redemption" contained the light on this question?
If so, why was this not corrected in harmony with the light?
I

It is reasonable to suppose that the statement found in the later writings
gives the most correct expression to the views opened up to Sister White in
vision.
In her earliest writings there are found a few statements which indicate
that the vision was imperfectly understood, or imperfectly described.

* * *

Letter from W. C. White to

L.

E.

Froom, May

I,

1931

Dear Brother Froom:
Can
favor a movement on the part of the leaders of our denomination which
would force our young preachers carrying the message into territory where
the people do not understand the value of the messages brought us through
the spirit of prophecy, to present and stand by a position which they cannot
prove outside of a statement made in "Early Writings" regarding the position.
I

(Signed) W. C. White
* * *

.

.

.
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Letter from

R.

A.

Underwood to

L.

E.

Froom, Nov. 26,

1930,

GC Archives

Dear Brother:

Your line of Nov. 16 at hand.
If
get the idea of what you would like for
personal study is how the various doctrines which the Seventh-day Advent ists
hold as fundamental truths were received? Did they come to us through the
Testimonies, especially those not accepted by other denominations? Years
ago
gave this subject some study and have tried at different times to correct some statements made by some of our ministers who want to give Sister
White credit for being the one that has brought all the advance light we
have as a denomination.
A few citations from the Testimonies ought to settle
that question.
In Vol. 2, p. 605, she says: "The written Testimonies are
not to give new
ight but to impress vividly upon the heart the truths of
inspiration already revealed ."
See also Vol. 5, p. 665; Vol. 3:327; "Great
Controversy," Introduction, also by Mrs. E. G. W., p. 5-12; Vol. 5:663.
I

I

I

,

Many of the doctrines which we hold as important we received from the various
churches, such as the Methodist, Baptists, etc., etc., such as conversion,
baptism, etc., etc.
Sister White endorsed all these. The doctrines of the
second advent we inherited from the First Day Advent ists, and quite largely
our views of prophecy, although Elder U. Smith when he wrote "Thoughts on
Daniel and the Revelation" wrote the best treatise on the .prophecies ever
written up to that date.
do not claim perfection for Smith.
The facts
are we have grown into the truth as we hold it today
I

.

Take the important doctrines that distinguish us from other professed Christians.
First, the Sabbath, we received from the Seventh Day Baptist by the
name of Rachel Preston.
She brought it to a company of Advent ists at Washington, N.H.
See "Rise and Progress," p. 109.
Light on the sanctuary first
came by Hiram Edson and 0. R. L. Crosier.
See "Second Advent Movement," by
J. N. Loughborough, p. 193.
Light on the immortality question, state of the dead, etc., by Geo. Storrs,
in six sermons he published in a pamphlet on that subject.
See "Great
Second Advent Movement," p. 179.
Light on our plan of the support of the
ministry was not given by Sister White.
Sister White endorsed a plan ca led
"Systematic Benevolence".
I

* # *

Excerpt from "Denominational
May I, 1919, p. 10

Finance" by R. A. Underwood, Review 96 18),
(

The Tithing System
A few of the

leading men of the General Conference began to see light in the
tithing system of the Old and New Testaments.
This was discussed at the
General Conference at different times, yet no decided action was taken.
The
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argument presented against the tithing system was that Sister White had indorsed the plan of systematic benevolence, as the quotations
have already
given show; therefore we should make no change.
However, some felt that the
tithing system for the support of the gospel ministry could be clearly sustained from both the Old and New Testaments, and that the source from which
we were to gather our instruction for the guidance of the church was primarily
the Bible and not the Testimonies.
From the Testimonies themselves, in Volume
II, page 605, the following instruction was obtained:
I

The written Testimonies are not to give new light, but to impress
vividly upon the heart the truths of inspiration a ready revealed.
Man's duty to God and to his fellow man has been distinctly specified in God's Word; yet but few of you are obedient to the light
g ven
I

i

Other statements of a similar character were used to show that we should
search the Scriptures most diligently to find the Bible plan for the support of the cause.
While some of us felt that the tithing system for the
support of the gospel ministry could clearly be sustained from both the Old
and New Testaments, others favored adhering to the plan of "systematic benevolence;" therefore no action was taken by the General Conference further
than to discuss the matter for two or three years after it was introduced
into the General Conference for consideration.
* * *

Excerpts from "Ellen G. White and the Law in Galatians: A Study
Dynamics of Present Truth," by Timothy E. Crosby, Fall, 1979

in

the

Dn 88813 there had been rumors that Ellen White was under the influence of
Waggoner, that she had "changed," that her words could not be wholly trusted
as inspired.
To this she replied:
1

Well, one says, "Your prayers and your talk run in the channel
with Dr. Waggoner."
want to tell you, my brethren, that
have
not taken any position;
have had no talk with the doctor nor
with anyone on this subject, and am not prepared to take a position yet.
By their fruits ye shall know them.
I

I

I

.

.

.

God did not raise me up to come across the plains to speak to you
and you sit here to question His message and question whether Sister White is the same as she used to be in years gone by.
have
in many things gone way back and given you that which was given me
in years past, because then you acknowledged that Sister White was
right.
But somehow it has changed now, and Sister White is different.
Just like the Jewish nation.
I

^

Now, we did not Intimate one word that we did not want that subject taken up.
We did want an investigation, but
cannot take
my position on either side until
have studied the question.
I

I

.

.

.
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Now, the words that were spoken here were that Elder Waggoner was
running this meeting.
Has he not presented to you the words of
the Bible? Why was it that
lost the manuscript and for two years
could not find it? God has a purpose in this.
He wants us to go
to the Bible and get the Scripture evidence ( p
16)
I

.

.

Waggoner has spoken to us in a straightforward manner. There
precious light in what he has said.
Some things presented in
reference to the law in Galatians, if
fully understand his position, do not harmonize with the understanding
have had of this
subject; but truth will- lose nothing by investigation.
Some
interpretations of scripture given by Dr. Waggoner
do not regard
as correct, (pp. 17-18)
Dr.
is

I

I

.

.

.

I

have not changed my views in reference to the law in Galatians,
but
hope that
shall never be left to entertain the spirit that
was brought into the General Conference.
have not the least
hesitancy in saying it was not the spirit of God.
If every idea
we have entertained in doctrine is truth, will not the truth bear
to be investigated? Will it totter and fall if criticized?
If so,
let it fall, the sooner the better.
The spirit that would close
the door to investigation of points of truth in a Christlike manner is not the Spirit from above.
I

I

I

I

.

.

.

A. T. Jones and Dr. Waggoner held views upon some doctrinal
points which all admit are not vital questions, different from those
which some of the leading ones of our people have held.
But it is
a vital question whether we are Christians, whether we have a
Christian spirit, and are true, open, and frank with one another.
.

.

.

Ellen White wrote to her son Willie C. White:

Since
made the statement last Sabbath that the view of the covenants as it had been taught by Brother Waggoner was truth, it
seems that great relief has come to many minds, (p. 24)
I

One of the "new views" that Smith could not accept was Waggoner's position on the covenants.
The commonly accepted position among Advent ists on
the covenants, as stated in articles by D. T. Bourdeau, N. J. Bowers, and
Uriah Smith in the 1880's, was that the ceremonial law was part of the old
covenant and the ten commandments were part of the new. Waggoner, however,
had revived his father's heterodox position on the covenants, not only at
Minneapolis, but also in the Sabbath School lessons for the first quarter
of 1890 which Waggoner wrote, which dealt with the covenant in the book of
Hebrews, (pp. 21-22)
.

.

.

All doubt about the extent of Mrs. White's endorsement of Waggoner's position
on the covenants was laid to rest in 1890 when she placed her stamp of approval on Waggoner's covenant theology in Patriarchs and Prophets (PP), an
expansion of volume one of the four-volume Spirit of Prophecy series (ISP).

On pages 370-73 of PP

s a section on the two covenants, having no para lei
which Ellen White presents what is essentially Waggoner's view
of the covenants and their relation to righteousness by faith, (p. 28)
in

ISP,

in

i

I

(p.

19)

A-

So far Ellen White had repeatedly maintained that she had not changed
her
mind about the law in Galatians, and she had never explicitly endorsed
Waggoner's position on that point, although she was clearly leaning in that
direction.
But in February, 1897., she took the final step:
By failing to cherish the spirit of Christ, by taking wrong positions in the controversy over the law in Galatians— a question
that many have not fully understood before taking a wrong position—the church has sustained a sad loss.

For five years there is no mention of the issue in Ellen White's articles
or private correspondence.
During this time Uriah Smith made public confession of his opposition to Ellen White and promised to uphold her in the
future.
She stated that her confidence in him had been restored.
In 1896
She wrote a letter to Smith in which she clarifies her position on the law
rn Galatians:

The law was our school master to bring us unto Christ, that we
might be justified by faith (Gal. 3:24).
In this scripture, the
Holy Spirit through the apostle is speaking especially of the
moral law.
The law reveals sin to us, and causes us to feel our
need of Christ and to flee unto Him for pardon and peace by exercising repentance toward God and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ.
An unwi II ingness to yield up preconceived opinions, and to accept
this truth, lay -at the foundation of a large share of the opposition manifested at Minneapolis against the Lord's message through
Brethren Waggoner and Jones, (pp. 30-31)

Footnote #2.
Ellen White:
"For sixty years
have been in communication
with heavenly messengers, and
have been constantly learning in reference
to divine things" (IT 86, 1906).
One example of this learning process is
found in certain statements about God's love in Ellen White's private letters
to her children, written in 1858 and I860: "God loves honest-hearted, truthful children, but cannot love those who are dishonest."
"The Lord loves
those little children who try to do right, and He has promised that they
shall be in His kingdom.
But wicked children God does not love.
When
you feel tempted to speak impatient and fretful, remember the Lord sees you,
and will not love you if you do wrong" ( An Appeal to the Youth [Battle Creek,
1864], pp. 42,62).
Over thirty years later she wrote: "Do not teach your
children that God does not love them when they do wrong; teach them that He
loves them so that it grieves His tender Spirit to see them in transgression" (ST, Feb. 15, 1892). (p. 36)
I

I

.

.

.

In 1850 Ellen White placed the event described in Rev. 1:7 ("Every eye shall
see Him, and they also which pierced Him") after the millennium, whereas she
later placed it prior to the millennium, (p. 37)

During the Minneapolis conference there was an attempt to pass a resolution
to prevent teachers in Adventist colleges from teaching anything new unless
it had been approved by the General Conference committee.
The motion was
defeated only because Ellen White was present and opposed it strongly.
In
one of her morning talks she made a comment on this attempted legislation
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that sheds light on her change of position

in

regards to Waggoner's theology:

Instructors in our schools should never be bound about by being
told that they are to teach only what has been taught hitherto.
Away with these restrictions.
There is a God to give the message
His people shall speak.
Let not any minister feel under bonds or
be gauged by men's measurement.
The gospel must be fulfilled in
accordance with the messages God sends. That which God gives His
servants to speak today would not. perhaps have been present truth
twenty years ago, but it is God's message for this time
(p. 45)
,

* * *

Documents Relating to the Writing of the Historical Chapters of The Great
Controversy, prepared by Robert W. Olson, Sept. 13, 1978

When writing out the chapters for Great Controversy , she sometimes
gave a partial description of an important historical event, and
when her copyist who was preparing the manuscripts for the printer,
made inquiry regarding time and place, Mother would say that those
things are recorded by conscientious historians.
Let the dates
used by those historians be inserted.
At other times in writing
out what had been presented to her, Mother found such perfect descriptions of events and presentations of facts and of doctrines
written out in our denominational books, that she copied the words
of these authorities.
When Controversy was written, Mother never thought that the readers
would take it as authority on historical dates or use it to settle
controversy regarding details of history, and she does not now
feel that it should be used in that way.
Mother regards with great
respect the work of those faithful historians who devoted years of
time to the study of God's great plan as presented in the prophecy,
and the outworking of that plan as recorded in history.
W. C.
White letter to W. W. Eastman, Nov. 4, 1912. (The E.G.W. Writings,
(p. 13)
pp. 33,34.)

—

Regarding Mother's writings,
have overwhelming evidence and conviction that
they are the description and delineation of what God has revealed to her in
vision, and where she has followed the description of historians or the exposition of Adventist writers,
believe that God has given her discernment to
use that which is correct and in harmony with truth regarding all matters
essential to salvation.
If it should be found by faithful study that she
has followed some expositions of prophecy which in some detail regarding
dates we cannot harmonize with our understanding of secular history, it does
not influence my confidence in her writings as a whole any more than my confidence in the Bible is influenced by the fact that
cannot harmonize many
of the statements regarding chronology.
W. C. White to W. W. Eastman, Nov.
4, 1912, Document File 52b. (p. 14)
I

I

—

* * *

I

s

,

s
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APPENDIX THIRTY-THREE
THE MAJOR SOURCES OF THE GREAT CONTROVERSY SANCTUARY CHAPTERS

"The Sanctuary and Its Cleansing'
Uriah Smith, 1877

"The Great Controversy"
El en White, 1888

".
.a particular description of
the tabernacle, as erected by Moses ,
is minutely set forth in Exodus,
chapters 25-31.
It was a structure of extra-ordinary magnificence;
and was erected after the following
plan:
ts wal Is on the north, west
and south sides were formed of U£rfght boards, set in sockets of

".

I

.

I

silver

.

"

p

The sanctuary to which Paul
here refers was the tabernacle bui It
by Moses
it was a structure of
great magn f icence
ts wa
consi sted o^jjgrj_ajTi_bo^r^, heavily
plated with gold, and set in sockets
." pp. 411-12
of si ver
.

.

.

.

.

i

.

I

.

I

I

I

.

113

.

"

In the holy p lace were three objects worthy of notice: a candlestick, a table of show bread, and an
altar of incense.
The position
of the candlestick was on the south
side of the holy place
On the
north side
stood the table of
~
TT
show bread.
pp. 123-4

"in the holy place was the cand lestick on the south
on the north
."
stood the table of show bread
p. 412

"

"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

In the most holy place .
(was)
the ark
This was a coffer or chest
of precious wood overlaid within and
without wtth the purest gold
In this ark were sacredly deposited
the two tables of stone containing
God s ten commandments
the mercy
seat .
was a magnificent and
costly piece of workmanship .
It was
beaten out of one solid piece of gold
of the same length and width as the
ark, and two cherubims were made, one
standing on each end , beaten out of
the same piece of gold." pp. 125-6

the most holy place stood the
a chest of precious wood overlaid with gold the depository of the
two tables of stone upon which God
had inscribed the law of the ten commandments
Above the ark, and forming the cover of the sacred chest, was
the mercy-seat, a magnificent piece
of workmanship, surmounted by two
cherubim, one at each end , and all
." p. 412
wrought of solid gold.

".

"The cherub ?m of the earthly sanctuary,
looking reverently down upon the mercy." p. 415
seat.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

T

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

These cherubim were made look-

ing reverently down upon the mercyseat . . . ."p. 126

There were its wa lis, having
the appearance of massive and
so d go d and ref recti nq In a thousand directions the light of the
".

a

I

.

.

I

I

i

I

In

ark ,

,

.

.

.

"...

.

.

The wa
had the appearance
of massive gold, reflecting in every
d rect on the
ght of the seven amps
of the golden candlestick.
The table
i

I

I

I

1

1

I
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seven lamps of the golden candlesticks there were the table of show
bread and the altar of incense ,
gl ittering in its light
ike burnished gold ; and there was the curta n that formed the gorgeous cei Iing , with its mystic figures of
cherubim in blue, and purple and
scarlet, adding its beauty to the
br
iant scene ." pp. 127-8

nof show bread and the altar of
cense gl ittered like burnished gold
The gorgeous curtain wh ch formed
the ce?
ng , inwrought with f igures
of angels in blue and purple and
scarlet, added to the beauty of the

".

While in, beyond the second
was the glorious, sheki nah , or
visible manifestation of God's glory ,
into the awful presence of which none
except the high priest's entrance
once every year, no man could venture
27-8
and live
pp.

".
And beyond the second vei
was
the holy sheki nah the visible manifestation of God's glory before
which none but the high priest could
enter and
ve ." p. 4I4

".

"

;

I

i

i

.

i

I

scene

.

"

i

p

4

.

1

I

I

.

.

vei

i

,

I

.

.

I

,

,

I

t

1

'

.

.

.

1

Begi nn ng according to the
i

natural order, with the earliest
generations , the work of examination
passes on down through all the records of time, and closes with the
vf ng ." p. 26
I

Beginning with those who first lived
upon the earth, our Advocate presents
the cases of each successive generation , and closes with the living ."
p. 483

?

"

For nearly thirty-three years already thi
solemn work has been in
progress
How much longer can it
continue? Nearly thirty- three years
of this decisive work of investiga." p. 26
tive Judgment

The judgment is now passing
the sanctuary above.
For many
years this work has been in progress
Soon - none know how soon - it will
pass to the cases of the living."
p. 490

".
.as each individual case is
taken up and passed on, his probation wi
end and his desti ny be
fixed. This is the scene our Lord
brings to view just before his coming.
He that is unjust, let
him be unjust still; and he which is
filthy, let him be filthy still; and
he that is righteous, let him be
righteous still; and he that is holy ,
'" p. 295
let him be holy sti

".
In the awful presence of God
our lives are to come up in review
the work of the investigative
judgment closes, the destiny of a
will have been deci ded for
f e or
death.
Probation is ended a short
time before the appearing of the Lord
"
He that is unjust, let him be
unjust still; and he that is filthy
let him be filthy still; and he that
is righteous, let him be righteous
still; and he that is holy, let him

.

.

.

.

.

I

I

!

.

.

.

I

I

.

".

.

.

in

.

.

.

.

.

I

I

.

.

the declaration of Dan. 8: 14
'Unto two thousand and three hundred
days; then shall the sanctuary be
cleansed ', has its application in
this dispensation , and hence re7ers
.~ ."
to the sanctuary in heaven
97-8
pp.
.

.

:

.

1

I

i

.

,

be holy st?
".

.

".

I

I

.

'

.

."

.

p.

490

the prophecy of Dan ie 8:
is
fulfilled in this dispensation
Thus the prophecy, Unto two thousand
and three hundred days; then shall
the sanctuary be cleansed ,' unquestionably points to the sanctuary in
heaven " p 4 7
.

.

1

I

.

'

.

.

I

.

.

.
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".

and Paul testifies that such a
cleansing does pertain to both the
earthly and the heavenly bui Iding.
He says, Heb. 9:25
It was therefore
necessary that the pattern of things
in the Heavens should be purified
with these; but the heavenly things
themselves with better sacrifices
than these
because there is no
remission or forgiveness of sin without the shedding of blood
the
true sanctuary in Heaven, should be
cleansed with better sacrifices than
these ('even with the precious blood
of Christ. )
.Paul affirms in
the clearest manner that the sanctuary in heaven must be cleansed
for Paul says that the priests who
here ministered served 'unto the example and shadow of heavenly things.'
Heb. 8:5" pp. 201-2

".

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

".

.

I

.

f

.

.

.

I

,

.

In Hebrews 9 the cleansing of
both the earth y and the heaven
sanctuary is plainly taught.
It was therefore necessary that the
pattern of things in the heavens
should be purified with these (the
blood of animals); but the heavenly
things themselves with better sacrifices than these, even 'the precious
blood of Christ.'
The real service must be accomplished with blood;
in the former, with the blood of
animals; in the latter, with the
blood of Christ.
Pau states, as the
reason why this cleansing just be
performed with blood, that without
shedding of blood is no remission.
The priests who officiated on earth,
served, unto the example and shadow
of heavenly things.' Heb. 8:5" pp. 417-8

.

.

.

.

.

"

The ministration of the earthly sanctuary was accompl ished by the
Levrtical order of priesthood , and
consi sted of two great di vi sions
first, the daily ministration in the
first apartment, or holy place .
p. 202

The ministration of the earthly
sanctuary consisted of two divisions
the priests ministered daily in the
." p. 418
holy place

".

".

.

.

:

.

.

:

.

.

This victim he brought to the
priest to the door of the tabernacle
He then laid his hand upon
the head of the victim , and confessed
over him his sin , through which act
his sin was considered as transferred to the victim and then through
.'
its blood to the sanctuary itself
~
~~ ~~
"
p. 204
.

.

.

"

.

.

'

'

the repentant sinner brought
his offering to the door of the tabernacle , and placing his hand upon the
victim's head, confessed his sins ,
thus in figure transferring them from
himself to the innocent sacrifice.
Such was the work that went on day by
day, throughout the year.
The sins
of Israel were thus transferred to the
." p. 418
sanctuary
.

.

.

.

.

.

This work was performed only
once a year .
.This work itself
was cal led the cleansing of the sanctuary , or the atonement; and the day
upon which it was performed was
called the day of atonement ..."
p. 205

".
Once a year , on the great day
of atonement , the priest entered the.
most holy place for the cleansing of
." p. 419
the sanctuary

".

".

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

When this was accomplished, a
comp ete round of service in the
sanctuary had been completed. ..."
p. 206
.

.

I

The work there performed completed the yearly round of ministra." p. 419
tion.
.

.

.

.

.

.

I
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"He was then to take of the congregatfon of the children of Israel two
kids of the goats and present them
before the Lord at the door of the
tabernacle of the congregation.
V. 5.
One of these goats was to be slain,
and his blood ministered in the most
holy place, the other was to be the
scape goat
But which of these it
should be was not left to Aaron to
decide; the Lord determined that by
the lot which Aaron was to cast for
this purpose. V. 8.
This being decided, he was to slay the goat upon
which the lot fell for the Lord, for
a sin-offering for the people
and
bear his blood within the veil; and
sprinkle it with his finger upon the
mercy-seat eastward, and before the
mercy -seat
."pp. 207-8
,

.

.On the day of atonement, two
kids of the goats were brought to
the door of the tabernacle , and lots
were cast upon them.
0ne lot for
the Lord, and the other for the
scapegoat
(Lev. 16:8,21,22)
The
goat upon which fell the lot for the
Lord was to be slain as a sin-offering
for the people
And the priest was
to bring his blood within the veil ,
and sprinkle it upon the mercy-seat
and before the mercy-seat
..."
p. 419
".

.

T

T

.

.

,

.

,

.

".

.

.

.This goat was separated from

.

the people.
camp

He came no more into the
p. 209

".

The scap egoat came no more
into the camp.
." p. 419
.

.

.

.

"•
The man who led away the scapegoat was obi iged to wash both 'himself and his clothes with water before returning in to the camp
..."
p. 210

the man who led him away was
required to wash himself and his
clothing with water before returning
to the camp
." p. 419

".

".

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

The whole service was calculated to impress the Israelites with
the holiness of God and his abhorrence of sin, and to show them that
they cou d have no contact with it
without becoming greatly defiled.
." p. 210

The whole ceremony was designed
.
to impress the Israelites with the
holiness of God and His abhorrence
of sin; and, further, to show them"
that they could not come in contact
with sin without becoming pol luted.
p. 419

".

"

.

•

I

.

.

For every man was to afflict
.
his sou whi le the work of atonement
was going forward
." p. 210
.

I

.

.

.

.

Every man was requ red to afwh le this work of
atonement was going forward
..."
p. 419
f

•
I

•

•

i

ict his sou

I

?

.

'

".
The pouring out of the blood
of that victim was not to cance the
s rn but to provide a means of its
transfer to sti
some other object
or party.
Through the blood of the
victim, the sin was transferred to
TT
the sanctuary.
p. 21
.

.

I

I

"...

the sin was not cancel led by
the blood of the victim
A means
was thus provided by which j_t was
transferred to the sanctuary
..."
p. 420
.

.
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".

On the day of atonement, the
priest, taking an of feri ng f rom the
people, appeared with the b lood of
this genera offering for the people,
and sprinkled it upon the mercy-seat
directly over the law, to make ful
satisfaction for its claims
..."
p. 212

Oh the day of atonement the
high priest having taken an offering
from the congregation, went into the
most holy place with the blood of
this offering, and sprinkled it upon
the mercy-seat, 'directly over the law ,
to make satisfaction for its claim s.
p. 420

".

"•

.

.

I

—

.

.'

"•

•

.

'

Placing his hands upon the
.
head of the scapegoat, he confessed
over him all these sins, thus transferring them from himself to the
goat.
The goat then bore them
." p. 212
away

Placing his hands upon the
head of the scapegoat, he confessed
over them a
these s ns, thus n
figure transferring them from himself
to the goat.
The goat then bore them
away
..." p. 420

".
The work of the priest in the
earth
tabernacle meets its antitype in the ministry of our Lord n
the sanctuary above ... he has ascended to Heaven, there to minister
." p. 215
for us.

".

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

i

.

.

•

•

I

I

i

i

.

And what was done in type in
the ministration of the earth ly sanctuary, is done in reality in the
ministrations of the heavenly sanctuary
After His ascension our Saviour
began His work as our high Priest.
p. 420
.

.

.

.

.

I

".

The ministration in the most
holy place is the cleansing of the
sanctuary
the cleansing of the
sanctuary commenced when Christ ascended to Heaven, and he has been
doing no other work for these 1800
." p. 216
years past
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

For other sources,
Creek), 1868), pp.
J. N. Andrew's The
pp. 15-16 with The

compare

".

The ministration of the priest
throughout the years in the first
apartment of the sanctuary
represent the work of ministration
upon which Christ entered at His
ascension.
For eighteen centuries this work of ministration conti nued in the first apartment of the
sanctuary.
."p. 420-421
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

U. Smith's The Visions of Mrs. E. G. White (Battle
23-25, with The Great Controversy , pp. 428-431.
And,
Three Angels Messages of Rev. 14:6-12 (Battle Creek, 1892),
Great Controversy , p. 356.
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APPENDIX THIRTY-FOUR

ELLEN G. WHITE AND EXEGESIS

Article by Joseph J. Batti stone, "Ellen White's Authority as Bible Commentator/' Spectrum 8(2), Jan. 1977, pp. 37-39
.

Two of the most vexing questions concerning Ellen White's writings concern
her interpretation and use of Scripture and our interpretation and the use
of her writings.
The two questions are related.
For example, there is
Ellen White's interpretation of the story of Jesus' transfiguration (Matt.
17:1-8).
The glorious appearance of Moses and Elijah with Christ on the
mount is understood as a miniature representation of the second coming of
Christ.
Moses typifies the saints who will be resurrected at that time;
Elijah represents those who will be translated. The credibility of this
interpretation is enhanced when we consider the preceding passage (Matt.
16:21-28).
At its end is the problematic text, "Truly,
say to you, there
are some standing here who. wi
not taste death before they see the Son of
man coming in his kingdom" (Matt. 16:28 RSV).
By interpreting the transfiguration as a symbolic portrayal of the second advent of Christ, Ellen White resolves the difficulty.
I

I

I

Nevertheless, there are commentators who interpret the figures in the transfiguration scene directly.
For them, Moses represents the law, and Elijah
the prophets.
Instead of the second coming of Christ they see in the transfiguration the atoning work of Jesus.
Support for this interpretation can
be found in the New Testament.
Some persons in the church view these two interpretations as complementary
rather than contradictory. Others, however, find difficulty in accepting
an interpretation of Scripture that differs from one advanced by Ellen White.
This difficulty arises, to some extent, from the fact that Ellen White's
writings are viewed by Seventh-day Adventists as an inspired and hence
authoritative commentary on the Bible. But the problem may also develop
from a failure to understand in a precise way the purpose of Ellen White's
writings.
And if we do misunderstand the nature of her commentary, we will
inevitably misinterpret and misuse her work.

—

—

It is important to distinguish between belief in the inspiration of Ellen
White, and the theory of how inspiration functions.
may believe her writings are inspired and, at the same time, fail to understand and use them
correctly. This is why faith cannot be a substitute for skills in thinking
and reading.
I

We need also to clarify the functional difference between contemporary biblical
commentaries and the writings of Ellen White. Commentators today often use
tools and techniques in their Bible study that Ellen White did not use.
Moreover, their approach to Bible study involves techniques that fall outside
the scope of Ellen White's concern. Questions relating to the study of
ancient manuscripts, the linguistic and literary character of words in the
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Bible, the authorship, date and place of a particular writing, or the various
literary forms of the material in the Gospels these are raised from a
perspective much different from that of Ellen White's.

—

—

To be sure, the truth of the Bible the knowledge of God's saving grace
through faith in Jesus Christ— is not dependent upon our ability to answer
such questions.
Still, the knowledge gained through such inquiry will enhance and render more precise our understanding of saving truth.
So, we
cannot dismiss the work of biblical scholars as unimportant for a practical
approach to Bible study.
While biblical scholarship is not necessary to
grasp a knowledge of God's saving power in Jesus Christ, it is indispensable
for understanding the historical process by which God's revelation has come
to us.
If Ellen White's approach to the Bible, then, is different from that of contemporary scholarship, how are we to understand her contribution to the
church?
believe that Ellen White's genius—that is, her divine inspiration
is revealed in her understanding and presentation of the great controversy between Christ and Satan.
Here lies the uniqueness of her work.
She
takes a profound and abstract theological problem the problem of evil— and
discloses in a sublime way its practical significance for each individual.
Consequently, her writings assume a sense of urgency akin to that of the
Scriptures.
Indeed, her keen sensitivity to sin and her profound awareness
of the forces of evil operative in the world, have given her ministry prophetic significance for the church. Her works enjoy a unique status in the
church, second in importance only to that of the Scriptures.
I

—

—

Without question, the theme of the great controversy is the most important
In her writings.
It constitutes the basic perspective from which she interprets the Bible.
As a case in point, consider her commentary on the prophet Elijah.
Ellen
White devotes more space to his life and ministry than to that of any other
prophet.
Upon reading what she says, two points of emphasis emerge which
explain her keen interest in Elijah.
First, she refers repeatedly to his
character his unflinching loyalty, dauntless courage and admirable faith.
Second, she refers, by way of contrast, to the striking condition of the
society of Elijah's time its alarming apostasy, gross immorality and rampant
lawlessness.

—

—

The contrast between the character of the prophet and the society of his time
are important to Ellen White because of their typological significance in
the scheme of the great controversy. This becomes clear in Chapter 14 of
Prophets and Kings
The entire chapter is a homily on the poverty of
spiritual leadership in the modern world, the widespread infidelity and
apostasy, and the alarming indifference to the decalogue resulting from the
impoverished leadership.
Such abysmal apathy, she argues, is the reason for
violence and crime in the world.
.

One of her major concerns in this chapter is the seventh-day Sabbath. Modernday Baalism the counterpart or antitype of Israelite apostasy comes to
surface in the "well-nigh universal disregard of the Sabbath commandment."
While men and women pursue riches, fame and pleasure, she notes, they neglect

—

—
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Bible study, reject God's law, despise His love and ignore His messages.
But God has a faithful remnant who will not bend their knee in false worship.
In the chapters on Elijah's ministry, references and allusions to the great
controversy abound in the form of brief homilies, object lessons and general
counsel. According to Ellen White, Elijah typifies the saints living at
the time of Christ's return.
The crisis Israel faced on Mount Carmel represents the great test awaiting the church in the last days.
Baal worship
in ancient Israel corresponds to apostate Protestantism today.
Thus, the
message to be proclaimed by the remnant church the "Elijah message"
is
essentially a message of judgment.

—

—

One further observation is important.
In her study of the Old Testament
prophets, including Elijah, Ellen White focuses more attention on their actions than on their words. She is more interested in relating the practical
results of the prophetic preaching than in explaining the theological significance of the actual messages.
Consequently, her writings tend to be
more homiletical than exegetical
This becomes more apparent in the frequent parallels she draws between the time of the prophets and the period
of the church today.
These parallels enable her to draw lessons from the
biblical material which relate to the theme of the great controversy.
.

This points to a fundamental feature of her writings—an interest in the
practical nature and value of Bible study.
To her way of thinking, Bible
study is more than a matter of learning facts or concepts.
It is an exercise that generates from an attitude of prayer, faith and humility, culminating in the spiritual edification or enrichment of the student.
In
other words, there is an inseparable relation between Bible study and
character development. The study of the Bible, Ellen White believes, will
eventually lead to a dynamic change in the thinking and behavior of the student.

The tendency of El en White to draw attention to the controversy between
Christ and Satan, particularly as it relates to the individual, clearly
demonstrates her own understanding of the practical significance of Bible
study.
At the same time, it offers insights into the uniqueness of her
prophetic ministry. Through her inspired writings, wegaina better understanding of the role of Seventh-day Adventists, collectively as well as individually, in the closing stage of the great controversy.
I

The very nature and purpose of her work, then, determine the uniqueness and,
hence, the value of her writings.
These writings abound with insights into
th.e crafty schemes which Satan employs against the world to counteract the
redemptive purpose of God in Jesus Christ. She wishes, first, to alert her
readers to the reality of Satan's presence in the world, to his cunning
influence in the church, and to the subtle temptations he employs against
individuals.
She wishes, second, to clarify the nature and consequences of
the great controversy between Christ and Satan in order to persuade her
readers to choose the way of righteousness and truth. While this takes her
over many topics and fields of study history, religion, theology, science,
health, education and others the basic framework throughout is the theme of the
great controversy.

—

—
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What, then, do we mean when we affirm a unique place a place second only
to the Bible— for her writings in the church?
We mean that we cannot simply
place them on the same level of importance and authority as that of other
commentaries.
Such a high view of her writings, can be easily misunderstood and misapplied, however.
It would be inappropriate to use her writings

to settle questions relating to the reading of a text, the meaning of a
word, the authorship or date of a biblical book, etc.
We would consider it
quite strange, for example, to defend the use of the King James Version
against modern translations on the grounds that Ellen White used the former
and gave no explicit instruction for the need of the latter.
And yet, an
"all-purpose approach" to her writings leaves us vulnerable to such reasoning.

On the basis of the observations advanced above it seems more accurate to
describe her interpretation of Scripture as primarily a religious exposition of the great controversy theme on a cosmic, historical and personal
level, than to characterize it as scientific exegesis in a technical sense
In no way is such a classification denigratory.
To the contrary!
It may
help prevent further misunderstanding and misuse of her writings.
If her

writings were designed to answer questions of a scholarly nature, their
significance would be restricted to a relatively small group, and would
time become dated.
Such is the nature of scholarship.
But her writings
have a deeper purpose and a wider scope.

.

in

* * *

Excerpt from article by Harold D. Weiss, "Are Advent ists Protestants?"
Spectrum, Vol. 4 (Spring, 1972), pp. 75-77

There

is no question that Ellen G. White stands squarely in agreement with
this classic Protestant understanding of "Scripture alone." Her appreciation of the' Scriptures' as the only source of Christian access to the word
of God is well documented throughout her writings.
Her understanding that
the Scriptures are their own best interpreter is amply demonstrated.
It
would be preposterous to suggest that she considered herself the one called
upon to exercise hermeneut ica control over Scripture.
Never did she wish
to become the one who stands over the word of God and judges it as to what
it means.
Her words in these matters are quite explicit.
In no way did
she envision becoming a distraction from the study of the word of God.
She
never claimed that her writings were a shortcut to the meaning of Scripture.
I

Thoughtful investigation and earnest > taxing study are required in
order for this word to be understood.
The evidence of the
truth of God's word is in the word itself.
Scripture is the key
that unlocks scripture. The deep meaning of the truths of God's
word is unfolded to our minds by His Spirit. (8T 157)
.

.

.

Mrs. White did not see herself as a guarantor of the meaning of Scripture,
in this way drawing people away from Scripture to her own writings, where
the meaning of Scripture, supposedly, could be obtained more easily.
On

the contrary, she insisted on the necessity to study the Bible, because
only there are the treasures of God available. She said, "There are truths
in the word which, like veins of precious ore, are hidden beneath the surface." C8T 157) "These Scriptures are a treasure-house of precious pearls,
and all need them." (CT 456)
"Precious treasure will be secured by those
who study God's Word with earnestness, for heavenly angels will direct the
search." CEv 214-215)

Anyone familiar with her writings knows Mrs. White's position on the principle of "Scripture alone."
It is ironic, therefore, that her writings have
come to be used by some as a means of drawing students away from the Scriptures and of establishing the meaning of a certain passage.
"Scripture
alone" demands, rather, that the meaning of the writings of Mrs. White be
determined by the biblical word.
There is no shortage of people who feel that if Mrs. White has interpreted
a text of Scripture in a particular way, that is the only meaning of the
text, and that anyone who interprets the text differently is thereby challenging the authority of Mrs. White.
Nothing could be more contrary to her
own spirit and practice, and nothing could paralyze Seventh-day Advent ism
more effectively. At no time did Mrs. White think that when she commented
on a passage of Scripture she was declaring its meaning once and for all.
This is clear from the fact that she gave different interpretations to the
same passage on different occasions.
An example of this practice is her
interpretation of the parable of the ten virgins (Matt. 25:l-f3): -in Christ's
Object Lessons she interprets it in terms of the Second Coming of Christ;
but in The Great Controversy she applies it to the period before the 1844
disappointment, saying that it "illustrates the experience of the Adventist
people." (GC 393) This indicates that as far as she was concerned the application of a passage of Scripture she had made at one time in no way was
to be considered the on
mean ng of the passage.
I

i

Mrs. White repeatedly encouraged students of the Scriptures to dig deeper in
order to find further meaning.
She promised that earnest students would be
further illumined by the Holy Spirit and given a deeper view into the
mysteries of God.

Those who dig beneath the surface discover the hidden gems of
truth.
The Holy Spirit is present with the earnest searcher.
Its
illumination shines upon the Word, stamping the truth upon the
mind with a new, fresh importance.
The preciousness of truth
is realized as never before.
A new, heavenly light shines upon
the Word, illuminating it as though every letter were tinged in
gold.
God Himseff has spoken to the mind and heart, making the
Word spirit and life. (2SM 39)
.

.

.

The worship of the living God is to be continually assisted by an ear that
is open to the words "Holy, Holy, Holy," when these are spoken in a new
voice.
The Scriptures themselves already said it well: "Every scribe who
has been trained for the kingdom of heaven is like a householder who brings
out of his treasure what is new and what is old" (Matt. 13:52). This means
that there can be no conflict between what Mrs. White may have brought out
of a passage of Scripture in her time and what an earnest student of the
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Scriptures may bring out today.
And if with the tools of scholarly research
biblical student establishes the meaning of a passage of Scripture in its
original setting, he is in no way contradicting or challenging the meaning
that Mrs. White may have given to the same passage.
Nor was Mrs. White
contradicting herself when she gave a second meaning to a passage of Scripture by considering it from a different perspective.
a

It is imperative for the church that wishes to carry
the Protestant Reformation to its logical
imits to strictly, enforce in its practice the principle
of "Scripture alone."
The Adventist church must therefore insist that Mrs.
White is to play the legitimate role for which she was called of God.
She
was not called to draw people away from an earnest study of the Scriptures,
nor to offer herself as a shortcut to its meaning.
Rather she was a witness
to the necessity of earnest and prayerful Bible study so that new
meaning,
new veins of precious ore, may be tapped to the glory of God.
She is in no
way to be considered the guarantor of the meaning of Scripture that makes
a
further searching unnecessary, and that exercises hermeneut ca control over
the Bible.
No book, in either black covers or red covers, can control the
word of God.
I

I

i

I

I

The Holy Spirit is still active to energize the mind and the heart of one
who diligently searches the mysteries of God's word.
The Spirit alone can
guide a man to the presence of the Eternal.
As Mrs. White herself said
it: "Only by the aid of the divine Teacher can we understand
the truths of
God's Word." (SD 68)

Excerpt from book by Jack Provonsha, God

is

With Us (Washington,

1974),

pp.

17-18

The prophet is best described by contrasting him with what he usually is
not, a systematic theologian.
(And what a history of doubt and conflict can
be attributed to the failure to make this distinction!)
The thrusts, not to
say the roles, of these two figures sometimes stand out in sharpest contrast
in the literature they leave us.
A skilled systematic theologian is by training a careful, if sometimes dull,
architect of ideas. He writes like a constitutional lawyer, constantly
aware of the host of eagle-eyed colleagues present and yet unborn peering
intently over his shoulder, ready to pounce on every show of ineptitude and
careless employment of logic.
He strains for factual and defensible formulations that can endure the searching scrutiny of his fellows.
By contrast, the concerns of the prophet usually carry him beyond hair-splitting
details. His is a message to proclaim and a cause to defend.
His tools are

poetry, invective, exhortation, and d iatri be— shock weapons, not the instruments of scholarly dissection.
His is usually the heat of anguished concern
rather than the calculating logic of analysis and synthesis.
For this reason
his illustrations may at times seem overdrawn and his utterances distorted
by overemphasis.
The prophet often shouts where the theologian speaks in
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more measured tones.
Prophets usually proclaim and exhort rather than write
books on Bible doctrines.
And of course each has his proper time and place.
Some things need to be
shouted about.
Nothing may happen when there is no one with the courage to
speak up as vigorously as may be necessary.
But because of this the prophetic
figure has to be listened to in the immediate and larger context out of
which he speaks— certain y if one is attempting to transmute his exhortations into theology.
Statements made in one setting must be compensated
for by statements made in another if systematic truth is to be realized.
I

* * *

Excerpts from article by Raoul Dederen, "Ellen White's Doctrine of Scripture /'
Ministry Supplement, pp. 24F-24I

What was Ellen White's doctrine of Scripture? Did she place her writings
on a par with the Bible, or even above it? Did she claim to have given Advent ists another Bible? How did she relate to the Scriptures? (p. 24F)

It is impossible to understand Ellen White's view of the Bible apart from
her understanding of inspiration. The method of inspiration as outlined
in her writings has hardly anything to do with direct dictation by God to
the prophet or Biblical writer.
True, she indicates that "the scribes of
God wrote as they were dictated by the Holy Spirit," and that "these men
were inspired of the Holy Spirit." Yet, it is a peculiar kind of dictation
that she finds in Scripture.
She refers, for instance, to the Bible writers
as expressing their ideas in human language, thus presenting in the Bible
"a union of the divine and the human" similar to that which existed in the
person of Christ.
God, by His Spirit, shed light "into the minds and hearts
of His servants," who in turn embodied the thoughts in human language.

Hence, for instance, each of the Gospel writers, though going over the same
history, "under the guidance of the Holy Spirit" presented what most strongly
impressed his mind.
Different aspects of the same truth, but a perfect whole,
"adapted to meet the wants of men in all the circumstances and experiences
of life."

At times the prophets learned by natural means the facts that they set down
in Scripture.
They gleaned their information through experience and observation.
But in each instance God sharpened their memory, enabling them to
record the Scriptures.
Having thus been written by human instruments, the
Bible, obviously, "is not God's mode of thought and expression"; yet though
entrusted to earthen vessels, it is nonetheless from heaven, "the testimony
of God."

Ellen White's view of inspiration seems quite clear.
Yet some Seventh-day
Adventrsts in common with other Christians have given the impression that
they consider the Bible as having been verbally inspired, and its original
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autographs fnerrant. Certainly, Ellen White's understanding of the issue
gfves no support to such a vrew. Though she referred to the prophet as God's
penman, thrs by no means suggests that he is to be regarded as a passive
instrument submissively passing on words mechanically dictated to him.
Rather the whole man is inspired, not just his words.
Under the guidance of
the Spirit he is a human agency whose whole personality is called upon to
convey the word of God in "just the way He wanted it to come."
It would be irresponsible to deny that there are literary problems, as well
as apparent historical discrepancies, such as the differences between the
parallel passages in the books of Kings and Chronicles, in the Scriptures,
(pp. 24G-24H)

Having determined that Scripture constitutes a major category of divine
revelation, we are now in a position to consider another important dimension of Ellen White's doctrine of Scripture, namely the dimension that characterizes her role as interpreter of the Word.
As interpreter of the Bible, Ellen White's most characteristic role was that
of an evangel ist— not an exegete, nor a theologian, as such, but a preacher
and an evangelist.
It was not her custom to take a Bible book, for instance,
and expound it systematically.
She describes her work as not unlike that
of the Bible prophets, as that of a messenger, called by God to receive His
word and to give a ciear message in His name, as well as to give God's people
a clearer understanding of the Bible, urging them back to God's Word.

No wonder, therefore, that the prophetic and hortatory mode was more characteristic of her than the exegetical. Though she did not ignore the historical
context, she did not always make use of it (cf. Prophets and Kings , etc.).
The people to whom she was preaching or-wr t ng~were more the object of her
attention than the specific people to whom the individual Bible writers addressed themselves. Although quite often elucidating the historical setting
of a scriptural passage and the original intent of the author, she was, in
the typical prophetic attitude, primarily desirous to press the text into
service for the immediate objective, that of the spiritual quickening of her
hearers or readers.
She lived in a century of evangelistic revival, and her
main purpose was to arrest attention and to bring conviction and repentance
more than merely to relay information.

—

i

i

In all her counsels, Ellen White is in fact more than an interpreter of
Scripture; she never fails to emphasize the relevancy of the passage to her
readers, and the importance of a proper response to the Word of God.
Very
generally uppermost are the inner spiritual needs of her audience. All is
subordinate to the objective of confronting her public with the demands and
promises of God. This approach has a way of creating a directness and an
urgency so that even more didactic pages are evangelistic in the best sense
of the term. (p. 24H)

by no means did she claim that her writings ought to be received as
being in a class with the Bible, and thus an addition to the Biblical canon.
"In Hrs word," she writes, "God has committed to men the knowledge necessary
.

.

.
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for salvation.
The Holy Scriptures are to be accepted as an authoritative,
Infallible revelation of His will. They are the standard of character, the
revealer of doctrines, and the test of experience." Still, the fact that
God has revealed His w-'r
to men through the Scriptures has not rendered
superfluous the continued presence and guidance of the Spirit.
In the Bible
we have "the unerring counsel of God," "all that is needful for the saving
of the soul," and Ellen White's testimonies should not be "carried to the
front," nor are they "to take the place of the Word." But since little heed
has been given to the Bible, "the Lord has given a lesser light to lead men
and women to the greater light [the Scriptures]." (p. 241)
I

I
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APPENDIX THIRTY-FIVE

AN ANALYSIS OF "PROPHETIC TENSION" IN THE ESCHATOLOGY OF E. G. WHITE.
A
Term Paper presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the
course G53I, Writings of Ellen G. White, by B. H. Brinsmead, December 1975

I

.

ntroduct ion

it appears significant that Ellen White wrote of the last things first; and
that she wrote of these last things as though they were imminent.
And yet,
she lived and wrote mainly in the nineteenth century, whereas we now live
in the twentieth.
Her particular perspective therefore raises certain questions for us today. This essay attempts to deal with some of these questions
.

The tendency of Ellen White to see -hast things as being imminent is here
given the designation "prophetic tension".
The first chapter attempts to
show briefly that this is a Biblical characteristic, and that it is created
by certain principles of prophetic insight.
Then this characteristic is
documented from Ellen White's earliest writings, and the problems that it
raises are more clearly stated.
In the second chapter, a practical explanation of the "prophetic tension" is
offered in the phenomenon of local and complete fulfillments of prophecy.
It is suggested that Ellen White has painted two pictures using prophetic
language, not just one.
Some tentative reasons for the partial fulfillment
However, in the third
being described in terms of the whole are offered.
chapter it is shown that the "tension" in Mrs. White's writings is genuine,
and that from the earliest she expected the final consummation to be imminent.

The fourth chapter establishes that there has in fact been a delay in the
Advent, because eschatology is "ethically conditioned": there is a dynamic
relationship between eschatology and soteriology. The nature of the ethical
reason for the delay, the failure to reflect Christ's character fully, is
briefly discussed. Now it is seen that, although there are now two pictures
described in eschatologica terms, there was originally intended to be only
The church's failure has made the two out of the one.
one.
I

Lastly, the two major conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis are
briefly stated.
it is there noted that the essay does not claim to be definitive: conclusions are more of the nature of suggestions, and the questions
It is hoped that this exerraised may be more valuable than the answers.
cise may help at least the writer to know that "it is full time ... to
For salvation is nearer to us now than when we first bewake from sleep.
lieved" (Rom. 13:11).
I.

The Question Stated

The Nature of Biblical Eschatology

More recent eschatologi ca studies have found a unique element in the teachHaving been previously presented as an apocalyptic visionary
ings of Jesus.
I
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on the one hand, or the teacher of a purely earthly eschatology on the other,
it is now seen that "Jesus stands apart from the apoca ypt sts in his recovery of the prophetic tension between history and eschatology" (G E Ladd,
The Presence of the Future [Grand Rapids, 1974] 146). The meaning of the
i

I

term "prophetic tension" is that the eschatologica activity of God "is seen
to be both present and future." "By the kingdom of God He (Jesus) designated
both the fulfillment of the prophetic hope in the
historical present in
His own person and mission and the eschatologica consummation of the prophetic hope at the end of the age" ( Ibid 146,147). That the prophetic view
was able to retain a tension between history and eschatology means primarily
two things.
Firstly, redemption history is not only eschatology but also
ethics ( Ibid 70f f this feature is discussed). There is no determinism in
which man is a passive unimportant actor, but rather, "eschatology is ethically
conditioned" ( Ibid 72)
Secondly, the ultimate, eschato log ica
future is
typically presented as imminent.
"The prophets usually saw in the background
the final eschatologica visitation of God; but since they primarily concerned themselves with God's will for His people in the present, they viewed
the immediate future in terms of the ultimate future without strict chronological differentiation and thus proclaimed the ultimate will of God for His
people here and now" ( Ibid 65)
I

I

,

.

I

I

The result is that the Biblical prophet can talk of imminence without determinism, and ethics without delay.
There is a dynamic relationship of Now
and Not Yet in which the Now is crucial for the Not Yet, and the Not Yet
impinges on the Now.
The Consummation is conditional, "ethically conditioned,"
because the ethical imperative is meaningful and not a pretense.
And yet,
at the same time, the Consummation is imminent, and it is God's work: there
is a real eschatology as well as real ethics, and God will bring the Kingdom
that is the annihilation of the present forces of history.
Both God and man
are real actors in the drama between good and evil: the Kingdom of God is
both imminent, and conditional.
'

Imminence

in

E.

G.

White's Writings

It was in 1844 that Ellen G. White (then Harmon) had her first vision
(This vision can be found in E. G. White, Life Sketches [Mountain View, 1915]
64-68).
One thing stands out about this vision
it is dominated by a view
of the Second Coming, the apocalyptic end of all things: "Soon our eyes were
drawn to the east, for a small black cloud had appeared, about half as large
as a man's hand, which all knew was the sign of the Son of Man" ( Ibid 65).
Then follow descriptions of the apocalyptic events of the Second Comi ng.
But there is another thing which stands out equally clearly: these apocalyptic
events are dynamically related to the experience through which Ellen Harmon
and the Mi lerites had just passed: "They had a bright light. set up behind
them at the beginning of the path, which an angel told me was the Midnight
Cr V" ^ bi
64)
The impression gained from the vision is one of dynamic
relationship between the Mi lerite experience and the imminent Second Coming.

—

i

1

.

I

This first vision establishes a theme that occurs constantly in those that
fol low.
A quick glance at the contents of the first part of the book Early
Writings , containing her earliest productions, is impressive: "the sealing,"
"shaking of the powers of heaven," "the last plagues and the judgment,"
"mark of the beast," "preparation for the end," "the gathering time." Here
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at the beginning of her writings is a concern for the very last events.
The contents of her chapters confrrm the impression:

saw four angels who had a work to do on the earth, and were on
their way to accomplish it" (EW 38).
"I

"I saw that Satan was at work in these ways to distract, deceive,
and draw away God's people, just now in this sealing time"
Ibid 44).
(

saw that the time for Jesus to be in the Most Holy Place was
nearly finished, and that time can last but a very little longer.
The sealing time is very short, and will soon be over.
.
Now
is the time, while the four angels are holding the four winds, to
make our calling and election sure" ( Ibid 58).
"I

.

.

The Question Stated
apparent that, in the years following 1844, Ellen White saw the Mi lerite
experience as being directly related to the last events of Biblical eschatology, which were seen to be imminent. The heavenly judgment had commenced
in 1844; the saints were presently living in the sealing time which was to
issue directly in the reception of either the seal of God or the mark of the
beast, and to befol lowed by the close of probation, and the final coming of
It

is

I

Jesus.

What is to be made of this, one hundred and thirty years later? Was Mrs.
White wrong?
Is it valid to adopt the skeptical attitude that her early
writing was a failure, a misjudgment?
It is interesting that the same verdict has been leveled at Christ as a teacher, because of some of his eschato log real sayings. This conclusion solves the dilemma by removing the
credibility, eventually, of the very basis of Christianity.
It has been
shown above that Biblical prophets habitually saw a dynamic relationship between their present and the eschato logical future. What we have in Ellen
White's writings is apparently another example of "prophetic tension." To
discredit ope prophet will then be to discredit all.
But if the visions were not in error, in what sense are they right?
Is the
only other solution the one of human failure that man failed to meet the
conditions inherent in the prophecies?
If this is so, is there any assurance
that man will not go on failing?
Is it true that man has always failed?

—

"The commission Christ gave to the disciples, they fulfilled. As
these messengers of the cross went forth to proclaim the gospel,
there was such a revelation of the glory of God as had never before
been witnessed by mortal man. ... To every nation was the gospel
carried in a single generation" (AA 593).
Then why did not the consummation occur then? And if, following 1844, man
did fail God, then what becomes of the relevance of Mrs. White's early prophecies? Are they made void by default, or do they continue to have significance? These questions are enough to suggest that there may be certain
perspectives that will help us to deal with the "prophetic tension" in the
eschato logy of El en G. White.
I
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II.

The Gathering Time

It is a widely agreed-upon principle of Biblical interpretation that a prophecy may have a limited local fulfillment as well as a final complete fulfillment.
Joel portrays the day of the Lord as both a local plague of
locusts (1:4-12) and a universal eschato logical judgment (3:11-15).
Zech.
12:10 is applied by the one New Testament writer to both the cross (John
19:37) and the second coming (Rev. 1:7).
Ellen White writes of the fall of
Jerusa lem:

"The Saviour's prophecy concerning the vision of judgments upon
Jerusalem is to have another fulfillment, of which that terrible
desolation was but a faint shadow" (GC 36.
Other instances of
this application of the prophecy are MB 120 ,121, and DA 628.
)

—

Because the principle factors in the great controversy are constant God,
man, and Satan
various events in history that are focal points for this
controversy are often spoken of in similar language.

—

en White apparently uses three methods of interpretation in dealing with
Seven Churches of Revelation.
The first is the so-called "historicist"
method:
El

I

"The. names of the seven churches are symbolic of the church in
different periods of the Christian era.
The symbols used
reveal the condition of the church. at different periods in the
history of the world" (AA 585).
.

.

.

The second may be called the "preterist" method, where the various passages
are made to apply to the actual first-century churches known at the time as
Ephesus (E. G. White, Manuscript II, 1906), Sardis (E. G. White, Review ,
Aug 10, 1905), etc.
And thirdly, the passages are applied to the present
experience of Christians: "Who is so favored as to be among these few in
Sardis? Are You? Am I?" (E. G. White, Manuscript 881, 1900).
"To the
church of the present day this message is sent.
call upon our church members to read the whole of the third chapter of Revelation, and to make an
application of it ... " (This and several of the above references are in
the SDABC 7:962ff
See further n AA 524, 543.
The tentative conclusion
to be drawn is that the prophecy is considered to be fulfilled, not only at
a particular point in a prophetic timetable, but also wherever the ethical
and spiritual specifications are met.
I

.

)

i

.

A corollary of this principle of local and final fulfillments is that a local
fulfillment may be spoken of in terms of the yet future, universal consummation.
Do we have some instances of this in Ellen White's eschatology?

There are in her writings apparently two understandings of the "midnight cry."
She can say that the midnight cry was given "near the close of the second
angel's message" (EW 238), i.e., in 1844.
And yet she can say that "the
coming of the bridegroom was at midnight. ... So the coming of Christ will
take place in the darkest period of this earth's history" (E. G. White,
Positive Christian Living [Washington, D.C.,
The two major
9523, 374).
treatments of the bridegroom parable, in Great Controversy and Chri st
1

'
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Object Lessons elaborate on these two senses of the coming of the Bridegroom.
In Great Controversy the coming of the Bridegroom is applied to
Christ's coming into the Most Holy Place to commence the investigative judgment fn 1844 (.GC 427); in Christ's Object Lessons it is
Christ's return to the earth at the close of human probation" ( Living 374-375).
,

.

.

There seems to be a similar understanding of the three angels' messages.
Early Writings says that the seond angel's message closed just before Oct. 22,
1844 (EW 238, and Appendix 304).
Of the third angel's message she says it
was given "at that time," i.e., in 1844 ( Ibid 75).
In Great Controversy
she gives a ful
statement of her understanding of these messages:
I

i

"The second angel's message of Revelation 14 was first preached
in the summer of 1844, and it then had a more direct application
to the churches of the United States. ..."
Note that the suggestion

is of a

local

application.

Then she contines,

"But the message of the second angel did not reach its complete
fulfillment in 1844. ... Not yet ..
can it be said that
Babylon is fallen'" (GC 389ff
.

And then the reason is given. This cannot be said until apostasy fills the
churches "in all the countries of Chri stendom"— that is, when there is, not
a local fulfillment in the United States only, but a universal fulfillment.
She goes on to say, "The perfect fulfillment of Rev. 14:8 is yet future"
C b d 390).
In other words, in the fullest sense the second angel's message has not been fulfilled.
If this is so, the third message has not been
fully given either, for she says that this last has its final application
when the second has been fully given, accompanied by the message of Rev.
18: 1-4 (Ibid 603-605).
I

i

One of the chapters in Early Writings is titled "The Gathering Time."
In
it Mrs. White says, "Sept. 23, the Lord showed me that He had stretched out
His hand the second time to recover the remnant of His people, and that efforts must be redoubled in this gathering time" (EW 74).
"Gathering" is a
weighty word in prophetic expectation.
In the Old Testament it referred to
the eschato logical gathering of a Hebrew remnant under the Messiah to establish the Kingdom of God (Ezek. 39:25-29 etc.).
In the New Testament, Christ
speaks of the time when he will ".
.
send His angels
and they will
" (Matt. 24:31).
gather His elect.
Ellen White is here using consummation language. To what is she referring? Who are "His people"? A footnote refers to page 86, where "His people" are those who, in 1844, were
"looking for Christ," and were "scattered" by the Disappointment: now they
were to be gathered again.
In other words, a local experience of God's
people is spoken of in terms of the whole.
.

.

.

.

.

.

There are other instances of this use of eschato ogica terms. The "latter
rain" is spoken of as both present ( SDABC 7:984) and future (EW 51); the
"sifting" is both present (4T 51) and future (5T_80).
Ellen White can speak
of "this sealing time" ( EW 44) and can also speak of the final, future
I

seal ing

(GC 605).

I
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What conclusions can be drawn? Ellen White appears to paint two pictures
with eschato logical language: the local picture of the Mi lerite awakening
and the beginnings of the Seventh-day Adventist church; and the consummative
picture of the end of the global conflict between good and evil.
Each picture has a three angels' messages, a midnight cry and coming of the Bridegroom, a former and latter rain, a sifting and a gathering.
I

Why should the events around 1844 be spoken of in such significant terms?
Perhaps Ellen White herself suggests the answer:
"This time (that of Rev. 10)
is not the end of this world's
history, neither of probationary time, but of prophetic time,
which should precede the advent of our Lord.
That is, the people
will not have another message upon definite time.
After this
period of time reaching from 1842-1844, there can be no definite
tracing of the prophetic time" ( SDABC 6:971).
.

.

.

The period around 1844 was what some have spoken of as an "axial" period of
expectancy of the return of Christ. God intended that it should have great
significance, as it would from this time on be a fixed point of reference
for the remainder of time.
Further, the events of this period reveal more
clearly the nature of the very final events:
"Such subjects as the sanctuary, in connection with the 2300 days,
the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus, are perfectly calculated to explain the past advent movement and show what our present position is, establish the faith of the doubting, and give
certainty to the glorious future" (EW 63).

The "prophetic perspective," with its tension between history and eschatology,
typically sees a part in terms of the whole. This is not a failure of the
whole picture to be fulfilled, but a partial fulfillment that is itself a
prophecy and a promise of what is to come. Therefore, when we find a consummative description of a local experience in Ellen White's writings, it
is not a failure of prophecy, but a prophecy of God's final success.

The Great Controversy

III.

Ellen White received her first "Great Controversy" vision in 1858, in which
she was shown the conflict between Christ and Satan from its inception to
its conclusion.
The content of this vision is now set down in the latter
part of the book Early Writings and here is found- the same continuum between the Mi lerite experience and the final consummation that was noted
above.
,

I

"As the ministry of Jesus closed in the holy place, and He passed
into the holiest, ... He sent another mighty angel with a third
message to the world.
This message was designed to put the
children of God on their guard.
They will be brought into
close conflict with the beast and his image" (EW 254)
.

.

.

.

.

.

This same 1853 vision, though subsequently expanded by further revelations,
was still the basis of Ellen White's picture of the final struggle when she
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produced The Great Controversy in 1888.
It is striking that God revealed
to her the last events first; and that the earl rest things that she saw are
still her framework when, near the end of her writing career, she sketches
last-day events.
In the light of the matters that have been raised so far,
it may be profitable to compare these two pictures of last events.
So far
it has been shown that she painted both a local and a consummative picture
in last-day language.
Now a further question must be raised.
Do both pictures refer to the same consummation? Or were her early visions only alluding to a local picture, and was the impression of imminence of the consummation only a literary device, another way of looking at local events? Or
was the imminence really there?

Because Great Controversy is the later production, we would naturally expect some development of Ellen White's views. One unmistakable development
is a strong universal perspective:

"Not one is made to suffer the wrath of God until the truth has
been brought home to his mind and conscience.
Everyone is to
have sufficient light to make his decision intelligently" (GC 605).
.

.

.

"The angel who unites in the proclamation of the third angel's message is to lighten the whole earth with his glory. A work of
worldwide extent and unwonted power is here foretold. The advent
movement of 1840-44 was a glorious manifestation of the power of
God ... to be exceeded by the mighty movement under the last
warning of the third angel" ( Ibid 611).
Is this a widening vision in which the whole of the first picture is seen
to be only local? Specific and local designations appear to be left behind.
In the chapter, "God's People Delivered," all men are finally in two
groups, designated by very general terms, "people of God," "true Israel,"
"evil men," "enemies of God's law," etc. ( Ibid 635f f
In comparison, the prophet's earlier outlook contains some local expressions.
The last call will be carried "even to the poor slaves" (EW 278).
Is the extremity of this work to be the southern states of the United States?
There is no question that, as time passed, the prophet became aware more
and more of the extent of the church's mission.
And yet from the earliest,
the universal view is there in embryo.
For instance, even then she saw
clearly what she stated specif ica ly in her later work: "I saw that this
message (the third angel's) will close with power and strength far exceeding the midnight cry" ( ibid 278)
The chapter, "God's People Delivered"
in the later book is paralleled by the earlier chapter, "Deliverance of the
Saints." There is no mistaking the universal perspective of the whole
chapter. There are the same two general ly defined groups of men as in
Great Controversy , the same overwhelming, cosmic picture of the return of
Christ.
The conclusion is very clear: the consummation is the same in both
views.
Briefer, more simply stated in the earlier account; graphically
developed in the later one. But essentially, the last events that Ellen
White was first shown are still the last events.
I

.

This continuum between 1844 and the consummation, this "prophetic tension,"
encompassed the apocalyptic end in the fullest sense. She may have spoken
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of a
of a

local event in terms of the last events; but she was not only speaking
We are now ready to sketch the exact relationship between
local event.

the two pictures
and why.

— and

to see what has been

IV.

left out of the later picture,

Hastening The Coming

Throughout Scripture, the tension between the present and the future has a
basis in the imperative to God's covenant people to cooperate in the purposes
of the Kingdom of God on earth.
Thus, in Matthew, the imperative to preach
the gospel to all nations (28:19), and the promise that Christ shall come
when the gospel shall have been preached (24:14) are dynamically related.
Ellen White is very clear: "It is the privilege of every Christian, not only
to look for, but to hasten the coming of the Saviour" (AA 600). There can
be no real privilege without responsibility.
If this honor extended to the
church has real meaning, its converse must be true: an inadequate response
This is where ethics and
on the part of the church will delay the advent.
eschatology meet; and ethics reach a climax in the commission to the Christian to bear the fruit of other Christians, to become a saving instrumentality
through the presence of the indwelling, saving Christ.
Ellen White specifically deals with this question. Commenting on one of
"I saw that the time for Jesus to
the very passages quoted above ( ISM 67);
be in the Most Holy Place was nearly finished, and that time can last but a
very little longer," she says.
"Am
accused of falsehood because time has
continued longer than my testimonies seemed to indicate?" She then cites
early examples of Biblical writers who gave the impression of the shortness
of time, and whose predictions did not come to pass (I Cor. 7:29; Rom. 13:12;
Then she says:
Rev. 1:3; etc.).
I

"The angels of God in their messages to men represent time as very
It is true that
Thus it has always been presented to me.
short.
time has continued longer than we expected in the early days of
this message.
Our Saviour did not appear as soon as we had hoped.
Never!
It should be rememBut has the word of the Lord failed!
bered that the Lord promises and threatenings of God are alike condi tiona
I

She continues:
"Had Advent ists, after the Great Disappointment in 1844, held fast
to their faith,
Christ would have come ere this to receive
His people to their reward" (ISM 68).
.

.

.

a comparison between Adventists and Israel in the wilderness, she
says, "The same sins (unbelief, murmuring, rebellion, worldliness, unconsecration, strife), have delayed the entrance of modern Israel into the heavenly
Canaan" ( Ibid 69).

Making

E. Froom has made an exhaustive collection of statements of E. G. White
regarding the delay of the Advent and the reasons for it (Movement of Destiny,
CWashington, DC, I97IU, 561-602). Unquestionably the primary reason for
the delay is the inadequate response of God's church.
It becomes apparent
L.
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—

that the study of eschatology leads to the study of soteriology God's work
for and in man.
Apparently, man has been able to confute the purposes of
God.
One of the keys to the understanding of the "prophetic tension" in
Ellen White's writings becomes the question of the saving relationship between God and man.

What is the precise nature of the reason for the delay? "When the character
of Christ shall be perfectly reproduced in His people, then He will come to
claim them as His own" CCOL 69). This is a very searching statement. What
is meant by the term "character of Christ"?
Is it a duplication of the perfection of Christ that is here demanded? Ellen White says further, "The
last rays of merciful light, the last message of mercy to be given to the
world, is a revelation of His (God's) character of love" ( Ibid 416).
Here
it is not the character of Christ, but the character of God, that is the
model to be reproduced.
Ellen White may be referring to the New Testament doctrine of the "imitatio
Christi," the Imitation of Christ.
Christ is clearly upheld as an example
to the Christian: "Christ also suffered for you, leaving you an example,
that you should follow in His steps (I Peter 2:21).
But there is something
else that is important about this theme: it calls the Christian to do as
Christ has done, on the basis of the fact that Christ has done for him what
he could never do for himself.
We are to die to sin because He has already
died f6r sin (I Peter 2:24).
We are to follow Christ as sheep follow a
shepherd, not as sheep follow another sheep (I Peter 2:25). The identity
between the Christian and Christ is always in the context of the radical
difference between the Christian and Christ. The motif of "imitatio" reaches
its peak in Eph. 5:1, where the Christian is told, "Be imitators of God."
The same is in Matt. 5:48, where the Christian is to be as perfect as the
Father.
Obviously, a difference must also be implied.
In the Old Testament,
the true Israelite was to pattern his life on God, as He had revealed Himself, because only here is a true and unerring standard of ethical conduct
with the inherent right to be the model for man (Lev. 19:2 etc.).
In the
New Testament, the revelation of Christ is the equivalent of that revelation
of God to Israel: and in imitating Christ, the Christian is imitating God.

—

Thus the Christian is called to be the same as Christ constantly remembering that he is different to Christ.
His imitation is always in the context
of dependence.
"With our limited powers we are to be as holy in our sphere
as God is holy in His sphere" (ISM 337).
And at the same time, "The closer
you come to Jesus, the more faulty you will appear in your own eyes.
The less we see to esteem in ourselves, the more we shall see to esteem in
the infinite purity and loveliness of our Saviour
and the more fully
we shall reflect His image" (SC 64,65).
When we have conquered every known
sin, the closeness to Christ implied in that victory will reveal in us a
sinfulness we had not before seen.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Where is the church's failure most clearly delineated? Ellen White again
and again pointed us to Rev. 3:14-22, which pictures a people full of "pride,"
"rebellion, ingratitude, and forgetf u ness of God" on the one hand, and the
"great Redeemer, the heavenly merchantman laden with riches," "gold of faith
and love, white raiment of Christ's righteousness, eyesalve of spiritual
discernment" on the other (ASM 357).
It is a call for an imitation of
I
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Christ

in

the context of total dependence upon Him.
* * *

There

is one thing that is present in Early Writings and not in Great Controversy: the striking continuum between the Mi lerite experience and the
apocalyptic consummation.
Instead, there is a contrasting of a local
Mi lerite fulfillment and a yet-awaited "perfect fulfillment" (GC 389-390).
And it is clear from Mrs. White s own words that the early impression of
time being "very short" was as she intended (ISM 67).
It is the failure
of "modern Israel" that has made the two pictures out of the one, with a
period of delay in between.
I

I

f

Does this make the Consummation forever uncertain? Will the church ever
reflect Christ fully?
Is the Advent no nearer for us than for the Mi lerites?
Not necessarily.
It appears that, if man does not hasten the Advent by his
acceptance of the gospel, he may hasten it by his rejection.
I

"Time will last a little longer until the inhabitants of the earth
have filled up the cup of their iniquity, and then the wrath of
God, which has slumbered so long, will awake.
(IT 363.
Froom
has a collection of similar statements in Movement of Destiny 598ff.)
.

.

Since 1844, man's freedom to reject moves in a shrinking circle of time.
One thing is clear from Great Controversy the note of imminence and urgency
is not lessened.
The "prophetic tension" always remains.
But Ellen White
says what no other prophet before her has said: there is no more prophetic
time to be fulfilled, and though probation of modern man may stretch, the
events of 1844 continue to remind him that the limit of God's forbearance
is breathtaking y close.
:

I

Cone usions
I

Perhaps two brief conclusions can be drawn from the material that has been
presented.
The first is that we must attempt to avoid confusion. What was
one eschatologica picture has become two. The apocalyptic "signs" of the
Mi lerite experience could have been signs of the consummation: but there
has been a delay, and that experience has become a local fulfillment.
Signs
that once indicated that Christ was soon to come, now indicate that the last
prophetic time-period has passed. Those signs still have significance for
us, but now they have a different significance.
The Mi lerites could say
that the churches, in rejecting their message, became Babylon; we cannot.
Nor can we use the signs they used and make them mean the same thing.
Ellen
White made a statement in 1888 that may relate to this question:
I

I

I

"Some things must be torn down.
Some things must be built up.
The old treasures must be reset in the framework of truth.
They
(Adventist preachers) are to preach God's word; their testimony
must not be molded by the opinions and ideas that have been regarded as sound, but by the word of God which liveth and abideth
for ever.
She says again,
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"I have been shown that Jesus will reveal to us precious old
truths in a new light, if we are ready to receive them" (E. G.
White, Minneapol is Talks , mimeo copy, E G White vault.
Andrews
University, Berrien Springs, Ml, 89,88).

The second conclusion is that we must be filled with humility and vigilence.
Eschatology cannot be separated from soteriology, nor prophecy from ethics.
The fault of God's people appears to be, not that they do not know enough
prophecy, but that they do not know Jesus.
If our spiritual eyesight is
too dull to be able to compare ourselves to Jesus, at least our temporal
predicament may lead us to compare ourselves with our spiritual forefathers;
and thus the broken vase of prophecy, which was one piece and now is two,
will jolt us into realizing that what they had, and therefore what we have,
is not sufficient.
There is a portion of prophecy, above all others, to
which we must turn: the last verses of Revelation three.
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APPENDIX THIRTY-SIX

ELLEN G. WHITE AND THE CHARGE OF PLAG ARISM
I

Here rs a volatile subject worthy of our careful thought. Not yet is the
research on thisi issue complete.
But some suggestions may be offered.
1.

It is quite correct that E. G. White drew upon scores of sources
to aid
her in her writing. Great Controversy alone cites about ninety of such.
Desire of Ages drew upon at least the greater part of a dozen we -known
commentators on the life of Christ. Her health works reflect such writers
as L. B. Coles, Trail, and Jackson, and her educational volumes incorporate
much from Pestalozzi, Herbart, Froebel, Horace Mann and others.
I

2.

This fact need not,
a.

in

itself, be disconcerting for those who recognize:

The biblical dictum that God never does supernatura y what can be
done naturally.
This is often called the law of the economy of
miracle.
We see it frequently in Scripture which records how Christ
chose to ask questions instead of drawing upon His omniscience, and
how he chose to use human rather than miraculous effort in many situations such as removing the stone from the tomb of Lazarus and filling
the water pots of Cana with water.
I

b.

I

I

Other prophets, even Biblical ones, were led of God to incorporate
sections of the writings of others.
Matthew and Luke used approximately 99% of Mark, 2 Peter and Jude reflect similar practice, and
so do some Old Testament passages.
The list of ntertestamenta
names in Christ's genealogical table indicates that Luke drew upon
temple records. The Bible's closing book contains almost 500 allusions to previous writings.
There is hardly an original image in
the entire Apocalypse.
i

3.

Ellen White made it very clear that she herself did read other writers.
Through the pages of the church papers she made known her evaluation of
Conybeare and Howson's classic work on Paul, as well as her appreciation
and study of D'Aubigne.
She recommended such works to the study of church members apparently without any concern that the most intelligent of them would recognize that
she had borrowed liberally from such sources.
Thus there does not seem
to be any intention on her part to deceive by such usage.
Wylie's The
History of the Waldenses was being offered for sale in the same church
offices selling her own works, but this particular volume was certainly
one of her Great Controversy sources.

4.

We have from Ellen White the clear statement that she herself had to
provide the words to clothe the concepts given her from heaven.
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"Although
am as dependent upon the Spirit of the Lord in
wrrting my views as
am in receiving them, yet the words
employ in describing what
have seen are my own" (Review and
Herald, Oct. 8, 1867).
I

I

I

I

We know also that she felt her own inadequacy in this area.
Thus she
wrote, and wrote most beautifully, on this awareness of her insufficiency:
"Oh, how inefficient, how incapable
am of expressing the
things which burn in my soul in reference to the mission of
Christ. ...
know not how to speak or trace with pen the
large subject of the atoning sacrifice.
know not how to
present subjects in the living power in which they stand before me.
tremble for fear lest
shall belittle the great
plan of salvation by cheap words" (Letter 40, 1892).
I

I

I

I

I

"I am but a poor writer, and cannot with pen or voice express
the great and deep mysteries of God" (Letter 67, 1894).

Inasmuch as it was necessary for her to find words to express the ideas
she was commissioned to proclaim there is nothing inherently strange
in the fact that where she found valuable summaries of truth it appealed
to her to use such.
This helped her in her own lack and also was a
considerable saving of time and effort.
A major reason why Ellen White never gave credit is intimated in her
sole statement about her use of quotations from others.
In Great Controversy 13 we read that she had no wish to represent the writers she used
as authoritative.
That is, she did not feel free to endorse all that
was written by such writers and was not recommending that others should
either.
Elsewhere we read her counsel to gather up the scattered gems
of truth and put them in right settings.
This is precisely what she did
herself—winnowing much of literature and providing the gems for a church
which tragically read very little.
Her metaphor of "gems" for quality
literary fragments suggests that she looked upon them as God's gifts
intended to bless all, like the rich treasures of earth, rather than
contrived artifacts to which individuals could claim ownership. Thus
in Education , she clearly states that every brilliant flash of thought
"is from the Light of the world" (p. 14).
In the same paragraph she
uses the illustration of the moon and stars which "shine by the reflected
light of the sun" to represent the teachings of "the world's great
thinkers" wherever they are true, and therefore belong to all.
When
with the passing of time and the increasing rigor of literary standards
she was urged to give credit there is no evidence of any reluctance on
her part to comply.
This was not done for paraphrasing any more than it
was customary for popular literature so to do at that time.

Most of those who- have been scandalized by Ellen White's use of sources
revea
I

a.

They have. a superstitious view of inspiration which
able from either Scripture or Ellen White.

is

not support-
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b.

They know little about writing or preaching.
In these areas, all
practitioners of note have stood on the shoulders of their predecessors.
It is a well-known dictum that "he who never reads will never
be read; he who never quotes wi
never be quoted; and he who does
not use other men's brains reveals he has no brains of his own." One
of the evidences that a prophet spoke from God was his tack of original fty , by which we mean that true prophets ever drew from the
existing well of acknowledged truth, and applied their drawings to
current needs.
Even the teachings of Jesus contain little that cannot be found in the Old Testament in root form.
I

c.

I

They are not wel
aware of the literary practices by authors of
popu lar Cnon-academic]] works in the 19th century.
I

very significant that when Ellen White chose a source which most
nearly reflected her own view of inspiration she chose C. B. Stowe, whose
summary on the matter was a far cry from the beliefs of the fundamentalists of his day, and similarly a far cry from the views of most Seventhday Adventists today.
He could say that the Bible writers were God's
penmen not his pen, and that God as a writer was not represented in
Scripture, that the logic and rhetoric employed by Scripture writers was
not faultless, that the manuscripts were imperfect, that chronology in
Scripture and scientific expression were defective, and that the Bible
was given for practical purposes and revealed a union of the human and
divine.
With all this Ellen G. White agreed, having this advantage,
that she personally had experienced divine inspiration for many years.
It

is

It has been pointed out that nineteenth century works do often give
credit to their sources, and that the evil of plagiarism was recognized.
This, however, is only a half, truth.
It is certainly correct to acknowledge that copyright laws were far less stringent in the nineteenth
century (thus American publishers could reproduce the works of Dickens
without his consent, and without paying him a cent), and the incorporation of sources in popular works without credit was a recognized phenomenon.
We quote. Dr. Olson's excellent article on this subject.

"The Ethics of Nineteenth-Century Literary Borrowing"

Apparently no one, even among Ellen White's secretarial staff,
questioned the propriety of her use of the works of other
writers before the mi d- 880' s. When, at that time, she was
criticized for this practice she at first disregarded the criticisms, probably feeling as John Wesley did, that a series of
credit lines would interfere with the flow of the message being
portrayed.
W. C. White explains her attitude:
1

In many of her manuscripts as they came from her hand
quotation marks were used.
In other cases they were not
used; and her habit of using parts of sentences found in
the writings of others and filling in a part of her own
composition, was not based upon any definite plan nor was
it questioned by her copyists
and copy writers until
about 1885 and onward.

a

—

When crrtics pointed out this feature of her work as a
reason for questioning the grft which had enabled her to
write, she paid little attention to ft.
Later on when
complaint was made that this was an injustice to other
publishers and writers, she made a decided change
change which you are familiar with.— W. C. White to L. E.
Froom, Jan. 8, 1928.

—

When Sketches from the Life of. Paul and The Great Contro versy were published she was advised to leave out the
quotation marks and did so.
But afterward when presented with the fact that this was considered unfair to
the people from whom she had made quotations she said to
have them in by all means.
In her desire to get the best possible description for
the benefit of her readers she overlooked the importance
of that which has been the subject of severe criticism.
W. C. White to J. C. Stevens, July 25, 1919, W. C. White
Letterbook #129.

As to the propriety of copying from others, it appears that
this was a common practice in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.
John Wesley (1703-1791) frankly stated his attitude toward using the works of others:
It was a doubt with me for some time, whether
should
not subjoin to every note
received from them the name
of the author from whom it was taken; especially considering
had transcribed some, and abridged many more,
almost in the words of the author. But upon further
consideration,
resolved to name none, that nothing
might divert the mind of the reader from keeping close
to the point of view, and receiving what was spoken'only
according to its own intrinsic value.
Explanatory Notes
Upon the New Testament, Preface, quoted by F. D. Nichol,
Ellen G. White and Her Critics , p 406.
I

I

!

I

—

Another Bible commentator notes that borrowing has long been
common practice among theological writers:

a

the commentators have drawn largely from the fathers,
especially from St. Augustine; and most of them have made
general property of Patrick, Lowth, and Whitby.
Poole
has exhausted the old continental writers; Henry has made
very free with Bishop Hall and others; Scott and Benson
have enriched their pages abundantly from Henry; Gill has
translated the spirit of Poole's "Synopsis," but he most
generally gives this authorities; Adam Clarke and Davidson
have been much indebted to a
the best critics, though
the former does not always mention his obligations, and
the latter never; but his preface to his admirable "Pocket
Commentary" is an honest confession that he pretends to
All

I

I
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—

be no more than a compiler,
Ingram Cobb in, quoted by
F. D. Nichol, E. G. Wftite arid Her "Critics , p 406.
In defending John the Revelator's use of other sources, Preston
and Hanson state:

In fact, of course, every great writer has materials and
sources which he uses (Aeschylus and Shakespeare are admirable examples). The important question is not, What
sources does he use? but What use does he make of them?
Indeed, if we once get some idea of John's technique, the
masterly way in which he adapts and combines his various
sources will make us pay more, and not less, attention to
what he is using those sources to express. The Re_vej_ati.on,
of St. John the Divine, p 93.

Conybeare and Howson borrowed from other writers without giving credit or using quotation marks (See Nichol, pp 424-425).
D. M. Canright, who in 1887 condemned Mrs. White for this
practice, borrowed extensively himself in an 1878 publication
of his own, with no indication in the preface or anywhere else
in the book that he was doing so (See Nichol, p 408).
Ellen White made no attempt to hide her borrowing.
She even
called special attention to Conybeare and Howson s work in the
same year that she was drawing extracts from it.
In support
of an advertisement for the book in the Signs of the Times of
February 22, 1883, she wrote, " The Life of St. Paul by Conybeare
and Howson
regard as a book of great merit, and one of rare
usefulness to the earnest student of the New Testament history"
CST Feb. 22, 1883, p 96).
Four months later, in June, 1883,
her own volume on Paul was published.
She must have known that
the relationship between Sketches from the Life of Paul and the
Conybeare and Howson book would soon become apparent to her
readers, but this obviously was of no concern to her.
f

I

She also recommended d'Aubigne's History of the Reformation
from which she borrowed extensively, as an ideal holiday gift
CRH 12-26-1882).
,

Raymond Cottrel
states that when he was working on the SPA
Bible Commentary , he had occasion to compare thirty commentaries
on
Corinthians with one another. To his amazement he discovered that many of these respected commentators had "copied
significant amounts of material from one another without once
concluded that "nineteenth-century
giving credit." Cottrel
literary ethics, even among the best writers, approved of, or
at least did not seriously question, generous literary borrowing without giving credit" ("The Literary Relationship Between
he Desire of Ages, by El ten G. White, an d The Life of Christ,
by William Hanna," p 6).
I

I

I
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Since Ellen White lived most of her life in the nineteenth century, it is not surprising that she should conduct most of her
literary activities according to nineteenth-century literary
standards. ("Ellen G. White's Use of Uninspired Sources," by
Robert W. Olson, pp. 13-15)
9.

The main error responsible for the current perplexity is not Ellen
White's use of sources, a practice fol lowed by every good writer since
the first quill was invented, but the non-biblical view of inspiration
that has been current among the majority of Seventh-day Advent ists, as
well as non-Advent st fundamentalists and evangelicals in general.
i

10.

God does not require that all should be literary critics before they
can discern His voice as echoed by His messengers.
The texts, "he who
is willing to do His will, he shall know of the doctrine" and "by their
fruits ye shall know them" offer conditions that can be fulfilled simply
so that "the laboring man, though a fool, need not err" Isa. 35:8.
*

*

#

APPENDIX THIRTY-SEVEN
DR.

K. STRAND'S "PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY"
AND THE APOTELESMATIC PRINCIPLE

wish to point out that my use of Dr. Strand's "philosophy of
history" approach in support of the apote erratic principle may be in error.
Dr. Strand has kindly sent me some observations on the matter, and
to these
our attention must be briefly directed.
I

I

Says Dr. Strand:
You have rightly noted in an earlier chapter as well as on page
•490 of the present chapter that there is a similarity between what
refer to as "philosophy of history" and what you call the "apote esmat
I

I

principle";
but the two are in reality far from the same, and
not be cited (ibid.) as an example of one "who would affirm the
validity" of your apotelesmatic approach.

I

i

should

The "phi loscphy-of-h story" principle which
have in mind, and as
illustrated by Ellen White in AA 585-589 and other places, "may be considered,'' as you correctly quote me on page 419, as "essentially a
variation of the continuous-historical mode of interpreting the book
of ^Revelation." Actually—whether applied to Daniel or to Revelation
this sort of ph osophy-of-h story approach is grounded in the Bible's
own view of history:
it is a projection forward of the historical
demonstration of God's sovereignty and activity in history as already
illustrated in the past history of God's people as recorded in the books
of Judges, Kings, and Chronicles.
In the ongoing continuum of history
(I
noted in our last session that apocalyptic views history as a continuum),
it is a further outworking of the "blessings-and-curses" formulation of
Deuteronomy and a depiction of recurring patterns in the developments
and processes within the great controversy.
In its recurring patterns
it bears witness to the realistic "ups and downs" of history and especially to God's constant care for, and work in behalf of, His people in
His conquest and defeat of the powers of evil, leading up to the final
culmination in the setting up of His own everlasting Kingdom.
i

I

—

i

I

i

Thus "philosophy of history," as
see the principle, is rooted
squarely in the Bible's own "philosophy of history," and is fully in
accord with the apocalyptic view of history as a continuum.
It highlights
repetitive patterns within that continuum, demonstrating the sovereignty
of God, who "removes kings and sets up kings" (Dan. 2:21). (Letter to
Desmond Ford, June 6, 1980.)
I

Let us observe that Dr. Strand defines the "philosophy of history" principle as involving "a depiction of recurring patterns in the developments and
processes within the great controversy." "It highlights repetitive patterns
within that continuum." Thus "there is a similarity between what
refer to as
'philosophy of history' and what you call the 'apotelesmatic principle.'" The
former is "illustrated by Ellen White in AA 585-589, and other places."
I

Now, while Dr Strand has difficulty in accepting what he thinks
mean by
the apotelesmatic principle,
wish to stress that
have no difficulty whatever
in accepting his "philosophy of history" approach as here defined.
It is essenI

I

!
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tially this "depiction of recurring patterns" for which

I

am contending.

However, Dr. Strand has proceeded to delineate where he feels 'the great
divide' exists.
He points out that to his understanding "dual fulfillment is
not a characteristic of apocalyptic," that the concept that "Christ could have
come 'ere this" is not "a key for interpreting apocalyptic," that there is no
"evidence of any kind within the book that demands [Ford's]
sort of
apotelesmatic interpretation," that such a view would "repeatedly tantalize His
people with the hope of Christ's coming," that such a view also rejects
"the sovereignty of God an essential element in the apocalyptic perspective,
that it would destroy "the essential matter of hope and assurance," and that
it misdirects "our focus concerning man's role in relationship to the setting up
of God's Kingdom as depicted in Biblical apocalyptic."
"Where in either Daniel
or Revelation is there any indication that the faithfulness or faithlessness
of God's people is a dominant factor in determining when Christ shall usher
in the Kingdom?"
Letter to Desmond Ford from Dr. K. Strand, June 6, 1980,

—

These objections have been clearly and fairly stated, and are worthy of
close attention.
First, we should observe that most of the objections are
comprehended in the last one. My own discussion of prophecy, including apocalyptic prophecy, has stressed the conditional element which, If negatively
fulfilled by God's people, delays the Kingdom, and therefore permits time
to unfold a similar crisis or crises, to which God's people are called to
respond aright.
(See Daniel , pp. 48-54; 208-13.)
Dr. Strand has reached for
the '[jugular vein," as he makes his several objections revolve around this one.
In reply, it should be first observed that Dr. Strand is not finding
fault with a peculiar position set forth solely by myself. When Ellen White
thought of prophecy and the advent it was particularly the apocalyptic
prophecies of Daniel and Revelation which concerned her, and she very definitely
made the point that such are conditional as to the fact of fulfillment and the
timing of such. When the SDABC sets forth the characteristics of apocalyptic,
and turns to its nterpretation,
t does not have the reservation about the
apotelesmatic principle that Dr. Strand has. Note that it applies Rev. 2 and
3 to the first century, specific eras, and every age.
Observe also that it sees
that the apocalyptic prophecies could all have been fulfilled centuries ago.
(See SDABC 4:725-26; 7:729.)
i

•

i

In the first of the last two references, as the commentary discusses the
interpretation of apocalyptic, another article is recommended "The Role of
Israel in O.T. Prophecy."
(See particularly pages 25-37 of that article in
volume 4.) This splendid treatise is undoubtedly the most accurate and
comprehensive statement on the nature of prophecy to be found in our literature,
and we recommend it to every reader.
It makes it clear that the promises of
Dan. 9:24-27 could all have been fulfilled in such a way as to have brought
the kingdom of glory within the seventy weeks of years had ancient Israel

—

—

been fa thf u
i

I

Dr. Strand, unlike the SDABC , appears to reject both the idea that apocalyptic prophecy can have more than one fulfillment, and that it has a conditional
element.
However, from talking with Dr. Strand, we believe he is actually denying not the fact of contingency, but its overt and obvious presence in apocalyptic.
But it must be pointed out that the conditional element even in other

prophecies (those not apocalyptic) is rarely overt. Jonah gave no hint of
condition when he cried, "Yet forty days and Nineveh will be overthrown."

a

Let us enquire as to how our Lord applied apocalyptic prophecy.

His title of "Son of Man" which He used as recorded over eighty times, was
taken from Dan. 7:13. The fact that He not only used that title, but placed
it in the same setting as Dan. 7, makes it quite clear that it is the
latter
passage which was the source of the title. See Mt. 24:30; Lu. 22:69. But
let us note that throughout the Gospels, Christ is not using it solely of His
second coming, but chiefly of His first. And He saw, not only a dual application of the Dan. 7:13 prophecy, but a repeated one.
Thus Lu. 22:69 is correctly
translated in the RSV " From now on ye shall see. ..." Repeatedly the Son of
Man comes in judgment as He came to Jerusalem in AD 70.
Notice also that
Mt. 28:18 applies Dan. 7:13,14 to the first advent.

Furthermore, Christ's reference to "the kingdom of heaven" is also taken
from the apocalyptic prophecies of Daniel. The phrase is derived from Dan.
2:44 where the final kingdom is said to be that brought in by the God of heaven.
In Dan. 7:27, it is "the kingdom under the whole heaven" which is given to the
saints. Again when we compare Mt. 21:33-45 and Lu. 20:9-18, we find Christ
drawing. upon Daniel 2 as he speaks of the kingdom to be taken from Israel and
given to the church.
What makes it absolutely certain that Daniel 2 is His
source is the reference to the stone.

The Greek expression translated in most Bibles as "grinding to powder"
rare one and is borrowed from the Septuagint's translation of Dan. 2
regarding the stone that smote the image. The Pulpit Commentary , for example,
comments on Matt. 21:44:
"The idea is repeated from Dan. 2:34,35,44,45.
Christ
in His humiliation is the Stone against which men fall,
Christ in His glory and
exaltation is the Stone which falls on them." Plummer's Commentary on Matt .,
299, says, "It is from Daniel 2:44 that 'shattered into fragments' or 'scatter
as dust' comes."
is a

Note particularly the words of Lohmeyer:

What Daniel says of the Rock is here in Luke (20:17,18 parallel to
Matt. 21:44) described also as the Corner Stone.
It is cut out of its
place and breaks in pieces all upon whom it falls. And again, this
Corner Stone is as immovably set in position as the Rock that holds up
the temple;
none of its assailants. .
.will prevail against it; "they
will be dashed in pieces."
Lord of the Temple , p. 46.
.

Wordsworth's Commentary states:
Our blessed Lord in adopting this phrase from the prophet Daniel,
gives a tacit approval to the interpretation which had been given to this
prophecy, and which was prevalent in the Hebrew church in his day.
"Ask the Jews, what is meant by the Stone? They answer as one man, the
Mess ias
.

The interesting fact is that the Hebrew word for Stone is almost identical
with the Hebrew word for Son.
As the stone and the mountain conclude the
symbolism of chapter 2, and the sancfuary in chapter 8, so does "the Son of Man"
in chapter 7.
The Hebrews were very familiar with paronomas ia in connection with
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the words "stone" (" eben "), "sons" ("bamm"), and "to build" (" banah ")
Matthew Black says, "The "eben-ben word-play is one of the oldest and bestknown in the Old Testament.
"Chr stologica use of Old Testament in New Testament," New Testament Studies
18:12 (1971-72).
For examples of this word-play
see Ex. 28:29.
Joshua 4:6,7,8,20,21;
Kings 18:31; Lam. 4:1,2;
54:11-13.
sa
i

I

,

I

I

.

Dr. Phillip Carrington discussing Mark 12:10 in his commentary on that
book, declares the same word-play is present.
Thus we would have the Rejected
Son (12:6) paralleling the rejected Corner Stone.
Luke's Gospel links with
these two symbols of the Son and the Corner Stone yet another, namely the stone
of Dan. 2.
And Carrington makes the illuminating suggestion that "already in
Daniel the Stone conceals the word for 'Son';
it is a cryptogram for Israel
corresponding to the 'Son of Man' at chapter 7."
Ibid
Matthew Black gives
several examples from rabbinical sources of this recognized relationship
between "stone" and "son", and concludes his article with the view that "the
chr istologica stone testimonia presuppose an exegetical tradition interpreting
Dan. 2:34,35; 7:13 of Israel, as the Son-Son of Man, which may already have been
messian ica ly interpreted in pre-Christian Judaism;
it supplied the second strand
in the Son of God 'Chr isto logy of the New Testament.
Ibid ., p. 14.
.

I

I

Thus Dan. 2, in its symbolic portrayal of the coming of the kingdom of
God, applies first to the building of the church temple (Matt. 16:18), and
ultimately to the sacred temple of a new world wherein God Himself visibly
dwel Is (Rev. 21:3).
DA 600 should also be studied in this connection.
When Ellen White comments
on the words "On whomsoever it shall fall, to grind him to powder" she proceeds
to make reference to "Christ their Rock of offence will then appear to them as
an avenging mountain."
Here in the one sentence Ellen White unites two symbols
in Dan. 2, the Stone or Rock and the Mountain.
It seems that anyone who will
closely study this passage in Matt. 21 and the parallel passage in Lu 20, will
find it easy to distinguish between Christ's references to the corner stone as
found in Psalms and his reference to the Stone of Dan. 2, which is referred to
in Mt. 21:44 and Lu
20:18.
See also the footnote and marginal reference in the
Jerusalem Bible for Dan. 2:28,45, which are emphatic that Christ's statement
does reflect Daniel's.
.

.

The evidence to most writers seems overwhelming that Christ applied the
kingdom of heaven of the apocalyptic prophecies of Daniel to the first advent as
well as the second
in short, He gave these prophecies a dual application.

—

Let us next ask, "Did Christ also see a conditional element in the apocalyptic prophecies? Mt. 24:34 compared with 24:14 (the condition for the coming)
suggests that it was even so. But let us consider a more obvious example. What
means the plaintive cry recorded in Lu. 19:42?
If thou hadst known, even thou,
at least in this thy day, the things which belong unto thy peace]
But now they
are hid from thine eyes."
In DA 576-578, Ellen G. White has summarized our usual understanding of this
passage. She emphasizes that Jerusalem could even then have received Christ and
stood forever.
But what does Lu. 19:42 have to do with apocalyptic? The
following verses foretell the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans in harmony
with Daniel's predictions.
"The time of trouble," "the times of the Gentiles,"
"the end," "the abomination of desolation," "the Son of man coming in the
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—

clouds of heaven" all concepts employed by Christ in connection with Jerusalem's
ail have their original statement in the apocalyptic visions of the seer
fall
Mt. 24:15 and Mk. 13:14 are direct references to Dan. 9:27 and
of Babylon.

—

8:13.
Was Dan. 9:26, regarding the destruction of the city and the sanctuary,
See the SPA commentary Daniel
It is certain from
pp. 211-213.
Lu. 19:42; Mt. 23:37 and Jer. 17:24-18:10, that had Israel been faithful to the
Sabbath of the Lord, and the Lord of the Sabbath, the prophecies from Daniel
regarding Jerusalem's destruction would have never been fulfilled.

conditional?

Is

,

there anything strangely heretical in the foregoing? The SDABC said it
a score of years ago. Furthermore, the Sabbath School quarterly on
See our appendix on this manuscript.
in the 1960s took the same position.

all over

Daniel

letter commenting on this chapter of the manuscript Dr. Strand
repeatedly speaks of apocalyptic prophecy as setting forth a continuum, and
contrasts this with "dual f ul f
Iment" which he suggests "is not a characteristic
of apocalyptic." Subsequently he inquires, "Where can you find evidence of
any message within the book that demands your sort of apotel esmatic interpretations?" Dr. Strand points out that "Daniel 8 parallels Daniel 2 and Daniel
7" and "portrays the historical continuum culminating in the Messianic victory
and establishment of God's Kingdom." The letter advised me to read chapter
four of his Perspectives in the Book of Revelation , which has bearing on the
read, "Both Daniel and the Synoptic Apocalypse give
same issue. There
evidence of treating history as a continuum; they do not treat history as
simply jumping from the contemporary scene directly to the end-time, with
intermediate time left unaccounted for." (p. 35)
In

his

i

I

I

Previously we have fulfilled the request to furnish evidence of apotelesmatic messages in Daniel by referring to Christ's use of the fourth kingdom of
Dan. 2 and Dan. 7 for both the kingdom of grace and the kingdom of glory, and
His employment of Daniel's "Son of Man" in connection with both advents and
But we wish to speak more now to the issue of the "continuum"
the times between.
which Dr. Strand suggests is contrary to what the SDABC ca s "dual fulfillment."
I

I

Let us take Daniel 8, as Dr. Strand suggests, and enquire whether it
really gives us a continuum, or does it jump from one scene to the end-time, with
intermediate time left unaccounted for."

Fromihe Greek beast
Dan. 8 speaks first of Medo-Persia, then of Greece.
comes four horns, and from one of these four Greek horns another little horn.
It is typical of Daniel to refer to major empires as beasts and to subsidiary
kingdoms as horns. The Roman empire in chapter 7 is presented as a beast,, not as
We are distinctly told in the chapter that the four horns represent
a horn.
four kings to spring out of Greece, and then we are told that from one of these
Observe that according to the symbolism all these
will come another king.
subsequent kings belong to the Greek beast. The Roman empire did not spring up
from the midst of Greece, it came from Italy. Neither does this little horn
power of chapter eight spring up in the midst of the others as the papacy is
In this case, the horn springs up "out of
pictured in the preceding chapter.
one of them"
i.e. it comes from one of the four kingdoms of the Greek world.
While Rome existed before the divisions of the Greek world, that is not the case

—

with the power here represented by a horn that follows and originates
with the
Greek horns. Uriah Smith has the little horn begin by an eastward move
to
Syria, but the prophecy of Daniel eight has the little horn power first move
southwards to Egypt. We stress here the original application to Antiochus,
not
because we think that the application which is relevant to us, but
because it
demonstrates that an apocalyptic prophecy is not always a direct continuum,
but
rather can offer a near typical fulfillment which must later be made the
mirror
of a subsequent, widely separated fulfillment.
it is not a matter of which interpreter shall we follow,
but whether we
will accept God's own interpretation.
Daniel II and 12 cover the same ground
as Daniel 8 as any cursory survey will show, and they interpret the
Dan. 8
vision for us. Medo-Persia, Greece, the first great king of Greece, the

four-fold division, the emerging from one of these four of one who would attack
the south, and the pleasant land with its sanctuary prior to his fall in the
east— all this is found in both prophecies. The scope of eleven and twelve
is thus identical with the scope of eight.
And the key pronouns which dominate
ll:2l-45_are "he," "him," and "his."
In at least thirty of the approximately
thirty-five usages of these pronouns, it is the same power under consideration
Thus only by interpreting the chapter apotel esmatica y can we create our own
continuum embracing successive "antichrists" like pagan and Papl Rome, doing the
same work, but in different eras.
.

I

I

Antichrist is the one that springs from the kingdoms of the north (as made
ciear in vv. 15-21), a'nd is himself called "the king" (v. 36) or "the king of
the north" (v. 40). Observe the parallel in Dan. 8, where the same pronouns are
found about ten times after the introduction of the little horn. Note their
prominence in vv. 22-25. Observe also that the description found in Dan. II:
21-45 pictures "him", "the king of the north" as doing precisely what the little
horn does, and being in character exactly what the little horn was.
Cf. 8-9-13
with
29-33.
I

I

:

In each instance a power from one of the Grecian divisions attacks
the
south and then the holy land. The sanctuary is profaned, the daily is taken
away, and a desolating abomination is placed.
See also the comparison between
8:23-25 and 11:36,45.
In both cases, this Antichrist is called "a king"— one who
magnifies himself, does unholy work, and then is brought to his end by God.

Having gone through this background material, we wish again to ask, "Is it
true that we have in Daniel 8 and II a continuum rather than an apotelesmat ic
application of prophecy? Does Dan. 8 picture the war of pagan Rome against
literal Israel and its literal sanctuary and sacrifices, and then continue with
a description of the rise of spiritual Rome and its attack on a spiritual
sanctuary and spiritual sacrifice?
Is there any hint of such a succession, or
is every Adventist interpreter forced to grant at least a dual
application of the
prophecy of Antichrist and to affirm that what happened with pagan Rome also
happened again
spiritually with spjritual Rome? While we grant with other
Adventist expositors [see our quotations from the 1919 Bible Conference on this]
an initial application to Antiochus, we see in him but a shadow of recurring
applications of Antichrist, particularly Rome, but the vital question for us at
this time is whether we have given here a continuum, or a prophecy that requires
at least a double application?
Furthermore, if we deny the conditional element
to this apocalyptic forecast, how do we drop Israel
from the picture and intro'
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duce the church? Are we still to look for events in the middle east to fulfil
Is the glorious holy mountain that unholy den
the last verses of chapter eleven?
of warring nationalists that is Jerusalem today? And if so, on what grounds
can we suddenly switch from this description of Daniel's literal "holy" city,
to his spiritual people Christian believers in the next verse?
(Dan. 12:1
speaks of "thy people" Daniel's people. Compare Dan. 9:24, where the phrase
means
tera Jews

—
—

I

i

I

.

We submit that to make sense of this prophecy and to relate it to the
Christian church, we must grant both the apotel esmat ic principle, and the
conditional nature of the forecast.
And this approach agrees with that of our
Protestant forebears. They believed that both Dan. 8 and II pointed first to
the typical Antichrist, Antiochus Epiphanes, who desolated the sanctuary and
reared an abomination, and secondly to pagan Rome which destroyed Jerusalem
and thirdly to papal Rome which warred against the spiritual sanctuary
,

.

It is of great interest to learn that E. G. White did not so much see a
as a case of recurring fulfillment.
We
continuum in this prophecy of Dan.
quote her letter 103, 1904, which after citing verses from the last portion
of the Daniel chapter, declared, "Much of the history that has taken place in
fulfillment of this prophecy will be repeated." See RH, July 8, 1976. What
we have in Daniel II is not so much an uninterrupted continuum, but a
presentation of an ancient typical crisis which app ies again with greater
force to eschatologica events and intervening crises.
I

I

I

I

apocalyptic offers a continuum, we would
If Dr. Strand insists that a
ask, where in Dan. 7, on his principles, does the first advent of Christ appear
on the continuum"? And where does that advent appear on the continuum of Dan
2j if we reject the dual application here of "the kingdom of heaven"?
I

I

.

Is Mt. 24 a continuum as Perspectives (p. 35) suggests, or does it pass
from the terrible tribulation of AD 70 to the final tribulation the "time of
trouble" forecast in Dan. 12:1? Let us perceive that immediately after
speaking of the Roman armies around Jerusalem (v. 15,) Christ spoke of the
Judean flight (vv. 16-20), and then quoted Dan. 12:1 regarding the time of
trouble such as had never been since the world began. The context of Dan. 12:2
as well as its wording, makes it certain that this prophecy particularly applies
to the end of the world, and can only be projected back to the Middle Ages on
the principle of apotelesmatic fulfillment. As with Dan. 8 and II, it is
Like the Daniel
not possible to find a continuum here in the Olivet discourse.
chapters, having introduced a great crisis which applied to literal Israel,
our Lord passed direct to the crisis at the end of the world typified by
Jerusalem's terrible siege.

—

Must we really insist on an uninterrupted "continuum" rather than recurring
fulfillment (in principle) of ancient crises? Ellen White found no difficulty
in applying the concept of "the time of trouble" to AD 70, the Middle Ages, and
the end of time. Just as she could affirm that many of the events foretold in
See also DA 628,
led again.
led and would be fulf
Daniel II had been fulf
where she says that the deceptions predicted by Christ came to pass before the
fall of Jerusalem, again during the middle ages, and will finally occur in the
i

I

i

I

last days.
Is

it

not on this same principle that our commentary can apply Paul's use
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of Dan. 9:27 (first fulfilled in AD 70) in 2 Thess. 2:3,4 to Paul's own day,
the middle ages, and the last crisis? See vol. 7:270.
If, as the Adventist
commentary contends, all of Revelation could have been fulfilled in the first
century, must it not have been so written that crises which would have occured
in the apostolic decades would mirror similar crises throughout the centuries
of the delay? We submit that the evidence for the apotelesmat ic application of
prophecy, even apocalyptic prophecy, is abundant.
It is possible, even yet, that
have misunderstood Dr. Strand.
May
therefore .in paying tribute to him as a Christian gentleman and a great
scholar urge all to read his excellent studies on apocalyptic, including
Interpreting the Book of Revelation (Ann Arbor, 1976), which has been of great
interest and help to the present writer. One thing
am sure of both Dr. Strand
and myself would urge upon others the truthfulness of the following quotation from
from E. G. White as a valuable aid in the study of prophecy:
I

I

I

—

God's work is the same in all time, although there are different
degrees of development and different manifestations of His power, to meet
the wants of men in the different ages. PP, 388.

Because of the nature of God, of Satan, and of men, which remains the
same throughout all time, prophecy of a special crisis may find fulfillment
on more than one occasion.
Seventh-day Adventists, in seeing the little horn
of Dan. 8 as representing at least two historical fulfillments (pagan and papal
Rome), and likewise Mt. 24 (A.D. 70 and the end of the world), and Joel 2:28
(Pentecost and the latter rain), and the Day of the Lord prophecies, have
thereby always acknowledged the apotelesmatic principle.

*******************

